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2818 | BEDSIDE
Novel biomarkers to predict cardiovascular admission in patients with
pharmacologically optimised chronic heart failure

S. Piper1, D. Hipperson2, J. Decourcey2, R. Sherwood2, G. Amin-Youssef2,
T.A. Mcdonagh1. 1King’s College London, London, United Kingdom; 2King’s
College Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Background: The evidence for using the B-Type Natriuretic Peptides to predict
decompensation in heart failure has provided mixed results. We examined serial
concentrations of three novel biomarkers sST2 (an IL-1 receptor family mem-
ber), Galectin-3 (a soluble β-galactosidase-binding lectin), and Mid-regional pro-
adrenomedullin (MRproADM) (a vasodilatory natriuretic peptide), to ascertain su-
periority over NTproBNP in predicting cardiovascular admission.
Methods: We prospectively studied 50 patients with stable CHF due to LV sys-
tolic dysfunction. All patients were on optimum doses of prognostically indicated
medications and in NYHA Class I-III. Mean age was 67.3 years (SD 11.568), 82%
were male and 48% had IHD. Mean LVEF was 30.7%. Patients were followed for
a period of 6 months with samples drawn at baseline, 1 month, 3 months and 6
months.
Results: Median concentrations at baseline for NTproBNP, sST2, Galectin-3 and
MRproADM were 300pg/ml (IQR 80.8-1282), 17.6ug/L (IQR 13.3-22.5), 7.9ug/L
(IQR 6.9-9.3) and 0.73nmol/L (IQR 0.58-0.95) respectively.
On ROC analysis, AUC for % change in the respective biomarkers and CV ad-
mission was 0.803 (p=0.012) for Galectin-3, 0.734 (p=0.052) for sST2, 0.506
(p=0.962) for MRproADM and 0.571 (p=0.553) for NTproBNP. Comparable re-
sults were found for absolute changes in biomarker concentrations with AUC of
0.807 (p=0.011), 0.734 (p=0.052), 0.546 (p=0.700) and 0.579 (p=0.511) respec-
tively.

ROC analysis for % change.

Conclusion: Both sST2 and Galectin-3 are better predictors of CV admission
than NTproBNP. Galectin-3 in particular demonstrates a significant ability for this
use. Conversely, MRproADM is less predictive than NTproBNP, indicating it may
have no role in monitoring heart failure patients. Further work in a larger sample
to validate these findings is warranted.

2819 | BEDSIDE
Serial measurements of high-sensitive cardiac troponin T predict
prognosis of ambulant chronic heart failure patients: results of the
Bio-Shift study

N. Van Boven1, L.C. Battes2, K.M. Akkerhuis2, A.A. Constantinescu2,
O.C. Manintveld2, M.L. Geleijnse2, R.H.N. Van Schaik3, H. Boersma2,
V.A.W.M. Umans1, I. Kardys2. 1Medical Center Alkmaar, Department of
Cardiology, Alkmaar, Netherlands; 2Erasmus Medical Center, Department of
Cardiology, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 3Erasmus Medical Center, Department of
Clinical Chemistry, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: The prognostic value of high-sensitive cardiac troponin T (Hs-cTnT)
in chronic heart failure (CHF) patients has been investigated, but most studies
evaluated single or few measurements only. We aimed to examine longer term
Hs-cTnT patterns in CHF patients, and their value for assessing prognosis.
Methods: From 2011 to 2013, 263 ambulant CHF patients were included in 2 hos-
pitals. Hs-cTnT was measured at baseline and every 3 months. The primary end-
point (PE) comprised heart failure (HF)-hospitalization and cardiovascular mor-
tality. The association between Hs-cTnT pattern and the PE was assessed by a
statistical method that combines a mixed model, describing temporal evolution of
Hs-cTnT, with Cox proportional hazards regression.
Results: Mean age was 67 (SD 13) years, 72% were men and 27%were in NYHA
class III–IV. During a median follow-up of 1.0 (IQR 0.6-1.4) years 885 blood sam-
ples were drawn, with a median of 3 (IQR 2-5) per patient. The PE was reached
in 41 patients (16%). Median baseline Hs-cTnT was 17 (IQR10-32) ng/L,which
was higher in patients with PE than in those without (28 (IQR 21-50) ng/L vs. 15

(IQR 9-30) ng/L; age- and sex adjusted hazard ratio (HR) for doubling of baseline
Hs-cTnT: 1.71; 95% CI 1.27-2.32). In patients with a PE, age- and sex adjusted
Hs-cTnT increased linearly over time (figure). The median of the last Hs-cTnT
before a PE was 45 (IQR 22-69) ng/L. The temporal Hs-cTnT pattern was asso-
ciated with increased risk of PE: doubling of Hs-cTnT over time resulted in 1.71
times increased risk (95% CI 1.32-2.26).

Temporal patterns of Hs-cTnT.

Conclusions: Temporal patterns of Hs-cTnT are associated with HF-
hospitalizations and cardiovascular mortality in CHF patients. Hs-cTnT increased
linearly before an event, whereas in stable patients the Hs-cTnT pattern remained
steady over time.

2820 | BEDSIDE
Renalase in patients with heart failure

K. Kochanski1, P. Przybylowski2, H. Bachorzewska-Gajewska1, J. Malyszko3,
P. Kralisz1, M. Kozuch1, S. Dobrzycki1. 1Medical University of Bialystok, Invasive
Cardiology, Bialystok, 2Jagiellonian University, Cardiovascular Surgery and
Transplantology, Krakow, 3Medical University of Bialystok, Nephrology and
Hypertension, Bialystok, Poland

Introduction: There are known correlations between renalase and renal failure,
however there are few reports evaluating renalase in patients with heart failure
(HF).
Purpose: The aim of this study was to assess serum renalase concentration in
patients with heart failure.
Methods: The study included 130 patients who underwent heart transplantation
(HTx), 114 patients with HF due to coronary artery disease (CAD) or dilated car-
diomyopathy (DCM) without heart transplantation (no-HTx) (EF≤40%), and 27
healthy volunteers.
Results: In 130 HTx patients mean age was 53.2±14.1, in 114 no-HTx patients
mean age was 69 years (27.2;85.3) with men constituting 82.5% of the group. In
no-HTx group CAD was present in 86% of patients, DCM in 26.3% of patients, hy-
pertension in 70.2% of patients, DM type 2 in 31.6% of patients and CKD in 29.8%
of patients. The eGFR<60 ml/min/1.73m2 was found in 30.7% of no-HTx patients,
mean BMI was 27.47±3.95. In no-HTx group 3.5% of patients were in NYHA
I class, class II-48.25%, ≥class III-48.25%. In no-HTx patients mean serum re-
nalase concentration was 8.93±2.9μg/ml, mean EF- 26.5% (13;40), mean serum
BNP- 293.5pg/ml (23;3352), mean serum creatinine- 1.04mg/dL (0.68;6.05),
mean eGFR- 72.39±24.23mg/ml/1.73m2. In the HTx group mean serum re-
nalase concentration was 8.41±5.47μg/ml, mean EF- 55.7±9.86%, mean NT-
proBNP- 165.7pg/ml (17.2;3975.8), mean serum creatinine- 1.74±1.14mg/dl,
mean eGFR- 54.5±27.89 ml/min/1.73m2. In both groups serum renalase con-
centration was significantly higher compared to the control group [8.93±2.9μg/ml
vs. 3.86±0.73μg/ml vs. 8.41±5.47μg/ml,p<0.001]. Positive correlation was found
between serum renalase and serum creatinine concentration in no-HTx patients
(R: 0.349, p: 0.00223) and in patients after HTx (R: 0.85, p<0.001) and positive
correlation between serum renalase concentration and patients age in noHTx
and HTx grups (R: 0.234, p: 0.0344 vs. R: 0.25, p<0.01). Negative correlation
was found between serum renalase concentration and eGFR in no-HTx patients
(R:-0.37959,p:0.000851) and in HTx patients (R:-0.58,p<0.001). In HTx patients
there was a significant correlation between serum renalase concentration and EF
(R: 0.26, p<0.01) or serum NT-proBNP (R: 0.41, p<0.001) and NYHA class (R:
0.31, p<0.001), without significant correlation in no-HTx patients.
Conclusions: HTx patients are characterized with better left ventricle systolic
function but worse renal function compared to no-HTx patient. Higher serum re-
nalase concentration in both groups was related to impaired renal failure, and in
HTx group also with left ventricle function.

2821 | BEDSIDE
Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF-a) gene polymorphisms and cardiac
sarcoidosis

E. Gialafos1, M. Gazouli1, E. Kosmas1, V. Kouranos2, E. Manali2, E. Peros2,
A. Rapti2, G. Giamouzis3, N. Koulouris2, F. Triposkiadis2. 1University of Athens,
Athens, Greece; 2Sotiria Regional Chest Diseases Hospital, Outpatient Clinic
of Sarcoidosis, Athens, Greece; 3University General Hospital of Larissa,
Department of Cardiology, Larissa, Greece

Background: The induction of Th1 and suppression of Th2 response is predomi-
nant in sarcoidosis granuloma formation and strongly associated with TNF-α pro-
duction. Polymorphisms in the promoter region of the TNF-a gene result in high
and low TNF-a producers. Frequency of the rare TNF-a -308 allele was signif-
icantly higher in Japanese patients with cardiac sarcoidosis. Cardiac sarcoido-
sis (CS) is the leading cause of sarcoidosis mortality and remains underdiag-
nosed. The identification of genetic predisposition could play a critical role in the
identification of underlying subclinical forms of CS. The present study was con-
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ducted to investigate possible correlations between the emergence of CS and the
-1.031(T/C), -857(C/T), -308(G/A), and -238(G/A) TNF-α gene polymorphisms in
a well-defined Greek cohort.
Methods: One-hundred and seventy three sarcoidosis patients (42 with CS) were
recruited. Diagnosis of sarcoidosis was established when clinicoradiological find-
ings were supported by histologic evidence. CS was determined according to
standard criteria. DNA was isolated from peripheral blood with the NucleoSpin
Blood Kit (Macherey-Nagel, Germany). The -1031(T/C), -857(C/T), -308 (G/A)
and the -238 (G/A) polymorphisms of TNFα gene were genotyped as previously
described
Results: There was no significant difference between the panel of patients with
cardiac and non-cardiac sarcoidosis concerning the -1.031(T/C) and -238(G/A)
TNFα polymorphisms. Regarding the -857 (C/T) polymorphism, the TT genotype
and the T allele were found to be over-represented in sarcoid patients with CS
(p=0.02 and 0.012, respectively). AA genotype of the -308 (G/A) as well as the A
allele were also found significantly more frequently in patients with CS (p=0.014
and 0.012 respectively). From the investigated TNFα promoter polymorphisms,
9 main haplotypes were deduced. Haplotypes 3 and 5, including A nucleotide
position -308, and T nucleotide at position -857 respectively, were significantly
over-represented in the sarcoidosis group with cardiac involvement.
Conclusions: To date, still we do not know what predisposes some sarcoidosis
patients to develop cardiac involvement. We showed that TNFα -857T and -308A
variants are associated with cardiac involvement in Greek patients with sarcoido-
sis

2822 | BEDSIDE
Albuminuria as an independent predictor for in-hospital worsening
renal function in acute decompensated heart failure

T. Shibata, Y. Sugano, T. Nagai, T. Yamane, K. Nakamura, M. Ishihara,
K. Kusano, H. Ogawa, S. Yasuda, T. Anzai. National Cerebral and Cardiovascular
Center, Suita, Japan

Purpose: Worsening renal function (WRF), frequently seen in patient with heart
failure during hospitalization, is known as a factor associated with poor progno-
sis. Although albuminuria is considered an early sign of renal disorder, little is
known about the significance of albuminuria to WRF in acute decompensated
heart failure (ADHF). Thus, we assessed the potential usefulness of albuminuria
for predicting WRF in patients with ADHF.
Methods: We examined 280 consecutive ADHF patients who admitted to our
hospital between January 2013 and December 2013 from prospective registry.
We excluded 8 patients receiving dialysis treatment. WRF was defined as an in-
crease in serum creatinine levels�0.3 mg/dl from baseline to discharge. We per-
formed blood and spot urine examination �24 hours after admission and at dis-
charge. Albuminuria was expressed as the urine albumin/creatinine ratio (UACR)
�300mg/gCr.
Results: The overall prevalence of WRF in ADHF was 39 patients (15%). WRF
were more commonly observed in patients with older age, lower hemoglobin level,
higher incidence of hyperuricemia, chronic kidney disease (CKD) and previous
heart failure hospitalization. There were no significant differences between the
two groups in terms of sex, body mass index (BMI), incidence of hypertension,
ischemic heart disease, re-exacerbation of heart failure during hospitalization,
weight change from admission to discharge, cardiovascular medications, left ven-
tricular ejection fraction (LVEF), serum troponin-I, creatinine, blood urea nitrogen
(BUN) and plasma brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) levels on admission. Multivari-
ate logistic regression analyses showed that albuminuria (odds ratio 5.0, 95% CI
1.5-16.8, p=0.007) was an independent determinant for WRF, among variables
including age, LVEF, systolic blood pressure, estimated glomerular function rate
(eGFR), serum sodium and hemoglobin levels, and intravenous furosemide dose
for initial 24 hours.
Conclusions: Albuminuria on admission rather than baseline eGFR or history
of CKD may be a useful predictor of WRF during hospitalization in patients with
ADHF.

2823 | BEDSIDE
Clinical impact of quantitative and qualitative alterations in the
extracellular matrix (ECM) in human cardiomyopathy

M. Shibamoto, K. Nagao, N. Takahashi, M. Tokunaga, F. Sano, H. Ito, F. Hayashi,
T. Makita, T. Inada, M. Tanaka. Osaka Red Cross Hospital, Cardiovascular
Center, Osaka, Japan

Purpose: Cardiac fibrosis is known to be a hallmark of myocardial remodeling.
Quantitative and qualitative alterations in the extracellular matrix (ECM) in human
cardiomyopathy are, however, unclear. This study aimed to analyze the ECM al-
terations by measuring the pathological and serological markers in the human
cardiomyopathy.
Methods: In the pathological analysis, 113 patients of non-ischemic cardiomy-
opathy who underwent LV endomyocardial biopsy (EMB) were divided into three
groups; A: mild fibrosis group, B: moderate fibrosis group, C: severe fibrosis
group, according to the %fibrosis area in the EMB tissues. In the serological anal-
ysis, serum procollagen type I amino-terminal peptide (PINP), carboxyl terminal
telopeptide of collagen I (ICTP), procollagen type III (PIIINP) and type IV collagen
7s were measured as turnover markers of collagen I, III and IV in 75 patients (45;

dilated cardiomyopathy, 30; controls). Relationships between fibrosis and cardiac
function were determined in each analysis.
Results: %fibrosis area ranged from 0 to 11% in the group A, 12 to 30% in the
group B and 30 to 99% in the group C. Ejection fraction (EF) was 43.8±13.4%,
40.2±12.9% and 33.7±14.0% in the group A, B and C, respectively (A vs. C,
P<0.01). LV end-diastolic volume index was 95.1±25.4ml/m2, 107.3±42.1ml/m2

and 128.5±43.9ml/m2 in the group A, B, and C, respectively (A vs. C, p<0.001; B
vs. C, p<0.05). Absolute increase of EF at 1 year was negatively correlated with
%fibrosis (r=-0.31, P<0.05). Reverse remodeling defined as an absolute increase
of EF ≥10% to a final value of >45% was observed in 71.4% patients in the group
A, in 42.9% patients in the group B, in 35.0% patients in the group C, (A vs. C,
p<0.05). Among the collagen turnover markers, ICTP, PIIINP and type IV collagen
7s were significantly higher in the patients with DCM than in the control patients
(11.4ng/ml vs. 3.3ng/ml, p<0.0001; 0.91U/ml vs. 0.57U/ml, p<0.005; 6.0ng/ml vs.
4.0ng/ml, p<0.0001, respectively). ICTP and PIIINP were correlated with renal
function whereas, only type IV collagen 7s was significantly correlated with pa-
rameters of cardiac function (EF; r= -0.41, p<0.001, LV systolic diameter; r=0.32,
P<0.05, BNP; r=0.43, P<0.001). Immunohistochemistry for type IV collagen
revealed strong staining in the basement membrane surrounding the cardiac my-
ocytes, which was prominently disrupted in the hearts with severe LV remodeling.
Conclusion: Cardiac fibrosis in LVEMB is associated with worsening hemody-
namic parameters. Among the ECM alterations, disruption of the basement mem-
brane may be related with LV remodeling.

2824 | BENCH
Important role of receptor for advanced glycation end products and its
ligand high mobility group box 1 in inflammatory cardiomyopathy

A. Bangert1, M. Andrassy1, C. Volz1, A.-M. Mueller1, A. Fischer1,
M. Bockstahler1, F. Lasitschka2, A. Bierhaus3, H. Katus1, Z. Kaya1. 1University
Hospital of Heidelberg, Dept. of Internal Medicine III, Heidelberg, 2University
Hospital of Heidelberg, Institute of Pathology, Heidelberg, 3University Hospital of
Heidelberg, Dept. of Medicine I and Clinical Chemistry, Heidelberg, Germany

Purpose: Inflammatory cardiac mechanisms contribute to progressive heart fail-
ure, an increasingly prevalent disorder with considerable morbidity and mortal-
ity. High mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) is a multifunctional protein which can
stimulate inflammatory cells directly or by forming immunostimulatory complexes.
HMGB1 acts hereby at least in part via RAGE (receptor for advanced glycation
end products) and initiates an immune response. The aim of this study was to
analyze the innate danger signal HMGB1 and its binding partner RAGE in the
pathogenesis of inflammatory cardiomyopathy.
Methods: A/J-wild type (wt) and A/J-RAGE knockout mice (ko) were immunized
with murine cardiac troponin I (TnI) or control-buffer. Furthermore adenoviral me-
diated cardiac specific overexpression of HMGB1 was performed in this mice,
which were also immunized. We evaluated mechanical parameters of cardiac
function and measured the concentration of Troponin T (TnT), HMGB1 and anti-
body titers against TnI in serum. Additionally we analyzed the protein expression
and histopathological changes of the myocardium.
Results: TnI-immunized wt-mice developed severe inflammation, cardiomegaly
and reduced ejection fraction (EF) of the heart. TnI immunization showed two
times higher HMGB1-levels in serum which correlated with increased concentra-
tion in myocardium. In contrast TnI-immunized ko-mice showed significantly lower
antibodies against TnI and reduced TnT-levels. There was almost no significant
inflammation or fibrosis in hearts of TnI-immunized ko-mice compared to wt-mice.
Cardiac function was also preserved in ko-animals.
Surprisingly, cardiac HMGB1-overexpression alone, without TnI immunization,
also led to sustained cardiac inflammation and fibrosis in both wt- and ko- mice.
This was associated with significantly reduced ejection fraction in animals of these
groups (EF: wt/HMGB1: 41±9 and ko/HMGB1: 53±9, %) compared to Luciferase-
vector (Luc) treated control mice (EF: wt/Luc: 87±1 and ko/Luc: 86±1, %). Five
times higher serum levels of TnT were assessed in both HMGB1 treated groups
compared to littermate controls.
Conclusions: Our study suggests that HMGB1 and its receptor RAGE are im-
portant components in the pathogenesis of TnI induced autoimmune myocardi-
tis. Furthermore HMGB1 is capable to induce severe inflammation, fibrosis and
congestive cardiac failure on its own and this effect seems to be in part RAGE-
independent. Both proteins have a key role in inflammatory mechanisms and
blockage of one of these molecules might represent a novel therapeutic strategy
in the treatment of inflammatory cardiomyopathy.

2825 | SPOTLIGHT
Comparision of sST2 and galectin-3 for risk prediction relative to renal
function in hospitalized patients with heart failure

R. Zhang, Y. Zhang, J. Zhang, T. An, Y. Huang, Y. Wang, Q. Zhou, S. Yin. Fu Wai
Hospital, Heart Failure Center, Beijing, China, People’s Republic of

Purpose: To investigate whether risk prediction relative to renal function was
different between sST2 and galectin-3 in hospitalized patients with heart failure
(HF).
Methods: We consecutively enrolled 1161 patients hospitalized for HF, and fol-
lowed up for 1 year. Multivariable fractional polynomials (MFP) were used to eval-
uate the interaction between two variables in predicting death. Multiple Cox re-
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gression, discrimination, reclassification and calibration analyses were used to
evaluate the prognostic value of sST2 and galectin-3 relative to clinical risk fac-
tors. The endpoint was all-cause death.
Results: 174 patients died during follow-up. MFP showed the prognosis of sST2
did not interact with estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), whereas iden-
tical galectin-3 concentration was more predictive in patients with eGFR >60
mL/min/1.73m2 (n=735) than ≤60 mL/min/1.73m2 (n=426). After stratifying pa-
tients by eGFR of 60 mL/min/1.73m2, the area under the curve (AUC) for sST2
(0.77) was similar to galectin-3 (0.76) in patients with high eGFR (P=0.66), but
higher than galectin-3 when eGFR was lower (AUC of 0.75 vs. 0.62, P=0.001).
As assessed by AUC, net reclassification improvement, and integrated discrimi-
nation improvement, sST2 improved risk prediction to reference model, irrespec-
tive of renal function. However, incorporation of galectin-3 only yielded additional
prognostic value in patients with eGFR >60 mL/min/1.73m2.

Biomarkers for predicting mortality

Reference model Model with sST2 P value Model with galectin-3 P value
(95% CI) (95% CI) (95% CI)

Patients with eGFR >60mL/min/1.73m2

AUC 0.82 (0.77–0.87) 0.85 (0.81–0.90) 0.008 0.86 (0.81–0.90) 0.003
IDI Reference 0.05 (0.01–0.10) 0.026 0.04 (0.003–0.07) 0.03
H-LS P=0.12 P=0.33 P=0.59

Patients with eGFR ≤60mL/min/1.73m2

AUC 0.76 (0.70–0.81) 0.80 (0.75–0.86) 0.005 0.76 (0.71–0.81) 0.60
IDI Reference 0.09 (0.04–0.14) 0.001 0.01 (−0.01–0.03) 0.49
H-LS P=0.39 P=0.78 P=0.41

CI = confidence interval; AUC, area under the curve; IDI: Integrated discrimination improvement;
H-LS, Hosmer-Lemeshow stastic.

Conclusions: The prognostic value of sST2 was similar to galectin-3 in hospital-
ized patients with HF when eGFR >60 mL/min/1.73m2; however, the predictive
ability of galectin-3 declined when eGFR≤60 mL/min/1.73m2.

2826 | BENCH
Anti-beta3-adrenoceptor antibodies possess partial agonist effect but
do not affect the beta1-adrenoceptor-mediated inotropy and the
beta3-adrenoceptor-mediated vasorelaxation in Lewis rat

E. Montaudon, A. Abdelkrim, J.C. Desfontis, Y. Mallem. ONIRIS, Physiopathologie
animale et pharmacologie fonctionnelle, Nantes, France

Purpose: To evaluate whether anti-β3–adrenergic receptor (AR) antibodies (ABs)
possess β3–AR agonistic effect and whether active immunization producing β3–
ABs and β1 and 3–ABs has deleterious effects on cardiac and vascular reactivity
in Lewis rats.
Methods: Lewis rats were immunized for 3 months with peptidic sequences cor-
responding to the second extracellular loop of β3–AR and β1 and 3–AR. The β3–
ABs were characterized by Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and their ago-
nistic effect was evaluated on electrically field-stimulated isolated cardiomyocytes
from adult rabbit by measuring the cell shortening. Moreover, inotropy studies and
isolated aorta and mesenteric arteries studies were also conducted on immunized
rats.
Results: SR58611A (10 nM), a preferential β3–AR agonist, induced a decrease
of cell shortening (-39.6±4.4% (n=11)) in rabbit isolated cardiomyocytes. This
decrease was significantly inhibited by preincubation with purified β3–ABs (25
μg/mL) (p<0.001). Moreover, the application of β3–ABs (25 μg/mL) induced a de-
crease of cell shortening (-18.5±3.9% (n=10)) which was partially blocked when
the cardiomyocytes were preincubated with the L–748337 (1 μM), a selective
β3–AR antagonist (p<0.05).
The cell shortening of cardiomyocytes from rats immunized against the β1–AR,
in response to isoprenaline (10 nM), was significantly decreased (p<0.05) com-
pared to control rats. In contrast, this effect was conserved in rats immunized
against β3/β1–AR. Vasorelaxations induced by acetylcholine and SR58611A in
both aorta and mesenteric arteries were unaltered by β3–AR and β1 and 3–AR
immunization.
Conclusion: These results showed for the first time that β3–Bs induced a β3–
AR partial agonist-like activity. They would not have a cardiovascular pathogenic
action but would offset the cardiac and endothelial dysfunctions caused by β1–
ABs.

NEW PREDICTORS OF OUTCOME IN CONGENITAL
HEART DISEASE

2831 | BEDSIDE
Hypoalbuminemia predicts outcome in adult patients with congenital
heart disease

A. Kempny1, G.P. Diller2, R. Alonso-Gonzalez1, A. Uebing1, W. Li1, L. Swan1,
S.J. Wort1, M.A. Gatzoulis1, K. Dimopoulos1. 1Adult Congenital Heart
Centre and Centre for Pulmonary Hypertension, Royal Brompton Hospital,
London, United Kingdom; 2EMAH at the University of Munster, Munster,
Germany

Background: In patients with acquired heart failure, hypoalbuminemia is associ-

ated with increased risk of death. The prevalence of hypoproteinemia and hypoal-
buminemia and their relation to outcome in adult patients with congenital heart
disease (ACHD) remains, however, unknown.
Methods: Data on ACHD patients who underwent blood testing in our centre
within the last 14 years were collected. The relation between laboratory, clinical
or demographic parameters at baseline and mortality was assessed using Cox
proportional-hazards regression analysis.
Results: A total of 2972 ACHD patients were included. Mean age was 32.8yrs.
[23.0-44.5] and 50.1% were male. Median plasma albumin concentration was
41.0 g/L [38.0-44.0], total protein 70.0g/L [66.0-74.0] and ALT 21.0IU/L [16.0-
29.0]. Hypoalbuminemia (<35g/L) was present in 13.9% of pts. (Figure), hypopro-
teinemia (<60g/L) in 9.0% and abnormal ALT (>40U/L) in 10.3%. After a median
follow-up of 5.8 years [3.4-9.8] 332 (11.2%) patients died. Hypoalbuminemia (HR
2.97, 95% CI 2.35- 3.75, P<0.0001) and hypoproteinemia (HR 1.82, 95% CI 1.35-
2.46, P<0.0001) were strong predictors of outcome. In a multivariate analysis,
including serum BNP, sodium, creatinine, ALT and after adjusting for functional
class and disease complexity, only serum albumin and creatinine remained in the
risk stratification model.

Prevalence of hypoalbuminemia

Conclusions: Hypoalbuminemia is common in ACHD patients and is related to
3-fold risk of death. It should be included in future risk stratification algorithms and
may help improve management in selected groups of ACHD patients.

2832 | BEDSIDE
High-sensitive troponin-T in adult congenital heart disease

J.A. Eindhoven, A.E. Van Den Bosch, J.F. Veenis, M. Witsenburg, J.S. Mcghie,
J.A.A.E. Cuypers, J.W. Roos-Hesselink, H. Boersma. Erasmus Medical Center,
Thoraxcenter, Department of Cardiology, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Adults with congenital heart disease (CHD) are at risk of developing
heart failure and early mortality. High-sensitive troponin-T (hs-TnT), a marker of
myocardial damage, is associated with cardiac dysfunction and worse prognosis
in acquired chronic heart failure. We aimed to assess the value of hs-TnT in adults
with CHD, and determine its relationship with cardiac function.
Methods: Extensive 2D-echocardiography and electrocardiography were per-
formed and venous blood samples were taken on the same day in consecutive
CHD patients. Included diagnoses comprised congenital aortic stenosis (AoS),
aortic coarctation (CoA), tetralogy of Fallot (ToF), transposition of the great ar-
teries (TGA) corrected by Mustard surgery or by arterial switch operation (ASO),
congenitally corrected (cc) TGA and Fontan circulation.
Results: We included 391 patients (age 34±12 years, 58% male, 90% NYHA
class I). Median hs-TnT was 4.7 (range <3–114.2)ng/L, hs-TnT was elevated
(>14 ng/L) in 10% of all patients. Highest hs-TnT levels were seen in patients with
a systemic RV; lowest hs-TnT levels in patients with ASO. Hs-TnT was higher in
men than women (p<0.001), and in patients in higher NYHA class (p<0.001).
Higher log-transformed hs-TnT level was associated with older age (r=0.407,
p<0.001). All other significant associations between log-hs-TnT and echocardio-
graphic parameters are presented in Table 1. Log-hs-TnT correlated positively
with log-NT-proBNP levels (r=0.416, p<0.001).

Loghs-TnT & echocardiographic parameters

β p-value β* p-value

LA diameter 0.050 <0.001 0.029 <0.001
LV end-diastolic diameter 0.031 <0.001 0.035 0.003
RV annulus diameter 0.040 <0.001 0.042 <0.001
Pulmonary hypertension 1.153 <0.001 0.937 <0.001
Systolic systemic ventricular function 0.298 <0.001 0.160 0.001

*Adjusted for age, sex and NYHA.

Conclusions: Hs-TnT is elevated in 10% of adults with CHD, suggesting ongoing
myocardial damage. Hs-TnT could contribute to monitoring ventricular function
and identify deterioration in cardiac function. Higher hs-TnT levels seem strongly
associated with elevated pulmonary pressures. Therefore, elevated hs-TnT in
adults with CHD should be interpreted with caution in the emergency depart-
ment. Follow-up data is needed to determine the additional prognostic value in
these patients.
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Clinical predictors of mortality in adults with right-sided congenital
heart disease

A.C.M.J. Van Riel1, M.J. Schuuring1, A.G. Algera1, J.A. Rempt1, A.P.J. Van
Dijk2, P.G. Pieper3, A.H. Zwinderman1, B.J. Mulder1, B.J. Bouma1. 1Academic
Medical Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 2University Hospital Nijmegen,
Nijmegen, Netherlands; 3University Medical Center Groningen, Groningen,
Netherlands

Purpose: Patients with right-sided congenital heart disease (CHD) experience
increased risk of mortality and morbidity in adulthood, due to longstanding pres-
sure and volume overload of the right ventricle (RV). This study was designed to
identify which patients with right-sided CHD are at highest risk of mortality.
Methods: Adults with right-sided CHD, followed between 2002 and 2012 in three
congenital heart centers were identified. Right-sided CHD included atrial sep-
tal defect, Ebstein’s anomaly, Fontan circulation, Tetralogy of Fallot, pulmonary
stenosis and Eisenmenger syndrome. Clinical characteristics, electrocardiogra-
phy, echocardiography (TTE), cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging (CMR)
and outcome data were analysed. Cox proportional hazards analysis was used
to assess the most valuable determinants of mortality.
Results: In total 1.274 patients (27% of the total registered CHD population) with
right-sided CHD were identified, with a mean age 32 years. Of these patients
77 died (6%, mean age 45 years), during a mean follow-up of 7.1 years. Symp-
tomatic patients (NYHA functional class ≥II) (HR 4.7; p<0.01) and RV ejection
fraction measured by CMR (HR 0.6; p=0.04), were the strongest predictors for
mortality, corrected for underlying diagnosis. Symptomatic patients with an RV
ejection fraction <40% were most likely to suffer from all-cause mortality, with an
annual mortality rate of 1.8% versus 0.3% in patients without these risk factors.

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier analysis.

Conclusion: Symptomatic patients with right-sided CHD and RV ejection fraction
below 40% have a higher annual mortality rate than patients without these risk
factors. Regular follow-up and cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging are
important in the risk assessment of these patients.

2834 | BEDSIDE
Predicting survival of patients with cyanotic congenital heart disease:
The value of cardiopulmonary exercise testing. Results from an
international multicentre study

R.M. Radke1, A. Giardini2, R. Buys3, D. Kohalmi4, E. Cervi5, S. Alam2,
M.A. Gatzoulis6, W. Budts7, G.P. Diller6, A. Hager8. 1University Hospital of
Munster, Division of Adult Congenital and Valvular Heart Disease, Department of
Cardiovascular Medicine, Munster, Germany; 2Great Ormond Street Hospital for
Children, Cardiorespiratory Unit, London, United Kingdom; 3Catholic University
of Louvain (UCL), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences, Leuven, Belgium;
4Gottsegen Gyorgy Hungarian Institute of Cardiology, Budapest, Hungary;
5University of Bologna, Pediatric Cardiology and Adult Congenital Unit, Bologna,
Italy; 6Royal Brompton Hospital, Adult Congenital Heart Centre & Centre for
Pulmonary Hypertension, London, United Kingdom; 7University Hospitals (UZ)
Leuven, Cardiovascular diseases, Leuven, Belgium; 8German Heart Center of
Munich, Department of Pediatric Cardiology and Congenital Heart Disease,
Munich, Germany

Background: Patients with cyanotic congenital heart disease (CHD) are at risk of
increased mortality. Few predictors of adverse outcome exist. Cardiopulmonary
exercise testing (CPX) has been established as a prognostic tool in CHD patients
– in general, but the value in cyanotic patients remains unclear. We analyzed the
prognostic value of CPX in a large cohort of cyanotic patients.
Methods: Cyanotic patients who underwent CPX at five major centres were in-
cluded. Cyanosis was defined as oxygen saturation <90% during exercise or at
rest. Cox proportional-hazards analyses were performed to identify predictors of
all cause mortality.
Results: 582 patients were included (52% males, age 27.3±14.2 years, 39%
cyanosis at rest). During a follow-up of 4.6 years, 69 patients died. Univari-
ate predictors were older age (HR 1.25, p=0.003), NYHA-class >1 (HR 4.0,
p=0.0002), lower peak VO2 (HR 0.90, p<0.0001), lower anaerobic threshold (HR
0.90, p=0.0005), higher VE/VCO2 slope (HR 1.02, p<0.0001), lower resting O2-
saturation (HR 0.95, p<0.0001), lower heart rate increase during exercise (HR
0.84 /10 bpm, p<0.0001), and lower O2-saturation during exercise (HR 0.97,
p=0.0001). On multivariable analysis, peak VO2 was the only significant predictor
(HR 0.88, p<0.0001). Figure 1 shows survival by quartiles of peak VO2.
In patients with resting cyanosis, lower peak VO2 (HR 0.92, p=0.002), higher

VE/VCO2-slope (HR 1.02, p=0.01), lower anaerobic threshold (HR 0.90, p=0.02)
and lower heart rate increase (HR 0.82 /10 bpm, p=0.001) were predictive. On
multivariable analysis lower peak VO2 was the only predictor.

Figure 1

Conclusion: Our study confirms the predictive value of peak VO2 in cyanotic
patients with CHD and suggest that CPX can be used for risk stratification inde-
pendently of cyanosis.

2835 | BEDSIDE
Depressive symptoms requiring antidepressant drug therapy in adult
congenital heart disease, relate to gender and disease severity and are
independently associated with higher mortality

G.P. Diller1, A. Braeutigam1, A. Kempny2, A. Uebing2, K. Dimopoulos2,
L. Swan2, H. Baumgartner1, M.A. Gatzoulis2. 1Adult Congenital & Valvular
Heart Disease Center, University Hospital of Munster, Munster, Germany; 2Royal
Brompton Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Background: Symptoms of depression are not uncommon in adults with congen-
ital heart disease (ACHD) and reduce quality of life. However, the frequency of the
requirement of antidepressant drug (ADD) therapy in this growing population has
so far not been studied and the impact of depression on survival remains largely
unknown.
Methods and results: We retrospectively identified all ACHD patients who
were treated with ADDs between 2000 and 2011 at our centre. Patients receiving
ADDs for migraine or indications other than depression were excluded. Start of
ADD therapy was ascertained for all patients and patients were censored when
therapy was terminated.
Out of 7,108 patients under active follow-up, 212 patients (3.0%) were on ADD
therapy. The majority were treated with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(SSRIs, 73.6%), while only 17.0% received tricyclic antidepressants. Almost twice
as many female patients (3.9%) were treated with an ADD compared to males
(2.0%). The percentage of patients on ADD increased with disease complexity
(simple lesions 2.1%, medium complexity 3.4%, high complexity lesions 5.2%,
p<0.0001). Over a median follow-up time of 10.0 years (IQR 5.3-12.5 years) 409
patients (5.8%) died. Patients with ADD therapy were more likely to die com-
pared to patients without AAD therapy (Hazard ratio [HR] 2.0 [95% CI 1.3 –
3.1], p=0.002). The association between ADD therapy and mortality was inde-
pendent of disease severity, age, socioeconomic class and gender. Male patients
treated with ADD had a 3.5-fold higher risk of mortality compared to males not
requiring such therapy (HR 3.5 [95% CI 2.0-6.1], p<0.0001), while the associa-
tion between ADD drugs and mortality was weaker in females (HR 1.3). Mortality
risk on ADD therapy was statistically independent of the use of non-psychogenic
QT-prolonging drugs, and no significant interaction between treatment with QT-
prolonging drugs and ADDs was found (p>0.05 for both).
Conclusions: Severe depression requiring drug therapy is relatively rare in adults
with congenital heart disease but is associated with significantly increased mor-
tality and this effect is particularly evident in male patients. Patients requiring ADD
may, therefore, benefit from special medical attention. In addition, this especially
vulnerable subgroup of patients may benefit form a close collaboration between
ACHD specialists and psychiatrists.

2836 | BEDSIDE
Attendance of outpatient clinic appointments amongst adults with
congenital heart disease: predictors and relation to outcome

A. Kempny1, G.P. Diller2, K. Dimopoulos1, R. Alonso-Gonzalez1, A. Uebing1,
W. Li1, S. Babu-Narayan1, L. Swan1, S.J. Wort1, M.A. Gatzoulis1. 1Adult
Congenital Heart Centre and Centre for Pulmonary Hypertension, Royal
Brompton Hospital, London, United Kingdom; 2EMAH at the University of
Munster, Munster, Germany

Background: Adult Congenital Heart Disease (ACHD) guidelines advise life-
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long, regular, follow up in predefined intervals in ACHD patients. However, lim-
ited data exist to support this position. We aimed to examine whether compliance
to regular outpatient clinic appointments vs. non-attendance has an impact on
outcome.
Methods and results: We examined 4461 adult patients and their records un-
der follow up at our ACHD center between 1991-2008. Clinic attendance was
quantified from electronic hospital records. For survival analysis we included
clinic appointments before 2008 with follow up starting at the last attended visit
before 2008. Overall 24% of scheduled clinic appointments were not attended.
The main predictors of clinic non-attendance (CNA) were non-caucasian ethnic-
ity, lower socioeconomic status, younger age, number of previous CNAs and the
lack of planned additional investigation/s (e.g. echocardiography) scheduled for
the same visit. During a cumulative follow-up time of 48,828 patient-years 366
patients died. Both, the number of CNAs (HR=1.08, 95%CI 1.05-1.12 per CNA,
P<0.001) and the ratio of CNA to follow up period (HR=1.23, 95%CI 1.04-1.44
per CNA/year, P=0.013) emerged as independent predictors of mortality, also
after adjustment for patients’ age, disease complexity, functional class and so-
cioeconomic status.
Conclusions: Patient adherence to scheduled ACHD outpatient-clinic visits is
associated with better survival. Identifying patients at increased risk of CNA in
a single tertiary centre was feasible. Our novel data provides previously lacking
evidence in support of periodic assessment of ACHD patients at tertiary clinics.
Non-attenders should be specifically targeted and receive counselling to modu-
late their increased risk of death.

2837 | BEDSIDE
Percutaneous interventions in Fontan circulation and the prognostic
implications of having a left or right systemic ventricle

E. Franco, E.J. Balbacid Domingo, V. Arreo Del Val, L. Garcia-Guereta Silva,
M.J. Del Cerro Marin, M. Burgueros, F. Gutierrez-Larraya Aguado. University
Hospital La Paz, Pediatric Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

Purpose: Our aim is to describe the percutaneous interventional procedures
(PIP) performed in a cohort of Fontan patients, and the prognostic implications
of the need of these procedures and the presence of a left or right systemic ven-
tricle.
Methods: Retrospective study of patients with Fontan circulation completed at
our center between 1995 and 2013. We analyzed the different types of PIP per-
formed, the overall survival and the survival free from PIP.
Results: Of the 91 patients analyzed (15.5±5.4 years of age, 62.6% males),
46 (50.5%) required at least one interventional catheterism. The most frequent
procedures were pulmonary artery angioplasty (27 procedures), angioplasty of
the inferior cavopulmonary connection conduit (9 procedures), and collateral ves-
sels embolization (7 procedures). Estimated survival at 10, 20 and 30 years of
follow-up was 96.2%, 94.7% and 89.4%, respectively, and did not differ between
patients who needed or not needed PIP (Figure). Estimated survival free from
PIP of the entire cohort was 16.1 years (95% CI: 14.2–18.1 years). There were
4 deaths in the group of patients who underwent PIP and 2 deaths in the group
without PIP (p=0.32). All 6 deaths occurred in the group of patients with a right
systemic ventricle. Patients with a right systemic ventricle needed more frequently
PIP than patients with a left systemic ventricle (61.2% Vs. 38.1%, p=0.028) and

Figure 1. Overall survival.

had a lower overall survival (Fig. 1) and survival free from PIP (13.7 years Vs.
18.9 years, p=0.015).
Conclusions: The need of PIP did not increase mortality in our cohort of Fontan
patients. Patients with a right systemic ventricle had a lower overall survival and
survival free from PIP than patients with a left systemic ventricle.

2838 | BEDSIDE
Cardiac MRI derived measures of biventricular dyssynchrony correlate
with myocardial deformation, ventricular function and objective
exercise capacity in patients with repaired tetralogy of Fallot

S. Orwat1, P. Kalaitzidis1, A. Kempny1, R. Radke1, B. Peters2, P. Beerbaum3,
S. Sarikouch4, H. Baumgartner1, G.P. Diller1. 1Division of Adult Congenital
and Valvular Heart Disease, Dept. of Cardiovascular Medicine, University
Hospital Muenster, Muenster, Germany; 2Otto-von-Guericke University of
Magdeburg, Institute of Biometry and Medical Informatics, Magdeburg, Germany;
3Hannover Medical School, Dept. of Pediatric Cardiology and Pediatric Intensive
Care Medicine, Hannover, Germany; 4Hannover Medical School, Dept. of
Cardiothoracic, Transplantation and Vascular Surgery, Hannover, Germany

Background: Electrical asynchrony with prolonged QRS duration is common in
patients after repair of tetralogy of Fallot (rToF) and has been linked to increased
risk of sudden cardiac death and right ventricular (RV) dysfunction. We investi-
gated biventricular myocardial dyssynchrony using cardiac magnetic resonance
imaging (cMRI) and feature tracking analysis (FT) in a large ToF cohort and com-
pared it to myocardial deformation parameters, conventional parameters of ven-
tricular dysfunction and clinical parameters.
Methods: Between 2005 and 2008 rToF patients underwent standardized cMRI
investigations as part of a nationwide study of the German Competence Network
for Congenital Heart Disease. In all patients conventional parameters of ventric-
ular function and volumes were measured. We prospectively assessed myocar-
dial deformation and analysed regional wall motion abnormalities of the RV and
the left ventricle (LV) using cMRI-FT (TomTec, Germany). The main measure of
dyssynchrony was the maximal time difference (wall motion delay) of the regional
strain as a parameter of mechanical biventricular dyssynchrony. In addition, clin-
ical parameters and measures of cardiopulmonary exercise capacity were avail-
able at the time of cMRI.
Results: Overall 345 patients (56% male, mean age 17.5±8.3 yrs., pulmonary
regurgitation degree 2.8±1.1; RVEDVI 121±33ml/m2, RV EF 50±9%; LV EF 57
±9%) were included. Parameters of biventricular wall motion delay correlated
significantly with global FT-strain parameters (r-values between 0.23 and 0.43,
p<0.0001 for all imaging planes assessed). Furthermore, we found a significant
correlation between circumferential RV motion delay and QRS duration (r=0.15,
p=0.006). Higher LV and RV wall motion delay parameters were also associated
with lower peak oxygen consumption (r= -0.12 and -0.13, p<0.05, respectively)
and a worse LV and RV ejection fraction (r= -0.14 and -0.20, p<0.02, respec-
tively).
Conclusions: Assessment of parameters of mechanical dyssynchrony is feasible
using cMRI-FT in contemporary ToF patients. Parameters of mechanical dyssyn-
chrony correlate with electrical asynchrony, biventricular function and objective
exercise capacity in this setting. These novel parameters may be of prognostic
value and should be included in future outcome studies.

2839 | BEDSIDE
Risk factors associated with mortality in the surgical treatment of 588
patients with the simple total anomalous pulmonary venous
connection

D. Li, D.Y.L. Li, J.W.Q. Qiu, J.Y. Yan, Q.W. Wang, S.J.L. Li. Fu Wai Hospital,
Beijing, China, People’s Republic of

Objective: To analyse the surgical results and the risk factors of mortality of pa-
tients with total anomalous pulmonary venous connection.
Methods: A total of 588 patients with surgically corrected TAPVC from Oc-
tober 1996 to September 2013 admited to our hospital were enrolled in this
study.Patients only with VSD, ASD and PDA were included.Data reviewed include
age, weight, anatomic type, operative data...
Results: The median age and weight at repaire was 4.35 years old and 12.1 kg.
The TAPVC anatomy was supcardiac in 290 (49.3%), cardiac in 238 (40.5%),
infracardiac in 20 (3.4%), and mixed in 40 patients (6.8%). Overall in-hospital
surgical mortality for simple TAPVC was 5.8% (34/588). Mortality was 11.1%
(30/270) from 1996 to 2007, and 1.3% (4/318) from 2008 to 2013. The num-
ber of in-hospital deaths was 34, consisting of supcardiac in 15, cardiac in 12,
infracardiac in 1, and mixed in 6 patients. The causes of death were respiratory
failure (18 patients), serious low cardiac output syndrome (9 patients), sudden
cardiac arrest (3 patients), toxic shock syndrome (1 patient) and MODS (3 pa-
tients). There was a significant decrease in mortality when comparing 1996 to
2007 with 2008 to 2013 (P<0.01). Significant risk factors for mortality were young
age (P<0.01), low weight (P<0.01), long CPB time (P=0.002), long OCCLD time
(P=0.002) and cardiac connectin type (P<0.01).
Conclusion: Operative results of TAPVC have dramatically improved in the past
17 years. However patients having young age, low weight, long CPB time, long
OCCLD time increased operative mortality. Specific subtypes still experience sig-
nificant mortality.
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Cancer: another threat for adults with congenital heart disease

M.A. Sluman1, I. Vaartjes2, N.C. Onland-Moret2, B.J. Bouma1, E.E. Wall Van
Der3, B.J.M. Mulder1. 1Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, 2University
Medical Center Utrecht, Julius Centre for Health Sciences and Primary Care,
Utrecht, 3University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands

Background: Survival from congenital heart disease (CHD) has improved dra-
matically due to improved treatment. However, clinical observations reveal the
impression that malignancies would be more prevalent in this relatively young
population with a generally healthy lifestyle. Data on this topic are scarce.
Purpose: The primary objective is to evaluate the risk of cancer among adults
with CHD.
Methods: To determine the risk of cancer in adult patients with CHD all patients
included in the CONgenital CORvitia Dutch national registry (CONCOR) between
2001 and 2013 were linked to the national cancer registry. 5-years prevalence
in 2012 was determined among CONCOR patients who were alive at 1-1-2012,
based on ICD-10 diagnosis of malignancies in the 5 years prior to 2012.
Results: In total, 640 cancers were found in 573 CHD patients among the cohort
of 14.326 patients. As displayed in figure 1, especially in the younger age groups
in both men (30 to 44 years: RR 2.2, 95%CI 1.1-4.3) and women (15 to 29 years:
RR 3.1, 95% CI 1.4-6.7) the risk of cancer was significantly higher than in the
general population. Breast cancer was the most frequent type of cancer in women
(40%) and prostate cancer in men (19%). Lung cancer was the least frequent (2%
in women, 6% in men, 4% in total) type of cancer in adults with CHD. In addition
to the increased risk for cancer, the age at occurrence was also lower in adults
with CHD. For example, the average age at diagnosis for breast cancer was 52
years in CHD compared to 60 years in the general population. For lung cancer
this was 58 years versus 65 years.

5-year prevalence of cancer

Conclusion: Cancer prevalence is higher than expected among adults with CHD.
Further research needs to define risk of cancer by type of CHD and the associa-
tion with radiation and genetic predisposition.

HYBRID IMAGING: THE FUTURE?

2845 | BEDSIDE
Novel hybrid positron emission tomography - magnetic resonance
(PET-MR) multi-modality inflammatory imaging has improved
diagnostic accuracy for detecting cardiac sarcoidosis

E.C. Wicks1, L. Menezes2, A. Pantazis3, S. White3, C. O’meara2, H. Booth4,
J. Moon3, W. Mckenna3, A. Groves2, P.M. Elliott3. 1Nuclear Medicine and
Inherited Cardiac Diseases Unit, 2Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, 3Inherited Cardiac
Diseases Unit, The Heart Hospital, UCLH, 4Dept. of Respiratory Medicine,
University College London , London, United Kingdom

Background: Cardiac sarcoidosis (CS) is associated with poor outcomes, but
detection remains difficult. Few studies evaluate 18-fluorodeoxyglucose positron
emission tomography (PET) and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for
CS diagnosis. None examine a novel hybrid PET-MR approach. We sought to
examine the diagnostic accuracy of hybrid PET-MR imaging for CS detection.
Methods: 51 consecutive patients with biopsy-proven or clinically suspected CS
(age 48±13 years, 32% males) underwent hybrid PET-MR imaging. 18-FDG
tracer uptake and late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) were qualitatively as-
sessed on a binary scale and quantitatively by measuring standardised uptake
value (SUV) and % LGE detected in each myocardial segment. Sensitivity and
specificity of PET-MR for CS diagnosis was calculated. Inter-modality agreement
was performed by the Cohen κ method. Coefficient of variance (COV) was per-
formed to determine whether SUV quantification analysis discriminated between
CS presence and absence.
Results: 37 (73%) of the patients had confirmed sarcoidosis; 46% were histolog-
ically proven and 59% had cardiac involvement according to JMHW guidelines.
FDG uptake on PET-MR was equivalent to PET-CT (p<0.001), confirming that
simultaneous hybrid PET-MR is feasible.
When considered in isolation, sensitivity of PET and MR at detecting abnormal-
ities was 0.65 and 0.6, respectively. In contrast, hybrid imaging had improved
sensitivity of 0.89 in detecting probable cardiac sarcoidosis with specificity, pos-
itive and negative predictive values of 0.42, 0.8 and 0.6, respectively. Sensitivity
for detecting confirmed CS using hybrid PET-MR was 100%. Notably, there was

poor inter-modality agreement between the location of increased SUV and LGE (k
= 0.021). This may reflect the natural history of CS with progression from inflam-
mation to scar and also account for the sensitivity of hybrid imaging. Coefficient of
variance analysis of SUV uptake suggested that a COV above 25% predicted CS.
Conclusion: This is the first study to describe the feasibility and improved diag-
nostic accuracy of novel hybrid cardiac PET-MR imaging in CS. This technique
may allow for more accurate and earlier diagnoses and may also allow titration of
therapy according to disease activity.

2846 | BEDSIDE
The functional effects of intramyocardial course of coronary arteries
and its relation to coronary atherosclerosis

V. Uusitalo1, A. Saraste2, M. Pietila2, S. Kajander1, M. Maki1, J.J. Bax3,
J. Knuuti1 on behalf of Finnish Centre of Excellence in Molecular Imaging in
Cardiovascular and Metabolic Research. 1Turku PET Centre, University of Turku
& Turku University Hospital, Turku, Finland; 2Turku University Hospital, Dept
of Internal Medicine, Division of Cardiology, Turku, Finland; 3Leiden University
Medical Center, Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands

Purpose: Myocardial bridging (MB) of coronary arteries seen as intramural
course is a frequent finding in computed tomography angiography (CTA). We
studied the heamodynamic consquences of MB and it’s relation to coronary
atherosclerosis.
Methods: We prospectively studied 100 patients aged 63±7 years with interme-
diate likelihood of CAD using CTA, 15-Oxygen (15O) water positron emission to-
mography (PET) and invasive coronary angiography (ICA). Segments with either
superficial (>1mm) and deep (>2mm) intramural course were identified. Myocar-
dial perfusion (ml/g/min) at rest and at adenosine stress and coronary flow re-
serve (CFR) were calculated. The systolic collapse of MB segments was recorded
in ICA.
Results: MB was detected in 34 (34%) of patients in 48 different vascular seg-
ments. Of these 24 (50%) were deep. The MBs were in LAD or diagonal branches
(18), LCX (15), intermediate artery (12) and RCA (3). MB was more prevalent in
men (29 vs. 5, p<0.001), but it was not related to other risk factors of CAD. Sys-
tolic constriction on ICA was present in 14 of the 48 (29%) MB in CTA. In the
patients without obstructive CAD, stress perfusion distal to MB was comparable
with remote control segments (3.3±0.9 vs. 3.3±0.7, n=24, p=0.88). The rest per-
fusion was higher and, consequently, CFR was lower in the regions supplied by
MB vessels but this was explained by the anatomical location since there was no
difference between MB segments and control segments from patients without MB
(3.1±0.8 vs. 3.4±1.2, p=0.20). The myocardial perfusion was comparable with
the superficial and deep MB vessels (3.0±0.9 vs. 2.8±1.2, p=0.47) and in the
segments with and without systolic constriction (3.0±0.9 vs. 2.7±1.0, p=0.43).
Presence of atherosclerosis and average number of plaques as well as coro-
nary calcium scores were comparable in coronaries with and without MB (73%
vs. 60%, p=0.14; 2.0±1.6 vs 1.5±1.7, p=0.06; 260±158 vs. 266±123, p=0.24).
Prevalence of obstructive CAD was higher in coronaries with MB (33% vs. 14%,
p=0.003). However, this was also explained by the anatomic locations of MB since
there was no difference with matched LAD, LCX and RCA control segments.
Plaques were more frequently located proximal to MB (21, 72%) than at MB (2,
7%) or distal to a MB (6, 21%).
Conclusions: Intramural course of coronary arteries is common in CTA but only
about third of these will have systolic constriction. MB is not associated with ab-
normal myocardial perfusion during pharmacological stress. Atherosclerotic le-
sions were located predominantly proximal to intramural coronary arteries.

2847 | BEDSIDE
Non invasive anatomical and functional assessment of coronary artery
disease

V. Ramos1, J. Silva2, N. Ferreira2, A. Chiribiri3, A. Scuster4, N. Bettencourt2,
E. Nagel3, V. Gama2. 1Hospital de Braga, Braga, Portugal; 2Hospital Eduardo
Santos silva, Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal; 3King’s College London, London,
United Kingdom; 4University of Gottingen, Gottingen, Germany

Introduction: In suspected coronary artery disease (CAD), invasive coronary an-
giography (ICA) traditionally emerges as the diagnostic tool of choice. However,
patients undergoing ICA often have normal coronary arteries or no significant
disease, emphasizing its risks and costs. Moreover, assessment of functional
fractional reserve (FFR) in ICA was shown to have prognostic implications on
revascularization. In the last decade, Coronary Computed Tomography Angiog-
raphy (CTA) and Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Perfusion Test (CMR-Perf) have
gained their place in CAD management through accurate anatomical and func-
tional assessment, respectively.
Purpose: Our group studied the added value of integrating CTA and CMR-Perf in
the diagnostic performance of functional significant CAD by the actual reference
standard, FFR.
Methods: 101 patients consecutively referred for outpatient CAD evaluation, sub-
mitted to CTA and CMR-Perf one week before ICA, were included. Data was
blinded at the time of ICA. FFR was measured if >40% stenosis was found in
open epicardic coronary arteries with a diameter >2 mm. To evaluate the di-
agnostic potential of integrating non-invasive anatomical and functional assess-
ment (CT+CMR int), lesions were considered positive only if >50% at CTA with a
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correspondent perfusion defect in CMR-Perf. A follow-up period [mean period of
2.9±0.6 years (0.3 to 3.8 years)] was completed.
Results: All patients completed the study protocol without adverse effects. Forty-
four patients were classified as positive for disease. CAD assessment by CTA
had an excellent sensitivity and NPV (100%) for detection of functionally signifi-
cant lesions. As expected, the specificity and PPV were comparatively lower (61
and 67%, respectively). Diagnostic accuracy by FFR was 78% for CTA, 88% for
CMR-Perf and 92% for CT+CMR int. When ROC curves were drawn to com-
pare diagnostic accuracy, the integrated protocol showed statistically significant
superiority (AUC=0.917, 95% CI 0.845-0.963) compared with CTA (AUC=0.807,
95% CI 0.716-0.879, p=0.0057) or CMR-Perf (AUC=0.882, 95% CI 0.802-0.938,
p=0.0398) alone. Considering coronary revascularization prediction during follow-
up, the integrated protocol remained with a superior performance.
Conclusions: Our study demonstrates the advantages of integrating anatomical
and functional noninvasive evaluation based on CTA and CMR-Perf. Its superior
diagnostic accuracy can lead to a considerable reduction in the invasive approach
for CAD diagnosis, limiting it to cases with the intention of revascularization, with
less risks and greater comfort for patients.

2848 | SPOTLIGHT
Cardiac 18F-FDG PET/MRI for simultaneous quantification of
myocardial injury in patients with acute myocardial infarction:
initial results and further perspective

E. Tezgah1, F. Nensa2, T. Poeppel3, P. Heusch4, K. Nassenstein2, M. Forsting2,
A. Bockisch3, G. Heusch5, T. Schlosser2, R. Erbel1 on behalf of Essen’s
Working Group on Cardiovascular Imaging. 1West-German Heart Center Essen,
Dept. of Cardiology, 2Dept. of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology and
Neuroradiology, 3Clinic for Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital of Essen
(Ruhr), Essen, 4Dept. of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, University
Hospital Dusseldorf, Dusseldorf, 5Institute for Pathophysiology, University
Hospital of Essen (Ruhr), Essen, Germany

Purpose: To quantify myocardial injury (MI) assessed by hybrid 18F-
fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-positron emission tomography (PET)/magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) in acute myocardial infarction (AMI).
Methods: Simultaneous PET/MRI was performed in 25 prospectively enrolled
patients (23 male; age: 54±14years, event-to-PET/MRI time: 8±5days) with an
AMI and early percutaneous reperfusion therapy (pain-to-balloon time: 4±5h).
Cine-,T2-weighted and late gadolinium-enhanced (LGE) images were acquired in
parallel to volumetric PET data. Short-axis LGE and PET images were mapped
as polar plots to quantify infarct transmurality (ITM), the enhanced area in LGE
images (LGE%) and the area of reduced FDG uptake in PET images (PET%).
Regional wall motion abnormalities (WMA) from Cine-sequences were compared
to FDG uptake in each myocardial segment.
Results: Overall, PET% correlated significantly with LGE% (r=0.57, p<0.01) and
ITM (r=0.44, p=0.028), whereas in 24 (96%) of 25 patients PET% was even
larger than LGE% (31±11% vs. 10±10%; p<0.0001). In 6 (24%) of 25 patients,
MI was confirmed by reduced glucose metabolism (PET%: 32±5%), although
no LGE% was detectable. Correlation between PET% and LGE% depended on
ITM (ITM<50%: r=-0.19, p=0.50; ITM50-75%: r=0.68, p=0.14; ITM>75%: r=0.99,
p=0.01). Categorical inter-method agreement between PET and WMA over all
segments was substantial (κ>0.8).

STEMI: PET/MRI fusion image (LA/SA-view).

Conclusion: MI assessed by cardiac FDG-PET/MRI in patients with reperfused
AMI, showed high conformity of PET- and LGE-images in dependence of ITM.
Simultaneous assessment of infarct quantification and myocardial viability may
improve risk stratification of patients in the setting of acute ischemia.
Comment: Further sub-analyses will be performed till presentation.

2849 | BEDSIDE
Morphological characteristics of culprit coronary lesions according to
clinical presentation: insights from a multimodality imaging approach

L. Hernando Marrupe1, C. Corros2, N. Gonzalo2, E. Bernardo Garcia2,
R. Hernandez Antolin2, P. Jimenez Quevedo2, C. Banuelos2, M.J. Perez
Vizcayno2, J. Botas1, F. Alfonso3. 1Alcorcon Hospital Foundation, Department
of Cardiology, Madrid, Spain; 2Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Department of
Cardiology, Madrid, Spain; 3University Hospital De La Princesa, Department of
Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

Background: Currently there is great interest to characterize vulnerable plaques.
New intracoronary diagnostic techniques have the potential to provide important
pathophysiological insights of coronary plaques.

Objective: The aim of this prospective study was to assess the morphological
characteristics of culprit lesions according to the clinical presentation using sev-
eral invasive and non-invasive imaging methods (multislice computed tomography
[MSCT], angiography, intravascular ultrasound [IVUS] and virtual histology [VH]).
Methods: A total of 46 patients were included in the study. These patients were
considered for coronary interventions following acute coronary syndromes or sta-
ble coronary artery disease. Before the interventional procedure a MSCT was
performed. A study by IVUS and VH was performed in all culprit lesions immedi-
ately before interventions.
Results: MSCT detected a lower radiographic density (76.1±50.1 vs. 206.7
±134.5 Hounsfiel units, p<0.001) and a higher remodeling index (RI) (1.18±0.34
vs. 0.98±0.26, p=0.34) in unstable patients. Besides, unstable patients had a sig-
nificantly lower calcium score as measured by the Agatston method (90.9±102.1
vs. 261.3±214, p=0.022). IVUS found a larger plaque area (14.48±3.8 mm2 vs.
9.91±3.05 mm2, p<0.001) and a higher RI (1.15±0.2 vs. 0.89±0.14, p<0.001)
in the culprit lesions of unstable patients. Furthermore, in unstable patients IVUS-
detected calcification was lower whereas the prevalence of soft lesions and le-
sions with positive remodeling was higher. On VH the composition of culprit
plaques in unstable patients had a lower amount of calcium in the area of great-
est stenosis severity (4.8±5.8% vs. 10.8±10.1%, p=0.021) and a trend towards
a lower percentage of calcium volume (6.14±6.3% vs. 9.8±6.1%, p=0.057). In
addition, unstable patients had a higher prevalence of lesions with vulnerable
characteristics by VH (plaque area ≥40% and necrotic core ≥10% without evi-
dent overlying fibrous tissue) (19% vs. 0%, p=0.028). In the multivariate logistic
regression analysis, RI by IVUS and density measurements by MSCT (odds ratio
[OR] = 4.97, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.35 to 18.39, p=0.016 and OR = 0.98,
95% CI 0.97 to 0.99, p=0.041, respectively) were the only predictors of unstable
lesions.
Conclusions: Our study with a multimodality imaging strategy (including invasive
and non-invasive techniques) adds further evidence on the best morphological
criteria of instability in culprit lesions. RI by IVUS and low radiographic density by
MSCT were the only independent predictors of unstable lesions.

2850 | SPOTLIGHT
Three-dimensional fusion of morphological data obtained by coronary
computed tomography angiography with quantitative
echocardiographic data on regional myocardial function

P. Lipiec1, P. Wejner-Mik1, K. Wdowiak-Okrojek1, E. Szymczyk1, A. Skurski2,
A. Napieralski2, M. Kaminski2, K. Szymczyk1, J.D. Kasprzak1. 1Medical
University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland; 2Lodz University of Technology, Lodz, Poland

Purpose: Three-dimensional (3D) fusion of morphological data obtained by coro-
nary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) with functional data from rest-
ing and stress echocardiography could potentially provide additional information
compared to examinations results analyzed separately and could increase the
diagnostic and prognostic value of non-invasive imaging in patients (pts) with
suspected coronary artery disease (CAD). Using software developed in our in-
stitution, we aimed to assess the feasibility and reproducibility of 3D fusion of
morphological CCTA data with functional echocardiographic data regarding re-
gional myocardial function.
Methods: 30 pts with suspected CAD underwent CCTA and resting transtho-
racic echocardiography. From CCTA we obtained 3D reconstructions of coronary
arteries and left ventricle (LV). Off-line speckle-tracking analysis of the echocar-
diographic images provided parametric maps depicting systolic longitudinal strain
in 17 segments of the LV. Using custom software, three independent investiga-
tors fused echocardiographic maps with CCTA reconstructions in all pts. Based
on obtained fused models (fig. 1) each segment of the LV was assigned to one of
the major coronary artery branches.
Results: The mean time necessary for data fusion was 65±7seconds. Complete
agreement between independent investigators in assignment of LV segments to
coronary branches was obtained in 94% of segments. The average coefficient
of agreement (kappa) between the investigators was 0,950 and the intraclass
correlation coefficient was 0,9329 (95% CI 0,9227-0,9420).

Figure 1. Result of data fusion.

Conclusions: 3D fusion of morphological CCTA data with quantitative echocar-
diographic data on regional myocardial function is feasible and allows for highly
reproducible assignment of myocardial segments to coronary artery branches.
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2851
Systemic atherosclerotic inflammation following acute myocardial
infarction

N.V. Joshi1, I. Toor1, A.S.V. Shah1, E.J.R. Van Beek1, A. Fletcher1, N.L. Mills1,
J.H.F. Rudd2, K.A.A. Fox1, M.R.D. Dweck1, D.E. Newby1. 1University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom; 2University of Cambridge, Cambridge,
United Kingdom

Purpose: In murine models, acute myocardial infarction causes atherosclerotic
inflammation and progression. Using combined positron emission and computed
tomography (PET-CT), we investigated whether this phenomenon occurs in hu-
mans. We determined whether aortic atherosclerotic plaque inflammation demon-
strated by 18F-FDG uptake would be increased in patients with a recent myocar-
dial infarction in comparison to patients with stable coronary heart disease, and
whether this would be most marked in those with larger infarctions. Furthermore,
we explored whether infarct size could predict recurrent early myocardial infarc-
tion.
Methods: Forty patients with recent myocardial infarction and 40 with stable
angina pectoris underwent thoracic 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) and 18F-
fluoride PET-CT. Radiotracer uptake was measured in aortic atheroma and non-
vascular tissue (para-spinal muscle). In 1,003 patients enrolled in the Global Reg-
istry of Acute Coronary Events (GRACE), we assessed whether infarct size pre-
dicted early (≤30 days) and late (>30 days) recurrent coronary atherothombotic
events.
Findings: Compared to patients with stable angina, patients with myocardial in-
farction had increased aortic 18F-FDG uptake (mean TBRmax 2.15±0.30 versus
1.84±0.18, P<0.0001) despite having similar aortic atherosclerotic burden (aor-
tic Agatston score: 135 [0–805] versus 538 [4–1870] AU, P=0.12; coronary artery
calcium score: stable angina 599 [60 -1302] versus myocardial infarction 159 [42–
456] AU, P=0.006) and para-spinal muscular 18F-FDG uptake (0.79±0.25 versus
0.75±0.21, P=0.52). Patients with ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction had
larger infarcts (peak plasma troponin concentration 32,300 [10,200–50,000] ver-
sus 3,800 [1,000–9,200] ng/L, P<0.0001) and greater aortic 18F-FDG uptake
(2.24±0.32 versus 2.02±0.21, P=0.03) than those with non-ST elevation myocar-
dial infarction. Aortic 18F-FDG uptake correlated with peak plasma troponin con-
centration (r=0.42, P=0.01) in all patients with myocardial infarction. There were
no differences in aortic 18F-fluoride uptake within the patient groups. On multi-
variate analysis, peak troponin I concentrations were an independent predictor
of early recurrent myocardial infarction (tertile-3 versus tertile-1: relative risk 4.30
[95% CI, 1.85–9.96], p=0.001) but did not predict late re-infarction.

Figure 1. Measurement of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) and 18F-fluoride (18F-fluoride)
uptake in the aorta.

Interpretation: Using 18F-FDG PET imaging, we have demonstrated increased
metabolic activity in remote atherosclerotic plaques in patients with recent
myocardial infarction. This uptake exceeded that observed in patients with stable
coronary disease, who had a greater coronary atherosclerotic burden, and corre-

Figure 2. Uptake of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose by aortic atherosclerosis in patients with stable and
unstable coronary heart disease.

Figure 3. Kaplan–Meier curves demonstrating survival free from early recurrent myocardial in-
farction at 30 days.

lated with the degree of myocardial necrosis suggesting a causal association. Us-
ing the GRACE registry, we explored the validity of our findings from the imaging
cohort to assess whether infarct size and the associated increase in atheroscle-
rotic inflammation could predict recurrent coronary atherothombotic events in ev-
ery day clinical practice. Patients with the largest infarcts had more than a four-fold
increase in their risk of early recurrent myocardial infarction with baseline tertiles
of plasma troponin concentration emerging as an independent predictor of these
events. We therefore provide clinical data to support the hypothesis that myocar-
dial infarction exacerbates systemic atherosclerotic inflammation, destabilizes re-
mote atheromatous plaque and causes an increase in recurrent atherothrombotic
events.

2852
Simvastatin reverse cerebral microvascular rarefaction and improve
endothelial function in a hypertension model

F. Freitas, V. Estato, P. Reis, H. Castro-Faria, M.A. Lessa, E. Tibirica. Oswaldo
Cruz Foundation, Institute Oswaldo Cruz (FIOCRUZ-IOC), Rio De Janeiro, Brazil

Purpose: Statins are widely used in the treatment of dyslipidemia, which is
usually associated with cardiovascular abnormalities including hypertension. Mi-
crovascular rarefaction and endothelial dysfunction are aggravating factors of hy-
pertensive end-organ damage. Thus, this study was designed to investigate the
acute effects of simvastatin (SIM) on cerebral microcirculation and endothelial
function in spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR).
Methods: Male Wistar normotensive rats (WKY) and SHR were divided into 3
groups of 6 animals each: WKY-CTL and SHR-CTL treated with 0.9% saline so-
lution, and SHR+SIM treated with SIM 30 mg/kg/day during 3 days by gavage.
Systolic blood pressure (SBP) was measured by a tail-cuff plethysmography sys-
tem. We investigated brain functional capillary density (FCD) and vascular reac-
tivity using intravital fluorescence videomicroscopy after IV injection of FITC la-
beled dextran. We assessed pial arterioles endothelium-dependent vasodilation
responses to acetylcholine (Ach, 10-6 M) administration.
Vascular responses were expressed as percentage changes from the baseline
arteriolar diameters. Values are means ± S.E.M, compared by ANOVA and Bon-
ferroni’s Test, p values <0.05 were considered significant. All protocols were in
accordance with the internationally principles for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals.
Results: SIM administration reduced SBP in SHR (SHR-CTL 203±3 vs.
SHR+SIM 172±6 mmHg; p<0.001). Cerebral FCD was reduced in hyper-
tensive rats compared with normotensive rats (SHR-CTL 337±61 vs. WKY-
CTL 421±35 capillaries/mm2; p<0.05). The administration of SIM during 3
days induced a significant increase in cerebral FCD in hypertensive rats
(SHR+SIM 530±31 capillaries/mm2; p<0.05). Ach induced arteriolar vasodila-
tion in WKY rats (WKY-CTL +6.6±1.2%) but arteriolar vasoconstriction in SHR
(SHR-CTL −1.4±1.3%; p<0.05); SIM restored Ach-induced arteriolar vasodi-
lation (SHR+SIM +11.5±3.1%; p<0.05). Microvascular endothelial dysfunction
in SHR was associated with a down-regulation of endothelial nitric oxide syn-
thase (eNOS) expression in the brain (SHR-CTL 0.76±0.1 vs. WKY-CTL1.25±0.2
eNOS/GAPDH (AU); p<0.05). Treatment of SHR with SIM normalized the brain
expression of eNOS (SHR+SIM 2.13±0.7 eNOS/GAPDH (AU); p<0.05).
Conclusions: To date, this is the first study showing that acute treatment with
simvastatin reversed cerebral microvascular rarefaction and restored brain mi-
crovascular endothelial function of hypertensive rats. In addition to cholesterol-
lowering effects, vascular pleiotropic effects of statins could turn out to be a new
therapeutic approach for improving microcirculatory function in hypertensive pa-
tients.
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2853
Increased anti-fibrinolytic proteins characterize elderly individuals
with un-healthy ageing due to cardiovascular disease and cognitive
decline

J. Cubedo1, T. Padro1, F. Formiga2, A. Ferrer3, G. Padros4, L. Badimon1.
1Barcelona Cardiovascular Research Center (CSIC-ICCC), IIB-Sant Pau, Hosp
Sant Pau, UAB, Barcelona, Spain; 2University Hospital of Bellvitge, Internal
Medicine Service, Barcelona, Spain; 3Primary Healthcare Centre El Plà CAP-I,
Sant Feliu De Llobregat, Barcelona, Spain; 4Clinical Laboratoy L’Hospitalet,
L’hospitalet De Llobregat, Barcelona, Spain

Purpose: The aim of the present study was to identify the proteins potentially in-
volved in healthy longevity by investigating the plasma proteomic profile in a group
of octogenarians with healthy ageing in comparison with an age-matched group
of patients with un-healthy ageing, including cognitive impairment and previous
manifestation of cardiovascular disease.
Background: Ageing is considered as one of the most important risk factors
for vascular disease progression, atherosclerosis and clinical event presentation.
Moreover, vascular disease is an important contributor to cognitive decline. In
this study we sought to investigate the plasma proteomic profile in a group of
octogenarians with healthy ageing in comparison with an age-matched group of
patients with un-healthy ageing and an atherothrombotic phenotype to identify the
proteins potentially involved in healthy longevity.
Methods: Plasma samples were obtained from octogenarian (87±0) subjects
(N=100). Healthy ageing octogenarians (preserved performance in activities of
daily living and cognitive function) had not had any clinical manifestation of car-
diovascular disease (HA-NoCVD) while the unhealthy ageing octogenarians had
cognitive and functional decline, malnutrition state and a previous ischemic event
(acute myocardial infarction and/or ictus; UHA-CVD). After depletion of the 7 most
abundant proteins the plasma proteome was analyzed by 2D-electrophoresis and
mass-spectrometry (MALDI-TOF/TOF). Results were validated by ELISA in HA-
NoCVD (N=38), in UHA-CVD (N=27) and in an intermediate population without
cognitive impairment who had suffered a previous clinical manifestation of cardio-
vascular disease (HA-CVD; N=35).
Results: Coagulation and haemostasis-related proteins represented 39% of the
observed changes between healthy and un-healthy ageing patients. Alpha-2-
antiplasmin (A2AP) and coagulation factor XIII B chain (FXIIIB) were significantly
decreased in the HA-NoCVD group when compared to UHA-CVD individuals
(P<0.05 for both). The decrease in both proteins was validated by ELISA. Protein
AMBP also showed a decrease in HA-NoCVD together with a change in RBP4
distribution profile (P<0.05 for both). Inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H4
depicted a change in its proteomic distribution between both groups (P<0.05).
Conclusions: In healthy octogenarian subjects there is a coordinated decrease
in antifibrinolytic proteins, such as alpha-2-antiplasmin and coagulation factor XIII.
Increases in anti-fibrinolytic proteins represent an impaired capability for sponta-
neous microthrombus resolution leading to a higher tendency for cardiovascular
disease and cognitive impairment that contribute to un-healthy ageing.

2854
Human validation of genes associated with a murine atherosclerotic
phenotype

G. Pasterkamp1, S.W. Van Der Laan1, S. Haitjema1, T. Bezemer1, J. Van
Setten1, V. Tragante1, I. Hoefer1, S.C.A. De Jager1, H.M. Den Ruijter1,
F.W. Asselbergs2. 1University Medical Center Utrecht, Experimental Cardiology
Laboratory, Utrecht, Netherlands; 2University Medical Center Utrecht, Cardiology,
Utrecht, Netherlands

Purpose: The genetically modified mouse is the most widely applied animal
model for studying the pathogenesis of atherosclerotic disease. However, the
validity for extrapolation to human atherosclerotic disease remains unexplored.
In this study we assessed the association of genes identified in atherosclerotic
murine models with atherosclerotic traits in humans.
Methods: We searched PubMed and Embase and identified 11,209 publications
involving atherosclerotic mice that were either genetically modified or received
targeted treatment. Of these there were 2,090 relevant papers reporting 651
genes that influence murine atherosclerosis. We mapped these 651 genes to
their human homologue and identified 80,581 common single-nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) ±50 kb around the genes. Using the Athero-Express Study
(AE; N=1,443) we tested these SNPs for association to histological atheroscle-
rotic plaque characteristics. Than we performed targeted gene-based tests us-
ing VEGAS on summary level data from the AE association analyses and from
CARDIoGRAM (N=143,677). We used Ingenuity to identify canonical biological
pathways to which the 651 genes are mapped. The relevance of these biological
pathways for human cardiovascular disease was validated using the results from
our VEGAS analyses in CARDIoGRAM and the Athero-Express.
Results: Out of 651 genes 87 were nominally (p<0.05) associated with the

Abstract 2855 – Table 1. VWF recovery in TAVI and BAV patients

Transcatheter aortic valve implantion (TAVI, n=10) Balloon aortic valvuloplasty (BAV, n=8)
Baseline T5 T30 180 p* Baseline T5 T30 T180 p*

HMW multimers (ratio versus NP) 0.47 (±0.14) 0.87† (±0.24) 0.93† (±0.17) 0.99† (±0.16) <0.001 0.52 (±0.21) 0.58 (±0.20) 0.66 (±0.25) 0.63 (±0.10) ns
PFA-CT ADP (sec) 252 (±68) 193† (±51) 116† (±40) 94† (±26) <0.001 201 (±46) 212 (±61) 204 (±71) 219 (±76) ns

Results are expressed as mean ± SD. *P values are for overall time course comparison (repeated Anova), †vs baseline p<0.05 (Wilcoxon rank test).

presence of coronary artery disease (CAD) in CARDIOGRAM (binomial p=1.23
x10-16). In addition, 159 genes were nominally associated with a plaque phe-
notype (either calcification, macrophages, smooth muscle cells, intraplaque ves-
sel density and/or intraplaque hemorrhage) in the Athero-Express. We analyzed
and compared the association results using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis. The 651
genes were mapped to 405 pathways, of these 234 pathways (57.78%) were
nominally significant (binomial p=1.36x10-190). The 87 genes nominally signifi-
cantly associated with CAD in humans were mapped to 281 pathways, and 28
out of those (9.96%) were nominally significant (binomial p=2.57x10-5). We found
significant overlap between pathways involved in mice and men, but also striking
discordances. For example, the LXR/RXR activation and PPARα/RXRα activation
pathways were significantly associated in mice (p=1.26x10-54 and p=1.26x10-26,
respectively) and in humans with CAD (p=2.51x10-17 and p=7.94x10-9, respec-
tively) and atherosclerotic plaque phenotypes (p<7.94x10-3). In contrast, path-
ways for T-Helper cell differentiation (p=3.98x10-24 in mice) and dendritic cell mat-
uration (p=1.26x10-36 in mice) were not associated with CAD in humans (p=0.281
and p=0.569, for each pathway respectively). However, the latter revealed a
strong association (p=1.63x10-5) with an inflammatory human plaque phenotype
in Athero-Express, supporting a role in plaque stabilization/destabilization.
Conclusions: Using an agnostic in silico gene-based approach we validated
genes causal to murine atherosclerosis in humans. Our results suggest that a
substantial number of gene candidates are not associated with human atheroscle-
rotic disease or subphenotypes. This challenges the relevance of the atheroscle-
rotic mouse as a model for human atherosclerosis, and has implications for future
candidate selection.

2855
Von willebrand factor as a sensor of blood flow: Towards a real time
biological assessment of aortic valve interventions

E. Van Belle1, A. Rauch2, A. Vincentelli3, E. Jeanpierre2, A. Godier4, F. Juthier3,
N. Rousse3, B. Staels5, P.J. Lenting6, S. Susen2. 1Cardiology Hospital of Lille,
Cardiology, Lille, France; 2Lille University Hospital, Haematology Transfusion,
Lille, France; 3Cardiology Hospital of Lille, Cardiovascular Surgery, Lille, France;
4Inserm UMR 1140, Paris, France; 5Institute Pasteur of Lille, Inserm UMR1011,
Lille, France; 6Inserm UMR U770, Paris, France

Background: An acquired deficiency of von Willebrand Factor (VWF) character-
ized by a quantitative defect of VWF high molecular weight multimers (HMWM) is
associated with high shear cardiovascular disorders such as aortic stenosis (AS).
It has been shown that HMWM defect is usually corrected after surgical aortic
valve replacement. However, the precise time course of recovery of HMWM defect
in vivo remains unknown. We hypothesized that recovery of HMWM defect could
occur within minutes following correction of the underlying “high shear” condition
and as such could be used to monitor acute changes in shear stress induced by
transcatheter aortic valve procedures.
Methods: We investigated the time course of recovery of VWF HMWM defect
under conditions allowing an almost instantaneous reversion of high shear in a
rabbit model of “reversible” AS (n=17). In that model AS was acutely induced and
released using a balloon-inflated aortic cuff.
We further investigated the time course of recovery of HMWM defect and it’s re-
lated bedside whole bood assessment (PFA-100 analyzer) in the WITAVI registry
including 18 patients with AS undergoing transcatheter aortic valve procedures:
percutaneous valve implantation (TAVI; n=10) or balloon valvuloplasty without
valve implant (BAV; n=8). TAVI procedures were used as clinical conditions of
acute recovery of“high shear” stress while BAV procedures were used as “nega-
tive controls”.
Results: In the rabbit model, induction of aortic stenosis was associated with a
VWF HMWM defect (normalized ratio = 0.74±0.07; p<0.01 versus no stenosis).
Partial recovery of HMWM (0.89±0.12 versus AS baseline; p<0.01) occurred
within 5 minutes of stenosis reversion. Thirty minutes after reversion, a com-
plete recovery of HMWM defect was observed (0.98±0.10). In patients with AS
(n=18) a VWF HMWM defect was observed at baseline (0.50±0.18). Among pa-

Figure 1. Time course of VWF/PFA in TAVI and BAV.
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tients with AS, those treated with TAVI experienced an acute decrease in shear
stress (4.47±0.41 m s-1 to 1.81±0.43 m s-1, p<0.0001, n=10) after treatment
while those undergoing BAV alone experienced a modest improvement in shear
stress conditions (4.47±0.25m s-1 to 3.88±0.65m s-1; p=0.03, n=8). In patients
undergoing TAVI (n=10), similar to what was observed in the rabbit model, re-
covery of VWF HMWM defect was observed within minutes of valve implantation
(p<0.001, Table 1 and Fig. 1A). By contrast, in patients undergoing BAV (n=8) no
recovery of HMWM defect was observed (p=0.21, Table 1 and Fig. 1A). Interest-
ingly, the time course of PFA-CADP time (sec) mimicked the recovery of HMWM
defect both in TAVI in patients, in whom a rapid correction of PFA-CADP was ob-
served (p<0.001, Table 1 and Fig. 1B), and BAV patients, in whom no correction
was observed (p=0.69; Table 1 and Fig. 1B).
Conclusion: The recovery of VWF multimeric pattern is highly dynamic after re-
version of AS, occurring within minutes of changes in shear stress status. Our
findings suggest that VWF multimeric pattern changes, together with their as-
sessment with a PFA-100 point of care assay, could be used in clinical practice
to monitor in real time the quality of the result of transcatheter aortic valve proce-
dures.

STRESS, AUTONOMIC REACTIVITY AND
HYPERTENSION

2865 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic significance of impaired baroreflex sensitivity in a
population-based sample of middle-aged subjects

A.M. Kiviniemi1, M.P. Tulppo1, A.J. Hautala1, J.S. Perkiomaki2, A. Ylitalo2,
Y.A. Kesaniemi2, O. Ukkola2, H.V. Huikuri2 on behalf of the OPERA investigators.
1Verve Research, Oulu, Finland; 2University of Oulu, Medical Research Center,
Oulu, Finland

Purpose: Depressed baroreflex sensitivity (BRS) is associated with an increased
risk of cardiovascular death in patients with a recent cardiovascular event. The
prognostic significance of BRS in subjects without history of major cardiovascular
complications is unknown. The present study tested the hypothesis that impaired
BRS predicts cardiovascular death in a population-based sample of middle-aged
subjects.
Methods: The present study is a part of the Oulu Project Elucidating Risk of
Atherosclerosis study (OPERA), where middle-aged hypertensive and age- and
sex-matched control subjects were randomly selected in the early 1990s from
the national registry for reimbursement of medications. Subjects with a history of
myocardial infarction or stroke were excluded. Along with clinical and laboratory
assessments, BRS was measured by the Valsalva method in 559 subjects (age;
51±6 years; 300 men). The causes of death were registered during a follow-up of
up to 19 years. Cardiovascular death (n=23) was defined as the primary endpoint.
Results: Cardiovascular death was predicted by smoking status, alcohol con-
sumption, high-sensitive C-reactive protein, use of diuretics, waist circumference,
and fasting glucose. Among measured risk factors, impaired Valsalva BRS (<3
ms/mmHg) was the most potent predictor of cardiovascular death (hazard ratio:
9.1; 95% CI: 3.8–21.7; p<0.001) and remained so after adjustments for the other
significant predictors (hazard ratio: 5.3; 95% CI: 2.1–13.3; p<0.001).
Conclusions: Impaired Valsalva BRS is a potent and independent predictor of
cardiovascular death in a population-based sample of middle-aged subjects with-
out history of major cardiovascular complications and may have important clinical
implications in early risk stratification.
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Sympathetic and metabolic effects of surgical removal of adenomas in
acromegalic patients

G. Seravalle1, S. Carzaniga1, L.M. Lonati1, R. Attanasio2, L.M. Fatti1, G. Vitale1,
T. Gollini1, M. Scacchi1, G. Mancia1, G. Grassi3. 1San Luca Hospital, Italian
Institute for Auxology (IRCCS), Milan, Italy; 2Istituto Galeazzi, Endocrinologia,
Milano, Italy; 3Clinica medica, Univ. Milano Bicocca, Monza, Italy

Background: It has been previously shown that patients with early stage of
acromegaly, not accompanied by organ damage, are characterized by a profound
sympathoinhibition coupled with low leptin plasma levels. It has been also shown
in animal models that central administration of somatostatin is able to inhibit the
adrenergic tone. Whether the surgical removal of the adenoma is able to restore
the adrenergic drive and correct the metabolic alterations is unknown.
Methods: Sympathetic tone has been directly recorded to the skeletal muscle
through the microneurographic technique (MSNA) in: a) 15 acromegalic patients
(3 micro-, 12 macro-adenomas) in the early stage of this pathology (ACRO; age
46.6±10.3.0 years, media±SD) before and after surgery; b) 17 healthy subjects
(C; age 49.1±15.6 yrs). The protocol included anthropometric, haemodynamic,
echocardiographic, metabolic, humoral, blood pressure, and heart rate values be-
fore and after surgical removal of adenomas while in C data were collected only
in basal conditions.
Results:Compared to C, ACROwere characterized by insulin resistance (HOMA:
1.57±0.3 vs 4.08±2.2 a.u., p<0.01) and by a significant reduction in plasma
leptin (6.42±2.0 vs 1.62±1.0 μg/l, p<0.01) and MSNA (37.8±6. vs 17.7±7.7
bursts/min, p<0.01) values without any organ damage and significant changes
on fat and muscle mass or water content assessed via electric impedance.

After surgical removal of adenomas ACRO showed a normalization of IGF-
1 and this was accompanied by a significant (p<0.01 for all) improvement in
HOMA index (2.2±0.6 a.u.), in plasma leptin levels (6.0±2.6 μg/l) and in MSNA
(30.1±3.2 bursts/min). No changes were observed in anthropometric, haemo-
dynamic, echocardiographic, and electric impedance parameters. In the popula-
tion as a whole we osserved a significant direct correlation between MSNA and
plasma leptin levels (r=0.38, P<0.01) and an inverse correlation between leptin
and IGF-1 (r=0.47, P<0.01).
Conclusions: The study shows for the first time that surgical removal of adeno-
mas is able to almost completely normalize the MSNA and the metabolic alter-
ations associated with the increase in GH and IGF-1 levels. The study provides
also additional evidence that in the early stage of the disease plasma leptin lev-
els may have a major role in the sympathoinhibition more than reflex influences
induced by changes in water content not present in this phase. Thus surgical
treatment is able to restore a condition at a lower impact on morbidity and mortal-
ity.
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Different neuroadrenergic activation and baroreflex function in
resistant and pseudoresistant hypertension: a microneurographic
study

G. Seravalle1, S. Buzzi2, L.M. Magni2, C. Ciuffarella2, M. Macchiarulo2,
M. Bombelli2, G. Brambilla2, R. Dell’oro2, G. Mancia1, G. Grassi3. 1San Luca
Hospital, Italian Institute for Auxology (IRCCS), Milan, Italy; 2Clinica medica,
Univ. Milano Bicocca, Monza, Italy; 3Università Milano-Bicocca, Health Science
Dept, Monza, Italy

Introduction: We have recently shown that resistant hypertension (RHT) is char-
acterized by a marked neuroadrenergic activation coupled with metabolic alter-
ations compared to the non-resistant hypertensive state. It is unknown, however,
whether these changes are specific for the RHT state or are also detectable in
pseudoresistant hypertension (PRHT).
Methods: In 11 treated RHT patients, 14 treated essential hypertensives with
controlled blood pressure (HT) and 12 normotensive controls (C), we evaluated
sphygmomanometric blood pressure (BP), 24-hour BP (Spacelab), beat-to-beat
BP (Finapres), heart rate and sympathetic nerve traffic (MSNA, microneurogra-
phy). The assessments, which included plasma aldosterone, HOMA index and
spontaneous baroreflex control of MSNA using linear regression analysis, were
also carried out in 12 treated PRHT (7 white-coat and 5 non-compliant).
Results: The three groups of hypertensive patients had clinic BP and MSNA sig-
nificantly greater than C. When matched for age, body mass index, clinic and
ambulatory pressure, the RHT had a significantly higher MSNA compared to
HT (65.4±2.7 vs 43.7±2.4 bs/min, P<0.02) and C (35.8±2.5 bs/min, P<0.01
for both). The PRHT showed clinic BP values similar to RHT but significantly
lower values of 24-hour BP and MSNA (44.0±2.7 bs/min, P<0.02). In addition,
in the RHT group the plasma aldosterone and HOMA index were significantly
greater than in HT and PRHT (aldosterone:13.2±15 vs 8.6±0.6 and 9.2±1.1
ng/dl, P<0.05, HOMA: 2.3±0.3 vs 1.2±0.2 and 1.5±0.3 au). Finally, the mod-
ulation of spontaneous baroreflex control of MSNA was reduced in RHT as com-
pared to C and HT (slope:-2.2±0.35 vs -2.9±0.4 and -2.8±0.4, P=NS) and to
PRHT (slope:-2.8±0.28).
Conclusions: These data provide evidence that the neuroadrenergic overdrive
detected in RHT is specific for this condition and it is not found in PRHT. This
specificity might be related to the alterations in the neurohumoral profile as well
as to an early impairment of baroreflex-MSNA modulation.
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Sympathetic nervous activity in patients with acute coronary
syndromes: a comparative study with inflammatory biomarkers

H.G. Moreira, D.G. Martinez, M.U.P.B. Rondon, R.L. Lage, C.E. Negrao,
J.C. Nicolau. Heart Institute (InCor) - University of Sao Paulo Faculty of Medicine
(FMUSP), Sao Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Previous publications have shown that both sympathetic hyperac-
tivity and enhanced inflammatory response are associated with worse outcomes
in acute coronary syndromes (ACS). However, little is known about the correlation
between these two pathologic pathways.
Objective: To evaluate sympathetic activity and inflammatory response in pa-
tients with ACS, to explore its progress over time and possible correlations.
Methods: Patients hospitalized with uncomplicated ACS were enrolled if they
were 18-65 years old and have significant atherosclerosis without any other
chronic disease. At fourth day (± 1 day) of hospitalization they were submit-
ted to muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) analysis and blood sample
were collected for ultrasensitive C-reactive protein (usCRP), interleukin-6 (IL-6)
and Lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2 activity (Lp-PLA2) measurements.
MSNA was recorded directly from the peroneal nerve using the microneurogra-
phy technique. Measurements were repeated at 1, 3 and 6 months after hospi-
talization. Correlations between MSNA and inflammatory markers and baseline
characteristics were made using Pearson’s test (non-normally distributed vari-
ables were logarithmically transformed) and multivariate regression models were
performed to assess the independent effects.
Results: Fifty-three patients were included, 81% male, mean age 51.0 (SD 7.4
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years). The prevalence of hypertension was 60.4%, diabetes mellitus 11.3%, and
previous coronary heart disease 32.1%. The ACS presentation was STEMI in 26
patients (49.1%), NSTEMI in 21 (40.4%) and UA in 06 patients (11.5%). Both
MSNA and inflammatory markers were elevated during acute phase of ACS
and decreased over time. In the hospitalization phase the mean usCRP was
31.3±40.5 mg/L, IL-6 8.2±6.9 pg/ml, Lp-PLA2 185.8±52.2 nmol/min/mL, and
MSNA was 64.2±19.3 bursts/100heart beats. After 6 months, the usCRP was
1.5±1.1 mg/L, IL-6 2.7±2.2, Lp-PLA2 166.9±46.6 nmol/min/mL, and MSNA was
57.9±19.3 bursts/100heart beats. This sympathetic hyperactivity was directly cor-
related with CKMB on the acute phase of ACS (p<0.01) and inversely correlated
to left ventricular ejection fraction on 6-month follow-up (p<0.01). There was no
significant correlation between the sympathetic activity and inflammatory markers
in any of the analyzed phases (p>0.05).
Conclusion: Despite the increased levels of inflammatory markers and sympa-
thetic activity among patients with ACS, there was no correlation between these
assessments in both the acute and the chronic phase, suggesting that they might
follow different pathological pathways in those patients.
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Heart rate predicts long-term mortality as well as classical risk factors

F. Seguro1, E. Berard2, V. Bongard2, J.B. Ruidavets2, D. Taraszkiewicz1,
M. Galinier3, D. Carrie1, J. Ferrieres4. 1Toulouse Rangueil University Hospital
(CHU), Department of Cardiology B, Toulouse, France; 2UMR1027 INSERM-
University of Toulouse III, Toulouse University Hospital (CHU), Department
of Epidemiology, Health Economics and Public Health, Toulouse, France;
3Toulouse Rangueil University Hospital (CHU), Department of Cardiology A,
Toulouse, France; 4Toulouse Rangueil University Hospital (CHU) and UMR1027
INSERM-University of Toulouse III, Department of Cardiology B and Dept. of
Epidemiology, Health Economics and Public Health, Toulouse, France

Background: Resting heart rate (RHR) is known as a cardiovascular risk factor
(RF), correlated with hypertension, cardiac failure and coronary artery disease.
However, while controlling heart rate has become a treatment target, this param-
eter is rarely included in mortality predictive formulas. The aim of this study was
to assess the risk of all-cause mortality in a general population in a prediction
algorithm including RHR as an independent parameter.
Methods: Our study population consisted in patients, both women and men, who
had consulted from 1995 to 2011 to the Department of Preventive Cardiology
(DPC) in a Southwestern University Hospital. We excluded patients whose age
was less than 30 years old and all patients with established history of ischemic
heart disease. Vital status was obtained for each participant through the national
database. Multivariate prediction of total mortality was evaluated with the use a
Cox proportional hazards model. An algorithm for prediction of risk of mortality in
primary prevention was built using Kaplan-Meier statistic and a Cox proportional
hazards model.
Results: 4885 patients were included. 56% were men and the mean age was
53. After a mean follow up of 8.6 years, 129 deaths were recorded. In multi-
variate analysis, independent RF were age (Hazard Ratio (HR)=1.06, p<0.001,
95% CI [1.04-1.08]), gender (HR=5.95, p<0.001, 95% CI [3.48-10.19]), diabetes
(HR=2.49, p<0.001, 95% CI [1.49-4.16]), hypertension (HR=1.44, p=0.05, 95%
CI [1.00-2.08]), LDL-cholesterol>4 mmol/L (HR=2.04, p<0.001, 95% CI [1.40-
2.96]), smoking (HR=2.19, p<0.001, 95% CI [1.49-3.20]), lower educational level
(HR=1.81, p=0.01, 95% CI [1.18-2.79]) and resting heart rate>65 bpm (HR=1.54,
p=0.02, 95% CI [1.06-2.24]). A good calibration was obtained (p value NS for
Hosmer-Lemeshow χ2 test). The median predicted risk of mortality was 6.52%
and was not significantly different to the observed risk of all cause mortality
(6.60%; 95%CI [5.22%-8.34%]). Considering patients with a predicted risk higher
than 5%, the average predicted risk was 12%; 95% CI [5.01%-66.8%] for an ob-
served mortality of 11.18%; 95% CI [8.77%-14.20%]. Considering patients with
a predicted risk lower than 5%, the average predicted risk was 2.29% for an ob-
served mortality of 1.85%;95% CI [1.09%-3.14%]. Furthermore, 85% of deceased
patients during the following period had a risk higher than 5%.
Conclusions: RHR can be used to predict all-cause mortality in primary preven-
tion and might be evaluated as a simple predictive tool in current practice.
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Enhancing NOS1 adaptor protein levels decreases intracellular
calcium handling and neurotransmission in cardiac sympathetic
neurons

C.-J. Lu, N. Nikiforova, G. Hao, D. Li, N. Herring, D.J. Paterson. University
of Oxford, Department of Physiology, Anatomy and Genetics, Oxford, United
Kingdom

Purpose: Genome wide association studies have implicated neuronal nitric oxide
synthase adaptor protein (NOS1-AP/CAPON) as a potential molecular marker of
both QT abnormalities on the ECG and sudden cardiac death (SCD). SCD is of-
ten triggered by cardiac sympathetic stimulation which is also able to modulate
the QT interval. Interestingly, NO generated by NOS-1 reduces norepinephrine
(NE) release and is down-regulated in animals with hypertension. To establish if
this adaptor protein plays a role in sympathetic neurotransmission we investigated
whether endogenous NOS1-AP was present in cardiac sympathetic neurons. We
also tested the hypothesis that enhancing neuronal NOS1-AP expression via ade-

noviral gene transfer decreases sympathetic induced NE release by altering reg-
ulation of calcium handling.
Methods and results: Immunohistochemistry demonstrated that NOS1-AP re-
sides in cardiac sympathetic neurons in spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR)
and Wistar-Kyoto (WKY) controls, but the expression of NOS1-AP is significantly
(P<0.05) reduced in the SHR (n=6) compared to the WKY (n=6). The peak
[Ca2+]i transient of isolated stellate neurons was significantly enhanced in the
SHR (n=12) compared to the WKY (n=11). A novel noradrenergic cell specific
vector (Ad.PRSx8-NOS1-AP/mCherry) or its control vector were transfected into
sympathetic stellate neurons in vitro. Western blotting showed NOS1-AP expres-
sion was up-regulated following gene transfer in the SHR (n=6 v empty virus n=6).
The peak [Ca2+]i transient (n=19) was also reduced compared with Ad.PRSx8-
mCherry alone (n=16). NOS1 inhibition (AAAN, 10μM) significantly increased the
[Ca2+]i transient after Ad.PRSx8-NOS1-AP/mCherry transfection. Electrophysio-
logical studies showed that the peak calcium current (ICa) density in SHR neu-
rons overexpressing NOS1-AP (n=6) was significantly reduced compared with
that of the empty vector control in SHR neurons (n=7). Averaged peak current
density-voltage relationships revealed significant suppression of peak neuronal
ICa density from -20mV to +20mV. Moreover, Ad.PRSx8-NOS1-AP/mCherry re-
duced 3H-NE release from SHR atria (n=7) compared with empty vector controls
(n=6).
Conclusions: Artificial up-regulation of cardiac sympathetic NOS1-AP via tar-
geted gene transfer can directly attenuate intracellular Ca2+ and suppress
ICa, resulting in decreased NE release in the SHR. This may provide a novel
method for decreasing enhanced cardiac sympathetic neurotransmission in dis-
ease states where excessive NE release might trigger sudden cardiac death in
patients with QT abnormalities.

CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS GRAFTING IN HIGH RISK
POPULATIONS

2887 | BEDSIDE
Gender differences and early outcome after coronary artery bypass
graft surgery: a nationwide study

M.M. Mokhles1, S. Siregar2, M.I.M. Versteegh2, L. Noyez3, B. Van Putte4,
A.B.A. Vonk5, J.W. Roos-Hesselink6, A.J.J.C. Bogers1, J.J.M. Takkenberg1

on behalf of the data registry committee of the Netherlands Association
for Cardio-Thoracic Surgery. 1Erasmus Medical Center, Department of
Cardio-Thoracic Surgery, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 2Leiden University Medical
Center, Cardiothoracic Surgery, Leiden, Netherlands; 3University Hospital
Nijmegen, Cardiothoracic Surgery, Nijmegen, Netherlands; 4St Antonius
Hospital, Cardiothoracic Surgery, Nieuwegein, Netherlands; 5VU University
Medical Center, Cardiothoracic Surgery, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 6Erasmus
Medical Center, Congenital Cardiology, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: The outcome of female patients after coronary artery bypass graft
(CABG) surgery has been reported to be less favorable compared to the outcome
of male patients. Especially, the gender-specific in-hospital mortality risk has been
reported to be higher in female patients. The objective of the present study was to
compare women with men with respect to baseline characteristics and short-term
outcome in a contemporary cohort of patients that underwent CABG surgery.
Methods: All patients (N=41269, 78% males (N=32154)) that underwent CABG
surgery (conventional: N=33140, 80.3%; OPCAB: N=6391, 15.5%) in the Nether-
lands between January 2007 and December 2011 were included in this study. Dif-
ferences in patient and procedural characteristics, and in-hospital outcome were
compared between male en female patients.
Results: Female patients were older (mean age, 69 vs. 66 years, p<0.001),
had higher logistic EuroSCORE I (median score, 6.7 vs. 4.2, p<0.001), pre-
sented more often with critical preoperative state (5.0% vs. 4.1%; p<0.001),
unstable angina (11.9% vs. 8.5%; p<0.001) and emergent surgery (8.4% vs.
6.2%; p<0.001). Female patients presented less often with history of prior car-
diac surgery (2.4% vs. 3.3%; p<0.001) or prior PCI (12.6% vs. 13.3%; p=0.0037)
and had less often moderate (16.8% vs. 19.6%; p<0.001) or poor left ventricular
function (3.1% vs. 4.6%; p<0.001). Female patients were less likely to receive
total arterial grafting (19.2% vs. 23.3%; p<0.001) and received more often to-
tal venous grafting (5.8% vs. 4.1%; p<0.001) or a combination of both arterial
and venous grafting (74.9% vs. 72.5%; p<0.001). In-hospital mortality was 1.4%
(n=562) and higher in female compared to male patients (multivariate OR 1.71,
95%CI 1.38–2.12; p<0.001). In males, the AUC for the logistic EuroSCORE I was
0.86 (95%CI 0.85-0.88) versus 0.82 (95%CI 0.79-0.85) in females. The calibra-
tion of the logistic EuroSCORE I model resulted in p-values of <0.001 for both
males and females.
Conclusions: Female patients undergoing CABG surgery present with higher lo-
gistic EuroSCORE I, receive less often total arterial grafting and have a higher
risk of 30 day mortality as compared to male patients. There appears to be room
for improvement of outcome in female patients by increased utilization of arterial
grafts. Discriminative ability of the logistic EuroSCORE I is much better for men
than women indicating the need for the development of gender specific risk strati-
fication models. Calibration of the logistic EuroSCORE I model is not appropriate
because of systematic overestimation of in-hospital mortality.
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Improved outcomes of total arterial myocardial revascularization in
elderly patients at long-term follow-up

G. Bisleri, L. Di Bacco, F. Rosati, L. Giroletti, C. Muneretto. University of Brescia,
Department of Cardiac Surgery, Brescia, Italy

Purpose: Despite the proven advantages of total arterial grafting in patients un-
dergoing coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG), its benefits in the elderly pop-
ulation at long-term follow-up have been widely debated to date.
Methods: Among 1032 consecutive patients scheduled to undergo CABG
surgery, we performed a case-match analysis in a population with double and
triple vessels disease and older than 70 years of age and compared patients re-
ceiving total arterial grafting (Group 1, G1, 150 pts.) with conventional myocardial
revascularization (LIMA on LAD plus saphenous vein grafts, Group 2, G2, 125
pts.). Primary end-point was cardiac-related mortality while secondary end-point
was the occurrence of MACCEs (defined as cardiac death, myocardial infarction,
need for repeated revascularization on grafted vessels, stroke).
Results: Pre-operative and intraoperative patients’ characteristics were similar
among the groups (mean no. of grafted vessels:G1=2.5±0.5 vs G2=2.6±0.6;
p=0.56), as well the incidence of hospital mortality (none in both groups) and
early post-operative complications. At a median follow-up time of 120 months, to-
tal arterial grafting was associated with significantly improved actuarial survival
free from cardiac death (G1= 96.5±2.0% vs G2=82.3±3.9%; p<0.001) and oc-
currence of MACCEs (G1=84.9±3.7% vs G2=70.9±4.6%; p=0.001) Multivariate
Cox regression analysis depicted conventional myocardial revascularization (with
saphenous vein grafts) as an indipendent predictor for cardiac related mortality
(OR=8.2, CI 95%=2.66-25.9; p<0.001) and MACCEs (OR=3.48, CI 95%=1.86-
6.52; p<0.001).
Conclusions: The use of complete arterial myocardial revascularization in el-
derly patients is associated with a reduced late incidence of cardiac related mor-
tality and major cerebral and cardiovascular events compared with the use of
saphenous vein grafts, thereby providing improved long term benefits also in this
specific subset of patients.
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Should bilateral internal thoracic artery grafting be used in patients
with diabetes?

R. Mohr1, N. Nesher1, Z. Raviv1, A. Kramer1, A. Laub1, Y. Paz1, Y. Ben-Gal1,
D. Pevni1, B. Medalion2. 1Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center, Tel Aviv, Israel;
2Rabin Medical Center, Petah Tikva, Israel

Objectives: Bilateral Internal Thoracic Artery (BITA) grafting in diabetics is con-
troversial due to the risk of sternal infection, and the excellent survival benefit
obtained with Single Internal Thoracic Artery (SITA). The purpose of this study is
to compare outcome of BITA grafting to that of SITA and other conduits, such as
saphenous veins (SVG) or radial artery (RA) in patients with diabetes.
Methods: Eight hundreds and eighty seven diabetic patients who underwent BITA
grafting between 1996 and 2008 were compared with 734 patients who under-
went CABG with SITA and SVG or RA during the same period.
Results: Occurrence of peripheral vascular disease (PVD) (33% versus 27%),
age>70 (47% versus 39%), emergency operations (15% versus10%), renal fail-
ure (CRF) (16% versus 11%), Insulin Depended Diabetes (IDDM) (19% versus
9%), COPD (11% versus 5%) and female gender (60% versus 42%) was higher
in the SITA group.
Operative mortality (3.3% versus 3.2%) and sternal wound infections (1.8% ver-
sus 1.1%) were not significantly different between groups
Mean follow up was 9.1±4.5 years. Ten year survival (Kaplan-Meier) of the SITA
group was significantly lower (55% versus 65%, p=0.046, log rank test). BITA
grafting was associated with improved Kaplan Meier survival in the subsets of
patients with NIDDM, age>70, OPCAB, and when more than 3 grafts were used.
However, assignment to the BITA group was not associated with improved ad-
justed survival (p=0.585) in a multivariable Cox model. Independent predictors of
decreased survival were: older age, female gender, preoperative MI, EF<30%,
COPD, PVD and CRF. To further investigate our results, we performed a propen-
sity matching analysis and could identify 323 well matched pairs of patients. Sur-
vival advantage for the use of BITA could not be identified in this group of matched
patients as well.
Conclusions: This large cohort study does not support routine use of BITA in
all patients with diabetes. Similar long term survival can be achieved with SITA.
Further studies of the subsets that had better Kaplan-Meier survival are required
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Coronary revascularization in chronic renal disease and end stage
renal disease- a systematic review and meta analysis

A. Kannan, C. Poongkunran, S. Balamuthusamy. University of Arizona, Tucson,
United States of America

Introduction: Patients with Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) and End Stage Renal
Disease (ESRD) on dialysis have an increased risk for cardiovascular events sec-
ondary to occlusive coronary artery disease. Optimal revascularization strategy
is unclear in this high-risk population.
Objective: We performed a meta- analysis to compare Coronary Artery Bypass

Graft (CABG) versus Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) in patients with
ESRD and CKD.
Methods: Clinical trials comparing patients with ESRD and CKD undergo-
ing CABG and PCI were considered. We searched PubMed, Ovid, MEDLINE,
CINAHL and EMBASE (1980-2013). The relative risk across all study groups was
computed using Mantel-Hanszel random effects model. Results were calculated
with 95% CI and was considered statistically significant if 2-sided alpha error was
<0.05.
Results: 17 trials (N=33,584) in End Stage Renal Disease arm and six studies
(n=15,493) in the CKD arm were included in the trial. The mean age in the ESRD
group was 62.45 years and in the CKD group was 65.16 years. The weighted
average follow up period was 26.7 months in the ESRD group and 34.2 months in
the CKD group. In the ESRD and CKD group, we found significantly reduced early
mortality with the PCI group with the odds ratio of (2.08 [1.90, 2.26; p<0.00001])
and (2.55 [1.45, 4.51; p=0.001]) respectively. Contrary to the early mortality re-
sults, we found decreased late mortality with the CABG group when compared
to PCI group (0.86 [0.83, 0.89; p<0.000001]) and (0.82 [0.76, 0.88; p<0.00001])
in the ESRD and CKD arm respectively. When compared to PCI, there was de-
creased cardiovascular mortality with an odds ratio of (0.61 [0.40, 0.92; p=0.02])
in patients who underwent CABG in ESRD population and a similar trend, albeit
insignificant, is observed in CKD population (1.13 [0.34, 3.81; p<0.84]). We also
observed decreased incidence of myocardial infarction ((ESRD (0.34 [0.32, 0.36;
p<0.00001]))); (CKD (0.89 [0.56, 1.43]; p=0.64))) and repeat revascularization
((ESRD (0.12 [0.08, 0.18]; p<0.00001)); (CKD (0.26 [0.18, 0.39]; p<0.00001)))
in patients undergoing CABG compared to PCI. There is a strong trend for de-
creased risk of stroke with PCI when compared to CABG in ESRD (3.46 [1.02,
11.78] with p=0.05) and CKD population (0.78 [0.43, 1.41] with p=0.41).
Conclusion: In patients with CKD and ESRD, CABG offers overall mortality ben-
efit compared to PCI. Similar trends are observed in incidence of myocardial in-
farction and repeat revascularization. We observed decreased risk of stroke with
PCI when compared to CABG in ESRD and CKD but more studies are needed to
validate this observation.
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Prevention of MACE with modified glucose-insulin-potassium in
patients undergoing cardiac surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass:
a randomized double-blind placebo-controlled trial

K. Zhao1, J. Li2, Q.J. Zheng1, W.S. Chen1, Q. Cui1, S.Q. Yu1, D.H. Yi1,
F. Gao2. 1Xijing Hospital of the Fourth Military Medical University, Department
of Cardiovascular Surgery, Xi’an, China, People’s Republic of; 2Fourth Military
Medical University, Department of Physiology, Xi’an, China, People’s Republic
of

Objective: Glucose-insulin-potassium (GIK) infusion has been used in cardiac
surgery for more than 40 years, but clinical trials have shown no definite beneficial
effects, in part because of different doses, timing and protocol of GIK. This study
was designed to evaluate the effects of perioperative GIK infusion in patients
undergoing cardiac surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB).
Methods and results: We performed a randomized, double-blind, controlled
study in 930 patients admitted to our hospital who were receiving CPB. GIK (150
g glucose, 50 IU insulin, 4.5 g KCl; G:I=3:1) or placebo treatment was started
at 10 min before anesthesia, running at 60 ml h-1 for 12.5 hour. The primary
outcome was the incidence of major adverse cardiac events (MACE). GIK ther-
apy significantly reduced the incidence of MACE (OR, 0.57; 95% CI, 0.43-0.75;
P<0.001) without increasing perioperative blood glucose compared with placebo
group. Furthermore, GIK therapy was associated with decreased plasma lactate,
improved left ventricular ejection fraction, reduced creatine kinase-MB and car-
diac troponin T at 24 h and 48 h after operation. In addition, patients receiving GIK
therapy were less likely to require prolonged ventilatory support and extended in-
tensive care although no significant differences in mortality were found at 30-day
(1.6% in GIK vs 2.7% in placebo, P=0.37) and 180-day (2.2% in GIK vs 3.0% in
placebo, P=0.41) follow-up. The incidence of redooperation, stroke and sepsis did
not differ significantly between groups but the need for epinephrine use (48.0%
in GIK vs 58.9% in placebo, P=0.001) and the incidence of renal complications
(4.9% in GIK vs 8.8% in placebo, P=0.02) were significantly decreased in GIK
group.
Conclusion: In patients undergoing cardiac surgery with CPB, perioperative GIK
infusion significantly reduced the incidence of MACE but not benefit the mortality
at 30-day and 180-day follow-up.

2892 | BEDSIDE
Clinical outcomes of hybrid coronary revascularization versus
coronary artery bypass surgery in patients with diabetes mellitus

R.E. Harskamp1, P.F. Walker2, J.H. Alexander2, Y. Xian3, H.A. Liberman2,
R.J. De Winter1, T.A. Vassiliades2, E.D. Peterson3, J.D. Puskas2, M.E. Halkos2.
1Academic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam, Department of Cardiology,
Amsterdam, Netherlands; 2Emory University - Division of Cardiothoracic surgery,
Atlanta, United States of America; 3Duke University Medical Center, Duke
Clinical Research Institute, Durham, United States of America

Background: Hybrid coronary revascularization (HCR) involves minimally inva-
sive left internal mammary artery to left anterior descending (LAD) coronary
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artery grafting combined with percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) of non-
LAD vessels. The safety and efficacy of HCR among diabetic patients is unknown.
Methods: Patients with diabetes were included who underwent HCR at a U.S.
academic center between October 2003 and September 2013. These patients
were matched 5:1 to similar patients treated with coronary artery bypass grafting
(CABG) using a propensity-score matching algorithm. Conditional logistic regres-
sion and Cox regression stratified on matched pairs were performed to evaluate
the association between HCR and in-hospital complications, a composite mea-
sure of 30-day mortality, myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke, and up to 3-year
all-cause mortality.
Results: Of 618 patients (HCR=103, CABG=515) in the propensity-score
matched cohort, the 30-day composite of death, MI or stroke after HCR and
CABG was 4.9% and 3.9% (odds ratio: 1.25, 95%-CI: 0.47-3.33, p=0.66). Com-
pared with CABG, HCR also had similar need for reoperation (7.6% vs. 6.3%,
p=0.60) and renal failure (4.2% vs. 4.9%, p=0.76), but required less blood prod-
ucts (31.4% vs. 65.8%, p<0.0001), lower chest-tube drainage (655cc (412-916)
vs. 898cc (664-1240), p<0.0001) and shorter length-of-stay (<5 days: 48.3%
vs. 25.3%, p<0.0001). Over a 3-year follow-up period, mortality was similar af-
ter HCR and CABG (12.3% vs. 14.9%, hazard ratio: 0.94, 95%-CI: 0.47-1.88,
p=0.86).
Conclusion: Among diabetic patients the use of HCR appears to be safe and has
similar longitudinal outcomes, but is associated with less blood product usage and
faster recovery than conventional CABG surgery.

IMMUNE MECHANISMS IN ACUTE MYOCARDIAL
INFARCTION

2917 | BEDSIDE
Reduced myocardial infiltration of dendritic cells is associated with
impaired reparative fibrosis and development of cardiac rupture

T. Nagai, S. Honda, Y. Sugano, Y. Ikeda, K. Kusano, M. Ishihara, H. Ogawa,
S. Yasuda, H. Ishibashi-Ueda, T. Anzai. National Cerebral and Cardiovascular
Center Hospital, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Suita, Osaka, Japan

Purpose: Dendritic cells (DCs) play pivotal roles in regulating the immune sys-
tem. We previously reported DCs infiltration in the infarcted heart and its protec-
tive roles in post-myocardial infarction (MI) healing process with animal models.
However, its clinical significance has not been determined.
Methods: We investigated 24 autopsy subjects after MI. Patients were divided
into two groups according to presence (n=13) or absence (n=11) of cardiac rup-
ture (CR). The number of infiltrated DCs and macrophages (M�) and the extent of
reparative fibrosis in the infarcted area were examined via immunohistochemical
(IHC) and Masson-trichrome stainings (M-T).
Results: Baseline characteristics of the study patients were comparable between
the CR and the non-CR groups including history of prior MI, time from onset
to death, and rate of reperfusion therapy. M-T showed decreased % area frac-
tion of reparative fibrosis (%AF) in patients with CR compared to those with-
out (P=0.0008). IHC of the infarcted myocardium showed an increase in the
number of infiltrating CD68+ M� (P=0.0009), and a decrease in CD209+ DCs
(P=0.0007, Fig. 1A), in patients with CR compared to those without. Further-
more, the CD68+/CD209+ cell ratio was higher in patients with CR compared to
those without (P=0.026). No significant correlation was noted between the num-
ber of CD68+ M� and %AF in the infarcted area. However, there was a signifi-
cant positive correlation between the number of CD209+ DCs and %AF (R=0.88,
P<0.0001, Fig. 1B).

Figure 1

Conclusions: Reduced number of DCs in the human infarcted myocardium was
associated with increased M� infiltration, impaired reparative fibrosis, and the
development of CR after MI. These findings suggest the protective role of DCs in
the post-MI inflammation and subsequent healing process.

2918 | BENCH
The anti-inflammatory effects of ly6Clow macrophages on infarcted
myocardium at the reparative phase may be modulated through
interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinase-M

W. Chen, L.F. Chen, Y. Zhang, X. Wang, X. Lin, F. Quan. Peking Union Medical
College Hospital, Beijing, China, People’s Republic of

Purpose: Two subpopulations of macrophages,defined as Ly6Chigh and

Ly6Clow cells, have been found participating in the inflammatory response
following myocardial infarction with distinct roles. Ly6Chigh cells exhibit
pro-inflammatory properties, while Ly6Clow cells show reparative effects
by suppressing inflammation, enhancing angiogenesis and collagen synthe-
sis.However,mechanisms by which Ly6Clow cells affect inflammation remain
poorly defined.Toll-Like Receptor (TLR) and Interleukin (IL)-1 signaling have been
proved to be critically involved in the post-infarction negative inflammatory re-
sponse and in the pathogenesis of cardiac remodeling.We hypothesized that the
inflammatory suppression of Ly6Clow macrophages may mediated by TLR/IL in-
hibitory signals.
Methods: Mice lacking expression of Interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinase
(IRAK)-M,known as an endogenous inhibitory molecular of TLR/IL pathways,were
used to explore the inflammatory actions of Ly6Clow macrophages in an is-
chemia/reperfusion model.To identify the macrophage subsets,single cell suspen-
sion of infarcted hearts were prepared and undergone flow cytometry.
Results: Ly6Clow macrophages appeared on day 3 and peaked on day 7
(174±81 cells/mg vs. 781±81 cells/mg, n=8 for each group, p<0.01).5.52% to
15.40% of these cells expressed high levels of IL1RII, a decoy of TLR/IL signal-
ing pathways, whereas only 0.19% to 0.52% of the Ly6Chi were IL1RII positive
(p<0.01).The number of IRAK-M+ Ly6Clow macrophage increased by 9 times 7
days after MI compared to that of 3 days in the infarcted myocardium of wild type
mice.The depletion of IRAK-M gene resulted in a 30% reduction of Ly6Clow cell
numbers and a 140% increased expression of IL1-beta in these macrophages.
Conclusions: IRAK-M was expressed by Ly6Clow macrophage subset in
infarcted hearts with a pattern of late up-regulation at the reparative
phase,suggesting that IRAK-M may participate in the cardiac healing through
anti-inflammatory and cell-specific actions on macrophages.

2919 | BENCH
Regulation of EMMPRIN (CD147) on monocyte subsets in patients with
acute myocardial infarction and aortic stenosis

P. Seizer, H. Sturhan, S. V Ungern-Sternberg, D. Heinzmann, T. Geisler,
M. Gawaz, A.E. May. Kardiologie und Kreislauferkrankungen, Tübingen,
Germany

Introduction: The role of individual monocyte subsets in cardiovascular inflam-
matory diseases like myocardial infarction or aortic stenosis is insufficiently under-
stood. The Extracellular Matrix Metalloproteinase Inducer EMMPRIN regulates
MMP-release and inflammatory processes on monocytes. To our best of knowl-
edge expression and regulation of EMMPRIN on monocyte subsets have never
been characterized. Thus, the aim of the present study was to characterize the
expression of EMMPRIN on monocyte subsets in patients with acute myocardial
infarction and aortic stenosis.
Methods and results: From 184 patients (80 with Stable Angina pectoris, 49 with
acute myocardial infarction, 55 with severe aortic stenosis) blood was drawn and
monocytes were divided into 3 subsets accoding to flow cytometry: CD14+CD16-
(low), CD14+CD16+ (intermediate), CD14+CD16++ (high). Expression of CD36
(as marker of CD16- monocytes) and EMMPRIN was measured. In patients with
SAP EMMPRIN expression was significantly different on all monocyte subsets
with the highest expression on CD16- monocytes (MFI CD16- vs. CD16+ vs.
CD16++: 223±36 vs. 190±31 vs. 168±29, p<0.01). Whereas EMMPRIN was
upregulated on all monocyte subsets in patients with acute myocardial infarction
or aortic stenosis, expression of CD36 was not significantly different within the
groups. In all patient groups CD16- monocytes revealed the highest EMMPRIN
expression.
Conclusion: EMMPRIN is preferentially expressed on CD16- monocytes and is
upregulated in patients with acute myocardial infarction and aortic stenosis.

2920 | BENCH
The expansion of CD4+CD28null T cells in patients with coronary
atherosclerosis is mediated by proteasomal-dependent defects in
apoptosis pathways and apoptosis resistance

I.E. Dumitriu, E. Kovalcsik, R. Antunes, P. Baruah, J.C. Kaski. St. George’s
University of London, London, United Kingdom

Purpose: Atherosclerosis is now widely recognized as a disease with an under-
lying immune deregulation. Patients with coronary atherosclerosis that develop
myocardial infarction (MI) have an expansion of a unique subset of T lympho-
cytes, the CD4+CD28null (CD28null) T cells, characterized by the lack of the
CD28 co-stimulatory receptor. These cells have a pro-inflammatory and cell-lytic
phenotype. Patients harbouring high numbers of CD28null T have increased risk
of recurrent severe acute coronary events (i.e. MI) and unfavourable prognosis.
Why CD28null T cells accumulate preferentially in patients with MI compared to
patients with stable angina (SA) and healthy individuals is currently unknown. T
cell homeostasis is maintained by elimination of unwanted T cells via apoptotic
cell death. We hypothesized that apoptosis pathways that mediate elimination of
T cells are dysregulated in CD28null T cells in patients with MI. Our aim was
to investigate molecules involved in apoptosis regulation in CD28null T cells in
patients with coronary atherosclerosis (MI and SA).
Methods: Levels of pro-apoptotic (i.e. Fas, FasL, Bim and Bax) and anti-apoptotic
(Bcl-2, Bcl-xL) proteins were measured in patients with MI (n=25) and SA patients
(n=18) using flow-cytometry. Apoptosis sensitivity of CD28null T cells to the Fas-
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ligating antibody CH11 and C2-ceramide was measured with annexin-V and 7-
AAD.
Results: Pro-apoptotic molecules Fas, Bim and Bax were dramatically reduced
on CD28null T cells in patients with MI, whilst anti-apoptotic molecules Bcl-2 and
Bcl-xL were similar in CD28null and CD28+ T cells. Notably, CD28null T cells
in patients with MI showed significantly lower Bim and Bax levels compared to
CD28null T cells in SA patients. We found that CD28null T cells in MI patients
were resistant to apoptosis induction via Fas-ligation or ceramide. Furthermore,
we show that proteasomal inhibition restores apoptosis sensitivity of CD28null T
cells in patients with MI.
Conclusion: We show that CD28null T cells in patients with MI harbour marked
defects in molecules that regulate T cell apoptosis, which tips the balance in
favour of anti-apoptotic signals and endows these cells with resistance to apopto-
sis. Furthermore, we propose a novel mechanism that implicates the proteasome
as a key regulator of apoptosis sensitivity of CD28null T cells in patients with MI.
A better understanding of the molecular switches that control apoptosis sensitivity
of CD28null T cells may reveal novel strategies for targeted elimination of these T
cells in patients with coronary atherosclerosis.

2921 | SPOTLIGHT
EN-RAGE: a novel independent inflammatory marker for coronary
heart disease

S. Ligthart, M.A. Ikram, A. Hofman, O.H. Franco, A. Dehghan. Erasmus Medical
Center, Epidemiology, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Inflammation is thought to play a key role in atherosclerosis. Several
inflammatory proteins have been investigated in association with coronary heart
disease (CHD). We aimed to identify additional inflammatory markers of CHD
independent of established risk markers as C-reactive protein (CRP), interleukin
6 (IL6) and TNFalpha.
Methods: We prospectively investigated 21 novel inflammatory biomarkers in a
random subset of 839 individuals in a population-based cohort study. We tested
the age and sex adjusted association between all biomarkers and the incidence of
CHD using Cox survival analysis. A Bonferroni corrected p-value of 2.4×10-3 was
used to correct for multiple testing. We additionally tested whether the effect of
significant novel markers was independent of established CHD risk factors, CRP,
IL6 and TNFalpha.
Results: The majority of the individuals were female (58%) and the mean age
at baseline was 72.8 years. During a median follow-up of 10.6 years, 99 cases
of incidence CHD were observed. Across all novel inflammatory biomarkers, EN-
RAGE had the strongest significant association with future CHD events (p-value
1.9×10-3). The age and sex adjusted hazard was 1.31 per standard deviation
of the natural log-transformed EN-RAGE (95% CI 1.07 - 1.61) after adjustment
for established cardiovascular risk factors. Additional adjusting for CRP, IL6 and
TNFalpha did not attenuate the association (1.41, 95% CI 1.11 – 1.77). Excluding
individuals with prevalent type 2 diabetes, impaired kidney function or individuals
using antihypertensive medication did not change the effect estimates.
Conclusions: Our results support EN-RAGE as a novel inflammatory marker
for CHD independent of established CHD risk factors and inflammatory markers,
suggesting a distinct inflammatory risk pathway for CHD that requires further val-
idation and explorative evaluation.

2922 | BEDSIDE
Increased risk of major adverse cardiovascular events during flares
after first-time myocardial infarction in inflammatory bowel disease –
a nationwide cohort study

S.L. Kristensen1, O. Ahlehoff1, J. Lindhardsen1, R. Erichsen2, M. Lamberts1,
U. Khalid1, O.H. Nielsen3, C. Torp-Pedersen4, G.H. Gislason1, P.R. Hansen1.
1Gentofte Hospital - Copenhagen University Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Hellerup, Denmark; 2Aarhus University Hospital, Skejby, Department of Clinical
Epidemiology, Aarhus, Denmark; 3Herlev Hospital - Copenhagen University
Hospital, Department of Gastroenterology, Herlev, Denmark; 4Aalborg University,
Department of Health Science and Technology, Aalborg, Denmark

Background: Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is associated with an increased
cardiovascular risk. We examined the effect of active IBD on major adverse car-
diovascular outcomes after myocardial infarction (MI).
Methods: Between 2002 and 2011, we identified 86,790 patients with first-time
MI, including 1,030 with IBD from nationwide registries. IBD activity was catego-
rized in stages of flare, persistent activity or remission. Hazard ratios (HRs) of
recurrent MI and all-cause mortality, and a composite of recurrent MI, cardiovas-
cular (CV) death, and stroke were estimated in patients alive seven days after
discharge, whereas short-term mortality defined as death during hospitalization
or within seven days of discharge was assessed using logistic regression.
Results: Among 75,288 patients alive seven days after discharge, IBD-
associated HRs were 1.12 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.95-1.38) for recurrent
MI, 1.16 (95% CI 1.03-1.30) for all-cause mortality, and 1.10 (95% CI 0.97-1.24)
for the composite endpoint. IBD flares were associated with a markedly increased
risks of recurrent MI (HR 2.70 [95% CI 1.63-4.48]), all-cause mortality (HR 2.47
[95% CI 1.83-3.35]) and the composite endpoint (HR 1.80 [95% CI 1.21-2.66]).
HRs for these adverse endpoints were somewhat lower during persistent activity,
whereas no increased risk was identified in quiescent stages (Figure). Odds ra-

Risk of major adverse events after MI.

tios for short-term mortality (n=11,502 including 138 with IBD) corresponded to
1.74 (95% CI 1.09-2.77) for patients with flares of IBD, 1.25 (95% CI 0.71-2.20)
for persistent activity, and 0.92 (95% CI 0.74-1.14) for those in remission.
Conclusion: Active inflammatory bowel disease worsens the prognosis after my-
ocardial infarction, in particular in relation to flares.

PREVENTING CARDIOVASCULAR EVENTS IN
VULNERABLE POPULATIONS

2931 | BENCH
Coronary heart disease and hospital admission rate in patients with
schizophrenia

S.V. Eriksson1, U. Osby2, J. Westman3, J. Hallgren4. 1hjärtkliniken, Danderyds
Sjukhus, 182 88 Danderyd, Stockholm, 2Tioundra, Norrtälje Sjukhus, Karolinska
Institutet, Solna, 3Karolinska Institute, Center for Molecular Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, 4Karolinska Institute, Dept. of Medical Epidemiology and Biostatistics
(MEB), Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

Background: Coronary heart disease (CHD) is increased in patients with
Schizophrenia. However the exact proportion of CHD mortality and hospital ad-
mission rate for CHD are not known.
Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate mortality from CHD with acute
myocardial infarction (AMI) as its most important component, and also CHD hos-
pitals admissions, in persons with schizophrenia in Sweden between 1987 and
2010 compared to the general population
Material and methods: The cohort includes all persons who resided in Sweden
between the 1st of January 1987 and the 31st of December 2010 (n=10 631817)
of these 46 911 were people diagnosed with schizophrenia. We used the Swedish
Total Population Register (TPR) to identify each individual and by linking to na-
tional Swedish Cause-of-Death Register and the National Patient Register (NPR)
we could follow mortality for each person during 24 year. Information on hospital
admission, medical diagnosis, and cause of death was obtained by linking the
TPR with the national Swedish Cause-of-Death Register and the National Pa-
tient Register (NPR) using each resident’s unique personal identification number.
Hospital admission rate ratios (ARR) for CHD were calculated for persons with
schizophrenia relative to the population during 1990 to 2010 with a previous three
year run-in period (1987 to 1989).
Results: During the period 1987 to 2010, there were 13,895 deaths among per-
sons with schizophrenia in Sweden, with a mortality rate ratio (MRR) of 3.13 (95%
CI: 3.08-3.19) compared to the general population. In CHD, there were 2,671
deaths, with a MRR of 2.83 (95% CI: 2.73-2.95). However, the ARR for CHD, was
reduced in patients with schizophrenia 0.88 (95% CI: 0.83-0.94). The MRR for
Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) was 2.62 (95% CI: 2.49-2.75).
For AMI and CHD the increased risk was most apparent in the age group below
65.
Conclusion: The increased CHD mortality and low admission rate for CHD in
patients with schizophrenia are alarming and call for intensified efforts to prevent
and treat heart disease in this high risk group.

2932 | BEDSIDE
Low bone mineral density predicts incident heart failure in men and
women in EPIC-Norfolk prospective study

R. Pfister1, G. Michels1, S. Sharp2, R. Luben3, N. Wareham2, K.T. Khaw3.
1Cologne University Hospital - Heart Center, Clinic III for Internal Medicine,
Cologne, Germany; 2Medical Research Council Epidemiology Unit, Cambridge,
United Kingdom; 3University of Cambridge, Institute of Public Health, Department
of Public Health and Primary Care, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Aims: Recent evidence suggests shared risk factors between heart failure and
osteoporosis. It is unknown whether bone mineral density as a measure of osteo-
porosis is associated with development of heart failure.
Methods and results: We examined the prospective association of bone mineral
density measured as broadband ultrasound attenuation by quantitative ultrasound
of the heel with incident heart failure events in 13,666 apparently healthy persons
aged 42-82 participating in the EPIC-study in Norfolk.
During a mean follow-up of 9.3 years 380 incident cases of heart failure occurred.
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The risk of heart failure decreased with increasing bone mineral density. The
hazard ratios comparing each quartile with the lowest were 0.40 (95% CI 0.27-
0.59), 0.54 (95% CI 0.37-0.79) and 0.46 (95% CI 0.32-0.68) in analysis adjusting
for age, sex, smoking, alcohol consumption, physical activity, occupational so-
cial class, educational level, systolic blood pressure, diabetes, cholesterol con-
centration and body-mass index (p for trend =0.002), with a 23% risk decrease
associated with every increase in 1 SD of bone mineral density (HR 0.77, 95%
CI 0.66-0.89). The association was stronger with heart failure without (HR 0.75,
95% CI 0.63-0.89) than with antecedent myocardial infarction (HR 0.82, 95% CI
0.62-1.09).
Conclusion: We observed an inverse association between bone mineral den-
sity and the risk of heart failure in apparently healthy individuals. Our findings
give support for cardiac assessment in people with reduced bone mineral den-
sity and warrant further exploration of underlying biological mechanisms linking
osteoporosis and heart failure.

2933 | BENCH
The effect of family stress on 16-th years risk of cardiovascular
diseases in female population 25-64 years in Russia:
MONICA-psychosocial epidemiological study

V. Gafarov1, D. Panov2, E. Gromova2, I. Gagulin1, A. Gafarova1. 1Collaborative
Laboratory of Epidemiology Cardiovascular Diseases SB RAMS, Novosibirsk,
Russian Federation; 2Institute of Internal Medicine, Siberian Branch of the
Russian Academy of Medical Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russian Federation

Purpose: To explore the influence of family stress on risk (HR) of an arterial hy-
pertension (AH), myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke in female population aged
of 25-64 years in Russia over 16 years of follow-up.
Methods: Under the third screening of the WHO “MONICA-psychosocial”
(MOPSY) program random representative sample of women aged 25-64 years
(n=870) were surveyed in our city. Questionnaire MOPSY “Awareness and atti-
tude towards the health” was used to estimate levels of family stress. From 1995
to 2010 women were followed for the incidence of AH, MI and stroke with using
“Acute Myocardial Infarction Registry” data (an ongoing WHO program), medical
records. Cox regression model was used for relative risk assessment (HR).
Results: The prevalence of high family stress level in women aged 25-64 years
was 20.9%.
HR of AH over 16 years of follow-up in women with high family stress was 1.39-
fold higher (95.0%CI: 1.08-1.78, p=0.001) compared to those with lower levels of
family stress. HR of MI over 16 years was 5.59-fold higher (95.0%CI: 1.99-15.70,
p=0.001) and for stroke it was 3.53-fold higher (95.0%CI: 1.82-6.84, p<0.001) for
high stress level.
There were increasing AH, MI and stroke rates in married women experienced
stress in family. AH developed significantly higher in women with university and
vocational education compared to those having elementary school with (χ2=5.63
df=1 p<0.05; χ2=4.01 df=1 p<0.05, for university and specialized secondary,
respectively) or without stress at home (χ2=5.45 df=1 p<0.05; χ2=4.39 df=1
p<0.05, respectively). In relation to occupational class AH rates were higher in
groups “first-line manager” (χ2=5.94 df=1 p<0.05) and “physical worker” (χ2=8.14
df=1 p<0.01) experienced stress in family. Higher stroke rates were more likely
in “physical workers” with family stress compared to those without it (χ2=3.69
df=1 p=0.055) and MI rates were tend to be higher in “managers” and “engineers”
experienced stress in family.
Conclusions: There is high prevalence of family stress in female population aged
25-64 in Russia. Women with high family stress had significantly higher HR of
cardiovascular diseases over 16-th years of follow-up. Rates of AH, MI, stroke
development were more likely in married women with higher educational level
and high family stress in professional class “managers” and “physical workers”.

2934 | SPOTLIGHT
Association between pre-existing dementia and poorer quality of care
in older patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarction

C.-L. Liu1, C.-L. Lai2, K.-A. Chan3, M.-S. Lai4. 1Taipei City Hospital Heping-
Fuyou Branch, Department of Internal Medicine, Taipei, Taiwan; 2National
Taiwan University Hospital Hsin-Chu Branch, Department of Internal Medicine,
Hsin-Chu, Taiwan; 3National Taiwan University Hospital, Department of Medical
Research, Taipei, Taiwan; 4National Taiwan University Hospital, National
Center of Excellence for Clinical Trial and Research, Center for Comparative
Effectiveness Research, Taipei, Taiwan

Purpose: ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) patients with comorbid
mental disorders, such as schizophrenia, substance abuse and depression, were
less likely to receive reperfusion procedures than those without mental disorders.
We supposed presence of dementia in STEMI patients would also influence the
physician’s decision to provide aggressive strategy, such as reperfusion therapy.
In this study, we examined the association between presence of dementia and
non-use of standard care in an incident STEMI cohort from a population-based
database.
Methods: Our National Health Insurance claims data from 2002 through 2010
was used. Incident cases of STEMI with age over 65 years were included. The
complete claims records of each patient as far as 1 year prior to the index hospi-
talization were retrieved to constitute baseline information. According to the treat-

ment guidelines of STEMI, we defined 6 measures of quality of care including
use of anti-platelet agents at discharge, use of beta-blockers at discharge, use of
statins at discharge, evaluation of left ventricular systolic function during hospital-
ization, receiving reperfusion therapy during hospitalization, and receiving reha-
bilitation program after discharge. The sum of the 6 measures constituted a 0-6
composite quality score. We used the ordinal logistic regression model to model
the effect of dementia on the composite quality score with adjustment of demo-
graphics, comorbidities and socioeconomic status.
Results: We identified 21843 eligible patients, 1119 (5.1%) had a diagnosis of
dementia and 20724 (94.9%) had no diagnosis of dementia prior to the index
STEMI. Among patients with dementia, 86 (7.7%) had a composite quality score
of 0 and only 107 (9.6%) had a composite quality score of more than or equal to 5.
On the contrary, among patients without dementia, 623 (3.0%) had a composite
quality score of 0 and 3525 (17.0%) had a composite quality score of more than or
equal to 5.(p<0.0001) By ordinal logistic regression model, presence of dementia
was associated with a lower composite quality score (adjusted odds ratio, 1.44;
95% confidence interval, 1.28-1.61).
Conclusions: Our study showed that patients with dementia received poorer
quality of care while suffering from STEMI. Further studies are needed to de-
termine the effect between quality of care and outcome in STEMI patients with
pre-existing dementia.

2935 | BEDSIDE
Female gender may not be a risk of stroke in Japanese patients with
atrial fibrillation: from the Fushimi AF Registry

H. Ogawa1, K. Takabayashi1, T. Unoki1, M. Ishii1, M. Esato2, Y.H. Chun2,
H. Wada1, K. Hasegawa1, M. Abe1, M. Akao1 on behalf of the Fushimi AF
Registry investigators. 1Kyoto Medical Center, National Hospital Organization,
Kyoto, Japan; 2Ijinkai Takeda General Hospital, Kyoto, Japan

Purpose: Atrial fibrillation (AF) increases the risks of thromboembolism and
death, and the prevalence of AF is increasing significantly (reportedly, 0.6%
of total population in Japan). Female gender is considered a risk factor for
thromboembolism in patients with AF, and is included in the risk stratification
scheme, CHA2DS2-VASc score as Sc (sex category) factor. We previously re-
ported that female gender was not associated with the history of thromboem-
bolism in Japanese AF patients. The purpose of the present study is to investigate
the one-year outcomes of female AF patients in the Fushimi AF Registry.
Methods: The Fushimi AF Registry, a community-based prospective survey, was
designed to enroll all of the AF patients living in Fushimi-ku, Kyoto, which is a
typical urban district of Japan with a population of 283,000. At present, we have
enrolled 3,821 Japanese AF patients (1.2% of total population) from March 2011
to December 2013. One-year follow-up was completed in 2,966 patients as of
December 2013.
Results: Female AF patients (n=1,200, 40.5%) were older than male (77.0 vs.
71.8 years of age; p<0.01), had lower body weight (50.8 vs. 64.5 kg; p<0.01),
and lower body mass index (22.4 vs. 23.4 kg/m2; p<0.01). CHADS2 score, and
CHA2DS2-VASc score excluding Sc factor were greater in female patients (2.16
vs. 1.99; p<0.01: 3.14 vs. 2.90; p<0.01). Female AF patients were more likely to
have heart failure (31.2% vs. 24.1%; p<0.01), less likely to have diabetes (20.2%
vs. 25.8%; p<0.01). Hypertension was comparable between female and male
(61.6% vs. 61.1%; p=0.79). Despite that the prescription of oral anticoagulants
(OAC) was less in female (48.6% vs. 55.7%; p<0.01), the history of stroke or sys-
temic embolism was not different (20.4% vs. 22.5%; p=0.18). During one-year
follow-up period, stroke or systemic embolism occurred in 35 female patients
(2.9%) and 46 male patients (2.6%), with an odds ratio for female patients of
1.12 (95% confidence interval [CI], 0.71 to 1.75; p=0.61). Furthermore, we in-
vestigated patients with or without OAC; stroke or systemic embolism occurred
in 19 female patients (3.1%) and 20 male patients (2.6%) without OAC, with an
odds ratio for female patients of 1.21 (95% CI, 0.63 to 2.30; p=0.55) and in 16
female patients (2.7%) and 26 male patients (2.6%) with OAC, with an odds ratio
for female patients of 1.04 (95% CI, 0.54 to 1.94; p=0.90).
Conclusion: The Fushimi AF Registry provides a unique snapshot of current
real-world AF patients in an urban community in Japan. Female gender may not
be a risk of stroke, at least in Japanese AF patients.

2936 | BEDSIDE
Long term survival after acute myocardial infarction according to
attained education level in the Chilean AMI Register, GEMI 2009-2012

C. Nazzal1, R. Corbalan2, P. Sepulveda2, C. Diaz3, E. Schacht2 on behalf
of GEMI Group. 1Chilean Society of Cardiology and School of Public
Health,Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile; 2Chilean Society of Cardiology,
santiago, Chile; 3University of Chile, School of Public Health, Santiago, Chile

Background: A low socioeconomic status (income and attained education level)
is associated with higher long term mortality rates after an acute myocardial in-
farction (MI). Chile is considered a high-income country according to the OECD,
however social inequalities in the country are marked.
Purpose: To evaluate the effect of socioeconomic status, measured as attained
education level (AEL), on the prognosis of patients admitted in the Chilean Reg-
istry of Myocardial Infarction GEMI, which allows studying this relationship in a
developing country with persistent social inequities.
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Methods: Patients with a first MI admitted at 17 centers in the GEMI Registry
between 2009 and 2012. Baseline characteristics, in-hospital treatment and in-
hospital mortality were obtained from the GEMI records; vital status until June
2013 was collected from the National Mortality Database of the Ministry of Health.
AEL was stratified as: none, primary (<8 years), secondary (8-12 years) and
tertiary (>12 years). Survival was estimated using Kaplan -Meier method and the
effect of AEL crude and adjusted for demographic and clinical characteristics, in-
hospital treatment and type of hospital (public or private) was assessed with Cox
regression (HR and 95% CIs). The upper AEL was used as reference (HR = 1.
00).
Results: 4315 patients were admitted, 663 patients (15. 4%) were excluded due
to missing data in AEL. The average follow-up was 24±15 months. Mean age of
patients was 63±13 years and 27% were women. Distribution by AEL was 3.2%
none (N=115), 31.9% primary (N=1166), 42.9% secondary (N=1568) and 22%
tertiary (N=803). Patients in the lower AEL were older and had more prevalence
of females, hypertension and diabetes (p<0.0001 for trend). In addition they con-
sulted later and with more evidence of heart failure on admission. Case-fatality for
the entire follow-up was 17.3% and it was higher in the lower education groups:
46.1% none, 26.4% primary, 13.4% secondary and 7.7% tertiary (p<0.001 for
trend). Educational attainment was inversely associated with all cause-mortality;
adjusted HRs compared with the highest AEL was 2.98 (IC 1.98-4.48) for none,
1.83 (IC1.36-2.48) for primary and 1.53 (IC 1.15 - 2.05) for secondary.
Conclusions: In a developing country as Chile, lower AEL is independently re-
lated with higher long-term case-fatality after AMI.

SUDDEN CARDIAC DEATH: FROM PREVENTION TO
RESUSCITATION

P2949 | BEDSIDE
Analysis of asystole in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest

M. Hulleman, R.W. Koster. Academic Medical Center of Amsterdam, Cardiology,
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: In the current European resuscitation guidelines, little emphasis is
placed upon transcutaneous pacing in advanced life support (ALS). The guide-
lines are based on few studies, the most recent published in 1993. Pacing for
asystole in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) is considered useless but differ-
ences between various origins of asystole have not been appreciated. Treatment
in asystole may depend on different causes of asystole, and further classification
of asystolic rhythms is needed.
Methods: Data from the ARREST-study, an OHCA registry in the Netherlands,
were used. A random selection of 533 patients (pts) out of 1644 OHCA pts with
asystole as initially recorded rhythm between 2006-2012 were subdivided in 4
categories: baseline deviations <1mm, flat line, p-waves without QRS-complex
and QRS complexes <12/min. We noted defibrillation for VF/VT (if present later in
the efforts), return of organized rhythm (ROOR), return of spontaneous circulation
(ROSC) and survival to discharge. We determined the use of transcutaneous
pacing by paramedics. All defibrillators in the system could use pacing.
Results: Figure 1 shows the subdivision of asystole. Initial conduction disorders
were observed in 20% (108/533) of pts. In only 5 of 108 pts (5%) pacing was
attempted, starting 12-30 min after initial rhythm analysis. In all pts electrical cap-
ture was noted, however without sustained output. One pt died at the emergency
department, all other pts died before transportation. Overall survival from asystole
was 1%.

Figure 1. Data flow of asystole pts (n (%)).

Conclusions: Although most asystole can be classified as flat line, 20% of pts
show conduction disorders. Pacing is rarely and very late initiated, and these 5
pts did not survive. Very low survival in asystole warrants more pacing attempts
in properly selected patients.

P2950 | BEDSIDE
Risk of malignant outcome in patients with wolff-parkinson-white
syndrome: results of 28-years prospective electrophysiological
follow-up study

A. Venuti, D. Brisinda, A.R. Sorbo, E. Iantorno, K. Efremov, C. Cataldi, R. Fenici.
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Biomagnetism Center, Clinical
Physiology, Rome, Italy

Purpose: The Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) syndrome can be associated with
sudden death (SD), thus risk assessment (RA) with electrophysiological (EP) test-
ing (EPT) is a mandatory to identify patients (pts) requiring catheter ablation (CA).
Our prospective study aimed to identify and treat WPW pts at high arrhythmo-
genic risk (HAR), and to evaluate the predictive value of transesophageal EPT
(TEEPT) for RA, evaluation of treatment efficacy, and longitudinal EP follow up
(F-up) of untreated athletes/pts.
Methods: 318 WPW pts referred to us between 1985 and 2013. Antegrade effec-
tive refractory period (ERP) of accessory pathway (AP) and of the atrioventricular
node (AVN), Wenckebach point (WP), shortest preexcited RR intervals (SPERRI)
during atrial fibrillation (AF) and/or atrial pacing, and inducibility of supraventric-
ular arrhythmias (SVTA) were assessed, at rest (in supine and upright position)
and during effort.
Results: Out of 318 pts, 275 untreated pts (53.8% athletes) were enrolled.
AP’s/AVN’s ERP and SPERRIs varied as a function of autonomic modulation
and were shorter in the 128 symptomatic (S) compared with 147 asymptomatic
(AS) pts, (p<0.05). One or more sustained SVTA were inducible in 128/275 pts
(46.54%), and AF in 70 pts. During the F-up (12.3±5.2 pts years), out of 57 pts
classified at HAR, 37 were ablated. Before CA availability, two S pts, with in-
ducible antidromic AVRT and AF (SPERRI <180 msec at rest), refused surgery
and died suddenly (at rest). Both had self-discontinued antiarrhythmic therapy
(AAD). Other 18 HAR pts were treated with AAD, without complications. Over-
all mortality was (0.06%/year of F-up). Among 218 pts classified at low (198) or
medium (20) risk, 21 pts underwent elective CA for fit-for-duty requirements. Peri-
odical reevaluation was performed, if clinically or legally required (overall 922 F-up
TEEPTs). 56 refused a second study (TEEPT2), which was performed in 161 pts.
Compared to TEEPT1, EP data of untreated pts who underwent TEEPT2 were
highly reproducible. Clinical F-up data of untreated pts remained unchanged in
79.4%. Only 5.3% of initially AS became S, whereas 41.8% of S became AS.
Conclusions: This study confirms good long-term prognosis in WPW pts. Our
two casualties were avoidable, given the correct HAR identification provided by
TEEPT, if surgery was accepted or CA available. No other patient had complica-
tions during the F-up, even though 72.2% of athletes were allowed to continue
competitive sports activity. TEEPT is an efficient method which can minimize in-
vasivity for EP RA of WPW pts and for longitudinal F-up of professional athletes.

P2951 | BEDSIDE
Significance of electrocardiogram recording in high intercostal spaces
in patients with early repolarization syndrome

T. Kamakura, I. Nakajima, K. Ishibashi, K. Miyamoto, H. Okamura, T. Noda,
T. Aiba, H. Takaki, S. Kamakura, K. Kusano. National Cerebral and
Cardiovascular Center, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Suita, Japan

Purpose: Before publication of the new Expert Consensus Statement in 2013,
electrocardiogram (ECG) recording in the right precordial leads positioned in the
high intercostal (2nd and 3rd) spaces was not essential for diagnosing Brugada
syndrome (BrS). Therefore, there is a possibility that previously reported cases
of inferolateral early repolarization syndrome (ERS) might have included patients
with Brugada-pattern ECG (Br-ECG) in high intercostal spaces only. We investi-
gated the prevalence of Br-ECG in the high intercostal recording in patients with
ERS and the outcome in patients with and without Br-ECG.
Methods: Sixty-three patients with inferolateral early repolarization and sponta-
neous ventricular fibrillation (VF) unlinked to structural heart disease underwent
drug provocation tests with right precordial ECG (V1-V3) recording in the 2nd -4th
intercostal spaces. After 25 patients showing type 1 Br-ECG in the standard ECG
were excluded, 38 patients (34 males, mean age; 40.1±13.4 years) were classi-
fied into 3 groups based on ST-T morphology (group A: ERS with type 1 Br-ECG
only in the high intercostal recording, group B: ERS with non-type 1 Br-ECG in
any of precordial leads in control and/or after drug provocation test, and group
C: ERS only). Clinical characteristics and outcomes during follow-up periods of
86±52 months were compared among the three groups.
Results: ECG screening identified 6 patients (16%) as group A, 13 patients (34%)
as group B, and 19 patients (50%) as group C. VF was observed during sleep or
near sleep in 3 patients (50%) in group A and 11 patients (85%) in group B, but
in 2 patients (11%) in group C (A and B vs. C, p<0.05). VF recurrence including
electrical storm was significantly higher in group A (67%) and group B (62%),
compared with group C (11%) (A and B vs. C, p<0.05). Five patients (13%) in
group B showed non-type 1 Br-ECG only in high intercostal spaces before (n=4)
and after (n=1) drug provocation tests, and 4 of these had recurrences of VF.
Conclusions: Approximately 30% of ERS patients showed type 1 or non-type
1 Br-ECG only in high intercostal spaces and 50% of ERS combining atypical
Br-ECG showed grim prognosis, although the remaining 50% without Br-ECG
exhibited favorable outcome and clinical profiles dissimilar to BrS. High intercostal
ECG recording was considered essential not only in BrS but also in ERS.
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Brugada syndrome in women

V. Probst1, P. Mabo2, J.B. Gourraud1, D. Babuty3, J. Mansourati4, P. Bru5,
P. Maury6, B. Petit7, M. Chauvin8, F. Sacher9. 1University Hospital of Nantes -
Hospital Guillaume & Rene Laennec, Nantes, France; 2University Hospital of
Rennes - Hospital Pontchaillou, Department of Cardiology and Vascular Disease,
Rennes, France; 3Tours Regional University Hospital, Hospital Trousseau,
Department of Cardiology, Tours, France; 4University Hospital of Brest,
Department of Cardiology, Brest, France; 5University Hospital of La Rochelle,
Department of Cardiology, La Rochelle, France; 6University Hospital of Toulouse,
Department of Cardiology, Toulouse, France; 7Reunion Regional University
Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Saint Pierre, Reunion; 8University Hospital
of Strasbourg, Department of Cardiology, Strasbourg, France; 9University
Hospital of Bordeaux - Hospital Haut Leveque, Departement of Cardiology,
Bordeaux-Pessac, France

Introduction: Brugada syndrome (BrS) is an inherited arrhythmia syndrome with
an increased risk of syncope and sudden death. Disease manifestation is clearly
predominant in males and up to now the studied population mainly consisted in
men. The aim of this study is to describe the clinical characteristics of BrS in
women.
Methods: Women with BrS were recruited from 12 tertiary centers. Clinical data
investigation of family history, 12-lead ECG and results for pharmacological chal-
lenge were collected. The average follow-up was 79±52 months.
Results: In this study, 202 women were recruited (mean age 46±16 years). The
circumstances of diagnoses were as follows: familial screening (n=94, 47%), sys-
tematic ECG (n=61, 30%) and symptoms (n=47, 23%). Sixty-nine patients (34%)
were symptomatic: resuscitated sudden cardiac death (SCD) in 11 women (5%),
42 syncope (21%), 8 supraventricular tachycardia (4%), 21 palpitations (10%), 24
lipothymia (12%) and 7 pain (3%). Moreover, 20 women (10%) have a history of
familial SCD. Implantable cardiac defibrillator (ICD) was implanted in 44 of 202
patients (22%).
At baseline, mean heart rate was 71±12 bpm, PR 174±32 mm, QRS 99±17 mm
and QTc 419±29 mm. Fifty-nine women (29%) have a spontaneous type-1 ECG.
Mean ST elevation were 3.3±1.1 mm. In the remaining individuals, a type 1 ECG
was present only after ajmaline or flecainide challenge.
During follow-up, 7 of 202 patients (3.5%) have an arrhythmic event: resusci-
tated SCD (n=1), syncope (n=3), ventricular arrhythmia (n=1) and appropriate
ICD shock (n=2). Among them, 5 women were symptomatic (syncope) and 2 were
asymptomatic. Asymptomatic women don’t have a spontaneous type-1 ECG at
baseline whereas 3/5 symptomatic women have a type-1 ECG at baseline.
We compared our results in women to the men of the FINGER BrS Registry
(n=745 men). The number of ICD implanted patients was higher in FINGER co-
hort (22 vs 47%). Men of the FINGER cohort presented more arrhythmic events
than women in this study (5.7 vs 3.5%).
Conclusion: In this study, women seem to represent a lower-risk group than
men. A spontaneous type-1 ECG at baseline doesn’t seem to be a risk factor for
arrhythmic event in women. Further studies are needed in larger women popula-
tion in order to identify risk factor in Brugada women.

P2953 | BEDSIDE
Circadian variation of ventricular arrhythmias does not affect survival
in patients using the wearable cardioverter defibrillator

R. Perumal, H. Hughes, S. Szymkiewicz. Zoll, Medical Affairs, Pittsburgh, United
States of America

Purpose: The wearable cardioverter defibrillator (WCD) is an external, ambu-
latory device that protects patients from tachyarrhythmic sudden cardiac death
(SCD). Previous epidemiological studies report increased frequency of ventricu-
lar arrhythmias and SCD in the morning and evening hours. We examined the
circadian variation of sustained VT and VF in patients wearing the WCD, and
hypothesized that the circadian VT/VF variation would not affect WCD patient
survival.
Methods: The manufacturer-maintained registry was searched for patients
treated for VT/VF between July 2001 and November 2013. Each day of wear
was segmented into one-hour intervals and harmonic regression was used to
curve-fit VT/VF events. Data were reviewed for 24-hour patient survival. Multiple
treatments on the same day were assessed as a single episode for analysis of
survival and grouped in four-hour intervals. T-test and chi-square analyses were

Figure 1

used to determine significance for the distribution of VT/VF events and survival,
respectively.
Results: A total of 2950 treated VT/VF events (43% VF events) occurred in
1428 patients (Gender: 75.3% male; Age: 62.7±12.9 years; Ejection fraction:
25.3±10.3%; Duration of use: 43.3±77.9 days). Harmonic regression showed
that the VT/VF circadian variation exhibited a bimodal distribution, with a peak
between 9 AM and 11 AM and a second between 6 PM and 8 PM (Fig. 1). The
peaks were significantly different (p<0.001) from the rest of the distribution. Sur-
vival was 92% with no significant difference (p=0.203) among the specified time
intervals (Fig. 1).
Conclusions: WCD treatment for VT/VF events followed a bimodal distribution,
with increased frequency in the morning and evening hours. WCD treatment sur-
vival was high with no evident circadian variation.

P2954 | BEDSIDE
Non-steroidal antiinflammatory drug use is associated with risk of
out-of-hospital cardiac arrest - A nationwide case-time-control study

K.B. Sondergaard1, F. Folke2, P. Weeke1, M. Wissenberg1, A.M. Schjerning
Olsen1, E.L. Fosbol2, C. Torp-Pedersen3, G.H. Gislason1. 1Gentofte University
Hospital, Department of cardiology, Gentofte, Denmark; 2Rigshospitalet -
Copenhagen University Hospital, Department of cardiology, Copenhagen,
Denmark; 3Aalborg University, Department of Health Science and Technology,
Aalborg, Denmark

Background: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are widely used
and have been found to pose a risk to cardiovascular safety. Whether use of
NSAIDs is associated with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) is unknown.
Methods: We used data from the nationwide Danish Cardiac Arrest Registry and
identified all persons with OHCA from 2001-2010. In The Danish Registry for
Medical Product Statistics we identified all collected prescriptions of NSAIDs 30
days prior to OHCA divided into diclofenac, naproxen, ibuprofen, rofecoxib, cele-
coxib, and other. Risk of OHCA associated with use of NSAIDs was analyzed
in case-time-control models matching four controls on sex and age per case to
account for variation in drug utilization over time.
Results: A total of 28 977 persons with OHCA were identified; 3369 of these were
treated with a NSAID up to 30 days prior to OHCA. NSAID users had a mean age
of 67.7 years (SD ± 14.5) and 41.1% were women. Among non-users 33.8%
were women and the mean age was 68.1 years (SD ± 16.0). Ibuprofen and di-
clofenac were the most commonly used drugs and represented 51.0% and 21.9%
of total NSAID use, respectively. Compared with nonusers, use of diclofenac was
associated with an increased risk of OHCA (OR, 1.50; 95% CI, 1.23-1.82) as was
ibuprofen (OR, 1.31; 95% CI, 1.14-1.51). Naproxen, celecoxib, and rofecoxib were
not significantly associated with OHCA (OR, 1.29; 95% CI, 0.77-2.16; OR, 1.13;
95% CI, 0.74-1.70; OR, 1.28; 95% CI, 0.74-1.70), respectively.

Conclusion: Use of ibuprofen and diclofenac was associated with an increased
risk of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. Careful consideration is warranted when
treating people with NSAID.

P2955 | BEDSIDE
Optimal defibrillation energy for out of hospital cardiac arrest - 150 vs.
200 Joule

H.-C. Mochmann1, D. Mueller2, J. Breckwoldt3, H.R. Arntz1, P. Bobbert1.
1Charite - Campus Benjamin Franklin, Cardiology & Pneumology, Centrum
11 (Cardiovascular Medicine), Berlin, Germany; 2Herz und Gefaesszentrum,
Cardiology, Bad Bevensen, Germany; 3University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Purpose: The optimal initial defibrillation energy for out of hospital cardiac arrest
is unknown. We thought to investigate whether there is a difference in Return Of
Spontaneous Circulation (ROSC) after initial shocks with 150 or 200 Joule in out
of hospital cardiac arrest.
Methods: Automated external biphasic defibrillators from ambulances staffed
with emergency medical technicians (EMT-d) were randomized to a fixed energy
of either 150 or 200 Joule. All attempts of out of hospital resuscitation by EMT-d
from 01/2010 until 07/2012 for which data were available were analyzed. ROSC
at time of admission to the hospital served as the primary endpoint.
Results: 1490 attempts were evaluated. 498 cases showed ventricular fibrilla-
tion. In 277 cases of ventricular fibrillation shocks were applied with 150 Joule
(group A) and in 221 cases with 200 Joule (group B). The two groups had similar
characteristics concerning age (group A: 65.03±17.1 years; group B: 63.24±15.3
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years, p>0.05) and gender (males group A: 77.6%; group B: 80.5%) as well as
witnessed cardiac arrest (group A: 61%, group B: 59.3%) and bystander resus-
citation (group A: 45.1%, group B: 45.7%). With regard to ROSC as the primary
endpoint of the study we did not find a difference between the two groups (group
A: 49.5% vs. group B: 52%, p>0.05).
Conclusion: There was no difference in ROSC at admission to hospital for defib-
rillation with 150 vs. 200 Joule.

RIGHT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION: COMING OF AGE

P2956 | BEDSIDE
Age and sex related changes in left and right ventricular function

R.C. Rimbas1, S. Calin1, O.A. Enescu2, S. Mihaila2, R. Mincu2, M. Florescu1,
L.S. Magda1, D. Vinereanu2. 1University Emergency Hospital, Bucharest,
Romania; 2University of Medicine and Pharmacy Carol Davila, Bucharest,
Romania

There are limited data regarding performance of RV and LV with age and sex.
Methods: We assessed these changes in 131 normal subjects (19-78 yrs, 89
women) by conventional, tissue Doppler, and speckle tracking echocardiography.
They were divided in 4 groups (table). LV systolic function was assessed from
ejection fraction (EF), global longitudinal strain and strain rate (LVSRs), radial
and circumferential strain, torsion, and basal rotation; LV diastolic function from
E/E’, and early and late global longitudinal strain rate (LVSRe, LVSRl). RV sys-
tolic function was assessed from TAPSE, FAC, tricuspid annular velocity, global
systolic strain and strain rate; diastolic function from early and late global strain
rate (RVSRe and RVSRl).
Results: LV global systolic function (EF), radial and circumferential strain, and
torsion were not affected by age, whereas longitudinal strain rate decreased with
age (r=0.33) and basal rotation increased compensatory (r=-0.27). LV estimated
filling pressure (E/E’) increased with age (r=0.33); early longitudinal strain rate
was impaired with age (r=-0.52), whereas late longitudinal strain rate increased
compensatory (r=0.24). RV systolic function was not affected by age, whereas
early and late strain rate had similar changes as in the LV (r=-0.38 and r=0.27) (all
p<0.001). RV and LV early diastolic changes were correlated (r=0.48). All these
changes of diastolic function in both ventricles became significant after 50 years
(table). Women had better systolic and diastolic LV function (LVSRs, LVSRe), and
also diastolic RV function (RVSRe) (p<0.01), but only for the group <40 years.
Changes of LV or RV function with age where similar for men and women.

Age changes of LV and RV function

AGE LVSRs (1/s) E/E’ LVSRe (1/s) LVSRl (1/s) RVSRe (1/s) RVSRl (1/s)

<40 yrs (n=37) −1.2±0.2 6.5±2 1.6±0.4 0.94±0.2 1.47±0.38 1±0.2
41–50 yrs (n=33) −1±0.2 7±1.8 1.44±0.3 1±0.2 1.35±0.4 1±0.3
51–60 (n=37) −1±0.2 8.2±2.6 1.27±0.3 1±0.3 1.36±0.4 1.1±0.3
>61 yrs (n=24) −1.±0.1 9±2 1.1±0.2 1.1±0.2 1.1±0.4 1.3±0.3
P value (ANOVA) 0.001 0.006 <0.001 0.008 0.002 0.009

Conclusion: LV global, radial and circumferential systolic function, and RV sys-
tolic function are not affected by age, whereas both LV longitudinal and RV dias-
tolic functions are impaired by age. Changes are significant after 50 years, and
similar between men and women.
Acknowledgements: Grant 112/2011.
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Independent role of the right ventricle systolic and diastolic function in
predicting the long-term survival of outpatients with systolic heart
failure. 3 years follow-up

L. Sargento, S. Longo, N. Lousada, R. Palma Dos Reis. Hospital Lisbon North,
Hospital Pulido Valente, Lisbon, Portugal

Objective: To determine in outpatients with systolic heart failure (SHF) the best
echocardiographic parameter of the right ventricle (RV) function to evaluate the
long-term survival.
Methods: 142 outpatients with SHF (LV ejection fraction – 29.8 +8.9%) followed-
up in a single heart failure unit. A complete echocardiographic study and the
RV function was characterized with the RV diastolic dimension at PLAX (RVd),
TAPSE, RVFAC, tricuspid annulus TDI (S, E and A) and RV global strain (RV-GS),
strain-rate S (RV-GSRs), E (RV-GSRe) and A (RV-GSRa). Clinical follow-up was 3
years. Events: Cardiovascular death. Statistics: Group t-Test, ROC curve (AUC),
Survival curve (KM-Log-Rank test), Univariate and multivariate Cox regression.

Abstract P2957 – Table 1

KM Univariate Cox (HR; p) Multivariate Cox regression (HR; p)
RV-Systolic RV-Diastolic Syst vs Diast

RV-d >26.95mm 0.003 2.5 (1.3–4.8); p=0.004 – NS –
TAPSE <20 0.001 2.7 (1.5–4.7); p=0.001 NS – –
S-Tr <9.5 0.001 3.2 (1.6–6.4); p<0.001 2.2 (1.1–4.8) ; p=0.03) – NS
A-Tr <108.33 0.005 3.0 (1.3–6.9); p=0.008 – 2.6 (1.1–6.6); p=0.03 2.5 (0.9–7.4); p=0.09
RV-GS >-11.2 <0.001 3.7 (1.8–7.5); p<0.001 4.9 (1.9–12.2); p=0.001 — 1.7 (1.4–16); p=0.014
RV-GSRs >-0.7 <0.001 3.3 (1.-6.3); p<0.001 NS – –
RV-GSRa < 0.5 0.002 3.2 (1.5–6.8); p=0.003 – 2.4 (0.9–6.4); p=0.07 NS

Results: (1) Mortality rate was 35.2% (2)The ROC curve for death was as-
sociated with RV-d (AUC=0.619 p=0.034), TAPSE (AUC=0.659; p=0.002), STr
(AUC=0.7; p=0.002), ATr (AUC=0.664; p=0.029), RV-GS (AUC=0.725; p<0.001),
RV-GSRs (AUC=0.7; p<0.001) RV-GSRa (AUC=0.672; p=0.002). (3) All these pa-
rameters were predictors of the survival by univariate Cox regression (see table);
(5) the independent predictors of survival with the multivariate Cox regression
were: systolic- STr (HR2.25; p=0.032) and RV-GS (HR=4.9; p=0.001); diastolic
– ATr (HR=2.6; p=0.036) and RV-GSRa (HR=2.4; p=0.069. The multivariate Cox
regression model combining these significant parameters showed the RV-GS>-
11.2 (HR=4.6; p=0.014) and ATr <108.33 (HR= 2.5; p=0.09) were independent
predictors of survival.
Conclusion: RV functional parameters are important predictors of the long-term
survival of outpatients with SHF.
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Right atrial volumes and function by three-dimensional (3D)
echocardiography and left ventricular 3D Speckle tracking in dilated
cardiomyopathy

R. Ancona, S. Comenale Pinto, P. Caso, F. Arenga, M.G. Coppola, R. Calabro.
Complex Unit of Cardiology, Non invasive Cardiology, Chair of Cardiology,
Second University of Naple, Naples, Italy

Background: Right atrial (RA) size and function have clinical and prognostic
value in dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). 3D echo (E) and speckle tracking provide
robust and reproducible data to measure RA volumes and RA and left ventricular
(LV) function.
Purpose: To obtain RA volumes and ejection fraction (EF) by 3DE and RA defor-
mation properties by 2D speckle tracking and LV function by 3D Speckle tracking
in DCM, and to look for their clinical importance in management and prognosis.
Methods: By 3DE (software Auto LVQ GE Healthcare and Tomtec 4D) and by
speckle tracking echocardiography we studied 80 subjects: 50 (mean age: 62
yrs) patients (pts) with DCM and 30 healthy controls. All pts underwent coronary
angiography except controls and all had LV ejection fraction (EF)<35%. By E9GE
wemeasured RAmaximum and minimum volumes by tracing RA endocardial bor-
ders at ventricular end-systole and end-diastole, both by biplane method, 3D and
4D methods; all volumes were indexed for body surface. By Speckle tracking, in
apical 4-chambers view, we measured 2D longitudinal systolic RA Strain (S) and
Strain rate (SR), at level of RA free wall (basal, medium and apical segments) and
3D LV deformation properties (peak of global longitudinal, circumferential, radial
and area S). We measured LV volumes and EF by 2DE and 3DE; and propaga-
tion velocity (Vp) by color M-mode; we calculated wedge pressure (PCWP) by
E/Ea ratio.
Results: RA maximum volumes were significantly higher in DCM pts (90,5±28,2
ml by Auto LVQ, 85,4±23,6 ml by Tomtec4D) than in controls (43,09±11,21 ml
by Auto LVQ, 41,68±12,22 by Tomtec4D; p<0,01). In DCM pts we found signifi-
cantly lower values of longitudinal systolic RA S for all segments (35±15% basal;
24±11% medium; 15±4,5% apical) than in controls (>80% basal; 62,5±9,6%
medium; 26,5±3,5% apical; p<0,01); lower values of longitudinal RA SR for
all segments (2,5±0,8 s-1 basal; 1,8±0,7 s-1 medium; 1,2±0,5 s-1 apical) than
in controls(basal 5,1±0,71S-1; medium 3,33±0,61 s-1; apical 2,1±0,26 s-1;
p<0,01); lower 3D LV deformation properties than in controls (3D longitudinal
S: -7,6±3,3% vs -19±3,1%, 3D circumferential S: -8,7±2,8% vs -15,3±2,6%, 3D
radial S: 19±7,9% vs 48±9%, 3D area S: -14±5,1% vs -30,1±3,6%; p<0,001).
Pts with higher RA volumes and lower RA S and SR had higher E/Vp values
and higher PCWP by E/E’, and had more symptomatic illness independently from
LVEF and 3D LV S.
Conclusions: In DCM 3DE and speckle tracking provide simple and reliable val-
ues of RA volumes and function. RA volumes and deformation properties are
expression of illness clinical severity, and may be predictive of adverse clinical
events.

P2959 | BEDSIDE
Speckle tracking echocardiography with a 12-segments model
approach of the right ventricle might identify better right ventricular
dysfunction

R.C. Rimbas1, O.A. Enescu2, S. Calin1, R. Dragoi Galrinho2, D. Vinereanu2.
1University Emergency Hospital, Bucharest, Romania; 2University of Medicine
and Pharmacy Carol Davila, Bucharest, Romania

Background: Right ventricular (RV) dysfunction is associated with increased
mortality in patients with acute or chronic coronary artery disease (CAD). Con-
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ventional echo parameters may not identify always RV dysfunction, since they ig-
nore the contribution of some RV walls to ejection. MRI studies suggested that
tricuspid annular systolic velocity (S’) might be a better marker of RV dysfunction,
but they included only the 4C view evaluation. Speckle tracking echocardiography
(STE), by assessing the RV as a whole, might be a better technique for the diag-
nosis of RV dysfunction. Thus, we investigated the role of a 12-segments model
of the RV in the detection of the RV dysfunction by STE, in patients with acute or
chronic CAD.
Method: We studied 95 subjects: 45 with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and
right coronary artery occlusion, 25 with severe, surgical CAD, and 25 normals
(with similar age and sex). RV dysfunction was diagnosed by conventional echo,
from tricuspid annular systolic excursion (TAPSE) and fractional area change
(FAC), being defined by TAPSE<16mm and FAC<32%; by tissue Doppler from
S’, being defined by a S’<11 cm/s; and by STE, from lateral (LS) and septal (SS)
strain (4C view), and from anterior (AS) and inferior (IS) strain (2C view), global
RV strain (RVGS) being calculated.
Results: RV dysfunction was diagnosed by conventional echo in 34%, by tissue
Doppler in 54%, and by all 3 parameters in 57% of CAD patients. However, in the
remained 43% of CAD patients, labeled with “no RV dysfunction”, we found de-
creased all deformation parameters by comparison with normal subjects (table),
with no differences between acute and chronic CAD.

Comparison between CAD and normals

LS SS 4C GS AS IS 2C GS RVGS

Acute CAD (n=19) −19±7 −14±6 −16±5 −19±7 −21±8 −20±6 −18±5
Chronic CAD (n=11) −22±6 −12±6 −17±4 −20±7 −23±7 −21±6 −19±4
Normals (n=25) −28±5 −20±3 −24±3 −28±4 −30±3 −29±3 −26±2
p value (CAD vs. N) <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Conclusion: Speckle tracking echocardiography with a 12-segments model ap-
proach of the right ventricle might identify better right ventricular dysfunction in
patients with acute or chronic CAD. Further studies are needed to establish cut-
off values, and provide accuracy and prognostic value of this new approach.
Acknowledgements: Partially supported by grant112/2011.
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The right heart in HFpEF, insights from a cardiac magnetic resonance
study

S. Aschauer, C. Tufaro, A. Kammerlander, S. Pfaffenberger, B. Marzluf,
D. Bonderman, J. Mascherbauer. Medical University of Vienna, Department of
Internal Medicine II, Division of Cardiology, Vienna, Austria

Purpose: Cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) is the gold-
standard technique for the assessment of right ventricular function. Recent data
indicate that right ventricular ejection fraction (RVEF) <45% by CMR is a strong
predictor of outcome in patients with dilated cardiomyopathy. However, the prog-
nostic significance of RVEF in heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HF-
pEF) is unknown.
Methods and results: Between December 2010 and September 2013 we
prospectively enrolled 105 HFpEF patients. At baseline, all patients underwent
CMR imaging in addition to invasive and non-invasive testing. Right ventricular
systolic dysfunction (RVSD), defined by RV ejection fraction <45%, was present
in 27 (25.71%) patients.
Patients were followed for 434±325 days, during which 31 had a cardiac event
(hospitalization for heart failure and/or death for cardiac reason).
By univariate Cox analysis RVSD (p=0.007), NYHA functional class (p=0.006),
6-minute-walking-distance (p<0.001), diabetes (p<0.001), and invasively mea-
sured systolic (p<0.001) and mean pulmonary artery pressures (p<0.001) were
significantly associated with outcome. By multivariable analysis only RVSD (HR
4.852, CI 1.97 - 11.92, p=0.001) and diabetes (HR 3.99, CI 1.65 - 9.65 p=0.002)
remained significant predictors of cardiac events. In addition, patients with RVSD
presented with significantly higher resting heart rate (p=0.022), more advanced
NYHA functional class (p=0.016) and shorter 6-minute-walking-distance (t-test
p=0.016). By Kaplan Meier analysis, outcome was significantly worse in patients
with RVSD (log rank, p=0.0052).
Conclusions: Although HFpEF is considered a disease of the left ventricle, re-
spective parameters are not related with outcome. In contrast, RVSD has a sig-
nificant impact on outcome and clinical status in HFpEF patients. Assessment of
RVSD by CMR is important for risk-stratification in this patient population.
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Evolution of right ventricular function after cardiac transplantation

E. Rodriguez Gonzalez, S. Mingo Santos, V. Monivas Palomero, J. Goirigolzarri
Artaza, A. Restrepo Cordoba, B. Rivero Alvarez, I. Garcia Lunar, C. Mitroi,
M. Gomez-Bueno, J. Segovia Cubero. University Hospital Puerta de Hierro
Majadahonda, Department of Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

Right ventricular (RV) dysfunction is involved in many of the early cardiac com-
plications in heart transplantation (HT).However, limited data on changes in RV
post-HT time course have been published.We sought to describe the evolution of
parameters of RV function during the first two years after HT.
Methods: We include 29 recipients followed during 1 year, 20 of these during 2

years. For RV systolic functional assessment, TAPSE, RV fractional area change
(FAC), DTI systolic (S) velocity and Tei index were measured. RV longitudinal
strain was measured in 4 chamber view. Studies with ≥2R rejection were ex-
cluded.
Results: Evolution of echo parameters is shown in the table.

Evolution of RV parameters after HT

Parameter Basal echo 3 months 6 months 1 year 2 years

TAPSE (mm) 12.1±2.7 14.8±3.5* 16.3±3.7* 16.6±4.1* 18.7±4.1*
FAC (%) 44.8±10.3 44.4±8.0 43.5±9.4 43.8±8.3 44.6±9.5
TEI index 0.83±0.4 0.71±0.3 0.69±0.3 0.72±0.3 0.72±0.3
S DTI (cm/s) 9.5±2.1 10.6±2.8 10.6±2.0 11.3±3.1 11.2±2.3
Global RV long S −17.9±3.6 −19.1±4.4 −19.5±3.6 −21.2±4.2# −22.3±4.0#
#p<0.05, *p<0.01 compared to basal parameters.

Evolution of echocardiographic measures.

Conclusion: In our cohort of HT patients measures of RV longitudinal func-
tion like TAPSE and RVGLS were markedly reduced in the early postHT period.
TAPSE improves at 3 months while RVGLS does not normalise until 1 year. RV-
FAC is normal in early postHT and remains unchanged. At 2 year follow-up longi-
tudinal and transversal function of RV are completely normalized. This information
should be useful to monitorise the normal evolution of RV after HT.
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The relationship between RV-LV delay and left ventricular reverse
remodeling with Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy

M.R. Gold1, J.P. Singh2, K.A. Ellenbogen3, Y. Yu4, N.D. Wold4, T.E. Meyer4,
U. Birgersdotter-Green5 on behalf of SMART-AV investigators. 1Medical
University of South Carolina, Charleston, United States of America;
2Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, United States of America; 3Virginia
Commonwealth University, Richmond, United States of America; 4Boston
Scientific Corporation, St. Paul, United States of America; 5University of
California San Diego, San Diego, United States of America

Purpose: Placing leads at sites of increased electrical dyssynchrony, as mea-
sured by QLV, provided incremental predictive value for left ventricular (LV) re-
verse remodeling independent of QRS duration and morphology during Cardiac
Resynchronization Therapy (CRT). The RV-LV interval is another measure of
electrical delay that can be easily measured by CRT devices. Accordingly, the
goal of this analysis was to evaluate RV-LV interval to predict echocardiographic
outcomes.
Methods: A total of 419 patients (66% male, mean age 66±11 years, LV ejection
fraction (EF): 28% ± 9%, QRS duration 150±25 ms, LVESV 129±63 ml) were
analyzed. The RV-LV was defined as the time from the peaks of the RV to the
LV electrograms, as measured by a blinded core lab. The prespecified primary
endpoint (CRT response) was a >15 ml reduction in LVESV from implant to 6
months, as assessed by the core lab. Multivariate logistic regression models were
used to adjust for baseline covariates.
Results: Patients were grouped by RV-LV quartiles with cutoffs of 40, 65 and 100
ms. The changes in LVESV and other remodeling endpoints with CRT (median ±
inter-quartile range) were strongly affected by electrical delay. The response rates
for the RV-LV quartiles were 30%, 49%, 59%, 75%, respectively (P<0.001). RV-
LV added significant predictive value for CRT response after adjusting for base-
line covariates. Patients in the longest RV-LV quartile had a greater than 6 fold
increase in their odds of response vs. the shortest quartile.

Conclusions: Baseline electrical dyssynchrony, as assessed by RV-LV, predicted
the magnitude of structural responses to CRT. This measure can easily performed
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and may provide a simple means of selecting/optimizing LV stimulation site and
possibly maximizing CRT response.

DIAGNOSTIC ADVANCES IN CARDIOMYOPATHIES
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HIV infection is associated with diastolic dysfunction independently of
antiretroviral therapy

J. Mancio, R. Fontes-Carvalho, A. Marcos, M. Pinho, G. Pires-Morais, M. Oliveira,
F. Sampaio, C. Fonseca, J. Ribeiro, V. Gama Ribeiro. Hospital Center of Vila
Nova de Gaia/Espinho, Department of Cardiology, Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal

Background: Patients (pts) with HIV infection have a substantially increased risk
of cardiovascular disease.Different pathophysiological mechanisms can be re-
sponsible for this association, such as the high prevalence of cardiovascular risk
factors in HIV infected pts, the metabolic changes induced by antiretroviral ther-
apy (ART), the systemic inflammatory response associated with HIV infection,
and the direct action of HIV on cardiac cells.
Aims: To evaluate the impact of HIV infection on cardiac structure and function,
and to determine if these changes are dependent on the ART.
Methods: Between January 2012 and May 2013, 206 consecutive pts with type
1 HIV infection and 30 age and gender-matched healthy control subjects were
prospectively enrolled.Clinical evaluation, blood sample analysis and detailed
transthoracic echocardiography were performed. Pts with HIV were divided in
two subgroups:ART-naïve group (n=88) and ART group.Cardiac morphology and
function were assessed according to the European Echocardiography Associa-
tion and American Society of Echocardiography Consensus criteria.
Results: Among the HIV-infected pts the mean age was 41±9 year-old and 70%
was male.The prevalence of diastolic dysfunction (DD) in the HIV group was 23%;
the majority was grade 1 DD (73%), and only 9 (6%) of ART and 4 (5%) of ART-
naïve groups had grade 2 DD.Compared to controls, ART-naïve and ART pts had
lower early diastolic tissue Doppler velocities (decreased E’ septal and E’ mean
velocities), and higher LV filling pressures (increased E/E’ septal and E/E’ mean
ratios).No significant differences in diastolic function parameters were found be-
tween ART-naïve and ART groups.In a multivariable logistic regression model,
higher age and BMI were demonstrated to predict DD in HIV pts.After adjustment
for age and BMI, the odds of having DD was 10.4-fold (95% CI of 1.3 to 84.3)
higher in the population with HIV than in healthy controls.There was no significant
difference in any systolic function parameter comparing controls with ART-naïve
or ART groups, or between HIV pts.After adjusting for age and BMI, the popula-
tion with HIV had a higher mean LV mass index (15.0 g/m2, 95% CI of 6.2 to 24.7,
P=0.001) and larger mean LV telediastolic volume (8.7 mL/m2, 95% CI of 1.0 to
16.4, P=0.026) than controls.LV mass and LV telediastolic volume did not differ
between ART-naïve and ART groups (P=0.331 and P=0.584, respectively).
Conclusions: HIV infection was independently associated with DD, higher left
ventricular mass and telediastolic volume compared with healthy controls. These
differences were not dependent on antiretroviral therapy.

P2964 | BEDSIDE
Consequences of Interleukin-1 signaling in virus-induced and
autoimmune myocarditis

K. Klingel, M. Sauter, L. Holz, N. Ettischer, R. Kandolf. Department of Molecular
Pathology, Tuebingen, Germany

Purpose: The etiology of acute and chronic myocarditis is highly variable. It com-
prises infectious agents such as viruses (enteroviruses, parvovirus B19, EBV,
HHV6) but also non-infectious causes, including systemic diseases or autoim-
mune processes. Importantly, in all types of myocarditis cytokines are known to
play a decisive role in the induction and maintenance of inflammation.
Methods and results: In order to evaluate the role of IL-1ß in patients with
virus-associated and virus-negative, immune-mediated myocarditis we performed
quantitative RT-PCR and radioactive in situ hybridization (ISH) experiments. We
found in patients with viral myocarditis 6 times more and in patients with virus-
negative myocarditis 2,5 times more IL-1ß mRNA than in those with dilated car-
diomyopathy (DCM) and ischemic cardiomyopathy (ICM). In acute and chronic
viral as well as autoimmune myocarditis we found high amounts of IL-1ß posi-
tive cells within areas of inflammation and necrosis by ISH compared to DCM
patients.
As IL-1ß is involved in the IL-6 signalling pathways we determined the cardiac
IL-6 mRNA expression by qRT-PCR. Patients with viral and non-viral myocarditis
express significantly more cardiac IL-6 mRNA than DCM patients. Interestingly,
patients with ICM express more cardiac IL-6 than patients with DCM. This is prob-
ably due to the fact that IL-6 represents a crucial checkpoint regulator of neutrophil
trafficking by orchestrating chemokine production and leukocyte apoptosis, which
are present in hearts with ICM but not with DCM. Previously, we observed in ex-
perimental myocarditis that IL-1 expression influences ERK pathways as well as
the expression of osteopontin with severe consequences for the evolvement of
cardiac fibrosis. Also, in patients with both types of acute myocarditis we found
by immunohistochemistry numerous osteopontin and ERK protein expressing im-
mune cells in the damaged myocardium. During chronic myocarditis the number
of these immunohistochemically positive cells are still significantly enhanced com-
pared to DCM or normal hearts.

Conclusions: In this study we demonstrate that in human infectious as well as
non-infectious acute and chronic myocarditis IL-1ß is significantly upregulated in
interstitial immune cells in the inflamed myocardium, which has severe conse-
quences on the activation of further inflammatory pathways and molecules in-
cluding IL-6, ERK, and osteopontin, finally resulting in cardiac fibrosis and heart
failure. It is hoped that of blocking IL-1ß will allow to interrupt inflammatory pro-
cesses in myocarditis, thus preventing DCM.
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Predictors of atrial arrhythmias in patients with arrhythmogenic right
ventricular cardiomyopathy/dysplasia

A.M. Saguner1, S. Ganahl1, S.H. Baldinger2, A. Medeiros-Domingo2,
A. Muller-Burri3, A.R. Saguner1, F.C. Tanner1, T.F. Luscher1, C.B. Brunckhorst1,
F. Duru1. 1University Hospital Zurich, Cardiovascular Center, Department
of Cardiology, Zurich, Switzerland; 2Bern University Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Bern, Switzerland; 3Triemli Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland

Purpose: Data about risk factors predicting atrial fibrillation/flutter (Afib/Aflu) in
arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy/dysplasia (ARVC) are scarce.
The purpose of the present study was to identify electrocardiographic (ECG) and
echocardiographic (TTE) variables that predict Afib/Aflu in patients with ARVC.
Methods: 12-lead ECGs and TTE of 90 patients from three centers diagnosed
with definite or borderline ARVC according to the 2010 TFC were analyzed. Data
were compared in two patient groups: (1) patients with Afib/Aflu and (2) all other
patients.
Results: 18 (20%) patients experienced Afib/Aflu during a follow-up period with
median of 5.8 years (interquartile range 2.0-10.4 years). Kaplan-Meier and Cox
regression (Table) revealed reduced times to atrial arrhythmia among patients
with a right ventricular fractional area change (FAC)<27% (p<0.001), left atrial di-
ameter (parasternal long axis) ≥24.4 mm/m2 (p=0.001), and right atrial short axis
diameter (4-chamber view) ≥22.1 mm/m2 (p=0.05). P sinistroatriale conferred a
HR of 3.37 (95% CI 0.92-12.36, p=0.067). Five (28%) patients with Afib/Aflu ex-
perienced inappropriate ICD shocks. Presence of Afib/Aflu was more frequent in
patients with heart transplantation and cardiac death during follow-up (38% vs.
6%, p=0.014).

Table 1. Univariable Cox regression: electrocardiographic and echocardiographic variables
associated with atrial fibrillation/atrial flutter

Variable Univariable Analysis
Hazard ratio (95% CI) p-value

FAC (%) per unit decrease 1.09 (1.03–1.14) 0.003
LA (mm/m2) per unit increase 1.15 (1.01–1.31) 0.031
RA (mm/m2) per unit increase 1.08 (1.02–1.15) 0.013
P sinistroatriale 3.37 (0.92–12.4) 0.067
Age at inclusion (per year increase) 1.02 (0.99–1.06) 0.13
Moderate/severe tricuspid regurgitation 2.07 (0.72–5.97) 0.18
Left ventricular involvement 1.95 (0.63–6.02) 0.25

Conclusions: In this multicenter long-term study we demonstrate that Afib/Aflu
are common in patients with ARVC, and associated with inappropriate ICD
shocks, heart transplantation, and cardiac death. Echocardiographic evidence of
reduced RV function and atrial dilation may help to identify those patients being
at increased risk for the development of Afib/Aflu.

P2966 | BEDSIDE
Ventricular arrhythmias in subjects with ARVC are associated with
increased cardiac volumes but not with ejection fraction by cardiac
magnetic resonance imag

J. Saberniak1, N.E. Hasselberg1, R. Borgquist2, P.G. Platonov2, S. Sarvari1,
M. Ribe1, H.J. Smith3, T. Edvardsen1, K.H. Haugaa1. 1Oslo University Hospital,
Rikshospitalet, Dept of Cardiology, Oslo, Norway; 2Lund University, Lund,
Sweden; 3Oslo University Hospital, Dept of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine,
Oslo, Norway

Purpose: Ventricular arrhythmias are frequent in patients with arrhythmogenic
right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC), but risk stratification is still challenging.
We investigated the relation between ventricular arrhythmias and cardiac volumes
and function by cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Methods: In total, 56 ARVC subjects (mean age 43±16 years, 57% male) were
studied by cardiac MRI. We assessed end-diastolic volume indexed by body sur-
face area (EDVI) and ejection fraction (EF) in the right (RV) and in the left ventricle
(LV). Ventricular arrhythmias were defined as documented ventricular tachycardia
or fibrillation or aborted cardiac arrest.
Results: Of the 56 included, 33 (59%) were index patients fulfilling 2010 Task
Force Criteria for ARVC diagnosis and 23 (41%) were mutation positive family
members. Ventricular arrhythmias had occurred in 29 (52%). Indexed LV and
RV volumes were increased in patients with ventricular arrhythmias compared
to those without (LVEDVI: 80±16 ml/m2 vs. 67±18ml/m2, p=0.01 and RVEDVI
104±36 ml/m2 vs. 69±25 ml/m2, p<0.01) (Fig. 1). LV and RV function by EF did
not differ in ARVC subjects with and without arrhythmic events (LVEF: 51±8% vs.
50±9%, p=0.66 and RVEF: 39±14% vs. 40±11%, p=0.77). Body surface area
was similar in both groups (1.92±0.18 m2 vs. 1.89±0.24 m2, p=0.64).
Conclusions: ARVC subjects with ventricular arrhythmias had increased indexed
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Figure 1

RV and LV end-diastolic volumes compared those without, while myocardial func-
tion by EF did not differ in RV nor in LV. Risk stratification of ventricular arrhythmias
in ARVC subjects by MRI should not rely on EF, but focus on increased volumes
in RV and LV.
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High-throughput sequencing in italian patients with hereditary
cardiomiopathies

S. Bardi1, F. Girolami1, M. Benelli1, B. Tomberli2, E. Contini1, C. Pescucci1,
G. Castelli2, F. Cecchi3, F. Torricelli1, I. Olivotto2. 1Careggi University Hospital,
Genetic Unit, Florence, Italy; 2Careggi University Hospital, Referral Centre for
Myocardial Diseases, Florence, Italy; 3University of Florence, Department of
Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Florence, Italy

Purpose: While current clinical guidelines recommend routine genetic testing in
patients (pts) with hereditary cardiomyopathies (CMs), its use has been limited by
the cost and the complexity of conventional sequencing technologies. Next Gen-
eration Sequencing (NGS) is rapidly changing the landscape of genetic testing
enabling simultaneous screening of multiple genes for multiple patients in a sin-
gle sequencing run. The aim of this study was to explore a NGS based genetic
test as replacement for Sanger sequencing.
Methods: We designed a 111 monogenic cardiovascular disease causative gene
panel and we studied 94 unrelated patients (pts) including 80 with Hypertrophic
Cardiomyopathy (HCM), 18 pts with Dilatative Cardiomyopathy (DCM) and 6
pts with Arrhythmogenic Cardiomyopathy (AC). Targeted resequencing was per-
formed on HiScan SQ platform.
Results: 98,13% of the target region was covered to a depth of 20 or more with
a mean coverage on target of 530X. A total of approximately 1016 variants were
found for each patient. Rare (frequency <0.05), non-synonymous, loss- of- func-
tion and splice-site variants were defined as candidates. Pathogenic or likely-
patogenic variants were all confirmed by Sanger Sequencing and cosegregation
was tested when possible. Excluding titin missense variants, we identified 48 can-
didate variants in sarcomeric or associated genes (27 novel) in 48 of the 70 HCM
patients (68%) with 14% of complex genotype. MYH7, MYBPC3 and TNNI3 re-
sulted the high-yield genes; 19 additional candidate variants (13 novel) in desmo-
somal and ion-channel genes in 14 patients (20%) were identified in this group.
We also identified 10 candidate variants (7 novel) in 7 of the 18 patients (39%)
with DCM and 5 variants in 3 of the 6 patients (50%) with AC.
Conclusions: A targeted protocol allowed the identification of a likely pathogenic
variants in a large proportion of patients with hereditary cardiomyopathies, ir-
respective of phenotype, with marked increase compared to standard Sanger
sequencing. The unexpected finding on rare non synonymous variants in desmo-
somal and ion-channel genes among HCM pts raises important issues regarding
their role as previously unappreciated modifiers of the disease, potentially rele-
vant to risk prediction and counseling.
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Relationship between time course of morphometric improvement and
extent of cardiac fibrosis in patients with idiopathic dilated
cardiomyopathy

Y. Ikeda, T. Inomata, Y. Iida, T. Nabeta, S. Ishii, T. Sato, T. Mizutani, T. Naruke,
T. Koitabashi, J. Ako. Kitasato University School of Medicine, Cardiovascular
Medicine, Sagamihara, Japan

Purpose: Left ventricular reverse remodeling (LVRR) is a morphometric surro-
gate marker of favorable prognosis in dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), and a pre-
diction of those is an urgent issue for therapeutic strategy. However, prediction of
LVRR is difficult because its time course is significantly varied.
Methods: We reviewed 207 consecutive idiopathic DCM patients treated by opti-
mal pharmacotherapies whose echocardiographic data for the first 3 years were
available. LVRR was defined as ≥+10% increase in LV ejection fraction to a final
value of ≥35%, along with ≤-10% decrease in LV end-diastolic dimension. Car-
diac events (CEs) such as cardiovascular death, readmission for heart failure, or
detection of major ventricular arrhythmia were recorded, and patients were ob-
served until death.
Results: LVRR was detected within 6 months in 56 patients (27%, E: early re-
sponders), after 1 year in 52 patients (25%, L: late responders), and not detected
in 99 patients (48%, N: no responders). Kaplan-Meier analysis revealed that the
survival rate for CEs was lower in N group than in E or L group (p<0.05, Fig. 1A).

Figure 1

Among 60 patients (23%) evaluated using cardiac magnetic resonance imaging,
late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) was detected more often in L than E (50%
vs. 18%, p<0.05), whereas percentage area of LGE (LGE area) was equal and
below 10% in both groups (3±3% vs. 1±3%, NS) (Fig. 1B, C). Multivariate analy-
sis showed LGE area was an independent predictor of L group in patients without
LVRR at 6 months (adjusted odds ratio = 0.87; 95% confidence interval, 0.72-
0.98; p<0.05).
Conclusions: Late response to pharmacotherapies has a favorable prognostic
value in IDCM patients, with an equivalent impact to the early one. The extent of
LGE together with its existence is useful to predict clinical course.

P2969 | BEDSIDE
Genetic spectrum of idiopathic restrictive cardiomyopathy uncovered
by NGS

A. Kostareva1, A. Gudkova1, A. Kiselev1, A. Zlotina1, A. Klyushina1,
T. Hodyuchenko1, N. Smolina1, G. Sjoberg2, T. Sejersen2, E. Shlyakhto1.
1Almazov Federal Centre of Heart, Blood and Endocrinology, St. Petersburg,
Russian Federation; 2Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

Background: Cardiomyopathies represent a rare group of disorders often of ge-
netic origin. The genetic spectrum of cardiomyopathies include more then 50
genes. While approximately 50% of genetic causes is known for hypertrophic and
arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy, the genetic spectrum of restrictive cardiomyopa-
thy (RCMP) is widely unknown. Sanger sequencing approach revealed that sar-
comeric protein gene mutations and mutations in structural proteins can be as-
sociated with idiopathic restrictive cardiomyopathy. The aim of the present study
was to identify genetic background of idiopathic RCMP using new generation se-
quencing.
Patients and methods: We applied new generation sequencing approach (Ion
Torrent) to perform a genetic screening for 62 cardiomyopathy-associated genes
in 19 patients with idiopathic RCMP.
Results: In 70% of patients more then 1 pathogenic variant was identified.
Among all identified pathogenic substitutions only 27% represented variants in
sarcomeric protein genes being the only pathogenic variant only in 21% of pa-
tients. Pathogenic variants in cytoplasmic and intrasarcomeric cytoskeletal pro-
tein genes represented 43%, the rest 30% of the variants were detected in
membrane-associated cytoskeletal and matrix-interacting proteins.
Conclusions: We identified more then one pathogenic variant in most of pa-
tients with RCMP. Most of the variants were identified not in sarcomeric, but in
cytoskeletal and matrix-associated protein genes.

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE OUTCOME
IN CARDIAC ARREST

P2970 | BEDSIDE
Is urgent invasive strategy for out-of-hospital cardiac arrest survivors
associated with better survival?

A. Nicolino, S. Moshiri, A. Baselice, L. Olivotti, K. Paonessa, G.B. Danzi.
Interventional Cardiovascular Unit; Santa Corona General Hospital, Pietra
Ligure, Italy

Purpose: Out of hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) is a leading cause of adult death
in Europe. Hospital survival rate is low and have not improved in recent years.
Acute coronary occlusion is the leading cause of cardiac arrest, however, be-
cause of limited data, the indications and timing of coronary angiography (CA)
and angioplasty (PCI) in this setting are controversial except for ST-elevation in
12-lead electrocardiogram (EKG). The aim of our study was to understand etiol-
ogy and survival of patients (Pts) admitted to our hospital with return of sponta-
neous circulation (ROSC) after OCHA and whether a strategy that leads to an
urgent CA and PCI, if required, can improve the outcome.
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Methods: Observational retrospective study from January 2006 to December
2009.
Results: In the study period 70 Pts with ROSC after OHCA were referred to our
hospital. Mean age was 69,5±13,9; 63% male gender; 11% previous coronary
artery disease (CAD), first rhythm was ventricular tachycardia/ventricular fibril-
lation (VT/VF) in 62%; in 41% diagnosis was acute coronary syndrome (ACS)
based upon EKG and enzyme. Hospital survival rates was 48,5%. One year
survival rates was 76% of dismissed. Postresuscitation neurologic injury (PNI):
32,8%. According to the presence of ACS: Pt with ACS are mostly male, without
differences in age or previous CAD versus no ACS Pt. VT/VF is the most frequent
presentation rhythm in ACS Pt (89% vs 40%; p<0,01). Only in 34% of ACS Pt
first EKG showed clear sign of myocardial infarction/ischemia. VT/VF is the first
recorded rhythm equally in both STEMI and nSTEMI. Early sign of PNI generally
are associated with underuse of CA and PCI and worst prognosis. Successful
urgent CA and PCI are associated with improved hospital survival in Patient with
ACS (equally in STEMI 83% vs 51% p=0,003 and NSTEMI 81% vs 55% p=0,004);
and in FV/TV as first rhythm (90% vs 38% p>0,001).
Conclusions: In patients survived from OHCA successful urgent PCI is associ-
ated with improved in hospital survival for STEMI, NSTEMI and VT/VF as first
rhythm.

P2971 | BEDSIDE
Emergency coronary angiography and revascularization in patients
with out-of hospital cardiac arrest, relation to post ROSC ECG,
a prospective observational study

H. Staer-Jensen1, E. Rostrup Nakstad2, E. Fossum3, A. Mangschau4,
J. Eritsland4, T. Draegni1, D. Jacobsen2, K. Sunde1, G.Ø. Andersen4 on behalf
of NORCAST Study Group. 1Oslo University Hospital, Dept. of Anesthesiology,
and Institute for Experimental Medical Research, Oslo, 2Oslo University Hospital,
Dept. of Acute Medicine, Oslo, 3Oslo University Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology,
Oslo, 4Oslo University Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, and Center for Heart Failure
Research, Oslo, Norway

Purpose: The aim of this prospective cohort study was to evaluate the use of
post-ROSC ECG to select patients with out-of-hospital-cardiac-arrest (OHCA) in
need of immediate coronary angiography (ICA) and acute revascularization.
Methods: All patients with stable ROSC after OHCA were directly transferred
to ICA, irrespective of ECG findings. Patients with a clear non-cardiac aetiology
were excluded. Patients were classified into three groups according to post-ROSC
ECG by two cardiologists blinded to the ICA results: 1) ST-elevation or new LBBB,
2) other signs suspected of coronary ischemia, or 3) no signs of coronary is-
chemia. In order to identify patients with an indication for ICA, based on either
an acute occluded infarct related coronary artery (IRA) or a flow-limiting coro-
nary stenosis, the coronary angiography were re-evaluated in all patients by an
interventional cardiologist blinded to the post-ROSC ECG.
Results: A total of 124 patients were admitted to our hospital with ROSC after
OHCA. The median age was 62 (IQR 54-69) years, 84% were males, 82% had
an initial shockable rhythm. Of the 124 patients 88 (71%) were classified with an
indication for ICA according to the ECG (Table). Post-ROSC ECG had a sensitivity
of 88% in detecting patients with an indication for ICA. ST-elevation and LBBB
alone had a sensitivity of 72%. Acute PCI was performed in 63 (51%) patients. If
post-ROSC ST-elevation or new LBBB alone had been used to select patients for
ICA, 19 (11+8) out of 124 (15%) patients would have missed a successful PCI.

ECG groups and angiography evaluation (n=124)

Classification based on post-ROSC ECG evaluation
Group 1* (n=68) Group 2* (n=20) Group 3* (n=36)

Classification based on coronary angiography evaluation
Indication for ICA 47 (69%) 11 (55%) 8 (22%)
Occluded IRA or thrombus 33 6 2
Flow limiting stenosis 14 5 6

*Group 1: ST-elevation or new LBBB. Group 2: Other signs of coronary ischemia. Group 3: No
signs of coronary ischemia.

Conclusion: ECG findings early after OHCA are difficult to interpret and should
not be used as strict selection criteria for referral to hospitals with acute PCI ser-
vice. Even in the absence of ST-segment deviation or LBBB on post-ROSC ECG,
flow limiting coronary lesions may be present and patients may benefit from acute
revascularization.

P2972 | BEDSIDE
Experience of using venoarterial extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation as emergency cardiac support

T. Kawashima1, H. Uehara1, N. Miyagi1, T. Nago1, K. Nakamura1, M. Shimaziri1,
T. Kuniyoshi1, M. Isobe2. 1Urasoe General Hospital, Cardiology, Urasoe, Japan;
2Tokyo Medical And Dental University, Cardiology, Tokyo, Japan

Background: There is no substantial argument about the prognostic factors of
patients in cardiac arrest who are treated with venoarterial extracorporeal mem-
brane oxygenation (V-A ECMO) because only a few comparative data are avail-
able. Use of V-A ECMO for patients with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest is still con-
troversial.
Methods: We studied 107 consecutive patients (mean age=62.5±15.8 years, 53

patients with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest and 54 patients with in-hospital cardiac
arrest) who underwent V-A ECMO due to refractory circulatory collapse between
January 2008 and September 2013 in our hospital.
Results: V-A ECMO was safely initiated in 105 patients. Meanwhile, vessel per-
foration occurred in 2 patients during cannulation. The median time from cardiac
arrest to V-A ECMO initiation was 59.3±29.2 minutes. V-A ECMO was initiated
due to the following causes: acute coronary syndrome, n=57; myocarditis, n=1;
pulmonary embolism, n=4; idiopathic ventricular fibrillation n=10; others, n=32.
Mean duration of V-A ECMO was 2.1±2.1 days and 32 (29.9%) patients sur-
vived to discharge among whom 25 (23.4%) patients survived with a favorable
neurological outcome. The in-hospital mortality was 66.7% (36/54 patients) for
in-hospital cardiac arrest vs. 73.6% (39/53 patients) for out-of-hospital cardiac ar-
rest. Mild therapeutic hypothermia was used in 42 (39.3%) patients, among whom
11 patients had good neurological recovery. Percutaneous coronary intervention
was performed on 56 (52.3%) patients. Complications included 26 (24.2%) cases
of hemorrhage and 6 (5.6%) cases of limb ischemia. V-A ECMO was urgently initi-
ated in 3 patients with aortic dissection, which is a contraindication of V-A ECMO.
The stepwise regression analysis showed that a low lactate level, normal pupil
light reflex, absence of hemorrhage, and use of mild therapeutic hypothermia are
predictive of neurologically intact survival, although out-of-hospital cardiac arrest
is not a risk factor for poor prognosis.
Conclusion: By performing resuscitation with V-A ECMO support, 1 out of 4 pa-
tients who were otherwise in a near-fatal condition were rescued. V-A ECMO was
effectively used not only for in-hospital cardiac arrest, but also for out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest. The prognosis of cardiac arrest patients who receive V-A ECMO
support can be estimated using simple routine examinations.

P2973 | BEDSIDE
A systematic diagnostic and therapeutic approach for the treatment of
patients after cardio-pulmonary resuscitation: a prospective
evaluation of 212 patients during 5 years

H. Von Korn1, V. Stefan1, R. Van Ewijk2, K. Chakraborty1, J. Hemker1,
U. Hink3, M. Ohlow4, B. Lauer4, D. Vagts1, T. Muenzel3. 1Hetzelstift Neustadt /
Weinstrasse, Neustadt, Germany; 2University Medical Center of the Johannes
Gutenberg University Mainz, Mainz, Germany; 3University Medical Center,
Department of Internal Medicine II, Mainz, Germany; 4Central Hospital Bad
Berka, Department of Cardiology, Bad Berka, Germany

Purpose: There is a need for a systematic treatment protocol for patients after
resuscitation.
Methods: A systematic diagnostic approach including ECG, echocardiogram, ur-
gent cardiac catheterization (“STEMI-like” workflow), pulmonary angiography, CT
scans, pre-defined laboratory findings, IABP, hypothermia and cMRI prospectively
during the last 5 years was in our cardiology department evaluated (see figure).
The primary endpoint was the Cerebral Perfomance Category Scale (CPCS).
Results: From January 2008 to December 2012, 212 patients were included.
Mean age was 66.7 years, 71.2% were male, the mean EF was 42.9%, mean
time from first medical contact to start of catheterization was 76.6 min.
A significant coronary artery stenosis was found in n=130 (61.3%), a PCI in 101
pts (47.6%). An ACS was diagnosed in 100 patients (47.2%), 91 patients (42.9%)
had a cardiomyopathy.
Rare diagnoses were pulmonary embolism (n=8, 3.8%), a congenital defect (n=4,
1.9%), LQTS (n=4, 1.9%), an early repolarization syndrome (n=2, 0.9%) and aor-
tic dissection (n=1, 0.5%).
A mechanical recanalization of a thrombus of the pulmonary artery was done in
one pt.
An extracardiac cause for cardiac arrest was observed in 12 patients (5.7%),
mostly stroke.
Results endpoints: The survival rate was n=76 (35.9%), a CPCS of 1/2 was seen
in 67 patients (31.8%).
In pts after succesful PCI, a significant difference in mortality was found (65.4%
vs. 95.7, p<0.05). The difference in mortality with IABP vs. no IABP was not

Diagnostic and therapeutic algorithm
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significant (p=0.6). Hypothermia reduced mortality significantly (52.7% vs 68.2%,
p<0.05).
Conclusion: A systematic diagnostic and therapeutic algorithm using a “STEMI-
like” workflow which includes urgent catheterization is feasible, safe and can im-
prove prognosis.

P2974 | BEDSIDE
Long-term neurological outcome of extracorporeal cardiopulmonary
resuscitation for out of hospital cardiac arrests

R. Miki1, F. Soga1, N. Igarashi1, T. Doi2, T. Kawase1, S. Ishihara1,
S. Nakayama1. 1Hyogo Emergency Medical Center, Kobe, Japan; 2Japan Red
Cross Kobe Hospital, Kobe, Japan

Purpose: To investigate one-year neurological outcome of patients who have un-
dergone extracorporeal cardiopulmonary resuscitation (ECPR) and make com-
parison to neurological outcome at the time of hospital discharge.
Methods: Patients were included in this single center retrospective study be-
tween 2003 and 2012, when they met following criteria: 1. Out of hospital cardiac
arrest without return of spontaneous circulation on arrival to the hospital, 2. Un-
dergone emergent ECPR using veno-arterial extracorporeal membrane oxygena-
tion (VA ECMO) as an adjunct to conventional CPR. Initial rhythm could be any
rhythm and implementation of ECPR was on physician’s discretion. Trauma cases
were excluded. Patients were grouped in 3 neurological outcomes based on cere-
bral performance category (CPC), neurologically intact (CPC1, 2), severely dis-
abled (CPC3, 4), and dead (CPC5). Neurological outcomes were assessed at the
time of discharge and one year from cardiac arrest. Also, in order to investigate
tolerable time duration for ECPR, proportions of favorable (CPC1, 2) to unfavor-
able (CPC3, 4, 5) outcome were compared in five-minute interval from collapse
to start VA ECMO.
Results: 70 patients were eligible for this study. 4 patients were lost during fol-
low up. Out of 70 patients, 19 (27%) were neurologically intact, 15 (21%) were
severely disabled, and 36 (51%) were dead on hospital discharge. Out of 66 pa-
tients at one year follow up, 18 (27%) were neurologically intact, 10 (15%) were
severely disabled, and 38 (58%) were dead. When the cut off was set at 45 min-
utes, patients who were on ECMO prior to 45 minutes from collapse had 62%
favorable outcome and 38% unfavorable outcome on hospital discharge. On the
contrast, patients who were on ECMO after 45 minutes from collapse had 11%
favorable outcome and 89% unfavorable outcome on hospital discharge.
Conclusions: Long-term neurological outcome of ECPR is acceptable compared
to neurological outcome at the time of hospital discharge, yielding same rate of
27% favorable outcome.

P2975 | BEDSIDE
Does prolonged cooling or lower temperature provide improved
outcomes for cardiac arrest?

E. Kagawa1, K. Dote1, M. Kato1, S. Sasaki1, N. Oda1, Y. Nakano1,
Y. Sumimoto1, H. Honda1, I. Ichiro1, Y. Kihara2. 1Hiroshima City Asa Hospital,
Hiroshima, Japan; 2Hiroshima University, Cardiovascular Medicine, Hiroshima,
Japan

Purpose: The optimal durations of cooling and target temperatures in therapeutic
hypothermia for cardiac arrest patients are still unclear. We assessed the hypoth-
esis that lower target temperature and/or longer cooling and rewarming durations
provide improved outcomes for cardiac arrest patients.
Methods: This observational study was conducted in tertiary care hospitals.
Adult comatose survivors of cardiac arrest without obvious extra-cardiac cause
treated with hypothermia were enrolled in this study. We assessed the associa-
tion between durations of cooling, target temperatures, and favourable outcomes.
Favourable outcomes were defined as 90-day post-cardiac arrest cerebral perfor-
mance category of 1 or 2. P<0.05 was defined as statistically significant.
Results: The study patients (N=218) had a median age of 61 years, 77% were
male, and 57% had initial shockable rhythm. In the study patients, 138 patients
(63%) were treated with target temperature of 34°C or more, duration of cooling
were median 24.5 h (interquartile range 18.9 – 47.0 h) and duration of rewarming
were 19.8 h (5.9 – 42.0 h). There were no significant differences of the 90-day
favourable neurological findings between the patients whose target temperature
were 34°C or more and that of less than 34°C (35% vs. 41%, P=0.34). Because
of hemodynamic instability, therapeutic hypothermia protocols were terminated
before cooling period in 51 patients. The patients who were survived up to com-
pletion of rewarming (N=167), 59 patients (37%) were treated with hypothermia
of duration of cooling more than 36 h, and 58 patients (35%) were treated with
hypothermia of duration of rewarming more than 36 h. there were no significant
differences in 90-day favourable findings between the patients whose duration of

Abstract P2976 – Table 1. NSE and S-100 kinetics

0h 6h 24h 48h 72h 96h 120h

NSE poor outcome mean±sd 36.5±16.0 41.7±9.6 72.7±95.6 116.8±94.2 187.7±228.7 137.6±162.6 128.7±134.4
good outcome mean±sd 31.1±8.7 32.0±5.2 41.8±17.6 32.0±16.2 27.0±12.6 22.4±11.5 15.5±5.9

p-value 0.38 0.03 0.24 <0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02
S-100 poor outcome mean±sd 3.2±2.6 2.7±7.3 1.6±2.9 1.0±1.6 0.9±2.1 0.4±0.6 0.9±2.5
good outcome mean±sd 1.2±1.4 0.3±0.1 0.2±0.1 0.1±0.1 0.1±0.1 0.1±0.1 0.1±0.01

p-value 0.02 0.36 0.05 0.03 0.16 0.03 0.36

cooling <36 h and that of >36 h (45% vs 54%, P=0.27) and whose duration of
rewarming <36 h and that of >36 h (47% vs 52%, P=0.54). The rate of pneumo-
nia were significantly lower in patients whose duration of cooling <36 h (27% vs.
49%, P=0.004) and whose duration of rewarming<36 h (26% vs. 52%, P<0.001).
Conclusions: Prolonged cooling and rewarming >36 h may not improve out-
comes in post cardiac arrest therapeutic hypothermia, but may increase pneumo-
nia. The target temperature <34°C may not improve outcomes.

P2976 | BEDSIDE
Serial measurement of neuron-specific-enolase and S-100 improves
prognostication in cardiac arrest patients treated with hypothermia

Z. Bal, A. Schuhbaeck, C. Schlundt, S. Zimmermann, S. Achenbach,
R. Schneider. University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Cardiology, Erlangen,
Germany

Purpose: The neurological outcome of patients after cardiopulmonary resuscita-
tion is poor. Currently available prognostic parameters, including single measure-
ments of Neuron-Specific-Enolase (NSE) and S-100 are unreliable, especially
when patients are treated by controlled hypothermia.
Methods: We prospectively enrolled 50 patients resuscitated from out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest. Hypothermia (33°) was initiated on admission and maintained for
24h. Serum values of NSE and S-100 were measured 0h and 6h after admission
and daily for six days. The Cerebral Categories Scale (CPC), determined on the
day of discharge was used as the outcome measure (CPC 4-5: poor outcome;
CPC 1-3: good outcome).
Results: A favourable neurologic outcome was achieved in 18 patients (36%),
while 32 patients (64%) had a poor outcome. Age was significantly higher in pa-
tients with poor outcome (66±1 vs. 63±2 years; p=0.04), gender distribution was
not different. Mean NSE levels at 24h were 72.7 ng/mL (poor outcome) vs. 41.8
ng/mL (good outcome). The maximum NSE value in patients with good outcome
was reached at 24h and it was well above the threshold typically assumed to in-
dicate poor prognosis (33 ng/mL). Maximum NSE in poor outcome was reached
at 72h, best discrimination between both groups was present at 48h (see ta-
ble). Maximum values for S-100 in patients with poor outcome were observed
on admission, and remained higher compared to the group with good outcome
throughout all time points. Maximum S-100 in good outcome was at 0h, best dis-
crimination between both groups was also present at admission.
Conclusions: Analysis of NSE values following successful resuscitation has lim-
ited predictive value in patients treated with hypothermia and should not be lim-
ited to a single time point. S-100 values show best discriminatory power to identify
poor vs. good outcome at the time of admission.

NEW INSIGHTS IN PERIPHERAL INTERVENTION

P2977 | BEDSIDE
Meta-analysis of non-randomized comparative studies of use of BMS
vs. DES for extracranial vertebral artery disease

N. Langwieser1, D. Buyer1, T. Schuster2, K.-L. Laugwitz1, T. Ibrahim1. 1Hospital
Rechts der Isar, 1. Medizinische Klinik, Munich, 2Hospital Rechts der Isar,
Institute für Medizinische Statistik und Epidemiologie, Munich, Germany

Purpose: Although the use of drug-eluting stents (DES) is well established for
the reduction of restenosis compared to bare-metal stents (BMS) in the coronary
system, its role within the extracranial vertebral artery disease is less well defined.
Materials and methods: We performed a search strategy using the terms “ex-
tracranial”, “vertebral”, “stenosis”, “stenting”, “bare-metal stents” and “drug-eluting
stents” through Medline. In order to reduce interperformer variability, only those
studies were included where both BMS and DES were used in the same setting
and restenosis was evaluable during follow-up. Follow-up was considered evalu-
able when at least the clinical course or one reliable imaging method, e.g. duplex
sonography, computed tomography angiography (CTA), magnetic resonance an-
giography (MRA) or catheter-based angiography, respectively, or a combination
of these were available for both BMS and DES.
Results: A total of 9 studies were identified that met the inclusion criteria. Re-
ported technical success rate was high (range: 99.2-100%) and comparable be-
tween BMS (100%; 276/276) and DES (166/167; 99.4%). The use of DES was
associated with significant lower overall restenosis rates (8.2%; 14/170; mean
follow-up 16-43 months) compared to BMS (23.7%; 68/287; mean follow-up 19-
46 months; p<0.0001). Moreover, DES showed significant lower symptomatic
restenosis rates as compared to BMS (4.7%; 8/169 for DES vs. 11.6%; 32/275
for BMS, respectively; p=0.005).
Conclusion: This meta-analysis demonstrates that the use of DES for EVA stent-
ing significantly reduces both the rate of restenosis and recurrence of symptoms
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as compared to BMS. In future, randomized trials are needed to support these
findings.

P2978 | BEDSIDE
Carotid artery stenting through transradial approach in high risk
patients

S. Kedev, S. Antov, I. Vasilev, D. Petkoska. University Clinic of Cardiology,
Skopje, Macedonia, The Former Yugoslav Republic of

Purpose: The aim of this prospective study was to compare the difference in
outcome of transradial (TRA) carotid artery stenting (CAS) in patients at high risk
for endarterectomy.
Methods: In a prospective, single-center study designed to evaluate the feasibility
and safety of TRA CAS, the periprocedural outcome of 541 consecutive patients,
mean age 65, male 400 (74%), were analyzed. There were 246 patients (45,5%)
at high-risk for endarterectomy according to SAPPHIRE criteria. Symptomatic
patients were statistically more frequent in the group of high-risk patients 192
(78%) vs no high-risk group 173 (59%). Most of the procedures were performed
using distal protection 399 (74%) with only 12 (3%) that underwent CAS with
MoMa proximal protection device.
Results: In terms of intervention related characteristics as the type and size of
the guiding catheter or guiding sheath, (5Fr-8Fr) there was no statistically sig-
nificant difference between both groups. Cannulation of target common carotid
artery with anchoring technique 457 (84%) was more frequent in both groups in-
stead of telescopic technique 84 (16%). Crossover rate from TRA to brachial or
femoral approach was only 2%.

Procedural data and complications

Procedural data Total High-risk No high-risk P
541 (100%) 246 (45,5%) 295 (54,5%)

Radial access 419 (77%) 169 (75%) 250 (78%) ns
Ulnar access 99 (18%) 48 (20%) 51 (18%) ns
Femoral access 10 (2%) 5 (2%) 5 (2%) ns
Brachial access 13 (3%) 7 (3%) 6 (2%) ns
Interventional time (min) 15–120 15–120 15–120 ns
Complications

Death 1 (0,2%) 1 (0,4%) 0 (0%) ns
Major stroke 2 (0,4%) 1 (0,4%) 1 (0,3%) ns
Minor stroke 3 (0,6%) 1 (0,4%) 2 (0,7%) ns
Intraprocedural TIA 7 (1,3%) 3 (1,2%) 4 (1,3%) ns
Severe hypotension 1 (0,2%) 0 (0%) 1 (0,3%) ns
Major vascular complications 1 (0,2%) 1 (0,4%) 0 (0%) ns

Conclusion: Transradial carotid artery stenting is feasible and safe procedure in
high-risk patients with a low complication rate when performed by an experienced
operator.

P2979 | SPOTLIGHT
Simultaneous bilateral carotid artery stenting versus unilateral carotid
artery stenting: early and long-term results

X.J. Jiang, H. Dong, M. Peng, T. Guan, Y.B. Zou, H.Y. Wu, H.M. Zhang, Y.J. Yang,
R.L. Gao. Fuwai hospital & cardiovascular institute, Cardiolody, beijing, China,
People’s Republic of

Objective: Currently, the majority of clinical data on carotid revascularization re-
flected unilateral procedures, the optimal procedural strategy for bilateral carotid
stenosis remains controversial. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
clinical outcomes of simultaneous bilateral carotid artery stenting (SBCAS) com-
pared with unilateral carotid artery stenting (UCAS).
Methods: We retrospectively reviewed the prospective database of 637 consec-
utive patients who were underwent carotid artery stenting (CAS) in our institution
from Jan. 2005 to Dec. 2012. 120 patients (18.8%) of them underwent SBCAS,
and the others (n=517) received UCAS. The primary end point was the composite
of stroke, myocardial infarction, or death during the periprocedural period or any
stroke on the intervened side within 8-year follow up.
Results: In a median follow-up of 41 months, there was no significant difference
in the estimated 8-year rates of the primary end point between the SBCAS group
and the UCAS group (7.5% vs. 5.0%; P=0.282). The 8-year rate of primary end
points among symptomatic patients was 8.0% in the SBCAS group and 5.4%
in the UCAS group (P=0.367), and the rates among asymptomatic patients was
6.3% and 4.5% respectively (P=0.615). During the periprocedural period, rates
of the primary end point did not differ significantly between the SBCAS group
and the UCAS group among all patients ((5.8% vs. 4.4%, P=0.479), symptomatic
patients (6.8% vs. 5.0%, P=0.594) and among asymptomatic patients (3.1% vs.
3.5%, P=1.000). After this period, the incidences of any stroke on the intervened
side were similarly low (1.7% and 0.6%, respectively; P=0.85). Multivariable Lo-
gistic regression revealed that SBCAS (P=0.501) and symptomatic carotid steno-
sis (P=0.287) did not have a significant association with the primary end points
during the perioperative period.
Conclusions: The patients underwent SBCAS had no more adverse events than
those underwent UCAS within 8-year follow up, whether or not symptomatic of
carotid atherosclerosis. Our findings suggest that this one-stage strategy may
become a valuable alternative in the treatment of patients with bilateral carotid
stenosis.

P2980 | BEDSIDE
Long-term clinical outcomes after vertebral artery angioplasty in the
prospective randomized STOVAST (STenting for Ostial Vertebral Artery
STenosis) Trial population

P. Paluszek, P. Pieniazek, K. Dzierwa, L. Tekieli, P. Musialek, T. Przewlocki,
A. Kablak-Ziembicka, R. Motyl, M. Trystula, P. Podolec. Institute of Cardiology,
John Paul II Hospital, Krakow, Poland

Background: Vertebrobasilar (VB) strokes account for 25% to 35% of all is-
chemic cerebrovascular events. Symptomatic (prior VB stroke/TIA, drop attacks,
severe vertigo/dizziness, vision disturbances) vertebral artery stenosis (VAS) is a
significant risk factor for stroke. In patients with ongoing symptoms despite opti-
mal medical therapy, vertebral artery stenting is attractive treatment modality.
Material and methods: From 2008 to 2011, 100 consecutive patients (age
66.1±8 years, 65 men) with symptomatic ostial VAS were included in the STO-
VAST Trial. The outcomes of ostial vertebral artery stenting with a randomized
allocation to drug-eluting stents (DES) vs. bare-metal stents (BMS) were prospec-
tively evaluated. Each patient was examined by an independent neurologist prior
to, after angioplasty and at 12 months. Procedural success was achieved in 99
patients, 49 DES and 50 BMS were implanted. Results from the trial showed no
evidence for in-stent restenosis reduction with DES vs BMS use (20.9% vs 23.8%,
p=0.75).
Results: (table): Only one periprocedural complication was noted - episode of
transient global amnesia. At one-month 92% patients remained asymptomatic.
As 6 patients died, 93 patients were available for long-term clinical follow-up. At
one-year five cardiac- and one cancer-death occurred. One VB stroke and one
episode of VB TIA were observed. Both ischemic events were associated with
a significant progression of contralateral VAS, that were, therefore, treated with
angioplasty of the vessel contralateral to the index one. 65% patients remained
asymptomatic. Vertebrobasilar ischemia symptoms recurrence was found signifi-
cantly more often in the group with angiographically-confirmed restenosis (68,7%
vs 30.3%, p=0,003).

Symptoms Before VAS 1 month after VAS 1 year after VAS
(n=100) (n=99) (n=93)

Vertebrobasilar stroke 11 (11%) 0 (0%) 1 (1,1%)
Vertebrobasilar TIA 13 (13%) 0 (0%) 1 (1,1%)
Severe vertigo/dizziness 93 (93%) 7 (7,1%) 33 (35,5%)
Drop attacks 8 (8%) 0 (0%) 2 (2,2%)
Vision disturbances (cortical

blindness, diplopia) 9 (9%) 0 (0%) 2 (2,2%)

Conclusions: Vertebral artery stenting is safe and effective in symptom relief.
Most of the patients remains symptom-free in long-term follow-up. Vertebrobasilar
ischemia symptoms recurrence is the predictor of restenosis.

P2981 | BEDSIDE
Percutaneous interventions for brachiocephalic trunk occlusive
disease

T. Przewlocki1, P. Pieniazek1, L. Wrotniak1, A. Kablak-Ziembicka2, L. Tekieli1,
M. Trystula3, K. Zmudka2. 1Jagiellonian University Medical College, John
Paul II Hospital, Dpt of Cardiac & Vascular Diseases, Krakow, Poland;
2Jagiellonian University, Department of Invasive Cardiology, Krakow, Poland;
3Jagiellonian University, Cardiology Institute, Dept. of Cardiovascular surgery &
Transplantation, Krakow, Poland

Occlusive disease of brachiocephalic trunk (BCT) is a rare condition, accounting
for 7.3% of subjects with subclavian steal syndrome. Percutaneous angioplasty
(PTA) became method of choice in the treatment of subclavian artery (SA) and
BCT stenosis, likewise in carotid artery occlusive disease. Cerebral neuroprotec-
tion system (NS) is mandatory during internal carotid artery (ICA) stenting, but
guidelines do not address the problem of NS use in BCT PTA. The study aimed
to evaluate the immediate and long term results of PTA for BCT stenosis, with
focus on the safety and its efficacy.
Methods: The study comprised 23 (13M) patients in the mean age of 59.7±9y.
(38-74y.) referred for PTA due to a symptomatic BCT stenosis (mean diameter
stenosis: 75.8±16%), related to atherosclerosis in 20 and Takayasu arteritis in
3 cases. A concomitant ipsilateral ICA occlusion was noted in 3 (13%) and con-
tralateral SA disease in 9 (39%) subjects. Previous ischemic stroke (IS) related to
BCT stenosis was found in 8 (35%) patients. NS was used in selected cases with
high plaque burden, thrombus or soft plaque. The incidences of periprocedural
and long-term cardiovascular (CV) events: CV death (CVD), myocardial infarction
(MI), IS, and recurrent stenosis (RS) (>50% diameter stenosis) were recorded.
Results: In 22 (96%) subjects, planned stenting was performed, while in 1 patient
only a balloon PTA was performed due to unsuccessful stent delivery. NS was
used in 6 (26%) cases, including right common carotid artery (RCCA) protection
in 4 subjects, double NS to RCCA and right vertebral artery (RVA) in 2 patients.
IS occurred in 2 (8.7%) subjects. One major embolic IS was observed in the ter-
ritory of anterior and posterior cerebral circulation together with acute right upper
limb ischemia in patient without NS. A minor embolic IS in the posterior cere-
bral circulation area was observed in 1 (4.3%) case, in which NS was used only
for protection of RCCA. During mean follow-up period of 56±36 months (2-123
months), RS was noted in 5 (24%) of 21 subjects with at least 6 month follow-up.
RS and non-RS group differed only with respect to lower stent diameter (7.4±1.1
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vs. 8.4±0.7mm, p=0.046) and hs-CRP (13.9±20 vs. 4.2±5.2 mg/L, p=0.08). We
observed 2 (8.7%) ISs: one due to restenosis and one due to RCCA stenosis
progression. No CVD or MI were noted.
Conclusions: Despite a selective use of NS, periprocedural IS rate was unex-
pectedly high. Thus, we believe that NS should be used routinely for both RCCA
and RVA territories protection. Despite the large diameter of BCT, RS rate is
higher, as compared to SA PTA.

P2982 | BEDSIDE
Repeat intervention for repeat restenosis after femoropoplitial stenting

H. Jinnouchi, Y. Kobayashi, K. Ichihashi, Y. Tomoi, N. Murata, Y. Soga. Kokura
Memorial Hospital, Cardioloy, Kitakyusyu, Japan

Purpose: Repeat intervention for repeat in-stent restenosis (ISR) after
femoropoplitial (FP) stenting has not been well described. The aim of this study is
to investigate efficacy of repeat intervention for repeat ISR and predictor of repeat
ISR after FP stenting in a real world.
Methods: All patients undergoing a first intervention procedure with stenting from
January 2004 to April 2013 were identified. Lesions and limbs required first tar-
get lesion revascularization (TLR) after FP stenting were 153 lesions and limbs.
The incidence of second, third ISR and TLR were investigated. Cox multivariate
regression analysis was used to determine predictors for third ISR.
Results: Male was 63.1% and mean age was 72.5±8.2 years old. (Mean follow
up period 41±17 months) Of 153 ISR lesions, 79 lesions (51.6%) required second
ISR and 69 lesions (45.0%) required second TLR. Of 69 lesions required second
TLR, 43 lesions (62.3%) required third ISR and 33 lesions (47.8%) required third
TLR. After controlling for confounding risk factors, risk-adjusted Cox proportional
hazards regression showed that total occlusion ISR and over 75 years old were
predictors of third ISR (hazard ratio[HR], 1.96; 95% confidential interval [CI] 1.02-
3.76; adjusted P=0.04, HR2.06; 95%CI 1.08-4.08; adjusted P=0.03).

Univariate and multivariate predictors of third ISR

Variables Univariate analysis Multivariate analysys
HR 95%CI p value HR 95%CI p value

BMI over 30 3.29 0.79–9.14 0.09 4.21 0.65–15.74 0.11
Age over 75 2.38 1.30–4.48 <0.01 2.08 1.09–4.11 0.03
Use of insulin 0.42 0.14–0.98 0.04 0.55 0.18–1.33 0.19
Lesion length 1.00 1.00–1.01 0.03 1.00 0.99–1.01 0.31
Total stent length 1.00 0.99–1.01 0.09 0.99 0.99–1.01 0.67
Number of stents 1.27 0.98–1.62 0.07 0.56 0.69–2.00 0.51
Total occulusion ISR 1.70 0.92–3.10 0.09 1.91 1.01–3.62 0.04

Conclusion: Repeat intervention decreased ISR and TLR in stages. Total occlu-
sion ISR and the elderly were predictors of repeat ISR after FP stenting.

P2983 | BEDSIDE
Efficacy of stent placement versus balloon angioplasty in small and
short femoropopliteal lesion

N. Kamioka, Y. Soga. Kokura Memorial Hospital, Kitakyushu, Japan

Purpose: The aim of this study was to investigate the efficacy of stent placement
versus balloon angioplasty (BA) for femoropopliteal (FP) lesions of 4.0mm or less
in diameter.
Methods: Through a multicenter retrospective analysis, we enrolled 2742 con-
secutive patients (3471limbs) with FP disease and analyzed 345 patients (382
limbs) with femoropopliteal lesions of 4.0 mm or less in diameter and 150mm

Primary patency.

Abstract P2984 – Table 1. Multivariable linear regression analyses

Continuous† Quartile 1 Quartile 2 Quartile 3 Quartile 4 P for trend‡

(n=1844) (n=466) (n=516) (n=419) (n=443)

High-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP, Log); β (95% CI)
Sex, age adjusted −0.01 (−0.02; −0.00)* Ref. 0.05 (−0.07; 0.17) −0.10 (−0.23; 0.03) −0.16 (−0.33; 0.00) 0.008
Fully adjusted$ −0.02 (−0.02; −0.01)** Ref. 0.06 (−0.06; 0.17) −0.11 (−0.23; 0.01) −0.16 (−0.32; −0.01) 0.002
Fully adjusted+ −0.01 (−0.02; −0.00)** Ref. 0.08 (−0.04; 0.19) −0.08 (−0.20; 0.04) −0.12 (−0.28; 0.03) 0.03

$All coefficients are adjusted for sex, age, body mass index, systolic blood pressure, low density lipoprotein cholesterol, high density lipoprotein cholesterol, estimated glomerular filtration rate (CKD-
EPI-formula), HbA1c, physical activity, education level, smoking, alcohol consumption, fruit/vegetable consumption. (n=1799). +Additionally adjusted for body composition (n=1773). *P-value < 0.05;
**P-value < 0.01; †Log-transformed variable, per 100g increment in birth weight; ‡p for trend across quartiles of birth weight.

or less in length in current study; 124 limbs (32.5%) were implanted the self-
expanding nitinol stent, 258 limbs (67.4%) were balloon angioplasty alone.
Results: The mean follow-up term was 2.3±1.7 years. The mean reference ves-
sel diameter was 3.8±0.4 mm. The mean lesion length was 64.6±43.7 mm.
Based on treated limb-based analysis, primary patency of balloon angioplasty
alone group and stent group was, respectively, 74.9% and 53.6% at 1 year, and
52.7% and 33.7% at 3 years, and it was significantly higher in the BA group than
in the stent group (P=0.0001).Assisted-primary patency and MALE were also sig-
nificantly higher in the BA group than in the stent group (P<0.0001 and P=0.001,
respectively), while secondary patency was similar between the two groups. In-
dependent predictors of primary patency were use of thienopyridine, a procedure
with BA alone, and a lesion length greater than 75.0 mm.
Conclusions: In small and short FP lesions, implantation of the self-expanding
nitinol stent does not improves primary, assisted-primary and secondary patency
and decrease MALE compared with balloon angioplasty alone.

BODYWEIGHT – FROM RISK FACTOR TO MORTALITY
PREDICTOR

P2984 | BEDSIDE
Birth weight and high sensitivity C-reactive protein in young and
healthy adults

S. Van Der Lely1, M. Bossard2, S. Aeschbacher1, P. Krisai1, M. Risch3,
L. Risch3, D. Conen1. 1University Hospital Basel, Internal Medicine, Basel,
Switzerland; 2University Hospital Basel, Cardiology, Basel, Switzerland;
3Labormedizinisches Zentrum Dr. Risch, Schaan, Liechtenstein

Purpose: Low birth weight is a strong predictor of the occurrence of ischemic
heart disease and other cardiovascular events. However, the underlying mecha-
nisms are poorly understood. We hypothesized that inflammation, an independent
risk factor for cardiovascular disease, might be implicated in this relationship.
Methods: Healthy individuals of the Principality of Liechtenstein aged 25 to 41
years were enrolled in a population based study. Individuals with diabetes, preva-
lent cardiovascular disease or a body mass index >35kg/m2 were excluded. We
performed a cross-sectional analysis among 1844 individuals with available in-
formation on high sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) and birth weight. Birth
weight data were obtained by self-report. Multivariable linear regression models
adjusting for potential confounders were used to assess the relationship between
birth weight and hs-CRP.
Results: Median age of our population was 36 years. Median birth weight lev-
els (interquartile range) across quartiles of birth weight were 2900 (2700; 3030),
3350 (3250; 3470), 3652 (3580; 3750) and 4047 (3921; 4300) grams for men
and 2720 (2500; 2850), 3150 (3050; 3200), 3400 (3330; 3500) and 3810 (3680;
4000) grams for women. The main results are shown in the Table. In the fully ad-
justed models, the β-regression coefficients (95% CI) for log-transformed hs-CRP
per 100g increment in birth weight were -0.02 (-0.02; -0.01), p=0.001, and -0.01
(-0.02; -0.00), p=0.007 after additional adjustment for body composition. Adjust-
ment for body composition partly attenuated these findings (Table).
Conclusion: Our data demonstrate that birth weight is inversely associated with
hs-CRP levels in adult life, suggesting that inflammation may be a potential mech-
anism relating intrauterine growth restriction to the occurrence of cardiovascular
events. Differences in body composition may be involved in these relationships.

P2985 | BEDSIDE
Anthropometric indices in relation to the prediction of 10-year
incidence (2001-2011) of cardiovascular disease in apparently healthy
individuals: a classification analysis of the Attica study

D.B. Panagiotakos1, C. Chrysohoou2, E. Georgousopoulou1, V. Metaxa2,
G.M. Kouli1, A. Kalogeropoulou1, J. Skoumas2, C. Pitsavos2, C. Stefanadis2.
1Harokopio University, ; 2Hippokration Hospital, Univ. of Athens, Athens, Greece

Objective: To evaluate the role of anthropometric indices in 10-year incidence of
cardiovascular disease (CVD).
Methods: During 2001-2, 1514 men and 1528 women (>18 years) without any
clinical evidence of cardiovascular disease (CVD) at the basline examination, liv-
ing in Athens greater area, Greece, were enrolled in the ATTICA study. In 2011-
12, the 10-year follow-up was performed. Weight, height, waist and hip circumfer-
ences, as well as body mass index (BMI) and waist-to-height (WHtR) and waist-
to-hip (WHR) ratio were tested in relation to the development of a fatal or non-fatal
cardiovascular disease event as defined according to WHO-ICD-10 criteria.
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Results: The 10-year incidence was 14.3% in men and 9% in women (p<0.001).
Based on hierarchical classification analysis, using Fisher linear discriminant
function, all anthropometric indices were highly associated with the 10-year pre-
diction of CVD events; the most dominant predictor was WHtR (Wilks’ Lambda
= 0.957, p<0.001), followed by WHR (Wilks’ Lambda = 0.963, p<0.001), waist
circumference (Wilks’ Lambda = 0.966, p<0.001), BMI (Wilks’ Lambda = 0.963,
p<0.001) and hip circumference (Wilks’ Lambda = 0.994, p=0.001). Moreover,
80.9% of men and 48.1% of women had WHtE <0.5, a threshold that has been
proposed by WHO as an indicator of acceptable values. Gender-age specific
analysis confirmed that the aforementioned ranking was irrespective of partici-
pants’ sex or age.
Conclusions: The present analysis stated a hypothesis that this ratio should be
implemented in clinical practice or research for better identifying the potential
CVD candidate, instead of the commonly used BMI. This ratio incorporates mus-
cle distribution in relation to body fat and may better reflect fat allocation to the
body; a factor that promotes atherosclerosis.

P2986 | BEDSIDE
Abdominal obesity and low skeletal muscle mass jointly predicted
total mortality and cardiovascular mortality in elderly population

S.-Y. Chaung1, C.-Y. Chen1, W.-L. Liu1, Y.-Y. Hsu1, W.-H. Pan2. 1National Health
Research Institutes, Institute of Population Health Sciences, Miaoli County,
Taiwan; 2Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan

Background: We aimed to investigate the jointed impacts of abdominal obesity
and low skeletal muscle mass for cardiovascular and total mortality in elderly
population.
Materials and methods: A total of 1485 elderly from the National and Health
Survey in Taiwanese Elderly (1999-2000) was enrolled, and the survival status
was followed using the data from the National Death Registry. The skeletal mus-
cle mass index (SMMI) was calculated by dividing skeletal muscle mass by high
in meters squared. The first quartile of SMMI was defined low skeletal muscle
mass. Abdominal obesity was defined by simultaneous with high triglycerides
(TG) (≥150 mg/dL) and high waist circumference (WC) (≥90 cm for men and
≥80 cm for women). The Cox proportional hazard model was used to evaluate
the jointed impacts of abdominal obesity and low skeletal muscle mass index for
cardiovascular disease and total mortality.
Results: During the follow-up (median time: 9.2 years), one-third elderly died
(n=493) by any cause and 34% of them was cardiovascular mortality (including
diabetes; ICD-9-CM: between 390 and 459 for CVD; 250 for diabetes). The to-
tal mortality and cardiovascular mortality was 4.2 and 1.4 per 100 person-years.
Total mortality in men and women were 4.01 and 2.72, respectively, for normal-
TGWC and normal SMMI, 5.73 and 2.82, respectively, for high-TGWC and normal
SMMI, 7.07 and 5.91, respectively, for normal TGWC and low SMMI, and 13.92
and 5.77, respectively for high-TGWC and low SMMI. Low SMMI (Hazard ratio
and 95% confidence intervals: 1.45; 1.13-1.87) and high-TGWC (1.61; 1.13-2.29)
were independently associated with total mortality in elderly men, but only low
SMMI (1.63; 1.20-2.22) was significant in elderly women. Furthermore, combined
low SMMI and high-TGWC had more than 6.8-fold and 3.2-fold risk for cardiovas-
cular mortality, respectively in men and women, compared to the controls (normal
SMMI and normal -TGWC).
Conclusions: Elderly persons with both abdominal obesity and low skeletal mus-
cle mass were higher mortality risk. Resistance training to maintain muscle mass
may prolong life among the elderly persons.

P2987 | BENCH
Association between naps, snore, sleep duration and obesity in the
population of INTER-HEART China Study

H.Q. Gu1, W. Li1, J.G. Yang1, Y. Wang1, L.S. Liu1, K. Teo2, S. Yusuf2 on behalf
of INTER-HEART China Study investigators. 1Fuwai hospital, National Center
for Cardiovascular Diseases, Beijing, China, People’s Republic of; 2McMaster
University, Hamilton Health Sciences, Hamilton, Canada

Purpose: The relationship between sleep and obesity has been discussed a lot
and it is still unclear and controversial. Most studies only assessed the association
of sleep duration with obesity or just adjusted few covariates. In this paper, we aim
to explore the association of naps, snore and sleep duration with obesity after
more confounding variables including demographics, disease, diet and physical
activity were controlled.
Methods: We used data from the INTER-HEART China study. A total of 2909
cases (AMI patients) and 2947 controls (None AMI patients) were recruited from
17 cities. Sleep information, social demographics, diet, physical activity, disease
history were collected by standardized questionnaires. Physical examinations
were conducted by trained personnel in a standardized manner. Body mass in-
dex (BMI) and waist circumferences (WC) were used to define general or abdom-
inal obesity. Multiple linear regression and logistic regression were employed to
assess the associated between sleep and obesity after controlling for important
covariates (Model1) or all available covariates (Model2).
Results: Among the 5856 subjects, 2968 (50.1%) naps, 1271 (21.76%) never
snore, 4353 (75.2%) sleep 6∼8 hours, 693 (11.5%) were general obesity and
3483 (60.0%) were abdominal obesity. Results from multiple linear regression
showed that snore frequency was associated with BMI (P<0.0001); naps dura-

tion (P=0.0213) and snore severity (P<0.0001) were associated with WC. Lo-
gistic regression showed that snore frequency (OR and 95%CI: 1.272 (1.113-
1.454) in model1; 1.323 (1.154-1.516) in model 2) and short sleep duration (OR
and 95%CI: 1.642 (1.101-2.450) in model1, 1.737 (1.149-2.625) in model2) were
found to be significantly associated with general obesity. Snore severity (OR and
95%CI: 1.244 (1.094-1.415) in model 1; 1.243 (1.092-1.415) in model 2) and long
sleep duration (OR and 95%CI: 1.311 (1.056-1.628) in model1, 1.294 (1.040-
1.611) in model2) were found to be significantly associated with abdominal obe-
sity.
Conclusions: Snore frequency was significantly associated with BMI, naps dura-
tion and snore severity was associated with WC. Snore frequency and short sleep
duration were associated with general obesity; snore severity and long sleep du-
ration were associated with abdominal obesity. Future well designed longitudinal
studies are needed to confirm our findings.

P2988 | BEDSIDE
Body mass index and changes in weight are associated with risk of
atrial fibrillation and cardiovascular mortality: a longitudinal cohort
study of 7,169 patients with newly diagnosed type 2 diabetes

I. Grundvold1, J. Bodegard2, P.M. Nilsson3, B. Svennblad4, G. Johansson5,
C.J. Ostgren6, J. Sundstrom4. 1Oslo University Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology,
Oslo, Norway; 2AstraZeneca Nordic, Sødertälje, Sweden; 3Skane University
Hospital, Lund University, Dept. of Clinical Sciences, Malmo, Sweden; 4Uppsala
University, Uppsala Clinical Research Center, Uppsala, Sweden; 5Uppsala
University, Dept. of Public health and Caring Science, Uppsala, Sweden;
6Linkoping University, Dept. of Medical and Health Sciences, Linkoping, Sweden

Purpose: Obesity is associated with an increased risk of type 2 diabetes (T2D)
and cardiovascular (CV) disease. Our aim was to explore the impact of body mass
index (BMI) at baseline, and weight change, on the risk of atrial fibrillation (AF)
and CV mortality in patients with T2D.
Methods: A total of 7,169 primary care patients with newly diagnosed T2D and
without previous history of CV disease were grouped separately according to
baseline BMI and their change in BMI within 18 months after diagnosis. The rel-
ative weight change was grouped as follows (1 BMI unit ∼ 3.6 kg): “weight gain”
(>1 BMI unit), “stable weight” (±1 BMI unit) and “weight loss” (<1 BMI unit).
Follow-up time was 9 years, and risks of AF and CV mortality were estimated
using adjusted Cox regression models.
Results: Mean age was 60 years at time of diabetes diagnosis and patients were
on average slightly obese (mean BMI 30.2 kg/m2). During follow-up, overweight
and obese patients had significantly higher risk of AF, compared with those with
normal BMI. For CV mortality there was an apparent “obesity paradox” situation
with similar risk independent of BMI category. From time of T2D diagnosis, few pa-
tients (15%) increased weight while the majority lost or maintained weight. Risks
of both AF and CV mortality were significantly higher in patients increasing weight
compared to weight stable patients.

Table 1

Atrial fibrillation, n=287 CVmortality, n=203
HR 95% CI HR 95% CI

Weight categories*
Normal weight, n=750 BMI <25 kg/m2 Reference Reference Reference Reference
Overweight, n=2579 BMI 25–30 kg/m2 1.85 1.10 to 3.09 0.72 0.47 to 1.12
Obese, n=3840 BMI >30 kg/m2 2.85 1.73 to 4.71 0.96 0.63 to 1.46

Weight change**
Weight gain, n=1023 >1 BMI unit 1.53 1.10 to 2.12 1.84 1.28 to 2.66
Weight stable, n=3736 ±1 BMI unit Reference Reference Reference Reference
Weight loss, n=2410 >1 BMI unit 1.06 0.81 to 1.38 1.03 0.75 to 1.43

*Adjusted for age, gender and systolic blood pressure. **Additional adjustments for baseline BMI.

Conclusions:Obesity/overweight or weight gain in patients with newly diagnosed
T2D may be more hazardous than previously recognized, and efforts should be
made to control weight in diabetes patients.

P2989 | BEDSIDE
Impact of fat free mass on cardiac prognosis in patients with heart
failure

T. Narumi, T. Watanabe, T. Takahashi, M. Yokoyama, D. Kinoshita, S. Kadowaki,
Y. Honda, Y. Otaki, I. Kubota. Yamagata University School of Medicine,
Yamagata, Japan

Background: Heart failure (HF) is thought to be as a catabolic state, since car-
diac cachexia emerges with advancing HF stage. Fat free mass (FFM) consists
of skeletal muscle, organs, bone, and connective tissue and is widely used as an
indicator of resting energy expenditure. However, little is known about the impact
of FFM on cardiac prognosis in patients with HF. The purpose of this study was
to clarify whether decreased FFM can predict unfavorable prognosis in patients
with HF.
Methods: We evaluated FFM and measured serum brain natriuretic peptide
(BNP) levels in 294 consecutive patients admitted to our hospital for treatment of
worsening HF at admission. FFM is calculated by the following estimated formula.
FFM (kg) = 7.38 + 0.02908×urinary creatinine (mg/day). We used percentage of
FFM (FFM%) normalized by their body weight. Subjects were divided into three
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groups according to their FFM% tertile. The patients were prospectively followed
for a mean duration of 13.3 months (interquartile range 3.0-20.3).
Results: Twelve patients who underwent cardiac surgery during the follow-up
period were excluded from analysis, and 15 patients were lost to follow-up. The
remaining 267 patients were included in final analysis. There were 160 males
(60%), and the mean age was 71±12 years old. The median serum BNP level
was 390 pg/ml (interquartile range: 142-965) and mean left ventricular ejection
fraction was 50±18%. There were 83 cardiac events (31%) including 19 cardiac
deaths and 64 readmissions during the follow-up period. Patients with cardiac
events were older and in a more severe New York Heart Association functional
class than in those without. Moreover, they also showed lower serum albumin,
total cholesterol, triglyceride, hemoglobin, and FFM% compared with those with-
out. Serum BNP levels were decreased according to their FFM% tertile (Kruskal-
Wallis, P<0.001). Furthermore, multivariate Cox hazard analysis revealed that
decreased FFM%was associated with cardiac events (adjusted hazard ratio 1.52,
95% confidence interval 1.09-2.12). Kaplan-Meier analysis revealed that signifi-
cantly higher cardiac event rate was observed in the lowest tertile (T1) (log-rank
test, P<0.001).
Conclusions: Decreased FFM% was independent predictor of unfavorable prog-
nosis in patients with HF.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF HYPERTENSION

P2990 | BEDSIDE
Excessive salt intake induces future development of hypertension in
general population of our country

H. Takase1, Y. Dohi2, T. Okado1, T. Tanaka1, K. Makino1, T. Hashimoto1,
S. Takayama1, H. Hayashi3, N. Ohte2. 1Enshu Hospital, Hamamatsu, Japan;
2Nagoya City University Graduate School of Medical Sciences, Nagoya, Japan;
3Hamamatsu University School of Medicine, Hamamatsu, Japan

Purpose: Both hypertension and high levels of dietary salt are associated with
cardiovascular diseases including coronary artery disease and stroke. In salt-
sensitive hypertension, excessive salt intake causes an increase in blood pres-
sure and salt restriction has a depressor effect. The present study was designed
to investigate whether excessive salt intake predicts future development of hyper-
tension in the general population of our country.
Methods: Normotensive 6,232 subjects who visited our hospital for a physical
check-up were enrolled in this study (male=61.9%, 53.4±11.4 year-old). Individ-
ual salt intake was estimated by calculating 24-hour urinary salt excretion using
a method reported. After baseline examination, they were followed up for the
median of 1,089 days with the endpoint being the development of hypertension.
Hypertension was defined as systolic blood pressure ≥140mmHg, diastolic blood
pressure ≥90mmHg, or the use of antihypertensive medications.
Results: During the follow-up, hypertension developed in 1,190 subjects (69.8
per 1000 person-year), with the incidence being more frequent in male than in
female subjects (82.4 vs. 49.2 per 1000 person-year). The incident of hyperten-
sion was increased across the gender-specific quartiles of baseline salt intake
(47.9, 72.6, 75.9, and 83.5 per 1,000 person-years in the first to fourth quar-
tiles, respectively). After adjustment for age, gender, body mass index, systolic
blood pressure, heart rate, serum creatinine, uric acid, impaired glucose toler-
ance, dyslipidaemia, haemoglobin, current smoking habit, and family history of
hypertension, the hazard ratio of incident hypertension (first quartile as refer-
ence) in the second, third and fourth quartiles was 1.30 (95% confidence interval
1.09-1.55), 1.20 (1.01-1.44) and 1.15 (0.96-1.37), respectively. Multivariable Cox
hazard analysis, where salt intake was taken as a continuous variable, indicated
that salt intake at baseline (hazard ratio 1.06, 95% confidence interval 1.02-1.09)
and a yearly increase in salt intake (1.18, 1.12-1.24) were significant predictors
for future incident of hypertension after adjustment for possible risk factors.
Conclusions: Not only excessive salt intake at baseline, but also chronic in-
crease in salt intake, is closely related with incident hypertension, suggesting that
effort to reduce dietary salt consumption is necessary to prevent the development
of hypertension in normotensive general population.

P2991 | SPOTLIGHT
New markers for risk evaluation of pre-diabetic hypertensive patients
without coronary artery disease

M. Anghel, E. Radu Sultanescu, M. Sandulescu. National Institute Aerospace
Medicine, Bucharest, Romania

Introduction: Hypertension is one of the most important causes of premature
death worldwide. Pre-diabetic state, mainly impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), is
a risk factor for coronary artery disease (CAD) and sudden death. Aortic function
plays a significant prognostic role for cardiovascular (CV) events. The resistive
index (RI) reflects local wall extensibility and the related vascular resistance.
Objectives: The purpose of this study was to find new accessible markers for the
initial CV risk evaluation of newly diagnosed pre-diabetic hypertensive patients
without known previous CAD. We analyzed the relationship between aortic dis-
tensibility (AD), carotid RI, BP, abnormal ECG stress test and cardiac events in
those pts.
Methods: We enrolled 258 consecutive newly diagnosed hypertensive pre-
diabetic (IGT) pts without CAD. All pts were evaluated by ambulatory blood pres-

sure monitoring, carotid RI (Doppler ultrasound), AD, ECG stress test for non-
cardiac or atypical chest symptom, rest ECG and/or cardiac echo abnormalities,
presence of major CV risk factors. Echocardiographic indices of AD were calcu-
lated using the equation: 3.14 x (AoS – AoD) x AoD/(2 x (SBP – DBP)), where
AoS and AoD are the systolic and diastolic diameters of aortic root, and SBP and
DBP are the systolic and diastolic blood pressure levels. We analyzed the asso-
ciation between AD, RI, BP, abnormal exercise ECG, several clinical parameters
and cardiac events during a mean follow-up period of 4.2±0.6 ys.
Results: The mean age of the population was 46.8±15.7 years. 24-hour SBP
was 152±34 mmHg and 24-hour DBP was 93±12 mmHg. Abnormal stress
ECG showing inducible ischemia was noticed in 21% pts. Univariate analysis
has shown the following parameters significant associated with abnormal exer-
cise testing: age (p<0.01), family history of premature CV events (p<0.02), SBP
(p<0.02), dyslipidaemia (p<0.02), AD (p<0.03), carotid RI (p<0.04), and plasma
glucose (p<0.04). Multi-adjusted analysis revealed that LDL cholesterol (p<0.01),
SBP (p<0.02), higher values of RI (p<0.02) and lower values of AD (p<0.03)
were significant independent predictors of abnormal ECG exercise test. Multi-
variate Cox proportional analysis revealed that abnormal stress ECG (HR=2.3,
95%CI: 1.3–6.2, p=0.034) and post-load glucose (2-hPG) (HR=2.8, 95%CI: 0.9–
6.8, p=0.041) were good predictors of the cardiac events.
Conclusions: Two simple and effective markers – aortic distensibility and resis-
tive index can be extremely useful in every day clinical practice in the initial risk
evaluation of newly diagnosed pre-diabetic hypertensive patients without known
previous CAD.

P2992 | BEDSIDE
Body fat distribution and elevated blood pressure in 22051 youths: The
pep family heart study

P. Schwandt1, J.E. Scholze2, T. Bertsch3, E. Liepold1, G.M. Haas1.
1Arteriosclerosis Prevention Institute, Munich, Germany; 2Charite - Campus
Mitte (CCM), Outpatient Clinic-Hypertension Excellence Centre ESH, Berlin,
Germany; 3Institute of Clinical Chemistry,Laboratory and Transfusion Medicine,
Central Laboratory, Nuremberg, Germany

Objective: Because adiposity is considered as a driving force for cardiovascular
disease (CVD) the purpose of this study was to assess the association between
elevated blood pressure (BP) and fat patterning in a large sample of urban chil-
dren and adolescents.
Subjects and methods: We estimated body mass index (BMI), waist circum-
ference (WC), waist-to-height ratio (WHtR), percentage body fat (%BF) and the
sum of subscapular and triceps skinfold thickness (SFT) in 14213 children and
7838 adolescents aged 3-18 years using Slaughter-equations, SPSS 18, p<0.05
for significance.
Results: The prevalence of elevated BP was similar in all age groups. How-
ever, the prevalences of elevated BMI, %BF and WC continuously increased
whereas WHtR decreased significantly by age in both genders. From normal-
weight via overweight (BMI 85th-<95th percentile) to obese (BMI >95th per-
centile) the prevalence of prehypertension increased from 13.2% via 18.3% to
21.9% in males and from 12.9% via 18.7% to 24.9% in females. The prevalences
of manifest hypertension increased similarly from normal weight via overweight to
obesity from 5.7% via 10.4% to 18.6% in males and from 5% via 9.1% to 24.4%
in females. Compared to normal-weight, the risk of being prehypertensive was
significantly increased in overweight males and females (OR 1.6 and OR 1.8, re-
spectively) and obesity (OR 2.4 and OR 3.3, respectively). We found the strongest
associations between hypertension and adverse fat patterning (females, males)
for BMI >95th (OR 5.9, 4.3), SFT sum >35 cm (OR 5.8, 4.6), %BF >95th (OR
5.6, 3.4) WHtR >0.5 (OR 3.9, 3.8), WC >90th (OR 3.5, 3.1), BMI 85th-95th (OR
2.7, 2.1) and %BF 85th-95th (OR 2.0, 1.8).
Conclusion: The strong association of hypertension with body fat distribution
suggests that improvement of adverse fat patterning is a promising tool for pre-
venting and treating elevated blood pressure.

P2993 | BEDSIDE
Left ventricular mass versus pulse wave velocity as predictors of
coronary artery disease in essential hypertension: data from a Greek
6-year-follow-up study

K. Dimitriadis, C. Tsioufis, A. Kasiakogias, K. Kintis, A. Mazaraki, E. Koutra,
A. Kordalis, E. Venieri, C. Thomopoulos, C. Stefanadis. First Cardiology Clinic,
University of Athens,Hippokration Hospital, Athens, Greece

Purpose: Although arterial stiffening is related to atherosclerosis progression, its
prognostic role in hypertension is not fully elucidated, while augmented left ven-
tricular mass index (LVMI) is linked to adverse outcome. The aim of the present
study was to compare the predictive role of arterial stiffness and LVMI for the in-
cidence of coronary artery disease (CAD) in a cohort of essential hypertensive
patients.
Methods: We followed up 1033 essential hypertensives (mean age 55.6 years,
538 males, office blood pressure (BP)=145/92 mmHg) free of cardiovascular dis-
ease for a mean period of 6 years. All subjects had at least one annual visit and at
baseline underwent complete echocardiographic study for estimation of LVMI and
blood sampling for assessment of metabolic profile. Arterial stiffness was evalu-
ated on the basis of carotid to femoral pulse wave velocity (PWV), by means of a
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computerized method (Complior SP) and the distribution of PWV was split by the
median (8.1 m/sec) and accordingly subjects were classified into those with high
(n=520) and low values (n=513). Moreover, LV hypertrophy (LVH) was defined as
LVMI ≥125 g/m2 in males and LVMI ≥110 g/m2 in females, while CAD was de-
fined as the history of myocardial infarction or significant coronary artery stenosis
revealed by angiography or coronary revascularization procedure.
Results: The incidence of CAD over the follow-up period was 2.8%. Hyperten-
sives who developed CAD (n=29) compared to those without CAD at follow-
up (n=1004) had at baseline higher LVMI (124.5±27.9 vs 103±26.2 g/m2,
p<0.0001), prevalence of LVH (48% vs 25%, p=0.022) and prevalence of high
PWV levels (69% vs 48%, p<0.05). No difference was observed between hy-
pertensives with CAD and those without CAD with respect to baseline office
BP, renal function and lipid levels (p=NS for all). By univariate Cox regression
analysis it was revealed that baseline PWV levels predicted CAD (hazard ra-
tio=1.218, p=0.025). However, in multivariate Cox regression model baseline
glomerular filtration rate (hazard ratio=1.020, p=0.026) and LVMI (hazard ra-
tio=1.021, p<0.0001) but not baseline PWV turned out to be independent pre-
dictors of CAD.
Conclusions: In essential hypertensive patients LVMI predicts future develop-
ment of CAD, whereas baseline PWV exhibits no independent prognostic value.
These findings support that LVMI constitutes a superior prognosticator of events
than PWV and its estimation is essential in order to improve overall risk stratifica-
tion in hypertension.

P2994 | BEDSIDE
Ambulatory hypotensive effect of physical training: a reappraisal
through a meta-analysis of selected moderators

P. Sosner1, T. Guiraud2, V. Gremeaux3, D. Arvisais4, D. Herpin1, L. Bosquet5.
1University Hospital of Poitiers, Cardiologie, Poitiers, France; 2Clinique
Saint-Orens, Centre de Rééducation Cardiovasculaire et Pulmonaire,
Saint-Orens-de-Gameville, France; 3University Hospital of Dijon, Pôle
Rééducation-Réadaptation, Dijon, France; 4University of Montreal, Direction
of Libraries, Montreal, Canada; 5University of Poitiers, Laboratoire MOVE (EA
6413), Poitiers, France

Background: The effectiveness of chronic exercise to decrease both systolic
and diastolic blood pressure (SBP and DBP) is well established. However, this
hypotensive effect may be altered by a number of variables including the par-
ticipants’ characteristics, the physical activity program characteristics and other
co-interventions including diet or medication. Therefore, the purpose of this study
was to assess the effect of these moderators on ambulatory blood pressure (BP)
through a meta-analysis of the existing literature.
Methods and results: Three databases were searched using relevant terms
and strategies (from 1945 to 2013-Oct-19). Twenty-eight studies from 676 iden-
tified records met following inclusion criteria: randomized controlled trials with
quality score using PEDro scale or van Tulder scale ≥5, presence of relevant
details about training intervention and subjects’ characteristics, and pre and post-
training measurements of ambulatory blood pressure (ABPM). The overall effect
was a weighted mean difference reached for day-time systolic/diastolic ABPM -
3.82/-3.29 mmHg (95% CI -5.15 to -2.49 and -4.59 to -1.99 respectively; P<0.01).
Moderators associated with ABPM improvement were the following: an initial
casual BP ≥140/90 mmHg (hypertensive or uncontrolled BP subjects), diet co-
intervention, training program duration >12 weeks, and cumulative number of
exercises >40 sessions. These improvements were significant or higher for day-
time SBP than other BP variables. We found no differences for gender, age, or
presence of antihypertensive drugs.

Conclusions: Antihypertensive effects of aerobic training assessed by ABPM
appear modest but significant, and our meta-analysis highlights favorable moder-
ators as initial high BP, diet, and training cumulative duration.

P2995 | BEDSIDE
MiR-1 and miR-133 are downregulated in patients with essential
hypertension and left ventricular hypertrophy

J.E. Kontaraki1, M.E. Marketou2, E.A. Zacharis2, F.I. Parthenakis2, P.E. Vardas2.
1University of Crete, Faculty of Medicine, Molecular Cardiology Laboratory,
Heraklion, Greece; 2University Hospital of Heraklion, Department of Cardiology,
Heraklion, Greece

Purpose: MicroRNAs (miRs) are essential regulators of gene expression im-
plicated in cardiovascular function and disease and they are emerging as po-
tential biomarkers and therapeutic targets in cardiovascular disease. MiR-1 and
miR-133 have been shown in animal models to play a role in heart hypertrophy
mainly having anti-hypertrophic function. Their downregulation in rodent models
has been reported to be involved in the pathogenesis of myocardial hypertrophy,
while overexpression attenuates hypertrophy. Thus they maybe involved in the
pathogenesis of left ventricular hypertrophy in hypertensive patients. We evalu-
ated miR-1 and miR-133 levels in peripheral blood mononuclear cells of patients
with essential hypertension in relation to left ventricular mass index.
Methods: 68 untreated hypertensive patients and 28 healthy volunteers were
included for comparison. All patients underwent a complete echocardiographic
study. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated and microRNA
levels were determined by quantitative real time reverse transcription PCR.
Results: MiR-1 levels were found to be higher (26.66±4.08 versus 11.79±2.13,
p=0.025), while miR-133 levels were found to be lower (5.97±0.61 versus
12.53±2.19, p<0.001) in hypertensive patients compared to healthy controls.
In hypertensive patients, miR-1 (r=-0.329, p=0.006) and miR-133 (r=-0.356,
p=0.003) levels showed strong negative correlations with left ventricular mass
index.
Conclusions: MiR-1 and miR-133 levels in PBMCs of hypertensive patients differ
from healthy controls and show strong negative correlations with left ventricular
mass index in hypertensive patients. Our data define that miR-1 and miR-133
are probably involved in the pathogenesis of left ventricular hypertrophy in hy-
pertensive patients maybe having anti-hypertrophic function, thus they might be
promising therapeutic targets in hypertension.

P2996 | BEDSIDE
The prevalence of primary aldosteronism in patients with uncontrolled
hypertension: challenges of interpretation of aldosterone-renin ratio

N. Zvartau, E. Vasilieva, S. Polechin, O. Hochunov, I. Emelyanov, Y. Yudina,
S. Mironova, N. Avdonina, E. Grineva, A. Konradi. Federal Almazov Medical
Research Centre, Hypertension, Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation

Purpose: Primary aldosteronism (PA) is considered to be far more frequent rea-
son for elevated blood pressure (BP) or resistance to antihypertensive therapy
that it had been believed several decades ago, but still the precise rate is un-
known and data from different centers are contradictory. Aldosterone-renin ratio
(ARR) is a preferred screening test for PA and showed to be suitable even in pa-
tients on most anti-hypertensive agents. On the other hand subgroups of patients
with high risk of this disease are associated with aldosterone excess, sometimes
resulting in false-positive ARR, and actually the confirmation of the PA in patients
with positive ARR test rarely exceeds 30%. The aim of the present study was
to assess the prevalence of PA in patients with uncontrolled hypertension (HTN)
and the utility of ARR and its components for detection of PA in routine practice
of specialized hypertension excellence center.
Design and method: We examined 314 patients with HTN [161 males (51.3%)
and 153 females (48.7%)] referred to our medical research centre (HTN Excel-
lence Center of ESH). Ambulatory blood pressure monitoring, renal ultrasound
with Doppler were performed as well as blood testing for creatinine level with cal-
culation of GFR by MDRD formula, potassium, glucose, cortisol, metanephrines,
plasma aldosterone, renin concentration with calculation of ARR. In case of ele-
vated ARR the patients proceeded to confirmatory saline infusion test.
Results: ARR was high in 141 (52.2%) patients with HTN (n=314), which may be
explained by a high proportion of severe and resistant HTN, obesity, obstructive
sleep apnea (63.1%). In a group of patients with high ARR (n=141) concurrently
increased aldosterone level was observed in 90 (63.8%) patients and in most
cases renin was lower (68.1%) or within normal values. In 51 (36.2%) patients
ARR was increased due to the low renin concentration without aldosterone ex-
cess, most of them were older, with mild hypertension and on beta-blockers. The
diagnosis of PA was confirmed in 27 patients (8.6% of all hypertensive patients,
19.2% of patients with elevated ARR), all of them were characterized by long-term
moderate-to-severe hypertension or resistance to antihypertensive treatment.
Conclusions: The prevalence of PA constitutes 8.6% in patients with uncon-
trolled hypertension and 19.2% in patients with elevated ARR. False-positive ARR
results could be explained by low renin levels without aldosterone excess or sec-
ondary aldosteronism, indicating importance of evaluation of ARR in combination
with aldosterone and renin concentrations.
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P2997 | SPOTLIGHT
Cell-in-cell proliferation of resident cardiac stem cells inside mature
cardiomyocytes in the primary culture of rat myocardial cells

G.B. Belostotskaya1, I.V. Nerubatskaya2. 1Sechenov Institute of Evolutionary
Physiology and Biochemistry of Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg,
2Federal Almazov Medical Research Centre, St. Petersburg, Russian Federation

“Cell-in-cell structures” (CICSs) usually defined as specific inclusions within the
cells containing living cells of the same or distinct type have been described in
hematopoietic, immune, tumor and other cells. In this report, we first demon-
strated the formation of CICSs in the mammalian cardiac myocytes. Vacuoles
containing multiple cardiac stem cells (CSCs) belonging to c-kit+ -, Sca+ - and
Isl1+ subtypes were identified within mature cardiac myocytes in the primary cul-
ture of myocardial cells of newborn, 20- and 40-day-old rats. CSC-containing vac-
uoles were localized near the host cell nucleus or between two nuclei (Fig. 1A).
The rate of CICSs occurrence was found to be ∼1–2 per 100.000 myocardial
cells. CSCs confined to CICS expressed Ki67 antigen, what is suggestive of their
proliferation and growth within the vacuoles inside CICSs (Fig. 1B, C). Over the
time of culturing, the outer membrane of CSC vacuoles has been shown to be-
come more thick and rigid, forming a hard capsule to isolate CSCs from host cell
cytoplasm. Two to five small openings (micropyles) have been identified in the
outer membrane of advanced CICSs, potentially serving the purpose of gas and
metabolite exchange between the CSCs and a host cell (Fig. 1B). Expression of
cardiac-specific proteins (α-sarcomeric actin and sarcomeric α-actinin) suggests
that the host cells are mature cardiac myocytes (Fig. 1A-C). It was also found
that CICSs development is finalized by the rupture of the capsule, followed by the
release of cardiac marker-positive CSCs-derived transitory cells (Fig. 1D).

Figure 1. Cell-in-cell CSC development.

On the basis of these data, we hypothesized that self-renewal of mammalian
myocardium may, at least in part, occur by means of proliferation and partial dif-
ferentiation of CICSs-embedded CSCs inside the mature cardiomyocytes.

P2998 | BENCH
Characterization and differentiation potential of porcine induced
pluripotent stem cells

M. Dressen1, H. Lahm1, K. Adamczyk1, D. Schrambke1, S. Doppler1,
M.A. Deutsch1, R. Lange2, M. Krane1. 1German Heart Center of Munich,
Department of Cardiovascular Surgery, Division of Experimental Surgery,
Munich, Germany; 2German Heart Center of Munich, Department of
Cardiovascular Surgery, Munich, Germany

Purpose: Up to now, the promising regenerative potential of induced pluripo-
tent stem (iPS) cells is mostly investigated in small animal models. Therefore, we
aimed to generate porcine iPS cells as a first step towards a large animal model.
Methods: Induced pluripotent stem cells were generated by lentiviral transduction
of huOCT4, huSOX2, huKLF4 and huc-MYC in adipose tissue-derived fibroblasts.
Quantitative RT-PCR was used to validate the expression of pluripotency markers
like pGDF3 and pNANOG as well as mRNA levels of endogenous and exogenous
reprogramming factors. Additionally, pluripotency was demonstrated in living cells
by application of gene-specific nanoflares. Undirected differentiation of piPS cells
was performed in analogy to human protocols. Gene expression of all three germ
layers as well as cardiac transcription factors and cardiac TropT was analyzed by
quantitative RT-PCR.
Results: First colonies appeared 16 days after transduction and could be suc-
cessfully established after 3 weeks. Further culturing of generated porcine iPS
was possible for more than 60 passages. Beside the expression of all four ex-
ogenous and endogenous reprogramming factors, the established piPS cell lines
stained positive using specific GDF3 and NANOG nanoflare probes. Upon differ-
entiation the expression of marker genes for ectoderm (KRT14), endoderm (AFP)
and mesoderm (HAND1) were strongly increased confirming the capacity of the
iPS cells to differentiate into all three germ layers. The expression of NKX2.5
and TBX5 peaked during undirected in vitro differentiation at day 6. Surprisingly
an early peak of the mesodermal marker MESP1 could not be detected over
time. Corresponding to an increased expression of the cardiac transcription fac-
tors TBX5 and NKX2.5 an induction of cardiac TropT could be documented after
three weeks.
Conclusion: Our results show that piPS cell lines could retain a long-term stable
phenotype and harbor the potential to differentiate into all three germ layers. The
expression kinetics of the cardiac transcription factors NKX2.5 and TBX5 nicely
correlate with the situation in human and murine in vitro models.

P2999 | BENCH
Transplantation of adipose tissue mesenchymal cells conjugated with
PLGA microspheres promotes revascularization and tissue repair in a
murine model of acute myocardial infarction

R. Madonna1, L. Petrov2, M.A. Teberino3, J.-P. Karam4, F.V. Renna3,
C. Montero-Menei4, S. Yla-Hertualla2, R. De Caterina3 on behalf of Working
Group on Cellular Biology of the Heart. 1Texas Heart Institute, Houston, United
States of America; 2A.I. Virtanen Institute for Molecular Sciences, Kuopio,
Finland; 3Institute of Cardiology, “G. d’Annunzio” University, Italy; 4INSERM
U 1066, Laboratoire d’Ingénierie de la Vectorisation Particulaire, Université
d’Angers, Angers, France

Objective: Adipose tissue-derived mesenchymal stromal cells (AT-MSCs) may
contribute repairing ischemic cardiovascular tissue. We examined whether poly
(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) microspheres functionalized with vascular endothe-
lial growth factor (VEGF) enhance survival, growth, and differentiation of AT-
MSCs, and the therapeutic efficacy of transplanted AT-MSCs conjugated with
VEGF-microspheres or injection of conditioned medium from AT-MSCs in a
murine model of acute myocardial infarction (AMI).
Methods: Twelve month-old male C57BL/6 mice underwent coronary artery
ligation, followed by randomization into 7 groups (n=5/group): Sham opera-
tion, AMI control (saline 20 μl), intramyocardial injection with AT-MSCs only
(2.5x105 cells/20 μl), or concentrated medium from AT-MSCs (CM, 20 μl), or
AT-MSCs (2.5x105 cells/20 μl) conjugated with empty microspheres or VEGF-
microspheres.
Results: VEGF-microspheres did not impact proliferation or osteogenic and adi-
pogenic differentiation of AT-MSCs. Conversely, H2O2-induced apoptosis was in-
hibited in AT-MSCs conjugated with VEGF-microspheres, and this effect was de-
pendent on the VEGF/Akt axis. AT-MSCs conjugated with VEGF-microspheres
were more pro-angiogenic than AT-MSCs alone. AT-MSCs conjugated with VEGF-
microspheres and CM decreased the area of fibrosis and increased myogenic
marker expression, arteriogenesis, number of cardiac-resident c-Kit positive cells
and fractional shortening when transplanted into the infarcted hearts of C57 mice
(Fig. 1; N=5, **vs no ligation; °°<0,01 °<0,05 vs ligation-PBS treated).

Figure 1. Fibrosis area and cKit-pos cells

Conclusions: The delivery of the AT-MSCs conjugated with VEGF-microspheres
or injection of CM may have therapeutic applications for enhancing arteriogenesis
and survival of AT-MSCs and for improving left ventricular function after AMI.

P3000 | BENCH
Intravenous transplantation of c-kit-positive resident cardiac stem
cells ameliorates left ventricular remodeling in pressure overload

A. Kazakov1, R. Hall2, F. Lammert2, M. Boehm1, U. Laufs1. 1Saarland
University Hospital, Department of Internal Medicine III, Cardiology, Homburg,
Germany; 2Saarland University Hospital, Department of Internal Medicine II,
Gastroenterology, Homburg, Germany

Aims: Recent investigations demonstrate participation of c-kit (CD117)pos resi-
dent cardiac stem cells (RCSC) in myocardial repair. Hence, we investigated the
influence of intravenous transplantation of c-kitpos RCSC on cardiac remodeling
induced by pressure overload.
Methods and results: c-kitpos linneg GFPposRCSC were isolated by mag-
netic activated cell sorting from enzymatically dispersed whole hearts of 10-
week-old male C57Bl/6-Tg (ACTb-EGFP)1Osb/J mice expressing green fluores-
cent protein (GFP) ubiquitary. RCSC were cultured and expanded in cell cul-
ture. Immunostaining revealed that 80% of cells expressed Oct3/4 in the nu-
cleus. RCSC cultivated for 5 weeks in differentiation medium expressed mark-
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ers of endothelial cells (podocalyxin 16.7±5%), smooth muscle cells (α-smooth
muscle actin 28.2±5.2%) and cardiomyocytes (cardiac troponin 9.7±2%). 10-
week-old male C57/Bl6N wildtype (WT) mice were subjected to transverse aor-
tic constriction (TAC, 360 μm) or sham-operation (SHAM). For transplantation,
5x105 RCSC or stem cell buffer were infused in the tail vein 24 h post TAC and
divided into four groups: SHAM+RCSC, TAC+RCSC, SHAM+buffer, TAC+buffer
(n=6-13 per group) and analysed after 35 days. TAC significantly increased the
number of the c-kitpos linneg GFPposRCSC in the left ventricle (LV) (TAC+RCSC
571±16.5/mm2 vs. SHAM+RCSC 237±27/mm2, p<0.05). GFPpos cardiomy-
ocytes were identified in 4 TAC+RCSC mice. GFPposcells were also found in
the bone marrow, spleen, lungs, kidneys and liver of RCSC-transplanted mice.
In the liver of 5 RCSC-transplanted animals GFPpos hepatocytes were de-
tected. Transplantation of RCSC in TAC mice prevented hypertrophy and fi-
brosis: cardiomyocyte cross-sectional area (TAC+RCSC 301±20, TAC+buffer
380±22, SHAM+RCSC 255±16.8, SHAM+buffer 261±23μm2, p<0.05), LV fibro-
sis assessed by picrosirius red staining (TAC+RCSC 5±0.7, TAC+buffer 9.2±1.3,
SHAM+RCSC 1.5±0.3, SHAM+buffer 2.7±0.5%, p<0.01), collagen Iα2 mRNA
(TAC+RCSC 83.6±10, TAC+buffer 139±31, SHAM+RCSC 92±19, SHAM+buffer
100±22%, p<0.05) were reduced. Density of endothelial (CD31pos) cells
(TAC+RCSC 5730±302, TAC+buffer 4718±156, SHAM+RCSC 5158±311,
SHAM+buffer 4069±365 per mm2, p<0.05) and brain natriuretic peptide
(BNP) mRNA (TAC+RCSC 1071.8±347.7, TAC+buffer 439±144, SHAM+RCSC
274±105.8, SHAM+buffer 100±14.8%, p<0.05) were increased in the LV of ani-
mals transplanted with RCSC.
Conclusions: Intravenous transplantation of c-kitposlinneg resident cardiac stem
cells ameliorates left ventricular remodeling in pressure overload by decreasing
cardiomyocyte hypertrophy, fibrosis and increasing endothelial cell density and
BNP expression.

P3001 | BENCH
Inhibition of microRNA-195 ameliorates aged stem cell function for
cardiac repair through telomere re-lengthening

M. Okada1, H.K. Kim2, M.A. Ashraf2, J.K. Kawabe1, N.H. Hasebe1. 1Asahikawa
Medical University, Division of Cardiology, Nephrology, Pulmonology and
Neurology, Department of Internal Medicine, Asahikawa, Japan; 2University of
Cincinnati, Pathology and Lab medicine, Cincinnati, United States of America

Background: Decline in stem cell function aggravates aging process. Recently,
we found age-induced microRNA (miR)-195 targets telomerase reverse transcrip-
tase (TERT) in bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs), and in-
hibition of miR-195 induced telomere re-lengthening in aged BMSCs. However,
the effect of miR-195 on stem cell function and in cardiac repair is unknown.
Methods and results: We transfected aged BMSCs isolated from 24month-
old mice with lentiviral anti-miR-195 to knockdown. Inhibition of miR-195 sig-
nificantly reactivated Tert and Sirt1 along with telomere re-lengthening in aged
BMSCs. Furthermore we injected BMSCs transfected with miR-195 inhibitor into
the infarcted heart using mouse left anterior descending artery ligation model. 4
weeks after transplantation, LVEF, LVEDV, TEI index were significantly improved
in transplantation of anti-miR-195 transfected group as compared to scramble
control group, as assessed by echocardiography. Histological analysis of anti-
miR-195 transfected group indicated less fibrosis and smaller infarction size along
with higher angiomyogenesis as compared to control group. Moreover, significant
telomere lengthening (Q-FISH analysis) and higher expression of anti-aging fac-
tors were observed in the heart lacking miR-195 (RT-PCR and Western blot).
Conclusions: Inhibition of age-induced miR-195 significantly restored telom-
erase expression in aged BMSCs, and transplantation of BMSCs lacking miR-
195 improved cardiac function. The ability to use autologous, rejuvenated aged
BMSCs by miR-195 inhibition is a novel therapeutic strategy for cardiac disease.

P3002 | BENCH
Purified exosomes from human cardiac progenitor cells improve
cardiac function after myocardial infarction in vivo

L. Barile1, E. Cervio1, V. Lionetti2, M. Matteucci2, T. Torre1, T. Moccetti1,
G. Vassalli1. 1Foundation “Cardiocentro Ticino”, Lugano, Switzerland;
2Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies, Pisa, Italy

Background: Cardiac progenitor cell (CPC) transplantation improves cardiac
function after myocardial infarction. Exosomes (Exo) are secreted nano-sized
membrane vesicles that act as intercellular carriers of proteins and RNAs. Here,
we investigated the role of Exo in the paracrine secretion by human CPCs (Exo-
CPC), as compared to those from normal human fibroblasts (Exo-NHDF).
Methods: CPC were derived from atrial explants of patients who underwent heart
valve surgery. Exo were precipitated with ExoQuickTM. Cytoprotective and proan-
giogenic assays were performed with mouse cardiomyocytes (CM) and human
endothelial cells (HUVEC), respectively. The in vivo effects of Exo- CPC and Exo-
NHDF were tested in a rat model of acute myocardial infarction.
Results: In vitro, Exo- CPC significantly reduced starvation-induced CM apop-
tosis by 59% (p<0.05), whereas Exo-NHDF did not. They also stimulated tube
formation by HUVEC in Matrigel (total tube length 7912.38±1076 a.u.) compared
with Exo-NHDF (total tube length 5095.25±747 a.u.; p<0.05). When injected into
infarcted rat hearts, Exo-CPC, but not Exo-NHDF, significantly reduced infarct
scar (0.58±0.08 a.u. vs. Exo-NHDF, 0.76±0.01 a.u.; p<0.05) while increasing

new vessel formation (84±13 vs. 34±5 vessels/mm2; p<0.01). Left ventricular
ejection fraction decreased from baseline to 7 days in hearts injected with PBS (-
21.3±4.5%) or Exo-NHDF (-12±6.3%) but was maintained in those injected with
Exo-CPC (+0.8±6.8%; p<0.05 vs. PBS).

Figure 1. Exo.

Conclusions: Exo accounts for proangiogenic and antiapoptotic activities of hu-
man CPCs. Exo-CPC injected into infarcted hearts improves cardiac function
early after MI. As a cell-free product, Exo-CPC has a potential for circumvent-
ing many of the limitations of cell therapy for cardiac repair.

P3003 | BENCH
Protein disulfide isomerase is a fundamental regulating factor of
cardiac stem cell survival during hypoxia

D. D’amario, A.M. Leone, A. Severino, M. Manchi, A. Siracusano, L. Ottaviani,
F. Crea. Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Institute of Cardiology, Rome,
Italy

The human heart is a self-renewing organ characterized by the presence of c-kit-
positive cardiac stem cell (hCSC) stored in niches and widespread within the my-
ocardium. Stem cell niches are exposed to low oxygen tension and this metabolic
adaptation offers a selective advantage to CSC compared to terminally differen-
tiated cells, such as myocytes, during hypoxia. However, the molecular mecha-
nisms are poorly understood. Protein disulfide isomerase (PDI), is a member of
the unfolded protein response, which is activated to prevent protein misfolding
during stress, as occurs during ischemia.
The objective of this work was to determine whether PDI is present and functional
in CSC and it is involved in the preservation of the stem cell pool during hypoxia.
Surgical specimens were collected from the atrial and ventricular myocardium
of 21 patients and hCSCs and myocytes were isolated. This cohort of patients
included 10 women and 11 men affected by ischemic cardiomyopathy; 11 patients
also had diabetes. Age was comparable in women and men. The yield of CSCs
harvested from each sample did not vary with age or diabetes.
The PDI was very low expressed in the myocytes, sampled from the ventricles and
atria of the patients investigated. Interestingly, by qRT-PCR, a 2000-fold difference
was found in PDI expression comparing CSC and myocytes. Subsequently, the
effects of hypoxia (1% O2) were studied in hCSCs in vitro and analyzed at 12,
24, 48 and 96 hours. With respect to differentiated cells, CSC showed consis-
tently higher expression of PDI both at RNA and protein levels. Moreover, hy-
poxia led to upregulation of HIF1α transcripts in a time dependent manner. This
results were coupled with an increase of the transcripts for the stemness associ-
ated genes Oct4, Nanog and IGF-1R in hCSC. Moreover, a high correlation was
found between the expression of PDI in the CSC and the left ventricular remod-
eling evaluated 5 months after revascularization. A significant direct correlation
between improvement of ejection fraction at FU and hCSC length of telomeres
(p<0.01; R2 0.33) telomerase activity (p<0.05; R2 0.38) and PDI expression was
observed (p<0.05; R2 0.41).
In conclusion, our data indicate PDI is a key regulator of CSC response to hy-
poxia and favors the conservation of their undifferentiated phenotype and most
importantly their potential activation after injury.

ILLUMINATING THE VALVE WITH CARDIOVASCULAR
MAGNETIC RESONANCE

P3004 | BEDSIDE
Biventricular heart remodeling after percutaneous and surgical
pulmonary valve implantation: a CMR study

F.R. Pluchinotta, F. Secchi, G. Butera, M. Carminati, F. Sardanelli, M. Lombardi.
IRCCS Policlinico San Donato, Milano, Italy

Purpose: Percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation (PPVI) is an alternative to
surgical pulmonary valve replacement (SPVR) in selected patients with congen-
ital right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) obstruction. Objective of this study is to
evaluate the medium-term impact of PVVI and SPVR on biventricular function as
assessed by cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR).
Methods: From 2008 to 2013, 33 patients (20±8 yy) underwent PPVI, while
16 patients (30±11 yy) underwent SPVR. A cono-truncal disease was present
in 29/49 patients, previous Ross operation in 9/49. CMR was performed before
and after an average of 10 months (range 3-15). Ventricular measurements were
made on short-axis SSFP cine images.
Results: Results are summarized in table 1. The right ventricular end-diastolic
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volume index (RVEDVI) decreased significantly for both procedures. Right ventric-
ular ejection fraction (RVEF) increased significantly in the SPVR group compared
to the PPVI patients. The left ventricular end-diastolic volume index (LVEDVI) in-
creased more significantly after the procedure in the PPVI group; while changes
were less evident and delayed in the SPVR patients. Left ventricular stroke vol-
ume index (LVSVI) increased in both groups after the procedure. There was an
inverse correlation between the RV and LVEDVI: as the RVEDVI decreased in the
follow-up, the LVEDVI increased.

Pre and post pulmonary valve replacement

PVVI pre PPVI post P value SPVR pre SPVR post P value

RVEDVI (ml/m2) 81±37 68±16 0.03 142±34 88±21 ≤0.01
RVESVI (ml/m2) 43±35 32±13 ≤0.01 75±29 41±15 ≤0.01
RVSVI (ml/m2) 36±11 35±9 NS 71±40 47±13 ≤0.01
RVEF (%) 49±14 53±1 2 NS 46±11 53±9 0.03
LVEDVI (ml/m2) 66±16 74±17 ≤0.01 61±7 66±12 ≤0.05
LVESVI (ml/m2) 28±10 32±12 ≤0.01 24±7 25±7 NS
LVSVI (ml/m2) 38±12 41±11 0.04 35±10 40±8 ≤0.05
LVEF (%) 57±10 56±11 NS 60±9 62±6 NS

Conclusions: Improvement of RVOT function is associated with reduction of RV
volume and positive effects on ventricular–ventricular interaction supported by the
increased LVSVI after the procedure. In the follow-up LV function improvement is
delayed in the SPVR group. Medium-term follow-up shows permanent beneficial
effect of pulmonary valve replacement in both groups.

P3005 | BEDSIDE
Which cardiac magnetic resonance derived parameter predicts better
the need for invasive treatment in aortic coarctation?

B. Igual Munoz1, A.H.C. Hernandez Caballero2, R.L.V. Lopez Vilella3,
P.A. Alonso3, A.A.L.H. Andres Lahuerta3, A.M.G. Maceira Gonzalez1,
J.E.E. Estornell Erill1, D.D.V. Domingo Valero3, F.V.M. Valera Martinez3,
A.M.A. Montero Argudo3. 1ERESA-Hospital La Fe, Valencia, Spain; 2University
Hospital Virgen de la Victoria, Malaga, Spain; 3Hospital La Fe, Valencia, Spain

Severity of aortic coarctation (AC) is actually evaluated using clinical and imaging
parameters in a comprehensive manner. We aim to analyze which cardiac mag-
netic resonance (CMR) derived parameters predicts better the need for surgical
or percutaneous treatment of aortic coarctation.
Methods: Consecutive patients (p) with AC referred for CMR were selected. Pa-
tients with significant degree of aortic hypoplasia or loss of follow up were ex-
cluded. Clinical data were obtained reviewing medical records with a range of
follow up of 6-70 months. CMR protocol includes: 1.Angiographic evaluation with
multiplanar reconstructions to estimate the minimum diameter indexed by body
surface area (MDi) and relative stenosis (RE) referred to the diameter of distal de-
scending aorta; 2. Physiological evaluation with phase-contrast sequences quan-
tifying maximum velocity post-coarctation (MV), derived gradient and flow pattern
in descending aorta expressed as flow increase rate (FIR = distal descending
aorta flow – proximal descending aorta flow)/proximal descending aorta flow %.)
Results: Eighty patients (p), mean age (25+ 15 years), 9 excluded, 42 (59%)
male, 36 (50%) native coarctation, 20 p required treatment during follow-up and in
13 of them it was surgical. MDi, RE and FIR were significantly associated with the
need of surgical or percutaneus treatment. Area under receiver operator charac-
teristics curves (AUC), statistical significance, cut-off points and confidence limits
are shown in the table.

Diagnostic performance of CMR variables

Variable AUC Significance Confidence Cut-0ff Sens Spe

MDi 0,71 0,01 0.53–0.89 7 mm2/m2 71% 70%
FIR 0,89 0,001 0.78–0.9 15% 84% 95%
RE 0,83 0,001 0,52–0.9 48% 81% 75%

MDi, minimum diameter indexed by body surface area; FIR, flow increase rate; RE, relative steno-
sis.

Conclusions: 1. Flow pattern in descending aorta expressed as flow increase
rate is the CMR parameter that predicts better the need for invasive treatment of
aortic coarctation 2. FIR ≥15% predicts the need for invasive treatment with Sens
84% Esp 95%.

P3006 | BEDSIDE
Diagnostic performance and severity criteria of cardiac magnetic
resonance methods to evaluate mitral regurgitation related to
comprehensive echocardiographic assessment

B. Igual Munoz1, V.M.P. Miro Palau2, A.B.M. Bel Minguez2, R.L.V. Lopez
Vilella2, A.M.G. Maceira Gonzalez1, J.E.E. Estornell Erill1, A.A.L.H. Andres La
Huerta2, A.Q. Quesada2, P.A.D. Alonso Dominguez2, A.M.A. Montero Argudo2.
1ERESA-Hospital La Fe, Valencia, Spain; 2Hospital La Fe, Valencia, Spain

Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) derived quantitative and semi-quantitative
methods to asses severity of mitral regurgitation (MR) had been validated in sev-
eral reports but their diagnostic performance and severity criteria are not fully
established.
Objectives: To study diagnostic performance and to develop severity criteria of
usual CMR methods related to comprehensive echocardiographic assessment.

Methods: Consecutive patients (p) with MR referred for a CMR and echocar-
diographic study were prospectively included. Patients with other causes of vol-
ume overload were excluded. Echocardiographic severity was determined using
a comprehensive protocol recommended by ASE. Left and right ventricular stroke
volume (LVSV, RVSV) were obtained by CMR short axis cine sequences. Regur-
gitant volume index (RVi) determined by ventricular stroke volume difference and
regurgitant fraction (RF) were also analyzed. Regurgitant orifice area was mea-
sured by planimetry in a phase encoded sequence obtained at the level of the
mitral valve leaflets and indexed to body surface area (ROi).
Results: Sixty seven p were included, 51 males (76%). Of them, 35 (52%) had mi-
tral valve prolapse, 11 (16%) coronary artery disease, 9 (16%) dilated cardiomy-
opathy, 4 (6%) hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and 8p (11%) other aetiologies. Fifty
three patients had severe MR. Area under receiver operator characteristic curves
(AUC), best cut-off points of sensitivity, specificity, confidence interval and statis-
tical significance are shown in the table.

AUC Significance Confidence Cut-off Sensitivity Specificity

RV 0.82 0.009 0.61–0.96 46ml 73% 86%
RVi 0.85 0.003 0.73–0.97 22ml/m2 81% 86%
RF 0.78 0.01 0.61–0.95 34% 81% 72%
RO 0.85 0.004 0.72–0.97 0.65cm2 64% 100%
ROi 0.88 0.002 0.76–0,99 0.25cm2/m2 78% 86%

RV: Regurgitant volume; RVi: Regurgitant volume index; RF: Regurgitant fraction; RO: Regurgi-
tant orifice área; ROi: Regurgitant orifice area indexed to body surface area.

Conclusions: 1. CMR methods had good diagnostic performance related to
echocardiography. 2. ROi is the method with best diagnostic performance and
a ROi greater than 0,25cm2/m2 predicts severe MR with sensitivity of 78% and
specificity of 86%.

P3007 | BEDSIDE
Determination of turbulent kinetic energy via phase-contrast-MRI for
the assessment of aortic stenosis severity

A. Gotschy1, C. Binter2, S.H. Suendermann3, R. Manka1, S. Kozerke2.
1University Hospital Zurich, Department of Cardiology, Zurich, 2University and
ETH Zurich, Institute for Biomedical Engineering, Zurich, 3University Hospital
Zurich, Division of Cardiovascular Surgery, Zurich, Switzerland

Introduction: In patients with aortic stenosis, cardiac load is increased due to
energy losses in post-stenotic turbulent flow patterns. Clinical measures to de-
termine the significance of aortic stenosis are either invasive or often found to
misclassify disease severity. Phase-contrast MRI (PC-MRI) offers the possibility
to quantify turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) which is a measure of the energy dis-
sipated in turbulent flow. This energy is hypothesized to provide a more exact
indicator of the additional work load of the heart. As part of an ongoing study, this
work investigates the total TKE in the aorta in patients with different stages of
aortic stenosis.
Methods: Time-resolved 3D PC flow measurements with multiple first gradient
moments were employed to quantify velocities and turbulence intensities. For
analysis, the TKE over all voxels in the aortic arch were integrated (TKE_total)
and normalized by the stroke volume. 22 patients (69.8±13.3 years) were eval-
uated in this study. According to echocardiographically assessed mean pressure
gradient, 12 patients had severe (>40 mmHg) and 10 patients had mild to mod-
erate aortic stenosis (≤40 mmHg). Data is given as mean ± SD.
Results: In the group with severe aortic stenosis (2.87±0.91) mJ/ml and in the
group with mild to moderate aortic stenosis (1.81±0.48) mJ/ml the mean total
TKE differs highly significantly (P<0.003, Fig. 1a). However, there are patients
with identical pressure gradients and highly different energy losses (Fig. 1b & c)
and vice versa.

Figire 1. (a) TKE vs MPG; (b, c) TKE + flow patterns.

Conclusion: TKE differs highly significantly between patients with severe and
patients with mild to moderate aortic stenosis. The potential for improved classifi-
cation of patients with discrepant energy losses and pressure gradients has to be
evaluated in larger clinical trials.
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P3008 | BEDSIDE
Early onset of retrograde flow in the pulmonary artery measured by
cardiac mri as follow up marker in pulmonary hypertension

A. Rolf1, J. Rixe2, W.K. Kim1, C. Liebetrau1, J. Hoffmann1, B. Michaelsen1,
H. Moellmann1, H.M. Nef2, E. Mayer3, C. Hamm1. 1Kerckhoff-Heart-Center,
Bad Nauheim, Germany; 2Justus-Liebig University Giessen, Medical Clinic
I, Cardiology, Giessen, Germany; 3Kerckhoff-Thorax-Center, Bad Nauheim,
Germany

Background: Phase contrast gradient echo (PC-GRE) flow measurements have
become integral part in the work up of patients with pulmonary hypertension (PH)
by cardiac MRI. With increasing hypertension and vascular remodeling laminar
flow in the PA becomes turbulent. A vortex develops, which also contains negativ
flow. Exact quantification of flow is therefore hampered. However the onset of neg-
ativ flow can be used as a marker of PH itself. To study the onset of negativ flow
as a follow up marker of PH we studied 26 patients with chronic thrombembolic
pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) before and after pulmonary endarterectomy
(PEA).
Methods: 26 patients with CTEPH were studied on a 1.5 T Scanner before and
after PEA by PC-GRE measurements in standard fashion. The onset of negative
flow was computed as relative to the cycle duration, relative onset time (ROT).
Results were correlated with invasive measurements of PA mean pressure.
Results:Of the 26 patients examined, 18 showed negative flow before PEA, while
only 12 of the patients showed negativ flow after PEA (p=0.01). In those patients
which exhibited negative flow before and after PEA, the onset was significantly
delayed after PEA (ROT before PEA 9% vs. 15% after PEA, p=0.01). ROT was
intermediately correlated with PAmean pressure r=0.39 but because of the limited
sample only as a trend p=0.1.

Figure 1. 3D representation of flow (+/−)

Conclusion: The onset of negative flow is well suited as a follow up marker for
pulmonary hypertension, which could be shown in a cohort of CTEPH patients
before and after PEA.

P3009 | BEDSIDE
Quantification by CMR of peri-prosthetic aortic regurgitation after TAVI

E. Salaun, T. Cuisset, A. Jacquier, D. Grisoli, A. Theron, N. Jaussaud,
M. Lambert, F. Collart, J.L. Bonnet, G. Habib. Hospital La Timone of Marseille,
Cardiologie, Marseille, France

Aims: Peri-prosthetic aortic regurgitation (Peri-AR) after TAVI has been associ-
ated with increased mortality. Quantification of Peri-AR is difficult after TAVI and
needs the combination of hemodynamic, angiographic and echocardiographic pa-
rameters. The aim of this study is to assess the value of cardiovascular magnetic
resonance (CMR) with the technique of phase contrast velocity mapping for the
quantification of Peri-AR.
Methods: 30 patients underwent TAVI (COREVALVE (CV), n=10; or EDWARDS
SAPIEN XT (EDXT), n=20) in our center between November 2012 and au-
gust 2013. AR severity was assessed using both transthoracic echocardiography
(TTE), following the VARC criteria, and CMR. Both CMR and TTE were performed
5 days after TAVI. Invasively measured Aortic Regurgitation index (AR index) was
obtained during TAVI in 26 patients.
Results: 30 patients were included, 20 with ED XT and 10 with CV. Peri-AR were
graded by TTE as mild in 22, moderate in 3 and severe in 5 patients. The mean re-
gurgitant volume and the mean regurgitant fraction by CMR were 5.5 ml and 9.2%
for mild Peri-AR, 16.7 ml and 20.3% for moderate and 34.6 ml and 46.8% for se-
vere Peri-AR, respectively, with significant differences between the three groups
(p<0.005). A regurgitant fraction <14%, discriminates mild from moderate/severe
peri-AR with a 100% sensivity and 82% specificity (AUC 0.95). The reproducibil-
ity of CMR was excellent, with a coefficient of correlation at 0.99 for the intra and
inter-operators variability. The mean AR index was 29.4 for mild Peri-AR and 13.8
for moderate/severe Peri-AR. Three patients were classified as mild Peri-AR by
TTE but moderate/severe Peri-AR by AR index. For these 3 patients, FR by CMR
was >14%, suggesting a possible underestimation of Peri-AR severity by TTE in
some cases.
Conclusion: CMR is a reliable method for assessing the severity of peri-AR using
FR determination. In some cases CMR can correct an underestimation by TTE.

A future prospective study should assess the FR as a predictor of morbidity and
mortality in the follow up after TAVI.

P3010 | BEDSIDE
Associations between native myocardial T1 and diastolic function
evaluated by PC-CMR in patients with severe aortic valve stenosis

F. Pontnau1, N. Kachenoura2, G. Soulat1, G. Ashrafpoor1, M. Graves3,
L. Perdrix1, V. Zhygalina1, B. Diebold1, J.N. Fabiani1, E. Mousseaux1. 1AP-HP -
European Hospital Georges Pompidou, Paris, France; 2University Pierre & Marie
Curie Paris VI, Paris, France; 3Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, United
Kingdom

Purpose: To assess the relationship between the presence of myocardial intersti-
tial fibrosis as reflected by the increase in native T1 values and alterations in left
ventricular (LV) diastolic function evaluated by phase contrast cardiac magnetic
resonance (PC-CMR), in subjects with severe aortic valve stenosis (AVS).
Methods: We studied 20 subjects (71±10 years) with severe AVS including 19
with a preserved ejection fraction. All patients underwent transthoracic echocar-
diogram (TTE) and cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) exams. CMR included
conventional LV systolic function and delayed enhancement evaluations as well
as a native T1 mapping acquisition using the modified Look-Locker inversion re-
covery sequence and velocity encoding data of the transmitral inflow for the eval-
uation of LV diastolic function. These latter CMR data were analyzed using cus-
tom software resulting in segmental T1 values and diastolic parameters such as
transmitral peak velocities (E, A), peak flow rates (Ef, Af), filling volume (FV), and
myocardial peak velocities.
Results: For all patients, TTE revealed the presence of severe AVS accord-
ing to ESC criteria (aortic valve area indexed to BSA= 0.43±0.09 cm2/m2 and
mean gradient 54±14mmHg). When compared to CMR data of 34 elderly con-
trols (60±8 years) despite the preserved ejection fraction (patients=66±10%;
controls=66±4%), diastolic parameters indicated an impaired LV relaxation in pa-
tients with severe AVS. Importantly, while dense fibrosis volume quantified from
delayed enhancement images was not related to diastolic function parameters,
a significant relation was found between native myocardial T1 values and pa-
rameters of LV filling such as: the ratio between the peak filling rate and the peak
atrial rate EfMR/AfMR (r=0.51; p<0.05); the ratio between the peak atrial rate and
the filling volume Af/FVMR (r=0.67; p<0.05); and the peak atrial rate Af (r=0.63;
p<0.05).
Conclusions: Interstitial myocardial fibrosis assessed non-invasively by native
T1 is related to the severity of diastolic dysfunction in subjects with severe AVS.

IMPROVING OUTCOMES IN STEMI

3034 | BEDSIDE
A national PCI network and a pharmacoinvasive strategy, keys of
success of the Romanian STEMI program

G.P. Tatu-Chitoiu1, D. Deleanu2, A. Petris3, C. Macarie2, C. Arsenescu
Georgescu4, L. Petrescu5, R. Capalneanu6, I. Benedek7, F. Ortan8,
D. Vinereanu9 on behalf of RO-STEMI investigators. 1Spitalul Clinic de Urgenta
“Floreasca”, Bucharest, Romania; 2Institute of Cardiovascular Diseases “Prof.
Dr. CC Iliescu”, Bucharest, Romania; 3Sf. Spiridon Emergency Hospital, Clinic
I Medical, Iasi, Romania; 4Cardiovascular Diseases Institute Prof. Dr. George
I.M. Georgescu, Iasi, Romania; 5Institute of Cardiovascular Diseases, Timisoara,
Romania; 6University of Medicine and Pharmacy of Cluj Napoca, Cluj Napoca,
Romania; 7County Emergency Hospital of Targu Mures, Targu Mures, Romania;
8ICCO Clinics, Brasov, Romania; 9University Emergency Hospital of Bucharest,
Bucharest, Romania

Background: 1. A national network for interventional therapy (PCI) in patients
(pts) with ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) was opened in Romania in
August 2010. 2. In real life it is difficult to perform primary angioplasty (PPCI)
within the first 2 hours after the first medical contact (FMC) as guidelines rec-
ommend. In these circumstances the pre-transfer therapy (thrombolysis, an-
tiplatelets, anticoagulants) are recommended.
Objective: To evaluate the in-hospital mortality in STEMI pts treated in Romania
between January 1st 2009–December 31st, 2013, respectively before the imple-
mentation of the national STEMI network and for the first 4 years after opening
the Romanian national program for interventional therapy in STEMI pts.
Methods: Romania has a 19 million inhabitants. According to the our RO-STEMI
registry (opened in 1997) 15000 STEMI pts are admitted every year in the Roma-
nian hospitals. In 2010 the national STEMI network was based on 10 PCI centers
organized in a 24/7 system. The number of PCI centers increased to 14 in 2013.
Based on a regional dispatch system the STEMI pts were either directly trans-
ported to the PPCI centers (if within the first 2 hours after the first medical contact)
or after local thrombolysis (if time of transport was longer). The protocol recom-
mended aspirin, bolus of unfractionated heparin and loading dose of clopidogrel
in all pts. before transfer to the PCI centers. Data of STEMI pts were recorded in
the central database of the Romanian registry on STEMI (RO-STEMI).
Results: Between 2009 – 2013 the RO-STEMI registry recorded data from 33222
STEMI pts. Pts treated by PCI progressively increased from 19.5% (2009) to
60.9% (2013). The culprit coronary artery was found as opened in 40% of pts
before the angioplasty and stenting. Pts treated by thrombolysis decreased from
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21.7% (2009) to 5.6% (2013) and pts. not undergoing reperfusion therapy de-
creased from 58.8% (2009) to 33.22% (2013). The in-hospital mortality decreased
from 13,5% (2009) to 12,2%, 9,93%, 8,19% and 8,20% in 2010, 2011, 2012 and
2013, respectively.
Conclusion: Implementation of a pharmacoinvasive strategy consisting in a lim-
ited number of PCI centers but a large scale pre-transfer administration of an-
tiplatelets, anticoagulants with/without thrombolysis was followed in 3 years by a
40% decrease of the global in-hospital mortality with persistence of this result.

3035 | BEDSIDE
More rapid platelet inhibition with prehospital administration of 60 mg
prasugrel compared to 600 mg clopidogrel in patients with STEMI and
primary PCI. The double-blind, randomized ETAMI trial

U. Zeymer1, H.C. Mochmann2, B. Mark3, H. Thiele4, G. Montalescot5, R. Zahn3.
1Institut für Herzinfarktforschung, Ludwigshafen Am Rhein, Germany; 2Charite
- Campus Benjamin Franklin, Berlin, Germany; 3Heart Center Ludwigshafen,
Department of Cardiology, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany; 4Heart Center of
Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany; 5Hospital Pitie-Salpetriere, Paris, France

Objective: This study compared the onset of antiplatelet action of early treatment
with clopiogrel and prasugrel in patients with ST elevation myocardial infarction
(STEMI) scheduled for primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI).
Background: Little is known about the timing of onset of antiplatetet action after
a pre-PCI loading dose of clopidogrel or prasugrel in patients with STEMI.
Methods: This double-blind prospective study randomized 62 patients with
STEMI scheduled for primary PCI in the ambulance or the emergency department
to 60 mg prasugrel (n=31) or 60 mg clopidogrel (n=31). The primary endpoint was
the platetet reactivity index (PRI) measured with the VASP assay 2 hours after in-
take of the study medication. Secondary endpoints were PRI after 4 hours, TIMI
patency of the infarct related artery before and after PCI and clinical events until
day 30.
Results: The PRI after 2 hours (50.4+ 32.7 versus 66.3 + 22.2; p=0.035) and after
4 hours (39.1 + 27.5 54.5 + 49.3; p=0.038) were significantly lower with prasugrel
compared to clopidogrel. In addition the rate of patients with a PRI <50% was
higher with prasugrel compared to clopidogrel after 2 hours (46.7% versus 28.6%)
and after 4 hours (63.0% versus 38.9%). There were no significant differences in
TIMI 2/3 patency before PCI (45.2% versus 35.5%, p=0.43) and TIMI 3 patency
after PCI (88.5% versus 89.3%, p=0.92).
Conclusions: The pre-PCI administration of prasugrel in patients with STEMI
undergoing primary PCI was associated with a significant faster inhibition of ADP-
receptor inhibition compared to clopidogrel.

3036 | BEDSIDE
Is upstream heparin useful in patients with STEMI undergoing primary
intervention?

P. Rubartelli, D. Bartolini, S. Bellotti, G. Crimi, A. Iannone. Ospedale Villa Scassi,
Genoa, Italy

Purpose: Antiplatelet and antithrombotic agents in patients with STEMI are of-
ten started in ambulance. However, data supporting upstream administration of
heparin are very limited. We sought to evaluate the outcomes of STEMI patients
receiving upstream heparin in comparison to patients who were given heparin
during the procedure.
Methods: Data of all STEMI patients presenting to our Hospital from January
2006 to December 2013 were analysed. After excluding patients treated with up-
stream IIb/IIIa GP inhibitors, we evaluated 836 patients, who were divided in 2
groups according to the timing of heparin administration.
Results: Baseline characteristics were similar in the 2 groups. Patients receiving
upstream heparin showed a lower use of procedural abciximab, a nonsignificant
trend towards both a higher rate of open vessel before PCI and TIMI III flow after
PCI, and a lower 30-day mortality (see table).

Upstream heparin Procedural heparin

No. of patients 425 411
Age 67±13.3 68±13.2
Females 30% 31%
Diabetes 22% 26%
Systolic BP 138±32 137±33
Killip class II–IV 10% 7%
Anterior STEMI 34% 34%
MV disease 43% 42%
Use of abciximab 50% 59%*
Symtom onset-to-balloon time 198 [133–301] 208 [134–365]
1st med contact-to-balloon time 83 [69–104] 78 [60–101]
TIMI flow II–III before PCI 35% 29%
TIMI flow III after PCI 85% 78%
Peak CKMB (ng/ml) 192±182 170±169
Pre-discharge LVEF 50±11 50±13
30-day mortality 4.5% 10.2%*

*P=0.001.

Conclusions: Upstream heparin in STEMI patients treated with primary PCI
might be associated with better reperfusion and even with lower mortality. Fur-
ther data are needed to confirm those observations.

3037 | BEDSIDE
Influence of early administration of heparin on initial patency of the
infarct related artery in patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarction
treated with primary angioplasty

T. Giralt, X. Carrillo, O. Rodriguez-Leor, E. Fernandez-Nofrerias, F. Rueda,
A. Curos-Abadal, J. Mauri, J. Serra-Flores, J.M. Viguer-Ribo, A. Bayes-Genis.
Germans Trias i Pujol Hospital, Cardiology Department, Badalona (Barcelona),
Spain

Background: Initial Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction (TIMI) flow is related to
mortality in ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction (STEMI) patients treated with pri-
mary angioplasty (PPCI). Although adjunctive treatment with unfractioned heparin
improves coronary patency, the benefit of early administration remains unclear.
Objectives: To investigate the effect of early administration of heparin compared
with administration in the cathlab in patients transferred from another hospital on
the initial patency of the infarct related artery (IRA) in patients treated with PPCI.
Methods: Retrospective analysis of 1326 consecutive patients treated with PPCI
(February 2007-December 2013) transferred to our centre, allocated in two
groups (group A: heparin administration before transfer, 758 patients (57%); B:
administration of heparin in the cathlab, 568 patients (43%). The effect of time
between symptoms onset and heparin administration (TS-HA) on artery patency
was assessed.
Results: Initial TIMI II-III flow grade in the IRA was 29.6% in group A vs 20.6%
in group B (p=0.002). TS-HA was related to initial TIMI II-III [33.2% vs 18%
(p<0.001) when administered <120 minutes; 29.2% vs 22.8% (p=0.03) between
120-240 minutes; 25% vs 28% >240 minutes (p=0.87)]. There were no differ-
ences in major bleeding. Multivariate analysis showed administration of heparin
before transfer as an independent predictor factor for initial TIMI II-III flow grade
(RR 1.64 IC (95%) [1.25-2.15], p<0.0001).

Early heparin administration-TIMI II-III.

Conclusion: In patients with STEMI transferred for PPCI, early administration of
heparin resulted in a higher initial patency of the IRA.

3038 | BEDSIDE
Post PCI anticoagulation after primary PCI: widely used but only
increases bleeding. Insights from a pooled analysis of the
HORIZONS-AMI and EUROMAX trials

G. Ducrocq1, A. Van T Hof2, U. Zeymer3, B. Witzenbichler4, R. Mehran5,
C. Hamm6, D. Bernstein7, J. Prats7, M. Deliargyris7, G. Stone8. 1AP-HP
- Hospital Bichat-Claude Bernard, Paris, France; 2Isala Clinics, Zwolle,
Netherlands; 3Klinikum Ludwigshafen, Ludwigshafen, Germany; 4Amper Clinic,
Dachau, Germany; 5Mount Sinai Medical Center, New York, United States of
America; 6Kerckhoff Clinic, Bad Nauheim, Germany; 7The Medicines Company,
Parsippany, United States of America; 8Columbia University Medical Center,
New York, United States of America

Background: After successful primary PCI, many sites routinely continue antico-
agulation despite an unclear risk to benefit ratio. The outcomes of this approach
have not been studied.
Methods: EUROMAX and HORIZONS-AMI were two international randomized
trials comparing bivalirudin to heparin with or without glycoprotein IIb/IIIa in-
hibitors in patients with STEMI treated with primary PCI. We collected the use
of post procedural anticoagulation (defined as unfractionated or low-molecular-
weight heparins or fondaparinux given after the catheterization laboratory) and
analyzed outcomes.
Results: Overall 5792 patients were available for analysis of whom 2387 (41.2%)
received post procedure anticoagulation. The composite outcome of death, re-
infarction or major bleeding (not related to bypass surgery) occurred in 10.7%
of patients who received anticoagulation post PCI vs 8.2% of those who did not
(RR: 1.31; 95%CI: 1.11-1.54). This was largely driven by an increase in protocol-
defined non-CABG related major bleeding (RR: 1.56; 95%CI: 1.28-1.92), which
was also observed when using other definitions for bleeding (TIMI major bleed-
ing: RR 1.83; 95%CI: 1.3-2.59). Logistic regression analysis showed that post-
PCI anticoagulation was an independent correlate of 30-day non-CABG protocol
defined major bleeding (OR: 1.357; 95%CI: 1.062-1.734) or TIMI major bleeding
(OR: 1.647; 95%CI: 1.122-2.416) but not of the composite outcome. There were
no significant differences in death, cardiac death, reinfarction or stent thrombosis
between the 2 groups.
Conclusion: In these two recent randomized international trials of primary PCI,
a sizeable fraction of patients (more than 40%) received prolonged anticoagula-
tion after primary PCI. This practice is associated with increased bleeding risk
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but no clear clinical benefit, and should be abandoned unless a clear indication
exists.

3039 | BEDSIDE
Intracoronary bivalirudin bolus during primary angioplasty improves
postprocedural angiographic flow and myocardial reperfusion indexes

A. Lupi1, A. Rognoni1, I. Porto2, G.G. Secco3, M. Lazzero1, C. Cavallino4,
G. Cossa4, R. Roberta1, R. Lidia1, A.S. Bongo1. 1AOU Maggiore dela Carità,
Cardiologia Ospedaliera, Novara, Italy; 2San Donato Hospital, Department
of Cardiology, Arezzo, Italy; 3Ospedali Riuniti Marche Nord, Cardiologia
Interventistica, Pesaro, Italy; 4Sant’Andrea Hospital, Cardiology, Vercelli, Italy

Aim: We prospectively investigated the feasibility and safety of intracoronary bi-
valirudin bolus administration during primary percutaneous coronary interven-
tions (PCI), comparing it with the standard intravenous route.
Background: Bivalirudin efficacy in the very first hours after primary PCI has
been questioned, due to increased acute stent thrombosis rates. Intracoronary
administration of the bivalirudin bolus might furnish an extremely high local drug
concentration without changing the global dose administered to the patient, with
a potential favorable effect over the pro-thrombotic milieu of the infarct related
artery.
Methods: In 245 consecutive patients treated with primary PCI we administered
intracoronary bivalirudin bolus followed by standard intravenous infusion. Post-
procedural coronary blood flow indexes and clinical reperfusion markers of these
patients were compared with a propensity score-matched cohort of primary PCI
patients treated with standard intravenous bivalirudin bolus plus infusion.
Results: Our study suggests safety similar bleeding episodes were observed in
the two groups. However we observed better TIMI frame count values (14.7 vs
17.9, P=0.001), higher rates of ≥70% ST resolution (72.7 vs 60.0%, p=0.004) and
lower postprocedural peak CK-MB levels (188.3±148.7 vs 242.1±208.1 Ui/dL,
P=0.025) in the intracoronary bolus group. Acute stent thrombosis was observed
only in 3 cases, all in the intravenous bolus group (P=NS). The results were sub-
stantially confirmed when analysis was restricted to patients with evidence of an
occluded infarct related artery before PCI.
Conclusion: In the population studied intracoronary bivalirudin bolus during pri-
mary PCI is safe and might improve results obtained through the standard intra-
venous route over postprocedural coronary flow and clinical myocardial reperfu-
sion.

3040 | BEDSIDE
The impact of thrombus aspiration on luminal expansion:
the intra-vascular ultrasound study of thrombectomy in ST elevation
myocardial infarction patients

I.J. Gudmundsdottir, C. Bourantas, B. Davison, A. Noman, T. Polvikoski,
S. Robinson, J. Ahmed on behalf of Freeman Hospital INVEST MI study.
Freeman Hospital, Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom

Purpose: Primary PCI is the optimal treatment for STEMI patients and thrombus
aspiration is widely used as adjuvant therapy, aiming to protect the microcircula-
tion, reduce infarct size and distal embolization. Routine thrombus aspiration is
debated and mortality benefit was not demonstrated in a recent cohort study. Our
aim was to assess the effects of thrombus aspiration in STEMI patients under-
going primary PCI and to gain insight into the mechanism of luminal expansion.
Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) was done prior to and after thrombus aspiration
and the aspirate analysed by histopathology
Methods: 40 STEMI patients undergoing primary PCI were recruited and in-
formed consent obtained. Blood was sampled at the beginning of the procedure
and after 12 hours. IVUS was done prior to and after thrombus aspiration and
stenting. Vessel lumen and external elastic membrane were measured at 0.5
mm intervals throughout the lesion and proximal and distal reference segments.
Histopathology assessment was carried out on the aspirated thrombus material.
Results: Majority (81%) were male and mean age 59 years with troponin T at
12 hours 4114±3297 ng/L. Most procedures were carried out via radial access
(94%) using drug eluting stents (97%, mean diameter 3.8±0.4 mm). 36 out of 40
patients had IVUS suitable for analysis. All patients had reduced or no flow in the
target vessel at the beginning with 30 out of 36 patients having TIMI 0 flow at
baseline. All patients had TIMI 3 flow post intervention.
The luminal volume at the lesion increased by a third after aspiration (93±64
to 128±111 mm3, P=0.0009), attributed to a reduction in the plaque-thrombus
volume from 212±122 to 174±96 mm3, P=0.0017) There was no change in the
vessel volume defined by the external elastic membrane (307±175 to 302±193
mm3, P=NS), demonstrating that lumen enlargement is not caused by vasodi-
latation. The aspirated material consisted largely of blood components, but was
on average relatively small, 40.07±29.9 mg. There was no association between
changes in lumen areas and the mass of the aspirated thrombus (P=NS).
Conclusions: Passage of a thrombectomy catheter in STEMI patients increases
luminal volume at the culprit lesion by a third by IVUS assessment. The lack of
changes in the external elastic membrane volume indicates that vasodilatation is
not mechanically involved in this process. Only a small amount of the thrombus
is removed from the vessel as a clot and a larger amount appears to travel down-
stream in the vessel. This is likely to explain the lack of demonstrable mortality
benefit with thrombus aspiration.

3041 | BEDSIDE
Ruptured versus eroded plaques at the culprit site of ST-elevation
myocardial infarction: incidence, morphological characteristics and
response to primary percutaneous coronary intervention

F. Saia1, K. Komukai2, D. Capodanno3, G. Boccuzzi4, G. Niccoli5, V. Sirbu2,
C. Bernelli2, H. Bezerra6, R. Virmani7, G. Guagliumi2. 1University Hospital
Polyclinic San Orsola-Malpighi, Department of Cardiology, Bologna, Italy;
2Hospital Riuniti of Bergamo, Cardiovascular Department, Bergamo, Italy;
3Ferrarotto Hospital, Cardiovascular Department, Catania, Italy; 4Ospedale S.
Giovanni Bosco, Cardiovascular Department, Torino, Italy; 5Catholic University of
the Sacred Heart, Cardiovascular Department, Rome, Italy; 6University Hospitals
Case Medical Center, Cleveland, United States of America; 7CVPath Institute,
Gaithersburg, United States of America

Purpose: To define in-vivo morphology features, thrombus characteristics and
response to primary stenting of ruptured compared with non ruptured/eroded
plaque at culprit site of ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI).
Methods: In the OCTAVIA trial (NCT01377207) 140 patients with STEMI<6
hours from symptom onset underwent optical coherence tomography (OCT) of
the infarct-related artery before primary angioplasty, after everolimus-eluting stent
(EES) implantation and at 9-month follow-up. Serum biomarkers, histopathology
and immunohistochemistry of thrombus aspirates were assessed at baseline. All
analyses were performed by dedicated core laboratories.
Results: A fully identifiable culprit plaque morphology was adjudicated in 97 pa-
tients: plaque rupture in 63 (64.9%), eroded plaque in 32 (33.0%) and sponta-
neous dissection in 2 (2.1%). Patients with plaque erosion (ER) had similar clinical
characteristics but lower peak level of CK-MB (66.6 UI/L) compared with ruptured
plaques (RP, 149.8 UI/L, p=0.025). Serum inflammatory and platelets biomark-
ers were comparable between groups (p=NS for all). ER compared with PR had
lower lipid content (22.6% vs. 37.3% lipid areas p<0.001) and less plaque ma-
terial retrieved with manual thrombus aspiration (7.1% vs. 54.8% p=0.002). His-
tology and immunohistochemistry of thrombus aspirates did not show differences
between groups, with the only exception of a higher content of the eosinophil
marker interleukin-5 (IL-5) in the ER group (IL-5 cells/5HPF 1 vs. 0, p=0.01). The
presence of any additional thin-cap fibroatheroma along the infarct-related artery
was significantly less in ER (47% vs. 94% PR, p<0.001). ER had less remaining
thrombus after manual thrombus aspiration (both white 0.41 μm3 vs. 1.52 μm3,
p=0.001 and red thrombus 0 μm3 vs. 0.29 μm3, p=0.001). At 9-month after EES
implantation there were no differences between ER and PR for rate of strut cov-
erage (92.5% vs. 91.2%, respectively, p=0.15) and percentage of stent volume
obstruction (12.6 vs. 10.2%, p=0.27). No significant differences in outcomes were
observed at 1 yr.
Conclusions: Patients with plaque erosion vs. plaque rupture at culprit site
of STEMI did not show major differences in clinical characteristics and serum
biomarkers of inflammation and platelet activation. Eroded compared with rup-
tured plaques showed less remaining thrombus, less lipid component, and fewer
thin-cap fibroatheromas along the culprit vessel. No differences in healing re-
sponse to current generation drug-eluting stent was observed at 9 months be-
tween eroded and ruptured plaques.

3042 | BEDSIDE
Collateral blood flow influences the effect of remote ischemic
conditioning in patients with ST-segment elevation myocardial
infarction treated with primary percutaneous coronary intervention

K. Pryds1, M. Bottcher2, A.D. Sloth1, K. Munk1, M.R. Schmidt1, H.E. Botker1

on behalf of CONDI investigators. 1Aarhus University Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Aarhus, Denmark; 2Region Hospital Herning, Department of Internal
Medicine, Herning, Denmark

Purpose: Remote ischemic conditioning (RIC) increases myocardial salvage in
patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). We investigated the in-
fluence of collateral blood flow (CBF) on the effect of RIC in STEMI patients un-
dergoing primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PPCI).
Methods: In a prospective, single-blinded randomised controlled trial (n=140), we
studied the subgroup of patients with STEMI and occluded culprit vessel (TIMI
flow grade 0-1) on arrival, randomised to treatment with either RIC+PPCI or PPCI
alone. RIC was performed as 4 cycles of 5 min upper arm ischemia followed by
5 min of reperfusion. Myocardial salvage index (MSI) was assessed by single
photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT). Pre-procedural CBF was
assessed from the pre-PPCI coronary angiography, and patients were grouped
as either having CBF (Rentrop score 1-3) or no CBF (Rentrop score 0).

Figure 1
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Results: A total of 83 patients were included in the study. 43 patients had
CFB visible on coronary angiography. Of these, 23 patients were treated with
RIC+PPCI, 20 with PPCI alone. AAR was similar in patients treated with
RIC+PPCI or PPCI alone (p=0.7155). The presence of CBF did not affect AAR, ei-
ther in patients treated with RIC+PPCI or PPCI alone (p=0.5776 and p=0.3472).
In patients with CBF, RIC+PPCI significantly increased MSI compared to PPCI
alone (P=0.0022), whereas in patients without CBF, RIC+PPCI did not affect MSI
compared to PPCI alone (p=0.7349) (Fig. 1).
Conclusion: CBF on coronary angiography seems necessary for the cardio-
protective effect of RIC in STEMI patients undergoing PPCI. This finding sug-
gests that CBF facilitates delivery of a humoral cardioprotective factor to the my-
ocardium threatened by reperfusion injury and may differentiate RIC from local
ischemic conditioning.

3043 | BEDSIDE
Impact of right bundle branch block on long-term mortality in patients
with symptoms suggestive of acute myocardial infarction

T. Reichlin, R. Twerenbold, P. Hillinger, C. Jaeger, K. Wildi, P. Haaf, Y. Tanglay,
S. Osswald, C. Mueller. University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Background: Left bundle branch block (LBBB) is a well known predictor of im-
paired outcome in patients with symptoms suggestive of acute myocardial infarc-
tion (AMI). The prognostic impact of right bundle branch block (RBBB) in these
patients is less well defined.
Methods: In a prospective multicenter study, we enrolled 2930 consecutive pa-
tients with symptoms suggestive of AMI. Patients were stratified according to
presence of a complete RBBB, LBBB or absence of BBB. Final diagnoses were
adjudicated by two independent cardiologists. The primary endpoint was all-
cause mortality during 3 years of follow-up.
Results: RBBB was present in 7% and LBBB in 3% of patients. Patients with
RBBB and LBBB were older compared to patients without BBB (median 71 vs. 78
vs. 60 years, p<0.001). Overall, AMI was the final diagnosis in 19% of patients.
Rates of AMI were 19% in patients with RBBB and 39% in patients with LBBB.
A total of 199 patients died during 3 years of follow-up. Kaplan-Meier analysis re-
vealed that mortality in patients with RBBB was high compared to patients without
BBB (15% vs. 9%), but lower compared to patients with LBBB (24%). The associ-
ation was similar in patients with and without AMI (mortality rates 23%, 19% and
32% in patients with AMI and 13%, 7% and 19% in patients without AMI, p<0.001
for all comparisons). After adjusting for age, this association was no longer sig-
nificant, neither for RBBB nor for LBBB, neither in the overall cohort nor in the
subgroups of patients with and without AMI.

Conclusions: The presence of an RBBB is a predictors of a worse outcome
in patients with symptoms suggestive of AMI, but to a lesser extent than LBBB.
Patients with BBB were generally older and the association with a worse outcome
was no longer significant after adjustment for age.

ATRIAL FIBRILLATION ABLATION: LOOKING FOR
THE HOLY GRAIL

3052 | BEDSIDE
Clinical and ECG characteristics of super-responder for catheter
ablation in patients with longstanding persistent atrial fibrillation

J.K. Park, J.B. Park, J.S. Uhm, B.Y. Joung, M.H. Lee, H.N. Pak on behalf of
Yonsei University Health system. Severance Hospital, Cardiology, Seoul, Korea,
Republic of

Purpose: The radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) for longstanding persis-
tent atrial fibrilation (L-PeAF) is technically challenging and has a high recurrence.
Therefore, determination of clinical factors for super-responder before procedure
might be valuable to reduce un-necessary procedure.
Methods: We included consecutive 361 patients with L-PeAF (77.8% male, age
58.0±10.5 years) who underwent RFCA. Super-responder was defined as no AF
symptom nor ECG documented recurrence during follow-up. We evaluated pre-

procedural clinical, ECG, and echocardiographic factors associated with super-
responders.
Results: 1. During 782±451 days follow-up interval, 116 (32.1%) patients were
categorized as super-responders, 201 (55.7%) as partial responder (remain in
sinus rhythm with AAD), and 44 (12.2%) as failure. 2. Super-responders were
younger (56.0±11.4 vs. 59.0±9.9 years old, p=0.010), and had shorter negative
P-wave duration in lead V1 (58.5±26.4 vs. 65.5±25.1 ms, p=0.019) and smaller
left atrial volume index (LAVI; 39.6±11.1 vs. 43.2±11.7 ml/m2, p=0.008). 3. LAVI
(OR=0.974, p=0.020), negative P wave duration in V1 (OR=0.989, p=0.020), and
age (OR=0.973, p=0.011) were independently associated with super-responders
in logistic regression analyses. Their cut-off values were determined by ROC
curve analyses (40mL/m2, 60ms, and 55 years old, respectively). 4. The num-
ber of favorable factors had significantly positive correlation with the frequency of
super-responders (figure, p=0.004).

Conclusion: The super-responders were associated with lower LAVI, shorter du-
ration of negative P-wave duration in V1, and younger age in patients with L-PeAF.
Further prospective clinical study is warranted to validate whether pre-selection
of potential super-responders may improve clinical outcome.

3053 | BEDSIDE
The impact of left atrial electroanatomical substrate on atrial
fibrillation recurrence after radiofrequency pulmonary veins isolation:
a prospective observational study

V.S. Orshanskaya, E.N. Mikhailov, L.A. Belyakova, D.S. Lebedev. Almazov
Federal Heart Centre, Electrophysiology, Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation

Background: There is a lack of data regarding how the left atrial (LA) elec-
troanatomical remodeling can predict the clinical outcome after index and redo
pulmonary vein (PV) isolation in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF). Our aim was
to assess the extent of LA electroanatomical substrate (EAS) in patients with AF
and its impact on recurrence rate following PV isolation.
Methods: We prospectively analyzed electroanatomical high density bipolar
maps (HDBM) in 111 subjects with paroxysmal (14 pts) and persistent (97pts) AF.
Bipolar signals ≤0.75mV, associated with local conduction velocity delay (table 1)
were tagged on LA maps and considered as EAS. Relative EAS area outside PV
ostia were consistently measured. AF recurrences were documented using Holter
monitoring every 3 months and symptom-based observations.
Results: A mean number of points for LA HDBM was 420±184. A mean relative
EAS area was 13.8±10.3% and 32.6±18.5% in patients with paroxysmal and
persistent AF, respectively (P=0,003). During a mean follow-up of 21±8 months,
AF recurrence was diagnosed in 43 (39%) of patients. Following a redo ablation in
31 (28%) of patients, subsequent AF recurrence developed in 21 pts (19%). Mul-
tivariate analysis (table 2 and 3) showed that only relative EAS areas was inde-
pendently associated with AF recurrence (HR 1.05, CI 95% 1.02-1.09, P=0.002);
and relative EAS areas, AF history longevity and LA enlargement were indepen-
dently associated with recurrences after redo ablations (HR 1.09, CI 95% 1.05-
1.14, P=0.00018;HR 1.11, CI 95% 0.99-1.24, P=0.05;HR 1.28 CI 95% 1.07-1.52,
P=0.005, relatively). Each 10% increase in the extent of relative EAS area was
associated with a 1.6-fold elevation of AF recurrence rate after the index ablation;
and with a 2.4-fold elevation of AF recurrence rate after a redo ablation.

Table1. Local conduction velocity

Voltage zones Local conduction velocity (LCV), m/s P-value

VZ1 (0,06–0,75 mV) 1,07±0,44 0,00001*
VZ2 (0,76–1,5 mV) 2,33±0,61 0,0008**
VZ3 (>1,5 mV) 2,37±0,52 0,67***

*p for the comparison between LCV1 and LCV3; **p for the comparison between LCV1 and LCV3;
***p for the comparison between LCV 2 and LCV3.

Conclusion: The presence of EAS areas (≤0.75mV) outside PV ostia in patients
undergoing PV isolation is a significant and independent predictor of AF recur-
rence.
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3054 | BEDSIDE
Unusefulness of image integration in radiofrequency catheter ablation
of paroxysmal atrial fibrillation with multielectrode mapping systems

B. Majocchi, F. Tundo, G. Fassini, S. Riva, A. Dello Russo, M. Casella,
M. Moltrasio, V. Marino, E. Russo, C. Tondo. Cardiology Center Monzino IRCCS,
Cardiac Arrhythmias Centre, Milan, Italy

Purpose: Pulmonary veins isolation (PVI) is the cornerstone of catheter ablation
(CA) of paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (PAF). In the last years 3D mapping (3DM)
systems developed image integration (IMI) tools to improve left atrium (LA) navi-
gation and CA outcome. We investigated the role of IMI in the era of multielectrode
(ME) 3DM.
Methods: We enrolled 210 consecutive patients (Pts) (155 M, 74%; mean age
59±11 yrs) suffering PAF, undergoing first PVI with RF CA between Jan 2010
and Mar 2013. In 114 (54.3%) cases 3DM was performed with CARTO 3; in 96
(45.7%) with NavX 3.0 system; in all cases LA points were collected with a ME
catheter (Lasso/AFocus). In 142 (67.6%) cases IMI with CT or MRI scan was
performed (Group A); in 68 (32.4%) CA was guided by 3DM alone (Group B). We
recorded skin-to-skin time (SKT), fluoroscopy time (FST) and Dose Area Product
(DAP). Acute (complete PVI) and long-term outcome data (any AF recurrence in
follow-up after a blanking period of 3 months) were analyzed for both groups.
Results: The two groups did not differ in clinical and anatomical characteristics
(including mean age, LVEF and LA area, gender, incidence of PV variants, level
of anesthesia). Skin-to-skin time was similar with median 150 min (120-180) in
Group A and 160 min (120-180) in Group B (p=0.66). Imaging significantly in-
creased FST and DAP with respectively in Group A and B: 38 (27-50) vs 29
(22-42) min and 132 (77-212) vs 74 (44-139) Gy/cm2 (p<0.01). Sub-analysis
showed that these differences in FST and DAP were significant only in first 80
cases (2010) and not when analyzing the subsequent period, suggesting a pro-
cess learning curve-related. No differences in acute and long-term clinical out-
come were reported analyzing survival free from AF recurrences for Group A or
B (Log-rank p=0.45), at a median F-U of 12 (3-32) months.
Conclusions: In our study ME 3DM without IMI achieved similar procedural re-
sults (SKT, FST and DAP) with no differences in clinical success rate. This may
favor the only use of 3DM for the first CA procedure of PAF, achieving the same
clinical long-term success rate and reducing both cost and X-ray pre-procedural
exposure.

3055 | BEDSIDE
Robotic or conventional atrial fibrillation ablation? Comparison during
long term follow up

F. Moscoso Costa, P. Adragao, D. Cavaco, A. Ferreira, P. Santos, P. Carmo,
S. Carvalho, F. Morgado. Hospital West Lisbon, Hospital Santa Cruz, Department
of Cardiology, Lisbon, Portugal

Background: Different robotic devices are available for atrial fibrillation (AF) ab-
lation although the long-term efficacy is not well established. The aim of this
prospective study is to evaluate the efficacy of pulmonary vein isolation using
magnetic navigation comparing to a non-robotic conventional ablation.
Methods: We studied 809 consecutive patients who underwent 905 AF abla-
tion procedures by the same medical team in two different centers (one using
only magnetic navigation and the other manual approach). 3D mapping systems
(CARTO for magnetic navigation and CARTO or NAV-X for manual approach) and
circular Lasso catheter were used in all patients. Recurrence was defined by the
presence of symptoms or AF documented by ECG or 24h Holter recording lasting
longer than 30sec.
Results: The mean age of the patients was 57±11 years, 72% were male, 36%
hypertensive, and 70.5% had paroxysmal AF. The mean left atrium volume was
104±38ml. Ablation was performed with magnetic navigation in 491pts (54%).
There were no differences between robotic vs. conventional treatment regarding
sex, type of AF at presentation or prevalence of hypertension, but patients in the
magnetic navigation group were significantly older (58.4±11 vs. 56.8±11 years,
p=0.033) and had smaller left atriums (91±34 vs. 119±35 ml, p<0.001). Magnetic
navigation procedure lasted longer (189.3±41.3 vs. 153.5±58.4min, p<0.001)
but needing lower fluoroscopy time (15±12 vs. 28±17 min; p<0.001). During a
mean follow up of 2.2±1.7 years after each patient’s last procedure, there were
284 AF recurrences (35.1%). After adjusting for age, sex, hypertension, type of
AF and left atrium volume, the mode of ablation was not an independent predictor
of freedom from AF. The only independent predictors of recurrence were larger
indexed left atrium volume (HR 1.015 for each ml/m2, 95%CI 1.01-1.02, p<0.001),
female gender (HR 1.58, 95%CI 1.21-2.06, p=0.001), and non-paroxysmal AF
(HR 1.29, 95%CI 1.01-1.66, p=0.044).
Conclusions: In our registry of patients submitted to pulmonary vein isolation,
magnetic navigation used lower fluoroscopy times and the outcome was not infe-
rior during long-term follow up when compared to manual approach.

3056 | BEDSIDE
Does the isolation of left atrial posterior wall improve clinical
outcomes after radiofrequency catheter ablation for persistent atrial
fibrillation? a prospective randomized clinical trial

H.E. Lim1, J.S. Kim2, S.B. Lee1, B.J. Choi1, S.W. Hwang1, O.S. Kwon1,
S.Y. Shin3. 1Korea University Guro Hospital, Cardiovascular Center, seoul,
Korea, Republic of; 2Korea University Ansan Hospital, Ansan-Si, Korea, Republic
of; 3Chung-Ang University Hospital, Cardiology, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Introduction: Although posterior wall (PW) of left atrium (LA) has been known to
be arrhythmogenic focus, little is known about the effect of PW isolation in patients
who underwent catheter ablation (CA) for persistent AF (PeAF).
Methods: We randomly assigned 114 consecutive patients with PeAF to PW
isolation (n=56) or control (n=58) group. In all patients, linear ablation was per-
formed following circumferential antral pulmonary vein isolation (PVI). Linear le-
sions included roof, anterior perimitral, and cavotricuspid isthmus lines with con-
duction block. In PW isolation group, additional posterior inferior linear lesion
was conducted. Creatine kinase-MB (CK-MB) and troponin-T levels were mea-
sured 1 day following CA. LA emptying fraction (LAEF) was assessed by 2D-
echocardiography before and 12 months after CA.
Results: A total of 114 subjects were followed until the end of the study period (12
months following CA). There were no significant differences between 2 groups in
baseline demographics, CHADS2 score, left atrial volume (LAV), and LAEF. Al-
though ablation time was slightly longer in PW isolation group than control, the
levels of CK-MB and troponin-T, and procedure time were not different between 2
groups. AF termination during CA was more frequently observed in PW isolation
group than control (P=0.018). Twelve months after a single procedure, recurrence
occurred in 10 (17.9%) patients in PW isolation group and 21 (36.2%) in control
group (P=0.036). Change in LAEF was not different between 2 groups. On multi-
variate logistic analysis, LAV and ablation strategy were independently associated
with arrhythmia recurrence.
Conclusions: Additional PW isolation to PVI + linear lines was an efficient abla-
tion strategy without deterioration of LA pump function in patients who underwent
CA for PeAF.

3057 | BEDSIDE
Identification of rotors and ablation after pulmonary vein isolation
following restoration of sinus rhythm prior to catheter ablation in
patients with persistent atrial fibrillation

Y. Hama, Y. Matsudo, H. Fujimaki, B. Katsu, S. Tanaka, N. Tonoike, K. Hou,
T. Sekine, M. Yamamoto, T. Himi. Kimitsu Chuo Hospital, Kisarazu, Japan

Purpose: Mapping of the electrical propagation to identify the underlying mech-
anisms that perpetuate atrial fibrillation (AF) is difficult. The purpose of this
study was to demonstrate that the restoration and maintenance of sinus rhythm
(SR) pre-ablation would facilitate the identification of rotors or focal sources (AF
sources) and the termination of AF.
Methods: We prospectively enrolled 56 patients undergoing an initial ablation for
persistent AF. SR was restored for at least 2 weeks prior to ablation. If SR could
not be maintained, pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) and linear ablation were per-
formed. Radiofrequency ablation was performed during induced AF. If AF was
sustained or induced after the PVI, activation maps to identify AF sources (Rotor
map) were created by a 64-pole basket catheter and 20-pole circular mapping
catheter with the use of the Velocity system. A rotor was defined as follow: repro-
ducible reentrant atrial activity which was repeatedly present for more than 40%
of the 3.8 second observation time. A macro-rotor was defined as an activation
circuit, which extended around the Line of the PVI or the mitral annulus. A micro-
rotor was defined as an activation circuit other than a macro-rotor. Focal sources
of AF were identified as sites with a centrifugal activation pattern, which was re-
peatedly present for more than 40% of the 3.8 second observation time. The
accuracy of the Rotor map was confirmed by the termination of AF. The endpoint
of the procedure was the non-inducibility of AF lasting for more than 5 minutes.
Recurrent AF was evaluated through the use of an auto-triggered external loop
recorder (ELR) for 7 days (3 and 6 months after the procedure).
Results: SR was maintained in 32 patients (57%). Only PVI was performed in 13
patients (23%). Fourteen AF sources were identified in 13 patients. The sources
were left atrial in 13 patients, and right atrial in 1, and 12 were rotors. Non-
inducibility was confirmed in 24 patients (43%). After the first procedure, the clin-
ical success rate at 6 months without any antiarrhythmic drugs was 73% (15/56),
and the clinical success rate at 6 months with or without antiarrhythmic drugs was
80% (11/56).
Conclusions: Ablation at the sites guided by Rotor maps could terminate AF
after the PVI in patients with restoration and maintenance of SR prior to catheter
ablation. This method was a feasible persistent AF strategy.

3058 | BEDSIDE
Procedural vagal reactions predict AF recurrence following
cryoablation

K. Aytemir, K.M. Gurses, M.U. Yalcin, D. Kocyigit, H. Yorgun, M.L. Sahiner,
E.B. Kaya, N. Ozer, M.A. Oto. Hacettepe University, Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose: Ablation of ganglionated plexi has been reported to improve outcome
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of patients undergoing AF ablation. The mid and long-term success rates have
been demonstrated in previous studies. In this study, we aim to demonstrate the
relationship between occurrence of vagal reactions, probably due to increased
modification of ganglionated plexi during cryoablation, and AF recurrence in pa-
tients after cryoablation.
Methods: 265 patients with AF and preserved left ventricular systolic function
(56.20±11.62 years, 48% male, 80.3% paroxysmal) who were symptomatic de-
spite treatment with ≥1 antiarrhythmic drug underwent cryoballoon-based abla-
tion. Occurrence of vagal reactions were recorded during the procedure.
Results: Vagal reactions were observed in 104 patients (39.3%). At a mean
follow-up of 27.3±8.6 months, 63 patients (23.7%) had developed AF recur-
rence. Procedural vagal reactions were common in patients without AF recur-
rence (45.77% vs. 18.75%, p=0.000). On multivariate regression analysis, pro-
cedural vagal reactions (HR: 0.282, 95%CI: 0.140-0.569, p=0.000), LA diame-
ter (HR: 4.114, 95%CI: 2.398-7.059, p=0.000), alcohol consumption (HR: 3.362,
95%CI: 1.355-8.344, p<0.05), duration of AF (HR: 1.056, 95%CI: 1.020-1.094,
p<0.05), and early recurrence (HR: 8.602, 95%CI: 4.548-16.271, p=0.000) were
found to be independent predictors of AF recurrence after cryoablation. Kaplan-
Meier analysis of freedom from AF recurrence regarding procedural vagal reac-
tions is shown in figure.

Kaplan-Meier analysis for AF freedom.

Conclusion: Higher incidence of vagal reactions, probably due to increased mod-
ification of ganglionated plexi during cryoablation, was associated with lower AF
recurrence rate following catheter-based cryoablation.

3059 | BEDSIDE
Comparison of two different doses of single bolus steroid injection to
prevent atrial fibrillation recurrence after radiofrequency catheter
ablation

D. Kim1, J.S. Uhm1, J.Y. Kim1, J.H. Sung2, H.N. Park1, M.H. Lee1, B.Y. Jung1.
1Yonsei Cardiovascular Center, Division of Cardiology, Seoul, Korea, Republic
of; 2Bundang CHA General Hospital, Division of Cardiology, Seongnam, Korea,
Republic of

Purpose: Steroids may be able to prevent the early recurrence of atrial fibrillation
(AF) after radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA). However, the optimal doses
and route of steroid delivery have not been determined. This study evaluated the
effect of two different doses of a single bolus injection of steroids on AF recur-
rence after RFCA.
Methods: Of 448 consecutive AF patients who underwent RFCA, a single steroid
bolus was injected in 291 patients. A low-dose steroid group (n=113) received100
mg hydrocortisone and a moderate-dose steroid group (n=174) received 125 mg
methylprednisolone. We used propensity-score matching to select patients as fol-
lows: control (n=95), low-dose (n=95) and moderate-dose steroid groups (n=97).
Results: Pericarditis developed in 1 (1.1%) control patient, 2 (2.1%) low-dose pa-
tients and 0 moderate-dose patients. Maximum body temperature and C-reactive
protein (CRP) were significantly decreased in the moderate-dose steroid group
compared to the other groups (p<0.01). The number of patients with immediate
AF recurrence (≤3 days) was 13 (14%) in the control, 7 (8%) in the low-dose

Figure 1. Survival curves for AF recurrence.

and 11 (11%) in the medium-dose groups (p=0.37). Compared with the control
group, low-dose or moderate-dose steroid treatment did not effectively decrease
post-RFCA AF recurrence that was early-(3–30 days) (11 [12%] vs. 15 [16%] vs.
11 [11%]; p=0.59) or mid-term (1–12 months) (22 [23%] vs. 13 [14%] vs. 21[22];
p=0.49).
Conclusions: A single injection of moderate-dose steroid significantly decreased
inflammation. However, single bolus injections of low-dose or moderate-dose
steroids were not effective in preventing immediate, early or midterm AF recur-
rence after RFCA. Our study suggests that a single dose of corticosteroid may
not be effective to prevent AF after RFCA.

3060 | BEDSIDE
Silent cerebral thromboembolism in catheter ablation for atrial
fibrillation under the use of novel oral anticoagulants versus
therapeutic warfarin

A. Aso, T. Nakamura, E. Ejima, S. Omura, H. Inoue, T. Mori, K. Takenaka,
K. Numaguchi, S. Sato, K. Hiyamuta. National Hospital Organization Kyushu
Medical Center, Fukuoka, Japan

Purpose: Cerebral thromboembolism (CE) is one of the serious complications in
left atrial catheter ablation for atrial fibrillation (AF). Prior our study has reported
that the incidence of silent CE in AF ablation was not rare and continuous warfarin
during AF ablation decreased thromboembolic events. Recently, the use of novel
oral anticoagulants (NOACs) as periprocedural anticoagulant for AF ablation is
increasing. We aimed to evaluate the incidence of thromboembolic event and
bleeding complication related to the procedure, and compare the safety of AF
ablation under the use of NOACs versus therapeutic warfarin.
Methods: 106 consecutive patients who underwent AF ablation were taking an-
ticoagulant with warfarin or NOACs (dabigatran or rivaroxaban) more than one
month prior to the procedure. In 65 patients warfarin was continued with inter-
national normalized ratio (INR) maintained between 2.0 and 3.0 during ablation
(group W). In 41 patients NOAC was held on the morning of the procedure and
resumed just after vascular hemostasis (group N). Throughout AF ablation proce-
dure, heparin was administered to maintain activated clotting time (ACT) between
300 and 400 seconds. ACT was checked every 15 minutes. Head magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI) was performed in all patients within 24 hours after the
procedure regardless of symptomatic or asymptomatic.
Results: In 5 (7.7%) patients of group W and in 7 (17.0%) patients of group N, dif-
fusion weighted imaging of head MRI showed embolic lesions without neurolog-
ical symptom (P=0.21). The major bleeding complication occurred in one patient
in each group, including cardiac tamponade (group N) and hematoma needed
transfusion (group W) respectively (P=0.74). Although the amount of heparin dur-
ing the procedure in group W was significantly less than in group N (8942±2039
U vs. 17098±4827 U; P<0.0001), mean ACT during the procedure in group W
was maintained higher level than in group N (358.3±28.6 sec. vs. 327.3±17.9
sec.; P<0.0001).
Conclusions: The incidence of silent CE under continuous therapeutic warfarin
during AF ablation was lower than NOACs, although the risk of bleeding compli-
cations was equivalent to each other. In AF ablation, warfarin continuation may be
preferred rather than NOACs as a periprocedural anticoagulant in regard to risk
reduction of thromboembolic complications.

3061 | BEDSIDE
Impact of systolic and diastolic dysfunction on the outcome of
catheter ablation in patients with atrial fibrillation

K. Kato, K. Ejima, M. Shoda, T. Manaka, T. Nuki, K. Yoshida, N. Hagiwara. Tokyo
Women’s Medical University, Department of Cardiology, Tokyo, Japan

Introduction: Patients with left ventricular (LV) systolic dysfunction have worse
results of atrial fibrillation (AF) ablation than those with a preserved systolic func-
tion. On the other hand, LV diastolic dysfunction is the independent predictor of AF
recurrence after AF ablation. The impact of both LV systolic dysfunction and dias-
tolic dysfunction on the outcome of catheter ablation in patients with AF remains
unclear. We clarified the outcomes of circumferential pulmonary vein isolation in
patients with LV systolic dysfunction and diastolic dysfunction.
Methods: We included 240 consecutive patients who underwent circumferen-
tial pulmonary vein isolation (CPVI) for drug-refractory symptomatic AF between
March 20008 and March 2012. All patients underwent successful circumferential
pulmonary vein isolation. Additional ablation for non-PV foci triggering AF and in-
duced atrial tachyarrhythmias (ATAs) or atrial flutter was performed as necessary.
Systolic dysfunction and diastolic dysfunction were defined as an LV ejection frac-
tion of <50% and mitral inflow early filling velocity to early diastolic medial mitral
annular velocity ratio (E/e’) of >10, respectively. All patients were followed up for
more than 1 year. We evaluated any ATA recurrences without any antiarrhythmic
drugs after a single or final ablation procedure.
Results: Forty-one patients (17%) had LV systolic dysfunction, 84 (35%) had
LV diastolic dysfunction, and 16 (7%) had both. After the final procedure, 31 of
41 (76%) patients with systolic dysfunction maintained sinus rhythm and 161 of
199 (81%) those without. The outcome in the patients with and without systolic
dysfunction was similar (the log-rank test P=0.15). In the patients with and with-
out diastolic dysfunction, 133 (85%) and 60 (70%) maintained sinus rhythm, re-
spectively. The rate of pulmonary vein reconnections and type of ATA recurrence
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was similar. The presence of diastolic dysfunction increased the ATA recurrence
(p<0.01). However, among the patients with a normal systolic function, diastolic
dysfunction alone did not affect the ATA recurrence. The patients who had both
systolic dysfunction and diastolic dysfunction had a significantly higher ATA recur-
rence rate (p=0.02).
Conclusion: Patients with both systolic and diastolic dysfunction had a worse
outcome of AF ablation. Diastolic dysfunction alone did not predict an ATA recur-
rence in patients with normal systolic function.

MULTIMODALITY IMAGING IN CORONARY ARTERY
DISEASE

3062 | BEDSIDE
Transmural myocardial perfusion gradients in relation to coronary
artery stenoses severity assessed by cardiac multidetector computed
tomography

J.J. Linde1, J.T. Kuhl1, J.D. Hove2, M. Soergaard1, H. Kelbaek1, W.B. Nielsen2,
K.F. Kofoed1 on behalf of the CATCH study team. 1Rigshospitalet - Copenhagen
University Hospital, Heart Centre, Copenhagen, Denmark; 2Hvidovre Hospital
- Copenhagen University Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Hvidovre,
Denmark

Purpose: We aimed to assess the relationship between epicardial coronary
artery stenosis severity and the corresponding regional transmural perfusion
at rest and during adenosine stress, using multidetector computed tomography
(MDCT).
Methods: We evaluated the relationship between the severity of coronary artery
diameter stenosis assessed by MDCT angiography and semi-quantitative my-
ocardial MDCT perfusion in 200 symptomatic patients. The perfusion index (PI=
mean myocardial attenuation density / mean left ventricular lumen attenuation
density) at rest and during adenosine stress, the myocardial perfusion reserve
(MPR = stress PI/rest PI), and the transmural perfusion ratio (TPR= subendo-
cardium/subepicardium) were calculated.
Results: A coronary artery stenosis ≥50% was present in 49 patients (25%).
Rest PI and rest TPR values were similar in patients with and without a coronary
artery stenosis ≥50%, whereas stress PI, stress TPR and MPR were significantly
reduced in patients with a stenosis ≥50% (p<0.001, p<0.0001 and p=0.02, re-
spectively). Subendocardial PI was significantly higher than subepicardial PI at
rest and during stress for patients without a significant stenosis, whereas this
difference was blurred during stress in patients with ≥50% stenosis. In a broad
spectrum of stenosis severity groups, TPR at rest remained unchanged until the
group of patients with total occlusions, whereas TPR during stress decreased
progressively when a threshold of 50% was superseded.

Figure 1

Conclusion: The transmural myocardial perfusion ratio by MDCT is a potential
strong functional index of coronary artery stenosis severity.

3063 | BEDSIDE
A CT-based score to predict the success of interventional
revascularization of chronic total coronary occlusions

A. Schuhbaeck1, M. Marwan1, C. Schneider2, J. Rixe3, H. Nef3, C. Hamm3,
S. Achenbach1, C. Schlundt1, M. Mitschke1. 1University of Erlangen-Nuremberg,
Department of Cardiology and Angiology, Erlangen, Germany; 2Justus-Liebig
University of Giessen, Radiological Institute, Giessen, Germany; 3Justus-Liebig
University Giessen, Medical Clinic I, Cardiology, Giessen, Germany

Purpose: Interventional revascularization (PCI) of chronic total occlusions (CTO)
is technically challenging. Success rates vary substantially and failure is difficult
to predict. Coronary computed (CT) angiography has demonstrated its utility as
a strategic tool for procedure planning and prediction of procedure success. The
purpose of our study was the development of a new score which summarizes
relevant factors concerning CTO success.
Methods: In a two center study, 135 patients with 137 CTOs underwent contrast-
enhanced coronary CT angiography before PCI. In consensus, two experienced
observers analysed the occlusion length (in mm) as well as the degree of cal-
cification at entry and exit of the CTO, the maximal degree of calcification of the
vessel cross-section, the percentage calcified length of the CTO and the presence
of visible contrast pools in the course of the occluded segment (visual scale 0 to
4). Furthermore, vessel tortuosity, minimal visible vessel diameter, the minimal
visible non-calcified vessel diameter (visual scale 0 to 4) and positive remodelling

were analysed. All parameters were compared between patients in whom revas-
cularization was successful and those in whom revascularization failed.
Results: The maximal degree of calcification of the vessel cross-section (score
1.5±1.3 vs. 2.2±1.5 for success vs. failure, p=0.005) and the percentage length of
calcification (score 1.2±1.2 vs. 1.7±1.4 for success vs. failure, p 0.02) were sta-
tistically different between both groups. A score which combined all analysed pa-
rameters was significantly lower for success than for failure (8.4±5.2 vs. 10.8±6.3
p=0.02), with an area under the ROC curve of 0.61. When using a score of 11
as cut-off value for revascularization success, sensitivity, specificity, positive and
negative predictive value were 72.8%, 46.4%, 66.3% and 54.1%, respectively.
Multiple regression analysis revealed that the maximal percentage vessel cross
section calcification was the only independent predictor for revascularization suc-
cess or failure (p=0.004).
Conclusions: Coronary CT angiography can help predict revascularization suc-
cess of CTO patients. The degree of maximal percentage vessel cross section
calcification seems to be the major predictor of success vs. failure.

3064 | BEDSIDE
Does preoperative myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) impact
perioperative patient management and mortality?

R. Lahoud, W. Jaber, V. Menon. Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Heart Vascular
Institute, Cleveland, United States of America

Purpose: The positive predictive value of preoperative stress testing is uncertain.
We sought to explore the clinical impact of a positive MPI on the perioperative
management and outcomes of patients referred for risk stratification prior to non-
cardiac surgery.
Methods: Retrospective data from our institutional stress, nuclear, left heart
catheterization (LHC) and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) databases
were reviewed. All patients undergoing MPI from 10/2004 to 06/2012 for preoper-
ative risk assessment were included. Patients with an abnormal MPI were divided
into ischemic and non-ischemic (scar, TID or RV dilation) groups. The catheteriza-
tion databases were then queried to assess whether ischemic patients underwent
LHC and/or PCI within 60 days of the MPI. Mortality data was compiled using the
United States Social Security Death Index.
Results: 5657 patients underwent preoperative MPI; of which 1809 (31.9%) had
an abnormal result. Overall, 992 out of the 1809 patients (54.8%) had ischemia
on their MPI. Amongst patients with ischemia 46.2% underwent LHC, compared
to 2.3% (p<0.0001) of patients with normal test and 7.1% (p<0.0001) of patients
with an abnormal MPI. Mortality at 1 year was lower for ischemic patients who
underwent LHC (8.9% vs. 13.6%; p<0.027) compared to those that did not, re-
gardless of PCI (Table).

Mortality and MPI Results

Number of Number of deaths Mortality
patients within 1 year (%)

Normal stress test 3848 302 7.8%
Abnormal stress test 1809 227 12.5%
Abnormal stress test without ischemia 817 113 13.8%
Abnormal stress test with ischemia 992 114 11.5%
Ischemia without LHC 534 73 13.6%
Ischemia with LHC 458 41 8.9%
Ischemia with LHC + PCI 103 10 9.7%
Ischemia with LHC but without PCI 355 31 8.7%

MPI, myocardial perfusion imaging; LHC, left heart catheterization; PCI = percutaneous interven-
tion.

Conclusions: MPI testing and results influenced rates of LHC in patients under-
going preoperative testing. Preemptive revascularization does not appear to alter
mortality outcomes. MPI results identify a moderate (normal MPI) and high risk
groups (abnormal MPI). A normal MPI does not confer low mortality at one year.

3065 | BEDSIDE
Comparison of two-dimensional and three-dimensional speckle
tracking echocardiography for the assessment of myocardial viability

E. Cwiek1, E. Szymczyk1, J.D. Kasprzak1, B. Michalski1, L. Stefanczyk2,
B. Wozniakowski2, A. Rotkiewicz2, P. Lipiec1. 1Medical University of Lodz,
Bieganski Hospital, Chair and Department of Cardiology, Lódz, Poland; 2Medical
University of Lodz, Department of Radiology and Diagnostic Imaging, Lodz,
Poland

Background: Late-enhancement magnetic resonance imaging (LE MRI) is con-
sidered to be the reference method for the assessment of myocardial viability. 2D
(two-dimensional) and 3D (three-dimensional) speckle tracking echocardiography
(STE) are recently developed quantification techniques that can be used for the
objective evaluation of the regional myocardial function.
Purpose: To evaluate the diagnostic value of 2D and 3D STE for the assessment
of myocardial viability using LE MRI as a reference method.
Methods: 53 patients (41 male, mean age 60±10 years) with first acute my-
ocardial infarction (AMI) treated successfully with primary percutaneous coronary
intervention were included in the study. 7-10 days after AMI, all patients under-
went transthoracic 2D and 3D resting echocardiography with subsequent mea-
surement of systolic longitudinal strain (SLS) using 2D and 3D STE. Additionally,
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patients underwent LE MRI with semiquantitative assessment of the thickness of
late enhancement (LE) region in left ventricular segments. Segments vere con-
sidered viable if LE region occupied ≤50% or ≤75% of myocardial thickness.
Results: In the analysis of 727 segments of sufficient image quality from 2D
STE and 723 segments from 3D STE, SLS measurements with both techniques
had similar diagnostic value for the detection of viability defined as LE extent of
≤75% myocardial thickness by MRI (AUC 0.72 and 0.67, respectively; p=0,23).
Diagnostic accuracy of the criterion SLS ≤ -14,99% was 83,3% for 2D and SLS
≤ -11% was 81,5% for 3D.
When segments with LE ≤50% of myocardial thickness were considered viable,
diagnostic accuracy of the criterion SLS ≤ -15,25% was 90,1% for 2D and SLS
≤ -11% was 89,3% for 3D. In addition, 2D STE had significantly higher diagnostic
value for the detection of viability than 3D SLS STE (AUC 0.75 and 0.64, respec-
tively; p<0,001).
Conclusions: 2D and 3D strain echocardiography with SLS measurements seem
to be promising tools for myocardial viability assessment based on resting echo-
cardiography. There is a noticeable trend towards greater diagnostic value of 2D
technique compared to 3D.

3066 | BEDSIDE
Global longitudinal strain predicts outcome in patients undergoing
stand alone coronary artery bypass grafting

S. Lindberg1, T. Biering-Sorensen1, S.H. Pedersen1, S. Galatius1, P. Sogaard2,
J.S. Jensen1, R. Mogelvang1. 1Gentofte University Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Copenhagen, Denmark; 2Aalborg University Hospital, Cardiology,
Aalborg, Denmark

Background: Left ventricular systolic function is a key determinant of outcome
after coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) and routinely estimated by left ven-
tricular ejection fraction (LVEF) or wall motion score index (WMI). Global longitu-
dinal strain (GLS) is a new method of estimating systolic function, which appears
superior to both LVEF and WMI. The present study tested the hypothesis, that
GLS would predict outcome after CABG superiorly.
Methods: We included all patients (n=723) treated with stand-alone CABG from
2006 through May 2011 at a single tertiary cardiac centre. Before surgery, all
patients underwent echocardiography, including measurement of GLS. Patients
were followed for a median of 4 years (3-5years). Endpoints were all-cause mor-
tality (n=86), cardiovascular mortality (n=50) and the composite endpoint MACE
(cardiovascular mortality or hospitalization due to myocardial infarction, ischemic
stroke or heart failure) (n=136).
Results: GLS predicted all three endpoints independent of all other echocardio-
graphic parameters including both LVEF and WMI (all, p<0.001). Importantly, nei-
ther LVEF nor WMI remained significant when GLS was included (both p>0.50).
Even when further adjusted for standard risk-factors, blood-tests and coronary an-
giographic results, GLS remained an independent predictor of all three outcomes
(all, p<0.001), HR per 1 tertile increase for all-cause mortality, 2.15 (1.58-2.93).
Importantly GLS also improved NRI for all endpoints, when added to currently
used risk-scores, including euroscore II, reclassifying about 30% of the patients.

GLS predicts all-cause mortality

Conclusions: GLS performs superior to LVEF and WMI and predicts both all-
cause mortality, cardiovascular mortality and MACE independently. Importantly
GLS also improves NRI from current risk scores, including euroscore II.

3067 | BEDSIDE
Regional longitudinal myocardial deformation provides incremental
prognostic information in patients with ST-segment elevation
myocardial infarction

T. Biering-Sorensen, J.S. Jensen, S. Pedersen, S. Galatius, T. Fritz-Hansen,
J. Bech, R. Mogelvang. Gentofte Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Faculty of
Health Sciences, University of Copenhagen., Copenhagen, Denmark

Purpose: Global longitudinal systolic strain (GLS) has recently been demon-
strated to be a superior prognosticator to conventional echocardiographic mea-
sures in patients after myocardial infarction. The purpose of this study was there-
fore to evaluate the prognostic value of regional longitudinal myocardial deforma-
tion (RLMD) in comparison to GLS, conventional echocardiography and clinical
information.
Method: In total 391 patients were admitted with ST-Segment elevation myocar-

dial infarction (STEMI), treated with primary percutaneous coronary intervention
and subsequently examined by echocardiography. All patients were examined
by tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) and two-dimensional strain echocardiography
(2DSE).
Results: During a median-follow-up of 64 (IQR 30-73) months the primary end-
point (death, heart failure or a new MI) was reached by 145 (38.9%) patients. In
univariable and multivariable (adjusted by age, gender, peak TnI, diabetes, com-
plex lesion and culprit lesion) Cox proportional hazards regression models, a de-
crease in longitudinal performance in almost all regions determined by all RLMD
parameters were significantly associated with an increased risk of an adverse
outcome. However, after adjustment for significant clinical confounders and con-
ventional echocardiographic parameters (LVEF, diastolic dysfunction and LVMI),
a pattern appeared. Decreasing longitudinal performance in the anterior septal
and inferior myocardial regions seemed to be superior prognostic markers, since
RLMD parameters (longitudinal deformation (LD), strain and Strain Rate s (SRs))
obtained from these myocardial walls (not GLS) remained as independent predic-
tors of the combined outcome (Inferior LD: HR 1.12 (1.03-1.22), p=0.011; inferior
strain: HR 1.04 (1.00-1.07), p=0.043; anterior septal SRs: HR 2.07 (1.05-4.09),
p=0.036). Furthermore, inferior myocardial LD provided incremental prognostic
information to clinical and conventional echocardiographic information (Harrell’s
c-statistics: 0.63 vs. 0.67, p=0.032). In addition, impaired RLMD outside the cul-
prit lesion perfusion region was significantly associated with an adverse outcome
(p<0.05 for all deformation parameters).
Conclusion: RLMD measures, regardless if determined by TDI or 2DSE, are
superior prognosticators to GLS. In addition, impaired longitudinal deformation in
the inferior myocardial segment provides prognostic information over and above
clinical and conventional echocardiographic risk factors. Furthermore, impaired
longitudinal deformation outside the culprit lesion perfusion region seems to be a
paramount marker of adverse outcome.

3068 | BEDSIDE
Cost evaluation and comparison of three decision strategies to
revascularize: results of the suspected CAD protocol of the european
CMR registry

K. Moschetti1, S. Petersen2, G. Pilz3, J.B. Wasserfallen1, M. Lombardi4,
G. Korosoglou5, A. Van Rossum6, O. Bruder7, H. Mahrholdt8, J. Schwitter9.
1Institute of Health Economics & Management, University of Lausanne;
Technology Assessment Unit, CHUV, Lausanne, Switzerland; 2Queen Mary
University of London, London, United Kingdom; 3Ludwig-Maximilians University,
Munich, Germany; 4Multimodality Cardiac Imaging Section, I.R.C.C.S. Policlinico
San Donato, 20097 San Donato Milanese, Milan, Italy; 5University Hospital of
Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany; 6VU University Medical Center, 1081 HV
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 7Elisabeth Hospital,
Department of Cardiology and Angiology – Elisabeth Hospital Essen – Germany,
Essen, Germany; 8Robert Bosch Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Stuttgart,
Germany; 9University Hospital Centre Vaudois (CHUV), Cardiac MR Centre,
Lausanne, Switzerland

Background: Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) is accepted as a method to as-
sess suspected coronary artery disease (CAD). Nonetheless, invasive coronary
angiography (CXA) combined or not with fractional flow reserve (FFR) remains
the main diagnostic test to evaluate CAD. Little data exist on the economic impact
of the use of these procedures in a population with a low to intermediate pre-test
probability.
Objective: To compare the costs of 3 decision strategies to revascularize a pa-
tient with suspected CAD: 1) strategy guided by CMR 2) hypothetical strategy
guided by CXA-FFR, 3) hypothetical strategy guided by CXA alone.
Method: Costs were calculated from a health care payer perspective for a cohort
of 2’604 patients who underwent an ischemia work-up using CMR within the Euro-
pean CMR registry (57 centers in 15 countries). For these 2’604 patients the costs
included those for the CMR examination as well as those for primary treatments
(percutaneous coronary interventions; PCI and coronary artery bypass grafting;
CABG) and for treatment of major adverse cardiac events (MACE: non-fatal my-
ocardial infarction, stroke, aborted sudden cardiac death, and death) during a
1-year follow-up. Costs associated with death and medications were not included
in the modeling. After CMR, 22% of patients had ischemia and 21% of those were
revascularized (15% PCI, 5% CABG, 1% PCI+CABG), while 2.8% of the CMR-
negative patients were revascularized. MACE occurred in 2.5% and 2.1% of the
CMR-positive and CMR-negative patients, respectively. The costs for the hypo-
thetical CXA-FFR strategy included costs for CXA as the primary test followed by
costs for FFR for patients with stenosis >50%. Assuming 22% of FFR positive
patients (= proportion of ischemia-positive CMR in the registry) the proportion of
patients with stenoses was estimated as 76% calculated from the literature. Costs
were also calculated for a CXA-only strategy, where revascularization is based on
stenosis degree only. Costs for all diagnostic tests were calculated as out-patient
procedures.
Results: The average costs per patient for CMR, CXA-FFR, and CXA-only were
� 870/1’730/4’573 in Germany, £ 1’058/2’041/4’274 for the United Kingdom, and
CHF 3’230/6’611/18’317 for Switzerland. Thus, for Germany, UK, and Switzer-
land, the utilization of CMR achieves theoretical cost reductions of 48%, 50%,
and 51% vs CXA-FFR, respectively, and of 75%, 81%, and 82%, vs CXA-only,
respectively.
Conclusions: In a real-world population with a low to intermediate pretest like-
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lihood for CAD, CMR offers a cost-saving approach when treatment costs and
costs for complications are considered.

3069 | BEDSIDE
Myocardial perfusion evaluated by stress cardiac magnetic resonance
as a predictor of major adverse cardiac events in patient with acute
myocardial infarction

K. Kodama, N. Kanamori, Y. Tsuyuki, Y. Tsutano, H. Ishida, M. Kawahito,
R. Matsuoka, H. Tanio, R. Hattori, T. Aoyama. Shimada municipal hospital,
Division of Cardiology, Shimada, Japan

Background: It has been well known that microvascular obstruction (MVO) and
infarct size evaluated by late gadrinium enhancement (LGE) were associated with
left ventricular (LV) remodeling and adverse cardiac outcomes after acute my-
ocardial infarction (AMI). Whereas, the role of stress cardiac magnetic resonance
(CMR) in predicting the prognosis of patients with AMI remains to be uncertain.
Objective: The aim of this study is to investigate the prognostic value of adeno-
sine stress CMR in patients with AMI.
Methods: 154 consecutive patients with AMI (66±12yrs, 34 females) treated with
primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) were enrolled between March
2009 and August 2012. The cohort was followed for major adverse cardiac events
(MACE). CMR was performed 5.9±2.3days after PCI and 114 patients with resid-
ual coronary artery stenosis (>50%) were assessed by adenosine stress perfu-
sion imaging. Each segmental perfusion was scored on the basis of the transmu-
ral extent of any perfusion defect (0= no defect, 1= 1 to 50%, 2= 51 to 100%).
Summed stress score (SSS) and rest score (SRS) were calculated by summing
up the transmural score of all segments and their difference yielded the summed
difference score (SDS). The wall motion score (WMS), and the segment number
of LGE and MVO were also evaluated.
Results: During median follow up of 963±418 days, 13 MACE including 3 car-
diac deaths, 4 nonfatal myocardial infarctions and 6 readmissions for heart fail-
ure were documented. The SSS (10.0±6.9 vs. 5.0±4.8, p=0.004), SRS (4.5±2.9
vs. 3.3±4.2, p=0.036), SDS (6.0±7.4 vs. 1.9±2.7, p=0.048), summed WMS
(28.1±6.2 vs. 24.6±5.3, p=0.026) and the segment number of LGE (6.4±2.6 vs.
4.8±2.5 segments, p=0.018) were higher in patients with MACE than those in
patients without MACE. There was no significant relation between MACE and LV
volume, ejection fraction, medications and the extent of MVO. In multivariate anal-
ysis, SDS was the best independent predictor of MACE (hazard ratio: 1.263 [95%
confidence interval: 1.050 to 1.520], p=0.013) among age, hemoglobin concen-
tration on admission, history of previous PCI and CMR parameters.
Conclusion: The presence of residual myocardial ischemia evaluated by adeno-
sine stress CMR was superior to other CMR findings with respect to the prediction
of MACE in patients with AMI.

3070 | BEDSIDE
T1 and T2 mapping have a higher diagnostic accuracy for the
ischaemic area at risk in NSTEMI patients compared with dark blood
imaging

J. Layland1, S. Rauhalammi2, M. Lee3, S. Watkins3, J. Mcclure2, D. Carrick2,
A. Sood4, K.G. Oldroyd3, S. Radjenovic2, C. Berry2. 1University of Melbourne,
St. Vincent’s Health, Fitzroy, Australia; 2University of Glasgow, Glasgow,
United Kingdom; 3Golden Jubilee National Hospital, Glasgow, United Kingdom;
4Hairmyres Hospital, Cardiology, East Kilbride, United Kingdom

Background: Myocardial injury mapping with T1 and T2 relaxometry MRI have
shown great promise for the identification of acute myocardial infarction. Most of
this work has been performed in patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarction
(STEMI) with fewer data available in NSTEMI. We prospectively studied the di-
agnostic accuracy of two novel (T1, T2 mapping) and one established (short tau
inversion recovery [STIR]) MRI techniques for imaging the ischaemic area-at-risk
(AAR) in patients with recent NSTEMI.
Methods: NSTEMI patients underwent contrast-enhanced cardiac MRI at 3.0
Tesla (Siemens MAGNETOM Verio) before or after coronary angiography. The
presence/extent of infarction was assessed with late gadolinium enhancement
imaging 15 min after contrast administration (Gadovist, 0.1 mmol/kg). The infarct-
related territory was identified independently using a combination of angiographic,
ECG and clinical findings. AAR was assessed with T1 (MOLLI; Siemens Health-
care), T2 (bSSFP; Siemens Healthcare) and T2 STIR methods by 2 observers,
blind to clinical data. Comparisons were made between MRI and clinical findings.
Results: 73 NSTEMI patients (mean age was 57±10yrs, 78% male) underwent
3T MRI. The mean infarct size was 5.5±7.2% of left ventricular (LV) volume. The
AAR T1 and T2 times (ms) were 1323±68 msec and T2 57±5 msec, respec-
tively. The extent of AAR (% of LV volume) estimated with T1 (15.8±10.6%) and
T2 maps (16.0±11.8%,) was similar (p=0.838), and moderately well correlated
(r=0.82, P<0.001). The 95% limits of agreement for mean area-at-risk estimated
with T1 versus T2 maps were -13% and 13%.
Mean AAR estimated with T2 STIR (7.8±11.6%) was significantly lower than that
estimated with T1 (P<0.001) or T2 maps (P<0.001). There were moderate corre-
lations between AAR estimated with T1 maps versus T2 STIR (r=0.54, P<0.001),
and AAR estimated with T2 maps versus T2 STIR (r=0.46, P<0.001). The 95%
limits of agreement for mean myocardial AAR estimated with T1 vs. T2 STIR
maps were -28% and 12% and for T2 vs. T2 STIR maps -32% and 16%.

The infarct-related artery was correctly identified in 52 patients (71%) when using
T1 maps, 56 (77%) for T2 maps, and 32 (44%) for T2 STIR maps. There was no
difference in diagnostic accuracy with T1 and T2 maps (P=0.125). A difference
in diagnostic accuracy was observed between T1 maps and T2 STIR (P<0.001),
and T2 maps and T2 STIR (P<0.001) for detecting infarct-related artery.
Conclusion: In NSTEMI patients, MRI with T1 and T2 mapping have much higher
diagnostic accuracy than T2 STIR which is more prone to problematic artifact and
misdiagnosis.

3071 | BEDSIDE
Analysis of the inflammatory response after acute myocardial
infarction by PET/MRI

R.J. Dirschinger1, C. Rischpler2, H. Kossmann1, F. Hanus1, D. Sinnecker1,
N. Langwieser1, T. Ibrahim1, S.G. Nekolla2, M. Schwaiger2, K.L. Laugwitz1.
1Hospital Rechts der Isar, Cardiology Department, Munich, 2Hospital Rechts der
Isar, Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, Munich, Germany

Purpose: The inflammatory response after acute myocardial infarction deter-
mines the quality of infarct healing and might be a target of future therapies.
Preclinical models suggest that cardiac inflammation can be quantified by FDG-
PET. Translation of this strategy into a clinical setting using simultaneous 18F-
FDG-PET imaging and cardiac MRI may enable visualization of inflammatory
processes in relation to functional and tissue specific parameters.
Aim of this study was to evaluate this imaging strategy in patients with acute
myocardial infarction.
Methods: 29 patients with a first ST-elevation myocardial infarction were imaged
5.0±1.3 days after PCI by simultaneous FDG-PET/MRI. Myocardial FDG uptake
was suppressed by low-carbohydrate diet on the day before the scan, overnight
fasting, and administration of unfractionated heparin before image acquisition.
FDG uptake was quantified in the infarct area, remote myocardium, spleen, bone
marrow (BM), and aortic wall and expressed as %injected dose/100 ml. Further-
more, using cardiac MRI, the scar size was assessed by the late gadolinium en-
hancement (LGE) technique and the ejection fraction (EF) was determined.
Results: The FDG uptake was significantly higher in the infarct area vs. remote
myocardium (0.4±0.1 vs. 0.1±0.06; p<0.0001). There was a significant correla-
tion between FDG uptake in the infarct area and the aortic wall (R=0.50,p<0.01)
as well as the spleen (R=0.44,p<0.02), while no correlation was observed with
FDG uptake in the BM. Furthermore, there was no correlation between FDG up-
take in the infarct area and infarct size or ejection fraction. Also, there was no
correlation with peak serum creatine kinase or peripheral blood monocyte count.
Conclusions: The inflammatory response after myocardial infarction can be im-
aged and quantified by FDG-PET/MRI in patients. Weak correlation of cardiac
FDG signal with measures of cardiac function or inflammation in the peripheral
blood suggest, that this novel imaging strategy might add useful information about
the quality of cardiac healing after myocardial infarction.

GROWING RELEVANCE OF FIBROSIS: DIVE DEEP INTO
MECHANISMS

3085 | BENCH
The Raf kinase inhibitor protein protects from pressure
overload-induced heart failure

K. Lorenz, E. Schmid, C. Berlin, K. Kahlert, J.P. Schmitt, M.J. Lohse. Institute of
Pharmacology and Toxicology, Würzburg, Germany

Background: The Raf kinase inhibitor protein (RKIP) was found to inhibit mito-
gen activated protein kinase Raf1 as well as G protein coupled receptor kinase
2. Phosphorylation of RKIP at serine 153 coordinates the inhibitory function of
RKIP towards Raf1 or GRK2, respectively. Interestingly, both, Raf1 and GRK2,
are central kinases in the heart: Raf1 protects from myocyte death, and GRK2 is
involved in the desensitization of G protein coupled receptors, e.g. β-adrenergic
receptors.
Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the physiological role of RKIP
in the heart and its effects on β-adrenergic signaling and cardiac contractility.
Methods and results: We generated mice with cardiac overexpression of wild-
type RKIP (TgRKIP) and found that RKIP significantly reduces cardiac GRK activ-
ity. In line with these results, downstream targets of β-adrenergic receptors such
as phospholamban and troponin I, important players in the contraction-relaxation
cycle, showed increased phosphorylation signals in heart lysates of TgRKIP mice
compared to wild-type mice. Cardiac function and morphology of TgRKIP mice
were characterized by echocardiography and left ventricular catheterization with
and without dobutamine stress. These studies revealed significantly increased
fractional shortening (P<0.01) as well as increased speeds of left ventricular con-
traction (P<0.01) and relaxation (P<0.01) in 8-week-old TgRKIP mice compared
to control mice. To assess the effects of RKIP in heart failure, we analysed car-
diac function and structure of TgRKIP as well as of RKIP−/− mice in response
to chronic pressure overload (TAC). Wild-type, TgRKIP and RKIP−/− mice de-
veloped similar extents of left ventricular hypertrophy upon TAC. In contrast to
wild-type mice, RKIP overexpression preserved cardiac contractility and even pre-
vented increased expression of the heart failure markers BNP and ANP as well as
fibrosis and apoptosis in response to TAC. RKIP knockout mice (RKIP−/−), how-
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ever, developed severe heart failure in response to TAC: cardiac contractility was
markedly decreased, left ventricles were dilated, interstitial fibrosis, apoptosis as
well as heart failure markers were significantly increased.
Summary: In conclusion, RKIP enhances β-adrenergic signaling and induces
cardiac contractility, but also protects from pressure overload induced heart fail-
ure. A detailed understanding of the rescue mechanism of RKIP may help to find
new therapeutic strategies to improve cardiac contractility in heart failure.

3086 | BENCH
Beta3 adrenergic receptors protect from cardiac fibrosis through
inhibition of paracrine signalling from cardiac myocytes to fibroblasts:
proteomic analysis of the myocyte secretome

N. Hermida1, E. Dubois-Deruy1, J. Hammond1, J. Hamelet1, A. Markl1,
H. Esfahani1, M. Mayr2, J.L. Balligand1. 1Catholic University of Louvain (UCL),
Pole of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Brussels, Belgium; 2King’s College
London, Cardiovascular division, London, United Kingdom

Background: Cardiac fibrosis is an integral part of myocardial remodelling in
response to stress. Mice with cardiac myocyte-specific overexpression of beta3-
adrenergic receptor (β3-AR) are protected not only from the development of hy-
pertrophy but also cardiac fibrosis. As overexpression was restricted to cardiac
myocytes (CM), we postulated that the protection involved a paracrine cross-talk
to cardiac fibroblasts (CF).
Methods: We developed a model of superfusion of CF in serum-free conditions
with media conditioned by cultured CM with adenoviral expression of the human
β3AR and treated or not with phenylephrine (PE). Cardiac extracts were anal-
ysed in wild type (WT) and heterozygote transgenic mice with cardiac myocyte-
specific overexpression of human β3AR (hβ3TG) submitted to transaortic con-
striction (TAC) for 9 weeks.
Results: Incubation of CF with medium conditioned by control CM treated with
PE stimulated their proliferation, migration, myofibroblats differentiation (α-SMA
expression) and pro-collagen I expression compared with medium from CM not
treated with PE. This was associated with activation of the ERK pathway in CF.
All these effects were abolished by heat inactivation of the media, suggesting
implication of paracrinally secreted peptides. The effects of medium conditioned
by untreated β3AR overexpressing CM were similar to those untreated controls.
However, incubation of CF with medium of β3AR overexpressing CM treated
with PE did not activate their differentiation into myofibroblats (0.35±0.1 (β3AR)
vs 0.89±0.2 (GFP), p<0.05) or pro-collagen I expression (1.10±0.2 (β3AR) vs
1.75±0.4 (GFP), p<0.05). Activation of the ERK pathway was also absent. To un-
ravel the idendity of paracrine factors, the secretome of CM was submitted to shot-
gun proteomic analysis by LC tandem MS. Top candidates significantly downreg-
ulated in β3AR-PE conditioned medium compared with GFP-PE included CTGF,
galectin-3 binding protein, plasminogen activator inhibitor 1, collagen I and III, fi-
bronectin, thrombospondin-1. Accordingly, β3AR was associated with decreased
mRNA expression of CTGF in CM in vitro. These results were confirmed in vivo
after TAC stress in mice at mRNA and proteins levels (cTGF protein expression:
1.03±0.1 (WT) vs 0.51±01 (β3AR), p<0.01).
Conclusion: We conclude that β3AR decreases the expression of pro-fibrotic
paracrine factors such as CTGF, resulting in protection from myocardial fibrosis
in response to neurohormonal stimulation.

3087 | BENCH
Identification of bio-active pectins to prevent galectin-3 mediated
fibrosis in a murine heart failure model

A.R. Van Der Velde1, W.C.F.W. Meijers1, M.M. Dokter1, P. Muntendam2,
H. Schols3, R.A. De Boer1. 1University Medical Center Groningen, Department
of Cardiology, Groningen, Netherlands; 2Boxford, Boxford, United States of
America; 3Wageningen University UR, Wageningen, Netherlands

Purpose: Galectin-3 is a mediator of fibrosis and is believed to play an important
role in heart failure development. Galectin-3 has a carbohydrate recognition do-
main (CRD) and carbohydrate binding to the CRD modulates galectin-3 activity.
Pectins are heterogeneous polysaccharides present in plants, fruits and vegeta-
bles. Pectic fragments bind to the CRD and may reduce its activity. Our aim was
to identify pectins with strong inhibitory activity, which may one day play a role in
prevention or treatment of heart failure.
Methods: Multiple (>40) pectins of various food crops were screened and com-
pared to two known galectin-3 inhibitors - modified citrus pectin (MCP) and
lactose. We studied galectin-3 induced monocyte chemotaxis and, second, we
tested the pectins in an enzyme-linked lectin assay, studying the binding affinity
of pectins for galectin-3. We selected the pectin with strongest inhibitory effects,
and then tested its efficacy in vivo in a murine model of angiotensin II (AngII)
infusion (2.5 mg/kg/day, 14 days). End points were cardiac function and fibrosis,
determined by echocardiography, invasive hemodynamic monitoring and analysis
of the cardiac tissue.
Results: The in vitro tests revealed 7 pectins to have superior inhibitory capacity
over MCP, and we further tested the most potent pectin, which was an enzymati-
cally modified plant pectin (EMPP). EMPP was shown to be superior in inhibiting
galectin-3 induced monocyte chemoattraction (61% vs. 31% for MCP, P<0.01).
Furthermore, EMPP inhibited galectin-3 affinity for lectin by 77% (P<0.001); MCP
inhibited this by 43%. In vivo, in hypertensive mice, AngII increased fibrosis 4.9-

fold compared to control, which was attenuated to a 3.5-fold increase by MCP
and a 2.3-fold increase by EMPP (P<0.05 vs. AngII alone). Functionally, AngII-
treated mice had lower fractional shortening (33%) compared to control (41%);
MCP improved this to 35% (non-significant), while EMPP improved this to 40%
(P<0.05). Gene expression profiles showed that the protective effects of EMPP
were not associated with a reduction in blood pressure, or markers of cardiac
stretch (ANP), but we observed a striking reduction in inflammatory status.
Conclusion: We demonstrate the feasibility of novel in vitro assays as a tool to
identify biologically active pectins with superior galectin-3 inhibitory capacity. We
propose that this approach may be useful in identifying functional foods or thera-
peutics for prevention or treatment of galectin-3 mediated conditions. The newly
identified EMPP, might be an interesting candidate to prevent cardiac fibrosis.

3088 | BENCH
Cardiac fibrosis reversal by serelaxin: in vivo pharmacology in a
transgenic cardiomyothy model

M.N. Nguyen, L.M. Yang, Y. Su, H. Kiriazis, X.J. Du on behalf of Experimental
Cardiology, Baker IDI Institute. Baker IDI Heart and Diabetes Institute,
Experimental Cardiology, Melbourne, Australia

Purpose: Fibrosis is a hallmark of cardiac disease and a therapeutic target. There
is unmet need for drugs to reverse established fibrosis. Human recombinant re-
laxin (serelaxin) has been shown to reverse fibrosis in animal models, but its in
vivo pharmacological feature is unclear. We studied fibrosis reversal by serelaxin
therapy in a transgenic (TG) model of cardiac fibrosis.
Methods: The TG mouse model had cardiac overexpression of β2-adrenoeptor
(β2-AR). Male TG and wild-type (WT) mice aged 5-6 months were used (n=7-8).
Serelaxin was given s.c. via osmotic minipump. Myocardial fibrosis was deter-
mined by hydroxyproline assay and quantitative histology (picrosirus-red stain-
ing). Gene expression was determined by real-time RT-PCR.
Results: Collagen content was 2-fold higher in TG than WT mice (P<0.001).
Treatment with serealxin at 0.15 and 0.5 mg/kg/day for 14 days reduced fibrosis
by 23±3% and 42±2%, respectively, from TG control level (both P<0.01). This
efficacy was largely lost after 4-week washout following 14-day serelaxin therapy
(0.5 mg/kg/day) with collagen 16±3% lower than TG control (P=0.15). Serelaxin
therapy (0.5 mg/kg/day) time-dependently reduced fibrosis that become statisti-
cally significant from day-3 after treatment (Fig. 1). Serelaxin therapy suppressed
expression of α-smooth muscle actin at day-3, but pro-collagen expression was
unaffected. Serelaxin had no effect on β2-AR mediated functional activation. In
WT mice, serelaxin therapy (0.5 mg/kg/day for 14 days) did not change collagen
content in various organs.

Figure 1

Conclusion: Serelaxin therapy does not affect collagen levels of healthy organs,
but mediates a rapid cardiac fibrosis reversal that is dose- and time-dependent.
Suppression of de novo collagen synthesis is not a major mechanism for this
action in vivo.

3089 | BENCH
Involvement of fibroblast growth factor-21 in gestation-induced
cardiac hypertrophy

I. Redondo-Angulo, A. Planavila, M. Giralt, F. Villarroya. University of Barcelona,
School of Biology, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Dept., Barcelona, Spain

Purpose: During pregnancy, heart enlarges as a physiological adaptive process.
The regulatory mechanisms eliciting this process, a model of non-pathological
cardiac hypertrophy, are poorly known. Recently, the endocrine factor FGF21 has
been identified as a protective agent against pathological cardiac hypertrophy.
FGF21 is secreted by the heart and appears to act through endocrine/autocrine
processes. The objective of our study has been to determine FGF21 involvement
in gestation-induced cardiac hypertrophy.
Methods: We used a model of FGF21 knock out (KO) mice to determine the
role of FGF21 in heart adaptations to pregnancy. Wild-type (Wt) and KO pregnant
mice at day 18 of gestation were sacrificed, non-pregnant mice of the two geno-
types at similar age served as controls. The same experimental procedure was
used in a PPARalpha-null mice model.
Results: The systemic and cardiac FGF21 systems are profoundly altered dur-
ing pregnancy: there is a significant increase in plasma levels of FGF21 and
in FGF21 mRNA expression in heart. Cardiac expression of the FGF receptor-
1 and co-receptor beta-Klotho also tended to increase due to pregnancy. The
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induction of FGF21 expression in heart is totally dependent on PPARalpha, as
PPARalpha-null pregnant mice did not exhibit enhanced FGF21 expression. Non-
pregnant FGF21-null mice show signs of spontaneous cardiac hypertrophy, as
evidenced by enhanced heart weight-to-tibia length. Whereas wild-type pregnant
mice showed enhanced heart weight-to-tibia length ratio relative to non-pregnant
female mice, FGF21-null pregnant mice did not show any significant induction.
Gene expression of marker genes of adaptive lipid metabolism (medium chain
acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase-4, PGC-1alpha) was
highly induced in heart due to pregnancy in wild-type mice, and such induction oc-
curred similarly in FGF21-null pregnant mice. However, the expression of marker
genes of pathologically induced cardiac hypertrophy, such as atrial natriuretic fac-
tor and alpha-actinin, were unaltered due to pregnancy, as expected. FGF21 gene
invalidation did not alter the expression of these genes either in non-pregnant or
pregnant mice.
Conclusions: We report for the first time that FGF21 changes are part of sys-
temic and cardiac adaptations to pregnancy. PPARalpha controls pregnancy-
induced FGF21 expression in pregnancy, and FGF21 is involved, at least in part,
in adaptive cardiac hypertrophy during pregnancy. Further research is needed to
determine the relative role of systemic FGF21 versus locally produced FGF21 in
heart to modulate the hypertrophic response of heart to gestation.

3090 | BENCH
Novel insight in the mechanism of TGF-beta-mediated
inflammatory-driven myocardial fibrogenesis in experimental
autoimmune myocarditis and in systemic sclerosis

G. Kania1, P. Blyszczuk2, B. Mueller-Edenborn2, S. Behnke3, T. Valenta4,
M. Blankesteijn5, K. Basler4, T.F. Luescher6, O. Distler1, U. Eriksson2.
1University Hospital Zürich, Center of Experimental Rheumatology, Department
of Rheumatology, Bio-Technopark Zürich Schlieren, Schlieren, Switzerland;
2University of Zurich, 1Cardioimmunology, Center of Molecular Cardiology,
Bio-Technopark Zürich Schlieren, Schlieren, Switzerland; 3Sophistolab AG,
Eglisau, Switzerland; 4University of Zurich, Institute of Molecular Life Sciences,
Zurich, Switzerland; 5Maastricht University, 5School for Cardiovascular Diseases,
Maastricht, Netherlands; 6University Hospital Zurich, Cardiovascular Center,
Department of Cardiology, Zurich, Switzerland

Rationale: Previously, we showed that transition of inflammatory CD133+ pro-
genitors and endogenous gp38+ heart fibroblasts into pathological myofibroblasts
is a major process during myocardial fibrogenesis in experimental autoimmune
myocarditis (EAM) model. TGF-b and Wnt signalling are important factors in the
development of fibrosis. In the autoimmune disease systemic sclerosis (SSc), in-
flammatory dilated cardiomyopathy (iDCM) is as a major cause of death.
The interplay between TGF-b and Wnt signalling pathways during myofibroblast
differentiation of inflammatory progenitors and cardiac fibroblasts has not been
identified until now.
Methods and results: EAM was induced with alpha-MyHC/CFA immunization
in BALB/c mice. CD133+ progenitors were isolated from inflamed hearts, gp38+
fibroblasts from adult healthy myocardium. Cells were expanded and treated with
TGF-β, Wnt proteins or their inhibitors, or co-cultured with STF reporter cells
expressing luciferase under the control of TCF/LEF transcriptional reporter ele-
ment. CD45+/CD14+ monocytes were isolated from the blood of SSc patients
and healthy subjects.
TGF-β initiated myofibroblast differentiation of inflammatory CD133+ progenitors
and cardiac gp38+ fibroblasts via canonical SMAD2/3-dependent pathway. In
both myofibroblast cell sources, TGF-β activated canonical Wnt pathway (Wnt-
1, -10-b) that resulted in nuclear translocation of b-catenin, as well as the non-
canonical pathway (Wnt-5a, -11) leading to JNK activation. Wnt pathways were
activated in mouse myocardium during the EAM, and within the myocardium of
patients with acute myocarditis.
We showed that TGF-β activated rapid secretion of Wnt proteins. Wnt secre-
tion is crucial for myofibroblasts differentiation, and together with TGF-β controls
Wnt(s) transcription. Wnt-1/5a stimulation failed to up-regulate TGF-β receptor 1
or 2, excluding activation of both receptors. Blocking of Wnt activity with Wnt in-
hibitors reduced myofibroblast differentiation of both cell types. Notably the forma-
tion of inflammatory-driven cardiac fibrosis was prevented by treatment with Wnt
inhibitors. Finally, TGF-β induced myofibroblast differentiation of human blood-
derived CD14+ monocytes via activation of canonical and non-canonical Wnt
pathways.
Conclusions: We showed here a novel mechanistic insight of TGF-β in Wnt-
dependent myofibroblast differentiation pathway. A better understanding of the
mechanisms triggering inflammatory-driven cardiac fatal fibrosis in iDCM and SSc
might be helpful in developing novel and effective therapies targeting a broad
spectrum of pathologic and inflammatory-mediated processes.

CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES: NO GEOGRAPHICAL
BOUNDARIES?

3163 | BEDSIDE
The effect of hurricane sandy on cardiovascular events

J.B. Kostis1, J.N. Swerdel2, N.M. Cosgrove1, T.M. Janevic2 on behalf of the
Myocardial Infarction Data Acquisition System (MIDAS). 1Rutgers Robert Wood
Johnson Medical School, Cardiovascular Institute, New Brunswick, United States
of America; 2Rutgers University School of Public Health, Piscataway, United
States of America

Purpose: Extreme weather conditions have been associated with increased rate
of acute myocardial infarction (AMI). Hurricane Sandy was the largest Atlantic
hurricane on record, a Category 2 storm off the coast of the Northeastern United
States. High impact counties of New Jersey (NJ) were hit with high winds, tor-
rential rain, destruction of property and infrastructure e.g. loss of electric power,
heat and telephone for up to two weeks, while other counties were not severely
affected (low impact). We examined the effect of Sandy on the incidence and
mortality of AMI in high and low impact counties.
Methods: Counties were designated as high or low impact using data from the
US Federal Emergency Management. The occurrence of AMI and of in-hospital
or out-of-hospital death were ascertained using the Myocardial Infarction Data
Acquisition System (MIDAS), a statewide, longitudinal database of all hospital-
izations for cardiovascular diseases in NJ, and the NJ death certificate files. We
compared the two Sandy weeks with the same two weeks in the five previous
years and to the two weeks preceding and to the two weeks following Sandy
using Poisson regression.
Results: In the high impact counties during the two Sandy weeks, there was a
23% increase in the number of AMI incidence (from the expected 273 events per
100,000 person-weeks to 335, 62 more, p<0.0001). In addition, the total num-
ber of AMI deaths (in-hospital plus out-of-hospital) increased by 28% (from the
expected 120 to 154 deaths per 100,000 person-weeks, 34 more, p<0.0001).
There was no rebound decrease in these effects in the two weeks after Sandy
and the effects in low impact counties were not statistically significant.

Conclusions: Hurricane Sandy was associated with marked increase in AMI in-
cidence and deaths.

3164 | SPOTLIGHT
Burden of myocardial infarction, atrial fibrillation and heart failure in
Aboriginal Australians: more than a matter for cardiology

J.M. Katzenellenbogen1, T.H.K. Teng1, D. Lopez1, F.M. Sanfilippo2,
M.W. Knuiman2, M. Hobbs2, J. Hung3, S.C. Thompson1. 1The University
of Western Australia, Combined Universities Centre for Rural Health, Perth,
2The University of Western Australia, School of Population Health, Perth, 3The
University of Western Australia, Cardiology, Perth, Australia

Purpose: Cardiovascular diseases contribute 23% of the 11 year life expectancy
gap between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians. We present disparities
in incidence and outcomes of AMI, atrial fibrillation (AF) and heart failure (HF) in
Western Australia and a framework to address these disparities.
Methods: In 3 separate analyses, first-ever AMI, HF and AF events (hospital-
admitted patients or deaths; lookback period=15 years) were identified using
person-based linked hospital and death data. Age-standardised rates (ASR) were
calculated in two broad age groups, below and above 55 years. Comorbidities
were identified using a 5-year lookback period and mortality outcomes compared,
after multi-variable adjustment.
Results: In all age groups, Aboriginal rates were significantly higher than non-
Aboriginal rates. In males under 55 years, the ASR was approximately 6, 4 and
10 times higher in the Aboriginal population for AMI, AF and HF respectively (Fig.
1). Disparities were larger in Aboriginal women and less at older ages. Aborig-
inal patients had much higher prevalence of diabetes, chronic kidney and lung

Figure 1. ASR for AMI, HF and AF <55 years
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disease. Adjusted 1-month mortality was similar but 1-year (AF, HF) and 2-year
(AMI) mortality in Aboriginal patients twice that of non-Aboriginals.
Conclusions: AMI, HF and AF in Aboriginal people are characterised by high
rates, early onset and poorer survival, with comorbidities an important determi-
nant of outcomes. The disparities can be understood by considering a hierarchi-
cal system of causes in which cardiology intervention is essential but insufficient,
stressing the importance of social determinants of cardiac health. Our framework
outlines that social, policy and systems change are needed across multiple sec-
tors to reduce Aboriginal disparity.

3165 | SPOTLIGHT
Outdoor temperature, blood pressure and cardiovascular disease
mortality among people with diagnosed cardiovascular diseases:
findings from the China Kadoorie Biobank

L. Yang1, L.M. Li2, S. Lewington1, Y. Guo2, P. Sherliker1, Z. Bian2, R. Collins1,
R. Peto1, X.P. Wu3, S.J. Wang4 on behalf of China Kadoorie Biobank study
collaboration. 1University of Oxford, Nuffield Dept. of Population Health, Oxford,
United Kingdom; 2Peking University, Beijing, China, People’s Republic of;
3Sichuan Centre for Disease Control, Chengdu, China, People’s Republic of;
4Qingdao Centre for Disease Control, Qingdao, China, People’s Republic of

Introduction: Outdoor temperature has a negative association with blood pres-
sure. Individuals with cardiovascular disease (CVD) may be particularly vulner-
able to low temperatures, but little is known of the association between outdoor
temperature, blood pressure and CVD mortality among them.
Methods: We analyzed cross-sectional and follow-up data of 23,000 individuals
with a prior history of physician-diagnosed CVD who were recruited into China
Kadoorie Biobank from 10 diverse regions across China during 2004-8, and mea-
sured whether blood pressure related to the season and the mean daily temper-
ature as well as to the subsequent mortality from CVD.
Results: The overall mean adjusted SBP was 141 mmHg, much higher in winter
than in summer (145 vs. 136 mmHg), with each 10°C lower temperature associ-
ated with 6.21 mmHg higher SBP, at least above 5°C in outdoor temperature. The
strength of the association was stronger in older people (6.59 mmHg), current
regular smokers (7.06 mmHg) and those with prior hypertension (6.43 mmHg) or
diabetes (7.34 mmHg), but use of central heating tended to attenuate the effects
significantly. Regardless of antihypertensive treatment (31%), higher blood pres-
sure still independently predicted CVD mortality, with each 10mmHg higher SBP
associated with 14% (95% CI: 11%-16%) higher CVD rate. Mirroring the seasonal
variation of blood pressure, there was also a winter peak of CVD mortality, with
the rate in winter being 45% greater than in summer.
Conclusion: Among people with prior CVD, lower outdoor temperature is associ-
ated with increased blood pressure, through it, to rise in CVD mortality, especially
among those without effective central heating.

3166 | BEDSIDE
Epidemic of coronary heart disease and risk factors in rural
communities of Pakistan, females dominate male

F.U.H. Rizvi1, Z. Majeed1, G. Mustafa2, K. Daniyeh3, S. Mahmood1. 1Sheikh
Zayed Medical College/Hospital, Rahim Yar Khan. University of Health Sciences
Lahore, Cardiology Department, Rahim Yar Khan, Pakistan; 2Sheikh Zayed
Medical College, Rahim Yar Khan. University of Health Sciences Lahore,
Community Medicine, Rahim Yar Khan, Pakistan; 3Providence Hospital, Internal
Medicine, Southfield Michigan, United States of America

Background: Major segment of Pakistani Population lives in rural areas and data
regarding Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) and Risk Factors (RF) is scanty. Ob-
jectives: To determine the prevalence of CHD/RF among adults of rural areas of
Pakistan.
Methods: Representative sample of 2000 subjects, age ≥30 years randomly se-
lected using stratified sampling technique. Predesigned questionnaire used for in-
terview. Physical examination, fasting blood sample and ECG recorded. RF were
predefined using standard criteria. CHD defined on affirmative response to rose
questionnaire, positive history and ECG changes.
Results: Overall prevalence of CHD was 9.2% significantly higher in females. RF
detail is given in table. Prevalence of metabolic syndrome was 21.8% in females
and 3.8% in males (p. value <0.001). Physical inactivity was higher in females.
House wives were predominantly affected. Literacy has positive impact on the
occurrence of CHD. Level of mental and physical stress at work & home is statis-
tically associated with female CHD (p. value <0.01).

Risk factors distribution

Risk factors Overall prevalence % Male % Female % P value

Hyper tension 25.3 26.0 24.8 0.554
DM 12.7 11.6 13.4 0.239
Total cholesterol (≥240) 2.3 2.7 2.0 0.327
LDL-C (≥160) 1.3 1.1 1.4 0.601
HDL-C (>40) 18.6 17.2 19.5 0.199
TGs (>200) 18.8 46.6 53.3 0.001
BMI (≥25) 45.4 41.5 47.8 0.001
Smoking 19.8 37.2 8.3 0.001

Conclusion: This study discovered very high prevalence of CHD in rural women

of Pakistan. The level of physical and mental stress in females, gender discrim-
ination regarding utility of health care facilities, illiteracy in females are further
contributors. Apart from conventional interventional strategies to control the mod-
ifiable RF, the educational and socioeconomic uplift in under privileged rural areas
of Pakistan can halt this epidemic of CHD in women.

3167 | BENCH
The burden of cardiovascular disease in nomadic population:
Mongolian study

T. Sosorburam1, B. Baterdene2, G. Chuluunbaatar2, T.S. Erdenebaatar3.
1Wuhan Union Hospital, Wuhan, China, People’s Republic of; 2Central Hospital,
Internal medicine, Dornod, Mongolia; 3Hentii Hospital, Hentii, Mongolia

Introduction: Mongolia has only one cardiac center. It makes very challenging
for people who lives in rural area. Patients with cardiovascular disease /CVD/
in nomadic population is never been explored and basically no data available.
Therefore the study was aimed to find out the prevalence and clinical data of
patients having CVD and related risk factors in forgotten population of Mongolia.
Method: A questionnaire interview and medical examination including ECG were
conducted at local clinics of rural 3 provinces /3 portable ECG machines were
donated from non-profit organization/. Total 1684 people were voluntarily partici-
pated from 2011 to 2013 at local health center.
Results: A total of 1684 (978 females) patients aged 23-81 years were enrolled
in the study. The mean BMI was 27.6±3.0kg/m2. Newly diagnosed CVD was 48%
with complication of heart failure 9%. Rheumatic heart disease cases were most
common (26%), followed by atrial fibrillation (19%), coronary artery syndrome
(8%), pulmonary artery hypertension (5%) and congenital heart defect (3%). A
hypertension 17% and diabetes mellitus 12% were diagnosed newly. About 45%
of them were smoker and 36% were consuming alcohol regularly. The daily food
was mainly consisted from fatty meat (98%) and carb (90%, mostly flour and rice),
vegetables (5%) and basically no fruits are available. 74% of newly diagnosed pa-
tients never attended follow-up checkup. 61% of total patients rather apply to local
healer or traditional medicine than moving urban area to see specialist physician.
Conclusion: Lack of financial resources, access to health services and nomadic
life style make them very difficult to keep up with treatment and follow-up check-
ups. Most of the patients do not want to go to central hospital for further treatment
and rather willing to apply to local healer. Majority of the patients are seen by
general practitioners at local clinics who is not specialized in CVD. The study
found that under-diagnosis of CVD is common due to lack of diagnostic knowl-
edge, no long term availability of treatment and people’s health education is lack-
ing severely. Multidisciplinary actions and further studies should address these
issues, especially on health education and guidelines of local health centers.

3168 | BENCH
Assessment of future trajectories in coronary heart disease mortality
in the Czech Republic

J. Bruthans1, V. Cifkova1, V. Lanska2, M. O’Flaherty3, J. Critchley4, S. Capewell3

on behalf of EuroHeart II - WP 6. 1First Faculty of Medicine, Charles University
and Thomayer Hospital, Center for Cardiovascular Prevention, Prague, Czech
Republic; 2Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine (IKEM), Medical
Statistics Unit, Prague, Czech Republic; 3University of Liverpool, Division of
Public Health, Liverpool, United Kingdom; 4University of London, Department of
Population Health Sciences and Education, London, United Kingdom

Purpose: The decrease in CHD mortality rates seen in the Czech Republic since
the mid-1980s slowed in recent years. The aim of our analysis was to predict
future CHD mortality in the Czech Republic based on main life-style related car-
diovascular risk factor trends.
Methods: An updated IMPACT CHD Policy Model was used to predict changes
in CHD mortality between 2007 and 2020 among the projected population of the
Czech Republic aged 25–74 years. Calculations were based on (i) data on pop-
ulation numbers and projections, (ii) population risk factors levels and projections
(Czech post MONICA Study), and (iii) effectiveness of specific risk factor reduc-
tions (meta-analyses). We evaluated a projection with CHD mortality remaining
constant since around 2010. Three scenarios of improved risk factor control were
modeled: a conservative one assumed changes in energy from saturated fats by
1%, in salt intake by 10%, and in absolute percentage of smokers and physically
inactive individuals by 5%. An intermediate scenario assumed changes by 2%,
20% and 10%, and an optimistic one by 3%, 30% and 20%, respectively.
Results: In 2007, the number of CHD deaths was 8,039. Assuming no future
changes in mortality, the number of CHD deaths in 2020 will be 10,598. The

Table 1. Forecasted decrease in number of deaths (N and %) due to changes in risk factors

Risk factor Scenario
Conservative Intermediate Optimistic
N % N % N %

All 1164 11% 2245 21% 3146 30%
Physical activity 174 2% 340 3% 500 5%
Salt intake 346 3% 650 6% 920 9%
Saturated fats 255 2% 478 5% 675 6%
Smoking 389 4% 777 7% 1051 10%
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decreases in the predicted numbers of deaths under the three above scenarios
are shown in Table 1. The biggest effect can be expected from a decrease in salt
intake and smoking prevalence.
Conclusions: Only the optimistic scenario with substantial improvement in the
control of risk factors can secure a further decrease in CHD mortality.
This study was part of the EUROHEART II Project, WP 6 and was partly sup-
ported by IGA, Ministry of Health, Czech Republic, grant No NT/13186

Poster Session 4

THE BODYWEIGHT BURDEN

P3182 | SPOTLIGHT
Weight reduction is associated with reduced risk for atrial fibrillation
in apparently healthy middle-age men and women

A. Berkovitch1, S. Kivity1, R. Klempfner1, S. Segev1, A. Milwidsky2,
I. Goldenberg1, Y. Sidi1, E. Maor1. 1Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel
Hashomer, Israel; 2Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center, Tel Aviv, Israel

Background: Obesity is a strong predictor of atrial fibrillation (AF). The aim of
the current study was to assess time-dependent association between body mass
index (BMI) and new onset AF among middle aged apparently healthy men and
women.
Methods: We investigated 18,468 men and women who were annually screened
at the institute for medical screening of our medical center. All subjects were
free of AF at baseline and had their BMI documented at each visit. Subjects
were divided at baseline into three groups: normal weight (BMI<25; N=7,819),
overweight (BMI≥25 and <30; N=8,067) and obese (BMI≥30 kg/m2; N=2,582).
The primary endpoint was the first occurrence of AF during follow-up.
Results: Mean age of study population was 49±11 years and 73% were men. A
total of 371 (2.0%) incident events occurred during 6±4 years of follow-up. Ka-
plan Meier survival analysis showed that the cumulative probability of AF events
at 6 years was highest among obese subjects, intermediate among overweight
subjects and lowest among subjects with normal weight (2.6%, 2.0% and 1.3%
respectively; Figure). Multivariate Cox regression analysis adjusted for multiple
covariates including age, gender, diabetes mellitus and hypertension showed that
overweight and obesity were associated increased risk of first AF event (HR 1.33
and 2.10; p=0.023 and <0.001, respectively). Multivariate Cox regression model
adjusted for the same covariates with BMI as a time-dependent covariate showed
that each 1 kg/m2 reduction in BMI during follow up was associated with 7% re-
duction in the risk of first AF event (95% CI 0.87-0.99; p=0.016).

Kaplan-Meier analysis.

Conclusions: Overweight and obesity are independently associated with in-
creased risk of first event of AF. Weight loss can significantly reduce AF disease
burden.

P3183 | BEDSIDE
The effects of weight gain after smoking cessation on atherogenic
alpha1-antitrypsin-low-density lipoprotein

M. Komiyama1, H. Wada1, H. Yamakage1, N. Asahara1, S. Shimada1,
A. Shimatsu1, H. Koyama1, K. Kono2, Y. Takahashi3, K. Hasegawa1. 1Kyoto
Medical Center, Department of General Internal Medicine, Kyoto, Japan; 2Osaka
Medical College, Department of Hygiene and Public Health, Osaka, Japan;
3Nara Women’s University, Health Care Center, Nara, Japan

Background: Although cardiovascular risks decrease after quitting smoking,

Abstract P3184 – Table 1. GLP-1 and body fat mass/BMI relationship

Continuous† (n=1540) Quartile 1 (n=384) Quartile 2 (n=385) Quartile 3 (n=386) Quartile 4 (n=385) P for trend‡

Glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1, Log) and body fat mass; β (95% CI)
Sex, age adjusted 1.54 (1.00; 2.08) ** Ref. 0.37 (−0.33; 1.08) 1.09 (0.38; 1.80) 1.67 (0.96; 2.38) <0.0001
Fully adjusted + 0.60 (0.20; 1.01) ** Ref. 0.08 (−0.45; 0.60) 0.51 (−0.01; 1.03) 0.83 (0.30; 1.36) 0.0006

Continuous† (n=1568) Quartile 1 (n=392) Quartile 2 (n=391) Quartile 3 (n=394) Quartile 4 (n=391) P for trend‡

Glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1, Log) and BMI; β (95% CI)
Sex, age adjusted 1.02 (0.64; 1.39) ** Ref. 0.34 (−0.15; 0.83) 0.55 (0.06; 1.04) 0.94 (0.45; 1.43) 0.0001
Fully adjusted+ 0.02 (−0.25; 0.29) Ref. −0.04 (−0.39; 0.32) −0.17 (−0.52; 0.18) −0.19 (−0.55; 0.16) 0.21

+Adjusted for sex, age, smoking status, education level, systolic blood pressure, estimated glomerular filtration rate (CKD-EPI-formula), low density lipoprotein, high density lipoprotein, hemoglobin
A1c, high sensitivity C-reactive protein, physical activity, alcohol consumption, fruit/vegetable consumption, BMI and/or body fat mass (n=1490). **P-value <0.01; †Log-transformed variable; ‡p for
trend across quartiles of GLP-1.

body weight often increases in the early period after smoking cessation. We have
previously reported that the serum level of the α1-antitrypsin–low-density lipopro-
tein complex (AT-LDL)–an oxidatively modified low-density lipoprotein that accel-
erates atherosclerosis–is high in current smokers, and that the level rapidly de-
creases after smoking cessation. However, the effects of weight gain after smok-
ing cessation on this cardiovascular marker are unknown.
Methods: We determined serum levels of AT-LDL by an enzyme-linked im-
munosorbent assay (ELISA) in 183 patients (134 males and 49 females) who vis-
ited our outpatient clinic for smoking cessation, and successfully achieved smok-
ing abstinence. We measured AT-LDL both at baseline and at 12 weeks, and we
also calculated BMI twice.
Results: Patients experienced an increase in BMI (p<0.001), LDL-C (p=0.042),
HDL-C (p<0.001), and TG (p<0.001), whereas they had a decrease in systolic
blood pressure (SBP) (p=0.012), AT-LDL (p<0.001), and the CO concentration
in exhaled breath (p<0.001) after smoking cessation compared with their base-
line values. Using the median BMI increase as the cutoff point, participants were
divided into 2 groups. In the �BMI < median group, patients’ BMI decreased
after smoking cessation by an average of 0.4 kg/m2 (p<0.01), whereas in the
�BMI ≥ median group, the BMI increased after smoking cessation by 1.1 kg/m2

(p<0.01). There was no significant change in serum LDL-C levels over 12 weeks
in the �BMI < median group, whereas a significant increase (p=0.001) was found
in the �BMI ≥ median group after smoking cessation. Conversely, although no
significant change in the serum levels of AT-LDL was found in the �BMI ≥ me-
dian group, a significant decrease in AT-LDL levels (p<0.001) from before to after
smoking cessation was identified in the �BMI < median group. Moreover, the
degree of change in serum AT-LDL levels was significantly larger (p=0.041) in
the �BMI < median group than in the �BMI ≥ median group. Other than LDL-C
and AT-LDL levels, no significant differences were found among the �BMI groups
regarding the changes in values before and after cessation.
Conclusions: Although the serum levels of AT-LDL after smoking cessation sig-
nificantly decreased in the �BM < median group, the levels did not decrease
in the �BMI ≥ median group. The findings suggest that the decrease in serum
AT-LDL levels after quitting smoking is inhibited by weight gain after smoking ces-
sation.

P3184 | BEDSIDE
Plasma glucagon-like-peptide 1 and body fat mass among young and
healthy adults

J.G. Van Der Stouwe1, S. Van Der Lely1, S. Aeschbacher1, P. Krisai1, J. Todd2,
J. Estis2, M. Risch3, L. Risch3, D. Conen1. 1University Hospital Basel, Internal
Medicine, Basel, Switzerland; 2Singulex, Inc., Alameda, United States of
America; 3Labormedizinisches Zentrum Dr. Risch, Schaan, Liechtenstein

Purpose: Glucagon-like-peptide-1 (GLP-1) receptor agonists have been shown
to reduce bodyweight in overweight and/or diabetic individuals. We aimed to eval-
uate the relationship between intrinsic GLP-1 levels and body fat mass in young
and healthy adults.
Methods: Our population-based study in our country included healthy individuals
aged 25 to 41 years. In the current analysis, we included 1540 individuals who had
GLP-1 levels and body fat mass data available. Exclusion criteria were prevalent
cardiovascular disease, diabetes or a body mass index (BMI) >35 kg/m2. GLP-1
was determined with a research-use-only Single Molecule Counting technology
assay. Body fat mass was obtained by bioelectrical impedance analysis using
standardized methodology and a validated device. Multivariable linear regression
analyses were used to model the relationship between GLP-1 and body fat mass.
Results: Median age of our population was 38 years. Median BMI was 24.18
kg/m2, and median body fat was 25.11%. The results of the multivariable linear
regression models are shown in the Table. After adjustment for each other, body
fat mass but not BMI was strongly related to GLP-1 levels.
Conclusions: Plasma levels of GLP-1 show a significant positive linear relation-
ship with body fat mass but not BMI among young and healthy adults. These
results support the hypothesis that GLP-1 impacts body fat mass regulation.
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P3185 | BEDSIDE
Impact of body mass index and visceral adipose tissue on
cardiovascular risk factors and outcomes

A. Kunimura1, T. Uetani1, K. Harada1, N. Shinoda1, B. Kato1, Y. Takayama1,
K. Harada1, M. Takeshita1, T. Amano2, T. Murohara3. 1Chubu Rosai Hospital,
Nagoya, Japan; 2Aichi Medical University, Department of Cardiology, Nagoya,
Japan; 3Nagoya University Graduate School of Medicine, Department of
Cardiology, Nagoya, Japan

Background: The power of body mass index (BMI) as a cardiovascular risk fac-
tor is still controversial. Recent interest has focused on the heterogeneity of out-
comes among overweight individuals. The aim of this study was to investigate
whether adding visceral adipose tissue (VAT) measurements using computed to-
mography to BMI provides better cardiovascular risk assessment
Method: 369 consecutive patients without history of cardiovascular disease who
underwent 64-slice computed tomography angiography (CTA) were recruited.
%VAT was calculated as VAT/(VAT + subcutaneous adipose tissue) × 100, and
its median value was 39.4%. Patients were divided into four groups based on BMI
(<25 and 25≤) and %VAT (<39.4 and 39.4≤). The investigated cardiovascular
risk factors were hypertension, hyperglycemia, and dyslipidemia. We analyzed
the incidence of major adverse cardiac events (MACE), including cardiovascular
death, myocardial infarction, and any revascularization.
Result: The rate of patients who have two or more concomitant risk factors
(p<0.0001) and who underwent PCI or CABG after CTA (p=0.02) was significantly
higher among BMI≥25 with higher %VAT group. During the median follow-up of
2020 days, 32 events occurred. MACE occurred more frequently in BMI≥25 with
higher %VAT group than the other groups (log-rank p=0.003). In Cox analysis,
the hazard ratio of BMI≥25 with higher %VAT for MACE was 4.38 (95% confident
interval[CI] 1.58–12.18, p=0.005) compared to BMI<25 with lower %VAT, 2.74
(95%CI 1.18–6.35, p=0.02) compared to BMI<25 with higher %VAT, and 4.68
(95%CI 0.98-22.51 p=0.05) compared to BMI≥25 with lower %VAT, after adjust-
ment for confounding factors.

Figure 1

Conclusion: BMI in combination with VAT is a useful predictor of cardiovascular
risk factors and outcomes.

P3186 | BEDSIDE
Left ventricular deformation properties in lean and obese children and
adolescents after 3 year-follow-up

N. Mangner1, K. Scheuermann2, E. Winzer1, R. Hoellriegel1, M. Sandri1,
A. Linke1, W. Kiess1, G. Schuler1, A. Koerner1, S. Erbs1. 1University of Leipzig,
Heart Center, Leipzig, Germany; 2University Hospital Leipzig, Department of
Children and Adolescents, Leipzig, Germany

Background and objectives: The increasing prevalence of obesity in childhood
appears to precede the development of cardiovascular diseases. Childhood obe-
sity is associated with significant changes in left ventricular geometry and func-
tion. However, less is known about longitudinal development of left-ventricular
performance in children with obesity.
Aim of the present observational study was to assess geometric and functional
left ventricular alterations after 3 year-follow-up in initially pubertal children with
overweight or obesity compared to age-matched lean controls.
Methods: Eighteen obese (O) (Age 13.2±2.6, SDS-BMI 2.47±0.64, 39% male)
and 30 lean control children (L) (Age 14.1±3.1, SDS-BMI -0.38±0.86, 53% male)
were examined with a standardized transthoracic echocardiography at baseline
and 3 year-follow-up (median 3.07 years [IQR 2.96-3.25]). 2-D Speckle Tracking
was performed in all apical and parasternal short axis views to calculate longitu-
dinal, circumferential and radial strain.
Results: At baseline, O showed in comparison to L a 38% higher left ventricular
(LV) mass index, 18% higher LV end-diastolic volume and 38% higher left atrial
volume index (p<0.01). Despite identical LV-EF, parameters of longitudinal and
circumferential deformation were reduced in obese children compared to lean
controls (longitudinal strain: –12%, p<0.01; circumferential strain: -13%, p<0.01).
Radial strain was comparable between O and L.
After 3 year-follow-up, there was a mean weight gain of 11.7±18.6 kg in O and
11.3±7.9 kg in L (n.s.), SDS-BMI remained significantly different (-0.45±0.97 vs
2.11±0.83, p<0.001). Left ventricular (LV) mass index (+38%), LV end-diastolic
volume (+21%) and left atrial volume index (+36%) continued to be significantly
higher in O compared to L (p<0.01). Despite identical LV-EF, parameters of longi-
tudinal and circumferential deformation were still reduced in obese children com-

pared to lean controls (longitudinal strain: –10%, p<0.05; circumferential strain:
-9%, p<0.05). Radial strain remained comparable between O and L.
Conclusion: Childhood obesity is associated with significant changes in left ven-
tricular geometry and function, indicating an early onset of detrimental alterations
in the myocardium. These changes remain present during the course from early
to late adolescence.

P3187 | BEDSIDE
Overweight/obesity since adolescence and its impact on
anthropometric indexes, blood pressure, adipokines, inflammation,
and pulse wave velocity in Brazilian young adults. Rio de Janeiro
Study

A. Brandao, E.M.G. Campana, R. Pozzan, M.E.C. Magalhaes, F.L. Fonseca,
O.L. Pizzi, E.V. Freitas, A.P. Brandao. State University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ),
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Background: The impact of overweight/obesity (O/O) in adolescence on other
cardiovascular risk factors in young adults is important for primary prevention.
Purpose: To evaluate anthropometric indexes, blood pressure (BP), metabolic
and inflammatory variables, and pulse wave velocity (PWV) of youngsters strat-
ified by their body mass index (BMI) in a 18 year-follow-up period, since ado-
lescence. Population and Methods: 116 subjects (63 males) from the Rio de
Janeiro Study (follow-up 17.76 +1.63 years) performed three assessments: A1
(12.40±1.49 years old), A2 (21.40±1.74 years old) and A3 (30.09±2.01 years
old), and were divided into two groups: GN (n=80) with normal BMI in at least two
of three assessments, and GO/O (n=36) with abnormal BMI in at least two of three
assessments. BP and BMI were obtained in A1, A2 and A3. In A2 and A3, glu-
cose (G), insulin (Ins), HOMA-IR, and lipids were included, and in A3, abdominal
circumference (AC), PWV, Apolipoprotein A1, Apolipoprotein B 100, Lipoprotein
(a), Adiponectin, Leptin, E-selectin, VCAM and ICAM, CRP, and fibrinogen were
added.
Results: 1) Groups did not differ by age and sex; 2) In A1, A2 and A3, GO/O
showed higher BMI, SBP, DBP means and higher prevalence of O/O (p<0.0001)
and hypertension (p<0.01); 3) In A2, GO/O presented higher fasting glucose
(p<0.010), Ins (p<0.02), HOMA -IR (p<0.010), total cholesterol (p<0.02), LDL
cholesterol (p<0.001), triglycerides (p<0.04) means; 4) in A3, GO/O showed
higher prevalences of increased AC (p<0.001), metabolic syndrome (p<0.001),
hyperinsulinemia (p<0.007); and higher HOMA-IR (p<0.02), LDL cholesterol
(p<0.05), leptin (p<0.0001), E- selectin (p<0.001), CRP (p<0.0001), fibrino-
gen (p<0.004), and PWV (p<0.05) means, and higher leptin / adiponectin ra-
tio (p<0.0001). 5) In logistic regression analysis it was observed that BMI in A1
showed an odds ratio of 1.509 (CI 95% 1.247-1.821; p<0.001) for the occurrence
of metabolic syndrome in A3.
Conclusion: In a 18 year-follow-up period, since adolescence, overweight/obe-
sity was associated with higher anthropometric indexes, BP, PWV, a worse
metabolic profile, with the presence of inflammatory markers, and a higher risk
for metabolic syndrome in young adulthood. These results highlight that primary
prevention measures should begin early in life.

P3188 | BEDSIDE
Influence of weight and height on echocardiographic parameters in
healthy subjects

L. Caballero, S. Kou, R. Dulgheru, D. Voilliot, C. Henri, C. De Sousa, P. Lancellotti
on behalf of NORRE study investigators. University Hospital of Liege (CHU),
Cardiology Department, Liege, Belgium

Purpose: Indexing of echocardiographic parameters in chamber quantification is
nowadays mandatory given the influence of body size on them. Individual influ-
ence of weight and height has not been previously assessed in a large cohort.
We aim to report the normal reference ranges for cardiac chambers size index by
weight and height in healthy subjects.
Methods: NORRE study is a multi-centre study involving accredited echocardio-
graphy laboratories of the EACVI studying echocardiographic parameters in a
large cohort of healthy population (n=734; 45.8±13.3 years; 43.6% of male). All
2D parameters were indexed by height, weight and body surface area (BSA).
Results: There were significant differences between men and women regarding
left ventricle (LV) volumes and right ventricle (RV) areas when indexing by the
height or BSA (Table). By contrast, when indexing by the weight, the differences
in LV volumes (LV end-diastolic volume 1.37 vs. 1.33 ml/kg; p=0.135) and RV ar-
eas were attenuated (RV end-diastolic area: 0.24 vs. 0.24 cm2/kg; p=0.924). LA
volume (LAV) was not different between men and women when indexing by BSA.
However, when indexing by height, LAV were significantly higher in men (28.4 vs.

Table 1

Parameters Male Male Female Female p-value
mean ± SD 1st–3rd mean ± SD 1st–3rd

LV end-diastolic volume biplane, mL/m 59.2±13.7 52.2–64.5 50.5±11.0 44.9–54.3 <0.001
LV end-systolic volume biplane, mL/m 21.8±6.2 18.6–24.1 18.1±4.9 15.8–19.9 <0.001
End-diastolic RV area, cm2/m 10.3±2.3 9.2–11.0 9.01±2.06 7.9–9.6 <0.001
End-systolic RV area, cm2/m 5.9±1.5 4.6–5.9 4.4±1.4 3.7–4.9 <0.001
LA volume area-length biplane, mL/m 31.8±8.0 28.3–34.3 29.1±7.3 25.7–31.1 0.002
RA volume area-length, mL/m 26.3±7.8 22.9–27.9 20.8±7.3 17.2–22.4 <0.001
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26.4 ml/m; p=0.008), whereas after indexing by weight, LAV was higher in women
(0.65 vs 0.69 ml/kg; p=0.044). Regarding the influence of age in these parame-
ters, there was a significant negative correlation between age and LV volumes
and RV areas index by BSA, weight or height.
Conclusion: The height of the patient is the main factor influencing the cardiac
chamber sizes. After normalization by weight, the differences between men and
women are attenuated. Caution should be taken when indexing by the BSA in
obese patients to avoid underestimation of volumes and areas. In these cases,
normalization by the height should be advised.

P3189 | BEDSIDE
Novel sonographic indicators of body adiposity in relation to cardio-
metabolic risk factors

A. Ryabikov1, Z. Guliev1, S. Malyutina2, Y.U. Ragino2, E. Veryovkin2.
1Novosibirsk State Medical University, Novosibirsk, Russian Federation;
2Institute of Internal Medicine SB RAMS, Novosibirsk, Russian Federation

Visceral adiposity is known to be associated with cardiovascular risk factors (RF)
and CVD risk. Novel lipometric approach of ultrasonic measurement of subcu-
taneous and abdominal fat is proposed for assessment of body fat distribution.
The correlates of ultrasonic lipometric indicators in a general population were not
studied.
Purpose: We aimed to study the distribution and predictors of subcutaneous and
premesenteric fat layer in a population based sample.
Methods: We used the data from a random population sample (n=163;
men/women aged 18-64) examined in a city in the frame of EPOGH Project.
Subcutaneous fat (subCF) thickness and preperitoneal fat (prePF) thickness and
width were measured on transverse images with conventional ultrasound probes
standing on the abdominal midline in subxiphoid region. Ultrasonic measure-
ments were validated against CT (n=40). CVD RF and anthropometric measures
(body mass index, BMI; waist-to-hip ratio, WHR; skin fold) were evaluated by stan-
dardized methods. Predictors of fat measures were assessed in multivariable lin-
ear regression; models did not include BMI, WHR and skin fold as covariates to
avoid over-adjustment.
Results: Image acquisition and online measurements were feasible in 100% of
participants. Both fat measures had normal distribution through studied sample
and were positively associated with anthropometric indicators (BMI, WHR, and
skin fold). Mean subCF thickness in our sample was of 1.25cm (SD 0.55). Mean
value of prePF was of 1.52cm (SD 0.63). In multivariable regression, the de-
terminants of subCF thickness were female sex (p=0.042), systolic blood pres-
sure (SBP) (p=0.051), plasma insulin level (p=0.034). The determinants of prePF
thickness were again SBP (p=0.001) and plasma insulin (p=0.03). Additionally,
prePF depo thickness was positively associated with younger age (p=0.037), to-
tal cholesterol (p=0.037), and negatively associated with HDL-C (p=0.021). The
variability of subCF were explained by RF on 20% and variability of prePF mea-
sures - on 32-38% depending on statistical model.
Conclusion: Ultrasonic lipometric indicators of subcutaneous and preperitoneal
fat are associated with insulin, SBP, female sex (subcutaneous fat), and younger
age (preperitonel fat) independently of other factors. Additionally, preperitoneal
fat but not subcutaneous one was positively associated with total cholesterol and
negatively related to HDL-C. The relationships between preperitoneal fat and car-
diometabolic correlates were sex-independent. Prospective analysis is warranted
to estimate predictive significance of novel indicators for CVD risk.

P3190 | BEDSIDE
Prevalence of obesity in men and women in Ryazan region (dynamics
through 2002-2007)

E.A. Smirnova1, S.S. Yakushin2, A.N. Vorobyev2. 1Regional clinical cardiology
hospital, Ryazan, Russian Federation; 2Ryazan State Academician I.P. Pavlov
Medical University, Ryazan, Russian Federation

Aim: To assess the dynamics of overweight and obesity prevalence in men and
women in Ryazan region in 2002-2007.
Materials and methods: As a part of Russian epidemiological “EPOCH” study,
a representative sample of Ryazan region population was evaluated: in 2002 with
95.3% response rate - 2098 subjects, mean age 44.8±18.6 years, in 2007 with
83.7% response rate - 1760 subjects, mean age 48.5±17.0 years. Anthropomet-
ric evaluation included measurement of height (cm) and body weight (kg). Exces-
sive body weight was diagnosed at BMI of 25-29 kg/m2, obesity – at BMI ≥30
kg/m2. In 2007 additional measurement of waist (WC) and hip circumference. Ab-
dominal obesity (AO) was diagnosed in case of WC>102 in men, and WC>88 in
women.
Results: In 2002 mean BMI in men was 25.3±1.5 kg/m2, in women - 27.0±1.3
kg/m2. Portion of overweight men was 36.9±1.6%, women - 33.0±1.4%, p=0.07.
Obesity was diagnosed in 11.7±1.1% of men and 23.6±1.2% of women. The
number of obese men increased from 3.4% at 20-29 years to 16.2% at 60-69
and later decreased to 9.1% at 80-89. The number of obese women was 3.8%,
40.7% and 21.5% at the same ages. Obesity was more frequently diagnosed
in countryside residents comparing to townsmen (22.8% vs. 18.0%, p<0.05), in
men (14.4% vs. 9.0% in town, p<0.05). Prevalence of obesity in women did not
depend from residency (28.9% vs. 24.6% in Ryazan, p=0.09). In the assessed
sample 1st grade of obesity was the most prevalent (16.9% women and 9.2%

men). 2nd grade obesity was diagnosed in 5.3% of women and 2.4% of men, 3rd
grade - in 1.5% and 0.1%, respectively.
The repeated evaluation in 2007 revealed increase of mean BMI from 25.9±0.1
kg/m2 to 27.0±0.1 kg/m2, p<0.001. The prevalence of overweight didn’t signifi-
cantly change and was 39.2% in men and 35.2% in women. The obesity preva-
lence increased from 18.8% to 22.6%, p<0.001, more notably in women - from
23.6% to 29.4%, p<0.001, than in men - 11.7% to 14.0%, p=0.68. There was
a significant increase in number of patients with 3rd grade obesity - from 0.9%
to 1.9%, p<0.05. The prevalence of 1st grade obesity didn’t significantly change
over 5 years and was 19.6% in women, 9.7% in men; 2nd grade - 6.5% and
3.4%, respectively. Mean WC in 2007 was 88.1±0.5 cm in men and 83.7±0.4 in
women. The prevalence of AO was higher in women than in men (34.2±1.5% vs.
14.4±1.3%, p<0.001).
Conclusion: The number of overweight and obese patients in Ryazan region
increased over 5 years from 53.3% to 59.4%, p<0.01. The obesity prevalence
was higher in women than in men and over the assessed period it increased from
23.6% to 29.4%, p<0.001.

P3191 | BEDSIDE
Waist to high ratio better identified cardiovascular risk factors and
increased cardiovascular risk in a chilean survey

F. Lanas1, P. Seron1, S. Munoz1, P. Margozzini2, T. Puig3. 1Universidad de La
Frontera, Temuco, Chile; 2Pontifical Catholic University of Chile, Santiago, Chile;
3Autonomous University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

Purpose: Obesity is an important determinant of cardiovascular risk in Latin
America. However, optimal obesity indicators and their cut-off points are not well
determined. The study objectives were to assess the relationship between body
mass index (BMI), waist circumference (WC) and waist-to-height ratio (WHtR)
with prevalence of hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia, and 10- year coronary
heart disease (CHD) risk >10% estimation, and to define optimal cut-off points.
Methods: 2200 men and 3216 women from the Chilean Health Survey 2009-
10 were analyzed. Crude Odds Ratio (OR) were calculated for upper, compared
with lower quartile of anthropometric measurements for risk factors prevalence
and CHD risk and adjusted for gender, educational level, physical activity, alco-
hol intake and smoking. ROC curves were used to compare discrimination and
estimate cut-off points.
Results: The prevalence of overweight and obesity in men were 45,3% and
19,2%, and in women were 33,6% and 30,7% respectively. WHtR had highest
crude OR for prevalence of hypertension (7.2 in men, 7.6 in women), diabetes
(7.8 in men and women) and CHD risk (9.1 in men, 6.2 in women) with adjusted
OR of 3,6 (95% CI 2,8-4,5); 3,9 (2,6-5,8) and 3,1 (2,8-4,1). WHtR also had higher
ROC area for hypertension (0,707), diabetes (0,707), dyslipidemia (0,694) and
CHD risk (0,691). Male and female optimal cut-off points for CHD risk were: 26,5
and 27,5 kg/m2 for BMI, 95 and 89 cm for WC and 0,55 and 0,59 for WHtR re-
spectively. Optimal cut-off points for prevalence of hypertension, diabetes and
dyslipidemia had similar values
Conclusion: WHtR demonstrated the strongest correlation and associations with
CV risks factors and estimated risk. Optimal cut-points are over those recom-
mended in the literature.

P3192 | BEDSIDE
Do BNP and its associated lipolytic effects lead to subsequent weight
change in older adults?

A.M. Beleigoli, A.L. Ribeiro, M.F. Lima-Costa, M.F.S. Diniz on behalf of the
Bambui (Brazil) Cohort Study of Aging. Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais,
Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Purpose: Besides the hemodynamic effects, natriuretic peptides (NP) lead to
augmented rates of lipolysis in the adipose tissue. There have been several re-
ports of reduced NP levels in overweight and obese subjects. This leads to ques-
tioning about the role of low NP levels on the development and maintenance of
obesity. We investigated whether B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) is associated
with subsequent weight change in the elderly over a 3 year follow-up period.
Methods: Older adults (≥60 years) of the Bambuí (Brazil) Cohort Study of Aging
who had BNP measured at baseline (1997) and weight reassessed 3 years later
were selected for the present analysis. Weight change (loss or gain) was based on
a 5% variation. We performed multinomial logistic regression models with weight
change as the outcome (stability as reference), in order to investigate whether
BNP is a determinant of subsequent weight variation independently of conditions
which lead to high BNP levels or weight change (age, sex, smoking, diabetes,
hypertension, Chagas disease, physical activity, BMI, major ECG abnormalities
and log-transformed creatinine and C-reactive protein).
Results: 1120 predominantly female participants (707; 63.2%) with mean age of
68 (SD 6.7) years at baseline entered the study. 684 (61%) of them remained with
stable weight. Among the ones who presented weight loss (246; 22%), median
weight variation was 5.3 kg (IQR 3.9-7.7) and 26 (5.2%) initially normal weight
were reclassified as underweight, 82 (19.5%) initially overweight turned into nor-
mal weight and 31 (21.6%) of the obese turned into overweight. Among those
who gained weight (190; 17%), median weight variation was 4.9 kg (IQR 3.5-
6.6), and 16 (23.5%) initially underweight turned into normal weight, whereas 48
(9.9%) and 31 (7.4%) initially normal weight turned into overweight and obese,
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respectively. Median BNP was 70 pg/mL (IQR 39-134), 93 pg/mL (48-158) and
81 pg/mL (47-140) among those with weight stability, loss and gain, respectively
(p=0.002). After full adjustment, BNP was independently associated with weight
loss (OR 1.30; 95% CI 1.10-1.55), but not with weight gain (OR 1.20; 95% CI
0.99- 1.46).
Conclusions: Older adults with higher BNP levels had an increased odds of los-
ing weight subsequently. Unrecognized morbid conditions might explain this asso-
ciation. However, lower BNP levels were not significantly associated with weight
gain during a 3-year follow-up. These results suggest that having low BNP levels
is not a clinically important mechanism to the development of obesity.

P3193 | BEDSIDE
Inflammation is associated with subsequent weight loss and gain in
older adults

A.M. Beleigoli, M.F.S. Diniz, M.F. Lima-Costa, A.L. Ribeiro on behalf of the
Bambui (Brazil) Cohort Study of Aging. Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais,
Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Purpose: Inflammation may be a mediator of the increased mortality associated
with weight change in the elderly. Our aim was to examine whether high sensitivity
C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) is associated with weight loss or gain over a 3 year
follow-up period in older adults.
Methods: Participants aged 60 years or older of the Bambuí (Brazil) Cohort Study
of Aging who had hs-CRP measured at baseline (1997) and weight reassessed
3 years later were selected. Weight change (loss or gain) was based on a 5%
variation and weight stable was used as reference. Adjusted multinomial logistic
regression was applied to investigate whether CRP is a determinant of subse-
quent weight variation independently of baseline characteristics traditionally as-
sociated with inflammation and/or weight variation (age, sex, smoking, diabetes,
hypertension, Chagas disease, physical activity, BMI, major ECG abnormalities
and log-transformed creatinine and B-type natriuretic peptide). We also tested
whether BMI at baseline, smoking and physical activity modified the effect of hs-
CRP on weight change.
Results: In total, 1120 participants (684, 61% with stable weight; 190, 17% with
weight gain and 246, 22% with weight loss) entered the study. Female sex was
predominant (707; 63.2%). At baseline, mean age was 68 (6.7) years. Median
hs-CRP and BMI at baseline were 3.1 mg/L (IQR 1.4-6.2) and 25.1 kg/m2 (21.9-
28.0), respectively. As compared to participants whose weight was stable (2.9
mg/L; IQR 1.2-5.7), hs-CRP was higher both in those who lost (3.7 mg/L; IQR 1.7-
6.9) and gained weight (3.1 mg/L; IQR 1.6-7.0; p=0.003). Hs-CRP was an inde-
pendent determinant of both subsequent weight loss (OR 1.02; 95% CI 1.01-1.04)
and gain (OR 1.02; 95% CI, 1.01- 1.04). Interaction between CRP and smoking
(p for interaction=0.34 for weight loss and 0.47 for weight gain), BMI at baseline (p
for interaction=0.59 for weight loss and 0.49 for weight gain) or physical activity (p
for interaction=0.91 for weight loss and 0.21 for weight gain) was not significant.
Conclusions: Older adults with higher levels of baseline inflammation were more
likely to have subsequent weight loss or gain during a 3-year follow-up as com-
pared to participants whose weight remained stable. These results were present
regardless of conditions associated with increased levels of inflammation, such as
cardiovascular and metabolic diseases, as well as determinants of weight change,
such as smoking. Thus, inflammation per se might lead to weight change in ei-
ther direction and be a link between weight variation and increased mortality in
the elderly.
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P3196 | BEDSIDE
Influence of air pollution on the risk of acute myocardial infarction in
Korea from the Korea Acute Myocardial Infarction Registry

J.H. Lee, J.H. Kim, S.Y. Jang, S.H. Park, M.H. Bae, D.H. Yang, H.S. Park, Y. Cho,
S.C. Chae on behalf of Korean Acute Myocardial Infarction Registry. Kyungpook
National University Hospital, Daegu, Korea, Republic of

Purpose: Atmospheric pollution would increase the risk of acute myocardial in-
farction (AMI). However, conflicting findings in various regions make it difficult to
draw uniform results. The aim of this study is to determine whether a relationship
exists between air pollution and the occurrence of AMI in Korea.
Methods: From Korean AMI Registry, 4,168 Koreans admitted for AMI in four
university hospital between January 2006 and October 2010 was included in
this study. The dates for onset of cardiac symptoms were merged with atmo-
spheric pollutants including atmospheric particulate matter with diameter of 10
micromeres or less (PM10), ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon monox-
ide (CO), and sulfur dioxide (SO2). Concentrations of pollutants were obtained
from the database of the Ministry of Environment. The data of 11 measuring
stations were analyzed to calculate average concentrations. Poisson regression
model was carried out.
Results: The mean number of occurrence of AMI was 2.4 persons per day, aver-
aging 1.6 men (68.2%) and 0.75 women (31.6%). Of these, 1950 (46.7%) were
below 65-years-old. There was a significant negative relation between daily oc-
currence of AMI and the mean concentration of NO2. A 1/1000 ppm decrease
in mean concentration of NO2 was associated with a 2% increase of occurrence
of AMI (β=-0.020, risk ratio=1.020, p<0.0001). This association was consistently
observed regardless of gender (β=-0.0195, risk ratio=1.0196, p<0.0001 for males
vs. β=-0.0211, risk ratio=1.0213, p<0.0001 for females) and age (β=-0.0210,
risk ratio=1.0212, p<0.0001 for <65-years-old vs. β=-0.0192, risk ratio=1.0193,
p<0.0001 for ≥65-years-old). There were significant positive relations between
daily occurrence of AMI and the mean concentration of CO and SO2. A 1/10 ppm
increase in mean concentration of CO (β=0.067, risk ratio=1.069, p<0.0001) and
1/1000 ppm increase in SO2 (β=0.026, risk ratio=1.026, p=0.0078) were associ-
ated with 6.9% and 2.6% increase of occurrence of AMI, respectively. This asso-
ciation, particularly in CO, was stronger in females (β=0.0943, risk ratio=1.099,
p<0.001 for females vs. β=0.0529, risk ratio=1.054, p=0.0003 for males) and in
the young (β=0.0703, risk ratio=1.073, p<0.0001 for <65-years-old vs. β=0.0627,
risk ratio=1.065, p=0.0001 for ≥65-years-old). There were no significant associa-
tions between concentrations of PM10 (β=-0.0002, risk ratio=1.0002, p=0.68) and
O3 (β=-0.0032, risk ratio=1.003, p=0.059) and occurrence of AMI.
Conclusions: These finding suggests that air pollution have a modest influence
on the occurrence of AMI in Korea.

P3197 | BEDSIDE
Microvascular endothelial function and endothelial microparticles level
under the extreme weather conditions

A. Zairova1, A. Rogoza1, V. Masenko2, K. Zykov2, A. Rvacheva2, T. Kuznetsova2,
O. Rodnenkov3, M. Osyaeva3. 1Russian Cardiology Research and Production
Complex, New Methods of Diagnostics, Moscow, 2Russian Cardiology Research
and Production Complex, Neurohormonal and Immunological Studies, Moscow,
3Russian Cardiology Research and Production Complex, Chronic Ischemic
Heart Disease, Moscow, Russian Federation

Purpose: The effects of extreme weather factors on endothelial function in hu-
mans are unknown. The aim of this study was to examine the endothelial function
in healthy volunteers in extreme climatic conditions.
Methods: 6 healthy male volunteers aged 24 to 44 years were placed for 30
days in a residential module MARS 500 with simulation of extreme conditions of
July - August 2010 (daily temperature +30 ...+38°C at a relative humidity of 30-
50% a night temperature +26...+31 °C at a relative humidity of 50-75%, the CO
content 5-40 mg/m3). Microvascular vasomotor endothelial function was studied
by finger photopletismography in reactive hyperemia test (Angioskan-01) every 10
days (Fig. 1: P0 - baseline, P1 - 10 days, P2 - 20 days, P3 - 30 days). Apoptotic
endothelial microparticles CD31+ CD41-, as early markers of endothelial damage
were determined by flow cytometry (Cytomics FC 500, Beckman Coulter).
Results: The amplitude index (IA) reflecting an increase in the amplitude of pho-
topletismographic curve during the test with reactive hyperemia as a functional
marker of microvascular endothelial function decreased in 5 of 6 volunteers from
10 to 50%, (P1, p<0.1). To the end of the experiment (P3) all six healthy volun-
teers had vasomotor endothelial dysfunction of microvascular arteries. All volun-
teers demonstrated a significant increase of microparticles CD31 + CD41- level.
Trend of vasomotor endothelial function (delta IA) and apoptotic endothelial mi-

Figure 1
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croparticles level (delta CD31 + CD41-) in experiment (median, 10 and 90 per-
centile) is presented in Fig. 1.
Conclusions: Extreme weather conditions are associated with functional and
cellular markers of endothelial damage even in healthy volunteers.

P3198 | BEDSIDE
Severe adverse effects of nocturnal aircraft noise on endothelial
function in patients with or being at risk for cardiovascular disease

F.P. Schmidt, K. Kreuder, K. Kolle, T. Gori, T. Munzel. University Medical Center
Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, Dept. of Medicine II, Mainz, Germany

Purpose: Multiple epidemiological studies suggest a relationship between aircraft
noise exposure and an increased risk for myocardial infarction and stroke. We re-
cently demonstrated adverse effects of noise on endothelial function of healthy
volunteers, the effects of nocturnal aircraft noise on endothelial function of pa-
tients with cardiovascular disease have never been studied.
Methods: 60 Patients with cardiovascular disease or at increased risk as deter-
mined by the Framingham score were in random and blinded order exposed to
one night with aircraft noise and one night without noise. Aircraft noise was sim-
ulated in the patients bedroom at home and consisted of 60 noise events. Polyg-
raphy was performed during study nights, endothelial function measurement via
flow-mediated dilation of the brachial artery, questionnaires and blood sampling
were performed on the morning after each study night.
Results: 60 patients (m:w = 44:16) with a mean age of 61 years were analyzed.
The average calculated Framingham risk score was 26%. 50 patients carried
a diagnosis of invasively established coronary artery disease (CAD). The mea-
sured averaged sound pressure levels Leq(3)were 46.9±2.0 dB(A) in the Noise60
nights and 39.2±3.1 dB(A) in the Control nights.
Subjective sleep quality on a visual analogue scale was markedly reduced by
simulated aircraft noise from 5.83±2.02 to 3.7±2.20 (p<0.001). Flow mediated
dilatation of the brachial artery was significantly reduced after night-time aircraft
noise exposure (FMD 7.86% ± 3.71) compared to study nights without noise sim-
ulation (FMD 9.57% ± 0.56; p<0.001). Furthermore systolic blood pressure con-
tinuously measured during the night was increased from a mean of 129.5±16.5
mmHg to 133.6±18.1 mmHg (p=0.026) in nights with noise exposure.
Morning adrenaline levels in this patient population did not differ significantly be-
tween nights with (38.6±3.8) and without noise exposure (36.8±2.4; p=0.493).
Similarly mean heart rate was not significantly different between control and noise
nights (60.7±7.9 vs. 61.2±8.0; p=0.286).
Conclusions: The current study demonstrates that night-time aircraft noise sub-
stantially impairs endothelial function in in patients with or being at risk for cardio-
vascular disease.
These adverse effects on vascular function were observed despite the use of vas-
cular protection via medication with statins and blood pressure lowering agents.
These findings may explain at least in part, why high blood, myocardial infarction
and stroke have been observed as a consequence of nocturnal aircraft noise

P3199 | SPOTLIGHT
Season and outdoor temperature in relation to detection and control of
hypertension in a large rural Chinese population

H. Du1, D. Su2, X. Zhang2, Y. Qian3, L. Chen3, Y. Chen2, Y. Guo4, M. Yu2,
L. Li4, Z. Chen1. 1University of Oxford, CTSU, Nuffield Department of Population
Health, Oxford, United Kingdom; 2Zhejiang Provincial Centre for Disease
Control and Prevention, Hangzhou, 3Tongxiang Centre for Disease Control
and Prevention, Zhejiang Province, Tongxiang, 4Chinese Academy of Medical
Sciences, Beijing, China, People’s Republic of

Objectives: In many Western populations, blood pressure varies moderately with
season and outdoor temperature. Relatively little is known about effects of sea-
sonal changes in blood pressure on the detection and control of hypertension in
general populations, especially in low- and middle-income countries. We there-
fore performed this study in a large group of rural adults from China.
Methods: We analysed cross-sectional data of 57,375 (42% men) participants
aged 30-79 years who were enrolled during 2004-8, as part of the China Kadoorie
Biobank, from a rural county in a south-east costal Province. Analyses related
daily mean outdoor temperature, obtained from local Meteorological Bureau, to
mean systolic (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP), rate of newly detected
hypertension and, among those with self-reported physician-diagnosed hyper-
tension, rate of adequate blood pressure control, using multiple linear and logistic
regression models.
Results: The overall mean blood pressure was 135.9 for SBP and 80.5 mmHg for
DBP. Daily outdoor temperature ranged between -2.9 and 33.7°C, with July be-
ing the hottest month (29.4°C) and January the coldest (4.0°C). The adjusted
SBP/DBP differences between the coldest and warmest month were 19.2/7.7
mmHg. Each 10°C lower ambient temperature associated with 6.9/2.9 mmHg
higher SBP/DBP, 14.1% higher prevalence of newly detected hypertension and,
among those with pre-diagnosed hypertension, 13.0% lower hypertension control
rate (Figure).
Conclusion: Lower outdoor temperature is associated with higher mean blood
pressure and hypertension prevalence as well as poorer hypertension control,
and should be considered when conducting and evaluating population-based hy-
pertension survey and providing treatment for hypertensive patients.

P3200 | BEDSIDE
Effects of air pollution exposure reduction by filter mask on heart
failure: a prospective randomized double-blind controlled trial

J.L. Vieira1, G.V. Guimaraes1, P.A. De Andre2, P.H.N. Saldiva2, E.A. Bocchi1 on
behalf of Dept. of Heart Failure - Heart Institute (Incor) / São Paulo University
Medical School. 1Heart Institute (Incor) - São Paulo University Medical School,
Dept. of Heart Failure, Sao Paulo, Brazil; 2São Paulo University Medical School,
Dept. of environment health, são paulo, Brazil

Short-term exposure to air pollution is associated with heart failure (HF) decom-
pensation. A particle retention facemask has the potential to reduce these car-
diovascular events. Our purpose is to investigate the effects of reducing diesel
exhaust (DE) inhalation on endothelial function (non-invasive reactive hyperemia
index - RHi), cardiopulmonar capacity (oxygen uptake-VO2; ventilatory efficiency-
VE slope; 6 minute walking test-6mwt) and heart rate variability (HRV) in HF pa-
tients, by using a polypropylene filter-mask (FM). In a double-blind, randomized,
crossover study, 19 HF patients (HF group) and 8 matched healthy volunteers
(control group) were exposed to diluted DE (300 μg/m3 particulate concentra-
tion), filtered DE or filtered air during 15 minutes of rest and 6 minutes stress test-
ing in a controlled-exposure facility. Clinical and laboratory variables were normal
in both groups. DE worsened RHi in both groups [2,5 vs. 1,9; 95%CI 0,01-1,04;
(P=0,043)], and this effect was attenuated by the FM (P=0,012) (Figure). There
was a significant worsening of VO2 [24,1 vs 14,3 ml/kg/min; 95%CI 16,9-31,3;
(P=0,048)] and VE slope [27,5 vs. 38,3; 95%CI 1,7-19,9; (P=0,018)], also attenu-
ated by the FM (P=0,007). However, these intervention significantly reduced both
groups 6mwt’s [265,9 vs. 211,3m; 95%CI 1,04-108,3; (P=0,045)]. Brief exposure
to air pollution did not alter HRV in well-treated HF patients. We concluded that the
FM could mitigate the DE inhalation effects on endothelial and cardiopulmonary
function in HF patients and healthy volunteers, though it causes respiratory dis-
comfort and reduces the walking distance.

DE inhalation and endothelial function.

Our results, although partial, provide some insight into the mechanisms involving
particulate matter and cardiovascular diseases.

P3201 | BENCH
Effects of arsenic exposure and genetic polymorphisms in
detoxification metabolism and DNA repair genes on subclinical
atherosclerosis in high-exposed population of our country

F. Stea1, F. Faita2, F. Minichilli1, F. Faita1, E. Bustaffa1, L. Cori1, F. Bianchi1,
M.G. Andreassi1, R. Sicari1. 1CNR Institute of Clinical Physiology, Pisa, Italy;
2Institute of Clinical Physiology (IFC), Massa, Italy

Background: Arsenic (As) exposure is an environmental risk factor for
atherosclerosis. The individual susceptibility to arsenic-induced atherosclerosis
might be associated to the presence of specific genetic polymorphisms in genes
involved in arsenic metabolism or in DNA repair.
Aims: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of interaction of As
with the presence of common genetic variants in genes implicated in arsenic
metabolism (ASIIIMT, GSTT1 and GSTM1) and DNA repair (hOGG1 and XRCC1)
on early signs of subclinical atherosclerosis in populations living in four zones of
Italy known to be affected by As exposure.
Methods: Two-hundred twenty-nine healthy individuals (112 male mean
age=32.6±7.3years) who were residents in the high risk areas were recruited
through advertisement in local media. Participants were administered a ques-
tionnaire about life habits, work, medical history, and diet in a face-to-face inter-
view. Urinary inorganic As (iAs; including trivalent and pentavalent) and methy-
lated metabolites (monomethylarsinic and dimethylarsinic acid, MMAVand DMA)
were measured by mass spectrometry. Carotid intima-media thickness (cIMT)
was evaluated by high-resolution B-mode ultrasound with automatic measure-
ments. Genotyping was carried out by PCR-RFLP.
Results: As expected, IMT was correlated with age (ρ=0.50, p<0.001) and
carotid diameter (ρ=0.49, p<0.001). Smokers did not have a significantly higher
IMT (p=0.25). There was no correlation between carotid IMT and total As (ρ=0.02,
p=0.83), iAs (ρ=0.02, p=0.83), the sum of iAs+MMA+DMA (ρ=0.01, p=0.85) Sub-
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jects with a high urinary arsenic level (Asi≥3.86 μg/L) and OGG1 Cys allele had
a significantly increased cIMT (0.58±0.1 vs. 0.51±0.1 mm, pintercation=0.004)
than those with a low urinary arsenic level (Asi<3.86 μg/L) and OGG1 Ser–Ser
genotype.
Subjects with a high urinary arsenic level and carriers of GSTT1-1 genotype also
had increased IMT values than those with a low urinary arsenic level and the of
GSTT1-0 genotype (0.56±0.09 vs 0.53±0.09 mm; pintercation =0.01)
Conclusions: GSTT1 and OGG1 polymorphisms may play an important role in
the individual risk of arsenic-induced carotid atherosclerosis.

P3202 | BENCH
Subclinical carotid atherosclerosis and early vascular aging from
chronic low-dose ionizing radiation exposure: a genetic, telomere and
vascular ultrasound study in cardiac catheterization laboratory

M.G. Andreassi1, E. Piccaluga2, L. Gargani1, L. Sabatino1, A. Borghini1,
F. Faita1, R.M. Bruno1, G. Guagliumi3, E. Picano1 on behalf of Healthy Cath Lab
(HCL) Study Group of the Italian Society of Invasive Cardiology (GISE). 1CNR
Institute of Clinical Physiology, Pisa, Italy; 2Cardiology Unit- Hospital Sacco,
Milano, Italy; 3Cardiovascular Department- Ospedale Papa Giovanni XXIII,
Bergamo, Italy

Background: There is growing evidence of an excess risk for cardiovascular dis-
ease at moderate doses of ionizing radiation exposure. We assessed the asso-
ciation between chronic radiation exposure in the cath-lab and early subclinical
atherosclerosis.
Methods: In the Healthy Cath Lab study, 223 staff personal (141 male; age=45±8
years) and 222 unexposed subjects (113 male; age=44±10 years) were eval-
uated. Carotid intima-media thickness (CIMT) were assessed by high-resolution
B-mode ultrasound. Leukocyte telomere length (LTL) was evaluated by qRT-PCR.
The interaction between a functional variant Thr241Met in XRCC3 DNA repair
gene and radiation exposure was evaluated.
Results: There was a positive linear relationship between left (p<0.0001),
right (p<0.0001) and averaged CIMT (p<0.0001) and age. Exposed workers in
younger age category (<45 years) had significantly greater values of left (p=0.01),
right (p=0.0004) and averaged CIMT (p=0.003) than controls (Fig. 1).

Figure 1

LTL was significantly reduced in exposed personnel compared to controls
(0.98±0.2 vs 1.1±0.3, p=0.008). There was a significant correlation between esti-
mated cumulative radiation dose and left (p=0.01), right (p=0.02), averaged CIMT
(p=0.001) and LTL (p=0.008). Exposed carriers with XRCC3 Met241 allele had
significant increased right (p=0.03), left (p=0.007) and averaged CIMT (p=0.006).
XRCC3 Met241 allele presented a significant interaction with years of exposure
(≥10) for right (pinteraction=0.0002), left (pinteraction <0. 0001) and averaged
CIMT (pinteraction <0. 0001).
Conclusion: Chronic radiation exposure in cath-lab is associated with increased
subclinical CIMT and TL shortening, suggesting evidence of early atherosclero-
sis. Thr241Met XRCC3 variant may alter DNA repair capacity leading to acceler-
ated vascular aging.

P3203 | BEDSIDE
Perceived stress and 6-year incidence of high blood pressure in
relation to sex and occupational status: the IPC cohort study

C. Lemogne1, E. Wiernick1, F. Thomas2, S. Czernichow3, O. Hanon4,
J.M. Simon5, T. Simon6, B. Pannier2, N. Danchin7. 1European Hospital Georges
Pompidou, psychiatrie, Paris, 2Centre IPC, Paris, 3Hopital Ambroise, Nutrition,
Boulogne-Billancourt, 4Hospital Broca of Paris, Gériatrie, Paris, 5Hospital
Pitie-Salpetriere, Oncologie, Paris, 6Hospital Saint-Antoine, pharmacologie,
Paris, 7European Hospital Georges Pompidou, Cardiologie, Paris, France

Purpose: Contrary to lay beliefs, current perceived stress is not consistently as-
sociated with an increased incidence of high blood pressure (BP) in prospective
studies, possibly because of modulating factors. The present prospective study
examined the association between stress and high BP and explored the potential
modulating effects of gender or occupational status.
Methods: 19,766 normotensive adults (13,652 men, mean age±standard devi-
ation: 46.8±9.3 years), without history of cardiovascular and renal disease and

not on either psychotropic or antihypertensive drugs were included in the Paris
IPC cohort study. Perceived stress was assessed at baseline with a 4-item self-
administered questionnaire (PSS-4 score, Cohen 1983). High BP was defined as
systolic BP ≥140 mmHg or diastolic BP ≥90 mmHg or using antihypertensive
drugs. Occupational status was categorized into 6 classes. Logistic multivariate
regression models were used to determine risk of high BP (OR [95% CI]).
Results: After a mean follow-up of 5.8±2.1 years, 3,774 participants (19.1%) had
high BP. There was a significant interaction between baseline perceived stress
and gender (p=0.02) in relation to high BP at follow-up. After adjustment for po-
tential confounders, baseline perceived stress was associated with high BP at
follow-up in women (OR [CI]: 1.20 [1.03-1.38]; p=0.016). In addition, a significant
interaction between perceived stress and occupational status was observed in
women (p=0.02) but not in men (p>0.05). Baseline perceived stress was pos-
itively associated with high BP at follow-up among women of medium or low
occupational status, with a linear trend suggesting a linear increase of the risk
according to occupational status (p=0.005).
Conclusions: Perceived stress may be considered as a risk marker for hyperten-
sion in women of lower occupational status. Research addressing the relation-
ships between stress and high BP should systematically look for possible interac-
tions with gender and occupational status.

P3204 | BEDSIDE
Low vitamin d levels are associated with multimorbidity: the lifelines
cohort study

L.M.G. Meems1, M.H. De Borst2, P. Vd Harst1, S. Scholtens3, G.J. Navis2,
R.P. Stolk3, D.S. Postma4, B.H.R. Wolffenbuttel5, R.A. De Boer1. 1University
Medical Center Groningen, Experimental Cardiology, Groningen, 2University
Medical Center Groningen, Nephrology, Groningen, 3University Medical Center
Groningen, Lifelines Cohort Study & Biobank, Groningen, 4University Medical
Center Groningen, Pulmonology, Groningen, 5University Medical Center
Groningen, Endocrinology, Groningen, Netherlands

Purpose: Prevalence of multimorbidity (MM), >1 multifactorial disease within an
individual, is rapidly increasing. So far, studies on the relationship between vita-
min D (Vit-D) and multifactorial diseases have mainly focused on patients with
single disease, while Vit-D exerts numerous effects throughout the human body.
Therefore, we studied the association of Vit-D levels with MM and single morbidi-
ties.
Methods: LifeLines is a multi-disciplinary prospective population-based cohort
study of 165,000 persons living in The Northern Netherlands. For this study,
we obtained 25-hydroxyvitamin D levels (25-D) from 8562 subjects. Self-reported
questionnaires and baseline assessment were used to define 12 morbidity cate-
gories, representing the cardiovascular, central nerve, dermal, endocrine, head &
neck, locomotor, renal, respiratory, psychiatric, psychosocial and urogenital sys-
tems. Presence of morbidities was used to define MM severity: no MM (0-1), mild
MM (2-3), moderate MM (4-5) and severe MM (>5). After seasonal adjustment of
25-D, 4 Vit-D subcategories were created: sufficient >80 nmol/L, hypovitaminosis
50-80 nmol/L, insufficient 25-50 nmol/L, deficient<25nmol/L. Univariate (OR) and
multivariable (adjusted OR, corrected for age/gender/eGFR/drug use/BMI/waist
hip ratio/smoking and other lifestyle factors) logistic regression analyses were
performed to determine the association between MM/single morbidities and 25-
D.
Results: Study subjects were aged between 18 - 91 (mean 45.0±12); 27%males
with a median BMI of 25 kg/m2 ((IQR) 23-28). Median 25-D was 58 nmol/L (43-
73).
Each SD increase in 25-D was associated with lower MM severity: OR 0.93 (0.9-
1.0); adjusted OR 0.94 (0.9-1.0), p<0.05. Subjects deficient for 25-D had more
severe MM: OR 1.51 (1.2-1.9); adjusted OR 1.57 (1.3-2.0), p<0.000, compared
to subjects sufficient for 25-D.
For single morbidities, the strongest association between deficient 25-D and dis-
ease was within the cardiovascular (OR 1.47 (1.2-1.9); adjusted OR 1.53 (1.2-2.0)
p<0.001), psychiatric (OR 1.51 (1.1-2.0); adjusted OR 1.44 (1.1-1.9) p<0.05) and
endocrine domains (OR 1.31 (1.0-1.8); adjusted OR 1.35 (1.0-1.8) p<0.05).
Conclusion: In this large cohort from the general population, we observed that
severe Vit-D deficiency was weakly associated with single morbidities, whilst as-
sociation with MM was outspoken. This underscores the potential role Vit-D might
have for maintaining general health. We propose that future studies should ad-
dress if Vit-D supplementation may prevent or retard progression of MM instead
of focusing on single organ system outcomes.

P3205 | SPOTLIGHT
Birth prevalence and time trends of congenital heart defects in Norway
1994-2009 - a CVDNOR project

E. Leirgul1, T. Fomina1, K. Brodwall1, G. Greve2, H. Holmstrom3, S.E. Vollset1,
G.S. Tell1, N. Oyen1. 1University of Bergen, Dept. of Global Public Health and
Primary Care, Bergen, 2University of Bergen, Dept. of Medical Science, Bergen,
3Oslo University Hospital, Dept. of Pediatrics, Oslo, Norway

Purpose: In this study we present population-based birth prevalences and time
trends of congenital heart defects (CHD) among live births, stillbirths, and termi-
nated pregnancies during 16 years of follow-up.
Methods: CHD diagnoses among all births in Norway, 1994-2009, were ascer-
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tained from national health registries and databases; the Medical Birth Registry
of Norway, the hospitals’ Patient Administrative System, the National Hospital’s
clinical database for children with heart disease, and the Cause of Death Reg-
istry. Using a hierarchical classification system, individuals were assigned spe-
cific cardiac phenotypes. Time trends were analyzed using Joinpoint Regression
Program.
Results: Among 954,413 births 13,081 were identified with CHD (137.1 per
10,000 births). Live birth prevalence was 133.2 per 10,000. Excluding preterm
PDA, CHD prevalence per 10,000 births was 123.4; per year, the prevalence in-
creased with 3.5% (95% confidence interval 2.5, 4.4) in 1994-2005, and declined
with 9.8% (-16.7, -2.4) from 2005 onwards. Severe CHD prevalence was 30.7 per
10,000; annual increase was 2.3% (1.1, 3.5) in 1994-2004, and annual decrease
3.4% (-6.6, -0.0) in 2004-2009. The prevalence of severe CHD in live births was
26.7 per 10,000; annual increase in 1994-2003 was 1.8% (0.2, 3.4), and annual
decrease in 2003-2009 was 4.6% (-7.3, -1.8). Stillbirths and terminated pregnan-
cies constituted an increasing proportion of births with severe heart defects; 3%
in 1994-2007, and 16.9% in 2006-2009.

Conclusions: Although there has been a shift from diagnosing CHD in live births
to prenatal diagnosis with the possibility for termination of pregnancy, this could
not explain the decreasing live birth prevalence of total CHD and severe CHD
from 2005 to 2009 in the present nation-wide study.

P3206 | BEDSIDE
Effect of smoking on the age at incidence of first acute coronary
syndrome in patients from 58 European hospitals: the EURHOBOP
study

M. Pereira1, C. Araujo1, U. Hakkinen2, J. Ferrieres3, C. Meisinger4,
D. Farmakis5, D. Fusco6, I.R. Dergano7, J. Marrugat7, A. Azevedo1. 1University
of Porto Medical School; Institute of Public Health of the University of Porto
(ISPUP), Porto, Portugal; 2National Institute for Health and Welfare (THL),
Helsinki, Finland; 3Toulouse Rangueil University Hospital, Toulouse University
School of Medicine, Department of Cardiology, Toulouse, France; 4German
Research Centre for Environmental Health, Helmholtz Centre Munich, Augsburg,
Germany; 5Hellenic Cardiological Society (HCS), Attikon University Hospital
(ATTIKON), University of Athens, Athens, Greece; 6Health Authority Roma E,
Lazio Regional Health Service, Department of Epidemiology, Rome, Italy; 7IMIM
(Institut Hospital del Mar d’Investigacions Mèdiques), Barcelona, Spain

Purpose: To estimate the contemporary independent effect of smoking on the
age at incidence of a first acute coronary syndrome (ACS).
Methods: We studied 13079 episodes of ACS cases consecutively discharged
from 58 hospitals in the six participant countries: Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Portugal and Spain, in 2008-2010. The discharge notes and elec-
tronic/paper medical files were retrospectively reviewed by trained data extrac-
tors. Patients who had previous history of cardiovascular disease (including coro-
nary heart disease, stroke, peripheral artery disease, percutaneous coronary in-
tervention and coronary artery bypass grafting) were excluded from the analysis.
Linear regression models were used to compute the age difference of the patients
according to smoking status (current smokers vs non-current smokers), adjusting
for other major cardiovascular risk factors (diabetes, hypertension, and obesity),
in ST elevation acute myocardial infarction (STEMI) and non-ST elevation ACS
(NSTE-ACS) patients, by sex.
Results: Of 7456 first ACS patients, 45% had a STEMI, 50% had an NSTE-
ACS, 4% had a non-classifiable type of ACS and in 1% that information was not
reported in clinical files. The median age of the patients was 64 years (range
19–99 years) and 70% were men. Thirty-five percent of the patients were current
smokers (50% of men with STEMI, 25% of women with STEMI, 36% of men with
NSTE-ACS and 15% of women with NSTE-ACS). Currently smoking men with
STEMI had the first ACS event 10.4 years (95% confidence interval (95%CI):
-11.3;-9.5) earlier than those who were non-smokers, independently of the pres-
ence of other major risk factors. The corresponding value in men with NSTE-ACS
was -10.3 years (95%CI: -11.2;-9.4), in women with STEMI -16.4 years (95%CI:
-18.2;-14.7) and in women with NSTE-ACS -14.1 years (95%CI: -15.8;-12.2).
Conclusions: The incidence of a first ACS in European patients occurs more
than a decade earlier in smokers. Smoking is a well-established risk factor for
ACS, but these results add the potential for delay of ACS with smoking prevention.

HEARTS AND MINDS

P3208 | BEDSIDE
Trajectories of depressive symptoms and aspirin adherence in the 9
months after acute coronary syndrome: an electronic monitoring study

N. Rieckmann1, K.W. Davidson2, H. Quan2, W. Chaplin3, J.E. Schwartz4,
I.M. Kronish2. 1Berlin School of Public Health (BSPH) at the Charite -University
Medicine Berlin, Berlin, Germany; 2Columbia University, College of Physicians
and Surgeons, New York, United States of America; 3St. John’s University, New
York, United States of America; 4Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, United
States of America

Purpose: To study objectively-assessed aspirin adherence among patients
across 9 months after an Acute Coronary Syndrome (ACS) using an electronic
monitoring device and to compare trajectories of aspirin adherence in patients
with and without persistent depressive symptoms.
Methods: 97 post-ACS patients were given 9 month supplies of their prescribed
aspirin dosage with a Medication Event Monitoring (MEMS) cap that stored the
time opened. Patients were administered the Beck Depression Inventory at base-
line and 3 months after the event, and their MEMS data was downloaded at 3, 5,
7 and 9 months. Persistently depressed (n=36; BDI score ≥10 at baseline and 3
months) patients were contrasted with remittent depressed (n=22 BDI score ≥10
at baseline and <10 after 3 months) and nondepressed (n=39; BDI <10 at both
timepoints). Adherence was determined by the percentage of days aspirin was
taken as prescribed.
Results: 42% of the patients (35% female, mean age 63±9.8) took their aspirin
on less than 80% of the days across the 9-months period. Mean adherence was
69%, 75%, and 81% in the three groups, respectively, and was significantly lower
in the persistently depressed patients compared to the non-depressed patients
(p<0.05). Adherence did not significantly change across time in any of the three
groups.
Conclusions: We found that adherence was poor in over a third of patients and
remarkably stable over time. ACS patients with persistent depressive symptoms
should be targeted for adherence interventions as they have sustained risk for
poor adherence to risk reducing cardiovascular medications.

P3209 | BEDSIDE
Understanding the pathway of education status, clinical
characteristics and 10-year incidence of cardiovascular disease: the
attica study

D.B. Panagiotakos1, C. Chrysohoou2, E. Georgousopoulou1, A. Zaana1,
C. Chatzinikolaou1, A. Grekas1, J. Skoumas2, C. Pitsavos1, C. Stefanadis2.
1Harokopio University, Athens, Greece; 2Hippokration Hospital, University of
Athens, Athens, Greece

Objective: The pathway by which education affects cardiovascular disease
(CVD) risk has not been clearly understood. The aim of this work was to explore
the pathway by which education status interacts with medical history, on 10-year
incidence of CVD.
Methods: From May 2001 to December 2002, 1514 men and 1528 women (>18
y) without any clinical evidence of CVD or any other chronic disease, at baseline,
living in greater Athens area, Greece, were enrolled. In 2011-12, the 10-year
follow-up was performed in 2583 participants (15% of the participants were lost
to follow-up). Incidence of fatal or non-fatal CVD (coronary heart disease, acute
coronary syndromes, stroke, or other CVD) was defined according to WHO-ICD-
10 criteria. Education status was measured in years of school; medical history of
hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, diabetes at baseline, was evaluated through
physical examination of the participants. Lifestyle behaviors and dietary habits
were also recorded.
Results: The 10-year CVD incidence was 14.3% in men and 9% in women
(p<0.001). Age-sex analysis revealed that the higher the education level, the
lower the risk of CVD (Relative Risk per 1 additional year of school=0.94, 95%CI
0.92-0.99). Moreover, people in the basic education group (<9 yrs) had signif-
icantly higher prevalence of hypertension, diabetes, and hypercholesterolemia,
were more likely to be sedentary and smokers, and adhere an unhealthier diet,
as compared with high education group (p<0.001). From the clinical and dietary
factors studied, history of diabetes was associated with 85% higher risk of CVD
(95%CI 1.20-2.86), history of hypertension was associated with 21% higher risk of
CVD (95%CI 0.89-1.63), and history of hypercholesterolemia was associated with
15% higher risk of CVD (95%CI 0.85-1.54). When all factors entered in the model,
education status was not anymore associated with CVD risk. Path-analysis re-
vealed that the pathway that mainly characterised those who developed a CVD
event was: absence of diabetes > education status below 9 yrs > history of hy-
percholesterolemia (in that order) and was associated with 3.35-higher risk of
CVD events as compared to the reverse categories.
Conclusions: Low education seems to increase CVD risk, an observation that
was partially explained by baseline clinical characteristics of people belonging
into this group. Public health strategies should focus on low educated people,
especially under the prism of the financial crisis, since they seem to be prone for
developing CVD more frequently than the others.
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P3210 | BEDSIDE
Hostility as a psychosocial risk factor for coronary artery disease in
open population aged 25-64 years

M.M. Kayumova1, E.V. Akimova1, V.V. Gafarov2, V.A. Kuznetsov1. 1Tyumen
Cardiology Center, Tyumen, Russian Federation; 2Interdepartmental Laboratory
of Cardiovascular Diseases Epidemiology in Siberia, Novosibirsk, Russian
Federation

Hostility is sustained negative attitude towards others including cognitive, emo-
tional and behavioral aspects and frequently associated with increased risk factor
for coronary artery disease (CAD).
Purpose: To study correlation between the prevalence of high hostility level in pa-
tients with and without CAD in open male population aged 25-64 years of Siberian
urban city.
Methods: Single epidemiological study was carried out using a standard ques-
tionnaire of World Health Organization (WHO) MONICA project (“MOPSY” Hos-
tility Scale). A representative sample of 1000 men was recruited from the voting
lists of one of the administrative districts of Siberian urban city. The response rate
to cardiac screening was 85.0% (n=850). Different forms of CAD (“definite” and
“possible”) were determined using standard epidemiological methods (WHO’s
questionnaire for angina, EGG at rest, Minnesota Code).
Results: The odds ratio (OR) in group with CAD according to extended epidemi-
ological criteria and high hostility level in male population aged 25-64 years was
2.71 (95% CI=1.63±4.52, p<0.05). While analyzing the influence of high hos-
tility level on definite and possible CAD the OR was detected as 4.65 (95%
CI=2.14±10.12, p<0.05) and 1.36 (95% CI=0.69±2.66, p>0.05), respectively.
Hostility reached its significant maximum in the group of subjects aged 55-64
years and was similar to population aged 25-64 years. Therefore, OR in group
with CAD according to the extended epidemiological criteria and high hostility
level aged 55-64 years was 5.42 (95% CI=2.32±12.66, p<0.05), vs 25.85 (95%
CI=3.30±202.60, p<0.05) in group with “definite” CAD and high hostility level.
Among subjects of age range 55-64 years OR in group with “definite” CAD and
hostility was 5.6 times higher compared to population-based index, and in group
with CAD according to the extended epidemiological criteria and hostility was
twice higher. Male aged 55-64 years with “definite” CAD and high hostility level
OR did not reach its statistical significance.
Conclusion: Male responders with CAD demonstrated high hostility level more
frequently compared to patients without CAD. The increase of risk for “definite”
CAD was observed in subjects with high hostility level. The increase of risk for
CAD and “definite” CAD in association with high hostility level reached its signifi-
cant maximum at 55-64 years.

P3211 | BEDSIDE
Symptoms of anxiety and depression: the impact of diagnostic
angiography

T.A. Hanssen1, A. Iqbal1, S. Forsdal2, T. Trovik1, H. Schirmer3. 1University
Hospital of North Norway, Dept. of Cardiology, Tromso, 2University Hospital of
North Norway, Dept. of Radiology, Tromso, 3University of Tromso, Faculty of
Health Sciences, Cardiovascular Research Group, Tromso, Norway

Purpose: Coronary angiography is the gold standard diagnostic test for coronary
heart disease (CHD) and the diagnostic results can have an immediate effect on
symptoms experienced. Little is known, about the effect of having the diagnostic
results on symptoms of anxiety and depression, and in this study the effects of
diagnostic angiography on these symptoms was explored.
Method: The study included 780 consecutive patients, with established or sus-
pected CHD undergoing examination both with invasive and CT Angiography. The
trial was approved by the regional board of ethics. Data were collected at baseline
and after six months. Symptoms of anxiety and depression were measured using
the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS). The HADS has a range from
0-21 and optimal cut-off scores above 8 on both scales identify possible cases
with anxiety and depression.
Results: The sample comprised 508 men and 272 women with mean age of
63.6 years (SD 10.8). A total of 468 (59.7%) did not have previous CHD. The re-
sults indicated that 26% had normal vessels; 20% wall changes (20-49%); and
53% obstructive stenosis (≥50%). At baseline a total of 23.6% and 19.9% in the
sample had a score above 8 in the HADS anxiety and depression scales, re-
spectively. After six months these proportions were reduced to 16.5% and 14.6%
correspondingly. Among those with and without previous CHD there were no sig-
nificant differences in baseline mean HADS anxiety or depression scores. Women
had a significant higher baseline anxiety score than men (5.5 vs 4.8 p=0.02), oth-
erwise there were no gender differences in scores or changes.
From baseline to six months there were significant improvements in the entire
sample (p<0.001), in both the anxiety (mean change 0.93) and depression (mean
change 0.93) scores. Analysing those without previous CHD, there were signifi-
cant improvements over time in both anxiety and depression in those diagnosed
with normal vessels; mean change 0.77 (p=0.001) and 0.63 (p=0.016) respec-
tively. Likewise, in those with stenosis there were significant improvements; mean
change 1.38 (p<0.001) and 0.81 (p=0.001), correspondingly. In those with wall
changes, there were non-significant smaller improvements (mean change 0.49
and 0.53).
Conclusion: Undergoing diagnostic angiography significantly reduces symptoms
of anxiety and depression in both those with stenosis and those with normal coro-

nary arteries. The group being diagnosed with non-obstructive stenosis i.e. 20
-49%, not eligible for revascularization, have a small however not significant im-
provements in symptoms of anxiety and depression.

P3212 | BEDSIDE
The relationship between inappropriate shock and psychological
distress in Japanese implantable cardioverter-defibrillator patients:
results from DEF-Chiba study

Y. Kondo1, M. Ueda1, J.O. Schwab2, T. Kurita3, Y. Kobayashi1. 1Chiba University
Graduate School of Medicine, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Chiba,
Japan; 2University Hospital Bonn, Bonn, Germany; 3Kinki University, Faculty of
Medicine, Department of Internal Medicine, Division of Cardiology, Osaka, Japan

Aim: We have designed this study to analyze the relationship between inappro-
priate shock therapy and the psychological distress of implantable cardioverter-
defibrillator (ICD) patients.
Methods: Two hundred and fourteen patients were enrolled in DEF-Chiba Study
which refelcts a multi-center prospective study. All patients completed the Florida
Shock Anxiety Scale (FSAS), which represents a tool designed to provide a quan-
titative measure of ICD shock-related distress. We analyzed the difference in the
amount of change scores of FSAS before and after shock therapy at 1 year of
follow up.
Results: The survival rate was 94.3% a year. The rate of inappropriate and appro-
priate shock were 4.2% and 5.7% one year past ICD implantation, respectively.
There was no significant difference in the change amount of FSAS score between
inappropriate and appropriate shock group. (Figure)

The score of FSAS

Conclusions: Experience of any shock therapy reflects the most important de-
terminant of psychological distress in ICD patients. Therefore, the main goal to
reduce distress in ICD patients is to reduce shock delivery by programming the
ICD properley, i.e. acitivating antitachycardia pacing and supraventricular tachy-
cardia discriminators, change detection settings accorindg to recent trials.

P3213 | BEDSIDE
Neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio and severity of depression in patients
with depressive disorder and its relation with cardiovascular risk
factors

M. Sunbul1, E. Aydin Sunbul2, O. Yanartas3, F. Cengiz2, M. Bozbay1, I. Sari1,
H. Gulec2. 1Marmara University, Faculty of Medicine, Department of Cardiology,
Istanbul, Turkey; 2Erenkoy Ruh Sinir Hastaliklari Hastanesi, Psychiatry, Istanbul,
Turkey; 3Marmara University, Psychiatry, Istanbul, Turkey

Purpose: Chronic inflammation is associated with cardiovascular (CV) risk fac-

Figure 1
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tors and psychiatric disorders. The neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR) has been
investigated as a new predictor for systemic inflammatory response. The aim of
this study was to explore the association between NLR and severity of depression
and its relation with CV risk factors.
Methods: The study population consisted of 256 patients with depressive dis-
order. Patients were evaluated with the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression
(HAM-D). Patients were classified into four groups according to their HAM-D
score such as mild, moderate, severe, and very severe depression. Patients were
also evaluated in terms of CV risk factors.
Results: Patients with higher HAM-D score had significantly higher NLR levels
compared to patients with lower HAM-D score (Fig. 1A). Correlation analysis re-
vealed that severity of depression was associated with NLR (r=0.333, p<0.001)
in depressive patients with. Patients with one or more CV risk factors have signif-
icantly higher NLR levels (Fig. 1B). Correlation analysis revealed that CV risk fac-
tors associated with NLR in depressive patients (r=0.132, p=0.034). In logistic re-
gression analyses, NLR level was independent predictor of severe or very severe
depression (Odds ratio: 3.02, 95% Confidence Interval: 1.867–4.884, p<0.001).
A NLR of 1.57 or higher predicted severe or very severe depression with a sensi-
tivity of 61.4% and specificity of 61.2%.
Conclusion: Higher HAM-D scores are associated with higher NLR levels in de-
pressive patients. NLR more than 1.57 was independent predictor of severe or
very severe depression. A simple, cheap white blood cell count may also give
idea about severity of depression.

P3214 | BEDSIDE
Delirium, subsyndromal delirium, and cognitive changes in patients
undergoing cardiac surgery

C. Chen1, Y.S. Chen2, H.C. Li3. 1National Taiwan University, School of Nursing,
Taipei, Taiwan; 2National Taiwan University Hospital, Department of Cardiac
Surgery, Taipei, Taiwan; 3Sijhih Cathay General Hospital, new taipei city, Taiwan

Purpose: To evaluate incident postoperative delirium (POD) and subsyndromal
delirium (SSD) and their risk factors and cognitive impact after cardiac surgery.
Methods: This prospective study enrolled consecutive patients scheduled for car-
diac surgery at a tertiary medical center in Taiwan. Patients were excluded if they
had symptoms of delirium prior to surgery. Delirium was assessed daily for 10
days after surgery using the Confusion Assessment Method. The SSD was de-
fined as presenting with any core symptom that below diagnostic threshold for
delirium. Cognitive function was assessed by the Mini-Mental State Examination.
Results: For this on-going study, 120 participants have been enrolled with a mean
age of 62.9 years and 65.8% were males. Surgery type involved isolated valve
surgery in 34.2%, isolated coronary surgery in 35.0%, combined coronary and
valve in 7.5%, aorta and others in 23.3%. Incident POD was 26.6% while incident
SSD was 34.2%. Three major risk factors were identified. Notably, the frequencies
of these risk factors for SSD were intermediate between those of risk factors in
groups with and without POD. Participants with POD had longest length of stay
and lowest cognitive scores, SSD was intermediate, than those without delirium
one month after surgery.
Conclusion: Delirium and SSD after cardiac surgery is common. Increasing
number and severity of risk factors for delirium may predict increasingly poor
outcomes and SSD is intermediate between no symptoms and full delirium. In-
tervention trials, particularly for patients with increasing number and severity of
predisposing and precipitating risk factors are indicated.

P3215 | BEDSIDE
Living with recurrent atrial fibrillation: searching for control and
appropriate support

H. Wathne1, B. Karlsen2. 1Stavanger University Hospital, Department of
cardiology, Stavanger, Norway; 2University of Stavanger, Department of Health
studies, Stavanger, Norway

Background: Living with recurrent atrial fibrillation is often characterized by the
unpredictability of incidence, symptom intensity and duration which may have ma-
jor impact on patients’ perception of control in daily life. In addition, patients may
experience periods of high disease activity and frequent hospitalizations. How-
ever, little is known about how recurrent atrial fibrillation may influence patients’
experience of control in daily life. Furthermore, studies examining patients’ per-
ception of support from healthcare professionals still seem to be sparse.
Purpose: To describe 1) how recurrent atrial fibrillation may influence patients’
experience of control in daily life and 2) how patients perceive support from
healthcare professionals.
Methods: A descriptive and explorative qualitative design, including semi-
structured interviews with nine patients (eight men and one woman) living with
recurrent atrial fibrillation, was used. The participants’ mean age was 63 years
and the duration of recurrent atrial fibrillation varied from 2-27 years. The inter-
views were audiotaped, transcribed verbatim and the data were analysed using
Systematic Text Condensation.
Results: Two main themes were identified. The first theme “losing control in ev-
eryday life” was based on two subthemes: 1) living with unpredictability and 2)
living with uncertainty. The second theme “seeking adequate support” was illus-
trated by the following subthemes: 1) need for consistent information and 2) need
for assurance and emotional feedback.

Conclusion: Patients with recurrent atrial fibrillation experience loss of control
in everyday life. The diminished control seems to be contributed by the unpre-
dictability and uncertainty associated with the disease. Support from healthcare
professionals is perceived insufficient and inconsistent. The patients therefore
need to be provided with more adapted information and an individualized sched-
ule for treatment. Also, various psychosocial and emotional aspects associated
with the disease must be addressed.

P3216 | SPOTLIGHT
Does treatment experience impact on patients illness perception and
behavioural changes in myocardial infarction?

A. Alsmadi1, D. Fitzsimons2, P. Slater3, M. Alnimri4, P. Donnelly2, H. Niall2.
1American University of Madaba, Science, Madaba, Jordan; 2Belfast Health &
Social Care Trust, Belfast, United Kingdom; 3University of Ulster, Belfast, United
Kingdom; 4Queen Alia Heart Institute, Amman, Jordan

Background: Treatment for acute myocardial infarction (AMI) differs according
to presentation, and there are claims in the literature that this may impact on
patients’ understanding of their diagnosis, illness perception (IP) and subsequent
behavioural changes.
Aim: To determine if the treatment modality (TM) had an impact on IP and sec-
ondary prevention outcomes (SPO) across 3 different TM –
ST-Elevation AMI treated by PPCI,
STEMI treated by thrombolytic therapy (THROMB),
Non ST-Elevation AMI (NSTEMI) treated by medication.
Methods: A mixed-methods, repeated-measure design was used to collect data
from a cross-sectional sample of patients during hospitalisation and 6 months
later. Standardised instruments were used to measure IP, anxiety and depression
(AD), coping behaviour and SPO. Qualitative interviews (n=14) were transcribed
and thematically analysed.
Results: A total of 186 patients completed questionnaires at both time points.
There were no significant differences in IP, AD at baseline. Those treated with
THROMB had significantly higher cognitive approach coping scores (p=0.001),
and PPCI had significantly higher (p=0.001) quality of life scores compared to the
other groups at baseline.
At 6-month follow-up, PPCI patients had Sig. lower personal control (p=0.02), and
higher perception of treatment control (p=0.001) and illness coherence (p=0.03)
compared to baseline. However, there were no Sig. changes in the other four IP
factors, AD, coping factors, or general health.
Examining the SPO change on follow up showed that THROMB patients had sig-
nificantly higher control of cholesterol (p=0.02), PPCI patients had lower control
of blood pressure (p=0.01), and all groups had significantly lower smoking status
(p=0.05). Analysis shows THROMB patients had significantly higher activity lev-
els (p=0.001). However, there were no significant changes in body mass index
and low density lipoprotein in any group. The qualitative thematic analysis at both
baseline and follow-up confirmed the link between IP and motivation to change
lifestyle, but did not demonstrate differences in IP between the TMs.
Conclusion: The findings from this study demonstrate a lack of evidence to sup-
port the hypothesis that TM impacts on Illness perception, coping and subsequent
behavior change across time. Cognitive and behavioural changes did occur, but
with no set pattern across TM. PPCI patients had lower personal control and
higher treatment control and illness coherence, but these did not impact on SPO
at 6 months. Further research with longer follow up is required.

PREDICTING PROGNOSIS AND BLEEDING RISK IN MI
AND ATRIAL FIBRILLATION

P3218 | BEDSIDE
Could simple cluster of risk factors, PARADOCS (Pressure of ARtery
Abnormality, Diabetes, Obesity, Cholesterol, Smoking) score, predict
clinical outcome in patients with acute myocardial infarction?

J.H. Lee1, J.H. Kim1, S.Y. Jang1, M.H. Bae1, D.H. Yang1, H.S. Park1, Y. Cho1,
S.C. Chae1, Y.J. Kim2, M.H. Jeong3 on behalf of Korean Acute Myocardial
Infarction Registry. 1Kyungpook National University Hospital, Daegu, Korea,
Republic of; 2Yeungnam University Hospital, Daegu, Korea, Republic of;
3Chonnam National University Hospital, Gwangju, Korea, Republic of

Purpose: Conventional risk factors are differently contributed to short-term prog-
nosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI); hypertension and diabetes increase
adverse outcome, whereas hyperlipidemia, smoking, and obesity are paradoxi-
cally decrease adverse outcome of post-MI patients. The aim of this study is to
assess whether simple cluster of conventional risk factors, PARADOCS (Pressure
of ARtery Abnormality, Diabetes, Obesity, Cholesterol, Smoking) score, would im-
prove the ability to predict major adverse cardiac events (MACEs) in patients with
AMI.
Methods: Between November 2005 and July 2011, 24,020 patients (17,232 men;
mean age = 63.0±12.8 year-old) with a diagnosis of AMI were analyzed in this
study from Korean AMI registry. PARADOCS score was calculated on the basis
of number of five modifiable risk factors; [number of non-paradoxical risk factors
(NRF) – number of paradoxical risk factors (PRF)] + 3 in which non-paradoxical
risk factors are hypertension and diabetes, and paradoxical risk factors are hyper-
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lipidemia, smoking, and obesity. The 1-year MACEs were defined as death and
non-fatal MI.
Results: NRF including hypertension and diabetes were present in 49.6%
(n=11,918) and 27.0% (n=6,475), whereas PRF including hyperlipidemia, smok-
ing, and obesity were present in 12.3% (n=2,955), 43.0% (n=10,271), and
34.6% (n=8315), respectively. During the study periods, the number of NRF
(p<0.001) and PRF (p=0.003) significantly increased over time. During the follow-
up, 1,409 (5.9%) MACEs occurred. PARADOCS score was significantly higher
in patients with 1-year MACEs (3.38±1.03 versus 2.81±1.08, p<0.001). In Cox
proportional hazards model, PARADOCS score was an independent predictor
of 1-year MACEs (hazards ratio [HR] 1.26, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.18–
1.34; p<0.001) after adjusting for confounding variables. Patients were cate-
gorized into 3 groups according to the PARADOCS score; PARADOCS-LOW
(0-1, n=2,446), PARADOCS-MID (2-3, n=14,594), and PARADOCS-HIGH (4-5,
n=6,980). Kaplan-Meier survival curve showed that there were significant differ-
ences in the 1-year MACEs among three groups including 3.5% in PARADOCS-
LOW, 8.5% in PARADOCS-MID, and 16.4% in PARADOCS-HIGH, respectively
(long-rank p<0.001). Adjusted HRs for 1-year MACEs were 1 (PARADOCS-
LOW, reference), 1.52 (PARADOCS-MID, p=0.23), and 2.07 (PARADOCS-HIGH,
p<0.001), respectively.
Conclusions: In post-MI patients, conventional risk factors were differently asso-
ciated with short-term prognosis, and simple cluster score of these risk factors,
PARADOCS score, could provide useful prognostic information to clinicians.

P3219 | BEDSIDE
An index for the prediction of in-hospital and 30-day mortality of
patients with an acute coronary syndrome

D.B. Panagiotakos1, C. Pitsavos2, V. Notara1, C. Stefanadis2. 1Harokopio
University, Athens, Greece; 2Hippokration Hospital, University of Athens, Athens,
Greece

Aim: To develop a simple index for the risk assessment of 30-day outcome of
patients who had had an ACS, using clinical and biological measurements at
hospital admission.
Methods: Six national hospitals were enrolled and almost all consecutive ACS
patients from October 2003 to September 2004, were recruited (n=2172 pa-
tients). Socio-demographic, biochemical, clinical and lifestyle characteristics were
recorded. Using as components: age, systolic blood pressure, white blood cells
count, CPK-MB, creatinine levels at the time of admission, and the time between
the onset of symptoms and presentation at hospital, a risk score (range 6-36) was
developed, and tested against in-hospital and 30-day outcome of the patients.
Results: The index demonstrated a strong discriminating ability for in-hospital
mortality (AUC=0.812, p<0.001) and 30-day after hospitalization death rate
(AUC=0.720, p<0.001). The score’s ability remained significant among several
subgroups of patients (i.e., men or women, type of ACS, and diabetes status).
Cut-off point analysis revealed that the optimal value of the score, which discrim-
inates those who will die in-hospital from survivors, is 24 and for those who will
die at 30-day after discharge is 22.
Conclusion: The proposed index seems to have high discriminating ability, irre-
spective of sex, type of ACS and diabetes mellitus history. It can be easily applied
and will be a useful tool for clinicians to take decisions regarding therapeutic in-
terventions and allocation of clinical resources.

P3220 | BEDSIDE
A prediction model for 30-day unscheduled cardiovascular
rehospitalisation following acute myocardial infarction: estimating the
risk of readmission in an international registry

P. Vaishnava1, D. Brieger2, W. Huang3, F. Anderson3, G. Steg4, J. Gore3,
K. Fox5, K. Eagle1. 1University of Michigan, Cardiovascular Medicine, Ann Arbor,
United States of America; 2University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia; 3University
of Massachusetts, Worcester, United States of America; 4Hospital Bichat-Claude
Bernard, Paris, France; 5University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Purpose: Readmission after acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is common and
costly. There is a paucity of data that define characteristics associated with AMI
readmission. We performed an analysis of the Global Registry of Acute Coronary
Events (GRACE) registry to identify predictors of readmission after AMI.
Methods: Data were analyzed from 31649 patients with AMI enrolled in GRACE
between 1999 and 2007. Patients with an unscheduled hospitalisation for cardio-
vascular disease within 1 month of discharge were identified. Stepwise logistic
regression analysis was performed to evaluate for independent predictors of 30-
day readmission. All univariate predictors of readmission with p values <0.25
were considered for the final model.
Results: 1856 patients (5.9%) were readmitted for a cardiovascular cause within
30 days. The following variables were predictive of readmission: elevated initial
serum creatinine level; recurrent ischemic symptoms in-hospital; history of CABG;
not having in-hospital catheterization, CABG, or PCI; no in-hospital stress test;
history of AMI; in-hospital CHF or pulmonary edema; prescription of insulin at
discharge; female gender; increased pulse rate at presentation; and older age.
The c-statistic was 0.62. Though the addition of participating hospital to the fi-
nal model improved the c-statistic to 0.70, this GRACE-specific variable was not
included.

Table 1
Predictors of 30-day rehospitalisation

Predictor Odds ratio (95% CI) Wald Chi-squared

Initial creatinine level (0.2 mg/dL increase) 1.03 (1.02 to 1.04) 39.9
Recurrent ischemic symptoms in-hospital 1.38 (1.22 to 1.55) 27.1
History of coronary artery bypass grafting 1.41 (1.20 to 1.65) 18.0
No in-hospital cardiac catheterization/coronary artery

bypass grafting/percutaneous coronary intervention 1.29 (1.15 to 1.45) 17.8
No in-hospital stress test 1.40 (1.19 to 1.65) 16.5
History of myocardial infarction 1.25 (1.11 to 1.41) 13.0
In-hospital congestive heart failure or pulmonary edema 1.27 (1.11 to 1.46) 11.5
Insulin prescribed at discharge 1.32 (1.12 to 1.55) 11.1
Female gender 1.20 (1.07 to 1.34) 9.5
Pulse at presentation (10 bpm increase) 1.03 (1.01 to 1.06) 7.2
Age (10y increase) 1.05 (1.01 to 1.10) 4.8

CI, confidence interval.

Conclusions: This prediction model identifies the risk of 30-day readmission for
cardiovascular causes following AMI.

P3221 | BEDSIDE
Prediction of long-term outcomes in patient with myocardial infarction
using locus 9p21.3 risk genotypes

A. Demkina, P. Shesternya, S. Nikulina, V. Shulman. Krasnoyarsk State Medical
University, Department of internal disease #1, Krasnoyarsk, Russian Federation

Background: The identification of 9p21 locus in coronary artery disease (CAD)
has been a milestone discovery in cardiovascular genetics. The association be-
tween 9p21.3 locus variants and severity of coronary atheromatous burden is well
known. However clinical implementation of 9p21 remains unclear. Our study was
aimed at investigating association between 9p21.3 locus single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNP) and long-term outcomes in patients with myocardial infarction
(MI) didn’t underwent of percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) and treated
invasively during hospitalization.
Methods: A total of 500 patients (411 male, 89 female) with MI age younger
65 old (mean 53,35±7,79 years) were recruited in study. All participants gave
written informed consent to participation. This investigation was approved by an
ethic committee of a state medical university and conformed to the declaration of
Helsinki. Genomic DNA was extracted from blood samples by phenol-chloroform
method. One SNP (rs1333049) was selected for genotyping on strength of as-
sociation in previous studies. Genotyping was carried out by real time PCR and
subsequent analysis (TaqMan, AB 7900HT). All discharged patients were divided
on two groups: patients underwent PCI were included in group 1, patients re-
ceived conservative treatment (incl. thrombolytic) were joined in group 2. Follow-
up prospective period lasted two years.
Results: We revealed a direct strong association of the locus 9p21.3 rs1333049
with worse outcomes (hospitalization due to acute coronary syndrome (ACS) and
recurrent MI) in group 2 during follow-up period (12, 24 months). In group 2 pa-
tients who carried of risk allele C rs1333049 had significant higher odds ratio
of recurrent MI [OR=1,13; 95% CI: 1,07-1,19] and hospitalization due to ACS
[OR=1,32; 95% CI: 1,15-1,51] during 1 year after MI. These differences saved
after two years follow up for recurrent MI [OR=1,26; 95% CI: 1,12-1,63] and hos-
pitalization due to ACS [OR=1,46; 95% CI: 1,21-1,78]. There were not association
in group 1.
Conclusion: For the first time, genotype CC rs1333049 demonstrated a direct
strong association with high risk of recurrent MI and ACS duiring 2-years postMI
period in patients didn’t underwent of PCI. This findings could potentially be ap-
plied into clinical practice.

P3222 | BEDSIDE
Cystatin C as a risk factor of thrombotic and bleeding events after
elective PCI in patients without severely decreased kidney function:
the results of 3 years follow-up

A. Komarov1, O. Shakmatova1, E. Guskova1, A. Samko1, A. Dobrovilsky1,
E. Titaeva1, A. Deev2, E. Panchenko1. 1Russian Cardiology Research and
Production Complex, Atherothrombosis, Moscow, Russian Federation; 2Institute
of Preventive Medicine, Moscow, Russian Federation

Cystatin C has been proposed to improve the estimation of glomerular filtration
rate (eGFR) and subsequent thrombotic and bleeding risk stratification. The aim
of the study was to investigate the role of cystatin C as a predictor of adverse prog-
nosis after elective percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) in patients without
severely decreased kidney function.
Methods: Cystatin C concentrations were measured after successful elective PCI
in 254 pts (male 205, mean age 58 yrs) without severe kidney impairment ac-
cording to creatinine-based eGFR. The frequency of clinical factors with potential
impact on renal function was: heart failure – 6%, diabetes – 18%, hypertension –
85%, history of acute coronary syndrome (ACS) – 57%.
Results: The composite end point of thrombotic and bleeding events (vascular
death, ACS, stroke/transient ischemic attack, any bleeds) occurred in 24% of pts
during a median follow-up of 3.2 years. Relative risk (RR) of events increased with
cystatin C level >1500 umol/L: age-adjusted RR 2.8 (95% CI 1.0-7.4, p=0.03),
age- and clinical-adjusted RR 2.3 (95% CI 0.9-6.2, p=0.07). No significant as-
sociations were found between creatinine-based eGFR and events. Reclassifica-
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tion with a combination of creatinine and cystatin revealed reverse J – shaped
association with elevated risk at highest (>92 ml/min/1.73m2) and lowest (<65
ml/min/1.73m2) quintiles of eGFR distribution. Age- and clinical-adjusted RR were
1.8 (95% CI 0.9-3.2, p=0.07) and 2.1 (95% CI 1.1-4.1, p=0.04) respectively.
Conclusion: Cystatin C is a predictor of thrombotic and bleeding events beyond
clinical risk factors and creatinine-based eGFR in patients without severely re-
duced kidney function.

P3223 | BEDSIDE
Five-year cardiovascular event rates in patients with post-procedural
myocardial injury after elective stent implantation

A. Kunimura1, T. Uetani1, K. Harada1, N. Shinoda1, Y. Takayama1, B. Kato1,
K. Harada1, M. Takeshita1, T. Amano2, T. Murohara3. 1Chubu Rosai Hospital,
Nagoya, Japan; 2Aichi Medical University, Department of Cardiology, Nagoya,
Japan; 3Nagoya University Graduate School of Medicine, Department of
Cardiology, Nagoya, Japan

Background: The prognostic value of troponin-T (TnT) elevation after elective
stent implantation is remain controversial and in most studies, a follow-up period
is less than two years. The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of post-
procedural TnT elevation on cardiovascular events rate during longer follow-up
period in patients with stable coronary artery disease (CAD).
Methods: Among 270 consecutive patients who underwent elective percuta-
neous coronary intervention (PCI) in our hospital from September 2005 to Au-
gust 2007, 14 patients with elevated pre-procedural cardiac biomarkers were ex-
cluded. Finally, 256 patients were included in this study. TnT was analyzed at
baseline and 18 hours after the procedure. Post-procedural TnT levels higher than
three times the 99th percentile were defined as post-procedural myocardial injury
(PMI). Patients were divided into 2 groups based on the presence or absence of
PMI after PCI. The end point of this study was the composite of cardiovascular
death and nonfatal myocardial infarction.
Results: In this study, PMI were observed in 28 patients (10.9%), while the re-
maining 228 patients represented the control group. During the median follow-
up period of 5.3 years, 15 events occurred. Event-free survival was significantly
lower in patients with PMI (85.7%) as compared to the other group (95.2%) during
follow-up period (Log rank p=0.042). In cox analyses, patients with PMI (hazard
ratio 3.73; 95% confidence interval 1.09 to 12.78; p=0.036), Age (hazard ratio
1.14; 95% confidence interval 1.04 to 1.24; p=0.004), male (hazard ratio 4.91;
95% confidence interval 1.26 to 19.07; p=0.022) were proven to be independent
predictors of cardiovascular death or nonfatal myocardial infarction even after ad-
justment of confounding factors.
Conclusions: In patients with stable CAD who underwent elective stents implan-
tation, post-procedural TnT elevation was significantly associated with five-years
worse clinical outcomes.

P3224 | BEDSIDE
Stroke or systemic embolism in atrial fibrillation with renal
insufficiency: from the Fushimi AF registry

M. Abe1, H. Ogawa1, N. Masunaga1, M. Iguchi1, M. Ishii1, M. Esato2, Y. Chun2,
H. Wada1, K. Hasegawa1, M. Akao1 on behalf of the Fushimi AF Registry
investigators. 1Kyoto Medical Center, National Hospital Organization, Kyoto,
Japan; 2Ijinkai Takeda General Hospital, Kyoto, Japan

Purpose: Renal Insufficiency (RI) and atrial fibrillation (AF) were both reported
to increase the risk of stroke or systemic embolism, however, the effect of RI on
that in patients with AF was not fully evaluated.
Methods: The Fushimi AF Registry, a community-based prospective survey, was
designed to enroll AF patients in Fushimi-ku, Kyoto. We have enrolled 3,821 pa-
tients from March 2011. RI was defined as estimated glomerular filtration rate
(eGFR) less than 60 mL/min/1.73m2 at the index laboratory data. One-year follow-
up was completed in 2,966 patients as of December 2013. After excluding 197
patients without laboratory data, 2769 patients finally made up the study popula-
tion to assess the impact of RI on stroke or systemic embolism in patients with
AF.
Results: RI was observed in 1352 patients (48.8%), and stroke or systemic em-
bolism occurred in 76 patients (2.7%) during 12 months follow-up. We added 5
components of stroke predicting index, CHADS2, such as congestive heart fail-
ure, hypertension, age 75 years or older, diabetes mellitus, and prior cerebral
ischemia into a multiple logistic-regression model. After adjustment of these 6
factors including the status of oral anticoagulant consumption, RI was not inde-
pendently associated with stroke or systemic embolism in patients with AF [odds
ratio (OR): 1.27, 95% confidence interval (CI): 0.78-2.10, p=0.3]. Sensitivity anal-

Adjusted multivariate risk factors

Variables Odds ratio 95% Confidence Interval (lower, upper) P value

Renal insufficiency 1.27 0.78 to 2.10 0.3
Congestive heart failure 1.34 0.81 to 2.18 0.2
Hypertension 1.35 0.82 to 2.27 0.2
Age ≥75 (elderly) 2.09 1.24 to 3.66 0.005
Diabetes mellitus 1.06 0.61 to 1.76 0.8
Prior cerebral ischemia 2.39 1.47 to 3.84 0.0006
Oral anticoagulant consumption 0.77 0.48 to 1.23 0.3

ysis confirmed this result by using the criteria “severe RI” defined as eGFR less
than 30 mL/min/1.73m2 [OR: 1.71, 95% CI: 0.84-3.20, p=0.13].
Conclusions: RI was observed in approximately one-half of patients with AF, and
was not associated with stroke or systemic embolism at 1-year follow-up in our
study population.

P3225 | BEDSIDE
Risk-prediction scores and bleeding events in atrial fibrillation: data
from the PREFER in AF registry

L.M. Rincon1, H. Darius2, R. De Caterina3, P. Kirchhof4, J.Y. Le Heuzey5,
R.J. Schilling6, M. Schwertfeger7, J.L. Zamorano1. 1University Hospital Ramon
y Cajal, Madrid, Spain; 2Vivantes Neukolln Medical Center, Berlin, Germany;
3Institute of Cardiology, University G D’Annunzio, Chieti, Italy; 4University of
Birmingham, College of Medical and Dental Sciences, Birmingham, United
Kingdom; 5European Hospital Georges Pompidou, René Descartes University,
Paris, France; 6St Bartholomew’s and Queen Mary University of London,
London, United Kingdom; 7Daiichi Sankto Europe GmbH, Munich, Germany

Purpose: Despite the clear net clinical benefit of oral anticoagulation (OAC) for
the prevention of thromboembolic events in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF),
the occurrence of major bleeding may be devastating. Therefore we evaluated
bleeding risk scores and the frequency of these events.
Methods: The PREvention oF thromboembolic events – European Registry in
Atrial Fibrillation (PREFER in AF) prospectively enrolled 7243 unselected patients
with AF in Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom from Jan 2012 to Jan 2013 in 461 centres. The mean age was 71.5±11
years, and 60.1% were male. The mean CHA2DS2-VASc score at baseline was
3.4±1.8 and the mean HAS-BLED score 2.0±1.2, with 30% of patients present-
ing a score ≥3. Frequency of the factors that determined the HAS-BLED score
were: age >65 years 75%, hypertension 56.4%, drug use 27.3%, labile INRs
13.5%, prior stroke 8.9%, prior bleeding 4.9%, alcohol abuse 2.5%, abnormal
renal function 13.7% and abnormal liver function 2.0%. 85.6% of patients with
CHA2DS2-VASc score ≥2 received OACs (4793 of 5600), and 70.1% of those
with CHA2DS2-VASc score of 1 (468 of 668). Most frequent contraindications for
OAC were bleeding predisposition (4.5%), active cancer (3.2%), lack of compli-
ance (2.6%) and a previous bleeding event (2.3%).
Results: Both thromboembolic and bleeding risk were considered to be high in
the population included in this registry as assessed at baseline. Subsequently
135 (2.5%) major bleeds that required hospitalization occurred during 1-year
follow-up. 14 were intracranial haemorrhages, 36 bleeds appeared in critical or-
gans different than the brain and 109 were major bleeds of other location. HAS-
BLED score was significantly higher in patients receiving Vitamin K antagonists
(VKA) + antiplatelet (AP) treatment, or AP alone (2.6 and 2.4 respectively) than
those receiving VKA only, a new oral anticoagulant (NOAC) or with no preventive
treatment (1.7, 1.9 and 1.3 respectively). The corresponding unadjusted bleeding
rates in patients with VKA + AP, AP therapy alone or OAC (VKA only or NOAC)
were 4.4, 1.8 and 2.4 bleeds per 100 patient-years, respectively. Interestingly, pa-
tients with no antithrombotic treatment presented an unexpectedly high 2.7% of
annual bleeds.
Conclusions: Bleeding events are relatively frequent in patients with AF. The
combined use of OAC and AP therapy entailed the highest bleeding rates as
predicted by HAS-BLED, whereas the group of patients without antithrombotic
treatment also presented a higher than expected bleeding rate, which was not
adequately predicted by HAS-BLED.

P3226 | BEDSIDE
Usefulness of combined syntax and has-bled score for predicting
major bleeding in patients with atrial fibrillation undergoing
percutaneous coronary intervention

Y. Iwasaki, T. Yamada, T. Morita, Y. Furukawa, S. Tamaki, M. Kawasaki,
A. Kikuchi, K. Ozu, T. Kondo, M. Fukunami. Osaka General Medical Center,
Osaka, Japan

Background: Oral anticoagulant therapy (OAC) with dual antiplatelet therapy in-
creases the risk of hemorrhagic complications in patients with AF undergoing
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). The HAS-BLED score has simply as-
sessed the risk of major bleeding in patients with AF and OAC. On the other
hand, the SYNTAX Score, reflecting coronary lesion complexity, predict clinical
outcomes in patients undergoing PCI, it remains unclear whether the SYNTAX
score can predict major bleeding events in patients with AF after PCI. We in-
vestigated whether the combination of SYNTAX and HAS-BLED score could im-

Figure 1. Bleeding event free curves in each group
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prove the prediction of major bleeding events in patients with AF undergoing
PCI.
Methods and results: We studied 158 consecutive patients (72.8% men, mean
age 73±9 yrs) with AF undergoing PCI. We evaluated clinical data, laboratory
finding, the phase of diagnostic coronary angiography, and obtained SYNTAX
and HAS-BLED score. We respectively defined high risk as SYNTAX score ≥16
and HAS-BLED score ≥3, according to median value (SYNTAX score: 15, HAS-
BLED score: 2). During the follow-up period of 1309±974 days, 37 patients had
major bleeding events. Kaplan-Meier analysis revealed that patients with both risk
factors had significantly higher risk of major bleeding events than those with either
(p=0.0007) and without (P<0.0001) risk factors.
Conclusion: The Combination of SYNTAX and HAS-BLED score is useful for
predicting major bleeding events in patients with AF undergoing PCI.

P3227 | BEDSIDE
Is the decision to anticoagulate elderly patients with atrial fibrillation
driven by stroke or bleeding risk? results from the registry of atrial
fibrillation to investigate new guidelines (RAFTING)

A. Pipilis1, D.T. Farmakis2, S. Kaliambakos1, J. Goudevenos3, J. Lekakis2 on
behalf of RAFTING investigators. 1Hygeia Hospital, Athens, Greece; 2Attikon
Hospital, 2nd University Department of Cardiology, Athens, Greece; 3University
Hospital of Ioannina, Department of Cardiology, Ioannina, Greece

Purpose: According to current guidelines, patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) at
high thromboembolic risk as assessed by the proposed CHA2DS2VASc score
should be treated with oral anticoagulants (OAC). By definition, all patients ≥75
year old have a score that dictates OAC. In this report, we recorded the anticoag-
ulation attitudes of treating physicians in elderly AF patients and tried to assess
whether the clinical decision is driven mainly by stroke or bleeding risk.
Methods: RAFTING was a country-wide prospective observational study of the
Hellenic Cardiological Society that enrolled 1127 patients with AF diagnosis dur-
ing their admission for any reason in the Emergency Departments of 31 repre-
sentative hospitals in Greece; 807 pts had known AF and of those, 342 were ≥75
year old. We recorded the current anticoagulation treatment and associated it with
clinical characteristics.
Results: Patients on OAC (207; 61%) in comparison with pts not on OAC (135;
40%) were younger (81±4 vs 83±5; p<0.001) and tended to have less fre-
quently paroxysmal AF (31% vs 40%; p=0.098) and fewer previous bleeding
episodes (11% vs 19%; p=0.098). Otherwise, there were no significant differ-
ences in clinical variables including prior stroke, renal dysfunction, peptic ulcer,
alcohol consumption, tendency to fall and mean CHA2DS2VASc or modified
HASBLED scores. OAC had been prescribed more frequently in patients with
CHA2DS2VASc score >4 compared to score 2-4 (65% vs 55%; p=0.065) and
equally in patients with low (0-2) or higher (>2) modified HASBLED score (61%
vs 59%; p=0.78). The interaction between CHA2DS2VASc and modified HAS-
BLED score was significant (p<0.001) in patients receiving OAC. Patients with a
lower bleeding risk received OAC in 58% vs 64%, if CHA2DS2VASc score was
lower or higher, respectively (ns); patients with a higher bleeding risk received
OAC in 43% vs 66% if CHA2DS2VASc score was lower or higher (p=0.087).
Conclusion: In this representative country-wide registry of AF, 61% of elderly
pts with AF received OAC. The decision to use OAC was driven more by stroke
than bleeding risk. At national level, a wider application of bleeding scores could
increase the overall use of OAC if low risk is ascertained.

BIOMARKERS: INFLAMMATION, OXIDATIVE STRESS
AND VASCULAR FUNCTION

P3229 | BEDSIDE
The association of oxidative stress biomarkers with cardiovascular
risk: prospective results from the HAPIEE cohorts

M. Bobak1, B. Schoettker2, R. Kubinova3, A. Pajak4, A. Tamosiunas5,
J. Gardiner1, E. Jansen6 on behalf of the HAPIEE Study and the CHANCES
Consortium. 1University College London, London, United Kingdom; 2German
Cancer Research Center, a. Division of Clinical Epidemiology and Aging
Research, Heidelberg, Germany; 3National Institute of Public Health, Prague,
Czech Republic; 4Jagiellonian University, Dept. of Epidemiology and Population
Health, Krakow, Poland; 5Institute of Cardiology of Kaunas University, Kaunas,
Lithuania; 6National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM),
Bilthoven, Netherlands

Purpose: Oxidative stress leads to cellular and tissue damage and it has been
proposed that it is associated with increased rates of age-related conditions, in-
cluding cardiovascular diseases (CVD). We examined the association between
fatal and non-fatal CVD and plasma biomarkers of (i) oxidative stress (assessed
by derivates of reactive oxygen metabolites [d-ROM], (ii) biological antioxidant
activity (BAP), and (iii) redox control status (assessed by total thiol levels [TTL]).
Methods: We conducted a case-control study nested in the Health, Alcohol and
Psychosocial factors In Eastern Europe (HAPIEE) prospective cohorts based in
Krakow (Poland), Kaunas (Lithuania) and 6 Czech towns. The cohorts were es-
tablished in 2002-06; after median follow up of 6.5 years, plasma samples from
495 new cases of CVD (including 198 deaths) and 4,884 controls aged 45-69

years at baseline were analysed in a central laboratory. Subjects with previous
history of CVD were excluded. Odds ratios for cohort-specific quartiles and con-
tinuous measures of d-ROM, BAP and TTL were estimated by logistic regression
models controlling for potential confounders.
Results: After controlling for age, sex, study centre, smoking, education and ma-
terial deprivation, the odds ratios of CVD death per 1 SD increase in biomarkers
were 1.32 (95% CI 1.19-1.47) for d-ROM, 1.17 (1.00-1.6) for BAP and 0.75 (0.65-
0.87) for TTL. For non-fatal CVD, the adjusted odds ratios per 1 SD deviation were
1.08 (0.98-1.20), 0.87 (0.75-1.01) and 0.91 (0.79-1.05), respectively; the odds ra-
tio for fatal and non-fatal CVD combined were 1.20 (1.11-1.29), 1.00 (0.89-1.12)
and 0.82 (0.74-0.92), respectively. Results were consistent across cohorts. For
total and fatal CVD, the odds ratios by quartile of d-ROM and TTL followed a dose-
response pattern. Excluding first 2 years of follow up did not affect the results. As
expected, among the used covariates, smoking made the largest contribution to
attenuation of odds ratios.
Conclusions: These results suggest strong and significant association between
fatal CVD and biomarkers of oxidative stress and redox control status in the pre-
dicted direction. The absence of a significant association of any of the biomarkers
with non-fatal disease may reflect incomplete case recruitment or less severe dis-
ease; alternatively, oxidative status may also be implicated in case-fatality of CVD
events. The role of oxidative stress markers in CVD requires further investigation.

P3230 | SPOTLIGHT
Plasma endothelin-1 and risk of obstructive sleep apnea among young
and healthy adults

T. Schoen1, S. Van Der Lely2, S. Aeschbacher1, J. Estis3, J. Todd3, M. Risch4,
L. Risch5, D. Conen1. 1University Hospital Basel, Department of Internal
Medicine, Basel, Switzerland; 2University Hospital Basel, Cardiovascular
Research Institute Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3Singulex, Inc., Alameda,
United States of America; 4Labormedizinisches Zentrum Dr Risch, Schaan,
Liechtenstein; 5Innsbruck Medical University, Division of Clinical Biochemistry,
Innsbruck, Austria

Introduction: Recently, obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) has been linked to en-
dothelial dysfunction, a major precursor of cardiovascular disease. The aim of
this study was therefore to assess the relationship between plasma levels of
endothelin-1 (ET-1) and OSA among young and healthy adults.
Methods: We performed a population-based study among 882 healthy adults
aged between 25 and 41 years in the Principality of Liechtenstein. Individu-
als with prevalent cardiovascular disease, diabetes or a body mass index >35
kg/m2 were excluded. ET-1 was measured from plasma samples using a novel
single-molecule counting technology (research-use-only). All individuals under-
went nighttime pulsoximetry with nasal flow measurement. OSA was defined as
apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) ≥5 (n=96). Multivariable logistic regression analy-
ses with elevated AHI as outcome variable were used to assess the relationship
between ET-1 and OSA.
Results: Median age of our population was 36 years. 11% of participants met cri-
teria for OSA. Median ET-1 levels in subjects with OSA were 3.0 pg/ml (interquar-
tile range [IQR]: 2.6, 3.8) and without OSA 2.5 pg/ml (IQR: 2.0, 3.0; p<.0001), re-
spectively. In multivariable logistic regression models, log-transformed ET-1 was
significantly associated with an increased risk of OSA (odds ratio: 5.8 [95% con-
fidence interval: 2.7, 12.6]) (Table).

Plasma endothelin-1 and risk of OSA

Obstructive sleep apnea
n=882 OR (95% CI) P value

Crude model 7.0 (3.6, 13.8) <0.0001
Age- and sex-adjusted model 5.5 (2.8, 11.2) <0.0001
Multivariable model † 5.8 (2.7, 12.6) <0.0001

Logistic regression analysis. CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio. Endothelin-1 was log-
transformed. †Additional adjustment for body mass index, estimated glomerular filtration rate
(CKD-EPI-formula), smoking, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, low density lipoprotein, high
density lipoprotein, triglycerides, HbA1c, and high sensitive C-reactive protein. The models were
based on data of 882 participants.

Conclusions: Elevated plasma levels of ET-1 are strongly associated with an in-
creased risk of OSA among young and healthy adults. These findings underscore
the potential adverse effects of OSA on endothelial function, which may be one
mechanism by which OSA is associated with future cardiovascular events.

P3231 | BEDSIDE
Reduction of C-reactive protein is associated with reduced risk of
myocardial infarction. A meta-analysis of 16 randomized trials

G. Savarese1, A. Parente1, C. D’amore1, M. Reiner2, B. Trimarco1, P. Perrone
Filardi1. 1Department of Advanced Biomedical Sciences; Federico II University,
Naples, Italy, Naples, Italy; 2Cantonal Hospital of Baden, Baden, Switzerland

Purpose: The association between C-reactive protein (CRP) levels and risk of
cardiovascular (CV) events has been reported in several studies. However, it is
unclear whether a reduction in CRP is associated with an equal reduction in risk of
clinical events. Therefore we sought to investigate, in a meta-regression analysis
of randomized studies enrolling patients treated by statins, whether changes in
CRP are associated with changes in risk of myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke.
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Methods: MEDLINE, ISI Web of Science, Cochrane Database and Scopus were
searched for randomized trials enrolling patients treated by statins, reporting CRP
at baseline and at end of follow-up and CV events [MI and stroke].
Results: Sixteen trials enrolling 49,407 participants were included in the analy-
sis. Meta-analysis showed that active treatment significantly reduced the risk of
myocardial infarction by 10.1% (RR: 0.899; 95% Confidence Interval [CI]: 0.851
to 0.949; p<0.001) and the risk of stroke by 9.6% (RR: 0.904; CI: 0.824 to
0.992; p=0.033). Meta-regression analysis revealed that reduction of CRP was
significantly associated with reduction of MI (Regression Coefficient [RC]: 0.016;
CI: 0.001 to 0.031; p=0.036), whereas no relationship was identified between
changes in CRP and risk of stroke (RC: 0.008; CI: -0.037 to 0.054; p=0.703).
Conclusions: These findings demonstrate a significant correlation between the
reduction of CRP and the risk of MI in high-risk patients enrolled in randomized
clinical trials, reinforcing the concept that CRP represents a valid surrogate for
coronary risk.

P3232 | BEDSIDE
Body mass index significantly modulates the power of C-reactive
protein to predict cardiovascular event risk among angiographied
coronary patients

A. Vonbank1, C.H. Saely2, D. Zanolin3, P. Rein1, A. Said3, H. Drexel4.
1Academic Teaching Hospital, Department of Internal Medicine, Fedlkirch,
Austria; 2Private University of the Principality of Liechtenstein, Triesen,
Liechtenstein; 3VIVIT Institute, Feldkirch, Austria; 4Drexel University College of
Medicine, Philadelphia, United States of America

Purpose: Epidemiological studies in various populations show that obesity is as-
sociated with inflammation and with increased cardiovascular risk, and that the
inflammatory marker C-reactive protein (CRP) strongly predicts the incidence of
cardiovascular events. Whether CRP is equally predictive of cardiovascular event
risk in obese patients and in non-obese subjects is not known and is addressed
in the present study.
Methods: Cardiovascular events were recorded over a follow-up period of 10
years in a large high-risk population of 1731 consecutive patients undergoing
coronary angiography for the evaluation of established or suspected stable coro-
nary artery disease (CAD). Obesity was defined as BMI ≥30kg/m2.
Results: At baseline, CRP surprisingly was significantly higher in non-obese
subjects (n=452) than obese individuals (0.6±1.5 vs. 0.5±0.8 mg/dl; p<0.001).
Prospectively, 27.8% of our patients suffered vascular events. CRP proved to
be a strong and independent predictor of vascular events in non-obese subjects
(HR 1.13 [1.06-1.20]; p<0.001) but not in obese subjects (HR 1.08 [0.94-1.235];
p=0.262). An interaction term BMI x CRP was significant (p<0.001), indicating
that the body mass index significantly modulated the power of CRP to predict
vascular events.
Conclusions: From the results of this large 10-year prospective cohort study
we conclude that obesity significantly modulates the power of CRP to predict
cardiovascular event risk among angiographied coronary patients.

P3233 | BEDSIDE
Creatinine, eGFR and association with myocardial infarction, ischemic
heart disease and early death in the general population

K. Laerum Sibilitz1, M. Benn2, B.G. Nordestgaard3. 1Rigshospitalet, Department
of Cardiology, Copenhagen, Denmark; 2Gentofte Hospital - Copenhagen
University Hospital, Department of Biochemistry, Copenhagen, Denmark;
3Herlev Hospital - Copenhagen University Hospital, Department of Biochemistry,
Copenhagen, Denmark

Aim: We tested the hypothesis that moderately elevated plasma creatinine levels
and decreased levels of estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) are asso-
ciated with increased risk of myocardial infarction, ischemic heart disease, and
early death in the general population.
Methods: We studied 10,489 individuals with a plasma creatinine measurement
and calculated eGFR from the Danish general population, of which 1,498 devel-
oped myocardial infarction, 3,001 ischemic heart disease, and 7,573 died during
32 years follow-up.
Results: Cumulative incidences of myocardial infarction and ischemic heart dis-
ease as a function of age increased with increasing levels of creatinine, and sur-
vival decreased (log-rank trends: <0.001). The median survival age was 78.7
(95%CI: 78.0-79.2) years for persons with creatinine levels <90th percentile, 78.1
(76.3-79.5) years for 90th-94th percentiles, and 74.8 (72.8-76.7) years for ≥95th
percentile. Hazard ratios for plasma creatinine levels of 90th-94th percentiles and
≥95th percentile versus <50th percentile were 2.06 (95%CI: 1.67-2.56) and 1.90
(1.56-2.31) adjusted for gender and age, and 1.35 (1.09-1.68) and 1.11 (0.90-
1.36) adjusted multifactorially, respectively. Corresponding estimates for creati-
nine and ischemic heart disease were 1.57 (1.33-1.85) and 1.64 (1.42-1.89) ad-
justed for age and gender, and 1.16 (0.98-1.37) and 1.11 (0.95-1.29) adjusted
multifactorially. Finally, corresponding values for early death were 1.18 (1.06-1.32)
and 1.43 (1.30-1.57), and 0.97 (0.87-1.09) and 1.13 (1.02-1.24), respectively. Low
eGFR did not associate consistently with increased risk of either endpoint.
Conclusions: In the general population, moderately elevated plasma creatinine
was associated with increased risk of myocardial infarction, ischemic heart dis-
ease, and early death, while low eGFR was not.

P3234 | BEDSIDE
Adiponectin, adiponectin/leptin ratio, arterial stiffness, hypertension
and obesity related disorders in adolescents girls with obesity

A. Starodubova1, O. Kislyak1, G. Storozhakov1, V. Govorun2, V. Sergienko2.
1Russian State Medical University, Moscow, Russian Federation; 2Research
Institute for Physico-Chemical Medicine, Moscow, Russian Federation

Obesity is associated with numerous comorbidities. The dysregulation of
adipokines production by the adipose tissue may promote obesity related dis-
orders and CVD. Adiponectin in women predicts hypertension (HT) and pulse
wave velocity (PWV). However, have not been fully clarified relationships between
adipokines and obesity related comorbidities in young females.
The aim of the study was to compare levels of adiponectin, adiponectin/leptin
in obese adolescent girls with and without HT and to evaluate association of
adipokines with obesity related disorders and arterial stiffness in obese adoles-
cent girls.
Methods: 75 adolescent girls (16,6±1,95, range 14-20 years) with obesity (BMI
35,2±4,2, range 30-42 kg/m2) were included: 34 untreated hypertensive and 41
normotensive. Serum levels of lipids, fasting glucose, insulin, total adiponectin,
leptin, HbA1C; HOMA-IR were measured. Arterial stiffness was assessed with
carotid-femoral PWV. 24-hour ABPM was performed.
Results: Age, BMI, waist circumference (WC), total cholesterol, LDL, HDL,
triglycerides (TG), glucose, insulin, HOMA-IR, leptin, PWV were similar in
both groups. Levels of adiponectin (8,09±5,42 vs 25,7±25,5μg/ml, p=0,02),
adiponectin/leptin ratio (0,16±0,11 vs 0,71±0,55, p=0,01) were lower, HbA1C
(6,12±0,64 vs 5,31±0,53%, p<0,01), dyslipidemias (82% vs 50% p<0,01) were
higher in pts with HT than in normotensive. All pts were categorized according
to tertiles of adipokines levels. Pts from low tertile of adiponectin had higher TG,
HOMA-IR, PWV and presence of HT than pts from higher tertiles. Pts from up-
per tertile of leptin had higher WC and TG only. In total group adiponectin lev-
els correlated with WC, TG, HOMA-IR, PWV, HT, mean SBP (day, night, 24-h).
Leptin levels correlated with age, WC, TG, mean nightSBP. Adiponectin/leptin
ratio correlated with WC, TG, PWV, HT, mean daySBP. Multiple regression anal-
ysis among age, BMI, WC, HOMA-IR, HT, dyslipidemia revealed that determi-
nants for adiponectin were HOMA-IR (beta=-0,55), HT (beta =-0,85), presence
of dyslipidemia (beta =-0,74, p<0.05), and no indepent predictors for leptin and
adiponectin/leptin ratio. In multivariate analysis, the independent predictors for
PWV were age (beta=0,44) and levels of adiponectin (beta=-0,57).
Conclusion: Hypertension in obese adolescent girls is associated with dyslipi-
demia, higher levels of HbA1C, lower levels of adiponectin and adiponectin/leptin
ratio. Low levels of adiponectin could prove beneficial for early identification of
adolescent girls with obesity related comorbidities (hypertension, insulinresis-
tance, dyslipidemia) and arterial stiffness.

P3235 | BEDSIDE
A comparison of nitroglycerine-induced vasodilation with
flow-mediated vasodilation as a cardiovascular risk marker

T. Maruhashi1, Y. Higashi2, N. Oda1, A. Iwamoto1, M. Kajikawa1, T. Matsumoto1,
Y. Iwamoto1, A. Nakashima3, K. Noma2, Y. Kihara1. 1Hiroshima University
Hospital, Dept. of Cardiovascular Medicine, Graduate School of Biomedical
and Health Sciences, 2Hiroshima University Hospital, Dept. of Cardiovascular
Regeneration and Medicine, Research Institute for Radiation Biology, 3Hiroshima
University Hospital, Division of Regeneration and Medicine, Medical Center for
Translational and Clinical Research, Hiroshima, Japan

Objective: Nitroglycerine-induced vasodilation, a response to a sublingually-
administered 75 μg nitroglycerine tablet in the brachial artery, has been used as
a control test for flow-mediated vasodilation (FMD) to differentiate endothelium-
dependent from endothelium-independent response when evaluating endothelial
function in humans. Recently, nitroglycerine-induced vasodilation has also been
reported to be impaired in patients with atherosclerosis. The purpose of this study
was to determine the relationships between nitroglycerine-induced vasodilation
and cardiovascular risk factors.
Methods and results: We measured nitroglycerine-induced vasodilation and
FMD in 436 subjects who underwent health examinations (mean age, 53±19
years; age range, 19 to 86 years), including patients with cardiovascular dis-
eases. There was a significant relationship between nitroglycerine-induced va-
sodilation and FMD (r=0.42, P<0.001). Univariate regression analysis revealed
that nitroglycerine-induced vasodilation correlated with age (r=-0.34, P<0.001),
systolic blood pressure (r=-0.32, P<0.001), diastolic blood pressure (r=-0.24,
P<0.001), heart rate (r=-0.21, P<0.001), glucose (r=-0.23, P<0.001), and smok-
ing pack year (r=-0.12, P=0.01) as well as Framingham risk score (r=-0.30,
P<0.001). We categorized subjects into 4 groups: no risk group (n=30), at-low
risk group (subjects with 1 risk factor, n=146), at-high risk group (subjects with
≥2 risk factors, n=148), and CVD group (subjects with established cardiovas-
cular disease, n=106). Both nitroglycerine-induced vasodilation (15.3±4.3% vs.
15.1±5.6% vs. 12.4±4.9% vs. 10.5±5.6%, P<0.001) and FMD (7.5±2.4% vs.
5.2±2.7% vs. 3.8±2.6% vs. 3.2±2.3%, P<0.001) were gradually impaired ac-
cording to the severity of atherosclerosis. There was a significant difference
between the no risk group and at-low risk group in FMD (P<0.001), but not
in nitroglycerine-induced vasodilation (P=0.84). In contrast, there was a signifi-
cant difference between the at-high risk group and CVD group in nitroglycerine-
induced vasodilation (P=0.006), but not in FMD (P=0.08).
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Conclusions: These findings suggest that nitroglycerine-induced vasodilation
may be a marker of the grade of atherosclerosis. Nitroglycerine-induced vasodi-
lation is a useful marker for identifying subjects with advanced atherosclerosis,
whereas FMD is an appropriate marker for detecting asymptomatic subjects at
an early stage of atherosclerosis.

P3236 | BEDSIDE
Effects of highly specific lipoprotein(a) reduction on the soluble
markers of atherosclerosis and inflammation

M.S. Safarova, O.I. Afanasieva, I.U. Adamova, M.V. Ezhov, S.N. Pokrovsky.
Cardiology Research Center, Moscow, Russian Federation

Aim: There are no interventional studies evaluating the association between spe-
cific lipoprotein(a) (Lp(a)) removal and soluble markers of atherosclerosis and
inflammation in patients with Lp(a) excess.
Methods: We recruited 43 stable CHD patients (mean age 53.9±14.7 years, 65%
male) with Lp(a) level ≥50 mg/dL and LDL-C level ≤2.6 mmol/L on atorvastatin
therapy. Fifteen patients from active group were also treated with weekly Lp(a)
apheresis using highly specific “Lp(a) Lipopak”® columns. Measurements of high
sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP), lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2
(Lp-PLA2), and oxidized LDL (oxLDL) were performed at baseline and after 18-
month period. Blinded quantitative coronary angiography was carried out at base-
line and follow-up.
Results: Initially groups were comparable according to traditional risk factors dis-
tribution. At baseline Lp(a) and LDL-C levels were as follows: 107±27 mg/dL and
2.2±0.2 mmol/L in Lp(a) apheresis group, and 95±46 mg/dL and 2.3±0.3 mmol/L
in control group. Acute effects of specific Lp(a) apheresis (difference before and
immediately after procedure) resulted in a 73±5% reduction in Lp(a), producing a
final mean of 29±16 mg/dL; corrected for Lp(a) LDL-C was decreased by 7±3%
to 1.9±0.2 mmol/L. In atorvastatin-only group no significant changes in lipid pa-
rameters were obtained by the end of the study. After 18-month follow-up in spe-
cific Lp(a) apheresis regimen, Lp-PLA2 concentration was reduced by an average
of -41% (-52% to -22%, p=0.0005), hsCRP levels were also decreased signifi-
cantly: -38% (-54% to -20%, p=0.003), whereas no relevant changes were seen
in oxLDL levels -13% (-29% to 26%, p=0.26). Over the study period there were
no significant changes in biomarkers in control group. Addition of Lp(a) apheresis
resulted in significant coronary atherosclerosis regression. The mean change in
angiographic percent diameter stenosis had positive correlation only with relative
changes in Lp(a) levels (r=0.33, p<0.05).
Conclusion: In a prospective clinical study we demonstrated a relationship be-
tween isolated Lp(a) decrease and reduction in hsCRP and Lp-PLA2 levels, im-
plicating Lp(a) in proinflammatory pathways of atherogenesis. There was no as-
sociation between Lp(a) and analyzed form of oxidized LDL.

P3237 | BEDSIDE
Cardiac biomarkers pmmp-9, il-6, and et-1 are elevated in
asymptomatic patients at risk for heart failure and associate with
disease severity

E. Friedman1, J. Todd2, J. Estis2, N. Nolan2, A. Shah2, D. Lenihan1. 1Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, 2Singulex, Inc., Alameda, United States of America

Purpose: Current ACC/AHA guidelines recommend measuring the cardiac
biomarker BNP to inform clinical decisions in ambulatory heart failure patients.
Other biomarkers that reflect inflammation or endothelial function may help di-
agnose, assess severity, and prognosticate heart failure. This study tested the
association of the novel biomarkers Interleukin-6 (IL-6), endothelin-1 (ET-1), and
matrix metalloproteinase-9 (pMMP-9) with ACC/AHA stages of heart failure.
Methods: 200 patients (age 54±15 yrs) were selected from our institution’s reg-
istry according to the following ACC/AHA stages: A (cardiac risk factors with-
out disease), B (structural disease without symptoms), C (structural disease with
current or past symptoms), D (refractory heart failure). Plasma IL-6, ET-1, and
pMMP-9 were measured using high sensitivity single-molecule counting technol-
ogy. The upper limit of normal values are 4.5 pg/mL, 3.7 pg/mL and 13 ng/mL for
IL-6, ET-1 and pMMP9 respectively.
Results: IL-6, ET-1, and pMMP-9 were elevated in all stages of heart failure,
including stage A, where patients are asymptomatic and have no structural dis-
ease, but are at risk (Table). The levels of IL-6 and ET-1 increased progressively
according to ACC/AHA stage, but pMMP9 only increased significantly with stage
D heart failure (Table). Using a 75th percentile cut-off, the ordinal odds ratios
for predicting an elevated ACC/AHA stage were 3.8 (2.0,7.2), 3.2 (1.7,6.1), and
3.6 (1.9,6.7) for IL-6, ET-1 and pMMP-9 respectively. In aggregate, the odds ratio
for IL-6, ET-1, and pMMP-9 was 9.0 (2.0,39.7). All odds ratio models remained
statistically significant after adjustment for age and sex.

Plasma biomarker levels across HF stages

Stage A Stage B Stage C Stage D P value
(n=26) (n=43) (n=66) (n=65) for trend

IL-6 (pg/mL) 5.6 (2.9,8.5) 7.9 (4.9,12.1) 8.2 (4.6,12.0) 17.4 (10.1,43.0) P<0.0001
ET-1 (pg/mL) 3.9 (3.1,5.3) 4.4 (3.6,5.6) 4.5 (3.8,5.7) 5.6 (4.5,7.8) P<0.0001
pMMP-9 (ng/mL) 15.1 (8.2,27.2) 14.3 (8.0,25.9) 13.4 (8.1,20.9) 31.1 (12.8,63.1) P=0.0008

Values are median, interquartile range.

Conclusion: The novel biomarkers of inflammation and endothelial function

pMMP-9, IL-6, and ET-1 are elevated in heart failure and increase progressively
with higher ACC/AHA stage. These biomarkers are elevated early (stage A or B),
prior to the development of symptoms. Future analysis of this cohort will deter-
mine whether a multi-marker panel can be used early to identify individuals at risk
for disease progression, morbidity, and mortality.
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Clinical effectiveness of combined antihypertensive therapy in
patients with diabetic nephropathy and different salt sensitivity of
blood pressure

A. Babkin, M. Romanova, T. Golovko, P. Babkin. Voronezh Medical Academy,
Voronezh, Russian Federation

Purpose: Assess the clinical effectiveness of combined antihypertensive therapy
depending on the salt sensitivity of BP in patients with diabetic nephropathy.
Methods: 40 Patients with NIDDM (avg. age 63.2±1.2 years) and diabetic
nephropathy combined with diabetic nephropathy and hypertension were exam-
ined. The patients were randomized into 2 groups (20 patients in each group)
comparable in terms of age, sex, duration of disease. Patients of the first group
were on a fixed combination of 2 drugs, perindopril 5 mg and indapamide 1.25
mg, patients of the second group – on free combination of valsartan 80 mg and
indapamide SR 1.5 mg for 2 months. 24-Hour BPmonitoring was conducted in pa-
tients twice using ABPM 04 (Hungary) apparatus. Dynamics of GFR (by MDRD)
and 24-hour microalbuminuria were identified. Salt sensitivity of BP was evalu-
ated by the (Weinberger MN, 1986) method. Patients with office-measured SBP
reduction by 10 mm Hg and more when switching over from a diet with a high
salt content (250 mmol) to a low salt (50 mmol) diet were considered to be salt
sensitive.
Results: After 2 months of therapy, avg. SBP in patients of the first group
decreased from 152.75±1.5 to 128.4±0.9 mmHg (p<0.01), avg. DBP - from
88.95±1.9 to 75.45±0.7 mm Hg (p<0.05); in patients of group 2 from 153.2±1.3
mm Hg to 133.7±0.9 (p<0.05) and from 89.15±1.9 to 77.85±0.9 mm Hg
(p<0,05), respectively. Both combinations of drugs were most effective in pa-
tients with salt-sensitive type of hypertension: administration of perindopril and
indapamide in salt-sensitive patients resulted in absolute reduction of avg. SBP
by 27.8±0.7 mm Hg vs 18.3±0.4 mm Hg in salt-resistant ones, p<0.01, avg.
DBP decreased by 13.7±1.5 mm Hg vs 9.0±1.08 mm Hg, p<0.05, respectively;
administration of valsartan and indapamide in salt-sensitive patients resulted in
avg. SBP decrease by 18.4±0.7 mm Hg vs 12.2±0.5 mm Hg in salt-resistant
ones, p<0.01, avg. DBP – by 10.3±1.2 mm Hg vs 6.7±0.9 mm Hg p<0.05, re-
spectively. After 2 months of therapy, the patients in first group demonstrated an
increase of GFR by 10.0±0.16 ml/min/1.73 m2 and reduction of microalbuminuria
from 25.7±0.64 to 20.4±1.0 mg/day, p<0.05 regardless of salt sensitivity of BP,
indicating the improvement of renal function.
Conclusions: 1. Both combinations of drugs showed a comparable anti-
hypertensive effect, which was significantly more pronounced in salt-sensitive
patients, with perindopril and indapamide having demonstrated a nephroprotec-
tive effect. 2. Determination of salt sensitivity of BP allows optimizing individual
antihypertensive therapy.
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Association between insomnia and use of BP-lowering drugs in
hypertensive patients: a cross-sectional cohort study

R.M. Bruno1, L. Palagini2, V. Mancuso2, M. Cargiolli2, A. Gemignani1,
M. Mauri2, L. Ghiadoni2, S. Taddei2. 1Institute of Clinical Physiology of CNR,
Pisa, Italy; 2University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy

Purpose: Insomnia and short sleep duration have been associated with in-
creased prevalence, incidence and severity of hypertension. However, the rela-
tionship between insomnia and use of different antihypertensive drug classes has
not been ascertained yet.
Methods: 371 hypertensive patients at their first visit in a tertiary Hypertension
Outpatient Unit were enrolled. Insomnia Severity Index (ISI), Beck Depression
Inventory (BDI), and State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAY-Y2) were administered.
Insomnia was defined as ISI>8, depressive symptoms as BDI>10, trait anxiety
as STAI -Y2>40. Patients with self-reported sleep apneas or snoring (n=29) or
with incomplete data (n=12) were excluded.
Results: Data from 330 patients were analyzed (males 51%, mean age 57±13
years, antihypertensive treatment 84%, previous CV events 9%, diabetes 7%,
obesity 24%, smoking 13%, hypercholesterolemia 67%). Insomniacs (n=70, 21%)
were older than non-insomniacs (60±11 vs 56±13 years, p=0.02); female gen-
der (62 vs 46%, p=0.01), anxiety (68 vs 34%, p<0.0001) and depressive symp-
toms (30 vs 6%, p<0.0001) were more prevalent in insomniacs. Insomniacs
were treated with higher number of antihypertensive drugs (1.8±1.0 vs 1.5±1.0,
p=0.04) and more frequently with angiotensin-receptor-blockers (ARBs, 49 vs
31%, p=0.009) and diuretics (50 vs 28%, p=0.0007), whereas the use of other
drug classes was similar.
In a multiple logistic regression analysis, adjusted for cardiovascular and psychi-
atric variables, ARBs use (OR 2.4, CL95% 1.1-5.2), depressive symptoms (OR
3.2, CL95%1.2-8.7) and anxiety (OR 2.9, CL95%1.4-6.1) were associated with a
higher probability of insomnia.
Conclusions: This cross-sectional analysis suggests that ARBs use may be as-
sociated with insomnia in a cohort of hypertensive patients.

P3242 | BEDSIDE
Comparative efficacy of valsartan and LCZ696, an angiotensin
receptor neprilysin inhibitor (ARNI), in hypertensive individuals:
effects of gender

L.M. Ruilope1, J.L. Izzo Jr2, L.G. Conde3, D.H. Zappe4, Y. Zhang4, J. Zhang4.
1Instituto de Investigación, Unidad de Hipertensión, Hospital 12 de Octubre,
Madrid, Spain; 2University of New York at Buffalo and Erie County Medical
Center, Department of Medicine, Buffalo, New York, United States of America;
3Novartis Pharma AG, Global Medical Affairs, Basel, Switzerland; 4Novartis
Pharmaceuticals, Clinical Development Unit, East Hanover, New Jersey, United
States of America

Purpose: To better characterize the blood pressure (BP) lowering efficacy of the
first-in-class angiotensin receptor neprilysin inhibitor (ARNI), LCZ696 (Japanese
Adopted Name [JAN]: Sucabitril Valsartan Sodium Hydrate), was compared to
valsartan in female and male patients with hypertension (HTN).
Methods: Data were pooled from two 8-week, multicenter, randomized, double-
blind, placebo- and active-controlled studies in female and male patients with HTN
to evaluate reductions in mean sitting (ms) BP, ms pulse pressure (PP), mean
ambulatory (ma) BP and maPP in response to daily therapy with either LCZ696
400 mg, valsartan 320 mg or placebo.
Results: Overall, 377 (44.5%) female and 471 (55.5%) male patients were ran-
domized. Baseline characteristics of females (mean age, 58.1 yrs, 32% ≥65 yrs;
body mass index (BMI), 30.3 kg/m2; mean duration of HTN, 7.7 yrs; baseline
ms systolic BP (SBP)/ms diastolic BP (DBP)/ms pulse pressure (PP), 157.1/95.1/
62.0 mmHg) and males (mean age, 54.8 yrs, 22% ≥65 yrs; BMI, 29.7 kg/m2;
mean duration of HTN, 6.7 yrs; baseline msSBP/msDBP/msPP, 158.5/97.0/61.6
mmHg) treated with LCZ696 were similar. After 8 weeks of treatment, LCZ696
lowered msSBP by 5.8 mmHg (p<0.01) and msPP by 3.3 mmHg (p<0.05) more
than valsartan in female HTN patients, and by 5.8 mmHg (p=0.0001) and 3.4
mmHg (p<0.05) more than valsartan in male HTN patients (Table 1).

Table 1. LSM change in BP from baseline to Week 8

LSM (±SE), mmHg Female Male
Placebo LCZ696 Valsartan Placebo LCZ696 Valsartan

400 mg 320 mg 400 mg 320 mg

N 106 145 125 123 167 181
msSBP −7.4±1.5 −21.6±1.2*# −15.8±1.3* −7.3±1.3 −19.7±1.1*# −14.0±1.0*
msDBP −6.7±0.9 −13.1±0.7*# −10.5±0.8† −3.7±0.9 −11.0±0.7*# −8.6±0.7*
msPP −0.6±1.1 −8.6±0.9*# −5.3±1.0† −3.6±0.9 −8.7±0.8*# −5.3±0.8
N 43 60 62 49 83 85
maSBP −2.3±1.1 −13.4±1.0* −11.0±0.9* −2.2±1.0 −13.8±0.7*‡ −9.1±0.7*
maDBP −0.8±0.7 −6.4±0.6* −6.2±0.5* −0.3±0.6 −7.2±0.5* −5.9±0.5*
maPP −1.6±0.6 −6.9±0.5*# −4.7±0.5* −1.7±0.5 −6.7±0.4*‡ −3.3±0.4†
LSM, least squares mean; SE, standard error. *p<0.0001 vs placebo; #p<0.05 vs valsartan;
†p<0.05 vs placebo; ‡p<0.0001 vs valsartan.

Conclusion: LCZ696 was superior to valsartan in reducing SBP and PP in fe-
male and male patients. Thus, ARNI is an effective antihypertensive treatment in
patients with HTN, regardless of gender.

P3243 | BEDSIDE
Effectiveness of ivabradine in combined therapy in hypertensive
patients with coronary artery disease and type 2 diabetes mellitus

K. Nikoghosyan, S. Vatinian, T. Hamazaspyan. Institute of Cardiology, Yerevan,
Armenia

Purpose: The purpose of study was investigation of efficacy and safety of If in-
hibitor ivabradine in hypertensive patients with coronary artery disease (CAD),
moderate heart failure and type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM) who received selective
beta-adrenoblocker bisoprolol and ACE inhibitor ramipril, as well as assessment
of its administration as medication for prevention of complications in such patients.
Methods: Thirty five patients (20 men and 15 women, average age 47,2±1,5
years) with arterial hypertension (AH) I and II stage (WHO classification, 1999)
and CAD stable angina I-II functional classes (classification of Canadian Cardi-
ologist’s Association), with moderate heart failure (NYHA class II-III) and type 2
diabetes were divided into 2 groups. All patients had sinus rhythm >70 bpm. Pa-
tients of group I (n=18) received bisoprolol 5 mg daily and ramipril 10 mg daily,
patients of group II (n=17) received same treatment, after 2 weeks 7,5 mg ivabra-
dine twice a day was added. Echocardiographic parameters (end systolic vol-
ume (ESV), ejection fraction (EF), left ventricular mass index (LVMI)) and total
cholesterol (TC), low-density lipoprotein (LDL-C), high-density lipoprotein (HDL-
C), triglycerides (TG) and level of fasting glucose in blood serum were deter-
mined. All patients received antidiabetic per oral Gliclazide in 30mg daily.
Results: Statistically significant decrease of BP up to purposed level <130/80
mm was achieved in all patients after 12 months of treatment. Statistically sig-
nificant decrease of angina pectoris attacks and need in sublingual use of Nitro-
glycerine on 54% were revealed in patients of group I and in all patients of group
II. Decrease of ESV by 6,1% (p<0,05) in group I and by 9,2% (p<0,05) in group
II, increase of EF by 8,5% (p<0,05) – in group I and by 11,3% (p<0,05)in group
II were accompanied with decrease of LVMI by 12,2% (p<0,05). After 12-weeks
treatment TG level had statistically significant decrease by 12,9% and 13,2% re-
spectively (p<0,05), that became correspondent to recommended level for pa-
tients without type 2 diabetes - 1,80 mmol/l.
Conclusions: Hypotensive effect of bisoprolol and ramipril in hypertensive pa-
tients with CAD, moderate heart failure and type 2 DM accompanies with regres-
sion of left ventricular hypertrophy, decrease of numbers of angina pectoris at-
tacks and need in sublingual use of Nitroglycerine. Addition of ivabradine to biso-
prolol and ramipril very early decreases of numbers of angina pectoris attacks.
The negative chronotrope effect of ivabradine causes improvement myocardium
contraction and decrease of functional class of heart failure.

P3244 | SPOTLIGHT
Possibilities of the pharmacological correction of moderate cognitive
disorders in patients with arterial hypertension

L. Bogatyreva, Z. Sizova, N. Lapidus. I.M. Sechenov First Moscow State Medical
University, Medical and social assesment and ambulatory care, Moscow, Russian
Federation

The purpose of the study was to estimate efficacy and safety of dopamine agonist
piribedil in patients with arterial hypertension and cognitive disorders.
Methods: 115 patients with arterial hypertension and moderate cognitive dis-
orders at the age from 52 till 70 years (mean age – 67,3±2,9 y.o., m-52%, f.-
48%) were included into the study. All patients have been divided into 4 groups:
1st group (n=30) received base therapy of arterial hypertension and piribedil in
total daily dose 50 mg, 2nd group (n=27) received base therapy of arterial hy-
pertension, piribedil and different vasoactive drugs, 3st group (n=28) received
base therapy of arterial hypertension and different vasoactive drugs and 4st group
(n=30) received only base therapy of arterial hypertension during 12 weeks. Inten-
sity Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) and Montreal Cognitive Assessment
(MoCa) were estimated before and after the treatment. Diagnostic criteria of CD:
MMSE 25-27 points and MoCa <26 points.
Results: The mean score of MMSE was 25,8±1,0, 25,7±0,8 and 25,9±1,1 in
patients 1st, 2nd and 3st groups, respectively. The mean score of MoCa was
24,9±0,7, 24,5±0,4 and 24,7±0,3 in patients 1st, 2nd and 3st groups, respec-
tively. The Patients in 4st group has mean score of MMSE 25,4±0,9, of MoCa-
24,8±0,4. After 12 weeks of treatment of P in 1st and 2st group authentic changes
of the psychological status are noted. After 12 weeks of treatment of piribedil the
increase of mean score of MMSE up 7 and 9% (p<0,05, p<0,05) was revealed in
patients 1st and 2st group respectively. Also the increase of mean score of MoCa
up 9 and 9,5% (p<0,05, p<0,05) was revealed in patients 1st and 2st group re-
spectively. There were no founded such changes in patients 3 nd group and 4 nd
group (p>0,05, p>0,05).The tolerance of piribedil was satisfactory, adverse event
(headache, vertigo, sleepiness, dyspepsia) were non-seriously and not required
the cancel of piribedil.
Conclusion: Piribedil in total daily dose 50 mg authentically improves cognitive
functions of patients with arterial hypertension.
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Effectiveness of perindopril/amlodipine fixed dose combination in
high cardiovascular risk patients. A PanHellenic prospective
non-interventional study

A.J. Manolis1, I. Zarifis2, M.S. Kallistratos3, V. Grammatikou3, K. Tsioufis4.
1Asclepion Voulas Hospital, Cardiology Department, Athens, Greece; 2General
Hospital G. Papanikolaou, Cardiology Department, Thessaloniki, Greece;
3Servier Hellas Pharmaceuticals, Ltd, Athens, Greece; 4Hippokration General
Hospital, First Cardiology Clinic, University of Athens, Athens, Greece

Introduction: Arterial hypertension represents a major modifiable risk factor for
cardiovascular disease and mortality. Early detection and treatment are crucial.
Despite of the availability of effective therapies, hypertension remains poorly con-
trolled. Drug regiment used, as well as compliance and adherence to treatment
represent probably the main reasons.
Purpose: To assess the effectiveness of Perindopril/Amlodipine fixed dose com-
bination on blood pressure control during a 6-month treatment of hypertensive
patients. To record patient’s compliance, and to identify comorbidities, co-existing
risk factors. To record the total cardiovascular risk of patients and the effective-
ness of this fixed combination on blood pressure control in High/Very high risk
patients.
Methods: In this multicenter, non-interventional study, 2,300 patients were
prospectively studied from 230 private cabinets, coordinated by 3 Cardiology de-
partments. The data were recorded at baseline, 3 and 6 months. In all patients
comorbidities, coexisting risk factors, and total cardiovascular risk were recorded.
Compliance to treatment was evaluated using a 5 score scale, at the 2nd and 3rd
visit.
Results: From 2.300 hypertensive patients participated in the study, 52 patients
(2.3% of the sample) discontinued treatment. 73.1% of patients were of “Mod-
erate” or “High/Very high added risk”. Mean SBP values decreased from 157.0
mmHg (1st visit), to 129.0 mmHg (3rd visit) (p<0.001). Mean DBP values de-
creased from 91.5 mmHg (1st visit), to 78.8 mmHg (3rd visit) (p<0.001). Patients
with higher SBP and DBP values on the 1st Visit showed greater SBP and DBP
decrease respectively (p<0.001). Patients with higher cardiovascular risk showed
greater SBP and DBP decrease (p<0.001). In patients with High/Very high cardio-
vascular risk (1.009 patients), mean SBP values decreased from 159 mmHg (1st
visit) to 130 mmHg (3rd visit) (p<0.001), while mean DBP values decreased from
92 mmHg (1st visit) to 79 mmHg (3rd visit) (p<0.001). Compliance to treatment
was high. 97.1% of the sample was taking their treatment “every day” or “quite
often” during the study. In 1.927 patients (83.9% of the sample) was adminis-
tered constant dosage of Perindopril/Amlodipine fixed dose combination during
the whole study, while in 51.3% of those the patients was administrated the lower
dose (5/5 mg).
Conclusions: Perindopril/Amlodipine fixed dose combination significantly and
promptly reduces blood pressure levels, with high compliance to treatment. The
degree of blood pressure reduction depends from baseline blood pressure levels
and total cardiovascular risk.

P3246 | BENCH
The COMmon control of hypErtenSion and Therapeutic Attitudes in
BelgIum and Luxenbourg study

P. Van De Borne1, L. Missault2, A. Persu3, W. Van Mieghem4 on behalf of COME
STAI. 1Erasme Hospital (ULB), Cardiology, Brussels, Belgium; 2St-Jan Hospital,
Cardiology, Bruges, Belgium; 3Catholic University of Louvain (UCL), Cardiology,
Leuven, Belgium; 4Hospital Oost-Limburg (ZOL), Cardiology Ziekenhuis Oost
Limburg, Genk, Belgium

Introduction: Despite overwhelming evidence that hypertension (HT) is a major
cardiovascular risk (CVR) factor, a noticeable proportion remain unaware of this
condition and normal blood pressure (BP) levels are seldom achieved. As a result,
hypertension remains a leading cause of cardiovascular death in Europe and
elsewhere in the world.
Aim of the study and methods: To characterise hypertension control in
Belgium and Luxembourg in 2013 in 516 general physicians who enrolled 20
consecutive HT patients. All used the same definitions to assess global CVR.
Results:Office Systolic BP, Diastolic BP and heart rate were respectively 139±19
mmHg (mean ± SD, n: 100078), 80±11 mmHg (n:10061) and 73±10 bpm
(n:9786). Age was 64±13 years and body mass index 28±5 kg/m2. 86% of the
consultations did not result in changes in antihypertensive therapy, although 34%
of these 6847 patients had a SBP >140 mmHg. 10% were on no medication,
43% on monotherapy and 46% on >2 medications (n=7961). 58% of the pa-
tients were at high CVR, received more frequently >2 anti HT medications (59%
vs. 23% in those at lower risk, p χ2 <0.0001) but underwent less treatment in-
tensification (66% vs. 72% in those at lower risk, p χ2 <0.0001). BP was higher
when treatment was intensified (156±14/88±11 mmHg vs. 149±13/81±9 mmHg,
P<0.0001). In those with a SBP >140 mmHg, therapy was intensified in 24% af-
ter 70 years (n:1335) vs. in 33% before 70 years (n:1971, p χ2 <0.0001). After 80
years, BP was 153±16/81±10 mmHg Treatment intensification occurred in 17%
when SBP was between 140 and 159 mmHg (n=365) vs. 57% when SBP was
>160 mmHg (n=130, p χ2 <0.0001) after 80 yrs.
Conclusion: In 2013, 8 out of 10 consultations for hypertension did not result in
antihypertensive therapy changes despite 1/3 were still hypertensive and <50%
received <2 antihypertensive medications. Higher BP, and CVR with <2 medica-

tions, resulted in therapy intensifications. The higher threshold for BP control after
70 years is consistent with the 2013 ESC/ESC guidelines for the management of
arterial hypertension.

P3247 | BEDSIDE
Fixed-combination olmesartan/amlodipine (OLM/AML) was superior to
perindopril + amlodipine (PER/AML) in reducing central systolic blood
pressure (CSBP) in hypertensive patients with diabetes

L.M. Ruilope on behalf of SEVITENSION Study investigators. University Hospital
12 de Octubre, Hypertension Unit, Madrid, Spain

Purpose: The SEVITENSION study showed that the absolute decrease in CSBP
after 24 weeks’ treatment with OLM/AML 40/10mg was non-inferior to PER/AML
8/10mg. Further, a pre-planned analysis showed that the reduction in CSBP with
OLM/AML was superior to PER/AML (Adv Ther 2013;30:1086–99). The present
analysis looks at changes in central and seated blood pressure (BP) in the dia-
betic subgroup.
Methods: SEVITENSION enrolled Caucasians aged 40–80 years with hyper-
tension and ≥3 additional risk factors. At the end of the run-in, all pts had
received AML 10mg for ≥2 weeks. Diabetic pts with inadequate BP control
(≥130/80mmHg) were randomised to a fixed-dose combination of OLM/AML
40/10mg or PER/AML 8/10mg for 24 weeks. Hydrochlorothiazide was added at
Weeks 4, 8, or 12 in pts with inadequate BP control. The primary variable was the
absolute change in CSBP from baseline to week 24 in the per-protocol set (PPS).
If the upper 95% confidence interval (CI) limit for the least squares mean differ-
ence in CSBP between the groups was <2mmHg, OLM/AML was non-inferior to
PER/AML. If it was <0mmHg in the FAS (all randomised pts who took ≥1 dose of
medication and had a baseline and ≥1 post-baseline CSBP measurement), then
OLM/AML was considered superior. Changes in seated systolic and diastolic BP
(SBP and DBP) in the FAS were also assessed.
Results: In the PPS, mean baseline CSBP was similar for OLM/AML
(133.5±11.90mmHg, n=91) and PER/AML (134.7±11.16mmHg, n=96). A larger
mean decrease in CSBP at week 24 (Table) established non-inferiority of
OLM/AML over PER/AML. Analysis of the FAS showed that the mean CSBP
reduction with OLM/AML (n=101) was even superior to PER/AML (n=110). For
seated SBP and DBP, the decreases at week 24 were also significantly greater
with OLM/AML.

Table 1. Changes from baseline to week 24 in CSBP and seated BP (mmHg)

OLM/AML, PER/AML, Estimated difference (95% CI)
mean (SD) mean (SD)

CSBP −13.4 (12.21) −10.5 (12.18) −3.51 (−6.66, −0.36), p=0.0007 (non-inferiority test)
−14.0 (12.30) −10.2 (12.82) −4.49 (−7.54, −1.44), p=0.0041 (superiority test)

Seated SBP −15.3 (12.31) −11.9 (12.29) −3.83 (−6.97, −0.70), p=0.0168 (superiority test)
Seated DBP −7.1 (7.73) −4.5 (7.4) −2.47 (−4.35, −0.60), p=0.0098 (superiority test)

SD, standard deviation.

Conclusions: OLM/AML was non-inferior, and even proved to be superior, to
PER/AML for the mean reduction in CSBP from baseline to week 24 in pts with hy-
pertension and diabetes. Also, OLM/AML was shown to be superior to PER/AML
for the reductions in seated SBP and DBP.

BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORING AND
HAEMODYNAMICS

P3249 | BEDSIDE
Agreement of systolic blood pressure measurement between standard
sphygmomanometer and home based blood pressure monitoring
devices

S.L. Kong1, S.W.L. Lee1, C.W.S. Chan1, A. Fok1, P. Lee2. 1Queen Mary
Hospital, Medicine (Cardiology), Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, People’s Republic
of China; 2The University of Hong Kong, Department of Statistics and Actuarial
Science, Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, People’s Republic of China

Background: Hypertension poses a major health issue with no symptoms in
early phases. Systolic blood pressure (SBP) has been in cardiovascular disease
risk calculators. Accurate SBP measurement therefore is crucial for risk stratifica-
tion and guiding treatment. However, considerable discrepancies in true value of
SBP might be present between standard sphygmomanometer and home based
BP monitoring devices. In this prospective study, we examined for potential dis-
crepancies between 21 arm models and 6 wrists models of home based BP self-
measuring devices commonly available in the market.
Methods: A total of 1,002 patients (540 male & 462 female, mean age 62 [range
30–94]) were studied from July 2010 to late 2013, according to the International
Protocol of the European Society of Hypertension. Enrolment criteria included
hypertensive patients in sinus rhythm; those with significant arrhythmia were ex-
cluded. Each patient received 9 sequential same-arm measurements of systolic
and diastolic blood pressure; 7 of these readings were used for analysis. Limits of
agreement were assessed by Bland-Altman method. A BP measuring team with 4
members experienced in BP measurements, including 2 observers, a registered
nurse and a doctor conducted the study, with ethics committee approval & written
informed consent obtained.
Results: In the 1,002 participants, 888 (88.6%) had BP measured by arm models
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(Arm group) & 114 (11.4%) by wrist models (Wrist group). Individual device was
separately compared to the sphygmomanometer. Overall, patients in the 2 groups
showed no difference in the true SBP as measured by the reference sphygmo-
manometer (Arm 137.3±22.8 vs Wrist 138.6±20.8mmHg). Arm devices showed
no difference in mean SBP readings (sphygmomanometer 137.3±22.8 vs Arm
136.9±23.0mmHg, p=0.20). While significant differences were observed in the
diastolic BP readings, there was also no difference of SBP readings in the Wrist
devices (sphygmomanometer 138.6±20.8 vs Wrist 136.5±20.9mmHg, p=0.139).
Using the Bland and Altman analysis, the mean difference of Arm devices and
sphygmomanometer was 0.382 (limits of agreement: 3.552 to -6.723) and Wrist
device 1.978 (limits of agreement: 6.642 to -2.687).
Conclusions: Both Arm andWrist home based BP monitoring devices performed
equally well for “systolic” BP monitoring in patients with sinus rhythm. The agree-
ment between the standard sphygmomanometer and the home based BP mon-
itoring devices under test in this study* was confirmed by Bland and Altman
method. *(Models to be enlisted at presentation as appropriate).

P3250 | BEDSIDE
Unsatisfactory blood pressure control in patients with established
coronary heart disease. The Czech EUROASPIRE I - IV Surveys

J. Bruthans1, R. Cifkova1, R. Galovcova2, J. Belohoubek2, P. Wohlfahrt1,
K. Kotseva3, D. Wood3 on behalf of EUROASPIRE IV. 1First Faculty of Medicine,
Charles University and Thomayer Hospital, Center for Cardiovascular Prevention,
Prague, Czech Republic; 2Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine,
Department of Preventive Cardiology, Prague, Czech Republic; 3Imperial College
London, International Centre for Circulatory Health, London, United Kingdom

Objectives: Effective control of hypertension is one of cornerstones of secondary
CHD prevention. We analyzed in detail blood pressure (BP) control in patients
with established CHD in the Czech Republic as documented by the EURASPIRE
(EA) I – IV surveys.
Methods: Four independent descriptive surveys were undertaken in 1996, 2000,
2006 and 2012. Consecutive patients <71 years of age hospitalized for an acute
coronary event and/or revascularization procedure were identified and examined
at least 6 months later following a standard protocol. Data collection was based
on a review of medical records and an interview. BP was measured by automated
sphygmomanometers, with the mean of the first two measurements evaluated.
Results: The study population included 4 series of 331, 410, 421, and 372 pa-
tients. A comparison of EA I and EA IV revealed, that systolic and diastolic BP
decreased from 144.1/87.5 mmHg to 135.5/82.3 mmHg. Uptake of beta-blockers
increased from 56.7 to 86.8%, of ACEIs or ARBs from 23.88 to 80.6%, of CCBs
from 9 to 25.4%, and the uptake of any antihypertensive drug from 79.9 to 94.5%.
Prevalence of BP in the hypertension range (≥140/90 mmHg) in the study popu-
lations decreased from 63.7 to 39.5%, prevalence of grade III hypertension (BP
>180/110 mmHg) from 18.4 to 5.1%. In the EA IV survey population, a combina-
tion of at least 2 antihypertensive drugs was used in 84.6%, but the doses were
unsatisfactory in 38.5% with beta-blockers, 56% with ACEIs, 36.6%with ARBs,
and in 48% with CCBs.
Conclusions: Due to the stricter criteria for hypertension control, extensive use
of antihypertensive drugs and the secular decrease in BP, hypertension control
improved in patients with established CHD. However, antihypertensive drugs are
prescribed at insufficient doses and control of hypertension remains rather unsat-
isfactory. This study was supported by IGA, Ministry of Health, Czech Republic,
grant No NT/13186

P3251 | BEDSIDE
A comparison of office blood pressure, telemedical home blood
pressure and ambulatory blood pressure monitoring

N. Hoffmann-Petersen1, T. Tambo2, E. Bjerregaard Pedersen1. 1Holstebro
Hospital, Departments of Medical Research and Medicine, Holstebro, Denmark;
2Institute of Business and Technology, Aarhus University, Herning, Denmark

Objective: Telemonitoring of home blood pressure is a new advance in blood
pressure monitoring (HBPM). The aim of this study was to compare the accuracy
of office blood pressure and telemedical home blood pressure with 24-h ambula-
tory blood pressure (AMPM).
Design and methods: 102 patients were consecutively recruited from a Renal
Outpatient Clinic. Office blood pressure was measured three times with the HBPM
equipment. Next patients used HBPM with telemonitoring three measurements
three times daily for four consecutive days and finally ABPM on the following day.
Results: There was a significant difference between office blood pressure and
ABPM (24-h and daytime); and between HBPM and daytime ABPM; HBPM was
lower (-4.1 mmHg/-1.6 mmHg) than daytime ABPM (p<0.05). The strongest cor-
relations were seen between all HBPM readings day 2-4 and ABPM (24-h and
daytime). There was no significant difference between the different HBPM sched-
ules (three measures three times daily for four days or three measures twice daily
for three days). There was no significant difference between HBPM and 24-h
ABPM.
Conclusion: The telemedical HBPM reflected more accurately 24-h ABPM than
office readings. No significant difference between the different HBPM schedules.

P3252 | BEDSIDE
Effects of percutaneous transluminal renal angioplasty on blood
pressure evaluated with 24-hour monitoring

K. Jujo, A. Kim, I. Ishida, Y. Suzuki, K. Saito. Nishiarai Heart Center, Department
of Cardiology, Tokyo, Japan

Background: Percutaneous transluminal renal angioplasty (PTRA) improves pa-
tency in atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis (ARAS). However, OFFICE blood
pressure (BP) improvement as primary purpose was achieved in only 20-40% of
patients performed PTRA. The purpose of this study was to clarify the effects
of PTRA on BP response by 24-hour BP monitoring, and identify preoperative
features that predict a sufficient BP response to PTRA.
Methods and results: Out of 1753 consecutive patients underwent coronary
angiography, 706 patients with hypertension were followed by abdominal aor-
tography for etiological screening of hypertension. Among patients with angio-
graphically significant stenosis, 31 patients with more than 20 mmHg transle-
sional pressure gradient at renal artery under hyperemic condition were under-
went PTRA. Ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) was performed be-
fore and 1 month after PTRA, and patients were categorized as “Responders”
depending on average systolic BP decrease more than 10 mmHg. As results,
although there was no significant difference in BP at admission between 13 Re-
sponders and 18 Non-responders (148±18 vs. 144±18 mmHg, p=0.47), base-
line BP on ABPM was significantly higher in Responders (148±10 vs. 126±16
mmHg, p<0.01). Even in-hospital spot BP 2 days after PTRA was not different
between the groups (130±19 vs. 132±17 mmHg, p=0.71), Responders achieved
significant decreases in systolic BP on ABPM 1 month after PTRA (16±6.7 vs.
-7.0±13 mmHg, p<0.01). Although there was no obvious relationship between
spot BP and ABPM (r2=0.072, p=0.15), baseline BP and BP decrease on ABPM
had a significant correlation (r2=0.48, p<0.01). Patients who achieved systolic BP
decrease more than 10 mmHg showed higher baseline BP than 147 mmHg on
ABPM. Translesional pressure gradient at hyperemic condition was not statisti-
cally different between the groups (36±32 vs. 30±24 mmHg, p=0.60). In terms of
echorenographic parameters, acceleration time (AT) at baseline was significantly
LOWER in Responders (72±19 vs. 94±26 msec., p=0.012), yet other parame-
ters including renal/aorta ratio, peak systolic velocity or resistive index was not
significantly different between the groups. Moreover, assessments of hormonal
parameters suggested that either plasma renin activity, aldosterone concentra-
tion or BNP was not preoperative predictor for BP response to PTRA.
Conclusion: The present study demonstrated that office BP did not represent
patients’ daily hemodynamic status, and high 24-hour BP was a potent predictor
for sufficient BP response to PTRA.

P3253 | BEDSIDE
Automated office blood pressure (AOBP) is better predictor of arterial
stiffness then manual office blood pressure (MOBP)

Z. Pluhacek1, R. Stepanova2, J. Fiala1, P. Dobsak2, F. Lopez-Jimenez3,
O. Sochor2 on behalf of Cardio 6, ICRC, St. Anne’s University Hospital. 1Masaryk
University, Medical faculty, Preventive medicine departement, Brno, Czech
Republic; 2St. Anne’s University Hospital, International Clinical Research Centre,
Brno, Czech Republic; 3Mayo Clinic, Division of Cardiovascular Diseases and
Internal Medicine, Rochester, United States of America

Introduction and aim: AOBP monitors allow measuring of blood pressure (BP)
in ambulant setting without presence of medical staff with the accuracy near to
24h ambulatory blood pressure monitoring. The recommended cut-off point for
defining hypertension using AOBP is the same as for awake ambulatory BP or
home BP. Arterial stiffness is one of the markers of cardiovascular health and
reflects subclinical target organ damage. Our aim was to compare the automated
and manual BP values with measured equivalent of arterial stiffness.
Methods: During 11 months we investigated 1101 people (47%male) aged 25-65
years (47.3±11.4). We measured BP using sphygmomanometer according to the
guidelines (10 minutes rest, average of 2nd and 3rd measurement), measurement
was performed by a trained nurse. Then the volunteer was sent to a separate quiet
room, where after 10 minutes of sitting, BP was measured automatically 5 times in
1 minute interval by AOBP monitor, during the measurement, the volunteer was
resting alone on a chair. Equivalent of arterial stiffness (cardio-ankle vascular
index) was measured using vascular screening system.
Results: According to AOBP, resp. to MOBP there was 14.7%, resp. 12.4% hy-
pertensive volunteers (BP>135/85 mmHg, resp. BP>140/90 mmHg). There was
a significant difference between AOBP and MOBP (p<0.001). AOBP was lower
than MOBP in the majority of people. Arterial stiffness correlated with systolic
blood pressure in both AOBP and MOBP (R=0.415, p<0.001 resp. R=0.306,
p<0.001), the relationship with diastolic blood pressure was weak (R=0.280,
p<0.001, resp. R=0.217 p<0.001).
Discussion and conclusion: There was a significant difference between AOBP
and MOBP, which confirms, that any interaction with medical staff makes the
volunteer’s BP higher, known as the white coat effect. CAVI correlates slightly
stronger with AOBP then with MOBP, suggesting that AOBP is better predictor of
arterial stiffness.
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P3254 | BEDSIDE
Comparative assessment of office blood pressure control and its
home monitoring results in uncomplicated hypertension patients:
focus on masked and white coat hypertension

Y.U. Rudenko, I. Katsytadze, O. Rocyta. National O.O. Bohomolets Medical
University, Kiev, Ukraine

Purpose: Purpose of our study was to compare both target office (<140/90
mmHg) and “normal” home (<135/85 mmHg) BP attainment after 6 month (M)
of standardized algorithmic treatment and home BP monitoring (HBPM) of un-
complicated hypertensives (UH) in longitudinal real-life program of BP control op-
timization (PERFECT-BP).
Methods: Intention-to-treat cohort of PERFECT-BP prospective observational
study (No. ISRCTN75706523) included 501 patients (pts) aged 58,0±0,4 years,
44,1% male, 16,1% with type 2 diabetes with new diagnosed (15,3%) or treated
but uncontrolled UH (BP <200/120 mmHg). Pts and MDs were provided with
standardized automatic devices for BP measurements with individually selected
and universal cuff correspondingly. At visit 1, after training in the use of BP de-
vice, pts were prescribed or switched to 1 FDC tab pd of perindopril/amlodipine
(doses at discretion of MDs – 54 city ambulatory cardiologists) and instructed to
perform HBPM twice per day (before breakfast and going to bed) minimum 7 con-
secutive days a week before each next visit, and record it in a log. Step 2 of target
office BP attainment was uptitration to the highest tolerated FDC dose, step 3
– plus indapamid-R, step 4 – spironolactone 25 mg pd, step 5 – moxonidine or
doxasosine.
Results: 60 pts (12%) dropped out for unspecified reasons and 10 (2%) – be-
cause of side effects (leg edema, cough). Per protocol cohort included 431 pts
aged 57,6±0,5 years, 43,9% male, 17,2% with type 2 diabetes. In 6 months of-
fice systolic BP lowered from 165,7±0,7 to 131,1±0,5 mmHg, diastolic BP from
96,9±0,5 to 79,1±0,3 mmHg (p<0,001). This was achieved with triple therapy in
29,9% patients, and ≥4 drugs in 2,3%. At 6M home BP as a mean of 14±0,2
consecutive measurements was 129,5±0,4 mmHg and 77,9±0,3 mmHg. Target
office BP was attained by 1M in 182 (42,2%), 2M – 250 (58%), 3M – 310 (71,9%),
6M – 245 (81,4%) pts, “normal” home BP – in 128 (29,7%), 282 (44,6%), 247
(57,3%), 284 (65,9%) pts. Corresponding both target office and “normal” home
BP attainment rates were 45 (10,4%), 109 (25,3%), 177 (54,3%), 272 (63,1%),
while masked hypertension had 73 (16,9%), 73 (16,9%), 75 (17,4%), 85 (19,7%)
of pts and white coat one – 19 (4,4%), 15 (3,5), 13 (3%), 12 (2,8%).
Conclusion: Though target office BP attainment rate after 6 months algorith-
mized treatment of UH was 81,4%, it was associated with “normal” home BP in
63,1% of whole cohort. While rate of white coat hypertension was only 2,8%,
while masked one was 19,7% and the rates of both stayed unchanged since 6M
of treatment. Clinical significance of masked hypertension has to be validated.

PREGNANCY IN CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE

P3256 | SPOTLIGHT
Angiogenic imbalance and residual myocardial injury in women with
peripartum cardiomyopathy and left ventricular function recovery

S. Goland1, A. Zalik1, L. Zilberman1, S. Shimoni1, R. Kupershtein2, M. Arad2,
J.M. Weinstein3, T. Ben Gal4, J. Georg1. 1Kaplan Medical Center, Heart Institute,
Rehovot, Israel; 2Sheba Medical Center, Leviev Heart Center, Ramat Gan,
Israel; 3Soroka University Medical Center, Cardiology department, Beer Sheva,
Israel; 4Rabin Medical Center, Department of Cardiology, Petah Tikva, Israel

Purpose: Recent studies suggest that angiogenic imbalance during the peripar-
tum period may lead to acute periparum cardiomyopathy (PPCM). We propose
that women recovering from PPCM may still have altered plasma concentrations
of pro- and anti-angiogenic factors and an associated residual myocardial dys-
function.
Methods: We evaluated 34 women with PPCM (mean age 36±6 years), at
least 6 months after the acute event 28 of whom exhibited LVEF recovery
(LVEF≥50%). The number of circulating endothelial progenitor cells EPCs (CD34
and CD34/KDR), plasma levels pro-angiogenic endothelial growth factor growth
(VEGF) and of VEGF inhibitor soluble Flt1 (sFlt1) were measured. Cardiac func-
tion assessment including, tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) and 2D strain echo tech-
niques, was available in 13 patients. All measures where compared to age- and
parity-matched controls.
Results: VEGF levels were significantly higher in PPCM group (244±71 vs.
169±30 pg/ml, p=0.04), as well as sFlt1 (149±70 vs. 46±8 pg/ml, p=0.006) com-
pared to controls, with no significant differences in circulating EPC levels. When
compared to healthy controls, patients with PPCM had a trend for lower systolic
velocities (S’) on TDI (7.9±2.0 vs. 9.5±1.9, p=0.07) and decreased global longi-
tudinal strain (-20.5±2.3% vs. 22.8±2.2%, p=0.07).
Conclusions: The inappropriately low circulating EPC levels with concomitantly
high VEGF concentrations shown here for the first time in patients recovering from
PPCM may suggest that ’angiogenic imbalance’ could predispose to this disease.
Further studies should be taken to further support this finding that may pave for
novel and preventive therapeutic measures in patients with PPCM

P3257 | BEDSIDE
Cardiac function one year after pregnancy in women with congenital
heart disease

M.A.M. Kampman1, A. Balci2, A.P.J. Van Dijk3, J.W. Roos-Hesselink4,
J.P. Van Melle5, M.R.M. Jongbloed6, E.M.C.J. Wajon7, B.J.M. Mulder8,
D.J. Van Veldhuisen5, P.G. Pieper5 on behalf of ZAHARA II investigators.
1Interuniversity Cardiology Institute of the Netherlands (ICIN)/University
Medical Center Groningen, Cardiology, Utrecht/Groningen, Netherlands;
2Isala Clinics, Cardiology, Zwolle, Netherlands; 3University Hospital Nijmegen,
Cardiology, Nijmegen, Netherlands; 4Erasmus Medical Center, Cardiology,
Rotterdam, Netherlands; 5University Medical Center Groningen, Cardiology,
Groningen, Netherlands; 6Leiden University Medical Center, Cardiology, Leiden,
Netherlands; 7Medical Spectrum Twente, Cardiology, Enschede, Netherlands;
8Academic Medical Center of Amsterdam, Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Little is known about long term cardiovascular outcome after pregnancy
in women with congenital heart disease. We, 1) observed the incidence of late
cardiovascular complications and 2) compared cardiac function prior to and one
year after pregnancy in women with congenital heart disease.
Methods: We compared systemic ventricular ejection fraction, tricuspid annu-
lar plane systolic excursion (TAPSE), systemic ventricular end diastolic diameter
(LVEDD), subpulmonary ventricular end diastolic diameter (sPVEDD), grade of
valvular regurgitation or valvular stenosis prior to and one year after pregnancy.
Late cardiovascular complications (CVC) were defined as need for urgent in-
vasive cardiovascular procedure, episodes of heart failure, arrhythmia, trombo-
embolic events, myocardial infarction, cardiac arrest, cardiac death, endocarditis
and NYHA class deterioration occurring >6 months after delivery.
Results: We observed 213 pregnancies in 203 women with CHD; 12 women
were again pregnant <6 months after delivery, 18 women were lost to follow
up, rendering 183 pregnancies in 173 women available for follow up. Late CVC
were observed after 12 pregnancies (6.6%). Women with CVC during pregnancy
were at risk for late CVC (HR 7.1, 95% CI 2.2-23.2,p=0.001,figure 1). In women
with CVC during pregnancy, sPVEDD had significantly increased one year post-
partum (38.5 (36.0-44.0) – 44.0 (38.0-55.0), p=0.022). No other significant differ-
ences were found in cardiac function or size one year after pregnancy compared
to preconception values.

Figure 1

Conclusion: Pregnancy does not cause permanent damage to cardiac function
in women with congenital heart disease. Women with cardiovascular complica-
tions during pregnancy are prone to develop late cardiovascular coplications and
dilatation of the subpulmonary ventricle.

P3258 | BEDSIDE
Impact of atrial fibrillation/flutter during pregnancy on maternal
mortality in patients with heart disease; analysis from the ROPAC
registry

A.M.F. Salam1, R. Hall2, M.R. Johnson3, E. Ertekin4, I. Van Hagen4,
J. Al-Suwaidi1, J.W. Roos-Hesselink4 on behalf of the ROPAC investigators.
1Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar; 2University of East Anglia, Norwich,
United Kingdom; 3Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom; 4Erasmus
Medical Center, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Objective: There is lack of contemporary data on atrial fibrillation or flutter
(AF/Afl) occurring during pregnancy in patients with heart disease and its effect
on maternal outcomes. The aim of the current study was to examine the impact
of AF/Afl on maternal mortality in a multicenter multinational registry.
Methods: Retrospective analysis of patients prospectively enrolled in the Euro-
pean Registry on Pregnancy and Cardiac disease (ROPAC) between 2007 and
2011. Patients that developed AF/Afl were selected and maternal mortality was
examined.
Results: Among 1321 pregnant women enrolled, 17 women (1.3%) developed
AF/Afl during pregnancy. Hospitalization during pregnancy was needed for 12
patients (70.6%). Maternal mortality was significantly higher in women with AF/Afl
than in women without AF/Afl (11.8% vs. 0.9%, p=0.01).
Conclusions: AF/Afl during pregnancy in patients with heart disease is asso-
ciated with a significant increase in maternal mortality. Further research is war-
ranted to explore possible associated characteristics and measures to reduce the
high mortality observed in these patients.
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Clinical and echocardiographic study of pregnant women with
bicuspid aortic valve- maternal and fetal outcome

A.M. Lesniak-Sobelga, S. Wisniowska-Smialek, M. Kostkiewicz, P. Rubis,
M. Dzieciuch-Rojek, P. Podolec. Institute of Cardiology, Jagiellonian University,
John Paul 2 Hospital,Dept.of Cardiovascular Diseas, Krakow, Poland

Background: The physiological changes occuring in pregnancy have a profound
impact on pregnant women with valvular heart diseases, so their understanding
is essential for the management of those patients during pregnancy, labour and
childbirth.
Material and methods: 89 pregnant patients with bicuspid aortic valve (BAV),
aged 18-42, mean 26.8±4.6 years, were observed. There were 52 patients with
aortic stenosis (SA): 22 with mild SA (AVA 1.6-2.0 cm2), 30 with moderate to se-
vere SA (AVA 0.5-1.5 cm2) and 37 patients with aortic insufficiency (IA). Medical
history and physical examination, NYHA class assessment, ECG and echocardio-
graphy were performed during each trimester (TR) of pregnancy and 8-12 weeks
after delivery.
Results: During pregnancy all patients with mild SA remained in NYHA func-
tional class I. Echocardiographic monitoring - LVEDD,LVESD, EDV, ESV, SV, CO,
RV, LA, LV mass, peak and mean aortic gradients increased significantly be-
tween I and II TR, II and III TR, I and III TR, and decreased after delivery. All
of them delivered vaginally healthy babies, mean birth weight 3.700±480g. Pa-
tients with moderate to severe SA in the I TR remained in NYHA class I-II, in 6
patients a clinical deterioration was observed within III TR. Echocardiography re-
vealed the maximum pressure gradient ranging from 56 to 152 mmHg, which was
greater by 20 to 42 mmHg comparing to the post-delivery values (p<0.001). In
this group of patients, there was no significant increase of LVEDD, EDV, CO, SV
between II and III TR. Seventeen women with severe SA delivered by cesarean
section, the remaining vaginally. All patients delivered healthy babies with normal
birth-weight 3.560±380g. In the group of IA patients - the significant increase
of LVEDD, LVESD, EDV, ESV, CO, RV, LA was notified during pregnancy. There
were no statistical differences of SV values between II and III TR. Additionally,
a significant increase of EF and FS postpartum comparing to pregnancy period
was noted. Six of them delivered by cesarean section due to obstetric indications,
the remaining vaginally. The mean birth-weight was 3.860±340g. The ascending
aorta diameters (28-44 mm) didn’t change during pregnancy.
Conclusions: Among the patients with BAV patients with mild SA tolerate well the
increased cardiovascular demand of pregnancy. In patients with severe SA preg-
nancy intensifies the hemodynamic disorders. Volume overload of pregnancy is
well tolerated in patients with mild and moderate IA. Our findings suggest that
complication risk increases with severe IA, LV enlargemnet, impaired systolic
function and/or the enlargement of ascending aorta.

P3260 | BEDSIDE
Risk score for predicting maternal complications in pregnancy: which
is the most suitable for a spanish tertiary centre population?

L. Galian Gay, M.A. Pijuan Domenech, M. Goya Canino, M. Casellas Caro,
L. Dos Subira, M.T. Subirana Domenech, J. Casaldaliga Ferrer, P. Tornos Mas.
Hospital Vall d’Hebron, Barcelona, Spain

Background and objectives: Several cardiac and obstetric complications have
been described in patients with congenital and acquired heart disease during
pregnancy and postpartum period. Different risk scores have been developed
to predict complications. CARPREG risk score has three categories (0, 1 and
2) with expected cardiac complications being 2.7%, 27% and 67% respectively.
Recent European Society of Cardiology guidelines publication, suggest the use of
modified World Health Organization (WHO) risk score in order to classify patients
in 4 categories, considering 1: no risk, 2: low risk for complications, 3: significant
risk for complications and 4: contraindication for pregnancy. The aim of this study
is to report cardiac complications during pregnancy and postpartum period in a
population of pregnant patients with heart disease and to evaluate suitability and
applicability of several risk scores (CARPREG and WHO modified classification)
to estimate risk and predict complications.
Methods and results: 179 patients (mean age 32 years) were referred to a
high risk pregnancy and heart disease clinic of a tertiary referral centre from Jan-
uary 2007 until March 2012. Baseline cardiological (NYHA classification, type
of heart disease, use of medication) and obstetrical characteristics were evalu-
ated as well as cardiac and obstetric complications during pregnancy, delivery,
postpartum and after one year of follow up. Patients were classified according
to CARPREG score risk at the time of first assessment pre-pregnancy or in the
first visit during pregnancy. Modified WHO classification was applied according to
pre-pregnancy assessment. 14% of cardiac complications were described. 69%
have been previously classified into CARPREG 0, 25% into CARPREG 1 and 6%
into CARPREG 2. Regarding modified WHO classification 22% were considered
WHO 1, 58% WHO 2, 15% WHO 3 and 4% WHO 4. In our population, observed
cardiac complications according to CARPREG score were the following: 8.9%
for CARPREG 0, 22% for CARPREG 1, and 40% for CARPREG 2. According
to WHO modified classification were: 5% for WHO 1, 9.6% for WHO 2, 22% for
WHO 3 and 100% for WHO 4.
Conclusions: Modified WHO risk score is better adjusted to predict cardiac com-
plications than CARPREG in our population of pregnant patients with heart dis-
ease.

P3261 | BEDSIDE
Predictors of atrial fibrillation during pregnancy in patients with heart
disease; analysis from the ROPAC registry

A.M.F. Salam1, R. Hall2, M. Johnson3, E. Ertekin4, I. Van Hagen4, J. Al-
Suwaidi1, J.W. Roos-Hesselink4 on behalf of the ROPAC investigators. 1Hamad
Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar; 2University of East Anglia, Norwich, United
Kingdom; 3Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom; 4Erasmus
Medical Center, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Objective: There is lack of contemporary data on predictors of atrial fibrillation or
flutter (AF/Afl) occurring during pregnancy in patients with heart disease. The aim
of the current study was to examine that in a multicenter multinational registry.
Methods: Retrospective analysis of patients prospectively enrolled in the Euro-
pean Registry on Pregnancy and Cardiac disease (ROPAC) between 2007 and
2011. Patients that developed AF/Afl were selected. Univariable regression anal-
ysis of AF/Afl predictors was performed.
Results: Among 1321 pregnant women enrolled, 17 women (1.3%) developed
AF/Afl during pregnancy mainly in the second trimester (61.5%). Pre-pregnancy
risk factors for AF/Afl were AF/Afl before pregnancy (OR 7.1, 95% CI 1.5-32.8),
valvular heart disease (OR 4.3, 95% CI 1.6-11.4), pulmonary hypertension (OR
3.3, 95% CI 1.1-9.4), beta-blocker use (OR 3.3, 95% CI 1.2-9), and left sided
lesions (OR 2.9, 95% CI 1.0-8.3).
Conclusions: Our study identified pre-pregnancy risk factors that predict AF/Afl
during pregnancy in patients with heart disease. These patients should be mon-
itored closely for the development of this arrhythmia particularly in the second
trimester.

P3262 | BEDSIDE
Syncope and arrythmias during pregnancy 10 years experience

J. Shehadeh, E. Gutterman. Lady Davis Carmel Medical Center, Haifa, Israel

During the last 10 years, we have encountered with 123 pregnant women and
188 pregnancies of women who visited our cardiac problems of pregnancy clinic
for cardiac causes. Mean age 26.8 years. Out of the 188 pregnancies, 50 of them
(26.6%) visited our clinic for syncope and arrhythmia. Analyzing this group of
syncope and arrhythmia-13 pregnancies (26%) were with recurrent supraventric-
ular tachycardia during pregnancy treated with beta blockers according to the
freguency of the episodes and with intravenous adenosine during the episode.10
of these pregnancies were delivered spontaneously at term,2 delivered preterm
with cesarean section and one ended at 11 weeks for anencephallus.No maternal
complications were noticed.10 pregnancies (20%) were with recurrent syncope-8
of them with reflex mediated syncope, 1 with orthostatic hypotension and 1 with
postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome. All of them were conducted how to
behave during pregnancy and all of them successfully completed pregnancy with
spontaneous delivery and without any maternal complications. 10 pregnancies
(20%) were with wolf Parkinson white syndrome during pregnancy -7 of them de-
livered spontaneously and 3 with cesarean section, all of them at term and no ma-
ternal complications observed. 6 pregnancies (12%) were with multiple ventricular
premature complexes-all of them deliveres spontaneously without maternal com-
plication.4 pregnancies (8%) were with pacemakers for complete atrioventricular
block – 2 of them deliverd with cesarean section and 2 with vacuum without any
complications.2 pregnancies (4%) were with implantable defibrillators for long QT
syndrome – Both deliverd spontaneously at term and without any complications.2
pregnancies (4%) were with paroxysmal atrial tachycardia who deliverd spon-
taneously at term without complications and 2 other (4%) were with suspected
Brugada syndrome who deliverd at term without complications.
Most of the maternal arrhythmias were abolished with beta blockade without dele-
terious effect to the fetus.
In a minority of the arrhythmias there was a need for class 1c antiarrythmic drugs
such as Flecainide and for sotalol in order to abolish the arrhythmia.
Conclusion: Based on our observation, Pregnant women with syncope and ar-
rhythmias can safely complete pregnancy if they desire to do so.

P3263 | BEDSIDE
Pregnancy outcomes in women with coarctation of aorta - a five-year
experience from a tertiary joint cardiac obstetric clinic

S. Nanda, H. Habibi, S. Sobhy, A. Ridout, M.C. Soh, K. Langford,
C. Nelson-Piercy, C. Head. St Thomas’ Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Purpose: To assess pregnancy outcome in women with CoA managed within our
multidisciplinary joint cardiac-obstetric clinic from 2008-14.
Methods: Clinic records were retrospectively reviewed to identify women with
CoA. Pregnancy outcome was described in the whole cohort (A) and a case con-
trol study was carried out for the subset of the women delivering at our institution,
either because we were their local hospital or they needed tertiary care (B).
Results: (A) Women with CoA form 12% of referrals. There were 44 pregnancies
in 36 women with CoA. In the 36 pregnant women with CoA, the commonest ad-
ditional cardiac defect was bicuspid aortic valve (52.7%). Three had unrepaired
coarctation. Four repaired cases had significant pressure gradients across the
coarctation and one underwent repair between her first and second pregnancies.
Three had significant dilation of the ascending aorta. Ten (22.7%) had pre-existing
or pregnancy induced treated hypertension. There were 4 cases of preeclampsia
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(9.1%). The live-birth rate was 96%. All pregnancies had specialist fetal echocar-
diography. There were 4 fetal cardiac defects (9.1%) of which 3 were left-sided.
There were no cases of stroke, cardiac failure, dissection, arrhythmia or maternal
death.
(B) There were 25 pregnancies (1 ongoing) in 19 women with CoA delivering in
our unit (see Table 1).

Outcome Pregnancies in Controls (healthy women,
women with CoA low risk at booking)

N=24 N=72

Live birth, n (%) 22 (92) 72 (100)
Gestation age at delivery in weeks,

median (IQR) 39 (37–40) 39 (38–40)
Birth weight in grams, median (IQR) 3125 (2725–3360) 3240 (2908–3643)
Caesarean section, n (%) 7 (31.8) 17 (23.6)
Preeclampsia, n (%) 2 (8.3) 3 (4.2)
Preexisting/pregnancy induced

hypertension (treated), n (%) 6 (25)* 2 (1.4)
Other medical co-morbidities, n (%) 5 (20.8)* 3 (4.2)

Conclusion: Women with repaired CoA have successful pregnancies, although
fetal cardiac defects are common. In our case control study, pregnancy outcomes
of women with CoA are comparable to the controls. This is despite additional co-
morbidites and hypertensive disorders. Dedicated multidisciplinary care in preg-
nancy is helpful in assessing high-risk cases that will need delivery in a tertiary
setting and in improving overall maternal and fetal outcome.

P3264 | BEDSIDE
Changes in aortic root diameter throughout normal pregnancy

L. Groenningsaeter1, H. Skulstad2, G. Grindheim1, E. Langesaeter3,
S. Aakhus2, M.E. Estensen4. 1Oslo University Hospital, Dept. of Anesthesiology,
Oslo, 2Oslo University Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Oslo, 3Oslo University
Hospital, Dept. of Anesthesiology and National Resource Center for Women’s
Health, Oslo, 4Oslo University Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology and National
Resource Center for Women’s Health, Oslo, Norway

Purpose: During normal pregnancies in healthy women (HW) physiological
changes facilitate the adaptations of the cardiovascular system. The aortic root
diameter (AOD) may increase during pregnancy in patients with aortic pathology.
The aim of this study was to investigate the AOD throughout pregnancy in HW.
Method: HW were examined using echocardiography with Doppler (GE Vingmed
Vivid 7) at gestational weeks 14-16, 22-24, 36, and 6 months postpartum (PP).
AOD was measured from parasternal longs axis 2D views at the sinus Valsalva
in systole using “inner-egde-to-inner-egde” technique.
Results: (presented as mean±SD): Study included 50 HW, aged 32±5 years,
58% nullipara. AOD showed statistical significant increase through pregnancy:
from 2.5±0.3cm in the 1st trimester, 2.6±0.3cm by 2nd trimester, to 2.8±0.2cm
in the 3rd trimester (p<0.05). There was a statistical non-significant increase in
AOD from the 3rd trimester to 2.80±0.3 cm by 6 months PP (figure). Parity was a
significant covariant factor (p<0.05) with multipara women exhibiting a larger AOD
in the 3rd trimester, but not by the 1st trimester. End-diastolic ventricular diameter
and cardiac output changed significantly throughout pregnancy with normalization
to 1st trimester values at control 6 months PP. Systolic blood pressure (mmHg),
however, changed during pregnancy: 108±1, 104±1, 109±1 and further on to PP
112±1 (p<0.01).

AOD throughout normal pregnancy

Conclusion: Our data demonstrate an increase in the AOD by approximately
3mm in HW during pregnancy. The AOD does not normalize the first six months
PP. This is an important finding with implications for interpretation of the AOD in
pregnant women.

P3265 | BEDSIDE
Comparison of aortopathy in pregnancy related to bicuspid aortic
valve disease and Marfans syndrome

S. Cataldo1, S. Harris2, K.R. Rice1, J. Trinder3, A.G. Stuart1, S.L. Curtis1.
1Bristol Heart Institute, Congenital Heart Disease, Bristol, United Kingdom;
2University of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom; 3St.Michael’s Hospital, Obstetrics,
Bristol, United Kingdom

Purpose: pregnancy is high risk for patients with aortopathy.Haemodynamic and

hormonal changes increase dissection risk.Bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) and Mar-
fan syndrome (MFS) are associated with aortopathy.Ascending aortic (AA) di-
latation is more frequent in BAV and dilatation at sinuses of Valsalva (SoV)more
frequent in MFS.We evaluated the need for surgery and change in aortic size
during pregnancy in BAV and MFS.
Methods: We reviewed medical records from BAV and MFS patients seen
in cardiac antenatal clinic from 1999-2013.Age and presence of valve dis-
ease were recorded.Aortic size at SoV, sinotubular junction (STJ) and AA
was taken from echocardiography performed pre-pregnancy and in the third
trimester.Surgery performed during pregnancy or within six months post-partum
were recorded.Patients were excluded if echo data were not available.Student’s
t- test was used to compare means.
Results: 47 patients had 57 pregnancies.12 patients were excluded.35 patients
(age 27±6 years) and 45 pregnancies were then studied (11 MFS and 24 BAV).
Three women had at least moderate aortic stenosis pre-pregnancy.Aortic mea-
surements (mean±SD in mm) are shown in the Table.No cases of dissection oc-
curred.Three patients with MFS (27.3%) underwent valve-sparing aortic root re-
placement for aortic dilatation, two post-partum and one during pregnancy.Three
women with BAV (12.5%) underwent aortic valve surgery post-partum.At base-
line, SoV measurements were significantly bigger in MFS than BAV (p 0.0003).In-
crease in aortic size during pregnancy was not significant in MFS (p 0.34, p 0.59
and p 0.49 for SoV, STJ and AA respectively) nor in BAV (p 0.55 p 0.64 and p
0.70 for SoV, STJ and AA respectively).

SoV STJ AA

Baseline MFS 36.8±4.6 30.2±2.6 31.6±5.2
3rd trimester MFS 38.9±6.0 30.9±2.4 30.3±2.2
Baseline BAV 30.0±4.6 28.3±3.6 34.9±5.1
3rd trimester BAV 30.9±2.6 29.0±2.6 35.0±5.6

Conclusions: MFS is associated with a high risk of requiring aortic surgery re-
lated to pregnancy. Patients with BAV-related aortopathy are unlikely to require
aortic surgery related to pregnancy but need for valve surgery is not uncom-
mon.Progressive aortic dilatation in MFS may occur in pregnancy but is unlikely
in BAV-related aortopathy.

P3266 | BEDSIDE
Peripartum cardiomyopathy in teen-age pregnancy

H. Harati, M. Firuzkuhi. Zahedan University Of Medical Science, Ali-Ebne-
Abitaleb Hospital, Zahedan, Iran (Islamic Republic of)

Introduction: Peripartum cardiomyopathy is defined as a cardiomyopathy
manifesting between the last month of pregnancy and 6 months post par-
tum.Peripartum cardiomyopathy is common in African descent. but also is mani-
fested in low income population worldwide. Older maternal age is defined as a risk
factor for this kind of cardiomyopathy, PPCM can also occur in a young woman
who is pregnant with her first child.
Methods: In this study we followed 18 teenage pregnant women with diagnosis of
peripartum cardiomyopathy who was refferd from obstetrics clinic in our hospital
(2011-2013), during pregnancy and till six month post delivery
Results: 18 patients with age range of 14 to 19 years old enrolled in study.
They all were from poor income and did not completed public high school ed-
ucation. Three of patients (16%) were in their second pregnancy. Symptoms of
heart failure developed from 31 to 38 th weeks of gestation. They were all small
sized women with mean hight =145cm,mean weight=51kg (at third trimester), and
mean estimated BMI at beginning of pregnancy was 17. In lab data there was mild
increased in WBC count with lymph dominancy (60% of patients) in blood smear,
Non of the patients had HIV or HBV infection. All (100%) had anemia (mean HB
level=7.8 mg/dl). Active urine sediment was in 57% of patients. Mean left ventric-
ular EF was 35%, with lowest 10% and highest was 40%. The maternal mortality
rate was 11 percent, one patient died post delivery and another after 2months,
other 16 patients completely recovered afer six months. The frequency of prema-
ture delivery was higher (90 percent), and perinatal infant mortality rate was high
(30%).
Conclusion: Peripartum cardiomyopathy is usally seen in older women but in
teenage mothers who are from low income with low educations, malnourished &
anemic you must suspect it

P3267 | BEDSIDE
Impact of atrial fibrillation/flutter during pregnancy in patients with
heart disease on fetal outcomes; analysis from the ROPAC registry

A.M.F. Salam1, R. Hall2, M. Johnson3, E. Ertekin4, I. Van Hagen4, J. Al-
Suwaidi1, J.W. Roos-Hesselink4 on behalf of the ROPAC investigators. 1Hamad
Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar; 2University of East Anglia, Norwich, United
Kingdom; 3Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom; 4Erasmus
Medical Center, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Objective: There is lack of contemporary data on fetal effects of atrial fibrillation
or flutter (AF/Afl) occurring during pregnancy in patients with heart disease. The
aim of the current study was to examine the impact of AF/Afl on fetal outcomes in
a multicenter multinational registry.
Methods: Retrospective analysis of patients prospectively enrolled in the Euro-
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pean Registry on Pregnancy and Cardiac disease (ROPAC) between 2007 and
2011. Patients that developed AF/Afl were selected and fetal outcomes were ex-
amined.
Results: Among 1321 pregnant women enrolled, 17 women (1.3%) developed
AF/Afl during pregnancy. Mean duration of pregnancy was 37.5 weeks for pa-
tients with AF/Afl and 38.0 weeks for patients without AF/Afl (p=0.25). Mode of
delivery in AF/Afl patients was by elective caesarean section (CS) in 7 (41.2%)
and by emergency caesarean section in one patient while the rest delivered vagi-
nally. CS was for cardiac reasons in all but one patient who needed CS for an
obstetric reason. Low birth weight (<2500 gram) occurred more often in patients
with AF/Afl (35% vs. 14%, p=0.02). Stillbirth did not occur in any patients with
AF/Afl. Early/spontaneous abortion occurred once.
Conclusions: Low birth weight was more common in patients with AF/Afl due
primarily to the higher preterm delivery rate. We did not find any increase in rates
of stillbirth in women with AF/Afl.

LONG-TERM PROGNOSIS AT CONGENITAL HEART
DISEASE

P3269 | BEDSIDE
How common is stroke in young adults with congenital heart disease

Z. Mandalenakis, A. Rosengren, G. Lappas, M. Dellborg. Sahlgrenska Academy,
University of Gothenburg, Dept. of Molecular & Clinical Medicine/Cardiology,
Gothenburg, Sweden

Purpose: Stroke is one of the most common causes of death and a leading cause
of adult disability in developed countries. Patients with congenital heart disease
are presumed to be at increased risk of stroke due to shunts, arrhythmias and
other vascular abnormalities. Nevertheless, a research gap exists in adults with
congenital heart disease. The aim of this study was to investigate retrospectively
the frequency of stroke in young adults with congenital heart disease.
Methods: Data from our country hospital discharge register and death register
was used to investigate all patients between 18 and 41 years of age (mean age
20.1 years, mean follow-up 9.7 years), with congenital heart disease and a stroke
diagnosis according to the International Classification of Diseases (8th, 9th and
10th edition) during 1970 - 2010
Results: Altogether, 26713 young adults (51.3% men, 48.7% women) had been
hospitalized at any time since 1970 with congenital heart disease. Of those, 414
patients (1.6%) developed stroke, mainly ischemic stroke (1.4%, n=363). Among
patients with isolated atrial septal defect (n=1301), 95 (7.3%) were subsequently
diagnosed with ischemic stroke, representing 26.2% (95/363) of all cases of is-
chemic stroke. There were 51 haemorrhagic stroke cases, 23.5% (13/51) of which
occurred in patients with coartation of aorta (1%, n=1170).
Conclusions: In this large registry study of young adults with congenital heart
disease, young adults with isolated atrial septal defect had a markedly high risk
of subsequent ischemic stroke. Likewise, patients with coartation of the aorta had
a risk of haemorrhagic stroke. Further research is needed for stroke mechanisms
and prevention in patients with congenital heart disease.

P3270 | BEDSIDE
The risk of type B aortic dissection in Marfan syndrome

A.W. Den Hartog1, R. Franken1, A.H. Zwinderman1, J. Timmermans1, V. De
Waard1, M.P. Van Den Berg2, A.H.J. Scholte3, G. Pals4, B.J.M. Mulder1,
M. Groenink1. 1Academic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam,
Department of Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 2University Medical Center
Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands; 3Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden,
Netherlands; 4VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Aim: Aortic complications beyond the ascending aorta have become a major clini-
cal problem in patients with Marfan syndrome. The aim of our study was to identify
clinical parameters associated with type B aortic dissection and to develop a risk
model to predict type B aortic dissection in Marfan syndrome.
Methods: All adults with Marfan syndrome attending a Dutch university Marfan
screening clinic were recruited. Starting point of the study was defined as the date
of first available aortic images. Association of type B aortic dissection with demo-
graphics, medicinal treatment, FBN1 mutation, surgical history, aortic diameter,
dilatation rate and distensibility was assessed.
Results: Between 1998 and 2013, 54 type B aortic dissections occurred in 600
Marfan patients (36±14 years, 52% male). Mean diameter of the proximal de-
scending aorta before type B aortic dissection was 31±7 mm. Independent vari-
ables associated with type B aortic dissection were (A) prior prophylactic aortic
surgery (HR: 2.1; 95%CI: 1.2-3.8; p=0.010), and (B) proximal descending aorta
≥27mm (HR: 2.2; 95%CI: 1.1-4.3; p=0.020). In the risk model, the 10 years oc-
currence of type B aortic dissection in the low, moderate, and high risk patients
was 6%, 19%, and 34%, respectively. Angiotensin-II receptor blocker therapy was
associated with less type B aortic dissections (HR: 0.3; 95%CI: 0.1-0.9; p=0.030).
Conclusion: Marfan patients with prior prophylactic aortic surgery are at sub-
stantial risk for type B aortic dissection when the descending aorta is only slightly
dilated. Angiotensin-II receptor blocker therapy seems to be protective in the pre-
vention of type B aortic dissections.

P3271 | BEDSIDE
Tricuspid regurgitation predicts adverse events in tetralogy of Fallot

J.P. Bokma1, M.M. Winter1, T. Oosterhof2, H.W. Vliegen3, A.P. Van Dijk4,
M.G. Hazekamp3, D.R. Koolbergen3, B.J.M. Mulder1, B.J. Bouma1. 1Academic
Medical Center of Amsterdam, Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 2Gelderse
Vallei Hospital, Ede, Netherlands; 3Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden,
Netherlands; 4University Hospital Nijmegen, Nijmegen, Netherlands

Purpose: Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) patients may develop tricuspid regurgitation
(TR) due to annulus dilation or leaflet abnormalities. Our objective was to deter-
mine outcome of patients undergoing pulmonary valve replacement (PVR) and
the effect of pre-operative TR.
Methods: Our retrospective, multicenter cohort consisted of 157 TOF patients
who had undergone PVR between 1986 and 2013. 129 TOF patients (61% male,
mean age at PVR 32.9±10.4 years, follow-up 8.4±4.2 years after PVR) with pre-
operative echocardiographic derived TR grade available were included. Pre- and
post-operative imaging and clinical data were collected.
Results: Thirteen (10%) patients had severe (grade III) pre-operative TR com-
pared to 28 (22%) patients with moderate TR (grade II) and 88 (68%) patients
with no or mild TR (grade 0 or I). In patients with no or mild TR, immediate post-
operative TR remained limited (0.8±0.5). Twelve (92%) patients with severe TR
and 10 (36%) patients with moderate TR underwent concomitant TV repair. Im-
mediate post-operative TR grade was similar in patients with moderate or severe
pre-operative TR (respectively: 1.2±0.7 and 1.2±0.6). However, TR was more
likely to increase (respectively: 1.1±0.6 and 1.6±0.8 at 4.5±0.7 years after PVR,
p=0.08) during follow-up in patients with severe pre-operative TR. Adverse events
occurred in 39 patients (5 death, 6 sustained VT, 7 heart failure, 21 supraven-
tricular tachycardia). Patients with severe pre-operative TR were at high risk for
adverse events (HR: 3.73, 95% C.I.1.69-8.21, p=0.001) despite successful TV
repair.

Figure 1. Event-free survival.

Conclusion: In TOF patients with severe TR undergoing PVR, TV repair resulted
in a pronounced decrease of TR grade. However, those patients remained at high
risk for adverse events and were prone for recurrent TR during follow-up.

P3272 | BEDSIDE
Right ventricular parameters are superior to clinical events for
prognosis of adult patients with pulmonary hypertension due to
congenital heart disease: long term outcome of a prospective study

M.J. Schuuring1, A.C.M.J. Van Riel1, J.C. Vis1, M.G. Duffels1, A.P.J. Van Dijk2,
H.A.C.M. De Bruin-Bon1, A.H. Zwinderman3, B.J.M. Mulder1, B.J. Bouma1.
1Academic Medical Center, Department of Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands;
2Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre, Department of Cardiology,
Nijmegen, Netherlands; 3Academic Medical Center of Amsterdam, Clinical
Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) due to congeni-
tal heart disease (CHD) have a limited prognosis. In daily practice, combination
therapy is often initiated after a clinical event. Although clinical events have been
associated with a poor prognosis in idiopathic PAH, data on this association are
limited in CHD-PAH. The aim of this study was to determine whether baseline
characteristics and clinical events associate with mortality in patients with CHD-
PAH.
Methods: In total 91 consecutive adults (42±14 year) with CHD-PAH were re-
ferred for therapy between January 2005 and June 2013. Cox proportional haz-
ard analysis was performed to identify determinants of mortality, including clinical
events as time dependent covariates.
Results: Twenty-four patients (nine with Down) died during the study period of 4.7
(range 0.1 – 7.9) years. The one and eight year mortality rates were 7.3% and
37.3%, respectively. Clinical events included admission for heart failure (n=9),
arrhythmias (n=9), haemoptysis (n=5), change to a worse NYHA class (n=16),
vascular events (n=1), syncope (n=1) and need for red blood cell depletion (n=4).
In univariate analysis, both baseline characteristics and clinical events were as-
sociated with mortality. In multivariate analysis, only baseline NT-pro-BNP serum
level ≥500 ng/L and TAPSE <15 mm at echocardiography were significant de-
terminants of mortality. None of the clinical events remained significant. Patients
with both a NT-pro-BNP serum level ≥500 ng/L and TAPSE <15 mm at echocar-
diography have a nine fold higher mortality rate than patients without both risk
factors.
Conclusion: Prognosis is still poor in contemporary patients with CHD-PAH. Both
baseline NT-pro-BNP serum level and right ventricular function are superior to
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clinical events in prognostication. These two baseline characteristics should have
a major impact on therapeutic management in patients with CHD-PAH, such as
initiation of combination therapy.

P3273 | BEDSIDE
Enhanced beneficial outcome of losartan therapy in Marfan patients
with FBN1 haploinsufficiency mutations

R. Franken1, A.W. Den Hartog1, T. Radonic2, J. Timmermans3, A.J. Scholte4,
M.P. Van Den Berg5, M. Groenink1, B.J.M. Mulder1, V. De Waard6, G. Pals7

on behalf of COMPARE Studygroup. 1Academic Medical Center, University of
Amsterdam, Dept. of Cardiology, Amsterdam, 2VU University Medical Center,
Dept. of Pathology, Amsterdam, 3Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre,
Dept. of Cardiology, Nijmegen, 4Leiden University Medical Center, Dept. of
Cardiology, Leiden, 5University Medical Center Groningen, Dept. of Cardiology,
Groningen, 6Academic Medical Center, Dept. of Clinical Epidemiology
Biostatistics & Bioinformatics, Amsterdam, 7VU University Medical Center, Dept.
of Clinical Genetics, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Background: Patients with Marfan syndrome (MFS) – mostly caused by FBN1
mutations – have an increased risk of life-threatening aortic complications. Classi-
fication of mutations based on biochemical effects of fibrillin-1 protein production,
may predict clinical phenotype and response to medicinal therapy with β-blockers
and losartan.
Methods: In this predefined sub-study of the COMPARE trial, we classified FBN1
mutations into: 1) mutations leading to normal fibrillin-1 abundance with mutant
fibrillin-1 incorporated in the extracellular matrix, “dominant negative” (DN), 2) mu-
tations leading to a decreased amount of normal fibrillin-1 without mutant fibrillin-
1, “haploinsufficiency” (HI). The phenotype and the response to losartan and β-
blocker therapy based on aortic root dilatation rate were compared between the
two groups.
Findings: A pathogenic FBN1 mutation was found in 190 patients (85%). Patients
with HI (n=67, 35%) displayed an equally severe MFS phenotype compared to
DN mutations (n=123, 65%), with the exception of less frequently ectopia lentis
(respectively 36% vs. 55%, p=0.015) and more often dural ectasia (respectively
60% vs. 38%, p=0·006). The inhibitory effect of losartan on the aortic root dilata-
tion rate was most prominent in patients with HI no losartan: 1.8 versus losartan:
0.5 mm/3 years, p=0.003) compared to patients with DN mutations (no losartan
versus losartan: 1.2 to 0.8 mm/3 years, p=0.205). The effect of β-blocker therapy
on aortic root dilatation rate was comparable between groups.

Examples of HI and DN mutations.

Interpretation: We show that dominant negative FBN1 mutations as well as HI
mutations lead to an equally severe clinical phenotype. However, MFS patients
with HI FBN1 mutations appear to be more responsive to losartan therapy with
respect to inhibition of aortic root dilatation.

P3274 | BEDSIDE
QRS duration is not associated with ventricular arrhythmias in
repaired tetralogy of Fallot

G.F. Kapel1, Z. Jalal2, A.P. Wijnmaalen1, J.B. Thambo2, N. Derval2,
M.J. Schalij1, F. Sacher2, K. Zeppenfeld1. 1Leiden University Medical Center,
Department of Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands; 2University Hospital of
Bordeaux, LIRYC Institute, Bordeaux, France

Introduction: QRS duration (QRS-d) has been related to ventricular arrhythmias
(VA) in repaired Tetralogy of Fallot (rTOF). More than 80% of VA in rTOF are
sustained monomorphic VT (SMVT) due to macroreentry facilitated by slow con-
duction. RV activation delay may be associated with VA.
Methods: A total of 83 rTOF patients (prior documented SMVT in 13, at risk
for VA in 70) underwent programmed stimulation (3 drive cycle length (CL), ≥3
extrastimuli, from ≥2 RV sites, isoproterenol) and electroanatomical activation
mapping (EAM). Five patients (pts) were excluded (incomplete EAM, ventricular
pacing during EAM). QRS-d, total RV activation time (earliest to latest sharp elec-
trogram on RV EAM) and the intervals between RV activation on/offset and QRS
on/offset were measured and compared between pts with and without inducible
VA.
Results: Twenty-seven of the included 78 pts (38±16 years, 52 male) were in-
ducible for VA; 24 pts for SMVT (median 1.0 (1.0 – 1.8), VTCL 247 ms (230 –
278)) and 6 pts for sustained polymorphic VT/VF. QRS-d did not differ between
pts with vs. without inducible VA (157±33 ms vs. 151±26 ms, p=0.350). Total RV
activation time was significantly longer in pts with inducible VA as compared to pts

without inducible VA (141±23 ms vs. 125±23 ms, p=0.004). RV activation after
QRS offset was longer in pts with VA (5±20 ms vs. -3±8 ms, p=0.048), which
was more pronounced in pts with QRS-d <125 ms (figure).

Conclusion: Not QRS duration, but total RV activation time is associated with
inducible VA in rTOF.

P3275 | SPOTLIGHT
Mortality in adult congenital heart disease (ACHD): what are the
causes, and who is at risk?

L.A. Rose1, M.D. Fallon1, L.E. Hudsmith2, P.F. Clift2, S.A. Thorne2. 1University
of Birmingham, Birmingham, United Kingdom; 2Queen Elizabeth Hospital
Birmingham, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Improvements in management of childhood congenital heart disease have seen
a shift in the patient population from being primarily infant-based, to one in which
adult survivors predominate. Published mortality data are limited, hindering evalu-
ation and planning of provision of treatment services. This study examined ACHD
patient mortality at a specialist ACHD unit to ascertain causes of death, high-risk
conditions and identify any other population risk factors, in comparison to pub-
lished literature.
The unit’s ACHD population is ∼5800 patients. We examined all deaths in the
population for the 12 years to 2013. Examination of clinical records provided in-
formation including: date of death: age at death, main diagnoses, comorbidities
and presence of cyanosis (O2 saturation <94%). These data were compared to
those of published studies.
There were 104 deaths; an overall mortality of 2.0%. Median age of death was 37
years. >50% of deceased patients were cyanosed. Mortality was greatest in the
groups: pulmonary arterial hypertension complicating congenital heart disease
and complex cyanotic heart disease without pulmonary hypertension (32.5% and
26.5% respectively). In these groups, heart failure was the primary cause of death
(68% and 64% respectively). Low mortality (<1%) was associated with ASD &
repaired VSD, where 4 of 1373 died. No deaths were seen in some groups e.g.
isolated pulmonary valve disease and post arterial switch for transposition of the
great arteries.

Overall mortality was found to be lower in this population than in published litera-
ture. Groups at highest risk of death correlated with published literature. Heart fail-
ure was the commonest cause of death, suggesting that resources be allocated
towards palliative care services, and research into ventricular support techniques.
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A different view on predictors of pulmonary hypertension in
secundum atrial septal defect

C. Gabriels1, P. De Meester1, A. Pasquet2, J. De Backer3, B. Paelinck4,
M. Morissens5, A. Van De Bruaene1, M. Delcroix1, W. Budts1. 1University
Hospitals (UZ) Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; 2University Hospitals St Luc Brussels,
Brussels, Belgium; 3Ghent University Hospital (UZ), Ghent, Belgium; 4University
of Antwerp Hospital (Edegem), Antwerp, Belgium; 5Brugmann University
Hospital, Brussels, Belgium

Purpose: Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is an important complication in hemody-
namically relevant atrial septal defects (ASD) and has a known negative impact
on outcome. This study aimed at (1) estimating the prevalence and clinical impact
of PH in the Belgian secundum ASD population and (2) identifying predictors of
development or persistence of PH after ASD closure.
Methods: Consecutive patients with an isolated ASD type secundum from the
Belgian Registry on Adult Congenital Heart Disease were studied. Demographic,
clinical, echocardiographic and invasive hemodynamic measurements were an-
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alyzed. PH was defined based upon the probability of PH, obtained by tricuspid
regurgitation velocity on transthoracic echocardiography (>2.8 m/s).
Results: Two hundred ninety-five patients, mean age 46±21 years, 68.8% fe-
males, were analyzed. The PH prevalence in the entire ASD population was
15.9%, compared to 13.3% in patients who underwent ASD closure. The me-
dian follow-up time was 4.8 (IQR 0.5 – 12.4) years. The presence of PH after
ASD closure was significantly related to mortality (p=0.001), the presence of
atrial arrhythmia (p<0.001) and right heart failure (p=0.019). Age at repair was
the most important predictor for PH (Hazard ratio of 1.11 (95% CI 1.005–1.223)).
In the oldest tertile of age at repair (>55 years), the prevalence of PH increased
steeply (34%) and mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP) at catheterization
before closure was related to PH at latest follow-up (Hazard ratio of 1.09 (95% CI
1.004–1.174)). These patients had a significantly increased mortality (p<0.001)
and prevalence of atrial arrhythmia (p<0.001) during follow-up, compared to pa-
tients with ASD closure ≤55 years. In patients younger than 55 years, the ASD
can be closed without impaired outcome, independent of mPAP at initial catheter-
ization. Interestingly, twenty patients in the PH group had mPAP <25 mmHg at
catheterization before closure.
Conclusions: PH is present in an important percentage of secundum ASD pa-
tients, even after ASD closure. The PH prevalence increased tenfold when the
defect was repaired at ages higher than 55 years. The clinical outcome in this
patient subgroup was clearly worse. PH still may develop despite normal mPAP
before closure. The present findings raise the question whether the cutoff value
for mPAP before closure should be age-adjusted.
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Adults with tetralogy of Fallot may have structural brain damage and
cognitive impairment

M.A. Sluman1, E. Richard1, A.J. Nederveen1, J.P. Bokma1, L.L. Wanrooij Van2,
B.A. Schmand1, C.B.L. Majoie1, M. Groenink1, B.J. Bouma1, B.J.M. Mulder1.
1Academic Medical Center, 2University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Background: Patients with congenital heart disease (CHD), especially those with
cyanotic defects are at increased risk for structural brain damage through many
pathophysiological mechanisms. Even mild but especially more severe defects
such as tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) are also associated with unemployment and
lower educational levels. Whether this is due to cognitive impairment and if so, if
this is caused by structural brain damage, is yet unknown.
Purpose: The primary objective is to evaluate the presence of structural brain
damage and assess cognitive functioning among adults with TOF.
Methods: In an ongoing single centre, prospective observational cohort study,
brain damage in adult patients with TOF is studied. The target sample size is
100 patients. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain and an abbreviated
neuropsychological test battery are added to the standard cardiac MRI. White
matter lesions (WML) and (lacunar) cerebral infarcts on MRI are visually rated.
Volumetric analysis will take place after the full study sample has been obtained.
Neuropsychological testing consist of tests on executive functioning, memory, at-
tention and accuracy. Age and education matched controls are tested to function
as a reference group. Exclusion criteria for the study are mental retardation and
all contra-indications for MRI.
Results: Thirty two patients were included so far. Median age was 40 years (IQR
31 to 49), 53% were women. From 1 patient, MRI images could not be obtained.
WML were seen in 28 of 31 patients (90%): 10 patients (36%) had 1 WML, 5 pa-
tients (18%) had 2WML and 13 patients (46%) had multiple (3 or more) WML. The
median age of the patients with multiple WML was 47 years (IQR 39 to 55). Cere-
bral infarctions were seen in 7 of 31 patients (23%). Neuropsychological analyses
have been performed and compared to a reference group for 16 patients. Intel-
ligence quotient (IQ) scores and educational levels were relatively high among
these patients (mean IQ 97 for patients, 104 for reference group, p 0.12). Pre-
liminary results show lower scores on 2 tests on executive functioning (TMT-A
and WAIS-IV symbol substitution test) and increased scores on the Stroop test,
measuring accuracy.
Conclusion: Almost half of the adults with TOF have multiple WML and/or cere-
bral infarctions at relatively young age. Executive functioning may be somewhat
impaired, compensated by increased accuracy. The clinical relevance and con-
sequences of these findings and possible relations with clinical data as surgical
history and cardiac morbidity will be further explored once the full sample has
been included.
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The unnatural history of tetralogy of fallot: prospective follow-up of 40
years after surgical correction

J.A.A.E. Cuypers1, M.E. Menting1, W.A. Helbing2, M. Witsenburg1, A.E. Van Den
Bosch1, R.T. Van Domburg1, D. Rizopoulos3, F.J. Meijboom4, A.J.J. Bogers5,
J.W. Roos-Hesselink1. 1Erasmus Medical Center, Dept. of Cardiology,
Rotterdam, 2Erasmus Medical Center, Dept. of Paediatric Cardiology, Rotterdam,
3Erasmus Medical Center, Dept. of Biostatistics, Rotterdam, 4University Medical
Center Utrecht, Dept. of Cardiology, Utrecht, 5Erasmus Medical Center, Dept. of
Cardio-Thoracic Surgery, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: To prospectively evaluate outcome up to 43 years after surgical correc-
tion of Tetralogy of Fallot (ToF) and to identify predictors for outcome.

Methods: This single-center longitudinal cohort study consists of 144 consecu-
tive ToF patients who underwent surgical repair at age <15 years between 1968-
1980 and are investigated every 10 years. The study protocol included medical
history, physical examination, electrocardiography, Holter monitoring, bicycle er-
gometry, echocardiography and cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR).
Results: Cumulative survival was 72% after 40 years. Late mortality (n=12) was
due to heart failure (n=3), arrhythmia (n=3), complications of reintervention (n=2),
non-cardiac (n=1) or unknown (3). Cumulative survival free from reintervention,
arrhythmia, heart failure, stroke and endocarditis was 26% after 40 years. Forty-
nine percent of the patients underwent pulmonary valve replacement (PVR), of
whom 54% in the last decade. Pacemaker and/or ICD implantation was neces-
sary in 12%. Early postoperative arrhythmias were a predictor for late arrhyth-
mias (HR 3.7 [95%CI 1.3-10.5]), and also for all-cause mortality (HR 2.5 [95%CI
1.2-5.4]). Insertion of a transannular patch was a predictor for late arrhythmias
(HR 4.0 [95%CI 1.2-13.4]) and PVR (HR 3.5 [95%CI 1.4-8.9]). Increase in QRS-
duration, deterioration of exercise tolerance and ventricular dysfunction did not
predict mortality.

Survival and event-free survival.

Conclusions: Forty years after surgical correction of Tetralogy of Fallot in child-
hood, 72% of the patients are still alive. Morbidity is substantial, with reinterven-
tions in almost half of the patients. Early postoperative arrhythmias are associated
with mortality.
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Adults with complex congenital heart disease have impaired skeletal
muscle function and lower confidence in performing exercise training
compared to healthy age and gender matched controls

C. Sandberg1, U. Thilen2, K. Wadell3, B. Johansson1. 1Heart Centre &
Department of Public Health & Clinical Medicine, Umea University, Umea,
Sweden; 2Lund University Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Lund, Sweden;
3Umea University, Department of Rehabilitation and Community Medicine,
Umea, Sweden

Background: Adults with congenital heart disease usually have reduced aero-
bic exercise capacity compared to healthy counterparts. However, their skeletal
muscle function is less studied.
Material and methods: Unilateral isotonic shoulder flexion, unilateral isotonic
heel-lift, maximum inspiratory pressure (MIP) and maximum expiratory pressure
(MEP) were tested in 85 adults (35 women, mean age 36.8±14.8) with congenital
heart disease, classed as either “complex” (n=43) or “simple”(n=42), and 42 age
and gender matched healthy controls (16 women, mean age 36.9±14.9). Maxi-
mum counts of shoulder flexions, from 0 to 90 degrees, with the patient sitting po-
sition, holding a weight (women 2 kg, men 3 kg) was registered. Maximum counts
of heel-lifts performed standing on one leg on a 10-degrees tilted wedge were
measured. In both tests, the pace was set by using a metronome. MIP and MEP
were tested using a hand-held respiratory pressure meter. The highest value out
of three tests was registered. Exercise self-efficacy (ESE), measuring confidence
in performing exercise training, was evaluated using the national ESE question-
naire.
Results: Adults with complex lesions performed less shoulder flexions com-
pared to healthy controls and to patients with simple lesions (28.2±11.1 vs.
63.6±40.4, p<0.001 and 28.2±11.1 vs. 54.9±24.9, p<0.001), as well as less
heel-lifts compared to controls and patients with simple lesions (17.6±7.7 vs.
26.3±12.8, p<0.001 and 17.6±7.7 vs. 23.2±7.0, p=0.024), lower MIP than con-
trols (80.7±26.7 vs. 111.1±29.9 cmH2O, p<0.001) and lower MEP (110.8±39.9
vs. 141.8±39.5, p<0.001) compared to controls. They rated their confidence in
performing exercise training (ESE) lower than controls (28.0±8.3 vs 33.4±6.1,
p=0.002). Regression analysis showed that only complexity of the cardiac lesion
was associated with impaired muscle function (p<0.001).
Conclusion: Adults with complex congenital heart disease have impaired skeletal
muscle function compared to patients with simple lesions and healthy controls.
ESE was lower in patients with complex lesions. Thus, this population is well
suited for rehabilitation focusing on improving muscle function and confidence in
performing exercise training.
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Are the simple congenital heart disease so simple? Results from a
longtem follow up

J. Videbaek1, H. Baekgaard Laursen2, M. Olsen1, D. Hoefsten3, S. Paaske
Joensen1. 1Aarhus University Hospital, Skejby, Department of Clinical
Epidemiology, Aarhus, Denmark; 2Kalundborg Municipal Hospital, Kalundborg,
Denmark; 3Rigshospitalet - Copenhagen University Hospital, Heart Centre,
Department of Cardiology, Copenhagen, Denmark

Aim: To describe long term mortality in patients with “simple” congenital heart
disease (CHD), defined as isolated and uncomplicated sec. ASD, VSD, ductus
(PDA) or pulmonary stenosis (PS).
Methods: A national cohort of CHD, diagnosed from 1963 to 1974, was collected
prospectively. 98.5% of these patients were identifiable in national patient reg-
istries (n=4,207). We extracted all patients, that at age 10, fulfilled the criteria of
simple CHD and no other congenital or birth related disorders. Using national reg-
istries, survival status of all patients was retrieved. Patients were excluded if they
later had an additional or corrected CHD diagnosis. A cohort of general popula-
tion controls with a similar age, gender and geographical distribution was created
1:10 for comparison.
Results: 1,262 patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria, yielding a follow up time
of 57,280 patient-years. Mean follow up from diagnosis was 45.3 years (range:
9-72 years). There were 222 patients with ASD sec., 284 with PDA, 147 with
PS and 609 with VSD. No statistical differences was found in follow up time be-
tween groups (p=0.696). In patients with simple CHD, there were 90 deaths, plus
two successful resuscitations not included in analysis. After adjustment for age
and gender (Cox proportional hazards), these patients had increased mortality
compared to controls (HR: 1.57; CI: 1.234-1.984). The cause of death was sud-
den/unexplained in 44 (49%), non-sudden cardiac in 13 (14%), and other in 33
(37%). Median age at death was 39 years (12 -56). There were no differences in
death rates between the different CHD groups. (p=0.591).
Morbidity data will be presented.

Conclusion: Patients with simple CHD have increased mortality later in life. This
suggests that lifelong clinical follow-up, even in simple CHD may be reasonable.

GENERAL AND PAEDIATRIC CONGENITAL CARDIOLOGY
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Cardiac death and myocardial infarction on Kawasaki disease with
giant coronary aneurysm: Analysis of recent nationwide survey in
Japan

R. Fukazawa1, K. Hamaoka2, T. Saji3, H. Kato4, H. Suzuki5, E. Tsuda6,
M. Ayusawa7, M. Miura8, T. Kobayashi9, S. Ogawa1. 1Nippon Medical School,
Department of Pediatrics, Tokyo, Japan; 2Kyoto Prefectural University of
Medicine, Graduate School of Medical Science, Kyoto, Japan; 3Toho University,
First Department of Pediatrics, Tokyo, Japan; 4National Center for Child Health
and Development, Pediatric Cardiology, Tokyo, Japan; 5Wakayama Medical
University, Department of Pediatrics, Wakayama, Japan; 6National Cerebral
and Cardiovascular Center Hospital, Department of Pediatric Cardiology, Suita,
Osaka, Japan; 7Nihon University, Department of Pediatrics, Tokyo, Japan;
8Tokyo Metropolitan Children’s Medical Center, Division of Cardiology, Tokyo,
Japan; 9Hospital for Sick Children, Division of Pharmacology and Toxicology,
Toronto, Canada

Background and objective: Long term prognosis of Kawasaki disease (KD) with
giant aneurysm is not yet well understood. We conducted a nationwide survey of
KD with giant aneurysm for recent 10 years, and analyzed the cases of acute
myocardial infarction (AMI) and cardiac death.
Methods: Nationwide epidemiological survey of KD has been conducted every 2
years since 1970 in Japan. We performed questionnaire survey based on 16th –
21th (1999 – 2010) nationwide epidemiological data.
Results: We send questioners to 275 facilities asking about 415 patients who
were reported to have giant aneurysm (≥8mm), and collected the data of 334
patients (80.5%). We excluded 84 non-giant aneurysm patients and 36 duplicated
cases and difined finally 214 patients. Out of 214 patients, 13 deaths and 32
AMIs were described (6.1% and 15.0%, respectively). The first AMI attack was
mostly reported within a few months from KD onset (medium 5 months (0-85
months)). AMI was occurred one time in 26 patients, and two times in 6 cases.

Myocardial ischemia was observed in 80% of AMI patients, and 12 patients were
received coronary artery bypass graft. Thirteen patients were reported to be dead
(medium 1 month (0-23 months) from KD onset). There were 6 cardiac deaths
within 1 month from KD onset (5: rupture of aneurysm, 1: AMI). The others were
all caused by AMI except for 2 accidental death. Four out of 6 AMI deaths were
caused by the first AMI attack. For the remaining 2 AMI deaths, the period from
the first AMI to second fatal AMI was 1 month and 6 month, respectively. There
were no death reported byond 2 years from KD onset.
Conclusion: AMI and cardiac death of KD with giant aneurysm occurred mostly
in early phase of KD onset. When the patients survive the first month of KD onset,
and overcome the first AMI, patient survive become promising. And there is no
cardiac death beyond 2 years from the onset. These evidences show that treat-
ment strategy in acute phase is extremely important for prognosis for KD with
giant aneurysm.
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Suppressing inflammation in Marfan syndrome: be careful

R. Franken1, S. Hibender2, A.W. Den Hartog1, T. Radonic3, C.J.M. De
Vries2, A.H. Zwinderman4, M. Groenink1, B.J.M. Mulder1, V. De Waard2.
1Academic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam, Department of Cardiology,
Amsterdam, Netherlands; 2Academic Medical Center of Amsterdam, Department
of Medical Biochemistry, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 3VU University Medical
Center, Department of Pathology, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 4Academic Medical
Center, Department of Clinical Epidemiology Biostatistics & Bioinformatics,
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Patients with Marfan syndrome have an increased risk of life-
threatening aortic complications, preceded by aortic dilatation. A number of stud-
ies have shown increased inflammation in aortic tissue of humans and mice with
MFS and we hypothesize that anti-inflammatory medication will reduce the aortic
dilatation rate in MFS mice.
Methods: In this study, FBN1C1039G/+ mice (MFS mice) were treated with abat-
acept (specific T-cell inhibitor), methylprednisolon (general inflammation inhibitor),
losartan (angiotensin-II type-1 receptor blocker with anti-inflammatory features) or
placebo. Treatment was started at the age of two months and continued for eight
weeks.
Results: In the aorta of MFS placebo mice migration of Leukocytes (CD45)
and macrophages (MAC) was significantly increased as compared to wild-type
mice (CD45: 0.82±0.09 versus 2.53±0.58, p<0.001; MAC: 0.93±0.21 versus
2.45±0.65, p=0.004). The anti-inflammatory drugs methylprednisolone and abat-
acept reduced macrophage and leukocyte infiltration into the aortic wall in MFS
mice. However, they did not reduce the aortic root dilatation rate. Beside a reduc-
tion in aortic root dilatation rate, losartan was the only treatment which reduced in-
flammation and pSMAD2 signalling. Furthermore, combining all MFS mice within
this experiment, higher pSMAD2 signalling is correlated with faster aortic root
dilatation rate (r=0.336, p=0.010).

Figure 1. Aortic root dilatation rate.

Conclusion: Inflammation is up-regulated in the MFS C1039G mouse model.
Reduction of inflammation by methylprednisolone or abatacept, did not reduce
but slightly increased aortic root dilatation rate. Losartan was the only treatment
reducing pSMAD2 signalling and aortic root dilatation rate and pSMAD2 thus
seems to play the key role in the beneficial effects of losartan treatment.
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Establishment of a german research network for congenital heart
defects

U.M.M. Bauer1, T. Pickardt2, B. Asfour3, H. Baumgartner3, F. Berger4,
G. Breithardt5, D. Kececioglu3, S. Klaassen4, H.H. Kramer4, H. Abdul-Khaliq5

on behalf of Competence Network for Congenital Heart Defects. 1Competence
Network for Congenital Heart Defects, Berlin, 2National Registry for Congenital
Heart Defects, Berlin, 3National Registry for Congenital Heart Defects, Executive
Board, Berlin, 4Competence Network for Congenital Heart Defects, Steering
Committee, Berlin, 5Competence Network for Congenital Heart Defects,
Executive Board, Berlin, Germany

Objectives: The Competence Network for Congenital Heart Defects (CNCHD)
was established to facilitate multicentre medical und socio-medical research in
the field of congenital heart defects (CHD), which is intended to lead to an im-
provement of health care and out-come for this relatively new and continuously
rising patient group. Due to the characteristics of this disease (high variability of
morphological heart defects, chronic illness), the network infrastructure has to
overcome specific challenges such as research in underage patients or the im-
plementation of a legal framework for long-term storage of data and biomaterial.
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Methods and results: The CNCHD succeeded in implementing a sustainable
research infrastructure involving all important stakeholders throughout Germany.
The infrastructure is built around the non-profit registered association National
Register for Congenital Heart Defects (NRCHD e. V.) that provides a dynamic
and flexible IT-platform for different types of database-systems for register studies
and a multicentre biorepository that collects blood-derived DNA and cardiac tis-
sue from heart surgery. Thanks to central patient and ID management, data of dif-
ferent formats and recorded at different times can be clearly assigned to respec-
tive patients, thus allowing multicentre and longitudinal investigations. Electronic
case report forms and remote data entry are used to centrally collect and store
the data. Specific role based access rights management can be implemented for
decentralised data entry by different users (physicians, researchers, documenta-
tion staff, monitors, sample laboratory etc.), e.g. within the scope of multicentre
studies. This enables the integration of national and international research units,
which is of particular importance with regard to recruiting new cooperation part-
ners.
In January 2014 the National Register comprises 46.333 participants. The major-
ity (64%) is underage, sex is evenly distributed. Simple heart lesions represent
38%, moderate 52%, and severe/complex 10%. The DNA collection currently
comprises samples from aproximately 3000 participants covering a wide range
of CHD phenotypes. The collection includes also trios (patient + unaffected par-
ents) and families with more than one affected member.
Conclusions: The CNCHD provides a comprehensive basis for high-level re-
search in the field of CHD with high standards of ethics, data privacy, IT manage-
ment and sample logistics.
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Possible implication of IL-23-IL-17 axis and proline-rich tyrosine
kinase 2 in pathogenesis of Kawasaki disease

C. Suzuki1, A. Nakamura1, M. Okigaki1, N. Ohno2, A. Okamoto-Hamaoka1,
A. Yoshioka1, N. Yahata1, K. Ikeda1, K. Hamaoka1. 1Kyoto Prefectural University
of Medicine, Paediatric Cardiology and Nephrology, Kyoto, Japan; 2The
University of Tokyo, Pharmacy and Life Sciences, Tokyo, Japan

Introduction: Although the pathogenesis of Kawasaki disease (KD) is unknown,
innate immunity are implicated in the vasculitis. In macrophages and dendritic
cells, inflammatory signaling pathways are activated through pattern recogni-
tion receptor (PRR). Candida albicans water-soluble fraction (CAWS) which is
widely used to make model mice of KD enhances the production of IL-23 by
their cells through dectin which is one of PRR, and IL-23 induces to produce
IL-17,proinflammatory cytokine, from IL-23 receptor+ cells. Furthermore, among
macromolecules regarding in the PRRs-dependent signaling pathways, it has re-
cently emerged that proline-rich tyrosine kinase (PYK2) is involved in the pro-
cesses through NF-kB activation. We investigated a possible relevance of IL-23-
IL-17 axis and Pyk2 in the pathogenesis of KD.
Methods: Pyk2-knock out (Pyk2-KO) and wild-type C57BL/6 mice (WT) were
administered CAWS to induce KD-like vasculitis. Extension of the experimental
vasculitis and expression of IL-23R and IL-17 were immunohistochemically de-
termined. CAWS-stimulated NF-kB activation was evaluated by quantifying nu-
clear translocation of NF-kB p65 subunit in peritoneal macrophages isolated from
PYK2-KO and wild-type mice in vitro.
Results: Pyk2-KO mice didn’t show any apparent defective phenotype. While
marked inflammation was observed in the aortic root of CAWS-treated WT mice,
such vasculitis was barely detected in CAWS-treated Pyk2-KO mice. IL-23 recep-
tor+ and IL-17+ cells presented in the aortic valves, the proximal region of it and
adventitia of the aortic root in both Pyk2-KO and WT mice, and these cells appar-
ently increased in only CAWS-administrated WT mice. Moreover, CAWS-induced
NF-kB activation was also less observed in macrophages from Pyk2-KO mice.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that IL-23-IL-17 axis and Pyk2 are involved
in the pathogenesis of KD, and can also explain a part of the mechanism to define
the site specificity of vasculitis in this model. Pyk2 play indispensable rules in KD,
and it may be a potential therapeutic target for KD.
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Fetal cardiovascular programming in pregnancies conceived by
assisted reproductive technologies

B. Valenzuela-Alcaraz1, F. Crispi1, B. Bijnens2, M. Cruz-Lemini1, M. Creus3,
M. Sitges4, S. Civico3, J. Balasch3, E. Gratacos3. 1Hospital Clinic, IDIBAPS,
Department of Maternal-Fetal Medicine, Barcelona, 2Institució Catalana de
Recerca i Estudis Avançats (ICREA), Barcelona, 3Hospital Clínic, Institut Clínic
de Ginecologia, Obstetrícia i Neonatologia, Barcelona, 4Hospital Clínic - Institut
d’Investigacions Biomèdiques August Pi i Sunyer, University of Barcelona,
Cardiology Department, Thorax Institute, Barcelona, Spain

Purpose: Children conceived by assisted reproductive technologies (ART) show
postnatal hypertension and vascular dysfunction. However it is unknown whether
cardiac remodeling is also present and if these changes already manifest in pre-
natal life. Our aim was to evaluate cardiac and vascular function in fetuses and
infants conceived by ART.
Methods: A prospective cohort study including 50 singleton fetuses conceived
by ART and 50 controls spontaneously conceived assessed in utero and in the
infancy (6 months of age). Fetal echocardiography was performed at 28 weeks of

gestation including cardiac morphometry and longitudinal motion by M-mode and
tissue Doppler. Infant evaluation included blood pressure and aortic intima-media
wall thickness measurements together with echocardiography. Cardiovascular re-
sults were calculated by linear regression adjusted by birthweight and preeclamp-
sia.
Results: ART fetuses had with signs of cardiac remodeling including dilated
atria (right atrium/heart ratio in controls 1.4% (1.2-1.5) vs. ART 1.6% (1.3-1.8)
P=0.011), more globular hearts (right sphericity index in controls 1.6 (1.4-1.7)
vs. ART 1.4 (1.2-1.5) P<0.001), thicker myocardial walls (septal wall thickness
in controls 2.4 mm (2.2-2.7) vs. ART 2.8 mm (2.4-3) P=0.001), decreased longi-
tudinal systolic function (tricuspid annular excursion in controls 6.5 mm (6.0-7.1)
vs. ART 5.5 mm (5.1-6.1) P<0.001) and impaired relaxation (mitral early diastolic
annular peak velocity (E’) in controls 8.4 cm/s (7.9-9.3) vs. ART 8 cm/s (7-11).
Most echocardiographic features persisted postnatally, together with a tendency
to higher mean blood pressure (controls 63 mmHg (57-72) vs. ART 67 mmHg
(61-75) P=0.188) and aortic wall thickness (controls 0.46 mm (0.35-0.52) vs. ART
0.55 mm (0.52-0.60) P=0.016).
Conclusions: ART is associated with both cardiac and vascular remodeling al-
ready present in fetal life that persist postnatally. This opens opportunities for
early detection and potential intervention in these children.
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Investigating the cause of transposition of great arteries; exome
sequencing analysis

W.U. Bada1, M.J. Miossec1, R. Hussain1, T. Rahman1, A. Topf1, D. Hall1,
M. Santibanez-Koref1, B. Keavney2, J. Goodship1. 1Newcastle University,
Institute of Genetic Medicine, Newcastle upon Tyne, 2University of Manchester,
Institute of Cardiovascular Sciences, Manchester, United Kingdom

Introduction: Congenital heart disease (CHD) is the most common congenital
abnormality, affecting approximately 7 in 1,000 live births. Transposition of the
great arteries (TGA) is the most commonly diagnosed cyanotic heart defect in
neonates. TGA is rarely associated with other genetic disorders or extracardiac
abnormalities, but is seen in heterotaxy syndrome. We propose that TGA has a
genetic cause, likely to be de novo or in genes causing heterotaxy syndrome.
Purpose: Exomes of 9 subjects diagnosed with TGA with no family history of
CHD and their unaffected parents (trios) were subject to sequencing. The project
aims were to: implement the exome bioinformatic analysis pipeline to identify de
novo mutations (DNMs) and validate variants called by the pipeline. This is the
first study investigating de novo changes in TGA patients.
Methods: A bioinformatic pipeline was set up to analyse sequencing performed
on Illumina GAIIX following exon capture with Agilent Sure Select Exon Capture
kit. Programs used included Casava-Gerald after base calling, NovoAlign/BWA
for alignment, SAMtools for variant calling. Manual filtering criteria were applied
(coverage≥5, not in db SNP, no rs number, MAF≤1% in 1000 genomes, Mutation
Taster and PolyPhen-2 predicted as deleterious). Additionally the presence of
mutations in any of the top 16 heterotaxy/ CHD genes identified from the literature
was checked. Integrated Genomics Viewer (IGV) was used to inspect the variants.
Variants were validated by Sanger sequencing.
Results: The bioinformatic pipeline identified on average 188 DNMs per trio. 17
variants were chosen for validation. 6 were chosen due to high probability of being
true positives based on IGV. 11 variants were chosen on the basis of being in a
candidate gene.
Upon validation 1 trio had 2 de novo mutations: a nonsense change in ZNF227
and a missense in PHLPP2. 1 trio had a de novo change in RBP5. 1 trio had an
inherited splice site change in RTTN, a candidate gene.
Conclusions: The most interesting change is a nonsense mutation in the
ZNF227 gene predicted to cause NMD of the transcript. Little is known about
ZNF227 but it belongs to a family of zinc fingers which are known to be involved
in transcriptional regulation and are associated with CHD.
The inherited splice site change in RTTN is also interesting as animal models
showed that RTTN is essential for left-right (L-R) specification and embryo turn-
ing. This makes rotatin a sound candidate that could contribute to developing
TGA.
The presence of de novo and inherited mutations suggests a complex polygenic
cause of TGA.

P3288 | BEDSIDE
Quality of life of children with congenital heart diseases: a multi-center
controlled cross-sectional study

P. Amedro1, R. Dorka1, S. Moniotte2, S. Guillaumont1, A. Fraisse3, P. Auquier4,
C. Barrea2, C. Ovaert3, B. Kreitmann5, M.C. Picot6. 1University Hospital
Arnaud de Villeneuve, Montpellier, France; 2Cliniques Saint-Luc UCL,
Pediatric Cardiology, Brussels, Belgium; 3Hospital La Timone of Marseille,
Pediatric and Congenital Cardiology, Marseille, France; 4Mediterranean
University, Epidemiology, Marseille, France; 5Hospital La Timone of Marseille,
Congenital Heart Surgery, Marseille, France; 6University Hospital of Montpellier,
Epidemiology, Montpellier, France

Purpose: To assess health-related quality of life (QoL) in children with congenital
heart diseases (CHD) with a validated questionnaire in comparison with control
children.
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Methods: This comparative cross-sectional study was carried out between 2009
and 2011 in tertiary care CHD centers (France and Belgium) and in 10 school
classes (from 3rd grade to 12th grade) randomly selected from the Education
Ministry database. Children’s QoL was self-reported with the Kidscreen-52 ques-
tionnaire and reported by parents with the Kidscreen-27. QoL scores of each
dimension were compared between CHD and controls and between the classes
of disease severity defined by Uzark et al. Informed consent was obtained from
all parents.
Results: We recruited 282 children with CHD aged 8 to 18 and 180 same-age
controls in schools. Centers were comparable for most demographic and clinical
data. Self-reported QoL scores did not differ between CHD children and controls
except for physical well-being (mean 46.52±10.17 vs. 50.16±8.77, p<0.001), fi-
nancial resources (45.88±11.74 vs. 48.88±10.27, p=0.01) and peers/social sup-
port (48.08±12.33 vs. 50.97±10.11, p=0.01). No differences were noted among
teenagers. Parent-reported scores were lower in CHD children for physical well-
being, peers/social support and school environment (all p<0.001), in both age
groups (8-12 and 13-18 years). Self-reported scores did not differ between sever-
ity classes whereas parent-reported scores were more impacted by severity. QoL
of the lowest severity class was similar to that of controls.

CHD severity classification

Severity class 1 Mild CHD requiring no therapy or effectively treated non-operatively (catheter
therapy)

Severity class 2 Moderate CHD requiring no therapy or surgically corrected (curative)
Severity class 3 Surgically treated CHD with significant residua or need for additional surgery
Severity class 4 Complex or severe CHD, uncorrectable or palliated (includes single ventricle)

From Uzark et al. Pediatrics 2008.

Conclusion: QoL of children with CHD was close to that of same-age healthy
children except for physical well-being, financial resources and peers/social sup-
port. QoL for low severity CHD patients was similar to controls. QoL for severe
CHD was not always impacted. To our knowledge, this large study is the first
in Europe to assess QoL of children with CHD in comparison to controls with a
validated questionnaire.

P3289 | BEDSIDE
Leukocyte telomere shortening in grown-up patients with congenital
heart disease

C. Vecoli1, A. Borghini1, A. Mercuri1, F. Faita2, I. Foffa2, P.L. Festa3, L. Ait-Ali2,
M.G. Andreassi1. 1CNR Institute of Clinical Physiology, Pisa, Italy; 2Institute
of Clinical Physiology (IFC), Massa, Italy; 3Fondazione G. Monasterio
CNR-Regione Toscana, Massa, Italy

Background: Cardiac imaging procedures frequently expose children with con-
genital heart disease (CHD) to ionizing radiation, but their contribution to biologi-
cal and health risks remain unknown. Leukocyte telomere length (LTL), a marker
of biological aging, is related to several radiation-associated diseases, including
cancer and atherosclerosis. We assessed LTL in grown-up patients with CHD
(GUCHs) and a positive history of medical radiation exposure as well as the influ-
ence of functional SNPs in DNA repair genes.
Methods: Fifty GUCH patients (26 males; age 25.2±9.0 years) who underwent
cardiac ionizing procedures (mostly cardiac catheterization) for CHD in 1965-
2000 and 50 healthy matched subjects (20 males; 27.0±3.1, years) who were
negative for history of medical radiological exposure were included. In GUCH pa-
tients, the cumulative exposure was estimated as effective dose in milliSievert
(mSv). LTL was measured by qReal Time-PCR. XRCC1 (Arg194Trp) and XRCC3
(Thr241Met) SNPs were evaluated by RFLP-PCR analysis.
Results: GUCH patients showed significantly shorter LTL than controls (1.0±0.3
vs 1.3±0.4, p=0.001). Estimated cumulative radiation dose was 18±9 mSv (me-
dian:15.6mSv; range 4.8–45.0).
GUCH patients with >15.6mSv dose exposure had significantly the shortest LTL
(Figure). XRCC1194Trp and XRCC3 Met241 alleles significantly interacted with
radiation dose exposure (both p<0.02) on LTL. Age-gender adjusted logistic re-
gression analysis showed a 5.0-fold (CI 95%, 1.4-18; p=0.01) increased risk lower
LTL value (≤1.02) for risk allele.

Conclusion: GUCH patients have LTL shortening, suggesting evidence of early
biologic aging. Common SNPs in DNA repair genes modify the effects of medical
exposure on radiation LTL-related degenerative diseases.

P3290 | BEDSIDE
Long term follow-up and prognosis of patients with ALCAPA

J. Mitchell, A. Bozio, J. Ninet, R. Henaine, O. Metton, M. Veyrier, M. Bakloul,
L. Boussel, S. Di Filippo. University Hospital of Lyon - Hospital Louis Pradel,
Lyon, France

The aim of the study was to assess the long term outcome of patients with AL-
CAPA
Methods: This study is a retrospective single-center analysis of patients who
underwent surgery for ALCAPA from 1980 to 2012. Surgical techniques, demo-
graphics, echocardiographic parameters and outcomes were collected. Patients
were divided into group I <2 years at diagnosis, group II: >2 years).
Results: 48 patients (28 females) were included, median age 6months (min
4mos, max 65y), median weight 6kg (min 1.9kg): 36 in group I and 12 in II.
Symptoms of HF were present in 39 patients (mean age 4y), 9 were asymp-
tomatic (mean age 10y) and Qwave on ECG was present in 87% of cases. Mean
LVSF= 24.2% (group I= 26.6% vs II= 37.7%, and 16.6% in patients <6mos of
age), LVEDD and LVESD Z-scores were respectively +2 and +5 in groups I and
II; 73% had MR:severe in 6%, moderate in 46%, mild in 21%. Left coronary artery
ostium located in the left posterior sinus in 31cases, right posterior sinus in 12
and in right pulmonary branch in 4. Direct coronary artery reimplantation was
performed in 71%, Takeuchi technique in 6%, Meyer technique in 20% and LCA
ligation in 3%. Mean age at surgery was 29mos, mean weight 9kg. Postoperative
mechanical circulatory support was required in 3 cases, who had more severe
HF, lower LVSF and longer bypass duration. Mean FU was 81mos (6 to 312mos).
Freedom from reoperation was 100% at 1y, 91% at 10y and 88% at 20y. LVSF
increased by 20% in the early postoperative course and 36% at late FU. MR im-
proved significantly in most of the cases. Overall mortality was 33% (15 in group
I died before post-operative Day-30, none in group II), decreasing over time from
55% to 11%, and was lower in patients who underwent direct reimplantation. Q
wave disappeared in 82% of the cases; 93% of the survivors were asymptomatic
at latest evaluation.
Conclusion: ALCAPA patients have overall good long-term survival and out-
come. Age >2y at diagnosis and direct implantation are factors of favourable
prognosis.

P3291 | BENCH
Involvement of innate humoral immunity in the pathogenesis of
Kawasaki disease-like murine vasculitis

K. Hamaoka, A. Nakamura, C. Suzuki, T. Yahata, Y. Yoshioka, A. Okamoto-
Hamaoka, K. Ikeda. Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine, Paediatric
Cardiology and Nephrology, Kyoto, Japan

Objective: Kawasaki disease (KD) is a paediatric sterile vasculitis. Although un-
controlled innate immune responses to some types of pathogens have been im-
plicated in its pathogenesis, its aetiology is still unclear. Based on studies using
an established animal model for KD, we aimed to address how humoral innate
immune system involved in the pathogenesis of the disease.
Methods: The KD mouse model was prepared by administering a Candida albi-
cans water-soluble extract (CAWS) as reported by Ohno and Miura. Sequential
frozen sections of the aortic tissue was subjected to immunohistochemical stud-
ies.
Results: The levels of mannose binding lectin-A (MBL-A), immunoglobulin G
(IgG) and immunoglobulin M (IgM) gradually increased in the serum of the CAWS-
administered mice. Concomitant with an increase in these plasma proteins, depo-
sition of MBL-A, mannose binding lectin-C (MBL-C) and IgM was observed in the
aortic root, a predilection site for experimental vasculitis. The deposition patterns
of MBLs and IgM were observed to correspond to the marked deposition pattern
of the complement component 3 (C3)/C3-derived peptides in the aortic root, sug-
gesting that MBLs and IgM activate complement pathways both independently
and synergistically to involve in the pathogenesis of the KD-like murine vasculitis.
With regards to the self-reactivity of these molecules, MBL-A and MBL-C were
found to interact with histones to activate the lectin pathway in vitro. In addition, a
proteomic study revealed that the CAWS-induced IgM antibodies also recognised
some specific endogenous proteins.
Conclusions: Taken together, these results suggest that some types of infectious
stimuli provoke self-reactive humoral immune molecules (e.g. MBLs and IgM-type
autoantibodies) in the mouse model, causing and/or exacerbating KD-like vas-
culitis through activation of the lectin and/or classical pathway. The complement
pathways could be a promising therapeutic target for KD.

P3292 | BEDSIDE
The risk of type 1 diabetes and associated risk factors in patients with
congenital heart disease - a case control study

A. Bjoerk1, A. Svensson2, N. Pirouzi2, P. Eriksson3, M. Dellborg3. 1University
of Gothenburg, Dep of Molecular and clinical medicine, Gothenburg, Sweden;
2National diabetes register centre, Gothenburg, Sweden; 3Sahlgrenska
University Hospital/Ostra, ACHD-unit, Dept of Medicin, Gothenburg, Sweden

Purpose: In Sweden patients with a diabetes diagnosis are registered in the Na-
tional Diabetes Registry (NDR). In this retrospective register study we analysed
the risk of mortality and morbidity associated with concurrent congenital heart dis-
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ease (CoHD) in patients with type 1 diabetes. Comparison was made to patients
with type 1 diabetes and no associated congenital condition.
Methods: This study combined data from the NDR and the national patient reg-
istry, looking for patients with CoHD as additional diagnosis. Patients with dia-
betes but no CoHD served as a control group. The groups were matched re-
garding year of birth, gender and year of registration. Clinical characteristics an-
alyzed were age, gender, diabetes duration, systolic blood pressure, BMI, waist
measurement, retinopathy, HbA1c, smoking, microalbuminuria, antihypertensive
treatment, lipid lowering drug use and type of hypoglycaemic treatment. Baseline
values were the last registered values in the NDR of every patient.
Results: 157 patients were identified in the NDR with a CoHD and type 1 dia-
betes and could be matched with 785 patients who served as controls. Patients
with CoHD and type 1 diabetes had more registered data, were found to have sig-
nificantly higher HbA1c (69 vs. 65 mmol/mol, p=0.002) similar use of lipid-lowering
drug use (36.3 vs. 32.9%, p=0.46), and smoking (10,8 vs. 14,4%, p=0.31). Pa-
tients with CoHD and type 1 diabetes had slightly higher insulin use (96.2 vs.
93.8%, p=0.26) and less use of oral hypoglyceamic agents (3.8 vs. 6.2%, p=0.35).
A higher prevalence of cumulative microalbuminuria (20.4 vs. 13.5%, p=0.03) was
found in patients with CoHD and diabetes compared to patients without CoHD
while there was no significant difference regarding systolic blood pressure (125
vs. 126 mmHq, p=0.48), waist measurement (93 vs. 92 cm, p=0.56) and retinopa-
thy (51.6 vs. 52.9%, p=0.64).
Patients with type 1 diabetes and concurrent CoHD had a higher mortality as
compared to controls (p=0.01 Log rank survival estimates), and 5.1% of the CoHD
patients died before 50 years old while 2.9% of patients without CoHD died before
50 years old (p=0.07).
Conclusions: In a broad sample of patients from a nationwide registry of patients
with type 1 diabetes, we found that coexistence of CoHD and diabetes type 1
was associated with higher degree of microvascular complications and a higher
mortality.

P3293 | BEDSIDE
Respiratory modulation of exercise hemodynamics in Fontan patients

A. Van De Bruaene1, A. La Gerche2, G. Claessen1, P. De Meester1, S. Devroe1,
J. Bogaert1, P. Claus1, H. Heidbuchel1, M. Gewillig1, W. Budts1. 1Catholic
University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; 2The University of Melbourne, St
Vincent’s Hospital, Department of Medicine, Melbourne, Australia

Background: Phasic changes in intrathoracic pressures during respiration influ-
ence infradiaphragmatic and pulmonary blood flow in Fontan patients. However,
the contribution of respiration to ventricular filling and stroke volumes at rest and
during exercise has not been previously evaluated in Fontan patients.
Methods and results: Ten Fontan patients (6 male, 20±4 years) underwent
cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging at rest during normal breathing and
the Valsalva manoeuvre. Afterwards, patients underwent real-time CMR during
symptom-limited supine exercise. Systemic ventricular volumes were obtained
at rest and during low (34±15 Watt), moderate (69±29 Watt), and high (97±36
Watt) intensity. Respiratory dependent end-diastolic volume ((EDVI insp–EDVi
exp)/(EDVI insp+EDVI exp)*100) and stroke volume ((SVI insp–SVI exp)/(SVI
insp+SVI exp)*100) was calculated.
During normal breathing, inspiration resulted in a higher end-diastolic volume
(EDVi) (103.0±10.9 vs 98.4±11.6 mL; P=0.001) and stroke volumes (SVi)
(58.6±6.4 vs 55.3±6.3 mL; P=0.001), whereas end-systolic volume (ESVi) was
similar (44.4±10.0 vs 43.1±10.0 mL; P=0.096) when compared to expiration.
During Valsalva, EDVi (P=0.001), ESVi (P=0.003) and SVi (P=0.005) decreased.
The effect of respiration on EDVi (mean change 6±1 mL; P<0.0001 – Interac-
tion P=0.130), ESVi (mean change 1±1 mL; P=0.151 – Interaction P=0.776) and
SVi (mean change 4±1 mL; P<0.0001 – Interaction P=0.114) was maintained
throughout exercise. Respiratory dependent EDVi (3±2 to 5±3%; P=0.084) and
SVi (2±2 to 3±2%; P=0.044) tended to increase slightly during exercise.
Conclusion: Ventricular filling oscillates with respiratory phase such that EDVi
and SVi are maximal at end-inspiration. This underscores the importance of res-
piration for ventricular filling in Fontan patients and provides a rationale for inspi-
ratory muscle training in these patients.

RHYTHM DISTURBANCES IN CONGENITAL HEART
DEFECTS

P3295 | BEDSIDE
Low incidence of ventricular arrhythmias and high complication rate
of implantable cardiac defibrillators in adult patients with Tetralogy of
Fallot

S. Santharam1, M. Theodosiou2, S. Thorne2, P. Clift2, H. Marshall2,
L. Hudsmith2, J. De Bono2. 1University of Birmingham, Birmingham, United
Kingdom; 2Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Purpose: Sudden death due to ventricular arrhythmia is a major cause of fatality
in adult congenital heart disease. Repaired Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) patients are
considered to be at high risk. We present long-term follow-up of a large cohort of
TOF patients to identify the incidence of ventricular arrhythmias, mortality and the
indications and outcomes of implantable cardiac defibrillator (ICD) implantation.

Methods: All TOF patients followed up by a single specialist adult congenital
heart disease centre between 2000 and 2013 were included (n=455; mean age
35.6 years). Their medical records were retrospectively reviewed from their first
attendance to the end of the year 2013 (mean follow-up 6.9 years).
Results: Thirteen patients (2.86%) had at least one episode of sustained ventric-
ular tachycardia; annual rate 0.41%. Eight patients had an ICD implanted and two
patients were treated with VT ablation only. One patient received no treatment as
electrophysiological study was negative. The remaining two patients were treated
conservatively, as reversible causes were identified. All 13 patients were alive at
the time of data collection.
Six patients (1.32%) suffered cardiac arrest. Reversible causes were identified in
one case, so ICD was not implanted. The remainder received an ICD.
A number of non-life-threatening cardiac arrhythmia events were noted. Eighteen
patients (3.96%) had at least one episode of non-sustained ventricular tachycar-
dia, eight of whom received an ICD for primary prophylaxis.
In total, twenty-one ICD devices were implanted. During a mean post-implant
follow-up period of 3.4 years, four patients had appropriate shocks (annual rate
5.59%), whilst five patients experienced inappropriate shocks. The overall compli-
cation rate including infection, lead abnormalities and inappropriate shocks was
43% (annual rate 12.6%).
Twenty deaths (4.40%) were registered during the follow up period giving a mean
annual mortality rate of 0.64%. Twelve of these were known to be due to causes
other than sudden death. The cause of death in the remainder is uncertain.
Conclusions: TOF patients are thought to be at increased risk of ventricular ar-
rhythmias and sudden cardiac death. We show that the overall event rate and
all-cause mortality rates are very low, with combined annual incidence of ven-
tricular arrhythmia and cardiac arrest at just 0.60%. There was a high incidence
of ICD complications. Physicians should risk assess patients with TOF to avoid
over-implanting ICDs and patients should be carefully consented regarding the
potential risks and benefits, particularly in primary prevention cases.

P3296 | BEDSIDE
The clinical validity of prior radiofrequency catheter ablation for
prevention of recurrent atrial fibrillation after transcatheter closure of
atrial septal defect

K. Nakagawa, S. Nagase, T. Akagi, Y. Kijima, T. Wada, K. Nakamura, H. Morita,
H. Ito. Okayama University Graduate School of Medicine, Dentistry and
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Okayama, Japan

Background: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is highly prevalent in adult patients with atrial
septal defect (ASD) and affects cardiac morbidity. Nowadays transcatheter ther-
apies are well-established both in AF and ASD, that is, radiofrequency catheter
ablation (RFCA) and transcatheter device closure, respectively. However, the ap-
propriate therapeutic strategy of concomitant AF in patients with an ASD is still
unclear. In this study, we assessed the efficacy of prior RFCA to prevent recurrent
AF after transcatheter ASD closure.
Methods: We evaluated consecutive 33 patients (age, 62±14 years) who com-
plicated with paroxysmal or persistent AF before transcatheter ASD closure. Re-
currence of AF after transcatheter ASD closure was compared between patient
groups with and those without prior RFCA for AF.
Results: Sixteen of 33 patients had been undergone RFCA for AF prior to ASD
closure. During the follow-up period (mean; 22±14 months) after ASD closure,
recurrence of paroxysmal AF was observed in 2 of 16 (17%) with RFCA, contrary
in 7 of 17 (41%) without RFCA (P<0.05). Maximal ASD diameter, Qp/Qs and left
atrium diameter were similar between patients with and without prior RFCA. Al-
though age at ASD closure was significantly older in patients without prior RFCA
(67±12 vs. 56±15 years, P<0.05), there was no significant correlation between
age at ASD closure and AF recurrence.

Recurrence of AF after transcatheter ASD.

Conclusion: Prior RFCA for concomitant paroxysmal or persistent AF in patients
with an ASD is a valid therapeutic strategy for reducing the recurrence of AF after
transcatheter ASD closure.
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Congenital heart disease and atrial fibrillation or flutter: the rate of
thromboembolism and bleeding events

J.F. Heidendael1, J.R. De Groot1, P.F.H. Van Dessel1, M. Groenink1,
S.M. Boekholdt1, A.P.C. Backx2, B.J.M. Mulder1, B.J. Bouma1. 1Cardiology
Department, 2Pediatric Cardiology Department, Academic Medical Center of
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Atrial fibrillation or flutter (AF) occurs in 15% of adult patients with
congenital heart disease (CHD) and is associated with high morbidity, mainly
due to thromboembolic complications. Prior studies in general population with
AF have demonstrated a thromboembolic event rate of 1.3% per year. It is not
clear whether these numbers apply to CHD patients as well. This study aimed to
assess the rate of thromboembolism and bleeding events in CHD patients with
AF.
Methods: Adult CHD patients with AF in a single center were selected from a na-
tional regstry and study data were collected from the registry and patient’s files.
Thromboembolism was defined as ischemic cerebrovascular accident (iCVA),
transient ischemic attack (TIA), systemic or pulmonary embolism. Major bleed-
ing was defined as intracranial bleeding, fatal bleeding, or symptomatic bleeding
leading to intervention or hospitalization.
Results: Between 2002 and 2014, 224 CHD patients were identified with AF (me-
dian age 41 years; IQR 32-56). Median follow-up was 8 years (IQR 5-10). In 19
patients, a total of 26 thromboembolic events occurred with an annual event rate
of 1.6% (iCVA or TIA n=22, systolic embolism n=3, pulmonary embolism n=1).
Furthermore, 10 patients suffered from 12 major bleedings, the annual event rate
being 0.7% (intracranial n=3). During the study period 41 deaths occurred, of
which 4 (10%) because of bleeding.

Conclusion: In adult CHD patients with AF the annual event rate of thromboem-
bolism is 1.6% and of major bleeding 0.7%. Even though this study population is
relatively young, the rate of thromboembolism is comparable to that of the gen-
eral population with AF. These preliminary results underline the importance of a
well-considered anticoagulative strategy in CHD patients with AF.

P3298 | BEDSIDE
Predictors of supraventricular arrhythmias (SA) and outcome of
catheter ablation in patients with ebstein anomaly (EA): a single-center
experience

F. Menichetti1, V. Spadotto1, A. Zorzi2, A. Kempny1, I. Suman Horduna1,
L. Mantziari1, G. Leventopoulos1, S. Babu-Narayan1, S. Ernst1. 1Royal
Brompton Hospital, Cardiology, London, United Kingdom; 2University Hospital of
Padova, Cardiology, Padua, Italy

Introduction: Ebstein anomaly (EA) is a congenital condition which is associated
with morphological right heart abnormalities and an increased risk of supraven-
tricular arrhythmias (SA). The aim of the retrospective analysis was to assess the
incidence, classification and predictors of SA during a long-term follow-up.
Methods: All adult EA patients registered from January 2000 onwards in the car-
diac magnetic resonance (CMR) database of our hospital were selected. Exclu-
sion criteria were the presence of additional complex congenital heart associated
abnormality and/or a history of a previous SA or ventricular arrhythmia. The as-
sessment of RA dimensions was performed excluding the atrialized right ventricle
and the grading of tricuspid regurgitation was expressed in a scale from none (0)
to severe (4). All the patients were followed-up every 6-12 months for an arrhyth-
mic end-point defined as recording of a sustained SA in ECG or Holter recordings
or palpitations associated with a positive electrophysiology study (EPS). Clinical
and CE-CMR predictors of first arrhythmic event were assessed.
Results: The study population included 97 patients (62 females, mean age
42±14 years). During a mean follow-up of 54±28 months, 39 (40%) patients ex-
perienced a SA event. At univariate analysis, a history of palpitation (p<0.001),
right atrium (RA) size (p<0.001) and the degree of tricuspid regurgitation (p=0.03)
were significantly associated with arrhythmic event while right ventricular end-
diastolic volume was borderline (p=0.08). At multivariate analysis, RA size re-
mained the only independent predictor (HR 1.9/cm2, 95%CI 1.2-3.1).
Thirty-eight patients underwent EPS and received a final diagnosis of atrial fib-
rillation in 4, atrial flutter in 7, atrial tachycardia in 7, atrio ventricular re-entry
nodal tachycardia in 2 and atrio-ventricular re-entry tachycardia in 16. Twenty-
three right-sided APs were mapped and ablated with the most frequent location
in the postero-septal location (11), followed by right lateral wall (10) and posterior
(2) location. A mean of 1.4 APs per patient were targeted. Four concealed AP

were identified (3 postero-septal). The overall success rate for all procedures was
84%. In 11 pts (28.9%) multiple procedures were required. The most frequent
substrate needing re-ablation being accessory pathways (AP).
Conclusions: EA is associated with an increased risk of SA. The RA size is
significantly associated with arrhythmic events during follow-up. Most SA related
to EA are amenable to catheter ablation, however repeat procedures may be
necessary.

P3299 | BEDSIDE
The value of reported risk factors to predict the substrate for
ventricular tachycardia in repaired tetralogy of Fallot

G.F. Kapel1, F. Sacher2, A.P. Wijnmaalen1, J.B. Thambo1, N. Derval2,
M.J. Schalij1, Z. Jalal2, K. Zeppenfeld1. 1Leiden University Medical Center,
Department of Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands; 2University Hospital of
Bordeaux, LIRYC Institute, Bordeaux, France

Introduction: Several risk factors (RF) have been suggested to predict ventricular
arrhythmias (VA) in repaired Tetralogy of Fallot (rTOF). More than 80% of all VA
episodes are monomorphic sustained ventricular tachycardia (MSVT) and may
be fatal despite a preserved cardiac function if VT is fast. The value of current RF
to predict the substrate for MSVT is unclear.
Methods: Seventy-three consecutive rTOF patients with documented MSVT
(n=13) and/or at least one RF for VA (age of repair ≥5 years, transannular patch
used (TAP), syncope, QRS ≥180 ms, nsVT on holter, depressed LV and/or RV
function) underwent programmed stimulation (3 drive cycle length (CL), ≥3 ex-
trastimuli, from ≥2 RV sites, isoproterenol) and electroanatomical substrate map-
ping to identify anatomical isthmuses related to induced VT. The predictive value
of type and total number of risk factors for MSVT substrate was determined.
Results: Patients had 1.9±0.9 RF; 45 patients were repaired ≥5 years with TAP
in 31. Five patients had syncope, 11 a QRS≥180 ms, 17 nsVT and 29 (4) mod-
erate or severely depressed RV (LV) function. Twenty-eight patients (all 13 with
documented MSVT) were inducible for a median of 1.0 (1.0 – 1.8) mainly fast
VT, VTCL 252 ms (231 – 312) with a proven electroanatomical substrate. In uni-
variate analyses only age (OR 1.32 (1.10 – 1.59)/5yrs, p=0.003) and age of repair
(OR 1.13 (1.04 – 1.23)/yr, p=0.003) but not syncope, QRS duration, nsVT, cardiac
function and the number of RF were associated with a substrate for MSVT.

Patient Characteristics

Total MSVT inducible− MSVT inducible+ p
(n=73) (n=45) (n=28)

Age (years) 40±16 35±15 47±14 0.001
Gender (male) 46 (63%) 27 (60%) 19 (68%) 0.499
Age total repair (years) 8±8 6±5 12±10 0.004
TA-patch 31/65 (48%) 19/39 (49%) 12/26 (46%) 0.839
Syncope 5 (7%) 3 (7%) 2 (7%) 0.938
QRS duration (ms) 155±26 154±25 156±29 0.855
nsVT on holter 17/58 (29%) 11/40 (28%) 6/18 (33%) 0.652
RV function preserved 44 (60%) 28 (62%) 16 (57%) 0.666
LV function preserved 69 (95%) 44 (98%) 25 (89%) 0.121

Conclusion: In rTOF, the present RF for VA cannot predict the substrate for
MSVT in rTOF.

P3300 | BEDSIDE
Can we predict onset of ventricular ectopy in patients with congenital
heart disease?

T.T.T.K. Ramdjan1, J.W.J. Vriend2, S.G. Molhoek3, H.G.R. Dorman4,
T.C. Konings5, P. Van Der Voort6, E. Delacretaz7, M. Witsenburg1,
A.J.J.C. Bogers8, N.M.S. De Groot1. 1Erasmus Medical Center, Department
of Cardiology, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 2Haga University Hospital, Cardiology,
The Hague, Netherlands; 3Amphia Hospital, Cardiology, Breda, Netherlands;
4Medical Spectrum Twente, Cardiology, Enschede, Netherlands; 5VU University
Medical Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 6Catharina Hospital, Eindhoven,
Netherlands; 7Inselspital, University of Bern, Cardiology, Bern, Switzerland;
8Erasmus Medical Center, Cardiothoracic surgery, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Ventricular tachyarrhythmia are common late-operative complications
in patients with congenital heart defects (CHD) and may result in sudden cardiac
death. The incidence ranges from 7 up to 21%. The purpose of this multicentre
study is (1) to examine development of ventricular tachyarrhythmia in a cohort
of CHD patients and (2) to retrospectively evaluate clinical and electrophysiolog-
ical parameters in order to determine their predictive value for the occurrence of
ventricular tachyarrhythmia.
Methods: Patients (N=142) were selected from the DaNaRa database. Non-
sustained ventricular tachycardia (VT) was defined as ≥10 consecutive beats.
Electrocardiograms (ECG) and 24-hour Holters were studied for ventricular ec-
topy. For patients with VT, QRS duration (QRS) and QTc interval (QTc) were
measured on a surface ECG before first VT/VF and compared with earlier ECGs.
In addition, echocardiographic examinations were reviewed for cardiac function.
Results: Most patients had ventricular runs (N=84, 59%), VT or ventricular fibril-
lation (VF) was diagnosed in respectively 43 (30%) and 15 patients (11%). Mean
QRS prior to VT/VF was (142±36 ms) and five years before (137±26 ms, p=0.66).
Prolonged QRS before VT/VF onset was present in fifteen (71%) of the studied
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patients. Mean QTc before VT/VF was 377±40 ms compared to 405±47 ms five
years earlier (p=0.04). Prolonged QTc was not observed. Ventricular function was
impaired in 11 (26%) patients. Thirty-eight patients received an ICD; shocks were
appropriate in eleven and inappropriate, caused by supraventricular tachycardia,
in eight patients.
Conclusions: VT/VF onset in CHD patients occurred late after first cardiac
surgery. The role of intraventricular conduction delay, dispersion in ventricular
refractoriness and cardiac function in order to predict VT/VF development is of
limited value. Recurrence of either VT/VF was low.

P3301 | BEDSIDE
Brugada syndrome in childhood: new clinical and prognosis data

A. Andorin1, I. Denjoy2, L. Crotti3, D. Babuty4, L. Jesel5, B. Delasalle6,
F. Sacher7, N.A. Blom8, A.M. Wilde9, V. Probst1. 1University Hospital of Nantes,
Nantes, France; 2Hospital Lariboisiere, Paris, France; 3University of Pavia,
Pavia, Italy; 4University Hospital of Tours, Tours, France; 5University Hospital of
Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France; 6Research unit of l’Institut du thorax, Nantes,
France; 7University Hospital of Bordeaux, Bordeaux, France; 8Leiden University
Medical Center, Leiden, Netherlands; 9University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
Netherlands

Purpose: Brugada Syndrome (BrS) is an arrhythmogenic disease associated
with an increase risk of SCD. This disease is rare in children so only few data
are available.
Methods: We collected data from 15 European tertiary hospitals. We recruited
patient with diagnosis of BrS performed no later than 18 years old, spontaneously
or after a sodium channel blocker challenge. Diagnosis was performed using the
last consensus report criteria.
Results: We recruited 85 children with a mean age at diagnosis of 11.2±6.2
years old. Median follow-up was 5.4 [7] years. Circumstances of diagnosis were:
family screening (n=48; 56%), syncope (n=13; 15%), fortuitous (n=11; 13%), SVT
(n=6; 7%), SCD (n=4; 5%) and others (n=3; 4%). BrS was identified sponta-
neously in 33 (39%) cases or after provocation tests in 52 cases (61%). During
the follow-up: 67 (79%) patients were asymptomatic, 9 (11%) had life threaten-
ing arrhythmia (LTA) including VT, VF, and SCD (n=2), 5 (6%) had syncope, 4
(4%) had SVT. SCN5A mutations were founded in 47 out of the 62 (73%) pa-
tients tested. ICD was implanted in 19 (22%) patients with complications in 9:
lead failures (n=4), inappropriate shocks (n=4), endocarditis (n=2) and 1 hemoth-
orax. Nine of the 11 (13%) children treated by hydroquinidine remained asymp-
tomatic. In 12 cases on 28, fever triggered arrhythmic episodes. Spontaneous
Brs type I ECG (p=0.02) and symptoms at diagnosis (p=0.007) were predictors of
LTA.

Figure 1. Free from first LTA event.

Conclusion: In BrS children, spontaneous type I ECG and symptoms at diag-
nosis are significantly predictors of LTA. Fever triggered ventricular arrhythmias.
BrS children with spontaneous type I aspect and symptoms are at high risk of
LTA whereas asymptomatic one without spontaneous type I ECG have a good
prognosis.

P3302 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic significance of QT interval dispersion in the response of
intravenous immunogloblin therapy in patients with Kawasaki disease

N. Motoki1, S. Matsuzaki1, Y. Akazawa1, S. Yamazaki1, H. Motoki2, K. Koike1.
1Shinshu University, Deptartment of Pediatrics, Matsumoto, Japan; 2Shinshu
University, Department of Cardiology, Matsumoto, Japan

Background: QT interval dispersion (QTD) is a sensitive measure on interlead
variations of 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG). Increased QTD reflects cardiac
instability in various cardiovascular diseases. We hypothesized that QTD enabled
us to assess the disease severity of Kawasaki disease (KD). The purpose of this
study was to investigate whether baseline QTD could predict the response to
intravenous immunoglobulin therapy (IVIG) in the patients with KD.
Methods: QTD and corrected QTD were measured in 44 patients with KD before
IVIG. The patients were divided into two groups; 23 in IVIG responders (group

R: age, 3.0±2.0 years), 21 in nonresponders (group N: age, 3.2±1.9 years). The
correlation between QTD and response to IVIG were evaluated, and the predictive
value for the response was compared with the conventional risk score of Gunma
University.
Results: QTD and corrected QTD were significantly increased in group N (group
R vs. group N: 21.0±6.1ms vs. 31.2±7.9ms, 31.0±9.1ms vs. 48.0±12.2ms,
p<0.001, respectively). According to receiver-operating characteristic curve anal-
ysis, the area under the curve (AUC) of QTD (AUC=0.85) was larger than that of
the conventional score (AUC=0.83). Multiple logistic regression analysis showed
QTD was an independent predictor for the response to IVIG after adjustment for
the conventional score (Odds ratio: 1.16, 95%CI: 1.025-1.313, p<0.001).
Conclusion: QTD was significantly associated with the response to IVIG. Our
findings indicated that QTD could be a useful marker for the prediction of IVIG
nonresponders who had severe vasculitis and high risk for coronary aneurysm
after KD.

P3303 | BEDSIDE
Clinical importance of school cardiac examination with universal ECG
screening in the diagnosis of asymptomatic young patients with ASD
in Japan

K. Suda, Y. Kudo, H. Nishino, S. Kishimoto, Y. Koteda, Y. Teramachi,
H. Yoshimoto, R. Yamakawa, M. Iemura, Y. Maeno. Kurume University School of
Medicine, Kurume, Japan

Background: Japanese government has enforced a law of regular school cardiac
examination (SCE) combined with universal electrocardiographic (ECG) screen-
ing at 1st, 7th, and 10th grader in 1995. SCE should be effective to identify asymp-
tomatic pediatric patients with specific congenital diseases. The aim of this study
was to determine impact of SCE in the management of patients with at atrial
septal defect (ASD).
Methods: Subjects were 350 patients who were sent for transcatheter closure of
ASD and had documented reasons why patients were sent to cardiologists and
received diagnosis of ASD. Patients were divided into 3 groups according to age:
A, 14 patients with age less than 6.5 years old who did not undergo SCE; B, 253
patients with age between 6.5 and 35 years old who should have undergone SCE;
C, 83 patients with age more than 35 years old who did not undergo SCE. Based
on the retrospective chart review, we determined the role of SCE in the diagnosis
of ASD.
Results: There was no significant difference in Qp/Qs among 3 groups (2.1±0.6,
2.4±0.9, and 2.5±1.0, respectively). In A, all patients were detected by cardiac
murmur. In B, about half of patients (48%) were detected at SCE and the remain-
ing patients were diagnosed at younger age mainly because of cardiac murmur
(87%). In C, only 23% of patients were detected by occupational health exam-
ination and the remaining patients were mainly detected by symptoms. Among
patients detected at SCE in B, three fourths (75%) of patients were identified
by ECG screening due to incomplete RBBB with right axis deviation or incom-
plete RBBB with rR’ pattern and the remaining one fourth patients were mainly
identified by cardiac murmur. Importantly, 60% of these patients who showed de-
tectably ECG abnormality did not have significant cardiac murmur and there was
no significant difference in Qp/Qs between patients with and without significant
cardiac murmur.
Conclusions: SCE combined with universal ECG screening has significant role
to identify asymptomatic patients with ASD in Japan, though cost effectiveness
must be determined.

P3304 | BEDSIDE
Experience with foetal supraventricular arrhythmias

H. Joly1, F. Bessieres1, M. Veyrier1, N. Pangaud1, J. Massardier2, A. Bozio2,
S. Di Filippo1. 1University Hospital of Lyon - Hospital Louis Pradel, Lyon, France;
2University Claude Bernard of Lyon, Hôpital Femme Mère Enfant, Lyon, France

This study was to review experience and outcomes of supraventricular (SV) ar-
rhythmias in fetus Methods: Cases were divided in groups: SVPB= premature SV
beats, NSSVT= non-sustained SV tachycardia, SSVT= sustained SV tachycardia,
and AF= atrial flutter. Complication (heart failure) was defined as foetal hydrops
or isolated effusion (pericardial or pleural or ascitis). Outcome was favourable if
arrhythmia resolved or stabilized until full-term birth, not-favourable if premature
birth or foetal death occurred.
Results: 188 fetuses were included:89 in SVPB (47.3%), 31 in NSSVT (16.5%),
60 in SSVT (31.9%), 8 in AF (4.3%), aged at diagnosis 30.8±4.5weeks (no differ-
ence between groups). Foetus HR at diagnosis was 241±30bpm in SSVT versus
226±26 in AF. Antiarrhytmic therapy was administered in sustained tachycardia
(83% of cases in SSVT and 71% in AF): 28 had 1 medication, 25 had 2 medica-
tions, 2 had 3 medications. Complication occurred in 29 cases, all in groups SSVT
and AF (29 of 68 = 43%): 18 hydrops, 5 ascitis, 4 pericarditis, 1 pleural effusion
and 1 LVdysfunction+MR, and was more frequent in group SSVT (86%: including
hydrops in 30%) than in AF (51%: no hydrops), p=0.08. Fetal HF was associ-
ated with HR at diagnosis: 251±25bpm in hydrops vs 228±31bpm in no-hydrops
(p=0.025). Outcome was favourable in all SVPB and NSSVT, in 45 of SSVT+AF
(79%). Tachycardia resolved in 36 cases, more frequently in SSVT (57%) than in
AF (25%). HR decreased with persistent tachycardia in 9 cases. Premature birth
occurred in 10 cases, foetal death in 2. Outcome was not associated with HR or
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weeks of gestation at diagnosis. Not-favourable outcome was more frequent in
cases with hydrops or isolated effusion (57%) than in uncomplicated cases (10%,
p=0.0002). Resolution was obtained in 45% of hydrops foetus vs 66% of non-
hydrops cases. Digoxine utilization decreased from 79% of cases before 2000
to 33% after 2000, while flecaine increased from 14% to 48.5%. There was no
relationship between therapy or number of medications and outcomes.
Conclusion: Fetal SSVT more frequently resolves but has worse outcome than
AF, especially if HR at diagnosis is high and hydrops occurs. Larger scale
prospective studies are needed to evaluate the efficacy of flecaine compared to
digoxine therapy.

CONGENITAL CARDIAC SURGERY

P3306

ABSTRACT WITHDRAWN

P3307 | BEDSIDE
Outcome after cardiac surgery in adults with congenital- versus
acquired heart disease: right-sided anomalies carry the highest
mortality risk

A.C.M.J. Van Riel1, M.J. Schuuring1, C. Van Gulik2, D.R. Koolbergen3,
M.G. Hazekamp3, W.K. Lagrand4, P. Symersky3, A.H. Zwinderman5,
B.J.M. Mulder1, B.J. Bouma1. 1Academic Medical Center of Amsterdam,
Cardiology, Amsterdam, 2Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, 3Academic
Medical Center of Amsterdam, Cardiothoracic surgery, Amsterdam, 4Academic
Medical Center of Amsterdam, Intensive Care, Amsterdam, 5Academic Medical
Center of Amsterdam, Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Amsterdam,
Netherlands

Background: Postoperative care protocols after cardiac surgery are based on
complication rates in patients with acquired heart disease (AHD), a group with
mainly left-sided heart disease. Applicability of these protocols to patients with
congenital heart disease (CHD) is unknown. In this study we compared compli-
cations in (1) CHD versus AHD and (2) right-sided CHD versus left-sided CHD
and AHD combined.
Methods: In total 1.006 patients were included, of whom 503 consecutive adult
CHD patients (56% male, median age 36 years), operated between January 2001
and January 2011 in a tertiary referral centre. A group of 503 gender-matched
AHD patients (median age 59 years), operated in the same time period, were
also included.
Results: Despite the younger age of CHD patients, the operative mortality rate
in patients with CHD and AHD was similar (1,8% versus 1,2%). Right ventricular

failure (3,6 versus 0,4%), pulmonary hypertension (2,4 versus 0,8%) and acute
kidney injury (4,0 versus 0,8%) occurred more frequently in patients with CHD
than in patients with AHD (p<0.05, for all). Furthermore, comparison of right- with
left-sided CHD and AHD combined, demonstrated a higher operative mortality in
right-sided CHD (3,3% versus 1,1%, p=0.02). Cause of death in right-sided CHD
was mainly progressive ventricular failure, in AHD more often due to cardiac ar-
rest. Furthermore, right ventricular failure, acute kidney injury, low cardiac output
syndrome and atrial fibrillation were most prominent in right-sided CHD (p<0.05,
for all).
Conclusion: Complication rates after cardiac surgery differ between patients with
CHD and AHD, and each group requires specific attention. Particularly adults with
right-sided CHD have a high peri-operative mortality and complication rate due to
progressive ventricular failure, despite a low median age.

P3308 | BEDSIDE
Increasing severity and complexity in adults with congenital heart
disease undergoing heart transplantation: temporal trends –
a collaborative study on 97 patients

S. Cohen1, L. Houyel2, R. Guillemain3, S. Varnous4, L. Iserin1. 1AP-HP -
European Hospital Georges Pompidou, Department of Cardiology, Paris, France;
2Surgery Center Marie-Lannelongue, Le Plessis-Robinson, France; 3AP-HP -
European Hospital Georges Pompidou, Department of Cardiac Surgery, Paris,
France; 4Hospital Pitie-Salpetriere, Department of Cardiac Surgery, Paris,
France

Purpose: Despite substantial advances in cardiopediatric surgery, residual ab-
normalities in cardiac structure and function predispose adults with congenital
heart disease (ACHD) to late-onset heart failure and its complications. There-
fore, heart transplantation (HT) in ACHD is increasingly used. Meanwhile, post-
transplant survival in HT recipients has progressively improved. We investigated
the role of temporal trends on profile and outcomes of ACHD recipients.
Methods: Out of a multi-institutional (3 centers) series of 2257 HT from 1988 to
2012, 100 (4.4%) were performed in 97 ACHD (65 men). They represented 45%
of ACHD heart transplant recipients in France at that time. We evaluated clinical
data, etiology, surgical history, perioperative issues and outcomes. Trends were
compared between 2 eras: era 1 (1988-2005, n=48) and era 2 (2006-2012, n=49).
Results: Mean age at HT was 30±10.5 years (range 16-58). Forty-three patients
(44%) had univentricular (1V) physiology including 16.5% Fontan-type circulation
and 56% had biventricular (2V) physiology including 26% with a systemic right
ventricle. Severity of disease was categorized in terms of initial diagnosis (ac-
cording to classification of 32th ACC Bethesda Conference Task Force 1): 74.2%
had a great complexity cardiopathy while 21.7% had a moderate severity disease
and 4.1% a simple disease. In-hospital mortality was high (34%). Baseline char-
acteristics did not differ significantly between the 2 eras. Era 2 recipients had less
often right heart failure signs before HT (69% vs 39%, p=0.001). Their donors
were older. They were more likely to be hospitalized, supported by inotropes and
assist devices at the time of HT. The rate of 1V patients did not change over
time: 50% in era 1 vs 39% in era 2 (p=0.3). The distribution of severity of dis-
ease changed significantly over time (p=0.048). The proportion of recipients with
CHD of great complexity was higher in era 2 than era 1 (82% vs 67%) and con-
versely for those with moderate severity decreased (31% in era 1 vs 12% in era
2). In fact, transposition of the great arteries became a major provider of HT in
ACHD in the recent era (31% in era 2 vs 8% in era 1, p=0.006), representing
the only primary diagnosis whose proportion increased significantly. Multivariable
factors associated with increased in-hospital mortality did not include transplant
era.
Conclusion: Despite a worse baseline risk profile, and increasing severity and
complexity of ACHD recipients in recent years, mortality after HT has not in-
creased. Further studies are warranted to identify whether earlier HT may improve
survival in such patients.
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Aortic prosthesis-patient mismatch and exercise capacity in adult
patients with congenital heart disease

Y.J. Van Slooten1, J.P. Van Melle1, H.G. Freling1, B.J. Bouma2, A.P.J. Van
Dijk3, M.R.M. Jongbloed4, M.C. Post5, T. Ebels1, A.A. Voors1, P.G. Pieper1.
1University Medical Center Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands; 2Academic
Medical Center of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 3University Hospital
Nijmegen, Nijmegen, Netherlands; 4Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden,
Netherlands; 5St Antonius Hospital, Nieuwegein, Netherlands

Purpose: To report the prevalence of aortic valve prosthesis-patient mismatch
(PPM) in an adult population with congenital heart disease (CHD) and its impact
on exercise capacity. After an aortic valve replacement (AVR) patients require
life-long follow-up as they may encounter late prosthesis-related complications
such as PPM. In Grown-Ups with CHD (GUCH-patients), the prevalence of aortic
PPM is presently unknown, but expected to be high due to somatic growth. PPM
has been associated with decreased exercise capacity in elderly patients but the
impact on a younger, more active GUCH-population has not been investigated.
Methods: For this multicenter, cross-sectional cohort study we identified GUCH-
patients with an aortic valve prosthesis from a national registry. Moderate PPM
is defined as an indexed effective orifice area ≤0.85 cm2/m2, severe PPM as an
indexed effective orifice area ≤0.65 cm2/m2, and exercise capacity is reported as
percentage of predicted exercise capacity.
Results: Of the 207 patients, 68% was male, 71% had a mechanical prosthe-
sis, and median age at inclusion was 45 years (interquartile range 35-53). The
prevalence of moderate PPM was 19%, the prevalence of severe PPM was 23%,
totalling an overall prevalence of 42%. PPM was more prevalent in patients with a
mechanical prosthesis (p<0.001). The percentage of predicted exercise capacity
was lower in patients with PPM (85% vs. 91%; p=0.031). Using a multivariable
regression model, PPM remained significantly associated with exercise capacity
(β = -11.05, p=0.039), even when corrected for significant univariable parameters
(R2 =0.283, F =5.535, p<0.001).
Conclusions: In this study we report a high prevalence (42%) of PPM in GUCH-
patients with an aortic valve prosthesis. Multivariable regression showed PPM to
be independently associated with diminished exercise capacity.

P3311 | BEDSIDE
Graft dysfunction and failure during long-term follow-up after
pulmonary valve replacement in tetralogy of Fallot

J.P. Bokma1, M.M. Winter1, T. Oosterhof2, H.W. Vliegen3, A.P. Van Dijk4,
M.G. Hazekamp3, D.R. Koolbergen3, B.J.M. Mulder1, B.J. Bouma1. 1Academic
Medical Center of Amsterdam, Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 2Gelderse
Vallei Hospital, Ede, Netherlands; 3Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden,
Netherlands; 4University Hospital Nijmegen, Nijmegen, Netherlands

Purpose: In patients with Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF), pulmonary regurgitation (PR)
can be corrected by surgical pulmonary valve replacement (PVR). However, un-
certainty about long-term durability of the graft remains. The aim of this study was
to asses long-term graft function and factors associated with graft dysfunction and
failure.
Methods: In this retrospective, multicenter study 157 TOF patients (62% male,
mean age at PVR 30.8±11.0 years, follow-up after PVR was 8.8±4.7 years) who
had undergone PVR between 1986 and 2013 were included. Graft function was
analyzed on serial echocardiographic examinations. Graft dysfunction was de-
fined as: at least moderate PR or pulmonary stenosis (PS: pressure gradient over
pulmonary valve >36mmHg), endocarditis or death. Graft failure was defined as:
redo-PVR, balloon dilation of graft or death.
Results: During follow-up 45 (29%) patients developed graft dysfunction (11 PR,
25 PS, 4 endocarditis, 5 death). Graft failure occurred in 22 (14%) patients (15
redo-PVR, 2 balloon dilation, 5 death). Multivariate analysis revealed: immedi-
ate post-operative mild PS (>20mmHg) (HR: 4.80, 95% C.I. 2.48-9.26, p<0.001),
immediate post-operative mild PR (HR: 2.91, 95% C.I. 1.42-5.98, p=0.004) and

Figure 1. Graft dysfunction and failure after PVR

age under 18 (HR: 2.62, 95% C.I. 1.25-5.47, p=0.011) as independent risk fac-
tors for graft dysfunction. In patients without any risk factors, 79% remained free
from graft dysfunction after 15 years. Post-operative PS >30mmHg was the only
independent predictor for graft failure (HR: 3.74, 95% C.I. 1.50-9.33, p=0.005).
Conclusions: In TOF patients, graft dysfunction and failure occurred in respec-
tively 37% and 17% within 15 years after PVR. Younger age, as well as degree of
immediate post-operative PR and PS are prognostic for early graft dysfunction.

P3312 | BEDSIDE
Long-term mitral valve prosthesis-related complications in congenital
heart disease

Y.J. Van Slooten1, J.P. Van Melle1, H.G. Freling1, B.J. Bouma2, A.P.J. Van
Dijk3, M.R.M. Jongbloed4, M.C. Post5, T. Ebels1, A.A. Voors1, P.G. Pieper1.
1University Medical Center Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands; 2Academic
Medical Center of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 3University Hospital
Nijmegen, Nijmegen, Netherlands; 4Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden,
Netherlands; 5St Antonius Hospital, Nieuwegein, Netherlands

Purpose: Long-term follow-up data on mitral valve replacement (MVR) in pa-
tients with congenital heart defects (CHD) are scarce. As more CHD patients
now survive into adulthood there is a need to identify early predictors for long-
term valve-related events. We therefore aim to report the long-term mitral valve
prosthesis-related complications and its independent predictors.
Methods: For this multicenter, retrospective cohort study we identified 91 GUCH-
patients (Grown-Ups with CHD) with a mechanical (n=84) or biological (n=7)
systemic atrioventricular prosthesis from a national registry. Outcome measures
comprised valve-related complications, early and late mortality, as well as post-
operative complications. Cox regression was used to identify predictors for long-
term valve-related complications.
Results: At the first MVR median age was 29.4 years (interquartile range 12.9-
44.1). During a median follow-up of 12.4 years (interquartile range 5.7- 22.5), 43
patients (47%) encountered valve-related complications that necessitated a redo
MVR in 27 patients (30%). Prosthetic sizes ranged from 19mm to 33mm, with
smaller prostheses more often in patients with left-sided obstructive heart lesions
((sub)-valvular aortic valve stenosis, mitral valve stenosis or aortic coarctation).
After adjustment for age and sex, the presence of left-sided obstructive heart
lesions was independently associated with valve-related complications (HR 2.71,
95% CI 1.37 to 5.37, p=0.004) even when corrected for significant univariable pre-
dictors (HR 2.30, 95% CI 1.04 to 5.06, p=0.039). Event-free survival is depicted
in Fig. 1.

Figure 1

Conclusions: CHD patients with obstructive left-sided heart lesions receive
smaller mitral valve prostheses and are at a higher risk of long-term valve-related
complications following MVR.
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Additional support to the pulmonary autograft versus the conventional
ross procedure: promissing results on neosinus dilatation to mid-term
follow-up

A. Coisne1, F. Juthier2, M. Richardson1, A. Duva Pentiah1, A. Ben Abda1,
A.S. Polge1, A. Vincentelli2, D. Montaigne1, A. Prat2. 1Cardiology Hospital of
Lille, Service d’Explorations Fonctionnelles Cardio-Vasculaires, Lille, 2Cardiology
Hospital of Lille, Dept. of Cardio-Vascular Surgery, Lille, France

Background: Ross procedure is widely performed for surgical aortic valve re-
pair in growing patients and young adults. However, concerns have raised on
this technique because of progressive dilatation of the neosinuses requiring au-
tograft reoperation. Autograft inclusion in a polyester tube prosthesis has been
proposed. Yet the short and midterm outcomes of this modified Ross procedure
remain largely unknown.
Methods and results: From March 2003 to October 2012, 78 patients under-
went a modified Ross procedure with pulmonary autograft reinforcement with a
Valsalva Gelweave Dacron® tube.
The midterm follow-up of these patients was compared with a standard Ross
population matched for gender, age and aortic valve anatomy. The mean patient
age was 30±10 years (range 13 – 51). During the follow-up (2.8±2.4 years) there
was no difference between the modified and the standard Ross procedure if we
compared deaths (0% vs 2.6%, p=0.17), infectious endocarditis (1.4% vs 1.3%,
p=0.95) or reoperations (7% vs 2.6%, p=0.19).
No clinical relevant dilatation of the aortic annulus was observed in both
techniques. Conversely, during the mid-term follow-up, a significant and rele-
vant dilatation of the neosinuses was observed in the standard (36.7±4.9mm
vs 33.8±4.2mm, p<0,001) but not in the modified procedure (34±4.2mm vs
31.7±6.3, p=NS).

Evolution of neosinus size

Conclusions: Our results show that the modified Ross operation is safe, has
good midterm results with no sign of aortic root dilatation as opposed to the stan-
dard procedure. Additional long-term data are needed to confirm the efficiency of
this strategy to avoid long-term autograft failure.

P3314 | BEDSIDE
Population-based study of long-term outcome of mustard/senning
correction for transposition of the great arteries (TGA)

N. Vejlstrup1, K. Sorensen2, E. Mattsson3, L. Sondergaard1, B. Johansson4,
U. Thilen5, P. Kvidal6, M. Dellborg7, P. Eriksson7. 1Rigshospitalet - Copenhagen
University Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark; 2Aarhus University, Department of
Cardiology, Skejby, Aarhus, Denmark; 3University of Stockholm, Department
of Cardiology, Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden; 4Umea
University Hospital, Department of Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Umea,
Sweden; 5Lund University, Department of Cardiology, Skåne University Hospital,
Lund, Sweden; 6Uppsala University Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Uppsala, Sweden; 7Sahlgrenska Academy, University of Gothenburg, GUCH
Center, Department of Molecular and Clinical Medicine, Institute of Medicine,
Gothenburg, Sweden

Background: All transpostion of the great arteries (TGA) operated with the atrial
switch operation (Mustard-/Senning operation) was studied. Atrial correction in-
volves extensive surgery in the atria and leaves the right ventricle as the systemic

Figure 1. Survival after 1 year.

ventricle. Today patients are well into adulthood making evaluation of longterm
outcome possible.
Methods: All TGA patients operated with atrial correction were identified (n=468).
Using the Scandinavian personal-number systems the outcome was recorded in
late 2007 and early 2008.
Results: Perioperative mortality was 20-25%, and increased significantly by the
presence of a VSD, LVOTO or if the patients were operated early compared to late
in the era. But interestingly, the predictors of perioperative mortality did not predict
long term mortality. The survival plots for all the groups that survived the first year
shows the same constant fall until the third decade, where ¼ of the patients have
died or had HTX (figure1). In the fourth decade mortality increases.
Conclusion: Long term survival of TGA-patients with atrial correction is not pre-
dicted by the type of surgery performed. Patients surviving the first year will have
75% chance of reaching the third decade, and then mortality/HTX increases.

P3315 | BENCH
Partial pulmonary circulatory assist from inferior vena cava to
pulmonary artery improves haemodynamics in the failed Fontan
circulation due to high pulmonary vascular resistance

S. Shimizu, T. Kawada, T. Shishido, A. Kamiya, M. Sugimachi. National Cerebral
and Cardiovascular Center, Osaka, Japan

Purpose: In the Fontan circulation, an increase in pulmonary vascular resistance
(PVR) may decrease venous return to the single ventricle and result in the low car-
diac output syndrome. Although mechanical pulmonary circulatory assist (PCA)
can restore the haemodynamics, total PCA after total cavopulmonary connection
(TCPC) may require taking down the cavopulmonary anastomosis between su-
perior vena cava (SVC) and pulmonary artery (PA). Therefore, partial PCA from
the inferior vena cava (IVC) to PA may be suitable. To clarify the haemodynamic
effects of partial PCA, we performed a theoretical analysis using a computational
model.
Methods: A computational model of the Fontan circulation using TCPC was de-
veloped with time-varying elastance chamber model and the modified 3-element
Windkessel vascular model. PCA device was described as a non-linear function
of rotational frequency and pressure gradient between IVC and PA. We varied
PVR from 1 to 5 times of normal value while mean systemic arterial pressure was
maintained by increasing stressed blood volume without PCA (volume overload
model) or by adjusting rotational frequency of PCA (partial and total PCAmodels).
Results: Despite the increase in PVR, partial PCA as well as total PCA was
able to maintain cardiac index at the baseline value. However, volume overload
model significantly reduced cardiac index with the increase in PVR. Partial PCA
significantly decreased IVC pressure but increased SVC pressure compared to
the total PCA.

Figure 1

Conclusions: Partial PCA from IVC to PA improved cardiac index in the failed
Fontan circulation with high PVR. Partial PCA from IVC to PA may become an
alternative to the total PCA.

CATHETER INTERVENTIONS IN CONGENITAL
CARDIOLOGY

P3317 | BEDSIDE
Percutaneous closure of muscular and perimembranous ventricular
septal defects with the amplatz device: a ten years comparative study

M.L. Pena Pena, D. Mesa Rubio, M. Ruiz Ortiz, M. Puentes Chiachio,
M. Santisteban, F. Mazuelos, J. Segura, M. Romero, M. Pan, J. Suarez De Lezo
Cruz-Conde. University Hospital Reina Sofia, Cordoba, Spain

Purpose: Our objective is to describe our experience with the percutaneous clo-
sure of muscular and perimembranous ventricular septal defects (VSD).
Methods: From February 2004 to January 2014, all consecutive patients with
VSD attempted for percutaneous closure were included. Baseline characteristics,
procedural details, outcomes and follow-up data were analysed.
Results: Sixty-eight patients were included. The mean age was 15±16 years;
45 children and 23 adults. The defect was muscular in 11 patients and perimem-
branous in 57 (29 associated septal aneurysm and 2 Gerbode-type defect). Six
patients in the perimembranous group (2 Fallot, 1 atrial septal defect (ASD), 1
patent ductus arteriosus (PDA), 1 pulmonary valve stenosis (PS), 1 mitral pros-
thesis) and 1 in the muscular (Fallot) had previous surgery. Four patients in the
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Baseline characteristics

Type of defect Age p Male p Symptoms p Associated procedures p
(years) (%) (%) (n)

Muscular 8±11 0,07 64 0,72 64 0,001 3 0,82Perimembranous 17±16 58 18 13

perimembranous group (3 PS, 1 PDA) and 1 in the muscular (PS) had been
treated percutaneously. Three patients in the perimembranous group (2 ASD, 1
patent foramen ovale) and 1 in the muscular (ASD) had combined percutaneous
treatment in the same procedure. Successful implantation was achieved in 11
muscular and 48 perimembranous defects (p=0,16). In the remaining patients, the
device was removed without complications. Immediate complete closure by an-
giography was observed in 5 muscular and 31 perimembranous defects (p=0,24).
No major complications were observed. Pulmonary arterial pressure decreased
from 36±19 to 32±13 (p=0,04) and Qp/Qs approached 1. During follow-up, 3
perimembranous and 1 muscular VSD patients needed a pacemaker (atrioven-
tricular block/bradycardia). There were two non-cardiac deaths in the perimem-
branous group (4 days and 1 year after, due to sepsis and neoplasia). After a
mean follow-up period of 5±3 years, all patients remained free of symptoms. One
muscular and 3 perimembranous VSD patients presented mild residual shunt by
Doppler in follow-up (p=0,74), with complete closure in the remaining patients.
Conclusions: In our experience, although patients with muscular defects were
more frequently symptomatic than those with perimembranous defects, percuta-
neous closure was a safe and effective therapy in both groups.

P3318 | BEDSIDE
Long term outcomes after transcatheter, or surgical closure in 13,522
patients with secundum adult atrial septal defect: national
populational based cohort study

Y.C. Hsiao1, C.C. Cheng1, T.H. Chen2 on behalf of Chang Gung University
College of Medicine. 1Chang Gung University College of Medicine, Tao-Yuan,
Taiwan; 2Taoyuan Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Cardiology, Tao-yuan,
Taiwan

Background: The comparison between long-term outcomes of transcatheter and
surgical adult atrial septal defect closure is required.
Methods: From 1997 to 2011, we retrieved medical information of patients more
than 18 year-old with secundum septal defect from National Health Insurance
Research Database in Taiwan. We monitored the outcomes after transcatheter
or surgical correction. We include high grade atrioventricular block, heart failure,
atrial fibrillation, atrial flutter, supraventricular tachycardia, ischemic stroke, pul-
monary hypertension and mortality as outcomes.
Results: The study enrolled 13,522 patients with adult atrial secundum defect
from 1997 to 2010. 31% of patients were male. Mean follow up period is 3.8 years.
Surgical closure of adult secundum atrial septal defect resulted in more high
grade atrioventricular block, systemic thromboembolism, heart failure, atrial fib-
rillation, pacemaker implantation and pulmonary hypertension than transcatheter
closure and odd ratio were 2.51, 1.9, 2.65, 2.07, 3.50 and 1.76, respectively.
Transcatheter closure caused more supraventricular tachycardia. No difference
existed between transcather and surgical closure in atrial flutter, and ischemic
stroke. However, all-cause mortality was higher in surgical closure group.

Outcomes of treatment status

Outcome Surgery vs. Amplatzer
OR (95% CI) P

Atrioventricular block 2.51 (1.43–4.41) 0.001
Permanent pacemaker 3.50 (2.03–6.02) <0.001
Mitral valve disorder 2.25 (1.91–2.66) <0.001
Systemic thromboembolism 1.90 (1.28–2.83) 0.001
Heart failure 2.65 (2.30–3.05) <0.001
Arrhythmia 1.42 (1.19–1.68) <0.001
Ischemic stroke 1.20 (0.86–1.69) 0.288
Pulmonary hypertension 1.76 (1.51–2.05) <0.001
All-cause mortality 5.62 (4.17–7.57) <0.001

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; P, p value.

Conclusions: Patients with transcather closure of adult atrial septal defect had
better survival than surgical closure in Taiwan cohort study. However, both of
treatments did have their own merits in different outcomes.

P3319 | BEDSIDE
Results of stent repair in patients with coarctation of aorta of complex
management. A twenty-year study

J. Suarez De Lezo1, M. Romero1, M. Pan1, M. Santisteban1, J. Segura1,
F. Mazuelos1, D.J. Pavlovic1, S. Ojeda1, J. Suarez De Lezo Jr1, A. Medina2.
1Reina Sofia University Hospital, Cordoba, Spain; 2Doctor Negrin University
Hospital, Las Palmas, Spain

Stent repair of coarctation of aorta is an alternative to surgical correction. How-
ever, several anatomic or evolving characteristics of the coarctation through life
may create challenging conditions for both, surgical or percutaneous treatment.
We retrospectively analyzed our 20-year experience in the percutaneous treat-
ment of complex coarctation of aorta. From November 1993 to July 2013 we have

percutaneously treated 59 patients considered to have a complex coarctation of
aorta. 23 of them (39%) had one or more previous interventions on the coarc-
tation. Time from first treatment was 9±9 years. 36 patients (61%), mean age
26±17 years, presented with a native coarctation of complex treatment. Adverse
conditions for treatment were: 1) Complete interruption of the arch (n=10), 2)
Associated aneurysm (n=17), 3) Complex stenosis (n=30) and 4) The need for
re-expansion and/or re-stenting (n=21). 17 patients (29%) belonged to more than
one group. In patients with interruption of the aortic arch, 9 were type A and 1
was type B, following the classification of Celoria and Patton. The mean length of
the interrupted aorta was 9±11 mm. In patients with associated aneurysm, the
aneurysm was native in 7 patients, post surgery in 3 and post percutaneous inter-
vention in 7. The aneurysm shape was fusiform in 8 and saccular in 9. Complex
stenosis was defined as: a) a long diffuse stenosis (>45 mm) (n=12), b) a very
tortuous coarctation, (n=3), c) a stenosis involving a main branch (n=13), or d)
a coarctation of unusual location (n=8). Patients previously stented at early age
(mean 3±3 years) needed re-expansion and/or re-stenting. Re-expansion was
performed at a mean of 13±4 years after first treatment. Stent treatment and suc-
cessful revascularization was always achieved. One patient died suddenly 3 hours
after treatment (1.7%). The remaining 58 patients did well and were followed-up
for a mean period of 10±6 years. Associated late surgery of the aortic valve was
needed in 4 patients. Late adverse events (death, myocardial infarction or the
need for new coarctation treatment) occurred in 3 patients (5%). The remaining
55 patients are symptoms free, with normal baseline blood pressure. The last
Doppler gradient across coarctation was 4±5 mmHg. Image techniques showed
good patency of the aorta without associated aneurysm or restenosis. The actu-
arial survival free probability of all patients was 91% at 18 years after treatment.
Conclusions: Stent repair of complex coarctation of aorta is feasible and safe,
despite the presence of adverse conditions for treatment. Initial results are main-
tained at late follow-up.

P3320 | BEDSIDE
The benefit of atrial septal defect closure in the elderly patients

M. Komar, T. Przewlocki, M. Olszowska, B. Sobien, P. Wilkolek, L. Tomkiewicz-
Pajak, P. Podolec. Jagiellonian University Medical College - John Paul II Hospital
- Department of Cardiac & Vasculare, Krakow, Poland

Objective: Closure of the atrial septal defect in the elderly patients is controver-
sial. The aim of the study was to evaluate the outcomes of transcatheter closure
of secundum atrial septal defect (ASD) in elderly patients.
Methods: From a total of 488 pts with ASD who underwent transcatheter clo-
sure 75 pts over 60 years (45 F, 30 M) with a mean age of 65.3±15.7 (60-75)
were analyzed. All patients had an isolated secundum ASD with a mean Qp:Qs:
2.84±1.9 (1.5-3.9). A symptom-limited treadmill exercise tests with respiratory
gas exchange analysis and transthoracic color Doppler echocardiographic study
as well as Quality of life (QoL) measured using the SF36 questionnaire (SF36q)
were repeated in all pts before procedure and after 12 months of follow-up.
Results: The ASO device was successfully implanted in all pts (procedure time
37.7±4.5 (13-59) minutes, fluoroscopy time 11.2±9.9 (6-40) minutes). There
were no major complications. The defect echo diameter was 17.7±15.8 (12 -
30) mm. The mean balloon stretched diameter of ASD was 22.4±7.9 (14 - 34)
mm. The diameter of the implanted devices ranged 16 - 34 mm. After 12 months
of ASD closure, all the pts showed a significant improvement of exercise capac-
ity parameters. Seven QoL parameters (except mental health) improved at 12
months follow up compared to their baseline data. The mean SF36q scale in-
creased significantly in 66 (88%) pts of mean 46.2±19,1 (5-69). The right ventric-
ular dimension decreased in 67 pts (89.3%) (Table 1).

Table 1

Before ASD closure 12 months after ASD closure p value

Time of exercise (min) 9.1±4.1 13.9±5.1 <0.001
VO2peak (ml/kg/min) 8.2±3.3 13.5±5 <0.001
SF36q scale 0–100 20.8±31 61.4±39 < 0.0001
The right atrial area cm2 24,8±1,3 17.2±1,2 <0.0001
The right ventricular area cm2 19,5±1,37 12±1,3 <0.0001

Conclusions: Closure of ASD in elderly patients caused a significant clinical and
hemodynamic improvement after percutaneous treatment, which is maintained to
long-term follow-up what justified this procedure in old age.

P3321 | BEDSIDE
Transcatheter closure of very large atrial septal defects: feasibility and
safety in a large adult and pediatric population

A.-E. Baruteau, V. Lambert, L. Houyel, D. Piot, A. Capderou, C.Y. Angel, E. Belli,
J. Petit. Surgical Centre Marie Lannelongue, Pediatric Cardiac Surgery, Le
Plessis Robinson, France

Purpose: Data are needed on safety and efficacy of device closure of large atrial
septal defects (ASDs).
Methods: Between 1998 and 2013, 336 patients (161 children <15 years) with
very large, isolated, secundum ASDs (balloon-stretched diameter ≥34 mm in
adults or echocardiographic diameter >15 mm/m2 in children) were managed us-
ing the Amplatzer device in a Hospital. Transthoracic echocardiographic guidance
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was used starting in 2005 (n=219, 65.2%). Balloon-stretched diameter was >40
mm in 36 adults; mean values were 37.6±3.3 mm in other adults and 26.3±6.3
mm/m2 in children.
Results: Amplatzer closure was successful in 311 (92.6%, 95CI: 0.89-0.95) pa-
tients. Superior and posterior rim deficiencies were more common in failed than
successful procedures (superior, 24.0% versus 4.8%, P<0.001; posterior, 32.0%
versus 4.2%, P<0.001). Device migration occurred in 4 adults; in the 21 remain-
ing failures, the device was unreleased and withdrawn. After a mean follow-up of
6.7±3.2 years, all patients were alive with no history of late complications.
Conclusions: Closure of very large ASDs using the Amplatzer device is safe
and effective in both adults and children. Superior and posterior rim deficiencies
are associated with procedural failure. Closure can be performed under transtho-
racic echocardiographic guidance. Long-term follow-up showed no deaths or ma-
jor complications.

P3322 | BEDSIDE
Comparative study of transcatheter closure, open-heart surgical repair
and hybrid procedure for treatments of ventricular septal defect in
children

B. Han, F.F. Dai, J.J. Zhang, L.J. Zhao, Y.C. Yi, C.W. Zou, H.X. Li, J. Wang,
D.D. Jiang, J.L. Lv. Provincial Hospital affiliated to Shandong University, Jinan,
China, People’s Republic of

Objective: To compare retrospectively the indications, success rate and compli-
cations of transcatheter closure, open-heart surgical repair and hybrid procedure
for treatment of ventricular septal defect in children.
Methods: From January 2010 to December 2012, a total of 267 patients (158
male, 109 female; aged 2 month to 18 years,mean age, 3.9±3.5 years) were
divided into interventional group (n=55), the surgical group (n=105) and the hybrid
group (n=107).
Results: The success rate was 98% in the interventional group, 99% in the sur-
gical group and 96% in the hybrid group, respectively. Totally there was just one
patient died in the surgical group. Patients in the interventional group received
intravenous anesthesia, while the patients in the other two groups required gen-
eral anaesthesia with tracheal intubation and ventilator-assisted breathing. Only
the patients in the surgical group required cardiopulmonary bypass support. The
length of stay in the intensive care unit or postoperative hospital stay in the surgi-
cal group were longer than in the other two groups. Patients in the interventional
group underwent the procedure through 0.3 cm incision in their groin. The surgical
group and the hybrid group were done through 5 to 10 cm incision on the sternum
with remained skin scar. The mean diameters of VSD in the surgical group were
larger than the other two groups (p both<0.05). There were no significant differ-
ence in the mean diameters of VSD occluder between the interventional group
and hybrid group (p>0.05). The transfusion rate and volume of blood transfusion
in the surgical group were larger than that in the hybrid group (p<0.05). The com-
plications in the surgical group was much severe than the other two groups (p
both <0.05). The operation time of surgical group was longer than the other two
groups (p both <0.05).
Conclusions: The transcatheter closure, open-heart surgical repair and hybrid
procedure were all effective treatment for VSD in children. The transcatheter clo-
sure and hybrid procedure were suitable for the perimembranous and muscular
VSD, while Open-heart surgical repair were suitable for all types of VSD. The
hybrid procedure has no X-ray radiation but it has scar on the skin and heart.

P3323 | BEDSIDE
Pregnancy in women after transcatheter closure of atrial septal defect

M. Komar, T. Przewlocki, M. Olszowska, B. Sobien, A. Lesniak-Sobelga,
L. Tomkiewicz-Pajak, P. Podolec. Jagiellonian University Medical College - John
Paul II Hospital - Department of Cardiac & Vasculare, Krakow, Poland

Purpose: Percutaneous closure of ASD is increasingly performed during the last
decade. Many women undergoing this procedure are in childbearing age but the
information on the outcome of pregnancy in women with ASD after transcatheter
closure is limited. Our aim was to investigate the magnitude and determinants of
cardiac and obstetric complications during pregnancy in women with ASD after
transcatheter closure.
Methods: Consecutive 85 women with a mean age of 28.2±13.1 (19-44) with
ASD after transcatheter closure with the Amplatz Septal Occluder, were analyzed.
A total of 85 women gave birth to 85 full-term healthy babies. In total there were
90 pregnancies, including 5 miscarriages (5.9%).
Detailed recordings of each completed pregnancy (n=85, 28.9±15.1 (1-362)
months after transcatheter closure) were obtained. Cardiac events were defined
as heart failure, stroke, TIA, arrhythmias, endocarditis; obstetric events as PIH,
preeclampsia, eclampsia, HELLP syndrome, premature labor, postpartum hem-
orrhage; neonatal events as premature delivery, small-for-gestational age, fetal
mortality, neonatal mortality.
Results: Cardiac events were observed during 10.6% (n=9) of the completed
pregnancies and included: supraventricular arrhythmias (n=9.4%) and right heart
failure - shin oedema (n=1.2%). None of these complications required hospital-
ization.
Severe obstetric complications during completed pregnancies were not ob-
served except minor ones: moderate hypertension (n=11.8%), prolonged bleed-

Table 1

Cardiac events Obstetric events
(n=9, 10.6%) (n=18, 21.2%)

Presence of pulmonary hypertension 1.55 (0.31–4.01) 1.34 (0.51–3.31)
History of arrhythmia 3.51 (0.19–5.13) 2.33 (0.52–3.93)
Maternal age >35 years 5.11 (1.41–19.3)* 2.42 (1.2–3.0)*
Presence of RV dilatation 1.33 (0.91–2.13) 1.12 (0.62–3.20)

Data are presented as odds ratios (95%CI). *P<0.05.

ing (n=5.9%), premature rupture of membranes (n=3.5%). Women >35 years
appear to be at greater risk for both cardiac and obstetric complications (Table 1).
Conclusions: Most ASD women tolerate pregnancy well after transcatheter clo-
sure with the Amplatz Septal Occluder with the risk of complications comparable
to that in general population of healthy women. Maternal complications were seen
more often in women >35 years.

P3324 | BENCH
Effect of percutaneous closure of atrial septal defect on mean platelet
volume

M.G. Kaya, G. Elcik, Y.Y. Lam. Erciyes University School of Medicine, Department
of Cardiology, Kayseri, Turkey

Introduction: In this study, we aimed to evaluate the association of mean platelet
volume (MPV) levels that a sign of platelet activation with ASD and the effects of
treatment of ASD with transcathater closure approach on MPV.
Materials and methods: 76 patients with secundum-type ASD who under-
going transcathater ASD closure and age-sex matched 40 healthy volunteers
were prospectively enrolled. Transthoracic and transesophageal echocardiogra-
phy were performed for each patients. MPV, pulmonary artery pressure (invasive
and echo-derived), and right ventricle diameters were measured before and after
ASD closure.
Results: MPV levels were significantly higher in ASD population than in healthy
volunteers (10.1±1.3 fl to 8.6±0.9 fl, p<0.001). There was a significant correlation
between MPV levels and systolic PAP values (r=0.657; p<0.001). Systolic PAP
and RV diameter (45.9±11.9 mmHg to 30.2±7.6 mmHg, p<0.001 4.4±1.3 cm vs.
8.6±0.9 cm, p<0.001) were significantly decreased six months after treatment in
patients with ASD. MPV levels were also significantly decreased after six months
(10.1±1.3 fl vs. 8.6±0.7 fl, p<0.001). When we compared the post treatment MPV
levels and systolic PAP values with the healthy volunteers’, MPV levels and sPAP
were similar between post treatment group and healthy volunteers’ (8.6±0.7 vs.
8.6±0.9 fl, p=0.941 and 28.9±3.7 vs. 30.2±7.6, p=0.057).

Figure 1

Conclusion: MPV levels that a sign of platelet activation are significantly higher
in ASD group than in healthy volunteers. In patients with ASD, MPV levels de-
creased after treatment of ASD with transcathater closure and it’s similarly after
six mount treatment and healthy volunteers.

P3325 | BEDSIDE
Single-center long-term clinical follow-up of percutaneous
transcatheter closure of atrial septal defects

A.R. Rudzitis1, A. Knipse1, M.Z. Zabunova1, I.C. Cgojeva1, G.K. Kamzola1,
A.D. Bombrovskis1, E.P. Poikane1, D.K. Kalnina2, A.E. Erglis1. 1Paul Stradins
Clinical University Hospital, Cardiology, Riga, 2University of Latvia, Riga, Latvia

Background: Atrial septal defect (ASD) is one of the most common congenital
heart diseases detected in adults.Data conducted in registries are very important
to reflect real life outcomes and late complications in patients undergoing per-
cutaneous transcatheter closure of ASDs since those results can be missed in
clinical trials.
Methods: From June 2002 to May 2012 a total of 200 consecutive patients with
type 2 ASD underwent percutaneous closure in our hospital.All patients were
included in local ASD closure registry.Follow-up was performed to assess the
long-term clinical outcome.
Results: Mean patient age at procedure was 48.3±17.2 years (range 18 to 79),
three patients (1.5%) had 3 or more defects and 22 patients (10.0%) had 2 de-
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fects. Mean right ventricular systolic pressure was 39.8±12.1 mmHg (range 20
to 90), mean stretched diameter was 17.9±6.0 mm (range 8 to 34), mean diam-
eter in transoesophageal echocardiography was 14.5±5.7 mm (range 4 to 32).
Before procedure either right atrial or ventricular dilation was present in 79.6%
of patients, 84.3% of patients had clinical symptoms. Device implantation was
successful in 99.0% (n=200) of patients with the first attempt and in 100% with
second attempt. One unsuccessful case was with significant residual shunt and
in other there was device embolization. No other procedural complications were
documented. Amplatzer Septal occluder (St.Jude Medical) was used in 87.5%
(n=175) and Helex Septal occluder (W.L. Gore & Associates,Inc.) in 12.5% (n=25)
of patients. Clinical follow-up was performed in 72,0% (n=144) of patients with
mean period of 56.6±27.0 months (range 10 to 117) or 4.2±2.2 years (range 1
to 9). One year mortality was 0.5% (n=2). Five year follow-up reached 59 patients
with the mortality rates of 8.4% (n=5). There was statistically significant higher
prevalence of atrial fibrillation at the follow-up (22.6% vs 18.2%, p<0.001).There
was no difference in prevalence of any subjective complaints as dyspnea, chest
pain, palpitations or headache. There was one (0.7%) late device embolization
with Amplatzer and one (0,7%) device dislocation with Helex occluder. No ero-
sions were documented.
Conclusion: Percutaneous transcatheter closure of secundum type ASDs is ef-
fective and safe in long-term with high procedural success rates.

ATRIAL FIBRILLATION ABLATION I

P3327 | BENCH
Pulmonary vein isolation using a circumferential laser ablation in a
swine model

A. Schurmann1, D. Schulz2, M. Valderrabano2. 1Baylor College of Medicine,
Houston, United States of America; 2The Methodist Hospital, Debakey Heart
and Vascular center, Houston, United States of America

Introduction: Pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) is the cornerstone of catheter ab-
lation (CA) of atrial fibrillation (AF) but remains technically challenging, time-
consuming and PV reconnections limit its success. Technologies to achieve rapid
and reliable PVI are needed to improve CA outcomes.
Methods: We tested a circular (22-28 mm diameter) catheter equipped with
a forward-facing, laser-emitting circumferential fiber-optic (Vimecon, Germany.
Fig1a). The left atrium was accessed trans-septally and the catheter was posi-
tioned in the right superior (RS) PV ostium in 10 swine (Fig1b). Circumferential
laser at 980 nm was delivered at 45 W for 120 s onto the entire PV ostium at once
for 2 applications. PVI and lesion location were verified with electro-anatomical
mapping (NavX, St Jude). PVI persistence was verified by repeat mapping at
2, 4,6, 8 and 12 weeks (n=2 each). Spleen, Livers, brain (MRI in 1), and kid-
neys were examined for embolization. Pulmonary veins lesions were examined
by pathologist
Results: Electrical isolation of the pulmonary veins was confirmed (Fig1c) in
all 10 swine. Histology at ablation sites showed evidence of transmural lesions.
There was no evidence of embolic phenomena. All 10 hearts, 10 Kidneys, 8 liv-
ers, and 8 spleens were examined macro- and microscopically without evidence
of embolization. Brain MRIs were normal.

Conclusions: Circumferential laser ablation can achieve rapid and durable PVI,
with lesio transmurality and without evidence of systemic embolization. Further
developments are warranted to translate this technology to humans

P3328 | BEDSIDE
Anti-coagulation cessation post atrial fibrillation ablation: impact of
implantable loop recorder on decision-making

M. Bassiouny, A. Mohsen, S. Khalaf, T. Dresing, K. Tarakji, M. Kanj, P. Tchou,
B. Lindsay, O. Wazni, W. Saliba. Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cardiovascular
Medicine, Cleveland, United States of America

Introduction: Atrial fibrillation (AF) significantly increases the risk of thromboem-
bolic complications. Catheter ablation may offer a cure for AF, however, the deci-
sion to discontinue anticoagulation can be challenging. Our aim is to assess the
impact of the use of an implantable loop recorder (ILR) on rate of anticoagulation
discontinuation post AF ablation.
Methods: Between July 2010 and Nov 2012, we randomized 60 patients present-
ing for AF ablation who were at risk for thromboembolic complications due to one
or more of the following: heart failure, hypertension, age>75, DM, prior stroke,
TIA, left atrial appendage clot, known severe scar noted on prior EPS study, or
poor LA function on echo. All patients received an ILR following AF ablation. Pa-

tients were prospectively randomized into two groups: a blinded group whose
procedural outcome and long-term anticoagulation were determined according to
the standard of care trans-telephonic/holter monitoring, and an un-blinded group
that was managed according to the ILR transmissions. The impact of ILR on rate
of anticoagulation discontinuation was assessed at 6 month and on long-term
follow up.
Results: 60 patients were randomized: 31 un-blinded and 29 blinded. There was
no difference in baseline patient characteristics between the two groups. The
mean age was 61±8 years vs 67±10 (p=0.474) and EF was 58±8 vs 54±8
(p=0.062) in the un-blinded vs blinded groups respectively. 81% were males in un-
blinded vs 90% in the blinded group (p=0.474). 10 patients in the un-blinded group
had persistent AF vs 16 patients in the blinded (p=0.117). 11 patients had a prior
stroking/TIA in the un-blinded vs 7 in the blinded group (p=0.405). CHADS2 score
was 1.8±1.0 in un-blinded vs 1.9±1.0 in blinded. Patients were followed up for a
mean of 678±280 days. 22 (71%) patients remained AF free in the un-blinded
vs 18 (62%) in the blinded group (p=0.590). At 6 month follow up; anticoagula-
tion was discontinued in 5 patients in the Un-blinded vs 3 in the blinded group
(p=0.510). At the last follow up anticoagulation was discontinued in 11 patients
in the un-blinded vs 7 in the blinded group (p=0.338). 2 patients in the blinded
group had their anticoagulation resumed after brief period of interruption due to
AF recurrence.
Conclusion: Our study did not show significant difference in the rate of anticoag-
ulation discontinuation as guided by ILR compared to the standard follow up with
trans-telephonic monitoring. Despite documentation of AF free survival, physi-
cians and patients may be reluctant to stop anticoagulants the setting of a high
CHADS2 score.

P3329 | BEDSIDE
Addition of posterior inferior linear ablation to pulmonary vein and
roof line ablation improves clinical outcome in patients with persistent
atrial fibrillation and high recurrence risk

T. Kanda1, T. Watanabe1, M. Fujita1, M. Awata1, O. Iida1, S. Okamoto1,
T. Ishihara1, K. Nanto1, M. Takahara2, M. Uematsu1. 1Kansai Rosai Hospital,
Cardiovascular Center, Amagasaki, Japan; 2Osaka University, Department of
Metabolic Medicine, Suita, Japan

Purpose: Although catheter ablation has become a common practice for persis-
tent atrial fibrillation (AF), technical strategy remains controversial. Circumferen-
tial pulmonary vein isolation combined with roof line ablation (CPVI+RL) yielded
suboptimal recurrence rates, particularly in persistent AF with low left atrial ap-
pendage peak flow velocity (LAV). Addition of posterior inferior linear ablation
(CPVI+PostBox) may reduce recurrence in these patients. In this study, we com-
pared 12-month recurrence according to the ablation strategy with reference to
LAV.
Methods: We retrospectively analyzed 69 persistent AF patients (age: 63.1±11.1
years; 85.5% men) undergoing an initial catheter ablation. Recurrence-free sur-
vival was compared by Kaplan-Meier analysis with log-rank testing regard-
ing strategy and LAV: CPVI+RL with [n=17] and without low LAV [n=14];
CPVI+PostBox with [n=20] and without low LAV [n=20]).
Results: Baseline characteristics were similar among groups. At 12 months, 25
(36%) patients had AF recurrence. Patients in the CPVI+RL group with low LAV
had a significantly lower AF recurrence-free survival than the others. The rest of
the groups showed similar outcome.

Recurrence-free survival

Conclusion: Addition of posterior inferior linear ablation to CPVI+RL in patients
with persistent AF and low LAV improved the recurrence-free survival.

P3330 | BEDSIDE
Short-term ablation outcome and safety profile of nMARQ catheter in
atrial fibrillation ablation in comparison to conventional catheters

S.H. Chin1, S. Varanasi1, G.S. Chu1, S. Siddiqui1, A.J. Sandilands2,
P.J. Stafford2, G.A. Ng1. 1University of Leicester, Cardiovascular Sciences,
Leicester, United Kingdom; 2Glenfield Hospital, Cardiology, Leicester, United
Kingdom

Purpose: nMARQ is a circular decapolar catheter designed for mapping and re-
gional multi-electrode ablation to achieve pulmonary vein isolation (PVI). We re-
port short-term ablation outcome and safety data on nMARQ in first-time atrial
fibrillation (AF) ablations compared to single-tip irrigated catheters.
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Methods: From March to September 2013, we performed 121 first time AF abla-
tions, 48 of which with nMARQ. Another 48 patients undergoing first AF ablations
were selected as matched controls. For paroxysmal AF, left atrial circumferential
ablation was performed guided by CARTO-3 aimed at PVI. Additional left atrial
(LA) ablations were done in persistent AF or atypical atrial flutter as appropriate.
For the nMARQ group, no other catheters were required to achieve the additional
LA ablations.
Results: Both nMARQ and non-nMARQ cohorts were matched in age, sex and
ablation strategies. Procedure duration (164.3±8.1 vs. 229.1±9.0min; p<0.05)
and ablation time (1851±329.1 vs. 4595±607.0s; p<0.05) were shorter in
the nMARQ group. Fluoroscopy time was higher in nMARQ (47.0±2.5 vs.
32.6±2.0min; p<0.05), reflecting a learning curve in familiarity with a new
catheter. Over a 6-month follow-up period, there was no recurrence of atrial ar-
rhythmias in nMARQ vs. 4 in non-nMARQ (p=0.14) (Fig. 1). There were no major
complications.

Figure 1

Conclusions: Early experience with nMARQ in AF ablation highlights its safety,
timesaving advantage and non-inferiority to conventional catheters in short-term
ablation outcome. Long-term safety and efficacy data is needed with longer follow
up.

P3331 | BEDSIDE
Novel predictor for successful outcome of atrial fibrillation ablation
assessed by speckle tracking echocardiography

T. Hirose1, M. Kawasaki2, R. Tanaka1, M. Nagaya1, S. Minatoguchi2, K. Ono1,
T. Watanabe2, T. Noda1, S. Watanabe1, S. Minatoguchi2. 1Gifu Prefectural
General Medical Center, Department of Cardiology, Gifu, Japan; 2Gifu University
Graduate School of Medicine, Department of Cardiology, Gifu, Japan

Background: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is associated with left atrial (LA) remodeling
and fibrosis caused by LA pressure and/or volume (LAV) overload represented by
the elevated left ventricular filling pressure and LA enlargement. Thus pulmonary
capillary wedge pressure (PCWP) as well as LAV may be a useful predictor for
successful outcome of AF ablation. We previously reported that PCWP could be
estimated by the combination of LAV and LA function using the speckle tracking
echocardiography (STE). Thus, the aim of this study was to elucidate the most
useful predictor for successful outcome in AF ablation including PCWP using the
STE.
Methods: We enrolled consecutive 104 patients with paroxysmal AF (59±10
years, 70 men) who underwent pulmonary vein isolation. We measured LAV, LA
emptying function (EF), strain and strain rate (SR) using the STE during sinus
rhythm before ablation. Echocardiographic parameters were compared between
non-recurrence (successful) group (n=81, age 59±9, sinus rhythm was continued
for more than 1 year) and recurrence group (n=23, age 60±11). The ePCWP was
estimated as 10.7 – 12.4 x log active LAEF/minimum LAV index. LA stiffness was
estimated as ePCWP/LA strain. Moreover, we measured PCWP and LA pressure
by cardiac catheterization just before AF ablation in 32 patients.
Results: The ePCWP estimated by STE was correlated with PCWP measured
by cardiac catheterization (r=0.72, p<0.01). The ePCWP and minimum LAV be-
fore ablation in recurrence group were significantly increased compared with non-
recurrence group (14±4 vs. 11±3mmHg and 37±13 vs. 30±12ml/m2). PCWP
measured by cardiac catheterization just before ablation was also elevated in
recurrence group compared with non-recurrence group (13±2 vs. 9±3mmHg).
LA total EF was decreased and LA stiffness was increased in recurrence group
compared with non-recurrence group (37±10 vs. 42±10% and 0.81±0.38 vs.
0.52±0.36, p<0.05, respectively). In multivariate analysis, only ePCWP was in-
dependently associated with successful ablation. Using 12 mmHg of the ePCWP
as an optimal cutoff from the ROC curve, the sensitivity and the specificity for
successful ablation were 64 and 83%, and the positive predictive value and the
negative predictive value were 93 and 40% (AUC= 0.76).
Conclusion: The elevation of PCWP before ablation but not the LAV was the pre-
dictor of AF recurrence (unsuccessful outcome) after AF ablation. This suggested
a strong relation between LV filling pressure and the progression of LA remodel-
ing that is responsible for AF. The ePCWP estimated by STE is useful to predict
the successful outcome of AF ablation.

P3332 | BEDSIDE
Uninterrupted Rivaroxaban reduces the prevalence of Silent Cerebral
Ischemia during radiofrequency ablation of atrial fibrillation

L. Di Biase1, T. Deneke2, C. Trivedi3, S. Mohanty3, P. Santangeli4, A. Szollosi2,
A. Schade2, S. Beheiry5, N. Rutledge3, A. Natale3. 1Texas Cardiac Arrhythmia
Institute at St David Medical Center, Un. of Texas and University of Foggia,
Austin, United States of America; 2Heart Center Bad Neustadt, Bad Neustadt
a.d. Saale, Germany; 3Texas Cardiac Arrhythmia Institute at St David Medical
Center, Austin, United States of America; 4University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, United States of America; 5California Pacific Medical Center, San
Francisco, United States of America

Introduction: Silent cerebral ischemia (SCI) detected by dMRI, has been re-
ported following radiofrequency catheter ablation of AF. Uninterrupted anticoag-
ulation strategies with warfarin seem to reduce the prevalence of SCI. We com-
pared interrupted and uninterrupted rivaroxaban use before AF ablation and we
sought to determine whether this had an impact on the prevalence of SCI.
Methods: Forty nine consecutive patients undergoing ablation of AF while on
rivaroxaban 20 mg for at least 3 weeks before the procedure were enrolled in
this prospective study. Patients were divided into two groups according to their
periprocedural anticoagulation management. 24 patients (group I) discontinued
rivaroxaban at least 24 hours before the procedure and were bridged with low
molecular weight heparin, while the remaining 25 patients (group II) underwent
ablation without rivaroxaban discontinuation. Group I patients underwent heparin
bolus after transseptal access was obtained, while group II underwent heparin
bolus before transseptal. All patients underwent pre and post ablation dMRI.
Results: All patients had persistent and long standing persistent AF. Baseline
characteristics were similar between groups. At post-procedure dMRI, SCI was
detected in 7 (29.2%) patients in Group I and in no patient in Group II (p=0.004).
In logistic regression analysis, rivaroxaban discontinuation was the strongest pre-
dictor of post-procedure SCI [OR= 21.85 (95% CI 1.2 to 408.0) p=0.038]. Peripro-
cedural cardioversion was not associated with SCI [OR = 3.61 (95% CI 0.63 to
20.8) p=0.15]. No major bleeding occurred in this study population.
Conclusions: Uninterrupted rivaroxaban before radiofrequency ablation of AF
reduces the prevalence of SCI as detected by dMRI. This might have relevant
clinical implications. A controlled randomized study with a larger sample size is
warranted to confirm our findings.

P3333 | BEDSIDE
Prospective comparison of the first- and second-generation
cryoballoon for atrial fibrillation ablation

Y. Gang1, G. Domenichini2, M. Sampson2, H. Gonna1, P.S. Dhillon2, E.R. Behr1,
M.M. Gallagher2. 1St George’s University of London, Cardiovascular Research
Centre, London, United Kingdom; 2St Georges Hospital, Cardiology, London,
United Kingdom

Background: The second-generation cryoballoon is designed to provide a more
contiguous lesion and treat a broader range of pulmonary vein anatomies with
less effort and improved cooling uniformity. Clinical data remain limited regarding
its efficiency and efficacy for atrial fibrillation (AF) ablation.
Methods: This study evaluated the ADV in comparison with first-generation bal-
loon in patients who underwent pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) for paroxysmal
atrial fibrillation (PAF). The study consisted of 92 patients undergoing their 1st
AF ablation and having given written informed consent, including 58 patients in
ADV group and 34 in AFB group (62±12 v. 65±10 years; p=ns. 56% v. 50% male;
p=ns). Body mass index was similar in both groups (28±6 v. 28±7 kg/m2).
Results: Mean procedure time in ADV were significantly shorter compared with
AFB (125±24 v.140±29 minutes, p=0.01). The fluoroscopic time was slightly
shorter (20±13 v. 22±10 minutes, p=ns). During cryotherapy deliveries, ADV
reached specific temperature points significantly faster than AFB (Table 1).
Temporary phrenic nerve palsy (tPNP) occurred in a total of 16 (17%) cases,
including weakened diaphragmatic response to pacing; only 1 case had sustained
PNP by the end of the procedure. No difference in the rate of tPNP was observed
between ADV (17%) and AFB (21%).
During follow-up between 3-6 month after the procedure, 78% of those who com-
pleted the follow-up (n=81) were AF free; 86% in ADV and 66% in AFB group
(p=0.03).

Table 1

Time to −20 degree Time to −30 degree Time to −40 degree Time to lowest Lowest
(second) (second) (second) temperature temperature

(second) (°C)

AFB 28±5 31±9 57±24 189±33 −50.8±7.9
ADV 18±5 27±6 48±16 193±29 −53.2±4.3
P = 0.005 0.013 0.045 ns 0.082

ADV: Arctic Front Advance; AFB: Arctic Front; ns: not significant; Time: From the onset time of
cryotherapy delivery to specific temperature points.

Conclusion: ADV has improved the procedure efficiency by significantly reduced
procedure time without increase in the occurrence of PNP. ADV potentially im-
proves the treatment efficacy. Further investigation and long-term follow-up are
needed to confirm the findings.
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LA fibrosis predicts LVEF improvement in HF patients undergoing AF
ablation

J. Salmas, T. Gaspar, Y. Huo, J. Mayer, J. Tomala, M. Forkmann, C. Wunderlich,
M. Christoph, C. Piorkowski. Dresden University of Technology, Heart Center,
Department of invasive Electrophysiology, Dresden, Germany

Background: In patients with heart failure (HF) and atrial fibrillation (AF) improve-
ment of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) has been described following AF
catheter ablation. Not all HF patients benefit the same way. Furthermore, pres-
ence and amount of left atrial (LA) fibrosis is increasingly recognised as a marker
of advanced AF disease status and predictor of ablation success. We thought to
investigate the relationship between LA fibrosis and the extent of LVEF improve-
ment in HF patients after successful AF ablation.
Methods: Fourteen patients (14 male, median 64 years, median LVEF 33%) un-
derwent catheter ablation of persistent AF. Pulmonary vein (PV) isolation was
performed in all patients. LA voltage mapping was used to identify low voltage
zones (LVZ, threshold <0.5 mV) outside PVs as surrogate of LA fibrosis. Individ-
ualized linear ablation lines were added to dissect/isolate/connect LVZs as sub-
strate modification. Follow-up was performed using implantable devices. LVEF
was re-evaluated 3 months later.
Results: Following successful AF ablation LVEF overall significantly improved;
33% (20-40%) vs. 44% (15-55%); p=0.021. LVZ outside PVs were detected in
7/14 (50%) patients. In patients with LVZ there was no improvement of LVEF;
35% (20-35%) vs. 33% (15-50%); p=0.527. In contrary, in patients without LVZ
there was a significant improvement of LVEF; 30% (25-40%) vs. 50% (35-55%);
p=0.018.
Conclusions: Presence of LA fibrosis predicts the improvement in LVEF after
successful AF ablation in HF patients. The data raise the question on AF being
the cause or the consequence of HF in patients with and without LA fibrosis.

P3335 | BEDSIDE
Type of recurrent atrial fibrillation is associated with the outcome of
redo ablation of persistent atrial fibrillation

X.-Y. Guo, R. Bai, C.-H. Sang, C.-X. Jiang, R.-B. Tang, R.-H. Yu, D.-Y. Long,
X. Du, J.-Z. Dong, C.S. Ma. Beijing Anzhen Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Beijing, China, People’s Republic of

Purpose: Patients with persistent and longstanding persistent atrial fibrillation
(AF) have a higher recurrence rate after catheter ablation. This study investigated
the impact of the type of recurrent AF on the outcome of redo procedure in pa-
tients experiencing recurrence following persistent AF ablation.
Methods: 136 patients who experienced recurrent AF after primary ablation
of persistent AF were enrolled while patients presenting atrial flutter and atrial
tachycardia were excluded. Patients were grouped according the type of recur-
rent arrhythmia: R-PAF group–recurrent paroxysmal AF which terminated spon-
taneously within 7 days; R-PeAF group–recurrent AF persisted for more than 7
days. Kaplan-Meier estimation and Cox proportional hazards model were used
to estimate the relationship between recurrent AF type and the outcome of the
second ablation. Ablation technique was identical in both procedures including
isolation of ipsilateral pulmonary veins and blockage of left atrial roof line, mitral
and tricuspid isthmus lines.
Results: During a mean follow-up of 25.9±8.9 months, 56 (41.2%) patients de-
veloped recurrent atrial tachyarrhythmia after the redo procedure. Patients in the
group of R-PeAF were more likely to experience arrhythmia recurrence compared
to those in the R-PAF group (51.7% vs 33.3%, P=0.03). Multivariate Cox regres-
sion analysis revealed that R-PeAF (HR 1.72, 95% CI 1.02-2.21, P=0.04) and
duration of AF history (HR 1.08, 95% CI 1.01-1.13, P=0.02) were independent
predictors of AF recurrences after the second procedure.
Conclusion: R-PAF was associated with a better prognosis after the second
catheter ablation of persistent and longstanding persistent AF. R-PAF might be
considered as a step toward sinus rhythm.

P3336 | BEDSIDE
Transcranial detection of cerebral microembolic signals during
pulmonary vein isolation and correlation with 3 Tesla MRI detected
brain lesions

M. Christoph1, A. Mueller2, C. Wunderlich1, H.U.O. Huo1, M. Forkmann1,
J. Mayer1, J. Salmas1, T. Gaspar1, C. Piorkowski1. 1Dresden University
of Technology, Heart Center, Department of Cardiology and Intensive
Care, Dresden, Germany; 2University Hospital Dresden, Department of
Neuroradiology, Dresden, Germany

Background: Pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) is an established therapeutic option
for the treatment of symptomatic atrial fibrillation (AF). But there exist evidence,
that subclinical brain lesions caused by microembolization during the ablation
procedure could influence the neurological outcome in these patients. Periinter-
ventional transcranial Doppler (TCD) is used for detection of microembolic signals
(MES). We used TCD to reveal parts of increased MES occurrence during abla-
tion procedure. Additionally, we correlated the MES occurrence with MRI detected
brain lesions after ablation.
Methods and results: In a prospective registry in 20 patients suffering from

AF pulmonary vein isolation was performed with irrigated “point by point” abla-
tion (3.5mm tip) and single transseptal puncture with a steerable sheath. The
activating clotting time (ACT) was set between 250-300 sec. In all patients per-
manent periprocedural TCD with discrimination between solid and gaseous MES
was performed. These MES were quantified with regard to predefined peripro-
cedural steps. Additionally, 10 patients underwent brain MRI (3-Tesla, T2 high-
resolution diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), fluid attenuated inversion recovery
(FLAIR)) within 24 hours prior and after ablation procedure to validate the TCD
revealed MES.
The mean total numbers of MES revealed during the complete procedure were
708 gaseous and 83 solid MES. During the predefined procedural steps the fol-
lowing MES were detected: transseptal puncture: 43 gaseous 14 solid; flushing
of steerable sheath 25 gaseous, 7 solid; change between diagnostic and ablation
catheter (2.5 times per procedure): 21 gaseous, 9 solid; angiography of the PV
(mean 4 per procedure): 59 gaseous and solid; anatomical mapping: 12 gaseous,
5 solid, ablation: 539 gaseous, 48 solid; postinterventional protamine administra-
tion: 0 gaseous, 0 solid. The higher the ACT, the lower the number of MES during
the ablation phase. Astonishingly, in spite of the high number of detected MES no
brain lesion could be revealed in the brain MRI after ablation.
Conclusions: During the irrigated PVI the most MES occur during the ablation
especially during low ACT values. The post interventional administration of pro-
tamine causes no MES. The detected MES do not correlate with MRI revealed
brain lesions

P3337 | BEDSIDE
Potential role of the second generation 28mm cryoballoon in
persistent atrial fibrillation ablation

L. Perrotta, S. Bordignon, D. Dugo, A. Fuernkranz, A. Konstantinou, B. Schmidt,
K.R.J. Chun. Cardiology Centre Bethanien (CCB), Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Purpose: A second-generation 28mm cryoballoon (CB-2G) has been recently in-
troduced for pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) in paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (AF)
ablation, providing a widened zone of optimal cooling with higher procedural suc-
cess rate and better outcome compared to the first-generation 28mm CB (CB-
1G). However, few data are available in persistent AF. We compared the acute
and long-term efficacy of CB-1G and CB-2G PVI in persistent AF.
Methods: PVI using the single big CB technique (28mm) combined with the
endoluminal spiral mapping catheter (Achieve, Medtronic) was performed in 36
consecutive patients (pts) with history (4±3years) of persistent AF (group 1, CB-
G1: n=15pts; group 2, CB-G2: n=21pts). Follow-up included regular telephonic
interviews, 72-hours-Holter electrocardiographic (ECG), or event recordings. Any
symptomatic or documented AF episode ≥30 seconds after the procedure with-
out any blanking period was defined as recurrence.
Results: Both groups were comparable for all baseline characteristics except for
LA size (group 1: 38±5mm vs. group 2: 42±5mm, p=0.046) and EF (group 1:
64±4 vs. group 2: 59±6%, respectively, p=0.01). A total of 139 PVs was ablated;
acute PVI using only the 28mm CB was achieved in 97% (57/59) and 100% of
all the PVs (80/80) in group 1 and group 2, respectively (p=n.s.). The rate of PVs
isolation after first attempt (“single shot” PVI) was significantly higher in group
2 (87% vs. 46%, p<0.001) whit decreased procedural- (147±36 vs 87±21 min
p<0.001) and fluoroscopy-time (25±10 vs 12±4 min; p<0.001). After a median of
352 (234-541) days follow-up, 33% of pts in group 1 and 71% in group 2 remained
in sinus rhythm (p<0.001). Seven pts (group 1) and 3 pts (group 2) suffering from
AF recurrence underwent a Re-do procedure. In group 1, PVs reconnection was
a typical finding (23/27; 85%) whereas all PVs in group 2 (12/12, 100%) remained
chronically isolated.
Conclusions: In persistent AF, the CB-2G appears to significantly improve both,
acute and long-term efficacy compared to the CB-1G, with a high rate of “single
shot” and chronic PVI.

P3338 | BEDSIDE
Second-generation cryoballoon-based atrial fibrillation ablation
without bonus application after proven isolation, a multicentric study

B. Mondesert1, M. Dubuc1, J.G. Andrade2, A. Savoure3, P.G. Guerra1,
L. Rivard1, K. Dyrda1, P. Khairy1, F. Anselme3. 1Montreal Heart Institute
affiliated with the University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada; 2Vancouver General
Hospital, Cardiology, Vancouver, Canada; 3University Hospital of Rouen,
Cardiology, Rouen, France

Introduction: Despite extensive experience with cryoballoon (CB) ablation, it is
unknown whether the standard delivery of a “bonus” application (BA) after the
achievement of electrical pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) is needed in order to
ensure efficacy.
Methods: Consecutive patients from 3 different centers referred for PVI using
CB between June 2012 and June 2013 were included. Cryoapplications of 240
sec were used until electrical isolation. Thereafter, no further applications (or BA)
were performed. Patients were followed with a clinical evaluation at 4 and 12
months, with 24h-holter performed at 4, 8 and 12 months.
Results: One hundred and sixteen (116) patients [71.5% male; 57.5±9.4y] were
included. Paroxysmal AF was the indication for ablation in 93.1%. CHADSVaSC
score was ≤1 in 67.2%. A 28-mm balloon was used in 73.3%. Mean proce-
dure, left atrial, and fluoroscopy time were 136.0±63.3min, 85.8±30.6min, and
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27.3±18.9min respectively. Ablation characteristics are presented in table 1. Thir-
teen complications occurred in 12 patients: 6 Phrenic Nerve Palsies (all recov-
ered within 6 months), 4 pericardial effusions (2 requiring drainage), 2 groin
hematomas, 1 pulmonary embolism. At 4- and 12-months follow-up, 71/94 pa-
tients (75.5%) and 21/30 (70.0%) were asymptomatic, 66/95 patients (69.5%)
and 25/30 (83.3%) had stopped their anti-arrhythmic drugs, 62/85 (72.9%) and
12/16 (75.0%) patients remained free of recurrence AF.
Conclusion: After a single CB PVI procedure without additional BA lesions,
75.0% of patients remained arrhythmia-free at 12 months of follow-up. These pre-
liminary results suggest that efficacy is not compromised by this approach.

ATRIAL FIBRILLATION ABLATION II

P3340 | BEDSIDE
Clinical success rates of new generation catheter designs for
radiofrequency ablation of atrial fibrillation

N. Deubner, H. Greiss, E. Akkaya, D. Pajitnev, S. Zaltsberg, A. Berkowitsch,
C.W. Hamm, M. Kuniss, T. Neumann. Kerckhoff Clinic, Bad Nauheim, Germany

Introduction: Pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) is the standard of care in interven-
tional treatment of atrial fibrillation. Conventional ablation catheters (CON) feature
a rigid tip with open irrigation for cooling, but no additional features for enhanc-
ing tissue contact, which is a critical factor in successful ablation. New ablation
catheters add the option of contact force measurement (CF) to continuously mon-
itor tissue contact. Other new catheter types promote a flexible tip (FT) to enable
more uniform contact to cardiac tissue in the moving heart. Additionally, it actively
directs coolant flow towards the site of tissue contact. We hypothesized that con-
tinuous quantitative contact force measurement will offer a significant advantage
over the flexible tip design concerning clinical outcome.
Methods: 176 patients with persistent atrial fibrillation who underwent first or re-
peat PVI using new catheter types (Contact-Force type (n=112), Flexible-Tip type
(n=64)) were included consecutively into a database after providing informed con-
sent. All patients had PVI performed by 3D-Mapping guided WACA. Follow-up
visits were scheduled at intervals of 3 mo. with clinical interviews, Holter moni-
toring, QOL assessment. 157 matched controls underwent PVI with conventional
catheter tip. Arrhythmia recurrence was defined as a documented episode of atrial
fibrillation or any other atrial flutter or tachycardia lasting more than 30 seconds.
Results: Table 1 shows differences in HR for recurrence and procedure time.
Acute success (documented PVI) was 100% with new catheter types and 99.5%
with conventional design. Mean follow-up was 12 (±6) months. Recurrence was
documented in 39 patients (35%) in the CF group, in 14 patients (22%) in the FT
group, and in 88 patients (56%) in the CON group. No significant differences were
found regarding complication rates.

Table 1. Differences between treatment groups

Conventional Contact force Flexible tip CON vs. CF CON vs. FT CF vs. FT

Cox HR for
recurrence 1.0 0.64 0.44 0.019 0.003 0.243

Procedure time [h] 4.5 (±1.3) 3.9 (±1.0) 3.6 (±1.0) <0.001 <0.001 0.109

Conclusion: Catheters with contact force measurement are superior to conven-
tional tip in terms of clinical success rates. Surprisingly, the flexible tip design was
as effective in our cohort of patients.

P3341 | BEDSIDE
The benefits of experience: pulmonary vein isolation with the
endoscopic ablation system at a single centre

L. Perrotta, D. Dugo, S. Bordignon, A. Konstantinou, A. Fuernkranz, K.R.J. Chun,
B. Schmidt. Cardiology Centre Bethanien (CCB), Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Purpose: Novel ablation devices for pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) need a careful
evaluation of its efficacy and safety beyond clinical studies in a real world situa-
tion. The endoscopic ablation system (EAS) was recently approved for PVI in
Europe. We sought to determine the safety, efficacy and learning curve effects in
a large volume single center
Methods: Between June 2010 and March 2013 all EAS guided PVI procedures
were analyzed. Using a single transseptal access visually guided sequential PVI
was performed. Ablation lesions were deployed contiguously encircling each indi-
vidual PV (5.5W-12W for 20-30 sec). Electrical PVI was assessed with a circular
mapping catheter (CMC). In case of residual LA to PV conduction additional ab-
lations using EAS were performed according to the CMC activation sequence.
Safety analysis included all peri-procedural complications. To determine efficacy
the number of acutely isolated PVs as well as 6 months follow-up results were
assessed. Consecutive patients were divided in thirds to assess learning curve
for all parameters.

Table 1

Patients 1–50 51–100 101–150 p

Procedure time 148±36 130±24 123±35 <0.001
Fluoroscopy time 15±5 13±6 12±7 0.028
Visually guided PVI 144/196 (73%) 177/194 (91%) 176/193 (91%) <0.001
PVI after remapping 189/196 (96%) 193/194 (99%) 192/193 (99%) 0.018

Results: All major peri-procedural complications occurred in the first tertial: 1
tamponade, 1 femoral venous laceration requiring surgery and 1 TIA. In 3 patients
(2 in 1st and 1 in 2nd third) phrenic nerve palsy was observed (2%). Efficacy and
procedural data is displayed in Table 1.
Conclusion: EAS is a safe and efficient novel technology to perform PVI. Increas-
ing experience leads to lower complication rates and higher procedural success
with shorter procedure times.
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Close relationship of the left main coronary artery to the left atrium - a
potential hazard of left atrial radiofrequency ablation

K.A. Walsh, D.J. Tuite, R.J. Curtin, G.J. Fahy. Cork University Hospital, Cork,
Ireland

Purpose: The anterior left atrium (LA) and base of left atrial appendage (LAA) are
often targeted during radiofrequency ablation (RFA) of atrial fibrillation. Coronary
artery damage can occur within 5 mm of RFA. We determined the proximity of
the left main coronary artery (LMCA) to LA and LAA.
Methods: CT coronary angiograms obtained with Discovery CT 750 HD with slice
thickness of 0.625 mm, performed in 100 consecutive patients with chest pain
were reviewed. Distances from the LMCA to endocardium of LA and LAA were
measured using OsiriX open-source DICOM viewer.
Results: In 100 patients (55 M, 45 F, age 51±10 years) the LMCA was <5 mm
from endocardium of anterior LA or base of LAA in 49% (Group 1) and <5 mm
from the tubular part of LAA in 11% (Group 2). In 40% (Group 3) LMCA was >5
mm from LA/LAA. In 31 of the Group 1 patients, the LMCA was <5 mm from both
LA and LAA base (Figure) and in the other 18 patients the LMCA was<5 mm from
LAA base only. Of the Group 1 patients: mean length of LMCA within 5 mm of LA
and base of LAA was 9.4±4.3 mm (range 1 - 20 mm); minimum distance between
LMCA and LA was 3±1 mm (range 1 - 5 mm); distance between LMCA ostium
and LA/LAA was 4.9±1.8 mm (range 1 - 9 mm); mean myocardial thickness at
LA/LAA sites closest to the LMCA was 2.6±0.6 mm (range 1 - 4 mm); the part
of LMCA closest to LA/LAA was most commonly the distal third of LMCA (n=22);
the LAA was inverted in transverse sinus (TS) in 1. In 5 Group 2 patients LAA
was inverted in TS.

Conclusions: LMCA is close to the anterior LA and base of LAA in most patients.
Myocardial tissue is thin in these areas. RFA should be limited at these sites to
avoid potentially catastrophic LMCA injury.

P3343 | BEDSIDE
The efficacy of a novel hybrid ablation procedure in patients with
refractory atrial fibrillation

S. Mittal, J.S. Sperling, A. Arshad, D. Musat, M. Preminger, T. Sichrovsky,
J.S. Steinberg. The Valley Hospital, Ridgewood, United States of America

Background: Pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) alone is insufficient for many pa-
tients (pts) with atrial fibrillation (AF), including pts who have failed >2 prior PVIs
for paroxysmal AF (PAF) and those with persistent AF (PeAF). We hypothesized
that additional ablation targeted to the posterior left atrium in these pts would
result in a high response rate.
Methods: We enrolled consecutive pts who underwent a novel hybrid ablation
procedure. First, a CT surgeon entered the pericardial space using transdiaphrag-
matic access (Fig. 1, left). Second, under direct visualization, a nContact open-
irrigated linear RF ablation catheter was used to create contiguous and confluent
epicardial linear lesions extending from the antrum of the left to right-sided PVs
(Fig. 1, right). Third, an EP confirmed posterior LA electrical silence and com-
pleted an endocardial PVI.
Results: We included 22 pts (65±9 yrs, 16 M, mean CHADS2 = 1.3) with PAF
(n=3; each failed 3 prior PVIs) or PeAF. The latter had failed (n=9), were intolerant
(n=4), or refused a class III antiarrhythmic drug (AAD, n=1) or had failed amio-
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darone (n=5). Epicardial ablation was performed without complications; most pts
(n=17) underwent cryoballoon (CB) PVI. At a mean follow-up of 6 mos, 18 pts
were in sinus rhythm (no AAD [n=15] or previously unsuccessful AAD [n=3]); 4
pts were within 30 days of procedure.
Conclusions: We describe a novel hybrid technique for ablation in AF pts un-
likely to respond to PVI alone. The epicardial ablation was limited exclusively to
the posterior left atrium; the endocardial portion was limited to PVI and most com-
monly used a CB. Short-term follow-up suggests that this technique holds great
promise.
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Atrial tachycardias after mini-Maze procedure and concomitant mitral
valve surgery in patients with rheumatic heart disease

Y.M. Xue, X.Z. Zhan, H. Deng, X.H. Fang, W. Wei, H.T. Liao, S.L. Wu. Guangdong
Cardiovascular Institute, Guangzhou, China, People’s Republic of

Between May 2008 and July 2013, 34 patients with symptomatic incessant post-
Maze atria tachycardias (AT) refractory to antiarrhythmic drugs (AADs) were
evaluated in our laboratories.All of them underwent valve replacement due to
rheumatic disease. Thirty-four patients had 57 kinds of mappable AT and one
unmappable AT. The stable mapped ATs included 14 focal ATs (24.6%) and 43
reentry ATs (75.4%). Seventeen patients (50%) had only one single AT, 11 pa-
tients (32.4%) had 2 ATs, and 6 patients had ≥3 ATs. Ten of the 14 focal ATs
located at PV antrum. One originated from left superior PV. The other 3 ATs lo-
cated in LA anterior wall, RA septum and crista terminalis. Of the 43 reentry ATs,
16 had macro-reentry AT around mitral annulus (MA), 16 had typical AFL around
tricuspid annulus (TA). One patient had a micro-reentry AT around both left atrium
and right atrium (Fig. 1).The ATs in 33 patients were successfully eliminated by
ablation. One patient with variable unmappable AT could not endurance the pro-
cedure and gave up. At a Mean follow-up of 23.6±15.8 months (4.5∼66months,
median 17.5 months), 26 patients maintained sinus rhythm after single proce-
dure. Three patients occurred paroxysmal AF with amiodarone or persistent AF
with metoprolol. Five patients had recurrent AT and two of them underwent suc-
cessfully redo-procedure. There were 28 patients (82.4%) in sinus rhythm without
antiarrhythmia drugs after repeated procedure.
Conclusions: AT after mini-Maze procedure and concomitant mitral valve
surgery in patients with rheumatic heart disease mostly related to prior maze
lines. Focal AT from PV antrum and reentry AT around MV or TV were very com-
mon.
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Catheter ablation of atrial fibrillation: three-dimensional
transesophageal echocardiography for pulmonary vein imaging prior
to and after pulmonary vein isolation

K. Kettering1, F. Gramley1, S. Von Bardeleben2. 1University Hospital, Frankfurt,
Germany; 2University Hospital of Mainz, Mainz, Germany

Catheter ablation has become the first line of therapy in patients with symp-
tomatic, recurrent, drug-refractory AF. However, it is still challenging because of
the high degree of variability of the PV anatomy. Therefore, 3-D imaging systems
(CT and MRI) are frequently used prior to an ablation procedure. Alternatively,
3-D TEE provides an excellent overview over the individual left atrial morphology
without some of the limitations associated with other imaging techniques. There-
fore, we have evaluated the usefulness of 3-D TEE for PV imaging before and
after catheter ablation of AF.
In 290 patients, 3-D TEE was performed immediately prior to an ablation proce-
dure. The images were available throughout the ablation procedure. In patients
with paroxysmal AF, the cryoablation technique was used (Arctic Front Balloon,
Medtronic). In the other patients, a circumferential pulmonary vein ablation was
performed using the CARTO system (Biosense Webster). At 3-month follow-up, a
3-D TEE was performd in all patients to rule out a PV stenosis.
A 3-D TEE could be performed successfully in all patients prior to the ablation
procedure and almost all PV ostia could be evaluated. The image quality was
excellent and several variations of the PV anatomy could be visualized precisely.
The TEE findings correlated well with the PV angiographies performed during
the ablation procedures. All ablation procedures could be performed successfully
(mean number of completely isolated PVs: 3.8±0.5 (cryo group), 3.9±0.3 (Carto
group)). At 38-month follow-up, 73.1% of all patients were free from an arrhythmia
recurrence (cryo group: 77.6%, Carto group: 70.1%). Two cases of a moderate PV
stenosis (50%) were detected by 3-D TEE at 3-month follow-up and confirmed by
invasive angiography (during a repeat ablation procedure). There were no major
complications.
Three-dimensional TEE overcomes most of the limitations of other imaging tech-
niques (CT/MRI) currently used for evaluation of the PV anatomy (such as radi-
ation exposure and inappropriate image quality in the presence of AF). A TEE
should be performed prior to an AF ablation procedure to rule out the presence
of a left atrial thrombus in all patients anyway. Thus, a 3-D TEE does not result
in additional patient discomfort or cost and is less time-consuming than other
techniques. Therefore, AF ablation procedures can be performed safely and ef-
fectively based on prior 3-D TEE imaging. Furthermore, 3-D transesophageal
echocardiography provides reliable information with regard to the detection of PV
stenoses after catheter ablation of AF.
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P-wave amplitude smaller than 0.1mV in lead I predicts clinical
recurrence after catheter ablation in patients with paroxysmal atrial
fibrillation

J.K. Park, J.B. Park, J.S. Uhm, B.Y. Joung, M.H. Lee, H.N. Park on behalf of
Yonsei University Health system. Severance Hospital, Cardiology, Seoul, Korea,
Republic of

Purpose: P-wave morphology in electrocardiography (ECG) may reflect the atrial
remodeling, which is associated with the prognosis of atrial fibrillation (AF). We
hypothesized that P-wave amplitude has a predictive value for clinical recurrence
of AF after radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) among the patients with
paroxysmal AF (PAF).
Methods: We included consecutive 607 PAF patients (76.8% male, 56.6±11.5
years old) who underwent RFCA in the AF Cohort. We analyzed sinus rhythm
ECG taken immediately before RFCA without antiarrhythmic drug by customized
software, and compared with left atrial (LA) volume (CT), mean voltage (NavX),
conduction velocity (CV: NavX), and clinical outcome.
Results: 1. P wave amplitude in lead I has positive correlations with LA voltage
(R=0.120, p=0.011) and LA-CV (R=0.198, p<0.001). 2. During 20±11 months
follow-up period, clinical recurrence rate was 17.1%, and P wave amplitude in lead
I was significantly lower in recurred patients (0.082±0.031 mV vs. 0.097±0.030
mV, p<0.001). 3. P-wave amplitude smaller than 0.1mV in lead I was a significant
predictor for clinical recurrence of AF after RFCA for PAF in the multivariate Cox
regression analysis (adjusted HR=1.836, 95% CI 1.177-2.864, p=0.007).

Conclusion: Low P-wave amplitude in lead I independently predicts clinical re-
currence after RFCA in patients with PAF, and is associated with low voltage and
slow CV in LA.

P3347 | BEDSIDE
Posterior left atrial isolation in impaired diastolic function results in
better arrhythmia free survival

J. Nalliah, T.W. Lim, J. Thelander, P. Kovoor, L. Thomas, D.L. Ross, S.P. Thomas.
Westmead Hospital, Cardiology, Sydney, Australia

Background: Patients with impaired diastolic function (IDF) have higher rates of
arrhythmic recurrence following atrial fibrillation (AF) ablation. Past studies have
suggested that the posterior left atrium (LA) may be involved in maintaining atrial
arrhythmias in conditions that result in atrial stretch. We aimed to investigate the
effect of posterior LA isolation in addition to pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) in
patients with IDF referred for catheter ablation of AF.
Methods: We conducted a sub-study of a previously published large randomized
control study that compared a single ring isolation technique that electrically iso-
lated the pulmonary veins and posterior left atria (PLAI) to a conventional wide
antral isolation strategy. Two hundred and twenty consecutive consenting patients
referred for catheter ablation of AF (paroxysmal 135, persistent 48, permanent
37) were recruited (female 43, mean age 59±10 years). Transthoracic echocar-
diography identified 50 (23%) patients with diastolic impairment and preserved LV
systolic function (ejection fraction>50%). Cox regression analysis was utilized to
identify independent predictors atrial arrhythmia recurrence after ablation.
Results: Patients were followed for median 4.6 (inter quartile range 4.0-5.5)
years. Patients with impaired diastolic function having PLAI had better arrhyth-
mia free survival than patients randomized to conventional ablation (Log rank
P=0.028). The only independent predictor of recurrence utilizing Cox regres-
sion analysis was ablation strategy (2.3 [1.15-4.74], P=0.026). Markers of sever-
ity/grade of diastolic dysfunction were not predictive of arrhythmic recurrence.
Conclusion: Posterior isolation of the LA in addition to PVI results in superior
arrhythmia free survival in patients with diastolic impairment. This may suggest
patients with impaired diastolic function have additional arrhythmia substrate in
the posterior LA.
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The occurrence of atrial tachycardia is rare after ganglionated plexus
ablation plus antral pulmonary vein isolation in patients with
non-paroximal atrial fibrillation

K. Yamashiro, D. Yoshimoto, Y. Sakamoto, M. Ito, T. Suzuki. Toyohashi Heart
Center, Toyohashi, Japan

Iatrogenic atrial tachycardia (AT) after atrial fibrillation (AF) ablation is one of com-
plication that we should avoid, because a patient has often heavy symptom, and
rate control is difficult during AT. It has been reported that stepwise approach
using termination as procedural endpoint was highly effective approach for per-
sistent AF (PEAF) and long-lasting persistent AF (LLAF). However, AT often oc-
curred after procedure. Ganglionated plexus (GP) ablation is known as alternative
procedure for treatment of AF. The occurrence rate of AT after GP ablation plus
antral pulmonary vein isolation (GPPVI) is not known. The aim of this study is
to investigate the efficacy and AT occurrence rate of high frequency stimulation
(HFS) guided GPPVI in patients with PEAF and LLAF.
Methods: GPPVI were performed in 92 patients (60.2±9.0 years, 76 male, PEAF:
57 patients, LLAF: 35 patients). The five major left atrial GP were localized by de-
livering HFS (20Hz, 20V, 10 ms pulse width) to the atrial tissue where the GP was
presumed to be located. Sites showing a parasympathetic response, which is de-
fined as ≥50% increase in mean R-R interval during AF, was assigned as a GP
site. Radiofrequency current was applied to that site to eliminate the parasympa-
thetic response. After GP ablation, PVI was performed. Follow-up included reg-
ular outpatient clinic, ECG, and Holter ECG. A symptomatic or documented AF
episodes ≥30 seconds after a blanking periods of 3 months was defined as re-
currence.
Result: We could detect 22.6±7.9 GP sites in PEAF patient and 21.6±5.5 in
LLAF and were able to achieve electrical PVI in all patients. Radiofrequency en-
ergy delivery durations for GPPVI were 41.9±11.9 minutes. AF was terminated
during GPPVI in 13 PEAF patients (22.8%) and 5 LLAF patients (14%). The rate
of freedom from AF was 82.5% in PEAF patients after 1.16 procedure, and 68.6%
in LLAF patients after 1.26 (follow-up periods: 16.9±8.8 month). After single pro-
cedure, the rate of freedom from AF was 66.7% in PEAF patients, and 60.0% in
LLAF. AT occurred in 4 PEAF patients (7%) and 4 LLAF patients (11.4%) during
follow-up periods. One AT occurred only in blanking periods. Five patients under-
went repeat procedures. Two ATs were perimitral AT, two ATs were common AFL,
and one AT was PV gap related. All 5 ATs were ablated successfully. There was
no major complication in this study.
Conclusion: AF termination rate was low during GPPVI. However, GPPVI is
powerful treatment option even in persistent and long-lasting persistent. AT oc-
currence rate after GPPVI might be lower than stepwise approach.
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The frontward P wave duration in magnetocardiography is a novel
parameter to estimate pulmonary vein reconnections after
radiofrequency catheter ablation of atrial fibrillation

K. Ogawa1, M. Igarashi1, K. Kuroki1, T. Ahmed1, Y. Yui1, T. Machino1, T. Inaba2,
Y. Sekiguchi1, A. Nogami1, K. Aonuma1. 1University of Tsukuba, Cardiovascular
Division, Faculty of Medicine, Ibaraki, 2University of Tsukuba, Clinical Laboratory,
Ibaraki, Japan

Introduction: Radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) is widely performed as a
first-line therapy for atrial fibrillation (AF). Reconnections between the left atrium
(LA) and pulmonary veins (PVs) are a main reason for recurrences after RFCA
including PV isolation (PVI). However, LA-PV reconnections are difficult to detect
non-invasively. This study aimed to evaluate the diagnostic value of magnetocar-
diograms (MCGs) for estimating LA-PV reconnections.
Methods: Forty-five patients with AF recurrences after their first RFCA session
were included in this study. They also received second sessions in our hospital.
In all patients, MCGs during sinus rhythm were recorded one day before and one
day after RFCA during both the first and second sessions. The MCG parameters
were analyzed retrospectively.
Results: In 43 of 45 patients (96%), LA-PV reconnections were found in the sec-
ond session. The patients were divided into 3 groups depending on the recon-
nection sites: group 1 = left PV (n=5), group 2 = right PV (n=11), and group 3
= both left and right PVs (n=27). In group 1 and group 2, the MCG parameters
did not significantly change between after the first session and before the sec-
ond session. However, in group 3, the frontward P wave duration (fPWD) before
the second session was significantly longer than after the first session (after first
sessions: 122.9±17.2 [ms], before second sessions: 128.3±15.0 [ms], p=0.01)
(Table 1). Furthermore, the fPWD became shorter after the re-isolation in the
second session only in group 3 (before: 128.3±15.0 [ms], and after the second
session: 124.0±17.0 [ms], p=0.006).
Conclusion: The fPWD in the MCG was useful for estimating LA-PV reconnec-

Table 1. Characteristics of patients

Group Reconnection Frontward P wave duration p-value (*1,*2)
PVs (ANOVA)Before 1st After Before After

1st RFCA 1st RFCA (*1) 2nd RFCA (*2) 2nd RFCA

Group 1 Left 136.2±18.2 129.0±18.9 135.5±20.9 136.4±22.3 0.51
Group 2 Right 115.0±8.9 113.5±9.5 114.9±11.4 115.4±9.4 0.57
Group 3 Left & Right 124.9±12.9 122.9±17.2 128.3±15.0 124.0±17.0 0.01

tions especially for the right and left PVs.

P3350 | BEDSIDE
MRI characterization of cryoballoon ablation lesions: Predicting
recurrences after pulmonary vein isolation

P. Cabanas Grandio, F. Bisbal, F. Gomez Pulido, E. Guiu, M. Calvo, A. Berruezo,
S. Prat, R.J. Perea, J. Brugada, L. Mont. Barcelona Hospital Clinic, Barcelona,
Spain

Introduction: Cryoablation is a safe and effective technique for pulmonary vein
isolation (PVI). Delayed-enhanced cardiac magnetic resonance (DE-CMR) can
detect scar and gaps after ablation. The aim was to characterize the scar and
gaps of prior ablation lesions on DE-CMR after cryoablation, as well as evaluate
the differences between patients with and without AF recurrence.
Methods: Sixteen patients (54±10 years, 13 paroxysmal AF, 9 with AF recur-
rence) referred for PVI with cryoballoon were included. A post-procedural DE-
CMR was performed after 7.2±4.1 months. The endocardium and epicardium of
the left atrium (LA) were manually segmented on axial plane slices. A 3D volume-
rendered LA reconstruction was created using the segmented DE-CMR data. A
pixel signal intensity map was projected on the 3D reconstruction and color-coded
to display healthy areas and scar. The gap size was defined as the proportion (%)
between the gap length and the total perimeter of the PV antrum. A ROC curve
analysis was performed to determine the optimal cut-off value of gap size to pre-
dict recurrences.
Results: A total of 64 PV were analyzed. There were no differences in the number
of cryoballoon applications or occlusion grade between patients with and with-
out recurrences. All patients had gaps ≥1 PV and 12 patients had gaps in all
PVs. Compared to patients without recurrences, the patients with recurrences
had gaps in all PVs more often (43% vs. 100%, p=0.019) and of bigger size (29%
vs. 51%, p=0.03). The cut-off of gap size to predict recurrences was 45% (Se
67%, Sp 86%; AUC 0.93).
Conclusion: Anatomic gaps around PVs detected by DE-CMR were common
after AF cryoablation. Patients with AF recurrence had more gaps and of bigger
size than patients without recurrence.

P3351 | BEDSIDE
A new intellatip MiFi XP ablation catheter can facilitate a pacing study
for cardiac tachyarrhythmias

N. Yoshida, T. Yamada, V. Kumar, H. Doppalapudi, T. Mcelderry. University of
Alabama Birmingham, Division of Cardiovascular Disease, Birmingham, United
States of America

Purpose: A pacing study for cardiac tachyarrhythmias may sometimes be chal-
lenging because of a high pacing threshold (PT) and long saturation artifact du-
ration (SAD) after entrainment pacing. A new IntellaTip MiFi XP ablation catheter
(MiFi) with three diagnostic mini electrodes (MEs) embedded to the distal tip elec-
trode has recently been approved by the FDA. The purpose of this study was to
investigate usefulness of the MiFi during a pacing study for cardiac tachyarrhyth-
mias.
Methods: The MiFi was tested in 14 consecutive patients who underwent
catheter ablation of cavo-tricuspid isthmus (CTI) dependent atrial flutter (AFL).
Entrainment pacing was performed from the MiFi positioned at the CTI with
a cycle length of AFL cycle length – 20ms and an output of 10mA/2ms and
5mA/2ms in bipolar pair configurations as follows: ABL 1-2 (tip to first ring elec-
trode/conventional bipole) and ME 1-2 (ME 1 to ME 2). The SAD after entrainment
pacing and PT at the CTI were measured.
Results: The SAD after entrainment pacing was significantly shorter in the ME
1-2 than the ABL 1-2 (10mA/2ms; 211±22ms vs. 521±99ms, p<0.05, 5mA/2ms;
178±18ms vs. 344±20ms, p<0.05). As the result, the local atrial electrograms
recorded immediately after the cessation of the entrainment pacing with an out-
put of 10mA/2ms was constantly appreciated for measurement of a post pacing
interval with the ME 1-2 whereas it was never appreciated with the ABL 1-2. The
pacing threshold of the ME 1-2, ME 2-3, and ME 3-1 was significantly smaller
than that of the ABL 1-2 (p<0.05, respectively) (Fig. 1).

Figure 1

Conclusion: The MEs could reduce the SAD after entrainment pacing and PT at
the CTI. These findings suggested that the MiFi could facilitate a pacing study for
cardiac tachyarrhythmias.
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Prolonged PR interval reflects advanced electroanatomical remodeling
of left atrium and predicts the clinical outcome after catheter ablation
of atrial fibrillation

J. Park, J.K. Park, J.S. Uhm, B.Y. Joung, M.H. Lee, H.N. Park. Yonsei University
College of Medicine, Cardiology Division, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Background: Prolonged PR interval (PRI) has been known to be a poor prognos-
tic factor in cardiovascular disease. We hypothesized that PRI is associated with
electroanatomical remodeling of left atrium (LA) and predicts the clinical outcome
of radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) for atrial fibrillation (AF).
Methods: We prospectively included 930 patients with AF (75.2% male,
57.6±11.2years old, 68.2% paroxysmal AF) who underwent RFCA. All enrolled
patients were categorized into 4 groups based on the quartile values of pre-
procedural PRI (166, 182, 202ms) in sinus rhythm, and were analyzed according
to LA volume (CT), LA voltage (NavX), and clinical outcome of AF ablation.
Results: 1. Based on quartile value, group 4 (PRI≥202ms) was oldest (p<0.001),
and most likely to have persistent AF (p<0.001), hypertension (p=0.002), and the
highest body mass index (p=0.034) compared with other groups. 2. Group 4 had
the greatest LA dimension (p<0.001) and volume index (p<0.001), and the lowest
LA appendage emptying velocity (p<0.005) and LA voltage (p<0.001) compared
with the others. 3. For mean 13.1±8.1 months, the classification based on PR
interval was an independent predictor for AF recurrence after RFCA for AF, though
adjusting other contributing factors (HR=1.699, 95% CI 1.279-2.257, p<0.001).

Baseline characteristics

Q1 (∼166) Q2 (166–182) Q3 (182–202) Q4 (202–) p

n=930 224 216 256 234
Age (years) 55.5±11.7 57.3±11.0 57.6±11.3 60.3±10.4 <0.001
Paroxysmal AF (%) 78.1 77.8 68.8 51.7 <0.001
BMI (kg/m2) 24.6±2.7 24.5±3.7 25.1±3.0 25.2±2.9 0.034
CHADS2 score 0.8±1.0 0.9±1.1 1.1±1.1 1.0±1.1 0.051
Hypertension (%) 36.0 49.1 50.4 52.3 0.002
LA dimension (mm) 40.0±5.7 40.5±6.0 42.1±6.3 43.4±6.2 <0.001
LA volume index (ml/m2) 32.7±11.8 33.2±12.2 35.8±12.7 38.9±11.6 <0.001
LAA emptying velocity (cm/s) 54.4±23.1 51.0±22.5 49.0±22.1 44.4±20.1 0.005
LA volume/BSA (ml/m2; CT) 74.7±22.7 77.5±24.7 82.6±24.2 91.2±24.4 <0.001
Mean LA voltage (mV) 1.4±0.7 1.2±0.6 1.2±0.7 1.0±0.6 <0.001

Clinical characteristics and LA remodeling.

Conclusions: Prolonged PRI was closely associated with advanced LA remod-
eling by AF, and had a non-invasive independent predictive value on clinical re-
currence of AF after RFCA.

P3354 | BEDSIDE
Prediction of the macroreentrant circuit of atrial flutter using the
synthesized 18-lead ecg

M. Ishimura, M. Ueda, K. Miyazawa, T. Kajiyama, N. Hashiguchi, T. Kanaeda,
Y. Kobayashi. Chiba University Graduate School of Medicine, Cardiovascular
medicine, Chiba, Japan

Purpose: The synthesized 18-lead ECG is well known and accepted as a detec-
tor of left ventricular posterior wall ischemia. However, it is unknown whether it
is useful for determining local electrical activity. Therefore, we attempted to verify
whether the synthesized 18-lead ECG was a useful diagnostic tool for atrial flutter
(AFL).
Method: We retrospectively reviewed 150 consecutive patients with AFL
recorded by the synthesized 18-lead ECG. We evaluated their ECGs for the pres-
ence of an F-wave morphology. The type of the macroreentrant circuit was re-
vealed by an electrophysiologic study (EPS). During the EPS, multipolar catheters
were used to record the activation. In some recurrence cases after pulmonary
vein isolation for paroxysmal atrial fibrillation, a CARTO electroanatomical sys-
tem was used to define the macroreentrant circuit.
Results: A total of 119 (79.3%) patients were diagnosed with typical AFL and 27
(18%) with reverse typical AFL by their EPSs. The CARTO activation revealed
that 3 (2%) AFL circuits passed through the mitral isthmus and 1 (0.6%) involved
the left atrial roof.
Figure 1 shows an AFL macroreentrant circuit algorithm for predicting the type
of AFL circuit according to the F-wave morphology. A left atrial roof dependent
circuit could showed isoelectric or negative F-waves in leadI. 27 reverse typical

Figure 1

AFL had positive F-waves in lead I, and negative F-waves in leads V3R-V5R.
3 AFL circuits passing through the mitral isthmus exhibited positive F-waves in
lead I, negative F-waves in leads V3R-V5R and isoelectric or negative F-waves
in leads V7-9. A total of 119 typical AFL had positive F-waves in lead I, negative
F-waves in leads V3R-V5R and positive F-wave in leads V7-9.
Conclusions: The synthesized 18-lead ECG could predict the macroreentrant
circuit of AFL.

P3355 | BEDSIDE
The difference in the waveforms during pacemapping at subdivided
portions within the outflow tract: The usefulness of synthesized
18-lead electrocardiograms

M. Igarashi, K. Kuroki, T. Adachi, Y. Yui, Y. Ito, K. Ogawa, A. Talib, Y. Sekiguchi,
A. Nogami, K. Aonuma. University of Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan

Introduction: There have been many reports about the electrocardiography
(ECG) characteristics of idiopathic outflow tract ventricular arrhythmias (OT-VAs).
However, the OT-VAs origins were decided depending on the successful radiofre-
quency catheter ablation (RFCA) sites in those studies. Therefore, the overlap of
the parameter values among the different origins was not so small because of
inaccurate locating of the origins. This study aimed to evaluate the synthesized
18-lead ECG derived from the 12-lead ECG that provided the right-sided chest
lead [V5R, V4R, V3R] and back lead [V7, V8, V9] virtual waveforms for differenti-
ating the OT-VAs origins using pacemapping.
Methods and results: Twenty-eight patients with OT-VAs who underwent RFCA
were included in this study. In each patient, several sites out of the 5 different
sites were paced at threshold: anterior and posterior right ventricular OT (RVOT-
ant, RVOT-post), right and left coronary cusps (RCC, LCC), and the junction of
these cusps (RLJ). The pacing sites were confirmed by CARTOSOUND and fluo-
roscopy. The 18-lead ECGs during pacemapping were compared among 5 sites.
The dominant QRS morphology pattern in the V5R significantly differed among
these sites (see table).

QRS in V5R and OT-VAs origins

QRS in V5R RVOT-ant RVOT-post RCC RLJ LCC
n=19 n=19 n=18 n=17 n=14

Rs 12 (63%) 2 (11%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
rS 2 (18%) 11 (58%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
QS 0 (0%) 5 (26%) 15 (83%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
qR 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (11%) 15 (88%) 0 (0%)
R 5 (26%) 1 (5%) 1 (6%) 2 (12%) 14 (100%)

Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV p

“Rs” for predicting RVOT-ant 63% 97% 86% 90% <0.001
“rS” for predicting RVOT-post 58% 97% 85% 89% <0.001
“QS” for predicting RCC 83% 93% 75% 96% <0.001
“qR” for predicting RLJ 88% 97% 88% 97% <0.001
“R” for predicting LCC 100% 88% 61% 100% <0.001

Conclusion: The QRS morphology pattern in V5R was simple parameter and
useful for differentiating the detailed OT-VA origin sites.

P3356 | BEDSIDE
Impact of prophylactic catheter ablation for total cavo-pulmonary
connection candidates upon arrhythmias and hemodynamics:
consideration for the roles of twin atrioventricular nodal physiology

K. Toyohara1, T. Nishimura1, D. Takeuchi1, M. Shoda2. 1Tokyo Women’s Medical
University, Pediatric Cardiology Department, Tokyo, 2Tokyo Women’s Medical
University, Cardiology Department, Tokyo, Japan

Background: Twin atriovetricular nodes (tAVNs) are sometimes associated with
complex congenital heart disease such as heterotaxy syndrome and can be a
cause of AV reentrant tachycardia (AVRT). Therefore, electrophysiological eval-
uation is important for total-cavo pulmonary connection (TCPC) candidates be-
cause catheter access to the atrium and AV valve is restricted after TCPC, and
prophylactic catheter ablation (CA) is occasionally performed to inducible AVRT.
On the other hand, few investigators have reported that ablating one of tAVNs
might cause interventricular dyssynchrony and systemic ventricular dysfunction.
The aim of this retrospective study is to investigate clinical results of prophylactic
CA of unilateral AVN in TCPC candidates.
Methods: Electrophysiologic study was performed in 10 TCPC candidates (me-
dian age; 3 years) who had undergone Glenn operation and associated with
common AV valve. Nine patients were heterotaxy syndrome (asplenia in 6 and
polysplenia in 3). Spontaneous narrow QRS tachycardia had been demonstrated
at the palliative operation and/or diagnostic catheterization in all patients.
Results: Two different QRS complexes without preexcitation were observed and
two distinct His bundle electgrams were recorded at the anterior aspect and the
posterior aspect of the common AV valve in all 10 patients. AVRT involiving tAVNs
was also induced in all patients and then we decided to perform CA of unilateral
AVN. Successful RFCA of one AVN which showed recessive anterograde con-
duction was achieved and no further AVRT was inducible in all cases. The QRS
duration was 80ms (63-90ms) before CA and 85ms (68-95ms) after CA.The ven-
tricular ejection fraction was 62% (55-68%) before CA and 60% (53-69%) after
CA.
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Conclusion: Prophylactic CA of unilateral AVN for TCPC candidates with in-
ducible AVRT involving tAVNs may be one therapeutic option. Iatrogenic ven-
tricular dyssynchrony after CA was never observed in our experience.

P3357 | BEDSIDE
Evaluation of an automatic delineation algorithm for activation
mapping of focal ventricular tachycardias

A. Alcaine1, D. Soto-Iglesias2, M. Calvo3, E. Guiu3, D. Andreu3, J. Fernandez-
Armenta3, P. Laguna1, O. Camara2, J.P. Martinez1, A. Berruezo3. 1University of
Zaragoza, Communication Technologies Group, Aragón Institute of Engineering
Research, IIS Aragón, Zaragoza, Spain; 2University Pompeu Fabra, PhySense
Group, Departament of Information and Communication Technologies,
Barcelona, Spain; 3Hospital Clínic y Provincial de Barcelona, Arrhythmia Section,
Cardiology Department, Thorax Institute, Barcelona, Spain

Purpose: Activation mapping (AM) based on electrogram (EGM) analysis is used
to guide ablation treatments of focal tachycardias. However, AM based on EGM
activation onset is a manual, observer-dependent and time-consuming task within
the EP lab. We propose and evaluate an automatic EGM onset detection algo-
rithm for AM.
Methods: Clinical data correspond to 8 patients (9 electroanatomical maps, a
total of 1673 mapping points) admitted for ablation procedure due to non-tolerated
premature ventricular contraction (PVC) beats. During the intervention, for each
mapping point, a 2.5 s EGM segment was recorded including a PVC beat and the
bipolar EGM activation onset was manually marked (on-procedure annotation).
After the intervention, an automatic EGM activation onset algorithm was applied
and electroanatomical maps were reconstructed using the automatically mea-
sured local activation times (LATs). Additionally, two different experts manually
blind-annotated those maps after the intervention (off-procedure annotations).
Results: Consdering the average value of the two off-procedure annotation sets
as the reference for evaluation, we measured the error (mean ± standard devia-
tion) of LATs computation committed by the automatic algorithm. For comparison
purposes, the error is also computed for the on-procedure annotations. The er-
rors were, for automatic method: 2.1±10.9 ms, and for on-procedure annotations:
-2.6±6.8 ms. The off-procedure inter-expert difference is -0.8±4.5 ms. The figure
shows a representative example in RAO view obtained with the 4 sets of annota-
tions.

Example of reconstructed activation maps

Conclusions: Automatic EGM activation onset detection during clinical routine
allows an observer-independent, accurate estimate of LATs which could be ex-
tended to AM in high-density catheter configurations.

P3358 | BENCH
Substrate electroanatomical mapping to navigate surgical
reconstruction of the left ventricle aneurysms in patients after
myocardial infarction

P. Neuzil, J. Petru, S. Cerny, P. Pavel, J. Skoda, L. Sediva, S. Kralovec,
L. Plevkova. Na Homolce Hospital, Prague, Czech Republic

Introduction: Ischemic heart disease is one of the most common cause of ven-
tricular tachyarrhythmias (VTA). Arrhythmogenic substrate is typically myocardial
infarction (MI) scar. In patients with post MI aneurysm left ventricle remodeling
surgery might be indicated. There is the evidence that aneurysmectomy itself
usually cannot eliminate VTA. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the ef-
ficacy of the electroanatomical mapping (EAM) prior aneurysmectomy to identify
the arhythmogenic areas and of the myocardium in order to help the surgeons
to navigate resection and cryodestruction of the most critical areas of the my-
ocardium.
Patients and method: 39 pts were included, Ø age 64 (38–79), 28 m/11 w, all
with documented post MI aneurysms (Echo, MRi, LV angiography). In all pts we
confirmed inducibility of VTA prior to surgery. Electroanatomical mapping (EAM)
was performed with identification of border zones, specific late and fractionated
potentials which we assigned by RF application. Surgeon used the predefined
EAM to navigate the surgery to eliminated most of the arrhythogenic zones by
resection of the aneurysm plus cryoablation. EAM with programmed ventricular
stimulation was repeated 2-3 months after aneurysmectomy to evaluate the effect
of the surgical procedure.
Results: In all 39 pts we created EAM as a guide for surgical LV remodeling plus
cryo-destruction of the most important areas indicated by aplication of RF energy
during previous catheter mapping procedure. Prior surgery VT was inducible in
26 pts (67%), after surgery we could induce VT in only 3 pts (7,6%). 1-2 months
after surgery EAM was performed in 37 pts and in all we demonstrated significant
change of the substrate including reduction of late and fractionated potentials.
Mean fluoro time per mapping procedure was 12,4 min and mean total time per

Table 1

Pt Before LVAR After LVAR (1-3m)
n 39 39

Ø LV EF 27.8% (20-55) 45.6% (35-60)
Ø ESV 131.6 ml 95.5 ml
Ø NYHA 2.7 1.8

one procedure was 109 min. Average of follow-up is 18.8 monts (4-34) with only
2 deaths due to noncardiac reasons.
Conclusion: EAM reconstruction prior the aneurysmectomy could play important
role: 1. navigate arrhythmic surgery; 2. performed adequate LV reconstruction; 3.
specific substrate cryoablation; 4. reduction of VTA induction.

P3359 | BEDSIDE
Impact of the earliest activation site location in the septal right
ventricular outflow tract in the differentiation of left vs right outflow
tract origin of idiopathic ventricular tachycardia

J. Acosta, D. Penela, C. Herczku, J. Fernandez-Armenta, L. Cipolleta, D. Andreu,
L. Mont, A. Berruezo, J. Brugada. Arrhythmia section, Cardiology Dep. Thorax
Institute. Hospital Clinic, Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction: We hypothesized that the earliest activation site (EAS) in the sep-
tal right ventricle (RV) outflow tract (OT) could be an additional mapping data
predictor of the left vs right origin of idiopathic ventricular arrhythmias (VAs).
Methods: Electroanatomic maps obtained in 34 patients with OT VA (20 LVOT,
14 RVOT) with the location of the earliest activation site (EAS) during activa-
tion mapping in the septal RVOT were analysed. Pulmonary valve (PV) was de-
fined by voltage scanning after validation of voltage tresholds by image integra-
tion against preprocedure CT scan or MRI. The distance between PV and the
earliest activation site in the septal RVOT, 10 ms isochronal map area and longi-
tudinal/perpendicular ratio were obtained in order to differentiate LVOT vs RVOT
site of origin (SOO).
Results: A cut-off value of 1,9 V was able to accurately define PV level with a
90% sensitivity and 96% specificity. EAS≥1 cm below PV excluded RVOT SOO.
Distance between PV and EAS was significantly shorter in VAs arising from left
coronary cusp than in the rest of locations in LVOT (5.7±6.4 vs 9.2±7 mm; p
0.034). The 10 ms isochronal area longitudinal/perpendicular diameter ratio was
higher in the RVOT than in LVOT SOO group (1.97±1.2 vs 0,79±0.49, respec-
tively; p 0.001). A cut-off value of ≤0,8 predicted an LVOT SOO with 68% sensi-
tivity and 100% specificity. An algorithm based on the EAS-PV distance and the
10 ms isochronal area longitudinal/perpendicular diameter ratio predicted a LVOT
SOO with 90% sensitivity and 100% specificity.

Conclusion: RVOT SOO can be excluded in OT VAs with an EAS>10 mm below
PV. An algorithm based on the EAS-PV distance and the 10-ms-isochronal-area
longitudinal/perpendicular diameter ratio accurately predicts LVOT vs RVOT SOO
in OT VAs.

P3360 | BEDSIDE
Prolongation of coupling interval is a predictor of delayed success of
radiofrequency ablation for idiopathic ventricular arrhythmias

S. Aita, K. Kuroki, M. Igarashi, Y. Sekiguchi, A. Nogami, K. Aonuma. University
of Tsukuba, Cardiovascular Division, Faculty of Medicine, Ibaraki, Japan

Background: We have experienced delayed elimination of arrhythmias in the
acute failure cases of radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) for idiopathic ven-
tricular arrhythmias (IVAs). However, a reliable RFCA endpoint has not been es-
tablished in such cases.
Methods: We retrospectively investigated consecutive 195 patients who under-
went RFCA for IVAs in our hospital from January 2009 to August 2012. Twenty-
seven patients (14%) were the acute failure cases whose IVAs were not elimi-
nated during RFCA procedure. However, it was observed that IVAs were disap-
peared completely late after RFCA in 9 of the acute failure cases. We divided
the acute failure cases into two groups (late-success group and failure group)
and evaluated the electrocardiographic parameters (QRS morphology of IVAs,
sinus cycle length, coupling interval) before and after RFCA and electrophysi-
ological characteristics during RFCA procedure (local activation time preceding
QRS, pace mapping, occurrence of repetitive ventricular acceleration, the origin
sites of IVAs, application energy and duration of RFCA) between two groups.
Results: In the late-success group, coupling interval (CI) of IVAs was significantly
prolonged after RFCA (623±145 ms) compared with that in the baseline (451±90
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ms, p<0.05), while it did not change in the failure group (491±139 vs. 489±110
[ms], NS). Prematurity Index (PI), which was defined as the ratio of CI of IVAs
to the preceding R-R interval of the sinus cycle just before VAs in the electro-
cardiogram, was significantly greater in the late-success group than in the fail-
ure group after RFCA (0.83±0.09 vs. 0.66±0.14, p<0.05). The presence of IVA’s
QRS morphology change following RFCA also was significantly greater in the late
success group than in the failure group (33% vs. 67%, p<0.05). No significant dif-
ference was observed in echocardiographic parameters, morphology at baseline
(the origin sites of IVAs), local activation time, pace mapping score, occurrence
of ventricular acceleration and total application energy.
Conclusion: Even in the cases that IVAs were not disappeared by RFCA proce-
dure, delayed elimination of IVAs might be expected when the CI was prolonged.

P3361 | BEDSIDE
Electroanatomical substrate characteristics are associated with the
cycle length of spontaneous ventricular tachycardia after myocardial
infarction

M.R.S. De Riva Silva, G.F.L.K. Kapel, S.R.D.P. Piers, M.J.S. Schalij,
K.Z. Zeppenfeld. Leiden University Medical Center, Department of Cardiology,
Leiden, Netherlands

Introduction: Electroanatomical (EA) scar after myocardial infarction (MI) has
been associated with the occurrence of spontaneous sustained monomorphic
VT (SMVT). Specific EA scar characteristics may determine cycle length (CL) of
clinical and induced VT in post-MI patients.
Methods: Consecutive post-MI pts referred for symptomatic ventricular arrhyth-
mia ablation underwent programmed electrical stimulation and left ventricular EA
mapping during sinus rhythm (n=82) or ventricular pacing (n=11). Bipolar electro-
grams (EG) were displayed (0.13mV, 200mm/sec) and evaluated for voltage (BV),
duration (EGD, first to last sharp peak deflection) and morphological character-
istics (presence/duration of fragmented signals [FS: BV<1.5 mV, EGD ≥50ms],
presence/timing of late potentials [LP: onset after QRS, separation >20 ms]. The
scar area (SA, BV<1.5mV), dense scar (DS, BV<0.5mV) and border zone (BZ,
BV >0.5mV,<1.5mV) were measured.
Results: Ninety-three pts (68±10 yrs, 83 male, LVEF 34±12%) referred for ab-
lation of VA (clinically documented SMVT in 83 [max CL 386±84ms, min CL
369±85ms]) were included. In 85 (91%) pts, 3.5±2.5 VT/pt (max CL 402±116
ms, min CL 292±79ms) were induced. LPs were present in 75% of pts (max du-
ration from offset QRS: 98±55 ms (LPmax)) and FS in all (max duration 126±36
ms (FSmax)). Mean SA was 68±39 cm2, DS 31±29 cm2 and BZ 37±21 cm2.
For clinical VTs, the total scar area, percentage of DS of the total SA, LPmax and
FSmax were related to the max VTCL (all p<0.002) and min VTCL (all p<0.001).
Compared to pts with slow clinical VTs (VTCL≥300ms), pts with only fast clinical
VTs had smaller SA (p=0.003), lower percentage of DS (p<0.0001), shorter FS-
max (p=0.021) and LPmax (p=0.006). For induced VTs, substrate characteristics
also correlated with max VTCL (all p<0.001) but not with the CL of the fastest
induced VT (all p≥0.071).
Conclusions: Specific EA scar characteristics are associated with the CL of
spontaneous VTs. No specific substrate could be identified for fast non-clinical
induced VTs. These findings may have implications for substrate-based VT abla-
tion in post-MI patients.

P3362 | BEDSIDE
Para-hisian pacing enables assessment of left bundle branch
conduction and left ventricular myocardial conduction even in cases
with complete right bundle branch block

S. Shimoshige1, A. Mochizuki1, T. Fujito1, H. Kouzu1, N. Kokubu1,
A. Muranaka1, S. Yuda2, A. Hashimoto1, K. Tsuchihashi1, T. Miura1. 1Sapporo
Medical University, 2nd Department of Internal Medicine, Sapporo, Japan;
2Sapporo Medical University, Department of Clinical Laboratory Medicine,
Sapporo, Japan

Background: We recently found that bundle branch conduction and ventricu-
lar myocardial conduction can be separately assessed by para-Hisian pacing in
cases without bundle branch blocks (ESC2013).
Purposes: We examined if para-Hisian pacing (PHP) test is usable for assess-
ments of left bundle branch conduction and left ventricular (LV) myocardial con-
duction regardless presence or absence of complete right bundle branch block
(CRBBB).
Methods: We analyzed 164 consecutive patients (52.8±7.1 years old, 59.8%
male) who underwent PHP test in electrophysiological examinations for arrhyth-
mias. PHP test was conducted according to the original method reported by Hirao,
et al. To record ventricular potentials in right ventricular (RV) apex and basal lat-
eral LV region, electrode catheters were located at RV apex and in the coronary
sinus. We placed a pacing catheter at a locus where high output stimulation in-
duced narrow QRS and then gradually reduced pacing output until QRS widened.
Under high output stimulation leading to narrow QRS, a time interval from stim-
ulation to RV apex potential (Sn-RVA) and an interval from stimulation to basal
lateral LV region (Sn-BLLV) potential were determined as an index of right bundle
branch conduction and that of left bundle branch conduction, respectively. Under
low output stimulation leading to wide QRS, a time interval from stimulation to
RV apex potential (Sw-RVA) and an interval from stimulation to basal lateral LV

potential (Sw-BLLV) were determined as an index of septal ventricular myocardial
conduction and that of LV myocardial conduction, respectively.
Results: In 158 of 164 patients (96.3%), all of four parameters could be mea-
sured: Sn-RVA (57.1±14.1 ms), Sn-BLLV (88.5±21.0 ms), Sw-RVA (68.5±18.3
ms), and Sw-BLLV (111.9±23.9 ms). Sn-RVA was significantly longer In CRBBB
group (n=19) than in non-CRBBB group (n=139) (65.8±14.3 ms vs. 55.9±13.8
ms, p=0.004), confirming that Sn-RVA reflect right bundle branch conduction,
though Sw-RVA was similar in the two groups (72.4±14.2 ms vs. 68.0±18.8 ms,
p=0.323). In contrast to the indices of RV conduction, both Sn-BLLV (97.0±23.5
ms vs. 87.3±20.4 ms, p=0.059) and Sw-BLLV (117.3±20.8 ms vs. 111.2±24.2
ms, p=0.296) were comparable in the CRBBB and non-CRBBB groups. In CRBBB
group, Sn-RVA was not significantly correalted with Sn-BLLV or Sw-BLLV, indicat-
ing lack of significant influence of CRBBB on the indices of LV conduction.
Conclusion: PHP test enables separate assessment of left bundle branch con-
duction and LV myocardial conduction even in the presence of CRBBB.

NON-INVASIVE DIAGNOSIS I
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Arrhythmic storm in patients with Heart Mate II. Incidence, risk factors
and management

J. Corre, F. Sacher, F. Picard, M. Haissaguerre, L. Barandon, P. Dos Santos.
University Hospital of Bordeaux - Hospital Haut Leveque, Departement of
Cardiology, Bordeaux-Pessac, France

Background: – Rhythmic complications seem common after left ventricular (LV)
assist device (LVAD), especially in the early phase of implantation (<30 days),
which can worsen the prognosis. We sought to identify the incidence and risk
factors of arrhythmic storm occuring after Heart Mate® 2 (HM2) implantation.
Methods: – All patients with HM2 implanted in our institution have been studied.
Clinical data, occurrence of arrythmia, implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD),
ultrasound parameters as well as follow-up have been analyzed.
Results: – From January 2008 to April 2013, 33 patients (30 men, 58±10
years, LV Ejection Fraction 20±5%, ischaemic cardiomyopathy 82%, 70% bridge
to transplant), were included. Before implantation, 15 had ICD (12 for primary
prévention) and 11 had a history of sustained ventricular tachycardia (VT). The
overall mortality rate was 48% with a mean follow-up of 11±11 months. Post-
LVAD arrhythmic storm (10 patients, including 9 in the first 30 days) were more
frequent in patients with prior VT (70% vs 17%, p<0.01), prior ICD (80% vs 30%,
p=0.01), larger LV end diastolic diameter (77±9 vs 67±6 mm, p=0.02) and non
ischaemic cardiomyopathy (40 vs 8.4%, p=0.053). Arrhythmic storm occuring just
prior LVAD implantation (8 patients) was not associated with arrhythmic storm
recurrence after. Betablocker initiation post-LVAD was carried out within the first
month for only 4 patients. Endocardial VT ablation was performed in 6. The sub-
strate was not related to HM2 cannula.
Conclusion: – Arrhythmic storm were frequent (33.3%) after Heart Mate® 2 im-
plantation, often occurring within one month in patients with prior VT episode.

P3365 | BENCH
Determining the origin of the ectopic beat in idiopathic ventricular
arrhythmias with a computational model

A. Pashaei1, R. Sebastian2, A. Lopez3, D. Soto-Iglesias1, J.M. Ferrero3,
D. Andreu4, J. Acosta4, J. Fernandez-Armenta4, A. Berruezo4, O. Camara-Rey1.
1Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain; 2University of Valencia,
Departament d’Informatica, Valencia, Spain; 3Polytechnic University of Valencia,
Valencia, Spain; 4Hospital Clinic i Provincial, Barcelona, Spain

Purpose: Idiopathic arrhythmias require long procedures to acquire invasive
electro-anatomical maps and ascertain the right ventricular (RV) or left ventric-
ular (LV) origin of the ectopic beat. A recent study suggests a correlation between
the shape of the activation-map isochrones in the RV outflow tract (RVOT) and
the origin of the ectopic beat. We propose to study and validate this relationship
with a computational model.
Material and methods: A detailed anatomical model of the LV and RV includ-
ing the outflow tracts was built from a magnetic resonance image of a patient.
A finite element mesh was then generated where myofibre architecture was syn-
thetically introduced. Electrophysiological simulations were performed for 150ms
after the ectopic beat. Four different origins of ectopic beats were analysed: the
left (LV-LAC), non-coronary (LV-NCAC) and right (LV-RAC) aortic cusps; and the
middle of the RVOT. A post-processing step was implemented to derive 20ms-
isochrones around the earliest activated area in the RVOT and their shape was
characterized (area, axis ratio computed as the maximum over minimum diame-
ters of the isochrones).
Results: The axis ratio and area indices characterizing the 20ms-isochrones for

Figure 1. Simulations with different origins.
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the four different configurations were: 2.43 and 2.25 cm2 for LV-LAC; 1.74 and
2.55 cm2 for LV-NCAC; 1.16 and 2.95 cm2 for LV-RAC; 2.59 and 1.18 cm2 for
RVOT origin. The earliest activated area in the RVOT appeared 100 ms, 150 ms,
70 ms and 3 ms after the ectopic beat for LV-LAC, LV-NCAC, LV-RAC and RVOT,
respectively.
Conclusions: The developed computational model reproduces the electrical acti-
vation patterns observed in clinical data, clearly identifying larger isochronal areas
and smaller axis ratios with LVOT rather than RVOT origin of the ectopic beat.

P3366 | BEDSIDE
Predictors and implications of mechanical trauma of the left bundle
branch during ventricular tachycardia mapping in patients with
structural heart disease

E. Falconi, S. Del Prado, O. Salvador, J. Figueroa, P.F. Cruz, M. Ortega,
R. Delgado, F. Guiterrez Larraya, J. Lopez Sendon, J.L. Merino. University
Hospital La Paz, Madrid, Spain

Aims: Ablation of ventricular tachycardia (VT) in patients with structural heart
disease (SHD) may be limited by the risk of significant complications. Tamponade,
systemic embolism, and damage to the His-Purkinje system by radiofrequency
application are among the most relevant. However, the incidence, predictors and
consequences of mechanical trauma of the left bundle branch (MT-LBBB) at SHD-
VT ablation have never been reported.
Methods: The incidence of MT-LBBB was studied in a series of 142 consecutive
patients with SHD and sustained monomorphic VT, who underwent 184 ablation
procedures. 31 patients were excluded because showed left bundle branch block/
left intraventricular conduction defect (LBBB) with a QRS>150 ms at baseline.
Another 6 patients were excluded because they had right ventricular dysplasia
and no catheter was introduced in the left ventricle (LV). MT-LBBB was defined
as new onset of LBBB during catheter manipulation within the left ventricle, which
was not related to radiofrequency application and which persisted at the end of
the procedure. The clinical predictors for MT-LBBB were compared between pa-
tients developing it and the last 31 patients enrolled in the whole series.
Results: MT-LBBB developed in 7 patients (6.7%). The age, sex, type of SHD,
scar location, QRS duration, and HV interval were not significantly different be-
tween patients with and without MT-LBBB. A combine variable of presence of LV
ejection fraction <35% and QRS duration 110> ms was significantly more fre-
quent in patients with MT-LBBB than is those without it (40% vs 8.7%, P=0.03).
At follow-up, MT-LBBB was transient and solved in <24 hours after the procedure
in 1 patient. One patient had persistent complete AV block (preexisting RBBB
before ablation) and had a cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) defibrillator
implanted. 5 patients developed heart failure refractory to pharmacological ther-
apy and required implantation of a CRT device.
Conclusions: MT-LBBB during LV ablation catheter manipulation in patients with
SHD is infrequent but often results in significant clinical implications. The combi-
nation of a wider QRS complex and severe LV dysfunction appears a risk factor
for it.

P3367 | BEDSIDE
Qt interval characteristics in patients with early repolarization and
brugada syndromes: insight into an overlapping mechanism of lethal
arrhythmias

A. Talib, N. Sato, E. Sugiyama, N. Sakamoto, Y. Tanabe, T. Takeuchi,
Y. Kawamura, N. Hasebe. Asahikawa Medical University, Department of
Internal Medicine, Cardiovascular, Respiratory & Neurology Division, Asahikawa,
Japan

Purpose: We have reported impaired QT-rate dependent in early repolarization
syndrome (ERS). Recent epidemiological data reported peak incidence of sud-
den cardiac death (SCD) in ERS and Brugada syndrome (BrS) from 0-6 AM.
Taken together we tested the QT-interval characteristics in both syndromes.
Methods: Ambulatory ECG-derived parameters (QT, QTc, and QT/RR slope)
were measured in a total of 122 subjects including: 11 ERS, 11 BrS patients,
the majority of whom are survivors of an aborted SCD, and 100 controls.
Results: There was no significant difference in the average QT or QTc; however,
the 24-hour QT/RR slope was significantly smaller in ERS and BrS patients than
in the controls (Table).

QT indices in the study population

ERS (n=11) BrS (n=11) Control (n=100) P

Age 51.2±12 49.6±13 48.6±18 0.365
HR (beat/min) 57.4±7.9 67.7±6.5 67.5±10.2 0.111
24-hour QT (ms) 413±29 388.9±21 399.8±29 0.209
24-hour QTc (ms) 405.5±26.5 411.6±18 420.5±23 0.609
24-hour QT/RR 0.103±0.01¶¶ 0.106±0.01‡ 0.156±0.03 <0.001
Day-time QT 392±22 375±27 381±29 0.306
Night QT 415±28 399±21 418±26 0.154
QT day-night difference 19±18.7¶ 24±14** 40±22 0.007
Early night QT/RR 0.1±0.03 0.125±0.04 0.153±0.04 0.068
Mid night QT/RR 0.076±0.02¶ 0.092±0.04* 0.117±0.04 0.004
Early morning QT/RR 0.074±0.03¶¶ 0.079±0.02‡ 0.118±0.04 <0.001

Values are expressed as mean ± SD. P values refer to the total significance of differences
(ANOVA) among the 3 groups. ¶¶P<0.001, ¶P<0.01: ERS vs Control ‡P<0.001, **P<0.01,
*P<0.05: BrS vs Control.

Detailed QT analysis showed lower day-night QT difference in ERS and BrS pa-
tients than in the controls, with the lowest QT/RR slopes seen in the ERS and BrS
groups from 0-3:00AM and from 3-6AM.
Conclusions: (1) In contrast to age and gender-matched control subjects, ERS
and BrS patients had atatenuated QT-rate adaptation and blunted QT day-night
modulation which may provide a baseline reentrant substrate and facilitate phase
2 reentry. (2) Importantly, QT/RR maladaptation was most evident at midnight,
which may explain their propensity toward SCD during such critical period.

P3368 | BEDSIDE
Differentiating the origin of outflow tract ventricular arrhythmia using a
simple novel approach

E. Efimova, B. Dinov, W.-J. Acou, V. Schirripa, J. Kosiuk, J. Kornej, P. Sommer,
A. Bollmann, G. Hindricks, A. Arya. Department of Electrophysiology, University
of Leipzig, Heart Center, Leipzig, Germany

Aim: To assess a simple criterion for localization of outflow tract ventricular ar-
rhythmias during electrophysiology study.
Background: Numerous ECG criteria have been proposed for identifying the lo-
calization of outflow tract ventricular arrhythmias. However, in some cases it is
difficult to accurately localize the origin of outflow tract arrhythmia using the sur-
face ECG.
Method: We measured the interval from the onset of the earliest QRS complex
of premature ventricular contractions (PVCs) to the distal right ventricular apical
signal (QRS-RVA interval) in 66 patients (31 male, age 53.3±14.4, RVOT origin
37) referred for ablation of symptomatic outflow tract PVCs.
Results: There was no difference in QRS duration of PVCs, arising from the right
(RVOT) and the left (LVOT) outflow tracts (141.7±15.9 vs. 137.0±15.3, p=0.25).
Compared to patients with RVOT-PVCs, the QRS-RVA interval was significantly
longer in patients with LVOT-PVCs (69.8±13.9 vs. 33.4±10.4, p<0.001). Receiver
operating characteristic analysis showed that a QRS-RVA interval ≥49 ms has a
sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values of 100%, 95%, 94%,
100% respectively, for prediction of an LVOT origin.
Conclusion: A QRS-RVA interval ≥49 ms suggests an LVOT origin. The QRS-
RVA interval is a simple and accurate criterion for differentiating the origin of out-
flow tract arrhythmia during EPS.
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Value of cardiac magnetic resonance imaging to predict the
occurrence of ventricular tachycardia in post-infarct patients

D.V. Voilliot1, F.O. Odille2, D.M. Mandry3, M.A. Andronache1, B.B.P. Brembilla-
Perrot1, P.Y.M. Marie3, J.F. Felblinger2, E.A. Aliot1, N.S. Sadoul1, C.D.C. De
Chillou1. 1University Hospital of Brabois ILCV, Cardiology, Nancy, France;
2University Hospital of Brabois, IADI, INSERM U947, Nancy, France; 3University
Hospital of Brabois, Nuclear Medicine, Nancy, France

Introduction: The use of implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICD) is recom-
mended to prevent sudden cardiac death (SCD) in patients with a reduced (≤30-
35%) left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) due to previous myocardial infarction
(MI). Many of these patients, however, never receive adequate ICD intervention
during the lifespan of their index ICD. We studied whether the characteristics of
MI scar, as assessed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), could predict the
occurrence of ventricular tachycardia (VT) after ICD implantation.
Methods: Fifty-one patients (41 men, mean age=59±11 years) with a remote
(>6 months) MI and a class I primary prevention indication for ICD implantation
underwent a cardiac MRI study 3 to 6 days before ICD implantation. Delayed
contrast enhancement (DCE) was used to delineate post-MI scars.
Results: Mean follow-up duration was 43±24 months (range: 12-91 months) af-
ter ICD implantation. VT episodes occurred in 15 patients (29%). There were
no statistical differences between patients who experienced VT and those who
did not with regard to the following parameters: age at implant, gender, infarct
location, history of coronary artery revascularization, LVEF, left ventricular (LV)
end-diastolic volume, LV mass, MI volume and MI surface. At infarct borders, MRI
showed areas with intramural and/or epicardial scar (adjacent to areas show-
ing endocardial or transmural scar) in all but one patient. Epicardial scar volume
(2±1.2 vs. 0.9±1.0 cm3; p=0.001), epicardial scar surface (3.6±0.5 vs. 1.4±0.3
cm2; p=0.0005) as well as intramural scar volume (1.7±1.7 vs. 0.8±1.2 cm3;
p=0.03) and intramural scar surface (4.0±0.6 vs. 1.8±0.4 cm2; p=0.002) were
greater in patients with VT. A cut-off value >1.6cm2 for intramural scar had a
100% sensitivity to predict the occurrence of VT.
Conclusion: Our study suggests that the presence of a critical volume (and sur-
face) of both intramural and epicardial scars at an infarct border are key factors
for the occurrence of VT in post-MI patients.

P3371 | BEDSIDE
A clinical score to evaluate the survival and recurrence risk in patients
undergoing ventricular tachycardia ablation

P. Vergara, A. Nonis, C. Brombin, F. Baratto, C. Bisceglia, N. Sora, M. Barbaro,
P. Mazzone, G. Maccabelli, P. Della Bella. San Raffaele Hospital (IRCCS), Milan,
Italy

Aim: To assess the value of a decision rule based on several prognostic factors
for overall survival and ventricular tachycardia (VT) recurrence-free survival, in a
sample of patients with structural heart disease. The final goal is to identify high
risk patients who might require specific pre-procedure care to reduce the risk of
subsequent procedure-related morbidity.
Methods: Prognostic factors data, including demographic, clinical and treatment
related data were collected for 282 patients. The Survival Tree (ST) method is
a tree-structured survival analysis based on a recursive partitioning algorithm.
Kaplan-Meier survival curves were obtained for sensible groupings of patients de-
rived from ST. Cox regression was applied to evaluate differences among groups.
Results: LVEF, aetiology (ISCHEMIC vs NON-ISCHEMIC), amiodarone use
(AMD) and hypertension (HTN) were identified by the ST method as best predic-
tors of a VT recurrence. Thyroid disfunction (THYROID), age >60 years, chronic
kidney disease (RENAL), respiratory disease (RD), number of coronary artery
vessels disease (CVN), were identified by the ST method as the best predictor
of DEATH events. Three groups were identified based on Hazard Ratio; these
groups showed significantly different survival rates. In HIGH risk groups 58.8%
patients survived and 24.4% were free from VT recurrence at 24 months; in
MEDIUM and LOW risk groups 86.0% and 94.9% patients respectively survived,
66.3% and 83.6% were free from VT recurrence at 24 months.

Figure 1. Survival tree

Conclusion: Survival tree analysis provided a preoperative assessment of the
arrhythmia recurrence and survival in patients undergoing VT ablation. We found
that LVEF and THYROID DISFUNCTION were the most important determining
factors for prediction of VT recurrence and survival respectively.

P3372 | BEDSIDE
Multimodal method of estimating distinctions of the immune response
among patients with ventricular premature beats with structurally
normal heart and healthy volunteers

M. Rogova1, N. Mironova1, T. Malkina1, A. Deev2, M. Sidorova1, E. Efremov1,
T. Sharf1, K. Zykov1, S. Golitsyn1. 1A.L. Myasnikov Institute of Cardiology,
Moscow, Russian Federation; 2National Research Center for Preventive
Medicine, Moscow, Russian Federation

Introduction: 30% of patients with cardiac arrhythmias show no signs of any
organic heart disease. One of the possible causes of idiopathic arrhythmias is
considered to be inflammatory heart disease, including those of autoimmune na-
ture.
Materials and methods: The research studied 91 patients (27 men, mean age
36,53±11,49 years) with VPB more than II grading Lown without signs of organic
heart disease. The control group comprised 31 healthy volunteers. In addition to
standard clinical examination, a study of NT-pro-BNP, cellular and humoral im-
mune parameters, markers of infections, levels of autoantibodies to synthesized
peptide sequences simulating different parts of β1-adrenoceptors (β25, β8) and
M2-cholinoreceptor (MRIMRIV, MRI) were completed.
Results: In patients with VPB levels of NT-pro-BNP were 2 times higher than in
the control group (p<0,001). Individuals with VPB had significantly higher levels of
CD3+CD95+, CD3+HLA-DR+ than in control group. CD19+ indexes were higher
among healthy individuals (p=0.007). In the study of autoimmune response IgM
titers to β25, MRIMRIV, MRI were significantly higher in patients with VPB than in
the control group. Based on these results, a model of a combination of parame-
ters associated with the development VPB (NT-pro-BNP, CD3+CD95+, phagocytic
activity of neutrophils, CD19+, β25 IgM) was rated. To estimate the total contribu-
tion of the theese parameters in the development of VPB XBDS parameter was
introduced and designed which formed its range of values (Fig. 1).

Figure 1

Conclusion: The study demonstrated that patients with VPB were significantly
different from the control group not only in individual indicators of immune re-
sponse, but also in their combination, which in turn may also indicate the pres-
ence of immunopathological process in the myocardium.

P3373 | BEDSIDE
Differential diagnosis between early/minor arrhythmogenic right
ventricular cardiomyopathy and idiopathic right ventricular outflow
tract tachycardia based on ectopic beats QRS morphology

A. Zorzi1, J. Novak2, S. Castelletti2, A. Pantazis2, D. Corrado1, W.J. Mckenna2,
P. Lambiase2. 1University of Padova, Department of Cardiac, Thoracic and
Vascular sciences, Padua, Italy; 2The Heart Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Background: In patients with ventricular arrhythmias showing a left bundle
branch block/inferior axis morphology, the differential diagnosis between idio-
pathic right ventricular outflow track tachycardia (RVOT-VT) and arrhythmogenic
right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC) may be challenging. In particular, pa-
tients with early/minor ARVC phenotypic expression may show a normal electro-
cardiogram (ECG) and minimal echocardiographic abnormalities. We aimed to
assess whether specific features of the ventricular ectopic beats QRS morphol-
ogy may differentiate between the two conditions.
Methods: The study population included 20 patients (13 females, mean age 36
years) with early/minor ARVC defined as the absence of major ECG or echocar-
diographic abnormalities according to the 2010 International Task Force Criteria
and 33 age- and sex- matched RVOT patients. The diagnostic accuracy of sev-
eral morphologic features of the ectopic beats, suggesting different origin within
the RVOT (septum versus free wall and epicardium versus endocardium), was
evaluated.
Results: We identified 5 features of the QRS morphology of the ventricular
ectopic beats that were significantly more common in ARVC than in RVOT-VT
patients: QRS duration >160ms (60% vs 27%, p=0.02), intrinsecoid deviation
>80ms (65% vs 24%, p=0.01), initial QRS slurring (40% vs 12%, p=0.04), QS
pattern in lead V1 (90% vs 36%, p90° in limb leads (60% vs 24%, p=0.01). At
multivariate analysis, intrinsecoid deviation >80ms (OR=9.9), QS lead in lead
V1 (OR=28) and QRS axis >90% (OR=5.7) remained independent predictors of
ARVC diagnosis. The presence of 1, 2 and 3 parameters yielded a sensitivity of
95%, 90% and 55% and a specificity of 60%, 70% and 94% for ARVC diagnosis.
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Conclusions: In patients with arrhythmias of RVOT origin and no major elec-
trocardiographic or echocardiographic abnormalities, a simple evaluation of the
ectopic QRS morphology helps in the differential diagnosis between idiopathic
RVOT-VT and early/minor ARVC.

SUPRAVENTRICULAR ARRHYTHMIAS
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The importance of waiting time after achieving bidirectional block of
the cavotricuspid isthmus in patients with typical atrial flutter

K. Hanazawa, M. Brunelli, A. Grosse, S. Raffa, M. Frommhold, A. Madaffari,
C. Geller. Central Hospital Bad Berka, Arrhythmia and Electrophysiology Section,
Division of Cardiology, Zentralklinik Bad Berka, Germany, Bad Berka, Germany

Introduction: Cavotricuspid isthmus (CTI) ablation is the most effective treatment
strategy for patients (pts) with typical atrial flutter, and an acute success rate of up
to 100% is reached when an irrigated catheter and a pre-shaped angled sheath
are used. However, arrhythmia recurrence is sometimes seen. Therefore, longer
waiting times might increase long term success rate.
Methods: Consecutive pts undergoing radiofrequency (RF) catheter ablation for
ongoing or documented typical flutter were included. In order to optimize con-
tact force, a 180°angulated sheath (Fast-Cath RAMP, Saint Jude Medical) was
used together with an irrigated ablation catheter (Celsius ThermoCool, F-Type,
Biosense Webster, 50W, 48°C, 17ml/min) in all pts. Multipolar catheters along the
right atrial wall, in the proximal coronary sinus, and at the His, as well as a 3D
navigation system (LocaLisa, Medtronic) were routinely employed. Success was
defined by termination and/or change in the activation sequence of the lateral wall
as well as demonstration of bidirectional conduction block (defined as widely split
double potentials across the length of the line and using differential pacing). A
waiting time of at least 20 minutes was observed in each procedure.
Results: After 27 (19, 36) and 6 (4, 9) min of procedure (since catheter inser-
tion) and RF time, acute success was achieved in all 91 pts [70 (62, 75) years,
62 (68%) male]. During the waiting time, recurrence of CTI-conduction was ob-
served in 22 (24%) pts 53 (16, 610) sec after achievement of bidirectional block.
In addition, recovery of conduction was observed once, twice and 3 times, in 18,
3, and 1 pts, respectively. Furthermore, recurrence was observed within 5 min
after success in 15 (68%) pts, 6 - 10 min in 2 (9%) pts, and 11 - 20 min in 5 (23%)
pts. After recovery of conduction, a slightly longer waiting time was observed, and
this accounts for a total procedural and waiting time of 70 (61, 85) and 29 (26, 33)
min, respectively. No acute complications occurred.
Conclusions: In pts undergoing CTI ablation, despite the use of an angulated
sheath, an irrigated ablation catheter and 3D mapping, recovery of conduction
can occur. Almost 25% of the recurrences are seen >10 min after achievement
of bidirectional block. Therefore, adopting a relatively long waiting time of ≥20min
may increase long-term success rate.

P3376 | BEDSIDE
PSVT in patients with short PR syndrome - lateral and/or decremental
rather than atria-fascicular pathways

S. Bogdan, C. Iorgulescu, E. Ene, A. Radu, M. Dorobantu, R.-G. Vatasescu.
Clinic Emergency Hospital, Bucharest, Romania

Background: Atrio-fascicular accessory pathways (AP) are presumed to be the
cause of short PR syndrome without pre-excitation (Lown-Ganong-Levine), which
supposedly is a rare cause of paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia (PSVT).
Aims: To identify ECG, EP and anatomical characteristics of APs in patients with
short PR and without overt pre-excitation presenting with PSVT.
Methods: We retrospectively analyzed 200 patients with orthodromic atrio-
ventricular reentrant tachycardia (ortoAVRT) without documented pre-excitation.
In only 14 of them baseline PR interval was short i.e. 120 ms (mean age 27 5
years, 9 men).
Results: During sinus rhythm (SR) there were taller than expected r waves in
leads V1-3 in 10 out of 14 patients. In all 14 patients QRS during during ortoAVRT
was narrower than in sinus rhythm (8010 ms vs 9510 ms, p<0.05). In 10 out
of 14 patients there was also a significant shift QRS axis in the frontal plane
during ortoAVRT by comparison with SR, concomitantly with diminished r wave
potential in leads V1-3. In all patients AP were left-sided and mapping of the
mitral annulus during ortoAVRT revealed V-A fusion on the lateral aspect (n=8) or
postero-lateral (n=6). Mapping the same anatomical location during SR revealed
A-V fusion despite the absence of overt pre-excitation. In 7 out of 14 patients
atrial rapid stimulation revealed overt pre-excitation. QRS width, morphology and
axis changed after successful ablation in 10 out of 14 patients (matching the QRS
during ortoAVRT).
Conclusions: A short PR interval without overt pre-excitation in patients with
documented PSVT should rise the suspicion of left lateral APs rather than atrio-
fascicular APs, especially in the settings of a taller than expected r waves in leads
V1-3.

P3377 | BEDSIDE
Feasibility of atrial pacemapping using multiple intracardiac signals as
reference: comparison with surface P wave with visual and correlation
coefficient analysis

J.M. Almendral Garrote1, P. Fernandez2, E. Castellanos1, M. Ortiz2, J. Salas2,
A. Vega2. 1University CEU San Pablo, Cardiology, Madrid, Spain; 2HM
Universitario Madrid, Arrhythmia Unit, Madrid, Spain

Localization of focal atrial rhythms can be challenging particularly if they appear
transiently. Atrial pacemapping, based on visual comparison of P wave morphol-
ogy contour has been found useful but a precise identification of P wave is fre-
quently limited during tachycardias. Mathematical waveform analysis has recently
been implemented in recording systems to improve waveform comparisons.
Purpose: To explore by pacing at different sites if waveform analysis of a group
of intracardiac recordings at fixed but distant sites could be used as a reference
template to compare atrial activation resulting from beats originated at different
sites.
Methods: Bipolar left atrial pacing trains (400-500 ms) at threshold was per-
formed from several bipoles of a multipolar circular catheter located at each pul-
monary vein ostium and at several left atrial sites in 15 patients during a procedure
of circunferencial pulmonary vein ablation. During left atrial pacing, unipolar and
bipolar recordings were obtained from a reference doudecapolar catheter (two
sets of 10 poles separated by 6 cm) located at the coronary sinus and lateral right
atrium, as well as the 12-lead surface ECG. Both visual analysis and waveform
analysis based in a correlation coefficient (“template matching tool”, Lab system)
were applied to each pair of pacing sites, as well as to two beats of the same
paced site to identify the ability to correctly recognize if a paced beat originated
at the same or a different site.
Results: Stimulation was performed from 376 different sites, and 1128 pairs of
atrial paced beats were compared, with a mean distance between pairs of 15±10
mm. For the template matching tool the cut-off value of correlation above which 2
paced beats were considered to be originated at the same site was established
as the value met by 95% of pairs of beats from the same pacing site. This cut-off
value was 71%, 85% and 21% for the P wave, the unipolar and bipolar intrac-
ardiacs (I) respectively. Sensitivity and specificity were as follows, respectively:
Visual analysis: P wave: 85 and 75%, unipolar I: 87 and 77%, bipolar I: 78 and
72%. Correlation coeficient analysis: P wave: 19 and 95%, unipolar I: 89 and
95%, bipolar I: 15 and 95%.
Conclusions: Intracardiac recordings from multiple, distant and fixed sites can
be suitable for atrial pacemapping, having the advantage over the P wave that
they are less obscured by ventricular signals during tachycardias. Correlation co-
efficient analysis offers best results with intracardiac unipolar signals and, with
these signals, it could be more accurate than visual analysis.

P3378 | BEDSIDE
Functional and structural reverse cardiac remodelling after ablation of
typical persistent atrial flutter: echocardiographic insights

C. Martignani, A. Corzani, A. Marziali, M. Ziacchi, A. Mazzotti, G. Massaro,
P. Cimaglia, C. Valzania, M. Biffi, G. Boriani. University Hospital Policlinic S.
Orsola-Malpighi, Institute of Cardiology, Bologna, Italy

Purpose: To analyze morphologic and functional cardiac parameters after
cavotricuspid isthmus ablation (CTA) of typical persistent atrial flutter (AFL).
Methods: We enrolled 31 consecutive patients (26 males, aged 67.8±18.4 years)
with typical persistent AFL (duration 5.4±3.2 months) and normal baseline left
ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF). All patients underwent successful CTA. Clin-
ical evaluation, 12-lead-ECG and echocardiography were performed for all pa-
tients at baseline and at 1 week, 2 weeks, 1 month, 6 months and 12 months
follow-up (FU) after ablation.
Result: Since 2 weeks after CTA, we observed a diastolic and systolic signifi-
cant reduction of right atrium (RA), right ventricle (RV) and left atrium (LA) ar-
eas. The decrease of those parameters was progressive at each successive FU
(maximum decrease at 12 months FU: RA end-diastolic area: -5.8%, p=0.002;
LA end-diastolic area: -6.4%, p<0.02; RV end-diastolic area: -5.2%, p=0.048). A
significant increase in RA contraction fraction was found at 6 months (+20.0%,
p=0.047); on the contrary, LA contraction fraction improved later, at 12 months
FU (+15.2%, p=0.047). No significant variations of left ventricular end-diastolic
volumes (LVEDV) and LVEF were observed during the whole FU, perhaps due
to the normal LVEDV and LVEF values at baseline. At 1 year, echocardiographic
transmitral diastolic pattern showed a significant improvement, expressed by a
progressive 4-levels dysfunction scale (Table 1).

Table 1. Overall analysis of diastolic pattern variations after CTA for AFL

Transmitral diastolic pattern Baseline no. of pts (%) 1 year FU no. of pts (%)

Normal 9 (29%) 19 (62%)
Impaired relaxation 14 (45%) 10 (32%)
Pseudonormal 1 (3%) 1 (3%)
Restrictive 7 (23%) 1 (3%)

p=0.029.

Conclusion: AFL ablation with restoration of sinus rhythm provides a morpho-
logic reverse remodelling of RA, LA and RV, that begins soon after discharge.
This phenomenon is progressive and leads to an increase of both RA and LA
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contraction fraction. Along with these morpho-functional changes, CTA of AFL -
by means of manteinance of sinus rhythm- promotes the restoration of impaired
transmitral filling pattern detected at baseline, with improvement of left ventricular
diastolic function.

P3379 | BEDSIDE
Clinical significance of negative programmed atrial stimulation in
patients suspected but no documented paroxysmal supraventricular
tachycardia

B. Brembilla-Perrot, J.M. Sellal, A. Olivier, V. Manenti, A. Moulin-Zinsch, J. Rizk,
C. De Chillou, T. Villemin. University Hospital of Nancy - Hospital Brabois,
Vandoeuvre les Nancy, France

Purpose of the study: To determine the factors of negativity of electrophysiolog-
ical study (EPS) in patients suspected of paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia
(SVT) and the significance. When noninvasive studies remain negative, the diag-
nosis is a dilemma. EPS is the only means to evaluate the nature of symptoms
when event recorders are not interpretable.
Methods: 568 patients, aged from 6 to 89 years, mean 34±17, 211 males, 357
females complained of tachycardia and were suspected of SVT; they had a nor-
mal or near normal ECG in sinus rhythm; 67 patients had a relatively short PR
interval (0.12 sec), 8 a first d AV block (AVB). Transesophageal or intracardiac
EPS consisted of programmed atrial stimulation with 1 and 2 extrastimuli in con-
trol state and after isoproterenol. Patients were followed from 3 months up to 20
years (mean 5±4 years).
Results: No sustained tachycardia (>30 sec) was inducible after complete EPS.
Double nodal pathway was noted in 25 patients; non sustained (NS) AV node
reentrant tachycardia (AVNRT) was induced in 20 patients; 28 patients presented
an excessive sinus tachycardia and 8 patients had NS atrial tachycardia. During
follow-up, organic arrhythmia occurred in 27 patients (5%) (group I): a) 23 pa-
tients developed a SVT (3%): AVNRT 11, atrial flutter or fibrillation 12); b) one 26
year old patient presented a complete AVB (patient with initially a 1st dAVB); c)
3 patients had ventricular tachycardia. Remaining patients had no organic tachy-
cardia (group II). Long-term Holter monitoring only indicated sinus tachycardia.
Tilt test was positive in 71 of 156 patients with dizziness/syncope. The sensitiv-
ity of negative EPS was 95%. The analysis of factors that differentiated group I
and II indicated that age was higher in group I (48±16) than in group I (38±17)
(p<0.05) and dizziness/syncope associated with tachycardia was less frequent in
group I (22%) than in group II (41%) (p 0.03), while female gender (59 vs 63%),
associated chest pain (15 vs 23%), familial history of SVT (4 vs 5%), moderate
associated heart disease (18 vs 14%), familial stress (0 vs 4%), or relatively short
PR interval (4 vs 12%) were not significantly different in group I and II.
Conclusions: The sensitivity of a negative EPS to predict the absence of organic
tachycardia was high (95%). The rare false negatives (5%) were noted in older
patients without syncope.

P3380 | BEDSIDE
Pediatric catheter ablation made simple: single-catheter technique

G. Sarquella Brugada, S. Cesar, C. Bautista, I. Moll, M. Esquirol, M. Serrano,
S. Torner, A. Berruezo, J. Brugada. University Hospital Sant Joan de Deu,
Esplugues de Llobregat, Spain

Radiofrequency ablation is a standard technique used for definitive cure in most
cases of tachycardias in old children. Number of catheters used for these proce-
dure might be a handicap when patients are small in weight or age. Description
of single catheter technique for ablation of tachycardia substrate in these small
patients is presented and discussed. Results are compared to older pediatric
population in a single pediatric center.
Patients, methods and results: From 1995 to 2013, 1280 cardiac ablations
were performed in children under 18 years of age in a pediatric electrophysiology
service. Of those, 111 procedures were performed to 101 patients weighting less
than 15 kg due to drug-refractory tachycardias. All of them were done under seda-
tion or general anesthesia. Radiofrequency energy was used in all cases. Single
catheter technique was used in 85 procedures (75.2%). In the other 26 cases,
only two catheters were used. Primary success rate in a single procedure was
98% of cases. Nine patients needed a second procedure for reccurency. In only
one patient, affected of severe Ebstein disease, a third procedure was needed.
The mean procedural time was 44.5±24.2 minutes, with a mean radiation time of
10.8±8.7 minutes. Complications were the following: one complete AV bock that
completely recovered 24 hour after the procedure, 1 pericardial effusion that re-
solved with pericardial aspiration within the same procedure, 1 ventricular fibrilla-
tion that needed electric cardioversion with no further complications, 1 moderate
mitral regurgitation freee of medication after 7 years of follow-up.These results
are similar to those seen in older children in our series exept for the rate of single
catheter technique that is less used in older patients (11%).
Conclusion: Ablation in small pediatric population is feasable and safe when
performed in large pediatric units. Single catheter technique is an excellent option
for those small patients requiring ablation.

P3381 | BEDSIDE
Atrial flutter in elderly patients. Clinical data and follow-up after
ablation

B. Brembilla-Perrot, A. Olivier, V. Manenti, J.M. Sellal, M. Andronache, T. Villemin,
C. De Chillou, O. Selton, A. Terrier De La Chaise, P. Louis. University Hospital of
Nancy - Hospital Brabois, Vandoeuvre les Nancy, France

Purpose of the study: To look for the influence of advanced age on atrial
flutter (AFL)-related clinical data and the long-term results of AFL radiofrequency
ablation. Age-related differences were reported for arrhythmias.
Methods: 1171 patients, 896 males, 275 females, mean age 64±12 years were
consecutively referred for radiofrequency ablation of recurrent or poorly-tolerated
AFL. 903 patients had an underlying heart disease. Clinical history and data
of echocardiography were collected. Patients were followed from 1 month to 10
years (mean 2.1±2 years).
Results: 433 patients were aged from 70 to 93 years (group I), 338 from 70 to 79
years (group IA) and 95 from 80 to 93 years (group IB). They were compared to
728 patients<70 years (group II). Heart disease (HD) was more frequent in group
I (82%) (group IA: 82%, group IB: 82%) than in group I (74%) (p<0.002). Previ-
ous atrial fibrillation (AF) was as frequent in group I (31%) and II (32%) (group IA:
30%, group IB: 37%) (NS;0.2). AFL-related rhythmic cardiomyopathy and presen-
tation with 1/1 AFL were less frequent in group I (5%, 3%) (p<0.01) than in group
II (9%, 12%) (p<0.001). The differences were similar for groups IA (5%, 3%) and
IB (6%, 2%). At the time of ablation AFL ablation-related major complications
were as frequent in group I (1.7%) and II (1.2%) (IA: 1.8%, IB: 1.2%). Restora-
tion of sinus rhythm with bidirectional isthmus block was as frequently obtained
in group I (88%) and II (90%) (IA: 88%, IB: 86%). After ablation, AFL recurrences
were less frequent in group I (9%) than in group II (15%) (p<0.001) (group IA:
10%, p<0.02, group IB: 4%, p<0.0001). AF occurrence was as frequent in group
I (22%) and II (23%) (group IA: 23.5%, group IB: 16%). Among patients without
AF before ablation, AF risk remained similar in group I (13%) and II (13%) (group
IA: 15%, group IB: 11%). Cardiac mortality was higher in group I (8.5%) than in
group II (4.5%) (p<0.007) (group IA: 9%, group IB: 6%).
Conclusions: Among patients aged≥70 years, there were no difference between
patients <80 years and those ≥80 years. Compared to younger patients, elderly
patients had less rhythmic cardiomyopathy and presentation with 1:1 AFL. De-
spite a more common associated HD in elderly patients, the success of ablation,
the rate of complications and the risk of AF occurrence were similar in young and
old patients. However cardiac mortality remained higher in old than in younger
patients.

P3382 | BEDSIDE
Is the risk of atrial fibrillation in patients with history of paroxysmal
supraventricular tachycardia dependent on the mechanism of
tachycardia?

B. Brembilla-Perrot, J.M. Sellal, A. Olivier, V. Manenti, D. Beurrier, H. Khachab,
M. Andronache, C. De Chillou, T. Villemin. University Hospital of Nancy - Hospital
Brabois, Vandoeuvre les Nancy, France

Purpose of the study: To evaluate the role of the mechanism of paroxysmal of
paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) on the incidence of spontaneous
atrial fibrillation (AF). The relation between SVT and AF is well-known but its
frequency could depend on the mechanism of SVT.
Methods: 1559 patients with SVT and a normal ECG in sinus rhythm were re-
ferred for electrophysiological study (EPS); mean age was 49±19 years. Patients
with anterograde conduction over an accessory pathway (AP) were excluded.
EPS was performed in control state and after isoproterenol. Patients were fol-
lowed from 3 months up to 20 years (mean 3±2 years).
Results: SVT was related to atrioventricular nodal re-entrant tachycardia
(AVNRT) in 1363 patients (group I) that was typical in 1180 patients (group IA)
and atypical in 183 patients (group IB). In remaining 296 patients SVT was related
to a concealed AP with atrioventricular re-entrant tachycardia (AVRT) (group II).
At the initial evaluation 47 patients of group I (3%) (44 of group IA, 3.7%, 3 of
group IB, 2%) and 6 of group II (2%) had presented at least one episode of sus-
tained AF (NS). During follow-up, 97 patients developed AF, 86 of group I (6%)
(71 of group IA, 6%, 15 of group IB, 8%) and 11 of group II (4%). The risk of
AF only was higher in group IB than in group II (p<0.03). When patients with
AF at first study were excluded, the risk of AF during follow-up was similar in all
groups: AF occurred in 63 patients of group I (4.6%) (51 of group IA 4%, 12 of
group IB 6.5%) (0.06) and 9 of group II (3%). Ablation of slow pathway or AP was
performed in 1099 patients, 909 of group I (66.6%) (816 of group IA, 69%, 93 of
group IB, 51%) and 189 of group II (64%) (NS). The risk of AF was paradoxically
higher in patients in whom ablation was performed in group I (6.7% in group I, 7%
in group IA, 13% in group IB), compared to patients without ablation (4% in group
I, 4% in group IA, 3% in group IB) (p<0.022) and was unchanged in group II (4%
after ablation and 3% in patients without ablation.)
Conclusions: In patients with a normal ECG AF-related SVT was rare (3%),
independent on the mechanism of SVT. The risk of subsequent AF after a follow-
up of 3 years increased to 6% and was near 5% in patients without AF at initial
evaluation; it was only higher in patients with atypical AVNRT than in patients with
concealed AP. The risk was not affected by the ablation of the slow pathway or
the accessory pathway.
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P3383 | BEDSIDE
Variation of maximum P-wave duration and P-wave dispersion:
markers of atrial reverse remodeling and predictors of sinus rhythm
maintenance after cavotricuspidal ablation for typical atrial flutter

C. Martignani, A. Marziali, A. Corzani, M. Ziacchi, C. Valzania, A. Mazzotti,
G. Massaro, P. Cimaglia, M. Biffi, G. Boriani. University Hospital Policlinic S.
Orsola-Malpighi, Institute of Cardiology, Bologna, Italy

Purpose: To find a correlation between simple ECG parameters and sinus rhythm
maintenance or arrhythmic relapses after cavotricuspidalic ablation for typical per-
sistent atrial flutter.
Methods: 31 consecutive patients (26 males, mean age 67.8±18.4 ys) with typ-
ical persistent atrial flutter (duration 5.4±3.2 months) underwent cavotricuspi-
dalic ablation with restoration of sinus rhythm. In all patients, 12 lead-ECGs were
recorded at a speed of 50 mm/s 36 hours, 1 month and 6 months after cavotricus-
pidalic ablation. In all ECGs, we measured maximum P wave duration, minimum
P wave duration and P wave dispersion; then we compared 6 months ECG evalu-
ations with 36 hour and 1 month ECG evaluations. No antiarrhythmic drugs were
administered after cavotricuspidalic ablation.
Results: Cavotricuspidalic ablation was effective for sinus rhythm restoration in
all patients, without arrhythmic relapses within 6 months. P wave maximum dura-
tion and P wave dispersion measured at 6 months significantly decreased com-
pared to P wave maximum duration and P wave dispersion recorded at 36 hours
(respectively 128.2±17.1 ms Vs 132.3±14.3 ms: p=0.008 and 33.6±12.9 ms Vs
39.3±13.1 ms: p=0.03) and 1 month (respectively 128.2±17.1 ms Vs 131.6±16.9
ms: p=0.01 and 33.6±12.9 ms Vs 36.8±11.6 ms: p=0.02).
Conclusions: P wave dispersion is considered a marker of inhomogeneous atrial
conduction, and in literature it has been proposed as a predictor for paroxysmal
atrial fibrillation. At our knowledge, this is the first time that P wave dispersion has
been evaluated after cavotricuspidalic typical atrial flutter ablation. In our patients,
the efficacy of cavotricuspidalic ablation in restoring sinus rhythm (that persisted
without antiarrhythmic drugs) was associated with a progressive reduction of P
wave dispersion and maximum P wave duration since 1 month after ablation, even
more reduced after 6 months. This could be related with a progressive electrical
atrial reverse remodelling with a restoration of atrial electrical homogeneity that
started 1 month after ablation. Since the P wave is the expression of the atrial
activity of both atria, it might be hypothesized that the restoration of electrical
homogeneity of both atria could contribute to the prevention of right and left sided
atrial arrhythmias.

P3384 | BEDSIDE
A novel porous tip open-irrigated catheter for cavo-tricuspid isthmus
ablation

Y. Ito, A. Nogami, M. Igarashi, K. Kuroki, Y. Sekiguchi, K. Aonuma. University of
Tsukuba, Department of Cardiology, Ibaraki, Japan

Background: Atrial flutter is common sustained arrhythmia in clinical practice,
and associated with atrial fibrillation. However, sometimes creation of complete
isthmus block by using irrigated tip RF catheter was difficult. Irrigated tip radiofre-
quency (RF) ablation catheter is the most frequently used technology for pul-
monary vein isolation. The purpose of this study was to compare the efficiency
and the safety of 2 different open irrigated tip RF ablation catheters for creation
of complete cavo-tricuspid isthmus block.
Methods: RF ablation for creation of cavo-tricuspid isthmus block in 100 patients
with AF (34.5% persistent AF, 76.7% male, 64±9 years) undergoing RF abla-
tion for pulmonary vein isolation was performed by using 2 different irrigated tip
catheters: the novel Thermocool surround flow (SF) catheter with a porous tip
(56 holes) in 50 patients or the Thermocool catheter with 6 irrigation holes at the
distal tip in 50 patients in both power- and temperature-controlled modes. The
endpoint criteria was determined to identify complete block consisted of an atrial
activation sequence around the tricuspid annulus consistent with complete block,
negative initial polarity of the electrograms recorded just lateral to the ablation
line during coronary sinus pacing and the presence of double potentials along
the entire ablation line.
Results: Ninety-three% of patients by using Thermocool SF, could achieved
complete isthmus block while only 54% of patients by using Thermocool could
achieved complete isthmus block. RF delivery points and RF delivery energies
were significantly smaller with Thermocool SF versus Thermocool catheter: 10.1
points versus 18.6 points (p<0.01) and17.5kJ versus 31.0kJ (p<0.01), respec-
tively. Similarly, RF duration time was shorter with Thermocool SF versus Ther-
mocool catheter: 8.9 minutes versus 16.5 minutes (p<0.01).
Conclusions: Creation of complete cavo-tricuspid isthmus block by using the
novel irrigated tip Thermocool SF catheter is more effective than Thermocool
catheter.
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P3386 | BEDSIDE
Is the prognosis of idiopathic atrial flutter better than the prognosis of
atrial flutter associated with heart disease?

B. Brembilla-Perrot, A. Olivier, V. Manenti, J.M. Sellal, D. Beurrier, C. De Chillou,
T. Villemin, O. Selton, P. Louis, A. Terrier De La Chaise. University Hospital of
Nancy - Hospital Brabois, Vandoeuvre les Nancy, France

Purpose of the study: To look for the characteristics of apparently idiopathic
typical atrial flutter (AFL). Associated heart disease (HD) should modify the inci-
dence of previous history of atrial fibrillation (AF) and later occurrence of AF after
AFL radiofrequency ablation that is a treatment of choice of typical AFL.
Methods: 1170 patients, mean age 64±12 years, were consecutively referred for
ablation of recurrent or poorly-tolerated AFL. Clinical history, previous AF, medical
treatment and data of echocardiography were collected. Patients were followed
from 3 months up to 10 years (mean 2.1±2 years). Antiarrhythmic drugs were
stopped after ablation except in patients with history of AF before ablation.
Results: AFL was apparently idiopathic in 269 patients. HD was present in 901
patients (77%): hypertensive disease (HTD) (n=256), ischemic HD (IHD) (n=196),
valvular HD (VHD) (n=129), dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) (n=109), respiratory
failure (resp) (n=102), congenital HD (cong) (n=43), miscellaneous HD (n=66).
Prior AF was more frequent in patients without HD (44%) than in patients with HD
(28%) (p<0.00001). Differences were significant for all subgroups of HD. However
antiarrhythmic drugs or beta-blockers were prescribed more frequently in patients
with HD (68.5%) than in those without HD (55%) (p<0.001). During the follow-up,
52 patients without HD (21%), 194 with HD (23%) developed AF (NS). AF ablation
was performed in 3% of patients with and without AF. There were no differences
among all subgroups of HD. The risk of AF among patients without prior AF was
lower in patients without HD (8%) than in patients with HD (14%) (0.006). Among
subgroups with HD, patients with cong HD had a higher risk of AF (26.5%) than
patients without HD (p<0.001) or patients with HD (11%) (p<0.014). Differences
were not significant for other HD’s. As expected cardiac mortality was higher in
patients with HD (8%) than in patients without HD (4%) (p<0.001).
Conclusions: After a follow-up of 2 years, the presence of HD does not increase
the risk of AF in patients with atrial flutter. Among patients with HD, patients with
congenital HD seem to have a higher risk of developing AF than patients with
HD of other origin. Therefore the indication of AFL ablation should not differ in
patients with and without HD.

P3387 | BEDSIDE
Evaluation of the transeptal puncture site guided by fluoroscopy or
electroanatomic mapping

A. Estrada1, D. Doiny1, J. Figueroa1, S. Castrejon-Castrejon1, D. Filgueiras-
Rama1, M. Ortega1, R. Delgado1, E. Falconi1, J.L. Lopez-Sendon2, J.L. Merino1.
1University Hospital la Paz, Arrhythmia and Cardiac Electrophysiology Robotic
Unit, Madrid, Spain; 2University Hospital La Paz, Department of Cardiology,
Madrid, Spain

Purpose: Transeptal puncture (TSP) guided only by fluoroscopy is common prac-
tice in Europe. More recently the use of electroanatomical mapping (EM) has
been proposed to guide and optimized TSP. The aim of this study was to validate
EM for TSP and to compare the selected TSP sites by this imaging technique and
fluoroscopy.
Methods: Patients (P) referred for atrial fibrillation ablation were prospectively
enrolled in this study. Previous TSP was considered exclusion criteria. The right
atrium (RA) and fossa ovals (FO) geometries were reconstructed with a 3D elec-
troanatomical mapping system. The transeptal sheath and needle were taken into
the superior vena cava with fluoroscopy and the needle connected with a coco-
drile clamp to the EM system. Then the sheath with the needle tip assembled at
the very dilator end were moved to the fosa ovals without fluoroscopy with the only
guide of the EM system and the final site for TSP tagged on the EM. The suitabil-
ity of this site for TSP and the distance of this site to the best one for TSP was
assessed by intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) which was considered the gold
standard. Following this the array was pulled-back, the EM disconnected and the
sheath-needle array relocated on the the FO guided by fluoroscopy for TSP. The
EM was reconnected and the TSP site tagged on it. Again, the suitability of this
site for TSP and the distance of this site to the best one for TSP was assessed
by ICE.
Results: 15 P were enrolled in the study. A suitable TSP site on FO was obtained
by EM and fluoroscopy in 82% and 73% patients respectively. The distances from
the selected TSP site to the the best TSP site selected by ICE were 14.2±11.3
mm for EM and 18.2±11.9 mm for fluoroscopy with no significant differences
between them.
Conclusion: EM appears to be at least as accurate as fluoroscopy to localize
the best TSP site. EM may be used in combination with fluoroscopy in order to
facilitate or improve the selection of the TSP site by less experienced operators
or in patients with distorted anatomies.
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P3388 | BEDSIDE
Issues associated with catheter ablation via the transconduit approach
after an extracardiac total cavo-pulmonary connection

H. Aoki, Y.N. Nakamura. Kinki University, School of Medicine, Osaka, Japan

Background: We aimed to clarify the issues of the transconduit approach and the
results of catheter ablation of supraventricular tachycardia with an extracardiac
total cavopulmonary connection (eTCPC)
Method: Five cases with tachyarrhythmias after the eTCPC undergoing catheter
ablation via transconduit approach were included in this study. We analyzed the
patient characteristics, the issue associated with the transconduit puncture and
catheter ablation, and results.
Results: The age at the time of the catheter ablation was from 4 to 19. The
median height was 151 cm (102-155cm).Three had a right isomerism heart and
single ventricle and others had a double outlet of the right ventricle and single
ventricle. The targeted arrhythmias were atrioventricuar reciprocating tachycar-
dia via accessory pathway (AVRT via AP) in one, a tachycardia involving twin
atrioventricular nodes (TAVN) in one, AVRT via AP and TAVN in one, intraatrial
reentrant tachycardia in one, and paroxysmal junctional tachycardia in one. All pa-
tients were successfully ablated via transconduit approach. The interval from the
eTCPC to the catheter ablation was three months to twelve years. It was difficult
to puncture the straight shaped conduit and ringed artificial conduit. We need to
devise a way to advance the long sheath into atrium and had a hard time treating
complicated arrhythmias such as intraatrial reentrant tachycardia and junctional
tachycardia.
Conclusion: We experienced five cases that underwent catheter ablation of tach-
yarrhythmias using transconduit approach. This technique will be a useful tech-
nique for treating increasing tachycardias after an eTCPC. It is important to clarify
the further issues and establish the safety of this technique in the future.

P3389 | BEDSIDE
Focal radiofrequency ablation for macroreentrant left atrial
tachycardias

S. Castrejon Castrejon, J.L. Merino, A. Estrada-Mucci, D. Doiny, M. Ortega-
Molina, D. Filgueiras, J.L. Figueroa, R. Gonzalez-Davia, J.L. Lopez-Sendon.
Robotic Cardiac Electrophysiology Unit, University Hospital La Paz, Madrid,
Spain

Aims: Linear ablation is used for left atrial flutters (LAFl), requiring extensive
lesions but bidirectional block is not always attainable. We hypothesized that a
detailed characterization of the circuit reveals critical isthmi susceptible of focal
ablation (FAb).
Methods: Macrorreentry was demonstrated by entrainment with fusion. Detailed
return cycles (RC) and activation maps were developed. The critical isthmus was
identified by RC <+10 ms and concealed entrainment or non-propagated termi-
nation at sites with diastolic egms. We used the term “mural rentry” for those
located on the atrial wall unrelated to anatomic barriers. The endpoint was termi-
nation and no reinducibility.
Results: 32 (68±11 years, 57% males) underwent 38 EP studies during which
≥1 LAFl circuit was ablated. 43 LAFl were studied (median CL 320 ms, range
210-580 ms): 11 mural anterior, 11 around PVs, 7 mural posterior, 6 perimitral
circuits, 4 left atrial appendage AFl, 2 left septal AFl, 1 mural lateral and 1 CS
circuit. Acute success was obtained in 41 circuits (95%), 2 cases could not be
ablated focally. Median RF time to termination was 14 s (range 2–94 s). Median
duration and amplitude of the local electrogram were 98 ms (range 51 – 240 ms)
and 0,08 mV (range 0,03 – 1,1 mV).
During follow-up (median 44 months, range 3 – 95) the ablated circuit recurred
in 3 P (9%) and 2 P (6%) presented a new circuit (all successfully ablated), 3 P
(9%) had a single recurrence of atypical AFl, 2 P (6%) developed permanent AF,
2 P (6%) require AVN ablation. Globally, 63% of P were totally arrhythmia-free
and 3/43 circuits recurred (7%).

Conclusion: Ablation of LAFl is feasible with focal RF applications: this strategy
seems successful on the long term and should be considered a valid alternative
to linear ablation.

P3390 | BEDSIDE
Catheter maze (dallas lesion set) in addition to circumferential
pulmonary vein isolation does not improve clinical outcome in
paroxysmal atrial fibrillation patients: prospective randomized study

T.H. Kim1, J. Park1, J.K. Park1, J.S. Uhm1, B. Joung1, C. Hwang2, M.H. Lee1,
H.N. Pak1. 1Yonsei Cardiovascular Center, Seoul, Korea, Republic of; 2Utah
Valley Medical Center, Provo, UT, United States of America

Purpose: Although the concept for radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) for
atrial fibrillation (AF) was derived from maze surgery, whether linear ablation in
addition to circumferential pulmonary vein isolation (CPVI) reduces recurrence
rate is unclear in patients with paroxysmal AF (PAF). Therefore, we compared
clinical outcomes of catheter maze (Dallas lesion set) and CPVI as prospective
randomized controlled study among the patients with PAF.
Methods: This study enrolled 100 PAF patients (male 75.0%, 56.4±11.6 years
old) who underwent RFCA, and randomly assigned to CPVI group (n=50) and
catheter maze group (CPVI, Posterior box lesion, and anterior linear ablation,
n=50).
Results: 1. Catheter maze group required longer procedure time (190.3±46.3
min vs. 161.1±30.3 min, p<0.001) and ablation time (5345.4±1676.4 sec vs.
4027.2±878.0 sec, p<0.001) than CPVI group. 2. Complete bidirectional con-
duction block rate was 68.0% in catheter maze group and 100% in CPVI group,
respectively. 3. Procedure related complication rates were not significantly differ-
ent between catheter maze group (0%) and CPVI group (4%, p=0.157). 4. During
16.3±4.0 months follow-up, the clinical recurrence rates were not significantly dif-
ferent between two groups (16.0% in catheter maze group vs. 12.0% in CPVI
group, p=0.564), regardless of the achievement of complete bidirectional conduc-
tion blocks of linear ablation.
Conclusion: Linear ablation in addition to CPVI (catheter maze) did not improve
clinical outcome of RFCA for PAF patients, requiring longer procedure time.

P3391 | BEDSIDE
Level of ablation scar after pulmonary veins isolation: comparison of
different ablation strategies

L. Perrotta, S. Bordignon, D. Dugo, A. Fuernkranz, A. Konstantinou, K.R.J. Chun,
B. Schmidt. Cardiology Centre Bethanien (CCB), Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Purpose: Electrical isolation of pulmonary veins (PVI) is an established endpoint
of ablation of atrial fibrillation (AF) and can be achieved through either a wide
ablation line encircling the entire PV antrum or a separate isolation of individual
PVs. We sought to determine the level of ablation scar after PVI and the size of
left atrial isolated surface area (ISA) for radiofrequency catheter guided ablations
(RFC) in comparison to balloon guided ablation (Laser, LB; Cryo, CB).
Methods: In 45 patients undergoing PVI a bipolar voltage re-mapping using Navx
Velocity was performed before and after PVI in sinus rhythm. The ablation proce-
dure was performed using irrigated RFC (30-40W, 17-25ml/h flow, 43°C; n=15),
the 28mm CB Advance (n=15) or the HeartLight LB (n=15).
The level of ablation scar after PVI was identified by the presence of low voltage
(<0.5mV). We determined:
1. the left and right isolated antral surface area (IASA-L and IASA-R), defined as
the low voltage areas around the ipsilateral PV ostia (cm2);
2. the total isolated antral surface area (IASA-T= IASA-L+IASA-R; cm2);
3. the LA posterior wall area between the scars (LA PW, cm2);
4. the relative size of the scar, the ISA (%)=IASA-T/(IASA-T +LA PW)×100.
Results: Acute PVI was achieved in 100%. The 3 groups did not differ with re-
gards to baseline characteristics including LA size (40±6mm) and type of AF
(80% paroxysmal). IASA-T was significantly higher in CB: 58±15 cm2 vs. 41±11
cm2 (RFC) vs. 40±15 cm2 (LB), p=0.002, due to significantly wider IASA-R: 32±9
cm2 (CB) vs. 23±6 cm2 (RFC) vs. 21±11 cm2 (LB), p=0.004. No significant differ-
ences were observed for both IASA-L and LA PW. The largest ISA was: 65±8%
(CB) vs. 62±11% (RFC) and 54±11% (LB), (p=0.023) (Fig.1). Total procedure
time was significantly higher in LB: 143±33 min vs RFC: 109±33min vs CB:
102±16 min, p=0.001) while fluoroscopy time was lower in LB: 11±3 vs RFC:
15±6 vs CB: 13±2 min; p=0.012. Mean re-mapping time was not different among
the three groups (18±3 min). No complications were observed.
Conclusions: The level of ablation scar after PVI varies with different ablation
technologies. CB provides the widest and most extensive antral isolation area
in particular at the septal PVs. The impact on long-term outcome remains to be
determined.

P3392 | BEDSIDE
Mitral isthmus linear ablation does not affect mitral valve function

J. Nalliah, T.W. Lim, L. Thomas, D.L. Ross, S.P. Thomas. Westmead Hospital,
Cardiology, Sydney, Australia

Background: Mitral isthmus linear ablation (MIL) is utilized to prevent mitral annu-
lus dependent flutter in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) undergoing pulmonary
vein isolation. However, the effect MIL on mitral valve (MV) function is not known.
We aimed to characterize the effect of MIL ablation on MV function.
Methods: Two hundred and twelve consecutive highly symptomatic patients (fe-
males 37, age 59±10) referred for AF ablation (paroxysmal 132, persistent 45,
permanent 35) were randomly assigned to have MIL (n=113) versus no MIL
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(n=99) ablation during pulmonary vein isolation of AF. Transthoracic echocar-
diography was performed before ablation, 1 day after ablation, 3 months and 6
months after ablation. All studies were carefully evaluated for mitral regurgitation
(MR) and graded for severity (mild, moderate or severe) utilizing standard Amer-
ican Society of Echocardiography criteria. Serial echocardiogram results were
compared (among patients with (16 patients) and without (196 patients) signifi-
cant MR) to determine the impact of MIL ablation on MV function.
Results: Among patients with initially normal MV function, 3 (3%) patients with
MIL and 4 (4%) patients without MIL developed significant MR following the pro-
cedure (P=0.72). Sixteen patients had significant MR pre-procedurally (13 MIL vs
3 no MIL). Following the procedure, MR improved significantly in 9 (69%) patients
with MIL and in 2 (66%) without MIL (P=1.0). MV function did not deteriorate sig-
nificantly following MIL in patients with pre-existing MV regurgitation (0 (0%) MIL
vs 1 (33%) no MIL; P=0.19).
Conclusion:MV function is not affected by MIL ablation regardless of pre-existing
MR. This has important implications for selection of ablative strategies in patients
with AF, especially in patients with pre-existing MR.

P3393 | BEDSIDE
Management of stand-alone atrial fibrillation: advantages of the hybrid
approach

F. Luca’1, L. Pison2, O. Parise3, C. Puntrello1, G. Rubino1, C.M. Rao4,
S. Gelsomino3, J.G. Maessen5, H.J. Crijns2, M. La Meir5. 1Paolo Borsellino
Hospital, Cardiology Department, marsala, Italy; 2University Hospital, Cardiology
Department, Maastricht, Netherlands; 3Careggi University Hospital, Florence,
Italy; 4Bianchi-Melacrino-Morelli Hospital, Cardiology Department, Reggio
Calabria, Italy; 5University Hospital, Cardiothoracic Surgery Department,
Maastricht, Netherlands

Background: The hybrid approach combines an epicardial ablation with a percu-
taneous endocardial ablation in a single-step or sequential procedure.We present
our results with this technique in patients with lone atrial fibrillation (LAF).
Methods: The study group consisted of 78 consecutive patients referred for ab-
lation of AF (77% male, aged 60±5 years) between 2009 and 2012. LAF was
defined following the ACC/AHA/ESC Guidelines. Indication for epicardial surgi-
cal ablation was based on the HRS/EHRA/ECAS Guidelines. Fifteen patients
(19.2%) had long-standing persistent AF, while thirty-four (43.6%) had persistent
and twenty-nine (37.2%) paroxysmal AF. A continuous 7-day Holter Monitoring
(HM) after hospital discharge, at 3 mounths, 6 mounths and 1 year was per-
formed. Monitoring was carried out with an external loop recorder and analyzed
with Lifescreen Software. Success was defined as no episode of AF, atrial flutter
(AFL) or any atrial tachycardia (AT) lasting more than 30 seconds off antiarrhyth-
mic drugs (AAD) after the three months blanking period. We conduced a 1 year
follow-up study of all patients. The mean follow-up duration was 24 months [in-
terquartile range (IQR) 12-36].
Results: There were neither early nor late deaths. It was possible to complete all
the procedures as planned without any conversion to cardiopulmonary bypass.
No patient had evidence of phrenic nerve paralysis. No procedure-related events
or thromboembolic/bleeding complications were observed during the follow-up.
Perioperative complications were observed in six patients (8%). The percentage
of patients in sinus rhythm with no episode of AF, AFL or AT lasting longer than
30 seconds and off antiarrhythmic drugs (ADD) was of 87% (n=68) at one year.
Success rates were 100% (15) in long standing persistent AF, 82% (n=28) in per-
sistent and 76% (n=22) in paroxysmal AF (P=0.08), off AAD, respectively, at the
last follow-up. Among these patients, 13% (n=10) required percutaneous ablation
for recurrent AF or left AFL after the hybrid procedure. Therefore we showed a
success rate of 74% (n=58) after a single procedure.
Conclusions: Thoracoscopic hybrid epicardial endocardial approach was, in our
experience, a safe technique with satisfactory 1-year results. Despite good pre-
liminary results, large, multicentre trials of hybrid AF ablation are necessary to
establish whether this approach may represent, in the future, a gold-standard
treatment for AF.

P3394 | SPOTLIGHT
Long term results of stand-alone, totally endoscopic surgical ablation
of atrial fibrillation

C. Muneretto1, G. Bisleri1, F. Rosati1, L. Di Bacco1, A. Curnis2. 1Dept. of
Cardiac Surgery, 2Dept. of Cardiology, University of Brescia, Brescia, Italy

Purpose: Minimally invasive surgical treatment of atrial fibrillation (AF) has
gained popularity during the past decade, albeit there is paucity of data about
the long-term outcomes of this novel approach.
Methods: Study population included 111 consecutive patients undergoing stand-
alone surgical treatment of atrial fibrillation via a closed-chest, monolateral thora-
coscopic approach and epicardial isolation of all pulmonary veins and posterior
left atrium (“box” lesion set) by means of uni/bipolar radiofrequency energy. Mean
age was 63.3±10.3 yrs, and the prevalence of paroxysmal, persistent and long-
standing (LS-persistent) AF was 39.6%, 11.7% and 48.6% respectively with a
median AF duration of 48 months. Mean left atrial diameter was 47.5±8.2 mm.
Results: The procedure could be successfully accomplished via an endoscopic
approach in all patients but one requiring conversion to mini-sternotomy. Hospital
mortality was 0% and no major complications occurred during the post-operative

stay except for a thrombo-embolic event occurring only in 1 patient (0.9%). Mul-
tivariate Cox regression analysis identified long-standing persistent AF (OR: 9.5;
CI=2.5-35.4; p=0.001) and female gender (OR: 3.03; CI=1.06-8.7; p=0.039) as in-
dependent risk factors for AF recurrence; instead, paroxysmal AF was associated
with improved rhythm outcomes (OR: 0.12; CI=0.04-0.36; p<0.001). At a median
follow-up of 57 months, overall stable sinus rhythm was achieved in 80.2% (89/22
pts.) (paroxysmal:90.9%, 40/44 pts.; persistent:84.6%, 11/13 pts.; LS-persistent:
70.3%, 38/54 pts.); Finally, there was a trend towards the stabilization of rhythm
over the follow-up time, as depicted by Spearman analysis showing a positive
correlation among sinus rhythm restoration and follow-up duration (rho=0.82).
Conclusions: Totally endoscopic AF surgical ablation is a safe and effective pro-
cedure with excellent results at long-term especially for paroxysmal and persis-
tent AF, while patients with LS-persistent AF may benefit from additional hybrid
procedures.

P3395 | BEDSIDE
A tailored approach to catheter ablation of paroxysmal atrial
fibrillation: pulmonary vein or stepwise catheter ablation approach

M. Faustino1, C. Pizzi2, D. Capuzzi1, T. Agricola3, G.M. Costa2, R. Bugiardini2.
1Private Hospital “L. Pierangeli”, Cardiology Department„ Pescara, Italy;
2University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy; 3“Spirito Santo” Hospital, ASL Pescara,
Electrophysiology Operating Unit, Cardiovascular Department, Pescara, Italy

Background: Previous studies have demonstrated that the ablation of the pul-
monary vein (PV) potentials recorded from a circular multipolar electrode catheter
is the primary endpoint for catheter ablation in patients with paroxysmal atrial fib-
rillation (AF). However, the efficacy of this catheter ablation procedure may not
be equally effective or efficient in all patients with AF. The recurrence rate of atrial
arrhythmias is higher in patients with structural heart disease than in patients
with paroxysmal AF without heart disease after isolation of PV. We investigated
whether the presence and clinical outcome in patients with paroxysmal AF after
circumferential pulmonary vein isolation or stepwise catheter ablation approach.
Methods and results: Catheter ablation was performed in 100 consecutive
patients (mean age, 61.9±8.2 years) with symptomatic paroxysmal AF. Forty pa-
tients underwent pulmonary veins isolation. The remaining 60 patients underwent
a stepwise catheter ablation approach. The end point of ablation of pulmonary
vein was confirmed by entrance block, whereas in patients who underwent a
stepwise ablation was restoration of sinus rhytm and the noninducibility of AF.
Patients were followed-up for 12 months. After 1 year of follow-up with repeated
Holter monitoring, the percentages of SR maintenance were 67 (67%) patients. At
the end of follow-up, patients treated with a stepwise ablation had a lower recur-
rence rate of atrial arrhythmia than patients in whom paroxysmal AF was did not
terminate (55% vs 75%, P=0.009). Atrial fibrillation occurred in 55% (18 patients)
in patients in whom AF were treated with PV isolation and in 13% (8 patients) in
patients treated with a stepwise ablation procedure (p>0.001).The remaining 7
patients (12%) had a recurrence of atrial tachycardia. As compared with the sub-
jects who were treated with ablation of PV, the adjusted hazard ratios (HRs) of SR
maintenance were significantly higher for those treated with a stepwise ablation
(HR=2.1; p=0.001).
Conclusions: A stepwise ablation in patients with paroxysmal AF may be asso-
ciated with a better long-term clinical outcome than when AF was merely treated
with PV isolation.

NON-INVASIVE DIAGNOSIS II

P3397 | BEDSIDE
Diastolic dysfunction associated with Long QT syndrome in children

E. Elena Verchenko, R. Ildarova, M. Shkolnikova. Moscow Institute for Paediatry
and Pediatric Surgery, Moscow, Russian Federation

Purpose: Long QT syndrome (LQTS) is characterized by prolonged ventricular
repolarization due to persistent sodium or potassium inward currents and dis-
rupting calcium (Ca2+) homeostasis. Abnormal Ca2+ exchange may manifests
of disruption relaxation. The aim of the study is to evaluate the diastolic function
of the heart in young patients with LQTS.
Methods: Echocardiography (ECHO, VIVID 7, GE) was performed in 100 LQTS
patients aged from 3 to 19 years (12.3±4.4 y.). In addition to conventional echo
measurements tissue doppler (TD) was performed. Electromechanical disparity
time (EMD - interval from the aortic valve closure or the end of systolic wall motion
to the end of QT interval) and isovolumic relaxation time (IVRT) were assessed
by spectral (SpD) and tissue doppler (TD) in 12 segments of LV. The velocity Em
and Am were assessed in 12 segments of LV and free wall of RV.

Echo characteristics of LQTS patients

Parameters Patients with DD Patients without DD p-value

HR, beats/min 62.8±11 62.8±13 0.99
QTc, ms 497.3±46 480.4±43 0.13
EF, % 72.4±4 72.1±9 0.9
EMD (SpD), ms 112.8±34 97.4±44 0.15
EMD (TD), ms 116.5±47 90.5±46 0.03
IVRT (SpD), ms 68.3±11 62.2±11 0.03
IVRT (TD), ms 81.7±10 76.6±11 0.0005
IVRT dispersion, ms 35.8±12 27.7±10 0.002
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Results: Diastolic dysfunction (DD) of RV (Em/Am<1) was found in 19 pts (1 pt
had biventricular dysfunction). Patients with DD compared with patients without
DD characterized by more prolonged EMD, IVRT and dispersion of IVRT. There
were no differences on genetic forms, age, heart rate (HR), QTc duration and
systolic function between groups. Pts with syncope was predominated in group
with DD (84% vs. 46%, p=0,002).
Conclusion: Young LQTS patients showed diastolic disorders manifested by pro-
longed isovolumic relaxation time and abnormal ratio Em/Am. Diastolic dysfunc-
tion is more common in pts with syncope and more pronounced electromechani-
cal disparity.

P3398 | BEDSIDE
Dynamicity and characteristics of early repolarization pattern in
healthy population of our country

R. Mollazadeh, M. Eslami, F. Sehhati. Tehran University of Medical Sciences,
Imam Khomeini Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Tehran, Iran (Islamic
Republic of)

Background: Early repolarization pattern (ERP) has been considered a normal
variant of electrocardiography (ECG) for a long time. Nevertheless, increasing
evidence is demonstrating its association with adverse outcomes.
Purposes: The present study aimed to evaluate the prevalence of ERP in general
population and demonstrate its clinical and ECG correlates.
Materials and methods: A prospective cohort was conducted among popula-
tion recruiting 1424 consecutive healthy adult individuals. ERP prevalence and
ECG morphology was investigated and after a period of follow-up visits, clinical
and ECG variables were compared between significant and non-significant ERP
cases.
Results: ERP was present in 136 out of 1424 subjects (9.6%). Slurring con-
stituted the most frequent morphology followed by notching. ERP was predomi-
nantly positive in inferior leads followed by anterolateral leads. Subjects over the
age of 40 years old had a higher prevalence of ERP (p=0.06). There was also
a significant male preponderance in ERP positive group. Mean diastolic pres-
sure was significantly lower in ERP positive group than in ERP negative group
(p=0.03). However, despite a lower systolic blood pressure in ERP positive sub-
jects, the difference was not statistically significant (p=0.06). Alternance rate was
32.6% in ERP significant group and 13.3% in non-significant group (p=0.03).
Conclusion: ERP is present in 9.6% of healthy individuals with more frequency
in inferior leads and slurring as the most prevalent morphology. Additionally, there
was a male preponderance and middle-aged trend for ERP. There was also a
32.6% alternance rate among ERP patients which inversely correlated with age.

P3399 | BEDSIDE
Relationship between J wave and ventricular fibrillation caused by
coronary spastic angina

A. Matsumoto1, A. Yoshida1, K. Fukuzawa1, R. Fujiwara1, A. Suzuki1,
T. Nakanishi1, S. Yamashita1, K. Hirata1, H. Shimizu2, Y. Onishi2. 1Kobe
University, Cardiology, Kobe, Japan; 2Kakogawa East City Hospital, Cardiology,
Kakogawa, Japan

Background: Coronary spastic angina (CSA) is known to be complicated with
ventricular fibrillation (VF), but its risk factors are not fully elucidated. J wave has
been reported to be associated with idiopathic VF and has been gaining attention
as a possible marker for VF. The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship
between J wave and VF in CSA.
Method: One hundred consecutive patients diagnosed with CSA by provocation
test for coronary spasm in two hospitals from April 2009 to March 2012. The
diagnosis of CSA was made on the coronary narrowing more than 90 percent or
occlusion by the provocation of acetylcholine. J wave was defined as notches or
slurs at the terminal portion the QRS complexes and amplitude more than 0.1mV
above the isoelectric line in at least two contiguous leads in inferior site (II, III,
aVF) or lateral site (I, aVL, V4-6) on the base line electrocardiograms (ECG).
We evaluated the correspondence of J wave location to the site of coronary
spasm, which was defined as J wave of inferior lead correlated with right coronary
spasm or J wave of lateral lead correlated with left circumflex coronary spasm.
Results: Seventy six in 100 patients who diagnosed with CSA were men.
Twenty eight in 100 patients had J wave on the baseline ECG. Twenty patients
had J wave located in the inferior site, four patients in lateral site and four patients
in both inferior and lateral sites.
Twelve of 28 patients with J wave corresponded with the J wave location and
the site of coronary spasm (correspondent group). Sixteen patients did not corre-
spond (non- correspondent group).
VF episodes complicated in 6 patients (50%) of correspondent group significantly
more than one (6%) of non-correspondent group. (P=0.022, Odds ratio 15)
On the other hand, ten (11%) in 72 patients without J wave had VF history.
Conclusions: It was suggested that J wave location corresponded with the site
of coronary spasm might relate to VF in CSA.

P3400 | BEDSIDE
Significance of interlead difference of tpeak-end intervals and t-wave
current density alternans in long QT syndrome with icd implantation

K. Nakai1, M.I. Itoh1, A.S. Suzuki2, T.S. Shiga2, M.S. Shoda2, N.H. Hagiwara2.
1Iwate Medical University, School of Dentistry, Department of Internal Medicine
of Dentistry, Morioka, Japan; 2Tokyo Women’s Medical University, Department of
Cardiology, Tokyo, Japan

Background: The existence of M cells may relate QT elongation. The noninva-
sive evaluation of repolarization phase in patients with lethal ventricular arrhyth-
mias is an important issue. In this study, we verified a novel algorithm of two-
dimensional interlead difference of Tpeak-end intervals (Tp-e dispersion) and
T-wave current density alternans (TWCA) using synthesized 187-channel body
surface mapping.
Method and results: In this present study, we used originally developed 187-
channel signal-averaged vector-projected high resolution ECG (DREAM-ECG)
that can evaluate 12-leads and XYZ ECGs, and abnormalities of ventricular de-
polarization and repolarization. This DREAM-ECG consisted of an input box with
high resolving power amplification, vector-projected matrix lead synthesizer, A/D
converter and data handling section. We obtained synthesized 187-channel ECG
based on vector-projection theory. We recorded 10 minutes of body surface ECG
by using Mason-Likar lead system at resting supine position. The existence of
LPs was defined by the LAS40 �44 msec and fQRS �127 msec on signal aver-
aged XYZ leads ECG. The values for the mean activation recovery time (RT)
dispersion were automatically calculated by the mean difference between the
greatest RT interval (RTmax) and the smallest RT interval (RTmin). The value
of Tp-e dispersion was automatically calculated as the mean difference between
the greatest and smallest Tp-e intervals. Corrected RT intervals and Tpeak-end
intervals were calculated by Bazzet’s formula. The TWCA value was also deter-
mined from the relative changes in the averaged current density at the T-wave
zone (Tpeak±50 ms) between two types of T-wave. We registered 20 normal
controls and 16 LQTS with ICD implantation. The value of LPs was negative in all
patients with LQTS. The QTc interval values in the LQTS were higher than those
in the control (483±55 ms vs. 415±19 ms, P<0.001). The two dimensional Tp-e
dispersion values among the LQTS were higher than those in the control subjects
(53±13 ms in LQT vs. 24±10 ms in control, P<0.01). The mean TWCA value was
also higher in the LQTS (1.3±0.5% in LQTS vs. 0.5±0.2% in control). Interest-
ingly, the two dimensional distribution of Tp-e dispersion and TWCA in LQTS was
inhomogeneous. Representative cases were indicated in figure 1.
Conclusion: We conclude that a novel algorithm of two dimensional Tp-e dis-
persion and TWCA using DREAM-ECG may provide a new insight for evaluating
LQTS with ICD implantation.

P3401 | BEDSIDE
Magnetic field imaging for the prediction of sustained ventricular
arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death in ICD carriers: two-year
outcomes of a prospective registry

K. Kouraki, M. Strauss, U. Zeymer, R. Zahn, T. Kleemann. Heart Center
Ludwigshafen, Department of Cardiology, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany

Purpose: Magnetic field imaging (MFI) is a non-invasive method used to evalu-
ate cardiac electromagnetic activity. Early reports have demonstrated a positive
predictive value of the electromagnetic QRS fragmentation index (eQFI) for the
occurrence of ventricular arrhythmias and death. The aim of this study was to
investigate whether an elevated eQFI could predict the occurrence of sudden
cardiac death or ventricular arrhythmias in ICD carriers.
Methods: Between 12/2009 and 12/2012, 173 consecutive patients underwent
a MFI investigation prior to receiving an ICD. The Apollo CXS MFI system was
used for data acquisition. An eQFI ≥1.2 was considered to be pathologic. Me-
dian follow-up time was 749 days (IQR 551-1037). Study endpoints were sudden
cardiac death and sustained ventricular arrhythmias.
Results: Ninety-four patients (54%) had an elevated eQFI. Independent predic-
tors of elevated eQFI were atrial fibrillation and QRS width over 110 msec. The
overall occurrence of ventricular arrhythmias and/or sudden cardiac death was
19.7%: 21.3% among patients with elevated vs 15.2% among patients with low
eQFI (p=0.3). In a multivariate analysis with adjustment for 6 clinical parameters,
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elevated eQFI was not associated with an increased total mortality or occurrence
of ventricular arrhythmias (HR 1.03, 95% CI 0.45-2.38).
Conclusion: One half of the patients scheduled to undergo ICD implantation
had an elevated eQFI. After a median follow up time of more than two years,
the occurrence of sudden cardiac death and/or sustained ventricular arrhythmias
was 20% and did not significantly differ between patients with low versus elevated
eQFI.

P3402 | BENCH
Multiple sclerosis patients have longer QRS and QT interval duration
and different QRS axis than healthy controls

S. Obradovic, D. Obradovic, D.J. Spreng, A. Arandjelovic, D. Blagojevic. Military
Medical Academy Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia

Background: Patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) have dysfunction of autonomic
nervous system which may influence the electrocardiography (ECG) pattern.
Aim: To compare basic ECG parameters in rest in relapsing-remitting MS patients
and healthy controls. Also, to examine correlation between MS features and ECG
parameters.
Methods: Standard 12-leads ECG after 5 minutes of rest and computer analysis
of QRS duration, PR interval, QT interval, QTc interval, QRS axis and the fre-
quency of right bundle branch block (RBBB) was compared between 101 patients
with relapsing-remitting MS in remission and 101 age and sex matched healthy
controls. All measured ECG parameters were correlate with age, duration of MS,
disease activity relapse rate at 3 years and the invalidity score (EDSS score).
Results: All patients were in sinus rhythm. MS patients had longer QRS duration
[92 (86-98 ms) vs 87 ms (81-92 ms), p<0.001],longer QT interval [381 (363-403
ms) vs 259 ms (342-377 ms), p<0.001], longer QTc interval [416 (399-431 ms)
vs 399 ms (389-416 ms), p<0.001] and different QRS axis ([7o (0-66o) vs 55o
(29-71o), p<0.001] than healthy controls. PR interval was similar. Some degree
of RBBB was more common in MS patients (40.6% vs 19.8%, p=0.002). Neither
age or MS duration, nor disease activity (relapse rate), nor EDSS score were
associated with the ECG parameters in MS patients.
Conclusion: Patients with MS have prolonged QRS duration and QT interval,
more vertical QRS axis and more frequent presence of RBBB than healthy con-
trols.

P3403 | SPOTLIGHT
The revealing timely ECG changes decreases the likelihood of
undesirable cardiac events-trial

G.V.L. Van Langenhove, B.S. Schwagten. ZNA Middelheim Hospital, Antwerp,
Belgium

Introduction: ECG technology is extremely useful in the diagnosis of a wide va-
riety of cardiac diseases. Plenty of arrhythmic and ischemic conditions however
are hard to diagnose and therefore treat because they don’t appear during the
physician’s consultation. For cases with persistent or recurrent problems single-
lead event recorders, holters or implantable devices have been developed to di-
agnose the underlying disease or symptoms. However due to their susceptibility
to artefacts and the fact that they don’t provide 12-lead ECG information data the
information provided is of limited value. We investigated whether a self-imposed
and personalized twelve-lead mobile ECG system was offering additional value
in the management of patients with cardiac preconditions.
Methods: Patients meeting the following inclusion criteria were enrolled in this
monocentric trial: 18 - 80 years of age, with at least one of the following: CABG,
PCI, AMI in the last 12 months, AP treated pharmacologically, significant rhythm
disturbance for which they received either a pharmacological or electrophysio-
logical intervention, or recurrent palpitations of unknown origin. Further they had
to be able to deal with the device, had to have regular access to the internet
and signed the informed consent form. For a period of 3 months patients were
asked to undertake measures once weekly and every time they were experienc-
ing symptoms.
Results: In total 51 patients were recruited (45% female, average age 50,4
years). Main conditions were palpitations (41,2%), atypical chest pain (17,6%)
and angina pectoris (13,7%). The patients recorded in total 1.237 ECG-readings
with 2,2% of the measurements recordings being symptom-induced and the rest
being undertaken during weekly measurements. In five patients (9,8%) the Car-
dioSecur device was crucial in diagnosing a new or so far undiagnosed condition:
1 patient was suffering from severe ischemia, 4 patients were diagnosed with ar-
rhythmias. Out of those patients 2 were suffering from atrial fibrillation, 1 from
monofocal ventricular premature beats, with bi- and trigeminia and 1 from AV
nodal re-entry tachycardia. During the study period no events were reported that
the device should have been able to detect. Further patients reported a high ease
of use.
Conclusion: We showed that CardioSecur is an important tool for diagnosing
cardiovascular disease and adds value in the management of patients with rhythm
disturbances and ischemic episodes. Further research is needed to validate this
first results in larger patient cohorts over a longer period of time.

P3404 | BEDSIDE
Heterogeneous repolarization on magnetocardiography predicts
adverse outcomes in patients with dilated cardiomyopathy

K. Moribayashi1, H. Takaki2, H. Okamura1, T. Noda1, T. Aiba1, S. Kamakura1,
S. Yasuda1, H. Ogawa1, K. Kusano1, M. Sugimachi2. 1National Cerebral and
Cardiovascular Center, Dept. of Cardiovascular Medicine, Suita, 2National
Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center, Dept. of Cardiovascular Dynamics, Suita,
Japan

Background: Prognostic significance of abnormal ventricular repolarization in
heart failure (HF) patients has not been fully determined. Multi-channel magneto-
cardiography (MCG) is potentially useful for accurately evaluating heterogeneity
of repolarization process, because it has a theoretical advantage to offer instan-
taneous mapping of “primary” current distribution with better spatial resolution
compared to ECG modalities.
Methods: Patients (n=76) with HF due to dilated cardiomyopathy (LVEF 27±9%)
underwent 64-channel MCG recordings (1kHz), yielding 2-D current mapping dur-
ing ventricular repolarization. We excluded patients with complete right and left
bundle branch block. Heterogeneous repolarization was defined to be present,
when (1) two or more main currents without any continuity appeared during the
ST-T phase (temporal heterogeneity) or (2) multiple currents (diverged >45 de-
gree) was observed at some time point (spatial heterogeneity). Major cardiac
events (cardiac death, sustained ventricular tachycardia, ventricular fibrillation,
inappropriate ICD discharge, and admission due to acute heart failure) were in-
vestigated. Normal 24 subjects served as Control.
Results: All but one patient had abnormal Rep, differing from monotonic Rep
in Control. Heterogeneous repolarization (HR) was found in 28 (Group-A), but
not in 48 (Group-B). During the mean follow-up period of 24±17 months, MACE
occurred more frequently in Group-A (17/28, 61%) than in Group-B (13/48, 27%;
p<0.0038). Multivariate analysis (including LVEF, QRS duration, QTc and others)
revealed HR as the only independent predictor (p=0.0162).

Figure 1. Representative ST-T maps and prognosis.

Conclusion: Heterogeneous repolarization revealed by high-resolution MCG
analysis may serve to identify heart failure patients at high risk of adverse out-
come.

P3405 | BEDSIDE
Microvolt T-Wave alternans in leads V1 V2 as a diagnostic criteria for
Brugada syndrome

Z.H. Huang, P.C.Y.L. Lim, B.Y.T. Tan, E.L. Lim, K.L.H. Ho, W.S.T. Teo,
C.K.C. Ching. National Heart Centre Singapore, cardiology, Singapore,
Singapore

Introduction: Presence of type 1 morphology in precordial leads positioned in
a higher ICS, and augmentation of ST changes during recovery from exercise
has diagnostic and prognostic implications in BrS. We hypothesize that TWA,

Figure 1. T-wave alternans in Brugada vs control.
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measured in V1 V2 leads at the 3ICS and orthogonal lead Z (posterior anterior
plane) on recovery from submaximal exercise is more common in BrS.
Methods: 16 males - 8 with Brs and 8 healthy controls (Ctrls) underwent TWA
testing with precordial V1 V2 leads at the 3ICS. TWA was measured in V1 V2
and lead Z utilizing spectral methods, focusing on the first 3 minutes of recovery.
We considered the alternans amplitude significant if the alternans ratio (AR) (ratio
between AA and lead noise) was ≥3 in one orthogonal lead or in both V1 and V2
precordial leads.
Results: The mean+SD age for BrS patients and Ctrls were 40.5+12.4 and
29.1+3.0 years (p=0.024). respectively. Both BrS and Ctrls did not have sustained
TWA during exercise. Presence of TWA during recovery was more common in
BrS patients in V1 V2 and lead Z than Ctrls (7/8 Brs vs 2/8 ctrls. P=0.012). Re-
covery TWA duration in BrS patients was longer in these leads (median, IQR)
24.3s (14.6-39.4) vs 0s (0-7.0) p=0.05. There was no significant difference in the
median AA for Brs vs Ctrls - 1.47μV (1.13-1.81) vs 1.16 μV (0.87-1.44) p=0.46.
Conclusions: BrS patients are more likely to have TWA and have longer TWA
time during recovery in higher ICS V1/V2 and Z leads. Further work is required to
determine its utility as a diagnostic tool, its correlation with provocative drug test,
and its prognostic implications.

P3406 | BEDSIDE
A novel heart rate variability algorithm for noninvasive detection of
myocardial ischemia: a prospective clinical trial

I. Goldenberg, R. Klempfner, N. Shlomo, A. Naimushon, R. Goldkorn on behalf
of Israeli Association for Cardiovascular Trials. Chaim Sheba Medical Center,
Cardiology, Tel Hashomer, Israel

Purpose: Low heart rate variability (HRV) has been shown to be associated with
myocardial ischemia and increased risk for all-cause mortality and sudden car-
diac death. We hypothesized that the novel HeartTrends HRV algorithm may be
superior to conventional EST for the detection of myocardial ischemia in patients
without known coronary artery disease (CAD).
Methods: We enrolled 400 subjects without known CAD in a prospective mul-
ticenter clinical trial. Study subjects underwent one-hour ECG acquisition for
HearTrends HRV analysis prior to EST with myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI),
and were subsequently followed-up over a 6-month period. Interpretation of test
results was blinded. Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive val-
ues (PPV and NPV, respectively) were calculated for EST and the HeartTrends
HRV analysis, using MPI as the gold-standard for the noninvasive detection of
myocardial ischemia.
Results: Mean age of study subjects was 61 (±10) years, 63% were males, 51%
had hypertension, and 25% had diabetes mellitus. The sensitivity of the Heart-
Trends HRV algorithm for detecting myocardial ischemia was 80% as compared
with 29% associated with standard EST (Table). The HeartTrends HRV algorithm
showed a negative predictive value of 98% for ruling out significant myocardial
ischemia. Consistent with these findings, multivariate analysis showed that the
HeartTrends HRV algorithm was associated with a relative incremental value of
4.8 (p<0.001) as compared with EST for the detection of myocardial ischemia.
Twenty-two patients underwent percutaneous coronary intervention at 6 months
of follow-up, of whom 19 (86%) had a positive HeartTrends HRV test and only 8
(36%) had a positive EST.

Diagnostic yield of HeartTrends and EST

HeartTrends EST

Sensitivity 80% 29%
Specificity 71% 79%
PPV 22% 15%
NPV 98% 95%

Conclusion: Our data from a prospective clinical trial shows that the novel Heart-
Trends HRV algorithm provides superior sensitivity compared to conventional ex-
ercise stress testing for the noninvasive detection of myocardial ischemia.

ATHEROSCLEROSIS: CLINICAL ASPECTS

P3408 | BEDSIDE
Associations between lipoprotein associated phospholipase A2 levels
and plaque burden in young adults

O. Celik1, D. Ozturk2, F. Akin3, I. Biyik2, M. Erturk1, F. Akturk1, B. Ayca1,
E. Oner1, A. Birant1, H. Pusuroglu1. 1Mehmet Akif Ersoy Thoracic and
Cardiovascular Surgery Training and Research Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Istanbul, Turkey; 2Usak State Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Usak, Turkey; 3Sitki Koçman Universty, School of Medicine, Mugla, Turkey

Purpose: The prevalence of subclinical coronary atherosclerosis in young adults
is not negligible. Lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2 (Lp-PLA2) mass is as-
sociated with a poor prognosis as an independent predictor of mortality and mor-
bidity in coronary heart disease. The aim of this study is to investigate the rela-
tionships between Lp-PLA2 and subclinical coronary atherosclerosis and plaque
burden/structure in young adults.
Methods: A total of 748 subjects under 45 years of age who had undergone coro-
nary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) were evaluated. The 101 pa-

tients in whom subclinical coronary atherosclerosis was detected on CCTA were
included in the study as a study group and 160 age and gender matched healthy
subjects were formed as a control group. Demographic and clinical properties of
patients were recorded and blood samples were obtained for Lp-PLA2 and other
biochemical analyzes.
Results: The Lp-PLA2 level was significantly higher in the study group compared
to the controls (15.42±11.88 vs. 8.06±4.32; p<0.001). There were positive cor-
relations between the Lp-PLA2 level and the number of involved arteries and the
number of plaques in coronary arteries (r: 0.495, p<0.001 and r: 0.621, p<0.001,
respectively). In terms of the plaque formation, Lp-PLA2 correlated significantly
with mixed plaques (r: 0.657, p<0.001). In multivariate regression analysis, smok-
ing, hs-CRP, uric acid levels, and Lp-PLA2 mass were independently correlated
with subclinical coronary atherosclerosis.
Conclusion: In the present study, an independent association between Lp-
PLA2 levels and subclinical coronary atherosclerosis was found in young adults,
which may implicate the potential use of Lp-PLA2 mass in subclinical coronary
atherosclerosis risk prediction.

P3409 | BEDSIDE
Interaction of metabolic syndrome on the relationship between arterial
stiffness and adiponectin

Y. Lee1, J. Shin1, Y.H. Lim1, M.K. Kim2, B.Y. Choi2, K.C. Sung3, B.K. Kim4,
K.S. Kim1. 1Hanyang University, Seoul, 2Hanyang University, Preventive
Medicine, Seoul, 3Kangbuk Samsung Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Seoul,
4Sung Ae Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Background: Adiponectin plays a protective role in atherosclerosis. However, the
relationship between low adiponectin levels and arterial stiffness has been incon-
stant. Adiponectin signaling can be affected in high insulin resistance statuses
such as metabolic syndrome (MetS). Therefore, we hypothesized an interaction
of MetS on the relationship between adiponectin and arterial stiffness.
Methods: A community-based cross-sectional study was performed in 822 sub-
jects. Arterial stiffness was measured using brachial-ankle pulse wave velocity
(baPWV). The recommendations of the Third Report of the National Cholesterol
Education Program Expert Panel were used for MetS criteria. Multiple linear re-
gression analysis was used for testing the interaction.
Results: Log-transformed adiponectin (LnADPN) and baPWV were not signifi-
cantly correlated (r =-0.021, p=0.509). In multiple linear regression, LnADPN was
negatively associated with baPWV in all subjects (β =-0.103, p<0.001), in the
subjects without MetS components (β =-0.313, p<0.001) and in the subjects with
1 MetS component (β =-0.156, p<0.05), whereas not significantly associated with
baPWV in the subjects with 2 or more MetS components. The correlation between
LnADPN and baPWV was negative in the subjects without MetS components (r
=-0.138, p>0.05), and was positive in the subjects with 3 or more MetS compo-
nents (r=0.184, p<0.05). After confounding factors were adjusted, the correlation
between LnADPN and baPWV in the subjects with 3 or more MetS components
was not significant (r=0.051), whereas the negative correlation between LnADPN
and baPWV in the subjects without MetS components was stronger (r= -0.377,
p<0.001). The interaction of the number of MetS components on the relationship
between baPWV and LnADPN was significant (p=0.001).
Conclusion: The protective effect of adiponectin on arterial stiffness is at-
tenuated as the number of MetS components increases, which may implicate
adiponectin resistance in high insulin resistance states.

P3410 | BEDSIDE
Assessment of carotid artery intima-media thickness and aortic pulse
wave velocity in diffuse coronary artery ectasia

E. Yalcinkaya1, C. Barcin2. 1Aksaz Military Hospital, Cardiology, Mugla, Turkey;
2Gulhane Military Medical Academy and Faculty, Department of Cardiology,
Ankara, Turkey

Objectives: It has been shown that carotid intima-media thickness (CIMT) and
aortic pulse wave velocity (PWV) constitute important independent risk factors
for cardiovascular disease. We hypothesized that CIMT and aortic PWV are in-
creased in patients with diffuse coronary artery ectasia.
Study design: Diffuse coronary artery ectasia (CAE) has been defined as a
diffuse dilatation (at least 50% greater than the diameter of the normal portion)
in at least one coronary artery and localized or diffuse disease in other coronary
artery. Study group consisted of 54 consecutive patients (43 males, 11 females;
mean age 65.7±13.1 years) with diffuse CAE whereas 58 patients (47 males, 11
females; mean age 64.3±10.9 years) without CAE comprised the control group.
CIMT and aortic PWV were measured in two groups of patients who underwent
coronary angiography.
Results: Study and control groups were similar in terms of age, sex, body mass
index, and the frequencies of hypertension, hyperlipidemia, diabetes mellitus, and
smoking (p>0.05). The mean CIMK and aortic PWV were significantly higher in
the study group compared to the control group (0.81±0.16 mm and 0.74±0.13
mm, p=0.021; and 11±2.4 m/sec and 9±2.7 m/sec, p<0.001, respectively). A
significant but a weak relationship was found between CIMK and the presence
of diffuse CAE (r=0.219; p=0.021). Compared to CIMT, a more powerful posi-
tive correlation was found between aortic PWV and the presence of diffuse CAE
(r=0.370; p<0.001). Logistic regression analysis showed that the relationship be-
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tween diffuse CAE and aortic PWV (OR 1.339; 95% CI 1.135-1.579; p=0.001)
was independent of other factors. An aortic PWV ≥9.3 m/sec measured on ad-
mission had a 78% sensitivity and 62% specificity in predicting diffuse CAE at
ROC curve analysis.
Conclusion: According to the results of the present study, both CIMT and PWV
were increased in patients with diffuse CAE. Of note, only the PWV was found to
have an independent relationship with the presence of CAE. It may be speculated
that, the involvement of media compared to intima is more likely in patients with
CAE. This pathophysiology may explain why PWV, compared to CIMT, has more
powerful relationship with CAE.

P3411 | BEDSIDE
Hypothyroidism is associated with retinal arteriolar narrowing in a
population-based sample

M. Dorr1, T. Ittermann1, H. Volzke1, S.B. Felix2, C. Jurgens1. 1Ernst Moritz Arndt
University of Greifswald, Greifswald, Germany; 2Ernst Moritz Arndt University of
Greifswald, Department of Internal Medicine B, Greifswald, Germany

Objective: Recent studies have shown associations of hypothyroidism with arte-
rial blood pressure, atherosclerosis, and inflammation. Based on these pathways
there might also be an association between hypothyroidism and retinal arteriolar
narrowing, a marker of micro-vascular damage from hypertension, atherosclero-
sis, and inflammation. Thus, our aim was to investigate the putative association
between serum thyrotropin (TSH) levels and retinal arteriolar narrowing defined
by arterio-venous ratio (AVR) from static vessel analysis.
Material and methods: We used data from 3189 individuals from the second co-
hort of the Study of Health in Pomerania (SHIP-TREND-0). Fundus photography
of the central retina was recorded with a non-mydriatic camera, and images were
evaluated by one experienced reader. An AVR <0.8 was defined as decreased.
Low and high serum TSH levels were defined by the cut-offs 0.3 mIU/L and 3.0
mIU/L Serum TSH levels were associated with AVR by linear and Poisson regres-
sion models adjusted for age, sex, cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption, and
beta blocker intake.
Results: Serum TSH levels were significantly associated with AVR (β = -0.028;
95% confidence interval (CI) -0.049; -0.007; p=0.009) and with a decreased AVR
<0.8 (relative risk 2.05; 95% CI 1.13; 3.73; p=0.019). Individuals with high TSH
had a 1.43 higher risk of a decreased AVR (95%-CI 1.04; 1.96; p=0.027) than
individuals with serum TSH levels within the reference range. There was no asso-
ciation of low TSH (<0.3 mIU/L) or serum TSH levels within the reference range
with AVR or decreased AVR.
Conclusions: Our results substantiate evidence for an association between hy-
pothyroidism and retinal arteriolar narrowing. Potential mechanisms that might
explain this association are long-term hypertension, atherosclerotic processes,
and inflammation.

P3412 | BEDSIDE
Eicosapentaenoic acid to arachidonic acid ratio is associated with the
presence of thin-cap fibroatheroma determined by optical coherence
tomography

Y. Wakabayashi1, H. Funayama1, Y. Ugata1, Y. Taniguchi1, H. Hoshino1,
S. Momomura1, J. Ako2. 1Jichi Medical University, Saitama Medical Center,
Saitama, Japan; 2Kitasato University Hospital, cardiovascular internal medicine,
Sagamihara, Japan

Background: A low eicosapentaenoic acid to arachidonic acid (EPA/AA) ratio has
been associated with cardiovascular events. However, the relationship between
EPA/AA ratio and plaque vulnerability assessed by optical coherence tomography
(OCT) has not been fully examined.
Methods: We evaluated 70 patients (including 59 patients with acute coronary
syndrome and 11 patients with stable angina pectoris) who underwent percuta-
neous coronary intervention using OCT and investigated their culprit lesion mor-
phologies. We divided the patients into 2 groups according to their OCT findings:
patients with thin-cap fibroatheroma (TCFA) and those without TCFA, and com-
pared EPA/AA ratio.
Results: Thirty-three and 37 patients with and without TCFA, respectively, were
identified. Lower levels of EPA/AA ratio were found in patients with TCFA than
those without TCFA [0.34 (0.20-0.44) vs. 0.50 (0.325-0.63), p=0.001]. There was
a significant positive correlation between EPA/AA ratio and fibrous cap thickness
(Spearman ρ=0.37, p=0.002). Multivariate logistic regression analysis showed
that EPA/AA ratio was an independent predictor of TCFA (odds ratio 0.061, 95%
confidence interval 0.005 to 0.787, p=0.032). Receiver-operating characteristic
curve analysis showed that <0.49 of EPA/AA ratio could predict TCFA with 87.9%
sensitivity and 54.1% specificity.
Conclusions: Low EPA/AA ratio is associated with vulnerable coronary plaque
assessed by OCT.

P3413 | BEDSIDE
Impact of Indoxyl sulfate on the progression of endothelial
dysfunction and atherosclerosis in chronic kidney disease patients

M. Hayashi1, H. Ishii2, H. Izawa1, T. Murohara2. 1Fujita Health University
Second Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Nagoya, Japan; 2Nagoya University
Graduate School of Medicine, Department of Cardiology, Nagoya, Japan

Purpose: Recent data suggest that indoxyl sulfate (IS) induces vascular disor-
ders. However, the IS specific roles are unclear because it is a confounder of
renal impairment. We demonstrated this cross-sectional study for the purpose
of to investigate the associations of eGFR and IS with the endothelial function
and carotid atherosclerosis, and to identify the impact of IS on vascular dysorder
independent of renal impairment in pre-dialysis CKD patients.
Methods: Enrolled 100 pre-dialysis CKD patients were evaluated the endothelial
function and atherosclerosis by FMD and carotid IMT. Plasma levels of IS and
eGFR were also measured, and correlation with FMD and max IMT were eluci-
dated.
Results: Both FMD and max IMT had significant relations with eGFR and IS
(p=0.029, 0.005, p=0.02, 0.025, respectively). Multivariate analysis revealed that
both eGFR and IS were significant predictors for the endothelial dysfunction and
carotid atherosclerosis. To investigate IS specific impact, we divided the partic-
ipants into 4 groups by the level of IS and eGFR. FMD was significant lower
in high IS/high GFR group compare to low IS/high GFR group, also high IS/low
GFR group than low IS/low GFR group (p=0.04, 0.02, respectively). Max IMT
was significant thicker in high IS/low GFR group than low IS/low GFR group. A
multi comparison by ANOVA appeared the endothelial dysfunction and carotid
atherosclerosis were progressed in high IS/low GFR group than other groups sig-
nificantly.

Multipul comparisons of IMT and FMD

Conclusion: Our results appeared that IS is an independent predictor for pro-
gression in endothelial dysfunction and atherosclerosis in CKD patients. These
results suggest the pivotal role of uremic toxins like IS on vascular damage in
CKD patients.

P3414 | BEDSIDE
Association of toll-like receptor 4 on human monocyte subsets and
vulnerable characteristics of coronary plaque as assessed by 64-slice
multi-detector computed tomography

Y. Ozaki1, T. Imanishi2, S. Hosokawa2, I. Teraguchi2, T. Nishiguchi2,
T. Tanimoto2, T. Kubo2, A. Tanaka2, T. Akasaka2. 1Rinku General Medical
Center, Izumisano, Japan; 2Wakayama Medical University, Wakayama, Japan

Purpose: Although circulating levels of CD14+CD16+ monocyte subsets were
related to coronary plaque rupture, it remains unsolved how up-regulation of the
monocyte subsets lead to plaque rupture. Recent studies have shown that Toll-
like receptor 4 (TLR-4) is involved in monocyte activation of patients with acceler-
ated forms of atherosclerosis. We investigated the relationship between expres-
sions of TLR-4 on monocyte subsets and vulnerability characteristics of coronary
plaque assessed by 64-slice multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) in pa-
tients with stable angina pectoris (SAP).
Methods: We enrolled 48 patients with SAP who underwent MDCT. Three mono-
cyte subsets (CD14++CD16–, CD14++CD16+, and CD14+CD16+) and the ex-
pression of TLR-4 were measured by flow cytometry. Coronary artery plaques
were assessed by 64-slice MDCT. We defined non-calcified coronary plaque vul-
nerability according to the presence of positive remodeling (remodeling index
>1.05) and/or low CT attenuation plaques (<35HU).
Results: A total of 29 (60%) patients had identifiable vulnerable plaque. The cir-
culating peripheral CD14++CD16+ monocytes more frequently expressed TLR-
4 than CD14++CD16– and CD14+CD16+ monocytes (p<0.001). The relative
proportion of the expression of TLR-4 on circulating peripheral CD14++CD16+
monocytes was significantly greater in patients with vulnerable plaque compared
to in those without (10.2 [4.4 to 14.5] vs. 4.5 [2.4 to 7.0] %, p=0.016). In ad-
dition, the relative proportion of TLR-4 on circulating peripheral CD14++CD16+
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monocytes was positively correlated with remodeling index (r=0.36, p=0.012) and
negatively correlated with CT attenuation value (r= -0.41, p=0.004).
Conclusions: The present results suggest that an increased expression of TLR-
4 on CD14++CD16+ monocytes is related to coronary plaque vulnerability in pa-
tients with SAP. TLR-4 may play an important role in coronary plaque vulnerability.

P3415 | BEDSIDE
Role of adiponectin in early atherosclerosis and incident
cardiovascular disease in high-risk european subjects

J. Persson1, R.J. Strawbridge2, S.E. Humphries3, E. Tremoli4, L. Lind5,
O. Melander6, A. Hingorani7, C.N.A. Palmer8, S. Soderberg9, A. Hamsten2.
1Karolinska Institutet, Division of Cardiovascular Medicine, Department
of Clinical Sciences, Danderyd University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden;
2Karolinska Institutet, Atherosclerosis Research Unit, Department of Medicine
Solna, Stockholm, Sweden; 3University College London, University College
London Genetics Institute, London, United Kingdom; 4Università di Milano,
Dipartimento di Scienze Farmacologiche e Biomolecolari, Milan, Italy; 5Uppsala
University, Department of Medical Sciences, Uppsala, Sweden; 6Lund University,
Clinical Research Center, Department of Clinical Sciences, Skåne University
Hospital, Malmö, Sweden; 7University College London, Genetic Epidemiology
Group, Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, London, United
Kingdom; 8University of Dundee, Medical Research Institute, Ninewells
Hospital and Medical School, Dundee, United Kingdom; 9University of Umea,
Division of Medicine, Department of Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Umea,
Sweden

Objective: To investigate whether adiponectin has a causal protective influence
on subclinical atherosclerosis.
Background: Low plasma adiponectin is generally associated with cardiovas-
cular disease. However, whether adiponectin is a marker of adipose function,
reflects other mechanisms implicated in atherosclerosis or exerts direct anti-
atherogenic actions remains unknown.
Methods: Plasma adiponectin concentration was tested for association with
baseline carotid intima-media thickness (IMT), IMT progression over 30 months
and occurrence of cardiovascular events within three years in 3,430 subjects
(women, n=1,777; men, n=1,653) with high cardiovascular risk but no prevalent
disease. A gene score of adiponectin-raising alleles in six loci, recently identified
in a large multi-ethnic meta-analysis, was analysed for influence on IMT.
Results: Adiponectin levels were inversely associated with baseline mean bifur-
cation IMT (Bif-IMT; beta -0.018, p<0.001) and progression of mean common
carotid IMT (beta -0.0022, p=0.047) in men, independent of established risk fac-
tors, whereas no association was seen in women. Adiponectin levels were also in-
versely associated with cardiovascular events (hazard ratio 0.69, p<0.001). An al-
lelic score of adiponectin-raising alleles, not associated with type 2 diabetes mel-
litus (T2D), diabetes related traits or lipids, was inversely associated with baseline
mean Bif-IMT (beta -0.0008, p=0.004: Fig. 1) and incident coronary events (haz-
ard ratio 0.77, p=0.031) in men but not in women.

Figure 1. Gene score assoc. with Bif-IMT in men.

Conclusions: The genetic and plasma adiponectin findings presented here
are evidence for an unknown adiponectin-associated mechanism which protects
against subclinical atherosclerosis with effects being largely confined to men.

P3416 | BEDSIDE
Non-sleepy obstructive sleep apnea: A risk for cardiovascular
damages

K. Shiina, H. Tomiyama, Y. Takata, M. Yoshida, M. Odaira, C. Matsumoto,
T. Yamaguchi, K. Kato, Y. Usui, A. Yamashina. Tokyo Medical University, Tokyo,
Japan

Purpose: Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is an independent risk for cardiovas-
cular disease. Apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) is a marker for the severity of OSA,
and it also reflects the severity of cardiovascular damages. On the other hand,
Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) is a marker of clinical symptom of OSA (sleepi-
ness), it has not been fully clarified ESS reflects the severity of cardiovascular
damages. The present study was conducted to examine whether ESS is associ-

ated with the severity of cardiovascular damages independent of the severity of
OSA.
Methods: In consecutive 1724 patients diagnosed as OSA (AHI�5) by
polysomnography, ESS, brachial-ankle pulse wave velocity (baPWV) and left ven-
tricular mass index (LVMI) were measured. Logistic regression analysis of the
ESS for baPWV and LVMI was performed.
Results: AHI was positively associated with baPWV and LVMI. On the contrary,
ESS was negatively associated with baPWV (Fig. 1, left panel) and LVMI. Multi-
variate regression analysis showed that ESS was significantly associated with
baPWV and LVMI independent of AHI. When patients were divided into two
groups: non-sleepy OSA (ESS�10) group and sleepy OSA (ESS�11) group,
baPWV (15.5±0.4 vs. 14.3±0.3 m/sec, p<0.001) and LVMI (132±34 vs. 123±28
g/m2, p<0.001) were higher in the non-sleepy OSA group than those in sleepy
OSA group (Fig. 1, right panel). These differences were significant even after the
adjustments for confounding factors.

Figure 1. Sleepiness and arterial stiffness in OSA.

Conclusions: Cardiovascular damages were prominent in patients with non-
sleepy OSA than sleepy OSA. Thus, in addition to the severity of OSA, absence
of sleepiness may be a risk for cardiovascular events in patients with OSA.

P3417 | BEDSIDE
Volume elastic modulus of the brachial artery and coronary artery
stenosis in patients with suspected stable coronary artery disease

R. Munakata1, T. Otsuka2, T. Shimura1, O. Kurihara1, T. Inami1, D. Murakami1,
M. Takano1, T. Ohba1, Y. Seino1, W. Shimizu3. 1Nippon Medical School,
Chiba-Hokusoh Hospital, Cardiovascular Center, Chiba, Japan; 2Nippon Medical
School, Department of Hygiene and Public Health, Tokyo, Japan; 3Nippon
Medical School, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Objective: The aim of the present study was to examine the association between
non-invasive measurement of the brachial artery volume elastic modulus (VE), an
index of arterial stiffness, and the presence of coronary artery stenosis in patients
with suspected stable coronary artery disease (CAD).
Methods: A total of 125 patients with suspected stable CAD underwent oscillo-
metric measurement of the brachial artery VE. Coronary angiography was there-
after carried out to diagnose CAD, defined as having ≥75% stenosis in the epi-
cardial coronary arteries.
Results: The VE was significantly higher in patients with CAD (0.96±0.22
mmHg/%) than in those without CAD (0.82±0.21 mmHg/%, p=0.003). In the mul-
tiple logistic regression analysis, the VE was an independent determinant of CAD
(odds ratio 1.30 per 0.1 mmHg/% increase, 95%CI 1.05-1.68) even after adjusting
for multiple potential confounders including the Framingham Risk Score (FRS),
which was calculated based on the conventional cardiovascular risk factors. The
area under the curve of the receiver operating characteristic curve analysis for
discriminating CAD was significantly increased after the addition of VE to the
FRS (0.75 to 0.82, p=0.002) (figure). Continuous net reclassification improvement
and integrated discrimination improvement by adding VE to the FRS were 0.47
(95%CI 0.12-0.82) and 0.09 (95%CI 0.04-0.13), respectively.

Comparison between the ROC curves.

Conclusions: The brachial VE was significantly associated with the presence of
coronary artery stenosis, and the addition of VE to the FRS improved the ability to
identify patients with coronary artery stenosis among those with suspected stable
CAD.
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Ivabradine induces an atheroprotective gene expression profile in the
endothelium of ApoE deficient mice before plaque formation

G. Aquila1, M.B. Morelli1, M. Ferracin2, M. Negrini2, A. Pannuti3, P. Rizzo4,
R. Ferrari1. 1University of Ferrara, Medical Sciences, Ferrara, Italy; 2University
of Ferrara, Dept. of Morphology, Surgery and Experimental Medicine, Ferrara,
Italy; 3The University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, United States of
America; 4Maria Cecilia Hospital, Cotignola, Italy

Purpose: Ivabradine reduces heart rate (HR) by selectively inhibiting the If cur-
rent in the sinus node. A sub-group of the BEAUTifUL study showed that ivabra-
dine reduces the incidence of myocardial infarction in coronary artery disease
(CAD) patients with HR ≥70bpm, suggesting a protective effect on the arterial
wall. The SIGNifY study is currently testing this hypothesis in more than 19000
CAD patients. In dyslipidaemic mice, ivabradine improves vascular function and
reduces aortic plaques area. It has been suggested that ivabradine may exert a
protective activity by decreasing low/oscillatory shear stress, which is proinflam-
matory in the endothelium. This study aims to determine if HR reduction with
ivabradine induces an atheroprotective gene expression profile in the endothe-
lium of dyslipidaemic mice before plaque formation.
Methods: 6 week-old ApoE deficient mice (n=6), fed a chow diet, were treated
with ivabradine (30 mg/kg/day, in drinking water) for 2 or 4 weeks. Two control
groups (n=6) received no ivabradine. Ivabradine reduced HR by 17.4% and 22.9%
in mice treated for 2 weeks and 4 weeks respectively. At the end of treatment,
endothelium-enriched RNA was isolated from the aortic arch. Gene expression
was analyzed by Agilent Whole Mouse Gene Expression Microarray (60k probes).
Pathway analysis was performed using DAVID tools. Principal components anal-
ysis showed that most of the variability in gene expression can be attributed to
ivabradine treatment and was independent of treatment duration. Differentially
expressed genes were selected as having a ≥1.5-fold expression difference be-
tween treated and untreated groups with a p-value ≤0.01 at unpaired t-test.
Results: Treatment induced changes in the expression of 930 transcripts. Shear
stress-modulated pathways such as MAPK signalling and steroid biosynthesis
process (both inhibited by treatment) were among the most significantly af-
fected pathways (p-value = 0.0065 and 0.0009, respectively). We found up-
regulation of anti-inflammatory genes and down-regulation of pro-apoptotic and
pro-inflammatory genes, the majority of which were NF-kappa B and/or Ang II-
regulated genes. Among them, the receptor for oxidized lipoprotein (Olr1) was
strongly downregulated (3.2 fold).
Conclusions: In dyslipidaemic mice, short term treatment with ivabradine in-
duces an atheroprotective gene expression profile in the endothelium. Since
many of the affected genes are shear stress regulated, our data suggest that
shear stress frequency modulation could be part of the molecular mechanisms
by which ivabradine protects the endothelium.

P3420 | BENCH
Direct thrombin inhibition with dabigatran improves endothelial
function and atherosclerosis in ApoE-deficient mice

M.T. Kratz, I.-O. Lee, S.H. Schirmer, M. Baumhaekel, M. Boehm. Saarland
University Hospital, Cardiology, Homburg, Germany

Background: Recently developed oral anticoagulants directly inhibit thrombin
(dabigatran). Thrombin is involved in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis. We in-
vestigated the effects of direct thrombin inhibition on atherosclerosis and endothe-
lial function in a hypercholesterolemic mouse model with accelerated atheroscle-
rosis (ApoE−/−-mice).
Methods: Wild type and ApoE−/−-mice were treated with a cholesterol-rich diet
for 12 weeks and dabigatran (900mg/kg body weight) or placebo. Wild type (WT,
C57/B6) mice served as control. Endothelial function of aortic rings was assessed
by pharmacological stimulation with carbachol (endothelium-dependent) using
glyceroltrinitrate (endothelium-independent) as control. Atherosclerotic lesion for-
mation was evaluated with oil-red staining and vascular collagen content was
determined by Sirius red staining. Modulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
production was determined by semiquantitative immunohistochemical staining.
The amount of NO located intracellularly was evaluated with Diaminofluoreszein
diacetate staining. The adjustment of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS)
was determined by semiquantitative immunohistochemical staining.
Results: Treatment with dabigatran attenuated atherosclerotic plaque formation
(ApoE−/−-Dabi: 3±0.7% of ApoE−/−-control, p<0.001), decreased collagen con-
tent (ApoE−/−-Dabi: 29.4±5.9% of ApoE−/−-control, p=0.01) and ROS produc-
tion in DHE-staining (ApoE−/−-Dabi: 50.7±4.1% of ApoE−/−-control, p=0.014) in
parallel to an improvement of endothelial function (ApoE−/−-control 42.6±2.7 vs.
ApoE−/−-Dabi 62.9±3.3% of phenylephrine-induced contraction, p=0.001) at 100
μM carbachol. Furthermore, by animals treated with dabigatran, the eNOS was
upregulated and they had a higher concentration of intracellular NO as a marker
for endothelial vitality.
Conclusion: Direct thrombin inhibition improved endothelial function, increased
the amount of intracellular NO and eNOS, reduced atherosclerotic lesion
size, vascular collagen content and oxidative stress in hypercholesterolemic
atherosclerosis. Interference with the coagulation system might provide a ther-
apeutic means to modify atherosclerotic disease progression.

P3421 | BENCH
The effects of beta3-adrenoceptor activation on ApoA1 and SR-B1 in
aged ApoE-deficient mice

S. Shi, Y. Li, Y. Guo, Z. Wang. Beijing Anzhen Hospital, Beijing, China, People’s
Republic of

Purpose: β3-Adrenoceptors (β3-AR) protects against the progression of
atherosclerosis. However, the specific mechanism of this antiatherosclerotic ef-
fect is still not clear. Thus, the aim of this study was to determine the molecular
basis of the antiatherosclerotic effects.
Methods: Male homozygous apolipoprotein E knockout (ApoE−/−) mice on a
high-fat diet and wild-type (WT) C57BL/6J mice on a normal diet were used. Fifty
ApoE−/− mice were randomized into five treatment groups: atherosclerotic model,
atorvastatin, low-dose β3-AR agonist, high-dose β3-AR agonist and β3-AR antag-
onist groups. Serum lipids were measured when the treatments ended. mRNA
expressions of liver ApoA-1 and SR-B1 were detected by quantitative real-time
PCR. Protein expressions of ApoA-1 and SR-B1 in the livers were determined by
western blot analysis.
Results: Compared with ApoE−/− control mice, chronic β3-AR agonist treatment
significantly increased plasma high-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels. Com-
pared with the age-matched WT mice, the ApoA-1 mRNA and protein expression
level in ApoE−/− mice were significantly increased. Compared with ApoE−/− con-
trol mice, the ApoA-1 mRNA and protein expression level in liver were significantly
increased in the atorvastatin and β3-AR agonist groups. The SR-B1 mRNA ex-
pression and protein level in liver of ApoE−/− mice was significantly decreased
compared with wild type mice. The SR-B1 mRNA expression and protein in liver
were significantly increased in the atorvastatin and β3-AR agonist groups, com-
pared with the ApoE−/− atherosclerotic model mice.
Conclusions: The present study demonstrated that long-term β3-AR activation
can regulate lipid metabolic disorders, and reduced progression of atherosclero-
sis. This effect may be related to ApoA-1and SR-B1.

P3422 | BENCH
MicroRNA expression in peripheral blood monocytes in different
stages of atherosclerosis development in humans

B. Markus1, K. Daum2, B. Parviz2, U. Luesebrink1, B. Schieffer1,
M. Parahuleva2. 1University Hospital Giessen and Marburg, Campus Marburg,
Internal Medicine/Cardiology and Angiology, Marburg, Germany; 2University
Hospital Giessen and Marburg, Campus Giessen, Giessen, Germany

Purpose: Increasing evidence has demonstrated that microRNAs (miRNAs) are
involved in vascular inflammation, making them an interesting target to under-
stand macrophages functions as essential regulators of initiation and develop-
ment of atherosclerosis. The aim of this study is to analyse the miRNA expres-
sion profiles in human peripheral blood monocytes in different stages of vascular
proliferative diseases.
Patients and methods: Microarrays were used to analyse the global expression
of 352 miRNAs in human peripheral blood monocytes from healthy donors (n=30),
patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI, n=30),
and during two months of follow-up after STEMI (n=27) as well as patients with
transient ischemic attack (TIA) or stroke (n=10). We also assessed miRNA ex-
pression profile in human endatherectomy samples from coronary artery (n=10)
or carotid artery (symptomatic, n=10 and asymptomatic, n=14) and in healthy
arteries as control (mammary artery, n=15). Expression profiles of the miRNAs
were verified using TaqMan real-time PCR.
Results: We identified 21 miRNAs, which are significantly dysregulated in blood
monocytes from patients with STEMI in comparison to healthy controls and 15
miRNAs, which were aberrantly expressed in endatherectomy samples. Inter-
estingly, most of the highly expressed miRNAs in monocytes of patients with
STEMI as well as with TIA or stroke are known as a cardiac-specific (miR-1,
miR-21), muscle-enriched (miR-143), inflammation-associated (miR-9, miR19b),
and monocytic differentiation-associated (miR-22) miRNAs. In contrast, endothe-
lial enriched miR-92a tends to be lower in patients with cardiovascular diseases.
During two months of follow-up the upregulated miR-9 and -21 were close to
baseline, whereas miR-1, -19b, -22 and -143 remained higher than controls. Re-
markably, reciprocal changes in the expression levels of these miRNAs were
found in atherectomy probes, but not in healthy vessels.
Conclusion: MiRNA expression profiles in human monocytes is altered in differ-
ent stages of atherosclerosis development. The results suggest that miRNAs are
novel regulatory RNAs for acute and chronic vascular inflammation and may be a
new therapeutic target for vascular proliferative diseases such as atherosclerosis.

P3423 | BENCH
CTCF regulates the formation of apoptosis by conjugating the two
opposite pathways in arterial smooth muscle cell

K. Iwai1, T. Morita1, H. Yano1, A. Iritani1, M. Okuro1, S. Morimoto1,
Y. Nakamura2, Y. Ishigaki2. 1Kanazawa Medical University, Geriatric Medicine,
Kahoku-gun, 2Kanazawa Medical University, Medical Research Institute,
Kahoku-gun, Japan

Purpose: Recent studies revealed apoptosis of arterial smooth muscle cell
(SMC) does not necessarily mean the vulnerability of the fibrous cap covering the
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atherosclerotic plaque but means a requirement for the cap tissue to be cleaned
up and remodeled to be strengthened. The multifunctional chromatin modulator
CCCTC binding protein (CTCF) epigenetically promotes or inhibits apoptotic pro-
cess and becomes the therapeutic target in several types of tumor cells. This
study assessed the role of CTCF in the apoptotic process of arterial SMC.
Methods: Human SMC were cultured. CTCF mRNA was either knocked down
using specific siRNA or up-regulated by transfection with plasmid loading human
CTCF cDNA. The gene expression was investigated by real-time PCR analy-
sis using SYBR-green method. Microarray profiling analysis of mRNAs was per-
formed. The caspase 3/7 activity was measured either by treatment with stau-
rosporine or by reaction of anti-Fas antibody and Fas antigen expressed on the
SMC following primed with cytokines. The nuclear DNA fragmentation was re-
vealed by TUNEL reaction.
Results: Knocking down of CTCF mRNA significantly suppressed the increase in
the caspase 3/7 activity either by treatment with staurosporine (35+4%, p<0.01,
n=7) or by Fas-anti-Fas system (56+9%, p<0.01, n=6). Moreover in the former
case, TUNEL reaction showed significant suppression of the nuclear DNA frag-
mentation (41+6% of nuclei, p<0.01, n=7). On the other hand, overexpression
of CTCF mRNA significantly increased the caspase 3/7 activity (35+9%, p<0.01,
n=6). Real-time PCR analysis following microarray profiling of mRNA revealed
knocking down of CTCF significantly up-regulated p53 (82+9%), p53 up-regulated
modulator of apoptosis (PUMA) (47+8%) and BAX (81+11%) genes, indicating
usual suppressive role of CTCF in the p53-PUMA pro-apoptotic system. While
at once, knocking down of CTCF significantly up-regulated the expression of two
anti-oxidant enzyme genes: superoxide dismutase 2 (35+4%) and heme oxige-
nase 1 (85+7%).
Conclusion: Down-regulation of CTCF significantly inhibited apoptosis of SMC.
CTCF regulates the formation of apoptosis by conjugating the two opposite path-
ways in the SMC. These mechanisms may contribute to the vulnerability of the
atherosclerotic plaque in the context dependent ways.

P3424 | BENCH
Epigenetic regulation of NADPH oxidase by histone acetylation in
human aortic smooth muscle cells

A. Manea, A. Todirita, A. Constantin, S.-A. Manea. Institute of Cellular Biology &
Pathology Nicolae Simionescu, Bucharest, Romania

Purpose: Members of NADPH oxidase (Nox) family are key regulators of cell
physiology. Produced in excess, Nox-derived reactive oxygen species (ROS) are
highly detrimental in numerous cardiovascular pathologies such as atherosclero-
sis. The mechanisms of Nox regulation and the specific function of each Nox
subtype are yet to be discovered. Post-translational modifications of histones
of conserved lysine residues by specialized enzymes results in chromatin con-
formational changes and influence the DNA accessibility for transcription fac-
tors. The precise role of epigenetic mechanisms of Nox regulation by histone
modification/histone-modifying enzymes is scantly elucidated. In this study we
aimed at investigating the implication of histone acetylation in mediating Nox reg-
ulation in human aortic smooth muscle cells (SMCs) exposed to pro-inflammatory
conditions.
Methods: Human aortic SMCs were treated with CTPB, a potent activator of
histone acetyltransferases (HAT) or interferon gamma (IFNγ) for up to 24h.
Lucigenin-enhanced chemiluminescence, dichlorofluorescein assay, real-time
PCR, Western blot, and chromatin immunoprecipitation assays were employed
to investigate Nox regulation.
Results: CTBP-activated HAT dose-dependently induced up-regulation of intra-
cellular ROS formation, Nox activity, and the mRNA and protein expression levels
of the Nox1, Nox4, and Nox5 isoforms. IFNγ treatment mimicked the effect of HAT
agonist. It also induced significant increases in HAT1 protein expression level and
acetylation of H3K27 (H3K27ac). Pharmacological inhibition as well as silencing
of HAT1 reduced significantly but differentially the IFNγ-induced Nox activity and
expression. Specific H3K27ac (a marker of positive-acting regulatory regions in
the genome) and HAT1 – Nox1/4/5 promoters interactions were identified by chro-
matin immunoprecipitation assays. Immunofluorescence microscopy indicated an
increased expression of HAT1 and H3K27ac in SMCs underlying fibro-lipid and
unstable atherosclerotic lesions in human carotid arteries.
Conclusions: The data provide evidence that histone acetylation play a role in
mediating Nox expression and function in IFNγ-exposed SMCs. Understanding
the complex networking among transcription factors and epigenetic mechanisms
converging to Nox regulation may contribute to developing novel pharmacological
strategies to reduce the adverse effects of oxidative stress in atherosclerosis.
Work supported by Romanian Academy and Ministry of Education, and Research
(PN-II-ID-PCE-2011-3-0548 and PN-II-RU-TE-2011-3-0142).
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Inhibitory effects of eicosapentaenoic acid on arterial calcification in
klotho mutant mice, an animal model of typical aging

K. Nakamura1, D. Miura2, K. Yunoki1, Y. Koyama3, Y. Saito1, M. Sato4,
K. Osawa1, T. Miyoshi1, K. Kohno1, H. Ito1. 1Okayama University, Okayama,
Japan; 2Nagano College of Nursing, Komagane, Japan; 3Sakurabashi-Watanabe
Hospital, Osaka, Japan; 4Kawasaki Medical School, Kurashiki, Japan

Background: The klotho gene was identified as an “aging-suppressor” gene in

mice that accelerates arterial calcification when disrupted. We and other inves-
tigators have reported that expression levels of serum and local vascular klotho
are reduced in patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD) and that the decrease
in expression level of klotho is associated with arterial calcification and stiffness
in patients with CKD. Intake of eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), an n-3 fatty acid,
reduces the risk of fatal coronary artery disease. However, the effects of EPA on
arterial calcification have not been fully elucidated.
Purpose: The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of EPA on arterial
calcification in klotho mutant mice.
Methods: Four-week-old klotho mutant mice (n=24, 12 males & 12 females) and
wild-type (WT) mice (n=24, 12 males & 12 females) were given a diet containing
5% EPA (EPA food, klotho and WT: n=12, each) or not containing EPA (control
food, klotho and WT: n=12, each) for 4 weeks. Calcium volume score of the tho-
racic and abdominal aorta was assessed by multi-detector computed tomography
before and after 4 weeks of feeding. Arterial smooth muscle cells (SMCs) were
obtained by the explanted culture method.
Results: Calcium volume scores were significantly elevated in klotho mice after
4 weeks of control food (before vs after feeding, P<0.05), but they were not el-
evated in klotho mice after 4 weeks of EPA food and in WT mice after 4 weeks
of control or EPA food (before vs after feeding, P=NS). Change in calcium vol-
ume score in control food-fed klotho mice (� calcium volume score: 81±28 mm3)
was significantly greater than that in EPA-fed klotho mice (18±17 mm3, P<0.05)
and that in control food-fed WT mice (8±6 mm3, P<0.005) or EPA-fed WT mice
(2±11 mm3, P<0.005). Activity of NADPH oxidase (NOX), an enzyme that gen-
erates superoxide, and expression level of NOX4 gene were significantly higher
in arterial SMCs of klotho mutant mice than in those of WT mice. PCR-array anal-
ysis of osteogenesis genes showed that expression of Bmp5 and Csf2 genes
was up-regulated and that of Igf1 was down-regulated in SMCs of klotho mutant
mice. mRNA of the gene encoding G-protein-coupled receptor 120 (GPR120), a
receptor of n-3 fatty acids, was expressed in arterial SMCs. EPA decreased NOX
activity and improved altered expression levels of NOX4 and those osteogenesis
genes.
Conclusions: Administration of EPA prevents arterial calcification together with
reduction of NOX activity and amelioration of osteogenesis gene expression.

P3426 | BENCH
Rivaroxaban, a direct factor Xa inhibitor, attenuates plaque
progression and destabilization in ApoE-deficient mice by inhibiting
macrophage activation

T. Hara1, D. Fukuda2, K. Tanaka3, Y. Higashikuni4, Y. Hirata5, H. Yamada1,
T. Soeki1, T. Wakatsuki1, M. Shimabukuro2, M. Sata1. 1Tokushima University
Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Tokushima, 2University of Tokushima, Dept.
of Cardio-Diabetes Medicine, Tokushima, 3The University of Tokyo, Division
for Health Service Promotion, Tokyo, 4The University of Tokyo, Dept. of
Cardiovascular Medicine, Tokyo, 5The University of Tokyo Hospital, Dept. of
Pediatrics, Tokyo, Japan

Background: Activated factor X (FXa) is a key member in the coagulation cas-
cade responsible for thrombin generation, although accumulating evidence sug-
gests that it also promotes inflammatory responses in many cell types, con-
tributing to the pathogenesis of metabolic syndrome and/or atherosclerosis. In
this study, we assessed the hypothesis that rivaroxaban, a direct FXa inhibitor,
attenuates plaque progression and destabilization through the inhibition of pro-
inflammatory activation of macrophages.
Methods and results: Rivaroxaban (5 mg/kg/day) or vehicle (control) was ad-
ministered for 20 weeks to 8-week-old apolipoprotein E-deficient (ApoE−/−) mice
fed a western-type diet. There were no differences in body weight gain, blood
pressure, plasma glucose levels and plasma lipid levels between the groups.
Rivaroxaban significantly reduced atherosclerotic lesion progression as deter-
mined by en-face Sudan IV staining in aortic arch compared with control group
(20.9±5.6% vs. 15.6±2.7; P<0.01). Result of Oil red O staining in aortic root
demonstrated that rivaroxaban significantly decreased lipid deposition in plaques
(P<0.01). Histological analyses demonstrated that rivaroxaban significantly re-
duced MMP-9 expression and increased collagen content in plaques compared
with control group (P<0.05 and P<0.01, respectively). Quantitative RT-PCR anal-
yses using abdominal aorta revealed that rivaroxaban treatment reduced mRNA
expression of inflammatory mediators including MMP-9. In vitro experiments us-
ing mouse peritoneal macrophages demonstrated that FXa up-regulated mRNA
expression of inflammatory molecules (e.g., MCP-1 and MMP-9) compared with
non-stimulated control (P<0.001). Rivaroxaban attenuated expression of these
inflammatory molecules (P<0.05). Furthermore, an agonist peptide for protease-
activated receptor (PAR)-2, one of the major receptors of FXa, promoted the ex-
pression of these inflammatory molecules in this cell type (P<0.05).
Conclusion: Rivaroxaban attenuates atherosclerotic plaque progression and
destabilization in ApoE−/− mice by inhibiting macrophage activation through FXa-
PAR2 pathways at least partially.
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Influence of toll-like receptor 7 in acute and chronic vascular injury

A.O. Krogmann, E. Luesebrink, C. Lahrmann, T. Asdonk, S. Zimmer, G. Nickenig.
University Hospital Bonn, Medical clinic II, Department of cardiology, Bonn,
Germany

Background: Atherosclerosis is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized
by dysfunction, apoptosis and necrosis of vascular cells. Local cellular damage
leads to the release of nucleic acids, which can be detected by endosomal or
intracellular pattern recognition receptors (PRR) of the innate immune system.
Toll-like-receptor 7 (TLR7), is a PRRs specialized in detecting specific single-
stranded RNA motives. We hypothesized that specific activation of TLR7 affects
vascular biology in acute and chronic vascular injury mouse model.
Methods and results: 12-week-old C57BL/6J wild-type mice (n=13) were sub-
jected to an electric denudation of the left common carotid artery. Reendothelial-
isation was quantified 5 days after surgery. 20 μg of the specific TLR7-agonist
R848 or vehicle was injected intravenously every 48 hours starting two days prior
to the carotid injury. Stimulation of TLR7 impaired reendothelialisation in acute
vascular injury of the common carotid artery (43.78±3.23% vs 29.58±2.02%,
p<0.01). The number of circulating endothelial microparticles (EMP) and en-
dothelial progenitor cells (EPC) were significantly increased in TLR7-stimulated
mice (p<0.05), and furthermore mediated a systemic inflammatory response by
induction of IL-6 (p<0.0001), and Rantes (p<0.0008). For chronic vascular in-
jury, 10 week old Apolipoprotein E-deficient (ApoE−/−) C57BL/6J mice (n=12) re-
ceived a high-fat, cholesterol-rich diet for a total of 7 weeks and were injected sub-
cutanously every other day with 20μg of R848. TLR7-stimulated ApoE−/− mice
developed significantly larger atherosclerotic plaques in chronic vascular injury
than controls (57.41±3.73 vs 39.76±2.08, p<0.0004). The production of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) in the thoracic aorta (p<0.01), and the number of EMPs
(p<0.05) were elevated in TLR7-stimulated mice.
Conclusion: Systemic stimulation of the pattern recognition receptor TLR7 led
to impaired reendothelialisation in acute vascular injury, increased atheroscle-
rotic plaque development in chronic vascular injury, and elevated circulation of
endothelial microparticles, endothelial progenitor cells and augmented genera-
tion of IL-6 and Rantes. Toll like receptor 7 may therefore play a role in vascular
biology following acute and chronic vessel injury by affecting immunoregulatory
mechanisms.

P3428 | BENCH
Isolation and characterisation of coronary endothelial outgrowth cells
from patients undergoing revascularisation for acute myocardial
infarction

S. Gallogly, E. Skinner, T. Fujisawa, R. Allcock, O. Tura, M. Brittan, N.L. Mills.
University of Edinburgh, Scottish Centre for Regenerative Medicine, Edinburgh,
United Kingdom

Introduction: Endothelial dysfunction is one of the earliest pathological features
in atherosclerosis. Our understanding of endothelial cell biology in man is often
derived from the study of human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) that
provide only limited insight into the pathogenesis of coronary artery disease. We
describe a novel method for the isolation of coronary artery endothelial cells from
atherothrombectomy specimens obtained during the treatment of patients with
acute myocardial infarction.
Methods: Thirty-six patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarc-
tion undergoing primary percutaneous coronary intervention and thrombus aspi-
ration were recruited. Atherothrombectomy specimens were manually dissected,
plated onto collagen-I coated plates and maintained in endothelial growth me-
dia to isolate coronary endothelial outgrowth (CEO) cells. HUVECs were com-
mercially acquired. CEO and HUVECs were characterized by immunostaining,
multiparametric flow cytometry (CD31, CD146, V-CAM1, ICAM-1, N-CAM and
CD45 expression), growth kinetics (population doubling time), angiogenic poten-
tial (tubule-like structure formation on MatrigelÔ) and cellular migration by means
of a wound-healing assay.
Results: Coronary endothelial outgrowth (CEO) was obtained from athero-
thrombectomy specimens in 22/36 patients (61%). CEO cells had typical “cob-
blestone” morphology, were immunoreactive for the von Willebrand Factor, had
high expression levels of CD31 (80%), CD146 (92%), and I-CAM (82%), and
were able to expand for an average of 6 passages. CEO had low levels of ex-
pression of the pan-leucocyte marker CD45 (∼1%). Population doubling times
were increased in CEO compared to HUVECs (mean ± SD, CEO 2.3±1.0 versus
HUVECs 1.6±0.6 days; P<0.001). Whilst the ability to form tube-like structures
in CEOs and HUVECs was similar, CEO cells had reduced migratory capacity
compared to HUVECs (23±21% versus 93±49%; P<0.001).
Conclusion: Coronary endothelial cells can be reliably isolated, expanded and
cultured from atherothrombectomy specimens during percutaneous revascular-
ization for acute myocardial infarction. These cells have a mature and stable en-
dothelial phenotype, but have reduced capacity to proliferate and migrate sug-
gesting they retain the functional characteristics of the in situ endothelium. This
novel approach to isolate dysfunctional endothelial cells may be useful to provide
insight into the cellular and molecular basis of endothelial dysfunction in patients
with coronary artery disease.

INFLAMMATION AND THE VESSEL WALL
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Hematopoietic PI3-kinase delta-deficiency aggravates lesional
macrophage infiltration and atherosclerosis in LDLR-/- mice

M. Zierden, C. Millarg, C. Herbers, M. Vantler, E. Berghausen, S. Baldus,
S. Rosenkranz. Cologne University Hospital - Heart Center, Clinic III for Internal
Medicine, Cologne, Germany

Atherosclerosis and its consequences such as myocardial infarction and ischemic
stroke remains the leading cause of death in western countries. Atherosclero-
sis is a chronic inflammatory disease of arterial blood vessels, critically involving
macrophages, dendritic cells and T lymphocytes. Although different cell types
of the innate and adaptive immune system play central pro-inflammatory roles,
they exert regulatory functions in different stages of this complex disease as
well. Leukocytes highly express the catalytic phosphoinositide 3-kinase isoform
p110delta (PI3Kd), a key enzyme involved in the regulation of immune responses.
Therefore, PI3Kd represents an interesting target for the modulation of inflamma-
tory processes during atherogenesis.
To investigate the role of PI3Kd in leukocytes for the orchestration of athero-
genesis, lethally irradiated LDLR−/− mice were either transplanted with bone
marrow from PI3Kd−/− or PI3Kd+/+ mice. After recovery, recipient mice were
fed an atherogenic diet for 6 weeks. Hypercholesterolemic PI3Kd−/− recipient
LDLR−/− mice displayed a profound reduction of peripheral B and T cells as
well as strongly impaired CD4+ T-cell activation, T-helper 1 response and reg-
ulatory T-cell numbers in paraaortic lymph nodes and spleen compared with
PI3Kd+/+ transplanted recipients. Surprisingly, the profound impairment of the
adaptive immune system by PI3Kd-deficiency caused a considerable exacer-
bation of atherosclerosis in LDLR−/− mice. Atherosclerotic lesion area / aortic
root area in PI3Kd−/− recipient LDLR−/− mice was significantly augmented com-
pared with PI3Kd+/+ transplanted controls (0.26±0.07 vs. 0.16±0.04; P<0.001).
This was confirmed on the level of en face stained whole aortas, displaying sig-
nificantly higher lesion area / total aortic area in PI3Kd−/− recipients than in
PI3Kd+/+ transplanted LDLR−/− mice (0.023±0.009 vs. 0.01±0.005; P<0.001).
Importantly, atherosclerotic lesions of PI3Kd-deficient LDLR−/− mice were char-
acterized by a lower fraction of CD4+ T cells and a higher proportion of MOMA-2+
monocytes / macrophages compared with PI3Kd+/+ transplanted controls despite
unaltered circulating monocyte subsets. Thus, PI3Kd-deficiency in mononuclear
phagocytes may contribute to enhanced plaque growth.
In summary, we demonstrate that hematopoietic PI3Kd plays a crucial role in reg-
ulating innate and adaptive immune responses within the arterial wall by exerting
protective functions during atherogenesis. Current studies aim to dissect PI3Kd-
dependent mechanisms that modulate inflammatory processes in multiple stages
of atherosclerosis.

P3431 | BENCH
The presence of toll-like receptor 9 protects cardiac function in a
diastolic heart failure model

Y.D. Holmen1, I. Sjaastad2, A. Yndestad1, T. Ranheim1, K. Alfsnes1,
A.V. Finsen1, L. Zhang2, G. Christensen2, P. Aukrust1, L.E. Vinge1. 1Oslo
University Hospital, Research Institute of Internal Medicine, Oslo, 2Oslo
University Hospital, Institute for Experimental Medical Research, Oslo, Norway

Purpose: Immune activation is important in the pathogenesis of heart failure
(HF). Toll-like receptor 9 (TLR9) activity influences the pathogenesis of various
cardiovascular disorders. Studies on TLR9 in HF have employed experimental
systolic HF models but the consequence of TLR9 in diastolic HF is unknown. We
investigated the role of TLR9 in a murine diastolic HF model caused by cardiomy-
ocyte SERCA2a deletion.
Methods: We engaged in a 3-generation breeding strategy using αMHC-
MerCreMer Serca2a flox/flox mice crossed with TLR9−/− mice to generate com-
parable mouse lines. Diastolic HF was induced both spatially and temporally (Ta-
moxiphen induced gene-recombination at 8-10 weeks) by KO of cardiac myocyte
SERCA2a. Two substudies were undertaken; 1) a 12 week survival study regis-
tering death or signs of severe morbidity (leading to euthanasia) and 2) a study
with MRI and echocardiography at baseline, 3 weeks and 6 weeks. Finally, tissue
and blood was harvested.
Results: All mice depleted of SERCA2a, but none with the SERCA2a gene in-
tact, reached our pre-specified end-parameter within 73 days. The lack of TLR9
in this diastolic HF model led to significant reduction in survival with a median
life expectancy of 62.5 days as compared to 58 days (p=0.007). Serial imaging

Figure 1. Survival in days after HF induction.
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demonstrated an earlier onset of left ventricular restrictive filling abnormalities in
the HF group depleted of TLR9. Significantly lower EF and CO, larger left atria,
lower end-systolic and end-diastolic left ventricular volumes were detected.
Conclusion: The lack of TLR9 aggravates the development of diastolic HF in-
duced by SERCA2a KO. These findings may add to the understanding of molec-
ular mechanisms governing the progression of diastolic HF.

P3432 | BENCH
Impact of rosuvastatin treatment on reduction of thrombus burden in
rat acute inferior vena cava constriction

S. Chua, Y.L. Chen, P.H. Sung, H.K. Yip. Kaohsiung Chang Gung Memorial
Hospital, Chang Gung University, College of Medicine, Cardiology, Kaohsiung,
Taiwan

Purpose: This study tested the hypothesis that rosuvastatin reduces thrombus
burden through inhibiting inflammation and suppressing reactive oxygen species
(ROS) generation in an inferior vena cava constriction (IVCCO)-induced deep
vein thrombosis (DVT) rat model.
Methods and results: 12-week-old male Sprague-Dawley rats (n=24) were
equally divided into sham control (group 1: laparotomy only), IVCCO (group 2:
IVC constriction), and IVCCO + rosuvastatin (20 mg/kg/day, orally after induc-
tion of IVC constriction) (group 3). IVC diameter was measured by days 0 and
14 and the right hindlimb thickness was measured by day 0, 7, and 14 prior to
scarifying the animals. The results showed significantly increased IVC diameter
and hindlimb thickness in group 2 than in groups 1 and 3, and significantly in-
creased in group 3 than in group 1 by day 14 after the procedure (all p<0.001).
Additionally, WBC count and prevalence of helper T cells, cytotoxic T cells, regula-
tory T cells, and early and late apoptotic mononuclear cells (MNCs) in circulation
were significantly higher in group 2 than in group 1, and were significantly sup-
pressed in group 3 after treatment (all p<0.001). Furthermore, inflammation at
cellular (CD68+ cells) and protein (MMP-9, TNF-α) levels, oxidative stress (oxi-
dized protein) and reactive oxygen species (NOX-1, NOX-2) in IVC also showed
similar changes as those of immune cells in circulation among the three groups
(all p<0.01).
Conclusion: Rosuvastatin treatment significantly reduced IVC thrombus burden
through inhibiting inflammatory response and oxidative stress in a rodent model
of DVT.

P3433 | BENCH
Activation of invariant natural killer T cells ameliorates the
development of angiotensin II-mediated abdominal aortic aneurysm
formation in obese ob/ob mice

A. Saito, N. Ishimori, S. Tokuhara, M. Nishikawa, H. Tsutsui. Hokkaido University,
Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Sapporo, Japan

Purpose: The infiltration and activation of macrophage as well as lymphocyte
within the aorta contribute to the pathogenesis of abdominal aortic aneurysm
(AAA). Invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells are unique subset of T lymphocytes
and have a crucial role in atherogenesis. However, it remains unclear whether
iNKT cells are involved also in the development of AAA.
Methods: Male obese ob/ob mice were administered angiotensin II (AngII,
1000 ng/kg/min; n=18) or phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; n=10) via osmotic
minipumps for 4 weeks and further divided into 2 groups; α-galactosylceramide
(αGC, 0.1 μg/g body weight intraperitoneal injection; PBS-αGC, n=8, and AngII-
αGC, n=12), which specifically activates iNKT cells, and PBS (PBS-PBS, n=10,
and AngII-PBS, n=6).
Results: Maximal abdominal aortic diameter was comparable between PBS-
PBS and PBS-αGC, and was significantly greater in AngII-PBS than in PBS-
PBS (1726±288 vs. 833±69 μm, P<0.01). This increase was significantly ame-
liorated in AngII-αGC (1241±257 μm, P<0.01 vs. AngII-PBS) without affecting
blood pressure. Flow cytometric analysis revealed that the proportion of iNKT
cells to mononuclear cells was significantly increased in aortic tissues from AngII-
αGC compared to AngII-PBS (2.75±0.17 vs. 1.01±0.16%, P<0.05). The ratio of
CD3-positive T lymphocyte or F4/80-positive macrophage area to the lesion area
was significantly higher in AngII-PBS than in PBS-PBS (7.7±0.7 vs. 1.6±0.2%
and 7.0±0.5 vs. 2.1±0.5%, both P<0.001), and was significantly decreased in
AngII-αGC (5.3±0.5% and 5.1±0.4%, both P<0.05 vs. AngII-PBS). Gene expres-
sion of M2-macrophage specific markers, arginase-1 and resistin-like alpha, was
significantly greater in aortic tissues from AngII-αGC compared to AngII-PBS by
6.3- and 15.7-folds, respectively (both P<0.05), 1 week after AngII administration,
and this increase was diminished at 4 weeks. Gene expression of the activation
marker of macrophages, major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-class II, was
significantly enhanced by 4.6-folds (P<0.05) in aortic tissues from AngII-PBS at
4 weeks. Matrix metalloproteinase-2 gene expression was also increased by 5.0-
folds (P<0.01) in AngII-PBS at 4 weeks.
Conclusions: Activation of iNKT cells by αGC can ameliorate AngII-mediated
AAA in ob/ob mice via inducing anti-inflammatory M2 polarized state. iNKT cells
may be a novel therapeutic target against the development of AAA.

P3434 | BENCH
Systemic administration of mitochondria alleviates 100%
oxygen-induced acute respiratory distress syndrome in rats

H.K. Yip, S. Leu, P.H. Sung, S. Chua. Kaohsiung Chang Gung Memorial Hospital,
Chang Gung University, College of Medicine, Cardiology, Kaohsiung, Taiwan

Background: We tested the hypothesis that mitochondria-replacement ther-
apy ameliorated 100% oxygen-induced rat acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS).
Methods and results: Adult-Male SD rats (n=24) were equally categorized
into group 1 (controls, room air inhalation), group 2 (ARDS: induced by inhala-
tion of 100% oxygen for 48 hrs), and group 3 [ARDS + mitochondrial transfusion
(1400 μg/each rat) from intra-venous administration 6 h after ARDS induction].
By 72 h after ARDS induction, the oxygen saturation (O2-Sat) was significantly
lower in group 3 and more significantly lower in group 2 than in group 1, whereas
pulmonary artery systolic-blood pressure showed a reversed pattern of O2-Sat
among three groups (all p<0.001). H&E stain for lung crowded score showed an
identical pattern of O2-Sat and number of alveolar sacs and lung weight exhibited
an opposite pattern of O2-Sat among the three groups. The protein expressions
of apoptotic (mitochondrial Bax, cleaved caspase 3 & PARP), fibrotic (Smad5,
TGF-β), ROS (NOX-1, NOX-2, NOX-4), oxidative stress (oxidized protein), DNA-
& mitochondrial-damaged (γ-H2AX, Ki-67; cytosolic cytochrome-c) and inflam-
matory (TNF-α, MMP-9, NF-κB) biomarkers, and IHC/IF microscopic findings of
inflammatory (CD14+, CD68+), DNA-damaged (γ-H2AX+, Ki-67+) cells exhibited
an opposite pattern, whereas the protein expressions of anti-apoptotic (Smad1/3,
BMP-2) markers exhibited an identical pattern of O2-Sat among three groups (all
p<0.001). The anti-oxidant (HO-2, NQO-1), mitochondrial-preserved (mitochon-
drial cytochrome-c) biomarkers, and cellular levels of anti-oxidants (HO-1, NQO-
1, GR, GPx) were significantly higher in group 2 and more significantly higher in
group 3 than in group 1 (all p<0.0001).
Conclusions: Mitochondria therapy protects against 100% oxygen-induced
ARDS.

P3435 | BENCH
Deficiency of MyD88 in myeloid cells attenuates angiotensin II induced
vascular dysfunction and arterial hypertension development

S. Kossmann1, T. Schonfelder2, S. Finger2, M. Brahler3, D. Minwegen4,
A. Daiber4, T. Munzel1, P. Wenzel1. 1University Medical Center of Mainz,
Center for Thrombosis and Hemostasis, II. Medical Clinic, Mainz, Germany;
2University Medical Center of Mainz, Center for Thrombosis and Hemostasis,
Mainz, Germany; 3University Medical Center of Mainz, Center for Thrombosis
and Hemostasis, Dermatology, Mainz, Germany; 4University Medical Center of
Mainz, II. Medical Clinic, Mainz, Germany

Background: Angiotensin II (ATII), a potent vasoconstrictor, causes hyperten-
sion, promotes infiltration of inflammatory cells into the vessel wall, and stimu-
lates both vascular and inflammatory cell NADPH oxidases. In vascular biology
research, superoxide and shear stress mediated inflammatory remodeling of con-
duit arteries was shown to be myeloid differentiation factor 88 (MyD88) depen-
dent, and MyD88 deficiency has been shown to protect from ATII-induced aortic
aneurysm formation. The exact mechanisms how MyD88 signaling is promoting
vascular dysfunction induced by ATII is unknown.
Objective: The purpose of this study was to determine whether MyD88 con-
tributes to the development of ATII-induced vascular dysfunction and hyperten-
sion.
Methods and results: MyD88 deficiency profoundly attenuated ATII-induced
(1 mg/kg/d for 7 days) blood pressure increase (measured by radiotelemetry)
and vascular dysfunction (assessed by aortic ring relaxation studies). Addition-
ally vascular superoxide and nitrotyrosine formation as well as the expression
levels of several inflammation markers like Nox2, VCAM-1 and iNOS were de-
creased in ATII-infused MyD88−/− mice compared to WT controls. Aortic flow
cytometric analysis revealed that ATII-induced infiltration with CD11b+Ly6Chigh
inflammatory monocytes was significantly dampened in MyD88−/− mice. In aorta
and blood of ATII-infused WT animals we found an increased expression of in-
flammatory monocytes markers whereas the monocyte phenotype was shifted to
M2 in MyD88 deficient mice, indicating together with the FACS results a role of
MyD88 in vascular tissue macrophage development. In addition to less mono-
cytes also less IFNgamma+ NK cells were detected in aortic lysates measured
by flow cytometry, suggesting that ATII-induced cytokine production is affected by
MyD88. To clarify whether MyD88 exerted its effects through cells of hematopoi-
etic lineage, WT mice were lethally irradiated and repopulated with bone marrow-
derived cells from MyD88−/− mice. MyD88 deficiency in bone marrow-derived
cells profoundly reduced both ATII-induced vascular dysfunction development and
infiltration of the vascular wall with CD45+ leukocytes.
Conclusion: We provide first evidence that MyD88 expressed by bone marrow-
derived cells plays an essential role in ATII-induced vascular dysfunction and ar-
terial hypertension. Our data indicate that MyD88 might be involved in the ATII-
induced differentiation of monocytes into an inflammatory phenotype and is es-
sential for cytokine production.
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P3436 | BENCH
Impairment of PD-1 pathway is related with infarct size in ST elevation
myocardial infarction

M.J. Forteza, I. Trapero, E. De Dios, A. Hervas, C. Bonanad, A. Ruiz-Sauri,
F. Chaustre, G. Minana, F.J. Chorro, V. Bodi. University of Valencia, University
Clinic Hospital, INCLIVA, Valencia, Spain

Programmed death-1 (PD-1) and Programmed death-1 ligand (PD-L1) regulate
immune response. Previous studies associate an immune deregulation in ST-
elevation myocardial infarction STEMI.
We recruited 100 patients with a first STEMI treated with reperfusion. In all pa-
tients PD-1 and PD-L1 expression was studied 24 h post-reperfusion in peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), by means of flow cytometry and molecular bi-
ology. PD-1 and PD-L1 expression was serially analyzed in the first 20 patients
before reperfusion and 24h, 96h and 30 days afterwards. Results were compared
with 30 age- and sex-matched controls. Cardiac Magnetic Resonance was used
to quantify infarct size 1-week after infarction. In a series of 8 swine with induced
STEMI, PD-1 and PD-L1 expression was analyzed at baseline, 90 min after bal-
loon inflation, 2 h and 24 h after reperfusion in PBMCs, and in swine hearts.
Results were compared to 5 controls.
In patients, in comparison with controls, a significant decrease of PD-1 expression
[mRNA fold change 0.8±0.3 vs. 1.2±0.6] and an increase of PD-L1+ expression
[mRNA fold change 2.7±2.1 vs. 0.9±0.5] was observed 24h after infarction in
PBMCs (p<0.05). STEMI patients with large infarct size showed decreased PD-1
expression, PD-L1 did not changed (Figure 1). Both in patients and swine, showed
a significant increase of PD-1 and PD-L1 expression before reperfusion. Swine
hearts revealed a marked infiltration of PMBCs and a significant increase of PD-1
and PD-L1 expression in the infarcted area compared to controls (Figure 2)

Acute changes in the PD-1 pathway take place in acute STEMI. A lesser expre-
sion of PD-1 in peripheral blood, which could be due to myocardial infiltration in
the infarcted area of PBMCs, associates with a larger infarct size.

P3437 | BENCH
Role of TRIF dependent inflammatory signaling in collateral artery
growth

M. Tomic, A. Degen, S. Bettink, U. Laufs, M. Bohm, S. Schirmer. Saarland
University Hospital, Klinik fur Innere Medizin III, Kardiologie, Angiologie und
Internistische Intensivmedizin, Homburg, Germany

Background: Arteriogenesis (collateral artery growth) is an adaptive mechanism
that protects tissue from ischemia in cases of arterial obstruction. The role of TIR-
domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-β (TRIF) dependent inflammatory
signaling after Toll-like receptor (TRL) activation in arteriogenesis is unclear.
Methods and results: In organ bath experiments, endothelium-dependent re-
laxation of aortic rings from C57BI6J (wildtype, WT) and TRIF −/− mice were
comparable. Following ligation of the right femoral artery, hindlimb perfusion was
assessed by Laser-Doppler Perfusion Imaging (LDI) before and after, 3 and 7
days after femoral artery ligation. After ligation, perfusion (ratio ligated/non-ligated
hindlimb) fell to 7.4±0.7% in WT and to 5.3±0.2% in TRIF−/− mice (p=0.011), in-
dicating that the pre-existing collateral vasculature is comparable. TRIF−/− mice
showed decreased perfusion recovery when compared with WT 3d (WT 32±15%
vs TRIF−/− 15±4%, p=0.019) and 7d after ligation (WT 33±14% vs TRIF−/−
20±3%, p=0.020).
Immunohistochemistry was used to quantify collateral arteries and surrounding

perivascular macrophages in adductor and peroneus muscle 7d after ligation.
Collateral arteries as stained by anti-alpha-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) were
reduced to 50.2±8.0% in ligated TRIF−/− mice as compared to WT. Angiogenesis
as assessed by staining of CD31-positive capillaries was impaired in TRIF−/−
mice: average capillary/fiber ratio in TRIF−/− mice was reduced (adductor: WT
0.62±0.05 vs TRIF−/− 0.28±0.04, p=0.003; peroneus: WT 0.49±0.05 vs TRIF−/−
0.25±0.05, p<0.001).
Monocytes and macrophages form peripheral blood (PBMC) and spleen were
obtained 7 days after ligation and stimulated with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and
polyinosic-polycytidylic acid (poly I:C) respectively. mRNA expression of classical
inflammatory cytokines IL6 and TNFalpha was lower in TRIF−/− PBMC and in
spleen mononuclear cells following LPS and polyI:C stimulation. TRIF-dependent
cytokines RANTES, CX3CR1, CX3CR1, CXCR3, CXCR4 and CXCL10 were less
strongly enhanced in splenic cells following polyI:C-stimulation.
Conclusion: The current data identify TLR-TRIF dependent cytokine signaling to
be relevant for arteriole and capillary formation leading to perfusion recovery in
hindlimb ischemia. Mononuclear cell cytokine expression appears to mediate the
effect. Further analyses including bone marrow transplantation experiments need
to prove the causal role of mononuclear cell cytokine signaling in TRIF-dependent
decreased arteriogenesis.

P3438 | BENCH
Probucol oxidized products, spiroquinone and diphenoquinone,
promote reverse cholesterol transport in mice

M. Ayaori1, E. Yakushiji1, S. Takiguchi1, H. Uto-Kondo1, M. Sasaki1, M. Yogo1,
T. Komatsu1, L. Ru2, S. Yokoyama2, K. Ikewaki1. 1Department of Internal
Medicine, National Defense Medical College, Tokotozawa, Japan; 2Chubu
University, Nutritional Health Science Research Center, Kasugai, Japan

Objective: Oxidized products of probucol, spiroquinone (SQ) and dipheno-
quinone (DQ), were shown to increase cell cholesterol release and plasma HDL
by inhibiting degradation of ATP-binding cassette transporter A1 (ABCA1). We
investigated whether these compounds enhance reverse cholesterol transport
(RCT) in mice.
Approach and results: SQ and DQ increased ABCA1 protein (2.8 and 2.6
fold, respectively, p<0.01) and apolipoprotein A-I (apoA-I)-mediated cholesterol
release (1.4 and 1.4 fold, p<0.01, p<0.05, respectively) in RAW264.7 cells. On
the other hand, DQ, but not SQ, enhanced cholesterol efflux to HDL (+12%,
p<0.05) while both increased ABCG1 protein, by 1.8 and 1.6 fold, respectively.
When given orally to mice, both compounds significantly increased plasma HDL-
cholesterol (HDL-C), by 19% and 20%, respectively (p<0.05, Fig A), accompa-
nied by an increase in hepatic and macrophage ABCA1 but not ABCG1. Finally, in
vivo RCT was evaluated by injecting RAW264.7 cells labeled with 3H-cholesterol
intraperitoneally into mice. Both SQ and DQ increased fecal excretion of the
macrophage-derived 3H-tracer, by 25% and 28% (p<0.01 and p<0.05, Fig B),
respectively.

Conclusions: SQ and DQ increase functional ABCA1 in both macrophages and
the liver, elevate plasma HDL-C, and promote overall RCT in vivo. These com-
pounds are promising as therapeutic reagents against atherosclerosis.

P3439 | BEDSIDE
Lipid profiles in women with ApaI, BsmI, TaqI polymorphisms of
Vitamin D receptor gene

E. Tsvetkova, A.A. Kostareva, E.N. Grineva, T.L. Karonova. Almazov
Federal Heart Centre, Endocrinology Department, Saint Petersburg, Russian
Federation

Introduction: Observational studies have shown that Vitamin D deficiency is
associated with increased risk of major adverse cardiovascular disease events
(CVD). It is well known that dyslipidemia is a well-described independent risk fac-
tor for CVD. Recent studies showed association between the level of 25(OH)D
serum levels and polymorphic variants of vitamin D receptor gene (VDR) with
components of the metabolic syndrome. But not only Vitamin D deficiency could
play an important role in their pathogenesis, but also vitamin D receptor gene
status.
Aim: To study the association between VDR gene (BsmI, ApaI, TaqI polymor-
phisms) with lipo-proteins levels.
Materials and methods: We studied 449 healthy women who signed informed
consent, aged 30 to 50 years (mean 44.2±0.3). The level of serum lipopro-
teins was measured on COBAS INTEGRO 400/700/800 analyzer, using standard
reagents of Roche company (Germany). VDR (ApaI, BsmI, TaqI polymorphisms)
genotype was determined by PCR-based method followed by restriction analysis.
Results: We observed that serum total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, LDL choles-
terol levels in carriers of VDR gene BB-, Bb- and bb-genotypes (BsmI poly-
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morphism) does not differ compared with women of TT-, Tt-, tt-genotype (TaqI
polymorphism) (p>0.05). B-allele carriers (BB and Bb genotypes) BsmI poly-
morphism had lower levels of serum triglycerides (1.32±0.04 and 1.54±0.09
Mmol/L, respectively; p<0.05) compared with BB genotype carriers of the gene.
In addition, it was found that the AA-genotype carriers (ApaI polymorphism) of
VDR gene had a higher total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol levels than that of
aa- genotype carriers (5.49±0.15 Mmol/ L and 5.14±0.15 Mmol/L, respectively;
p<0.05; 3.47±0.13 Mmol /L and 3.25±0.12 Mmol/L, respectively; p<0.05). How-
ever, serum HDL cholesterol, triglycerides in AA-, Aa- and aa-genotype (ApaI
polymorphism) carriers show no difference (p>0.05).
Conclusions: The study showed that the carriage of the vitamin D receptor gene
polymorphisms (AA-genotype and BB-genotype) in women of reproductive age
was associated with atherogenic dyslipidemia (increased serum triglycerides, to-
tal cholesterol and LDL cholesterol).

HOW TO BETTER ACCESS CORONARY ARTERY
DISEASE WITH ECHO

P3441 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic value of transthoracic coronary flow reserve in medically
treated patients with non-culprit stenosis of intermediate severity after
acute myocardial infarction

M. Tesic, A. Djordjevic-Dikic, G. Stankovic, D. Milasinovic, Z. Mehmedbegovic,
M. Zivkovic, V. Dedovic, I. Jovanovic, M.T. Petrovic, B. Beleslin. Clinical Center of
Serbia, Clinic for Cardiology, Belgrade, Serbia

Introduction: Current guidelines recommend culprit lesion treatment with pri-
mary PCI in the setting of ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), while de-
cision about revascularization of non-culprit lesions should be done later and
guided by objective evidence of residual ischaemia. The aim of the current study
was to examine the prognostic value of transthoracic coronary flow reserve (CFR)
in medically treated patients with non-culprit stenosis of intermediate severity af-
ter primary PCI.
Materials and methods: We enrolled 172 patients, 58±11 years of age, with
remaining intermediate stenosis (50-70%) on non-infarct related artery (LAD or
RCA). All patients were followed for 33±14 months. CFR was defined as the
ratio between maximal velocity of diastolic coronary blood flow during maximal
hyperemia and in rest, induced by i.v. infusion of adenosine (140mcg/kg/min), with
the cut-off value of 2 for detection of significant stenosis. Based on CFR value,
which was done in the first week of the hospitalization, patients were divided into
two groups: Group 1. CFR >2 and Group 2. CFR≤2. Primary endpoints were:
cardiac death, stroke, non-fatal ACS, PCI or by-pass surgery of the examined
vessel.
Results: There were 30 events related to the examined vessel. In Group 1: 5
patients had PCI of examined stenosis and 1 patient had AMI. In Group 2: 16 pa-
tients had PCI of examined stenosis, 5 patients had by-pass surgery, 1 patient had
AMI, 1 patient had cardiac death and 1 patient had stroke. CFR in Group 1 was
significantly higher than in Group 2, (2.4±0.3 vs. 1.9±0.3, p<0.001, respectively).
By Kaplan-Meier method, Group 1 had significantly higher events free survival in
follow-up time compared to the Group 2, (96% vs. 20%, p<0.001, respectively).
Furthermore, patients with CFR≤2 had a 28.9-fold increased in cardiovascular
risk compared to patients with CFR>2 (95% CI: 11.7-71.4; p<0.001). Negative
predictive value of CFR>2 was 96%.
Conclusion: In patients with non-culprit coronary artery stenosis of intermediate
severity and CFR>2, deferral of revascularization and continuation of the medical
therapy, might be reasonable option since it is associated with good long-term
clinical outcome.

P3442 | BEDSIDE
Coronary flow reserve by transthoracic Doppler echocardiography
after intravenous infusion of dobutamine for hemodynamic
assessment of myocardial bridging

S. Aleksandric1, A. Djordjevic-Dikic1, G. Teofilovski-Parapid2, B. Parapid1,
J. Stepanovic1, M. Petrovic1, M. Tomasevic1, D. Simic1, M. Dobric1, B. Beleslin1.
1Clinical Center of Serbia, Clinic for Cardiology, Belgrade, Serbia; 2University of
Belgrade, School of Medicine, Institute of Anatomy, Belgrade, Serbia

Introduction: Myocardial bridging (MB) is a congenital anomaly characterized by
systolic compression of the tunneled arterial segment, which is located mainly in
the medial segment of left anterior descending artery (LAD). Since MB is dynamic
stenosis which depends on the degree of extravascular compression, it has been
suggested that adequate hemodynamic assessment of MB should be challenged
by inotropic stimulation with dobutamine.
Objectives: This study evaluates non-invasive comparative assessment of hemo-
dynamic relevance of MB using coronary flow reserve (CFR) measurements by
transthoracic Doppler echocardiography (TTDE) with vasodilatative and inotropic
challenge.
Methods: This prospective study includes 42 patients (30 males, mean age
56±9 years) with angiographic evidence of MB of LAD and systolic compres-
sion ≥50% diameter stenosis. Patients were evaluated by stress echocardiogra-
phy test (SEHO) and CFR of the distal segment of LAD during iv. infusion of

adenosine (ADO: 140 μg/kg/min) and iv. infusion of dobutamine (DOB: 10-40
μg/kg/min), separately.
Results: Feasibility for determining CFR during ADO was 39/42 (93%) and dur-
ing DOB 40/42 (95%), respectively. SEHO was positive in only 6/42 (14%). CFR
during ADO was significantly higher than CFR during peak DOB (2.84±0.69 vs.
2.45±0.49, p<0.01). CFR during peak DOB was significantly lower in SEHO pos-
itive vs. negative patients (1,99±0.18 vs. 2.54±0.47, p=0.01), but not during ADO
(2.31±0.37 vs. 2.89±0.70, p=0.08), respectively. Using SEHO test as a gold stan-
dard for detection of myocardial ischemia, a receiver-operating curve identifies
the optimal CFR DOB cut-off 2.26 (AUC 0.86, 95% CI: 0.73-0.99, p=0.01) with
a sensitivity and specificity of 100% and 71%, respectively. Univariate logistic re-
gression analysis identified CFR DOB (p=0.036) and age (p=0.054) as variables
related to ischemic MB while multivariate logistic regression analysis showed that
CFR DOB was the only independent predictors of functional significant of MB (OR
0.355, 95% CI: 0.021-0.751, p=0.036).
Conclusions: Noninvasive CFR measurement by TTDE during dobutamine in-
fusion has an excellent diagnostic efficiency in identifying functionally significant
MB.

P3443 | BEDSIDE
Global circumferential strain before cardiac resynchronization therapy
is a predictor of long term survival in patients with ischemic
cardiomyopathy

A. Delgado-Montero, B. Tayal, K. Ryo, A. Goda, J.J. Marek, D. Schwartzman,
S. Saba, J. Gorcsan. University of Pittsburgh, Cardiology, Pittsburgh, United
States of America

Purpose: One third of the patients receiving cardiac resynchronization therapy
(CRT) do not respond, especially patients with ischemic etiology, where viability
plays an important role. Our aim was to test the hypothesis that Global circumfer-
ential strain (GCS) by speckle tracking echocardiography (STE) has prognostic
utility in CRT patients of ischemic etiology.
Methods: We studied 101 heart failure patients with ischemic dilated cardiomy-
opathy and routine CRT indications according to current clinical guidelines (age
68±9 yrs, QRS width 154±27 ms, left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction (EF)
24±5%). Speckle Tracking Echocardiography determined global strain values
from basal and mid-level short axis views (Global Circumferential Strain or GCS).
Response was defined as an increase in LV end-systolic volume (ESV) ≥15% at
6-months follow up. Pre-specified outcomes events were death, transplant or LV
assist device (LVAD) over 4 years.
Results: Baseline GCS was significantly lower in responders than in non-
responders: GCS -7.6±2.5% vs. -5.9±1.7%, p=0.0001), even though baseline
basal end-systolic volume was similar (ESV in responders 142±50ml vs. basal
ESV 159±56ml in non-responders (p=NS). A cutoff of GCS -8% was specific for
CRT response (Sensitivity 44% and Specificity 87%), and a GCS > -8% was
significantly associated with the combined endpoint of death, transplant or LVAD
over 4 yrs: Hazard ratio 2.37, 95% CI 1.21-4.66, p=0.04.

Conclusion: Quantification of baseline GCS by speckle tracking echocardiogra-
phy predicts response and important clinical outcomes after CRT in patients with
ischemic cardiomyopathy. GCS appears to be a marker for myocardial viability
and useful to detect the substrate of response to CRT.

P3444 | BEDSIDE
Validation of tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion and pulsed
wave tissue doppler in assessment of right ventricular dysfunction
post on-pump vs off-pump coronary artery bypass grafting

M.H.M. Moustafa, A.M.A.L. Ibrahim Khalefah. Cairo University Hospitals, The
diagnostic Ultrasound Center, Kasr Al-Aini Hospital, Cairo University, Cairo,
Egypt

Background: The right ventricle may be selectively impaired following coronary
artery bypass graft.
Methods: We tested this hypothesis by prospective study. We examined two
groups of patients. Group A (30) patients had Off-pump CABG and group B (30)
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Abstract P3444 – Table 1. RV function parameters early after CABG

RV function parameters n Significant RCA stenosis (total n=41) n Normal RCA (total n=19) Test for interaction P
Mean pre Mean post Absol. change Mean pre Mean post Absol. change

Absolute change in TAPSE (cm) 0.28 (NS)
Off-pump CABG 25 1.7±0.45 1.3±0.55 0.4±0.2 5 2.32±0.35 1.72±0.4 0.6±0.3
On-pump CABG 16 1.71±0.76 1.4±0.71 0.31±0.05 14 2.32±0.5 1.67±0.45 0.65±0.15

Absolute change in TDTA (cm/sec) 0.95 (NS)
Off-pump CABG 25 11.5±3.01 9.32±2.5 2.2±0.51 5 14.2±0.53 12±1 2.2±0.47
On-pump CABG 16 11.4±2.01 9.3±3.0 2.1±1.01 14 14.4±1.5 12.4±1.5 2.0

patients had On-pump CABG. All patients were subjected to preoperative, early
post-operative and 6 months follow up, full clinical and ECHO-Doppler studies. All
patients had preoperative diagnostic coronary angiography.
Results: There was insignificant difference comparing the clinical picture of right
side heart failure in both groups. Preoperative characteristics and RV function
by ECHO did not differ significantly between the 2 groups (mean±SD): Tricuspid
annular plane systolic excursion was 1.83±0.7 cm, 1.47±0.51 cm and 1.87±0.34
cm in preoperative, early post-operative and 6 months follow up respectively in
group A, while in group B was 1.99±0.65 cm, 1.63±0.49 cm and 1.97±0.41 cm.
The tricuspid annulus pulsed wave tissue Doppler was 11.98±3.0 cm/sec,
9.77±1.73 cm/sec and 11.9±1.72 cm/sec in preoperative, early post-operative
and 6 months follow up in group A, while in group B it was 12.83±3.0 cm/sec,
10.77±2.12 cm/sec and 12.27±1.68 cm/sec. The parameters of RV function in-
cluding PASP, RV dimension, TAPSE and TDTA were significantly impaired early
post-operative in both groups and completely improve after 6 months.
Conclusion: The RV function significantly impaired early post-operative in both
modalities of CABG irrespective to the surgical technique and completely im-
proved after 6 months. Both surgical techniques produced equivalent results on
the RV function with or without significant disease of RCA.

P3445 | BEDSIDE
Structural and functional carotid arterial markers show similar
predictive accuracy for the presence and extent coronary artery
disease

G. Benetos1, K. Toutouzas1, M. Drakopoulou1, I. Koutagiar1, C. Aggeli1,
C. Masoura1, A. Papanikolaou1, E. Siores2, D. Tousoulis1, C. Stefanadis1.
1Hippokration Hospital, University of Athens, 1st Department of Cardiology,
Athens, Greece; 2University of Bolton, Centre for Material Research and
Innovation, Bolton, United Kingdom

Purpose: Evaluation of carotid artery intima-media thickness (IMT) and carotid
atherosclerotic plaques have an incremental value in coronary artery disease
(CAD) prediction. Microwave radiometry (MR) allows the in vivo assessment
of carotid artery functional properties by measuring internal temperature of tis-
sues. The purpose of this study was to evaluate whether structural and functional
carotid arterial characteristics show similar predictive accuracy for the presence
and the extent of CAD.
Methods: Consecutive patients (n=287) scheduled for coronary angiography
were included in the study. In carotid arteries of both groups the following mea-
surements were performed: 1) Intima-media thickness (IMTmax) and 2) tempera-
ture measurements by MR (�Tmax). We considered the addition of the markers
IMTmax and �Tmax to established risk factors (sex, age, dyslipidemia, arterial
hypertension, diabetes, smoking, family history) and we compared the respective
prediction models for the presence of CAD and multivessel CAD with the use of
Harrel’s C-statistic and Net Reclassification Improvement (NRI).
Results: Significant CAD was found in 239 patients (83.3%). Carotid arteries of
patients with no CAD (n=96, 16.72%) had lower �Tmax in comparison to pa-
tients with one-vessel CAD (n=206, 35.89%), with two-vessel disease (n=180,
31.36%) and three-vessel disease (n=92, 16.03%) (0.48±0.39°C; 0.68±0.44°C;
0.85±0.49°C; 0.87±0.54°C respectively, p<0.01). In table 1 are summarized the
c-statistic and NRI values of the various risk prediction models.

Model C-statistic 95% CI p-value NRI 95% CI

CAD
IMTmax 0.880* 0.820–0.941 <0.01 0.721 0.022–0.973
�Tmax 0.880* 0.818–0.941 <0.01 0.546 0.204–1.106
IMTmax + �Tmax 0.882 0.819–0.945 <0.01 0.797 0.285–1.156

Multivessel CAD
IMTmax 0.730† 0.672–0.788 <0.01 0.422 0.043–0.604
�Tmax 0.716† 0.657–0.775 <0.01 0.577 0.254–0.726
IMTmax + �Tmax 0.732 0.674–0.789 <0.01 0.440 0.237–0.708

*p value for comparison: 0.96; †p value for comparison: 0.47.

Conclusions: Structural or functional markers showed similar predictive accu-
racy for the presence and extent of coronary artery disease. Potentially the func-
tional assessment in an earlier stage of the disease could increase the predictive
value of current imaging modalities.

P3446 | BEDSIDE
Intraprocedural determination of viability by myocardial deformation
imaging: a randomized prospective pilot study in the cardiac catheter
laboratory

M.-M. Becker1, A. Schuh1, J. Schroeder1, C. Zwicker1, E. Altiok1, M. Tamm2,
M. Kelm3, N. Marx1. 1RWTH University Hospital Aachen, Medical Faculty,
Aachen, Germany; 2RWTH Aachen University, Institute for Medical Statistics,
Aachen, Germany; 3Heinrich-Heine University of Dusseldorf, Department of
Cardiology, Dusseldorf, Germany

Aim: Prospective, randomized pilot study to examine the feasibility of an intrapro-
cedural determination of myocardial viability by myocardial deformation imaging
in the cardiac catheter laboratory (CLab).
Background: The benefit of revascularization for functional recovery depends
on the presence of viable myocardial tissue. At present, patients with a rele-
vant coronary stenosis and analogous severe regional myocardial dysfunction
are transferred from the CLab to a determination of myocardial viability by i.e.
low-dose-dobutamin-echocardiography (DSE) or cardiovascular magnetic reso-
nance (CMR). The myocardial deformation imaging by 2D Strain analysis allows
a reliable determination of layer specific myocardial viability.
Methods: Inclusion of 139 patients (62% men, age 59±8 years) with relevant
coronary stenoses and analogous severe regional myocardial dysfunction. Af-
ter coronary angiogram randomization in 2 groups: Group A: intraprocedural 2D
Strain-Analysis in the CLab, determination of myocardial viability by endocardial
circumferential Strain (CS) > -20%, in case of positive viability immediate coro-
nary intervention in the same session. Group B: two-step determination of my-
ocardial viability at the next day by CMR, in case of positive viability coronary
intervention. After 18 months follow-up analysis of feasibility and efficacy.
Results: Group A with 70 patients (79% with residual myocardial viability), group
B with 69 patients (82% with residual myocardial viability), no differences between
the two groups concerning localization of the coronary stenosis, comorbidities or
medical therapy. Cardiovascular events: group A 2.9% (2 hospitalisation caused
by myocardial infarction and acute coronary syndrome) vs. group B 1.4% (1 hos-
pitalisation caused by acute coronary syndrome), p=0.788. Improvement of LV
function: group A: +7±2% vs. group B: +7±3%, p=0.963. Costs: group A: 2,096
Dollar vs. group B: 4,543 Dollar, p<0.001.
Conclusion: Intraprocedural determination of myocardial viability by myocardial
deformation imaging in the CLab is feasible, safe and cost effective and may
become an emerging alternative to the current practice of two-stage viability di-
agnostics.

P3447 | BEDSIDE
Resting 2D speckle tracking echocardiography for the prediction of
myocardial viability after myocardial infarction

E. Szymczyk, P. Lipiec, B. Michalski, K. Szymczyk, L. Stefanczyk,
B. Wozniakowski, A. Rotkiewicz, J.D. Kasprzak. Medical University of Lodz,
Lodz, Poland

Introduction: Assessment of myocardial viability after ST-elevation myocardial in-
farction (STEMI) is of clinical importance. Low-dose dobutamine stress echocar-
diography (LDDSE) is useful in the evaluation of myocardial viability, but requires
administration of pharmacologic agents and involves subjective interpretation of
wall motion changes requiring experience. The aim of this study was to assess
if the quantitative resting assessment of local myocardial function by 2D speckle
tracking echocardiography may be helpful in the evaluation of myocardial viability
after ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI).
Material and methods: The study group comprised 96 patients (69 male,
mean age 58±10 years) with first STEMI treated with successful primary per-
cutaneous coronary intervention. 7-12 days after STEMI, all patients underwent
resting echocardiography and LDDSE with visual assessment of contractile re-
serve which was the reference method for the evaluation of myocardial viability.
Subsequently, acquired images were analyzed off-line using 2D speckle track-
ing algorithm. Measurements included peak systolic longitudinal and transverse
strain (SLS and STS) – maximal value before aortic valve closure, peak longi-
tudinal and transverse strain (PLS and PTS) – including possible postsystolic
contraction, systolic longitudinal and transverse strain rate (SLSR and STSR) at
baseline.
Results: All analyzed longitudinal parameters of strain had a very good diag-
nostic value (85.5%-91.0%), while transverse parameters had only good (59.2%-
76.4%) diagnostic value for predicting myocardial viability defined on the basis of
LDDSE. The highest diagnostic accuracy was for SLS, PLS and SLSR-based cri-
terion, the difference was statistically significant for SLS and SLSR, and for PLS
and SLSR. All longitudinal parameters had high positive predictive values for the
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assessment of myocardial viability meaning that more negative values of longitu-
dinal strain predicted higher probability of contractile reserve corresponding with
myocardial viability.
Conclusions: 2D speckle tracking analysis applied during resting echocardio-
graphy can be helpful in prediction of myocardial viability in patients after STEMI.
Longitudinal strain parameters allow the prediction of local contractile reserve
with peak longitudinal strain showing best correlation with LDDSE results. This
implies a role of postsytolic shortening in assessment of myocardial viability of
reperfused myocardium.

P3448 | BEDSIDE
Different implication of elevated bnp in heart failure with preserved
ejection fraction and in that with reduced ejection fraction

T. Ishigaki1, T. Yoshida1, H. Izumi1, Y. Fujisawa1, S. Shimizu1, K. Masuda2,
T. Asanuma2, H. Okabe1, S. Nakatani2. 1Shiga University of Medical Science,
Department of Clinical Laboratory Medicine, Otsu, Japan; 2Osaka University
Graduate School of Medicine, Department of Health Sciences, Division of
Functional Diagnostics, Suita, Japan

Objectives: We sought to determine the best echocardiographic parameter that
described elevated BNP level in patients with heart failure with and without sys-
tolic dysfunction.
Background: There have been no reports that show significant direct relation-
ship between echocardiographic parameters and BNP level. This could be due
to the heterogeneous pathophysiology of heart failure and a lack of appropriate
echocardiographic parameters.
Methods: The study population consisted of 111 consecutive ambulant or hos-
pitalized patients with heart failure undergoing echocardiography (Vivid E9, GE
Healthcare) and the same day measurement of plasma BNP level between Jan-
uary 2011 and December 2012. They were divided into the group of patients
with heart failure and preserved ejection fraction (HFPEF, n=61) and that with
heart failure and reduced ejection fraction (HFREF, n=50). Conventional and new
echocardiographic parameters including myocardial strains were measured.
Results: BNP did not reflect any single echocardiographic parameter in patients
with heart failure in total. The ratio of early diastolic transmitral flow velocity and
mitral annular velocity (E/e’) had strong positive correlation with BNP level in
the HFPEF group (r=0.84, p<0.01) but not in the HFREF group. In the group of
HFREF, global longitudinal (r=0.71, p<0.01) and circumferential strains (r=0.54,
p<0.01) were positively correlated. Multivariate analysis revealed that predictors
of BNP value in HFPEF and in HFREF were different.
Conclusions: BNP did not reflect any single echocardiographic parameter in pa-
tients with heart failure. However, it correlated with E/e’ in patients with HFPEF
and with myocardial strains in those with HFREF. Therefore, high BNP level may
indicate mostly high filling pressure when ejection fraction is preserved and may
indicate mostly myocardial dysfunction when ejection fraction is reduced.

P3449 | SPOTLIGHT
3D deformation parameters in patients with acute coronary syndrome:
utility in the prediction of adverse remodeling

C. Moreno Vinues, E. Casas Rojo, L.M. Rincon Diaz, C. Fernandez-Golfin Loban,
L. Salido Tahoces, A. Carbonell San Roman, A. Garcia Martin, M. Jimenez
Mena, R. Hernandez Antolin, J.L. Zamorano Gomez. University Hospital Ramon
y Cajal, Department of Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

Background: Left ventricular (LV) deformation parameters are impaired in acute
coronary syndrome (ACS). 2D echocardiography has been employed to assess
its prognosis significance regarding LV remodeling. However, the usefulness of
3D LV deformation parameters in these patients has not been studied.
Aims: To evaluate prognosis significance of different 3D LV deformation parame-
ters for midterm LV remodeling in patients with ACS.
Methods: 30 patients admitted with the diagnosis of ACS were included. A stan-
dard echocardiographic exam was performed in all cases with LV 3D volume ac-
quisition and 3D LV deformation parameters calculation. All patients underwent
coronary intervention of the culprit artery. Follow up was performed 6 months after
the acute event with echocardiograph performed with the same protocol. Changes
and variations in 3DLV end-diastolic and end-systolic volumes were evaluated.

Figure 1. Correlation of 3D GS with LV dilatation.

Correlation between 3D deformation LV parameters in the acute phase and LV
volume change during follow up was assessed.
Results: Male 76.6%. Mean age 63.5 years. 22 patients (73, 3%) were classified
as ST elevation ACS and 8 patients (22,7%) with non ST elevation ACS. Mean
LV ejection fraction was 53,01±11,2. Significant differences were noted in 3D LV
end diastolic volume in the ST elevation group (62, 75±19,63 ml vs 84,38±24,32
ml, p=0,011). Global 3D strain and radial strain in the acute phase showed an
inverse correlation with the degree of LV dilatation during follow up (radial strain
r= -0.713; p=0.002 and 3D global strain r=-608; p=0.018).
Conclusions: 3D global and radial strain in patients with ST elevation ACS cor-
relates with midterm adverse LV remodeling. This parameters may be useful for
additional risk stratification and optimization of medical an other therapies in this
population.

P3450 | BEDSIDE
Assessing the relationship of aortic structure and myocardial function
in the community: an echo strain study

R. Tunthong, R. Rodeheffer, G. Kane. Mayo Clinic, Rochester, United States of
America

Background: The ascending aorta dimensions are associated with body size
however the relationships of increasing age, gender, and systemic hypertension
on aortic dimensions is less clear. Whether there is an association between my-
ocardial contractility and these relationships is untested.
Methods: Participants enrolled in the Olmsted County Heart Function Study; a
random selected sampling of community participants (age 50 years and greater)
who underwent clinical and echocardiographic evaluation between 2001-2004. A
random subset of participants (n=498) had assessment of longitudinal left ven-
tricular (LV) systolic strain by speckle-tracking (Velocity vector imaging, Siemens)
and underwent two-dimensional assessment of ascending aortic diameter includ-
ing sinus of Valsalva, sinotubular junction of proximal ascending aorta as mea-
sured by the American Society of Echocardiography guidelines. Eight subjects
were excluded as LV ejection fraction was <50%.
Results: Of the 490 participants, 261 (53%) were female. The median age was 65
years with a range of 51 to 93. The average blood pressure was 125±19/69±11
mmHg. 42% of the population had hypertension and 11% had diabetes mellitus.
The average body surface area was 1.89±0.23 m2. The average LV end diastolic
dimension was 48±4.2 mm and LV ejection fraction was 70±6.7%. The average
LV longitudinal systolic strain was -20±3%. Aortic dimensions were strongly re-
lated to body surface area (r2=0.27, p<0.0001) and height (r2=0.29, p<0.0001).
Aortic dimensions adjusted for body surface area, increased with increasing age
in both women and men (p<0.001). The presence of systemic hypertension was
associated with increased ascending aortic dimensions adjusted for body surface
area and age in both men and women. Hypertension and age tend to affect Sinus
of Valsalva measures more so in women and ascending aorta measures more
so in men. 2-D systolic strain was positively associated with indexed ascending
aortic dimensions in men and women, after adjusting for age and the presence of
systemic hypertension.
Conclusion: Indexed aortic dimensions are larger in men and increase with ad-
vancing age. Concomitant systemic hypertension also impacts aortic dimensions
with differentiating effects by gender.

P3451 | BENCH
Superiority of real-time three-dimensional versus two-dimensional
speckle tracking echocardiography for detection of recovery in
patients with acute myocardial infarction

K. Hristova1, I. Shuie2, V. Ferferieva3, V. Bogdanova4, T.Z. Katova5. 1University
Hospital St. Iv. Rilski, Medical University, Sofia, Bulgaria; 2Heriot-Watt University,
School of Life Sciences, Edinburgh, United Kingdom; 3Hasselt University,
Hasselt, Belgium; 4Clinic Bizet, Paris, France; 5National Heart Hospital, Sofia,
Bulgaria

The ability of 2D strain imaging has been demonstrated to be effective for diag-
nosis of recovery after AMI, no information is available about the effectiveness of
3D strain in this clinical setting. The present study aimed to assess the diagnostic
power of real-time 3DSTE in comparison with 2DSTE in detection of subclinical
recovery in patients after AMI.
Methods: The study population included 66 patients (M/F=59/7,mean age=63y)
with STEMI– anterior and inferior (26/40) and 20 healthy volunteers (mean
age=23y).All the patients underwent standard echo examination within 36 h after
revascularization (PCI) and after treatment (4-months follow-up), including 2D EF,
2DSTE with determination of global longitudinal strain (GLS),3D determination of
EF and 3DSTE with measurements of 3D GLS, global circumferential (GCS) and
radial (GRS) strain and global area strain (GAS). Finally, the infarct size (IS) was
estimated based on MRI delayed enhancement and expressed as a percentage
of the total LV volume.
Results: After infarct,adverse remodeling (progressive increase in LV size, mass
and reduced EF) was found.The radial and circumferential strain decreased
in the infarct, perinfarct and remote regions acutely in comparison with con-
trols. The reduction was numerically lower for all types of strain 2D and 3D
(radial, circumferential and longitudinal). 2DSTE derived GLS was marginally
changed (-8.2±3.7% vs. -11.3±2.9%, p<0.01). 3DSTE derived GLS (-9.9±2.0%
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vs -12.3±2.5%, p<0.0001), GCS (p<0.001), GAS (-28.1±5.2% vs -31.4±3.4%,
p<0.0001) and GRS (p<0.0001) were all significantly reduced at baseline and
4mFU. Also 3D derived EF was lower on baseline (44.1±3.0%) than 4mFU
(52.5±3.9%, p<0.0001).The longitudinal 2D and 3D strain only was significantly
decreased in infarct regions.There was a significant correlation between the in-
farct size (31,1±3,4%) and longitudinal 3D strain (r= -0.49, p<0.01), radial 3D
strain (r=0.37, p<0,01) and circumferential3D strain (r= -0.39, p<0.05). Among
the different 3D strain components, GAS showed the best independent asso-
ciations with mean IS (β= -0.502, p<0.0001) and LVMi (β= -0.385, p<0.001,
R2=0.55, p<0.0001) in the pooled population.
Conclusions: Our study demonstrates the superiority of three-dimensional volu-
metric echocardiography and 3DSTE in comparison with both standard 2D echo-
cardiography and 2DSTE in detecting subclinical recovery of STEMI patients un-
dergoing PCI.Not only the different 3D-derived strain components but even the
simple 3D volumetric EF are in fact significantly reduced after infarction, high-
lighting the cardiac damage induced by ischemia.

P3452 | BENCH
Myocardial ischemic memory assessed by 3D speckle tracking
echocardiography: comparison of circumferential, longitudinal and
radial strains

K. Masuda, T. Asanuma, H. Koriyama, D. Sakurai, M. Oka, K. Kotani,
S. Nakatani. Osaka University Graduate School of Medicine Division of
Functional Diagnostics, Suita, Osaka, Japan

Background: Post-systolic shortening (PSS), a sensitive marker of ischemia, re-
mains for a time after restoration of perfusion (myocardial ischemic memory).
Three-dimensional (3D) speckle tracking imaging allows us to assess circum-
ferential, longitudinal and radial strains in the same beat. However, it is unclear
whether there is a difference in the assessment of ischemic memory according to
the directions of myocardial strain.
Methods: The left circumflex coronary artery was occluded for 2 minutes followed
by 60-minute reperfusion in 10 dogs. 3D images were acquired at baseline, during
occlusion, 10, 20, 30 and 60 minutes after reperfusion using Vivid E9 (GE) to
obtain circumferential, longitudinal, and radial strains in the risk and normal areas.
In each direction, peak systolic strain and post-systolic index (PSI) as a parameter
of PSS were measured.
Results: In the risk area, peak systolic strain decreased during occlusion but re-
covered immediately after reperfusion in every direction. In circumferential strain,
the increase of PSI significantly persisted in the risk area even 20 minutes af-
ter reperfusion. On the other hand, the increase of PSI tended to persist af-
ter reperfusion in longitudinal and radial strains but was not significant 20 min-
utes after reperfusion (baseline vs. 20 minutes after reperfusion: circumferential;
0.01±0.03 vs. 0.15±0.11, p<0.05, longitudinal; 0.04±0.07 vs. 0.13±0.13, p=NS,
radial; 0.01±0.01 vs. 0.11±0.11, p=NS).

Conclusion: In the assessment of ischemic memory by 3D speckle tracking
echocardiography, circumferential strain may be superior to longitudinal and radial
strains.

3D ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN VALVULAR DISEASE

P3454 | BEDSIDE
3D echo mitral paraprosthetic leak features. Are they related to
hemolysis?

A. Pazos, C. Almeria, E. Garcia-Fernandez, A. De Agustin, J.J. Gomez De
Diego, P. Marcos Alberca, C. Macaya, L. Perez De Isla, M.A. Garcia-Fernandez.
Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

3D echo mitral paraprosthetic leak features. Are they related to hemolysis?
Background and aim: Hemolysis is a problem associated to mitral parapros-
thetic leaks and a prevalent reason for intervention. Nevertheless, variables re-
lated to its developments have not been deeply assessed. 3D transesophageal
echocardiography may characterize the regurgitant orifice and jet characteristics.
Our aim was to evaluate which 3D echo features are associated to hemolysis in
patients with paraprosthetic leaks.
Methods: Consecutives patients with mitral paraprosthetic leaks, referred for per-
cutaneous closure, were enrolled. Indications for closure were hearth failure,
hemolysis or both. All patient underwent a transesophageal 2D and 3D echocar-
diogram. Data were stored and 3D data were off-line analyzed by a blinded car-
diologist. Nine variables were studied: orifice shape (oval/round, slit like, crescent
moon and tunnel) and jet characteristics (fragmentation, collision, acceleration,
Free jet and slow deceleration). We also analyzed the number of leaks each pa-
tient.
Results: Fifty one patients were enrolled. 43 patients with complete data were
included in the final analysis (17 males, mean age 65.83 y). 32 (74.4%) patients
suffered hemolysis. Main results are shown in table below.

Table 1

Variable Hemolysis + Hemolysis − p

Oval/round orifice 12 (32.4%) 2 (33.2%) 0.65
Crescent moon 5 (13.5%) 1 (16.7%) 0.62
Slit like 17 (45.9%) 2 (33.3%) 0.45
Tunnel 3 (8.1%) 1 (16.7%) 0.46
Fragmentation 11 (29.7%) 0 (0%) 0.15
Collision 6 (16.2%) 4 (66.7%) 0.02
Acceleration 5 (13.5%) 0 (0%) 0.45
Free jet 10 (27%) 1 (16.7%) 0.51
Slow deceleration 5 (13.5%) 1 (16.7%) 0.62
More than 1 leak 9 (24.3%) 3 (50%) 0.23

Conclusions: Jet collision evaluated by means of 3D transesophageal echocar-
diography is the only variable associated to hemolysis development. These re-
sults provide useful information for the cardiologist in order to forecast the pres-
ence of hemolysis early after valvular replacement surgery.

P3455 | BEDSIDE
Two-dimensional flow convergence method compared to three-
dimensional echocardiography underestimates the severity of mitral
regurgitation caused by a pseudoprolapse of the anterior leaflet

J. Berdejo Gago, H. Mihara, Y. Itabashi, T. Shiota. Cedars-Sinai Medical Center,
Los Angeles, United States of America

Purpose: Vena contracta area (VCA) assessed with three-dimensional trans-
esophageal color-doppler echocardiography (3DTCE) is to estimate the effective
regurgitant orifice (ERO) in functional mitral regurgitation (FMR). Previous studies
have shown that two-dimensional flow convergence method (2DFCM) underesti-
mates the ERO in FMR when the jet is central but there is a lack of information
about its performance in patients with an eccentric jet due to a pseudoprolapse
of the anterior leaflet. Thus, this study compares both techniques in patients with
eccentric FMR.
Methods: We studied 29 patients with eccentric FMR caused by a pseudopro-
lapse of the anterior leaflet. Using specific software we analyzed the 3DTCE
data cropping each volume in mid-systole to obtain the cross-sectional VCA
by planimetry (Fig. 1). The ERO was estimated by 2DFCM using the standard
transthoracic approach.

Figure 1. VCA by 3DTCE.
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Results: The mean VCA measured with 3DTCE was 60.4 mm2 (95%CI: 50.8
to 69.9) and the mean ERO calculated by 2DFCM was 48.9 mm2 (95%CI: 46.0
to 51.8) which represents a significant underestimation by a mean value of 11.5
mm2 (95%CI: 2.5 to 20.5, p=0.019) when 2DFCMwas used. The shape of 3DTCE
VCA was elongated and curved (Figure).
Conclusions: In patients with eccentric FMR due to a pseudoprolapse of the
anterior leaflet, 2DFCM significantly underestimates the 3D derived ERO size.
3DTCE shows an elongated curved shape of VCA. This new technique could be
highly valuable in the evaluation of this group of FMR patients.

P3456 | BEDSIDE
Geometric differences in left ventricular outflow tract with and without
upper septal hypertrophy in aortic stenosis: A three-dimensional
transesophageal echocardiography study

M. Izumo, T. Machida, K. Suzuki, S. Kuwata, R. Kamijima, E. Ohtaki, T. Harada,
Y.J. Akashi. St. Marianna University School of Medicine, Kawasaki, Japan

Purpose: 2D echocardiographic continuity-equation derived aortic valve area
(AVA) in aortic stenosis (AS) relies on geometric assumptions of left ventricular
outflow tract (LVOT) area, which can amplify error, especially in upper septal hy-
pertrophy (USH). This study evaluated LVOT geometry using 3D transesophageal
echocardiography (TEE) and assessed the hemodynamic impact of this geome-
try.
Methods: This prospective study included 124 AS patients and 30 controls
who underwent 3D TEE. Multiplanar reconstruction was used to measure LVOT
short and long axis diameters at mid-systole (Figure). The LVOT sphericity index
(shot/long diameter) and area were also assessed.
Results: Of these, 47 AS patients (38%) had USH. No differences in LVOT short
and long diameters, area, or shape were found between the AS patients and con-
trols. AS with USH had shorter LVOT short and long diameters than AS without
USH (short, 14.3±2.6 vs. 18.4±4.0mm; long, 22.8±3.6 vs. 24.8±4.9mm; area,
2.6±0.7 vs. 3.7±1.4cm2; shape, 0.69±0.10 vs. 0.78±0.11; all p<0.01). Although
no differences in peak velocity, mean pressure gradient, and stroke volume (SV)
calculated with the Simpson’s method existed between AS with and without USH,
AS with USH had greater SV calculated with the Doppler method (77±12 vs.
58±13ml), and AVA (0.56±0.15 vs. 0.50±0.17cm2, all p<0.05) than AS without
USH.

Conclusion: USH affected LVOT geometry in patients with AS, which may mis-
leads physicians in assessing AS severity.

P3457 | BEDSIDE
Morphology and clinical impact of the pseudoprolapse of the anterior
leaflet in eccentric functional mitral regurgitation: a real-time
three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography study

J. Berdejo Gago, H. Mihara, Y. Itabashi, T. Shiota. Cedars-Sinai Medical Center,
Los Angeles, United States of America

Purpose: A pseudoprolapse of the anterior leaflet (PPAL) has been identified in
some patients with eccentric functional mitral regurgitation (FMR), but its cause
and implications remain unknown. Real-time three-dimensional transesophageal
echocardiography (RT3DTEE) can show its true nature allowing a better under-
standing of its clinical impact.
Methods: We studied 110 patients with FMR and left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF) <45%. Specific software was used for RT3DTEE data to measure the
mitral valve leaflets and annulus. The 3D volume was cropped to identify the
plane where the PPAL was most evident. The smallest angle between the PPAL
and the rest of the leaflet was determined in the 3D space (Figure).
We measured the vena contracta (VC) length in the 2D commissural plane and
its correlation with the PPAL angle was investigated.
Results: An eccentric posterior jet was found in 49 patients and a central one in
61. The PPAL angle was significantly smaller in the eccentric group than in the
central group. There were no significant differences in annulus area and diame-
ters between groups, but there was a larger anterior leaflet length in patients with
eccentric FMR than in the central FMR group. No difference in posterior leaflet
insertion angle was found between groups. The PPAL angle was inversely corre-

lated with the VC length (R= -0.494, p<0.0001). There were no significant differ-
ences between both groups in LVEF, nor in other echocardiographical or clinical
characteristics.

Pseudoprolapse evaluation with RT3DTEE.

Conclusions: RT3DTEE could quantify the PPAL which was associated with ec-
centric FMR and its severity. The larger length of the anterior leaflet and the wider
VC in patients with eccentric FMR suggest that this group would be in a more
advanced stage of the disease.

P3458 | BEDSIDE
Modulating the continuity equation for a more reliable estimation of
the left ventricular outflow tract area

T.F. Ruf, K.M. Sveric, C. Pfluecke, R.H. Strasser. University Hospital Dresden,
Technische Universität Dresden, Herzzentrum Dresden, Dresden, Germany

Background: The area of the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOTa) is a major com-
ponent of the continuity equation (CE), crucial to calculate parameters needed to
evaluate various conditions.
Purpose: We investigated whether a formula calculating for an ellipsoid would
better address the eccentricity of the LVOT area.
Methods: 53 patients were examined by 2D- and live 3D/xplane-imaging, us-
ing TTE and TEE. The axial dimension of the LVOT (length) was measured in
the long axis views (LAX), while the medial-lateral dimension (width) and the
area planimetry were assessed in the corresponding orthogonal short axis views
(SAX) using xplane-mode in TTE and TEE. The LVOTa were assessed as follows:
1) by assuming the conventional circular LVOT, LVOTa-CIRC=π*x2; x=½ of length
of LVOT; 2) by planimetry of the LVOT in SAX, LVOTa-TRACE; 3) by assuming
an ellipsoid shape of LVOT, LVOTa-ECC=π*0.5x*0.5y; y=½ of width of LVOT. The
LVOT eccentricity was calculated as the quotient of length/width.
Results: LVOT measurements were feasible (95%), and intra-observer agree-
ment was high (95%) in TTE and TEE. LVOT-dimensions showed no significant
difference between TTE and TEE (p=0.75), and the eccentricity of the LVOT was
similar with 0.76 and 0.77 (p=0.61). LVOTa-TRACE, LVOTa-CIRC and LVOTa-
ECC were similar between TTE and TEE (p=0.80 to p=0.71 for all). The calculated
LVOTa-CIRC showed the anticipated difference to the measured LVOTa-TRACE
(TTE: 3.40cm2 vs. 4.53cm2 and TEE: 3.47cm2 vs. 4.46cm2; p<0.001 for all). Fur-
thermore, these differences were similar between LVOTa-CIRC and LVOTa-ECC
(TTE: 3.41cm2 vs. 4.46cm2 and TEE: 3.51cm2 vs. 4.50cm2; p<0.001 for each).
LVOTa-ECC was not significantly different from the LVOTa-TRACE in TTE and
TEE (p=0.81 and p=0.74). As a result, the LVOT-areas were significantly smaller
using the circular LVOT formula compared to the LVOTa-TRACE and LVOTa-ECC
(bias in TTE: -1.07cm2 (23%) and TEE: -1.0 cm2 (22%)). These results were
similar in TTE and TEE.
Conclusion: Our results demonstrate the eccentricity of the LVOT and show the
systematic underestimation of the LVOT area calculated by the conventional for-
mula in the continuity equation, leading to wrong assumptions, e.g. to too small
aortic valve areas or too high flow volumes. This has potentially detrimental ef-
fects on clinical decision making. We therefore propose the use of a simple ellip-
soid formula for the evaluation of the eccentric LVOT area and its implementation
into the continuity equation. Furthermore, our results prove high reliability of LVOT
measurements in TTE and TEE respectively.

P3459 | SPOTLIGHT
Automatic measurement of aortic annulus diameter in 3-dimensional
transoesophageal echocardiography

J. Bersvendsen1, J.O. Beitnes2, S. Urheim2, S. Aakhus2, E. Samset3. 1GE
Vingmed Ultrasound, Horten, Norway; 2Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway;
3Center for Cardiological Innovation, Oslo, Norway

Purpose: Transcatheter aortic valve implantation involves percutaneously im-
planting a biomechanical Aortic Valve (AV) to treat severe aortic stenosis. In order
to select a proper device, precise sizing of the AV annulus is critical.
Methods: We developed a novel and fully automatic segmentation method to
measure the AV annulus geometry, operating on 3-dimensional transesophageal
echocardiographic (TEE) acquisitions from mid-esophagus with the transducer
array aligned with the long axis of the Left Ventricle (LV).
The novel segmentation algorithm can be summarized by the following steps: The
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LV Outflow Tract (LVOT) long axis and AV hinge-point plane are automatically
estimated. The LVOT, AV and Aortic Root (AR) are then tracked over the cardiac
cycle by combining edge detection with a compact geometric representation in a
Kalman filter.
The method was validated on 3D TEE recordings of 16 patients with varying
severity of aortic disease. Measurements of the AV annulus were done by two
independent experienced echocardiologists for comparison. The annulus was
traced in mid systole in a plane intersecting the lowest insertion point of all aortic
cusps.
Results: The automatic method measured the AV annulus with mean computa-
tion time 9.9 s. Comparison against two manual observers showed agreements
(mean±SD) of -0.35±1.6 mm (r=0.87) and -0.23±2.3 mm (r=0.74) for perimeter-
derived diameters and 0.40±1.6 mm (r=0.86) and 0.46±2.3 mm (r=0.74) for area-
derived diameters. The corresponding interobserver agreements were -0.12±2.1
mm (r=0.77) and -0.16±2.1 mm (r=0.76).

Geometric representation of LVOT and AR.

Conclusions: We demonstrated the feasibility of an efficient and fully automatic
measurement of the AV annulus in patients with AV disease. The algorithm pro-
vided robust measurements indistinguishable from those done by cardiologists.

P3460 | BEDSIDE
Direct measurement of Vena contracta area by 3D colour Doppler:
Comparison of multiplanar reconstruction versus single plane method

A. Hamadanchi, S. Otto, C. Jung, H.R. Figulla, T.C. Poerner, B. Goebel.
University Hospital Jena, Department of Internal Medicine I, Jena, Germany

Background: Vena contracta area (VCA) quantified by 3D colour Doppler is a
relatively new parameter for estimation of mitral regurgitation (MR) severity. The
aim of this study was to determine whether a simplified online measurement of
VCA using a single plane (VCA_SP) is comparable to multiplanar reconstruction
method (VCA_MPR).
Methods: Overall, 114 patients with moderate or severe MR underwent trans-
esophageal echocardiography (TEE). For quantification of VCA_MPR the offline
dataset was manually cropped using 3 planes (Fig. 1a). VCA_SP was determined
in the same loop using a single cutting plane, moved by the examiner from the
left ventricle towards the flow convergence zone of the jet (Fig. 1b).
Results: The time consumption for quantification of VCA by single plane method
was significantly lower then for multiplanar reconstruction (0.9±0.6 minutes for
VCA_SP vs. 2.5±0.7 minutes for VCA_MPR, p<0.001). Results of the analyze
of inter-and intraobserver variability and re-test reliability for both parameters are
displayed in Table 1.

Table 1

Parameters VCA_MPR VCA_SP
ICC 95% CI SD ICC 95% CI SD

Interobserver variability 0.91 0.82 to 0.94 0.083 cm2 0.92 0.85 to 0.93 0.080 cm2

Intraobserver variability 0.97 0.94 to 0.98 0.076 cm2 0.96 0.92 to 0.96 0.078 cm2

Re-test reliability 0.87 0.76 to 0.87 0.101 cm2 0.88 0.79 to 0.90 0.092 cm2

CI, confidence interval; ICC, interclass correlation coefficient, SD, standard deviation of differ-
ences.

Figure 1

Conclusion: Quantification of VCA using a single cutting plane in the 3D color
Doppler dataset is as accurate as multiplanar reconstruction for assessing MR
severity.

P3461 | BEDSIDE
Vena contracta area derived by transesophageal 3D colour Doppler:
Different cut-off values for the assessment of functional and
degenerative mitral regurgitation

B. Goebel, A. Hamadanchi, S. Otto, C. Jung, H.R. Figulla, T.C. Poerner.
University Hospital Jena, Department of Internal Medicine I, Jena, Germany

Background: Vena contracta area (3D VCA) is a relatively new parameter for
grading MR severity. Aim of the study was to establish 3D VCA cut-off values for
grading of functional (FMR) and degenerative MR (DMR), using the European
Association of Cardiovascular Imaging recommended 2D integrative approach as
a reference.
Methods: Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) was perfomed in 206 pa-
tients with at least moderate MR.
The following 2D parameters were assessed: Vena contracta width calculated as
mean of measurements derived from a four chamber and a mitral commissural
view (biplane VC width), effective regurgitant orifice area (2D EROA) and regur-
gitation volume according to proximal isovelocity surface area method. Quantifi-
cation of 3D VCA was performed by multiplanar reconstruction in a 3D colour
Doppler dataset.
Results: The patient population was divided according to the main pathology
underlying MR into a group with FMR and a group with DMR. The results of the
echocardiographic parameters are displayed in Table 1. In patients with FMR 2D
EROA was significantly lower than 3D VCA (p<0.001), whereas both parameters
were comparable in the group with DMR (p=0.105).
To define cut-off values for differentiation between moderate and severe MR, re-
ceiver operating characteristic curves were calculated with the following results:
– For 2D EROA in FMR group >0.255 cm2 (Area under curve 0.87; p<0.001;
Sensitivity 91%; Specificity 70%)
– For 2D EROA in DMR group >0.355 cm2 (Area under curve 0.96; p<0.001;
Sensitivity 92%; Specificity 86%)
– For 3D VCA in FMR group >0.385 cm2 (Area under curve 0.95; p<0.001; Sen-
sitivity 91%; Specificity 83%)
– For 3D VCA in DMR group >0.415 cm2 (Area under curve 0.94; p<0.001;
Sensitivity 94%; Specificity 92%)

Table 1

Moderate FMR Severe FMR Moderate DMR Severe DMR
(n=41) (n=77) (n=38) (n=50)

Biplane VC width (mm) 5.9±1.7 8.1±1.5* 5.5±1.5 7.0±1.9*§
Reg volume (ml) 38±15 64±20* 46±22 92±39*§
2D EROA (cm2) 0.24±0.09 0.38±0.10* 0.27±0.08 0.68±0.34*§
3D VCA (cm2) 0.32±0.09 0.55±0.14* 0.31±0.10 0.67±0.27*§
*p<0.05 vs. moderate MR, §p<0.05 vs. FMR.

Conclusion: Especially in patients with FMR 2D EROA significantly underesti-
mates the regurgitation orifice compared to 3D VCA. The 3D VCA method im-
proves accuracy of MR grading with a lower variation of cut-offs for prediction of
severe regurgitation in different types of MR.

P3462 | BEDSIDE
Proximal isovelocity surface area by single-beat three-dimensional
color Doppler echocardiography applied for tricuspid regurgitation
quantification

D. Viliani, J.A. De Agustin Loeches, H. Mejia, P. Marcos, J.J. Gomez De Diego,
M. Luaces, C. Almeria, M.A. Garcia-Fernandez, C. Macaya, L. Perez De Isla.
Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Two-Dimensional (2D) Proximal Isovelocity Surface Area (PISA)
method has known technical limitations, mainly the geometric assumptions of
PISA shape required to calculate Effective Regurgitant Orifice Area (EROA).
Recently developed single-beat real-time Three-Dimensional (3D) color Doppler
imaging has been validated for mitral regurgitation assessment. Our aim is to
validate this novel method in patients with chronic Tricuspid Regurgitation (TR).
Methods: Ninety patients with chronic TR were included. EROA and Regurgitant
Volume (RV) were assessed by transthoracic 2D and 3D-PISA methods. Quan-
titative Doppler method and transthoracic 3D-planimetry of EROA were used as
reference methods.
Results: Mean age was 74±12 years and 37 patients (41%) were men. The eti-
ology of TR was of organic cause in 9 patients and functional in 81. The jet was
central in 69 patients (77%) and eccentric in 21 patients (23%). Both EROA and

Figure 1
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RV assessed by 3D-PISA method had better correlation with the reference meth-
ods than conventional 2D-PISA (Figure). A consistent significant underestimation
of EROA and RV using the 2D-PISA was observed, particularly in the assess-
ment of eccentric jets. Based on 3D-planimetry of EROA 35 patients had severe
TR (EROA≥0.4 cm2). Of these 35 patients, 25.7% (9 of 35) were underestimated
as having non severe TR by 2D-PISA method. In contrast 3D-PISA method had
94.3% (33 of 35) agreement with 3D-planimetry in classifying severe TR. Good
intra- and interobserver agreement for 3D-PISA measurements was observed,
with an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.94 and 0.90 respectively.
Conclusions: TR quantification using PISA by single-beat real-time 3D color
Doppler echocardiography is feasible in the clinical setting and more accurate
than conventional 2D-PISA method.

P3463 | BEDSIDE
Proximal flow convergence method by three-dimensional color doppler
echocardiography for mitral valve area assessment in mitral stenosis

H. Mejia, J.A. De Agustin Loeches, D. Viiliani, J.J. Gomez De Diego,
P. Marcos-Alberca, J.L. Rodrigo, C. Almeria, M.A. Garcia-Fernandez, C. Macaya,
L. Perez De Isla. Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Two-dimensional (2D) proximal isovelocity surface area (PISA)
method has important technical limitations for mitral valve orifice area (MVA) as-
sessment in mitral stenosis (MS), mainly the geometric assumptions of PISA
shape and the requirement of an angle correction factor. Recently developed
single-beat real-time three-dimensional (3D) color Doppler imaging allows direct
measurement of PISA without geometric assumptions nor the requirement of an
angle correction factor (Figure). This novel method has been recently validated for
valvular regurgitation quantification. Our aim is to validate this method in patients
with rheumatic MS.
Methods: Sixty-three consecutive patients with MS were included. MVA was as-
sessed by transthoracic 2D and 3D-PISA methods. 3D color Doppler transtho-
racic planimetry of MVA and pressure half-time method (PHT) were used as ref-
erence methods.
Results: 3D-PISA method had better correlation with the reference methods
(with 3D-planimetry: r=0.89, p<0.001; and with PHT: r=0.85, p<0.001) than con-
ventional 2D-PISA method (with 3D-planimetry: r=0.66, p<0.001; and with PHT:
r=0.68, p<0.001). In addition a consistent significant underestimation of MVA us-
ing conventional 2D-PISA method was observed. A high percentage (30%) of
patients with non-severe MS by 3D-planimetry were misclassified by 2D-PISA
method as having severe MS (EROA<1 cm2). In contrast 3D-PISA method had
94% agreement with 3D-planimetry. Good intra- and interobserver agreement for
3D-PISA measurements were observed, with an intraclass correlation coefficient
of 0.95 and 0.90 respectively.

Figure 1

Conclusions: MVA assessment using PISA by single-beat real-time 3D color
Doppler echocardiography is feasible in the clinical setting and more accurate
than conventional 2D-PISA method.

IMAGING OF CORONARY PLAQUE
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Usefulness of iterative reconstruction algorithms for plaque detection
in coronary CT angiography: Comparison between 120 kV and 100 kV
acquisition protocols

M. Marwan, M. Mitschke, A. Schuhbaeck, D. Bittner, S. Gauss, S. Achenbach,
C. Schmidkonz. University of Erlangen-Nuremberg (Friedrich-Alexander-
University), Erlangen, Germany

Purpose: Iterative reconstruction algorithms are used to reduce image noise and
allow data acquisition using low-dose acquisition protocols. We evaluated the in-
fluence of iterative reconstruction in comparison to filtered back projection on the

intra- and interobserver agreement for coronary atherosclerotic plaque detection
using segment involvement score in standard 120 kV versus 100 kV acquisition
protocols.
Methods: Dual Source CT angiography data sets (Siemens Definition Flash,
Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) of 100 symptomatic patients
were acquired using prospectively ECG-triggered acquisitions (0.28s rotation,
2x128x0.6mm). Tube voltage was set at either 120 kV or 100kV. Images were re-
constructed with filtered back projection (FBP) and iterative reconstruction (ITR,
SAFIRE, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany). Data sets were visually as-
sessed for the presence of any atherosclerotic plaque per coronary segment us-
ing the 18 segment coronary model recommended by the society of cardiovas-
cular CT. A segment involvement score (SIS) was calculated as the total num-
ber of coronary artery segments exhibiting plaque, irrespective of the degree of
stenosis (minimum score 0, maximal score 18). Intraobserver and interobserver
agreement between the two reconstruction algorithms was assessed.
Results: Mean patient age was 56±13 years (55 males, 55%). Mean effective
radiation dose was 2.5±1.8 mSv. The mean heart rate during examination was
59±10 bpm, mean BMI was 28±4.5 kg/m2, and the mean contrast agent was
65 ml. Fifty data sets were acquired using 100 kV and 50 using 120 kV. Com-
paring FBP and ITR, intraobserver agreement for the SIS was excellent for both
100 kV and 120 kV acquisition protocols (Kappa 0,92, 95% CI 0,88-0,97 ver-
sus 0,78, 95% CI 0,71-0,84 for 100 kV versus 120 kV acquisitions, respectively,
p<0.0001). In a subgroup of 25 patients (12 patients acquired using 100 kV and
13 patients using 120 kV), interobserver agreement for SIS was good for FBP and
ITR reconstruction algorithms (Kappa 0,68, 95% CI 0,59-0,77 versus 0,63, 95%
CI 0,53-0,73 for FBP versus ITR, respectively, p<0.0001).
Conclusions: Agreement for plaque detection using the segment involvement
score is comparable for FBP and ITR in 120 kV and 100kV acquisition protocols.
Iterative reconstruction algorithms would probably influence plaque detection in
extremely low-dose CT acquisition protocols (<100 kV).

P3466 | BEDSIDE
The Determinant of Coronary artery plaque progression by serial
coronary computed tomography angiography (ACCORSS study)

S. Shin1, H.B. Park1, J.H. Choi2, B.K. Lee3, Y.J. Kim4, H.J. Chang1 on behalf of
ACROSS investigator. 1Severance Hospital, Cardiology, Seoul, Korea, Republic
of; 2Busan Medical Center, Cardiology, Busan, Korea, Republic of; 3Gangnam
Severance Hospital, Cardiology, Seoul, Korea, Republic of; 4Seoul National
University Hospital, Cardiology, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Background: Coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) has
emerged as a non-invasive method for accurate detection of coronary artery
stenosis. In addition to luminal narrowing, CCTA enables assessment of coro-
nary atherosclerotic plaque surrounding lumen. Furthermore, CCTA can assess
all the plaque in all the coronary vessels. In this study, we are using CCTA to
evaluate the serial change of plaque.
Method: In this multi-center, retrospective registry, named ACROSS (Assess-
ment of Change in AtheROSclerotic Plaque by Serial Coronary CT Angiography)
study, 100 patients with suspicious coronary artery disease underwent CCTA from
May 2005 to Jun 2010, and serial imaging was performed after a median inter-
val of 3.4 years. All patients received contemporary medical treatment and all
available vessels (239 lesions) were examined in every subject. Vessel volume,
lumen volume, plaque volume, and plaque burden were evaluated and the pro-
gression of atherosclerosis assessed by means of the change in plaque volume
and plaque burden per year.
Result: The mean measured coronary length was 21.0±13.6 mm. The ves-
sel and the plaque were increased but the lumen was decreased in post-
CCTA compared with pre-CCTA. The mean annual plaque progression rate were
3.7±4.5%/year. Age (β=0.153, p=0.024), diabetes mellitus (β=0.140, p=0.021)
and hypertension (β =0.162, p=0.014) were the determinant for plaque pro-
gression by univariate analysis and in multivariate analysis, age (β =0.223,
p=0.003), hypertension (β=0.147, p=0.045), diabetes mellitus (β=0.107, p=0.039)
and smoking ((β=0.236, p=0.002) showed major determinant of plaque progres-
sion.
Conclusion: CCTA enable to quantitatively assess the serial change of plaque
and we found the major determinant of plaque progression were age, hyperten-
sion, diabetes and active smoking using the serial CCTA. CCTA might be usable
for personalized treatment by assessing the plaque progression rate.

P3467 | BEDSIDE
The association between coronary artery atherosclerosis and
CHA2DS2-VASc score in nonvalvular atrial fibrillation patients who
underwent catheter ablation

K. Nakanishi1, H. Yamashita1, S. Fukuda2, T. Uetsuhara1, M. Hirayama1,
N. Shirai1, T. Sakamoto1, J. Yoshikawa3, K. Shimada4, M. Yoshiyama4. 1Baba
Memorial Hospital, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Sakai, Japan;
2University of Occupational and Environmental Health, Kitakyushu, Japan;
3Nishinomiya Watanabe, Cardiovascular Center, Nishinomiya, Japan; 4Osaka
City University Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka, Japan

Purpose: The major complication of atrial fibrillation (AF) is thromboembolism.
The risk factors of thromboembolism includes advanced age, diabetes, and hy-
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pertension, which are the common risks for coronary atherosclerosis. This study
aimed to investigate the association between the severity of coronary artery dis-
ease (CAD) and CHA2 DS2-VASc score, as a simple estimation for embolic risk,
in patients with AF prior to pulmonary vein (PV) isolation (PVI).
Methods: One-hundred and forty consecutive patients with AF (paroxysmal,
n=101; persistent, n=39) refractory to antiarrhythmic treatment underwent mul-
tidetector computed tomography (MDCT) examination for the assessment of PV
anatomy and CAD before PVI. Presence of ≥50% stenosis in at least one of
coronary arteries on MDCT angiography was defined as significant CAD.
Results: Of 140 patients, 45 patients (32%) had any degree of CAD and 20 pa-
tients (14%) had significant CAD. As the CHA2 DS2-VASc scores increased, the
presence of CAD also increased (p<0.001) (Fig. 1A). No CAD was observed in
patients with CHA2 DS2-VASc score of 0, whereas significant CAD was observed
in 20% of patients with CHA2 DS2-VASc scores ≥3 (Fig. 1B). Case example in
patient with CHA2 DS2-VASc score of 4 is presented in Fig. 1C. Significant steno-
sis was observed in proximal segment of left anterior descending coronary artery
(arrows).

Figure 1

Conclusions: This study demonstrated that CHA2 DS2-VASc scores were pre-
dictive of the presence and severity of CAD in patients with AF who underwent
catheter ablation. MDCT provided simultaneous assessment of PV anatomy and
CAD, which is useful especially in patients with higher CHA2 DS2-VASc score.

P3468 | BEDSIDE
Coronary plaque detection in low-dose CT: comparison of iterative
reconstruction and filtered back projection

J. Schmid1, C. Layritz1, M. Marwan1, M. Mitschke1, T. Pflederer1, D. Ropers2,
S. Achenbach1, A. Schuhbaeck1. 1University of Erlangen-Nuremberg,
Department of Cardiology and Angiology, Erlangen, Germany; 2Hospital
Martha-Maria, Department of Cardiology, Nuremberg, Germany

Purpose: In coronary CT angiography, iterative reconstruction algorithms have
been used to improve image noise and allow data acquisition with reduced radi-
ation exposure. Our aim was to evaluate the impact of iterative reconstruction in
comparison to filtered back projection on the interobserver agreement for coro-
nary atherosclerotic plaque detection with a low-dose acquisition protocol.
Methods: Coronary Dual Source CT angiography data sets (Siemens Definition
Flash, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) of 95 symptomatic patients
were acquired in low-dose prospectively ECG-triggered technique (0.28s rota-
tion, 2x128x0.6mm, 80 or 100kV tube voltage, 160mAs tube current). Images
were reconstructed with filtered back projection (FBP) and iterative reconstruc-
tion (ITR, SAFIRE, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany). Data sets were
visually assessed for the presence of calcified, non-calcified and partially calcified
atherosclerotic plaque per coronary segment and per vessel by two independent
observers. Segments containing stents were excluded. Agreement between the
two reconstruction algorithms and their differences regarding interobserver vari-
ability were assessed.
Results: Mean patient age was 64±10 years (66 males, 69.5%). Mean effec-
tive dose was 0.49±0.18 mSv. In FBP, observer 1 found any coronary plaque
in 227/380 vessels (59.7%), whereas observer 2 found any coronary atheroscle-
rotic plaque in 215/380 vessels (56.6%, p=0.42). In ITR, observer 1 found any
coronary plaque in 247/380 vessels (65.0%), whereas observer 2 found any
plaque in 241/380 vessels (63.4%, p=0.70). There was no significant differ-
ence in atherosclerotic plaque detection between FBP and ITR for observer 1
(p=0.15) and observer 2 (p=0.06). Agreement between observers 1 and 2 was
reached in 1448/1710 segments (85%) for FBP and in 1427/1710 segments for
ITR (83%, p=0.35). Dividing coronary plaque according to the composition (cal-
cified, non-calcified, partially calcified plaque), a significant difference for non-
calcified plaque detection was found between the observers using FBP and not
ITR with detection of non-calcified plaque in 55 and 34 vessels (14.5% vs. 8.9%,
p=0.02) in FBP in comparison to 54 and 42 vessels (14.2% vs. 11.0%, p=0.23) in
ITR.

Conclusions: Iterative reconstruction allows accurate coronary plaque detection
in low-dose coronary CT angiography. Interobserver agreement regarding coro-
nary plaque detection is comparable to filtered back projection. Iterative recon-
struction algorithm seems to be better for evaluation of non-calcified plaque with
a better interobserver agreement.

P3469 | BEDSIDE
Combined CT angiographic assessment of area stenosis, lesion length
and approach score is superior in prediction of functionally significant
coronary stenosis than individual indices alone

B. Ko1, D. Wong1, D. Leong2, J. Cameron1, I.T. Meredith1, N. Nerlekar1,
S. Soh1, Y. Malaiapan1, S. Seneviratne1 on behalf of MonashHEART. 1Monash
Heart, Melbourne, Australia; 2University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia

Background: Computed tomography (CT) angiographic evaluation of diameter
stenosis modestly predicts functionally significant coronary-artery-stenoses de-
fined by fractional flow reserve (FFR≤0.8) in lesions of intermediate stenosis
severity. Our aim was to 1) identify CT indices independently associated with
FFR≤0.8, 2) derive a novel (STELLA) score which combines CT indices most
predictive of FFR≤0.8 and 3) to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of the score in
prediction of FFR≤0.8.
Methods: We prospectively assessed consecutive patients who underwent CT
coronary angiography and FFR assessment, with a discrete lesion with interme-
diate (30% to 70%) stenosis on CT as determined by visual assessment. Quanti-
tative CT measurements were performed using dedicated software. The following
CT indices were evaluated: plaque burden, minimal luminal area and diameter, di-
ameter stenosis, area stenosis (AS), lesion length (LL), remodelling index, plaque
morphology, calcifications severity and APPROACH score, which approximates
size of myocardium subtended by lesion. The score was derived using the modi-
fied Akaike’s information criterion (AIC).
Results: Our cohort consisted of 85 patients (mean age 64.2; 66% male, 124
lesions). Thirty-eight (30.6%) lesions were FFR≤0.8. Based on multivariate anal-
ysis, area stenosis, LL and APPROACH score remained significant predictors for
FFR≤0.8, and were used to derive the STELLA score. The optimism-adjusted
Harrell’s c-statistic for STELLA score was 0.82 which was superior to visual di-
ameter assessment (0.74), AS (0.74), LL (0.75) and APPROACH score (0.71)
(P<0.001 for trend). The incremental discrimination improvement indices (P
value) are 0.17 (<0.001) for AS, 0.11 (<0.001) for LL, and 0.19 (<0.001) for AP-
PROACH score suggesting that the score improves reclassification of estimated
FFR compared with any one angiographic index. A STELLA score of ≥7 pro-
vided 76.3% sensitivity, 76.7% specificity, 59.2% positive predictive value, 88.0%
negative predictive value and 76.6% overall accuracy.
Conclusion: The STELLA score which accounts for CT derived area STEnosis,
Lesion Length and APPROACH score may improve prediction, beyond individ-
ual indices and visual diameter assessment, of functionally significant coronary
stenoses in lesions with intermediate stenosis severity.

P3470 | BEDSIDE
Non-invasive prediction of hemodynamically significant coronary
artery stenoses by contrast density drop in coronary CT angiography

M. Mitschke1, M. Marwan1, S. Achenbach1, J. Schmid1, D. Dey2, A. Schubaeck1.
1University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Department of Cardiology, Erlangen,
Germany; 2Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Departments of Imaging (Division of
Nuclear Medicine) and Medicine (Division of Cardiology), Los Angeles, United
States of America

Objectives: Coronary computed tomography angiography (CTA) allows the de-
tection of obstructive coronary artery disease. However, its ability to predict the
hemodynamic significance of stenoses is limited. We assessed differences in
plaque characteristics and contrast density drop between hemodynamic signifi-
cant and non-significant stenoses, as defined by invasive fractional flow reserve
(FFR).
Methods: Coronary CTA data sets of 75 consecutive patients (96 lesions) in
whom invasive FFR was performed in at least one coronary artery following car-
diac CTA with diagnosis of moderate to high grade stenoses were evaluated by
two experienced observers concerning the lesion characteristics. Coronary CTA
data sets were acquired on a dual source CT scanner (2x128x0.6 mm collima-
tion, temporal resolution 75 ms, 100 kV/350 mAs or 120 kV/400 mAs, 60-70 ml
intravenous contrast agent). Plaque composition (low-density non-calcified, non-
calcified, calcified), remodeling index as well as contrast density drop (defined
as the percentage decline in luminal contrast density over the lesion) were as-
sessed for hemodynamic significant and non-significant stenoses using an auto-
matic software (Autoplaq). Hemodynamically significant lesions were defined by
invasive FFR ≤0.8.
Results: Mean patient age was 65±11 years with 55 males (73%). 23 out
of 96 coronary artery lesions (24%) were hemodynamically significant accord-
ing to invasive FFR. Mean invasive FFR for these lesions was 0.66±0.19 and
0.9±0.05 for hemodynamically non-significant lesions. No significant differences
were found for plaque characteristics between hemodynamic significant and non-
significant lesions. The only independent predictor for hemodynamic significant
stenoses was the contrast density drop (26.4±20.3% for hemodynamically signif-
icant vs. 16.2±10.8% for non-significant lesions; p=0.002 in multiple regression
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analysis). No significant difference concerning the attenuation before and after
the stenotic lesion was obtained between hemodynamically significant and non-
significant stenoses (mean attenuation before 368.6±95.1 HU vs. 369.2±60.6
HU, p=n.s. and after 349.9±79.3 HU vs. 350.9±57.3 HU, p=n.s., for hemody-
namically significant vs. non-significant stenoses). At a threshold of ≥40%, 50%
of all coronary lesions were hemodynamically significant by FFR (specificity 96%,
sensitivity 17%, PPV 57%, NPV 79%).
Conclusions: Measurement of the contrast density drop across coronary lesions
in coronary CTA data sets allows the non-invasive identification of hemodynami-
cally significant stenoses.

P3471 | BEDSIDE
Impact of carotid plaque score in patients achieved LDL cholesterol
management goal for primary prevention of coronary artery disease

N. Yokoyama, K. Konno, T. Saito, K. Kozuma, T. Teramoto, T. Isshiki. Teikyo
University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Purpose: Lipid-lowering treatment focused on LDL cholesterol (LDL-C) was rec-
ommended in high risk patients for primary prevention of coronary artery disease
(CAD). However, it was also demonstrated that LDL-C was not the best predictor
of CAD risk. Atherosclerosis of carotid artery is associated with cardiovascular
event. The aim of this study was to evaluate the utility of carotid ultrasound mea-
sures of atherosclerosis for CAD in patients achieved LDL-C management goal
for primary prevention of CAD.
Methods: The study population consisted of consecutive 112 patients aged 30-74
years old with suspected CAD. Coronary CT angiography (CTA) was performed
using a 64 MDCT. CAD was defined visually as ≥50% luminal narrowing in at
least one major vessel in CTA and/or coronary calcium score ≥400. Carotid IMT
and plaque score (CPS) were evaluated within 1 month after CTA. The carotid
ultrasound scan protocol requires the visualization of the near and far wall of
the right and left common carotid, internal carotid artery, and bifurcation. Carotid
plaque was defined as a focal region with IMT >1.0mm by high-resolution B-
mode ultrasound. CPS was defined as the sum of all plaque heights measured
by carotid ultrasound in bilateral carotid arteries. Carotid ultrasound findings and
presence of CAD were compared. Carotid IMT, CPS and clinical parameters (age,
gender, family history of coronary artery disease, smoking, hypertension, and
diabetes mellitus) were used in a logistic regression model with CAD.
Results: Of 112 patients, 82 patients (73.2%) (Male 51.2%, 62±9 years) who
achieved LDL-C management goal according to Japan Atherosclerosis Society
Guideline were included in this study. Statin treatment was performed for 28 pa-
tients (34.1%). Despite of good management goal for LDL-C level, 16 patients
(19.5%) had CAD. Carotid IMT and CPS were higher in patients with CAD com-
pared to those without CAD (1.4±0.7 vs. 1.0±0.5, P=0.016; 7.8±5.0 vs. 2.5±2.5,
P=0.001, respectively).
In multiple regression analysis, CPS was only significant predictor of CAD (OR,
1.47; 95% CI, 1.2 to 1.8; p<0.001). ROC analysis revealed that CPS ≥4 was best
cutoff value for detection of CAD (AUC 0.80).
Conclusions: Despite of good management goal for LDL-C level, nearly 20% of
study patients had CAD. CPS is useful tool to confirm whether primary prevention
of CAD is managed in patients achieved LDL-C management goal.

P3472 | BEDSIDE
Low backscattering detected by optical coherence tomography may be
valuable in predicting prognosis of patients after PCI

D.W. Wu, M.Y. Yu, J. Qian, S.B. Qiao, Y.J. Yang, Y.J. Wu. Fu Wai Hospital,
Coronary Heart Disease Center, Beijing, China, People’s Republic of

Background: Morphologic characteristics of stent restenosis by optical coher-
ence tomography (OCT) ranges among patients. Low backscattering is an infre-
quent but poorly understood morphology pattern in OCT images. We investigated
whether factors influencing low backscattering can be identified and whether clin-
ical outcome is different.
Methods: Patients presenting stent restenosis documented by OCT reexamina-
tion after percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) were included from February
2009 through September 2011. Backscattering of restenotic tissue was qualita-
tively analyzed and classified into two patterns, namely, low backscattering and
high backscattering. White blood cells, platelet, glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c),
hsCRP, Serum total cholesterol (TC), triglyceride, low density lipoprotein (LDL)
and creatinine were analyzed in order to assess their contribution to backscat-
tering characteristics. Follow-up were performed in patients who didn’t receive
revascularization during OCT reexamination. We prospectively evaluated the re-
lationship between morphologic patterns and prognosis of the patients.
Results: 128 patients undergoing OCT reexamination 2.2±2.6 years after stent
implantation were included. Low backscattering was detected in 22 (17.2%)
patients. The incidence of low backscattering was positively correlated with
stent implantation time (p<0.001). Higher serum TC (OR 2.592, 95%CI =1.239-
5.423, p=0.011) and LDL (OR 2.686, 95%CI=1.158-6.230, p=0.021) were asso-
ciated with more frequent low backscattering. No significant correlationship was
found between low backscattering and other baseline characteristics. 84 patients
who didn’t undergo revascularization during reexamination were followed-up for
3.7±0.5 years. Major adverse cardiac events (MACEs) occurred in 7 (7.3%)
patients with a predominance of target-vessel revascularization 7 (7.3%) while

showed no correlation with OCT morphology patterns. 16 (16.7%) patients expe-
rienced unstable angina (UA) and showed great significance with low backscat-
tering (RR 3.48, 95%CI=1.033-11.722, p=0.044).
Conclusion: OCT detected low backscattering is positively correlated with stent
implantation time. Higher serum TC and LDL are associated with higher inci-
dence of low backscattering, which is associated with more frequency of UA. Low
backscattering should be paid more attention in the future, and it may be valuable
in predicting prognosis of patients after PCI.

P3473 | BEDSIDE
Coronary plaque characteristics of signal high intensity on
T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging associated with myocardial
injury after percutaneous coronary intervention

T. Hoshi, A. Sato, D. Akiyama, K. Aonuma. Cardiovascular Division, Faculty of
Medicine, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan

Objectives: Non-contrast T1-weighted imaging (T1WI) has emerged as a novel
noninvasive imaging modality for vulnerable coronary plaque, exhibiting a signal
of high intensity plaque (HIP). However, the impact of HIP for percutaneous coro-
nary intervention (PCI) has not been fully evaluated. We investigated the associ-
ation between the presence of HIP and the incidence of myocardial injury after
PCI.
Methods: A total of 88 lesions from 70 patients (68±9 years) with stable angina
who were scheduled for PCI were imaged with non-contrast T1WI with a 1.5-T
magnetic resonance imaging before PCI. We defined HIP as a signal intensity
of coronary plaque to cardiac muscle ratio ≥1.3. Cardiac troponin-T (cTnT) was
measured at baseline and 24 hours after PCI to assess myocardial injury related
procedure.
Results: HIP was identified in 39% (34/88) of plaque. In the IVUS assessment,
vessel volume and plaque volume were significantly greater in HIP group than in
non-HIP group (229±122 vs 143±82 ml3, 173±91 vs 98±57ml3 for vessel and
plaque volume, respectively). The frequency of ultrasound attenuation and pos-
itive remodeling were significantly higher in HIP group as compared to non-HIP
group (91% vs 11%, 82% vs 15% for ultrasound attenuation and positive remodel-
ing, respectively). Although baseline cTnT was not significantly different between
both groups, cTnT was significantly elevated in HIP group as compared to non-
HIP group (0.014±0.013 to 0.032±0.024, 0.032±0.024 to 0.190±0.311ng/ml,
P<0.001, respectively).
Conclusion: HIP on non-contrast T1WI was characterized as vulnerable coro-
nary plaque on IVUS and was associated with the incidence of myocardial injury
after PCI.

P3474 | BEDSIDE
Relationship between segmental peri-coronary epicardial adipose
tissue volume and coronary plaque characteristics: a magnetic
resonance imaging study

M. Hassan1, K. Said2, H. Rizk1, F. Elmogy3, M. Donia4, M. Yacoub5.
1Cardiovascular Department, Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt; 2Cardiology
Department, Aswan Heart Centre, Aswan, Egypt; 3Department of Clinical and
Chemical Pathology, Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt; 4Radiology Department,
Aswan Heart Centre, Aswan, Egypt; 5Imperial College, London, United Kingdom

Background: Epicardial adipose tissue (EAT) has been proposed to modulate
underlying coronary plaque features. No prior studies have correlated segmental
peri-coronary EAT (sEAT) volume with underlying plaque characteristics in the
corresponding coronary segment.
Purpose: To determine the relation between sEAT volume, assessed by cardiac
magnetic resonance (CMR), and underlying coronary plaque characteristics, as
estimated by multidetector computed tomography (MDCT).
Methods: The study included 32 male patients (median age: 54 y; diabetes: 14
pts) with stable angina and angiographic evidence of significant (≥50%) coronary
artery disease (CAD). Eleven age-matched healthy male volunteers served as
control group. All patients were not on statins. For each CAD patient, sEAT vol-
ume around 8 coronary segments (3 in left anterior descending artery, 3 in right
coronary artery, and 2 in left circumflex artery) were quantified by CMR using the
summation of slices method. Total EAT volume around both ventricles indexed
to body surface area (EAT-i) was similarly measured. By MDCT, plaques in each
coronary segment were characterized in terms of plaque volume, type (calcified
vs. mixed vs. non-calcified), and severity of luminal stenosis. Total and segmental
coronary artery calcium (CAC) scores were calculated. Serum levels of lipopro-
teins, adiponectin, leptin, and resistin were measured.
Results: EAT-i volume was significantly higher in CAD patients than control group
(57.1 vs. 24.5 cm3/m2, p<0.001). EAT-i volume showed significant linear correla-
tions with total CAC score (r=0.51, p=0.003) and plaque volume (r=0.45, p=0.01)
in CAD patients. Among all studied biomarkers, only serum resistin level showed
significant correlation with EAT-i volume (r=0.69, p<0.001). Analysis of 265 coro-
nary segments showed larger sEAT volume with increasing luminal stenosis of
the corresponding segment (mild: 8.2 cm3; moderate: 11 cm3; severe: 11.8 cm3,
p<0.001). sEAT volume was larger in segments with mixed than those with
calcified or non-calcified plaques (12.1 cm3 vs. 10.2 cm3 vs. 9.5 cm3 respec-
tively, p=0.015). sEAT volume correlated significantly with segmental CAC score
(r=0.38, p=0.006) and plaque volume (r=0.32, p=0.002).
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Conclusions: When coronary arteries are segmentally analyzed, a significant re-
lation was detected between peri-coronary epicardial adipose tissue volume and
underlying coronary plaque characteristics. Increased epicardial adipose tissue
volume is associated with increased serum resistin level.

RIGHT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION

P3476 | BEDSIDE
The risk assessment of the acute pulmonary embolism by computed
tomography parameters

V. Kincl1, A. Drozdova1, R. Panovsky1, V. Feitova2, R. Stepanova3. 1St.
Anne’s University Hospital, Department of Cardiovascular Diseases and ICRC,
Brno, Czech Republic; 2St. Anne’s University Hospital, Department of Imaging
Methods and ICRC, Brno, Czech Republic; 3St. Anne’s University Hospital,
ICRC, Brno, Czech Republic

Purpose: The aim of this study is to evaluate the association between computed
tomography parameters and clinical course in patients with acute pulmonary em-
bolism.
Methods: 132 patients with acute pulmonary embolism verified by CT pulmonary
angiography were retrospectivelly analyzed from hospital database. The follow-
ing parameters were assessed: pulmonary artery diameter to aorta diameter ra-
tio (PA/Ao), normalized pulmonary artery diameter (nPA), right ventricular to left
ventricular diameter ratio from CT (RV CT/LV CT), normalized end-diastolic right
ventricular diameter (nRVD echo) and right to left ventricular end diastolic di-
ameter ratio (RV echo/LV echo) from echocardiography. The relation between
these parameters and tachycardia/hypotension, administration of thrombolysis,
troponin-T, NT-proBNP and necessity for intensive care unit (ICU) hospitalization
was assessed.
Results: Multivariate logistic regression analysis showed a significant associ-
ation between PA/Ao and thrombolysed (0.97) to non-thrombolysed (0.88) pa-
tients, OR=1.56, p=0.008, and also RV CT/LV CT and thrombolysed (1.5) to non-
thrombolysed (0.94) patients, OR=1.30 P<0.001. Patients with NT-proBNP levels
over 1000ng/l had higher nPA (15.7 vs 13.5mm.m-2, OR=7.65, p=0.005) and RV
CT/LV CT (1.47 vs 0.91, OR= 3.25, p=0.004) The significant difference was also
found in intensive care unit hospitalization necessity, for RV CT/LV CT (1.39 vs
0.91, OR=1.23 P=0.003), and RV echo/LV echo (0.78 vs 0.64, OR=1.83 P=0.033.
Conclusion: From the CT pulmonary angiography parameters, the most predic-
tive value showed RV CT/LV CT. A significant association was found between this
parameter and thrombolysis administration, higher NT-proBNP levels and ICU
hospitalization. The PA/Ao had relation only to thrombolytic therapy as well as
nPA only to NT-proBNP levels.

P3477 | BEDSIDE
Use of dual-energy CT-scan compared to V/Q-scintigraphy in the
diagnostic workout of chronic thromboembolic pulmonary
hypertension

E. Claus, S. Van Meerbeeck, B. Lambert, D. Devos, M. De Pauw. Ghent
University Hospital (UZ), Ghent, Belgium

Purpose: Computed Tomography (CT) and Ventilation/Perfusion scintigraphy
(V/Q scintigraphy) have been used for the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism (PE).
Recently, Dual-Energy CT (DE-CT) is increasingly being used for detection of
PE and Chronic Thrombo-embolic Pulmonary Hypertension (CTEPH). This study
aims to assess the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value of
these 2 modalities in the diagnosis of CTEPH.
Methods: Twenty-nine patients referred to us between 2008 and 2013 for di-
agnostic imaging of chronic pulmonary hypertension were investigated in a ret-
rospective study. Patients who had had pulmonary CT-angiography (pCTA) as
well as DE-CT imaging for lung perfusion were included. Images of DE-CT and
pCTA were scored by a dedicated thoracic radiologist. Planar images of V/Q-
scintigraphy were scored separately by a nuclear physician. Each lung segment
was scored as either having a perfusion defect or not. The statistical analysis
was performed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), using the
McNemar test to compare data with the golden standard pCTA.
Results: Comparing the segmental images obtained with DE-CT (n=476), using
CT angiography as golden standard, we calculated a sensitivity of 66.3% and a
specificity 89.3% of for DE-CT. Positive and negative predictive value were 55.8%
and 92.9%, respectively. There were missing data for one patient, which therefore
was excluded from the analysis. For the V/Q scintigraphy (n=136), we calculated
a sensitivity of 59.2% and a specificity of 74.7%; positive predictive value was
56.9% and negative predictive value was 76%, respectively.
Conclusion: Our results suggest that Dual-Energy CT might be more sensi-
tive than planar V/Q-scintigraphy in the diagnosis of chronic thromboembolic
pulmonary hypertension. Larger studies with multicenter patient populations are
warranted. Dual-Energy CT is a very promising diagnostic tool for chronic throm-
boembolic hypertension. However, more prospective research is needed before
any recommendation can be made to use Dual-Energy CT as the basic diagnostic
tool for Chronic Thromboembolic Hypertension.

P3478 | BEDSIDE
Doppler derived estimation of pulmonary vascular resistance in
patients with adult congenital heart disease with left to right shunting

H. Oe1, M. Ikeda1, Y. Kijima2, Y. Ohno2, N. Watanabe1, K. Nakagawa2,
T. Akagi3, H. Morita2, H. Ito2. 1Okayama University Hospital, Okayama, Japan;
2Okayama University, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Okayama, Japan;
3Okayama University, Cardiovascular Surgery, Okayama, Japan

Background: Pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) is a critical and essential pa-
rameter of the assessment and selection of treatment in patients with adult con-
genital heart disease accompanied by pulmonary hypertension. Cardiac catheter
is the gold standard methods, however is invasive method for PVR measurement.
Methods: Our study population consisted of 70 subjects with secundum atrial
septal defect (ASD) who underwent transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) and
right heart catheterization in the evaluation of the indication for percutaneous
closure with an Amplatzer closure device. They underwent complete cardiac
catheterization study including measurements of PVR, Qp/Qs and cardiac out-
put was calculated using the method of Fick. All the patients underwent Doppler
echocardiographic study within 48 hours of catheter study.
The association between Doppler-derived index and catheter-derived measure-
ment of PVR were evaluated:
Doppler-derived index defined as the ratio of the tricuspid regurgitation ve-
locity (TRV) to the velocity time integral (VTI) of the right ventricular out-
flow tract (RVOT); TRV/TVIrvot, TRV*TRV/TVIrvot, TRV/TVI lvot, systolic pul-
monary artery pressure (sPAP) /Heart Rate*TVIrvot, PEP/Act/TT (pre-ejection
period/acceleration time/total systolic time) and mean PAP-pulmonary capillary
wedge pressure (PCWP)/cardiac output estimated by Doppler echocardiography.
Results: There were significant but modest correlations between catheter based
PVRs and Doppler-derived estimation of PVRs.

Conclusions: In conclusion, Doppler-derived estimation of PVR in patients with
adult congenital heart disease with left-to-right shunting may help to differentiate
subjects in whom pulmonary systolic pressure may be exaggerated by high stroke
volume or pulmonary vascular lesion.

P3479 | BEDSIDE
Long term right ventricular and pulmonary reverse remodelling one
year after pulmonary endarterectomy PEA for chronic thrombembolic
pulmonary hypertension CTEPH by cardiac MRI

A. Rolf1, W.K. Kim1, J. Rixe2, C. Liebetrau1, S. Stein1, J. Hoffmann1,
H. Moellmann1, H.M. Nef2, E. Mayer3, C. Hamm1. 1Kerckhoff-Heart-Center,
Bad Nauheim, Germany; 2Justus-Liebig University Giessen, Medical Clinic
I, Cardiology, Giessen, Germany; 3Kerckhoff-Thorax-Center, Bad Nauheim,
Germany

Background: Pulmonary Endarterectomy (PEA) offers a cure for patients with
chronic thrombembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) with complete restora-
tion of pulmonary hemodynamics only hours after surgery. We could show early
right ventricular (RV) and pulmonary arterial (PA) reverse remodelling within ten
days of PEA. It was the purpose of this study to examine the longterm effects of
reverse remodelling one year after PEA.
Methods: 90 patients were examined on a 1.5 T Scanner 2 days prior as well as
10 days and 365±73 after PEA. Complete volumetric coverage of the RV from
apex to base was performed by SSFP Cine sequences in standard fashion, ejec-
tion fraction (EF), enddiastolic (EDV) and endsystolic (ESV) volumes as well as
RV-mass (RVM) were derived. Phase contrast gradient echo flow measurements
were performed in the pulmonary trunk, pulmonary peak velocity (PPV) and pul-
monary artery distensibility (PAD) (as relative PA area change) were recorded.
Results: While RV volumes decreased, ejection fraction improved significantly,
both effects were slightly less pronounced but sustained after one year. (EF 24.4
vs. 43.8 vs. 35.9%, p<0.001; EDV 185 vs. 131 vs. 144 ml, p<0.001; ESV 142
vs. 83 vs. 85 ml, p<0.001). Of note RVM decreased significantly after one year
(RVM 63 vs. 58 vs. 43 g, p<0.05). Reverse remodeling of the RV was paralleled
by changes in PA flow. Peak velocity increased significantly (PPV 61 vs. 73 vs. 74
cm/s, p<0.05). Interestingly the distensibility in the PA trunk decreased immedi-
ately after surgery and improved again in the long run (PAD 28 vs. 21 vs. 24%,
p<0.05).
Conclusion: Pulmonary hemodynamics return to normal very early after PEA
and are paralleled by RV and PA reverse remodeling despite severely reduced
RV function at baseline. Our current data show, that positive reverse remodeling
is a long term effect and persists one year after surgery with a relevant reduction
in RV mass.
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Improvement of non-invasive estimation of pulmonary vascular
resistance by echocardiography in comparison with right heart
catheter measurements

A. Chong, S. Wahi. Princess Alexandra Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Brisbane, Australia

Purpose: The diagnosis of pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) requires an el-
evated pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) documented at right heart catheter-
ization (RHC). Response to treatment also necessitates serial invasive measure-
ments. The traditional echocardiographic (TTE) method for estimation of PVR
([PVR1 = ((TR Vmax / RVOT VTI) x 10) + 0.16]) has poor correlation when the
PVR is markedly increased. Improved accuracy and agreement was achieved
when the correction for left atrial pressure (Ratio of mitral inflow E velocity to an-
nular tissue velocity E’) was included ([PVR2 = (RVSP – E/e’) / RVOT VTI]; where
RVSP = (4 x TR Vmax2) + RA pressure). We aimed to validate a novel TTE-based
measure of PVR3 against invasive RHC data.
Methods: The study cohort included pulmonary hypertension patients who un-
derwent both RHC and TTE on the same day. PVR1 and PVR2 were estimated
with the above equations. PVR3 was calculated with a modified equation that
more closely simulated the RHC method [Transpulmonary gradient/Cardiac out-
put]. Mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP) was estimated using [mPAP =
(0.61 x RVSP) + 2mmHg] and cardiac output (CO) by the Doppler technique
[CO = 0.785 x LVOTd2 x LVOT VTI]. Therefore, [PVR3 = (mPAP – ((1.24 x E/e’) +
1.9))/CO].
Results: 100 patients (65±14years; 86% female) were included. The mean PVR
on RHC was 6.9±3.5 Wood Units. The means of PVR1, PVR2, and PVR3 were
3.4±1.2, 5.0±2.5, and 5.8±3.1 Wood Units respectively. PVR3 demonstrated the
best agreement (Intraclass correlation (ICC) 0.87) and consistency (Cronbach’s
alpha 0.9) in comparison to the gold standard RHC measurements. PVR2 was a
reasonable alternative (ICC 0.71; Cronbach’s alpha 0.80) but PVR1 estimations
remained relatively poor (ICC 0.33; Cronbach’s alpha 0.56).
Conclusion: This novel non-invasive TTE-based technique is more reliable than
the other contemporary TTE methods for the evaluation of PVR. PVR3 correlates
well with RHC measurements and may potentially reduce the need for serial in-
vasive assessments.

P3481 | BEDSIDE
Assessment of echocardiography estimate precision of right atrial
pressure in patients with acute decompensated heart failure

R.S. Tsutsui, A. Borowski, W. Tang, J.D. Thomas, Z.B. Popovic. Cleveland Clinic
Foundation, Heart and Vascular Institute, Cleveland, United States of America

Purpose: Several methods that estimate right atrial pressure (RAP) from echo-
cardiography parameters have been proposed. However, their precision, i.e., how
much they decrease RAP estimation uncertainty, is unknown. In this prospective
study, we aimed to evaluate and compare the precision of previously proposed
RAP estimates of in-patients with acute decompensated heart failure.
Methods: We acquired echocardiography and invasive hemodynamic data in 75
patients with acute decompensated heart failure. Measurements were made at
the start and 48-72h after the beginning of treatment. RAP was estimated by
Method 1, using the cut-offs defined by inferior vena cava diameter (IVCd) and
IVCd percent change (IVCd%change) during inspiration, and by Method 2, using
IVCd%change and systolic to diastolic hepatic flow ratio (S/Dhep). Method 3 was
used in patients with sinus rhythm, using the ratio of early tricuspid inflow and
early diastolic Doppler tissue tricuspid annulus velocities (E/E’ta). RAP was also
estimated by resting IVCd, IVCd during inspiration, IVCd%change, right ventricu-
lar regional isovolumetric relaxation time (rIVRT), E/E’ta, right atrial volume index
(RAVI), S/Dhep, RV Tei index, RV E/A, and RA emptying fraction (RAEF). Pre-
cision gain was measured as the difference between standard deviation of RAP
and standard error of the estimate of RAP.
Results: Method 1 (r=0.48, p<0.05), IVCdinsp, (r=0.49, p<0.0001), IVCd
%change (r=0.41, p<0.0001) and IVCd (r=0.40, p<0.0001) had the highest cor-

Correlation and precision gain of parameters to the RAP

r value p r value p Cumulative r value p Precision gain
initial 48–72hrs p

IVCdinsp 0.39 <0.01 0.42 <0.01 0.49 <0.0001 13%
IVCd % change −0.37 <0.01 −0.55 <0.01 −0.41 <0.0001 9%
IVCd 0.45 <0.001 0.57 <0.001 0.40 <0.0001 8%
rIVRT 0.44 >0.1 0.05 >0.1 0.27 0.01 4%
RV E/E’ta 0.18 >0.1 0.21 >0.1 0.19 0.04 2%

Abstract P3483 – Table 1

RV remodeling All (n=50) Responders (n=38) Non responders (n=12)

Anulus RV (mm) 39.1±3.3 34.1± <0.001 38.1±3.3 31.1±2.8 <0.001 40.1±3.3 40.1±3.9
RA area (cm2) 25.3±2.6 24.1±3.9 0.03 25.6±3.6 24.5±3.6 <0.001 26.9±3.5 25.1±7.5
TAPSE (mm) 12.0±0.9 14.7±2.3 <0.001 13.6±1 16.2±2.1 <0.001 11.1±1.9 11.0±1.8
S’ 8.6±1.3 11.8±0.2 <0.001 9.37±1 12.87±1.43 <0.001 7.7±0.9 8.2±0.9
E’ 5.4±0.4 7.8±0.3 <0.001 5.8±0.6 8.8±0.10 <0.001 4.9±0.2 5.1±0.5
PAPS (mmHg) 38.7±3.2 31.0±0.9 <0.001 39.1±3.0 25.7±3.1 <0.001 39.1±3.9 36.1±4.4
RV fractional area change (%) 30±1.4 39.4±2.7 <0.001 33.3±2.4 41.2±2.5 <0.001 30.6±3.8 29.7±0.8
TI 2.5±1 1.5±0.5 0.01 1.9±1.3 1.3±0.5 0.01 2.8±0.9 2.1±1.3
Global strain (%) −14.4±2.8 −20.2±1 <0.001 −15.0±2.3 −22.0±3.5 <0.001 −11.9±1.8 −12.3±6.4

relation with RAP. The highest gain in precision was also observed with the above
methods (9%, 13%, 9%, 8%, respectively). All other parameters had poor corre-
lation with RAP.
Conclusion: In patients with advanced heart failure, none of the tested RAP
prediction methods resulted in a clinically relevant improvement of RAP estimate.
Estimating RAP from a single IVCd measurement is at least as precise as using
complex prediction methods.

P3482 | SPOTLIGHT
Biventricular dysfunction in patients with liver cirrhosis

Y. Chen, Z. Zhen, H.F. Tse, K.H. Yiu. Queen Mary Hospital, Department of
Medicine, Division of Cardiology - The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong,
Hong Kong SAR, People’s Republic of China

Objective: Patient with liver cirrhosis is associated with left ventricular (LV) my-
ocardial dysfunction. However, studies on the right ventricular (RV) function in
these patients are limited. The aim of this study thus was to evaluate both LV and
RV function in patients with cirrhosis.
Methods: A total of 103 cirrhosis patients (age 54.9±7.3 years, 74.8% male) and
48 age- and gender-matched healthy controls were included. Detail transthoracic
echocardiography were performed in all subjects. Conventional echocardiography
parameters including LV dimension, LV ejection fraction, RV dimension and RV
systolic function assessed by tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE)
were measured. In addition, advanced speckle-tracking derived strain analysis to
detect subtle LV and RV systolic dysfunction were measured. Global LV strains
were assessed from three orthogonal directions: longitudinal (LS), circumferential
(CS), and radial strain (RS). Global RV longitudinal strain (RV-LS) including the
RV free wall and septum were measured.
Results: Both LV and RV dimension were comparable between patients with
cirrhosis and controls. Despite similar LV ejection fraction (65.1±4.8% vs.
64.1±4.4%; P=0.193) and TAPSE (2.37±0.43 vs. 2.34±0.24; P=0.592), patients
with cirrhosis had impaired global LS (-18.5±2.9% vs. -20.1±2.8%, P<0.01),
CS (-16.6±2.4% vs. -21.6±3.6%, P<0.01), RS (39.9±13.1% vs. 44.9±14.3%,
P<0.05) and RV-LS (-21.2±4.4% vs. -23.0±2.6%, P<0.01) compared with con-
trols. Upon multivariable adjustment with age, gender and cardiovascular risk fac-
tors, both global LV and RV strains remained significantly impaired in patients with
cirrhosis.
Conclusions: In addition to impaired LV systolic function, the present study firstly
demonstrated that patients with cirrhosis had concomitant RV systolic dysfunction
assessed by speckle tracking derived strain. This data thus suggested patients
with cirrhosis had biventricular myocardial dysfunction.

P3483 | BEDSIDE
Improvement in right ventricular function evaluated by
two-dimensional strain after cardiac resynchronization therapy

F. Luca’1, C.M. Rao2, C.M. Puntrello1, G. Rubino1, F. Benedetto2, O. Parise3,
V. Anselmi1, D. Benedetto4, S. Gelsomino3, G.F. Gensini3. 1Paolo Borsellino
Hospital, Cardiology Department, marsala, Italy; 2Bianchi-Melacrino-Morelli
Hospital, Cardiology Department, Reggio Calabria, Italy; 3Careggi University
Hospital, Florence, Italy; 4Monzino Hospital, Cardiology Department, Milano,
Italy

Background: Several studies have stressed the effect of cardiac resynchroniza-
tion therapy (CRT) on left ventricular function. Nonetheless, little is know about
the effects of CRT on right ventricular (RV)function.
Objectives: To evaluate the effects of CRT on RV function by 2D strain.
Methods: The population consisted of 50 consecutive HF patients referred for
CRT (64±6 years old, 41 men, 78% with ischaemic aetiology, 2.2% with non-
ischaemic aetiology, QRS duration QRS >120msec, LVEF <35%). All patients
were in sinus rhythm and with optimal pharmacological therapy. Conventional
echocardiography, Tissue Doppler Echocardiography and Speckle-tracking Echo-
cardiography was performed preoperatively and at 12-month follow-up using a
commercially available system (Vivid 9 systems). All parameters were analyzed
off-line using EchoPac softwere (GE-Vingmed). Standard echocardiographic pa-
rameters, tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE, mm), peak systolic
velocity of tricuspid annular motion (St, cms-1) were measured.The software auto-
matically divided RV myocardium into six segments (basal, mid, and apical seg-
ment of the septum and the RV free wall). The global longitudinal strain (GLS)
was calculated by averaging all segmental longitudinal strain curves. Response
to CRT was defined as ≥15% reduction in LV end-systolic volume at 6 months
follow-up.
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Results: After 1 year, LVEF had increased significantly (from 29.7±7.3 to
39.7±11.6; P<0.01) and there was an improvement in RV function (Table 1).
Conclusion: Significant improvements in RV function were observed in CRT pa-
tients.

P3484 | BEDSIDE
Right atrial appendage structure and function in non-valvular atrial
fibrillation

Y. Lohvinov1, O. Zharinov1, K. Mikhaliev2, O. Yepanchintseva3, O. Grytsay3.
1National Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education the name of P.L. Shupik,
Department of Cardiology, Kiev, Ukraine; 2State Scientific Institution, Scientific
and Practical Center of Preventive and Clinical Medicine, Kiev, Ukraine; 3Heart
Institute of the Ministry of Healthcare of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine

Background: Non-valvular atrial fibrillation (NV-AF) is associated with structural
changes and dysfunction of left atrial appendage (LAA). There is lack of evidence
regarding evaluation of right atrial appendage (RAA) and its relation to parame-
ters of LAA in patients (pts) with NV-AF.
Purpose: To evaluate parameters of RAA structure and function according to the
risk of LAA thrombus formation (TF) in pts with NV-AF.
Methods: The study included 121 pts with NV-AF (mean age [median and in-
terquartile range] 62 (56-69) ys; 82 men (67,8%) and 39 women (32,2%)). Ac-
cording to degree of spontaneous echo contrast (SEC) or LAA thrombus pts were
divided into 3 groups: group 1 (G1) – no SEC or SEC 1-2 degree (n=73), group 2
(G2) – SEC 3-4 degree (n=28), group 3 (G3) – LAA thrombus (n=20). The groups
were comparable by age and gender. Assessment of LAA structure (maximal
area (Smax)) and function (ejection velocity (Evel), spectral tissue Doppler imag-
ing (TDI) apex (Avel) and basis (Bvel) movement velocities) and RAA structure
and function (Smax, Evel, Bvel) was performed by transesophageal echocardio-
graphy. Groups G1 (relatively low TF risk) and combined G2 and G3 (relatively
high TF risk) were used as binary outcomes in ROC-analysis. Data operational
characteristics (sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp)) were presented with 95% confi-
dence intervals (CI). Data were analyzed by non-parametric methods with p-value
<0,017 as statistically significant.
Results: It was found, that increasing of LAA TF was associated with both LAA
and RAA impairment (G1 vs. G3): increasing LAA and RAA Smax by 36,7%
(p<0,001) and 27,1% (p<0,017), respectively, decreasing LAA and RAA Evel by
51,9% (p<0,001) and 36,4% (p<0,001), respectively; Avel by 34,8% (p<0,001);
LAA and RAA Bvel by 29,0% (p<0,001) and 31,9% (p<0,001), respectively. The
strongest correlations were observed between RAA Bvel and LAA Evel (Spear-
man’s r=0,74, p<0,001) and LAA Avel (r=0,73, p<0,001). Evel was the most sen-
sitive and specific LAA state parameter for discriminating G1 and (G2+G3): Se
75,0% (95% CI 60,1-85,9), Sp 97,3% (95% CI 89,6-99,5). Bvel was the most ac-
curate RAA state parameter: Se 77,1% (95% CI 62,3-87,5), Sp 78,2% (95% CI
66,4-87,0).
Conclusion: RAA and LAA structural and functional changes are interrelated in
NV-AF. Despite being less accurate than LAA parameters for LAA TF risk assess-
ment, RAA parameters should be considered in NV-AF management.

P3485 | BEDSIDE
Relation between duration of surgery and postoperative
electrocardiographic changes in non-cardiac patients undergoing
major abdominal surgeries

G. Youssef, H. Sakota, A. Hassan, H. Kandil. Cairo University Hospitals, Cairo,
Egypt

Background: Patients undergoing abdomino-pelvic surgeries may have postop-
erative cardiac events. In patients above age of 40, ECG is frequently performed
preoperatively to screen for asymptomatic coronary artery disease. Many periop-
erative factors may play role in precipitating silent myocardial ischemia, that’s only
presented by postoperative ECG changes.
Objectives: To evaluate the association between different perioperative factors
and postoperative ECG changes suggestive of silent myocardial ischemia.
Patients and methods: The study included 200 non-cardiac patients, above the
age of 40, with a normal preoperative ECG, who underwent major elective non-
vascular abdomino-pelvic or laparoscopic surgeries. A twelve-lead ECG was per-
formed pre-, immediately post- and 3 days postoperative. Patients, who showed
any postoperative ECG changes, were tested for their CK-MB, Na, K, Mg and
ionized Calcium serum level.
Results: Six patients (3%) showed postoperative T-wave inversion, none of them
experienced cardiac symptoms, elevation of CM-MB, or abnormal electrolyte
level. Three patients (50%) underwent abdominal, 2 (33.3%) laparoscopic and 1
(16.7%) pelvic surgery. Two patients (33.3%) experienced intraoperative hypoten-
sion. ECG changes were significantly related to the mean duration of surgery (5.0
+ 2.5 Vs 3.6 +1.5 hours, p=0.02) but were not related to patients’ age (p=0.6),
preoperative heart rate (p=0.2), preoperative systolic (p=0.7) or diastolic blood
pressures (p=0.6).
Conclusion: The long duration of major non-vascular abdomino-pelvic surgeries
may cause serious cardiovascular hemodynamic effects leading to silent myocar-
dial ischemia. Postoperative ECG changes may be the only tool to detect postop-
erative silent myocardial ischemia.

PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL DISEASES: ASSESSMENT
AND PROGNOSIS

P3487 | BEDSIDE
Gadofosveset trisodium-enhanced MRI for the diagnosis of deep vein
thrombosis; comparison with duplex ultrasound

S. Betge, S. Mueller, D. Kretzschmar, C. Jung, H.R. Figulla. University Hospital
of Jena, Clinic for Internal Medicine I, Jena, Germany

Objective: The intravascular contrast agent for MRI gadofesveset trisodium is
suitable for venous angiography for the detection of deep vein thrombosis (DVT)
of the lower extremities, mainly due to a long vascular half-life of approximately
30 minutes. In this study we compared the results of gadofosveset trisodium-
enhanced MRI and compression duplex ultrasound (DUS) in 42 patients (mean
age 57,6±17,2 years; 26 male) with suspected DVT concerning the detection
rates in vein segments and the absolute lengths of detected DVTs in the legs with
suspected DVT and the contra lateral legs.
Material and methods: MRI was performed with a 1.5-T system in supine
position after a single injection in an antecubital vein. The DUS comprised color
flow and pulsed wave doppler for the pelvic veins and compression ultrasound for
the deep and the saphenous veins of the thigh and the lower leg.
Results: Three patients refused the MRI after inclusion in the study. All of the 5
MRI-detected thrombi in the iliac veins were suspected via indirect signs in the
DUS, herewith 3 additional DVTs were suspected without pathologic signs in the
MRI (Cohen’s coefficient 0.74; p<0.001). The Cohen’s coefficient was 0.81 for
the veins of the thigh and 0.690 for the veins of the lower leg (both p<0.001),
comparing MRI and direct visualization of the thrombi via DUS. In the segmental
comparison MRI detected thrombi in more segments of the legs; this was due to
pathologic signals in the tibial anterior vein in the MRI in 12 patients with normal
findings in the DUS, with excellent visualization of the veins with DUS in this
area. There was no significant difference concerning the number and the lengths
of detected DVT in the posterior veins of the lower leg.
Conclusions: The two methods DUS and gadofosveset trisodium-enhanced MRI
show comparable results in the detection and localization of DVT of the lower
extremities except in the tibial anterior veins.

P3488 | BENCH
Reproducibility of vascular strain analyses at different arterial sites in
healthy subjects

S. Charwat-Resl1, A. Niessner2, M. Mueller1, S. Zehetmayer3, A. Willfort-
Ehringer1, R. Koppensteiner1, O. Schlager1. 1Medical University of Vienna,
Department of Internal Medicine II, Division of Angiology, Vienna, Austria;
2Medical University of Vienna, Department of Internal Medicine II, Division of
Cardiology, Vienna, Austria; 3Medical University of Vienna, Center for Medical
Statistics, Informatics and Intelligent Systems, Vienna, Austria

Background: Vascular strain analysis by duplex ultrasound (DUS) allows the de-
tection of premature alterations of vascular elasticity. Whether and to which extent
vascular strain differs between various sites of the vascular tree is not known. Fur-
ther, data on the reproducibility of vascular strain analysis are scarce. The aim of
this study was to compare vascular strain between various parts of the arterial
tree and to assess its reproducibility.
Methods: The common carotid arteries (CCA), common femoral arteries (CFA),
popliteal arteries and the abdominal aorta of healthy volunteers were investigated
using DUS. To assess inter- and intraday-reproducibility cross-sectional DUS clips
of the respective arteries were obtained on three consecutive days, three times
each day. Vascular strain was determined offline and the inter-/intraday repro-
ducibility as well as the components of variance of vascular strain were calcu-
lated.
Results: In total 93.5% of the DUS clips acquired in ten healthy subjects (m:f=7:3,
mean age 28.3±3.2 years) could be analysed. Vascular strain was highest in the
abdominal aorta (7.2±3.0%) lower in the CCA (5.7±2.1%) and lowest in the CFA
(2.1±1.1%) and popliteal artery (1.9±1.1%). Intraday reproducibility of vascular
strain in the CCA and CFA was lower than interday reproducibility. In the popliteal
artery and abdominal aorta similar strain values were observed within one day
and between days (see Table). A variance component analysis showed that the
variance of vascular strain mainly depended on the investigated vessel and sub-
ject, while individual clips of one vessel, the day of examination and the body
side (right/left) only had low impact on the variance of vascular strain. The vari-
ance components were similarly distributed in the CCA, CFA, popliteal artery and
abdominal aorta.

Coefficients of variation

Intraday coefficient of variation [%] Interday coefficient of variation [%]

Common carotid artery 3.9 8.4
Common femoral artery 3.3 10.0
Popliteal artery 6.1 4.6
Abdominal aorta 6.2 5.9

Conclusion: Vascular strain can reliably be determined at various arterial sites
with an acceptable reproducibility. Importantly, vascular strain varies considerably
between different arteries.
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Doppler ultrasound diagnosis of renal artery stenosis: a retrospective
analysis of 1113 examinations in hypertensive patients (2001 - 2013)

S. Castellani1, S. Selvaggio1, G. Castellini2, A. Ungar1, M. Acquafresca3,
G. Santoro4, B. Brkljacic5, C. Deane6, C. Cirami7, G.F. Gensini1. 1University of
Florence, Dept. Experimental and Clinical Medicine, Florence, Italy; 2University
of Florence, Psychiatric Unit, Dept. of Neuropsychiatric Sciences Sexual
Medicine and Andrology Unit, Depart, Florence, Italy; 3Careggi University
Hospital (AOUC), Dipartimento diagnostica per immagini, Radiodiagnostica 4
AOU Careggi, Florence, Italy; 4Careggi University Hospital (AOUC), Dipartimento
Cardiologico e dei Vasi - AOU- Careggi, Florence, Italy; 5University Hospital
Dubrava, Dept. of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, University Hospital
“Dubrava”, School of Medicine, Zagreb, Croatia; 6King’s College Hospital,
King’s College Hospital, London, United Kingdom; 7Careggi University Hospital
(AOUC), Nephrology, Dialysis and Trasplant Unit, Careggi Hospital, Florence,
Italy

Aims: 1) to perform a retrospective analysis of all hypertensive patients studied
with Doppler ultrasound over a 12 years period, in the vascular laboratory of our
Institution; 2) to assess the prevalence of >60% renal artery stenosis (RAS); 3) to
establish the agreement between positive ultrasound (US) examination and an-
giography (AGX), resonance angiography (MRA) or computed tomography angio
(CTA); 3) to ascertain long-term outcomes of the two treatment options (medi-
cal therapy alone vs renal PTA/stenting) in patients with RAS. After giving their
informed consent to the inquiry patients filled in a questionnaire on the clinical
status, the cardiovascular outcome and the renal function by phone interview.
Methods: 1072 hypertensives underwent 1113 renal US examinations between
June 2001 and May 2013. A >60% RAS was diagnosed if renal artery peak sys-
tolic velocity (PSV) was >200cm/s, renal aortic velocity ratio (RAR) (i.e. renal
PSV/aortic PSV) >3.5 and the interlobar acceleration time (AT) >80ms. Three
subgroups were distinguished according to the site of stenosis: 1) proximal mono-
lateral - group I; mid renal artery monolateral - group II; bilateral - group III.
Results: 99 patients (9.2%) met US criteria for RAS: 63 group I patients (5.9%),
10 group II patients (0.9%), 26 group III patients (2.4%).Twenty-five out of the 99
patients with RAS underwent further investigation (AGX, CTA and MRA). AGX
and US were consistent in 8 out of 9 patients (88.9%), MRA and US in 5 out of 6
patients (83.3%), CTA and US in 14 out of 16 patients (87.5%). A PSV >200 cm/s
showed the strongest relation with radiological results (always present in AGX or
CTA positive patients). A >0.80 hilar resistive index and a <10 mm cortical thick-
ness were the strongest predictors of death and were beyond the normal limits
in all patients who had died by the end of the follow up. Patients with baseline
>1.2mg/dl serum creatinine had the highest mortality rate and the higher num-
ber of PTA/stenting procedures (t=3.379; p=0.001 and t=-2.46; p=0.017). In eight
out of the 18 patients treated with renal PTA/stenting (44.4%) serum creatinine
decrease averaged 8.63% (from >1.2 to <1.2 mg/dl; χ2=5.315, p=0.021).
Conclusions: A 9.2% >60% RAS prevalence was found in the 1072 hyperten-
sives consecutively screened with Doppler; PSV was the most sensitive param-
eter to diagnose RAS and was shown to have good agreement with other diag-
nostic imaging techniques. A >0.80 RI was related with poorer cardiovascular
and renal outcome. The PTA/stenting lead to improvement of the renal function in
44.4% of the treated patients.

P3490 | BEDSIDE
The use of iodinated contrastmedia can be reduced by using carbon
dioxide contrast media for endovascular therapy regardless of renal
function

R. Sugihara, K. Matsuo, Y. Nishimoto, Y. Ueda. Osaka Police Hospital,
Cardiovascular division, Osaka, Japan

Purpose: Iodinated contrast medium (ICM) is harmful to the kidneys. Contrast-
induced nephropathy (CIN) is one of the most important clinical complications
associated with endovascular therapy (EVT) and is known to be related to ICM
volume. Large amounts of ICM are often used in the treatment of complex lesions,
especially TransAtlantic Inter-Society Consensus (TASC)- II C and D lesions. In
addition, CIN sometimes occurs regardless of renal function. Therefore, we rec-
ommend that ICM volume be reduced as much as possible for all patients. Carbon
dioxide (CO2) contrast is used as an alternative contrast medium and contributes
to the reduction of ICM volume. In this study, we evaluated the effects on renal
function of reducing ICM volume by using CO2 contrast in the treatment of com-
plex lesions.
Methods: From July 2012 to October 2013, EVT was performed in 102 consec-
utively enrolled patients with peripheral artery disease (145 limbs). Patients were
divided into 2 groups, the ICM group and the CO2 group. In the ICM group, 51
patients (72 limbs) underwent intravascular ultrasound (IVUS)-guided EVT with
only ICM. In the CO2 group, 62 patients (73 limbs) underwent IVUS–guided EVT
with CO2 contrast and a small amount of ICM. CO2 was injected by hand using
a simple homemade delivery system. Lesions were classified according to TASC
II classification.
Results: The overall technical success rate was 100% in both groups, and
there were no major complications. The use of CO2 contrast prevented
worsening estimated glomerular filtration rates (eGFR) postprocedure, unlike
the use of ICM (�eGFR: -1.17±10.7mL/min/1.73 m2 in the ICM group vs
+2.6041±12.0mL/min/1.73 m2 in the CO2 group, P=0.936). In addition, ICM vol-

ume was significantly reduced by using CO2 contrast for the treatment of TASC
C and D lesions (92.7±40.6 mL in the ICM group vs 38.6±27.1 mL in the CO2
group, P=0.011), especially below the knee lesions (88.0±35.1mL in the ICM
group vs 28.9±19.2mL in the in the CO2 group, P=0.046).
Conclusions: The use of ICM in endovascular therapy can be reduced by using
CO2 contrast regardless of renal function, especially for the treatment of complex
lesions. We suggest that CO2 contrast can be used as a main contrast agent in
endovascular therapy.

P3491 | BEDSIDE
Are intermediate ankle-brachial index values important? Insights from
a large cohort of never-treated hypertensives

P. Xaplanteris, C. Vlachopoulos, P. Pietri, N. Ioakeimidis, M. Abdelrasoul,
A. Aggelakas, G. Vyssoulis, C. Stefanadis. Hippokration Hospital, University of
Athens, 1st Department of Cardiology, Athens, Greece

Purpose: Ankle brachial index (ABI) is a diagnostic tool for peripheral arterial
disease; moreover it has a prognostic value for future events. However, the role of
intermediate ABI values (0.9 to 1.3) is still unclear. We investigated the interplay
of intermediate ABI values with indices of subclinical organ damage in a large
cohort of newly diagnosed, never treated hypertensives.
Methods: 1,127 newly diagnosed, never-treated hypertensives were recruited.
ABI was measured with the oscillometric method; subjects with ABI <0.9 or >1.3
were not included. Carotid-femoral pulse wave velocity (cfPWV), central (aortic)
blood pressures, augmentation index (AIx), left ventricular mass index (LVMI) and
C-reactive protein (CRP) were measured. Chronic kidney disease stage was de-
termined according to eGFR values. The 10-year risk for cardiovascular disease
(CVD) was calculated using the Framingham Risk Score.
Results: The cohort had mild-moderate hypertension (systolic BP: 151±18
mmHg, diastolic BP: 90±11 mmHg) and mean ABI value 1.15±0.08. LV hyper-
trophy was detected in 42.2% of patients; the 10-year risk was 15.9±9.6%. ABI
correlated with cfPWV, central systolic BP, AIx, LVMI and CRP (r: -0.182, -0.268,
-0.195, -0.075, -0.152 respectively, p<0.01 for all). The 10-year risk increased
with lower ABI values (r=-0.077, p<0.01). After adjusting for confounders, pa-
tients with LVH had higher levels of ABI; lower ABI values were observed with
worsening renal function (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Target organ damage indices

Conclusions: Intermediate ABI values carry prognostic information in never-
treated hypertensives, as they are related to large artery stiffness, impaired cen-
tral hemodynamic indices, LVH, renal function impairment and 10-year risk of
CVD. ABI measurements should be part of an integrated approach for both diag-
nostic and prognostic reasons.
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Ankle-brachial index in patients with coronary artery disease: is it
useful?

M. Faustino, S. Bravo Baptista, M. Nedio, C. Monteiro, E. Lourenco, V. Gil.
Hospital Prof. Dr. Fernando Fonseca, EPE, Amadora, Portugal

Purpose: The usefulness of an ankle-brachial index (ABI) <0.9 in predicting
atherosclerotic disease in other vascular territories and in evaluating cardiovascu-
lar risk has been questioned and higher values of ABI (<0.99) have been recently
evaluated. In coronary artery disease (CAD) patients the prevalence of peripheral
arterial disease (PAD) is not consensual and the utility of ABI in this population is
questionable.
This study aims to evaluate ABI utility as predictor of subclinical PAD, in relation
with CAD severity, in a non-selected population of patients submitted to coronari-
ography.
Methods: ABI was evaluated in 284 consecutive patients (mean age 57.6±15.5
years, 60.6% males) submitted to coronariography because of acute coronary
syndrome or stable angina and in 35 control-patients without known CAD. ABI
was calculated as the least ratio between ankle and ipsilateral arm arterial pres-
sure, measured with a Doppler probe. ABI <0.99 was considered diagnostic of
PAD.
Results: An ABI <0.90 and <0.99 was observed, respectively in 31 (10.9%) and
53 (18.7%) patients. ABI mean value was 1.04±0.06 in control group; 1.03±0.13
in the group without CAD; 1.06±0.16 in the group with 1 vessel CAD; 0.99±0.17
in the group with2 vessels CAD; 1.00±0.17 in the group with 3 vessels CAD
(p=ns). When compared with patients without CAD or 1vessel CAD, patients with
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multivessel CAD tended to present higher prevalence of ABI<0.99 in univariate
analysis (17.2% vs 27.2%, OR 1.84; CI95 0.95-3.58, p=0.053), but not in multi-
variate analysis including age and other cardiovascular risk factors (p=0.094). ABI
<0.99 was related to age (62.0±14.4 vs 56.6±15.7 years, p=0.02) and diabetes
(OR 2.96; CI95 1.49-5.90; P=0.02), but not with dyslipidaemia, hypertension, and
smoking (p=ns). In multivariate analysis the association of ABI<0.99 with age
(OR 1.04, CI95 1.01-1.08, p=0.011), diabetes (OR 2.36 CI95 1.12-4.97, p=0.024)
and smoking (OR 2.56, CI95 1.11-6.00, p=0.028) persisted.
Conclusions: In CAD patients, the prevalence of subclinical PAD assessed by
ABI is low and is not associated with CAD severity. Routine evaluation of the ABI
in this population has little utility, even using a more sensitive diagnostic value
(ABI <0.99). However this technique may be useful in a subgroup of highest risk
CAD patients (elderly, diabetics and smokers).

P3493 | BEDSIDE
Predictive value of toe brachial index for CV mortality of patients on
hemodialysis with normal ankle brachial index

M. Tanaka1, H. Ishii1, Y. Kawamura1, T. Sakakibara2, D. Kamoi2, T. Aoyama2,
Y. Kumada3, T. Murohara1. 1Nagoya University Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Nagoya, Japan; 2Kyoritsu Hospital, Department of cardiology,
Nagoya, Japan; 3Matsunami General Hospital, Cardiovascular Surgery,
Kasamatsu, Japan

Background: Ankle brachial index (ABI) is not only an established marker of
peripheral artery disease but also reflects systemic atherosclerosis. However, the
diagnostic accuracy is often disturbed in patients with advanced atherosclerosis
such as those with diabetes or end-stage renal disease. We investigated whether
toe brachial index (TBI) could more accurately predict cardiovascular (CV) and
all-cause mortality compared to ABI in patients on chronic haemodialysis (HD).
Methods: A total of 553 outpatients on maintenance HD therapy underwent both
ABI and TBI measurement. They were prospectively followed-up for up to 5 years.
Normal levels were defined as 0.9 to 1.3 for ABI, and ≥0.6 for TBI, respectively.
Results: Abnormal ABI (<0.9 and ≥1.3) and declined TBI (<0.6) were seen in
146 (26.4%) and 222 (40.1%) patients, respectively. Of patients with normal ABI
(≥0.9 and <1.3), 117 (28.7%) patients had declined TBI. Furthermore, diabetes
patients significantly frequently had both normal ABI and declined TBI compared
to non-diabetes patients (37.0% vs. 22.5%, p=0.0024). During follow-up period
(median: 32 months), 100 (18.1%) patients died including 47 (8.5%) with CV
causes. Both abnormal ABI (adjusted hazard ratio (HR) 1.90, 95% confidence
interval (CI) 1.01-3.54, p=0.046) and declined TBI (adjusted HR 2.59, 95%CI
1.39-4.83, p=0.0027) were independent predictors for CV mortality, respectively.
However, even in patients with normal ABI, 5-year Kaplan-Meier event-free sur-
vival for CV mortality was significantly lower in patients with TBI<0.6 than those
with TBI ≥0.6 (76.1% vs. 91.0%, adjusted HR 2.36, 95%CI 1.08-5.18, p=0.031).
Furthermore, the CV mortality risk was similar between patients with abnormal
ABI and those with normal ABI but TBI<0.6 (HR 1.32, 95%CI 0.64-2.73, p=0.44).
Similar results were observed in all-cause mortality.
Conclusion: Declined TBI was frequently seen, and could independently predict
CV- and all-cause mortality even in HD patients with normal ABI. TBI measure-
ment should be recommended in this advanced atherosclerotic population.
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Combination of ankle brachial index and geriatric nutritional risk index
improves the prediction of cardiovascular mortality in chronic
hemodialysis patients

Y. Kumada1, H. Ishii2, H. Takahashi3, T. Aoyama4, D. Kamoi4, T. Sakakibara4,
M. Tanaka2, T. Murohara2. 1Matsunami General Hospital, Cardiovascular
Surgery, Kasamatsu, Japan; 2Nagoya University Graduate School of medicine,
Cardiology, Nagoya, Japan; 3Fujita Health University School of Medicine,
Nephrology, Toyoake, Japan; 4Nagoya Kyoritsu Hospital, Cardiology, Nagoya,
Japan

Background: Ankle brachial index (ABI) is a marker of systemic atherosclerosis
in hemodialysis (HD) patients. Protein-energy wasting (PEW), currently consid-
ered to be due to inflammatory process rather than poor nutritional intake, is also
highly prevalent in this population. We investigated whether combining of ABI and
geriatric nutritional risk index (GNRI) as a simplified marker of the PEW improve
the prediction of cardiovascular (CV) mortality in HD patients.
Methods: A total of 1036 HD patients were divided into three groups according
to ABI levels; normal group: 0.9-1.4 (n=682), high group: >1.4 (n=150) and low
group: <0.9 (n=204). They were also divided into tertiles according to GNRI lev-
els; tertile 1 (T1): <90.8, T2: 90.8-97.3 and T3: >97.3. They were followed up for
8 years.
Results: Declined GNRI levels were independently associated with abnormal ABI
(<0.9 or >1.4) (odds ratio 0.97, 95%CI 0.96-0.99, p=0.0009). Both GNRI and ABI

Discrimination of each predicting model

C-index P value NRI P value IDI P value

Established risk factors 0.699 Reference Reference Reference
+ ABI alone 0.725 0.036 0.370 <0.0001 0.012 0.020
+ GNRI alone 0.734 0.023 0.303 0.0003 0.019 0.0020
+ ABI and GNRI 0.756 0.0004 0.466 <0.0001 0.037 <0.0001

were independent predictors for CV mortality, respectively. In the combined set-
ting of ABI and GNRI, the risk of CV mortality was higher in the low ABI group
with T1 of GNRI (adjusted HR 4.27, 95%CI 2.06-8.86) and in the high ABI group
with T1 of GNRI (adjusted HR, 3.28, 95%CI 1.60-6.76), compared to the nor-
mal ABI group with T3 of GNRI, respectively. As regarding model discrimination,
C-index, net reclassification improvement (NRI) and integrated discrimination im-
provement (IDI) were greatest in a model consisted of traditional risk factors plus
both ABI and GNRI compared to the other models, respectively (Table). Similar
results were also obtained in all-cause mortality.
Conclusion: Abnormal ABI and declined GNRI were closely linked, and the com-
bination of both markers more accurately predicted CV and all-cause mortality in
HD patients, compared to either variable alone.
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Mortality rates and mortality predictors in patients with symptomatic
peripheral artery disease stratified according to age and diabetes

T. Mueller1, F. Hinterreiter2, C. Luft3, W. Poelz4, M. Haltmayer1, B. Dieplinger1.
1Convent of the Brothers of Mercy Hospital Linz, Dept. of Laboratory Medicine,
Linz, 2Convent of the Brothers of Mercy Hospital Linz, Dept. of Vascular Surgery,
Linz, 3Convent of the Brothers of Mercy Hospital Linz, Dept. of Radiology, Linz,
4University of Linz, Institute for Applied System Sciences and Statistics, Linz,
Austria

Purpose: Atherosclerotic peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is one of the most
prevalent, morbid, and mortal diseases. The aim of this study was to evaluate
mortality rates of patients with atherosclerotic PAD stratified according to age and
diabetes and to determine predictors of death.
Methods: We studied 487 patients with symptomatic PAD consecutively admitted
to hospital. This cohort included the following four patient subgroups: (i) 216 PAD
patients <75 years of age without diabetes mellitus; (ii) 115 PAD patients <75
years of age with diabetes mellitus; (iii) 102 PAD patients ≥75 years of age with-
out diabetes mellitus; and (iv) 54 PAD patients ≥75 years of age with diabetes
mellitus. Control subjects without atherosclerotic disease were matched to the
patients with PAD in a 1:1 design by sex, age (±2 years), and diabetes mellitus
status. Outcome measure was all-cause mortality at 5 years.
Results: Mortality rates at 5 years were: 10% in non-diabetic PAD patients <75
years [vs. 5% in controls; risk ratio (RR), 2.15; 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.60-
4.34]; 23% in diabetic PAD patients <75 years (vs. 7% in controls; RR, 3.53; 95%
CI, 1.80-6.91); 38% in non-diabetic PAD patients ≥75 years (vs. 22% in controls;
RR, 2.08; 95% CI, 1.26-3.44); and 52% in diabetic PAD patients ≥75 years. Ap-
plying multivariate Cox proportional-hazards regression analyses (with cardiovas-
cular risk factors, co-existing atherosclerotic disease, clinical stage of PAD, and
several biochemical markers as predictor variables), we found the following inde-
pendent predictors of outcome: in the 216 non-diabetic PAD patients <75 years,
high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) (RR, 3.04; 95% CI, 1.48-6.26); in the
115 diabetic PAD patients <75 years, amino-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic pep-
tide (NT-proBNP) (RR, 2.63; 95% CI, 1.65-4.19); in the 102 non-diabetic PAD
patients ≥75 years, critical limb ischemia (RR, 3.70; 95% CI, 1.82-7.52) and NT-
proBNP (RR, 1.93; 95% CI, 1.32-2.82); and in the 54 diabetic PAD patients ≥75
years, hs-CRP (RR 2.61, 95% CI 1.45-4.67) and NT-proBNP (RR 3.31, 95% CI
1.96-5.60).
Conclusions: Mortality rates at 5 years varied considerably among PAD patients
stratified according to age and diabetes. Predictors of death differed among the
four patient subgroups in this study and included critical limb ischemia, hs-CRP
and NT-proBNP. Our results might help to develop future strategies for optimized
treatment of hospitalized patients with symptomatic PAD.

P3496 | BEDSIDE
Wave reflection analysis for assessment of augmentation index:
comparison between tonometry (SphygmoCor), oscillometry (Vascular
Explorer) and finger plethysmography (EndoPAT)

C. Heinrich, J. Scherr, S. Dallinger, T. Friedrichs, M. Halle, A. Pressler. Technical
University of Munich, Department of Prevention, Rehabilitation and Sports
Medicine, Klinikum rechts der Isar, Munich, Germany

Objective: Augmentation index (AIx) calculated from wave reflection analysis
is an established marker of arterial stiffness contributing to cardiovascular risk
assessment and is usually assessed using applanation tonometry (AT) as non-
invasive gold-standard. In recent years, various devices have emerged allowing
for rapid clinical assessment of AIx using upper arm oscillometry (AO) or finger
plethysmography (FP), but these techniques have rarely been compared to AT.
Methods: AIx was assessed in 97 male individuals (mean age 44±9 years) free
of cardiovascular disease using three different devices representing the different
techniques: AT (SphygmoCor), AO (Vascular explorer) and FP (EndoPAT). Mea-
surements were performed consecutively in the morning after >12h of fasting and
>30min resting; blood pressure was unchanged during assessment. Agreement
between the devices was analyzed using bivariate correlations and Bland-Altman
plots.
Results: Mean AIx for AT, AO and FP were 16.6±12.5%, 13.1±9.6% and
2.9±14.9%, respectively. Strong and highly significant correlations to AT were
observed for both AO (r=0.839; p<0.001) and FP (r=0.717; p>0.001) and also
between FP and AT after normalization of AIx to a heart rate of 75/min (r=0.682;
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p>0.001; AO: normalization not provided). However, Bland-Altman plots compar-
ing means and differences of either AT/AO or AT/FP measurements, although
symmetrically distributed, revealed large variations between absolute values in
particular for FP (95%-limits of agreement AT/AO -3.0-15.4%; AT/FP -5.8-25.4%),
resulting in clinically relevant differences of AIx measurements. These differences
were observed independent of age, height, weight and heart rate.
Conclusion: In this cohort of male individuals free of cardiovascular disease, AIx
assessed by AO or FP strongly correlates to AT, but absolute values in particular
for FP show substantial differences. This may readily be explained by method-
ological differences, but, when implementing AIx measurements into cardiovas-
cular risk assessment, device-specific reference values will have to be determined
beforehand.

P3497 | BEDSIDE
The relationship between carotid plaque area and cardiovascular
outcomes

M. Matangi1, D.W. Armstrong1, U. Jurt1, D. Brouillard1, J. Bakker1, A. Dillon1,
A.M. Johri2. 1Kingston Heart Clinic, Kingston, Canada; 2Queen’s University,
Kingston, Canada

Purpose: To determine cardiovascular outcomes both mortality and morbidity in
patients where carotid plaque area and plaque score had been measured.
Methods: Males 40-70 years and females 50-70 years were selected. Patients
with a minimum of 1 year of follow up were included. Patients with diabetes,
taking a statin or a history of prior vascular disease were excluded. The first
carotid examination was used for analysis. Patients or their surviving relatives
were contacted by phone and any vascular events were confirmed by reviewing
local hospital records, office records, or coroner’s records. As patients often had
multiple vascular events, only the first vascular event was used in this analysis.
In the case of cardiovascular death, the death was taken as the only event for
that patient. Plaque area was measured offline using commercially available GE
software in the carotid bulbs and internal carotid arteries. Patients were divided
into 4 quartiles according to their total plaque area. The quartiles were as fol-
lows, 0mm2, 0-10.4mm2, 10.6-37.1mm2 and ≥37.2mm2. Statistical analysis was
performed using ANOVA and Chi-squared analysis. A P value of <0.05 was con-
sidered significant.
Results: See Table 1. There were 1,253 patients who were studied and followed
for an average of 4 years (1-8 years). These 1,253 patients experienced 58 car-
diovascular events, including 7 cardiovascular deaths. The majority of events (46,
79.3%) including 6 cardiovascular deaths occurred in the 3rd and 4th quartiles.
A plaque area <10.4mm2 is associated with a low cardiovascular event rate,
approximately 0.48% per year compared to 1.83% per year for patients’ with a
plaque area of >10.4mm2 and 2.39% per year for patients with a plaque area
>37.2mm2.

Table 1

Quartiles Number Age Plaque Plaque Maximal CV CV Total
(years) area score CCA IMT deaths events events

(mm2) (0–6) (mm)

1 313 58.0±7.4 0 0 0.94±0.24 1 5 5
2 313 58.8±7.1 0.84±3.34 0.39±0.75 0.94±0.24 0 7 7
3 313 59.7±6.7 23.42±7.35 1.94±0.95 1.10±0.40 2 14 16
4 314 62.3±6.2 72.82±33.78 3.31±1.22 1.36±0.63 4 26 30
P value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.1712 <0.0001 <0.0001

Conclusions: Plaque burden as represented by total either plaque area in the
carotid bulb and internal carotid artery or plaque score are both good predictors
of future adverse cardiovascular events.

P3498 | BEDSIDE
Assessment of endothelial microparticles and their relation to
functional imaging in patients with systemic sclerosis and raynauds
phenomenon

C. Jung, K. Drummer, M. Lichtenauer, P. Oelzner, H.R. Figulla, M. Franz,
S. Betge, M. Foerster, G. Wolf, A. Pfeil. Friedrich-Schiller-University, Jena,
Germany

Objectives: Microparticles (MP) are small membrane vesicles, released from ac-
tivated, damaged and apoptotic cells. Endothelial MP (EMP) can be character-
ized by the presence of endothelial-specific surface antigens. They do not only
reflect ongoing damage or activation of endothelium but also actively modulate
processes in inflammation, coagulation and vascular function. Systemic sclero-
sis (SSc) is a systemic, autoimmune connective tissue disease characterized by
vasculopathy and microvascular changes. The aim of the present study was to
investigate the number of EMP in relation to inflammation and functional vascular
imaging.
Methods: EMPs were quantified in plasma samples of 25 patients (1 male, age:
41±9 years) with SSc using flow cytometry. EMP was defined as CD31+/CD42-
MP, and CD62+ MP. Perivascular inflammation was assessed using fluorescence
optical imaging (FOI) of the hand (Xiralite). Macrovascular endothelial function
was non-invasively estimated using the Endopat system.
Results: Plasma levels of CD31+/CD42- EMP and CD62+EMP were lower in
patients with SSc compared to controls (both p<.05). While there was no signifi-

cant correlation between both EMP and endothelial function, there was a strong
association between CD62+EMP and perivascular soft tissue inflammation as as-
sessed by FOI global score (Spearman, p=0.002, r=0.61).
Conclusions: Circulating EMP concentrations are decreased in patients with
SSc and raynaud’s phenomenon. However, higher counts for EMP represent-
ing endothelial activation (CD62) within the patient cohort are associated with
perivascular inflammation and vascular leakage.
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Elevated blood urea nitrogen is associated with CLI in PAOD patients

T. Gary1, K. Belaj1, M. Pichler2, G. Schilcher2, F. Hafner1, G. Hackl1, E. Haas1,
P. Eller1, M. Brodmann1. 1Medical University of Graz, Department of Vascular
Medicine, Graz, Austria; 2Medical University of Graz, Graz, Austria

Background: Impairment of renal function is often found in atherosclerosis pa-
tients. However, it also accelerates atherosclerosis per se, thus leading to a vi-
cious cycle. We therefore investigated the association of blood urea nitrogen
(BUN) with the co-existence of critical limb ischemia in peripheral arterial occlu-
sive disease (PAOD) patients.
Methods and findings: In our retrospective study we included 1521 PAOD pa-
tients with normal and impaired renal function treated at our institution from 2005
to 2010. Patients on renal replacement therapy were excluded from analysis. The
cohort was divided into tertiles according to the serum BUN levels. An optimal cut-
off value for the continuous BUN was calculated by applying a receiver operating
curve analysis to discriminate between CLI and non-CLI.
In our cohort occurrence of CLI significantly increased with an increase in BUN
(13.1% in the first tertile, 18.7% in the second tertile, 29.0% in the third tertile, p
for trend <0.001). As an optimal cut-off a BUN of 17.7 mg/dl was identified. Two
groups were categorized, one containing 636 patients (BUN<17.7) and a second
group with 885 patients (BUN>17.7). CLI was more frequent in BUN>17.7 pa-
tients (342 (38.6%)) compared to BUN<17.7 patients (134 (21.1%)) (p<0.001),
as were prior myocardial infarction (45 (5.1%) vs. 15 (2.4%), p=0.007) and con-
gestive heart failure (86 (9.7%) vs. 31 (4.9%), p<0.001). A BUN>17.7 was asso-
ciated with an OR of 1.6 (95%CI 1.3-1.9, p<0.001) for CLI even after adjustment
for other established vascular risk factors like age>75 years and type 2 diabetes.
Conclusions: An increased BUN is significantly associated with a high risk for
CLI and other vascular endpoints. The BUN is an easily determinable, broadly
available and cheap marker, which could be used to highlight patients at high risk
for vascular endpoints.

P3501 | BEDSIDE
Endovascular infrapopliteal interventions guided by an
angiosome-based concept will improve clinical outcome in critical
limb ischemia

H.-U. Stempfle, T. Remp, M. Kulzer, M. Kreider. Asklepios Stadtklinik Bad Toelz,
Cardiology, Bad Toelz, Germany

Background: Primary successful infrapopliteal endovascular interventions show
a high variability in the healing process of critical limb ischemia. This might be
due to angiosomal variability, differences in collateralization, the unknown role of
a revascularization of boundary angiosomas and a missing pedal arch. The aim
of this retrospective study was to assess the success rates of limb salvage in
respect of an angiosome-based revascularization.
Patients and methods: Between January 2009 and April 2012 we performed
75 infrapopliteal interventions in 72 patients (pts.;35 female, 37 male, mean age:
77±12 years). 97% of the patients had at least one occluded infrapopliteal artery.
Patients were placed in two different strategy groups. Group 1 (n=36 pts.) in-
cluded endovascular interventions guided by an angiosome-based concept of
wound healing. In Group 2 (n=39 pts.) infrapopliteal interventions were aimed to
achieve at least one straight line flow to the foot. Clinical follow-up was assessed
6 months after intervention. Successful revascularisation was defined by clinical
parameters such as wound healing and avoidance of amputation.
Results: In Group 1 successful revascularization by balloon angioplasty (PTA)
was performed in three (n=5 pts.), in two (n=18pts.) and one (n=13 pts.) in-
frapopliteal arteries. Furthermore revascularisation of the pedal arch was done in
15 pts. In Group 2 successful PTA was performed in three (n=2 pts.), in two (n=15
pts.) and one (n=20) infrapopliteal arteries. Technical success rate to reconstitute
the patency of at least one tibial artery was 92%. Additional drug-coated bal-
loon angioplasty was performed in 17% of pts. (8% in group 1 and 9% in group
2, respectively). Interventional results yielded in complete wound healing after 6
months in 27 of 36 in Group 1 (75%). Group 2 revealed less complete wound
healing (24 of 39 pts; 62%). Amputation rate was 22% in Group 1 and 31% in
Group 2, respectively.
Conclusion: Infrapopliteal endovascular interventions which are targeted for di-
rect angiosome revascularization demonstrate increased success rates of limb
salvage and an improved clinical outcome. Further analysis is required to assess
the importance of the angiosomal variability.
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Development and validation of a new scoring system for predicting
wound healing in critical limb ischemia with tissue loss following
endovascular therapy

N. Kobayashi, T. Muramatsu, R. Tsukahara, Y. Ito, H. Ishimori, K. Hirano,
M. Nakano, M. Yamawaki, M. Araki. Saiseikai Yokohama City Eastern Hospital,
Yokohama, Japan

Background: This study was conducted to design a scoring system for predict-
ing wound healing in critical limb ischemia (CLI) treated with endovascular ther-
apy (EVT). Although the Wagner and the University of Texas wound classification
systems are available for diabetic foot ulcer, there is no scoring system for CLI
patients.
Methods: Between April 2007 and October 2012, 184 CLI patients (217 limbs)
with tissue loss were treated by EVT. In these limbs, 236 individual wounds
existed and were divided into a development (n=118) and a validation cohort
(n=118). Predictors of wound healing were analyzed using Cox hazard analysis.
Results: Multivariate Cox hazard analysis revealed that Texas grade�2 (HR
0.531, 95%CI 0.292-0.965, p=0.038), infectious wound (HR 0.529, 95%CI 0.295-
0.950, P=0.033), dependence on hemodialysis (HR 0.469, 95%CI 0.264-0.833,
P=0.010), no direct blood flow to wounds (HR 0.340, 95%CI 0.139-0.832,
P=0.018) and not toe wounds (HR 0.316, 95%CI 0.160-0.624, p=0.001) were
adverse predictors of wound healing. Each predictor was assigned score based
on their regression coefficients and total scores were calculated. Total score 0 to
1 were considered low-risk, 2 to 3 intermediate-risk, and 4 or greater high-risk for
wound un-healing. The area under the receiver operating characteristics curve
was 0.922 in the development cohort and 0.808 in the validation cohort. Rates of
wound healing at 1 year in low-, intermediate-, and high-risk were 94.6%, 67.6%,
and 9.1%, respectively, in the development cohort (P<0.001), and 92.3%, 70.5%,
and 31.3%, respectively, in the validation cohort (P<0.001).
Conclusions: This scoring system is useful to predict wound healing in CLI.

P3503 | BEDSIDE
Prognosis of critical limb ischemia with tissue loss after complete
wound healing

N. Kobayashi, T. Muramatsu, R. Tsukahara, Y. Ito, H. Ishimori, K. Hirano,
M. Nakano, M. Yamawaki, M. Araki. Saiseikai Yokohama City Eastern Hospital,
Yokohama, Japan

Background: Wound healing is important for critical limb ischemia (CLI) with
tissue loss, however their prognosis after successful wound healing remains un-
clear.
Methods:We treated 187 of CLI patients with tissue loss by endovascular therapy
from April 2007 to January 2013. Of these 113 patients were achieved wound
healing and enrolled in this study. The primary end point was overall survival. The
secondary end points were major amputation rates and the recurrence rates of
CLI.
Results: The mean follow-up period was 23±17 months. At 1,2, and 3 years,
the overall survival rates were 85%, 80%, and 77%, respectively; major ampu-
tation rates were 0%, 0%, and 0%, respectively; and the rates of recurrence of
CLI were 1.8%, 4.4%, and 6.2%, respectively. In Cox hazard proportional anal-
ysis, body mass index<18.5 (HR 2.69, 95% CI 1.10-6.59, P=0.03), dependence
on hemodialysis (HR 3.46, 95% CI 1.56-7.68, P=0.02), non-ambulatory status
(HR 2.36, 95% CI 1.05-5.31, P=0.039) and age>75 (HR 4.07, 95% CI 1.62-10.2,
P=0.003) were independent predictors of all cause death after complete wound
healing.
Conclusions: Prognosis of CLI patients with tissue loss after successful wound
healing was acceptable, and recurrence of CLI was low. BMI<18.5, dependence
on HD, non-ambulatory status, and age>75 can be the predictors of death after
complete wound healing.

P3504 | BEDSIDE
Prevalence of coronary artery disease in critical limb ischemia
patients undergoing endovascular therapy in asian population

S.W. Rha, B.G. Choi, S.Y. Choi, H. Li, C.U. Choi, J.W. Kim, E.J. Kim, C.G. Park,
H.S. Seo, D.J. Oh. Korea University Guro Hospital, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Background: Peripheral vascular disease (PVD) is known to be a risk factor of
significant coronary artery disease (CAD). The aim of this study was to analyze
the prevalence of CAD in patients of critical limb ischemia undergoing endovas-
cular therapy (EVT) in a series of Asian population.
Methods: A total of 286 consecutive critical limb ischemia (CLI) patients (pts)
were treated by EVT. A total 252 pts [male 76.1%, age 67.4±10.4] who under-
went coronary angiography (CAG) before or after EVT were enrolled between
November 2004 and October 2012. CAD was defined as angiographic stenosis
≥50% and significant CAD as ≥70% stenosis.
Results: At baseline, the incidence of hypertension was 70.6%, diabetes 73.0%,
dyslipidemia 12.6%, cerebrovascular disease 17%, chronic kidney disease 23.0%
and atrial fibrillation 9.1%. Among the study population, 58% of pts had wounds
(including DM foot, 49.2%), gangrene 9.1%, claudication 11.9%, resting ischemic
pain 21.4% and Buerger’s disease 3.1%. CAG results showed that the prevalence
of CAD was in 71.0% (179/252)and significant CAD in 57.5% (145/252). Left

main disease was in 8.3% (21/252), multi-vessel disease 35.7% (90/252), and
chronic total occlusion 11.5% (29/252). Among pts with significant CAD, 16.2%
(41/252) of pts had history of previous percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
and 28.9% of Pts (73/252) received PCI during admission for EVT. A total 78.6%
(114/145) of significant CAD pts with CLI underwent PCI.
Conclusion: In this study, 57.2% of pts with CLI undergoing EVT had significant
CAD and 78.6% of them underwent PCI, showing that advanced PVD was highly
associated with significant CAD.

P3505 | BEDSIDE
Clinical impact of complete wound healing within 6 months after
endovascular therapy in octogenarians with ischemic tissue loss

K. Ichihashi, Y. Soga. Kokura Memorial Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Kokura, Japan

Introduction: It has been reported that patients aged 80 or older with critical limb
ischemia (CLI), especially with ischemic limb ulcer or gangrene has poor progno-
sis. We assessed the hypothesis that complete wound healing after endovascular
therapy (EVT) improves the prognosis of octogenarians with ischemic tissue loss.
Patients and methods: Octogenarians with ischemic tissue loss were selected
from Japanese prospective multicenter registry, in which CLI patients presenting
with pure isolated below-the-knee lesion were included, and were divided into two
groups; complete wound healing was obtained (Healed group) and was not (Un-
healed group) within 6 months after their initial EVT. Mortality was defined as the
primary outcome and analysed by Kaplan-Meier estimation and Cox proportional
hazards model.
Results: From 2005 to 2012, in 14 institutes, below-the-knee intervention was
performed on 100 octogenarians with ischemic tissue loss. Median follow-up pe-
riod was 433 days. 39 patients were died within the follow-up period; 33% were
died from infectious disease and 23% were from cardiovascular reasons. Wound
healing was obtained in 60 patients and incomplete in 40 patients. Patient charac-
teristics except for hemodialysis (28.3% in Healed group vs. 50.0% in Unhealed
group, p=0.047)did not differ significantly between two groups. At 1, 2 years, the
survival rate were significantly higher in Healed group; respectively 90.1%, 66.9%
(Healed group); 52.6%, 32.0% (Unhealed group) (p<0.01). Multivariate analysis
also revealed that complete wound healing is a predictor of mortality (HR 0.34,
95%CI 0.16-0.86, p=0.02).

Conclusion: Even in octogenarians with ischemic tissue loss due to CLI, com-
plete wound healing within 6 months after initial EVT surely improves their prog-
nosis.

P3506 | BEDSIDE
Skin perfusion pressure after endovascular therapy and wound
healing rate of patient with critical limb ischemia

M. Utsunomiya1, O. Iida2, Y. Yamauchi3, M. Nakano4, Y. Soga5, D. Kawasaki6,
J. Tazaki7, T. Yamaoka8, K. Suzuki9, M. Fujihara10 on behalf of Japanese
BElow-the knee Artery Treatment. 1Tokyo Rosai Hospital, Cardiovascular
Medicine, Tokyo, Japan; 2Kansai Rosai Hospital, Amagasaki, Japan; 3Kikuna
Memorial Hospital, Kanagawa, Japan; 4Saiseikai Yokohama City Eastern
Hospital, Yokohama, Japan; 5Kokura Memorial Hospital, Kokura, Japan; 6Hyogo
College of Medicine, Hyogo, Japan; 7Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan; 8Matsuyama
Red Cross Hospital, Matsuyama, Japan; 9Sendai Kosei Hospital, Sendai, Japan;
10Kishiwada Tokushukai Hospital, Kishiwada, Japan

Objectives: Skin perfusion pressure (SPP) has been proposed as a method for
predicting wound healing in critical limb ischemia (CLI). However, the association
between SPP after endovascular therapy (EVT) and wound healing in CLI re-
mains to be clarified. This study aimed to determine the predictive value of SPP
for wound healing after EVT.
Methods: We retrospectively analyzed a multicenter database (Japanese BElow-
the knee Artery Treatment: J-BEAT). From April 2004 to December 2012, 1097
consecutive patients with CLI, 1332 limbs underwent EVT at 14 cardiovascular
centers in Japan. Of these patients, 751 limbs were measured SPP value imme-
diately after EVT.
Results: The wound healing rate was 62.5% (n=487). SPP values after EVT
were significantly higher in patients with than in those without wound healing
(43.3±16.9 mmHg vs. 36.3±18.6 mmHg, p<0.001). ROC analysis of SPP af-
ter EVT to predict wound healing had an area under the curve of 0.62 (95%CI:
0.576-0.663, p<0.001). Binary logistic regression analysis demonstrated SPP af-
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ter EVT to be an independent predictor of wound healing (p<0.001). The proba-
bility of wound healing with SPP values greater than 30 mmHg, 40 mmHg, and
50 mmHg were 56.6%, 62.3%, and 67.8%, respectively.

Figure 1. Probability of wound healing.

Conclusions: SPP after EVT is an predictor of wound healing in patients with
CLI. In our study, an SPP value of 50 mmHg was objective goal for prediction of
wound healing after EVT.

P3507 | BEDSIDE
Clinical outcome of endovascular therapy for patients with critical
hand ischemia

Y. Tomoi1, Y. Soga1, O. Iida2, M. Fujiwara3, Y. Shintani4, K. Ando1,
M. Nobuyoshi1. 1Kokura Memorial Hospital, Kitakyushu, Japan; 2Kansai Rosai
Hospital, Amagasaki, Japan; 3Kishiwada Tokushukai Hospital, Kishiwada, Japan;
4Shin-Koga Hospital, Kurume, Japan

Background: Although atherosclerotic obstructive disease of the upper limb is
less common than that of the lower limb the patients with critical hand ischemia
are increasing along with increases of the hemodialysis patients. Little is known
about clinical outcome of endovascular therapy for CHI. The purpose is to inves-
tigate the clinical outcome of endovascular therapy (EVT) for CHI.
Methods: This was a multicenter retrospective study. From January 2001 to De-
cember 2012, 30 consecutive patients (33 limbs; mean age 65.8±8.9 years;
56.6% male) who underwent EVT for de novo upper limb artery disease with
CHI were retrospectively analyzed. Initial success was defined as <30% of resid-
ual stenosis without complications. The primary end point was amputation-free
survival (AFS) at 5 years. Secondary end point was freedom from major adverse
limb events (MALE: any repeat revascularization for limb and major amputation
[defined as above-the-wrist amputation]) at 5 years.
Results: Mean follow – up duration was 26.6±27.8 months. Forty-seven per-
cent of the patients had diabetes, and 63% were on hemodialysis. Initial suc-
cess was achieved in 97.0%. The 5-years AFS rate was 42.9%, with hemodial-
ysis (P=0.002) associated with a poor prognosis for AFS. The 5-years freedom
from MALE was 42.9%, with age (P=0.03), female gender (P=0.03), hemodialy-
sis (P=0.007), and use of warfarin (P=0.002) associated with a poor prognosis for
major adverse limb events.

Conclusions: EVT for upper limb artery disease with CHI was feasible, but the
prognosis was poor.

P3508 | BEDSIDE
Long-term clinical outcome after infrapopliteal bypass surgery in
chronic hemodialysis patients with critical limb ischemia

Y. Kumada1, H. Nogaki1, H. Ishii2, T. Aoyama3, D. Kamoi3, T. Sakakibara3,
N. Morita4, H. Takahashi5, T. Murohara2. 1Matsunami General Hospital,
Cardiovascular Surgery, Kasamatsu, Japan; 2Nagoya University Graduate
School of Medicine, Cardiology, Nagoya, Japan; 3Nagoya Kyoritsu Hospital,
Cardiology, Nagoya, Japan; 4Matsunami General Hospital, Cardiology,
Kasamatsu, Japan; 5Fujita Health University School of Medicine, Nephrology,
Toyoake, Japan

Background: As an established procedure to treat critical limb ishemia (CLI),

bypass surgery has been widely performed even in chronic hemodialysis (HD)
patients, however, poor prognosis is consistently a clinical problem in this popu-
lation. Although infrapopliteal occlusive disease is frequently seen in HD patients
with CLI, the clinical outcome still remains unclear. We investigated long-term
outcomes after infrapopliteal bypass surgery in chronic HD patients with CLI.
Methods: A total of 226 CLI patients with 236 limbs who electively underwent by-
pass surgery for treatment of infrapopliteal disease were enrolled. Patients were
divided into two groups; those on HD (n=177) and those not (n=49), and were
followed up for 5 years. Amputation-free survival (AFS), defined as freedom from
major amputation or all-cause death, was primarily evaluated. Incidence of target
vessel revascularization (TVR) was also analyzed.
Results: Of all patients, 206 patients (91.2%) patients had ulcer/gangrene and
233 limbs (98.7%) were treated using autogenous vein. Age was lower (67±9
years vs. 72±9 years, p=0.0011) and ulcer/gangrene was more prevalent (93.8%
vs. 81.6%, p=0.0080) in HD patients than in non-HD patients. During follow-up
period (median 28 months), 33 major amputation (14.6%) and 28 TVR (12.4%)
occurred, and 65 (28.8%) patients died. Five-year AFS was significantly lower in
HD patients than in non-HD patients (43.6% vs. 78.8%, p<0.0001). Adjusted haz-
ard ratio (HR) of HD was 2.36 [95% confidence interval (CI) 1.13-4.92, p=0.022].
Similarly, HD patients had independent risk for major amputation (72.4& vs.
92.5%, adjusted HR 4.36, 95% CI 1.04-18.3, p=0.045) and for mortality (56.9%
vs. 83.2%, adjusted HR 2.81, 95% CI 1.30-6.09, p=0.0085), respectively. How-
ever, freedom from TVR was comparable between two groups (84.3% vs. 86.8%,
p=0.89). In HD patients, body mass index (HR 0.86, 95% CI, 0.76-0.96, p=0.014)
and C-reactive protein (HR 1.06, 95% CI 1.01-1.11, p=0.014) were identified as
independent predictors for major amputation. Elevated C-reactive protein levels
was also associated with mortality (HR 1.04, 95% CI 1.01-1.09, p=0.047).
Conclusion: Despite clinical outcome after infrapopliteal bypass surgery was ob-
viously poorer in HD patients with CLI compared to non-HD patients, the outcome
might be acceptable. The comorbid condition such as malnutrition or chronic in-
flammation was associated with the poor outcome in this population.

P3509 | BEDSIDE
Progression from intermittent claudication to critical limb ischemia
after endovascular therapy for femoropopliteal disease

Y. Tomoi, Y. Soga, K. Ando, M. Nobuyoshi. Kokura Memorial Hospital,
Kitakyushu, Japan

Objective: The purpose is to investigate the outcomes and predictors of progres-
sion from IC to CLI after EVT for FP disease.
Methods: From January 2004 to April 2013, 716 consecutive patients (939 limbs,
mean age 72.9±8.4 years; 73.0% male) who underwent successful EVT for de
novo FP lesions with IC were retrospectively analyzed. The patients were divided
into remained claudication group and progression from IC to CLI group. The out-
comes of this study were primary patency (PP), secondary patency (SP), over-
all survival (OS), amputation free survival (AFS), major adverse cardiovascular
events (MACE), and MALE (repeat revascularization for the limb or major ampu-
tation [defined as above-the-ankle amputation]).
Results: The mean follow-up period was 42.3±28.7 months. 39 patients were
progression from IC to CLI after EVT for FP disease. The rate of progression from
IC to CLI was 8.5% at 5 years. At 5 years, PP, SP, OS, AFS and freedom from
MALE were significantly lower in progression from IC to CLI group (21.7% vs.
56.3%, P<.0001; 57.3% vs. 88.0%, P<.0001; 50.5% vs. 74.4%, P=0.02; 54.0%
vs. 75.6%, P=0.01; 22.6% vs. 63.4%, P=0.01, respectively). Freedom from MACE
was numerically lower in progression from IC to CLI group (41.5% vs. 62.5%,
P=0.06). On multivariate analysis, body mass index (BMI) (HR, 0.87; P=0.03),
hemodialysis (HD) (HR, 4.28; P=0.003), medical history of cerebrovascular dis-
ease (CVD) (HR, 2.54; P=0.02), and use of statin (HR, 0.41; P=0.049) were the
independent predictors of progression from IC to CLI after EVT for FP disease.

Conclusion: The rate of progression from IC to CLI after EVT for FP disease was
low, but the outcomes were extremely poor. BMI, HD, medical history of CVD, and
use of statin use were the independent predictors of progression from IC to CLI.
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P3511 | BEDSIDE
Does gender have an impact on the outcome of patients undergoing
carotid artery stenting in clinical practice? Results of the
multidisciplinary GECAS Registry

N. Werner1, U. Zeymer1, H. Mudra2, U. Blacha3, I. Janicke4, M. Leschke5,
V. Geist6, M. Hochadel7, R. Langhoff8, R. Zahn1. 1Clinical Center of
Ludwigshafen, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, 2Municipal Hospital of Munich, Munich,
3Schuchtermann Clinic, Bad Rothenfelde, 4Heart Center Duisburg, Duisburg,
5Klinikum Esslingen, Esslingen, 6Segeberger Clinics, Bad Segeberg, 7Heart
Attack Research Center at the University of Heidelberg, Ludwigshafen am Rhein,
8Evangelisches Krankenhaus Königin Elisabeth Herzberge, Berlin, Germany

Background: Severe carotid artery stenosis is known as one major risk factor for
stroke. The therapeutic role of carotid artery stenting (CAS) for symptomatic and
asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis is still a matter of scientific debate. To date
only sparse data exists evaluating gender-related differences of patients under-
going CAS in daily clinical practice.
Methods: We analysed data of the prospective, multicenter and multidisciplinary
GECAS-Registry, which was founded in 2011 for continuing quality control in CAS
in clinical practice in Germany.
Results: In the GECAS-Registry 1275 CAS procedures were performed in 1210
patients at 51 participating hospitals between January 2011 and December 2012.
318 (26.3%) of all patients were female. 51 hospitals participated in the GECAS
Registry in 2011, whereas only 35 hospitals participated in the GECAS Registry in
2012. Table 1 show patient’s characteristics, procedural details and the in-hospital
event rate.

Table 1

Women (n=318, 26.3%) Men (n=892, 73.7%) p-value

Age (years, Median) 72 (65–78) 71 (64–77)
Sympt. carotid stenosis 33.9% 30.8% 0.32
Coronary artery disesase 54.2% 63.7% <0.01
Peripheral arterial disease 22.8% 30.9% <0.01
Embolic protection system used 91.8% 92.5% 0.70
In-hospital events

Death 1.6% (5/311) 0.8% (7/881) 0.32
Death or stroke 2.9% (9/311) 2.6% (23/881) 0.79
Major stroke 0.6% (2/309) 0.5% (4/878) 0.65
Minor stroke 1.0% (3/308) 1.6% (14/879) 0.58
Myocardial infarction 0.0% (0/306) 0.2% (2/877) 1.0

Conclusions: One quarter of all CAS procedures are performed in women in
clinical practice in Germany today. Women are older and show significantly lower
rates of concomitant vascular diseases like coronary artery disease or periph-
eral arterial disease. The rate of symptomatic carotid stenosis and the rate of
in-hospital events did not differ significantly between women and men undergo-
ing CAS in clinical practice. The present data support CAS as a safe and effective
treatment option of severe carotid artery stenosis in clinical practice today.

P3512 | BENCH
Long-term outcome of patients with atrial fibrillation or flutter
undergoing carotid artery stenting

R. Hein, S. Staubach, J. Ledwoch, H. Mudra. Klinikum Neuperlach, Munich,
Germany

Background: Atrial fibrillation or flutter (AF) is an additional stroke risk factor in
patients scheduled for carotid artery stenting (CAS) and is suspected to have an
impact on peri- and post-interventional cardiovascular event rates.
Methods: Until October 2013, a total of 884 consecutive patients underwent
carotid artery stenting as part of the GECAS-Registry, thereof 120 patients
(13.6%) had AF. Comorbidity was higher in patients with AF concerning age
(p=0.013), symptomatic status (p=0.04), renal impairment (p<0.001), LVEF
<40% (p=0.001) and COPD (p=0.009).

Results: The combined endpoint, consisting of stroke and death after 30 days,
was found in 2.9% of all non-AF and 5% of all AF patients (p=0.22). Neurological
subentities - i.e. TIA, amaurosis, minor/major stroke - also showed no significant
differences. Adversely, Kaplan-Meier analysis of the long-term risk for MACCE
(figure) substantiated a highly significant difference in event-free survival disfa-
voring patients with AF. This difference was mainly driven by a higher percentage
of cardiovascular deaths (p<0.001); however also the rate of ipsilateral (p=0.030)
and the total number of major strokes (p=0.026) was found to be higher in AF
patients. During 10 years of follow-up, no relevant difference has been observed
for the rate of TIA, minor stroke (total and ipsilateral), neurological death, and
restenosis.
Conclusion: Our consecutive patient data corroborate the hypothesis that pa-
tients with AF and severe carotid stenosis have a higher mortality and are at
higher risk of sustaining a major stroke during long-term follow-up after CAS. The
periprocedural stroke risk seems not to be affected by AF. Thus, emphasis has to
be put on optimal long-term management of additional cardiovascular risk factors
in AF patients.

P3513 | BEDSIDE
Plaque neovascularization is increased in human carotid
atherosclerosis related to prior neck radiotherapy: a contrast
enhanced ultrasound study

B.N. Shah1, D.M. Gujral2, N.S. Chahal3, K.J. Harrington2, C.M. Nutting2,
R. Senior4. 1Northwick Park Hospital* and Royal Brompton Hospital, Harrow*,
London, United Kingdom; 2Royal Marsden Hospital, Head and Neck Unit,
London, United Kingdom; 3Royal Brompton Hospital, Cardiology, London, United
Kingdom; 4Northwick Park Hospital, Harrow, United Kingdom

Purpose: Irradiation of the carotid artery during radiotherapy (RT) for head & neck
cancer (HNC) increases the risk of stroke. However, the effects of RT upon plaque
composition are unknown. Intraplaque neovascularization (IPN) is a pre-cursor
to intraplaque haemorrhage and a widely believed marker of plaque instability.
Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) is a novel method of assessing IPN in
vivo.
Methods: B-mode and CEUS carotid ultrasonography were performed in HNC
survivors who had received RT >2yrs previously. Long and short axis views of
the ipsilateral (RT side) and contralateral (non-RT side) carotid arteries were
recorded, first in B-mode and then CEUS, using a continuous contrast infusion.
IPN was graded semi-quantitatively as absent (Grade 0), limited to the plaque
base (Grade 1) or extensive and/or extending into the plaque body (Grade 2) by
a cardiologist blinded to the side of RT.
Results: Of the 49 patients enrolled, the mean age was 57±8yrs and 69%
were male. The mean time duration from RT to carotid imaging was 5.3±2.6yrs.
Plaques were found in 38 (78%) patients, of whom 36 had plaques on the RT
side vs. 17 on the non-RT side (73% vs. 35%, p<0.001). IPN was seen in 29/36
patients with RT-side plaques vs. 7/17 patients with non-RT side plaques (81%
vs. 41%, p=0.004). Grade 2 IPN was seen in 14/36 patients with RT-side plaques
vs. 2/17 patients with non-RT side plaques (39% vs. 12%, p=0.04). Presence of
IPN was not predicted by age, gender, prior chemotherapy or time since RT. The
only predictor of IPN was laterality of RT.

Conclusions: IPN is significantly increased in plaques from irradiated arteries,
suggesting that the increased risk of stroke in such patients may be due to RT-
mediated proliferation of IPN, thus increasing plaque vulnerability.

P3514 | BEDSIDE
Carotid artery stenting before coronary artery bypass grafting in
neurologically asymptomatic patients: data from the TARGET-CAS
registry

K. Dzierwa1, P. Pieniazek1, L. Tekieli1, T. Przewlocki1, J. Piatek2, J. Konstanty-
Kalandyk2, M. Trystula2, R. Kosobucka-Peszat3, K. Zmudka4, P. Podolec1.
1Institute of Cardiology, Jagiellonian University, John Paul II Hospital, Dep.t
Cardiovascular Diseases, Krakow, 2Jagiellonian University Medical College,
Dept. of Cardiovascular Surgery & Transplantology, Krakow, 3John Paul II
Hospital, Dept. of Diagnosis, Prevention and Telemedicine, Krakow, 4John Paul II
Hospital, Institute of Cardiology, Jagiellonian University, Dept. of Hemodynamics
and Angiocardiography, Krakow, Poland

Purpose: The role of carotid revascularization in neurologically asymptomatic pa-
tients with severe internal carotid artery (ICA) stenosis previous to coronary artery
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bypass grafting (CABG) remains undefined. The aim of this study was to evalu-
ate safety and efficacy of carotid artery stenting (CAS) performed before CABG
in patients with severe, asymptomatic carotid stenosis coexisting with multivessel
coronary artery disease requiring CABG.
Methods: Between 2009 and 2013, among 65 patients with severe, concur-
rent carotid and coronary artery disease from the TARGET-CAS registry, who
had a revascularization by CAS combined with CABG, there was 36 (55%, age
68.7±7.1y, range 53-79y, 77.8% male) neurologically asymptomatic patients with
ICA stenosis of 86% ± 8.1%, range 75-99%. Each patient was assessed indi-
vidually in a multidisciplinary team including cardiac surgeon, invasive cardiolo-
gist, vascular surgeon and neurologist. Contralateral ICA occlusion was present
in 4 (11%) cases. All CAS procedures were done according to the TARGET-CAS
study algorithm, which idea is mandatory use of the neuroprotection system de-
vice (NPD) and selection of the NPD (proximal or distal) and stent type to the
lesion severity, morphology and neurological symptoms. Closed cell stent was
implanted in 32 (89%) patients and proximal NPD was used in 18 (50%) of pa-
tients. Left main stenosis was found in 14 (39%) patients. Mean operation risk
according to euroSCORE was 2.4±1.2%, range 0.85-6.58%. CABG was either
simultaneous or staged with CAS, according to the coronary symptom status.
Patients with CCS class 4/unstable angina/NSTEMI were scheduled for hybrid
procedure – CAS was immediately followed by CABG (24, 66%), while the oth-
ers with severe, but stable angina had two sequential procedures: CAS in the
first stage and CABG about 5 weeks later (12, 34%). Off- pump CABG was per-
formed in 4 (11%) cases and total arterial myocardial revascularization was done
in 7 (19%) patients.
Results: There was no neurological complications (stroke, transient ischemic
attack) and no myocardial infarcts in-hospital and on 30-day observation. One
(2.7%) death as a result of multi-organ failure occurred on the second postopera-
tive day in the patient with euroSCORE 6.58%.
Conclusion: Our results suggest that strategy of CAS before CABG (hybrid or
staged) seems to be an effective method to prevent possible perioperative stroke.
This strategy may be a safe and feasible alternative to the surgical methods for
neurologically asymptomatic patients with severe ICA stenosis coexisting with
multivessel coronary artery disease.

P3515 | BEDSIDE
Main air pollutants and stroke: a systematic review and meta-analysis

H. Mustafic1, O. Auzel1, C. Caussin2, P. Jabre3, J.P. Empana4, X. Jouven1.
1Paris Cardiovascular Research Center (PARCC) - INSERM U970 - HEGP,
Paris Sudden Death Expertise Center (CEMS), Paris, France; 2Surgical
Centre Marie Lannelongue, Interventional Cardiology Department, Le Plessis
Robinson, France; 3Hospital Necker, SAMU of Paris, Paris, France; 4Inserm
U970 - Paris Cardiovascular Research Center (PARCC), Cardiovascular
Epidemiology-Sudden Death, Paris, France

Purpose: Exposure to high levels of air pollution may trigger stroke but this asso-
ciation remains unclear. Our study goal was to assess and quantify the associa-
tion between short-term exposure to main air pollutants (ozone, carbon monoxide,
nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and particulate matter ≤10 μm (PM10) and ≤2.5
μm (PM2.5) in diameter) and stroke risk.
Methods: An exhaustive electronic search of several databases was conducted
(from 1948 and January 1, 2014) for studies investigating the association between
short-term exposure (for up to 7 days) to 1 or more air pollutants and subsequent
stroke risk. Two independent reviewers selected and extracted data from eligible
studies. Using a random effects model, relative risks (RRs) and 95% CIs were
calculated for each increase of 10 μg/m3 in pollutant concentration, except for
carbon monoxide (1 mg/m3). The population attributable fractions (PAFs) were
calculated from RRs with the assumption that the prevalence of air pollution ex-
posure was 80% in industrialized countries.
Results: After a detailed screening of 268 citations, 19 studies were identified
involving 607,581 stroke cases. All the main air pollutants, except for ozone,
were significantly associated with an increase in stroke risk (carbon monoxide:
1.034, 95% CI [1.004-1.065]; nitrogen dioxide: 1.014, 95% CI [1.003-1.025]; sul-
fur dioxide: 1.008, 95% CI [1.001-1.016]; PM10: 1.008, 95% CI [1.001-1.015];
and PM2.5: 1.002, 95% CI [1.001-1.004]). For ozone, the RR was 0.994, 95% CI
[0.984-1.005]. Moreover, PAFs ranged between 0.12% and 2.72%, depending on
the air pollutant.

Stroke risk per 10 μm/m3 air pollutant concentration increase (1 mg/m3 for carbon monoxide)

Air pollutants N studies RR I-squared Egger’s test

Ozone 9 0.994, 95% CI [0.984–1.005], P=0.281 70% P=0.34
Carbon monoxide 6 1.034, 95% CI [1.004–1.065], P=0.024 86% P=0.08
Nitrogen dioxide 8 1.014, 95% CI [1.003–1.025], P=0.015 66% P=0.09
Sulfur dioxide 8 1.008, 95% CI [1.001–1.016], P=0.05 73% P=0.15
PM10 10 1.008, 95% CI [1.001–1.015], P=0.031 76% P=0.02
PM2.5 7 1.002, 95% CI [1.001–1.004], P=0.037 25% P=0.41

Conclusion: All the main air pollutants, with the exception of ozone, were signifi-
cantly associated with a near-term increase in stroke risk. Although the RRs were
relatively low, the PAFs were not negligible.

P3516 | BEDSIDE
Grade 1 hypertension is associated with an increase in cerebral
infarction in octogenarians without atrial fibrillation; analysis from
2473 autopsy cases

K. Harada, C. Jubishi, T. Okawa, S. Komatsu, M. Sugie, J. Tanaka, T. Ishiyama,
K. Takeda, Y. Tsubokou, H. Fujimoto. Tokyo Metropolitan Geriatric Hospital,
Tokyo, Japan

Background: HYVET study showed the efficacy of antihypertensive treatment in
healthy octogenarians, but target blood pressures (BP) for the very elderly remain
to be examined. The Hisayama study suggested that the risk of vascular events
rose with increasing BP above 180 mmHg in octogenarians. Moreover, complica-
tion of atrial fibrillation (AF) might affect the results.
Methods: We studied 2473 consecutive autopsy cases including brain autopsy
(1235men, mean 80.6±0.2yrs) at a general geriatric hospital. We related office
systolic BP and the age of death to cerebral infarction (CI) and severity of CI. The
atherosclerosis of the intra-cranial artery (A-CA) was semi-quantitatively evalu-
ated. Complication of AF was examined with electrocardiogram and the medical
record.
Results: Office BPs were 141±1/78±0mmHg. Antihypertensive drugs were pre-
scribed in 35% of the cases. CI was detected in 66%. The age of death was as-
sociated with systolic BP (r=0.12, *p<0.001), pulse pressure (r=0.16*), left kidney
weight (r= -0.41*), and A-CA (r=0.30*). Moreover, systolic BP (r=0.16, *p<0.001),
diastolic BP (r=0.10*), pulse pressure (r=0.12*), left kidney weight (r= -0.14*), A-
CA (r=0.39*), and complications of AF (r=0.22*) were related to severity of CI. In
the logistic regression analysis, the hazard of CI after adjustment for age and sex
was 2.56 (95%CI, 1.95 to 2.19*) for the highest (≥156mmHg) versus the lowest
systolic BP quartile (<120mmHg), and 1.69 (95%CI, 1.30 to 2.19*) for the sec-
ond highest (140-155mmHg). The hazard of CI among the cases <80 yrs old
(n=1043) was similarly significant. The hazard of CI among the cases ≥80 yrs old
(n=1430) was 1.80 (95%CI, 1.23 to 2.63; p=0.003) only for the highest quartile.
However, after excluding those with AF the hazard of CI was 2.03 (95%CI, 1.34 to
3.06; p=0.001) for the highest, 1.60 (95%CI, 1.07 to 2.39; p=0.023) for the second
highest quartile.
Conclusion: With the advancing age, kidney atrophies, BP increases, and sys-
temic atherosclerosis progresses. Grade 1 hypertension is associated with an
increase in cerebral infarction for octogenarians without AF, as well as for the
subjects under the age of 80.

P3517 | BEDSIDE
Risk of stroke in patients with high on clopidrogel platelet reactivity to
ADP after percutaneous coronary intervention: systematic review and
meta-analysis

N. Taglieri, M.L. Bacchi Reggiani, T. Palmerini, G. Ghetti, P. Gallo, F. Saia,
C. Moretti, G. Dall’ara, A. Marzocchi, C. Rapezzi. University of Bologna, Institute
of Cardiology, Bologna, Italy

Background: Several prospective studies have shown that high on clopidogrel
platelet reactivity (HPR) in patients undergoing percutaneous coronary interven-
tion (PCI) is a risk factors for ischemic events. All studies were insufficiently pow-
ered to detect differences in stroke between patients with HPR and those without.
Therefore we performed a systematic review and meta-analysis of available publi-
cations aimed at determining whether patients undergoing PCI with HPR are also
at increased risk of stroke.
Methods: We searched for prospective studies enrolling patients undergoing PCI
and treated with aspirin and clopidogrel that reported on clinical relevance of HPR
to adenosine diphophate (ADP). Study endpoint was the rate of stroke. We also
investigated whether there was an interaction on the relative risk of stroke be-
tween HPR, clinical presentation, duration of follow up or laboratory methods.
Results: Fourteen studies including 11959 patients were deemed eligible. On
pooled analysis, the risk of stroke was higher in patients with HPR as compared
to patients with no-HPR (1.2% vs. 0.7%, Relative Risk on fixed effect=1.84; 95%
Confidence Intervals: 1.21-2.80). There was no heterogeneity among the studies

Figure 1
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(I2 = 0.0%, P=0.5) [figure]. Clinical presentation (p=0.39 for interaction), duration
of follow up (p=0.87 for interaction) and labotarory method for detection of HPR
(p=0.99 for interaction) did not affect the relative increase in the risk of stroke in
patients with HPR as compared to patients with no-HPR.
Conclusions: In patients with coronary artery disease undergoing PCI the pres-
ence of HPR to ADP is a risk factor for stroke.

P3518 | BEDSIDE
Within-individual day-by-day blood pressure variability during
subacute stage predicts functional and long-term survival outcomes in
ischemic stroke patients: Fukuoka Stroke Registry

K. Fukuda1, H. Kai2, M. Kamouchi3, J. Hata4, T. Ago4, T. Imaizumi5, T. Kitazono4

on behalf of Fukuoka Stroke Registry. 1St. Mary’s Hospital, Department of
Cerebrovascular Medicine, Kurume, Japan; 2Kurume University Scholl of
Medicine, Department of Internal Medicine, Division of Cardio-vascular Medicine,
Kurume, Japan; 3Kyushu University, Department of Health Care Administration
and Management, Graduate School of Medical Sciences, Fukuoka, Japan;
4Kyushu University, Department of Medicine and Clinical Science, Graduate
School of Medical Sciences, Fukuoka, Japan; 5International University of Health
and Welfare, Fukuoka Sanno Hospital, Fukuoka, Japan

Purpose: In the Fukuoka Stroke Registry (FSR), a large-scale multicenter reg-
istry enrolling stroke patients, higher blood pressure (BP) during the acute stage
was associated with poorer 3-month functional prognosis in patients after acute
ischemic stroke. However, prognostic significance of within-individual BP variabil-
ity remains unknown in patients after acute ischemic stroke. Thus, we investigated
the impact of in-hospital day-by-day BP variability during the subacute stage (4-
10 days after the onset) on 3-month functional prognosis and long-term survival
prognosis.
Methods and results: Among consecutive 7571 patients in the FSR (median
follow-up of 740 days), we investigated 2540 patients with the first-ever ischemic
stroke within 24 hours after onset, who had been functionally independent be-
fore onset. Within-individual day-by-day variability of systolic BP (SBP) was as-
sessed by standard deviation and coefficient of variance of SBP (SD-SBP and
CV-SBP, respectively). After adjustments for SBP levels and confounding factors,
large SBP variability was significantly and independently associated with poor
3-month functional prognosis with modified Rankin scale of 3 or more (e.g. top-
quartile odds ratios for SD-SBP: 1.46 [1.04-2.07], p<0.05 and for CV-SBP: 1.50
[1.07-2.09], p<0.05). Kaplan-Meyer curves showed that long-term prognosis, a
composite of all-cause death and stroke recurrence, was poorer in the top-quartile
of SD-SBP and CV-SBP than other quartiles (Log-rank test: p<0.001 for both).
After adjustments for SBP levels and confounding factors, SBP variability was an
independent predictor of long-term prognosis (e.g. top-quartile hazard ratio for
SD-SBP: 1.38 [1.07-1.78], p<0.05 and for CV-SBP: 1.50 [1.17-1.93], p<0.01).
Subanalysis including only patients who did not receive antihypertensive drugs
showed the similar results.
Conclusions: Within-individual day-by-day SBP variability during the subacute
stage predicts not only short-term functional outcome but also long-term outcome
in acute ischemic stroke patients, independently of SBP levels. In-hospital BP
measurements and their variability can provide valuable prognostic information in
acute ischemic stroke patients.

P3519 | BEDSIDE
Carotid ultrasound accurately detects arterial calcification quantified
by cone beam computed tomography

P. Ibrahimi1, F. Jashari1, J. Ahqvist2, C. Arnelov3, M. Garoff2, E. Johansson1,
E. Levring Jaghagen2, P. Wester1, M.Y. Henein1. 1Umeå University, Department
of Public Health and Clinical Medicine, Umeå, Sweden; 2Umeå University,
Department of Odontology, Umeå, Sweden; 3Umeå University, Department of
Surgical and Perioperative Sciences, Umeå, Sweden

Background and aim: Arterial calcification is often detected on ultrasound
examination, the diagnostic accuracy of which is not well validated. The aim of
this study was to determine the accuracy of carotid ultrasound B mode findings in
detecting atherosclerotic calcification as compared with cone beam CT (CBCT).
Methods: We analyzed 98 carotid arteries, from 92 patients who underwent pre-
endarterectomy ultrasound examination. Plaques with high echogeneic nodules
and posterior shadowing were considered calcified. After surgery, the removed
plaques were examined using CBCT, from which the calcification volume (mm3)
was calculated. Carotid artery calcification by the two imaging techniques was
compared using conventional correlations.
Results: Carotid ultrasound was highly accurate in detecting the presence of cal-
cification, with a specificity of 100% and sensitivity of 91.7%, p=0.007, having an
area under the ROC curve (AUC) of 85% (95% CI=0.75-0.95), p<0.001. Using
ROC analysis, a cut-off value of 14mm3 was determined. Carotid ultrasound sen-
sitivity in detecting a calcification volume of ≥14 mm3 was 96.1% and specificity
was 100%. Of the 21 plaques with a 1-14mm3 calcification, only 13 were detected
by ultrasound, resulting in a sensitivity of 61.9%, with p=0.219.
Conclusion: Carotid ultrasound is highly accurate in detecting the presence of
calcified atherosclerotic lesions of volume more than 14 mm3. However it was
less accurate in detecting small volume calcified plaques, with a relatively high
false negativity.

P3520 | BEDSIDE
Proton pump inhibitors are associated with higher mortality in stroke
patients receiving clopidogrel treatment - a nationwide propensity
score-matched study

I. Biering-Sorensen1, P.R. Hansen2, R. Sorensen2, M. Lock2, M. Lamberts2,
M. Charlot2, A.M. Schjerning Olsen2, C. Torp-Pedersen3, G.H. Gislason2.
1University of Copenhagen, Department of Cardiology, Gentofte University
Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark; 2Gentofte Hospital - Copenhagen University
Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Hellerup, Denmark; 3Aalborg University,
Department of Health Science and Technology, Aalborg, Denmark

Purpose: Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) have been associated with diminished
effect of clopidogrel in patients with cardiovascular disease. We examined the
effect of PPIs on adverse cardiovascular events in clopidogrel treated patients
treated with clopidogrel after first time stroke.
Methods: Retrospective nationwide propensity score matched study based on
administrative data from all hospitals including all clopidogrel-treated patients sur-
viving 30 days after first time stroke from 2000 to 2011, with follow-up for one year.
The risk of the combined end point of cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction,
or stroke and for secondary endpoints (see below) associated with use of PPIs
was analyzed using Kaplan-Meier analysis, Cox proportional hazard models, and
propensity score-matched Cox proportional hazard models.
Results: A total of 1281 patients receiving clopidogrel after first time stroke were
included, matched by propensity score according to PPI treatment at baseline.
During follow up 936 deaths were recorded, 402 (43%) and 534 (57%) in patients
without and with PPI treatment, corresponding to incidence rates of 29 and 38 per
1000 patient-years respectively. Cox regression analyses showed hazard ratios
(HRs) for patients receiving PPIs of 1.55 (95% CI 1.31-1.84; P<0.001) for the
composite end point (Figure), 1.55 (1.31-1.84; P<0.001) for cardiovascular death
only, 1.48 (1.30-1.68; P<0.001) for all-cause death, respectively.

Figure 1. Propensity score-matched KM.

Conclusion: In clopidogrel-treated patients after first time stroke, treatment with
PPIs was associated with higher cardiovascular and all-cause mortality.

P3521 | BEDSIDE
Time elapsed after ischemic stroke and risks of adverse
cardiovascular events and mortality following elective non-cardiac
surgery - a nationwide cohort study

M.E. Joergensen1, C. Torp-Pedersen2, G.H. Gislason1, P.F. Jensen3,
S.M. Berger1, C.B. Christiansen1, C. Overgaard2, M.D. Schmiegelow1,
C. Andersson1. 1Gentofte Hospital - Copenhagen University Hospital,
Department of Cardiology, Hellerup, Denmark; 2Aalborg University, Department
of Health Science and Technology, Aalborg, Denmark; 3Rigshospitalet -
Copenhagen University Hospital, Cardio-Thoracic Anesthesia, Copenhagen,
Denmark

Purpose: To investigate the association of time elapsed between stroke and
surgery and risk of perioperative outcomes.
Methods: All patients with a history of ischemic stroke within 5 years undergo-
ing elective non-cardiac surgery in Denmark 2005-2011 were identified through

Figure 1
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nationwide databases. The association of time elapsed between ischemic stroke
and surgery, and risk of 30-day perioperative MACE (ischemic stroke, acute my-
ocardial infarction and cardiovascular death) and mortality was assessed using
Cox regression analyses and cubic regression splines adjusted for gender, age
and surgery subtype.
Results: We identified 8,322 patients. Crude incidence rates (95% confidence
interval) of MACE and mortality were 74.7 (68.9-80.6) and 41.1 (36.8-45.4) per
1000 patients. Splines revealed a nadir of MACE and mortality after 6-9 months;
Figure 1.
Conclusion and relevance: A history of stroke seem to carry a time-dependent
risk of MACE and mortality in surgery. Our data suggest that patients with recent
stroke should preferably be postponed for surgery until 6-9 months. The time-
dependency of risks may warrant attention in future guidelines.

P3522 | BEDSIDE
Medical treatment versus carotid endarterectomy in patients with
severe asymptomatic carotid atherosclerosis: randomized clinical trial

I. Kolos, S.A. Boytsov, A.D. Deev on behalf of AMTEC Study Group. National
Research Center for Preventive Medicine, Moscow, Russian Federation

Background: The role of modern medical therapy (statins, antihypertensive treat-
ment, and aspirin) in the treatment of patients with severe asymptomatic carotid
atherosclerosis is undefined.
Aims and objectives: The aim of this randomized trial was to compare the
efficacy of carotid endarterectomy and optimal medical therapy (CEA group) ver-
sus optimal medical therapy (OMT group) alone in patients with asymptomatic
(70–79%) extracranial carotid stenosis.
Methods: The AMTEC study is a prospective, randomized, parallel, two-arm,
multicenter trial. Patients were randomly assigned to CEA group or OMT group;
all participants received aggressive lipid-lowering therapy (atorvastatin from 10
to 80 mg per day with a target level of LDL-cholesterol <100 mg/dl), aspirin and
antihypertensive therapy (losartan and amlodipin). Primary endpoints were ana-
lyzed using standard time-to-event statistical modeling with adjustment for major
baseline covariates. The primary analysis was on an intent-to-treat basis. The pri-
mary outcome are nonfatal stroke, nonfatal myocardial infarction, carotid/coronary
revascularization and death during follow-up of up to five-years.
Results: There were 2 primary events in the CEA group and 12 events in the
OMT group. The 3.0-year cumulative primary-event rates were 6.5% in the CEA
group and 48.0% in the OMT group (hazard ratio for the OMT group, 3.75; 95%
confidence interval [CI], 1.31 to 10.75; P=0.014). There were no significant dif-
ferences between the CEA group and the OMT group in the composite of death,
myocardial infarction, and stroke (6.5% vs. 32.0%; hazard ratio, 2.82; 95% CI,
0.89 to 10.43; P=0.12).
Conclusions: As an initial management strategy in patients with severe asymp-
tomatic carotid atherosclerosis, CEA reduce the risk of death, stroke, myocardial
infarction, carotid and coronary revascularization events when added to optimal
medical therapy.

PERIPHERAL INTERVENTION I

P3524 | BEDSIDE
Comparison of vascular response to paclitaxel-eluting nitinol stent
versus bare-metal nitinol stent in the superficial femoral artery lesion:
a 3-dimentional intravascular ultrasound study

K. Miki, K. Fujii, M. Fukunaga, M. Nishimura, T. Horimatsu, T. Saita, H. Tamaru,
T. Imanaka, T. Masuyama. Hyogo College of Medicine, Nishinomiya, Japan

Purpose: Although previous intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) studies reported
that the drug-eluting stent (DES) dramatically inhibited neointimal hyperplasia
(NIH) in the coronary artery lesion, no IVUS data after DES implantation in the su-
perficial femoral artery (SFA) have been published. Therefore, we investigated the
vascular response to self-expanding-paclitaxel-eluting stent (PES) versus self-
expanding-bare-metal stent (BMS) in the SFA by IVUS.
Methods: We analyzed 51 SFA lesions that underwent endovascular therapy
(EVT) with BMS (34 lesions) or PES (17 lesions). IVUS was performed imme-
diately after stenting and at 6-month follow-up. Stent, lumen, and neointimal vol-
umes were calculated using Simpson’s rule in quantitative IVUS analysis. Mean

Figure 1

stent, lumen and neointimal areas were computed as the volume divided by the
stent length. Mean late lumen area loss was defined as mean lumen area imme-
diately after initial deployment - mean lumen area at follow-up. Edge dissection,
tissue protrusion, and luminal thrombus were assessed in qualitative IVUS anal-
ysis. The primary end point was mean late lumen loss during follow-up.
Results: Binary angiographic in-stent restenosis (ISR) rate was similar between
2 groups. Time course changes in volumetric IVUS parameters were shown in
Figure. Mean neointimal area was smaller in the PES group compared to the BMS
group (3.3±1.0mm2 vs. 10.2±4.1mm2, p<0.001). Similarly, mean late lumen loss
was lower in the PES group (-2.3±3.7mm2 vs. 2.1±4.7mm2, p<0.05). There were
no differences in qualitative IVUS findings between 2 groups.
Conclusions: Serial volumetric IVUS analysis confirmed significantly less NIH
after PES compared with BMS implantation without abnormal morphological find-
ings. EVT with DES for the SFA lesions might decrease NIH that associated with
ISR.

P3525 | BEDSIDE
Vascular flow reserve immediately after infrapopliteal intervention as a
predictor of wound healing within 3-months in patients with foot tissue
loss

M. Fukunaga, K. Fujii, K. Miki, M. Nishimura, T. Saita, T. Horimatsu, H. Tamaru,
T. Imanaka, T. Masuyama. Hyogo College of Medicine, Nishinomiya, Japan

Purpose: The impaired coronary blood flow reserve after coronary intervention
has been related to microvascular damage leading to increased morbidity and
mortality. However, it is not clear whether it applied to patients with critical limb is-
chemia (CLI) undergoing endovascular treatment (EVT) for isolated infrapopliteal
lesions.
Methods: A consecutive series of 28 limbs of CLI patients presenting with is-
chemic tissue loss undergoing EVT for isolated infrapopliteal lesions were en-
rolled. All lesions were treated by conventional balloon angioplasty alone. After
the procedure, a pressure/temperature sensor-tipped guidewire was positioned
in the proximal popliteal artery. By using thermodilution technique, mean transit
time (Tmn) of a thermodilution-curve was obtained after bolus injections of 3 mL
saline at baseline and at intra-arterial papaverine induced maximum hyperemia
(30mg). Vascular flow reserve (VFR) was calculated as resting Tmn divided by
hyperemic Tmn. Wound healing success was defined when complete healing of
initial wound was obtained within 3 months after EVT and it was treated by plastic
surgeon.
Results: VFR was successfully measured immediately after EVT in all patients
without any complication. Wound healing success was achieved in 16 limbs af-
ter EVT (healing group) and not achieved in 12 (non-healing group). No signif-
icant differences existed in baseline lesion characteristics between two groups.
Although there was no significant difference in pre-EVT VFR value between the
non-healing and healing groups (3.7±1.7 versus 3.6±1.6), post-EVT VFR was
significantly lower in the non-healing than in the healing groups (2.8±1.1 versus
4.2±2.0, p<0.05). A Receiver operating characteristic analysis identified post-
EVT VFR >3.6 (sensitivity 68.8% and specificity 83.3%) as the best threshold
value for wound healing success after EVT.
Conclusions: Post-procedural VFR is restricted in patients with poor wound heal-
ing due to the increase of resting blood flow. Post-EVT VFR>3.6 reliably identifies
wound healing for CLI patients. This easily assessable VFR is useful in clinical
risk stratification for patients with CLI immediately after EVT in the catheterization
laboratory.

P3526 | BEDSIDE
Development and validation of a risk score to predict access site
hematomas after peripheral vascular interventions

D. Ortiz1, M. Singh1, A. Jahangir2, S. Allaqaband1, M. Mewissen3. 1Aurora
Cardiovasc Svcs, Aurora Sinai/St. Luke’s Med Ctrs, Univ Wisconsin Sch Med
and Public Health, Milwaukee, United States of America; 2Center for Integrative
Research in Cardiovascular Aging, Aurora UW Medical Group, Milwaukee,
United States of America; 3Vascular Center at Aurora St Luke’s Medical Center,
Milwaukee, United States of America

Purpose: Access site hematomas (ASH) complicating peripheral vascular inter-
ventions (PVI) are associated with prolonged hospitalization and increased mor-
tality. The aim of this study was to create a clinical scoring tool to stratify patients
according to their risk of developing post-PVI ASH.
Methods: The Society for Vascular Surgery Vascular Quality Initiative database
yielded 27,997 patients who had undergone PVI from July 2007 to January 2014
at 151 North American centers. Clinically and statistically significant (p<0.05)
preprocedural risk factors associated with in-hospital post-PVI ASH were included
in a multivariate logistic regression model with ASH as the outcome variable. A
predictive model was developed with a random sample of 70% of the dataset
and validated against the remaining 30%. Risk factors were assigned weighted
integers based on their beta coefficients, and the sum constituted the risk score.
Results: Access site hematoma occurred in 939 (3.4%) patients. Predictors in-
cluded in the model were: female gender, age>70, white race, bedridden ambula-
tory status, insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, prior minor amputation, procedu-
ral indication of claudication and nonfemoral arterial access site (model c-statistic
= 0.637). The discriminatory power of the risk model was confirmed by the vali-
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dation dataset (Brier score = 0.033). Higher risk scores correlated with increased
frequency of ASH: 1.9% for low risk (score 0 - 15), 3.4% for moderate risk (16 –
27) and 5.0% for high risk (28 - 34).
Conclusions: The proposed clinical risk score based on 8 preprocedural char-
acteristics is a simple tool to stratify patients at risk for post-PVI ASH. The risk
score may assist physicians in therapeutic decision-making, including selection
of the appropriate bleeding avoidance strategy, to improve outcomes in patients
undergoing PVI.

P3527 | BEDSIDE
Role of thrombin injection in management of postcatheterisation
pseudoaneurysm in relation to the clinical predictors; primary PCI is a
new risk factor

A.M. Saleh, K. Zintl, H. Pless, J. Brachmann. Klinikum Coburg, Medical Clinic
II,Akademisches Lehrkrankenhaus der Universität Würzburg, Coburg, Germany

Introduction: Iatrogenic femoral artery pseudoaneurysms occur between 0.2–
0.5% of diagnostic coronary angiography studies and up to 8% of coronary in-
terventions. The use of duplex-guided thrombin injection has allowed successful
repair of pseudoaneurysm.
Aim of the study: To assess the success rate of percutaneous ultrasonograph-
ically guided thrombin injection in the treatment of post catheterisation pseudoa-
neurysms and to detect the clinical predictors of such complication.
Methods: 117 patients treated for pseudoaneurysms through thrombin injection
as the initial therapy were retrospectively enrolled. Duplex was performed in pa-
tients with predictable vascular complications based on the presence of pain,
Hematoma, audible bruit or post-procedural bleeding at the puncture site.
Results: Thrombin injection was successful in 100% of the patients with pseu-
doaneurysms. A single time thrombin injection was successful in 52.6% of the
patients. Mean dose of thrombin injected was 117.7 IU ±106. A strong positive
correlation was found between the injected dose and the size of pseudoaneurysm
(r=0.81; p<0.0001). Primary PCI was performed in 73 patients in our cohort pre-
senting 62.9% among all patients. We didn’t record any complications related to
thrombin injection in our study.

Figure 1. Post-catherisation thrombin injection.

Conclusion and recommendations: Ultrasound-guided percutaneous injection
of thrombin for the management of pseudoaneurysms is an effective, completely
safe and time-saving procedure. In our study, primary PCI proved to be a key
factor in developing post-catherisation pseudoaneurysm. Every patient with slight
suspicion of pseudoaneurysm after primary PCI should receive arterial duplex
scanning.

P3528 | BEDSIDE
Efficacy of the preoperative assessment with a ultrasonography
vascular elastography in endovascular therapy

H. Takimura, T. Muramatsu, R. Tsukahara, Y. Ito, T. Sakai, H. Ishimori, K. Hirano,
M. Nakano, M. Yamawaki, M. Araki. Saiseikai Yokohama-city Eastern Hospital,
Yokohama, Japan

Background: The success rate of endovascular therapy (EVT) for long chronic
total occlusion (CTO) of femoropopliteal arteries has improved because of de-
vices development and the introduction of the echo or IVUS guided EVT. In the
diagnosis of peripheral artery disease, duplex ultrasonography is noninvasive,
simple and usefulness, but it was impossible to assess the lesion morphology.
Elastography is an ultrasonographic method that has been examined as a diag-
nostic tool for breast lesions. We applied this method to hardness measurement
of CTO lesions by our original method. Our aim was to investigate the usefulness
of the ultrasonography (US) “vascular elastography (VE)” in EVT for long CTO
lesions of SFA.
Method: In 1274 consecutive cases which underwent EVT between April 2010
and May 2013, we focused on 57 cases of EVT for long CTO of femoropopliteal
arteries, which CTO length was more than 150mm. We assessed the CTO lesions
by duplex US and “VE” about lesion hardness with our original methods before
procedure. US was performed with 8 MHz linear transducer, and off-line analysis
of “VE” was performed with elasto-Q. We originally categorized into five types by
original VE score. The ratio of hard appearance portion (VE score 0-1) to CTO

(H/T ratio) was evaluated. Comparing investigation about procedure results was
performed between hard group (H group: hard portion>20%) and non-hard group
(NH group: hard portion<20%). In EVT, guide wire was penetrated with US guided
from body surface without fluoroscopy.
Result: We could assess elastogram of target CTO lesions in all cases (H group:
27 cases, S group: 30 cases). No significant difference was detected in CTO
lesion length (H: 28.9±6.8mm, S: 26.6±4.7mm). Hard portions were detected
in CTO lesions (H: 10.2±6.9mm, H/T ratio 32.5±15.8% vs. S: 1.8±1.8mm, H/T
ratio 7.3±6.6%; p<0.001). Operation time in H group was longer than S group (H:
248.0±115.1min vs. S: 142.9±42.1min; p=0.01). Success rate was H: 92.6% vs.
S: 100%. No significant difference was detected in case of retrograde approach
from popliteal artery (H: 29.6%, S: 10.0%). Retrograde approach was needed in
only 17 cases which distal site of CTO was VE score 0 to 2 (VE score 0-2: 29.8%
vs. 3-4: 0%; p<0.01). Cases in S group could be penetrated with hydrocoat soft
guidewire (12.1% vs. 65.2%; p<0.001).
Conclusion: “Vascular Elastography” might be able to predict the difficulty of EVT,
useful when we decide strategies and selections of device because we could
assess the vascular morphology noninvasively before procedure.

P3529 | BEDSIDE
In vivo and protease-activated receptor-1-mediated platelet activation
but not response to antiplatelet therapy predict two-year outcomes
after peripheral angioplasty with stent implantation

T. Gremmel, S. Steiner, D. Seidinger, R. Koppensteiner, S. Panzer, C.W. Kopp.
Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

Background: Data linking the response to antiplatelet therapy with clinical out-
comes after angioplasty and stenting for lower extremity artery disease (LEAD)
are scarce. Moreover, associations of in vivo and thrombin-inducible platelet acti-
vation with the occurrence of adverse events have not been investigated in these
patients, so far.
Methods: We assessed clinical outcomes and on-treatment platelet reactivity by
four test systems in 108 patients receiving dual antiplatelet therapy after infrain-
guinal angioplasty and stenting for LEAD. Further, in vivo and thrombin receptor-
activating peptide (TRAP)-6-inducible glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa activation and P-
selectin expression were measured as sensitive parameters of platelet activation.
The primary endpoint was defined as the composite of atherothrombotic events
and target vessel restenosis or reocclusion.
Results: Residual platelet reactivity to adenosine diphosphate and arachidonic
acid was similar between patients without and with adverse outcomes within two-
year follow-up (all p>0.05). Further, the occurrence of clinical endpoints did not
differ significantly between patients without and with high on-treatment resid-
ual platelet reactivity by all test systems (all p>0.05). In contrast, in vivo and
TRAP-6-inducible platelet activation were significantly more pronounced in pa-
tients with subsequent adverse events (all p<0.05), and high levels of platelet
activation were independent predictors of the primary endpoint (adjusted hazard
ratios: 3.5 for high in vivo activated GPIIb/IIIa, 2.9 for high TRAP-6-inducible ac-
tivated GPIIb/IIIa, 2.3 for high in vivo P-selectin, and 3 for high TRAP-6-inducible
P-selectin; all p<0.05).
Conclusions: In vivo and protease-activated receptor-1-mediated platelet activa-
tion predict two-year clinical outcomes in stable patients undergoing angioplasty
and stenting for LEAD.

P3530 | BEDSIDE
Mid-term outcomes after endovascular therapy for femoropopliteal
arteries in patients of end stage renal dysfunction on dialysis

M. Fujihara on behalf of APPOLLON Club. Kishiwada Tokushukai Hospital,
Kishiwada, Japan

Back ground: Peripheral artery disease (PAD) patients have also increased
with the increase in dialysis patients. Short to mid-term clinical outcomes after
femoropopliteal (FP) endovascular therapy (EVT) with balloon angioplasty and
nitinol stents is slowly becoming clear. However, the evidences of dialysis patients
is a little from the world, the data accumulation is needed in the future. This study
is to investigate the current status and mid-term outcomes of EVT for FP arteries
in patients of end stage renal dysfunction on dialysis.
Methods: This study was a multicenter retrospective study. From January 2010 to
March 2013, 455 consecutive patients (mean age 72.7 years; 62% male, dialysis
group: n=125 non-dialysis group: n=330) who underwent successful EVT for de
novo lesions were retrospectively analyzed. Outcome measures were basement
patients and lesions characteristics, and primary patency, free from target lesion
revascularization (TLR) and amputation free survival (AFS) rate. All patients had a
minimum follow-up of 6 months. Restenosis was defined as >2.5 of peak systolic
velocity ratio by duplex or >50% stenosis by angiogram. Primary patency was
defined as treated vessels without restenosis and repeat revascularization. Out-
comes were compared between the groups by the student t test, Kaplan-Meier
and log-rank methods.
Results: There were a several significant difference in patients and lesions char-
acteristics. The age (p<0.0001) and chronic total occlusion rate (p<0.0001) were
higher in non-dialysis group. Critical limb ischemia (p<0.0001), poor below the
knee arteries run off (p=0.0081), severe calcification (p<0.0001), and need to
bailout stenting rate (p=0.047) were higher in dialysis group. There was no sig-
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nificant difference in lesion length (non-dialysis 145±93mm, vs dialysis 132±89
p=0.148). Average follow-up period was 521 days. Primary patency of dialysis
group was 55%, 43% at 1 and 2 years, respectively. Freedom from TLR and AFS
was 76%, 64% and 80%, 71 at 1, 2 years. Compared to non-dialysis group, free-
dom from TLR (p=0.0433) and AFS (p=0.0002) were inferior with a significant
difference. There was no significant difference in terms of patency between both
groups.
Conclusion: The patient and lesion characteristics of dialysis patients were
unique and clinical efficacy of EVT for FP disease was unsatisfactory compare
to non-dialysis patients.

P3531 | BEDSIDE
Stenting of chronic total occlusion of iliac artery through transradial
approach

S. Antov, S. Kedev, I. Vasilev. University Clinic of Cardiology, Department of
interventional cardiology, Skopje, Macedonia, The Former Yugoslav Republic of

Purpose: The aim of the study is to show the safety and efficacy of transradial
approach (TRA) for treatening complex iliac lesions.
Methods: TRA for treatment of aortoiliac occlusive disease (AIOD) nowdays is
more common approach in order to achieve less post-procedural bleeding com-
plications and low mortality. For a period of one year 13 patients (10 male and 3
female with mean age 58,7) with severe iliac disease were treated. Four patients
had critical limb ischemia and nine patients had limiting claudications. Present risk
factors were: hypertension, hyperlipidemia, smoking and diabetes. Ankle brachial
index (ABI) before treatment in all patients was less than 0.5. Eleven patients
were in Rutherford Class 3, and two in Rutherford Class 4. According TASC II
classification 1 patient was with type D lesion, 4 with type C and 8 with type B.
Results: The interventions were performed using short 6F hydrophilic introduc-
ers. Diagnostic peripheral angiogram was done with Pig-tail or Multipurpose
125cm catheters. Guiding catheter 6F MB 125cm was inserted as close as possi-
ble to the origin of treated common iliac artery. For crossing the occlusion, coro-
nary CTO wires were used. In two cases we used 0,035" stiff glide wire. After
pre-dilatation wires were exchanged with stiff 0,035" 260cm wire. We deployed
15 balloon-expandable and 3 self-expandable stents. In all cases after stent de-
ployment, balloon post-dilatation was done. Procedures were ended with control
angiograms. Despite some difficult lesions (TASC II C/D) the overall primary pro-
cedural, technical success and acute patency rate was 100%. The secondary
patency rate after 3 months follow-up was also 100%. The ankle brachial index
(ABI) significantly improved from a mean of 0.46 to 0.90 and 0,94 on three months
follow-up. Minor or major complications (hematoma, distal embolization, dissec-
tion, rupture, death) were not documented.
Conclusion: TRA is safe and efficient for treating complex proximal iliac lesions
with low major and minor complications if performed by experienced radial oper-
ator. This technique is still limited by the lack of adequate equipment.

P3532 | BEDSIDE
Usefulness of duplex sonography guidance and bilateral approach for
the endovascular interventions in the superficial femoral artery total
occlusions and mid-term result

K. Meguro, K. Iidaka, M. Nakata, T. Yamashita, T. Chinen, M. Fujita, T. Kikuchi,
T. Keida, H. Ohira. Edogawa Hospital, Tokyo, Japan

Purpose: The crossing of chronic total occlusion (CTO) is sometimes difficult
especially in case of long lesions. The duplex sonography guidance and bilateral
approach for the superficial femoral artery (SFA) CTO endovascular intervention
(EVT) may be helpful to pass the guidewire in the true lumen of CTO lesions,
resulting improvement of prognosis and target vessel patency.
Methods: From January 2010 to July 2012, 54 patients (34 males, mean age
73±9) who were suffering from SFA CTO were treated with EVT in our institu-
tion. We collected patient characteristics, procedural characteristics, target ves-
sel failure at 1year and mid-term composite endpoint of mortality, target vessel
revascularization and failure of limb salvage rates.
Results: In 54 patients, we performed 62 EVT in 61 limbs. The second proce-
dure 12 days after the first failure was successful in one patient, meaning that
all 61 limbs were successfully revascularized. The classification of TASC II in 61
limbs were A (3%), B (21%), C (11%) and D (64%), respectively. Duplex sonog-
raphy guided intervention 50 (81%) and bilateral approach 40 (65%) were used
to revascularize SFA CTO. TASC II D limbs were significantly associated with the
use of duplex sonography (p<0.001) or bilateral approach (p<0.001).
At 1 year follow-up, 3 (6%) patients died and 2 patients were lost to follow-up.
The mean follow-up period was 537 days. The Kaplan-Meier estimates revealed
the composite endpoint at 1 year in our cohort was 20% and there was no signifi-
cant difference between TASC II A-C and TASC II D limbs (9% vs 29%, p=0.214,
log-rank test). The target vessel patency was achieved in 34 limbs at 1 year. The
risk factors for death or failure of vessel patency were female gender (odds ra-
tio; OR 4.815, confidence interval; CI 1.569-14.777, p=0.006), TASC II D lesion
(OR 5.294, CI1.499-18.698, p=0.010) and the value of HbA1C (OR 1.596, CI
1.027-2.480, p=0.038) in univariate analysis. Multiple logistic regression analysis
revealed that the TASC II D lesion (OR 6.221, CI 1.030-37.575, p=0.046) and
haemodialysis (OR 14.636, CI 1.102-194.431) were significantly associated with
the death or failure of vessel patency at 1year.

Conclusions: Our procedural success rate was 98% and all limbs were suc-
cessfully revascularized with the combined application of duplex sonography and
bilateral approach. Although prognosis after SFA CTO EVT was relatively good,
the TASC II D lesion was associated with the target vessel failure and still seemed
to be challenging.

P3533 | BEDSIDE
Vascular stenting with a self-expanding stent graft for vascular
complications after percutaneous TAVR

A. Sedaghat, N. Neumann, C. Hammerstingl, A. Ghanem, J.M. Sinning,
M. Vasa-Nicotera, G. Nickenig, N. Werner. University of Bonn, Department of
Internal Medicine II – Cardiology, Pulmonology & Angiology, Bonn, Germany

Background: The vascular complications (VC) after percutaneous TAVR are in-
dependent predictors of post-operative mortality and are associated with sheath
size, vessel diameter and female gender. For the acute treatment of VC differ-
ent interventional approaches have been reported including the implantation self-
expanding stent grafts into the “no stent zone” AFC.
Methods: Retrospective analysis of patients undergoing TAVR between 2010 and
2013 in which a covered Fluency ® plus stent graft (Bard Peripheral Vascular Inc.,
USA) was placed due to vascular access site complications. Patients were evalu-
ated for in-stent restenosis and vascular graft complications (restenosis, obstruc-
tion) by doppler-sonography after 3, 6, 9 and 12 months.
Results: We identified 58 patients in whom a self-expanding Fluency ® stent graft
was implanted (by a cross-over technique via contralateral approach). Of these,
39 (67%) had a routine angiological follow up (median 91 days). Of these, 36
patients (92%) had undergone transfemoral TAVR, whereas three patients were
treated by transsubclavian access (8%) Stent graft placement was necessary due
to minor vascular complications (failure of access site closure/paravasation) in
90% and major vascular complications (iliac artery dissection) in 10%. Technical
success of the procedure was achieved in 100% leading to primary angiographic
hemostasis. Angiologic follow-up revealed only one case of in-stent restenosis in
a subclavian stent and no incidence of stent fracture. 1 year mortality was 5.1%
(2/39).
Conclusion: In this observational study, the routine implantation of a self-
expanding stent graft for vascular complications proved safe and feasible. Inci-
dence of ISR, relevant vascular complications and mortality after mid-term follow
in patients, who have received such a stent, is low.

P3534 | BEDSIDE
Angiographical lesion characteristics associated with clinical outcome
after femoropopliteal intervension

H. Muranishi, S. Tohoku, H. Jinnouchi, T. Kamioka, K. Ichihashi, Y. Kobayashi,
N. Murata, Y. Tomoi, Y. Soga. Kokura Memorial Hospital, Cardiology Department,
Kitakyushu City, Japan

Purpose: This study investigated the angiographical lesion characteristics asso-
ciated with the clinical outcome after femoropopliteal (FP) intervension.
Methods: Retrospective analysis of a prospectively maintained database for
femoropopliteal intervension in our center was performed. Lesion characteristics
were chronic total occlusion (CTO), calcification, lesion length (LL)>150mm, ves-
sel diameter (VD)>5mm. This study endpoint were primary patency (PP), sec-
ondary patency (SP) and assisted primary patency (APP)
Results: A total of 1098 consecutive patients (1405 limbs) were performed with
femoropopliteal intervension (male 68.8%, 73.3±9.0 years old, mean follow up
period 2.8±2.2 years, diabetes mellitus 59.0%, hemodialysis 27.2%, CTO 41.8%,
calcification 67.1%, LL>150mm 22.5%, VD>5mm 38.7%). Primary patency was
significantly higher in non-calcification group (79.0%, 67.1% and 51.2% at 1, 2
and 5 years) than that in the calcification group (75.5%, 64.3% and 37.9% at 1,
2 and 5 years; P=0.0073). Other outcomes were not significantly different. By
Cox proportional hazards analysis, only calcification in all angiographical lesion
characteristics significantly affected primary patency (hazard ratio 1.26; 95% con-
fidence interval, 1.05-1.53; P=0.0133).

Figure 1. Primary patency after FP intervension.

Conclusions: Angiographical calcification is an independent predictor of de-
creased long-term primary patency after FP intervension.
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P3535 | BEDSIDE
1-year results of paclitaxel-coating nitinol stent placement for chronic
total occlusion in the femoropopliteal artey

N. Murata, Y. Soga, K. Ichihashi, Y. Kobayashi, Y. Tomoi. Kokura Memorial
Hospital, Kitakyushu, Japan

Purpose: To assess the 1-year outcomes of paclitaxel-coating nitinol stent (Zil-
ver PTx®) placement for chronic total occlusion (CTO) and non-CTO in the
femoropopliteal artery.
Methods: Zilver PTx® is a self-expanding nitinol stent with a polymer-free
paclitaxel-coating. All patients enrolled in this prospective, single center study
underwent Zilver PTx® placement for de novo or restenotic CTO and non-CTO
in the superficial femoral and/or popliteal artery. Baseline and follow-up Ruther-
ford classification and Ankle-brachial index (ABI) measurements were obtained.
Follow-up was completed at 3, 6, 12 months.
Results: There were 61 of CTO and 58 of non-CTO treated. Mean age was 74±8
years and male was 82% in overall. Patients characteristics were not different
significantly between two groups. However, CTO group had a longer mean le-
sion length than non-CTO group. Procedural success in both treatments was over
98%. The primary patency of CTO group was significantly lower than non-CTO
group in Kaplan-Meier estimate curves at 12 months (75% vs 82%, Log-rank
P<0.05). There were no significant differences in event-free survival or freedom
from target lesion revascularization in Kaplan-Meier estimate curves at 12 months
(68% vs 70%; Log-rank P=0.82, 63% vs 65%; Log-rank P=0.47, respectively).
Both groups experienced a significant improvement in Rutherford classification
and ABI after treatment, and these improvements were sustained to 12-months
follow-up. Based on multivariate analysis, CTO was the negative predictor for pri-
mary patency at 12 months (HR 2.37, 95% CI 1.02 to 5.9, adjusted P<0.05).

Conclusions: CTO influences negatively the primary patency of drug-coating
nitinol stent placed in the femoropopliteal artery.

PERIPHERAL INTERVENTION II

P3537 | BEDSIDE
Impact of perioperative complications after endovascular therapy
in patients with peripheral artery disease due to femoropopliteal
lesions

O.I. Iida1, Y.S. Soga2, M.T. Takahara3, K.H. Hirano4, K.S. Suzuki5,
M.U. Uematsu1. 1Kansai Rosai Hospital, Cardiovascular Center, Amagasaki,
Japan; 2Kokura Memorial Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Kitakyushu,
Japan; 3Osaka University Graduate School of Medicine, Department of
Metabolic Medicine, Suita, Japan; 4Yokohama-city Eastern Hospital, Department
of Cardiology, Yokohama city, Japan; 5Sendai Kosei Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Sendai, Japan

Objectives: Incidence of 30-day perioperative complications (POC) following en-
dovascular therapy (EVT) for femoropopliteal (FP) lesions and their impact on
clinical outcomes remain unclear. We investigated factors associated with 30-day
POC after EVT for FP lesions and compared prognostic outcomes between pa-
tients with and without POC.
Methods: We used a multicenter database of 2145 consecutive patients who
successfully underwent EVT for FP lesions to investigate independent predictors
of POC (logistic regression analysis) and impact of POC on prognostic outcomes
(Cox proportional regression model adjusted for baseline clinical characteristics).
We followed up 2110 out of 2145 patients for over 30 days (mean: 2.3±1.8 years).
Results: POC was observed in 209 (10%) patients. Body mass index (BMI)
<18.5, critical limb ischemia (CLI), and TASC II class D were independently as-
sociated with POC (adjusted odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CI): 2.0
(1.3-2.9), 2.5 (1.9-3.3), and 1.6 (1.2-2.1), respectively). POC was positively and
independently associated with major adverse cardiac limb events, major adverse
limb events and restenosis (hazard ratio and 95% CI: 2.0 [1.6-2.4], 1.9 [1.5, 2.4]
and 1.8 [1.4-2.3], respectively, P<0.01).
Conclusions: BMI<18.5, CLI and TASC D lesions were positively associated
with POC. POC adversely impacted on patient, lower limb and vessel prognosis.

P3538
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Deficiency of circulating endothelial progenitor cells predicts
aggressive venous intimal hyperplasia after balloon angioplasty

C.-C. Wu1, P.-H. Huang2, C.-L. Lai1, S.-J. Lin3, J.-W. Chen3. 1National Taiwan
University Hospital, Hsin-chu Branch, Division of Cardiology, Department of
Medicine, Hsinchu, Taiwan; 2National Yang Ming University, Cardiovascular
Research Center, Taipei, Taiwan; 3Taipei Veterans General Hospital, Department
of Medical Research and Education, Taipei, Taiwan

Purpose: Venous intimal hyperplasia is a significant clinical problem in patients
with hemodialysis arteriovenous fistulas and patients with bypass vein grafts. Cir-
culating endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) play a key role in vascular repair but
are deficient in hemodialysis patients. Their role in the development of venous inti-
mal hyperplasia after balloon angioplasty remained unknown. The purpose of our
study is to investigate the relation between baseline EPCs and the subsequent
development of venous intimal hyperplasia in hemodialysis patients.
Methods: We prospectively enrolled 144 hemodialysis patients with dysfunctional
hemodialysis vascular access due to stenosis at venous limb of arteriovenous
fistulas. After excluding 14 patients due to arterial stenosis, central vein steno-
sis, and failed angioplasty, 130 patients undergoing angioplasty for dysfunctional
vascular access were prospectively enrolled. Flow cytometry with quantification
of EPC markers (defined as CD34+, CD34+KDR+, CD34+KDR+CD133+) in pe-
ripheral blood immediately before angioplasty procedures was used to assess
circulating EPC numbers. Patients were followed clinically for up to one year after
angioplasty.
Results: During the one-year follow-up, 95 patients (73%) received interventions
for recurrent access dysfunction. Patients in the lower tertile of CD34+KDR+
cell count had the highest restenosis rates (46%) at three month (early resteno-
sis), compared with patients in the medium and upper tertiles of CD34+KDR+
cell count (27% and 12% respectively, p=0.002). Patients in the lower ter-
tile of CD34+KDR+ cell count received more re-interventions during one year.
Patients with early restenosis had impaired EPC adhesive function and in-
creased senescence and apoptosis. In multivariate analysis, the CD34+KDR+
and CD34+KDR+CD133+ cell counts were independent predictors of target-
lesion early restenosis.
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Conclusions: Our results suggest that the deficiency of circulating EPCs is as-
sociated with early and frequent restenosis after angioplasty of hemodialysis vas-
cular access.

P3540 | BEDSIDE
A novel MRI technique to examine renal blood flow: could it be used to
evaluate the effects of renal artery interventions?

H.C. Patel, J. Keegan, R. Simpson, C. Hayward, C.E. Raphael, C. Di Mario,
D. Firmin, R. Mohiaddin. Biomedical Research Unit of Royal Brompton London,
London, United Kingdom

Purpose: The neutral results of two key renal artery intervention trials of 2014:
CORAL (stenting) and the formally unpublished SYMPLICITY HTN3 (ablation)
has raised debate. A key limitation of these studies is the absence of mechanistic
data regarding the physiological effect of the intervention on renal blood flow. To
overcome this deficit our department has developed a novel MRI technique that
can enable assessment of renal blood flow. We report our findings and explore
how this technique could be used in future trials.
Methods: An interleaved spiral phase velocity sequence was developed on a 3T
scanner using 1-1 water excitation and allowing full k-space coverage in 8 spiral
interleaves of 12 ms duration (high temporal resolution). Data were acquired in
a breath-hold. Cross-sectional proximal left and right renal artery phase velocity
maps were acquired in two separate sessions from 10 healthy volunteers. For
each vessel, the following data were extracted from the flow curves: peak sys-
tolic velocity (PSV, mm/s), end-diastolic velocity (EDV, mm/s), mean velocity (MV,
mm/s), flow (L/min), resistive index (RI, [PSV-EDV]/PSV) and pulsatility index (PI,
[PSV-EDV]/MV). The inter-scan reproducibility of these were determined as the
mean ± standard deviation of the differences between scans and the intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC).
Results: See table 1.

Table 1. Renal haemodynamic data for initial and repeat scan. Standard deviation in brackets

(n=20) 1st Scan 2nd Scan Mean difference ICC p-value for ICC

Flow (L/min) 0.45 (0.14) 0.48 (0.14) −0.024 (0.059) 0.945 <0.001
Peak systolic velocity (mm/s) 469 (138) 447 (96) 21.276 (83.927) 0.860 <0.001
End diastolic velocity (mm/s) 128 (39) 124 (32) 4.699 (28.304) 0.821 <0.001
Mean velocity (mm/s) 225 (63) 219 (47) 5.497 (36.319) 0.885 <0.001
Pulsatility index 1.52 (0.32) 1.52 (0.46) 0.006 (0.211) 0.92 <0.001
Resistive index 0.72 (0.06) 0.72 (0.07) 0.003 (0.046) 0.858 <0.001

Conclusion: The described novel MRI technique can accurately and reproducibly
determine markers of renal blood flow. In a randomised trial, to detect a clinically
meaningful 10% change in renal blood flow (L/min) it would require 37 patients in
each arm (80% power, α=0.05). Such mechanistic data will allow assessment of
the effect of stenting and novel ablation techniques on renal artery blood flow.

P3541 | BEDSIDE
Impact of haemodialysis on clinical outcome after revascularization in
patients with infra-inguinal arterial disease

H. Ishii1, D. Kamoi2, Y. Soga3, I. Osamu4, S. Mii4, T. Yamaoka5, H. Aihara3,
J. Okazaki3, S. Kuma3, T. Murohara1. 1Nagoya University Graduate School of
Medicine, Department of Cardiology, Nagoya, Japan; 2Nagoya Kyoritsu Hospital,
Nagoya, Japan; 3Kokura Memorial Hospital, Kitakyushu, Japan; 4Kansai Rosai
Hospital, Amagasaki, Japan; 5Matsuyama Red Cross Hospital, Matsuyama,
Japan

Background: Although revascularization with both surgical bypass procedure
and endovascular therapy has become widely performed for peripheral artery
disease (PAD) even in haemodialysis (HD) patients, clinical outcome in this popu-
lation remains poor. In addition, clinical outcomes after revascularization for infra-
inguinal artery lesion have not been fully evaluated in HD patients. We investi-
gated the impact of HD on long-term clinical outcome after revascularization to
infra-inguinal artery lesion.
Methods: A total of 1165 patients undergoing successfully revascularization with
surgical bypass procedure and/or endovascular therapy for infra-inguinal artery
were enrolled from multi-center registry. We compare 391 HD patients with 472
limbs and 774 non-HD (NHD) patients with 974 limbs in seven-year clinical out-
comes. Primary endpoint was defined as major adverse cardiovascular events
(MACE) including all-cause death, non-fatal myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke.
Second endpoint was major adverse limb events (MALE) including target lesion
revascularization (TLR) and major amputation. To reduce the differences of clin-
ical characteristics between the two groups, propensity score adjusting with all
baseline variables was performed.
Results: Prevalence of diabetes, coronary artery disease, congestive heart fail-
ure, left ventricular ejection fraction <0.5 and critical limb ischemia (≥Rutherford
grade IV) were higher in HD group compared to NHD group. Seven-year event-
free survival rate was significantly lower in HD group compared to NHD group for
MACE (25.7% vs. 63.9%, p<0.0001) and for MALE (36.9% vs. 65.0%, p<0.0001),
respectively. Propensity score-adjusted hazard ratio (HR) was higher in HD group
compared to NHD group for MACE [2.42, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.86-3.14,
p<0.0001] and for MALE (1.52, 95%CI 1.18-1.97, p=0.0015), respectively. Similar
results were also obtained for mortality, MI, stroke and TLR. However, although

limb salvage rate was crudely lower in HD group compared to NHD group (88.2%
vs. 95.9%, HR 2.63, 95%CI 1.54-4.50, p=0.0004), it was comparable between the
two groups after propensity score-adjusting (94.6% vs. 95.3%, HR 1.01, 95%CI
0.53-1.91, p=0.98).
Conclusion: Even after adjusting for clinical differences, HD was identified as an
independent predictor of adverse events such as all-cause death, MI and stroke
after revascularization to infra-inguinal artery lesion. However, only limb salvage
rate was even between HD and NHD after adjusting. These results suggest that
detection at the early stage of PAD may potentially improve the poor outcomes in
this population.

P3542 | BEDSIDE
Impact of renal artery stent implantation on hypertension in patients
with hemodialysis

K. Kojima, H. Hikita, Y. Yamakami, T. Shigeta, Y. Sagawa, H. Otani, K. Hishikari,
T. Sugiyama, S. Kimura, A. Takahashi. Yokosuka Kyosai Hospital, Yokosuka,
Japan

Purpose: Benefit from renal artery stent implantation (RA-stenting) to treat
atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis (ARAS) is not well understood in hemodialy-
sis patients (HDs). We sought to evaluate effects of RA-stenting on hypertension
of HDs, in comparison with non-HDs.
Methods and results: RA-stenting was successfully performed on 39 hyper-
tensive patients (73.2±7.9 years, mean±sd, men 30) with ARAS. The patients
were divided into 8 HDs and 31 non-HDs. Systolic blood pressure (BPs) was de-
creased from before to 6 months after RA-stenting in both HDs (163±30 mmHg
to 121±22 mmHg, p=0.0015) and non-HDs (147±21 mmHg to 127±12 mmHg,
p<0.0001). Percent decrease in BPs from before to 6 months after RA-stenting
(100*((BPs-before - BPs-after)/BPs-before)) was greater in the HDs than the non-
HDs (24.8±10.4% vs 12.1±12.2%, p=0.0102). Rate of renal flow (vessel length
/frames /15), which was measured from renal angiogram before and just after
RA-stenting by using both frame counts for contrast to reach to distal landmark of
parenchyma from ostium and vessel length from ostium to distal landmark, was
slower in the HDs than the non-HDs before RA-stentings (111.4±38.7 mm/sec
vs 175.9±70.9 mm/sec, p=0.0186), while there were no differences in just after
RA-stenting (153.3±60.5 mm/sec vs 180.3±75.2 mm/sec, p=0.3543).
Conclusions: RA-stenting for ARAS had more beneficial effects on hypertension
in the HDs than in the non-HDs. The slower rate of renal flow before RA-stenting
may be related with greater decrease of BPs in the HDs.

P3543 | BEDSIDE
Percutaneous cerebrovascular interventions vs. intravenous
thrombolytic therapy for acute ischaemic stroke: a systematic review
and meta-analysis

H. Lindekleiv1, E. Berge2, K. O’Rourke3, K. Bruins Slot2, J.M. Wardlaw4.
1University of Tromso, Tromso, Norway; 2Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway;
3Mater Private Hospital, Dublin, Ireland; 4University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh,
United Kingdom

Purpose: Percutaneous cerebrovascular intervention (intra-arterial recanalisa-
tion therapy) offers a new approach to the treatment of acute ischaemic stroke.
The purpose of our systematic review and meta-analysis was to examine whether
this intervention is more effective and safer than intravenous thrombolytic therapy.
Methods: We searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, and the Cochrane Central Register
of Controlled Trials for randomised-controlled trials up to January 1st 2014 that
compared percutaneous cerebrovascular interventions with intravenous throm-
bolytic treatment in patients with acute ischaemic stroke. Good functional out-
come was defined as a modified Rankin Scale score of 0 to 2. We searched Clin-
icaltrials.gov, Current Controlled Trials, and Stroke Trials Registry for on-going
trials. We contacted authors for additional unpublished data.
Results: We identified four trials with a total of 450 patients. Percutaneous cere-
brovascular intervention was not associated with an improved proportion of pa-
tients with good functional outcome (relative risk (RR) 1.01, 95% confidence inter-
val (CI) 0.82 to 1.25, P=0.92). At the end of follow-up there was a non-significant
increase in the proportion of patients who died in the percutaneous vascular in-
tervention group (RR 1.34, 95% CI 0.84 to 2.14, P=0.21).
Conclusions: Percutaneous cerebrovascular intervention was not superior to
intravenous thrombolytic treatment for the treatment of acute ischaemic stroke.
Endovascular devices for percutaneous cerebrovascular intervention are rapidly
evolving, and new trials of the latest generation devices (stent-retrievers) are war-
ranted.

P3544 | BEDSIDE
Neurological events of diabetic versus non-diabetic and symptomatic
versus asymptomatic patients after carotid artery stenting - a 10 year
follow up analysis from a single centre german registry

B. Nagel, S. Staubach, H. Mudra. Neuperlach Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Pulmonology & Internal Intensive Care, Munich, Germany

Purpose: Since the CREST-study, carotid artery stenting is an established ther-
apy alternative for carotid artery stenosis, but there are still very few long term
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data about the neurological outcome after carotid artery stenting. In this anal-
ysis, we present data from a 10 year follow up of a single centre retrospective
carotid artery stenting registry. The aim is to determine the difference in long
term event free survival from ipsilateral minor and major stroke for diabetic versus
non-diabetic and symptomatic versus asymptomatic patients over 10 years.
Methods: Data from a single centre registry from a German hospital including
n=856 patients were analysed. Interventional and follow up data was assed by
a rigorous independent neurological pre- and postprocedural examination with
NIHSS documentation. After 30days mortality in the registry was 1,5% (n=13),
any stroke occurred in 3,9% (n=34) and death or any stroke in 5,4% (n=47).
Kaplan-Meier-Curves were plotted and time of neurological event free survival,
cardiovascular death and neurological death was compared for each group using
Log Rank Test. Chi-Square Test was used for assessment of the reintervention
rate. Subgroups were divided into symptomatic stenosis (29,2%; n=250) versus
asymptomatic stenosis (70,8%; n=606) and diabetics (33,1%; n=283) versus non-
diabetics (66,9%; n=573).
Results: After 10 years. ipsilateral minor and major stroke occurred in 4,8%
(n=41) of all, in 7,1% (n=20) of diabetic (p=0,02) and in 7,2% (n=18) of symp-
tomatic patients (p=0,04). 1,8% (n=15) of all patients, 1,4% (n=4) of diabetics
(p=0,36) and 2,8% (n=7) of symptomatic patients (p=0,65) died from neurolog-
ical cause. Cardiovascular death occurred in 15,9% (n=38) of diabetic patients
(p=0,01) and 10,8% (n=27) of symptomatic patients (p=0,81). Total reintervention
rate for restenosis was 1,1% (n=9), 1,8% (n=5) for diabetics (p=0,14) and 0,8%
(n=2) for symptomatic patients (p=0,64).
Conclusion: Patients with diabetes have significantly more ipsilaterlal minor and
major strokes after carotid artery stenting than non-diabetic patients on the basis
of data form a 10 year follow up single centre retrospective registry. The same
findings could be made for symptomatic versus asymptomatic patients. There is
no difference in death from neurological cause for both groups. Diabetic patients
died significantly more often from cardiovascular cause. Reintervention rate was
very low and did not differ within the various groups.

P3545 | BEDSIDE
Outcome of renal artery stenting in bilateral or one functional kidney
renal artery stenosis in comparison to one-sided interventions

D. Rzeznik1, T. Przewlocki2, A. Kablak-Ziembicka3, A. Roslawiecka1, N. Palka1,
A. Kozanecki1, J. Lach1, M. Trystula4, K. Zmudka3, P. Podolec2. 1John Paul
II Hospital, Dept. of Cardiac and Vascular Diseases, Krakow, 2Jagiellonian
University, Dept. of Cardiac and Vascular Diseases, Krakow, 3Jagiellonian
University, Dept. of Invasive Cardiology, Krakow, 4John Paul II Hospital, Dept. of
Cardiovascular Surgery and Transplantology, Krakow, Poland

There is much controversy whether renal artery stenting (RS) is associated with
renal function (RF), systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressure improve-
ment or cardiovascular events (CVE) reduction. However it’s commonly assumed
that intervention in patients with bilateral renal artery stenosis (RAS) or with RAS
of the one functioning kidney is rather beneficial. To test this hypothesis we com-
pared the influence of RS on SBP, DBP, RF and CVE rate in subjects with bilateral
intervention for RAS, RS of RAS in one functioning kidney and one-sided RS for
unilateral RAS.
Methods: Study group comprised 180 patients with the mean RAS degree
70.5±13.2% referred to RS in accordance with current guidelines recommen-
dations. Group I comprised 25 (8M) subjects in mean age 64.6±12.7y. who un-
derwent bilateral RS, Group II – 20 (11M) aged 63±9.3y. with RS of the one
functioning kidney, and Group III – 135 (79M) patients, aged 64.6±11.7y. who
underwent RS for one-sided RAS. Creatinine level, number of antihypertensive
agents, as well as mean SBP and DBP values on 24-hour ABPM were assessed
before PTA and then at 12 months. The incidences of CVE: death (CVD), myocar-
dial infarction (MI), ischemic stroke (IS) were recorded during follow–up (FU) of
57±37 months.
Results: The greatest SBP and DBP reduction was observed in Group II (mean
SBP reduction of –27mmHg and DBP of -10mmHg), then in Group I (SBP:-12
and DBP:-7 mmHg), as compared to Group III (SBP:-7 and DBP:-2 mmHg),
p<0.05 for all SBP and DBP values in comparison to Group III. Similarly, the
number of blood pressure regiments decreased from 4.4±1.5 before PTA to
3.6±1.7 in Group II, from 3.5±1.1 to 2.9±1.3 in Group I, and from 3.2±1.2 to
3.0±1.2 in Group I (p=0.014, p=0.003, p=0.019, respectively). Similarly creati-
nine level decreased most prominently in Group II: from mean 180±72 to 131±59
umol/L (p<0.001), from 130±78 to 126±97 umol/L (p=0.586) in Group I, and from
125±49 to 114±44 umol/L (p=0.087) in Group III. During FU, CVD occurred in
2 (8%) patients in Group I, in 4 (21%) in Group II and in 13 (8.8%) in Group III
(p=0.29, ANOVA). Composite CVE rate (CVD/MI/IS) was 7 (28%) in Group I, 6
(31.6%) in Group II and 33 (24.4%) in Group III (p=0.831, ANOVA).
Conclusions: The greatest improvement in respect of BP and RF was observed
in patients with renal artery stenosis of the one functioning kidney, nevertheless
also the prevalence of CVD but not CVE seems to be higher in this group of
patients. Bilateral intervention seems more beneficial with regard BP reduction
but not RF.

P3546 | BEDSIDE
Drug-eluting stents for the prevention of restenosis in patients with
renal-artery disease: safety and efficacy in a large cohort at a single
center institution

C. Bradaric1, K. Kuhs1, P.H. Groha1, S. Lefeldt2, M. Dommasch1,
N. Langwieser1, I. Ott3, M. Fusaro3, K.-L. Laugwitz1, T. Ibrahim1. 1Technical
University of Munich, I.Medizinische Klinik und Poliklinik, Munich, Germany;
2Technical University of Munich, Abteilung für Nephrologie, Munich, Germany;
3German Heart Center of Munich, Munich, Germany

Background: Atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis is a common clinical prob-
lem especially in the elderly population. Despite the ongoing controversy regard-
ing the benefit of renal artery revascularization, endovascular therapy using bare
metal stenting (BMS) is frequently used. Previously published trials, which failed
to demonstrate a benefit of stenting over medical therapy, have mainly focused
on clinical outcome regardless of the development of restenosis. However, since
hemodynamic relevant in-stent restenosis occurs in up to 40% following BMS,
this may be of clinical importance. Drug-eluting stents (DES) are well established
in coronary interventions because they have proven to reduce in-stent resteno-
sis and therefore are routinely used for implantation within the renal artery at our
institution. This study aimed to assess the safety and outcome of DES for the
endovascular therapy of renal artery stenosis.
Patients and methods: We retrospectively analyzed all endovascular proce-
dures of de-novo renal artery stenosis using paclitaxel eluting stents at both sites
of our institution between July 2004 and October 2013.
Results: During the observation period 142 endovascular procedures were per-
formed in 125 patients. The overall technical success rate was 100% and all le-
sions were treated using at least one DES with a mean stent-diameter and length
of 5.2±0,8mm and 27±11mm, respectively. The periprocedural complication rate
was very low and included a renal artery dissection and an access site complica-
tion rate of 0.7% and 1.4%, respectively. Follow-up was completed after a mean
of 18 month [range: 1-84month]. After this time period there was a non-significant
decrease of mean systolic and diastolic blood pressure from 152±26mmHg to
147±24mmHg and 81±13mmHg to 79±12mmHg (p>0.3), respectively. More-
over, the mean number of antihypertensive drugs (3.2±1,2 vs. 3.2±1,2; p=0,95)
as well as the renal function, as assessed by the index creatinin-level (1.1±0,5
vs. 1.2±0,7; p=0,4), were relatively stable over time. The overall rate of in-stent
restenosis (>50%) was 7.3%.
Conclusion: Endovascular therapy of atherosclerotic renal artery disease using
DES can be performed safely and successfully with an in-stent restenosis rate
which is lower than reported for BMS in the literature.

P3547 | BEDSIDE
Pressure-wire-guided percutaneous transluminal pulmonary
angioplasty: A breakthrough in the catheter-interventional therapy for
chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension

T. Inami, M. Kataoka, H. Ishiguro, R. Yanagisawa, N. Shimura, H. Yoshino,
T. Satoh. Kyorin University of Medicine, Mitaka, Japan

Aims: Percutaneous transluminal pulmonary angioplasty (PTPA) has been
demonstrated to be effective for treatment of chronic thromboembolic pulmonary
hypertension (CTEPH). However, a major and occasionally-fatal complication af-
ter PTPA is reperfusion pulmonary edema (RPE). To avoid it, pulmonary edema
predictive scoring index (PEPSI) was invented by us. The pressure wire has been
used to detect insufficiency of flow in the vessel. The objective of this study was
to prove safety and effectiveness of PEPSI and pressure-wire technique in PTPA.
Methods and results: We included 350 consecutive PTPA sessions in 103 pa-
tients with CTEPH from January the first in 2009 to December 31st in 2013. Dur-
ing this period, 140 PTPA sessions were performed without any guidance, 65 with
guidance of PEPSI alone, and 145 with guidance of pressure wire and PEPSI.
Each PTPA session has been finished after fulfilling both the PEPSI scores of less
than 35.4 and the distal mean pulmonary arterial pressure less than 35 mmHg
in each target lesion. The occurrence of clinically critical RPE and vessel injuries
were the lowest in the group with guidance of pressure wire and PEPSI (0% and
6.9%, respectively). Furthermore, the group with guidance of pressure wire and
PEPSI accomplished the same hemodynamic improvements in fewer number of
the target lesions treated and sessions performed.
Conclusions: Combined approach using pressure wire and PEPSI produced
more efficient clinical results and greatly reduced RPE and vessel complications,
and will make PTPA a standardized, safe and promising therapeutic strategy for
CTEPH.

P3548 | BEDSIDE
Long-term follow up results of balloon angioplasty for focal renal
artery stenosis in young female patients with renovascular
hypertension

K. Mizutani1, A. Itoh1, K. Yunoki1, R. Komatsu1, K. Haze1, T. Naruko1,
K. Sugioka2, M. Yoshiyama2. 1Osaka City General Hospital, Osaka, Japan;
2Osaka City University, Cardiovascular medicine, Osaka, Japan

Introduction: Fibromuscular dysplasia (FMD) is a nonatherosclerotic arterial dis-
ease that most commonly involves the renal and carotid arteries. Angiographic
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classification of arterial stenosis includes multiple stenoses with the ’string-of-
beads’ appearance, tubular, and focal types. In atherosclerotic lesions, we per-
form percutaneous transluminal renal angioplasty (PTRA) with stent. On the other
hand, we have no consensus whether or not to use stent in nonatherosclerotic le-
sions.
Methods: We investigated the long-term results of balloon angioplasty for focal
renal artery stenosis in young female patients. Six female patients (mean age 25,
17-37) with renovascular hypertension (RVH) underwent PTRA for focal right re-
nal artery stenosis. All patients had a focal stenosis in the right renal artery (mean
reference vessel diameter 4.0mm, mean lesion length 7.5mm). PTRA with bal-
loon/artery ratio of 1.03 was performed and all lesions were successfully dilated
(pre and post diameter stenosis 81%, 23%, respectively). Intravascular ultrasound
imaging was used in 2 patients and optical coherence tomography imaging was
used in one patient. During mean clinical follow up of 6.4 years (1 to 13 years), We
monitored blood pressure, measured plasma renin activity (PRA) and Aldsterone,
and performed doppler ultrasonography if suspected recurrence of hypertension.
Results: We could perform PTRA safely in all patients. By PTRA, we obtained
enough drop of the blood pressure (Systolic blood pressure (SBP): 35±19, Dias-
tolic blood pressure (DBP): 26±22) in acute phase. And in chronic phase, blood
pressure transitioned stable (SBP: 125±9, DBP: 77±8). Furthermore, 5 patients
didn’t need to take antihypertensive medications during follow up. One patient
showed a recurrence of RVH and a repeat PTRA was successfully performed. All
other patients were uneventful during the follow up period.
Conclusion: Initial and long-term results of balloon angioplasty were excellent
for focal renal artery stenosis in young female patients.

INFLAMMATION AND IMMUNITY

P3550 | BEDSIDE
In vivo evidence for local interaction between osteopontin (OPN) and
pentraxin 3 (PTX3) in advanced coronary atherosclerosis: coronary
rotational atherectomy study

H. Akao, M. Kitayama, Y. Kawai, T. Tsuchiya, R. Ishida, A. Motoyama,
M. Wakasa, R. Saito, M. Watanabe, K. Kajinami. Kanazawa Medical University,
Uchinada, Japan

Background: Osteopontin (OPN) contributes to smooth muscle cell proliferation
as well as vascular calcification. Pentraxin 3 (PTX3) is produced by the major
cell types in atherosclerotic lesions in response to inflammatory stimuli. Rota-
tional atherectomy (RA) ablates coronary atheroma into circulation, and there-
fore, molecules existing in the vessel wall would be released into blood stream
after procedure. To explore in vivo evidence for the potential interaction between
OPN and PTX3 in coronary atherosclerosis, we measured peripheral levels of
OPN and PTX3 before and after RA.
Methods and results: We enrolled consecutive 81 patients (mean age: 69 years,
M/F=46/35) treated successfully with RA. OPN levels (mean±SD, ng/ml) signifi-
cantly (p<0.0001) increased immediately after RA (from 743±451 to 886±483),
further increased to the peak of 1277±721 three hours later, and returned to
889±563 at the time of 24 hours after procedure. Similarly PTX3 levels (ng/ml)
significantly (p<0.0001) increased immediately after RA (4.7±3.7 to 5.6±4.2),
further increased to the peak of 8.2±5.3 three hours later, and decreased to
7.2±6.5 24 hours after. Preprocedural levels of OPN showed significant and pos-
itive association with those of In (PTX3) (r=0.416, p=0.0001). Furthermore, after
RA, increases of OPN showed significant and positive association with those of In
(PTX3) (r=0.464, p<0.0001), which suggested the strong functional link between
these 2 molecules.
Conclusions: Our study demonstrated in vivo evidence for the functional link
between OPN and PTX3 in advanced coronary atherosclerosis.

P3551 | BENCH
Coronary NET burden and DNase activity in ST-elevation acute
coronary syndrome are predictors of infarct size

A. Mangold1, T. Hofbauer1, S. Alias1, T. Scherz1, C. Bangert2, S. Pfaffenberger1,
J. Mascherbauer1, K. Distelmaier1, K.T. Preissner3, I.M. Lang1. 1Medical
University of Vienna, Department of Internal Medicine II, Division of Cardiology,
Vienna, Austria; 2Medical University of Vienna, Department of Dermatology,
Division of Immunology, Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Vienna, Austria;
3Justus-Liebig University Giessen, Institute for Biochemistry, Giessen, Germany

Background: Mechanisms of coronary occlusion in ST-elevation acute coronary
syndrome (STE-ACS) are poorly understood. We have previously reported ac-
cumulation of neutrophils (polymorphonuclear cells [PMNs]) in culprit lesion site
thrombi. The goal of the present study was to quantify PMNs, their formation of
neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), and to examine the relationships of extra-
cellular DNA, DNase and clinical outcomes.
Methods and results: We analyzed coronary thrombectomy aspirates from 112
patients undergoing primary percutaneous coronary intervention. Compared to
systemic PMNs, coronary thrombus PMNs were characterized by high expres-
sion of activation markers and by the formation of aggregates with platelets.
Nucleosomes, neutrophil elastase, myeloperoxidase and myeloid-related protein
8/14 were increased in coronary plasma, and NETs significantly contributed to
the scaffolds of particulate coronary thrombi. Thrombus NET burden was directly

correlated with infarct size, while culprit site DNase activity showed a reverse
correlation with infarct size. Recombinant DNase accelerated lysis of coronary
thrombi ex vivo.
Conclusion: PMNs are highly activated in STE-ACS and undergo NETosis at
the culprit lesion site. Coronary NET burden and DNase activity are predictors of
myocardial infarct size.

P3552 | BEDSIDE
Diagnostic and prognostic value of autoantibodies anti-apolipoprotein
a-1 and phosphorylcholine in suspected acute myocardial infarction

M. Rubini Gimenez, R. Twerenbold, K. Wildi, T. Reichlin, P. Haaf, S. Druey,
C. Jaeger, P. Hillinger, S. Osswald, C. Mueller. University Hospital Basel,
Department of Cardiology, Basel, Switzerland

Purpose: Autoantibodies have been shown to play a critical role in predicting ma-
jor adverse cardiovascular events in atherosclerotic patients. We aimed to assess
the diagnostic accuracy of autoantibodies to apolipoprotein A-1 (anti-apoA-1 IgG),
and to phosphorylchlorine (anti-PC IgM) for non-ST segment elevation acute my-
ocardial infarction (NSTEMI) and to explore their potential prognostic value.
Methods: This prospective multicenter study included 1072 patients presenting
to the emergency department (ED) for suspected NSTEMI. The final diagnosis
was adjudicated by two independent cardiologists. For both antibodies alone or
expressed as a ratio (anti-apoA-1 IgG/anti-PC IgM) we determined their i) diag-
nostic accuracy for NSTEMI, and ii) prognostic accuracy for major adverse car-
diovascular events (MACE) during 1-year follow-up.
Results: A total of 154 patients (14%) had a final diagnosis of NSTEMI. Diag-
nostic accuracy or the diagnosis of NSTEMI as quantified by the area under the
receiver-operating characteristics curve (AUC) was very low for both autoantibod-
ies alone or expressed as a ratio: AUC anti-apoA-1 IgG 0.50 (95%CI, 0.47-0.53,
p=0.99), AUC anti-PC IgM 0.53 (95%CI, 0.50-0.56, p=0.30), and AUC of the ra-
tio 0.52 (95%CI, 0.49-0.55, p=0.47). In contrast, hs-cTnT levels had very high
diagnostic accuracy with an AUC of 0.93 (95%CI, 0.91-0.94). Adding the anti-
apoA-1 IgG/Anti-PC IgM ratio to hs-cTnT did not provide incremental diagnostic
value over hs-cTnT alone (Fig. 1A). MACE occurred in 221 patients (21%) dur-
ing follow-up. The autoantibodies, alone or expressed as ratio, also had very low
accuracy to predict MACE (p=ns) (Fig. 1B).

Figure 1

Conclusions: Anti-apoA-1 IgG, and anti-PC IgM autoantibodies do not seem to
have diagnostic or prognostic value in patients with suspected NSTEMI.

P3553 | BEDSIDE
Does neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio have any prognostic impact in
patients with acute coronary syndrome?

G. Abreu, S. Nabais, C. Arantes, J. Martins, C. Galvao Braga, V. Ramos,
C. Vieira, A. Gaspar, M. Alvares Pereira, A. Correia. Hospital de Braga,
Cardiology, Braga, Portugal

Background: Several studies have demonstrated the importance of inflammatory
biomarkers such as leukocytes and neutrophils in the pathogenesis and progno-
sis of acute coronary syndromes (ACS).
Aim: To determine the prognostic value of neutrophil to lymphocyte (N/L) ratio in
ACS patients.
Methods: We retrospectively analysed 2315 patients who were admitted to our
coronary care unit with ACS. Patients were grouped into tertiles according to
the values of N/L ratio achieved: tertile 1 [N/L <2.90; n=772]; tertile 2 [2.91 ≥
N/L ≤5.56; n=774]; tertile 3 [N/L >5.56; n=769]. Clinical and laboratory features,
treatment and adverse events were compared in each group of patients. The
primary endpoint was the occurrence of death at 6 months.
Results: Patients in the 3rd tertile were older (61±12 vs 64±14 vs 67±13 years;
p<0.001), more frequently women (22 vs 27.6 vs 28.1%; p<0.001) and had a
higher prevalence of hypertension (60.1 vs 63.6 vs 65.5%; p<0.001) and dyslipi-
daemia (56 vs 46.6 vs 47.7%; p<0.001). On admission, they more frequently pre-
sented with ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (36,5 vs 46.8 vs 61.3%;
p<0.001), Killip class >1 (13.9 vs 18,8 vs 32,9%; p<0.001), anaemia (14.9 vs
21.3 vs 26.8%; p<0.001), estimated glomerular filtration rate (GFR) <60 ml/min
(13.5 vs 20.3 vs 26.8%; p<0.001), left ventricular ejection fraction ≤40% (20.7 vs
22.5 vs 38.3%; p<0.001), and higher values of C-reactive protein (p<0.001), Pro-
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BNP (p=0.01) and total leukocyte count (p<0.001). Individuals in the last tertile
required more often aminergic support (4.4 vs 4.9 vs 9.9%; p<0.001), intra-aortic
balloon pump (0.6 vs 0.9 vs 1.8%; p<0.05), and they were more often revascu-
larized (80.6 vs 74.2 vs 88.2%; p=0.02). During hospitalization they had higher
incidence of malignant arrhythmias (1.7 vs 3.9 vs 4.8%; p=0.007) and ischemic
stroke (0.6 vs 1.2 vs 2.2%; p=0.024). Higher N/L ratio was associated with in-
creased in-hospital (2.1 vs 3.5 vs 8.3%, p<0.001) and 6-month mortality (5.4
vs 8.6 vs 16.3%, p<0.001), and it was associated with an increased incidence
of major adverse cardiovascular events at follow-up (stroke, ACS, death) (23.2
vs 28.7 vs 36.8%; p<0.001). Compared with first tertile, the 3rd tertile had 3.33
times higher 6-month mortality [OR 3.33; 95% CI (1.11 - 2.47)]; p<0.001]. In mul-
tivariate analysis, adjusting for the different baseline characteristics, the N/L ratio
remained as an independent predictor of overall 6-month mortality [tertile 3 vs
tertile 1, OR adjusted 1.91; 95% CI (1.227 - 2.961); p=0.004].
Conclusion: The N/L ratio is an independent predictor of in-hospital and 6-month
mortality.

P3554 | BEDSIDE
Local matrix metalloproteinase 9 levels are associated with clinical
manifestation in patients with myocardial infarction

T. Nishiguchi, A. Tanaka, Y. Ozaki, A. Taruya, I. Teraguchi, K. Hirata, T. Kubo,
T. Imanishi, T. Akasaka. Wakayama Medical University, Department of
Cardiovascular Medicine, Wakayama, Japan

Aim: Expression of matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP-9) in coronary plaque plays
important roles in the mechanism of atherosclerosis and plaque vulnerability.
However, few studies addressed direct relationship between local MMP-9 and
clinical manifestations. The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship
between local MMP-9 level in coronary plaque and clinical manifestation in pa-
tients with acute myocardial infarction.
Method: We enrolled 45 patients with acute myocardial infarction (STEMI group:
n=32, NSTEMI group: n=13) performed primary PCI. Systemic samples were ob-
tained before PCI from femoral artery, and plaque-delivered coronary samples
were collected from the distal of culprit site using aspiration catheter just after PCI
balloon inflation. MMP-9 level was measured at once by ELISA. Serum high sen-
sitive CRP (hs-CRP), reflecting whole body inflammation levels were also mea-
sured on admission.
Result: There were no significant differences in baseline characteristics be-
tween groups. Plaque-delivered MMP-9 levels were significantly higher than sys-
temic levels (systemic 69.7±90ng/ml vs. plaque-delivered 107.7±105.5ng/ml,
p<0.01). While no significant difference was observed in systemic levels of
MMP-9 (STEMI 84.3±103.3ng/ml vs. NSTEMI 33.7±17.2ng/ml, p=0.08), plaque-
delivered MMP-9 levels were significantly elevated in the STEMI group (STEMI
133.9±114.3ng/ml vs. NSTEMI 43.2±26.5ng/ml, p<0.001). There was no differ-
ence in serum hs-CRP (STEMI 0.30±0.40mg/dl vs. NSTEMI 0.40±0.53 mg/dl,
p=0.48), and no correlation was observed between hs-CRP and MMP-9 levels.

Plasma MMP-9 levels.

Conclusion: Our results suggest that local over expression of MMP-9 is asso-
ciated with clinical manifestation independent of systemic inflammation. Local
MMP-9 would be a therapeutic target for acute coronary syndrome.

P3555 | BEDSIDE
The association between serum levels of Galectin-3 and left ventricular
dysfunction after anterior ST-elevated myocardial infarction.
Preliminary data from GALAMI, a prospective single-centre study

S. Frattini, G. Caretta, L. Bettari, D. Robba, B.M. Fadin, L. Moschini, G. Di Tano,
S. Pirelli. Department of Cardiology - Hospital of Cremona, Cremona, Italy

Background: Remodeling caused by scar formation and fibrosis is a deleterious
adaptive response after myocardial infarction leading left ventricular (LV) dysfunc-
tion and heart failure (HF). Galectin-3 (G-3) is a new biomarker involved in inflam-
mation, tissue repair and fibrogenesis. Whether G-3 is related to LV remodeling
and systolic disfunction and HF after acute myocardial infarction is unknown.
Aim: To evaluate the value of G-3 in predicting development of LV remodeling
and systolic dysfunction after acute anterior ST-elevated myocardial infarction
(STEMI) we designed a prospective single-center study (GALAMI). Consecutive
patients admitted with anterior STEMI treated with primary percutaneous coro-
nary intervention for left anterior descending artery occlusion were enrolled since
May 2013. Serum G-3 and NT-proBNP (VIDAS, bioMérieux), echocardiography
and clinical events were evaluated at discharge, 30 days and at 6 months after
anterior STEMI.
Results: We report preliminary data of the first 38 patients enrolled (aged
67.6±13.1 years; 65.8% men) with a complete follow-up at 30 days. G-3 was ele-
vated (>17,7 ng/mL) in 11/38 pts (28,9%) at baseline and in 11/36 (30.5%) at 30
days. G-3 was higher among patients with LV ejection fraction (LVEF) ≤45% both

at baseline (17.9±7.7 vs 13.4±3.5 ng/mL, p=0.041) and at 30 days (17.9±6 vs
12.2±3.2 ng/mL, p=0.002). G-3 at baseline correlated with NT-proBNP (r=0.429,
p=0.009), age (r=0.498, p=0.002), LVEF (r=-0.372, p=0.028) and serum creati-
nine (r=0.581, p=0.002). G-3 at 30 days correlated with age (r=0.473, p=0.005)
and LVEF (0.469, p=0.006). Multivariate analysis shows that only G-3 levels at 30
days independently correlated with LVEF. Patients with clinical signs of HF had
higher levels of G-3 at discharge (13.7±3.5 vs 19.4±8.5 ng/mL, p=0.009), which
persisted higher at 1 month (13.1±3.8 vs 19.5±6.3 ng/mL, p=0.001). Among
patients with LVEF>45% G-3 decreased over time (13.7±3.6 at baseline vs
12.6±3.2 ng/mL at 30 days, p=0.03) whereas it remained high among patients
with LVEF ≤45% (17.2±7.3 vs 17.9±6, p=n.s.). Patients with clinical signs of HF
had higher G-3 at discharge (13.7±3.5 vs 19.4±8.5 ng/mL, p=0.009), which per-
sisted higher after 1 month (13.1±3.8 vs 19.5±6.3 ng/mL, p=0.001).
Conclusion: Our preliminary results show that G-3 levels are persistently high
among patients with clinical signs of HF and with reduced LVEF after anterior
STEMI. We observed an independent correlation between G-3 and LVEF at 1
month after myocardial infarction. These findings suggest a potential role of G-3
in predicting LV remodeling and HF.

P3556 | BEDSIDE
The impact of high adiponectin levels on all-cause mortality and target
vessel revascularization in patients treated with primary percutaneous
coronary intervention for ST-Segment Elevation Myocardial

K. Minami1, M. Kurobe1, S. Furudono1, Y. Uchida1, K. Amenomori1,
T. Nunohiro1, S. Takeshita1, H. Nakashima1, K. Maemura2. 1Nagasaki Citizens
Hospital, 2Nagasaki Municipal Medical Center, Cardiology, Nagasaki, Japan

Aims: Cumulative evidence indicates that adiponectin (APN) protects against
atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease. This study aimed to investigate the
prognostic impact of APN on clinical and angiographic outcomes in patients with
ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI).
Methods: In total, 252 consecutive patients with STEMI treated with primary per-
cutaneous coronary intervention were included in this study. The plasma APN
level was measured at admission. Patients were divided into two groups based
on the median APN value (7.7 ng/ml). The primary outcome measures were all-
cause death and major adverse cardiac events (MACE), defined as cardiac death,
recurrence of acute coronary syndrome, and readmission for heart failure and tar-
get vessel revascularization (TVR).
Results: The median follow-up time was 1050 days. Patients with high APN value
(≥7.7 ng/ml) had increased all-cause mortality (31.5% vs. 8.0%, p<0.001), MACE
(31.5% vs. 9.6%, p<0.001), and TVR (13.4% vs. 5.6%, p=0.033) compared with
patients with low APN value (<7.7 ng/ml). Multivariable Cox regression adjusted
for APN and known risk factors indicated that high APN value positively corre-
lated with all-cause mortality (hazard ratio: 5.44; 95% confidence interval: 1.68–
24.66; p=0.003) and TVR (hazard ratio: 3.51; 95% confidence interval: 1.18–
11.21; p=0.024).

Conclusion: In patients with STEMI, high plasma APN level independently pre-
dicts all-cause mortality, MACE, and TVR.

P3557 | BEDSIDE
Repeated intramyocardial cell injection again improves perfusion,
anginal complaints and quality of life in previously responding cell
therapy patients

I. Mann, S.F. Rodrigo, J. Van Ramshorst, S.L. Beeres, A. De Roos, J.J. Bax,
W.E. Fibbe, M.J. Schalij, D.E. Atsma. Leiden University Medical Center,
Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands

Purpose: We previously demonstrated that intramyocardial bone marrow cell
(BMC) injection improves myocardial perfusion and anginal symptoms in patients
with refractory angina pectoris. As some of these patients experienced recurrent
anginal complaints, we evaluated the efficacy of a repeated intramyocardial BMC
injection.
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Methods: Patients with refractory angina pectoris who previously improved after
intramyocardial BMC injection but experienced recurrent anginal complaints with
documented stress-inducible ischemia were enrolled. Using the NOGA-system,
100x106 autologous BMC were injected intramyocardially. Single-photon emis-
sion computed tomography was performed at baseline, and 3 and 12 months
follow up to assess myocardial perfusion. Anginal symptoms and quality of life
(QoL) were evaluated at baseline, and 3, 6 and 12 months follow-up.
Results: In total, 23 patients (17 male, 69±9 years) were injected 4.6±2.5 years
after their first BMC injection. After repeated intramyocardial injection, summed
stress score significantly improved up to 12 months (P=.001). Improvement after 3
months was similar to the effect of the first injection (1st vs. 2nd; P=.326). Patients
reported a decrease of anginal episodes (P=.024), equal to the first injection. (1st
vs. 2nd; P=.440). Qol improved from 56% at baseline to 63% at 3, 63% at 6 and
61% at 12 months (P=.025), similar to improvement after the first injection (1st
vs. 2nd; P=.121)

Summed stress score and Angina episodes

Conclusion: Repeated intramyocardial BMC injection again improves myocardial
perfusion and anginal symptoms in previously responding patients with recurrent
anginal complaints and documented stress-inducible myocardial ischemia.

P3558 | BEDSIDE
Increased serum level of CTRP1 is associated with low coronary
collateralization in stable angina patients with chronic total occlusion

Y. Shen, W.F. Shen, L. Lu, R.Y. Zhang, Q. Zhang. Rui Jin Hospital, Shanghai
Jiaotong university school of medicine, Cardiology, Shanghai, China, People’s
Republic of

Objective: We aimed to determine whether serum levels of C1q TNF-related
protein (CTRP) 1 and CTRP3 are associated with coronary collateralization in
patients with coronary artery total occlusion, and whether CTRP affects angio-
genesis of endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs).
Methods: In this cross-sectional study, we included 264 consecutive stable coro-
nary artery disease (CAD) patients with angiographic total occlusion of at least
one major coronary artery. The participants were categorized as low collateral-
ization group (Rentrop score of 0 or 1, n=93) and high collateralization group
(Rentrop score of 2 or 3, n=171). Serum levels of CTRP1, CTRP3 and high-
sensitive C-reactive proteins (hsCRP) were measured. The impact of recombi-
nant CTRP protein on angiogenesis of EPCs from patients with significant CAD
was assessed.
Results: Serum levels of CTRP1 and hsCRP were significantly higher in patients
with low collateralization than in those with high collateralization (both P<0.05),
but CTRP3 levels were similar in the two groups. Serum CTRP1 levels correlated
with the number of diseased coronary artery (Spearman’s r=0.16, P=0.012). Mul-
tivariable regression analysis revealed that diabetes, dyslipidemia before statin
medication, and CTRP1 were independently associated with low coronary col-
lateralization. Addition of CTRP1 significantly improved C statistic (P<0.01). Re-
combinant human CTRP1 protein concentration-dependently inhibited in vitro an-
giogenesis in EPCs. Consistently, the expression of VEGFR2 was decreased by
CTRP1 treatment in these EPCs.
Conclusions: This study has demonstrated an association between increased
serum CTRP1 level and low coronary collateralization in patients with coronary
artery total occlusion. CTRP1 inhibits in vitro angiogenesis of EPCs from CAD
patients.

P3559 | BENCH
The association between monocyte subsets and coronary collateral
development in diabetes mellitus

U. Arslan1, M.M. Balci2, I. Kocaoglu2, A. Korkmaz2, S. Duyuler2, A. Temizhan2.
1Samsun Education and Research Hospital, Samsun, Turkey; 2Turkiye Yuksek
Ihtisas Hospital, Cardiology Clinic, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose: Monocyte heterogeneity in peripheral blood seems to be important
in coronary collateral development in non-diabetic patients with stable coronary
artery disease.
Our aim in this study was to find out any possible relationship between the levels
of circulating monocyte subsets and coronary collateral development in type 2
diabetic patients.
Methods: Diabetic patients who had >95% stenosis of at least one major coro-
nary artery in their first coronary angiogram were included consecutively in this
study. Collateral development was graded as good or poor according to Cohen-

Rentrop method. Blood samples underwent cytometric analysis for determination
of monocyte subsets, CD14++CD16- and CD14+CD16+ monocytes.
Results: Out of 83 patients; 39 had good, 44 had poor coronary collateral devel-
opment. The monocyte count was significantly higher in patients with good collat-
eralization (512±161 vs. 381±105 per mm3, p<0.001). After cytometric analysis,
CD14++CD16- levels were found to be significantly higher in the good collateral
group (407±151 vs. 277±93 per mm3, p<0.001), but CD14+CD16+ cells did not
differ between groups (89±26 vs. 86±26 per mm3, p=0.59). When multivariate
analysis was performed, increased CD14++CD16- levels were still significantly
associated with good collateral development [OR: 1.013 (1.005-1.021), p<0.001]
(Table 1).

Table 1

Predictors of coronary collateral development OR (95% CI) p value

CD14++CD16− monocytes (per mm3) 1.013 (1.005–1.021) <0.001
CD14++CD16− monocytes (per mm3)* 8.46 (2.51–28.22) <0.001
CD14+CD16+ monocytes (per mm3) 0.99 (0.96–1.03) 0.54
Duration of ischemic symptoms (months) 1.06 (0.98–1.15) 0.16
Gensini score 1.04 (0.98–1.10) 0.10
HbA1C (%) 0.67 (0.41–1.09) 0.09

*When the cut-off point for CD14++CD16− monocytes was taken as 350/mm3. OR, Odd’s ratio;
CI, Confidence interval.

Conclusions: Herein, a significant association has been found between in-
creased circulating CD14++CD16- monocyte levels and good coronary collateral
development in diabetic patients. Further studies are needed to better understand
the relationship between different subsets of monocytes and collateralization.

P3560 | BEDSIDE
A protective role of collateral blood flow in patients with ST-segment
elevation myocardial infarction; Angiographic and cardiovascular
magnetic resonance study

E.K. Kim, J.H. Choi, H.B. Gwag, A.Y. Lim, S.A. Chang, Y.B. Song, S.J. Park,
J.Y. Hahn, S.C. Lee, H.C. Gwon. Samsung Medical Center, Sungkyunkwan
University, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Purpose: There has been conflict about whether the collateral blood flow to
infarct-related artery (IRA) had an effective role in infarct size and myocardial sal-
vage (MSI) in patients with ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI).
Aim of the study was to investigate the impact of collateral circulation on myocar-
dial salvage in STEMI patients.
Methods: In 306 patients presenting with STEMI, collateral flow to IRA was as-
sessed using coronary angiography and CMR was used to measure myocardial
area at risk (AAR) and infarct size within 3 (IQR 3-5) days.
Results: Among 246 patients with pre-procedural TIMI flow 0, 54 (22%) had good
collaterals (Rentrop grade ≥2, Coronary Collateral Score ≥2). Infarct burden and
AAR were significantly smaller in patients with good collaterals than those with
poor collaterals (Infarct size; 17.1±10.1%LV vs. 21.7±10.6%LV, p=0.005, AAR;
33.8±16.8 vs. 38.8±15.5, p=0.039). There was a significant difference of MSI be-
tween two groups (50.9±15.0% vs. 44.1±18.9%, p=0.016). In multiple regression
analysis, the presence and extent of collateral flow were independent predictors
for infarct size and MSI (p<0.05 for both).
Conclusion: As in patients with angina, the presence and extent of collateral
blood flow to acutely occluded coronary artery reduced infarct burden and im-
proved myocardial salvage in patients with STEMI. Our result supports that a
high collateralization reduces mortality in acute MI patients.

P3561 | BEDSIDE
The effects of nicorandil on microvascular function in patients with
STEMI undergoing primary PCI

J. Kostic1, D. Milasinovic1, M. Dobric1, A. Djordjevic Dikic2, M. Tesic1,
G. Stankovic2, S. Stojkovic2, D. Orlic2, J. Stepanovic2, B. Beleslin2. 1Clinic of
cardiology, Clinical center of Serbia, Belgrade, Serbia; 2Clinic of cardiology,
Clinical center of Serbia; Medical faculty, University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia

Purpose: Nicorandil, as selective potassium ATP-channel opener, has dual ac-
tion including coronary and peripheral vasodilatation, as well as cardioprotective
effect through ischemic preconditioning. Considering those characteristics, nico-
randil was suggested to reduce the degree of microvascular dysfunction in pa-
tients with myocardial infarction. The aim of the study was to evaluate the effects
of nicorandil on microvascular function evaluated by the index of microvascular
resistance in patients with acute myocardial infarction with ST segment elevation
(STEMI) undergoing primary percutaneous coronary intervention (pPCI).
Methods: We prospectively inlcuded 34 patients (mean age 55±10 years, male
27, female 7) with STEMI treated by pPCI. Immediately after PPCI, we measured
index of microvascular resistance (IMR; thermodiluation method) during i.c. bo-
lus of papaverine (left coronary artery 18mg, right coronary artery 13mg) before
and after administration of nicorandil 12mg as i.c. bolus. TIMI flow was assessed
before and after pPCI, and the value of creatin kinase (CK) was used routinely to
estimate the amount of myocardial necrosis in pts with STEMI.
Results: pPCI was performed in 16, 4 and 14 pts with STEMI due to coronary
occlusion of LAD, Cx, and RCA, respectively. Mean CK value was 1946±1585U/L.
Before pPCI, in 33/34 (97%) pts TIMI flow was 0, whereas after successful pPCI
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in all pts TIMI flow was 3 (100%). Nicorandil decreased IMR in 31/34 pts (91%).
There was a significant decrease in IMR after i.c. administration of nicornadil
from 15±5 to 11±5U (p<0.001), and a significant correlation between IMR and
the amount of myocardial necrosis as estimated by CK (r=0.48, p=0.005).
Conclusion: Intracoronary nicorandil administration after primary PCI signifi-
cantly decreases IMR, implicating that nicorandil improves the function of my-
ocardial microcirculation in pts with STEMI.

INFLAMMATION AND OUTCOME IN ACUTE CORONARY
SYNDROMES

P3563 | BEDSIDE
C-reactive protein in acute coronary syndromes: risk marker or risk
factor?

L. Leite, P. Mendes, H. Martins, N. Moreira, J.M. Ferreira, R. Ferreira,
F. Goncalves, S. Monteiro, P. Monteiro, M. Pego. University Hospitals of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal

Purpose: C-reactive protein (CRP) is an inflammatory biomarker that is strongly
associated with coronary heart disease and metabolic syndrome, playing an im-
portant role in the pathogenesis of acute atherothrombotic events. The impor-
tance of serum CRP has been discussed mainly in the acute coronary syndrome
setting. We aimed to evaluate the long-term prognostic impact of elevated CRP
after an acute myocardial infarction (MI).
Methods: We evaluated 2701 patients (age 68±13; 1805 males) discharged from
an intensive care unit for acute MI, from May 2004 to August 2013. Patients were
divided in four groups according to the quartiles of CRP at discharge: group 1
(<0.87 mg/dL, n=674), group 2 (0.87-2.19 mg/dL, n=674), group 3 (2.20-5.27
mg/dL, n=677) and group 4 (≥5.28 mg/dL, n=626).
Results: Patients with higher serum CRP values were significantly older, had
higher glycaemia at admission, fasting glucose and oral glucose tolerance test,
lower estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), with no differences regarding
prevalence of dyslipidemia, hypertension, smoking or obesity. Moreover, these
patients had significantly higher prevalence of ST segment elevation (STEMI),
higher levels of troponin, less non-significant stenosis at angiography, with higher
prevalence of left anterior descending disease, and lower left ventricular ejection
fraction (LVEF). The 1 and 2-year mortality was superior in patients with higher
serum CRP at discharge. In a multivariate regression analysis, higher CRP levels
were not an independent predictor of long-term mortality, unlike higher age, lower
eGFR, higher troponin levels and lower LVEF.

Serum CRP and mortality rates

Serum CRP at discharge (mg/dL) 1-year mortality (%) 2-year mortality (%)

<0.87 3.3 4.5
0.87–2.19 4.9 6.3
2.20–5.27 5.7 7.0
≥5.28 8.2 9.7

Conclusions: Higher levels of CRP, as a marker of a pro-inflammatory state,
were associated with worse cardiovascular risk profile. An independent associa-
tion between CRP levels and outcome after an acute MI was not found, suggest-
ing that the rise in CRP levels is just a marker of worse risk profile and not an
incremental risk factor.

P3564 | BEDSIDE
ADMA levels and arterial wall stiffness in rheumatology patients

A. Konradi, A.L. Maslyanskiy, E.P. Kolesova, I.S. Penin, E.Y. Vasilyeva. Almazov
Federal Medical Research Centre, Hypertension, Saint-Petersburg, Russian
Federation

Purpose: The aim of the present study was to compare the ADMA levels in pa-
tients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), system lupus erythematous (SLE), systemic
sclerosis (SSc), ankylosing spondylitis (AS) with healthy control and subjects with
major cardiovascular risk factors and to determine the assocoation with arterial
stiffness.
Patients and methods: We studied ADMA level in 67 patients with SSc, 31 pa-
tients with diffuse cutaneous SS and 27 patients with limited cutaneous disease
and also 9 patients with overlap syndrome (median age was 53 (42-60), 42 pa-
tients with RA (median age was 55 (48-59), 41 patients with AS (median age was
37 (32-48), and 50 patients with SLE (median age was 36 (27-45), 50 subjects
with major cardiovascular risk factors (median age was 51 (44-56). All rheuma-
tology groups, were comparable according 10-years Framingham cardiovascular
risk score. Ten healthy blood donors were used as a control group (median age
was 25 (21-30). All patients were characterized with basic clinical, instrumen-
tal and laboratory tests. Vascular involvement was accessed by measurement of
pulse wave velocity (PWV) and augmentation index (AI) with applanation tonom-
etry employing the SphygmoCor system (AtCor Medical Pty Ltd., Sydney, Aus-
tralia). ADMA level was assessed in serum samples by an ELISA (Immunodiag-
nostik, Germany), according manufacturer instructions.
Results: The highest levels of ADMA was detected in patients with SLE 0,77
(0,64-0,97) mcmol/L, SSc 0,66 (0,54-0,76) mcmol/L, RA 0,63 (0,56-0,74) mc-

mol/L. It was significantly lower in patients with AS 0,54 (0,46-0,57), subjects with
major cardiovascular risk factors 0,54 (0,48-0,60) mcmol/L and in healthy con-
trols 0,42 (0,13-0,47) mcmol/L (p<0,001). In SSc patients, ADMA correlated with
main activity markers and with augmentation index (r=0,48, p=0,0007). In patients
with RA a correlation of ADMA with PWV was documented (r=0,52, p=0,0007). In
AS patients, ADMA level correlated significantly with traditional risk factors (age,
glucose) and also with PWV (r=0,44, p=0,001). Besides, in group of subjects with
cardiovascular risk factors, ADMA level correlated with traditional risk factors (age
and smoking), but not with arterial stiffness. At the same time PWV was compa-
rable between all groups.
Conclusions: In rheumatology diseases increased levels of ADMA as a marker
of endothelial damage are observed, especially in diseases associated with au-
toantibodies production. At the same time ADMA appears to be associated with
increases vascular stiffness in rheumatic diseases but not in patients with classic
atherosclerosis

P3565 | BEDSIDE
Function of N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide in Takayasu
arteritis disease monitoring

Q. Liu, A.M. Dang, B.W. Chen, N.Q. Lv, X. Wang, D.Y. Zheng. Fuwai Hospital,
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences & Peking Union Medical college, Beijing,
China, People’s Republic of

Purpose: The increased levels of N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NT-
proBNP) are associated with cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Inflammation
may also affect NT-proBNP levels. As an inflammatory disorder, Takayasu arteritis
(TA) is a chronic inflammatory condition primarily affecting the aorta and its main
branches. This study was designed to investigate the relationship of NT-proBNP
with inflammation, disease activity, severity, and progression of TA.
Methods: The plasma levels of NT-proBNP were determined in 68 patients with
TA and in 90 age-, sex-, and body mass index (BMI)-matched healthy controls.
Disease activity and severity in patients with TA were defined in accordance with
the National Institutes of Health and Ishikawa’s criteria, respectively.
Results: proBNP levels were higher in patients with active disease (915.0±328.0
pmol/l) and patients in remission (618.2±243.4 pmol/l) than those in the control
subjects (427.2±81.4 pmol/l, p<0.001). Patients with severe TA showed signifi-
cantly higher NT-proBNP levels than those with mild-moderate TA (924.0±332.4
pmol/l vs. 653.8±269.1 pmol/l, p=0.001). In patients with available longitudinal
data, NT-proBNP levels at the active phase were significantly higher than those
at the stable phase (944.1±216.7 pmol/l vs. 552.1±178.2 pmol/l, p=0.001). NT-
proBNP showed significantly positive correlations with log (high sensitivity C-
reactive protein; r=0.392, p=0.001), log (erythrocyte sedimentation rate; r=0.333,
p=0.006), and white blood cell count (r=0.243, p=0.046) in patients with TA. Af-
ter these parameters were adjusted for age, sex, BMI, disease duration, serum
creatinine, left ventricular end-diastolic diameter, left ventricular ejection fraction,
and prednisone use, the association between NT-proBNP and these inflammatory
markers remained significant (R2 adjusted = 0.307, p=0.001).
Conclusions: proBNP levels were significantly increased in patients with active
TA exhibiting severe complications. Furthermore, NT-proBNP levels were inde-
pendently associated with inflammation. These results indicated that NT-proBNP
may be a useful marker to assess the status, severity, and progression of TA.

P3566 | BEDSIDE
Associations between interleukin 6 and high sensitivity C-reactive
protein (IL-6, hsCRP) and coronary heart disease (CHD) risk factors in
elderly people (PolSenior Study)

P. Nadrowski1, J. Chudek2, A. Wiecek3, M. Mossakowska4, K. Kozakiewicz1.
1Upper Silesian Heart Centre, 3rd Department of Cardiology, Katowice, Poland;
2Medical University of Silesia, Departmet of Pathophysiology, Katowice, Poland;
3Medical University of Silesia, Department of Nephrology, Endocrinology and
Metabolic Diseases, Katowice, Poland; 4International Institute of Molecular and
Cell Biology, Warsaw, Poland

Background: Many studies supports the role of inflammation in the development
of chronic diseases, such as CHD. Two common markers of systemic inflamma-
tion are IL-6 and hsCRP. Many cytokines are elevated in patients with CHD but
few studies investigated them in the elderly, where a chronic low-grade proin-
flammatory state is associated with aging. The aim of this study is to investigate
associations between hsCRP and IL-6 and CHD risk profile.
Material and methods: The research sample included 4976 respondents aged
65-104. IL-6 measurements were available in 3895 participants, while hsCRP in
4093. The study consisted of three visits performed by nurses and included a
questionnaire survey, geriatric assessment and blood sampling. Serum IL-6 and
hsCRP were measured using high-sensitivity ELISA tests.
Results: Mean both IL-6 and hsCRP concentration values were distinctly increas-
ing with age and significantly higher in men (3,48 vs 3,31 for IL-6), in patients with
elevated triglicerydes and decreased HDL-cholesterol, among current smokers, in
patients with chronic kidney disease and in statin non-use group (Tab.1). Mean IL-
6 values were significantly higher in patients with elevated LDL-cholesterol (3,74
vs 3,07) and depression (3,66 vs 3,01) while mean hsCRP concentrations were
significantly higher in obese patients (4,98 vs 4,31) and lower socioeconomic sta-
tus determined by income (4,51 vs 3,91).
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Table 1

Variable Mean values (pg/l)
IL-6 hs CRP

Age 65–74 vs 85–104 2.67 vs 4,34 4.15 vs 5,80
Triglicerydes Normal vs elevated 3.06 vs 3,50 4.52 vs 4,95
HDL-cholesterol Normal vs decreased 3.16 vs 4,18 4.38 vs 6,37
Smoking Never vs current 3.37 vs 3,73 4.80 vs 5,72
CKD No vs yes 2.98 vs 3,90 4.16 vs 5,64
Statin use 3.48 vs 3,15 5.15 vs 3,84

Conclusions: This analysis supports the hypothesis of the role of IL-6 and
hsCRP in the prognosis of CHD, especially in the elderly. Several potentially mod-
ifiable, conventional and new risk factors were associated with a higher-risk in-
flammatory profile. Our results indicate the potential of inflammatory pathways as
targets for cardiovascular disease prevention in the elderly (statin use for exam-
ple).

P3567 | BEDSIDE
Association of plasma pentraxin-3 levels with coronary risk factors
and the lipid profile

T. Morishita, H. Uzui, N. Amaya, K. Arakawa, K. Kaseno, K. Ishida, Y. Fukuoka,
H. Ikeda, J.D. Lee, H. Tada. University of Fukui Hospital, Fukui, Japan

Purpose: Pentraxin-3, one of the superfamily of pentraxins which includes C-
reactive protein (CRP), is produced in vascular endothelial cells in response to
atherosclerotic change. The aim of this study was to evaluate the relationship
between traditional risk factors, lipid profile and pentraxin-3.
Methods: One hundred and sixty-three patients with ischemic heart disease were
enrolled in this study. The plasma levels of pentraxin-3 and the serum levels of
LDL-C, HDL-C and high sensitivity-CRP were measured. These serological data
were examined in the relationships with the traditional risk factors, hypertension
(HT), dyslipidemia (DL), diabetes mellitus (DM) and additional risk factors, obesity
(body mass index: BMI >25) and high age (>75).
Results: Pentraxin-3 levels decreased with increasing the numbers of risk fac-
tor, classified according to the numbers of 3 traditional risk factors (HT, DL
and DM) (Figure A.) and the numbers of 5 additional risk factors (HT, DL, DM,
obesity and high age) (Figure B.) (both p value for trend <0.05). In contrast,
high sensitivity-CRP tended to increase with increasing the numbers of risk fac-
tors. The pentraxin-3 level showed a positive association with HDL-C (r=0.229;
P=0.050), whereas inverse association between the pentraxin-3 level and LDL-C
was observed (r = -0.224; P=0.045). In multiple linear regression analysis, the
number of 5 additional risk factors was a significant predictor of PTX3 values.
(β=-0.404, 95% confidence interval; -2.120 to –0.537).

Conclusions: Although PTX3 and CRP were enhanced depending on the num-
ber of risk factors, their distribution precisely differed, suggesting that they play
distinct biological roles in atherosclerosis.

P3568 | BENCH
T-cells phenotypes in patients with coronary artery disease

O. Ivanova1, J.C. Grivel2, E.A. Nikitskaya1, I. Vorobyeva1, A. Shpektor1,
L.B. Margolis2, E. Vasilieva1. 1Moscow State University of Medicine and
Dentistry, Moscow, Russian Federation; 2National Institute of Health,
Washington, United States of America

Purpose: We have assessed the prognostic value of the composition of
peripheral-blood Tcell subpopulations in patients with coronary artery disease
(CAD).
Methods: We analyzed T-cell differentiation and activation status of in patients
with STEMI, NSTE-ACS, chronic CAD and in control groups. Live mononuclear
cells were stained with a cocktail of labeled monoclonal antibodies defining naïve
(TNAIVE), central (TCM), effector (TEM) and regulatory (TREG) Tcells; activation
was evaluated by the expression of HLA-DR and CD38.

Results: We found a correlation between T-lymphocyte differentiation and CAD
progression. CD4 TCM frequency was higher in CAD than in control (STEMI
58.9%, NSTE-ACS 67.6%, chronic CAD 52% and control 44.9%; p<0.05). Sim-
ilarly, CD8 TCM frequency was higher in STEMI and NSTE-ACS groups than in
control (17.4%; 18.1% and 8.61%, respectively; p<0.05). Conversely, CD8NAIVE
was higher in control group than in patients (control 22.3%, STEMI 10.03%,
NSTE-ACS 10.2% and chronic CAD 4.9%, p<0.05). CD4 T cell activation was
higher in STEMI, NSTE-ACS and chronic CAD than in control group (10.15%,
9.81%, 9.78% vs 6.51% respectively, p<0.05). CD8 Tcells were more activated
in chronic and NSTE-ACS groups than in control (27.8%, 21.5% and 15.5% re-
spectively, p<0.05). CD8 TEM fraction was higher in chronic CAD patients com-
pared to STEMI and control (71.8%, 30.5% and 30.3% respectively, p<0.001);
the fraction of TREG was significantly decreased in patients compared to con-
trols (0.0412%, 0.0393%, 0.0233% and 0.255% in STEMI, NSTE-ACS, chronic
CAD and controls respectively, p<0.005). Hyperlipidemia increased the fractions
of CD8 and CD4 TCM as well the activation of CD4 and CD8 T cells while smok-
ing decreased such activation. Hypertension decreased the fraction of CD4 and
CD8 TNAIVE. Age correlated positively with the activation of CD4 and CD8 T
cells and the abundance of CD4 TCM, CD8 TCM, CD8 TEM and negatively with
the abundance of TREG and CD4 and CD8 TNAIVE cells.
Conclusion: Our finding that CAD is associated with different subtypes of T lym-
phocytes regardless of age is noteworthy. Our T lymphocytes phenotypic anal-
ysis revealed a correlation between the presence of activated T lymphocytes in
the blood of patients with CAD and the progression of coronary heart disease,
whereas, the prevalence of naive T cells in blood correlated with the absence
of atherosclerosis. Moreover, activated T lymphocytes are positively associated
with CAD risk factor such as hyperlipidemia. These findings support the active
involvement of the immune system in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis.

P3569 | BENCH
Soluble interleukin 6 receptor levels are highly heritable

H.E. Groot1, H.T. Hartman1, I.V. Mateo-Leach1, W.H. Van Gilst1, D.J. Van
Veldhuisen2, R.A. De Boer1, P. Van Der Harst1. 1University Medical Center
Groningen, Dept. of Experimental Cardiology, Groningen, 2University Medical
Center Groningen, Dept. of Cardiology, Groningen, Netherlands

Introduction: Interleukin 6 receptor (IL-6R) signaling might have a causal role
in the development of coronary heart disease and ischemic heart failure (IHF).
However, the heritability of soluble IL-6R (sIL-6R) levels is unknown. The aim of
this study was to assess the heritability of sIL-6R levels.
Methods: To assess the heritability of sIL-6R levels, we analyzed serum samples
of patients IHF, healthy controls and their offspring, using sIL-6R enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA).
Results: The median sIL-6R levels were 86.17 ng/ml (IQR 68.87 – 114.36 ng/ml)
in IHF patients and 77.81 ng/ml (IQR 65.19 – 104.14 ng/ml) in their offspring,
and 94.90 ng/ml (IQR 73.00 – 117.56 ng/ml) in controls and 84.00 ng/ml (IQR
69.58 – 112.11 ng/ml) in their offspring. We calculated the correlation between
the sIL-6R levels in 30 IHF patients and their offspring (n=29), and the correlation
between the sIL-6R levels in 22 healthy controls and their offspring (n=26). A
significant correlation coefficient of 0.526 was found between IHF patients and
their offspring (p=0.004). In addition, a similar correlation between controls and
their offspring was observed with a correlation coefficient of 0.565 (p=0.005). In
both groups, approximately 30% of the variance in sIL-6R levels of offspring can
be explained by sIL-6R of one parent.

Parent versus Offspring sIL-6R levels.

Conclusion: sIL-6R levels are highly heritable and might explain part of the heri-
tability of IHF.

P3570 | BEDSIDE
The relationship between platelet to lymphocyte ratio and the clinical
outcomes in ST elevation myocardial infarction underwent primary
coronary intervention

M. Ugur1, M. Gul2, M. Bozbay3, G. Cicek4, H. Uyarel5, B. Koroglu1, S. Aslan2,
E. Tusun1, E. Akkaya2, M. Eren1. 1Siyami Ersek Thoracic and Cardiovascular
Surgery Center, Department of Cardiology, Istanbul, Turkey; 2Halkali Mehmet
Akif Ersoy Heart, Training and Research Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey; 3Marmara
University, Cardiology, Istanbul, Turkey; 4Ankara Numune Hospital, cardiology,
Ankara, Turkey; 5Bezmialem University, Faculty of Medicine, Department of
Cardiology, Istanbul, Turkey

Objectives: The platelet to lymphocyte ratio (PLR) has been investigated as a
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new predictor for cardiovascular risk. The objective of our study was to investigate
the role of admission PLR in predicting in-hospital and early mortality in patients
presenting with ST segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI).
Methods: A total of 639 consecutive patients with STEMI who underwent primary
PCI were included. The study population was divided into tertiles on the basis of
admission PLR values. A high PLR (n=213) was defined as a value in the upper
third tertile (PLR>174.9) and a low PLR (n=426) was defined as any value in the
lower two tertiles (PLR ≤174.9). The patients were followed for clinical outcomes
for up to 6 months after discharge.
Results: In Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, the rate of 6 months all-cause deaths
was 7% in the high PLR group versus 3% in the low PLR group (P=0.03). In
multivariate analyses, a significant association was noted between high PLR lev-
els and the adjusted risk of 6 months all-cause deaths (odds ratio = 2.51, 95%
confidence interval (CI)=1.058-5.95; p=0.03).
Conclusion: PLR is a readily available clinical laboratory value associated with 6
months all-cause death in patients with STEMI who undergo primary PCI.

P3571 | BEDSIDE
Effects of rituximab therapy on elastic properties of vascular wall and
endothelial function in patients with progressive systemic sclerosis

A. Konradi1, A.L. Maslyanskiy1, E.P. Kolesova1, S.V. Lapin2, S.V. Penin1,
A. Fiest3. 1Almazov Federal Medical Research Centre, Hypertension,
Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation; 2Pavlov State Medical University,
St.Petersburg, Russian Federation; 3Charite - Campus Benjamin Franklin, Berlin,
Germany

Purpose: Since effective interventions with anti-B cell agent rituximab have been
reported in PSS, the aim of this study was to investigate the influence of com-
bined treatment with rituximab and cyclophosphamide on vascular stiffness and
endothelial function (ED) in patients with refractory progressive systemic sclerosis
(PSS).
Methods: 10 patients with diffuse cutaneous PSS classified according to LeRoy
classification were included. Diagnosis of PSS was confirmed according to ACR
(ARA) criteria 1980. Median age was 39 (33-52) years and median disease du-
ration was 3,5 (1,5-6,0) years. Median Rhodnan skin score value was 20 (10-30)
points. All patients were refractory to standard treatment with cyclophosphamide
in combination with low-dose steroids, showing progression of interstitial pul-
monary fibrosis and skin involvement persistent over the past 6 months despite
ongoing therapy. All patients with SSc were characterized with basic clinical, in-
strumental and laboratory tests. Vascular involvement was accessed by measure-
ment of pulse wave velocity (PWV) and augmentation index (AI) with applanation
tonometry employing the SphygmoCor system (AtCor Medical Pty Ltd., Sydney,
Australia). ED without any vasoactive medication was assessed by EndoPat 2000
system (Itamar, Israel). Treatment regimen consisted of 2 infusions of rituximab
in a dose of 1000 mg at day 1 and day 14 after standard premedication with
histamine blocker, glucocorticosteroid and paracetamol. At day 1 and day 14 all
patients received 500 mg of cyclophosphamide. Follow-up evaluation was per-
formed 6 months after anti-B-cell therapy.
Results: After 6 months of follow-up, a partial improvement of symptoms or sta-
bilization of organ involvement was seen in 7 out of 10 patients. PWV decreased
significantly from 6,6 (5,9-7,8) m/sec to 6,2 (5,8-7,8) m/sec (p=0.05). ED as a
reactive hyperemia index (RHI) also improved, but it was not significant.
Conclusions: This is the first demonstration of possible improvement of arterial
wall structure and function in patients with PSS after initiation of a combination
anti-B cell therapy with rituximab and cyclophosphamide. This may indicate in-
volvement of B cells into pathogenesis of vascular damage in PSS.

P3572 | BEDSIDE
Platelet to lymphocyte ratio is a predictor of in-hospital mortality
patients with acute coronary syndrome

M. Oylumlu1, A. Yildiz1, M. Oylumlu2, M. Yuksel1, N. Polat1, M.Z. Bilik1,
A. Akyuz1, M. Aydin1, H. Acet1, E. Onturk Tekbas1. 1Dicle University, Faculty of
Medicine, Department of Cardiology, Diyarbakir, Turkey; 2Dumlupinar University
School of Medicine, Cardiology, Kutahya, Turkey

Purpose: Platelets and inflammatory cells are vital elements of acute coronary
syndromes (ACS). Recent studies have shown that the platelet to lymphocyte
ratio (PLR) is associated with several malignancies however there is no enough
data in cardiovascular diseases. Therefore, the aim of this study was to explore
the association between PLR and in-hospital mortality in patients with ACS.
Methods: We retrospectively collected patients with ACS undergoing coronary
angiography. Total and differential leukocyte counts were measured by an auto-
mated hematology analyzer.
Results: In total 587 patients with a mean age of 61.8±13.1 years (68.4% male)
were enrolled in the study. Patients were divided into 3 tertiles based on PLR
levels. In-hospital mortality was significantly higher among patients in the upper
PLR tertile when compared with middle and lower PLR tertile groups (29 (14.8%)
vs. 17 (8.7%) and 2 (1.0%); p<0.001). On multiple logistic regression analysis,
a high level of PLR was independent predictor of in-hospital mortality together
with age, total leukocyte count and creatinine. Using a cut point of 142, the PLR
predicted in-hospital mortality with a sensitivity of 69% and specificity of 63%.
Conclusions: Different from other inflammatory markers and assays, PLR is an

Table 1. Significant predictors of in-hospital mortality

Variables Univariate analysis Multiple logistic regression analysis
OR (95% CI) p value OR (95% CI) p value

Age 1.060 (1.033–1.088) <0.001 1.045 (1.005–1.087) 0.027
Male gender 0.541 (0.296–0.990) 0.046 0.546 (0.217–1373) 0.198
Left ventricular EF 0.924 (0.895–0.954) <0.001 0.980 (0.935–1.028) 0.414
PLR 1.014 (1.009–1.019) <0.001 1.012 (1.005–1.019) <0.001
STEMI as the cause

of ACS 3.370 (1.547–7.339) 0.002 0.446 (0.128–1.549) 0.203
Multi vessel disease 3.924 (1.802–8.542) <0.001 1.959 (0.717–5.349) 0.190
Diabetes mellitus 2.020 (1.097–3.721) 0.024 1.099 (0.436–2.775) 0.841
Previous MI history 2.530 (1.275–5.019) 0.008 0.395 (0.122–1.285) 0.123
Creatinin 2.859 (1.550–5.273) 0.001 3.541 (1.558–8.047) 0.003
LDL 0.987 (0.975–0.998) 0.019 0.993 (0.978–1.009) 0.382
HDL 0.934 (0.895–0.974) 0.002 0.963 (0.923–1.004) 0.080

inexpensive and readily available biomarker that may be useful for cardiac risk
stratification in patients with ACS.

P3573 | BENCH
Monocyte heterogeneity in myocardial infarction with and without ST
elevation and its association with angiographic findings

U. Arslan1, I. Kocaoglu2, M.M. Balci2, B. Gulkan2, A. Temizhan2. 1Samsun
Education and Research Hospital, Samsun, Turkey; 2Turkiye Yuksek Ihtisas
Hospital, Cardiology Clinic, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose: To investigate monocyte heterogeneity in acute STEMI and non-STEMI
separately and find out any possible relationships between monocyte heterogene-
ity and coronary angiographic characteristics.
Methods: Thirty STEMI, 30 non-STEMI and 25 SAP patients were enrolled.
Blood samples were taken immediately at admission, and on days 2,3,4,5 and
7 after STEMI or non-STEMI to undergo cytometric analysis to determine mono-
cyte heterogeneity.
Results: Peak levels of CD14++CD16- monocytes were higher and reached later
in the STEMI group (Table 1). Gensini score was found to be correlated with peak
CD14+CD16+ monocyte levels in the non-STEMI and SAP groups. Patients with
total occlusion of the culprit artery had significantly higher levels of CD14++CD16-
monocytes (642.3±113.2 vs. 532.5±98.2 per mm3, p<0.001). Peak levels of both
CD14++CD16- and CD14+CD16+monocytes were higher in patients with no re-
flow when compared with the patients with TIMI 3 flow after PCI of the culprit le-
sion (688.1±104.6 vs. 565.1±111.0, p=0.002, 82.3±12.1 vs. 71.2±10.6, p=0.02
respectively).

Table 1. Monocyte subsets in 3 groups

STEMI Non-STEMI SAP p value*
(n=30) (n=30) (n=25)

Peak monocyte level (/mm3) 692.7±129.6 602.3±112.8 320.0±106.3 <0.001 (0.011)
Peak CD14++CD16− level (/mm3) 631.6±116.7 539.6±103.0 291.5±94.6 <0.001 (0.003)
Peak CD14+CD16+ level (/mm3) 74.8±12.2 71.2±10.8 58.8±11.7 <0.001 (0.47)
Day peak levels were reached:

Total monocytes 2.78±0.71 2.35±0.69 NA 0.016
CD14++CD16− monocytes 2.73±0.64 2.27±0.74 NA 0.011
CD14+CD16+ monocytes 4.97±1.19 4.43±1.01 NA 0.066

Data are expressed as mean ± SD or n (%). *p values were obtained after comparison between 3
groups with one-way ANOVA. The variables which were found to be significantly different between
3 groups underwent post-hoc Tukey’s test. In parenthesis, comparisons between STEMI and non-
STEMI patients after post-hoc test are shown. Where the data were not available for SAP patients,
independent samples t-test was used to compare 2 groups.

Conclusions: Monocyte heterogeneity differs in STEMI and non-STEMI. Peak
levels of CD14++CD16- monocytes are higher and reached later in the STEMI
group when compared to non-STEMI group. More importantly, worse angio-
graphic characteristics related with prognosis are associated with monocyte het-
erogeneity in both STEMI and non-STEMI patients.

P3574 | BEDSIDE
Neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio correlates with contrast-induced
nephropathy in patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarction
undergoing primary percutaneous coronary intervention

S. Cornara1, A. Somaschini1, R. Camporotondo2, G. Crimi2, A. Baldo1,
A. Repetto2, C. Pavesi1, S. Pica2, M. Gnecchi1, G.M. De Ferrari2. 1Dept. of
Cardiology - Fondazione IRCCS Policlinico San Matteo and University of Pavia,
Pavia, Italy; 2Dept. of Cardiology - Fondazione IRCCS Policlinico San Matteo,
Pavia, Italy

Purpose: The development of contrast-induced nephropathy (CIN) after primary
percutaneous coronary intervention (pPCI) is associated with increased mortal-
ity and morbidity. An increased inflammatory status has been suggested to con-
tribute to the development of CIN. The aim of this study was to investigate the
association between the neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR), an aspecific in-
flammatory marker, and the development of CIN.
Methods: We prospectively enrolled all consecutive ST-segment elevation my-
ocardial infarction (STEMI) patients undergoing primary percutaneous coronary
intervention (pPCI) in our Department in 2006-2012 (n=1271). After exclusion
of patients with incomplete creatinine and leucocyte values (7.1%) we analyzed
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1180 patients. CIN was defined as an increase in creatinine values >0.5 mg/dl
in the first 72 hours. We divided our population in four quartiles based on NLR
distribution, comparing the 4th quartile with the other three. The NLR was ob-
tained by blood samples collected at admittance (T0) and the following day (T1).
Independent predictors of CIN were evaluated with a logistic regression model.
Results: The high risk patients for NLR (4th quartile) were significantly older
(p<0.001), had higher creatinine value (p=0.001), higher CK-peak (p<0.001),
lower left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) (p<0.001), higher Killip class
(p<0.001) and lower TIMI final flow (p=0.01). They presented more often cardio-
genic shock (p=0.006), anterior STEMI (p=0.03), lower incidence of ST-resolution
(p=0.003), had higher in-hospital mortality (1.6% vs 5.4%, p=0.01) and long-term
(3 years) mortality (7.3% vs 14.1% p=0.02). CIN occurred in 2.7%, 3.3%, 5.4%
and 9.0% (p=0.002) of patients in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th quartile, respectively.
Multivariable analysis demonstrated that NLR T1 was significantly associated with
CIN (Odds ratio 1.08 95% confidence interval 1.03-1.13 p=0.002). The other inde-
pendent predictors of CIN were age, anterior AMI, LVEF and a GFR <60 ml/min.
Use of IABP, baseline haemoglobin, diabetes and prior AMI were not independent
predictors of CIN.
Conclusions: In patients with STEMI undergoing primary PCI, the Neutrophil to
Lymphocyte Ratio was independently associated with the incidence of contrast-
induced nephropathy. This finding supports the potential role of the acute inflam-
matory response to acute MI in the development of contrast-induced nephropathy.

COLLATERALS AND MICROCIRCULATION

P3576 | BEDSIDE
Epicardial fat tissue thickness predicts altered duke treadmill score in
syndrome X patients

M.S. Cetin, E.H. Ozcan Cetin, U. Canpolat, S. Aydin, Y. Guray, O. Tufekcioglu.
Turkiye Yuksek Ihtisas Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose: Cardiac Syndrome X (CSX) is a challeging and heterogeneous clinical
entity with different and poorly understood pathophysiological mechanisms. En-
dothelial dysfunction plays a crucial role in pathogenesis of CSX. As a metabol-
ically active organ, epicardial fat tissue (EFT) is a rich source of inflammatory
cytokines which might be associated with endothelial dysfunction. We aim to as-
sess the relationship between EFT thickness measured by echocardiography and
Duke Treadmill Score (DTS) in CSX patients.
Methods: In CSX patient group, prevalence of hypertension (43.4% vs 23.5%,
p=0.032) were higher than control group. The other baseline characteristics and
drug usage were similar. The study included 106 patients with angiographically
normal coronary arteries. Based on the patients’ symptoms and exercise ECG
parameters, patients were divided into two groups as 55 CSX (male 42.0%, mean
age 52.3) and 51 asymptomatic patients with normal coronary arteries (male
43.1%, mean age 49.9) as control group. EFT thickness was measured from
parasternal long axis view at end systole in at least three consecutive beats.
Results: In patients with CSX, EFT thickness was significantly higher than the
control group (7.68±1.5 mm vs 6.4±0.8 mm). Correlation analysis revealed a
significant negative relationship between EFT thickness and DTS (β: -0.527,
p<0.001). A cut-off value of 6.85 mm for EFT thickness has 75.5% sensitivity
and 72.5% specificity for prediction of CSX (AUC: 0.754, p<0.001).

Figure 1

Conclusion: We demonstrated that in CSX patients, EFT thickness increased
and had a relationship with a prognostic indicator as DTS. This noninvasive, sim-
ple measurement may guide us at risk stratification of patients with angiographi-
cally normal coronary arteries.

P3577 | BEDSIDE
Effects of rosuvastatin vs. atorvastatin at high doses acutely after
STEMI: endothelial dysfunction and inflammatory biomarkers
evaluation

R. Raddino, E. Sciatti, M. Gavazzoni, V. Regazzoni, E. Trichaki, I. Bonadei,
E. Gorga, P. Della Pina, E. Vizzardi, M. Metra. University of Brescia, Section
of Cardiovascular Disease, Department of Medical and Surgical Specialties,
Radiological Scie, Brescia, Italy

Purpose: Recent guidelines recommend high dose statins acutely after ST-
elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). Nevertheless, no studies to date have
compared the two most powerful statins (Atorvastatin and Rosuvastatin) in this
setting. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the efficacy on endothe-
lial function and inflammatory biomarkers of high and moderate doses of these
statins administered acutely after STEMI treated with primary percutaneous coro-
nary intervention (PCI).
Methods: We randomized 42 patients within 48 hours from a STEMI treated with
primary PCI to Atorvastatin 80 mg (n=13) or 20 mg (n=13), or to Rosuvastatin 40
mg (n=8) or 10 mg (n=8). Every patient underwent endothelial function evaluation
by reactive hyperemia–peripheral arterial tonometry index (RH-PAT index) at 1st
day and after 1 and 4 months. Moreover we measured levels of high-sensitivity
C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) at 1st day and after 1 month.
Results: hs-CRP significantly decreased in all groups (p<0.05 for all). RH-PAT
index, instead, remained stable in Atorvastatin groups at both follow-ups, while
significantly worsened at 1st month in Rosuvastatin groups and then improved at
4th month without reaching statistical significancy (Table 1).

RH-PAT index values in the four groups

Variable A80 A20 R40 R10 p

RH-PAT index T0 1,81±0,75 1,96±0,35 2,24±0,51 2,01±0,45 0,801
RH-PAT index T1 1,59±0,20 2,05±0,24 1,67±0,08 1,32±0,46 0,050
RH-PAT index T2 – – 2,16±0,40 1,59±0,21 0,801
p T0-T1 0,285 1,000 0,043 0,028 –
p T1-T2 – – 0,109 1,000 –
p T0-T2 – – 1,000 0,109 –

A80, Atorvastatin 80 mg; A20, Atorvastatin 20 mg; R40, Rosuvastatin 40 mg; R10, Rosuvastatin
10 mg; T0, 1st day; T1, 1st month; T2, 4th month.

Conclusions: Acutely after STEMI Atorvastatin seemed more quick and effica-
cious in restoring a good endothelial function than Rosuvastatin. We hypothe-
sized that this phenomenon could be explained considering hydrophilicity, thanks
to which Atorvastatin may act more directly on endothelial cells.

P3578 | BENCH
Relationship between level of oxidative stress and the no-reflow
phenomenon in acute myocardial infarction

K. Stamboul1, J. Lorin2, O. Hachet1, J.C. Beer1, M. Zeller2, C. Vergely2,
L. Lorgis1, L. Rochette2, Y. Cottin1 on behalf of the RICO Survey working group.
1University Hospital of Dijon, Dijon, France; 2University of Bourgogne, Dijon,
France

Introduction: Despite successful recanalization after AMI, microcirculation per-
fusion is restored in only 35-70%. This phenomenon called No-reflow (NR) is a
multifactorial process involving neutrophil activation, endothelial dysfunction and
oxidative stress (OS). Myeloperoxidase (MPO) released by activated neutrophils
appeared to be associated with NR. Nevertheless, the precise role of MPO and
its links with OS remain unclear. The aim of the study was to assess locally and
systemic circulation plasma MPO levels, hydroperoxides (HP) concentration, the
Oxygen Radical Absorbance Capacity (ORAC) of the plasma in order to evaluate
the impact of ROS as a predictor of NR.
Methods: Thirty-one consecutive patients admitted with STEMI within 12h after
symptom onset who underwent coronary angiography for primary or rescue PCI
were recruited. No-reflow was assessed using the coronary angiograms analysis,
and defined as a TIMI<3 at the end of PCI. Plasma MPO concentrations, HP, total
plasma ORAC were determined respectively by ELISA, free oxygen radical test,
and the fluorimetry method.
Results: Patients with NR after PCI had higher MPO levels in peripheral vein
(749.72 ng/mL±394.62 vs 465.32ng/mL±217.10, p=0.016) and at culprit lesion
(798.34 (557.14-1327.73) vs 529.69 (414.35-768.25), p=0.033) than patients
without NR. They had also a higher anti-oxidant activity at the culprit lesion (2.55
(0.94-0.30) vs 1.99 (0.57-0.13), p=0.05). Independently of NR, patients after MI
had significantly lower levels of HP and ORAC values at the culprit lesion (p=0.014
and p=0.008) than in non-culprit artery.
Conclusion: After AMI there is, at the culprit lesion site, a collapse of anti-oxidant
defenses. Thus, NR is associated with higher MPO plasma levels in both culprit
lesion site and peripheral vein, but also with increased HP levels and anti-oxidant
capacity at the culprit lesion site. We can hypothesize that despite increased lo-
cal antioxidant defenses, they are overwhelmed by OS, which might leads to the
development of NR phenomenon.
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P3579 | BEDSIDE
Impact of hypertension and renal dysfunction on coronary
collateralization in type 2 diabetic patients with stable angina and
chronic total occlusion

Y. Shen, W.F. Shen, F.H. Ding, R.Y. Zhang, Q. Zhang, L. Lu. Rui Jin Hospital,
Shanghai Jiaotong university school of medicine, Cardiology, Shanghai, China,
People’s Republic of

Objective: We investigated whether hypertension and renal dysfunction are re-
lated to coronary collateralization in type 2 diabetic patients with stable angina
and chronic total occlusion.
Methods: Systolic and diastolic blood pressures were measured and glumero-
lar filtration rate (GFR) was estimated based on serum creatinine and cystatin C
levels in 302 type 2 diabetic patients with stable angina and angiographic total oc-
clusion of at least one major coronary artery. The degree of collaterals supplying
the distal aspect of a total occlusion from the contra-lateral vessel was graded as
poor (Rentrop score of 0 or 1) or good collateralization (Rentrop score of 2 or 3).
Results: Hypertension was less common and GFR was lower in patients with
poor (n=125) than in those with good collateralization (n=177). Diastolic blood
pressure and mean arterial pressure correlated positively with Rentrop score
(Spearman’s r-0.126, p=0.030; Spearman’s r=0.125, p=0.029). The occurrence of
poor collateralization was lower in hypertensive than in normotensive patients with
(50.0% vs. 70.0%) or without (25.4% vs. 42.3%) renal dysfunction (both P<0.05),
especially when GFR was estimated based on cystatin C levels. In multivariable
analysis, female gender, age ≥65 years, smoke, dyslipidemia, non-hypertension,
and GFR <90 mL/min/1.73m2 were independent determinants for poor collater-
alization.
Conclusions: Hypertension is inversely, while renal dysfunction is positively, re-
lated to poor coronary collateral development in type 2 diabetic patients with sta-
ble angina and chronic total occlusion. Aggressive control of high blood pressure
should be cautious in this unique cohort particularly with renal dysfunction as it
may compromise collateral pressure and exacerbate myocardial ischemia.

P3580 | BEDSIDE
Collateral growth in patients with chronic total coronary occlusions:
enhanced proliferative activity in the collateral circulation of diabetics

V. Tchaikovski1, G.S. Werner2, M. Fritzenwanger2, E. Jandt2, J. Waltenberger3.
1University Hospital Magdeburg, Department of Cardiology, Angiology and
Pulmonology, Magdeburg, Germany; 2University Hospital Jena, Department of
Internal Medicine I, Jena, Germany; 3University Hospital of Munster, Department
of Cardiovascular Medicine, Munster, Germany

Despite extensive preclinical evidence, there are few data demonstrating a func-
tional role of growth factors (GF) in the development of collateral arteries in pa-
tients. Patients with diabetes mellitus (DM) have a reduced number of collaterals
and reduced collateral function. Elevated levels of bFGF, PlGF and MCP-1 were
shown in patients with chronic total coronary occlusions (CTO). In the present
study we have investigated the endothelial proliferative activity of serum from the
collateral circulation (CC) and compared this with the proliferative activity in the
systemic circulation (SC) in patients with CTOs.
In 42 patients with CTO blood was collected distal to the occlusion (CC) and from
the aortic root (SC) immediately prior to revascularization. The mitogenic activity
of different sera was assessed using human umbilical vein endothelial cells in
vitro and a [3H]thymidine incorporation-based proliferation assay.
In patients without DM the ability to stimulate endothelial proliferation was signifi-
cantly lower in CC compared to SC (p<0.02, n=23). Such a difference could not
be observed in serum from diabetic patients where proliferative capacity of serum
from CC was higher, reaching the level of serum from SC (n.s., n=16). In patients
without previous myocardial infarction (MI), the proliferative activity of serum from
CC was significantly lower than from SC (p<0.05, n=26), a situation similar to the
one in non-diabetic patients. Likewise, in patients with normal regional myocar-
dial function, the proliferative activity of serum from CC was significantly lower
than from SC (p<0.02, n=22), while in patients with reduced regional myocardial
function, no such a difference could be observed. Serum from patients with the
duration of occlusion between 1 and 3 months triggered significantly higher DNA
synthesis (p<0.05) as compared to the samples from occlusions of either shorter
or longer duration.
In conclusion, the serum from CC from patients with CTO and without DM has re-
duced proliferative activity on endothelial cells. In patients with DM and in patients
with a previous MI or with impaired regional myocardial function, this gradient is
eliminated and the proliferative activity is enhanced in serum from CC. Our data
are consistent with the hypothesis that the arteriogenic stimulus is increased in
patients with impaired collateral development. These data support a crucial role
of GF in the development of collateral circulation and provide further insight into
the dynamics of the process of collateral development and should help to develop
interventional strategies for therapeutic arteriogenesis.

P3581 | BEDSIDE
The association between early and persistent microvascular
obstruction by CMR and the index of microcirculatory resistance
assessed invasively following STEMI

E. Mc Alindon1, T. Johnson1, J. Strange1, J. Edmond1, G. Angelini1, J. Harris2,
M. Pufulete2, A. Baumbach1, C. Bucciarelli-Ducci1. 1NIHR Cardiovascular
Biomedical Research Unit, Bristol Heart Institute, Bristol, United Kingdom;
2University of Bristol, Clinical Trials and Evaluation Unit, Bristol, United Kingdom

Background: Microvascular obstruction (MVO) by CMR is a predictor of poor
prognosis following STEMI. The index of microcirculatory resistance (IMR) is an
invasive measurement of the microcirculation that has recently been shown to
predict poor long-term outcomes with an IMR >40. The aim of the study was to
determine the association between MVO by CMR, and the IMR measured at the
time of PPCI in patients with STEMI.
Methods: 50 patients were prospectively recruited to the study. Patients were in-
cluded if they presented with STEMI, TIMI flow I/0 in the infarct related artery,
and proceeded with PPCI. IMR was performed at maximal hyperaemia using
adenosine, and following stent insertion. CMR was performed day 2 following
STEMI. We used IMR quartiles to investigate an association between MVO and
IMR. Early MVO was measured on dynamic imaging following contrast, persistent
MVO was measured 10 minutes following contrast. The difference between IMR
quartiles was assessed using the Kruskal-Wallis test. The difference between
MVO in patents with an IMR ≤/ ≥40 was assessed using the Mann-Witney test.
All patients provided informed written consent, the study was approved by ethics
committee.
Results: The median IMR was 38.5 (range 9 to 202). The median persistent MVO
was 1.9% LV (range 0 to 21.0% LV). As IMR increased, both early and persistent
MVO index (MVOI=MVO/infarct size) increased (Figure 1a +1b). This association
was most marked with persistent MVOI (early MVOI p=0.02 vs. persistent MVOI
p=0.002). The IMR cut-off of 40 significantly predicted the presence of persistent
MVO on CMR (p=0.0003).

Figure 1

Conclusions: This study provides an invasive functional insight into MVO mea-
sured non-invasively by CMR. IMR at the time of PPCI can predict the presence
and size of MVO day 2 following STEMI.

P3582 | BEDSIDE
Effect of insulin resistance on coronary collateral development in
nondiabetic patients with total coronary artery occlusion

M. Meric1, A. Kale1, Z. Acar2, M.T. Agac2, S. Demircan1, K. Soylu1, O. Kaplan1,
O. Yesildag1. 1University of Ondokuz Mayis, Faculty of Medicine, Dept. of
Cardiology, Samsun, Turkey; 2Ahi Evren Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery
Hospital, Cardiology, Trabzon, Turkey

Purpose: In this present study, we aimed to investigate the effect of insulin resis-
tance on coronary collateral development in nondiabetic patients with total coro-
nary artery occlusion.
Method: The study comprised 40 nondiabetic patients (mean age 61.65±8.99
years) whose coronary angiography, performed with prediagnosis of coronary
artery disease, showed total occlusion in only one of the coronary arteries. Col-
lateral development was classified in reference to the Rentrop classification. In-
sulin resistance levels were measured by Homeostasis Model Assessment of In-
sulin Resistance (HOMA-IR) method. The patients with poor collateral [(group-1)
(n=20, Rentrop grades 0 and 1)] and good collateral [(group-2) (n=20, Rentrop
grades 2 and 3)] were compared in terms of insulin resistance.
Results: When the basic characteristics of both groups were evaluated, no dif-
ference was found between the groups in terms of age, gender, smoking, Body
mass index (BMI) and presence of hypertension. Whereas there was no signifi-
cant difference also in terms of biochemical parameters including TSH, LDL, HDL,
triglyceride, hemoglobin and HbA1c, significant difference was found between the

Figure 1
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groups in terms HOMA-IR (3.40±3.45 vs. 1.20±1.35, p=0.001) (figure 1), fasting
plasma glucose (93.75±13.5 vs 84.15±14.76 mg/dl, p=0.039) and fasting plasma
insulin (14.2±13.2 vs 5.3±5.1 μIU/ml p=0.002) levels.
Conclusion: The results of this present study revealed that insulin resistance
level was statistically significantly high in the nondiabetic patients with total coro-
nary occlusion and with poor collateral development as compared to those with
good collateral development.

P3583 | BEDSIDE
Histological and rheological evaluation at coronary artery lesions in
patients with Kawasaki disease during early periods from onset

M. Watanabe, S. Ogawa, R. Fukazawa, T. Ohkubo, Y. Katsube, M. Kamisago,
E. Ikegami, M. Abe, M. Akao. Nippon Medical School, Tokyo, Japan

Background: Some paper reported that intravascular ultrasound (IVUS)-virtual
histology (VH) showed atherogenesis in the evolution of coronary artery lesions
(CAL) in adolescents and young adults long after Kawasaki disease (KD). How-
ever, there is no report about those findings during early phase of KD.
Purpose: We perform coronary intimal histologic evaluation by IVUS-VH for KD
patients with CAL within two years from onset. Furthermore, we calculate shear
stress in the target site and examine whether rheological potential affects to vas-
cular histological change after KD.
Subjects and methods: IVUS-VH was performed in 10 Japanese KD patients
(median age, 5.0 years) during 2 years after onset of KD (median, 14.2 months)
who had small aneurysm (s-AN) in 9 patients and regressed s-AN in 9 patients.
All these patients had giant aneurysm in another branches, and 3 patients had
CABG and 1 patient had POBA. We investigated 18 coronary branches includ-
ing 9 sites of small aneurysm (s-AN), 9 sites of regressed s-AN, and 18 sites of
normal segment. Each of the 4 plaque components was assigned a respective
color and defined as follows: fibrous area (green); fibro-fatty area (yellow) which
is densely packed collagen; necrotic core area (red) which is necrotic region con-
sisting of cholesterol clefts, foam cell, and micro-calcification; and dense calcium
area (white) which is calcium depositing without adjacent necrosis. Moreover, we
measured average coronary peak flow velocity by Flow wire and calculated shear
stress in the each sites.
Results: Nine sites of s-AN showed prominent endothelial hypertrophy with fi-
brous and/or fibro-fatty plaques. In 6 sites of these 9 sites, dense calcium and
necrotic core localized which indicates early phase of atherosclerosis. Nine sites
of regressed s-AN had circumferential endothelial hypertrophy occupying mainly
fibrous and/or fibro-fatty plaques composition. In 6 sites of these regressed 9
sites, dense calcium and necrotic core locally existed. On the other hand, normal
segment in 18 sites had no plaque in 17 sites and trivial plaque in 1 site. More-
over, shear stress in all evaluated VH sites were within normal limit, which shows
rheological potential doesn’t affect to vascular remodeling in such coronary artery
lesions.
Conclusions: IVUS-VH study revealed that initial atherosclerotic findings locally
existed not only at small aneurysm site but also at regressed site. Therefore, care-
ful further investigation to vascular remodeling in KD patients with CAL including
regressed s-AN will be need.

P3584 | BEDSIDE
Impact of percutaneous coronary intervention on 12-month chronic
total occlusion outcomes in patients with limited coronary collateral
flow

S.W. Rha, B.G. Choi, S.Y. Choi, H. Li, C.U. Choi, J.W. Kim, E.J. Kim, C.G. Park,
H.S. Seo, D.J. Oh. Korea University Guro Hospital, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Background: Limited coronary collateral flow is known to have an adverse effect
on clinical outcomes of coronary artery diseases. The impact of percutaneous
coronary intervention (PCI) for chronic total occlusion (CTO) in pts with limited col-
laterals is not clear. We compared the 12-month clinical outcomes of pts treated
by PCI with optimal medical therapy (OMT) for CTO lesions in pts with limited
collaterals.
Methods: A total of 166 consecutive CTO pts with coronary collateral flow grade
<2 were divided into 2 groups; one group underwent PCI (PCI group; n=100)
and the other group was treated with OMT (OMT group; n=66). Major clinical
outcomes were compared between the two groups up to 12 months.
Results: At baseline, the OMT group had a lower LVEF% and a higher prevalence

of elderly, left main disease, multivessel disease, multivessel CTO, and LCX-CTO,
whereas the PCI group had a higher prevalence of prior MI and prior PTCA.
Clinical outcomes at 12 months showed higher incidence of non Q-wave MI in the
OMT group (Table). After baseline adjustment by multivariate analysis, however,
there was no difference between the 2 groups.
Conclusions: In our study, mechanical revascularization by PCI for CTO lesions
in pts with limited collaterals seems to have no definite benefit in reducing 12-
month morbidity or mortality. Long-term follow up with larger study population will
be necessary for further determination of the benefit and risks of interventional
therapy in CTO pts.

P3585 | BEDSIDE
Circulating EPCs predicts the occurrence of major adverse cardiac
events and early adverse remodeling in patients with STEMI

M. Abdelhamid1, Y. Sharaf1, S. Bakhoum1, D. Sabry2, A. Talaat1. 1Cardiology
Department, Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt; 2Department of Biochemistry, Cairo
university, Cairo, Egypt

Purpose: To assess the prognostic significance of circulating EPCs level and
indices of endothelial damage/dysfunction in patients with STEMI.
Methods: In 85 consecutive patients with acute STEMI, the number and function
of peripheral blood CD31+/CD34+ EPCs, as well as the indices of endothelial
damage/dysfunction [Von- willebrand factor (vWF) and flow mediated dilatation
(FMD)] were determined. The primary end point was a composite of all-cause
mortality, recurrent non-fatal MI, or heart failure (MACEs) during follow-up period
of 30 days, with the echocardiographically assessed 30 day-left ventricular (LV)
remodeling as the secondary end point.
Results: 78 patients with acute STEMI were analyzed. The mean age was
53.8±10.6 years (62 males & 16 females). During the follow-up, MACE oc-
curred in 17 (22%) patients. EPC level [87 (78-95) versus 75 (26-88) %,
respectively; P=0.004], VEGFR2 gene expression (qPCR) [1.02±0.31 versus
0.80±0.36, respectively; P=0.02), vWF level [835±349 versus 623±343 pg/mL,
respectively; P=0.03), FMD [3.5±1.4 versus 5.9±3.1%, respectively; P=0.006),
anterior wall MI location [82.4% versus 47.5%, respectively; P=0.01), LVEDD
[5.9±0.5 versus 5.2±0.7 cm, respectively; P<0.0001), LVESD [4.5±0.6 versus
3.7±0.8cm, respectively; P<0.0001), LVEDV [93±32 versus 78±26 mL, respec-
tively; P=0.04), LVESV [60 (38-78) versus 33 (25-44) mL, respectively; P=0.001],
LVEF [40±8 versus 53±12%, respectively; P<0.0001), LV WMSI [1.98±0.29 ver-
sus 1.66±0.36, respectively; P=0.001), LV MPI [0.79±0.16 versus 0.66±0.14,
respectively; P=0.002), between patients who developed MACE and those who
did not. Multivariate analysis showed that EPC level and LV ejection fraction were
the most independent predictor of MACE. There was a significant correlation be-
tween the EPC level and function in the low EPC-group (level ≤82%) and not in
the high EPC-group (level >82%). The areas under the receiver-operating char-
acteristic curve (AUC) for EPC level, FMD, and the logistic model with both mark-
ers were 0.73, 0.75, and 0.82 respectively. There was a significant increase in LV
end-diastolic volume baseline-to-follow-up in the high EPC-group and not in low
EPC-group.
Conclusions: High level of circulating EPCs predicts the occurrence of MACE
and early adverse remodeling in patients with STEMI. An EPC level of >82% and
FMD ≤4.7% are a cutoff levels for the prediction of the 30-days MACE with a
sensitivity of 76.5% & 93.3% and specificity of 63.9% & 63.9% respectively. FMD
complements the EPC level to improve risk stratification after acute STEMI.

P3586 | BENCH
Fibrocytes accumulate at the coronary culprit lesion site in STE-ACS

T. Hofbauer, A. Mangold, T. Scherz, D. Simon, I.M. Lang. Medical University of
Vienna, Cardiology, Vienna, Austria

Introduction: ST-elevation acute coronary syndrome (STE-ACS) is a major
cause of death. A Collagen-I+CD34+CD45+ progenitor cell population (“Fibro-
cytes”) is increased in cardiac tissue in ischemia. In ACS patients, circulating
fibrocytes were shown to be decreased compared with healthy controls. We hy-
pothesized that fibrocytes are increased, more active and more susceptible to
mitogenic signals within the coronary vessels, contributing to occlusion and con-
secutive reparative processes by production of Collagen-I.
Methods: Culprit site blood samples from STE-ACS patients (n=13, male=92%,
mean age=65±9.6y) drawn at primary percutaneous coronary intervention were
analyzed. Flow cytometry was employed to characterize fibrocytes by expression
of Collagen-I, BMPRII, CD34, CD11b, CXCR4 and CD45.
Results: Fibrocyte count was increased at the culprit lesion site com-
pared to femoral blood (1145±1172/106 CD45+ cells versus 508±630/106
CD45+ cells, p=0.035). Furthermore, culprit site fibrocytes displayed in-
creased expression of CD11b (mean fluorescence intensity (MFI)=87447±47197
versus MFI=59679±20588, p=0.029) and Collagen-I (22634±12750 versus
15058±10659, p=0.049). No differences in expression of BMPRII, CXCR4, CD34
and CD45 were observed.
Conclusions: The two-fold increase of culprit site fibrocytes compared to femoral
blood could indicate homing to the coronary vessels in STE-ACS. Increased coro-
nary CD11b and increased Collagen-I expression might reflect enhanced migra-
tory and reparative activity of fibrocytes within the coronary vessels. Further ex-
periments will clarify the contribution of fibrocytes to STE-ACS.
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Divergent effects of C338A polymorphism of endothelin-1 converting
enzyme gene, on endothelin-1 levels is healthy subjects and in
subjects with coronary artery disease

E. Toli, D. Tousoulis, C. Antoniades, A. Miliou, G. Hatzis, N. Papageorgiou,
L. Kormali, E. Oikonomou, E. Tsiamis, C. Stefanadis. University of Athens
Medical School, 1st Cardiology Department, “Hippokration” Hospital, Athens,
Greece

Purpose: Endothelin-1 (ET-1) is strongly implicated into the pathophysiology of
atherosclerosis and of ischemic heart disease. Although a number of genetic
polymorphisms have been identified in ET-1 gene, their effects on the expression
of ET-1 and its circulating levels are unclear. We examined the effect of C338A
polymorphism of endothelin-1 converting enzyme gene (ECE-1b C338A) on ET-1
levels in coronary artery disease (CAD) patients and control subjects.
Methods: The study population consisted of 151 (mean age 61±10 years) con-
secutive subjects with angiographically documented stable CAD and 190 (mean
age 60±10 years) control subjects. Plasma levels of ET-1 were measured by
ELISA, while the presence of (ECE-1b C338A) polymorphism was determined by
PCR.
Results: Between CAD and control subjects there was no difference in age
while the prevalence of male gender was higher among CAD subjects (78% vs.
58%, p<0.001). Subjects with CAD had also significantly elevated levels of ET-1
compared to control subjects (2.38±2.94fmol/ml vs. 1.24±1.25fmol/ml, p<0.001)
even after adjustment for gender. However, there was no significant difference
in the distribution of ECE-1b C338A polymorphism between CAD (CC: 88%, CA:
8%, AA: 5%) and control subjects (CC: 87%, CA: 7%, AA: 6%), (p=0.84). Interest-
ingly, in CAD subjects the presence of A allele on ECE-1b C338A polymorphism
was associated with significantly increased levels of ET-1 (5.43±1.96fmol/ml vs.
1.96±2.33fmol/ml, p<0.001) while in control subjects the presence of A allele on
ECE-1b C338A polymorphism had no impact on ET-1 levels (1.40±1.13fmol/ml
vs. 1.22±1.26fmol/ml, p=0.41).
Conclusions: The presence of A allele on ECE-1b C338A polymorphism is as-
sociated with significantly higher levels of ET-1 in CAD patients. These findings
may partially explain the difference observed in ET-1 levels between control sub-
jects and CAD patients and provide further insights into the pathophysiology of
atherosclerosis and of ischemic heart disease.

P3589 | BEDSIDE
Abnormalities of mineral metabolism: prevalence in coronary artery
disease and relationship with plasma biomarkers and lipid levels

J. Tunon Fernandez1, A. Acena1, N. Tarin2, C. Cristobal3, M.L. Gonzalez-
Casaus4, A. Huelmos5, J. Alonso3, O. Lorenzo1, A.M. Pello1, J. Farre1 on behalf
of Biomarkers in Acute Coronary Syndrome & Biomarkers in Acute Myocardial
Infarction. 1Foundation Jimenez Diaz, Madrid, Spain; 2Hospital Universitario de
Mostoles, Mostoles, Spain; 3University Hospital of Fuenlabrada, Fuenlabrada,
Spain; 4Hospital Central De La Defensa Gomez Ulla, Madrid, Spain; 5University
Hospital Alcorcon Foundation, Madrid, Spain

Background: Abnormalities of mineral metabolism have been related tradition-
ally with renal disorders. However, in the recent years, it has been shown that low
vitamin D plasma levels, as well as enhanced fibroblast growth factor-23 (FGF-
23), parathyroid hormone (PTH) and phosphate levels are associated with an
increase in the incidence of cardiovascular events. In spite of this, data on the
prevalence of abnormalities in these components of mineral metabolism in pa-
tients with coronary artery disease (CAD) are sparse.
Methods: We assessed the prevalence of alterations of mineral metabolism [cal-
cidiol (a vitamin D metabolite), FGF-23, PTH, and phosphate plasma levels] in
704 patients with stable CAD, as well as their relationship with several biomark-
ers.
Results: Age was 61.4±12.3 years and 75% of the patients were men. Esti-
mated glomerular filtration rate was 77.7 (63.6, 89.9) ml/min/1.73 m2; in 79.7% of
patients this value was >60 ml/min/1.73 m2.
Calcidiol levels showed severe deficiency (≤10.0 ng/ml) in 10.9% of cases,
moderate deficiency (10.01-20.00 ng/ml) in 46.4%, were suboptimal (20.01-30.0
ng/ml) in 32.3%, and normal (>30 ng/ml) in 10.4%. FGF-23 levels [69.9 (54.5,
96.3) RU/ml] were elevated (>130 RU/ml) in 11.5% of cases. PTH levels [59.7
(45.5, 77.5) pg/ml] were increased in 30% of cases (>74 pg/ml). Phosphate lev-
els [3.2 (2.8, 3.5) mg/dl] were high in only 0.9% of cases (>4.5 mg/dl).
Calcidiol levels showed a weak correlation with monocyte chemoattractant
protein-1 (MCP-1) (r=-0.085, p=0.024) and pro-brain natriuretic peptide (proBNP)
(r=-0.084, P=0.026), but not with age, glomerular filtration rate, high-sensitivity C
reactive protein (hsCRP) or galectin-3. FGF-23 displayed a mild-moderate corre-
lation with age (r=0.104, p=0.010), glomerular filtration rate (r=-0.286, p<0.001),
MCP-1 (0.182, p<0.001), proBNP (r=0.439, p<0.001), hsCRP (0.127, p=0.002)
and galectin-3 (r=0.203; p<0.001). PTH showed also a mild-moderate correla-
tion with age (0.209, p<0.001), glomerular filtration rate (r=-0.374, p<0.001),
MCP-1 (r=0.148, p<0.001), pro-BNP (r=0.355, p<0.001) and galectin-3 (r=0.171;
p<0.001) but not with hsCRP. At multiple linear regression analysis, these vari-
ables along with lipid values did not explain calcidiol, FGF-23 and PTH levels
(adjusted R2: 0.068, 0.218, and 0.203, respectively)

Conclusions: Patients with CAD show a high prevalence of alterations of calcid-
iol, FGF-23 and PTH plasma levels, which may be related to an adverse outcome.
These changes are not explained by age, glomerular filtration rate, inflammatory
biomarkers and lipids.

P3590 | BEDSIDE
Effectiveness of different clinical risk scores to predict different
outcomes in patients with coronary artery disease

A. Acena1, C. Cristobal2, N. Tarin3, A. Huelmos4, A. Pello1, R. Carda1,
I. Mahillo1, L. Lopez Bescos5, J. Farre1, J. Tunon1. 1Foundation Jimenez Diaz,
CARDIOLOGY, Madrid, Spain; 2University Hospital of Fuenlabrada, Cardiology,
Fuenlabrada, Spain; 3University Hospital Mostoles, Cardiology, Mostoles, Spain;
4Fundacion Hospital Alcorcon, Cardiology, Alcorcon, Spain; 5Rey Juan Carlos
University, Medicine, Alcorcon, Spain

Purpose: There are not accepted prognostic risk scores for patients with stable
coronary artery disease (SCAD). We have assessed the usefulness of three pre-
viously published clinical risk scores to predict different outcomes in patients with
SCAD.
Methods: We have evaluated these clinical risk scores in 603 patients with
SCAD: 1) The D’Agostino score, based on the Framingham study, which takes
into account age, sex, high density lipoprotein, diabetes, smoking and blood
pressure; 2) The Marschner score, from the LIPID (Long-Term Intervention with
Pravastatin in ischemic Disease) study, which uses 15 variables including age,
sex, cardiovascular risk factors, and cardiovascular history, among others; and
3) The simplified VILCAD (Vienna and Ludwigshafen Coronary Artery Disease)
score, calculated with age, ejection fraction, creatinine levels, heart rate and
hemoglobin A1c. The secondary outcomes were the incidence of acute ischemic
events (any acute coronary event, stroke or transient ischemic attack), and heart
failure or death. The primary outcome was the combination of secondary out-
comes. A Net Reclassification Index (NRI) was calculated to assess the improve-
ment in risk prediction gained by adding every risk scale to models constructed
with adjustment variables.
Results: Age was 61.2±12.3 years and 75.1% of patients were men. Follow-up
was 2.08±0.97 years. Forty-two patients developed an acute ischemic event, 22
met the outcome of heart failure or death, and 60 developed the primary outcome.
By Cox regression analysis, recurrence of acute ischemic events was predicted
only by D’Agostino score [Hazard Ratio (HR) 1.046, confidence interval (CI)
1.012-1.082; p=0.029], with a NRI of 9.7% (9.6-9.8). The Marschner (HR 1.126,
CI 1.041-1.217; p=0.005) and the VILCAD scores (HR 1.988, CI 1.480-2.670;
p<0.001) predicted the development of heart failure or death with NRIs of 5.8%
(5.7-5.9) and 18.6 (18.3-18.9), respectively. The development of the combined pri-
mary outcome was predicted by Marschner (HR 1.096, CI 1.031-1.165; p=0.005)
and VILCAD scores (HR 1.387, CI 1.132-1.700; p=0.003), with NRIs of 3.4%
(3.3-3.5) and 19.4% (19.3-19.6), respectively.
Conclusions: The accuracy of different risk scales in SCAD varies according to
the outcome studied. While scores assessing cardiovascular risk factors predict
the incidence of acute ischemic events, those including variables related to my-
ocardial and renal function perform better in the prediction of heart failure and
death. These findings must be taken into account when developing new prognos-
tic scores.

P3591 | BEDSIDE
The predictive value of high-sensitive cardiac troponin I in stable
coronary artery disease depends on age and other clinical variables

R. Carda Barrio1, C. Cristobal2, N. Tarin3, A. Acena1, A.M. Pello1, A. Huelmos4,
O. Lorenzo1, J. Alonso2, J. Farre1, J. Tunon1. 1Foundation Jimenez Diaz,
Cardiology, Madrid, Spain; 2Hospital de Fuenlabrada, Madrid, Spain; 3Hospital
de Mostoles, Madrid, Spain; 4University Hospital Alcorcon Foundation, Madrid,
Spain

Purpose: The prognostic usefulness of high-sensitive cardiac troponin I (hs-cTnI)
plasma levels in patients with stable coronary artery disease (SCAD) has not
been fully elucidated. We have assessed the ability of hs-cTnI to predict different
outcomes in patients with SCAD.
Methods: We studied 706 patients with SCAD. At baseline clinical variables were
recorded and hs-cTnI was determined. Secondary outcomes were the incidence
of: 1) acute ischemic events (any acute coronary syndrome, stroke, or transient
ischemic attack), and 2) heart failure or death. Primary outcome was the com-
posite of secondary outcomes.
Results: Hs-cTnI was >0 ng/mL in 62,1% of cases, with median and maximal
values of 0.008 (0.003-0.017) and 3.446 ng/mL respectively.
At univariate analysis, cases with hs-cTnI >0 were older [64.0 (55.0-74.0) vs 56.0
(50.0-65.0) years; p<0.001], had lower Glomerular Filtration Rate (GFR) [74.3
(59.1-86.7) vs 81.4 (71.3-93.8) mL/min/1.73 m2], a more frequent history of hy-
pertension 69.9 vs 57.3%; p=0.001), atrial fibrillation (7.1 vs 1.9%; p=0.002), ejec-
tion fraction <40% (16.7 vs 3.7%; p<0.001), therapy with angiotensin converting
enzyme inhibitors (ACEI) (58.9 vs 49.1%; p=0.012), diuretics (23.5 vs 13.1%;
p=0.001) and acenocumarol (8.7 vs 1.9%; p<0.001) than those with hs-cTnI =0.
Follow-up was 2.2±0.99 years. Fifty-three patients suffered an acute ischemic
event, 33 died or suffered heart failure and 78 developed the primary outcome.
By Cox regression analysis, hs-cTnI >0 was associated with higher risk of de-
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veloping the primary outcome [2.360 (1.359-4.099); p=0.001], and heart failure
or death [5.932 (1.806-19.482); p<0.001], but not with acute ischemic events.
When controlling for age, the statistical signification was lost.
By logistic regression analysis, age [Odds ratio (OR) 1.026 (1.009-1.044);
p=0.003)], ejection fraction <40% [OR 4.099 (2.043-8.224); p<0.001], antico-
agulants [OR 2.785 (1.049-7.395); p=0.040)], ACEI [OR 1.471 (1.064-2.034);
p=0.020], and GFR [OR 0.988 (0.977-0.999); p=0.027] were associated to hs-
TnI >0.
Conclusions: In patients with SCAD, positive hs-cTnI is associated with inci-
dence of heart failure or death, but not with acute ischemic events. Nevertheless,
this association is explained by standard clinical variables, making unnecessary
to determine hs-cTnI in this population.

P3592 | BEDSIDE
Deterioration of glucose tolerance over time may contribute to adverse
prognostic effect of asymmetric dimethylarginine in stable coronary
artery disease

A. Surdacki1, E. Wieteska1, E. Marewicz2, G. Szastak3, O. Kruszelnicka4,
T. Rakowski1, W. Mielecki1, J.S. Dubiel1. 1Jagiellonian University Medical
College and University Hospital, 2nd Department of Cardiology, Krakow, Poland;
2Jagiellonian University, Faculty of Biochemistry, Biophysics and Biotechnology,
Dept of Immunology, Krakow, Poland; 3Center for Invasive Cardiology,
Electrotherapy and Angiology, Oswiecim, Poland; 4Jagiellonian University
Medical College and the John Paul II Hospital, Department of Coronary Artery
Disease, Krakow, Poland

Purpose: Endothelial dysfunction, a well-recognized predictor of adverse cardio-
vascular outcome, was reportedly associated with incident type 2 diabetes. Our
aim was to estimate whether changes of glucose tolerance over time might con-
tribute to the adverse prognostic effect of asymmetric dimethylarginine (ADMA),
an endogenous inhibitor of nitric oxide synthesis, in stable coronary artery dis-
ease (CAD).
Methods: We studied 125 non-diabetic men (age 56±11 years) with stable
angina, obstructive CAD and without heart failure who underwent a successful
elective percutaneous coronary revascularization in our center and were receiv-
ing a standard medication according to practice guidelines. Plasma ADMA was
measured prior to coronary angiography during index hospitalization. Adverse
coronary events included death from CAD, non-fatal myocardial infarction, resus-
citation after cardiac arrest, hospitalization for unstable angina and symptoms-
driven coronary revascularization, whichever occurred first. Predictors of adverse
coronary outcome were assessed by Cox regression with deteriorating glucose
tolerance as a time-dependent confounder. A decline in glucose tolerance was de-
fined as a diagnosis of new-onset type 2 diabetes or progression to pre-diabetes
from a normal glucose tolerance after index hospitalization.
Results: Over a median follow-up of 5 years we recorded 51 adverse coro-
nary events, 15 patients developed type 2 diabetes and 19 progressed to pre-
diabetes from a normal glucose tolerance. The subjects with incident decline
of glucose tolerance exhibited higher baseline plasma ADMA compared to the
remainder (0.54±0.13 vs. 0.47±0.11 μmol/l, p=0.003). By a univariate Cox re-
gression, ADMA was associated with the risk of adverse coronary events (mean
hazard ratio [HR] per 1-SD increase in plasma ADMA: 1.38 [95% confidence
interval, 1.11–1.72], p=0.004), which was maintained after controlling for base-
line clinical, biochemical and angiographic characteristics (HR: 1.35 [1.09–1.68],
p=0.007). However, the prognostic ADMA effect was attenuated (HR: 1.26 [1.02–
1.58], p=0.04) upon further adjustment for incident decline of glucose tolerance.
Conclusion: An association between plasma ADMA levels and future deteriora-
tion of glucose tolerance may contribute to the adverse prognostic effect of ADMA
in non-diabetic men with stable CAD.

P3593 | BEDSIDE
The evaluation of reactive oxygen metabolites during intracoronary
acetylcholine spasm provocation test in patients with vasospastic
angina

T. Kiyooka1, H. Suzuki1, M. Natumeda1, H. Takahashi1, T. Ishii1, H. Tanaka1,
Y. Ikari2. 1Tokai University Oiso Hospital, Cardiology, Oiso, Japan; 2Tokai
University Hospital, Cardiology, Isehara, Japan

Background: Nitric oxide (NO) plays an important role in the regulation of coro-
nary blood flow, and is counterbalanced by the formation of reactive oxygen
species (ROS). Thus, an imbalance in vascular NO and ROS production con-
tributes to endothelial dysfunction, which is associated with coronary artery dis-
ease. Although the bioavailability of NO in the coronary circulation is commonly
evaluated by acetylcholine (ACh)-induced vasodilation, a change in reactive oxy-
gen metabolites after ACh administration is unknown in the coronary circulation.
Methods: We directly measured the serum diacron reactive oxygen metabolites
(dROMs) in the coronary sinus vein by using the dROMs test in consecutive 26
patients with chest pain and normal coronary arteriograms who underwent an in-
tracoronary ACh provocation test. We also assessed the metabolism of myocar-
dial lactate during ACh administration in the patients by measurement of lactate
in paired blood samples from the coronary artery and coronary sinus vein.
Results: ACh provocation test was positive in 18/26. Testing of paired samples of
arterial and coronary sinus venous blood showed that lactate was produced af-

ter ACh administration in the provocation positive group. There was no difference
in baseline dROMs levels between the provocation positive group and the nega-
tive group (234±50 vs. 228±52 CARR U). The provocation negative group had
significantly lower dROMs levels after ACh administration (190±46 vs. 228±52
CARR U, P<0.01) than baseline. The dROMs levels after ACh administration in
the provocation positive group were significantly higher than the negative group
(220±49 vs. 190±46 CARR U, P<0.01), suggesting lower antioxidant activity of
NO in the provocation positive group (the patients with vasospastic angina).
Conclusion: Direct measurement of dROMs levels in the coronary sinus vein by
using the dROMs test in the ACh provocation test may be useful to evaluate the
interaction of NO and ROS in the coronary circulation.

P3594 | BEDSIDE
Use of proton pump inhibitors predicts heart failure and death and is
associated to increased plasma levels of galectin-3 and monocyte
chemoattractant protein-1 in coronary artery disease

J. Tunon Fernandez1, C. Cristobal2, N. Tarin3, A. Huelmos4, A. Acena1,
A.M. Pello1, R. Carda1, J. Farre1, O. Lorenzo5, L. Lopez-Bescos6. 1Fundación
Jiménez Díaz, Madrid, Spain; 2University Hospital of Fuenlabrada, Fuenlabrada,
Spain; 3Hospital Universitario de Mostoles, Mostoles, Spain; 4University Hospital
Alcorcon Foundation, Madrid, Spain; 5Autonomous University of Madrid, Madrid,
Spain; 6Rey Juan Carlos University, Medicine, Alcorcon, Spain

Purpose: Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) have been said to increase the incidence
of cardiovascular events in patients (pts.) with coronary artery disease, mainly in
those using clopidogrel. We have analyzed the impact of PPI use in the prognosis
and biomarker plasma levels of pts. with stable coronary artery disease.
Methods: We followed 706 pts. with stable coronary artery disease who had
an acute coronary syndrome (ACS) 6-12 months before. Secondary outcomes
were: 1) acute ischemic events (ACS with/without ST-elevation, stroke, or tran-
sient ischemic attack) and 2) heart failure or death. The primary outcome was the
combination of secondary outcomes.
Results: Pts. on PPIs were older [62.0 (53.0-73.0) vs 58.0 (50.0-70.0) years;
p=0.003], had a more frequent history of stroke (4.9% vs 1.1%; p=0.004) and
shorter time from last ACS (218±89 vs 233±94 days; p=0.027) than the no-PPI
group. There were no differences in cardiovascular risk factors, existence of pe-
ripheral artery disease, ejection fraction, cardiovascular therapy (aspirin: 91.4%
vs 92.7%; clopidogrel: 66.8% vs 69.1%), glomerular filtration rate, and number of
diseased vessels, type of revascularization, and use of drug-eluting stents (44.5%
vs 50.9%) at the previous ACS.
Follow-up was 2.2±0.99 years. Fifty-three pts. developed acute ischemic events,
33 heart failure/death, and 78 met the primary outcome. PPI use was an indepen-
dent predictor of the primary outcome [Hazard Ratio (HR) 2.281 (1.244-4.183);
p=0.008], along with hypertension, body-mass index, glomerular filtration rate,
atrial fibrillation, and nitrate use. It was also an independent predictor of heart fail-
ure/death [HR 5.713 (1.628-20.043); p=0.007], but not of acute ischemic events
(Cox regression).
Pts. on PPI had higher plasma levels of galectin-3 [8.12 (6.47-9.92) vs 7.51
(5.16-9.23) ng/ml; p<0.001] and MCP-1 (monocyte chemoattractant protein-1)
[147.1±69.6 vs 136±55.9 pg/mL; p=0.027], which are related to fibrosis and in-
flammation, respectively. No differences in high-sensitivity C-reactive protein or
NT-probrain natriuretic peptide plasma levels were seen.
Conclusions: In pts. with stable coronary artery disease, PPI use is an inde-
pendent predictor of the development of heart failure or death. Pts. on PPIs had
increased plasma levels of MCP-1 and galectin-3, that are related to inflammation
and fibrosis. Further study is needed to clarify these findings.

P3595 | BENCH
Interaction between risk factors and fibrinogen genetic
polymorphisms in patients admitted for stable angina pectoris: focus
on underlying processes

N. Papageorgiou, D. Tousoulis, A. Briasoulis, G. Hatzis, E. Androulakis,
C. Tentolouris, C. Toutouzas, C. Tsioufis, Z. Pallantza, C. Stefandis. Hippokration
Hospital, University of Athens, 1st Department of Cardiology, Athens, Greece

Purpose: It is well established that hypertension (HTN) and diabetes melli-
tus (DM) are strongly associated with coronary artery disease (CAD. In ad-
dition, inconsistent data exist regarding to the role of fibrinogen genetic vari-
ability in atherosclerosis. Therefore, we examined the effects of the rs180070
and rs2070011 fibrinogen polymorphisms on coagulation and inflammatory pro-
cesses as well as the risk for CAD in patients with DM and HTN admitted with
stable angina pectoris.
Methods: In 3 year period, 744 subjects were enrolled in our study. The two
polymorphisms were determined by polymerase chain reaction-restriction frag-
ment length polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) technique. Fibrinogen, interleukin-6 (IL-
6), high sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP) CD40L, D-dimer and factors V, X
activity were measured with appropriate methods.
Results: The AA homozygosity of rs180070 was associated with significantly
higher levels of fibrinogen in both HTN and DM (p=0.05, p=0.04 respectively).
Multivariate logistic regression analysis showed that fibrinogen levels >443 mg/dl
were associated with higher risk for CAD [OR: 3.9, 95% CI, (1.7-9.4, p=0.002)]
compared to levels <347 mg/dl in the general population. Similar associa-
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tions were observed in HTN and DM patients. The presence of AA genotype
(rs180070) was also significantly associated with increased risk of CAD in the
general population [OR: 3.2, 95% CI, (1.01-10.1, p=0.049)]. Finally, the AA ho-
mozygosity (rs180070) was associated with higher IL-6 an D-dimer, but not
hsCRP levels in the general population.
Conclusions: Our findings suggest that the presence of AA genotype (rs180070)
is associated with increased levels of inflammatory mediators and higher risk of
CAD. However, elevated fibrinogen levels >443 mg/dl remained the most signifi-
cant predictor of CAD.

P3596 | BEDSIDE
Higher levels of cardiac troponin t in patients with stable angina
pectoris predict increased risk of myocardial infarction

V. Vavik1, G.F.T. Svingen2, H. Schartum-Hansen1, E.K. Ringdal Pedersen2,
K.M. Aakre3, O. Nygard2, K. Vikenes1. 1Haukeland University Hospital, Dept. of
Heart Disease, Bergen, 2University of Bergen, Dept. of Clinical Science, Bergen,
3Haukeland University Hospital, Laboratory of Clinical Biochemistry, Bergen,
Norway

Purpose: Previous studies among patients with stable angina pectoris (SAP)
have shown that cardiac troponin T (hs-cTnT) concentrations as determined by
highly sensitive assays are significantly associated with risk of cardiovascular
death, but the association with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is less clear.
We assessed the relationship between baseline hs-cTnT levels and risk of AMI in
SAP patients.
Methods: 3882 patients who underwent elective coronary angiography 2000 –
2004 were followed to subsequent AMI or end of 2006. Univariate and multivariate
survival analyses according to hs-cTnT groups (≤3 ng/L; n=1796, 4-9; n=1199,
10-19; n=689 and 20-30; n=198) were studied by Kaplan Meier plots and by Cox
regression.
Results: The population consisted of 2773 (71.4%) males with a median age of
61.7 years, of which 286 (7.4%) experienced an AMI. Kaplan Meier plots revealed
a strong, graded association between hs-cTnT categories and risk of AMI (Fig-
ure 1). In a Cox model adjusted for age, sex, body mass index, hypertension,
diabetes mellitus, smoking, Apo A1, Apo B, Lp(a) and CRP, hazard ratios (HRs)
(95% confidence intervals [CIs]) were 1.05 (0.75 – 1.46), 1.94 (1.38 – 2.73) and
3.25 (2.13 - 4.95) when comparing the 2nd, 3rd and 4th to the 1st Hs-cTnT group,
respectively (P for trend <0.001). The linear association remained significant (P
for trend <0.001) even after adjusting for the number of significantly stenosed
coronary arteries (0-3), left ventricular ejection fraction (%), estimated glomeru-
lar filtration rate (mL/min/1.73m2), medication and previous peripheral vascular
disease, percutaneous intervention or coronary bypass surgery.

Figure 1

Conclusion: In patients with SAP, higher levels of hs-cTnT are associated with
an increased risk of subsequent AMI.
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Predictors of death and myocardial infarction in patients with
refractory angina

N. Tavares Poppi, L.O.C. Dourado, G. Venturini, E.L. Adam, T.N.P. Leite,
L.A. Machado Cesar, A.C. Pereira, L.H.W. Gowdak. Heart Institute (InCor) -
University of Sao Paulo Faculty of Medicine Clinics Hospital (HC-FMUSP), Sao
Paulo, Brazil

Background: Patients with refractory angina (RA) usually have extensive coro-
nary artery disease (CAD) leading to myocardial ischemia and disabling symp-
toms that cannot be controlled by a combination of medical therapy, angioplasty
or surgery (CABG). It is estimated that about 10% of patients with symptomatic
CAD have RA. Nevertheless, data about the natural history of RA and the predic-
tors of events in this growing group of patients are very scarce.
Methods: 100 patients (70 men, mean age 62 years) were prospectively enrolled
in this study. Optimal, maximally tolerated medical therapy was encouraged dur-
ing a 3-month period. All patients underwent invasive coronary angiography, and
cardiac magnetic resonance myocardial perfusion stress-testing; highly sensitive
cardiac troponin T (hs-cTnT) levels were determined at baseline. The primary
endpoint was the composite incidence of death and nonfatal myocardial infarction
(MI). Kaplan-Meier curves were constructed for the event-free survival probability

during a median follow-up period of 22.5 months (interquartile range, 11 to 37).
Univariate analysis was performed using the log-rank test to identify variables as-
sociated with the primary endpoint, and the Cox proportional-hazards regression
model for the multivariate analysis.
Results: Prior history of CABG or angioplasty was found in 79% and 57% of pa-
tients, respectively. Cardiovascular assessment revealed that 71% of patients had
a previous MI, 74% had three-vessel disease, and 11% had moderate to severe
left ventricular dysfunction. There were 15 events (6 deaths and 9 myocardial
infarctions) giving an estimated 22.5-month cumulative event rate of 10%. Uni-
variate predictors of death and MI were: hs-cTnT quartile (P<0.0001), median
age (P=0.008), left ventricular dysfunction (P=0.019), and chronic kidney disease
(P=0.008). After multivariate analysis, only hs-cTnT (P<0.0001) continued to be
statistically significant.
Conclusion: This study demonstrated for the first time that plasma levels of hs-
cTnT were the only independent predictors of death and MI in patients with re-
fractory angina.

TOPICS IN PRIMARY PERCUTANEOUS CORONARY
INTERVENTION

P3599 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic impact of a primary PCI regional network implementation
for the treatment of patients with ST-segment elevation myocardial
infarction

G. Abreu, S. Nabais, C. Arantes, J. Martins, C. Galvao Braga, V. Ramos,
C. Vieira, A. Gaspar, M. Alvares Pereira, A. Correia. Hospital de Braga,
Cardiology, Braga, Portugal

Background: Primary percutaneous coronary intervention (P-PCI) is superior to
fibrinolysis in patients presenting with acute ST-elevation myocardial infarction
(STEMI) when it can be expeditiously performed by an experienced team in a
hospital with a 24h/7d P-PCI programme and PCI related time delay compared to
fibrinolysis is no longer than 90-120min.
Aim: To determine if the availability of a 24h/7d regional P-PCI programme is
associated with improved prognosis in STEMI patients.
Methods: We analysed 2327 patients admitted consecutively in our coronary
care unit with a diagnosis of STEMI and included in a prospective registry, from
Jan 2002 to Jun 2013. Patients were divided in three groups corresponding to
different time periods: 2002-2004 (group 1, n=627, 26.9%) - without cath lab in
our hospital (STEMI patients were treated with fibrinolysis and rescue/elective
PCI); 2005-2009 (group 2, n=742, 31.9%) - with elective PCI available two to
four periods of five hours a week; and 2010-2013 (group 3, n=958, 41.2%) - with
a 24h/7d PCI programme. For each group we compared clinical and laboratory
features, treatment and adverse events. Primary endpoint was the occurrence of
death at 6 months; follow-up was completed in 98% of patients.
Results: Age difference between groups was not statistically significant. Patients
in group 3 were more often men (77.8 vs 74.5 vs 80.4%; p=0.016), had higher
body mass index (p=0.001), higher prevalence of dyslipidaemia (37.2 vs 45.3
vs 49.9%; p<0.001), smoking (30.3 vs 29 vs 36.7%; p=0.001), and history of
CABG (0.3 vs 1.6 vs 4.6%; p<0.001). On admission, they presented more often
with Killip 4 (2.1 vs 2.4 vs 4.1%; p=0.043), anaemia (14.1 vs 19.2 vs 21.8%;
p=0.005) and renal insufficiency (eGFR <60 ml/min) (15.6 vs 17.5 vs 23.8%;
p<0,001). Patients in group 1 were more frequently treated with fibrinolysis (51
vs 44.5 vs 3.3%; p<0.001) and less often treated with beta blockers (78.8 vs 87.6
vs 84.6%; p<0.001), statins (78.8 vs 97.7 vs 98.0%; p<0,001) and PCI (31.1
vs. 69 vs. 87.7%; p<0.001). In-hospital (10.1 vs 7.1 vs 5.8%; p=0.007) and 6-
month mortality (15.2 vs 12.2 vs 10.3%; p=0.017) were lower in groups 2 and
3 compared with group 1. In multivariate analysis, group 3 remained associated
with a 39% risk reduction of 6-month mortality compared to group 1 [adjusted OR
0.61, 95% CI (0.403 - 0.924); p=0.02].
Conclusion: Overall improvement of care and implementation of a 24h/7d P-PCI
programme was associated with a progressive reduction of mortality in STEMI
patients admitted to our coronary care unit over the past 12 years, despite an
increasing risk profile.

P3600 | BEDSIDE
Endovascular myocardial reperfusion in patients with AMI and acute
occlusion of the left main coronary artery

D.A. Asadov, O.E. Suhorukov, A.V. Kononov, P.S. Vasiliev, I.Y. Kostianov,
D.G. Iosseliani. Moscow City Center of Interventional Cardioangiology, Moscow,
Russian Federation

Purpose: To study the feasibility, safety and effectiveness of emergency endovas-
cular myocardial reperfusion in patients with AMI and acute occlusion of the left
main coronary artery (LCA).
Background: The prognosis in acute occlusion of the LCA is very unfavorable.
Most patients die within the first minutes and hours of the disease, before admis-
sion. However, few patients survive until the admission and can receive emer-
gency treatment. Special hopes for improving the prognosis are put on urgent
endovascular myocardial reperfusion. Meanwhile the experience in this field is
quite small.
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Material and methods: In 2000 – 2012, 5187 patients with AMI underwent en-
dovascular treatment in our Center. 42 (0,8%) of them had acute occlusion of the
LCA. All those patients had cardiogenic shock of various degree. Coronary an-
giography revealed complete occlusion of the LCA with collateral filling (Rentrop
2-3) of distal segments from the RCA. Average LV EF was 27,4±5,6%.
Results: 32 patients (76,9%) had endovascular recanalization and stenting of the
LCA resulting in antegrade blood flow TIMI 2-3. In 26 cases PCI were preceded
by intraaortic balloon pumping of at least 24 hours duration in all patients. 19 of
42 patients received intracoronary metabolic cytoprotectors following the original
technique elaborated in our Center. Mechanical vacuum thrombextraction from
the LCA was performed with positive results in 3 cases. 13 patients (30,7%) died
in hospital from progressive LV failure, the remaining were discharged in satis-
factory condition. Mid-term follow-up (11,7±3,1 months) was obtained in all 29
patients. One patient died in 10 months from acute coronary insufficiency (prob-
ably, stent thrombosis after stopping antiplatelet therapy). Another 10 patients
with multivessel coronary disease underwent CABG. Another 16 patients had re-
peated endovascular procedure related to in-stent stenosis of BMS or stenting of
another sites in coronary vessels. The remaining 2 patients were angina free, and
CAG did not reveal any signs of progressing stenosis or in-stent changes. All 28
patients were in NYHA class 1-2. LV EF was 36,5±6,8% on the average.
Conclusions: Our first results of endovascular myocardial reperfusion in patients
with AMI and complete occlusion of the LCA seem more favorable and encourag-
ing in comparison with conservative therapy, particularly if these procedures are
combined with intraaortic balloon pumping and other effective therapeutic proce-
dures (thrombextraction, intracoronary metabolic cytoprotectors, etc.). However,
additional experience is needed to make definite conclusions.

P3601 | BEDSIDE
Is fibrinolysis still a viable alternative for patients with ST elevation
myocardial infarction: results from a mixed-reperfusion model of ST
elevation myocardial infarction care

R. Vandegriend, G.C. Wong, C. Fordyce, R. Zhang, M. Gao, C.M. Taylor,
T. Orenstein, A.Y. Chou, S. Alipour, K. Ramanathan. University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

Purpose: The preferred method of reperfusion for ST elevation myocardial in-
farction (STEMI) is primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) when per-
formed in a timely manner. STEMI treatment has been regionalized to improve
reperfusion times and in a large geographic region, a mixed-reperfusion model
utilizing both PCI and fibrinolysis is necessary. We aimed to evaluate the out-
comes of STEMI management in a mixed reperfusion model.
Methods: Retrospective analysis of consecutive patients with a STEMI present-
ing within a region of both rural and metropolitan hospitals between 03/2007
and 12/2011 was performed. Patients were treated with either PCI or fibrinolysis
based on the presenting hospital. The primary outcomes of interest are in-hospital
and 1-year mortality. The outcomes were compared for both treatment groups by
infarct territory.
Results: By infarct territory, anterior and non-anterior STEMI were well matched
for baseline characteristics, anatomy and treatment. Cardiogenic shock on pre-
sentation was more prevalent in anterior versus non-anterior STEMI (6.6% versus
3.3%, p=0.007). Median door-to-balloon time was 83 mins (IQR 55-118 mins) and
median door-to-needle was 39 mins (IQR 22-65 mins). The table below shows
outcomes by infarct territory and initial reperfusion therapy.

Anterior STEMI (n=548) Non-Anterior STEMI (n=676)
PCI Fibrinolysis p-value PCI Fibrinolysis p-value

(n=438) (n=110) (n=515) (n=161)

Symptom-to-reperfusion
time <3 hours 53% 69.1% 0.009 50.4% 70.2% <0.001

Intracranial hemorrhage 1.8% 0% 0.368 0.8% 0.6% 1
Bleeding requiring transfusion 8% 7.3% 0.802 2.5% 3.1% 0.779
Cardiogenic shock 14.4% 10% 0.229 8.2% 5% 0.178
Ejection fraction < 30% 13% 7.3% 0.042 1.9% 1.2% 0.201
In-hospital mortality 7.5% 2.7% 0.084 4.7% 1.2% 0.058
1-year mortality 9.8% 3.6% 0.037 7.2% 2.5% 0.036

Conclusions: A significantly higher proportion of patients had reperfusion <3
hours and lower 1-year mortality with no increase in intracranial hemorrhage or
bleeding requiring transfusion with fibrinolysis compared to PCI. In situations with
a long anticipated PCI-related delay, fibrinolysis is a viable alternative and offers
improved outcomes.

P3602 | BEDSIDE
Fluoroscopy assisted scoring of myocardial hypoperfusion (FLASH)
as a novel predictor of mortality after primary percutaneous coronary
intervention in patients with ST elevation myocardial infarction

S. Biesbroek, S. Roos, J. Van Der Gragt, P. Teunissen, M. Van Hout, P. Knaapen,
O. Kamp, N. Van Royen. VU University Medical Center, Cardiology, Amsterdam,
Netherlands

Aim: Reperfusion can be assessed by TIMI flow grade (TFG), corrected TIMI
Frame Count (CTFC) and Quantitative Blush Evaluator (QuBE), but all have im-
portant drawbacks. A more accurate angiographic assessment could yield better

risk stratification in patients with ST elevated myocardial infarction (STEMI). The
aim of this study was to investigate whether FLuoroscopy Assisted Scoring of
myocardial Hypoperfusion (FLASH) could predict cardiac mortality after primary
Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (pPCI) in STEMI patients.
Methods and results: Coronary blood flow (CBF) was measured in 453 STEMI
patients treated by pPCI and 38 control patients by multiplying the contrast pas-
sage time by the vessel length and cross sectional area obtained by QCA. FLASH
was then expressed as a relative difference of CBF in the culprit artery compared
to that in the reference artery. FLASH was calculated in 453 STEMI and its re-
lationship with mortality was investigated. Clinical, procedural, angiographic and
survival data were collected. Cardiac mortality after 6 months was 5% (20/435).
FLASH had a high accuracy of predicting cardiac mortality at 6 months with a sig-
nificant higher area under the curve (AUC) (AUC: 0.75) as compared with CTFC
(AUC: 0.57) and QuBe (AUC: 0.51) (p=0.036 and p=0.002, resp.) but not signifi-
cantly higher than TFG (p=0.236). However, FLASH-measurement distinguished
patients with different risk of cardiac mortality within TFG groups. The optimal cut
off value was determined using receiver operating characteristic (-97%) yielding
a sensitivity and specificity of respectively 85% and 69%. FLASH was an inde-
pendent predictor of mortality at 6 months (HR=0.72 per 100-percent increase,
p<0.001).
Conclusion: FLASH is a simple, non-invasive method to predict mortality after
pPCI in STEMI patients with a higher accuracy compared to presently used an-
giographic scores. FLASH provides risk stratification and may also be used in
clinical trials as a measure of reperfusion success.

P3603 | BEDSIDE
Impact of the mode of arrival at emergency medical service on
treatment modalities and the short term outcome in patients with
ST elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI)

C. Rousseaux1, A.S.E. Ramadan1, M.J. Claeys2, M. Renard3, P. Vranckx4,
S.A. Gevaert5, A. De Meester6, G. Boland7, P. Mols1. 1CHU Saint Pierre,
Brussels, Belgium; 2University of Antwerp Hospital (Edegem), Department
of cardiology, Antwerp, Belgium; 3Erasme Hospital (ULB), Department of
cardiology, Brussels, Belgium; 4Virga Jesse Hospital, department of cardiac
intensive care and interventional cardiology, Hasselt, Belgium; 5Ghent
University Hospital (UZ), Department of cardiology, Ghent, Belgium; 6Centre
Hospitalier Jolimont-Lobbes, Department of cardiology, Haine-Saint-Paul,
Belgium; 7Citadelle Regional Hospital, Department of cardiology, Liege,
Belgium

Purpose: Emergency Medical Services (EMSs) play a key role in the recognition
and treatment of ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). This study
evaluates reperfusion treatment and patients’ outcomes according to their mode
of arrival.
Methods: A total of 1988 STEMI patients that were entered in the Belgian STEMI
database between 01/04/2012 and 30/09/2013 were retrospectively analysed and
subdivised into two study groups: patients who were admitted by EMS (Group I)
versus patients that did not use EMS system (group II). We compared baseline
risk profile (expressed as TIMI risk score), reperfusion modalities and in hospital
outcome between both study groups.
Results: Among 1988 patients, 68.8% arrived by EMS (Group I) and 31.2%
(group II) by their own means. Patients in group I were significantly older (64y vs
61y, p=0,0005), presented more frequently with cardiac arrest, (13.8% vs 4.84%,
p=0.0000) and had a higher TIMI risk score (4.3 vs 3.8, p=0.0000). More patients
within group I received primary PCI (94.4% vs 90.9%, p=0.002). The time interval
between the appearance of symptoms to the time of reperfusion therapy intervals
were shorter in group I (257min vs 501 min, p=0,0011) and more patients in group
I got primary PCI within 90 minutes (72,2% vs 61,2%, p=0,0000) respectively. 30
days mortality was significantly higher in group I (8.62% vs 2.74%, p=0,000).
However, after correction for differences in baseline characteristics, mortality was
not significantly different among both study groups
Conclusion: Two thirds of STEMI patients were admitted in hospitals via EMS
in Belgium. The use of EMS was associated with shorter ischemic times and a
higher use of primary PCI. These data favor the use of EMS as preferred transfer
system for patients with chest pain suspect for STEMI.

P3604 | BEDSIDE
Early vessel healing after primary PCI for STEMI relation between
incomplete stent apposition and thrombus

T. Takama. Saiseikai Yokohama City Eastern Hospital, Yokohama, Japan

Aim: This study was to confirm the relation between incomplete stent apposition
and thrombus at early follow-up as assessed by optical coherence tomography
(OCT) in stents implanted during primary percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI) for ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI).Incomplete stent
apposition (ISA) and the absence of strut endothelialization might be linked to
stent thrombosis. STEMI might have a higher risk of thrombosis.
Methods: An early OCT evaluation of stents that were deployed in culprit lesions
for STEMI was performed at 9- 18days. The primary end-point was the percent-
age of incomplete stent apposition and that of struts covered with a thrombus.
Secondary end-points were the percentage of neointima covered struts.
Results: 20 lesions in 20 patients (4,614 struts) were analyzed. Median follow-
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up time was 12 (range 9 to 18) days. The frequency of incomplete stent appo-
sition was 14%. The frequency of stent covered with thrombus was 11%. The
percentage of incomplete stent apposition covered with thrombus and that of well
apposition covered with thrombus were 73% and 27% (P=0.02).
Conclusions: Stents implanted for STEMI had a high frequency of incompletely
apposed struts at early phase using OCT. These struts of incomplete stent appo-
sition were obviously coated a thrombus compared with apposition struts at the
early stage.

P3605 | BEDSIDE
Impact of right ventricular involvement on character of transient
myocardial ischemia in patients with inferior ST segment elevation
myocardial infarction

H.G. Hayrapetyan1, K.G. Adamyan2, I.A. Arakelyan1. 1Erebouni MC, Yerevan,
Armenia; 2Institute of Cardiology, Yerevan, Armenia

Purpose: ECG Holter monitoring makes it possible to quantify not only symp-
tomatic but silent ischemic episodes (IEs) during daily activities. The aim of the
study was to evaluate the impact of right ventricular (RV) involvement on fre-
quency of episodes of transient myocardial ischemia as well as on incidence of
silent ischemic episodes in acute and late posthospital periods of inferior ST seg-
ment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI).
Methods: The study involved a cohort of 524 consecutive patients (mean age
57 y.o., males 453) with primary acute inferior STEMI with (Group 1; n=210) and
without (Group 2; n=314) RV involvement. PCI frequencies and other clinical vari-
ables did not differ significantly between groups. All patients underwent double
24-hour ECG Holter monitoring in the pre-discharge day and one year after their
discharge to deduct any IE defined as ≥1 mm horizontal or down-sloping ST seg-
ment depression lasting at least one minute and separated from other episodes
by at least one minute (1x1x1 rule). For both groups we calculated the total daily
duration of IEs (TDD), total number of IEs per day/person (TNDP) as well as
percentages of silent IE of total ones.
Results: For the pre-discharge day, we observed significantly higher mean of
TDD and TNDP of IEs in Group 1 than in Group 2 (866±129 sec. vs. 559±47 sec.,
p<0.001 and 3.4 IEs/person vs. 2.0 IE/person, p<0.05 correspondingly). For the
same period, cases with silent IEs were about 1.5 times frequent in Group 1 than
in Group 2 (61.5% vs. 40.9%, p<0.001). One year after the discharge, however,
we found no between-group differences of above parameters (369±53 sec. vs.
315±40 sec. for TDD; 1.3 IEs/person vs. 1.2 IEs/person for TNDP; and 37.1%
vs. 36.7% for silent IEs, p>0.05 for all three cases). We also measured sizes of
1-year changes of above parameters and found that TDD, TNDP and frequencies
of silent IEs were decreased in Group 1 in a significantly greater extent than
in Group 2 (by 497 sec. vs. by 244 sec., p<0.05; by 2.1 IE/person vs. by 0.8
IE/person, p<0.05; and by 24.4% vs. by 4.2%, p<0.001 correspondingly).
Conclusion: In patients with inferior STEMI, RV involvement is associated with
higher TDD and TNDP of transient myocardial IEs including silent once in pre-
discharge period yet a greater extent of improvement of the same parameters
after 1 year of STEMI.

P3606 | BEDSIDE
Coronary intraplaque hemorrhage is frequently observed in patients
with ST elevation myocardial infarction

T. Kameyama1, T. Sato2, H. Ueno1, T. Noto3, A. Matsuki4, T. Nakadate5,
K. Yamada6, H. Inoue1. 1University of Toyama, Toyama, Japan; 2Toyama Rosai
Hospital, Uozu, Japan; 3Imizu City Hospital, Imizu, Japan; 4Itoigawa Sogo
Hospital, Itoigawa, Japan; 5Saiseikai Takaoka Hospital, Takaoka, Japan; 6Bando
Hospital, Asahi, Japan

Background: Coronary intraplaque hemorrhage (IPH) is associated with lipid-
core expansion and plaque inflammation. Therefore, IPH contributes to conver-
sion of stable asymptomatic plaque to an unstable plaque. Plaque rupture and
subsequent thrombotic lumen occlusion at the site with previously non-stenotic
lesion is associated with ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI).
Methods: In 37 patients who underwent percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI) for STEMI (n=13), non-STEMI (n=9) and stable angina pectoris (SAP,
n=15), atherothrombotic debris were collected from culprit plaque using filter-
based distal protection guidewire device (Filtrap) during PCI. We immunohisto-
chemically determined CD14 (proinflammatory macrophage marker) and CD163
(Hb scavenger receptor) -positive macrophages (IPH marker) in filtered debris.
We also examined the culprit plaque volume and components by ultrasonic tis-
sue characterization using VH-IVUS.
Results: Plaque area were not different among three groups, however, lumen
area in STEMI (4.5±1.0mm2) were larger than those in non-STEMI (3.6±0.4mm2,
P=0.02). Similarly, remodeling index in STEMI (1.15±0.07) were larger than those
in non-STEMI (1.05±0.05, P<0.01). Necrotic core component of culprit plaque in
STEMI (28.9±8.6%) were not different from those in non-STEMI (23.6±7.8%),
but were larger than those in SAP (19.7±6.6, P=0.01). Dense calcium compo-
nent of culprit plaque in non-STEMI (8.8±4.1%) were larger than those in STEMI
(4.8±3.1, P=0.04). CD14-positive macrophage counts were higher in STEMI
(16.5±9.1%) compared to those in non-STEMI (8.7±7.8%, p=0.04) and SAP
(7.7±5.3%, P<0.01). CD163-positive macrophage counts were higher in STEMI

(29.1±23.2%) compared to those in non-STEMI (10.2±8.5%, p=0.02) and SAP
(7.6±11.6%, P<0.01).
Conclusions: Large necrotic core is associated with ACS. Large lumen with pos-
itively remodeled plaque is associated with STEMI. Plaque with intraplaque hem-
orrhage and inflammation is associated with STEMI.

P3607 | BEDSIDE
The first ST elevation myocardial infarction in diabetic patients:
characteristics, delays and morbi-mortality within an established
network for reperfusion therapy

R.M. Lidon, J. Baneras, J.A. Barrabes, B. Garcia Del Blanco, I. Otaegui,
D. Garcia-Dorado on behalf of the CODI IAM Registry investigators. University
Hospital Vall d’Hebron, Cardiology, Barcelona, Spain

Purpose: Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a risk factor for higher mortality in acute coro-
nary syndromes. The aim of this study is to evaluate whether, in known diabetic
patients with a first ST elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), there are differ-
ences with respect to patients without diabetes in clinical characteristics, in pa-
tients or health care systems delays, and in-hospital and 30 days mortality.
Methods: All first STEMI consecutive patients treated in an established STEMI
network in the geographical area of Catalonia (7½million people) were enrolled in
2010-11. Clinical characteristics, time delays, and in-hospital and 30 days mortal-
ity were analyzed in two established groups: known diabetic (D) and non–diabetic
(ND). Baseline variables were compared between both groups using T-test and
Chi-square for continuous and discrete variables respectively. Multivariable pre-
dictors of mortality were assessed using logistic regression modelling.
Results: Of 5097 patients with a first STEMI, 970 (19%) were diabetic. D were
older (67.3±12 vs 61.2±13.8; p<0.001), most frequently women (31.3 vs 20.9%;
p<0.001), fewer ST elevation in ECG (90.3 vs 92.9%; p<0.05) and most left bun-
dle branch block (3.9 vs 2.0%; p<0.05). Patient related-delay and health care
system delay were statistically larger in D: delay between symptom onset and
first medical contact (FMC) (222.1±473 vs 165.2±346 minutes; p<0.001), be-
tween FMC-diagnosis (21.0±37.6 vs 17.7±35.2 minutes; p<0.04) and between
symptom onset and reperfusion therapy (377.8±453 vs 319.8±371 minutes;
p<0.001).There were no differences between D and non D in reperfusion rate but
D had worse Killip class (Killip≥II in 21.7 vs 14.4%; p<0.001), higher in-hospital
(4.4 vs 2.5%; p<0.01) and at 30 days mortality (6.2 vs 4.3%). Multivariate analysis
identified age and Killip class but not diabetes as predictors of mortality.
Conclusion: In the STEMI setting, diabetes is associated with more delay and
higher in-hospital and 30 days mortality. However, diabetes does not improve
predictive ability over age and Killip class. There is room for improvement in edu-
cational strategies for diabetic patients and for the health care system too.

P3608 | BEDSIDE
Superior safety with similar efficacy of bivalirudin over glycoprotein
IIb/IIIa inhibitors in primary percutaneous intervention

V. Kodumuri, P. Singh, M. Singh, A. Sethi, D. Kovacs, S. Khosla, R. Arora.
Rosalind Franklin University, Cardiology, North Chicago, United States of
America

Purpose: Bivalirudin is class I indication for primary Percutaneous Coronary In-
tervention (PCI). Although the safety is well established, there is inconsistent data
in clinical studies about it’s efficacy, when compared to heparin with glycopro-
tein (GP) IIb/IIIa inhibitors. We conducted a meta analysis comparing these two
groups in primary PCI.
Methods: Four clinical studies involving 7985 patients were analyzed. The end
points analyzed were - Primary Composite Outcome (Composite of Death, Re-
infarction or non-CABG related bleeding at 30 days), Non-CABG related major
bleeding, 30-day mortality and, Stent thrombosis at 30 days. Heterogeneity of the
studies was analyzed by Cochran’s Q statistics. The Mantel-Haenszel random
effect model was used to calculate combined relative risks for outcomes.
Results: Bivalirudin significantly reduced the rate of primary composite outcome
and major bleeding as shown in the table. Compared to heparin with GP IIb/IIIa
group, bivalirudin caused significantly higher number of stent thrombosis at 30
days. However, bivalirudin had lesser number of deaths at 30 days, although sta-
tistically not significant.

Bivalirudin vs heparin + GP IIb/IIIa

Outcome Studies Participants RR (95% CI) P-value

Primary composite outcome 4 7985 0.73 (0.64–0.84) P<0.001
Major bleeding (non-CABG related) 4 7985 0.51 (0.40–0.66) P<0.00001
Stent thrombosis 4 7769 1.61 (1.11–2.33) P=0.01
Death 4 7985 0.81 (0.64–1.03) P=0.09
MACE 2 5538 1.03 (0.83–1.28) P=0.80

Bivalirudin vs heparin + GP IIb/IIIa in primary percutaneous intervention.

Conclusion: Bivalirudin is safer, and has comparable efficacy compared to hep-
arin with GP IIb/IIIa inhibitors in primary PCI. Caution should be exercised, how-
ever, given the significantly increased rate of stent thrombosis. Further random-
ized clinical trials are needed to this end.
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Wave intensity analysis to investigate the physiology of exercise
induced ischaemia and its alleviation with nitroglycerine

K.N. Asrress1, R. Williams1, M.Z. Khawaja1, T. Lockie1, H. Ellis1,
P. Chowienczyck1, D. Perera1, S. Plein2, M.S. Marber1, S. Redwood1. 1King’s
College London, Cardiovascular Division, St. Thomas’ Hospital, London, United
Kingdom; 2University of Leeds, Multidisciplinary Cardiovascular Research
Centre, Leeds, United Kingdom

Purpose: The mechanisms governing exercise-induced angina and its alleviation
by the most commonly used anti-anginal drug, nitroglycerine (GTN), are incom-
pletely understood. In this study we measured central and coronary hemodynam-
ics during incremental exercise to gain further understanding.
Methods: 21 Patients (67±6 years) with exertional angina and documented coro-
nary artery disease underwent cardiac catheterisation via radial access and per-
formed incremental exercise using a supine cycle ergometer during the proce-
dure. As patients developed limiting angina or approached maximal effort, sub-
lingual glyceryl trinitrate (GTN) was administered and exercise continued for two
minutes at the same workload. Throughout exercise, distal coronary pressure and
flow velocity were recorded in the culprit vessel using a dual sensor wire while
central aortic pressure was recorded using a second wire.
Results: Patients exercised for a mean of 321±106 seconds to reach lim-
iting symptoms or approaching maximal effort. Compared to rest, this was
associated with significant ST-segment depression in the territories subtend-
ing the diseased arteries (0.164±0.026mV, P<0.0001 compared to rest) con-
firming ischaemia. This reduced significantly following GTN administration to
0.119±0.021mV (P=0.0028 compared to peak exercise) despite identical work-
load. This was accompanied by a 31% reduction in aortic pressure augmentation
(P<0.01), and a reduction in tension time index (P<0.01), major determinants
of left ventricular afterload. Despite reductions in aortic pressure and afterload,
coronary pressure and flow were maintained (P=NS). This was accompanied by
a reduction in coronary microvascular resistance (P=0.01) and a significant in-
crease in both the energy of the diastolic microcirculatory backward expansion
wave, thereby increasing microcirculatory conductance and relaxation, and the
systolic backward compression wave (BCW), related to myocardial contractility
(P<0.05).
Conclusions: This exercise protocol provides a new paradigm with which the
physiology of ischaemia as well as the performance of novel and established anti-
anginals can be studied. In patients with exercise-induced angina, administration
of GTN causes harmonious changes in the systemic and coronary circulation that
combine to maintain coronary perfusion while simultaneously reducing afterload.
The increase in the BCW likely arises from increased myocardial contractility,
consistent with observations in animal studies. This is the first time that a coronary
derived index has shown potential to measure myocardial contractility.

P3611 | BEDSIDE
Impact of lesion-specific factors on the discrepancy between
angiographic and functional assessment in patients with angina
pectoris

A. Suzuki, H. Takashima, A. Kurita, K. Waseda, H. Ando, K. Maeda, S. Kumagai,
S. Sakurai, M. Fujimoto, T. Amano. Aichi Medical University, Cardiology,
Nagakute, Japan

Background: Although coronary angiography still plays a pivotal role to evalu-
ate lesion severity, we sometimes mislead lesion severity with only angiographic
lesion assessment. Fractional flow reserve (FFR) has been recognized as the
gold standard modality to evaluate functional lesion severity. There was not well
discussed the association between lesion-specific factors and visual-functional
discrepancies. Thus, the aim of this study was to evaluate lesion-specific factors
of concordance and discordance pattern between angiographic and functional
assessment by FFR.
Methods: A total of 276 consecutive stable angina patients with 385 isolated le-
sions were confirmed in this study. Lesions were measured FFR with intravenous
adenosine triphosphate and assessed by quantitative coronary angiography.
According to the results of diameter stenosis (DS) and FFR, the study subjects

were classified into 4 groups, and compared with them on the association of var-
ious lesion-specific factors.
Results: In all lesions, reference diameter was 2.8±0.6 mm, DS was 52±13%,
lesion length was 14.0±7.2 mm, and FFR was 0.80±0.12. There showed signif-
icant correlation with DS, lesion length and FFR (r = -0.354, p<0.001 and r =
-0.220, p<0.001, respectively). In this subject, visual-functional discordance was
observed in 152 (40%) lesions. The comparative data on lesion-specific factors
were shown in the table.
Conclusion: The difference of lesion-specific factors related to discrepancy be-
tween angiographic and functional assessment. These results may help us to
decision making of therapeutic strategy.

P3612 | BEDSIDE
Noninvasive fractional flow reserve derived from quantitative
perfusion positron emission tomography

W. Stuijfzand1, I. Danad1, V. Uusitalo2, T. Kero3, P. Raijmakers1,
A. Lammertsma1, J. Sorensen3, N. Van Royen1, M. Knuuti2, P. Knaapen1.
1VU University Medical Center, Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 2Turku
University Hospital, Turku, Finland; 3Uppsala University Hospital, Uppsala,
Sweden

Background: Quantitative myocardial perfusion imaging with positron emission
tomography (PET) is increasingly utilized for the diagnosis of coronary artery dis-
ease (CAD). Recently, thresholds for hyperemic myocardial blood flow (MBF) and
flow reserve were established, taking fractional flow reserve (FFR) as a reference
standard. In contrast to FFR, perfusion PET is not lesion specific but a composite
measurement of the entire coronary tree yielding potential physiological discon-
cordancy. Quantitative perfusion imaging additionally allows to noninvasively cal-
culate FFR. This so called relative flow reserve (RFR) is defined as the ratio of
hyperemic MBF in the stenotic area to hyperemic MBF in a contralateral normal
perfused area. The aim of the present study was to validate RFR against FFR
and to compare its diagnostic accuracy with hyperemic MBF.
Methods and results: From a cohort of 319 patients without previously docu-
mented CAD who underwent H215O cardiac PET and invasive coronary angiog-
raphy, 92 patients with single (n=64) or two vessel (n=28) disease were included
(n=120 arteries). Intermediate lesions (diameter stenosis 30 - 90%, n=98) were
interrogated by FFR. Fifty-one (43%) vessels were deemed hemodynamically sig-
nificant (>90% stenosis or FFR ≤0.80). Hyperemic MBF and RFR were lower
for vessels with a hemodynamically significant lesion (1.99±0.81 vs. 2.88±1.22
mL·min-1·g-1, p<0.001, and 0.68±0.23 vs. 0.94±0.15, p<0.001, respectively).
The correlation between RFR and FFR was moderate (r=0.54, p<0.01). ROC
curve analysis showed a comparable area under the curve for hyperemic MBF
and RFR (0.76 vs. 0.82, p=0.33) to diagnose CAD. The optimal cutoff value
for RFR was 0.78 with a diagnostic accuracy of 79%, whereas hyperemic MBF
showed a diagnostic accuracy of 74% (optimal cutoff value of 2.35 mL·min-1·g-1).
Conclusions: Noninvasive estimation of FFR with quantitative perfusion PET by
calculating RFR is feasible, yet diagnostic accuracy is comparable to hyperemic
MBF assessment alone.

P3613 | BEDSIDE
Assessing risk in stable coronary disease patients: when should we
intensify cares and follow-up? Results from a meta-analysis of
observational studies

U. Barbero1, F. D’ascenzo1, E. Cerrato1, C. Moretti1, G. Biondi-Zoccai2,
F. Gaita1 on behalf of Meta-analysis and Evidence based medicine Training in
Cardiology (METCARDIO). 1University of Turin, Department of Internal Medicine,
Division of Cardiology, Turin, Italy; 2Sapienza University of Rome, Department of
Medico-Surgical Sciences and Biotechnologies, Rome, Italy

Purpose: Among the large numbers of clinical and laboratory markers predictors
of adverse events for patients with stable angina, no data have been reported
to appraise those more related to prognosis, to allow physicians a tailored follow
up and management. We searched published literature to extract more powerful
predictors of prgnosis in stable coronary disease patients.
Methods: Medline and PubMed were systematically searched for eligible studies
published up to 2013, reporting multivariate predictors of cardiovascular events
(death, acute myocardial infarction, stroke and need for revascularization) in pa-
tients with stable angina. Study features, patient characteristics, and prevalence
and predictors of such events were abstracted and pooled with random-effect
methods (95% CIs).
Results: 39 studies (101551 patients) were included. After a median follow-up
of 57 months, cardiovascular events occurred in in 7.8% (95% CI 6.0% to 9.6%).
Age, male sex (OR 1,28 95% CI 1,13 - 3,4), low EF (OR 8,53 95% CI 1,9 - 16,84),
diabetes (OR 1,93 95% CI 1,1 - 11,2), prior myocardial infarction (OR 2,06 95%
CI 1,4 - 5,64) and C-reactive protein (OR 1,67 95% CI 1,21 - 6,41) were the most
powerful predictors of cardiovascular events.
Conclusions: This meta-analysis demonstrated that simple and low-cost clinical
features may help clinicians in identifying the most appropriate diagnostic and
therapeutic approaches within the broad range of outpatients presenting with sta-
ble coronary artery disease.
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Impaired cortical pain processing in patients with silent myocardial
ischemia

A. Di Franco1, C. Vollono1, A. Villano1, G. Russo1, A. Sestito1, M. Valeriani2,
D. Virdis1, F. Crea1, G.A. Lanza1. 1Catholic University of the Sacred Heart,
Rome, Italy; 2Bambino Gesu Children?s Hospital, Department of Neurology,
Rome, Italy

Purpose: In the present study, we investigated whether the function of brain areas
specifically devoted to nociception presents any abnormalities in patients with
silent myocardial ischemia (MI), as compared to those with symptomatic MI.
Methods: We studied 3 groups of individuals: 1) 11 asymptomatic, non-diabetic
patients with documented obstructive coronary artery disease (CAD) (67±10
years, 6 men; group 1); 2) 10 patients with obstructive CAD and a clinical pat-
tern of chronic stable angina (66.5±10 years, 6 men; group 2); 3) 14 appar-
ently healthy subjects matched for age and gender to patients (63.2±9 years, 8
men; group 3). Patients with any chronic pain syndrome other than anginal chest
pain were excluded. Cortical nociception function was assessed by cortical laser
evoked potentials (LEPs) recording in response to chest skin stimulation by cu-
taneous CO2 laser pulses. Specifically, the N2/P2 wave of LEPs, which reflects
cortical pain processing, was measured. Three sequences of painful stimuli (at
the intensity of 2.5 times the individual sensory threshold) were applied, sepa-
rated by 5-minute intervals.
Results: N2/P2 amplitude during the first sequence of chest skin stimuli was
9.3±4.0, 14.0±7.3 and 15.5±6.4 μV in group 1, group 2 and group 3, respectively
(p=0.03). N2/P2 amplitude decreased across the three sequences of pain stimuli
in group 2 (-37.5±14%) and group 3 (-23.0±15%), but not in group 1 (-0.14±37%)
(comparison among groups, p=0.015).
Conclusion: CAD patients with silent MI show a reduced amplitude of N2/P2
LEP component and inadequate habituation to painful stimuli, compared to symp-
tomatic angina CAD patients and healthy controls. This pattern is likely due to
thalamic gate modulation of pain signals and can contribute to the lack of pain
perception during MI in these patients.

P3615 | BEDSIDE
Impact of renal insufficiency on left main coronary artery disease and
cardiovascular events in patients with stable angina pectoris

K. Dan1, M. Ueeda2, T. Miyoshi3, H. Ito4. 1Fukuyama City Hospital, Department
of Cardiovascular Medicine, Fukuyama, Japan; 2Mitoyo General Hospital,
Division of Cardiology, Kanonji, Japan; 3Okayama University, Department of
Cardiovascular Therapeutics, Okayama, Japan; 4Okayama University Graduate
school of Medicine, Dentistry and Pharmaceutical Sciences, Okayama, Japan

Purpose: Left main coronary artery disease (LMCAD) has previously been
shown to lead to the fatal prognosis in patients with coronary artery disease
(CAD), however the risk factors associated with LMCAD remain unclear. Recently
cardio-renal interaction has been shown to play a critical role in pathogenesis of
CAD. We investigated an impact of renal dysfunction on LMCAD in patients with
stable angina pectoris (SAP).
Methods: We performed coronary angiogram to 1601 consecutive patients be-
tween 2006 and 2009. A total of 626 consecutive SAP patients with significant
stenosis and 20 subjects with absolutely normal angiogram as the control group
were enrolled. Patients with SAP were divided into two groups; LMCAD (n=95)
and non-LMCAD (n=531). Singnificant stenosis was defined as percent luminal
reduction >50% in left main trunk and >75% in the other parts. Chronic kidney
disease (CKD) was defined as an estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR)<60
ml/min/1.73 m2 and/or proteinuria, based on the creatinine obtained prior to an-
giography. Patients were followed after optimal therapy including coronary revas-
cularization and medication.
Results: LMCAD patients had significantly lower eGFR among three groups
(p<0.001). However there were no significant differences in age, sex, prevalence
of diabetes and hypertension, smoking, polyunsaturated free fatty acid, malon-
dialdehyde modified low density lipoprotein and brain natriuretic peptide. In SAP
patients, the presence of LMCAD in patients with CKD was significantly higher
than that in patients without CKD (18.5% vs 12.2%, p=0.03). Multiple logistic re-
gression analysis revealed that eGFR was independently associated with LMCAD
(p<0.001), and the odds ratio of LMCAD for CKD was 1.733 (95% confidence in-
terval [CI]; 1.055 to 2.849, p=0.03) even after adjustment of conventional risk
factors. In patients with LMCAD, major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE) in
subjects with CKD was higher than that in subjects without CKD (eGFR≥60) at
two year (p<0.02 by Kaplan-Meier analysis). MACE was defined revasculariza-
tion, admission due to heart failure, cardiogenic death and cerebrovascular event.
The LMCAD patients with CKD had more events compared to the non-LMCAD
patients without CKD (hazard ratio, 9.41; 95% CI, 2.15 to 41.1). The risk of MACE
in patients with CKD was similarly high in spite of the presence of LMCAD, even
after optimal therapy for SAP.
Conclusion: CKD was independently associated with the presence of LMCAD
and clinical outcome with LMCAD in SAP patients. Renal insufficiency is a resid-
ual risk and prognostic factor in LMCAD patients.

P3616 | BENCH
Echo-guided extracorporeal shock wave therapy for refractory angina
improves regional left ventricular function along with myocardial blood
flow

L. Faber1, C. Prinz2, O. Lindner3, N. Bogunovic1, D. Hering1, W. Burchert3,
D. Horstkotte1. 1Department of Cardiology, Heart and Diabetes Center North
Rhine-Westphalia, Ruhr University Bochum, Bad Oeynhausen, Germany;
2University Hospital Gasthuisberg, University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; 3Dept
Radiology, Nuclear Med, Molecular Imaging, Heart and Diabetes Center NRW,
Ruhr Univ Bochum, Bad Oeynhausen, Germany

Purpose: Low-intensity shock wave (SW) therapy (SWT) has been shown to im-
prove symptoms and exercise tolerance in patients (pts.) with coronary artery
disease (CAD). Induction of neovascularization and improvement of myocardial
perfusion are mechanisms hypothetized to be involved.
Methods: 47 pts. with advanced diffuse CAD (mean age 67±10 years) not suit-
able for catheter-based or surgical revascularization, suffering from severe stable
angina pectoris (CCS class III or IV), underwent a series of 9 echocardiography-
targeted SW applications (3 applications/week in week 1, 5, and 9). The antero-
septal wall (LAD territory) was targeted in 20, the lateral wall (RCX territory) in
20, and the inferior wall (RCA territory) in 7 pts. A series of 300-500 shocks was
applied per session. Anti-anginal drugs therapy was kept unchanged. Regional
myocardial blood flow (MBF) to the targeted region was measured by NH3-PET,
and longitudinal regional strain was assessed by speckle tracking echocardiogra-
phy at baseline and 4-6 weeks after completion of SWT.
Results: Complications of SWT were not observed. At follow-up, 34 pts. (72%)
reported improvement of angina to a tolerable level. CCS angina class decreased
from 3.1±0.6 to 2.5±0.6 (p<0.001). MBF in the LV region targeted by SWT im-
proved from 117±41 mL/min/100g at baseline to 128±46 mL/min/100g at follow
up (p=0.037), while there was no change in the opposite wall segment (135±51
vs. 136±51 ml/min/100g; p=0.9). The midventricular segment of the targeted re-
gion improved from -14±5 to -17±6%; p=0.04.
Conclusions: SWT improved symptoms in a sizeable number of pts. with chronic
refractory angina. Regional improvement of MBF in the region targeted by SWT
was documented by PET imaging, and functional improvement by speckle track-
ing echocardiography. Additional studies are warranted to clarify the role of SWT
in the armamentarium for this challenging patient group.

P3617 | BENCH
One of six patients with non-ischemic heart diaease had provoked
coronary spasm: non-ischemic heart disease had no ischemia?

S. Sueda. Ehime Prefectural Niihama Hospital, Cardiology, Niihama City, Japan

Background: The majority of cardiologists do not perform spasm provocation
tests in patients with non-ischemic heart disease (non-IHD) and non-obstructive
coronary artery disease (non-ob-CAD). We examined the frequency of provoked
spasm in non-IHD and non-ob-CAD patients such as atypical chest pain (Aty),
valvular heart disease (Val), hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM), congestive
heart failure (CHF), and others (Oth).
Methods: We performed acetylcholine (ACh) spasm provocation tests during 22
years (1991-2012) in 1440 patients consisting of 981 IHD and 459 non-IHDs. We
excluded 43 patients with significant organic stenosis and the remaining 416 pa-
tients were non-IHD and non-ob-CAD. ACh was injected incremental doses of
20/50/80 mg into the RCA and 20/50/100/(200) mg into the LCA. Positive coro-
nary spasm was defined as transient >99% luminal narrowing.
Results: Positive coronary spasm was obtained in 17.3% non-IHDs (72/416).
Positive spasm was 11.4% (15/132), 19% (8/42), 16.7% (5/30), 23.9% (16/67),
19.3% (28/145), and in patients with Aty, Val, HCM, CHF, Oth, respectively. Pos-
itive provoked spasm was higher in men than women but not significant (20.6%
(46/223) vs. 13.4% (26/193), ns), while positive spasm frequency in late period
(2001-2012) was significantly higher than that in early period (1991-2000) (36.8%
vs. 7.0%, p<0.001).
Conclusions: We should perform spasm provocation tests in patients with not
only IHD but also non-IHD with non-ob-CAD, because one of six non-IHD patients
had provoked coronary spasm.

P3618 | BEDSIDE
Cystatin C- versus creatinine- based definition of renal function for
evaluating coronary collateralization in patients with stable angina and
chronic total occlusion

Y. Shen, W.F. Shen, F.H. Ding, R.Y. Zhang, Q. Zhang, L. Lu. Rui Jin Hospital,
Shanghai Jiaotong university school of medicine, Cardiology, Shanghai, China,
People’s Republic of

Purpose: Renal impairment with decreased estimated glomerular filtration rate
(eGFR) represents an independent risk factor for poor coronary collateral devel-
opment. We investigated whether eGFR determined with cystatin C-based equa-
tion (eGFRcys) is superior to that with creatinine-based formula (eGFRcr) for eval-
uating coronary collateralization in patients with stable angina and chronic total
occlusion.
Methods: We determined eGFRs with cystatin C- and creatinine-based equa-
tions in 427 patients with stable angina and angiographic total occlusion of at least
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one major coronary artery. The degree of collaterals supplying the distal aspect
of a total occlusion from the contra-lateral vessel was graded as poor (Rentrop
score of 0 or 1) or good collateralization (Rentrop score of 2 or 3).
Results: Both eGFRcr and eGFRcys were lower in patients with poor (n=157)
than in those with good collateralization (n=270). However, eGFRcys correlated
more closely with Rentrop score than eGFRcr (Spearmen’s r=0.39 vs. Spear-
men’s r=0.28, P=0.048). The area under the curve of eGFRcys was larger com-
pared with that of eGFRcr (0.75 vs. 0.67, P=0.001) for detecting poor collateral-
ization (72.2% vs. 66.7%), along with a net reclassification improvement of 11.8%
(P=0.044) and an integrated discrimination improvement of 8.8% (P<0.001). The
result patterns did not change when subgroups were stratified by presence or
absence of diabetes, hypertension, and dyslipidemia.
Conclusions: Cystatin C-based definition of renal dysfunction indicates a poten-
tial better clinical utility than creatinine-based equation for detecting poor coronary
collaterals in patients with stable angina and chronic total occlusion.

P3619 | BEDSIDE
The effects of age on circulating vascular markers and cardiac
prognostic markers, before and after 2 months home-based
high-frequency exercise training in patients with stable coronary
artery disease

S. Duttaroy1, D. Banerjee1, J. Nilsson1, O. Hammarsten1, A. Cider1, M. Back1,
B. Wennerblom2, M. Borjesson3. 1University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg,
Sweden; 2Sahlgrenska Academy, University of Gothenburg, Dept. of Molecular
& Clinical Medicine/Cardiology, Gothenburg, Sweden; 32) Swedish School of
Sports and Health Sciences and Karolinska University Hospital„ Stockholm,
Sweden

Purpose: Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and stromal derived factor
(SDF-1) play an important role in angiogenesis. Relaxin-2 (Rlx-2) has both an-
giogenic and vasodilatory properties, while endothelin-1 (ET-1) is a potent vaso-
contrictor.VEGF, SDF-1 and Rlx-2-levels have shown to be positively modulated
by exercise training, while the effect of exercise on (Rlx-2) is not known. Age is
a known risk factor for morbidity and mortality in coronary artery disease (CAD).
We wanted to investigate how age affects levels of these vascular factors and
known prognostic cardiac markers before and after high frequency exercise train-
ing (HFE), in patients with CAD.
Methods: Patients with stable CAD (age 48-80 years) were randomized to HFE
(aerobic exercise 70% of max, 30 minutes, 5 times/week and resistance exercise
3 times/week), performed at home for 8 weeks, or usual lifestyle (ctrl). Serum
and plasma was collected from 21 controls and 24 HFE-patients and analyzed
at baseline and after 8 weeks. VEGF, SDF-1, Rlx-2 and ET-1were analyzed with
enzymelinked immunoadsorbent assay (ELISA). TnT and NT-pro-BNP were an-
alyzed on Cobas e602 (Roche). Correlation was calculated using the statistical
software Graph Pad Prism 6. Pearson’s r was calculated to determine correlation
between the factors prior to exercise, while Spearman’s r was used for the analy-
sis on the exercise induced effects of the HFE-group. The exercise-induced effect
on cardiac biomarkers was determined by comparing % change (from baseline to
8 weeks) between HFE and Ctrl using Mann-Whitney U-test.
Results: At baseline, there was a significant positive correlation between age
and TnT (r=0.38, p<0.05) and a non-significant positive correlation between age
and NT-proBNP (r=0.36, p=0.06), while no correlation was found between age
and levels of vascular markers (VEGF r=-0,14, SDF-1 r=-0,13, ET-1 r=0,08, Rlx-2
r=0,06, p=ns for all). As we have previously shown, home-based HFE decreased
VEGF (2,6+29% (ctrl) and -3,9 +13% (HFE), p<0,05), but the other studied fac-
tors were not significantly affected. We found no correlation between age and
changes in cardiac markers after exercise.
Conclusions: Elderly patients with stable CAD have higher levels of TnT and
NT-proBNP, indicating a higher degree of underlying CAD. This may also reflect
their higher mortality in CAD. HFE-training may lower VEGF in patients with stable
CAD. Interestingly, there seems to be no difference in the response to exercise in
cardiac biomarkers, between younger and older CAD patients.
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Change of cardiovascular and respiratory parameters before and after
ischemic preconditioning and imitation of preconditioning in COPD
patients

N. Zagidullin, Y.F. Safina, R.H. Zulkarneev, E.S. Sherbakova, A.R. Dunaeva,
S.H.Z. Zagidullin. Bashkir State Medical University, Chair of Internal Diseases,
Ufa, Russian Federation

Ischemic preconditioning (IP) seems to be universal protective method for pa-
tients with cardiovascular diseases: in coronary angiography, acute coronary syn-
drome and myocardial infarction. We proposed that IP could have some effects
in patients with chronic obstructive respiratory disease (COPD). Aim. To study
IP effects on respiratory function test (RFT), arterial stiffness (AS), pulsoxymetry,
pulse wave velocity (PWV) and heart rate variability (HRV) in COPD patients.
Methods: The randomized controlled crossover design study with active control
in 26 patients with COPD (forced expiratory volume, FEV1 40-70%) was per-
formed. The RFT, AS, PWV and HRV were estimated before and after IP (blood

pressure +50 mm Hg, �IP+10) or IP imitation (+10 mm Hg, �IP+10) according
to randomization. The next day the same patients were investigated before and
after on the contrary from the from former test IP imitation/IP.
Results: IP did not change heart rate in both groups (table 1); did not change
systolic and diastolic blood pressure (p>0,05); in IP+50 group was the tendency
to increase FEV1, SpO2 and to decrease PWV (p>0,05). IP+50 in compare to
IP+10 significally increased some HRV parameters (Triangular Index, SDANN,
SDNN Index) and had the same tendency in the rest of them.

Change of cardiovascular and respiratory

Parameter � (IP = +10 mm Hg) between tests � (IP = +50 mm Hg) between tests

HR, beat/min 4.4 5
SpO2 , % 0.96 −0.88
FEV1 , % 2.56 −2.82
PWV, m/sec 0.41 0.52
RMSSD 6.75 −10.6
Triangular Index 0.75* −2.08
SDNN Index 3.04* −10.51
SDANN 2.61** −7.96

P.s.: HR, heart rate; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; FEV, forced
expiratory volume; AP, aortic pressure; PWV, pulse wave velocity. *p<0,05; **p<0.01 between
groups.

Conclusions: Thus IP showed positive effects on autonomic heart rate regula-
tion and some cardiovascular and respiratory parameters that raises the question
of its use in patients with COPD. The study was supported with President Foun-
dation MD-2459.2014.7 grant.

P3622 | BEDSIDE
Impact of circulating cathepsin K on the coronary calcification and the
clinical outcome in chronic kidney disease patients

M. Hayashi1, Y. Izumi2, R. Morimoto2, X.W. Cheng2, H. Ishii2, H. Izawa1,
T. Murohara2. 1Fujita Health University Second Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Nagoya, Japan; 2Nagoya University Graduate School of Medicine,
Cardiology, Nagoya, Japan

Purpose: Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a cause of coronary artery cal-
cification (CAC) and an independent predictor of major adverse cardiac and
cerebrovascular events (MACCE). Cathepsin K (CatK) is a lysosomal cysteine
protease which affects vascular calcification and glucose metabolism. We in-
vestigated the relationships among the CatK level, CAC, diabetes mellitus and
MACCE.
Methods: Total of 113 consecutive CKD patients were enrolled in the study. Their
CAC was evaluated by computed tomography. The patients were divided into two
groups based on the CatK levels, and were followed-up for up to three years.
A subanalysis was conducted to elucidate the impact of the impaired glucose
tolerance.
Results: A Kaplan-Meier analysis demonstrated a significantly higher incidence
of MACCE in the high CatK group (P=0.028). Cox’s model revealed that a higher
plasma CatK level and a higher BNP level were independent predictors of MACCE
(P=0.043 and P<0.01, respectively). The subanalysis showed a significant cor-
relation between the CatK level and the CAC score only in patients without DM.
In non-diabetic CKD patients, the high CatK group had a significantly higher level
of LDL-C and a higher LDL-C/HDL-C ratio (P<0.05 and P<0.001, respectively)
than did the low CatK group. These lipid disorders were independent predictors
of CatK elevation.

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier analysis event-free survival from MACCE based on the CatK level.

Conclusions: Our results indicated that higher CatK level had an impact on the
CAC and MACCE in CKD patients. CatK may participate in lipid metabolism and
contribute to CAC, leading to a poorer prognosis in non-diabetic CKD patients.
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Prognostic implication of obstructive sleep apnea diagnosed by
post-discharge sleep study in patients presenting with acute coronary
syndrome

G. Loo1, A. Tan2, C.Y. Koo3, B.C. Tai4, M. Richards3, C.H. Lee3. 1National
University of Singapore, Dept. of Medicine, Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine,
Singapore, 2National University Hospital, Division of Respiratory and Critical
Care Medicine, Singapore, 3National University Heart Centre, Dept. of
Cardiology, Singapore, 4National University of Singapore, Saw Swee Hock
School of Public Health, Singapore, Singapore

Purpose: Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) diagnosed during the in-hospital phase
of acute coronary syndrome (ACS) may be a false-positive finding. We sought to
determine the prevalence and cardiovascular consequences of OSA diagnosed
after hospital discharge in patients presenting with ACS.
Methods: Patients presenting with ACS and treated with percutaneous coronary
intervention (PCI) were recruited prospectively for a home-based portable sleep
study within 30 days after hospital discharge. Major adverse cardiac and cere-
brovascular events (MACCEs; cardiac death, myocardial infarction, stroke, un-
planned revascularization and hospitalization for heart failure) were compared
between OSA and non-OSA groups.
Results: Of the 85 patients recruited, 68 successfully completed the study. OSA
(Apnea-Hypopnea Index ≥15) was diagnosed in 24 patients (35.3%) and a drug-
eluting stent was implanted into the target lesion in 45 patients (66.2%). The
median follow-up duration was 20 months (range: 4-30), and it was similar in both
OSA and non-OSA groups (17.5 months vs. 21 months). At 24-month follow-up,
the MACCE incidence was 34.9% in the OSA group and 5.1% in the non-OSA
group (p=0.008, log-rank test). After adjusting for age, gender, coronary interven-
tion indications, hypertension, smoking and body mass index, OSA remained an
independent predictor of MACCEs (adjusted hazard ratio: 6.95, 95% confidence
interval: 1.17-41.4, p=0.033).

Kaplan Meier MACCE cumulative incidence.

Conclusions: Based on post-discharge home sleep studies, a high prevalence
of OSA was present in patients presenting with ACS and OSA was independently
associated with MACCEs at 24-month follow-up.

P3624 | BEDSIDE
Vitamin D metabolism and acute coronary syndromes

C. Galvao Braga, M. Macedo, V. Ramos, J. Martins, C. Arantes, C. Vieira,
G. Abreu, A. Gaspar, S. Magalhaes, A. Correia. Hospital de Braga, Braga,
Portugal

Introduction: Vitamin D (vD) deficiency affects almost 50% of the popula-
tion worldwide, constituting an independent risk factor for total mortality. To-
gether with parathyroid hormone (PTH), this vitamin plays an important role in
phospho-calcium metabolism. The main circulating metabolite, 25-hydroxy vita-
min D (25[OH]D) is used to classify vD status: sufficient (≥30 ng/mL), insufficient
(20–30 ng/mL) and deficient (<20 ng/mL). Recently, hypovitaminosis D has been
associated with several cardiovascular risk factors and to an adverse prognosis
in ischemic cardiomyopathy.
Objective: To assess the prevalence of hypovitaminosis D and the influence of
the factors involved in its metabolism during acute coronary syndromes (ACS).
Methods and results: We performed a prospective study including 152 consec-
utive patients (P; mean age 62 years, 82.2% male) admitted in a Coronary Unit
for the period of 6 months, with a 6 month follow-up, from whom 25[OH]D was col-
lected during the first 24 hours after admission. All patients included in this study
presented vD deficiency (mean value of 7.52±3.04 ng/mL, with a maximum of
17.39 ng/mL). To facilitate analysis, we decided to subdivide P into two groups:
mild (>10 ng/mL, 18.4%) and severe (<10ng/mL, 81.6%) vD deficiency. There
were no statistically significant differences between the two groups in respect to
demographics, risk factors and cardiovascular history. During hospitalization, P
with severe hypovitaminosis D had lower creatinine clearance (85.5 vs. 101.6
mL/min/m2, p=0.022). No other differences were found between the two groups.
Considering prognosis, a trend towards higher overall mortality (in-hospital plus
follow-up mortality) was seen in P with severe vD deficiency (9.6 vs. 0%), although
without statistical significance. Regarding PTH, there was an association between
high levels of this hormone (>72 pg/mL) and markers of severity, such as heart
failure (p=0.001), renal failure (p<0.001), left ventricular dysfunction (p=0.002)
and GRACE score (p<0.001). With respect to overall mortality, there was a trend

towards higher mortality (11.5 vs. 5.6%) in these P, although without statistical
significance.
Conclusion:Hypovitaminosis D was present in all patients hospitalized with ACS.
Changes in the metabolism of this vitamin, including severe vD deficiency and
PTH elevation, were associated with adverse events during hospital stay and a
trend towards higher mortality, relation that did not reach statistical significance
possibly due to the small sample size. In the future, the correction of vD deficit in
these P might be a potential therapeutic target.

P3625 | BENCH
Activated prothrombin complex concentrate reverses
dabigatran-induced bleeding in a lethal porcine polytrauma model

O. Grottke1, M. Honickel1, J. Van Ryn2, H. Ten Cate3, H. Spronk3, R. Rossaint1.
1RWTH University Hospital Aachen, Department of Anaesthesiology, Aachen,
Germany; 2Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH & Co KG, Biberach, Germany;
3Cardiovascular Research Institute Maastricht (CARIM), Maastricht, Netherlands

Introduction: Dabigatran is a direct thrombin inhibitor that has shown efficacy
and safety as compared to warfarin in patients with atrial fibrillation. A specific
reversal agent in situations of life-threatening bleeding is currently not available
and clinically used methods to reverse its effects have demonstrated conflicting
results. This study assessed the ability of an activated prothrombin complex con-
centrate (aPCC) to reverse dabigatran anticoagulation and bleeding effects after
polytrauma injuries.
Methods: The study was performed in 15 anesthetised male pigs after ethical
approval. Dabigatran etexilate was given orally for 3 days (30 mg/kg bid) and then
the active form was infused prior to injury on day 4. Trauma was induced by a blunt
liver injury and bilateral femur fractures. Following hemorrhagic shock, blood loss
(BL) was recorded 10 min post-trauma and animals were randomized (n=6/group)
to a single injection of aPCC (25 or 50 IU/kg) or vehicle (control). BL and hemody-
namic variables were monitored over 300 min or until time of death. Coagulation
was assessed by thromboelastometry (TEM), coagulation parameters (ACT, PT,
aPTT) and diluted thrombin time (dTT) for dabigatran plasma levels. Data were
analysed by ANOVA (± SD).
Results: Preliminary data show dabigatran plasma levels were between 438
(min) and 566 (max) ng/mL just prior to injury and remained elevated in all groups
for the duration of the experiment. The degree of injury was similar among groups,
BL at 10 min was 790±55 mL. In the group receiving dabigatran without aPCC BL
was 3462±440 mL and mean survival time 135 min with 100% mortality (p<0.05
vs 50 IU/kg aPCC animals). Treatment with 25 IU/kg aPCC did not significantly
reduce BL (3699±648 mL) or mean survival time (150 min, 100% mortality). Due
to ongoing blood loss, coagulopathy in control and aPCC 25 IU/kg animals in-
creased over time following trauma. In contrast, 50 IU/kg aPCC significantly re-
duced BL 1565±351 mL with 100% survival. Consistent with this, coagulation
parameters improved substantially in aPCC 50 IU/kg treated animals. Anticoagu-
lation as measured by the dTT and ACT were not affected by aPCC.
Conclusion: This lethal polytrauma model in pigs demonstrates that therapy with
50 IU/kg aPCC was effective and safe to reverse dabigatran anticoagulation un-
der conditions of life-threatening bleeding resulting from severe trauma. The re-
sponse of aPCC treatment on dabigatran-prolonged anticoagulation assays was
inconsistent, assay dependent and was not predictive of cessation of bleeding.

P3626 | BEDSIDE
Cardiovascular mortality and risk assessement strategy in liver
transplantation candidates

D. Barile1, F. Filion1, N. Barile1, F. Tournoux1, C. Fournier2, Y.T. Sia1.
1Hotel-Dieu of Montreal, Montreal, 2Saint-Luc Hospital, Montreal, Canada

Data regarding cardiovascular mortality (CVM) among patients undergoing liver
transplantation (LT) is limited. The AIMS of this study were to assess 1) incidence
of CVM, 2) its place among all causes of mortality (ACM) and 3) to identify poten-
tial predictive factors.

Patients characteristics

Total LT Patients without Patients with Patients with
patients cardiovascular cardiovascular cardiovascular
(n=203) mortality mortality at 30d mortality at 1y

(n=198) (n=2) (n=5)

Age (years) 53 52 59.5 57.8
Hypertension 36% 36% 0% 40%
Dyslipidemia 26% 25.5% 50% 60%
Non-alcoholic steatohepatitis 16.5% 15.5% 50% 20%
Smokers 20% 19.5% 50% 40%
Diabetes mellitus 29% 29% 50% 40%
Known coronary artery disease 6.9% 6.5% 0% 20%
Pre-OLT arrhythmia 8.9% 7.5% 100%* 40%
Known cardiac disease (pre-op arrhythmia, CAD, QTc anomaly,

structural anomaly) 16% 15% 100%* 60%*
Mean EF (%) 64 64 61 61
Mean QTc (ms) 446 446 469 448
Mean Creatinine (mmol/l) 98 97 102 101
Mean Platelet count (103mm3 101 101 50 87
RIN 2.0 2.0 2.85 2.24

*p<0.05 compared with patients without CV mortality.
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Methods: Baseline characteristics and data on pre-LT CV risk assessment from
patients who underwent LT were collected. ACM and CVM (defined as death by
either acute coronary syndrome (ACS), arrhythmia (AR) or heart failure (HF))
were assessed at 30d and 1y.
Results: All the patients (n=203) had an ECG and echocardiogram. 31% un-
derwent a non-invasive test for ischemic disease (ordered because of a higher
pre-test probability). ACM and CVM post LT were 5% (n=10) and 1% (n=2) at
30d and 12.3% (n=25) and 2.5% (n=5) at 1y respectively. CVM was the second
cause of death after sepsis. No fatal ACS was observed. 2 patients died during
LT from AR (1 asystole and 1 ventricular tachycardia) and both of them had a
history of pre-LT arrhythmia. The 3 other patients died from HF and 2 of them had
a preserved EF before LT.
Conclusions: Although a CV event is the second cause of mortality in patients
undergoing LT, the CVM rate is low. Fatal ischemic events seem prevented by a
non-invasive pre-LT cardiac risk assessment strategy.

P3627 | BEDSIDE
Prevalence of coronary artery disease evaluated by direct coronary
angiography in liver transplantation candidates

L. Mircoli1, C. Vecchiato2, A. Pernigotti2, B. Antonelli3, G.B. Danzi4, L. Diehl1,
M.F. Donato5, G. Pomidossi1, F. Sozzi1, F. Lombardi1. 1IRCCS Fondazione
Ca’ Granda Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico, Cardiology, Milan, 2University
of Milan, Cardiology, Milan, 3IRCCS Fondazione Ca’ Granda Ospedale
Maggiore Policlinico, Liver Transplantation Unit, Milan, 4Ospedale Santa Corona,
Cardiology, Pietra Ligure, 5IRCCS Fondazione Ca’ Granda Ospedale Maggiore
Policlinico, Gastroenterology, Milan, Italy

Purpose: Orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) is the only effective treatment in
patients with end-stage liver disease (ESLD). Evidences suggest that the preva-
lence of asymptomatic coronary artery disease (CAD) is significant in OLT candi-
dates and is associated with an increased peri-operative mortality. Thus, identifi-
cation of CAD is crucial in pre-OLT evaluation. There is no widely accepted diag-
nostic algorithm to detect CAD because of the lack of specific guidelines. More-
over, predictive value of non invasive stress testing such as dobutamine stress
ecocardiography in ESLD patients is still unclear. Aims of the present study were:
a) to assess CAD prevalence in patients selected for OLT and b) to record cardiac
events in 3 years follow-up after OLT.
Methods: From 2007 to 2013 all OLT candidates have been evaluated by phys-
ical examination, electrocardiography and ecocardiography. Coronary angiogra-
phy (CGF) was directly performed a) in patients with CAD history and/or typical
symptoms and b) in asymptomatic patients aged >50 years with two or more of
the following risk factors: diabetes, active smoking, family history of CAD, periph-
eral vascular disease. A 3 years follow-up (1 visit/year) was scheduled only for
post-OLT patients.
Results: 325 patients were considered for OLT (14 of them were excluded for
pre-existent severe cardiac comorbidity), 262 (80.6%) underwent OLT. CGF was
performed in 71 patients (21.8%, age 57±5.7 years, males n=64) according to the
following indications: known CAD n=10 (3.1%); typical symptoms n=28 (11.6%);
no symptoms and age>50 years with 2 or more risk factors n=51 (15.7%). In CGF
group we found no coronary lesions in 66% (OLT vs no-OLT, p= ns), not significant
coronary lesions in 25% (OLT vs no-OLT, p=ns). PTCA and coronary by-pass graft
were performed, respectively, in 5% and 2% of patients: all of them underwent
OLT. Fourteen patients (20%) referred to CGF were subsequently removed from
liver transplant list for causes unrelated to coronary lesions. During the follow-
up period (35±20 months) 13 patients died (18.3%). Only one patient died for
congestive heart failure. No ischemic cardiac event was observed.
Conclusions: CAD detection remains a clinical challenge in ESLD patients can-
didates to OLT, but its prevalence does not seem higher than in general popula-
tion. The evidence of a large number of normal coronary trees, even in presence
of cardiovascular risk factors, demonstrates that direct angiographic approach in
pre-OLT is not appropriate. The recommended method to detect CAD in asymp-
tomatic ESLD patients is still debatable.

P3628 | BEDSIDE
Pulse wave velocity (PWV), augmentation index (AIx) or beta index as
the surrogate marker for coronary disease or arterial ageing only?

L.J. Banfic, Z. Miovski. University Hospital Centre Zagreb, Department for
Cardiovascular Diseases, Zagreb, Croatia

Arterial stiffness increases with ageing and with atherosclerotic process that in-
volves coronary arteries too. Aortic stiffness affects the coronary blood flow.
PWV and AIx integrate the lasting influence of various cardiovascular risk factors
on arterial wall that accelerate atherosclerotic processes and are considered as
surrogate markers in coronary risk assessment.
β index is derived from a logarithmic transformation of the curvilinear relationship
between pressure and diameter measured with ultrasonic probe over the com-
mon carotid artery and oscillometric arm cuff for arterial blood pressure and was
evaluated as a marker for CAD severity in our study.
Observational study of 191 individuals was completed in 121 subjects, submitted
to arterial stiffness investigation (PWV, AIx and β index) and coronary angiogra-
phy (87 patients), because of angina (54 had coronary disease and 33 with no
CAD on angiography) and 34 asymptomatic healthy volunteers. Patients without

Stiffness param.according to age and CAD

β index mean±SD PWV mean±SD Aix mean±SD
Group A (age 15–30 y.)

Controls, N=34 4.2853±1.23733 4.7265±0.90531 −3.667±5.313
Group B (age 31–59 y.)

Control, N-13 4.9462±0.8282 5.1154±0.99737 19.22±7.07
Patients, N=24 9.5625±3.12171 7.1750±1.18917 21.39±13.53
p-value 0.001 0.682 0.434

Group C (age ≥ 60 y.)
Control, N=20 6.1650±1.60239 5.6100±0.95084 23.83±10.556
Patients, N=30 9.9800±4.9174 6.9733±1.55717 24.31±12.42
p-value 0.003 0.022 0.399

CAD on coronary angiography and healthy volunteers created the control group.
Arterial stiffness parameters were determined by e-tracking method using ALOKA
α 100 ultrasound, linear probe (10-12MHz).
Conclusions: Arterial stiffness measured as PWV, AIx and β-index was signifi-
cantly higher in coronary patients compared to the control group as it could be
expected; controls were significantly younger than patient group.
Control group subjects with risk factors for CAD had higher values of β index and
PWV, but at significant levels only for β index (p=0.037 vs. p=0.418).
β-index values significantly better discriminate the patient coronary status in the
same age cohort, compared to PWV. AIx values changes with ageing, but did not
discriminate coronary from healthy in the same age group.
The presence of risk factors in healthy individuals does not significantly affect
PWV values. β-index value in group without CAD was significantly high if risk
factors were present compared to those with no risk. It might nested its potential
as novel marker in coronary, atherosclerotic cardiovascular risk assessments.

P3629 | BEDSIDE
Serum levels of sRAGE in diabetic and non-diabetic patients admitted
with acute myocardial infarction

A. Abdellah1, A. Elkazaz2. 1Suez Canal University, Cardiology, Ismailia, 2Suez
Canal University, Biochemistry, Ismailia, Egypt

Purpose: Advanced Glycation Endproducts (AGEs) are emerging inflammatory
biomarkers accused of mediating the atherosclerotic process, while serum re-
ceptor of AGE (sRAGE) may have protective functions. This study aimed at as-
sessment of plasma levels of sRAGE in patients with acute myocardial infarction
(MI), diabetic and non-diabetic, and its correlation with severity of coronary artery
disease (CAD).
Methods: We have enrolled 112 consecutive patients presented with acute MI.
Patients were categorized to either diabetic or non-diabetic and they had under-
gone: clinical evaluation, laboratory evaluation, sRAGE measurement, coronary
angiography and assessment of coronary artery disease by Gensini score.
Results: We have evaluated 112 patients: 69 (61.6%) non-diabetic (mean age
59.9 years, 45 (65.2%) males, 41 (59.4%) smokers, 41 (59.4%) hypertension,
10 (14.5%) have Killip class more than 2, 26 (37.7%) with acute STEMI, mean
sRAGE 769 pg/ml, and mean Gensini score 12.9). Diabetic patients were 43
(38.4%) (mean age 60.6 years 27 (62.8%) males, 24 (55.8%) smokers, 27
(62.8%) hypertension, 7 (16.2%) have Killip class more than 2, 17 (39.5%) with
acute STEMI, mean sRAGE 584 pg/ml, and mean Gensini score 13.4). sRAGE
was significantly lower in diabetic versus non diabetic patients with acute MI (584
vs. 769, p value<0.05). Univariate regression analysis revealed that low levels
of sRAGE in all patients were associated with more severe evidence of CAD as-
sessed by Gensini score. Likewise, multivariate regression analysis revealed that
low levels of sRAGE were associated with high Gensini score.

Univariate logistic regression analysis for correlation of sRAGE plasma level quartiles and
Gensini score in diabetic patients with acute MI

Odds ratio 95% CI P

Q1 vs Q4 4.521 3.542–8.132 <0.001
Q2 vs Q4 2.504 1.854–3.933 <0.001
Q3 vs Q4 2.116 1.483–3.208 <0.005

Q: quartile; MI: myocardial infarction; DM: diabetes mellitus; sRAGE: serum receptor for ad-
vanced glycation end product; CI: confidence interval.

Conclusions: sRAGE is lower in diabetic than non-diabetic patients with acute
MI. Nevertheless, in both groups, low sRAGE is associated with severe CAD
as assessed by Gensini score, even after controlling for other CAD risk factors.
sRAGE could be an emerging biomarker that could predict CAD severity in dia-
betic and non-diabetic patients.

P3630 | SPOTLIGHT
Hemoglobin variation during hospitalization for acute coronary
syndrome: a linear predictor of long term mortality?

R. Ferreira, F. Soares, S. Lazaro Mendes, L. Leite, J. Ferreira, H. Martins,
F. Goncalves, P. Monteiro, S. Monteiro, M. Pego. University Hospitals of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal

Introduction: Hemorrhagic complications during the management of acute coro-
nary syndromes (ACS) worsen prognosis, prolong hospitalization and raise costs.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the prognostic impact on long term
mortality of the variation of hemoglobin (Hb) levels during hospitalization for ACS.
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Methods: Prospective observational study of 2640 patients admitted for ACS
(38.6% ST elevation acute myocardial infarction [AMI], 58.2% non-ST elevation
AMI, 3,2% new left bundle branch block) in a single coronary care unit from May
2004 until June 2013. All patients underwent standard clinical, laboratorial and
echocardiographic evaluation, and were submitted to a coronary angiography
and percutaneous coronary intervention if indicated. Four groups were created
according to the quartiles of Hb variation during hospitalization (admission Hb
minus lowest Hb value): group 1: ≥2.1 g/L; group 2: >1.1 and <2.1 g/L; group 3:
>0.3 and ≥1.1 g/L; and group 4: ≤0.3 g/L. Follow-up was performed for all the
patients. Primary endpoint was all-cause death at 1 year follow-up (secondary
endpoint: all-cause death at 2 years).
Results: The mean age of the population studied was 68±13 years, and 66.4%
were male. Admission Hb was 13.3±2 g/L, and was higher in group 1 (14.4 vs
13.6 vs 13 vs 12.3; p<0.001). There were no significant differences between
groups regarding baseline characteristics. Patients in group 1 had a higher Grace
score (145 vs 141 vs 137 vs 141, p≤0.001), were more frequently submitted to
coronary angiography (82.3% vs 80.5% vs 74.5% vs 72.3%, p≤0.001), had more
anterior descendent artery disease and were more revascularized (either PCI or
CABG). Peak troponin I was also higher in group 1 (72.2 vs 40.1 vs 23.3 vs 22.4,
p≤0.001). There were also stastistically higher levels in LDL and glycaemia at
admission in group 1. In this group the glycoprotein inhibitors IIB/IIIA had higher
use (34.9% vs 30.3% vs 23.3% vs 24.4%, p≤0.001). Left ventricular ejection
fraction was lower in group 1 (49% vs 50% vs 53% vs 52%, p≤0.001). Regarding
the primary endpoint, more patients in groups 1 and 4 died at 1 year (6.4% vs
3.7% vs 3.7% vs 6.8%, logrank=0.023). At 2 years of follow-up, the results were
similar, with a higher mortality in group 4 (7.3% vs 4.3% vs 4.6% vs 9.2%; logrank
p=0.003).
Conclusion: In our study, patients with both the highest and the lowest variation
of Hb during hospitalization for ACS had the worst long term prognosis, which
leads us to think that the admission hemoglobin may be an independent predictor
of mortality.

P3631 | BEDSIDE
Intraventricular conductance disturbances in patients with suspected
myocardial ischemia: incidence and prognostic value

C. Puelacher1, C. Jaeger1, Y. Tanglay1, P. Hillinger1, R. Twerenbold1,
T. Reichlin1, D. Wild2, K. Rentsch3, S. Osswald1, C. Mueller1. 1University
Hospital Basel, Cardiology, Basel, Switzerland; 2University Hospital Basel,
Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, Basel, Switzerland; 3University Hospital Basel,
Clinical Chemistry, Basel, Switzerland

Purpose: The identification of intraventricular conduction disturbances often
raises concern regarding myocardial ischemia as the underlying cause. The aim
of our study was to investigate patient characteristics and diagnostic value of
such electrocardiographic sings in patients presenting with suspected exercise-
induced myocardial ischemia.
Methods: A total of 2367 consecutive patients scheduled to undergo myocar-
dial perfusion single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) because
of suspected exercise induced myocardial ischemia. Of these, 655 presented with
any type of intraventricular conduction disturbance. We compared the incidence
of different types of intraventricular conduction disturbances in patients with or
without myocardial ischemia by Mann-Whitney-U-tests and their prognostic value
by logistic regression. All pathologies which proved significant were then checked
for independence against presence of CAD and known cardiac risk factors. The
presence of myocardial ischemia was adjudicated based on perfusion SPECT
combined with coronary angiography findings, if available.
Results: 655 patients (27.7%) showed any form of conduction disturbance. The
incidence of the subtypes was: complete left bundle branch block (BBB) 127
(5.4%), incomplete left BBB 49 (2.1%), left anterior fascicular block 109 (4.6%),
left posterior fascicular block 4 (0.2%), bifascicular block 41 (1.7%), incomplete
trifascicular block 6 (0.3%), complete right BBB 104 (4.4%) and incomplete right
BBB 215 (9.1%). Interestingly the left BBB had the same prevalence (5.6 vs
5.2% p=n.s.) in patients with or without exercise induced myocardial ischemia and
showed no prognostic value in the logistic regression. In comparison, incomplete
left BBB (3 vs 1.5%, p=0.014), incomplete right BBB (10.2 vs 7.3%, p=0.018)
and left anterior fascicular block (6.3 vs 3.6%, p=0.002) were significantly more
common in patients with myocardial ischemia. After multivariate logistic regres-
sion only the left anterior fascicular block proved to be an independent predictor
of myocardial ischemia with an OR of 1.747 (p=0.007).
Conclusion: Different intraventricular conduction disturbances have very differ-
ent likelihoods of myocardial ischemia. In contrast to other clinical situations left
BBB showed no correlation to exercise-induced perfusion deficits. The left ante-
rior fascicular block showed a strong association to myocardial ischemia, which
should be investigated further.

P3632 | BEDSIDE
Is there association between coronary artery disease and severe
asymmetric septal hypertrophy?

V.A. Kuznetsov, Y.A. Yurkina, D.V. Krinochkin, E.A. Gorbatenko. Tyumen
Cardiology Center, Tyumen, Russian Federation

The prevalence of asymmetric septal hypertrophy (ASH) is very high in patients

with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM). In some cases coronary artery disease
(CAD) may be associated with ASH without evidence of HCM. The incidence and
clinical significance of severe ASH in CAD is open to discussion.
Purpose: The current study aimed to assess the relationship between severe
ASH and clinical manifestations of CAD.
Methods: 6528 patients with stable CAD defined as ≥50% coronary stenosis of
one or more epicardial vessels by angiography were registered into the database
and analyzed.
Results: Patients were divided into two groups based on echocardiographic ven-
tricular septum thickness to left ventricular (LV) posterior wall thickness ratio:≥1.5
– group I (n=232) and <1.5 – group II (n=6296). Patients in group I were more
likely to be male gender (93.5% vs 87.2%, p=0.004). The prevalence of prior
myocardial infarction (MI) was higher in group I (69.3% vs 39.6%, p<0.001). ASH
patients were in higher functional class of stable angina (65.9% vs 57%, p=0.012)
and more of them had severe heart failure (NYHA class III/IV) (23% vs 16.3%
p=0.008). The groups differed significantly in echocardiographic parameters: LV
(53.5±6.8 mm vs 50.9±5.2 mm, p<0.001) and right ventricular (RV) end-diastolic
dimensions (EDD) (26.1±3.1 mm vs 25.1±2.9 mm, p<0.001), LV ejection fraction
(EF) (50.1±9.2% vs 55.4±8.5%, p<0.001), left atrial dimension (45.1±7.3 mm
vs 42.1±5.7 mm, p<0.001), extent of LV wall motion abnormalities (23.9±16.2%
vs 14.2±15.5%, p<0.001), frequency of moderate and severe mitral regurgita-
tion (13.9% vs 9.3%, p<0.017), aortic stenosis (3.1% vs 0.5%, p<0.001) and LV
myocardial mass (359.0±85.8 g vs 293.4±72.9 g, p<0.001). The frequency of
stenosis and more severe (total occlusion) lesion of right coronary artery and left
circumflex artery (LCA) were higher in patients with ASH. Multivariate logistic re-
gression analyses revealed that RV EDD (OR (odds ratio) 1.95; CI (confidence
interval) 1.00-1.10, p=0.031), LV EDD (OR 0.92;CI 0.88-0.95, p<0.001), aortic
root diameter (OR 1.07; CI 1.03-1.11, p=0.001), aortic stenosis (OR 5.05; CI
2.26-11.28, p<0.001), impaired LV EF (OR 0.97; CI 0.94-0.979, p=0.001), pre-
vious MI (OR 3.23; CI 2.27-4.58, p<0.001) and severe lesion of LCA (OR 1.55;
CI 1.15-2.10, p=0.004) were independently associated with ASH.
Conclusion: The existence of association between severe ASH and CAD can be
explained by prior MI and stenosis of LCA. ASH is directly associated with more
severe clinical manifestations of CAD and impaired LV and possibly RV function.

UPDATE ON CARDIOTOXICITY

P3634 | BEDSIDE
HER2 Ile655Val polymorphism and the trastuzumab-induced
cardiotoxicity in women HER2 positive breast cancer

J.G. Sanchez Ramos1, C.L. Davila-Fajardo2, F. Burillo1, C. Gomez Pena2,
L.J. Martinez Gonzalez3, C. Correa Vilchez1, P. Carmona Saez4, E. Moreno
Escobar1, I. Blancas5, J.J. Fernandez6. 1San Cecilio University Hospital,
Cardiology, Granada, Spain; 2San Cecilio University Hospital, Pharmacy,
Granada, Spain; 3University of Granada, Genomic Department, Granada, Spain;
4University of Granada, Bioinformatic Department, Centro de Investigación
Genyo„ Granada, Spain; 5San Cecilio University Hospital, Dept. of Oncology,
Granada, Spain; 6Hospital Torrecardenas, Dept. of Clinical Pharmacy, Almería,
Spain

Background: HER2 (ERB2, neu) is a proto-oncogene which encodes a trasmem-
brane protein with tyrosine kinase activity. Trastuzumab, a humanized monoclonal
antibody which binds to the HER2 extracellular domain, is used for HER2 positive
breast cancer’s treatment. Although it is well tolerated, it has a significant adverse
effect: cardiotoxicity.
Purpose: To evaluate the possible effect of ERB2 gene polymorphism at codon
655 (ATC/Isoleucine to GTC/Valine) (rs1136201) in cardiac disfunction related to
trastuzumab in women diagnosed with HER2 positive breast cancer.
Materials and methods: 54 patients with HER2 positive breast cancer and
treated with Trastuzumab in our hospital were evaluated prospectively from Jan-
uary to December 2012. Trastuzumab was administered as a loading dose of
8 mg/kg followed by 6 mg/kg every three weeks. For all patients, cardiac func-
tion (left ventricular ejection fraction, LVEF) was checked at baseline and every 3
months by echocardiogram or MUGA (multigated blood-pool imaging) scan. We
considered cardiac toxicity when LVEF drops 10 percentage points from baseline
and below 50%, as stated in the data sheet. For genotyping we used TaqMan
probes and allelic discrimination technique. Statistical analysis was performed
with Statcalc software packages and the level of significance was indicated by a
p value of less than 0.05.
Results: The mean age of the patients was 51.11±12,16 years. The distribution
for genotypes was 55.56% AA, 40.74% AG and 3.7% GG. Of all patients, 12 de-
veloped cardiotoxicity during the treatment with trastuzumab: 4 with genotype AA,
8 with AG and none with GG. Significant correlation wasn’t found between geno-
types AA (vs AA/GG) or GG (vs AA/AG) and cardiac disfunction. Instead, statisti-
cally significant differences were shown when comparing patients with genotype
AG and AA/GG with cardiotoxicity (p=0.039, OR= 4.0 (1.03-15.60).
Conclusions: The results of our study show an association of ERB2 poly-
morphism Ile655Val with cardiac toxicity associated with trastuzumab. Patients
with genotype AG have higher risk of developing cardiac disfunction related to
trastuzumab than those with AA or GG. We need more studies on this polymor-
phism and with larger sample size to confirm these findings
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Myofilament changes in doxorubicin-induced cardiotoxicity

P. Goncalves Rodrigues1, D. Miranda-Silva1, C. Barros1, N. Handami2,
W. Linke2, I. Falcao-Pires1, A.F. Leite-Moreira1. 1University of Porto, Faculty
of Medicine, Department of Physiology and Cardiothoracic Surgery, Porto,
Portugal; 2Ruhr-University Bochum, Institute for Physiology, Department for
Cardiovascular Physiology, Bochum, Germany

Several studies demonstrate that administration of doxorubicin, an anthracycline
antibiotic used in cancer treatment, results in cardiac toxicity, and may lead to
dilated cardiomyopathy. Alterations in titin have been reported in patients with
this disease. The present work aims to evaluate the early myocardial changes in
an animal model of doxorubicin-induced cardiotoxicity.Male New Zealand white
rabbits were injected intravenously twice weekly for 8 weeks with doxorubicin
(DOX-HF, 1mg/kg, n=17) or with an equivolumetric dose of saline (Control, n=18).
Echocardiographic evaluation was performed 1 week after the end of protocol.
Myocardial samples were collected to evaluate functional properties of isolated
skinned cardiomyocytes in terms of myofilaments active and passive tension
and calcium sensitivity (pCa50, nHill). Sirius-red, hematoxylin-eosin and TUN-
NEL stained samples, were used to quantify left (LV) and right ventricular (RV)
fibrosis, cardiomyocytes cross sectional area and apoptotic nucleus, respec-
tively. Titin isoform expression, phosphorylation and degradation were quanti-
fied. DOX-HF group presented cardiac hypertrophy as evidenced by the increase
in heart weight normalized to body weight (2.38±0.09 vs 2.17±0.06 g/kg) and
by the increased RV and LV cardiomyocyte cross-sectional area (RV: 268±12
vs 235±16μm2 and LV: 380±20 vs 331±27μm2). Concerning, cardiomyocytes
function, DOX-HF group, presented increased active tension (21.4±1.9mN/mm2

vs 16.5±1.1mN/mm2) without significant differences in passive tension (3.8±0.5
vs 3.1±0.3mN/mm2). Myofilaments sensibility to Ca2+ was not changed by dox-
orubicin (pCa50: 5.7±0.2 vs 5.8±0.1; nHill: 1.9±0.2 vs 1.8±0.2). DOX-HF group
showed a decrease in total titin phosphorylation (49.0±6.1 vs 85.2±9.9%), more
pronounced in the stiff N2B isoform (62.6±9.1 vs 31.0±4.4%), besides the in-
crease in N2BA: N2B isoform ratio (0.3±0.1 vs 0.5±0.1). On the other hand,
the percentage of apoptotic nuclei was similar between groups (2.1±1.3 vs
3.5±1.8%). The extracellular matrix showed marked alterations as confirmed by
the significant increase in myocardial interstitial fibrosis in LV from DOX-HF group
(12.1±1.4 vs 7.8±1.2%) and a tendency in the RV (12.0±1.6 vs 9.0±1.2%). This
work describes novel and early myocardial effects of doxorubicin-induced car-
diotoxicity, including changes at the level of cardiomyocytes and myofilaments
(titin). These early changes precede the initial echocardiographic diagnosis of
cardiomyopathy, emphasizing the need for an early detection of cardiac damages
associated to cancer treatments that provide therapeutic adjustments and prevent
the progression of cardiomyopathy.

P3636 | BENCH
Doxorubicin impairs the insulin-like growth factor-1 axis in H9c2 cells

P. Fabbi, P. Spallarossa, C. Barisione, S. Garibaldi, M. Mura, P. Altieri,
G. Ghigliotti, M. Canepa, C. Brunelli, P. Ameri. AOU IRCCS San Martino IST,
University of Genova, Department of Internal Medicine, Genova, Italy

Background: Increasing evidence indicates that anthracyclines cause a deple-
tion of resident cardiac progenitor cells, thereby preventing the turnover of car-
diomyocytes that underlies the regenerative capacity of the heart. Insulin-like
growth factor-1 (IGF-1) has previously been shown to promote the survival of
cardiomyocyte precursor cells by activating type 1 IGF receptor (IGF-1R). Within
the myocardium, IGF-1 action is modulated by IGF binding protein-3 (IGFBP-3),
which sequesters IGF-1 away from IGF-1R.
Methods: The H9c2 cell line was used as a model of cardiomyocytes with prolif-
erative and differentiative potential. Cells were treated for 24 hours with 0.1, 0.5,
and 1 μM doxorubicin, a concentration range comparable to that observed in pa-
tients after bolus infusion of the drug. In some experiments, exposure to doxoru-
bicin was preceded by pre-treatment with the antioxidant agents, N-acetylcysteine
(NAC; 50 μM for 1 h), dexrazoxane (20 μM for 3h), and carvedilol (10 μM for 1h),
or the p53 inhibitor, pifithrin- alpha (PFT-α; 5 μM for 1h). Oxidative stress and
apoptosis were assessed by flow cytometry for fluorescent dichlorofluorescein
and annexin V stained cells, respectively. Expression of IGF-1R and IGFBP-3
was evaluated by RT-PCR and western blot.
Results: Consistent with the established pro-oxidant activity of anthracyclines,
dichlorofluorescein fluorescence rose after incubating H9c2 cells with doxoru-
bicin. Oxidative stress was associated with a significant increase in apoptosis.
Exposure to doxorubicin also resulted in a dose-dependent decrease in mRNA
and protein levels of IGF-1R. By contrast, IGFBP-3 expression dose-dependently
increased. All these effects were counteracted by pre-treatment with NAC, dexra-
zoxane, and carvedilol. Doxorubicin-induced apoptosis was also antagonized by
PFT-α, indicating the involvement of p53. Since p53 is a transcriptional repressor
of IGF-1R and an inducer of IGFBP-3, we hypothesized that doxorubicin mod-
ulation of IGF-1R and IGFBP-3 was also p53-mediated. Indeed, pre-treatment
of H9c2 cells with PFT-α prevented the decrease in IGF-1R and the increase in
IGFBP-3.
Conclusions: Treatment with doxorubicin down-regulates IGF-1R and up-
regulates IGFBP-3 via p53 in the H9c2 cell model. This may contribute to
anthracycline-induced apoptosis through the inhibition of IGF-1 action. Further
studies are needed to confirm our findings in human cardiac progenitor cells and

explore the possibility of manipulating the IGF-1 axis to protect against anthracy-
cline cardiotoxicity.

P3637 | BENCH
Glucose regulated protein 78 inhibits doxorubicin cardiomyopathy by
modulating autophagy and cell death

H. Tscheschner1, P. Most1, M. Mueller2, O.J. Mueller1, H.A. Katus1, P. Raake1.
1University Hospital of Heidelberg, Internal Medicine III, Dept Cardiology,
Angiology & Pneumology, Heidelberg, Germany; 2German Cancer Research
Center, Heidelberg, Germany

Purpose: Cancer treatment with the anthracycline doxorubicin (Dox) is limited
by the development of cardiomyopathy. Dox seems to induce cell death by au-
tophagy and apoptosis, however, the exact molecular mechanism is still unclear.
Interestingly, some cancer cells evade Dox treatment by upregulation of the en-
doplasmic reticulum (ER) chaperone Glucose Regulated Protein 78 (GRP78).
Initially discovered as ER stress protein, a role of GRP78 in apoptosis and cell
survival has emerged during the last years. We therefore wanted to investigate
the effects of a gene therapeutic treatment with GRP78 on Dox induced cardiomy-
opathy in vivo and in vitro.
Methods: Isolated neonatal rat ventricular cardiac myocytes were treated with
1μM doxorubicin. GRP78 expression was modulated by siRNA mediated knock-
down and treatment with a recombinant adeno-associated virus serotype 6
(AAV6-GRP78). Cell death and apoptosis were determined by ToxiLight Assay,
TUNEL assay and Caspase-3 cleavage. For the in vivo study C57Bl6 mice were
injected with AAV9-GRP78 and treated with 20mg/kg Doxorubicin over 4 weeks.
Cardiac function was determined by intraventricular pressure volume measure-
ments. All samples were analyzed by western blotting and realtime-PCR.
Results: In our in vitro model we could show, that Dox treatment leads to a short-
time downregulation of GRP78 and activates apoptosis as indicated by elevated
cell death, TUNEL positive cells and cleaved caspase-3. Additionally, autophagy
regulator beclin-1 mRNA expression was decreased. While GRP78 knockdown
further increased caspase-3 activation and cell death, AAV mediated overexpres-
sion of GRP78 protected cells from these Dox effects. In our mouse model thera-
peutic GRP78 gene transfer improved cardiac function after Dox treatment. Ejec-
tion fraction and systolic pressures where increased when compared with Dox
treated control animals. Molecular assessment of ventricular samples showed
that GRP78 gene transfer altered the expression of beclin-1 and caspase-3 cleav-
age. We therefore conclude that GRP78 protects hearts from Dox by influencing
autophagy and apoptosis.
Conclusion: Dox induces cardiac dysfunction via induction of cell death. Our ex-
periments implicate a role of GRP78, as it is downregulated by Dox treatment and
gene transfer with the endoplasmic reticulum Chaperone GRP78 protects Dox
treated mice via modulation of autophagy and apoptotic signaling. Our findings
could have implications not only for Dox cardiomyopathy, but also other cardiac
diseases in which autophagy and cell death are main contributing factors.

P3638 | BEDSIDE
The clinical characteristics and outcomes of patients with
amphetamine associated cardiomyopathy in New Zealand

S.H. Kueh, J. Bradley, T. Sutton, R. Gabriel, J.L. Looi. Middlemore Hospital,
Cardiology, Auckland, New Zealand

Purpose: Amphetamine use is a global health issue and amphetamine associ-
ated cardiomyopathy (AAC) is becoming an increasingly recognized entity. De-
spite this, the characteristics and outcome of these patients are poorly under-
stood. We therefore aim to describe the characteristics and outcome of patients
with AAC, admitted to a tertiary hospital from a multi-ethnic population in New
Zealand.
Methods: Patients admitted with heart failure and echocardiographic evidence
of cardiomyopathy between 2011 and 2014 were retrospectively identified and
recruited if they have documented history of amphetamine abuse and is thought
to be the most likely cause of cardiomyopathy when all other causes of heart
failure have been excluded on clinical grounds. Baseline characteristics, investi-
gations and clinical outcomes were collected by interrogating local hospital elec-
tronic medical record.
Results: A total of 15 patients were identified over a follow-up period of 1.5 years.
The mean age was 36 years with a male predominance (n=14, 93%). The majority
of patients were of indigenous Maori ethnicity. At presentation 40% of patients
were in pulmonary oedema and 20% were in cardiogenic shock. 27% of patients
required Intensive care unit (ICU) admission for inotropic support (3 patients) and
mechanical ventilation (2 patients).
The ECG was abnormal in 73% of patients predominantly with T wave inversion.
Baseline echocardiograms showed severe left ventricular (LV) dilation (mean LV
end-diastolic dimension (LVEDD) - 6.7cm) and all patients had at least moderate
to severe LV dysfunction (mean LVEF – 16%).
ACE-inhibitor, beta-blocker and spironolactone therapy were commenced on 67%
of patients. Despite optimal heart failure therapy, follow up echocardiogram on 7
patients continued to show severe LV dilation (mean LVEDD - 7.2cm) and severe
LV dysfunction.
Two patients (13%) died from end stage heart failure during the follow up period.
Conclusions: AAC was seen in young patients, predominantly in indigenous
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Maori. They present initially with severe cardiomyopathy, often requiring ICU ad-
mission. Severe LV dilation and dysfunction persisted despite heart failure therapy
and mortality is high.

P3639 | BEDSIDE
Left ventricular strain assessing by means of two-dimensional speckle
tracking as a strong early predictor of cardiotoxicity during breast
cancer chemotherapy with anthracyclines

P. Stachowiak1, M. Milchert-Leszczynska2, Z. Kornacewicz-Jach1,
R. Kaliszczak1, M. Falco2, A. Wojtarowicz1, K. Safranow3. 1Pomeranian Medical
University, Department of Cardiology, Szczecin, Poland; 2Pomeranian Medical
University, Department of Radiotherapy, Szczecin, Poland; 3Pomeranian Medical
University, Department of Biochemistry and Medical Chemistry, Szczecin, Poland

Purpose: The effectiveness of breast cancer treatment increases with each
decade. However, the efficacy is undermined by potentially life-threatening car-
diotoxicity. This is a pilot study focused on the predictive role of early alteration of
strain assessed by means of speckle tracking for further cardiotoxicity caused by
chemotherapy.
Methods: Patients (n=97) with diagnosed breast cancer were selected for the
study. Heart failure was a criterion for exclusion. Patients were studied before
treatment, 1 day after the first cycle, 1 day after the last anthracyclines cycle, and
on the last day of radiotherapy, 6 and 12 months after chemotherapy cessation.
Cardiotoxicity was defined as a cardiac dysfunction with any signs or symptoms
of congestive heart failure and the decline of 5% or more in an ejection fraction
(EF) of less than 55%, or asymptomatic dysfunction with 10% decline in EF to
less than 55%. Strain was assessed by speckle tracking method in apical 2-, 3-
and 4-chamber views. This study was approved by Internal Ethic Committee and
conforms to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Results: During the study 11 (11.3%) patients developed cardiotoxicity, Ejection
fraction decreased (62±5% to 59±5%, 62±6% to 60±4%, 63±6% to 52±3%)
6 months after chemotherapy in the whole group, in those without endpoint and
with cardiotoxicity respectively. At the baseline there were no differences in age,
past history, admitted drugs and also in echocardiography parameters such as EF
(the mean was 62%, 62%, 63%, p=0.52) and speckle tracking (the median was:
-20.1%, -19.6% and -20.2%, p=0.68) for the whole group, those without endpoint
and with cardiotoxicity respectively. In those patients who developed cardiotoxicity
6 months or 12 months after the end of chemotherapy, speckle tracking measured
4 and 10 months earlier to that point was: -16.6±2% and -17.2±0.7% respec-
tively. In comparison, in the group without cardiotoxicity it was: -20.2±1.8% and
-20.8±1.6%. The sensitivity and specificity of speckle tracking measurements just
after radiotherapy with cut-off equal to -18.5% for prediction of cardiotoxicity de-
velopment in the next 4 months was 91% and 85% respectively. Area under curve
(AUC) was 0.971. Strain assessment by means of speckle tracking can also pre-
dict cardiotoxicity after chemotherapy 10 months in advance with the sensitivity
of 81% and specificity of 85% (AUC 0.903).
Conclusion: Left ventricular strain assessed by means of two-dimensional
speckle tracking can be a useful method in oncology for cardiotoxicity prediction
during breast cancer treatment.

P3640 | BEDSIDE
Impaired exercise capacity after anthracycline treatment in
asymptomatic survivors of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia

J. Christiansen1, A. Kanellopoulos2, M.B. Lund3, R. Massey1, E. Ruud2,
S. Aakhus1. 1Oslo University Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Oslo, Norway;
2Oslo University Hospital, Department of Pediatric Medicine, Oslo, Norway;
3Oslo University Hospital, Department of Respiratory Medicine, Oslo, Norway

Purpose: Little is known about the effect of anthracycline therapy on future ex-
ercise capacity, measured by maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max), after treatment
of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). In a cross-sectional study of
very long-term survivors of childhood ALL, mean 23±8 years post diagnosis, we
wanted to compare VO2max in survivors exposed and unexposed to anthracy-
cline treatment.
Methods: Treatment data were collected from medical records. Echocardiogra-
phy was performed in all survivors, before they performed maximal exercise on a
bicycle, with continuous measurement of respiratory gas exchange and calcula-
tion of VO2max.
Results: Exposed survivors had received a cumulative isotoxic doxorubicin dose
of median 120 mg/m2 (range 40-485). Unexposed survivors were older, thus hav-
ing lower values of expected VO2max. Mean body weight and gender distribution

All survivors Exposed Unexposed p-value
(n=132) (n=103) (n=29)

Age at diagnosis (years) 6.3±4.0 6.8±4.2 4.7±2.7 0.013
Age at exam (years) 29.4±7.1 27.5±6.4 36.1±5.0 <0.001
Female (number) 65 (49%) 48 (76%) 17 (58%) 0.253
Body weight (kg) 76.5±17.9 76.0±18.2 78.0±17.2 0.599
VO2max (ml/kg/min.) 34.7±8.4 34.5±8.5 35.2±8.3 0.711
VO2max (% of predicted) 85±19 83±19 94±18 0.004
Reduced VO2max (number) 62 (47%) 57 (55%) 5 (17%) <0.001

P-values are for the comparison between survivors exposed and unexposed to anthracycline
therapy. VO2max: maximal oxygen uptake.

did not differ between the treatment groups. In all, 55% of exposed survivors
had reduced VO2max, compared to only 17% of unexposed survivors (p<0.001).
VO2max did not have any statistical association with other treatment variables.
However, we observed significant correlations between exercise capacity and
measures of left ventricular function, such as ejection fraction (p=0.001), global
longitudinal strain (0.015) and diastolic tissue Doppler velocities (p<0.001).
Conclusions: In survivors of childhood ALL, previous anthracycline treatment is
associated with impaired exercise capacity, possibly related to late cardiotoxicity.

P3641 | BEDSIDE
Additional value of two-dimensional and three-dimensional speckle
tracking echocardiography in detecting early cardiotoxicity of
anthracycline and trastuzumab in breast cancer patients

C. Santoro, R. Raia, P. Ierano, F. De Stefano, D. De Palma, G. Arpino, S. De
Placido, G. De Simone, M. Galderisi. University Hospital Federico II, Naples,
Italy

Purpose: The present study aimed at assessing the diagnostic power of both 2D
and 3D Speckle Tracking Echocardiography (STE) in comparison with standard
echo Doppler in detection of early signs of cardiotoxicity of anthracycline (ANT)
and trastuzumab (TRS) in breast cancer patients.
Methods: Thirty-five consecutive women (mean age = 47.5 years) with breast
cancer were treated by sequential protocols including ANT (epirubicin, cumulative
dose = 489±74 mg/m2) + cyclophosphamide and/or 5-fluorouracil for 3-4 cycles,
followed by 18 cycles of TRS (mean cumulative dose = 877.4±306 mg/kg). At
baseline (before starting treatment), after ANT completion (3 months) and after
the first 4 TRS cycles (3 additional months) all the patients underwent complete
standard echo Doppler exam, 2D STE with measurement of global longitudinal
strain (GLS) and both 3D volumetric (left ventricular volumes and EF) and 3D
STE echo with determination of GLS, global circumferential strain (GCS), global
area strain (GAS) and global radial strain (GRS). Patients taking cardiac drugs
before and/or after cancer therapy were excluded from the study.
Results: All the patients completed the cycles of chemotherapy. None com-
plained about symptoms and/or signs of heart failure. Among standard echo
Doppler parameters, 2D EF was not significantly changed by treatments (base-
line: 63.5±3.64%, ANT: 63±4.4%, TRS: 62.9±3.9%) whereas E/e’ ratio was
higher after ANT (7.1±0.8) than at baseline (6.3±1.5) (p<0.01) but not signifi-
cantly different between baseline and TRS (6.8±1.8) (p=0.09). 2D STE-derived
GLS was lower after ANT (-21.8±2.7%, p<0.02) and during TRS (-21.1±2.3%,
p<0.01) than at baseline (-22.9±2.7%). Three-dimensional EF did not change
significantly by both ANT and TRS. Among 3D STE parameters, GLS (ANT:
p<0.05, TRS: p<0.01), GCS (both p<0.01), GAS (ANT: p<0.05, TRS: p<0.01)
and GRS (ANT: p<0.05, TRS: p<0.01) were all significantly reduced in compari-
son with baseline. Worthy of note, 2D STE was feasible in all the patients (100%)
whereas the feasibility of 3D volumetric and 3D STE assessment was 80% and
69% respectively.
Conclusions: Our study demonstrates the potential superiority of both 2D
and 3D STE in diagnosing subclinical cardiotoxicity of both anthracycline and
trastuzumab in breast cancer patients but also the much greater feasibility of 2D
STE in this clinical setting. Among standard echo Doppler parameters, E/e’ ratio
shows a particular trend, with an increment which achieves the statistical signifi-
cance only after ANT as a possible marker of acute and likely transient cardiotox-
icity.

P3642 | BENCH
The effects of a bradykinin b1 receptor antagonist on the development
of hypertensive organ damages in SHR model

L. Deres1, K. Eros1, N. Bencze1, L. Seress2, B. Sumegi3, S. Farkas4, K. Toth1,
R. Halmosi1. 1University of Pecs, Medical School, 1st Department of Medicine,
Pecs, Hungary; 2University of Pecs, Medical School, Central Electron Microscope
Laboratory, Pecs, Hungary; 3University of Pecs, Medical School, Department
of Biochemistry and Medical Chemistry, Pecs, Hungary; 4Gedeon Richter Plc,
Budapest, Hungary

Purpose: It is well known that currently used non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs have adverse effects on cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Therefore
we aimed to test the cardiovascular effects of a novel analgesic compound in a
preclinical study using spontaneously hypertensive rats.
Methods: The test substance was administered in rat chow test diet containing a
concentration of 120 ppm or 400 ppm of FGY1153, or control diet containing no
active ingredient. The treatment started at the age of 11 weeks and lasted for 26
weeks. Body weight and food consumption were measured weekly; blood pres-
sure measurements were performed at Weeks 0, 13 and 26, echocardiography
was performed at Weeks 0 and 26. We investigated the hypertensive organ dam-
ages on heart, carotid artery and aortic segments with light microscopy, electron
microscopy and Western blot analysis.
Results: The treatment did not affect blood pressure. Echocardiography showed
that the treatment decreased the degree of left ventricular hypertrophy (FGY120
Septum (S): 1.90±0.04 mm, p<0.01; Posterior wall thickness (PWT): 1.82±0.01
mm, p<0.05; FGY400 S: 1.88±0.02 mm, p<0.01; PWT: 1.81±0.04 mm, p<0.05
vs. Control group S: 2.09±0.04 mm; PWT: 1.94±0.02 mm) in both treated groups.
The activity of signal transduction factors of TGF-β and SMAD2 decreased sig-
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Echocardiographic parameters

SHR Week 0 Control Week 26 FGY120 Week 26 FGY400 Week 26

Septum (mm) 1.66±0.01 2.09±0.04 1.90±0.04** 1.88±0.02**
Post. wall (mm) 1.58±0.02 1.94±0.02 1.82±0.01* 1.81±0.04*
LVESV (ml) 88.72±3.33 141.56±5.89 111.69±4.15* 127.31±8.66
EF (%) 68.48±0.75 62.16±1.24 67.10±1.33* 63.36±1.37
*p<0.05, **p<0.01 vs. Control group.

nificantly in FGY1153 treated groups (TGF-β: FGY120 30.43 dens%, p<0.01 vs.
Control: 40.76 dens%) (SMAD2: FGY120 26.12 dens% p<0.05 vs. Control: 37.50
dens%). The intima-media thickness of great vessels and the amount of vascular
wall collagen content did not decrease significantly in treated animals.
Conclusions: In conclusion, long-term administration of the FGY1153 did not
have any deleterious effects in SHR model. Moreover, we could observe some
protective effect of FGY1153 against hypertensive cardiovascular remodeling de-
spite having no antihypertensive effect. Inhibition of the TGF-β-SMAD signaling
may be an important mechanism in the background of this effect.

P3643 | BEDSIDE
Impaired left ventricular diastolic function in adult survivors of
childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia treated with anthracyclines

J. Christiansen1, A. Kanellopoulos2, R. Massey1, H. Dalen3, E. Ruud2,
S. Aakhus1. 1Oslo University Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Oslo, 2Oslo
University Hospital, Dept. of Pediatric Medicine, Oslo, 3Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, Dept. of Circulation and Medical Imaging, Trondheim,
Norway

Purpose: Anthracycline therapy carries a dose dependent risk of late cardiotoxi-
city. Left ventricular (LV) diastolic dysfunction is thought to precede systolic dys-
function. Tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) with measurement of peak early diastolic
velocities of the mitral annulus (e’) is recommended to detect diastolic dysfunc-
tion. Several recent, smaller studies of childhood cancer survivors have failed to
show reduced e’ associated with anthracycline therapy. We wanted to test the
hypothesis that antracycline therapy leads to LV diastolic dysfunction in the very
long term.
Methods: In a cross-sectional study of 138 childhood acute lymphoblastic
leukemia (ALL) survivors, mean 23 years after diagnosis, echocardiography with
measurement of e’ was performed, and compared to 138 randomly selected,
healthy controls matched 1:1 for gender, age, body weight and systolic blood
pressure.
Results: ALL survivors and controls had equal body weight and systolic blood
pressure. Survivors had lower e’ than controls. Anthracycline treated survivors
(median cumulative dose 120 mg/m2) were younger than the other survivors, but
e’ did not differ between survivor groups (table). However, anthracycline treated
survivors had lower e’ than age-matched controls (p>0.001, table), whereas an-
thracycline naïve survivors and age-matched controls had equal e’ (p>0.5). LV
ejection fraction did not differ between survivors and controls, but was lower in
anthracycline treated survivors compared to other survivors.
Conclusions: Anthracyclines lead to impaired LV diastolic function in the long
term. As e’ decreases with age, age-matched controls are necessary to detect
the premature decline in diastolic function found after anthracycline therapy.

P3644 | SPOTLIGHT
Genetic variants in antracicline biotransformation genes and risk of
cardiotoxicity

M. Triggiani1, M. Fragni2, G. Bonetti3, A. Pizzuto1, I. Papa1, S. Capellini1,
L. Ambriosiani2, E. Simoncini4, S. Sigala2, S. Nodari1. 1Department of
Clinical and Surgical Specialities, Cardiology section, University and Civili
Hospital, Brescia, Italy; 2Department of Molecular and Translational Medicine,
Pharmacology section, University of Brescia, Brescia, Italy; 3Civil Hospital of
Brescia, Laboratory Analysis Chemistry Clinical I, Brescia, Italy; 4Department of
Oncology, Civil Hospital, Brescia, Italy

Purpose: It is well established that elevation in Cardiac Troponin I (cTnI) level
after high-dose chemotherapy predicts delayed heart failure. The aim of this study
is to analyzed the possible role of genetic polymorphisms for enzymes involved
in Antracicline (ANT) metabolism, to predict cTnI elevation after treatment with
non-high dose of Epirubicin (EPI).
Methods: Using QIAamp DNA purification system (QIAGEN, Milano, Italy), ge-
nomic DNA is extracted from blood of early breast cancer pts treated with EPI
(90 mg/m2 for 3 or 4 cycles every 21 days) with or without radiation and hormone
therapy. The presence of a known heart disease and previous treatment with ANT
or exposure to mediastinal irradiation are exclusion criteria for the study proto-

Abstract P3643 – Table 1

Survivors (n=138) Controls (n=138) p-value Anthracyclines (n=107) Controls (n=107) p-value No anthracyclines (n=31) p-value (vs other survivors)

Age at exam 29.5±7.2 29.8±7.4 0.667 27.5±6.6 27.9±7.0 0.618 36.3±4.8 <0.001
Heart rate 66±11 65±11 0.319 67±11 65±11 0.132 63±10 0.080
e’ septum 11.1±2.8 12.6±2.5 <0.001 11.0±2.7 13.0±2.5 <0.001 11.1±3.2 0.924
E/e’ average 6.0±1.5 5.6±1.3 0.015 6.1±1.5 5.4±1.2 0.001 5.8±1.3 0.454
EF 57±6 57±5 0.614 56±4 57±6 0.162 60±5 <0.001

e’: tissue Doppler peak early diastolic velocity of the mitral annulus; EF: ejection fraction.

col. DNA samples are genotyped for single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) by
TaqMan®SNP genotyping assay (Life Technologies, Monza MB, Italy), which was
designed to detect variants of a single nucleic acid sequence, without quantifying
the target. The presence of two probes in each reaction allows genotyping of the
three possible variants at the SNPs site in the target sequence. Complete cardiac
evaluation and serial blood measurement of cardiac biomarkers is performed at
baseline, every 3 weeks during ANT treatment and every 3 months during 1-year
follow-up. Plasma cTnI is determined using LOCI method on a Dimension Vista
system (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostic); we consider “elevated” any cTnI value
exceeding the cut-off level of 0.02 ng/mL.
Results: Sixty-six patients were considered in this preliminary analysis. During
ANT treatment (mean cumulative dose 313.1±45.3 mg/m2), an increase in cTnI
plasma level (≥0.02 ng/mL) was found in 13 pts (19.7%; group A); in all these pts
cTnI plasma level persisted elevated also at 3 month follow-up. In the remaining
53 pts (80.3%; group B), cTnI concentration was normal during all scheduled
controls. Comparing clinical, laboratory, ECG and Echocardiographic parameters
collected at baseline we didn’t find any significant difference between the two
groups. Of the 6 SNPs for 3 key ANT biotransformation genes included in this
analysis, homozygosis for the “protective variants” rs4148808 [C/T] for ABCB4
transporter, rs7853758 [A/G] and rs885004 [A/G] for SLC28A3 gene were present
in the 5.6% of pts in the group B, while were absent in all patients in the group A.
Conclusion: Genetic analysis combined with serial cTnI measurements could be
able to predict individual susceptibility for ANT-induced cardiotoxicity. The mean-
ing of these finding might be elucidated at the end of follow-up.

P3645 | BEDSIDE
Influence of mTOR inhibitors on left ventricular hypertrophy and
diastolic function in kidney transplant recipients

M. Obremska, M. Boratynska, E. Watorek, M. Szymczak, D. Zysko, M. Klinger.
Wroclaw Medical University, Wroclaw, Poland

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are the leading cause of morbidity and mortality
among renal transplant recipients. The mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)
inhibitors have shown cardioprotective effects in experimental studies but their
influence on CVD in renal transplantation is unclear. The aim of study is to as-
sess of left ventricular (LV) mass and diastolic function among kidney transplant
recipients treated with mTORihibitors (sirolimus and everolimus)
Methods: The study group consisted of 15 mean age 60 years kidney transplant
recipients treated with mTOR inhibitors and steroids. The control group consisted
of 16 at age 54 years kidney transplant recipients received calcineurin inhibitor,
mycophenolate mofetil and steroids matched for gender, duration of pretransplan-
tat dialysis, time after transplantation, eGFR and BMI. The incidence of hyperten-
sion and diabetes were similar in both groups. In all patients echocardiographic
examination acording to ASA was performed The LV mass was calculated by for-
mula 0.8(1.04[(LVED + LVPW + IVS)3] - (LVED)3 and indexed for body surface
area. The cut-off of 115g/m2 for man and 95g/m2 for women was defined as LV
hypertrophy.
Results: The diastolic diameter of LV and LV mass were significantly higher in
study group. The LV hypertrophy was significantly more frequent in study group
The systolic function was normal in the all patients. There were significant dif-
ferences in diastolic function between two groups:IVRT was significant longer in
study group, lateral early diastolic annular velosity (e lat) was significantly smaller
in study group and E/e ratio was significantly higher in study group. Logistic re-
gression analysis revealed that LV hypertrophy was related only with mTOR in-
hibitor therapy (OR 8.7 95% CI: 1.01-75.5 p=0.048)
The results were shown in Table 1

Table 1

Time after KTx eGFR LVd LVmass % pts with e lat E/e IVRT
(years) (ml/min) (mm) ASE LV hypertrophy (cm/s) (ms)

Study group 9.6 40.2 52.8mm 278.4 31.2% 8.3 9.9 95.8
Control group 6.7 48.2 48.5 213.2 80.0% 10.7 7.5 85.8
p 0.09 0.1 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.04

Conclusion: The treatment with m TOR inhibitors in kidney transplant recipients
was related with left ventricular hypertrophy and impaired of left ventricular dias-
tolic function.
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P3647 | BEDSIDE
The prognosis of patients hospitalized for heart failure the Polish
population of the ESC Heart Failure Pilot Registry

M. Zabojszcz1, A. Grzegorzko1, E. Mirek-Bryniarska1, G. Opolski2,
P. Ponikowski3, L. Polonski4, P. Rozentryt4, A. Kleinrok5, A. Mamcarz6,
J. Drozdz7. 1J. Dietl Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Krakow, Poland;
2Medical University of Warsaw, 1st Department of Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland;
3Wroclaw Medical University, Department of Heart Diseases, Wroclaw, Poland;
4Medical University of Silesia, 2nd Department of Cardiology, Zabrze, Poland;
5Regional Hospital Pope John Paul II, Department of Cardiology, Zamosc,
Poland; 6Medical University of Warsaw, 3rd Departament of Internal Diseases
and Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland; 7Medical University of Lodz, Department of
Cardiology, Lodz, Poland

Background: Heart failure (HF) is a major cause of hospital admissions, espe-
cially in an elderly population. The costs of hospitalization in patients with HF
absorb a growing proportion of health care funds.
Objective: To determine the clinical characteristics and prognosis of patients hos-
pitalized with heart failure.
Method: The study included patients hospitalized for HF in the Polish centers par-
ticipating in the ESC EURObservational Research Programme: The Heart Failure
Pilot Survey, for which complete clinical data as well as full 12 month follow-up
were available.
Results: The analysis included 650 patients (56% of all included in the register)
with a mean age of 67.9±13.3 years, 64.5% men, mostly with angiographically
documented ischemic origin heart failure (60.5%). In 42.4% of cases it was the
first hospitalization for HF. The most common presentation at admission was de-
compensated heart failure (78%), 8% of patients had pulmonary edema on ad-
mission. Average NYHA class at admission was 3.0±0.7 and mean left ventricular
ejection fraction was 28.9±7.7% (from 11 to 76%). Most of patients were smok-
ers (former or present: 68.6%), have hypertension (66%) and overweight (mean
BMI 28.2±5.3, from 16 to 50 kg/m2). Chronic kidney disease was present in 23%,
atrial fibrillation in 39.1%, diabetes mellitus in 35.5% and COPD in 12.7% of pa-
tients. 27.2% of patients have history of prior PCI, 13.3% prior CABG and 10.2%
prior stroke.
The in-hospital mortality was 2.6%. During the 12 month follow-up the re-
hospitalization rate was 48.3% and the one-year survival rate was 84.6%.
Conclusions: In patients hospitalized with heart failure we found a high preva-
lence of risk factors and comorbidities, which significantly influences the progno-
sis. Within one year after hospital discharge more than half of patients die or will
be re-hospitalized.

P3648 | BEDSIDE
A simple online risk calculator: prediction of survival in Asian patients
with heart failure

J. Yap1, S.Y. Chia1, D. Sim1, C.P. Lim1, L.L. Sim1, Y.Y. Go1, M. Seow2, J. Allen2,
C.K. Ching1, R. Liew2. 1National Heart Centre Singapore (NHCS), Singapore,
Singapore; 2Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School Singapore, Singapore,
Singapore

Purpose: Risk models have been developed to predict survival in the heart failure
patient. However, some are complex and none designed for use in Asians. We aim
to develop a simple online risk calculator to predict 1 and 2 year survival in Asian
patients with heart failure.
Methods: Consecutive patients admitted to our institution for heart failure from
Jan 2008 to Dec 2009 were included. All patients were followed-up for 2 years.
Overall mortality was obtained from the national registry of deaths. The risk score
was derived from a multivariate Cox model and this was validated in another local
institution.
Results: A total of 1392 patients and 729 patients were included in the derivation
and validation cohort respectively. The accuracy of the model was good (see
Table 1). The risk calculator and the variables included are available online.
Conclusions: The risk calculator provides a good estimate of 1 and 2-year sur-
vival in Asian patients with heart failure from readily obtainable clinical character-

Figure 1. Online risk calculator.

Table 1. Performance of risk model

Derivation cohort Validation cohort
(n=1392) (n=729)

1-year survival (actual vs predicted) 78.3% vs 84.3% 75.2% vs 78.4%
2-year survival (actual vs predicted) 68.1% vs 72.0% 64.1% vs 71.6%
1-year receiver operating curve (95% CI) 0.731 (0.699–0.764) 0.669 (0.623–0.715)
2-years receiver operating curve (95% CI) 0.725 (0.697–0.754) 0.681 (0.640–0.722)

istics. Furthermore, the calculator is easily available online and is simple to use
and may potentially impact management.

P3649 | SPOTLIGHT
The CardShock risk score for prediction of mortality in cardiogenic
shock- results from the prospective CardShock study

J.P.E. Lassus1, T. Tarvasmaki1, A. Mebazaa2, A. Sionis3, H. Tolppanen1,
M. Metra4, S. Di Somma5, L. Kober6, J. Parissis7, V.-P. Harjola8 on behalf of the
CardShock study investigators and the GREAT network. 1Division of Cardiology,
Department of Medicine, Helsinki University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland;
2INSERM U742, Hopital Lariboisiere, Paris, France; 3Hospital de la Santa
Creu i Sant Pau, Department of Cardiology, Barcelona, Spain; 4University
of Brescia, Department of Experimental and Applied Medicine, Cardiology,
Brescia, Italy; 5Sapienza University of Rome, Department of Emergency
Medicine, Sant’Andrea Hospital, Rome, Italy; 6Rigshospitalet - Copenhagen
University Hospital, Division of Heart Failure, Pulmonary Hypertension and Heart
Transplantation, Copenhagen, Denmark; 7Attikon University Hospital, Heart
Failure Clinic and Secondary Cardiology Department, Athens, Greece; 8Division
of Emergency Care, Department of Medicine, Helsinki, Finland

Aim: To develop a risk prediction score for short term mortality in cardiogenic
shock (CS) in the contemporary era.
Methods: The CardShock study prospectively enrolled 220 patients with CS. Pre-
dictors of in-hospital death, identified through multiple stepwise logistic regression
analyses, were used to build a score for mortality risk stratification. The risk score
included: age >75 years, confusion (1 point each), ACS etiology, previous MI,
LVEF<40% (2 points each), previous CABG (3 pts), and blood lactate levels (<2,
2-4, >4 mmol/L; 0,1,3 pts respectively). Performance of the risk score was as-
sessed by crude mortality rates and c-statistic.
Results: Patients were on average 67 years, 74% were men. Mean systolic blood
pressure was 78 mmHg, heart rate 93 bpm. CS was caused by ACS in 81% of
cases. There were 81 in-hospital deaths (37%) and 90-day mortality was 42%.
The distribution of the population and in-hospital mortality according to risk class
is shown in Figure 1. The risk score exhibited good overall discrimination both
for prediction of in-hospital and 90-day mortality with a c-statistic of 0.87 (95%CI
0.83-0.92; p<0.001) and 0.86 (95% CI 0.81-0.91; p<0.001), respectively. Patients
with risk scores 0-5 (43% of the cohort) had low (<20%) 90-day mortality. The in-
termediate group (scores 6-8; 44%) had bad prognosis (50% mortality), whereas
25/26 patients in the high risk category (scores 9-14; 13%) died. In this high risk
group, more than 50% of deaths occurred within 2 days from detection of shock.

Figure 1. The CardShock risk score.

Conclusion: Cardiogenic shock is still associated with poor prognosis. A practical
risk score, consisting of seven easily identifiable factors, can be used for risk
stratification of short-term mortality. This might aid clinicians in rapid decision
making during acute intensive care.

P3650 | BEDSIDE
The systemic inflammation-based Glasgow Prognostic Score as a
predictor of prognosis in patients with acute decompensated heart
failure

S. Namiuchi, T. Sugie, K. Saji, T. Takii, A. Suda, A. Kato. Sendai City Medical
Center, Sendai Open Hospital, sendai, Japan

Purpose: The Glasgow Prognostic Score (GPS), combination of C-reactive pro-
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tein (CRP) and serum albumin concentration, provides predictions of prognosis in
patients with cancer. Both systemic inflammatory response and malnutrition are
also common in patients with heart failure (HF). We evaluated the GPS of patients
with acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF).
Methods: 502 patients with ADHF were classified into 3 groups by GPS (0; CRP
<1.0 mg/dL and albumin >3.5 g/dL, 1; CRP >1.0 mg/dL or albumin <3.5 g/dL,
2; CRP >1.0 mg/dL and albumin <3.5 g/dL). The prognoses of 3 groups were
investigated retrospectively.
Results: In-hospital mortality of GPS 0, GPS 1, and GPS 2 were 1.7%, 5.2%, and
14.8%, respectively. During the follow-up periods (605±682 days), 106 patients
(21.1%) died. Relative to a GPS of 0, the hazard ratios for all-cause death were
1.76 (95% CI: 1.08–2.87) for a GPS of 1 and 2.97 (95% CI: 1.82–4.85) for a GPS
of 2 in the age- and sex-adjusted Cox proportional hazard model.

Conclusions: The GPS, which is based on systemic inflammation, is useful for
predicting the prognoses of hospitalized patients with ADHF.

P3651 | BENCH
Predictive clinical score evaluation in a population with ICD implanted
for primary prevention and low left ventricular ejection fraction

E. Occhetta, A. Magnani, A. Schaffer, G. Digiovine, A. Degiovanni,
A. Fundalioliotis, P. Marino. University of Eastern Piedmont, Cardiology, Novara,
Italy

Purpose: Left ventricular dysfunction,estimated by ejection fraction (EF) quantita-
tion, is a major factor in decision making for implantable defibrillator (ICD) therapy
in primary prevention for sudden death in patients with ischemic/non-ischemic di-
lated cardiomyopathy (DCM). EF has low specificity if taken as the only indicator
for a decision. An accurate identification and extensive clinical prognostic fac-
tors is necessary for better stratification model. The Seattle Heart Failure Model
(SHFM) has a predictive ability providing valuable information regarding short, in-
termediate and long-term survivals. We have evaluated SHFM in a limited cohort
of patients with heart failure, low EF and primary prevention ICD therapy.
Methods: 396 subjects (325 Male and 71 Female; mean age 67.1±10.1 years)
with ischemic or idiopathic DCM and EF of 26.4±8%, implanted with an ICD in
primary prevention between 2006 and 2012, has been retrospectively quantified
by SHFM score at implant, attributing patients to 2 groups: 1) lower risk score
(=<18% mortality prevision at 1 year) (124 patients); 2) higher score (>18% mor-
tality prevision at 1 year) (282 patients). During follow up time period we have
evaluated mortality and appropriate ICD discharges, with correlated Kaplan-Meier
survival curves.
Results: The mean follow up was of 44.7±24.8 months (49.8 months/patient).
The Kaplan-Meier survival curves (Fig. 1) demonstrated a higher mortality trend
in patients with higher score (group 2, p=0.05 vs. group 1); the curves began to

diverge after 2 years. ICD discharges were appropriately distributed in a similar
way to both groups (Fig. 2) (P=0.8).
Conclusions: SHFM clinical score could indentify patients with medium/long
term higher risk of mortality in primary prevention ICD indication better than EF
alone.

P3652 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic value of heart rate according to rythm and systolic function
in heart failure patients

D.A. Pascual Figal1, A. Ferrero2, J. Alvarez-Garcia2, J. Delgado3, P. Garcia-
Pavia4, R. Vazquez5, R. Bover6, T. Puig2, J.R. Gonzalez-Juanatey7, J. Cinca2

on behalf of REDINSCOR. 1University Hospital Virgen De La Arrixaca, Murcia,
Spain; 2Hospital de Sant Pau, Barcelona, Spain; 3University Hospital 12 de
Octubre, Madrid, Spain; 4University Hospital Puerta de Hierro Majadahonda,
Madrid, Spain; 5University Hospital Puerta del Mar, Cadiz, Spain; 6Hospital Clinic
San Carlos, Madrid, Spain; 7University Hospital of Santiago de Compostela,
Santiago de Compostela, Spain

Background: Heart rate (HR) is currently considered as a risk factor for death
and hospitalization in patients with chronic heart failure (HF) and left ventricular
ejection fraction (LVEF) ≤35%. However, the impact of the interaction between
heart rhythm and LV systolic dysfunction is not well established.
Purpose: To evaluate in a large population with chronic heart failure, the effect of
HR on prognosis as a function of baseline rhythm and LVEF.
Methods: A population of 2507 patients [age 67 (13), male 69%] with established
diagnosis of chronic HF was prospectively included in the database of the Na-
tional Network of Heart Failure (REDINSCOR). All baseline characteristics were
recorded at enrollment, including heart rate (HR) obtained from the electrocardio-
gram performed at the inclusion visit. Events were also prospectively registered.
Results: At baseline, HR was median of 75 bmp (Q1:65, Q3:85), LVEF was me-
dian of 33% (Q1:25, Q3:41) and 1595 (64%) were in sinus rhythm. At 5 years,
829 (33%) patients died, 775 (31%) were hospitalized with HF and 1277 (51%)
presented death or HF hospitalization. HR, examined as +10 bpm, was indepen-
dently associated with a higher risk of death [1.06 (1.01-1.11), p=0.014], HF hos-
pitalization [1.06 (1.01-1.11), p=0.023] and any event [1.06 (1.02-1.10), p=0.003].
However, this risk was only significant among patients in sinus rhythm at inclu-
sion. Hazard ratio also showed a positive relationship with LVEF. Patients with
sinus rhythm and preserved LVEF (>60%) had the higher risk. By contrast, HR
did not reach significance as risk factor among patients without sinus rhythm [1.02
(0.96 – 1.08].

Conclusions: The prognostic impact of higher HR was restricted to patients in
sinus rhythm, however this association occurred regardless of LV systolic dys-
function.

P3653 | BEDSIDE
Heart failure and the soluble prorenin receptor (sPRR): results from
the CIBIS-ELD trial

H.-D. Duengen1, T.-D. Trippel1, E. Tahirovic1, D.N. Mueller2, N. Wilck2,
R. Wachter3, H. Heidecke4, A. Busjahn5, B. Pieske6, R. Dechend2 on behalf
of Competnce Network of Heart Failure. 1Charite - Campus Virchow-Klinikum
(CVK), Berlin, Germany; 2Charité - Campus Berlin Buch (CBB), Experimental
Clinical Research Center, Charite-Campus-Buch and Max-Delbrueck Center,
Berlin, Germany, Berlin, Germany; 3University Medical Center Gottingen (UMG),
Department of Cardiology, Gottingen, Germany; 4CellTrend, Lueckenwalde,
Germany; 5Health Twist, Berlin - Buch, Germany, Berlin, Germany; 6Medical
University of Graz, Department of Cardiology, Graz, Austria

The prorenin receptor (PRR) is a transmembrane protein that binds prorenin and
renin, leading to their activation and activation of the local renin-angiotensin sys-
tem (tissue RAS). Interestingly, cardiomyocyte-specific ablation of PRR resulted
in lethal heart failure (HF), indicating an important role in this setting. A soluble
form of the prorenin receptor (sPRR) is found in plasma that is able to bind and ac-
tivate prorenin, the inactive proenzyme form of renin. Hence sPRR may be a use-
full pathophysiological marker of a RAS activity. Aim of the present analysis was
to determine distribution patterns of sPRR receptor plasma levels in the setting
of HF. An ELISA to detect sPRR was developed by CellTrend. The sPRR recep-
tor was measured in the CIBIS-ELD trial population (n=556,72.2±5.4 years, 66%
male). The CIBIS-ELD trial was an investigator-initiated multi-centre randomised
trial with patients with moderate to severe diastolic or systolic chronic HF.198
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healthy volunteers without relevant cardiovascular diseases served as controls
(58.5±7.4 years, 33% male). Levels of sPRR were log-transformed before anal-
ysis and are reported as log(Units). The plasma levels of sPRR in patients
with ejection fraction <55% (0.42±0.41) or LVEDD >55 mm (0.45±0.42) were
statistically significant higher compared to the control group levels (0.32±0.38)
(p<0.01). This difference remained significant in a multivariate analysis. sPRR
levels negatively correlated with 6 minute walk test distance r= -0.08 (p=0.003).
Statistically higher concentrations of soluble PRR were found in patients with a left
ventricular end diastolic diameter (LVEDD) >55mm in comparison to those with
a normal LVEDD (p<0.001). Patients with signs of renal impairment (creatinine
>1.2 mg/dl) demonstrated statistically significant higher levels of sPRR compared
to healthy volunteers (p<0.001). sPRR, as a novel diagnostic tool, should be fur-
ther evaluated as a possible diagnostic biomarker of heart failure.

P3654 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic value of right ventricular systolic function in cardiac
amyloidosis according to its etiology

D. Bodez1, J. Ternacle1, S. Rappeneau1, A. Lamine1, A. Guellich1,
S. Guendouz1, J.L. Dubois-Rande1, L. Hittinger1, V. Plante-Bordeneuve2,
T. Damy1 on behalf of Amyloidosis Mondor Network. 1University Hospital Henri
Mondor, Department of Cardiology, Creteil, France; 2University Hospital Henri
Mondor, Department of Neurology, Creteil, France

Purpose: Right ventricular (RV) systolic echocardiographic parameters are rou-
tinely used in chronic heart failure to identify patients with bad prognosis. There
is a lack of data in the specific context of cardiac amyloidosis.
Methods: Among a cohort of 229 patients consecutively referred to our amyloido-
sis network for a diagnosis work-up, we identified 107 patients, by a standard two-
dimensional echocardiography, with increased interventricular septal (IVS) thick-
ness ≥12mm and all RV systolic function echocardiographic parameters measur-
able [tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE), lateral tricuspid annulus
peak systolic wave (St’) measured by tissue Doppler imaging and global and re-
gional RV longitudinal strain (LS)] of whom 62 had cardiac amyloidosis (CA) with
a proven biopsy and 45 had a negative biopsy (controls).
Results: The mean±SD age, of the 107 selected patients, was 68.8±13.7 years,
76% were male, mean left ventricular ejection fraction was 54±14%, and mean
IVS thickness was 14.9±5mm. There was no difference between the two groups.
Origine of amyloidosis was transthyretin-related hereditary (ATTR, n=26), senile
(wild type TTR, n=16) or linked to immunoglobulin light chain (AL, n=20). CA
patients had significant lower TAPSE (16±5mm vs 20±6mm, p<0.001) and St’
(8.8±3.3 vs 10.4±4.1, p=0.04) than controls. There was no difference in global
or segmental RVLS between CA and controls. Among CA, TAPSE and St’ were
correlated with all RVLS values (p<0.01 for all). Finally, among patients with CA
during one year of follow-up, TAPSE, St’, were significantly lower in patients pre-
senting outcome (death, cardiogenic shock or acute cardiac decompensation),
compared to those who did not, whereas global and segmental RVLS were not.
Conclusions: Standard two-dimensional RV systolic echocardiographic parame-
ters are impaired in cardiac amyloidosis and more relevant than RVLS to identify
patients at higher risk of outcome.

P3655 | BENCH
Comparison and identification of early clinical, biological and
echocardiographic prognostic markers in transthyretin and AL cardiac
amyloidosis

T. Damy1, A. Jaccard2, A. Guellich1, D. Lavergne2, S. Rappeneau1, J.F. Deux1,
L. Hittinger1, V. Frenkel1, V. Plante-Bordeneuve1, D. Mohty2. 1AP-HP -
University Hospital Henri Mondor, Creteil, France; 2University Hospital of
Limoges, Limoges, France

Background: Amyloidosis is a lethal infiltrative disease characterized by fibrils
deposition in the extracellular matrix. The most common types of amyloidosis are
primary (AL), hereditary transthyretin (mTTR) and senile transthyretin (WT-TTR)
amyloidosis. Amyloidosis prognosis depends on cardiac dysfunction. Identifying
patients at higher risk of events are needed.
Aims: Define the clinical, biological and echocardiographic variables and thresh-
olds predictors of bad prognosis in cardiac amyloidosis (CA).
Method: Analysis of 266 patients referred for suspected amyloidosis in two uni-
versity centers.
Results: Of the 266 referrals, 198 were considered having CA, of whom AL,
m-TTR and WT-TTR prevalence were respectively 60%, 29% and 11%. The me-
dian (IQR) age, NT-proBNP and LVEF of CA were respectively 69 (60,76), 3027
(673,7155) and 60 (48,66). 66% were male and 40% were in NYHA III-IV classes.
NT-proBNP was correlated to interventricular septal thickness (IVST) reflecting
the severity of the infiltration (R=0.34; p=0.0001). IVST was higher in m-TTR and
WT-TTR than in AL (p<0.0001) but NT-proBNP was higher in AL (p=0.0001). 53
patients were dead or had heart transplant at 1 year. m-TTR CA had better 1 year
survival (Chi square log rank =14.0; p=0.01). Using multivariate Cox proportional
model only NT-proBNP (>8000pg/ml) NYHA (III-IV), cardiac output (<4l/min) and
pericardial effusion were independent predictors of prognosis.
Conclusions: NT-proBNP and cardiac output are powerful predictors of mortality
in CA whatever the type. NT-proBNP increase depends of the type of CA and is
not correlated with the severity of the infiltration.

P3656 | BEDSIDE
Peripheral monocyte count predicts long-term mortality in patients
with decompensated systolic heart failure

C. Feldmann, M. Moritz, M. Kaspar, F. Hammer, S. Stork, G. Ertl, C.E. Angermann
on behalf of INH Study Group and the Compentence Network Heart Failure.
University of Würzburg, Department of Internal Medicine I and Comprehensive
Heart Failure Center, Würzburg, Germany

Purpose: Monocytes are an essential component of immune defense and con-
tribute to tissue remodeling. So far, only few studies evaluated prognostic impli-
cations of monocytes in the peripheral blood in heart failure (HF). We studied this
issue in patients hospitalized for cardiac decompensation.
Methods: Participants of the extended INH study were eligible if they had
a differential blood count performed at the index hospitalization. A monocyte
count >0.8/ml was considered increased, and patients were grouped accordingly
(≤/>0.8/ml). Follow-up (FUP) for all-cause and cardiovascular mortality (ACM,
CVM) and all-cause and HF-related hospitalization (ACH, HHF) was performed
at 180 and 540 days after discharge.
Results: 478 patients were enrolled (mean age 65.8±12.4 years, 24% female,
35% NYHA III/IV). A monocyte count >(≤)0.8/ml was found in 155 (323) patients.
At the 180 days FUP a monocyte count >0.8/ml failed to predict ACM (hazard
ratio 1.5, 95% confidence interval 0.8-2.9, p=0.27), CVM (1.6, 0.7-3.7, p=0.24),
ACH (1.2 0.8-1.6, p=0.34) and HHF (1.7, 0.9-3.0, p=0.1). However, at the 540
days FUP baseline monocytes >0.8/ml predicted ACM (2.1, 1.4-3.2, p=0.001),
CVM (2.1, 1.2-3.8, p=0.01), ACH (1.3, 1.0-1.7, p=0.03) and HHF (1.9, 1.2-3.2,
p=0.01) in univariable analysis. After adjusting for age, sex, anemia, NYHA class,
renal dysfunction, diabetes and NT-proBNP monocytes >0.8/ml remained an in-
dependent predictor of ACM (1.8, 1.1-2.9, p=0.02). Significance was lost for CVM
(1.5, 0.9-2.9, p=0.2), ACH (1.2, 0.9-1.6, p=0.18) and HHF (1.3, 0.7-2.4, p=0.36)
in multivariable analysis.

Conclusions: After cardiac decompensation for systolic HF monocytes in the
peripheral blood seem of long-term prognostic significance. This indicates a po-
tential role of this cell population in HF progression.

P3657 | BEDSIDE
Echocardiographic features and survival in a large cohort of systemic
sclerosis patients

L. Gargani1, G. Agoston2, S. Guiducci3, A. Moreo4, L. Bazzichi5, E. Bruschi6,
O. Epis6, S. Bombardieri5, M. Matucci Cerinic3, E. Picano1. 1CNR, Institute
of Clinical Physiology, Pisa, Italy; 2University of Szeged, Cardiology, Szeged,
Hungary; 3Careggi University Hospital (AOUC), Florence, Italy; 4Niguarda Ca’
Granda Hospital, Cardiology, Milan, Italy; 5University of Pisa, Dept. of Internal
Medicine, Rheumatology & Immunoallergology Units, Pisa, Italy; 6Niguarda Ca’
Granda Hospital, Rheumatology, Milan, Italy

Purpose: Cardiac and pulmonary involvement in systemic sclerosis (SSc) are fre-
quent, and affect the prognosis of the disease. Prevalence of cardiac involvement
is highly variable in studies, according to the different definitions and tools em-
ployed to detect it. Our aim was to assess the prevalence and prognostic mean-
ing of some established echocardiographic and lung ultrasound parameters in a
large cohort of SSc patients.
Methods: In a prospective multicenter study (4 Italian and 1 Hungarian Hospi-
tals), 376 SSc pts (age=54±14 yrs, 91% females), after a thorough clinical eval-
uation, underwent a comprehensive 2D echocardiogram and lung ultrasound to
assess B-lines, a sonographic sign of pulmonary fibrosis. Peripheral echo reading

Figure 1
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was performed by accredited cardiologists. A cardiopulmonary echo score was
built with 7 items (each from 0= normal to 2= markedly abnormal, with a range
0-14), including ejection fraction, E/e’, tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion
(TAPSE), tricuspid regurgitation maximal velocity (TVR), pericardial effusion, mi-
tral or aortic valvular heart disease (VHD) and B-lines number.
Results: At least one ultrasound imaging abnormality was present in 85% pts
(see figure). Ejection fraction ≤50% was present in 3.4% pts, E/e’ ≥13 in 8.7%,
TAPSE <16 mm in 5.2%, TVR≥290 cm/sec in 16% and ≥340 cm/sec in 0.08%,
pericardial effusion in 6.5%, a more than mild aortic or mitral VHD in 9.5%, and
a more than mild degree of B-lines in 37%. During 5-year follow-up 5 patients
died. Cox-regression analysis showed that the cardiopulmonary echo score was
an independent predictor of mortality (HR 3.1, 95%C.I. 1.2-7.7) among clinical
and imaging parameters.
Conclusions: An echo score integrating cardiac and pulmonary biomarkers is a
strong, independent predictor of mortality in SSc patients.

P3658 | BEDSIDE
Reduced level of thrombin receptor (PAR-1) autoantibodies in chronic
heart failure: new insights?

T.-D. Trippel1, H.-D. Duengen1, K. Binger2, U. Maschke2, H. Heidecke3,
A. Busjahn4, R. Wachter5, B. Pieske5, D.N. Mueller2, R. Dechend2 on behalf
of Competnce Network of Heart Failure. 1Charite - Campus Virchow-Klinikum
(CVK), Berlin, 2Charité - Campus Berlin Buch (CBB), Experimental Clinical
Research Center, Charite-Campus-Buch and Max-Delbrueck Center, Berlin,
Germany, Berlin, 3CellTrend, Lueckenwalde, 4Health Twist, Berlin, 5Medical
University of Graz, Dept. of Cardiology, Graz, Austria

Autoantibodies (AA) against G-coupled receptors were found in heart failure and
hypertension. Several studies have shown that these AA activate receptors and
contribute to disease progression. We have recently developed an ELISA for the
detection of autoantibodies against PAR1-Receptor (AA-PAR1) and could show
that AA-PAR-1 are present in the systemic circulation. We hypothesized that au-
toantibodies against PAR1-Receptor (AA-PAR1) are upregulated in patients with
heart failure.
An ELISA to detect AA-PAR1 was developed by CellTrend. 556 patients from
the CIBIS-ELD trial (72.2±5.4 years, 66% male) with heart failure (HF) were in-
vestigated. 198 healthy controls (58.5±7.4 years, 33% male) were studied for
comparison. Levels of AA-PAR1 were log-transformed before analysis and are
reported as log(Units). Strikingly, AA-PAR1 levels were significant higher in con-
trols, compared to HF patients (0.277±0.39 vs. 0.65±0.194 p<0.0001. A posi-
tive correlation for ejection fraction was observed for the entire cohort r=0.161,
p<0.001 while a negative correlation to left ventricular enddiastolic volume r= -
0.122, p<0.001. We found a striking positive correlation to e-wave and a negative
correlation to left atrial size, indicating that AA-PAR are reduced with progressive
diastolic dysfunction. AA-PAR1 levels correlated with 6 minute walk test distance
r=0.214 p<0.001
Hence, autoantibodies against the Thrombin receptor (PAR-1) were reduced in
patients with heart failure compared to age-matched healthy controls. The func-
tional relevance of AA-PAR1 has to be elucidated in HF. Further studies have to
evaluate the relevance of this new biomarker.
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Fragility in heart failure patients: a key determinant of survival

M. De Antonio, P. Gastelurrutia, J. Lupon, S. Altimir, B. Gonzalez, R. Cabanes,
M. Rodriguez, A. Urrutia, M. Domingo, A. Bayes-Genis. Germans Trias i Pujol
University Hospital, Badalona, Spain

Background: Heart failure (HF) is a chronic condition with poor prognosis and
is highly prevalent among older people. Due to this fact, fragility is often present
among HF patients. However, even young HF patients show a high degree of
fragility. The effect of fragility on long-term prognosis in HF patients, irrespective
of age, remains unexplored.
Objective: To assess the influence of fragility on long-term prognosis in outpa-
tients with HF.
Methods: At least one abnormal evaluation among four standardized geriatric
scales was used to identify fragility. Predefined criteria for such scales were:
Barthel Index <90; OARS scale <10 in women and <6 in men; Pfeiffer Test >3
(±1, depending on educational grade); and ≥1 positive response for depression
on the abbreviated Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS).
Results: We assessed 1,314 consecutive outpatients with HF (27.8% women,
median age 69 years [P25–75: 59–76 years]). Etiology was mainly ischemic
heart disease (53.7%), followed by dilated cardiomyopathy (11.9%). Patients were
mainly in NYHA functional class II (62.4%) or III (31.1%). Fragility was detected in
581 (44.2%) patients. Median follow-up was 4.9 years [P25–75: 2.5–8.4] for living
patients. 626 deaths were documented. Fragility and all of its components were
significantly associated with decreased survival in the univariate analysis. Abnor-
mal OARS scale and Barthel index were the individual items of fragility with worse
hazard ratio. In a comprehensive multivariable Cox regression analysis, fragility
remained independently associated with survival in the entire cohort, and in age
and left ventricular ejection fraction subgroups.

Figure 1. Fragility and survival.

Conclusion: Fragility is a key determinant of survival in ambulatory patients with
HF across all age strata.

P3661 | BEDSIDE
Prevalence, clinical characteristics and prognosis of non-ischemic
cardiomyopathy patients without left ventricular dilatation

A. Del Torto1, A. Barison2, G.D. Aquaro2, S. Chiappino2, G. Vergaro2,
C. Passino2, M. Emdin2, P.G. Masci2. 1Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna di Studi
Universitari e di Perfezionamento, Pisa, Italy; 2Fondazione G. Monasterio
CNR-Regione Toscana, Pisa, Italy

Purpose: We sought to determine the prevalence of patients without left ventricu-
lar (LV) dilatation among patients with non-ischemic cardiomyopathy (NICM), and
to compare clinical characteristics and prognostic determinants of patients with
and without LV dilatation.
Methods: 648 consecutive patients (463 males, age 55±15 years) with NICM
were studied with cardiovascular magnetic resonance. Late gadolinium enhance-
ment (LGE) was used for myocardial fibrosis detection. LV volumes, mass and
ejection-fraction were quantified using short-axis cine images. According to refer-
ence values, patients were dichotomized according to the presence or absence
of LV dilatation. Patients underwent clinical follow-up, for the end-point of a com-
posite of cardiovascular death, admission for heart failure, worsening of NYHA
class, and aborted sudden cardiac death. For survival analysis, patients without
LV dilatation were compared to an age- and LV ejection-fraction-matched group
of patients with LV dilatation (n=250; matching 1:2).
Results: 125 (19%) NICM patients did not have LV dilatation. Compared to pa-
tients with LV dilatation, they were younger, had shorter duration of disease and
milder NYHA class (P<0.05 for all). There was no significant difference in the
cause of cardiomyopathy between the two groups (P=0.179). Patients without
LV dilatation had higher LV ejection-fraction (45±8 vs 33±12%,P<0.001) and
showed less frequently LGE (31 vs 41%,P=0.041). During a median follow-up of
23 months (25th-75th: 11-39), 66 (26%) and 24 (19%) patients with (matched
group) and without LV dilatation, respectively, experienced the composite end-
point (HR: 1.279, 95%CI: 0.794-2.061, P=0.311). No significant differences be-
tween the two groups were observed regarding the achievement of the end-point.
In patients without LV dilatation, LGE occurrence was associated with a 3-fold
increased likelihood of developing the composite end-point (HR: 3.508, 95%CI:
1.387-8.875, P=0.008) after correction for age, LV ejection-fraction and cardiac
index.
Conclusions: Subjects without LV dilatation represent a non-negligible propor-
tion of NICM patients and show a more favourable clinical profile than patients
with LV dilatation. Nonetheless, they have comparable prognosis to patients with
LV dilatation of similar age and degree of systolic dysfunction. Furthermore, LGE
is a strong and independent prognostic predictor in NICM patients without LV
dilatation.

P3662 | BEDSIDE
The role RV-LV delay to predict time to first heart failure hospitalization
and mortality with cardiac resynchronization therapy

M.R. Gold1, J.D. Day2, Y. Yu3, N.D. Wold3, B. Maskara3, D.O. Martin4 on behalf
of PEGASUS investigators. 1Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston,
United States of America; 2Intermountain Medical Center, Salt Lake City, United
States of America; 3Boston Scientific Corporation, St. Paul, United States of
America; 4Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, United States of America

Purpose: Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) is an effective therapy for pa-
tients with left ventricular (LV) systolic dysfunction, heart failure (HF) and QRS
prolongation. However, despite the benefits of CRT, the non-responder rate re-
mains challenging. LV electrical delay measured at the LV pacing site has been
shown as a strong predictor of remodeling and quality of life. However, the pre-
dictive value of electrical delay for clinical outcomes has not been assessed in
prospective trials. Accordingly, this study was designed to evaluate the relation-
ship between RV-LV duration and HF hospitalization or death.
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Methods: A total of 1342 patients enrolled in PEGASUS (66% male, mean age
67±11 years, LV ejection fraction (LVEF): 23% ± 7%, QRS duration 158±29 ms,
68% LBBB) were analyzed. The RV-LV duration was defined as the time interval
from the peak of the RV electrogram (EGM) to the peak of the LV EGM. The
time to first HF event and/or death during one year follow up were assessed.
Multivariate cox proportional hazards modeling was performed to evaluate the
relationship of RV-LV with event free survival, adjusting for baseline covariates.
Results: The median value of RV-LV value for this cohort was 67 ms. Patients
with longer RV-LV had a 30% lower risk of HF or death (p=0.03) after adjustment
for baseline covariates (Fig. 1). The absolute reduction in HF hospitalization at 12
months was 6.4% with longer RV-LV as compared to shorter RV-LV.

Figure 1

Conclusions: Baseline electrical dyssynchrony, as assessed by RV-LV duration,
predicted the clinical responses to CRT. The RV-LV duration can be easily mea-
sured at implant and by CRT devices and may provide a simple means of select-
ing/optimizing LV stimulation site and possibly maximizing CRT response.

P3663 | BEDSIDE
The optimum heart rate and blood pressure control in chronic heart
failure patients varies with the heart rhythm

H. Iqbal1, S. Asfandyar1, M.G. Povey2, P. Banerjee1. 1University Hospitals of
Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust, Cardiology, Coventry, United Kingdom;
2University of Warwick, Warwick Medical School, Coventry, United Kingdom

Purpose: Evaluating the optimum heart rate (HR) and blood pressure (BP) asso-
ciated with lowest mortality and readmission rates in patients with chronic heart
failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFREF), both in sinus rhythm (SR) and in
atrial fibrillation (AF).
Method: We retrospectively analysed clinical data on 428 consecutive HFREF
patients discharged over 2 yrs. from our heart failure service on completion of
treatment. Mortality and readmission data (adverse events) were collected for a
mean follow up period of 17 months after discharge.
Results: 56.1% patients were in SR and 33.2% in AF. Mean age was 69 yrs. in
SR and 75.5 yrs. in AF. 77.5% patients in AF were male and 68% in SR. Mortality
and readmission was 12.7% & 14.1% in AF and 10.4% & 7.1% in SR. Average EF
(34%), NYHA class (2.4), HR (68 bpm), systolic BP (SBP, 125 mmHg), diastolic
BP (DBP, 71mmHg) and patients on beta blockers (86%) were similar in the 2
groups.
Patients in SR had lower mortality (OR 0.80) and lower readmissions (OR 0.46)
than the AF subgroup. In SR, HR <80bpm was associated with lower mortal-
ity (OR 0.72) and readmission (OR 0.63). HR <70bpm did not confer additional
survival benefit (OR 0.98). In the AF subgroup a HR of 70-90 bpm had the best
prognosis. HR <70 bpm was associated with increased mortality (OR 5.68) as
was HR >90 (OR 10.1).
SBP <100mmHg and DBP <60mmHg was associated with 2 fold increase in
adverse events in all the patients. Strict BP control in patients in SR (SBP 110-
130mmHg and DBP 60-80mmHg) was associated with 50% reduction in adverse
events as compared to a higher BP. Patients in AF had the best outcome if they
had higher BP (SBP >130mmHg and DBP>70mmHg).

HR control in SR & AF and adverse events.

Conclusion: Strict BP and HR control in SR improves prognosis while a higher
HR and BP is needed for the same in patients with AF.

P3664 | BENCH
Circulating matricellular protein osteonectin as a marker of 3-years
survival in patients with ischemic symptomatic moderate-to-severe
chronic heart failure

A. Berezin, A. Kremzer, T. Samura. State Medical University, Zaporozhye,
Ukraine

Background: Secreted protein acidic and rich in cysteine (SPARC) plays a key
role in post-synthetic procollagen processing in heart failure myocardium.
Aim: To evaluate the prognostic value of circulating OSN for cumulative survival
in patients with ischemic chronic heart failure (CHF).
Methods: A total of 154 patients with ischemic symptomatic moderate-to-severe
CHF were enrolled in the study on discharge from the hospital. Observation pe-
riod was up to 3 years. Blood samples for biomarkers measurements were col-
lected. ELISA methods for measurements of circulating level of all biomarkers
were used. Concentrations of OSN for cumulative survival cases due to advanced
CHF was tested.
Results: During a median follow-up of 2.18 years, 21 participants died and 106
subjects were hospitalized repetitively. Medians of circulating levels of OSN in
survival and died patient cohort were 670.96 ng/ml (95% confidence interval [CI]
= 636.53-705.35 ng/ml) and 907.84 ng/ml (95% CI = 878.02-937.60 ng/ml). ROC
analysis has been shown that cut off point of OSN concentration for cumula-
tive survival function was 845.15 ng/ml. Figure demonstrates a significantly diver-
gence of Kaplan-Meier survival curves in patients with high (>845.15 ng/ml) and
low (<845.15 ng/ml) concentrations of OSN.
We found that OSN had independently predicted all-cause mortality (OR = 1.23;
95% CI = 1.10–1.36; P<0.001), CHF-related death (OR = 1.46; 95% CI 1.22–
1.80; P<0.001), and also CHF-related rehospitalisation (odds ratio [OR] = 1.92;
95%confidence interval [CI] = 1.77 – 2.45; P<0.001) within 3 years of observation
period.

Kaplan-Meier curves in patients with CHF

Conclusion: Increased circulating SPARC family member OSN associates with
increased 3-years CHF-related death, all-cause mortality, and risk for recurrent
hospitalization due to advanced CHF.

P3665 | BENCH
SELDI-TOF-MS Peaks identified as independent biomarkers of
mid-term cardiac mortality in patients with stable chronic heart failure:
Design and validation of a statistical score

G. Lemesle, F. Maury, O. Beseme, L. Ovart, P. Amouyel, P. De Groote,
C. Bauters, F. Pinet. Institute Pasteur of Lille, Inserm UMR 744, Lille, France

Background: Risk stratification of patients with stable chronic heart failure (CHF)
is critical to better identify those who may benefit the most from invasive strategies
such as heart transplantation.
Methods: To identify biomarkers related to cardiac mortality in CHF, we per-
formed a proteomic analysis using high throughput surface enhanced laser des-
orption ionization - time of fight - mass spectrometry (SELDI-TOF-MS). Plasma
samples were pre-treated to access the deep proteome of patients and analyzed
in duplicates. The proteomic analyses was first performed in a case (died from
cardiac cause within 3 years) /control (still alive at 3 years) study including 198
patients with a left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) <45%. A statistical score
was developed in this derivation population using the support vector machine
technique. The score was then validated in an independent cohort of 344 con-
secutive patients (cardiac death at 3 Years) with CHF.
Results: We detected 203 peaks by SELDI-TOF-MS analysis in the derivation
population. When duplicates data are taken into account, 125 peaks had a rel-
evant (>0.5) intraclass coefficient variation. After Bonferroni’s correction (signif-
icant P value set at 0.00025), 42 peaks were differentially expressed between
cases and controls. Altogether, 25 peaks fit both criteria and were entered into a
support vector machine model to develop a score to predict cardiac mortality. This
score was validated in the cohort population. The level of the score was higher in
patients with cardiac death as compared to those who were still alive at 3 years:
0.55 vs. 0.45 (p=0.002). After adjustment on main documented predictors in CHF
(NYHA, BNP, LVEF, and VO2 peak), the score was still significantly associated
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with cardiac mortality (p=0.005). Of note, the use of this score on top of other
predictors allows a good reclassification of patients with or without mid-term car-
diac mortality: P value for integrated discrimination improvement at 0.01 and for
net reclassification improvement at 0.0005. When associated to other predictors,
the score was able to predict cardiac mortality with an area under curve at 0.88
by using receiving operator curve analysis.
Conclusion: Proteomic analysis of low abundance plasma proteins is highly
promising to identify new prognostic biomarkers in CHF. After adjustment on well-
known predictors in CHF, our study allowed to develop a score significantly and
independently associated with mid-term cardiac mortality.

P3666 | BEDSIDE
Recurrent hospitalization due to heart failure in stable outpatients at
risk of or with atherothrombosis

E.T. Kato1, D. Bhatt1, P.G. Steg2, K. Im1, A. Umez-Eronini1, S. Goto3. 1Brigham
and Women’s Hospital, Cardiology, Boston, United States of America; 2Hospital
Bichat-Claude Bernard, Paris, France; 3Tokai University (Tokyo), Isehara, Japan

Background: Heart failure (HF) is the leading cause of hospitalization and read-
mission in many hospitals worldwide. Previous studies have shown that early
readmission in patients hospitalized for HF is associated with high morbidity, mor-
tality, and healthcare expenditures, however, there are limited data on late read-
missions. Our objective was to evaluate the frequency and factors associated with
readmission during long term follow up.
Methods: Of the 68,236 patients enrolled, 45,227 patients were followed up to
4 years in the Reduction of Atherothrombosis for Continued Health (REACH)
Registry, a large international study of patients with established ischemic events
(CAD, CVD, and PAD) or multiple risk factors. Comorbid diseases, demographics,
medications, and laboratory parameters were evaluated.
Results: Out of 45,277 patients, 6,085 patients had a history of HF at baseline,
and of those, 1,610 patients experienced at least one recurrent HF hospitaliza-
tion during the follow-up (26.5%). Among 38,503 patients without a history of HF,
1,703 patients were diagnosed with new HF (4.4%). The yearly percentage of
recurrent HF was 6-10 fold higher than that of newly diagnosed HF and was con-
sistently high throughout 4 years. Among patients with HF at baseline, patients
with recurrent HF events were older (73.2 vs. 71.9 yr), had more DM (58.9% vs.
48.5%), more CKD (54.5% vs. 47.6%), more AF (36.5% vs. 27.5%) and more MI
patients (56.0% vs. 53.1%). By year 4, the cumulative all-cause mortality rate was
30.8% among those with baseline HF who had recurrent HF vs. 19.6% in those
with baseline HF but without subsequent hospitalization for HF.

Figure 1

Conclusions: This analysis provides estimates of the risk of heart failure hospi-
talization in patients with and without heart failure at baseline.

P3667 | BEDSIDE
Hear rate as an independent predictor of mortality in patients with
heart failure: results from the Norwegian Heart Failure registry

M. Grundtvig1, L. Gullestad2, T. Hole3. 1Innlandet Hospital Trust-Lillehammer,
Department of Medicine, Lillehammer, Norway; 2Oslo University Hospital, Oslo
University Hospital Rikshospitalet, and Faculty of Medicine, University of Oslo,
Oslo, Norway; 3Ålesund Hospital, Ålesund and Norwegian University of Science
and Technology (NTNU), Trondheim, Norw, Department of Internal Medicine,
Ålesund, Norway

Purpose: To evaluate whether heart rate is an independent predictor of mortality
in patients with heart failure (HF).
Methods: Hospital outpatients with HF were enrolled at stable follow-up with a
measurement of heart rate and extensive demographic data, and followed for all
cause mortality with complete update for all patients.
Results: There were 4890 patients (Sinus rhythm 2974), with mean age
70.4±11.8 years, 28.5% women, included from 2000 to 2012 in the analyses. The
median follow-up was 58 months in survivors. Adherence to evidence-based med-
ication was high: >90% was prescribed a beta blocker and an ACE-I/ARB and
27% an aldosterone blocker. In multivariate linear regression heart rate was re-
lated to type of rhythm, age, daily diuretic dose, gender, presence COLD/asthma,
beta blocker use, NYHA class, coronary artery disease as the main cause for
HF, diabetes mellitus, and use of ACE-I/ARB. In univariate Cox regression analy-

ses of time to mortality heart rate was not a predictor (HR 1.004; 95% CI 1.000-
1.008; P=0.069). However, in multivariate Cox regression analyses heart rate was
a strong predictor of mortality (HR 1.006, 95% CI 1.001-1.010; P=0.008). This
was adjusted for age, beta blocker use, NYHA class, daily dose diuretic, diabetes
mellitus, gender, coronary artery disease as the main reason for HF, ACE-I/ARB
use. Similarly for patients with sinus rhythm this was also significant (HR 1.009,
95% CI 1.003-1.014; P=0.004).). This result was adjusted for age, beta blocker
use, NYHA class, daily dose diuretic, diabetes mellitus and gender.

Kaplan-Meier curve of quintiles of HR.

Conclusion: In this cohort of patients receiving optimal medical treatment at spe-
cialized out-patient HF clinics, an increased heart rate was as strong independent
predictor of an increased risk of death independent of the type of rhythm.

P3668 | BEDSIDE
ST2 in ambulatory heart failure patients: prognostic marker beyond
pathophysiological profile

J. Lupon, M. De Antonio, A. Galan, E. Zamora, M. Domingo, A. Urrutia,
R. Cabanes, S. Altimir, C. Diez, A. Bayes-Genis. Germans Trias i Pujol University
Hospital, Badalona, Spain

Background: ST2 has been identified as a novel biomarker involved, at least par-
tially, in three patophysiological pathways: (1) cardiac stretch, (2) fibrosis and re-
modelling, and (3) inflammation. Serum concentrations of ST2 provide important
prognostic information in heart failure (HF). However, the relative weight of ST2 in
each of the aforementioned pathways and up to which point its prognostic value
is affected by the different degree of stretch, inflammation or fibrosis-remodelling
is unknown.
Aim: To examine whether ST2 levels improve HF risk-stratification relative to
the concentrations of other biomarkers representative of these pathophysiolog-
ical pathways: NTproBNP (stretch), galectin-3 (fibrosis-remodelling), and hs-CRP
(inflammation).
Patients: 876 patients (71.5% men, mean age 68.3 ± years) were studied. Mean
LVEF was 35.9% ± 13.6. Most patients were in NYHA class II (65.9%) or III
(25.8%). Mean follow-up was 4.2±2.1 years.
Results: ST2 levels were higher as NTproBNP, hs-CRP, and Galectin-3 concen-
trations increased (p for trend <0.001 in all cases). ST2 correlation was highest
with NTproBNP (r=0.32, p<0.001) and lowest with Galectin-3 (r=0.17, p<0.001).
386 patients died during follow-up. ST2 (above/below the median) remained an
independent prognosticator of risk at every tertile of the other three biomarkers
(Fig. 1). This was observed even after adjustment for age, sex, LVEF, NYHA func-
tional class and ischaemic aetiology of HF.

Figure 1

Conclusions: ST2 provides most-valuable long-term risk stratification informa-
tion in HF above and beyond the degree of stretch, inflammation and fibrosis-
remodelling reported by NTproBNP, hs-CRP and Galectin-3.

P3669 | BEDSIDE
Independent and incremental value of renal resistance index in
predicting mortality among heart failure outpatients

F. Monitillo1, M. Iacoviello2, A. Doronzo1, A. Puzzovivo1, V. Antoncecchi1,
V. Paradies1, G. Citarelli1, M. Leone1, M.M. Ciccone1. 1University of Bari, Dept
of Emergency and Organ Transplantation, Cardiology Unit, Bari, Italy; 2Polyclinic
Hospital of Bari, Cardiology Unit, University of Bari, Bari, Italy

The aim of this study was to define the independent and incremental role of a
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novel marker of renal perfusion impairment (Renal Resistance Index, RRI) in pre-
dicting mortality among CHF outpatients.
We enrolled 250 outpatients (78% males, 64±13 years, NYHA class 2.2±0.6,
left ventricular ejection fraction, LVEF, 34±10%) with CHF (ESC criteria) due to
left ventricular systolic dysfunction, in stable clinical conditions (>1 month) and
in conventional therapy. All patients underwent a clinical evaluation, a routine
chemestry, an echocardiogram and a renal echo-Doppler. Pulsed Doppler flow
recording was performed at the level of a segmental renal artery and RRI was
then calculated from the peak systolic Doppler flow velocity and the end-diastolic
Doppler flow velocity.
During follow-up (21.4±11.3 months) 33 patients died, 25 from cardiovascular
causes (19 deaths due to heart failure worsening, 1 after arrhythmic storm and
7 for other cardiovascular causes), 6 for non cardiovascular causes. RRI was
associated with events at univariate (HR: 1.11; 95%CI: 1.06-1.17, p<0.001, C-
index 0.73) as well as at multivariate Cox regression analysis (HR: 1.06; 95%CI:
1.01-1.12; p: 0.023; C-index: 0.78) after correction for the independent predictors
of the reference model, i.e. LVEF, GFRMDRD and logNT-proBNP. The addition
of RRI to the reference model significantly improved reclassification according
to both NRI (45%; 95%CI: 8-82%; p: 0.016) and IDI (0.018; 95%CI: 0-0.037;
p=0.05). Figure 1 shows Kaplan-Meier curves according to RRI cut-off of 75.

Figure 1

In conclusion, our findings demonstrate the independent and incremental role of
RRI in predicting mortality among CHF patients thus suggesting its possible utility
in daily clinical practise in order to better characterise patients with cardio-renal
syndrome.

P3670 | BEDSIDE
Kidney injury molecule-1 (KIM-1): additional prognostic value on top of
NT-proBNP and hs-TnT in chronic heart failure, a 5 year follow-up

S. Stadler, C. Jungbauer, C. Birner, M. Resch, S. Buchner, M. Buesing,
G. Riegger, A. Luchner. University Hospital Regensburg, Klinik und Poliklinik fuer
Innere Medizin 2, Regensburg, Germany

Background: Patients with chronic heart failure are often characterized by the
cardiorenal syndrome (CRS). Urinary kidney injury molecule-1 (KIM-1), a novel
marker of kidney injury, was shown to be a predictor of prognosis in chronic heart
failure. The aim of the present study was to assess whether KIM-1 adds additional
prognostic value to the established blood markers NT-proBNP and high-sensitive
Troponin T (hs-TnT) during long-term follow-up.
Methods: KIM-1 was assessed from urinary samples of 149 individuals with
chronic heart failure. NT-proBNP and hs-TnT were measured from serum sam-
ples. After 5 years of follow up, data regarding all-cause mortality and rehospital-
isation for congestive heart failure were obtained.
Results: KIM-1 (binary cutpoint median of 1100 ng/g urinary creatinine) as well
as NT-proBNP (binary cutpoint 900 pg/mL) and hs-TnT (binary cutpoint 14 pg/mL)
were each significant predictors for all-cause mortality (each p<0.01) and a com-

Figure 1. Mortality.

bined endpoint of all-cause mortality and rehospitalisation for congestive heart
failure (each p<0.005). In a cox regression analysis, each marker was a sig-
nificant predictor for both endpoints, independently from NYHA and EF (each
p<0.05; GFR and age each p = n.s.). The combination of all three markers
showed additive diagnostic value in comparison to each marker alone and the
combination of hs-TNT and NT-proBNP. Of note, no death occurred in the sub-
group with below-threshold concentrations of all three markers. On the other
hand, if all three markers were positive, mortality was 63,2% after 5 years (Fig. 1).
Conclusions: The novel renal biomarker KIM-1 extends the long-term prognostic
value of NT-proBNP and hs-TnT in chronic heart failure and allows further differ-
entiating between low and high risk patients.

P3671 | BEDSIDE
Asymptomatic peripheral arterial disease is an independent predictor
for reduced exercise capacity in patients with chronic heart failure

S. Tanaka1, T. Masuda2, K. Kamiya1, N. Hamazaki1, M. Kato1, Y. Kamada1,
A. Aoyama2, C. Noda3, M. Yamaoka-Tojo2, J. Ako3. 1Kitasato University,
Graduate School of Medical Sciences, Sagamihara, 2Kitasato University, School
of Allied Health Sciences, Dept. of Rehabilitation, Sagamihara, 3Kitasato Univer-
sity, School of Medicine, Dept. of Cardiovascular Medicine, Sagamihara, Japan

Background: It is well known that symptomatic peripheral arterial disease (PAD)
is strongly associated with increased risk for cardiovascular events and mortal-
ity. On the other hand, reduced exercise capacity is an independent predictor for
increased mortality in patients with chronic heart failure (CHF). Although CHF
patients who have symptomatic PAD show decreased exercise capacity, it is still
unknown whether asymptomatic PAD contributes to its reduction in them. The
purpose of this study was to investigate whether asymptomatic PAD reduced ex-
ercise capacity in CHF patients.
Methods: We recruited 347 consecutive patients with compensated CHF who
underwent a cardiac rehabilitation during the hospitalization. We studied 223 pa-
tients (71 females) aged 65±14 years in this study after excluding patients with
PAD of Fontaine stage 2 or more, hemodialytic patients, patients with atrial fib-
rillation, or those who needed assistance for walking at hospital discharge. Pa-
tients were defined to have an asymptomatic PAD, when their ankle-brachial index
(ABI) measured during the hospitalization showed �0.90. Patients were divided
into two groups based 0.90 of ABI: PAD(+) and PAD(−) groups. We measured
blood hemoglobin, albumin and brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) on admission, and
assessed patients’ characteristics including estimated glomerular filtration rate,
left ventricular ejection fraction and duration of hospital stay. We also measured
quadriceps isometric strength (QIS) and one leg standing (OLS) time as param-
eters of motor function, and six-minute walk distance (6MWD) as a parameter of
exercise capacity at the hospital discharge. We compared all parameters between
the two groups. Multiple regression analysis was used to detect the predictors for
reduced 6MWD.
Results: Forty two patients (13 females) aged 68±16 years were in the PAD(+)
group. The QIS and OLS time were significantly lower in the PAD(+) group than
in the PAD(−) group (P<0.05, respectively), and showed 85% and 68% of those
measured in the PAD(−) group, respectively. The 6MWD was significantly lower
in the PAD(+) group than in the PAD(−) group (340±133 m vs. 423±104 m,
P<0.001). There were no significant differences in the other parameters between
the two groups. Multiple regression analysis identified age (β=-0.191), duration of
hospital stay (β=-0.130), BNP (β=-0.179), QIS (β=0.184), OLS time (β=0.134), and
ABI�0.90 (β=-0.137) as significant independent predictors for 6MWD (P<0.05,
respectively) (R2=0.52).
Conclusion: Asymptomatic PAD was an independent predictor for reduced exer-
cise capacity in patients with CHF.

SCANNING HORIZON IN HEART FAILURE

P3673 | BEDSIDE
Serial measurements of high-sensitive C-reactive protein predict
prognosis of ambulant chronic heart failure patients: results of the
Bio-Shift study

N. Van Boven1, L.C. Battes2, K.M. Akkerhuis2, K. Caliskan2, O.C. Manintveld2,
D. Rizopoulos3, J. Lindemans4, V.A.W.M. Umans1, H. Boersma2, I. Kardys2.
1Medical Center Alkmaar, Dept. of Cardiology, Alkmaar, 2Erasmus Medical
Center, Dept. of Cardiology, Rotterdam, 3Erasmus Medical Center, Dept. of
Biostatistics, Rotterdam, 4Erasmus Medical Center, Dept. of Clinical Chemistry,
Rotterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: C-reactive protein (CRP) is an inflammatory marker with prognostic
value in chronic heart failure (CHF) patients. We aimed to investigate long-term
CRP patterns in CHF patients, as well as their value for determining prognosis.
Methods: From 2011 to 2013, 263 ambulant CHF patients were included in 2
hospitals in our country. CRP was measured at baseline and every 3 months.
The primary endpoint (PE) comprised heart failure (HF)-hospitalization and car-
diovascular mortality. The association between CRP pattern and the PE was as-
sessed by a statistical method that combines a mixed model, describing temporal
evolution of CRP, with Cox proportional hazards regression.
Results: Mean age was 67 (SD 13) years, 72% were men and 27%were in NYHA
class III–IV. During a median follow-up of 1.0 (IQR 0.6-1.4) years 886 blood sam-
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ples were drawn, with a median of 3 (IQR 2-5) per patient. The PE was reached
in 41 patients (16%). Median baseline CRP was 2.0 (IQR 0.9-4.8) mg/L. Baseline
CRP was higher in patients with PE than in patients without (3.3 (IQR 1.3-6.7)
mg/L vs. 1.9 (IQR 0.8-4.1) mg/L; p=0.02). Age- and sex adjusted hazard ratio
(HR) for doubling of baseline CRP was 1.32 (95% CI 1.08-1.62). In patients with
a PE, age- and sex adjusted CRP increased linearly over time (figure). The me-
dian of the last CRP before a PE was 6.5 (IQR 2.6-12.1) mg/L. The temporal CRP
pattern was associated with increased risk of PE: doubling of CRP over time re-
sulted in 1.86 times increased risk (95% CI 1.43-2.49).

Temporal patterns of CRP.

Conclusions: Temporal patterns of CRP are associated with HF-hospitalizations
and cardiovascular mortality in CHF patients. CRP increased linearly before the
occurrence of an event, whereas in stable patients the CRP pattern remained
steady over time.

P3674 | BEDSIDE
The prognostic value of plasma galectin-3 in chronic heart failure
patients treated with mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists

P. Rouet1, F. Koukoui1, F. Desmoulin1, M. Barutaut1, C. Caubere1, M. Berry2,
M. Evaristi1, F. Smih1, M. Galinier2. 1I2MC INSERM-UPS U1048, Toulouse,
France; 2INSERM-UPS U1048, University hospital of Toulouse, Rangueil
hospital, Toulouse, France

Objective: Galectin-3 (Gal-3) is considered as a myocardial fibrosis biomarker
with prognostic value in heart failure (HF). Since aldosterone is a neurohormone
with established fibrotic properties, we aimed to investigate if mineralocorticoid
receptor antagonists (MRAs) would modulate the prognostic value of Gal-3.
Methods and results: In a cohort of 353 consecutive chronic HF patients
admitted between 2007 and 2013, 127 received an MRA. Two equal groups were
formed by propensity score matching, consisting of patients treated with an MRA
(MRA-Plus, n=101) or not (MRA-Neg, n=101). Propensity scores differed by less
than 0.25 of the standard deviation of the logit of the propensity score based on
cardiovascular risk factors, clinical and biological parameters. Gal-3 levels were
measured in baseline samples. The primary endpoint of all-cause mortality was
reached in 31 out of 202 patients, with a median follow-up time of 1.13 years
(range 0.01 to 6.17).
Median Gal-3 levels were similar in MRA-Plus (14.4 ng/mL; IQR 12.3 – 19.8)
and MRA-Neg groups (14.0 ng/mL; IQR 9.9 – 19.3) (P=0.132). In multivariable
Cox proportional hazard regression analysis Gal-3 was an independent predic-
tor for all-cause mortality in both MRA-Plus (HR 5.80; 95% CI 1.98 – 16.95,
P=0.001).and MRA-Neg groups (HR 5.00; 95% CI 1.36 – 18.40, P=0.016).
Survival analysis showed no significant difference between MRA-Plus and MRA-
Neg groups in patients with low Gal-3 (≤17.8 ng/mL; P=0.509) as well as high
Gal-3 (>17.8 ng/mL; P=0.5393).
Conclusions: Gal-3 has strong prognostic value in chronic HF, irrespective of
treatment with MRAs. The significance of the observed lack of an interaction be-
tween Gal-3 and treatment effect of MRAs remains to be elucidated.

P3675 | BEDSIDE
The role of left ventricular global function index for the prediction of
cardiac complications in thalassemia major

A. Meloni1, G. Rossi2, B. Pagano3, E. Facchini4, P. Keilberg1, S. Renne5,
M. Missere6, E. Chiodi7, V. Positano1, A. Pepe1. 1Fondazione G. Monasterio
CNR-Regione Toscana, CMR Unit, Pisa, Italy; 2Institute of Clinical Physiology,
CNR, Epidemiology and Biostatistics Unit, Pisa, Italy; 3Presidio Ospedaliero
Locri - A.S.L. n. 9, Centro Microcitemico. U.O. di Pediatria e Neonatologia, Locri,
Italy; 4Policlinico Universitario S. Orsola-Malpighi, U.O. Pediatria - Pession, M.O.
Oncologia ed Ematologia Pediatrica “Lalla Seràgnoli”, Bologna, Italy; 5P.O.
“Giovanni Paolo II”, Struttura Complessa di Radiologia, Lamezia Terme, Italy;
6Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Dipartimento di Radiologia, Campobasso,
Italy; 7Arcispedale “S. Anna”, Servizio Radiologia Ospedaliera-Universitaria,
Ferrara, Italy

Purpose: Cardiac complications are one of the main causes of death in tha-
lassemia major (TM) patients. Recently, the MESA study showed the strong pre-
dictive value of the left ventricular global function index (LVGFI) evaluated by car-
diovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) in the prediction of the of cardiovascular
events. LVGFI is a functional parameter integrating structural as well as mechan-
ical behaviour derived from the analysis of cine SSFP images.
We evaluated the predictive value of LVGFI and other CMR parameters for cardiac
complications in thalassemia major (TM).
Methods: We followed prospectively 537 white TM patients enrolled in the MIOT
network. Fifty patients were excluded from the analysis because a cardiac com-
plication was present at the time of the first CMR. All prognostic variables associ-

ated with the outcome at the univariate Cox model were placed in the multivariate
model and were ruled out if they did not significantly improve the adjustment.
Results: At baseline the mean age was 29.5±9.0 years and 222 patients were
males. The mean follow-up time was 58±18 months. After the first CMR only
the 37.8% of the patients did not change the chelation regimen or the fre-
quency/dosage. We recorded 40 cardiac complications: 19 episodes of HF, 19 ar-
rhythmias, all supraventicular hyperhyperkinetic, and 2 pulmonary hypertensions.
A LVGFI<37% was a significant univariate prognosticator of cardiac compli-
cations (HR=3.42, 95%CI=1.56-7.52, P=0.002). The other significant univariate
prognosticators were myocardial iron overload (MIO), atrial dilatation, ventricular
dysfunction evaluated by the left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), and myocar-
dial fibrosis. Serum ferritin and liver iron by T2* MR were not predictive factors for
cardiac complications.
In the multivariate analysis the independent predictive factors were a LVGFI<37%
(HR=3.08, 95%CI=1.32-7.20, P=0.010), an homogeneous pattern of MIO (com-
pared to no MIO) (HR=3.95, 95%CI=1.56-10.04, P=0.001), and myocardial fibro-
sis (HR=3.45, 95%CI=1.68-7.09, P=0.001).
Conclusions: We detected few cardiac events thanks to a CMR-guided, patient-
specific adjustment of the chelation therapy. A LVGFI<37%, severe and homoge-
neous MIO, and myocardial fibrosis identify patients at high risk of cardiac com-
plications globally considered. Importantly, the dysfunction evaluated by the LVEF
lose its predictive value for cardiac complications when included in a multivariate
model.

P3676 | BEDSIDE
Heart failure epidemiology, management and prognosis in over 80
years old patients: A cohort study in the French national healthcare
insurance database

C. Vorilhon1, C. Chouki2, A. Mulliez3, A. Eschalier2, P. Motreff1, J.R. Lusson1,
R. Eschalier1. 1Cardiology, 2Pharmacology, 3Biostatistics Unit, University
Hospital Gabriel Montpied, Clermont-Ferrand, France

Aims: Part of over 80 year’s old heart failure (HF) patients is increasing. These
patients are poorly studied. The present study undertook a real-life analysis of
various aspects of the evolution of over 80 yo HF patients’ admissions in France
between 2008 and 2011.
Methods and results: Analysis was based on the “General Sample of Benefi-
ciaries”, a continuously updated representative sample of the population covered
by the French national health insurance system. All admissions with HF as princi-
pal diagnosis were selected for descriptive and survival analysis with 48 months’
follow-up. Over 80 patients represented 53% of hospitalizations for HF. In over
80 patients in-hospital mortality was 11% and mean 12-, and 24-months survival
62.3% (range, 59.1-65.4) and 48.2% (44.8-51.5). Only prescription levels for beta-
blockers (BB) (p=0.02) increased during the follow-up period. Only 5% of patients
received associated angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors/angiotensin recep-
tor blockers (ACEi/ARB) + BB + mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists (MRA).
During this period there was no increase of ACEi and ACEi/ARB+BB+MRA pre-
scription at discharge (p=0.48 and p=0.87, respectively). On multivariate analy-
sis, atrial fibrillation [HR: 0.77 (0.65–0.91), p=0.003], female gender [HR: 0.80
(0.67–0.95), p=0.01] and the associations ACEi/ARB+BB+MRA [HR: 0.49 (0.29–
0.85), p=0.01] and ACEi/ARB+BB [HR: 0.54 (0.43–0.68), p<0.001] were asso-
ciated with improved survival, in contrast to denutrition [HR: 1.64 (1.27–2.13),
p<0.001] and cardiogenic shock [HR: 3.11 (1.78–5.46), p<0.001].
Conclusion: These real-life HF data advance our knowledge of prognostic fac-
tors, management and the impact of implementing guidelines, which are often
poorly followed in this population whereas the present study confirms their bene-
fit.

P3677 | BENCH
Predictive value of circulating endothelial-derived apoptotic
microparticles in patients with ischemic symptomatic
moderate-to-severe chronic heart failure

A. Berezin, A. Kremzer, Y.U. Martovitskaya, T. Samura. State Medical University,
Zaporozhye, Ukraine

Background: Chronic heart failure (CHF) is considered as a leading cause of
morbidity and mortality in worldwide. Endothelial dysfunction has been shown to
play a critical role in the clinical manifestations of CHF. Recent studies suggested
that injure of endothelial monolayer due to any reasons leads to dramatic in-
crease of circulating level of endothelial-derived apoptotic microparticles (EMPs).
We postulated that EMPs might be discussed as prognostic factors in CHF, but
their predictive value in patients with symptomatic ischemic CHF has not been
defined.
Aim: To evaluate the prognostic value of circulating endothelial-derived micropar-
ticles for cumulative survival in patients with ischemic CHF.
Methods: A total of 154 patients with ischemic symptomatic moderate-to-severe
CHF were enrolled in the study on discharge from the hospital. Observation pe-
riod was up to 3 years. Blood samples for biomarkers measurements were col-
lected. Flow cytometry analysis for quantifying the number of EMPs was used.
EMPs number for cumulative survival cases due to CHF was tested. Additionally,
all-cause mortality, and CHF-related death were examined.
Results: During a median follow-up of 2.18 years, 21 participants died and 106
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subjects were hospitalized repetitively. Medians of circulating levels of EMPs in
survived and died patient cohort were 0.286 n/mL (95% confidence interval [CI] =
0.271-0.309 n/mL) and 0.673 n/mL (95% CI = 0.65-0.74 n/mL) (P<0.001). Num-
ber of circulating EMPs was distributed into Quartiles (Q): Q1 (<0.341 n/mL), Q2
(0.342-0.514 n/mL), Q3 (0.521-0.848 n/mL), and Q4 (>0.850 n/mL). ROC anal-
ysis has been shown that cut off point of EMPs number for cumulative survival
function was 0.514 n/mL. Area under cure was 0.913 (Std. error = 0.025; 95%
CI = 0.863-0.962), sensitivity and specificity were 89.6% and 69.7% respectively.
It has been found a significantly divergence of Kaplan-Meier survival curves in
patients with high quartile (EMPs number >0.514 n/mL) of EMPs numbers when
compared with low quartiles. Using a stepwise model selection method for mul-
tivariable prediction model we have been investigated that EMPs number alone
and combination of EMPs number with NT-pro-BNP remained statistically signif-
icant predictors for all-cause mortality, CHF-related death, and CHF-related re-
hospitalisations, whereas combination of EMPs with both NT-pro-BNP and LVEF
did not.
Conclusion: Increased circulating EMPs associates with increased 3-year CHF-
related death, all-cause mortality, and risk for recurrent hospitalization due to CHF.

P3678 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic impact of systolic blood pressure and its changes during
titration of medication in patients with chronic heart failure with
reduced ejection fraction

M. Zurek1, H.B. Brunner-La Rocca2, H.R. Rickli1, M.G. Gutmann3,
R.H. Handschin4, F.N. Nietlispach5, U.J. Jeker6, H.P. Pluger7, M.M. Maeder1.
1Cantonal Hospital St. Gallen, Department of Cardiology, St. Gallen,
Switzerland; 2Cardiovascular Research Institute Maastricht (CARIM), Maastricht,
Netherlands; 3University Hospital Liestal, Liestal, Switzerland; 4Cantonal
Hospital Bruderholz, Bruderholz, Switzerland; 5University Hospital Zurich,
Zurich, Switzerland; 6Lucerne Cantonal Hospital, Lucerne, Switzerland;
7Hospital of Bulach, Bulach, Switzerland

Background: In patients with heart failure (HF), low systolic blood pressure
(SBP) is a marker of poor prognosis. However, the prognostic impact of changes
in SBP during titration of HF medical treatment is not well known.
Methods: Patients enrolled in the randomized, controlled multicenter Trial of In-
tensified Medical therapy in Elderly patients with Congestive Heart Failure (TIME-
CHF) with left ventricular ejection (LVEF) <45% [n=499, age 76±8 years, LVEF
30±8%] were included in this post-hoc analysis. The effects of baseline SBP
and changes in SBP from baseline to 6 months during titration of angiotensin-
converting enzyme inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers (RAS inhibitors) and
beta-blockers on 18 months outcomes (survival, HF hospitalization-free survival)
were examined.
Results: The mean ± SD baseline SBP in all patients was 118±18 mmHg. A
lower baseline SBP was associated with higher mortality {hazard ratio (HR) 0.82
[95% confidence interval (CI) 0.78- 0.97] per 10mg increase, p=0.01}. Patients in
the lowest quartile of SBP (SBP ≤105 mmHg, n=127) had a significantly higher
risk of death (HR 1.78, 95% CI 1.17-2.70, p=0.007) than patients in the upper
three quartiles (mean SBP =126±14 mmHg). The increase in SBP during titration
of medication from baseline to 6 months was directly correlated with better out-
come [HF hospitalization and death: HR 0.86, 95% CI 0.78- 0.95, per 10 mmHg
increase; p=0.003], even after adjustment for LVEF, NT-proBNP, age and NYHA
class. Patients in the lowest quartile of SBP with the SBP failing to increase by
≥10mmHg or to >105 mmHg were 3.2 times more likely (p<0.001) to die or be
hospitalized for HF compared to others in the lowest quartile of SBD. In patients
with baseline SBP>105 mmHg, a decrease in SBP by ≥10mmHg from base-
line to 6 months was an independent predictor of adverse events (mortality: HR
2.49, 95% CI 1.21-5.11, p=0.01; death or HF hospitalization: HR 1.68, 95% CI
1.09-2.59, p=0.02) and this was not significantly influenced by changes in beta-
blockers and RAS inhibitor doses.
Conclusion: In patients with HF low baseline SBP (≤105 mmHg) and a lack of
increase in SBP by 10 mmHg or to >105 mmHg during titration of HF medication
is a predictor of poor prognosis. In HF patients with SBP >105mmHg a decrease
in SBP by ≥10mmHg during titration of HF therapy identifies those with poor
outcome. The prognostic value of SBP and its changes was independent of other
established risk factors.

P3679 | BEDSIDE
The third heart sound predicts mortality in heart failure with normal
ejection fraction

Y.N. Wen, A.P.W. Lee, C.M. Yu. IVM, Div of Cardiology, Dept of M&T, PWH,
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, People’s
Republic of China

Background: Presence of the third heart sound (S3) is associated with impaired
left ventricular (LV) function and acute decompensated heart failure. Previous
large scale studies also characterized the prognostic role of S3 in heart failure
(HF) patients with reduced ejection fraction (EF). Whether S3 provides long-term
prognostic information in heart failure with normal EF (HFNEF) remains unknown.
We currently test the hypothesis S3 predicts adverse outcomes in HFNEF.
Methods: We consecutively studied 290 acute heart failure patients (mean age
78±10 years, 39% male, NYHA class IIIorIV) with normal EF (EF�50%, mean

60±6%). S3 was assessed by acoustic cardiography within 48 hours on admis-
sion. All patients were prospectively followed up for 1 year. End points were de-
fined as 1) all-cause mortality; 2) heart failure related rehospitalization; 3) com-
posite of 1) or2).
Results: S3 was detected in 48 (16.6%) patients. There were no differences be-
tween presence and absence of S3 groups in terms of gender, heart rates, his-
tory of IHD, COPD, PVD, AF, HT and medications. Patients with absence of S3
were older (79±10 vs. 74±13 year, p=0.013) and had higher SBP (155±39 vs.
138±28 mmHg, p=0.018). In Kaplan-Meier analysis, patients with presence of
S3 had higher mortality (Log-rank Chi square = 10.956, p=0.001). In multivari-
ate logistic regression which were adjusted for age, gender, BP, LVEF, history of
IHD, COPD, HT, DM, AF, PVD and medications, S3 significantly predicted 1 year
mortality from all causes (p=0.009, odd ratio (OR) 4.266, 95% CI: 1.443, 12.613),
but didn’t predict rehospitalization (p=0.689,OR 1.218,95%CI: 0.463, 3.204) and
composite end points (P=0.054, OR 2.764, 95%CI: 0.983, 7.770).

Figure 1

Conclusion: In HFNEF, S3 independently predicts 1-year mortality, but is not
related to HF rehospitalizaiton.

P3680 | SPOTLIGHT
Impact of exercise training and testosterone replacement on skeletal
muscle atrophy and muscle sympathetic nerve activity in heart failure
patients with hypogonadism

M.R. Dos Santos1, A.L. Sayegh1, A.V.N. Bacurau2, M.A. Arap3, R.M.R. Pereira4,
P.C. Brum2, L. Takayama4, A.C. Pereira1, M.J.N.N. Alves1. 1Heart Institute of the
University of Sao Paulo (InCor), Sao Paulo, Brazil; 2School of Physical Education
and Sports of the University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil; 3Hospital das
Clínicas of the University of Sao Paulo, Urology, Sao Paulo, Brazil; 4Medicine
School of the University of Sao Paulo, Bone Metabolism, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose: Testosterone deficiency is common in advanced heart failure (HF) lead-
ing to skeletal muscle atrophy. Our hypothesis was that aerobic training alone or
associated with testosterone replacement, could reduce skeletal muscle fiber at-
rophy and muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA), improve body composition,
functional capacity and quality of life (QoL) in patients with HF and hypogonadism.
Methods: Twenty-four patients, functional class III, total testosterone (<271
ng/dL) and free testosterone (<131pmol/L), ejection fraction (EF) <45% (Echo-
cardiography), were randomized into 3 groups: Training (TR, n=9), Testosterone
(T, n=8) and Training+Testosterone (TR+T, n=7). Patients performed pre and post
4 months: 1) MSNA, microneurography; 2) Biopsy, immunohistochemistry (vastus
lateralis; type I and IIX fibers); 3) Body composition, dual X-ray absorptiometry;
4) Cardiopulmonary exercise on a bike and 5) QoL, Minnesota questionnaire.
Exercise training on bicycle, 3 times/week, between anaerobic threshold and res-
piratory decompensation point, and undecylate testosterone (intramuscular).
Results: There was no difference between TR, T and TR+T groups for age
(54±4, 51±4 and 52±3 years) and EF (28±2, 28±4 and 22±2%), respectively.
MSNA decreased within TR+T (49±4 vs. 34±3 bursts/min; P<0.05) and TR
(61±4 vs. 32±2 bursts/min; P<0.05). MSNA in bursts/100 heart beats decreased
within TR+T group (80±7 vs. 50±4 bursts/100HB; P=0.05). Cross-sectional area
(CSA) of type I fibers increased within TR+T group (2.487±329 vs. 3.637±347
μm, P=0.04). CSA of type I fibers increased in TR+T group compared to TR
and T (3.637±347 vs. 2.567±238 vs. 2.628±178 μm; P<0.03, respectively).
CSA of type IIX fibers was not different between groups. Lean mass increased
within TR+T group (58±3 vs. 63±4 kg; P=0.02). Lean mass increased both TR
and TR+T groups compared to T group (57±3 vs. 50±3 kg; P<0.001 and 63±4
vs. 50±3 kg; P<0.001, respectively). VO2 peak increased in TR, T and TR+T
groups (14.76±1.60 to 18.06±2.26; 18.31±1.87 to 20.34±2.08 and 17.61±1.37
to 20.63±2.72 ml/kg/min; P<0.01, respectively). However, maximal power (Watts)
increased in TR+T group (75±6 to 129±20 Watts; P=0.001) and it was higher
compared to TR and T groups (129±20 vs. 87±8 vs. 73±18 Watts; P<0.01, re-
spectively). QoL improved in TR and TR+T groups (57±7 to 23±6 and 70±7 to
13±3 score; P<0.03, respectively).
Conclusion: Although functional capacity improved in all groups, TR+T reduced
skeletal muscle atrophy, decreased MSNA, improved lean muscle mass and QoL.
This combined therapy signals a new approach to clinical management in HF
patients.
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P3681 | BEDSIDE
Dose target dose matter for outcome in systolic heart failure in the
elderly (>75 years) ? analysis of 5-year cause-specific mortality and its
relation with highest tolerated doses (dose-elderly)

S.B. Barywani1, C. Ergatoudes1, M. Schaufelberger1, M. Petzold2, M.L.X. Fu1.
1Sahlgrenska Academy, University of Gothenburg, Dept. of Molecular & Clinical
Medicine, Gothenburg, Sweden; 2University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg,
Sweden

Objective: To identify the optimal doses of neurohormonal drugs in elderly pa-
tients (>80 years) with systolic heart failure
Methods: A total of 184 patients with systolic heart failure and left ventricular
ejection fraction <40%, referred to our dedicated CHF outpatient clinic were con-
secutively included. No exclusions applied. All guideline-recommended medica-
tions were uptitrated to highest tolerable doses during at least 3 months period.
Results: 64% of patients were received <50% target doses of both agents (BBs
and ACEI/ARBs),whereas only14% of patients received target doses of both
agents. When only one agent is concerned, half of patients received <50% tar-
get dose of BBs and 21% received target doses for BBs. In case of ACE-I/ARBs,
26% received <50% target doses and 53% received target doses. In term of all
cause mortality, those patients who received target doses had higher survival rate
compared with those <50% target doses. But there was no difference, neither
between target doses and ≥50% target doses nor between <50% target doses
and ≥50% target doses. Above applies for either ACEI/ARBs or BBs. No signifi-
cant differences founded in heart rate and NYHA class between different groups
after up-titration. Comorbidities were studied witout any statistical significant dif-
ferences between different dosegroups.

Kaplan-Meier survival curves.

Conclusion: Our findings demonstrate that target doses, regardless of BBs or
ACEI/ARBs, are mostly effective in octogenarians (>80 years old), despite that
this is only achievable in a small group. This is the case even for those reached
highly tolerable dose but still less than target dose.Both heart rate and NYHA
were comparable between different dose levels. This implies that if heart rate
target has been achieved, target doses is more beneficial than other doses.

P3682 | BEDSIDE
Cardiovascular function and prognosis of patients with heart failure
coexistent with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Y. Nakamura, A. Yoshihisa, T. Shimizu, T. Owada, H. Yamauchi, M. Miyata,
S. Abe, S. Suzuki, S. Saitoh, Y. Takeishi. Fukushima Medical University,
Department of Cardiology and Hematology, Fukushima, Japan

Background: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) causes systemic
inflammation and is frequently associated with cardiovascular diseases. COPD
often coexists with heart failure (HF), and is considered to be associated with
adverse outcomes in HF patients. However, cardiovascular function and detailed
all-cause mortality of HF with COPD remain unclear.
Methods and results: Consecutive 378 patients admitted for HF who under-
went spirometry were divided into 3 groups: HF without COPD (Non-COPD group,
n=272), HF with mild COPD (GOLD I group, n=82), and HF with moderate COPD
(GOLD II group, n=24). The GOLD II group, as compared to Non-COPD group,
had higher serum troponin T level (P=0.009) and greater cardio-ankle vascular
index (P=0.032). In contrast, BNP, right ventricular and right atrial areas, and sys-
tolic and diastolic function of the right and left ventricle did not differ between the
two groups. In addition, rates of cardiac (P=0.049), non-cardiac (P=0.001), and
all-cause mortality (P=0.002) were higher in GOLD II group than in Non-COPD
and GOLD I groups. Importantly, in the Cox proportional hazard analyses, the

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier curves.

GOLD stage II was an independent predictor of cardiac (P=0.038), non-cardiac
(P=0.036), and all-cause mortality (P=0.015) in HF patients.
Conclusions: HF patients coexistent with moderate COPD (GOLD stage II) have
greater myocardial damage, greater arterial stiffness, and higher cardiac and non-
cardiac mortality.

P3683 | BEDSIDE
Worsening of renal function one year after discharge is a strong
predictor of prognosis in ADHF patients

T. Ueda, R. Kawakami, Y. Nakada, H. Nakagawa, Y. Takeda, H. Kawata,
S. Uemura, Y. Saito. Nara Medical University, First Department of Internal
Medicine, Nara, Japan

Purpose: Renal dysfunction is one of the strongest risk factors for prognosis
of acute decompensated heart failure (ADHF). In the real world, however, renal
function is labile during the management of ADHF. Although some earlier works
reported the analyses using the baseline serum creatinine level (SCr) or wors-
ening of SCr during hospitalization, significance of worsening of renal function
(WRF) after discharge is not investigated well.
Methods: Among 611 consecutive patients with ADHF who emergently admitted
to our hospital between January 2007 and December 2012, we measured SCr
three times (on admission, at discharge and one year after discharge) in 233
patients. The patients were divided into 2 groups according to WRF, defined as
an absolute increase in SCr >0.3 mg/dl (>26.5 μmol/l) in combination with ≥25%
increase in SCr at a year after discharge compared with the values at discharge.
Results: During a mean follow-up of 35.4 months, 48 patients showed WRF and
185 did not. There were 66 deaths from all causes, including 38 deaths from
cardiovascular causes. Kaplan-Meier analysis showed that all-cause and cardio-
vascular mortality were significantly higher in patients with WRF than without
WRF (log-rank P<0.0001 and P<0.0001, respectively) (Fig. 1). In a multivari-
ate analysis with clinical and laboratory variables, including BNP, Hb and eGFR
at discharge, WRF was the independent predictor for all-cause and cardiovas-
cular death (HR, 2.42; 95%CI, 1.41-4.11; P=0.015, HR, 4.50; 95%CI, 2.23-9.25;
P<0.0001, respectively). At discharge, Hb was lower (P=0.0336) and BNP was
higher (P=0.0023) in patients with WRF.

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier survival curves.

Conclusions: Worsening of renal function after one year, not during hospitaliza-
tion, is strong predictor of all-cause and cardiovascular mortality in patients with
ADHF.

P3684 | BEDSIDE
Predictors of early and late readmission risk in outpatients with
chronic heart failure

J. Alvarez-Garcia1, A. Ferrero1, T. Puig2, R. Vazquez3, J. Delgado4,
D.A. Pascual-Figal5, L. Alonso-Pulpon6, F. Worner7, A. Bardaji8, J. Cinca1 on
behalf of Spanish Heart Failure Network (REDINSCOR). 1Hospital de la Santa
Creu i Sant Pau, IIB-Sant Pau, Department of Cardiology, Barcelona, Spain;
2Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Department of Epidemiology and Public
Health, Barcelona, Spain; 3University Hospital Puerta del Mar, Department of
Cardiology, Cadiz, Spain; 4University Hospital 12 de Octubre, Department of
Cardiology, Madrid, Spain; 5Hospital Clínico Univeristario Virgen de la Arrixaca,
Department of Cardiology, Murcia, Spain; 6University Hospital Puerta de Hierro
Majadahonda, Department of Cardiology, Madrid, Spain; 7Hospital Arnau
de Vilanova, Department of Cardiology, Lleida, Spain; 8Hospital Joan XXIII,
Department of Cardiology, Tarragona, Spain

Purpose: Prevention of hospital readmissions is a major challenge in the man-
agement of heart failure (HF). Most stratification models are based on data ex-
tracted from inpatients but information based on ambulatory HF patients is scanty.
The aim of this study was to develop a score predicting 1-month and 1-year risk of
readmission for worsening of HF and evaluate its performance based on gender
and age.
Methods: A cohort of 2,507 ambulatory patients with chronic HF was prospec-
tively followed for a median of 27 months. Clinical, echocardiographic, ECG, and
biochemical parameters were used in a multivariable Cox model analysis to de-
velop a risk score for readmissions for worsening of HF. Thereafter, the score
predictors were assessed by gender and age.
Results: Predictors of 1-month readmission were: a) elevated NT-proBNP
(>1000 ng/l), b) left HF signs and c) estimated glomerular filtration rate <60
ml/min/m2. Predictors of 1-year readmission were: a) elevated NT-proBNP
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(>1000 ng/l), b) anaemia, c) left atrial size >26 mm/m2, d) heart rate >70
beats/minute, e) left HF signs and f) estimated glomerular filtration rate<60
ml/min/m2. The Kaplan-Meier curves distinguished a low-risk group (<1% event
rate) and a high-risk group (>5% event rate) for 1-month HF readmission risk, and
a low-risk group (6% event rate), intermediate-risk group (17.3% event rate) and a
high-risk group (29.5% event rate) for 1-year HF readmission risk. Stratifying the
score by gender and age, our model performed better in males and middle-aged
(<65 years old) patients, improving up the C-statistic index from 0.69 to 0.73 and
from 0.68 to 0.69 for 1-month and 1-year readmission model, respectively.
Conclusions: Early and late readmission for worsening of HF can be predicted
using proven prognostic variables that are routinely collected in outpatient man-
agement of chronic HF.

PROGNOSIS

P3686 | BEDSIDE
Low EPA/AA ratio was independent risk factor of non response to
therapy with acute decompensated heart failure

Y. Katoh, H. Taniguchi, S. Take. Osaka Saiseikai Noe Hospital, Cardiology,
Osaka, Japan

Background: Heart failure is characterized by several abnormalities of sympa-
thetic cardiac activity that can be assessed by 123I metaiodobenzylguanidine
single photon emission computed tomography (MIBG SPECT).
We investigated to predictor of responder for heart failure patients.
Method: From 2011 to 2012 consecutive 104 patients with ADHF (acute decom-
pated heart failure) were enrolled.
After conventional therapy for ADHF, they were assessed by MIBG SPECT.We
defined that RG (responder group) was BNP decreased under 200 within 2weeks,
and NRG (non responder group) was over 200. we compared RG with NRG by
multi factor (Gender, Age, 3%ODI, Smoker, Alcohol, CRF (Chronic renal failure),
PAD (periph), AF, HTN, DM, Dyslipidemia, Obesity, EF<40%, post HM ratio<1.8,
Eicosa Pentaenoic Acid (EPA) /Arachidonic Acid (AA) <0.3 (because median of
it was 0.3.))
Results: Using multi-variant analysis, PAD (peripheral artery disease), DM (Di-
abetes Mellitus), Obesity, EF (Ejection Fraction) <40%, post Heart Mediastinum
(HM) ratio <1.8, EPA/AA ratio were remained independently associated with RG
(BNP <200 within 2 weeks).
OddsRatio (OR) of PAD was 16.4, (95% CI was 1.8 to 332; p=0.01) and OR of
DM was 4.6, (CI: 1.2 to 22.5; p=0.03). Furthermore, OR of EF <40% was 5.5,
(CI: 1.4 to 25.7; p=0.01), OR of post HM ratio was 6.24, (CI: 1.5 to 32.3; p=0.01)
and OR of EPA/AA ratio was (3.92, CI: 1.1 to 16.9; p=0.04).
Conclusion: Low EPA/AA ratio was independent risk factor of non response to
therapy with acute decompensated heart failure, along with Low Output Syn-
drome, and post HM ratio <1.8.

P3687 | BEDSIDE
Prediction of mortality using quantification of renal function in acute
heart failure: Direct comparison of four formulas estimating
glomerular filtration rate

Z.L. Moreno Weidmann, R. Twerenbold, F. Stallone, T. Herrmann, L. Krivoshei,
C. Mueller. University Hospital Basel, Cardiovascular Research Institute of Basel
(CRIB), Basel, Switzerland

Background: Renal dysfunction increases the risk of death in acute heart fail-
ure (AHF). Four different formulas (Cockroft-Gault, MDRD-4, MDRD-6, CKD-EPI)
have been developed to estimate glomerular filtration rate (eGFR). It is unknown,
wether is superior to predict death in AHF.
Methods: 1104 unselected AHF patients presenting to the Emergency Depart-
ment were enrolled (55% men; median age 79 years, IQR: 70 to 85 years), with
a median left ventricular ejection fraction of 45% (IQR: 30% to 58%). Serum
creatinine was measured at presentation. Renal insufficiency was defined as
eGFR<60ml/min/1.73m2. The primary objective was to evaluate the accuracy
of the different eGFR equations to predict short-term (90 days) and long-term
mortality risk. The median follow-up period was 363 days (IQR: 221 to 679 days).
Results: Over the study period 445 patients (40.3%) died, 148 of them (13.4%)
within 90 days. All four eGFR equations were independent predictors of 90-
day mortality and long-term mortality. When comparing the eGFRs derived with
the four formulas with each other, Cockcroft-Gault showed statistically signifi-
cant higher prognostic accuracy for both short- and long-term risk of death as

Figure 1

quantified by the area under the time-dependent receiver operator characteristic
curve, which was significantly higher for the Cockroft-Gault formula (0.70 vs 0.65
in MDRD-4 with 90 days cut-off time, and 0.64 vs 0.61 in MDRD-4 with 2 years
cut-off time, p<0.05). These findings were confirmed in the predefined subgroups
of women, patients with severe systolic left ventricular dysfunction and the elderly.
MDRD-6 had the lowest accuracy.
Conclusion: In patients with AHF, Cockcroft-Gault formula was the most accurate
for predicting short- and long-term mortality.

P3688 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic value of C-reactive protein as an inflammatory and
N-terminal probrain natriuretic peptide as a neurohumoral marker in
acute heart failure (from the korean heart failure registry)

J.J. Park1, D.-J. Choi1, C.-H. Yoon1, I.-Y. Oh1, S.-J. Park2, E.-S. Jeon1,
J.-J. Kim3, M.-C. Cho4, S.C. Chae5, K.-H. Ryu6 on behalf of the KorHF Registry.
1Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, Division of Cardiology„ Seongnam,
Korea, Republic of; 2Samsung Medical Center, Seoul, Korea, Republic of; 3Asan
Medical Center, Seoul, Korea, Republic of; 4Chungbuk National University
College of Medicine, Cheongju, Korea, Republic of; 5Kyungpook National
University Hospital, Daegu, Korea, Republic of; 6Konkuk University Hospital,
Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Purpose: The neurohumoral and inflammatory pathways are regarded as the
main mechanisms for the progression of heart failure. We sought to investi-
gate the prognostic value of high sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) and N-
terminal probrain natriuretic peptide (NTproBNP) by evaluating their relation with
12-month mortality rate in the Korean Heart Failure (KorHF) registry.
Methods: KorHF registry is a Korean, prospective, multicenter registry designed
to reflect “real world” clinical data of Korean patients admitted for AHF (June 2004
to April 2009, n=3,200).
Results: In 1,608 patients with acute heart failure (AHF), the median hs-CRP and
NT-proBNP values were 0.77 mg/dl (interquartile range 0.29 to 2.84) and 4,638
pg/ml (interquartile range 1,945 to 10,852), respectively. During the 12-month
follow-up, 213 patients (13.3%) died. The mortality rate increased from the low-
est to the highest hs-CRP quartiles (Q1 7.4%, Q2 9.5%, Q3 16.9%, Q4 19.3%,
p<0.001) and NT-proBNP quartiles (Q1 7.0%, Q2 13.4%, Q3 11.6%, Q4 20.4%,
p<0.001). After adjustment, both hs-CRP (hazard ratio [HR] 1.811, 95% confi-
dence interval [CI] 1.138 to 2.882) and NT-proBNP (HR 1.971, 95% CI 1.219 to
3.187) were independent predictors of 12-month mortality among others. When
combining both hs-CRP and NT-proBNP and stratifying the patients according to
their median values, patients with elevation of both hs-CRP and NT-proBNP val-
ues had 2.4-fold increased hazards (HR 2.382, 95% CI 1.509 to 3.761) compared
with those without elevation of both markers.

Twelve-month mortality

Conclusions: In Korean patients with AHF, patients with increased levels of both
hs-CRP and NT-proBNP had worse clinical outcomes. The combination of the
neurohumoral and inflammatory markers may provide a better strategy for risk
stratification of Asian patients with AHF.

P3689 | BEDSIDE
Prothrombin activity is a novel and powerful prognostic marker in
patients not taking oral anticoagulants with acutely decompensated
heart failure

A. Okada, Y. Sugano, T. Nagai, T. Shibata, K. Nakamura, K.F. Kusano,
M. Ishihara, H. Ogawa, S. Yasuda, T. Anzai. National Cerebral and
Cardiovascular Center Hospital, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Suita,
Osaka, Japan

Background: Where prothrombin activity is used to monitor patients on anticoag-
ulation, it is a universal indicator of liver disease severity. Although liver congestion
is caused by and prothrombin activity is known to be decreased in heart failure,
its significance in patients with acutely decompensated heart failure (ADHF) has
not been clarified. The present study was conducted to investigate the impact
of prothrombin activity on cardiovascular outcomes in patients with ADHF from
prospective registry of our institution.
Method: Of 280 consecutive patients admitted for ADHF, subjects who were
not taking oral anticoagulants including vitamin K antagonists, direct thrombin
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inhibitors, and direct factor Xa inhibitors on arrival at hospital were examined.
Heparin was not administered to any patients before blood collection. Patients
with known history of liver disease were excluded from the analysis, and conse-
quently, a total of 150 patients was enrolled in the study. Patients’ basic character-
istic data including sex, age, past medical history, medications, as well as blood
exam results, were analyzed. The primary endpoint was a composite of all-cause
death or readmission for heart failure.
Results: Of the 150 patients (77±12 years, 95 male), 17 patients (11%) under-
went adverse cardiovascular event including death or hospital readmission for
heart failure during a mean follow up period of 157 days. There were no signif-
icant differences in age, sex, use of ACE inhibitors/ARB and β-blockers, serum
Na, creatinine and hemoglobin levels between patients with adverse event and
those without. Prothrombin activity was significantly lower in the event group
(59±5% vs. 85±2%, p<0.0001). Kaplan-Meier survival curves demonstrated that
decreased prothrombin activity of <70% was associated with poor clinical out-
come in ADHF patients (p=0.004). Cox proportional hazards regression analysis
showed that decreased prothrombin activity is an independent predictor of car-
diovascular event (OR=3.8, p=0.02) among variables including age, sex, serum
Na concentration, serum creatinine, and plasma brain natriuretic peptide levels,
and left ventricular ejection fraction.
Conclusion: Decreased prothrombin activity on admission is a novel and pow-
erful predictor of short-term adverse cardiovascular outcome in ADHF patients
without anticoagulants, suggesting the impact of liver dysfunction on disease pro-
cess of heart failure.

P3690 | BEDSIDE
Low T3 syndrome: a strong predictor of mortality in patients with
acute decompensated heart failure

F. Zeppa, P. Klin, C. Zambrano, L. Varela Falcon, A. Bilbao, F. Klein. Favaloro
Foundation University Hospital, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Low thyroid hormone concentration, in particular low T3 serum levels, is a com-
mon finding in critically ill patients, including those with cardiac disorders. This
non-thyroidal illness syndrome has been associated with an adverse prognosis.
Aims: To assess low T3 concentration impact in prognosis of patients admitted
for NYHA class III/IV acute decompensated heart failure.
Methods: Three hundred and forty eight consecutive patients were included in
the analysis. Demographic and clinical variables were analyzed. Thyroid tests
were measured at admission. Low T3 syndrome was defined as T3 concentration
<0.79 ng/ml. In-hospital and 90-day prognosis were reported.
Results: Low T3 serum concentration was detected in 239 patients (68.6%). TSH
concentrations did not differ between patients with low or normal T3 levels (me-
dian 2.1 and 2.08, respectively, p=NS). Patients with low T3 were older (70.3 vs.
64.6 years old, respectively, p<0.05), with worse prior renal function (p<0.05),
more hyponatremia (Na+<136 meq/L) (52.4 vs 33.7%, respectively, p<0.01) and
more anemia (40.3 vs. 24.3%, respectively, p<0.01). No differences were noticed
in cardiac rhythm and heart rate at admission. Left ventricular function was similar
in both groups.
Regarding treatment, 22.9% of patients were on amiodarone at admission. Pa-
tients with low T3 were more frequently treated with amiodarone than those with
normal thyroid status (28 vs 17%, respectively, p<0.05). More in-hospital com-
plications were observed among patients with low T3, including worsening heart
failure (22.6 vs. 12.1%, p<0.05).
In-hospital mortality was 8.6%; and 12.4% at 90 days.
Independent predictors of death at 90 days were low T3 (OR 3.93 – 95%CI 1.5 –
10.3, p<0.005), diuretic resistance (OR 3.32, 95%CI 1.23–8.4, p=0.01) and use
of inotropes (OR 3.18, 95%CI 1.1–8.8, p<0.05). Although low T3 was associated
with a higher number of in-hospital deaths (28 vs. 2 patients, respectively, OR
5.04; 95%CI 1.1–22.9; p<0.05), neither mortality nor re-admission differences
were detected after discharge.
Conclusion: Abnormal thyroid function is prevalent among NYHA class III/IV pa-
tients admitted for acute decompensated heart failure. Low T3 level at admission
is strongly associated with adverse events and mortality during hospitalization.
Whether thyroid dysfunction is an adaptative mechanism or contributes to wors-
ening/ exacerbation of cardiac disease is not well understood, yet.
It seems it is time to encourage safety and efficacy assessment of thyroid T3
and/or T4 replacement in this high risk population.

P3691 | BEDSIDE
Does the etiology of anemia matter regarding its impact on survival in
acute heart failure? Insights from a prospective study

Z.L. Moreno Weidmann, R. Twerenbold, F. Stallone, T. Herrmann, K. Pershyna,
L. Krivoshei, Y. Tanglay, C. Mueller. University Hospital Basel, Cardiovascular
Research Institute of Basel (CRIB), Basel, Switzerland

Background: Anemia is associated with worse survival in patients with acute
heart failure (AHF). However, it is unknown whether the etiology of anemia mat-
ters regarding its impact on survival. Our aim was to examine the association
among different types of anemia and short-term (90 days) and long-term (2 years)
survival.
Methods: In a cohort of 1159 unselected patients with AHF (43% women, median
age 80 years) enrolled in a prospective study, 497 (43%) had anemia. Median

hemoglobin were 100g/l (interquartile range: 100 to 117g/l), 15% of them had a
hemoglobin <80g/l. Logistic regression, Kaplan-Meier survival analyses and Cox
regression were used to assess the association of anemia subtypes with survival.
Results: According to their analytic characteristics, patients were categorized in
four groups: 13% ferropenic anemia, 45% anemia of chronic disease, 30% asso-
ciated to renal dysfunction and 12% other type. Hemoglobin levels were similar
in the four predefined groups. Overall, survival was 88% at 90 days and 56.5%
at two years follow up. When comparing the four types, ferropenic anemia and
anemia associated to renal dysfunction had statistically significant lower survival
rates as compared to the two other subtypes (p<0.01). These findings remained
statistically significant after adjusting for renal function, left ventricular systolic
function, age and other comorbidities.

Conclusion: Etiology of anemia should be considered as an important modifier
of the impact of anemia on survival in patients with AHF.

P3692 | BEDSIDE
Lessons from acute decompensated heart failure patients in korea
(KorAHF) registry

S.E. Lee1, H.J. Cho1, H.Y. Lee1, E.-S. Jeon2, J.-J. Kim3, S.-H. Baek4,
S.-M. Kang5, D.-J. Choi6, S.C. Chae7, B.-H. Oh1 on behalf of KorAHF
Investigator. 1Seoul National University Hospital, Internal medicine, Seoul,
Korea, Republic of; 2Samsung Medical Center, Internal medicine, Seoul, Korea,
Republic of; 3Asan Medical Center, Internal medicine, Seoul, Korea, Republic of;
4Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital, Internal medicine, Seoul, Korea, Republic of; 5Yonsei
Cardiovascular Center, Cardiology, Seoul, Korea, Republic of; 6Seoul National
University Bundang Hospital, Internal medicine, Seongnam, Korea, Republic
of; 7Kyungpook National University Hospital, Internal medicine, Daegu, Korea,
Republic of

Background: The prevalence of heart failure has been rapidly increasing in Ko-
rea and its influence on mortality, morbidity and the cost of health care is growing
fast. To reduce the health burden of heart failure and to improve the care system
and clinical guidelines, it is essential to verify the patients’ profile, current trends
of management, and outcome.
Objectives: Korean acute heart failure registry aims to evaluate clinical char-
acteristics, management, hospital course, predictors of mortality, and short-term
and long-term outcomes of patients hospitalized for acute heart failure syndrome
(AHFS) in Korea.
Methods: The patients hospitalized for AHFS in ten tertiary university hospitals
have been consecutively enrolled between March, 2011 and July, 2013. The study
is expected to complete the enrollment of at least 5,000 patients in 2014 and
to follow up until 2016. This analysis was performed to investigate the baseline
characteristics, management, short-term outcomes and predictors of in-hospital
mortality.
Results: 4,183 patients were analyzed at this moment. The mean age was
69±14 years old; 54% were male; 51% were de novo HF; 59% had underly-
ing hypertension; 35% had diabetes mellitus. 83% of patients presented with
NYHA III-IV dyspnea and the mean left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) was
39±16%. Ischemia was both the leading cause (38%) of HF and the most fre-
quent aggravating factor (24%). Parenteral diuretics and inotropes were adminis-
tered in 74% and 32% of patients, respectively. Angiotensin converting enzyme
inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers and beta-blockers were prescribed at dis-
charge in 66% and 49% of the patients, respectively. The mean length of hospital
stay was 9 days and mean cost for an admission was about 9,164,200 Korean
Won. In-hospital mortality was 6.14% (including 1.38% of patients who under-
went urgent heart transplantation). After discharge, 90-day mortality was 4.2%
and rehospitalization was 15%. Multivariable logistic regression revealed that lung
congestion, renal failure, Q wave, RBBB, SBP<100 and Na<135 were impor-
tant predictors for in-hospital mortality. In subgroup analysis, in contrast to HFrEF
(≤40%), patients with HFpEF (≥50%) were predominantly female and showed
different predictors of poor outcome.
Conclusion: The data from KorAHF demonstrate specific characteristics of
AHFS in Korea, an unmet need for analysis of patient heterogeneity and so-
cioeconomic burden of hospitalization. Therefore, findings of KorAHF may have
important therapeutic implications to improve outcome of AHFS.
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P3694 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic value of Tpeak-Tend interval in patients with acute heart
failure syndrome

S. Aoki1, M. Sakakibara1, S. Yamagichi1, N. Iwakawa1, S. Takeuchi1,
K. Kitagawa1, T. Ito1, Y. Jinno1, T. Okumura2, T. Murohara2. 1Handa City
Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Handa, Japan; 2Nagoya University Graduate
School of Medicine, Department of Cardiology, Nagoya, Japan

Purpose: Recently it has been reported that long Tpeak-Tend interval (Tp-e) is
associated with the occurrence of life-threatening arrhythmias. However, little is
known about whether Tp-e predicts prognosis in acute heart failure (HF) patients.
We investigated the relation between Tp-e and prognosis in acute HF syndrome
patients.
Methods: From January 2013 to November 2013, a total of 201 consecutive
acute HF patients (86 males, mean age of 78.4 years) were enrolled. The pa-
tients were divided into two groups on the basis of the Tp-e on admission: group
L (n=102, Tp-e ≥ median: 108ms) and group S (n=99, Tp-e < median). We fol-
lowed up all patients for the occurrence of cardiac events: cardiac deaths and
re-hospitalizations for worsening HF. The mean follow up period was 161days.
Results: The mean of left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) was 43.6% and
plasma brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) level was 1083pg/ml. There were no sig-
nificant difference in age, sex or EF between group L and S. Plasma BNP level
was significantly higher in group L than that in group S (p=0.037). During follow
up periods, 30 patients in group L and 18 patients in group S experienced re-
hospitalization for worsening HF. Cardiac death occurred in 14 patients in group

L and 4 patients in group S. Three patients in group L and 2 patients in group
S experienced life-threatening arrhythmias. The probability of cardiac event-free
survival in group L was significantly lower than that in group S (Figure). Multivari-
ate analysis identified Tp-e as an independent predictor of cardiac events (hazard
ratio, 1.98; 95% confidence interval, 1.17 to 3.35; p=0.011).
Conclusion: The long Tpeak-Tend interval is a potentially useful indicator of poor
prognosis in patients with acute HF syndrome.

P3695 | BEDSIDE
Rapid shallow breathing worsens prior to heart failure
decompensation

A. Capucci1, G. Molon2, M.R. Gold3, Y. Zhang4, R. Sweeney4, V. Averina4,
J.P. Boehmer5 on behalf of MultiSENSE Study investigators. 1Università
Politecnica delle Marche, ancona, Italy; 2Sacro Cuore hospital, negrar, Italy;
3Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, United States of America;
4Boston Scientific, St Paul, United States of America; 5Penn State Milton S.
Hershey Medical Center, Hershey, United States of America

Introduction: Respiratory distress is one of the primary drivers for heart failure
(HF) hospitalization. Respiratory rate (RR) and minute ventilation (MV), as mon-
itored by implanted devices, have demonstrated changes leading to admissions.
Since patients often present with rapid shallow breathing, we hypothesize that a
rapid shallow breathing index (RSBI) will better reflect respiratory distress than
either RR or MV.
Method: Multisensor Chronic Evaluations in Ambulatory Heart Failure Patients
Study (MultiSENSE) enrolled patients implanted with cardiac resynchronization
therapy devices. The device was reprogrammed to trend RR and tidal volume
(TV) derived from transthoracic impedance. MV and RSBI were calculated as MV
= RR’TV, RSBI = RR/TV. HF events (HFEs) were defined as HF admissions or
unscheduled visits with intravenous HF treatment. All HFEs were adjudicated. For
each HFE, the average of a 7-day pre-event period (Evt) and a baseline period
(BL, 35 to 63 days pre-event) were calculated. Percentage change (% chg = [Evt-
BL]/BL) was determined for each event. The mean % chg was tested against 0
using paired t-test (p<0.05).
Results: Fifty-two of the 528 patients enrolled (age 66.4±10.8, 72.7% male, EF
29.3±11.5%) experienced 69 HFEs. Daily mean RR was elevated significantly
prior to HFEs (3.4%, p=0.005) while daily mean TV and MV did not change sig-
nificantly (-1.7% and 0.4% respectively). Daily RSBI showed the largest change
among all respiratory parameters, and increased by 5.0% (p=0.012).

Figure 1. Respiratory signal changes prior to HFEs.

Conclusion: Data from MultiSENSE study showed that rapid shallow breathing
measured by RR and RSBI changed significantly before HF events, suggesting
that these measures might be useful in early identification of worsening heart
failure status.

STRUGGLES WITH THE LIPID-GUIDELINES IN CLINICAL
PRACTICE

3816 | BEDSIDE
Is it really necessary to review the role of statin therapy in primary
prevention? Application of the new ACC/AHA guidelines on blood
cholesterol on a population registry

P. Pinto-Teixeira, G. Portugal, A. Monteiro, M. Nogueira, P. Rio, S. Aguiar
Rosa, T. Pereira Da Silva, A. Timoteo, R. Cruz Ferreira. Hospital Santa Marta,
Department of Cardiology, Lisbon, Portugal

Purpose: The new guidelines of the American College of Cardiology (ACC) and
American Heart Association (AHA) on the treatment of blood cholesterol to re-
duce atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) risk significantly expand
the indications for statin therapy in primary prevention. Our aim is to: (1) in-
quire, in a wide population registry, the percentage of individuals who should have
been under statin therapy for primary prevention according to the novel ACC/AHA
guidelines; (2) determine the relative risk reduction of 10-year ASCVD that could
be obtained if these individuals had had optimal control of total cholesterol levels.
Methods: Employing our center’s registry on acute coronary syndrome (ACS),
we estimated the number of individuals who should have been previously put
on statin therapy for primary prevention according to their risk factors. We strat-
ified our population on the 3 groups established by the ACC/AHA guidelines for
primary prevention: (group 1) any individual with ≥21 years of age and LDL
≥190mg/dL; (group 2) diabetic individuals aged between 40-75 years with LDL
70-189 mg/dL; (group 3) non-diabetic individuals aged between 40-75 years with
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LDL 70-189 mg/dL and 10-year atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD)
risk ≥7.5% estimated by pooled cohort equations delivered by the ACC/AHA.
The pooled cohort equation to calculate the 10-year ASCVD considers: age, sex,
race, total cholesterol level, HDL-cholesterol level, systolic blood pressure, anti-
hypertensive drug therapy, diabetes and smoking.
Results: A total of 1154 patients (P) were included in this study. We identified
792 P (68.6%) who fell in one of the 3 groups highlighted above who meet criteria
for statin therapy in the context of primary prevention. The percentage of P who
should have been under statin therapy and were not was: 90.5% for group 1 (124
P), 88.9% for group 2 (126 P), 85.6% for group 3 (456 P). Assuming that an
optimal cholesterol level could have been reached with statin therapy, this would
have represented a 12.1% relative risk reduction on 10 year ASCVD for these
individuals.
Conclusions: This study suggests that a large percentage of individuals who
suffer ACS and had no prior cardiovascular event should have been previously
placed on primary prevention with statin therapy if the new ACC/AHA guidelines
had been followed. The impact of optimally controlled cholesterol levels in these
individuals would be a 12.1% relative risk reduction on 10-year ASCVD.

3817 | BEDSIDE
Treat dyslipidemia according to current ESC/EAS and recent ACC/AHA
guidelines: evidence from a lipid clinic

F. Barkas, H. Milionis, E. Liberopoulos, M. Kostapanos, E. Klouras, A. Liontos,
M. Elisaf. University of Ioannina Medical School, Internal Medicine, Ioannina,
Greece

Purpose: There is a paucity of data regarding attainment of goals of lipid-
lowering treatment according to current European (ESC/EAS) and recent Ameri-
can (ACC/AHA) guidelines. Therefore, we aimed to assess the “reality” of achiev-
ing these targets in subjects attending an Outpatient University Hospital Lipid
Clinic.
Methods: This was an observational study of subjects treated for dyslipidemia.
A total of 1,000 adult individuals consecutively referred and followed-up for a pe-
riod of at least 3 years were studied. The proportion of patients achieving LDL-C
targets according to ESC/EAS guidelines were recorded, along with the percent-
ages of appropriate lipid-lowering treatment proposed by ACC/AHA guidelines. In
this study, SCORE was used instead of 10-y atherosclerotic cardiovascular dis-
ease (ASCVD) risk calculation. As it has recently been reported, a risk of ASCVD
event of 7.5%, would correspond to a 2.5% risk for cardiovascular (CV) death in
10 years according to the SCORE model.
Results: A total of 1,000 subjects were studied. Of those, 48% were consid-
ered “very high”, 41% “high” and 11% “moderate” CV risk according to ESC/EAS
guidelines. LDL-C targets were achieved in 25%, 52% and 57% of patients, re-
spectively.
According to the American guidelines, 21% of patients were diagnosed with AS-
CVD. Almost half of these patients with age ≤75 years were receiving “high”-
intensity statin, while 32% and 61% of those being older than 75 years were on
“high”- and “moderate”-intensity statin, respectively. Of patients without ASCVD
and baseline LDL-C ≥190 mg/dL (28%), 45% were treated with “high”-intensity
statin. Of patients with type 2 diabetes, age 40-75 years and baseline LDL-C 70
– 190 mg/dL (6%), 58% had a SCORE ≥2.5%. Of those, 24% were on “high”-
intensity statin, while 21% and 67% of those having SCORE <2.5% were treated
with “high”- and “moderate”-intensity statin, respectively. Finally, 12% and 74% of
patients with SCORE≥2.5% not classified as above (14%), were receiving “high”-
and “moderate”-intensity statin, respectively.
Conclusion: In the setting of a specialized lipid clinic, 25% of patients at “very
high” and almost 50% of those at “high” and “moderate” risk achieve therapeutic
goals according to the European guidelines. On the other hand, the proportions
patients receiving “appropriate-intensity” statin therapy according to ACC/AHA
guidelines are relatively high in all patient groups.
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To what extent do high-intensity statins reduce low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol in the four statin benefit groups identified by the ACC/AHA
2013 guidelines? A VOYAGER meta-analysis

B.W. Karlson1, M.K. Palmer2, S.J. Nicholls3, P. Lundman4, P.J. Barter5.
1AstraZeneca, Mölndal, Sweden; 2Keele University, Keele, United Kingdom;
3South Australian Health and Medical Research Institute, Adelaide, Australia;
4Danderyd Hospital, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden; 5University of
New South Wales, Sydney, Australia

Introduction: The 2013 American College of Cardiology/American Heart Associ-
ation (ACC/AHA) guidelines identify 4 patient groups who benefit from moderate-
or high-intensity statin treatment: 1) atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (AS-
CVD); 2) baseline LDL-C ≥190 mg/dL; 3) diabetes; and 4) 10-year ASCVD risk
≥7.5% (no ASCVD or diabetes). High-intensity statins, anticipated to reduce LDL-
C by ≥50%, are rosuvastatin (RSV) 20–40 mg and atorvastatin (ATV) 40–80 mg.
Objectives: Individual patient data (n=32,258) from the VOYAGER meta-analysis
of 37 studies are used to analyse LDL-C reduction with these doses in each statin
benefit group.
Methods: The least-squares mean (LSM) % change from baseline in LDL-C was
compared during 8496 patient exposures to RSV 20–40 mg, and ATV 40–80 mg

in the 4 patient groups. Comparisons were made using a single mixed-effects
model using only data from studies directly comparing treatments by randomised
design. The analyses include only patients who would be candidates for high-
intensity statin treatment based on the guidelines.
Results: LSM % reductions in LDL-C in all patients considered candidates for
high-intensity statin and in the 4 statin benefit groups are shown in the figure.
Reductions in LDL-C for RSV 20 mg and 40 mg were greater than for ATV 40 mg,
overall and in each benefit group, and for RSV 40 mg were greater than for ATV
80 mg overall and in 3 of the 4 benefit groups (all p<0.05; figure). In the ASCVD
group, 41%, 60%, 58% and 71% treated with ATV 40 mg, ATV 80 mg, RSV 20
mg and RSV 40 mg had a ≥50% reduction in LDL-C from baseline, with similar
results seen in the other groups.

Conclusions: The choice and dose of statin has an impact on LDL-C reduction
for patients requiring high-intensity statin therapy within each statin benefit group.

3819 | BEDSIDE
Statin treated patients at very high cardiovascular risk: Are the
majority close to LDL-C <70 mg/dl?

A.K. Gitt1, B. Ambegaonkar2, P. Brudi2, M. Horack3, B. Vanneste2, D. Lautsch4

on behalf of DYSIS-Study-Group. 1Herzzentrum Ludwigshafen + Institut
f. Herzinfarktforschung Ludwigshafen, Ludwigshafen, Germany; 2Merck,
Whitehouse Station, United States of America; 3Institut f. Herzinfarktforschung
Ludwigshafen, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany; 4Merck, Vienna, Austria

Background: International societies such as the EAS, ESC and IAS set the rec-
ommendation for LDL-C to be <70 mg/dl in cardiovascular very high risk patients.
It is unknown how many % of statin treated patients actually reach various thresh-
olds. We further evaluated the median distance to this treatment target.
Objectives: EAS/ESC guidelines for dyslipidemia and the IAS position paper rec-
ommend a LDL-C treatment target of <70 mg/dl for patients at very high cardio-
vascular risk. We evaluated whether statin treated patients reach LDL-C <70
mg/dl or a less stringent threshold of <100mg/dl as per country treatment targets
in place when the data were collected.
Methods: The cross sectional, observational study DYSIS examined lipid goal
attainment among statin-treated (monotherapy as well as combination therapy)
patients in Canada, Europe and Middle East countries at very high cardiovas-
cular risk due to suffering from coronary heart disease, diabetes, chronic kidney
disease or peripheral atherosclerotic disease.
Results: 26,846 patients were at very high cardiovascular risk defined by guide-
line criteria. 20.3% reached the treatment target <70 mg/dl, while 68.8% had
LDL-C levels >80 mg/dl, 62.9% >85 mg/dl; 55.1 44.9% >100 mg/dl and 29.1%
>115 mg/dl. Mean LDL-C was 100,6±37,5 mg. Statin (various molecules) doses
equivalent to simvastatin 20 mg and 40 mg were predominantly used (34.2% and
37.2%); higher doses of statins were used in 17.0% and combination of statin
with ezetimibe use was 11.7%. In the 19.648/24.651 patients who did not reach
the current treatment target, median distance to LDL-C <70 mg/dl was 34,0 mg/dl
(IQR 16,0,-58,0mg/dl).
Conclusions: Despite ongoing statin therapy, the large majority of patients at
very high cardiovascular risk who participated in DYSIS did not reach the <70
mg/dl threshold. Distance to target was substantial (34 mg/dl) and likely could be
reduced with strongly intensified therapy such as higher dose statins and/or in
combination with cholesterol absorption inhibition.

3820 | BEDSIDE
Association between statin pre-treatment and LDL-C levels on the
incidence of STEMI presentation among ACS patients: data from the
ACS Israeli survey (ACSIS) 2002-2010

S. Kolker1, M. Moriel1, S. Matetzky2, N. Shlomo2, E. Leitersdorf3,
I. Goldenberg2, G. Weisz1, D. Tzivoni1, S. Gottlieb1 on behalf of ACSIS. 1Shaare
Zedek Medical Center, Cardiology, Jerusalem, Israel; 2Chaim Sheba Medical
Center, Tel Hashomer, Israel; 3Hadassah University Medical Center, Jerusalem,
Israel

Background: STEMI is thought to occur as a result of vulnerable coronary plaque
rupture. Statins posses hypolipidemic and pleotrophic effects and can stabilize
coronary plaque.
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Aim: To determine the association between LDL-C levels,with or without statin
use on the presentation of patients with ACS (STEMI/NSTEMI).
Methods: Data was drawn from the Acute Coronary Syndrome Israeli Survey
(ACSIS), a biennial survey with data on all ACS patients hospitalized in all
CCU/Cardiology departments in Israel.Data from years 2002-2010 was used.The
incidence of STEMI presentation was calculated according to LDL-C levels on
admission and statin use prior to the index event.
Results: Among 6793 ACS patients, 2761 (41%) were on statin and 4032 were
statin naïve prior to the index event.The proportion of STEMI vs NSTEMI at pre-
sentation was significantly lower among statin treated vs. statin naïve patients
(35.5% vs. 57.3%, p<0.0001).
At each LDL-C level, the proportion of STEMI was significantly lower among pa-
tients on statins (Table, p<0.0001 for all comparisons).
LDL-C<70mg/dl was associated with a lower proportion of STEMI presentation
only in patients on statin, but not in statin naïve patients (33.1% vs. 56.9%,
p<0.0001).Multivariate analysis (adjusting for the propensity score for statin use
including baseline pertinent variables,chronic medications,statin use and LDL-C
levels)revealed that statin use was independently associated with lower STEMI
presentation (OR=0.79, p<0.0001), but LDL-C<70mg/dl was not (OR=1.16,
p=0.27). Similar results were obtained when analyzing separately patients with
or without prior cardiovascular disease.

LDL-C (mg/dl)
<50 50–69 70–100 101–130 >130 All

Patients on statin (n=132) (n=430) (n=1053) (n=668) (n=478) (n=2761)
STEMI (n,%) 38 (28.8) 148 (34.4) 354 (33.6) 235 (35.1) 207 (43.3) 982 (35.5)

Statin naïve patients (n=70) (n=199) (n=898) (n=1037) (n=1558) (n=4032)
STEMI (n,%) 38 (54.3) 115 (57.8) 496 (55.2) 771 (74.3) 892 (57.3) 2312 (57.3)

Conclusions: In patients with ACS, statin use but not LDL-C level is associated
with lower incidence of STEMI. These findings can be explained by the pleotropic
effect of statins.
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The theoretical effect of the use of high intensity statin doses on the
1.8 mmol/l LDL-cholesterol goal attainment rate in the MULTI GAP 2013
study

L. Mark1, I. Reiber2, G. Paragh3, I. Karadi4, G. Pados5, R.G. Kiss6, Z. Kiss7.
1Pandy Kalman Bekes County Hospital, 2nd Department of Medicine –
Cardiology, Gyula, Hungary; 2Saint George Hospital, Szekesfehervar, Hungary;
3Medical and Health Science Centre, University of Debrecen, Debrecen,
Hungary; 4Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary; 5St Imre Hospital,
Budapest, Hungary; 6Military Hospital, Budapest, Hungary; 7MULTI GAP
Research Group, Budapest, Hungary

Aim: The American guidelines are of primary relevance for the rest of the world.
For the past several years there has been a great expectation for the appear-
ance of the ATP IV guideline. Two major issues of the joint recommendations of
the ACC/AHA cholesterol announced in the fall of 2013 were the rejection of the
treatment target values and nomination of statins intensity groups. In the present
paper there were investigated that using the data of an observational study the
what would be the 1.8 mmol/l LDL-cholesterol achievement rate in patients with
cardiovascular event taking high intensity statins.
Methods: In the MULTI-GAP (MULTI Goal Attainment Problem) surveys con-
ducted annually since 2007 the effectiveness of lipid lowering therapies among
high-risk patients was monitored by retrospective data analysis using structured
questionnaires. From MULTI GAP 2013 we used the data of patients taking 20 or
40 mg rosuvastatin and 40 or 80 mg atorvastatin.
Results: The mean LDL-cholesterol level of the 1712 patients of MULTI GAP
2013 was 2.64 mmol/l, the 1.8 mmol/l goal achievement rate was 21,2%. The
number of patients and 1.8 mmol/l attainment rate in groups taking 10, 20, 40 mg
rosuvastatin 103, 256, 68, and 25.2%, 20,3% 22.1%, respectively. In the groups
20, 40, 80 mg atorvastatin were 186, 240, 49, and 21,0%, 23.3% and 20,4%,
respectively.
Conclusions: The 1.8 mmol/l LDL-cholesterol goal attainment is very poor in the
MULTI GAP 2013. The statins doses were selected according to the baseline
cholesterol levels. In a theoretical use of ‘high intensity statin doses” in about half
of patients presently taking low or moderate statin doses would effect a slightly
better goal achievement but overall this rate remained very poor.
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Titration of statins and adding ezetimibe could help to substantially
increase target value attainment on a population level - a DYSIS based
model

A.K. Gitt1, B. Ambegaonkar2, P. Brudi2, M. Horack3, B. Vanneste2, D. Lautsch4

on behalf of DYSIS-Study-Group. 1Herzzentrum Ludwigshafen + Institut
f. Herzinfarktforschung Ludwigshafen, Ludwigshafen, Germany; 2Merck,
Whitehouse Station, United States of America; 3Institut für Herzinfarktforschung
Ludwigshafen, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany; 4Merck, Vienna,
Austria

Background: While achievement of recommended LDL-C levels is low in clinical

practice, we evaluated how it could be increased by titrating and switching statins
to the highest available dose or adding ezetimibe.
Objectives: The European societies EAS and ESC set an LDL-C target value
of <70 mg/dl for patients at very high cardiovascular risk. In clinical practice, the
rate of attainment of this value is low. We therefore examined to which extent the
attainment level would increase if statin doses were titrated up to higher doses or
ezetimibe, a cholesterol absorption inhibitor was added.
Methods: The cross sectional, observational study DYSIS examined lipid goal at-
tainment among statin-treated (monotherapy as well as combination therapy) very
high cardiovascular risk (defined as per 2011 EAS/ESC guidelines, including pa-
tients suffering from coronary heart disease, diabetes, chronic kidney disease or
peripheral atherosclerotic disease) patients in Canada, Europe and Middle East
countries. Data were collected under real life conditions in physicians’ offices and
hospital outpatient wards. Study period was between 2008-2012. Based on an
individual approach, we modeled uptitration of statins (to the maximum dose) as
well as addition of ezetimibe. In the scenario for uptitration of statins, LDL-C re-
duction was 6% per titration step vs. 25% for adding ezetimibe. This model takes
into account the average additional reductions after initial standard dose statin
therapy as observed in multiple studies.
Results: 26.846 patients were at very high cardiovascular risk defined by guide-
line criteria. 20.3% reached the treatment target <70 mg/dl. Titration to maximum
Simvastatin dose (80 mg/dl, or equivalent Atorvastatin 40 mg) helped increasing
this value to 27.3%; by switching all patients to Atorvastatin 80 mg, 33.7% would
have reached the target. Addition of ezetimibe led to an increase of target value
attainment to 44.9%. Finally, by adding ezetimibe after initially switching to Ator-
vastatin 80 mg, 61.1%, 73.8% and 87.9% would have reached LDL-C <70 mg/dl,
<80 mg/dl and <100mg/dl respectively in this DYSIS based model.
Conclusions: In clinical practice, target value attainment is low, but could be
increased from 1 out of 5 patients to 2 out of 3 patients by titrating statin dose and
adding ezetimibe.

3823 | BEDSIDE
Future risk of coronary heart disease due to uncontrolled
hyperlipidemia in early adulthood

A.M. Navar-Boggan1, E.D. Peterson1, R.B. D’ Agostino2, A.D. Sniderman3,
B. Neely1, M.J. Pencina1. 1Duke Clinical Research Institute, Durham, United
States of America; 2Boston University, Boston, United States of America; 3McGill
University Health Centre, Montreal, Canada

Purpose: Current European and American cholesterol guidelines emphasize
overall risk and therefore tend to be less aggressive at treating hyperlipidemia
in younger adults. Our hypothesis is that risk of coronary heart disease (CHD)
relates to the cumulative exposure of the arterial wall to atherogenic lipoproteins
over time.
Methods: This hypothesis was tested using a landmark analysis of adults free
of CHD at age 53-57 in the Offspring Cohort of the Framingham Heart Study
(n=1514). The association between cumulative number of years of hyperlipidemia
(non-HDL ≥160) over 20 years prior to age 53-57 and future risk of CHD was
evaluated using multivariable cox proportional hazards modeling. Subgroup anal-
yses were performed specifically on adults that would not quality for statin therapy
under current American guidelines.
Results: At median follow-up (15 years), adults with the longest exposure to hy-
perlipidemia (11-20 years) by age 53-57 had a 16.4% CHD event rate, compared
to 7.0% for adults with 1-10 years and 6.2% for adults who never had hyperlipi-
demia (p<0.001, Fig. 1). CHD risk increased by 41% for each decade of exposure
to hyperlipidemia (HR 1.41, 95% CI 1.07-1.86), even after adjusting for standard
risk factors (smoking, age, hypertension, blood pressure treatment, sex, and dia-
betes) and baseline non-HDL. This association was also seen in adults with low
predicted 10-year CHD risk (<7.5%) not recommended for statin therapy (HR
1.63, 95% CI 1.04-2.56).

Figure 1

Conclusions: Cumulative exposure to hyperlipidemia in early adulthood substan-
tially increases future CHD risk after age 50 in a dose-responsive relationship,
even in adults with otherwise low predicted CHD risk. These data support more
aggressive targeting of young adults with hyperlipidemia for primary prevention of
CHD.
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Prevalence of familial hypercholesterolemia and cardiovascular risk
management among patients with acute coronary syndromes:
a prospective Swiss cohort study

D. Nanchen1, B. Gencer2, R. Auer1, C.M. Schmied3, G. Stefanini4,
S. Windecker4, C.M. Matter3, T.F. Luscher3, F. Mach2, N. Rodondi5 on behalf of
SPUM-ACS study. 1Department of Ambulatory Care and Community Medicine,
Lausanne, 2University Hospital of Geneva, Department of Cardiology, Geneva,
3University Hospital Zurich, Cardiovascular Center, Department of Cardiology,
Zurich, 4Bern University Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Bern, 5Bern University
Hospital, Dept. of Medicine, Bern, Switzerland

Purpose: Familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) is associated with the occurrence of
premature coronary heart disease (CHD) or sudden cardiac death and intensive
preventive strategies are therefore highly recommended. However, the prevalence
of FH among patients presenting with acute coronary syndromes (ACS) as well
as the quality of secondary prevention are still insufficiently studied.
Methods: We studied 3660 patients with ACS included in the SPUM-ACS study,
a contemporary prospective cohort involving 4 university hospitals in Switzerland,
from 2009 to 2012. Diagnosis of FH was assessed at baseline using clinical and
cholesterol criteria from the Dutch Lipid Clinic Network classification, as recom-
mended by the World Health Organization. At one year we assessed: 1) ideal
cholesterol management, defined as plasma LDL-cholesterol below 1.8 mmol/l
or 50% LDL-cholesterol decrease or use of high-intensity statin (atorvastatin 40-
80mg, rosuvastatin 20-40 mg); 2) ideal blood pressure control, defined as a sys-
tolic below 140 mmHg and a diastolic below 90 mmHg; 3) ideal glucose con-
trol, defined as fasting plasma glucose below 5.6 mmol/l or HbA1c below 7% for
adults with diabetes; 4) smoking cessation for smokers; 5) 5% or more weight re-
duction for adults with obesity or overweight; 6) ideal drug adherence, defined
as the concomitant use of 3 cardioprotective drugs: aspirin, statin and either
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, angiotensin-receptor blockers, or beta-
blockers; and 7) attendance to cardiac rehabilitation.
Results: At the time of hospitalization for ACS, 392 (10.7%) patients would be di-
agnosed with FH, including 350 (9.6%) with possible FH, 39 (1.1%) with probable
FH, and 3 (0.1%) with definite FH. Mean age (standard deviation) of patients with
FH was 53 (10) years, 21% were women, 55% were current smokers, 9% had dia-
betes and 10% reported pre-existing cardiovascular disease. Among 1103 young
adults with premature CHD, defined as an ACS occurring before 55 years for men
and before 60 years for women, 309 (28%) would be diagnosed with FH. Over one
year, 3 ACS patients with FH died. In 389 adults with FH who survived, one-year
targets were achieved in 73% for lipid management, 76% for blood pressure con-
trol, 58% for glucose control, 47% for smoking cessation, 20% for weight control,
86% for drug compliance; and 81% for cardiac rehabilitation.
Conclusions: In approximately 10% of adults presenting with ACS and 30%
of young adults with premature CHD familial hypercholesterolemia can be diag-
nosed. Identification of FH at the time of ACS is essential to optimize long-term
secondary prevention.
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Long term follow-up in patients with homozygous familial
hypercholesterolemia; 13-year xperience of an university hospital lipid
clinic

M. Kayikcioglu, E. Kismali, L.H. Can, S. Payzin. Ege University, Faculty of
Medicine, Izmir, Turkey

Purpose: Familiar Hypercholesterolemia (FH) is genetic disease characterized
with extremely high levels of cholesterol leading to cholesterol deposition in skin
and tissues and premature atherosclerosis due to defective LDL receptors. In
homozygous individuals (HoFH) cardiovascular events could develop at very early
ages. Current literature gives information on short term follow-up especially good
results with effective lipid apheresis. This study was conducted to evaluate the
long term real clinical experience with adult HoFH patients.
Methods: Seventeen HoFH patients (11 women, 6 men) who are being followed
between the years 2000-2013 in a University Lipid clinic were included. All data
including clinical characteristics, family history, lipid levels, treatment, lipid aphere-
sis, cardiovascular events, complications etc. were obtained retrospectively from
the patient chart records.
Results: Mean age was 31±10 years during the admission to our Clinic. First
diagnosis age was 25±14. At the time of diagnosis, mean cholesterol level was
625±136 mg/dl. Admission complaints were dermatologic (41%) and ischemic
symptoms (41%) and 3 patients (18%) were diagnosed during family screening.
All patients had had admitted to dermatologists due to skin depositions. 65% of
the patients’ parents had consanguineous marriage. Xantomas were present in
59%, aortic valve pathology in 59%, and carotid artery plaques in 47%. Coronary
artery disease was documented in 59%. Though all patients had indication for
lipid apheresis, only 10 patients received this treatment due to high refusal rate.
Age at first apheresis was 27±12 (min 10-max 42) and the adherence to aphere-
sis was 60%. With 2-year regular apheresis the skin depositions were vanished,
however the carotid atherosclerosis and aortic pathology showed progression
in all patients. During the 43±42 months follow-up, 4 patients died (mean age
25±5), and 3 patients were lost to follow-up. All deaths had cardiac origin.
Conclusions: 1. Diagnosis is especially late in HoAH patients. Because of the
delayed treatment of lipid apheresis, atherosclerosis and aortic stenosis progress

in these patients. The awareness of the physicians and knowledge of the public
is warranted. 2. Though apheresis is a lifesaving therapy for patients with HoFH,
in real clinical practice the adherence to apheresis is low in long term follow-up
due to the invasive nature of the treatment. New treatments are urgently needed
for these patients.

GENOME EDITING: NOVEL TRANSIENT AND
PERMANENT TREATMENT OPTIONS

3826 | BENCH
Signatures of recessive alleles and susceptibility to coronary artery
disease - Genome-wide homozygosity analysis

P. Christofidou1, C.P. Nelson1, M. Nikpay2, L. Qu3, M.P. Reilly3, R. Mcpherson2,
I.R. Konig4, J. Thompson5, N.J. Samani1, M. Tomaszewski1. 1University of
Leicester, Cardiovascular Sciences, Leicester, United Kingdom; 2University
of Ottawa Heart Institute, Ottawa, Canada; 3University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, United States of America; 4University of Lubeck, Lubeck, Germany;
5University of Leicester, Health Sciences, Leicester, United Kingdom

Introduction: Runs of homozygosity (ROH) - long segments (typically >1Mb)
of uninterrupted sequences of >100 consecutive homozygous SNPs are recog-
nised markers of recessive variants in human DNA. Such variants have been
largely ignored by genome-wide association studies (GWAs) that examined pri-
marily alleles operating under additive mode of inheritance in complex diseases.
Purpose: We explored differences in genetic architecture of homozygosity be-
tween patients with coronary artery disease (CAD) and CAD-free controls in a
large multi-centre CARDIoGRAM Consortium.
Design: Approximately 2.5 million single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from
previously conducted GWAs in 10,548 patients with CAD and 10,273 CAD-free
controls were used to identify and characterise ROH and their distribution across
all 22 autosomes in 9 cohorts of white European ancestry. This was followed by
analysis of association between measures of homozygosity and CAD in 20,821
subjects.
Results: Each individual had on average 32.1±8.7 ROH in their DNA. The
stretches of homozygous SNPs have an average length of 1370.7±489.0 kb and
cover an average total length of 44.1±15.0 Mb (approximately 1.6% of the hu-
man genome). Compared to CAD-free controls, CAD patients had approximately
0.7 excess of ROH - each additional ROH was associated with approximately
1% increase in the risk of CAD (OR=1.01, 95% CI: 1.006-1.014, P=2.57x10-6).
An average ROH was 5.2 kb longer in CAD patients than in controls. Globally,
the average total length of ROH covering autosomal genome was approximately
1162.0 kb longer in patients with CAD compared to controls (95% CI: 758.4-
1565.7, P=1.70x10-8).
Conclusion: This study provides the first evidence for an excess of homozygosity
in CAD. Our data also suggest that recessive variants may be an important factor
in the genetic architecture of CAD.

3827 | BEDSIDE
Methyltransferase Set7 induces NF-kB-dependent vascular
inflammation and dysfunction in visceral fat arteries of obese
individuals

S. Costantino1, F. Paneni1, A. Virdis2, M. Volpe3, S. Taddei2, F. Cosentino1.
1Karolinska Institute, Cardiology Unit, Stockholm, Sweden; 2University Hospital
of Pisa, Internal Medicine, Pisa, Italy; 3Sapienza University of Rome, Department
of Clinical and Molecular Medicine, Rome, Italy

Purpose: Cardiovascular diseases are largely prevalent in obese subjects and
account for high morbidity and mortality. Methylation of histones is emerging as
a key mechanism regulating gene transcription. The methyltransferase Set7 in-
duces a specific monomethylation of lysine 4 at histone 3 (H3K4m) on NF-kB
promoter, leading to its upregulation and increased transcription of inflammatory
genes. Epigenetic modifications driven by environmental factors may alter the
expression of pro-atherosclerotic genes thus contributing to the inflammatory mi-
lieu observed in obese subjects. The present study was designed to investigate
whether epigenetic signatures induced by Set7 contribute to obesity-related vas-
cular disease phenotype.
Methods: Small visceral fat arteries (VFA) were isolated from 10 obese and
10 age-matched healthy subjects undergoing bariatric surgery and cholecys-
tectomy, respectively. Organ chamber experiments were performed to assess
endothelium-dependent relaxations to acetylcholine (Ach, 10-9 to 10-4 mol/L).
mRNA and protein expression were assessed by real-time PCR and immunoblot-
ting. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was performed to investigate epige-
netic modifications on NF-kB promoter. Correlation between variables were made
by Spearman analysis. Data are expressed as percentage of control.
Results: Maximal endothelium-dependent relaxations were impaired in VFA from
obese as compared with controls (64.9%±4.8 vs 93±2.9, p<0.01). Set7 gene
expression was significantly increased in vessels isolated from obese subjects
(194%±18 vs. controls, p<0.01). Interestingly, Set7-dependent H3K4m on NF-
kB p65 promoter was found in obese patients but not in control subjects. This
epigenetic mark was associated with upregulation of NF-kB p65 and increased
expression of inflammatory genes VCAM-1, ICAM-1 and MCP-1. Of note, Set7
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expression negatively correlated with maximal Ach-induced relaxation (r= -0.69,
p<0.01).
Conclusions: Upregulation of methyltransferase Set7 in obese subjects may
participate to vascular inflammation and endothelial dysfunction. We show that
H3K4m induced by Set7 causes NF-kB upregulation and transcription of inflam-
matory molecules. Targeting Set7 may contribute to reduce vascular risk in obese
patients.

3828 | BENCH
The Spen gene - a novel candidate gene in pathogenesis of dilated
cardiomyopathy

M. Rattka, S. Westphal, S. Just, W. Rottbauer. University of Ulm, Department of
Internal Medicine II, Ulm, Germany

Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is a severe cardiac disease which indispensably
results in decreased left ventricular function and finally heart failure. Staying un-
treated its five year mortality rate is fifty percent. Moreover DCM is the major
cause for heart transplantation both, in adults and children. Due to the fact that
in about 30 percent genetic causes contribute to the pathogenesis of DCM it is
crucial to detect and evaluate possible candidate genes. Genome-wide associa-
tion studies (GWAS) suggest a single nucleotide polymorphism which maps to a
region on chromosome 1p36.13 associated with the development of dilated car-
diomyopathy. This region encompasses several genes, amongst others the Spen
homolog, transcriptional regulator (Spen) gene. The biological significance of
Spen in the context of heart function is completely unknown to date. Morpholino-
mediated gene knock-down in zebrafish offers an excellent method to evaluate
the role of Spen gene and its influence on pathogenesis of DCM. Therefore, we
identified Spen in zebrafish and conducted zebrafish Spen gene-specific knock-
down experiments. Interestingly, we found a DCM-like phenotype. More than 90%
of MO-Spen-injected embryos develop pericardial edema, bradycardia, and se-
vere heart failure. Spen deficient larvae display highly impaired fractional shorten-
ing and decrease in blood flow. Coupled with these findings, electric conduction
is disturbed in MO-Spen-injected zebrafish. While MO-Spen-injected zebrafish
hearts are bradycardic at 48 hours post fertilization (hpf) only, from 60 hpf on-
wards hearts reveal higher grade AV-blockades and these electric abnormalities
augment in complete atrial and ventricular fibrillation at 72 hpf, sequentially. Elec-
tric stimulation reveals that during early embryonal stages the heart rate can be
increased through electrical stimulationen but usually triggers the development of
AV-blockades if higher frequent stimuli are applied.
In summary, with regard to the GWAS findings our data suggest a significant role
of Spen gene function as a novel candidate in pathogenesis of dilated cardiomy-
opathy.

3829 | BENCH
Cardiac I-1c over-expression with reengineered AAV improves cardiac
function in swine ischemic heart failure

K. Ishikawa1, K. Fish1, L. Tilemann1, J. Aguero1, C. Santos-Gallego1,
J. Gwathmey2, J. Samulski3, D. Sigg4, E. Kranias5, R. Hajjar1. 1Mount Sinai
School of Medicine, New York, United States of America; 2Massachusetts
College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences, Boston, United States of America;
3University of North Carolina Hospitals, Chapel Hill, United States of America;
4University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, United States of America; 5University of
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, United States of America

Purpose: Cardiac gene therapy has emerged as a promising option to treat
advanced heart failure. Advances in molecular biology and gene targeting ap-
proaches are offering further novel options for genetic manipulation of the cardio-
vascular system. The aim of this study was to improve cardiac function in chronic

Figure 1

heart failure by over-expressing constitutively active inhibitor-1 (I-1c) using a novel
cardiotropic vector generated by capsid reengineering of adeno-associated virus
(BNP116).
Methods: One month after a large anterior myocardial infarction, 20 Yorkshire
pigs randomly received intracoronary injection of either high-dose BNP116.I-1c
(1.0 x 1013, n=7), low-dose BNP116.I-1c (3.0 x 1012, n=7), or saline (n=6).
Changes in cardiac function and volumes were evaluated before the gene trans-
fer and 2 months after using 3-dimensional echocardiography and high fidelity
pressure-volume catheter.
Results: Mean left ventricular ejection fraction increased by 5.7% (38.8±7.7
to 40.4±6.2) in high-dose group, and by 5.2% (43.3±6.9 to 45.5±10.1) in low-
dose group, whereas it decreased by 7% (37.2±4.0 to 34.5±6.3) in saline group
(Figure). Additionally, preload-recruitable stroke work obtained from pressure-
volume analysis demonstrated significantly higher cardiac performance in high-
dose group. Likewise, other hemodynamic parameters including stroke volume
and contractility index indicated improved cardiac function after the I-1c gene
transfer. Furthermore, BNP116 showed a favorable gene distribution pattern for
targeting the heart and de-targeting the liver.
Conclusion: I-1c over-expression using BNP116 improves cardiac function in a
clinically relevant model of ischemic heart failure.

3830 | BENCH
Viral-delivered gene therapy for treatment of CPVT

E. Kurtzwald-Josefson1, E. Kurtzwald- Josefson1, E. Hochauser2, S. Khun1,
A. Shainberg3, D. Aravot2, M. Eldar4, M. Arad4. 1Tel Aviv University, Sackler
Faculty of Medicine, Tel Aviv, Israel; 2Rabin Medical Center, Beilinson Hospital,
Petah Tikva, Israel; 3Bar Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel; 4Sheba Medical
Center, Heart Institute, Ramat Gan, Israel

Catecholaminergic polymorphic ventriculartachycardia (CPVT) is a lethal human
arrhythmia provoked by exercise or emotional stress. It is mediated by abnormal
calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum through “leaky” ryanodine chan-
nels. Beta-adrenergic blockers are the therapy of choice for human CPVT but they
fail to achieve complete arrhythmia control in some of the cases. Gene therapy
is a potential treatment for genetic and other diseases associated with inade-
quate expression of a key protein. We established a new gene-delivery system to
target CASQ2 knock-out mice suffering from CPVT2. CASQ2 gene was cloned
into pAAV-IRES-hrGFP plasmid. AAV9 recombinant vectors were generated by
co-transfecting the expression plasmid into the AAV-293 cells with pHelper (car-
rying adenovirus-derived genes) and pAAV-RC (carrying AAV-9 replication and
capsid genes), which express the transacting factors required for AAV replication
and packaging in the AAV-293 cells. Viral particles were purified from crude cell
lysates, concentrated and injected into the left ventricle of 12-14-week-old mice.
Mice underwent provocation testing for arrhythima 7 weeks post viral infection.
Cryosections staining demonstrated that cardiac muscle and lung tissues were
CASQ2 and GFP positive while liver and spleen were GFP negative in the infected
mice. Calsequestrin protein expression was elevated in the hearts of infected
CASQ2 knock-out mice (n=10) compared to controls. A dose-dependent reduc-
tion in abnormal ventricular beats was observed in mice that expressed AAV9-
delivered myocardial CASQ2 protein (R2=0.723, p<0.005). Viral gene-delivery
eliminated sustained ventricular tachycardia in all infected mice (p=0.012) while
more than 33% of the normal protein level was required to prevent non-sustained
VT (n=5, p=0.003).
In conclusion, we assembled a vector useful for cardiac gene delivery, thus cre-
ating a platform for gene therapy studies in inherited heart diseases. In vivo viral
delivery of CASQ2 cDNA attenuated ventricular arrythmia in mice with CPVT2.

3831 | BENCH
CnAbeta1 overexpression using adeno-associated vectors improves
cardiac function and heart remodelling in both ischemic and
non-ischemic heart failure

E.J. Clinton1, M. Villalba1, J.M. Gomez-Salinero1, M.M. Lopez-Olaneta1,
J.A. Bernal1, B. Ibanez2, D. Sanz-Rosa2, E. Lara-Pezzi1. 1National Centre for
Cardiovascular Research (CNIC), Cardiovascular Development and Repair,
Madrid, 2National Centre for Cardiovascular Research (CNIC), Epidemiology,
Atherothrombosis and Imaging, Madrid, Spain

Purpose: Heart failure is a major cause of death and disability worldwide.
While conventional pharmacological treatment provides palliative care and delays
death, the number of heart failure patients continues to rise especially among the
elderly and new therapies are needed. Calcineurin promotes cardiac hypertro-
phy and failure by activating the transcription factor NFAT. In contrast, the cal-
cineurin splicing variant CnAbeta1 has a unique C-terminal domain that activates
the Akt pathway instead of NFAT. We recently showed that CnAbeta1 overexpres-
sion in mice improves cardiac function and remodelling post-infarction even when
induced as late as 7 days post-surgery, suggesting that CnAbeta1 may be a good
candidate for cardiac gene therapy.
Methods: To test this hypothesis, we developed an adeno-associated virus 9
(AAV9) vector in which CnAbeta1 expression is under the control of the cardiac-
specific cTnT promoter. To induce myocardial infarction, mice underwent ligation
of the coronary artery for 30 min followed by reperfusion and AAV9-CnAbeta1 or
the negative control AAV9-GFP were systemically injected (3x10e10 Vp) seven
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days later. Echocardiographic analysis was carried out 28 days post-infarction. To
test the efficacy of AAV9-CnAbeta1 in non-ischemic heart disease, we induced
aortic stenosis in a different group of animals by performing transaortic banding
and injected the virus one week later. Echocardiographic analysis of the mice was
carried out 21 days post-surgery.
Results: Animals that had undergone myocardial infarction and were treated with
AAV9-CnAbeta1 showed significantly improved cardiac function 28 days post-
infarction, compared with AAV9-GFP-treated mice. This was accompanied by
reduced ventricular dilatation and improved remodelling. In the aortic stenosis
model, treatment with AAV9-CnAbeta1 resulted in functional improvement, re-
duced myocardial mass and reduced heart remodelling 21 days post-surgery.
Conclusion: The positive results observed in the AAV9-CnAbeta1 treated groups
in both ischemic and non-ischemic heart disease suggest that CnAbeta1 is a
good candidate for the treatment of heart failure using gene therapy.

3832 | BENCH
Overexpression of microRNA-99a attenuates heart remodelling and
improves cardiac performance after myocardial infarction

B. Xu. Dept of Cardiology, Nanjing University Medical School, Nanjing, China,
People’s Republic of

MicroRNAs are involved in the regulation of various cellular processes, includ-
ing cell apoptosis and autophagy. Expression of microRNA-99a (miR-99a) is re-
duced in apoptotic neonatal mice ventricular myocytes (NMVMs) subjected to
hypoxia. We hypothesize that miR-99a might restore cardiac function after my-
ocardial infarction (MI) by up-regulation of myocyte autophagy and apoptosis.
We observed down-regulated miR-99a expression in NMVMs exposed to hy-
poxia using TaqMan quantitative reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reac-
tion analysis (RTPCR).We also observed that miR-99a overexpression decreased
hypoxia-mediated apoptosis in cultured NMVMs. To investigate whether overex-
pression of miR-99a in vivo could improve cardiac function in ischaemic heart,
adult C57/BL6 mice undergoing MI were randomized into two groups and were
intra-myocardially injected with lenti-99a-green fluorescent protein (GFP) or lenti-
GFP (control). Four weeks after MI, lenti-99a-GFP group showed significant im-
provement in both left ventricular (LV) function and survival ratio, as compared
to the lenti-GFP group.Histological analysis, western blotting analysis and elec-
tron microscopy revealed decreased cellular apoptosis and increased autophagy
in cardiomyocytes of lenti-99a-GFP group. Furthermore, western blotting analy-
sis showed inhibited mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) expression in the
border zones of hearts in miR-99a-treated group. Our results demonstrate that
miR-99a overexpression improves both cardiac function and survival ratio in a
murine model of MI by preventing cell apoptosis and increasing autophagy via an
mTOR/P70/S6K signalling pathway. These findings suggest that miR-99a plays a
cardioprotective role in post-infarction LV remodelling and increased expression
of miR-99a may have a therapeutic potential in ischaemic heart disease.

3833 | BENCH
Long non-coding RNAs in the infarcted heart

J. Zangrando1, L. Zhang1, M. Vausort1, F. Maskali2, P.Y. Marie2, D.R. Wagner3,
Y. Devaux1. 1Centre de Recherche Public - Santé, Luxembourg, Luxembourg;
2Nancyclotep Experimental Imaging Platform, Nancy, France; 3Hospital Centre,
Luxembourg, Luxembourg

Purpose: Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) constitute a novel class of non-
coding RNAs. LncRNAs regulate gene expression, thus having the possibility to
modulate disease progression. In this study, we investigated the expression of
lncRNAs in the heart after myocardial infarction (MI).
Methods: Adult male C57/BL6 mice were subjected to coronary ligation or sham
operation. Cardiac gene expression was investigated using whole-genome mi-
croarrays with an in-house analytical pipeline dedicated to lncRNAs. Cardiac
function was evaluated by 18F-fluorodesoxyglucose positron emission tomogra-
phy (18F-FDG PET).
Results: In a derivation group of 4 MI and 4 sham-operated mice sacrificed 24
hours after surgery, microarray analysis showed that MI significantly affected the
cardiac transcriptome. 20 lncRNAs were up-regulated in the MI group, and 10
lncRNAs were down-regulated in the MI group (fold-change >2, false discovery
rate <5%). Among these, 2 lncRNAs (called lncRNA1 and lncRNA2) showed
robust up-regulation in the MI group: lncRNA1 (5-fold) and lncRNA2 (13-fold).
This was confirmed using quantitative PCR, in which lncRNA1 and lncRNA2 dis-
played 6- and 12-fold up-regulation in the MI group, respectively (both P<0.05).
Up-regulation of these 2 lncRNAs after MI was further confirmed in an indepen-
dent validation group of 8 MI and 8 sham-operated mice (9-fold and 16-fold for
lncRNA1 and lncRNA2, P<0.001). In a time-course analysis involving 21 addi-
tional MI mice, the expression of both lncRNAs peaked 24 hours after induction
of MI and returned to basal levels after 2 days. In situ hybridization revealed an
increase of lncRNA1 expression in the left ventricle of MI mice. Both lncRNAs
were robustly correlated with left ventricular ejection fraction determined 24 hours
after MI by 18F-FDG PET (r>0.8). Bioinformatic analyses of microarray data re-
vealed that lncRNA1 expression displayed strong association with genes cod-
ing for proteins involved in angiogenesis, fibrosis, hypertrophy, inflammation, and
extracellular matrix remodeling, all pathways involved in the development of left
ventricular remodeling and heart failure post MI. Among the genes most highly

correlated with lncRNA1 (r>0.80), MMP9, TNFalpha, CXCR4, and BNP were all
up-regulated in the heart of MI mice.
Conclusion: We show for the first time that expression of lncRNAs is regulated
in the infarcted heart. This study provides the basis for future investigations of the
role of lncRNAs in the diseased heart.

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY FOR ANATOMICAL
EVALUATION OF CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE

3838 | BEDSIDE
Gender-based warranty period of a coronary artery calcium score of
zero: a 15-year follow-up study

R. Heo1, B. O’Hartaigh1, H. Gransar2, V. Valenti1, M. Gomez1, L. Shaw3,
T.Q. Callister4, D. Kalra1, J.K. Min5. 1Weill Cornell Medical College, Radiology,
New York, United States of America; 2Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles,
United States of America; 3Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, United
States of America; 4Tennessee Heart and Vascular Institute, Hendersonville,
United States of America; 5Weill Cornell Medical College and the New York
Presbyterian Hospital, Radiology, New York, United States of America

Background: Emerging evidence supports the absence of Coronary artery cal-
cification (CAC) as a favorable cardiovascular risk factor. However, studies that
have assessed the relationship between CAC=0 and adverse prognosis are
somewhat varied, possibly owing to a limited duration of follow-up, and small
numbers of events. Moreover, the relative prognostic impact of CAC=0 in men
versus women is less well described.
Objective: The objective of this study was to lend further understanding towards
the long-term risk of mortality according to CAC=0 in men versus women.
Methods: A total of 9,715 asymptomatic patients undergoing CAC Agatston scor-
ing from a single center were enrolled and followed for a period of 15 years. Of
these patients, 4,864 (mean age 52.1±10.8 years; 42.2% women) were defined
as having a baseline CAC score of 0. The prognostic utility of CAC=0 for all-cause
mortality was assessed using Cox proportional hazard regression (HR) modeling.
Results: During a mean follow-up of 14.6±1.1 years (range 13-17 years), 229
patients died, 127 (4.5%) and 102 (5.0%) events for men versus women, respec-
tively (p=0.45). There was a substantial 14-year delayed onset of mortality among
patients with a baseline CAC score of 0. The annualized death rate was non-
linear: owing to an extremely low event rate (2.5-3.5 events per 1,000 person
years) during the initial 12 years, accelerating substantially during the 13th (3.8
events per 1,000 person years) and 14th (4.2 events per 1,000 person years)
years. The risk of all-cause mortality of women compared to men did not differ
materially [unadjusted HR = 1.08, (95% Confidence Interval 0.83–1.40), p=0.58;
risk-adjusted HR = 1.01, (95% Confidence Interval 0.78–1.32), p=0.92].
Conclusion: In asymptomatic patients, the CAC=0 portends a substantial 12-
year warranty period against all-cause mortality, with no disparity between men
and women.

3839 | BEDSIDE
Epicardial adipose tissue promotes progression of coronary artery
calcification in the early phase of atherosclerosis: results from the
Heinz Nixdorf Recall study

A.A. Mahabadi1, N. Lehmann2, H. Kaelsch1, M. Bauer1, I. Dykun1, T. Budde3,
S. Moebus2, K.H. Joeckel2, R. Erbel1, S. Moehlenkamp4 on behalf of Heinz
Nixdorf Recall Investigator Group. 1University Hospital of Essen, Department
of Cardiology, Essen, Germany; 2University of Duisburg-Essen, Institute for
Medical Informatics, Biometry and Epidemiology, Essen, Germany; 3Alfried
Krupp Krankenhaus, Cardiology, Essen, Germany; 4Krankenhaus Bethanien,
Department of Cardiology, Moers, Germany

Purpose: Epicardial adipose tissue (EAT) predicts coronary events and is sug-
gested to influence development of atherosclerosis. We aimed to determine,
whether EAT volume predicts progression of coronary artery calcification (CAC)
score.
Methods: For this analysis, participants were drawn from the population-based
Heinz Nixdorf Recall study without known coronary artery disease. CAC was
quantified from non-contrast cardiac electron beam computed tomography at
baseline and after 5-years. EAT was defined as fat volume inside the pericardial
sac. Association of EAT volume with CAC-progression (log(CAC[follow-up]+1) −
log(CAC[baseline]+1)) was depicted as percent progression of CAC+1 per stan-
dard deviation (SD) of EAT with multivariable analysis adjusting for age, gender,
body mass index (BMI), systolic blood pressure, anti-hypertensive medication,
low- and high density cholesterol, lipid-lowering medication, diabetes, and present
as well as former smoking.
Results: Overall, we included 3367 subjects (mean age59±8, 47%male) in this
analysis. Subjects with EAT above the gender-specific median showed higher
progression in CAC then subjects with EAT volume below the median (median
(Q1; Q3) CAC-progression 2.45 (0; 58.27) vs. 22.72 (0; 124.25), p<0.0001). In
regression analysis, 6.3 (2.3-10.4%, p=0.0019) of progression of CAC+1 was at-
tributable to 1SD of EAT, which persisted after adjustment for risk factors (6.3
(1.5-11.4)%, p=0.024). For subjects with CAC-score of >0-≤100, progression of
CAC+1 by 20% (11-31%, p<0.0001) was attributable to 1SD of EAT. Effect sizes
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were lower for higher CAC at baseline, with no relevant link for subjects with
CAC-score ≥400 (0.2 (-3.5-4.2)%, p=0.9). Likewise, subjects aged<55 years at
baseline showed strongest association of EAT with CAC-progression (20.6 (9.7-
32.5)%, p<0.0001), while no relevant effect was found for subjects aged ≥65
(0.3 (-7.0-8.1)%, p=0.9). Interestingly, the effect of EAT on CAC-progression was
more pronounced in subjects with low BMI and decreased with degree of adipos-
ity (BMI≤25: 19.8 (9.2-31.4)%, p=0.0001, BMI>40: 0.8 (-26.7-38.9)%, p=0.96).
Conclusion: EAT is associated with the progression of coronary artery calcifica-
tion, especially in young subjects and subjects with low CAC-score, suggesting
that EAT may promote early atherosclerosis development.

3840 | BEDSIDE
Impact of napkin-ring sign by 320-slice coronary computed
tomography and thin-cap Fibroatheroma by optical coherence
tomography on slow flow phenomenon during PCI in non-ST elevation
ACS

M. Araki, T. Kakuta, T. Lee, N. Murai, Y. Kanaji, J. Matsuda. Tsuchiura Kyodo
Hospital, Cardiology, tsuchiura, Japan

Background: Coronary Computed Tomography (CCT) imaging enables the non-
invasive visualization of coronary arteries. Napkin-ring sign (NRS) is one of the
CCT characteristics defined as a low CT density attenuation plaque core sur-
rounded by a rim-like area of higher CT attenuation values. In stable angina
pectoris (SAP) patients, NRS has been reported to be associated with Thin-Cap
Fibroatheroma (TCFA) by Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT), which is a pre-
cursor of vulnerable plaque and slow flow phenomenon (SF) during percutaneous
coronary intervention (PCI) and a predictive factor of worse prognosis. We sought
to identify if NRS by 320-slice CCT are associated with the presence of TCFA by
OCT and SF during PCI in non-ST elevation acute coronary syndrome (NSTE-
ACS) patients. We further sought to evaluate if CCT and OCT findings provide
complimentary information to predict SF.
Methods and results: We investigated 109 NSTE-ACS patients who under-
went 320-slice CCT before PCI. We excluded patients with cardiogenic shock,
severe congestive heart failure, renal insufficiency, atrial fibrillation, and insuf-
ficient CT and/or OCT imagings. Transient or final Thrombolysis In Myocardial
Infarction (TIMI) flow grade less than 2 was defined as SF in this study. Patients
were divided into the two groups with or without napkin-ring sign (NRS: 53; 49%,
non-NRS: 56; 51%), and clinical and angiographic findings were compared be-
tween these two groups. There were no significant differences in clinical presen-
tation and angiographic findings between the two groups. SF was significantly
more frequent in NRS group than in non-NRS group (NRS 14/53, non-NRS 4/56,
P=0.0091). Of these 109 patients, OCT sub-analysis was performed in 53 pa-
tients (49%) and we compared OCT findings between lesions with (n=26, 49%)
or without (n=27, 51%) NRS. TCFA was defined as lipid rich plaque with thinnest
cap thickness less than 70μm. In OCT sub-analysis, TCFA was more frequently
detected in NRS group (NRS 13/26, non-NRS 5/27, P=0.021). There were no sig-
nificant differences in the frequency of plaque rupture NRS 8/26, non-NRS 8/27,
P=1.00) and thrombus (NRS 13/26, non-NRS 10/27, P=0.42) between NRS and
non-NRS groups. The presence of TCFA on OCT and NRS on CCT was both
significantly associated with SF in OCT-sub group analysis.
Conclusion: NRS on CCT was associated with TCFA on OCT in patients with
NSTE-ACS. CCT and OCT may provide complimentary information serving as
predictors of SF during PCI, and help identify high risk NSTE-ACS patients for
PCI.

3841 | BEDSIDE
Peri-ventricular epicardial adipose tissue accumulation is associated
with impaired coronary microcirculation

K. Nakanishi1, S. Fukuda2, K. Shimada3, K. Otsuka3, H. Yamashita1,
J. Yoshikawa4, M. Yoshiyama3. 1Baba Memorial Hospital, Department of
Cardiovascular Medicine, Sakai, Japan; 2University of Occupational and
Environmental Health, Kitakyushu, Japan; 3Osaka City University Graduate
School of Medicine, Osaka, Japan; 4Nishinomiya Watanabe, Cardiovascular
Center, Nishinomiya, Japan

Purpose: Epicardial adipose tissue (EAT) is considered to play a crucial role
in the pathogenesis of coronary atherosclerosis. Distribution of body fat varies
in each patient and its extent of localization would be more important than its
amount. The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of ventricular-
specific EAT volume on coronary microcirculatory vasodilator function.
Methods: Among patients who underwent multidetector computed tomography
(MDCT) examination, 74 patients (48 men, mean age 68±10 years) with the ab-
sence of obstructive narrowing of left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD)
were enrolled. EAT volume was calculated as the sum of EAT area and subse-
quently divided into peri-atrial and peri-ventricular EAT. All patients had transtho-
racic Doppler echocardiography (TTDE) examination for coronary flow reserve
(CFR) measurement in the LAD. CFR lower than 2.5 was considered as impaired
coronary microvascular function.
Results: Nineteen patients with impaired CFR had significantly increased peri-
ventricular EAT volume than those with preserved CFR (104±35 vs 80±32 ml,
p=0.006) whereas no significant differences were observed in total EAT vol-
ume (130±39 vs 115±45 ml, p=0.2) and in peri-atrial EAT volume (26±14 vs

35±18 ml, p=0.1). Significant correlation was observed between CFR and peri-
ventricular EAT volume (r=-0.38, p=0.001) (Figure). Multivariate analysis revealed
that peri-ventricular EAT volume was significantly associated with impaired CFR
(p=0.01).

Conclusions: This is the first study demonstrating that ventricular-specific EAT
volume accumulation (peri-ventricular EAT volume) estimated by MDCT was as-
sociated with impaired CFR.

3842 | BEDSIDE
Does increased soft plaque volume in coronary arteries by computed
tomography coronary angiography predict adverse events?

Y. Liu, G. Dwivedi, Y. Yam, B. Chow. University of Ottawa Heart Institute, Ottawa,
Canada

Purpose: Coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) has been rapidly
adopted into clinical practice for the evaluation of patients with suspected coro-
nary artery disease (CAD). In addition to the assessment for obstructive CAD,
CCTA has the ability to detect, characterize and quantify coronary atherosclero-
sis. Pathological studies have shown that non-flow-limiting coronary plaques with
greater lipid content are associated with increased risk of adverse events. The
aim of our study was to evaluate the potential use of CCTA to characterize and
quantify plaque volume for the prediction of adverse events.
Methods: Our Institute’s Cardiac CT database was queried and 36 patients who
experienced adverse events at follow-up (myocardial infarction and all cause
death) were identified. An event-free, Morise score matched cohort was randomly
identified. Using CCTA images, plaque volume in the major epicardial arteries
were analyzed (Aquarius iNtuition, TeraRecon) using predetermined attenuation
ranges in Hounsfield units (HU): -100 to 0 HU, 1 to 30 HU, 31 to 70 HU, 71 to 150
HU, and mean coronary lumen + 2SD to 1000 HU. Each epicardial artery, except
the left main, was divided into proximal, mid, and distal segments, and plaque
volumes were normalized for arterial segment length. Normalized volumes were
analyzed separately for the entire length of the 3 major coronary arteries and for
the proximal segments of the 3 coronaries along with the left main artery.
Results: There was no significant difference in the baseline characteristics of
the 2 cohorts. Low attenuation plaque (1-30 HU) volumes were greater in the
adverse event versus the control group (proximal segments 1.97 vs. 1.56 mm2,
p=0.004; entire length 1.17 vs. 1.01 mm2, p=0.03). Similarly, intermediate atten-
uation plaque (31-70 HU) volumes were also greater in the adverse event versus
the control group (proximal 2.63 vs. 2.09 mm2, p=0.003; entire length 1.75 vs.
1.48 mm2, p=0.03). There was no difference in the volume of high attenuation
plaque.
Conclusion: This study demonstrated that adverse events appear to be associ-
ated with greater volumes of low and intermediate attenuation plaque which may
be measures of lipid and fibrous atherosclerosis. The difference between the two
groups is most apparent in the proximal epicardial arteries. These findings are
consistent with the current understanding of vulnerable plaque. Further prospec-
tive studies are warranted to evaluate if CT quantification of coronary plaques has
the potential to be used as a non-invasive prognostic tool to estimate risk of future
cardiac events.

3843 | BEDSIDE
Impact of heterogeneous enhancement detected by multidetector
computed tomography on microvascular obstruction and left
ventricular remodeling in acute myocardial infarction

H. Watabe1, A.S. Sato2, Y.T. Takaiwa1, A.S. Sugano1, Y.K. Kakefuda1,
H.A. Aihara1, Y.F. Fumikura1, H.N. Nishina1, Y.N. Noguchi1, K.A. Aonuma2.
1Tsukuba Medical Center Hospital, Tsukuba, Japan; 2University of Tsukuba,
Graduate School of Comprehensive Human Sciences, Division of Cardiovascular,
Tsukuba, Japan

Objectives: This study evaluated the clinical value of heterogeneous enhance-
ment detected by myocardial contrast delayed enhancement (DE) with multide-
tector computed tomography (MDCT) for predicting microvascular obstruction
(MVO) and left ventricular (LV) remodeling by delayed enhancement magnetic
resonance imaging (DE-MRI) after acute myocardial infarction (AMI).
Methods: In 54 patients with first AMI, MDCT without iodine reinjection was
performed immediately following successful percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI). DE-MRI performed within 7days and 6months after the onset was used
to detect MVO and LV remodeling. LV remodeling was defined as any increase
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in LV end-systolic volume at 6months after infarction compared with baseline in
individual patients. Patients were divided into 2 groups according to the presence
(Group I, n=19, Fig. 1A) or absence (Group II, n=35, Fig. 1B) of heterogeneous
enhancement.

Figure 1. Heterogeneous enhancement.

Results: MVO and LV remodeling was detected in 28 (51%) and 17 (32%) pa-
tients, respectively. The presence of heterogeneous enhancement was related
to higher rates of transmural infarction, higher peak CK-MB and lower LV ejec-
tion fraction (all P-values <0.05). The presence of heterogeneous enhancement
showed high specificity of 100% and moderate sensitivity of 61% for the detection
of MVO. In the multivariate analysis, heterogeneous enhancement was a signifi-
cant independent predictor for LV remodeling (odds ratio 19.63; 95% confidence
interval, 1.955-197.2, P=0.011).
Conclusions: Heterogeneous enhancement detected by MDCT immediately af-
ter primary PCI may provide promising information for predicting MVO and LV
remodeling in patients with AMI.

ZOOMING ON DIFFICULT ISSUES IN AORTIC VALVE
SURGERY

3884 | BEDSIDE
Pacemaker dependency after aortic valve replacement: do conduction
disorders recover over time?

V. Ribeiro1, R. Mota Garcia1, C. Frutuoso1, F. Melao1, P. Pinho2, M.J. Maciel1.
1Sao Joao Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Porto, Portugal; 2Sao Joao
Hospital, Department of Cardiothoracic surgery, Porto, Portugal

Background: Conduction disturbances requiring permanent pacemaker (PM) im-
plantation after aortic valve replacement (AVR) occur in 3-8% of patients.
Our aim was to evaluate long-term PM dependency and recovery of conduction
disorders during follow-up in those patients.
Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional study of all consecutive patients sub-
mitted to permanent PM after AVR during seven years. Absence of rhythm re-
covery (sinus rhythm or atrial fibrillation with appropriate ventricular frequency)
was defined as needing for pacemaker in the long-term. Patients who had a for-
mal indication to pacemaker implantation before the surgery and those who had
implanted the device 60 days or more after surgery were excluded.
Results: Ninety one patients (mean age 66±13 years old, 54% male) were
submitted to permanent PM implantation (10.4±4.7 days after surgery), due to
complete atrioventricular block (93.4%), slow atrial fibrillation (3.3%) and other
atrioventricular conduction disturbances (3.3%). During 1026.6±732.0 days of
follow-up 64% of the patients did not recover the rhythm. The risk of no rhythm re-
covery at long term seemed to be higher in patients submitted to aortic mechanic
valve replacement compared to biological valve (77.8% vs 57.8%, p=0.056). The
aetiology of valvular disease before surgery was another factor influencing recov-
ery probability (p=0.03): endocarditis, prosthetic dysfunction and bicuspid valve
were associated with lower rhythm recovery. Age, conduction disorders in pre-
operative ECG and medication with B-blocking, digoxin or antiarrhythmic drugs
before surgery did not have any association with long-term PM dependency. Car-
diopulmonary bypass and aortic cross-clamp times also did not influence the
rhythm recovery. The time to PM implantation was similar between patients with
rhythm recovery and those with no rhythm recovery (11.0±4.9 days after surgery
vs 10.1±4.6 days after surgery, respectively; p=0.39). After multivariate analysis
valvular disease aetiology (endocarditis, prosthetic dysfunction or bicuspid valve)
was still associated with a lower probability of long-term rhythm recovery (p=0.01).
Conclusion: The majority of patients submitted to permanent PM implantation
after AVR do not recover from conduction disorders during the follow-up. The
aetiology of valvular disease before surgery was an independent predictor of late
PM dependence.

3885 | SPOTLIGHT
Assessment of the aortic annulus with transesophageal
echocardiography, CT-scan and magnetic resonance compared to
direct surgical sizing: a prospective double-blinded study

S. Salizzoni1, R. Faletti2, M. Gatti2, L. Bergamasco2, D. Garabello2, S. Veglia2,
W. Grosso Marra2, S. Marra2, G. Gaita2, M. Rinaldi1. 1Città della Salute e della
Scienza - Molinette, Surgical Sciences, Torino, Italy; 2Città della Salute e della
Scienza - Molinette, Torino, Italy

Purpose: To derive the most adequate procedures for measurements of the aor-
tic annulus by multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT), magnetic resonance
(MR) and transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) from comparisons with intra-
operative sizing.
Methods: 45 patients, (48.9% males, age 78.9±3.7) underwent AVR for severe
aortic stenosis after TEE, MDCT, and MR evaluation. In TEE, the annulus was
measured at the base of leaflet insertion in the mid-esophageal long-axis view.
In MDCT and MR, the diameter was derived after testing the accuracy of the left
ventricle outflow tract measurement (basal ring) and of the basal attachment of
the aortic commissures (virtual ring). Two double-blinded operators prospectively
performed all assessments for each imaging technique. Intra-operative evaluation
was performed after leaflet removal and decalfication by using Hegar (H) dilators.
Statistical analysis are summarized in Table 1. The percentage of measurements
falling within ± 2 mm from the H value constituted a further estimate of practical
reliability.
Results: The most accurate results for MDCT and MR were obtained using for the
former the average of the “basal ring” and “virtual ring”, and for the latter the “basal
ring” measurement. Inter-operator variability was verified with the paired t-test and
the non-parametric Wilcoxon test. Table 1 summarizes the main statistical results
obtained when comparing the three imaging procedures to the Hegar sizing H.

Table 1

TEE MDCT RM

Data within ±2 mm 71% 80% 91%
Bland Altman plot width 7.6 mm (−3.3/+4.3) 4.9 mm (−2.8/+3.1) 5.7 mm (−2.1/+3.6)
Bland Altman plot (Delta) 0.5±0.2 mm 0.2±1.5 mm 0.7±1.5 mm
Regression line slope 0.65±0.10 0.80±0.10 0.90±0.10
Pearson’s coefficient r 0.70±0.11 0.81±0.09 0.84±0.08
chi-square test 7.5 3.4 4.8

Conclusion: The proposed procedures for MDCT and MR allow an assessment
of the aortic annulus superior to TEE. In particular the basal ring is the one able to
warrant MR data as the highest accuracy and reliability. The ± 2mm “surgical al-
lowance” highlights the real scenario in the non-invasive measurements and gives
a valuable and trustworthy answer to the reliability of indirect measurements.

3886 | BEDSIDE
Peak oxygen consumption and functional capacity scores nine
months after valve implantation for aortic stenosis

V.D.T. Le, G.V.H. Jensen, L. Kjoller-Hansen. Roskilde Hospital, Roskilde,
Denmark

Objective: To assess the peak oxygen consumption (pVO2) and NYHA classifi-
cation after aortic valve implantation (AVI) for aortic stenosis (AS) and determine
predictors of unfavourable outcomes for pVO2.
Methods: Nine months after AVI, cardiopulmonary exercise testing and NYHA
classification were performed. The post-AVI pVO2 was compared to the pre-
dicted and pre-AVI values, the pVO2 in patients with unoperated asymp-
tomatic/equivocal symptomatic (As/Es) AS, and with the NYHA classification. Pre-
dictors were sought by logistic regression.
Results: In 73 patients with mean age of 71.6±9.8 years, the mean pVO2
post-AVI was 89.2±20.2% of that predicted and lower (95% CI -17.4 to -2.1%;
p=0.013) than that of 55 As/Es patients with mean gradient (MG) 52.6±11.8 mm
Hg and age 69.5±9.8 years (Table 1). Post-AVI, 23/73 had pVO2 <83% of that
predicted, and 11/37 had a decline in pVO2 >10%. MG <40 mm Hg [OR 4.1;
95% CI 1.3 to 3.1] and atrial fibrillation [OR 5.5; 95% CI 1.6 to 9.3] predicted
pVO2 <83%. MG <40 mm Hg [OR 14.4; 95% CI 2.2 to 93.2] and pacemaker
post-AVI [OR 6.4; 95% CI 1.2 to 4.6] predicted decline in pVO2 >10%. NYHA
classification overestimated the functional capacity post-AVI. For patients classi-
fied NYHA I: post-AVI the reached of the predicted pVO2 was 94.1±18.2% com-
pared to 102.4±20.6% in As/Es patients (95% CI -16.2 to -0.4%). Kappa for the
NYHA class and pVO2 was a low 0.20.
Conclusions: Post-AVI pVO2 was lower than predicted and lack of improvement

Table 1. Results after AVI and in comparison with asymptomatic or equivocal symptomatic
unoperated patients with severe aortic stenosis (As/Es-AS)

All patients after As/Es-AS with P-value 95% CI
AVI Vmax >4m/s

(n=73) (n=55)

pVO2 (mL/kg·m2) 18.0±5.2 21.0±6.6 0.004 1.0; 5.1
% of predicted pVO2 (%) 89.2±20.2 99.0±23.5 0.013 2.1; 17.4
pO2pulse (mL O2/beat) 11.7±3.1 12.8±3.2 0.057 −0.03; 2.2
% of predicted pO2pulse (%) 109.7±23.2 110.6±22.7 0.822 −7.2; 9.0
% of peak heart rate (%) 82.6±16.1 85.5±11.2 0.182 −1.6; 8.5
Age (years) 71.6±9.8 69.5±9.8 0.230 −1.4; 5.6
NYHA class (mean) 1.52±0.6 1.38±0.6 0.197 −0.35; 0.70
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is not uncommon. Predictors of unfavourable outcomes for pVO2 were identified.
NYHA classification overestimated the functional capacity post-AVI.

3887 | BEDSIDE
Serious limitations in the assessment of prosthesis-patient mismatch
by using the effective orifice area index

T. Doenst, P. Amorim, M. Diab, G. Faerber. Friedrich Schiller University Jena,
Department of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Jena, Germany

Prosthesis-patient-mismatch (PPM) is currently quantified by indexing the effec-
tive orifice area (EOA) with body surface area (BSA), but the relevance of PPM
is highly controversial. EOA assessment requires flow velocities plus the area of
the outflow tract (LVOTA) from echocardiograpy (continuity equation). Pressure
gradient assessment requires only flow velocities (Bernoulli equation). Since the
EOAindex relates flow velocity to patient-specific, anatomic parameters twice (i.e.,
LVOTA and BSA), we aimed to take a closer look at the way EOAindex is related
to outcome.
Methods: We performed a meta-analysis-type search of the literature for studies
that used EOA, EOAindex and pressure gradients in relation to outcome.
Results: PPM was addressed in 27 studies. Almost half suggested no impact
of PPM on outcome (incl. survival). Despite EOA being patient-specific, 80% of
studies used EOAs from other patient populations (“projected EOA”). This finding
was unexpected and seriously questions the results. We then related patient-
specific EOA values and the corresponding Bernoulli pressure gradients as re-
ported in 29 separate studies (Figure). Expecting a logarithmic relationship, we
found a “pseudo-linear” relationship. Considering this relationship, it is surpris-
ing that many studies related EOA to BSA, but none of them related pressure
gradients to BSA.

Conclusions: 1. Using EOAindex to assess the relevance of PPM may not be
appropriate and may explain the PPM controversy. 2. EOA is patient-specific
and cannot be transferred. This practice, however, represents a serious method-
ological limitation in the current literature. Other ways for PPM assessment are
needed, possibly by relating prosthesis dimension to the LVOTA.

3888 | BEDSIDE
Isolated surgical aortic valve replacement in octogenarians before and
after the introduction of transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI)

M. Khounlaboud, E. Donal, V. Auffret, A. Ingels, E. Flecher, J.P. Verhoye,
P. Mabo, H. Le Breton, A. Leguerrier. Hospital Pontchaillou of Rennes, Rennes,
France

Purpose: Aortic valve stenosis is the most frequent valvular heart disease, with
an incidence of 5% in the octogenarians. The reference treatment is the surgical
aortic valve replacement. But, since few years, a new alternative treatment ap-
peared, the transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI). The aim of our study
is to compare the preoperative characteristics and the perioperative data of octo-
genarian patients who undergo to an isolated surgical aortic valve replacement,
before and after the coming of the TAVI.
Methods: We retrospectively included consecutive surgical isolated aortic valve
replacements, performed in patients aged 80 years old and more, in our center,
between the 1st of January 2006 and the 31st of December 2011. The first TAVI
was performed in the beginning of 2009 in our center.
Results: We included 517 patients, divided into two groups, 229 patients in the
“before TAVI” group (2006-2008), 288 patients in the “after TAVI” group (2009-
2011). The mean (±SD) age was 83.2±2.0 in the “before TAVI” group and
83.5±2.1 in the “after TAVI” group (p=0.1). There were no significant differences
for the preoperative characteristics: NYHA class (p=0.4), incidence of heart fail-
ure (p=0.4), left ventricular ejection fraction (59.8%±12.2 in the “before TAVI”
group versus 59.9%±11.3 in the “after TAVI” group, p=0.9), coronary artery dis-

ease (p=0.2), peripheral vascular disease (p=0.1), chronic renal failure (p=0.3),
chronic pulmonary disease (p=0.4), previous cardiac surgery (7 patients in the
“before TAVI” group, 2 patients in the “after TAVI” group, p=0.08). The logistic Eu-
roSCORE was 7.78%±4.60 in the “before TAVI” group and 7.33%±3.96 in the
“after TAVI” group (p=0.2). The operative mortality (30 days) was comparable:
5.2% in the “before TAVI” group and 6.9% in the “after TAVI” group (p=0.4).
Conclusion: In our center, the coming of the TAVI did not impact the number of
octogenarian patients who undergo the surgical isolated aortic valve replacement,
their preoperative characteristics and the operative mortality.

3889 | BEDSIDE
Long-term results of freestyle stentless bioprosthesis in the aortic
position: a single center cohort of 500 patients

N. Amabile1, O.M. Bical2, A. Azmoun2, R. Ramadan2, R. Nottin2, P. Deleuze2.
1Marie Lannelongue Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Le Plessis-Robinson,
France; 2Marie Lannelongue Hospital, Department of Cardiac Surgery, Le
Plessis-Robinson, France

Background and aims: Stentless xenograft bioprostheses may be the future
valve of choice for aortic valve replacement (AVR), according to their superior
hemodynamics and mid-term clinical performances. The study aim was to inves-
tigate long-term clinical outcome after AVR with the Medtronic Freestyle xenograft
bioprostheses
Methods: Between April 1997 and November 2004, a total of 500 patients (Mean
age: 74.5±9.6 years; 52% male gender) underwent AVR with a Freestyle biopros-
thesis, without population selection. The indications for AVR were aortic steno-
sis in 88%, severe aortic regurgitation in 7%, combined aortic disease in 3%
and aortic endocarditis in 2% of the cases. The surgical procedure used mod-
ified subcoronary technique in n=479 cases and complete root replacement in
n=21, conducted with mini-extracorporeal circulation. Concomitant procedures
included coronary artery bypass grafting in 122 patients (24%) and mitral valve
repair/replacement in 11.
Results: Mean cardiopulmonary bypass time was 98±26 min, and total aortic
cross-clamp time 77±19 min. Operative mortality was 5.2%. The median follow-
up time was 104.8±5.7 months. During this period, there were n=224 deaths
(n=122 cardiovascular and n=102 non-cardiovascular deaths). The actuarial sur-
vivals for all-cause, cardiovascular and valve-related mortality were respectively
44±3%, 67±3% and 70±4% at 10 years and 31±5%, 50±7% and 58±7% at 12
years. Freedom from structural valve deterioration (SVD) at 10 years was 94±2%.
The linearized SVD incidence was 0.6% per patient/year. Multivariate Cox re-
gression analysis revealed that older age (1.15 [1.08-1.23], p<0.001), impaired
renal function (1.72 [1.0-2.99], p=0.05)and concomitant coronary artery disease
(2.0 [1.15-3.47], p=0.01) were independent predictors of cardiovascular death.
The Freestyle bioprosthesis showed excellent performances and durability in the
younger patients of the cohort (age<65 years at implantation, n=45). The 10-year
actuarial survivals from all-cause, cardiovascular and valve-related mortality were
respectively 69±9%, 83±7% and 87±6%.
Conclusion: The use of the Freestyle bioprosthesis for AVR resulted in good
long-term cardiovascular survival and freedom from SVD in this cohort regardless
of age at implantation

ISCHAEMIC HEART DISEASE AND COMORBIDITIES

3916 | BEDSIDE
The effect of beta-blockers on mortality in COPD patients after
myocardial infarction: A Swedish nation-wide observational study

P. Andell1, D. Erlinge1, J.G. Smith1, S. James2, J. Sundstrom2, B. Lindahl2,
S. Koul1 on behalf of the TOTAL-AMI Study group. 1Lund University, Skane
University Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Lund, Sweden; 2Uppsala Clinical
Research Center, Uppsala, Sweden

Purpose: Investigate the effect of being prescribed a β-blocker at discharge on
all-cause mortality in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
after a myocardial infarction (MI).
Background: Patients with MI and concomitant COPD is a high-risk group with
increased short- and long-term mortality. β-blocker therapy has been shown to re-
duce mortality, prevent arrhythmias and heart failure development after an MI in a
broad population. However, the effect of β-blockers in COPD patients specifically
is less well established and they may also be under-prescribed.
Methods: Patients hospitalized for MI between 2005 and 2010 were identified
from the nation-wide Swedish SWEDEHEART registry. Patients with MI and con-
current COPD who survived the hospital stay and got discharged were selected
as the study population. In this cohort, patients who were discharged with a β-
blocker were compared to patients not discharged with β-blockers. The primary
endpoint was all-cause mortality.
Results: A total of 6119 patients were included, of which 5058 (82.7%) were dis-
charged with a β-blocker while 1061 (17.3%) were not. After adjusting for poten-
tial confounders including baseline characteristics, comorbidities and in-hospital
characteristics, patients discharged with a β-blocker had a lower all-cause mor-
tality (HR 0.91, 95% CI 0.82-1.00, p=0.049) during the total follow-up time (maxi-
mum 7.2 years).
Conclusions: Patients with COPD who were discharged with β-blockers after
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Figure 1

an MI had a survival benefit. Evidence based treatment strategies are needed
to combat the increased mortality found in this patient population and our study
contributes to the present available data on how to specifically manage COPD
patients after an MI, with an increased assurance for β-blockers.

3917 | BEDSIDE
Role of renal dysfunction in drug prescription, adherence and
long-term outcome in 73.005 Swedish myocardial infarction patients

M. Khedri1, K. Szummer2, T. Jernberg2, J.J. Carrero-Roig3, M. Evans4,
S.H. Jacobson5, J. Spaak1 on behalf of TOTAL-AMI. 1Karolinska Institute,
Dept. of Cardiology, Danderyd University Hospital, Dept. of Clinical Sciences,
Stockholm, 2Karolinska Institute, Dept. of Cardiology, Karolinska University
Hospital, Dept. of Medicine, Stockholm, 3Karolinska Institute, Center for
Molecular Medicine, Stockholm, 4Karolinska Institute, Division of Renal
Medicine, Dept. of Clinical Science Intervention and Technology, Stockholm,
5Karolinska Institute, Division of Nephrology, Danderyd University Hospital, Dept.
of Clinical Sciences, Stockholm, Sweden

Purpose: Patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) and renal dysfunction
have worse prognosis. This may be due to sub-optimal secondary preventive
treatment, poorer treatment adherence, or ineffectiveness of current guidelines in
these patients. We studied the prescription and adherence to secondary preven-
tion guidelines in a nation-wide representative sample of ACS patients with known
renal function. We also tested whether prescribing guideline-recommended ther-
apies is associated with better outcome also in patients with reduced renal func-
tion.
Methods: We used the SWEDEHEART registry to prospectively study all pa-
tients admitted to Swedish coronary care units for an ACS during 2005-10, that
survived at least one year (n=75.492). In 73.005 of these, creatinine levels were
available to estimate glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) using the CKD-EPI formula.
Data on vital status was extracted from the National Population registry, and drug
use from the National Drug Prescription registry recording all dispensed drugs in
Sweden. Patients were considered adherent 12 months after index event if they
had collected a prescription during the previous 6 months.
Results: Compared with patients with eGFR ≥60 ml/min, patients with eGFR 30-
59 ml/min (N=14361) were less likely to be prescribed aspirin (OR 0.51, CI 95%
0.48-0.55), statins (OR 0.35, CI 95% 0.34-0.37) and beta-blockers (0.77, CI 95%
0.73-0.81) but more likely to receive ACE/ARB (OR 1.12, CI 95% 1.07-1.16) at
discharge. Patients with eGFR <30 ml/min were less likely to be prescribed each
of these drugs. One year after index event, patients with eGFR 30-59 ml/min were
less likely to be adherent to aspirin (OR 0.61, CI 95% 0.58-0.64), statin (OR 0.43,
CI 95% 0.41-0.45), ACE/ARB (OR 0.99 CI 95% 0.95-1.03) and beta-blockade
treatment (OR 0.79, CI 95% 0.76-0.83). Same pattern for adherence was found
in patients with eGFR <30 ml/min. After adjustment for age, sex, diabetes, hy-
pertension, previous heart failure, stroke and drugs on admission, performed PCI
or CABG during hospitalization, receiving ≥3 guideline-recommended drugs at
discharge was associated with an improved 4-year outcome (combined death
or reinfarction) in patients with eGFR >60 ml/min (HR 0.67, CI 95% 0.62-0.72),
eGFR 30-59 ml/min (HR 0.71, CI 95% 0.66-0.77), and eGFR <30 ml/min (HR
0.81, CI 95% 0.69-0.96).
Conclusions: Prescription of guideline-recommended therapies is associated
with an improved prognosis also in patients with renal dysfunction. Despite this,
these patients are less likely both to receive and adhere to such therapies.

3918 | BEDSIDE
Primary cancer risk and organ dose from medical radiation exposure
in patients hospitalized for cardiovascular disease

C. Carpeggiani1, G. Rossi1, P. Landi1, M. Brambilla2, L. Cortigiani3, E. Picano1.
1CNR Institute of Clinical Physiology, Pisa, Italy; 2University Hospital Maggiore
della Carità, Medical Physics Department, Novara, Italy; 3Campo di Marte
Hospital, Cardiology division, Lucca, Italy

Background: Low-to-moderate (<200 milliSievert, mSv) radiation doses em-
ployed in cardiological procedures, such as coronary angiography and percuta-
neous coronary interventions, may increase cancer incidence in exposed patients
after decades. The organ dose should be used when investigating the carcinogen
effect of medical radiation.
Methods: To evaluate the association between radiological exposure and can-
cer, a retrospective cohort study was conducted in 16,311 patients with heart
disease and no history of cancer consecutively admitted to the hospital between
January 1970 and December 2009 and with a median follow-up of 10 years. The
cumulative estimated effective dose (E) was calculated from electronic records

of all hospital admissions, using the E values of the European Society of Cardi-
ology 2014 position paper. Lung dose for the principal cardiac procedures was
estimated starting from the lung dose conversion factor provided by the litera-
ture. Main causes of death and primary cancer onset were recorded during the
follow-up. Analysis was performed by Cox regression model.
Results: We observed 6,174 deaths, including 873 cancer deaths (14%); E per
patient was 20±19 mSv; estimated mean lung organ dose was 41±19 mSv. The
E adjusted hazard ratio (HR) was 1.004 (95% CI 1.000 -1.009, p=0.045) for can-
cer death and 1.008 (95% CI 1.005-1.011, p<0.001) for (fatal and non-fatal) can-
cer onset. Lung organ dose was a significant predictor of primary lung cancer risk
with adjusted HR of 1.003 (95% CI 1.001 -1.005, p=0.014).

HR for lung cancer and lung organ dose.

Conclusion: Cancer is the cause of death in 1 out of 7 patients admitted for car-
diac disease and the radiological exposure from medical imaging is predictive of
cancer risk and cancer death. Lung organ dose predicts subsequent lung cancer.

3919 | BEDSIDE
Chronic kidney disease is associated with worse outcomes in ACS
patients: results from the TRACER trial

K.W. Mahaffey1, K. Pieper2, P. Vranckx3, P. Tricoci2, F. Van De Werf4, C. Held5,
P.E. Aylward6, P.W. Armstrong7, D.J. Moliterno8, H.D. White9. 1Stanford
University, Department of Medicine, Stanford, United States of America;
2Duke Clinical Research Institute, Durham, NC, United States of America;
3Hartcentrum, Cardiology & Critical Care Medicine, Hasselt, Belgium; 4University
of Leuven, Department of Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium; 5Uppsala Clinical
Research Center, Department of Medical Sciences, Uppsala, Sweden; 6Flinders
Medical Centre, SAHMRI, Adelaide, Australia; 7University of Alberta, Division
of Cardiology, Edmonton, Canada; 8University of Kentucky, Gill Heart Institute
and Division of Cardiovascular Medicine, Lexington, United States of America;
9Auckland City Hospital, Green Lane Cardiovascular Service, Auckland, New
Zealand

Purpose: We studied the relationship between renal function and clinical out-
comes in the TRACER trial, which randomized 12,944 patients with non–ST-
segment elevation acute coronary syndromes (NSTE ACS) to vorapaxar or
placebo. Patients with renal dysfunction were not excluded.
Methods: Renal function was estimated using the Cockcroft-Gault formula. Pa-
tients were categorized as normal renal function (creatinine clearance [CrCl] >60
mL/min) or moderate (≥30 mL/min and ≤60 mL/min) or severe (<30 mL/min) re-
nal impairment. The association between bleeding and ischemic outcomes and
CrCl was also assessed using CrCl as a continuous variable with spline functions
showing 95% confidence intervals.
Results: In total, 1477 (12.1%) patients had moderate and 190 (1.6%) had se-
vere renal impairment. Patients with renal impairment were older, had lower body
weight, and had more cardiac risk factors and prior cardiac events. As renal
function declined, unadjusted rates at one year of GUSTO moderate or severe
bleeding and the composite of cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction, stroke,
recurrent ischemia requiring rehospitalization, or urgent coronary revasculariza-
tion increased significantly (Figure). Within predefined clinical categories of renal
function, the curves show steep slopes for the relationship between CrCl and
outcomes.

Conclusions: Patients with impaired renal function are at significant increased
risk of unadjusted one-year bleeding and ischemic outcomes. Importantly, the
risk of adverse outcomes is not linear within typically used clinical categories of
renal dysfunction.
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3920 | BEDSIDE
Influence of glycated haemoglobin levels in a chronic ischaemic heart
disease primary care cohort of diabetic patients. The BARIHD study

R.C. Vidal Perez, F. Otero-Ravina, V. Turrado Turrado, J. Dopico Pita, P. De
Blas Abad, A. Molina Blanco, E. Outeirino Lopez, M.J. Arias Gomez, P. Pascual
Garcia, J.R. Gonzalez-Juanatey on behalf of Barbanza investigators. University
Clinical Hospital of Santiago de Compostela, Santiago de Compostela, Spain

Purpose: There is scarce data about the influence of diabetes control measured
by glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) outside clinical trials in chronic ischaemic heart
disease (CIHD). We assessed the influence of HbA1c levels in the outcomes
during the follow up of CIHD cohort in a primary care physicians (PCP) setting
Methods: BARIHD was a cross-sectional multicentric study made with the col-
laboration of 69 PCP. The PCP included during February 2007,patients that ful-
fil the inclusion criteria: coronary artery disease (CAD) with at least 1 year of
follow up since diagnosis, diagnosis clear established (stable angina, unstable
angina or myocardial infarction-MI) in a discharge summary from cardiology de-
partment. Follow-up was done by clinical review or telephone contact and death
or CV events were recorded, as well as the cause of death.
Results: 1108p were included, we found 318 diabetic patients (28.7%), they
were older (71.1 vs 68.5 years old, p<0.001) with more female (33.9% vs 25.9%,
p<0.001). Diabetic patients showed the same percentage of previous MI (54.3%
vs 55.4%; p=ns), coronary angioplasty (73,9% vs. 75%; p=ns) or CABG (20.2%
vs. 16.6; p=ns). Higher percentage of hypertension, atrial fibrillation, prior heart
failure, peripheral artery disease was found in the diabetic group. The median
of follow-up was 811 days, with 13p lost. CV death was higher in the dia-
betic group (6.5% vs 3.0%, p=0.008). In the figure we show the influence of
HbA1c levels in the CV death during the follow-up (<6/8.7%;6.1-6.9/3.3%;7-
7.9/1.8%;>8/13.3%;chi-square p-value=0,031).

HbA1c levels and CV mortality.

Conclusions: We found that HbA1c levels showed a U shape curve when we
evaluated the CV death of the CIHD cohort, this finding highlights the importance
of the new control levels proposed in the 2013 ESC diabetes guidelines.

3921 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic impact of vulnerable plaque on computed tomographic
coronary angiography with normal myocardial perfusion image in
patients with diabetes

K. Otsuka1, S. Fukuda2, A. Tanaka3, K. Nakanishi1, H. Taguchi2, J. Yoshikawa4,
K. Shimada1, M. Yoshiyama1. 1Osaka city graduate school of medicine, Osaka,
Japan; 2Osaka Ekisaikai Hospital, Osaka, Japan; 3Wakayama Medical University,
Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Wakayama, Japan; 4Nishinomiya
Watanabe, Cardiovascular Center, Nishinomiya, Japan

Purpose: Normal myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) has a limited prognostic
predictive value in patients with diabetes mellitus (DM). Computed tomographic
coronary angiography (CTCA) is a reliable, noninvasive modality for assessing
plaque composition as well as the severity of luminal narrowing. We evaluated
the prognostic value of a vulnerable coronary plaque on CTCA for predicting long-
term major adverse cardiac event (MACE) in patients with DM who had normal
MPI.
Methods: A total of 334 consecutive patients with type 2 DM who had undergone
CTCA and had normal findings on exercise-stress myocardial perfusion single-
photon emission computed tomography was enrolled. CTCA analysis included
the presence of more than 50% luminal stenosis, and vulnerable features includ-
ing positive remodeling, low-attenuation plaque, and ring-like enhancement. The
primary endpoint was a MACE including cardiac death, nonfatal myocardial in-
farction, unstable angina, and ischemia-driven revascularization.
Results: The 3-year cumulative event rate was 1.8% per year, and 80% of MACE
occurred in patients with plaques exhibiting at least one of vulnerable features.
Patients with ACS event had higher prevalence of more than 50% luminal steno-
sis (p<0.001), 2- or 3-vessel disease (p<0.001), and vulnerable featured plaques
(p<0.0001) than those without MACE. In patient-based multivariate analysis, the
presence of plaque with vulnerable features on CTCA was a significant predic-
tor for MACE (p=0.003). Patients with vulnerable plaque had worse cardiovascu-
lar outcomes compared to those without vulnerable featured plaques (p<0.001)
(Figure).

Kaplan-Meier analysis for MACE.

Conclusions: This study demonstrated that vulnerable coronary plaques were
associated with long-term MACE in patients with type 2 DM, even with normal
MPI.

CARDIO-METABOLIC DISTURBANCES- FROM BIRTH TO
DEATH

3930 | BEDSIDE
Maternal obesity during pregnancy and premature cardiovascular
mortality in later life

K.K. Lee1, E.A. Raja2, A.J. Lee2, S. Bhattacharya2, S. Bhattacharya2,
J.E. Norman1, R.M. Reynolds1. 1University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United
Kingdom; 2University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, United Kingdom

Purpose: We aimed to determine whether maternal obesity during pregnancy is
associated with increased mortality from cardiovascular events in later life.
Methods: Maternity records of women who gave birth to their first child between
1950 and 1976 (n=18,912) from the Aberdeen Maternity and Neonatal databank
were linked to the General Register of Deaths, Scotland and the Scottish Mor-
bidity Record systems. Death and hospital admissions for cardiovascular events
up to 1 January 2012 were recorded with median follow-up of 50 years. Mater-
nal body mass index (BMI) was calculated from height and weight measured at
the first antenatal visit. The effect of maternal obesity on outcomes was tested
with time to event analysis with Cox proportional hazard regression to compare
outcomes of mothers in underweight, overweight, or obese categories of BMI as
recommended by WHO compared to mothers with normal BMI.
Results: All-cause mortality was increased in obese mothers (BMI>30kg/m2)
compared with mothers with normal BMI after adjustment for maternal age at
delivery, socioeconomic status, smoking status, gestational age at BMI measure-
ment, pre-eclampsia and low birth weight (hazard ratio 1.35, 95% confidence
interval 1.02 to 1.78). In adjusted models, overweight and obese mothers have
increased risk of major cardiovascular events, MACE (1.12, 1.01 to 1.24 and 1.37,
1.07 to 1.75 respectively) and hospital admission for a cardiovascular event (1.27,
1.16 to 1.39 and 1.49, 1.19 to 1.86) compared to mothers with normal BMI.

Conclusions: Maternal obesity is associated with an increased risk of prema-
ture death and cardiovascular disease in later life. Pregnancy is a key time when
women are motivated to improve their health. This period could represent a win-
dow of opportunity for interventions to reduce obesity.

3931 | BEDSIDE
Incidence of reactive hypoglycemia after oral glucose load and
significance of hypoglycemia on inflammation and blood coagulation

M. Murata1, H. Adachi2, R. Funada1, N. Takama1, M. Kurabayashi1. 1Gunma
University Graduate School of Medicine, Maebashi, Japan; 2Gunma Prefectural
Cardiovascular Center, Maebashi, Japan

Purpose: Hyperglycemia is known to induce hypoglycemia reactively after a big
meal in patients with preserved insulin secretion. Since oral glucose tolerance
test (OGTT) forces subjects to uptake 75g glucose within a few seconds, it is
supposed that reactive hypoglycemia is induced in some subjects. That is, 75g
OGTT is thought to be a splendid model to detect the reactive hypoglycemia after
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acute hyperglycemia. Hereby, we planned to evaluate the incidence of reactive
hypoglycemia in patients with coronary arterial disease, and the effect of hypo-
glycemia on inflammation and clot formation.
Methods: In this prospective study, 106 consecutive non DM patients (70±9 y.o.,
73 male) with coronary arteriosclerosis from April 2012 to January 2014 were en-
rolled. Blood samples were collected until 4 hours after 75g OGTT. Hypoglycemia
was defined that blood glucose level was less that 80 mg/dl after glucose load.
We classified patients into 2 groups according to the onset of hypoglycemia: Hypo
group (n=54) and Non-Hypo group (n=51).
Results: Hypoglycemia was seen in more than 50% of subjects and more fre-
quently at 4 hours after glucose load than 2 hours (4hrs 50.9% vs. 2hrs 7.5%,
P=0.004, Fig. 1A), although no patients felt any symptoms. Insulin level at 60min-
utes was greater in Hypo group than Non-Hypo group as shown in Fig. 1B. In-
crease ratio of white blood cell count and D-dimer between before and 4 hours af-
ter glucose load was greater in Hypo-group than Non-Hypo group (107.5±21.7%
vs. 95.9±19.1%, p=0.034, and 120.6±47.4 vs. 101.9±20.4%, p=0.048, respec-
tively).

Figure 1. Glucose and insulin profiles of 4hrs OGTT.

Conclusion: More than 50% of patients were revealed to experience hypo-
glycemia when data were sampled until 4 hours after glucose load. Patients with
hypoglycemia seemed to relate with inflammation and blood coagulation.

3932 | BEDSIDE
Postprandial hyperglycemia but not glycated hemoglobin predicts
adverse epigenetic signatures and vascular dysfunction in type 2
diabetic patients with optimal glycemic control

F. Paneni1, S. Costantino1, R. Battista2, L. Castello3, S. Chiandotto3,
G. Capretti3, G. Scavone4, G. Lanza4, M. Volpe3, F. Cosentino1. 1Karolinska
Institute, Cardiology Unit, Stockholm, Sweden; 2Civil Hospital, Diabetology, Sora,
Italy; 3Cardiology, Department of Clinical and Molecular Medicine, University
of Rome “Sapienza”, Rome, Italy; 4Catholic University of the Sacred Heart,
Cardiovascular Medicine, Rome, Italy

Purpose: Optimal glycemic control (OGC) failed to improve macrovascular com-
plications in patients with type 2 diabetes (T2DM) but the underlying mechanisms
remain largely unknown. The mitochondrial adaptor p66Shc is critically involved
in oxidative stress and vascular damage. This study was designed to investigate
whether epigenetic changes of p66Shc gene contribute to residual vascular risk
in T2DM patients with OGC.
Methods: 40 T2DM patients and 20 age-matched controls (age 46±12 vs.
50±14, p=NS) were consecutively enrolled. T2DM patients were assigned to
OGC strategy for 8 months. Glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) and continuous blood
glucose monitoring (CBGM) were assessed. Glycemic variability was measured
as mean postprandial incremental area under the curve (AUCpp). Brachial artery
flow-mediated dilation (FMD), oxidative stress marker 8-isoprostaglandin F2α (8-
isoPGF2α) in 24-hour urine samples as well as p66Shc promoter methylation in
peripheral blood monocytes were assessed at baseline and follow-up (FU). Data
are expressed as mean ± SEM.
Results: Baseline and FU HbA1c values (9.4±2 vs. 6.4±1%, p<0.01) confirmed
the achievement of OGC. T2DM patients showed endothelial dysfunction (FMD,
5.6±0.4 vs. 8.5±0.4%, p<0.01), increased oxidative stress (484±25 vs. 52±8
pg/ml/mg creatinine, p<0.01) and p66Shc upregulation (0.21±0.01 vs. 0.05±0.05
AU, p<0.01) as compared with controls. However, in T2DM patients OGC was
not able to rescue endothelial dysfunction (FMD 5.7±0.3 vs. 5.6±0.4%, p=NS),
8-isoPGF2α levels (453±21 vs. 484±25 pg/ml/mg creatinine, p=NS) and p66Shc
upregulation (0.22±0.02 vs. 0.21±0.01, p=NS) as compared with baseline val-
ues. DNA methylation of p66Shc promoter, an important repressor of p66Shc ex-
pression, was strongly decreased in T2DM patients and OGC did not revert such
adverse epigenetic remodelling. Interestingly enough, this epigenetic modification
was found in diabetics with relevant glycemic excursions despite OGC. Indeed,
linear regression analysis adjusted for confounding factors showed that AUCpp
(β=0.66, p<0.01) but not HbA1c (β=-0.17, p=0.43) was independently associated
with persistent hypomethylation of p66Shc promoter.
Conclusions: In T2DM patients with OGC, glycemic excursions may drive per-
sistent epigenetic changes of p66Shc promoter, oxidative stress and subsequent
endothelial dysfunction. Targeting postprandial hyperglycemia rather than HbA1c

may suppress chromatin changes responsible for the progression of vascular
complications in T2DM.

3933 | BEDSIDE
Epigenetic signatures induced by chromatin modifying enzymes
SUV39H1 and SRC-1 regulate vascular p66Shc expression and
oxidative stress in obese individuals

F. Paneni1, S. Costantino1, A. Virdis2, G. Capretti3, S. Chiandotto3,
T.F. Luscher4, S. Taddei2, M. Volpe3, F. Cosentino1. 1Karolinska Institute,
Cardiology Unit, Stockholm, Sweden; 2University of Pisa, Internal Medicine, Pisa,
Italy; 3Cardiology, Department of Clinical and Molecular Medicine, University of
Rome “Sapienza”, Rome, Italy; 4University Hospital Zurich, Cardiology, Zurich,
Switzerland

Purpose: Oxidative stress is an important mediator of vascular dysfunction in
obese individuals. In this setting, environmental factors may induce epigenetic
signatures leading to dysregulation of oxidant and inflammatory genes. The mito-
chondrial adaptor p66Shc is critically involved in the generation of reactive oxygen
species, cellular apoptosis and vascular damage. The present study investigates
epigenetic regulation of p66Shc in human obesity.
Methods: Small visceral fat arteries (VFA) were isolated from 10 obese and
10 age-matched healthy subjects. Organ chamber experiments were performed
to assess endothelium-dependent relaxation to acetylcholine (Ach, 10-9 to 10-4

mol/L). Mitochondrial superoxide anion (O2-) was determined by ESR spec-
troscopy. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was performed to investigate
epigenetic modifications on p66Shc promoter. Between-variable correlations
were measured by Spearman’s analysis. Probability values less than 0.05 were
considered statistically significant.
Results: Maximal endothelium-dependent relaxations were impaired in VFA from
obese subjects as compared with controls (64.9%±4.8 vs 93±2.9, p<0.01).
In obese vessels p66Shc expression was increased (AU, 1.5±0.3 vs 0.7±0.2,
p<0.01) and correlated with mitochondrial oxidative stress (r=0.76, p<0.01) as
well as endothelial dysfunction (r= -0.47, p<0.01). Demethylation and increased
acetylation at lysine 9 of histone 3 (H3K9) were the main epigenetic changes
found on p66Shc promoter of obese subjects. Real-Time PCR array for chro-
matin modifying enzymes showed that H3K9 methyl-writing enzyme SUV39H1
was significantly downregulated (fold change vs. controls: -6.7, p<0.01) whereas
acetyltransferase SRC-1 was increased (fold change vs. controls: 3.0, p<0.01)
in VFA from obese subjects as compared with controls. To further investigate
whether epigenetic changes are actively involved in the regulation of p66Shc ex-
pression, reprogramming of chromatin modifying enzymes SUV39H1 and SRC-1
was performed in vascular endothelial cells isolated from leptin-deficient obese
mice (LepOb/Ob). Interestingly, overexpression of SUV39H1 and knockdown of
SRC-1 suppressed p66Shc upregulation and endothelial ROS generation.
Conclusions: Reversible epigenetic signatures on p66Shc promoter may drive
obesity-induced vascular disease. These novel findings suggest that reprogram-
ming these modifications may restore vascular homeostasis in obese individuals.

3934 | BEDSIDE
Is long duration statin therapy associated with risk of diabetes in
heterozygous familial hypercholesterolemia or familial combined
hyperlipidemia?

A. Liontou, J. Skoumas, C. Pitsavos, C. Masoura, K. Aznaouridis, C. Chrysohoou,
C. Stefanadis. Hippokration General Hospital, Athens, Greece

Purpose: Controversial findings exist regarding the potential diabetogenicity of
statins. Aim of our study was to investigate the role of long duration statin
treatment on glucose metabolism of heterozygous Familial Hypercholesterolemia
(hFH) and familial combined hyperlipidemia (FCH) patients.
Methods: Study population consisted of 212 hFH patients and 147 FCH patients
that visited our Lipid Outpatient Department (mean follow up of 11 and 10 years
respectively). Several clinical data, such as history of diabetes mellitus (DM), car-
diovascular disease, thyroid function, metabolic syndrome variables and lifestyle
data were obtained whereas biochemical markers measured included glucose
levels and lipid profile. Study endopoints were new onset DM and combined pre-
diabetes/DM. In order to compare the effects of different doses of different kind of
statins, a “statin treatment intensity product” was used.
Results: 14% of FCH and only 1% of hFH patients developed new DM during
follow up. In the FCH group new onset DM was associated with metabolic syn-
drome, low HDL levels and central obesity but not with the kind or the intensity
of statin treatment. In contrast, multivariate analysis revealed that high intensity
statin treatment was associated with higher risk of developing pre-diabetes/DM
compared with low intensity treatment (Exp(B)=4.169, 95% C.I.=1.089-15.95,
p=0.037).
Conclusions: Long duration of high intensity statin therapy is not associated with
diabetic risk in hFH patients. High intensity of statin treatment is associated with
higher incidense of combined DM/pre-diabetes, but not with higher incidence of
DM in the FCH population.
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3935 | BEDSIDE
Insulin resistance and risk of cardiovascular disease in
postmenopausal women

M.D. Schmiegelow1, H. Hedlin2, M.L. Allison3, R. Mackey4, L.W. Martin5,
J.G. Robinson6, M.L. Stefanick2, M.A. Hlatky2. 1Gentofte University Hospital,
Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark, Denmark; 2School of Medicine, Stanford,
United States of America; 3University of California San Diego, San Diego,
United States of America; 4University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, United States
of America; 5George Washington University School of Medicine and Health
Sciences, Washington, United States of America; 6University of Iowa College of
Public Health, Iowa, United States of America

Purpose: We sought to evaluate whether measures of insulin resistance would
improve cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk prediction beyond traditional risk fac-
tors.
Methods: We identified 15,288 women from the prospective Women’s Health
Initiative Biomarkers studies who had data on fasting serum-insulin and serum-
glucose, and no history of myocardial infarction, stroke, heart failure, coro-
nary revascularization, atrial fibrillation, or diabetes at baseline (1993–1998).
Follow-up was truncated at 10 years to identify CVD events (coronary heart dis-
ease death, non-fatal myocardial infarction or nonfatal and fatal ischemic stroke)
within 10 years. We assessed the prognostic value of adding serum-insulin,
HOMA-IR (homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance), the serum-
triglyceride/serum-high-density lipoprotein ratio (TG/HDL) or impaired glucose
metabolism (glucose levels≥110 mg/dL) to traditional cardiovascular risk factors
in separate Cox multivariable analyses, and assessed risk discrimination and re-
classification.
Results: Over ten years 894 (5.8%) women had CVD events, an incidence rate of
6.4/1,000 person-years. Insulin resistance was significantly associated with CVD
risk with age- and race/ethnicity-adjusted hazard ratios (HRs, 95% confidence
interval [CI]) for a two-fold increase in baseline insulin levels of 1.21 (CI 1.12-
1.31), in baseline HOMA-IR of 1.19 (CI 1.11-1.28), in baseline TG/HDL of 1.35 (CI
1.26-1.45), and 1.31 (CI 1.05-1.64) for women with impaired glucose metabolism
at baseline. Insulin, HOMA-IR and TG/HDL were associated with increased CVD
risk after adjustment for most traditional risk factors, but greatly attenuated after
adjustment for HDL-cholesterol: After adjusting for age, race/ethnicity and HDL-
cholesterol the HRs were 1.06 (CI 0.98-1.16) for insulin, 1.06 (CI 0.98-1.15) for
HOMA-IR, 1.11 (CI 0.99-1.25) for TG/HDL and 1.20 (CI 0.96-1.50) for glucose.
Adding measures of insulin resistance to traditional risk factors did not improve
CVD risk discrimination and reclassification.
Conclusions: Insulin, HOMA-IR, TG/HDL and impaired glucose metabolism are
significantly associated with CVD risk in postmenopausal women, but do not add
significant prognostic information after adjustment for HDL-cholesterol.

COMPLICATIONS IN CARDIAC IMPLANTABLE
ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND BEYOND

P3952 | BEDSIDE
Impact of early complications on outcomes among patients with
implantable cardioverter defibrillator in primary prevention

O. Piot1, S. Ascoeta1, A. Bouzeman2, P. Defaye3, M.C. Perrier4, C. Leclercq5,
N. Sadoul6, D. Gras7, E. Marijon8, S. Boveda2. 1Centre Cardiologique du Nord,
Cardiologie 2 - Rythmologie, Saint Denis, France; 2Clinic Pasteur of Toulouse,
Toulouse, France; 3University Hospital of Grenoble, Grenoble, France; 4Paris
Cardiovascular Research Center - Inserm U970, Paris, France; 5University
Hospital of Rennes, Rennes, France; 6Hospital Brabois of Nancy, Vandoeuvre
les Nancy, France; 7Nouvelles Cliniques Nantaises, Nantes, France; 8European
Hospital Georges Pompidou, Paris, France

Background: The life-saving benefit of implantable cardioverter defibrillators
(ICD) has been well demonstrated, and therefore their utilization has consider-
ably grown in the last 10 years. At the same time, complications have become an
increasingly important concern.
Objectives: This study aimed to assess the prevalence and impact on outcomes
(late complications and overall mortality) of early complications after ICD implan-
tation for primary prevention in a large French population.
Methods: From a mutlicentric French registry (DAI-PP registry, 2002-2012), 5547
consecutive patients, with coronary artery disease or dilated cardiomyopathy,
were implanted with an ICD in the setting of primary prevention. From 5338 (96%)
patients with full information, we determined prevalence, independent associated
factors and prognosis of the occurence of early (within 30 days post implantation)
complications.
Results: Early complications occurred in 709 patients (13.5%), mainly related
to lead dysfunction or hematoma (56%). Independent factors associated to early
complications were renal impairment (clearance <30ml/min, OR=1.69, 95%CI
1.19-2.41, P<0.001), cardiac resynchronization therapy (OR=1.61, 95%CI 1.17-
2.21, P=0.004), anticoagulant therapy (OR=1.30, 95%CI 1.04-1.63, P=0.02) and
older age (OR=1.02, 95%CI 1.01-1.02, P=0.03). During a mean follow-up of
3.1±2 years, 834 patients experienced ≥1 complication (15.6%), mainly inap-
propriate therapies and/or lead dysfunction (75%). After consideration of poten-
tial confounding factors, early complications were significantly associated with
the occurrence of late complications (OR=2.15, 95%CI 1.73-2.66, P<0.0001)

and a higher risk of mortality during follow-up (HR=1.48, 95%CI 1.17-1.88,
P=0.001).
Conclusions: Early complication is a frequent event after ICD implantation oc-
curring in one out of six patients. These events are associated with a significant
increase of late complications and overall mortality.

P3953 | BEDSIDE
Chronic venous obstruction during cardiac device revision: safety and
efficacy of percutaneous techniques

G. Morani, M. Morosato, L. Tomasi, B. Bolzan, C. Vassanelli. University of
Verona, Department of Biomedical and Surgical Sciences, Section of Cardiology,
Verona, Italy

Purpose: Over past decade widening of indications and technological advances
resulted in a dramatic increase in pacemaker and cardioverter defibrillator (ICD)
implantations and therefore upgrading and revision procedures. Some degree of
venous stenosis is relatively frequent and may represent a serious obstacle to a
successful procedure. Aim of our study was to evaluate the incidence of venous
obstruction after chronic transvenous system implantation, to determine its pre-
dictors and to evaluate feasibility of percutaneous transluminal vein angioplasty
to overcome venous occlusion.
Methods: 170 consecutive patients admitted for system revision due to device
upgrading (78,4%), lead malfunction (20,5%) or infection (1,1%) between January
2004 and January 2013 were included. All patients underwent ipsilateral contrast
venography. Venous obstruction was classified as significant stenosis (>75%),
near occlusion or total occlusion.
Results: All procedures were successful. Venous obstruction was found in 28
(16,5%) patients: 48,2% as complete occlusion, 28,6% as near occlusion and
28,6% as significant (>75%) stenosis. Incidence of venous obstruction was sig-
nificantly increased in patients with 3 (p=0,05) and 4 (p=0,03) existing leads and
with a previous cardiac resynchronization therapy with defibrillator (CRT-D) sys-
tem (p=0,004). Different techniques were performed to obtain venous access: 8
percutaneous transluminal vein angioplasty and 15 distal venous puncture, far
from the stenosis. In 5 cases there weren’t any difficulties to advance cardiac
leads according to standard methods. Transluminal vein angioplasty was per-
formed with a 6x40 mm balloon, inflated at 8-10 atm for 5-10 minutes; no compli-
cations occurred and electrical parametres of existing leads remained stable after
procedure and at follow up.
Conclusions: Venous obstruction is a relatively frequent finding during cardiac
device revision which seems to be related to number of existing leads and devices
complexity. Transluminal vein angioplasty and distal venous puncture are safe and
effective approach, allowing ipsilateral transvenous lead placement.

P3954 | BEDSIDE
Riata silicone defibrillation leads failure: increase in prevalence after 5
years of follow-up

X. Zhao1, S. Thomann1, O. Alfalasi1, F. Massin1, T.T. Cung1, F. Cransac1,
J.M. Davy1, J.-L. Pasquie2. 1Hospital Arnaud de Villeneuve, Montpellier, France;
2INSERM U1046, Montpellier, France

Introduction: Riata silicon implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) leads (St.
Jude Medical, Sylmar, CA) show an increased incidence of insulation defects, par-
ticularly “inside-out” lead fracture where inner, separately insulated cables pen-
etrate through the surrounding silicone of the lead body. The exact incidence of
Riata lead problems is not clear and seems to range between 2-4% per year in
the first 5 years after implantation according to registry data. Long-term follow-up
of Riata lead after 5 years is not very clear.
Methods: The aim of this study was to analyze incidence of Riata leads failure on
a long-term follow-up. A retrospective analysis was performed in 198 consecutive
patients, who were implanted with transvenous Riata ICD-leads from January
2003 to December 2010 in our center. 35 pts were followed in other centres and
were considered lost of follow-up. 163 patients are under regular follow-up with
device control and chest X-ray every 3 months.
Results: During a mean follow-up of 6.5±3.8 years, 23 of 163 patients died of
severe heart failure or other causes, no one confirmed being died of lead failure.
3 patients underwent heart transplantation. Considering diagnosis of lead failure
including perforation, dislogement and malfunction due to specific insulation de-
fect: 2 pts (3.26%) had perforation in less then 3 months after implantation; 13
pts (8%) had lead failure or fracture with insulation defect. Comparison of leads
parameters before and afetr 5 years of follow-up showed that the fracture rate
obviously increased after 5 years. On the 13/163 patients with lead failure neces-
sitating intervention, 5 lead fracture occurred before 5 years and 8 supplementary
cases happened after 5 years of follow-up.
Conclusion: Riata leads had high rate of malfunction in different period after im-
plantation. Insulation defects of lead is especially higher after 5 years that implies
a very careful and strict follow-up on the long run.
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Clinical course of high-risk (...) leads after generator replacement with
an ICD equiped with a noise-identifying algorithm

K. Kouraki, M. Strauss, R. Zahn, T. Kleemann. Heart Center Ludwigshafen,
Department of Cardiology, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany

Purpose: The problem of premature insulation failure of (...) ICD leads is well
documented. Lead replacement is currently redommended only when evidence
of electric failure is present, even when battery replacement is scheduled. The
purpose of this analysis was to investigate the clicinal course of these leads after
battery replacement with a ICD equiped with a noise-identifying algorithm
Methods: Between 03/2002 and 11/2010 673 silicon-insulated Riata leads were
implanted in our hospital, 192 of which are still active. Between 02/2012 and
12/2013 51 patients with such a lead underwent routine battery replacement and
received an ICD equiped with the Secure Sense algorithm. Prior to surgery, all
lead measurements were within normal range and the original Riata leads were
not scheduled to be replaced, according to current recommendations. Fluoro-
scopic or radiologic evidence of externalization was present in 20% of the cases.
All patients underwent intraoperative lead testing twice: first with the old battery (a
25 Joule cardioversion shock) and second after induction of ventricular fibrillation
with the new battery.
Results: Within a median time of 91 days, 12 patients (23,5%) had to undergo
lead replacement due to lead malfunction: Three leads had to be replaced right
after the first intraoperative shock because of severe noise sensing. Eight patients
presented with Secure Sense alarm (vibration) for noise sensing, with a first oc-
curence in the morning after surgery. The algorithm failed to identify noise sensing
in one patient; the patient’s device was programmed according to MADIT-RIT re-
dommendations and delivered no inappropriate therapies. None of the patients
received an inappropriate therapy.
Conclusions: One quarter of the Riata leads which appeared to be intact at the
time of surgery scheduling had to be exchanged within 3 months following battery
replacement. The combination of the Secure-Sense algorithm with a more con-
servative programming according to MADIT-RIT resulted in none of the patients
receiving inappropriate therapies.

P3956 | BEDSIDE
Effects of pacemaker electrodes on tricuspid regurgitation and right
sided heart functions

P. Arabi, N. Ozer, H. Yorgun, L. Sahiner, B. Kaya, A. Oto, K. Aytemir. Hacettepe
University, Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose: The aim of this study was to assess the effect of trans-tricuspid place-
ment of permanent pacemaker (PPM), implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD)
and cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) leads on tricuspid valve and right
sided heart function by two-dimensional echocardiography prospectively.
Method: Initial echocardiography was performed before PPM/ICD and CRT im-
plantation and re-evaluation by echocardiography was performed immediately af-
ter procedure, in the 1th, 6th and 12th month after implant. A total of 41 patients
(31 male, 10 female; mean age: 63.6±12.2 years) were included in the study
prospectively.
Results: Patients with baseline absent TR of 8 (19.5%) developed abnormal
TR (9.8% mild, 9.8% moderate) after implant. Patients with baseline mild TR of
23 (56.1%) developed abnormal TR (41.5% moderate, 7.3% severe) after im-
plant. Patients with baseline moderate TR of 10 (24.4%) developed abnormal TR
(19.5% severe) after implant. TR worsened by 1 grade in 70.8% and 2 grade in
17.1% after implant. Worsening of TR is generally observed following first month.
Vena contracta and PISA values of TR is increased during the study period es-
pecially after 1st month visit. In overall, there is no significant difference in the
TR worsening between PPMs/ICDs and CRTs groups. During follow-up right ven-
tricular dimensions (RV1, RV2, RV3) are increased but longitudinal right ventric-
ular systolic/ diastolic functions and right ventricular TAPSE values are not wors-
ened. Right atrial systolic and diastolic volumes are progresively increased and
right atrial systolic functions are progressively decreased. There is no difference
between pacemaker groups in terms of right atrial and right ventricular function
changes.
Conclusions: Implantation of permanent transvenous right ventricular electrodes
is associated with worsening of tricuspid regurgitation. The right atrium and right
ventricle is also affected in some extent from the pacemaker implantation. There
is no significant difference in the TR worsening and right ventricular and right
atrial functions between PPMs/ICDs and CRTs sub-groups.
Better understanding of lead-induced tricuspid regurgitation and right sided heart
dysfunction will be essential to the development of preventive strategies, which
can then be tested in future clinical trials.

P3957 | BENCH
Differences in encapsulating tissue of polyurethane and silicone leads
severely damaged in the intracardiac part

A. Kolodzinska1, A. Kutarski2, M. Grabowski1, L. Koperski3, I. Jarzyna4,
B. Gornicka3, G. Opolski1. 1Medical University of Warsaw, 1st Department
of Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland; 2Medical University of Lublin, Department of
Cardiology, Lublin, Poland; 3Medical University of Warsaw, Department of
Pathology, Warsaw, Poland; 4University of Warsaw, Faculty of Biology, Warsaw,
Poland

Purpose: Endocardial lead may undergo in vivo insulation damage in the in-
tracardiac part (ICP): silicone (SIL) insulated lead mainly due to abrasion, and
polyurethane (PTU) mostly in the mechanism of environmental stress cracking.
Tissue reaction to different lead insulation and lead damage is poorly understand.
The aim of our study was to determine the differences in clinical and histopath-
omorphological features in patients (pts) with severely damaged insulation of
polyurethane and silicone leads.
Methods: 116 consecutive pts. underwent lead removal. 36 pts. presented se-
vere degree of insulation lead damage in ICP. Leads were analysed with optical
microscope and scanning electron microscope to determine abrasion with con-
ductor exposure in SIL and environmental stress cracking in PTU leads. Tissue
fragments were processed and analysed according to standard protocols. Both
hematoxylin-eosin and immunostainig were used to identify tissue and cells.
Results: In the analyzed population there were 18 pts. with SIL and 18 pts. with
PTU insulated leads. In PTU group when comparing with SIL more pts. under-
went lead removal due to non-infective indications (83,3% vs 55,5%), in all pts.
with PTU leads cardioverter-defibrillator system were implanted. None significant
differences in co-morbidities were observed between SIL and PTU groups. In SIL
group there were more implanted leads per pt (mean number 2,2 vs 1,4), with
longer mean dwell time (133,3 vs 55 months), and with longer mean transvenous
lead removal procedure time (129,2 vs 100,3 minutes) P<0,05. Histopathologi-
cal analyse of encapsulating tissue revealed that in pts. with SIL insulated leads
cell poor tissue (16-94% vs 10-55%; p=0,009), hyalinization (14-82% vs 9-50%;
P=0,04), macrophages presence (11-64,7% vs 5-27,7%; P=0,03), and calcifica-
tions (5-29,4% vs 1-5,5%; P=0,06) were more often observed. No statistically
significant differences were seen in vasculogenesis, hemosiderine deposits, and
foreign body giant cells presence in encapsulating lead tissue between groups.
In the heart muscle fragments comparing SIL vs PTU group interstitial fibrosis
(18,7% vs 28,6%), vacuolar degeneration (11,1 vs13,3%), adipose tissue (0 vs
5,9%), cardyomyocytes hypertrophy (11,1% vs 6,6%) were observed.
Conclusions: Encapsulating SIL lead tissue is mainly cell poor, with hyaliniza-
tion, and calcifications. Encapsulating tissue structure may influence on proce-
dure time and difficulty. Macrophages were more often seen in neighborhood of
SIL leads with abrasions where may take part in the process of phagocytosis of
small detached in abrasion process silicone fragments.

P3958 | BEDSIDE
Transvenous lead extraction: to reimplant or not to reimplant?

H. Knopp, T. Heine, J. Lucas, M. Doering, G. Hindricks, S. Richter. University of
Leipzig, Heart Center, Department of Electrophysiology, Leipzig, Germany

Purpose: Advanced indications for primary preventive implantable cardioverter-
defibrillator (ICD) therapy and cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) bear
steadily increasing numbers of cardiovascular implantable electronic device
(CIED) recipients worldwide. The higher burden of CIED interventions is asso-
ciated with local and systemic CIED infections and lead-related complications
requiring complex transvenous lead extraction (TLE) procedures and careful re-
assessment of the indication to reimplant a new CIED system. The purpose of the
study was to investigate the need and indications for reimplantation in explanted
patients (pts).
Methods: Prospectively collected data on 150 consecutive CIED pts [123 male
(82%), median age 67 years (56-76)] undergoing total TLE at our center between
January 2012 and October 2013 were reviewed for indication and type of reim-
planted device.
Results: TLE was indicated for pocket infection in 48 pts (32.0%), device-related
systemic infection in 44 pts (29.3%), and lead-related complications in 58 pts
(38.7%). Eight patients (5.3%) died during hospitalization and were excluded from
analysis. Thirty-two of the 142 included pts (22.5%) did not receive a new CIED
system due to lack of a proper indication according to the current ESC guidelines.
Among the 110 reimplanted pts (77.5%), 77 pts (70%) received the same CIED
system, whereas 33 pts (30%) underwent either an upgrade (n=16), downgrade
(n=15), or change to a subcutaneous ICD (n=2). In this group 14 pts received a
cardiac resynchronization device.
Conclusion: Reimplantation of a CIED was not indicated in 22.5% of our TLE
study population. Patients with an indication for CIED following TLE need to be
reassessed carefully with regard to upgrade or downgrade of the previous system.
Almost half of these patients had an indication for CRT therapy. Furthermore novel
therapy strategies such as subcutaneous ICD or wireless pacing are gaining in
importance in this patient population.
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P3959 | BENCH
Intravenous infusion of purified poloxamer 188 (MST-188), improves
left ventricular systolic and diastolic function in dogs with advanced
heart failure

H.N. Sabbah1, M. Wang1, K. Zhang1, R.C. Gupta1, S. Rastogi1, M. Emanuele2.
1Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, United States of America; 2Mast Therapeutics,
Inc., San Diego, United States of America

Background: Calcium overload occurs in heart failure (HF) leading to cardiomy-
ocyte dysfunction and death. MST-188 (purified poloxamer 188) is a rheologic
agent that has been shown to improve left ventricular (LV) function in experimen-
tal myocardial infarction. Its activity results from improved microvascular blood
flow and/or repair of damaged cell membranes. Microscopic cardiomyocyte sar-
colemmal disruption can occur in the failing heart and possibly lead to unregulated
calcium entry into the cell resulting in calcium overload. We examined the effects
of acute i.v. infusion of MST-188 on LV function in dogs with microembolization-
induced HF (LV ejection fraction, EF∼30%).
Methods: 21 HF dogs were randomized to 2 hours infusion of low dose (LD) MST-
188 (225 mg/kg, n=7), high dose (HD) MST-188 (450 mg/kg, n=7) or v/v normal
saline (control, n=7). LV end-diastolic (EDV) and end-systolic (ESV) volumes, EF
and Ei/Ai and deceleration time (DT) of mitral inflow velocity, the latter two indexes
of LV diastolic function, were measured at baseline, at end of infusion, and at 24
hours, 1 week and 2 weeks post-infusion. The change between baseline and all
other time points (treatment effect, �) was calculated.
Results: Data are shown in the table. Saline in control dogs had no effect on any
measures. Compared to control, LD and HD MST-188 reduced ESV, increased
EF, Ei/Ai and DT and tended to decrease EDV without affecting heart rate or aortic
pressure. The benefits tended to last for at least 1 week and in some instances 2
weeks after end of infusion (2 weeks data not shown).
Conclusions: Intravenous MST-188 elicits improvements in LV systolic and dias-
tolic function that last for at least 1 week after end of infusion. The results support
continued development of MST-188 for the treatment of acute HF.

P3960 | BEDSIDE
Endothelin receptor blockade in heart failure with diastolic
dysfunction and pulmonary hypertension

W. Grander1, K. Koller1, R. Steringer-Mascherbauer2, C.H. Ebner2 on behalf of
BADDHY. 1Internal Medicine, University Teaching Hospital Hall in Tyrol, Hall in
Tyrol, Austria; 2Elisabethinen University Teaching Hospital, Linz, Austria

Purpose: About 70-83% of patients with heart failure and preserved ejection frac-
tion develop pulmonary hypertension, which is associated with worse prognosis.
Up to date, there are no treatment recommendations regarding the pulmonary
hypertension in this patients.
Methods: In this multicentric, randomised placebo-controlled pilot trial we investi-
gated clinical and hemodynamic effects of the endothelin-receptor blocker bosen-
tan versus placebo during a 6 months follow up period. Eligible probands received
either 12 weeks bosentan (4 weeks 62,5mg b.i.d., followed by 8 weeks 125mg
b.i.d.) or placebo. Right heart catheterization was performed at screening to ver-
ify pulmonary hypertension. At study entrance, week 12 and week 24 six minute
walking tests, echocardiographic measurements and quality of life tests were per-
formed.
Results: None of the 20 probands experienced worsening of heart failure. Six
minute walking distance (6MWD) did not change in the bosentan group, but trend
wise increased in the placebo group (from 302.29.9±86.66 m at study entrance
to 383.95±74.91m at week 24; p=0.097); Fig.1. Echocardiographically estimated
PAP significantly decreased in the placebo group (66.18±16.98 mmHg at study
entrance to 48.57±9.93 mmHg at week 24; p=0.003), but did not change in
the bosentan group (57.67±22.78.1 mmHg to 55,2±25.2 mmHg). Whereas esti-
mated atrial pressure over the study period continuously decreased in the placebo
group (11.09±4.91 to 10.00±3.78 to 9.29±3.45; p=0.034) a periodical increase
was found in the bosentan group (Fig.2). In comparison to study entrance, af-
ter 24 weeks there was a trend of a better Minnesota Living with Heart Failure
Questionnaire (61.00±17.50 vs. 49.38±16.41; p=0,06) in the placebo group.
Conclusions: In this pivotal trial we could demonstrate that bosentan in pa-
tients with HF-PEF and pulmonary hypertension did not improve exercise ca-
pacity, quality of life or hemodynamic measures assessed by echocardiography.
In contrast, bosentan may be disadvantageous in comparison to placebo.

Abstract P3959 – Table 1

Control LD MST-188 HD MST-188
� 2 hrs � 24 hrs � 1 wk � 2 hrs � 24 hrs � 1 wk � 2 hrs � 24 hrs � 1 wk

EDV (ml) 0.1±0.5 2.0±0.7 2.0±0.8 −4.0±1.7 −1.0±1.6 −3.0±1.0 −3.0±1.0 −4.0±1.2 −1.0±0.7
ESV (ml) −0.1±0.3 1.0±0.3 2.0±0.5 −9.0±1.2* −5.0±2.1* −6.0±2.3* −10±1.4* −8.0±1.3* −7.0±1.3*
EF (%) 0.1±0.4 0.1±0.5 −0.9±0.3 10.0±0.6* 7.0±0.8* 9.0±2.4* 11.0±0.9* 8.0±2.0* 8.0±2.1*
Ei/Ai −0.4±0.3 −0.3±0.4 −0.3±0.5 1.2±0.2* 0.9±0.2* 0.7±0.3 1.0±0.2* 0.8±0.2* 0.2±0.3
DT (msec) 1.0±0.8 0.6±1.7 0.7±1.7 7.4±1.7* 6.1±2.5* 5.3±2.8 8.3±1.4* 6.4±0.7 2.4±1.5
hrs, hours; wk, week; *p<0.05 vs. Control.

P3961 | BENCH
Long-term therapy with Bendavia (MTP-131) augments mitochondrial
ATP-sensitive potassium channel opening in left ventricular
myocardium of dogs with advanced heart failure

R.C. Gupta, M. Wang, K. Zhang, K.J. Szekely, S. Rastogi, P. Mohyi, H.N. Sabbah.
Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, United States of America

Background: The level of the reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinu-
cleotide phosphate namely, NADPH, is increased in the failing heart and can
lead to reduced opening of the mitochondria ATP-dependent potassium channels
(mKATP). This abnormality can lead to ionic dysregulation in the mitochondrial
environment with subsequent matrix contraction and reduced ATP production. In-
creased opening of mKATP improves oxidative phosphorylation by maintaining
architecture of the inner mitochondrial membrane, preserving the low permeabil-
ity of the outer membrane to ADP and permitting “efficient” energy transfer be-
tween mitochondrial and myofibrillar ATPases. Bendavia (MTP-131) is a novel
mitochondria-targeting peptide that was previously shown to improve left ventric-
ular (LV) function in dogs with chronic heart failure (HF) and to improve rate of ATP
synthesis by mitochondria. The present study tested the hypothesis that chronic
therapy with Bendavia augments mKATP opening in LV myocardium of dogs with
chronic HF (LV ejection fraction ∼30%).
Methods: Ten dogs with coronary microembolization-induced chronic HF were
randomized to 3 months therapy with subcutaneous injections of Bendavia (0.5
mg/kg once daily, n=5) or to subcutaneous daily injections of saline (Control, n=5).
Fresh LV tissue at the end of 3 months of therapy was used to isolate mitochon-
dria. mKATP was measured using the thallium-sensitive fluorophore assay kit and
expressed in relative fluorescence units (RFU) per mg protein. Mitochondria ATP
to ADP ratio was measured using the bioluminescent ApoSENSORTM assay kit.
Results: Compared to HF Controls, therapy with Bendavia resulted in a signif-
icant increase in opening of mKATP (1372±112 vs. 2775±254 RFU/mg pro-
tein, p<0.05). Further, Bendavia therapy significantly increased ATP/ADP ratio
(0.46±0.04 vs. 0.94±0.07, p<0.05).
Conclusions: Long-term therapy with Bendavia augments opening of mKATP
and increases ATP/ADP ratio in dogs with chronic advanced HF. These findings
are consistent with the observed improvement of LV function in dogs with ad-
vanced HF following long-term therapy with Bendavia.

P3962 | BENCH
Long-term therapy with capadenoson, a partial adenosine A1-receptor
agonist, reverses abnormalities of myocardial energy metabolism in
left ventricular myocardium of dogs with chronic heart failure

H.N. Sabbah1, R.C. Gupta1, B. Albrecht-Kupper2. 1Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit,
United States of America; 2Bayer Healthcare, Cardiology Research, Wuppertal,
Germany

Background: Fatty acid (FA) and glucose oxidation are abnormal in heart fail-
ure (HF) and contribute to LV dysfunction. FA translocase (FAT/CD36), a pro-
tein involved in transmembrane transport of FA, carnitine palmitoyl transferase1b
(CPT1b), a protein involved in transport of FA across the outer mitochondria
(MITO) membrane, and citrate synthase (CS), a rate-limiting enzyme in the citric
acid cycle, act to regulate FA utilization by MITO. Expression of all 3 proteins is
abnormal in the failing LV. In addition, MITO biogenesis and function are also ab-
normal in HF as evidenced by downregulation of peroxisome proliferator-activated
receptor coactivator-1α (PGC-1α) a transcriptional factor that regulates MITO bio-
genesis. We tested the hypothesis that capadenoson (CAP), a partial adenosine
A1-receptor agonist shown to improve LV function in HF dogs, normalizes pro-
tein levels of CD36, CPT1b, CS and PGC-1α in LV myocardium of HF dogs (LV
ejection fraction ∼30%).
Methods: LV tissue from 12 HF dogs randomized to 3 months therapy with CAP
(7.5 mg twice daily, n=6) or to no therapy (Control, n=6) and tissue from 6 normal
(NL) dogs was used. Protein level of CD36 was normalized to GAPDH and levels
of CPT1b and CS were normalized to porin, a MITO protein unchanged in HF.
The aforementioned proteins as well as phosphorylated (p-) and total (t-) protein
levels of PGC-1α were measured in LV homogenate by Western blotting.
Results: Protein levels of CD36, CPT1b, and CS were reduced in HF-Controls
compared to NL. CAP therapy partly restored levels of all 3 proteins (Table). Com-

Table 1

NL HF-Control HF-CAP

CD36/GAPDH 1.13±0.12 0.43±0.09* 0.66±0.09†
CPT1b/Porin 2.40±0.28 0.94±0.12* 1.28±0.01†
CS/Porin 1.04±0.10 0.52±0.06* 0.97±0.12†
p-PGC-1α/t-PGC-1α 2.09±0.14 0.88±0.08* 2.01±0.20†
*p<0.05 vs. NL; †p<0.05 vs. HF-Control.
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pared to NL, levels of p-PGC-1α and t-PGC-1α and the ratio of p- PGC-1α /t-PGC-
1α were significantly reduced in HF-Controls but were all normalized after therapy
with CAP (Table 1).
Conclusions: In HF dogs, chronic therapy with CAP normalizes expression of
proteins involved in myocardial FA oxidation by MITO and in biogenesis of MITO.
Improved myocardial energy metabolism in HF can contribute to the reported
improvement of global LV function with CAP therapy.

P3963 | BEDSIDE
Low-dose Tolvaptan as furosemide alternative preserves renal
function and renin-angiotensin system during intensive treatment in
patients with congestive heart failure

K. Jujo, A. Kim, I. Ishida, Y. Suzuki, K. Saito. Nishiarai Heart Center, Department
of Cardiology, Tokyo, Japan

Background: Although loop diuretics are broadly used for congestive heart fail-
ure (HF), there frequently appear serious adverse effects such as worsening of
renal function and activations of the sympathetic and renin-angiotensin system
via arterial underfilling. On the other hand, the effects of sodium channel inde-
pendent diuretic Tolvaptan on those complications in acute phase of HF patients
are still unclear.
Methods and results: Fifty-five consecutive patients hospitalized due to wors-
ening of congestive HF were randomly assigned to receive either daily 40 mg
of intravenous furosemide or 7.5 mg of oral Tolvaptan, in addition to intravenous
0.025γ of carperitide and 200 mg of canrenoate potassium. Renal functions and
neurohumoral factors were evaluated for 5 days after the admission. As results,
patient characteristics were similar between Furosemide (n=27) and Tolvaptan
group (n=28). Total of 5-day urine volume or fluid balance was not significantly dif-
ferent (9772 vs. 9240 mL, -4265 vs. -3500 mL, respectively), and similar degrees
of improvement in BNP were achieved in both groups (-186±517 vs. -283±581
pg/mL). However, the value of serum creatinine (Cr) significantly deteriorated in
Furosemide group (21±52 vs. -2.1±15%, p=0.031), and worsening of renal func-
tion that was defined as increase of creatinine more than 0.3 mg/dL occurred
more frequently in Furosemide group (26 vs. 3.6%, p=0.019). Consequently, in-
crease of Cr to earn 1000 mL of urine was 2.5-fold higher in Furosemide group
(0.044±0.065 vs. 0.016±0.026 mg/dL/1000mL, p=0.043). On the contrary, in-
crease in the ratio of BUN/Cr was significantly higher in Furosemide group (16±37
vs. -10±48%, p=0.027), suggesting arterial underfilling via forced dehydration. In
terms of neurohumoral factors, although decreases of catecholamines were not
significantly different (adrenaline: 57±87 vs. 61±69%, noradrenaline: 44±55 vs.
67±23%, dopamine: 14±234 vs. 55±60%), the value of plasma renin activity was
enhanced only in Furosemide group (229±446 vs. 7.9±89%, p=0.013).
Conclusion: Low-dose Tolvaptan preserved renal function and renin-angiotensin
system during intensive treatment in patients with congestive HF. This novel ther-
apy may release HF patients from adverse effects with furosemide.

P3964 | BEDSIDE
Ivabradine adding on beta blocker based strategy provides better
heart rate lowering than beta blocker alone based strategy in real life
clinical practice: an analysis from REALITY HF study

O. Kozan1, Y. Cavusoglu2, S. Kucukoglu3, A. Temizhan4 on behalf of REALITY
HF investigators. 1Dokuz Eylul University, Cardiology, Izmir, Turkey; 2Eskisehir
Osmangazi University, Cardiology, Eskisehir, Turkey; 3Istanbul University
Cardiology Institute, Cardiology, Istanbul, Turkey; 4Turkiye Yuksek Ihtisas
Hospital, Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose: Resting heart rate (HR) has emerged as a target of therapy and im-
portant determinant of prognosis in chronic heart failure (HF) and therapeutic
interventions for HR reduction have been proven to be associated with improved
outcomes. Although, beta-blocker (BB) therapy has been known to be very effec-
tive in lowering HR, recent analysis reported that majority of patients receiving
BB therapy still have elevated resting HR. REALITY HF (Resting Heart Rate and
Real Life Treatment Modality in Outpatients with Left Ventricular Systolic Dysfunc-
tion) study data were analyzed to evaluate the effects of ivabradine added to BB
therapy versus BB monotherapy on achieving lower resting HR in real life clinical
practice in patients with chronic HF.
Methods: REALITY HF was a multicenter, prospective, observational, national
registry designed to evaluate HF patients’ clinical characteristics and the effects
of current treatment modalities on resting HR and enrolled 1054 patients (mean
age 61±12 years, 76%male) from 16 centers who were admitted to the outpatient
clinic with the diagnosis of chronic HF and LVEF <40%. 531 patients in sinus
rhythm who were receiving or newly initiated BB therapy and 106 patients who
were receiving or newly initiated ivabradine treatment as an add-on therapy to
BB were included in this analysis. Adjustment, modification or up titration of HF
medication was left to physician discretion during follow-up (FU) period. Resting
HR and medications were obtained at baseline (V0) and reevaluated at 1-month
(V1) and 4-month (V2) FU visits.
Results: In patients receiving ivabradine added to BB therapy, mean resting HR
significantly reduced from 80.9±15 bpm at V0 to 74.0±10 bpm at V1 (p<0.005)
and further decreased to 66.9±9 bpm at V2 (p<0.001). Initially, resting HR slightly
increased from 74.4±13 bpm at V0 to 74.5±12 bpm at V1 (p<0.001) and then
slightly but significantly decreased to 73.8±12 bpm at V2 (p=0.001) in patients

receiving BB alone. In patients receiving ivabradine and BB combination therapy,
proportion of patients with a resting HR <70 bpm increased from 21.7% at V0
to 27% at V1 and further increased 65% at V2. In patients receiving BB therapy
alone, proportion of patients achieving a resting HR <70 bpm was 38.2% at V0,
30.9% at V1 and 39% at V2.
Conclusions: In patients with systolic HF in real life clinical practice, ivabradine
adding on BB strategy provides better HR lowering as compared to BB alone
strategy and almost two-third of patients achieves a resting HR <70 bpm with
ivabradine regimen while only one-third reaches this level of HR with BB therapy
alone.

P3965 | BEDSIDE
The effect of ivabradine on aortic stiffness in patients with heart failure

G. Nar1, S. Inci1, G. Aksan2, S. Demirelli3, K. Soylu4, O. Gulel4. 1Aksaray State
Hospital, Cardiology, Aksaray, Turkey; 2Gazi State Hospital, Cardiology, Samsun,
Turkey; 3Education and Research Hospital, Cardiology, Erzurum, Turkey;
4Ondokuz Mayis University Faculty of Medicine, Cardiology, Samsun, Turkey

Purpose: The aim of the current study is to evaluate the effect of using ivabra-
dine treatment on aortic stiffness by by transthoracic echocardiography (ECHO)
in heart failure patients who were administered ivabradine treatment.
Methods: The study included clinic patients who were diagnosed with heart fail-
ure, in sinus rhythm and who had still symptoms despite the medical treatment.
Patients who were not receiving β-blockers or patients with a heart rate >70 bpm
despite the treatment with β-blockers at a maximum tolerable dose were selected
as the study group.For the control group, heart failure patients with a heart rate
<70 bpm were determined. ECHO were performed and the aortic elastic proper-
ties were calculated
Results: A total of 182 patients were included in the study. By the end of
the twelve month, a decrease in left ventricular end diastolic volume and left
ventricular end systolic volume were observed, while ejection fraction (EF) in-
creased (p=0.03). When aortic elastic parameters were evaluated between the
two groups, there was no significant difference in aortic strain, aortic distensibility,
and aortic stiffness index at the time of enrolment and at the three month visits.
At the twelve month visit, it was found that aortic strain (P<0.01) and distensibil-
ity (P<0.01) significantly increased, while there was a significant decrease in the
aortic stiffness index (P<0.01).The correlation analysis assessed the correlation
between heart rate, EF and aortic elastic properties and revealed that there was
a correlation between aortic elastic properties heart rate and EF (Fig. 1)

Figure 1

Conclusion: At the 12-month follow-up of the heart failure patients who were ad-
ministered ivabradine treatment, significant improvements were achieved in aortic
stiffness with ivabradine treatment.
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P3966 | BEDSIDE
Percutaneous mitral valve repair: mitra clip in functional versus
degenerative disease - initial results in a prospective cohort of the
German transcatheter mitral valve interventions (TRAMI) registry

R.S. Von Bardeleben1, U. Hink1, P. Boekstegers2, W. Schillinger3, E. Lubos4,
T. Ouarrak5, B. Plicht6, C. Butter7, J. Senges5, T. Munzel1 on behalf of
TRAMI registry group. 1University Medical Center of Mainz, Dep of Cardiology,
Angiology, Intensive Care, Mainz, Germany; 2Helios Hospital Siegburg-Bonn,
Dep. of Cardiology, Siegburg, Germany; 3University Medical Center Gottingen
(UMG), Gottingen, Germany; 4University Heart Center Hamburg, Dep of
Cardiology, Hamburg, Germany; 5Heart Attack Research Center, Ludwigshafen
am Rhein, Germany; 6University Hospital of Essen (Ruhr), Essen, Germany;
7Brandenburg Heart Center, Bernau bei Berlin, Germany

Aims: A substantial percentage of patients with mitral regurgitation (MR) in need
of mitral valve repair are currently considered at high risk or prohibitive risk for
conventional surgery. In Germany, the largest prospective cohort of patients stud-
ied has been treated using a percutaneous transcatheter approach. We report
differences in patients with degenerative or primary (PMR) versus functional or
secondary MR (SMR) enrolled in the investigator-initiated German transcatheter
mitral valve interventions (TRAMI) registry.
Methods and results: Between January 2009 and July 2013, 734 patients
[mean age 78 years in PMR and 75 years in SMR; the cohort included 42.9%
women in PMR and 38.1% in SMR] were enrolled in the prospective arm of the
registry with all patients with (100%) having undergone a percutaneous edge-to-
edge therapy for MR using the mitra clip. At baseline, 91.7% in PMR and 93%
in SMR of patients were in New York Heart Association (NYHA) functional class
III or IV+. Mean logEuroScore was 22% in PMR and 20% in SMR patients. Ac-
cording to etiology in PMR 20% of patients had a left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF) ≤30% compared to 38.2% in SMR (p<0.0001%). 70% of patients pre-
sented with functional MR (SMR). Mean number of clips was not different with
1.5 and 1.6 (PMR/SMR). According to a significant learning curve total proce-
dure time was reduced to 98.4/104.1 min with low fluoro times of 23.3/32.1 min in
PMR/SMR in TRAMI compared to previous EVEREST data. Procedural success
was achieved in 95/97.1% of patients, with residual grade III in only 4.1 and 2.1%
post-intervention, a significant decline to previous reports. The periprocedural
complication rate was low, peri- and postprocedural transcatheter re-intervention
or conversion to surgery in 30 days was only 1.4 and 2.2% in PMR and SMR
respectively.
Conclusions: This is the first report on prospective study data from the German
TRAMI registry comparing degenerative and functional etiology suggesting that
mitra clip therapy is a reliable treatment option in daily clinical routine for patients
with significant MR and high risk for surgery.

P3967 | BEDSIDE
MitraClip implantation in patients with end-stage systolic heart
failure

F. Fiorelli1, C. Giannini2, M. De Carlo2, A.S. Petronio2, C. Tamburino3,
D. Capodanno3, F. Ettori4, C. Fiorina4, F. Bedogni5, N. Brambilla5. 1University of
Pisa, Pisa, Italy; 2Cardiac CatheterizationLaboratory, CardiothoracicDepartment,
Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria Pisa, Pisa, Italy; 3Division of Cardiology,
Ferrarotto Hospital, University of Catania, Catania, Italy; 4Cardiac
CatheterizationLaboratory, CardiothoracicDepartment, Spedali Civili, Brescia,
Italy; 5Istituto Clinico Sant’Ambrogio, Milano, Italy

Purpose: The aim of the present study was to investigate the predictors of mor-
tality of percutaneous mitral valve repair (PMVR) using the MitraClip System in
patients affected by severe MR (mitral regurgitation) with end-stage heart failure
and severely reduced left ventricular ejection fraction (LV-EF).
Methods: Between October 2008 and October 2013, 304 consecutive patients
undergoing PMVR at 4 Italian centers were prospectively enrolled in a registry.
To the purpose of our study, we analyzed the 88 patients with functional MR and
LV-EF<30% who reached 1 year follow-up.
Results: Mean age was 70±10 years, 71.6% were male, with a mean Eu-
roSCORE II of 9.8±4.5%. Patients with MR grade ≥3+ were 5.7% and 11.4%
at discharge and 1 year, respectively, versus 100% at baseline (p<0.0001), with
a marked clinical benefit (NYHA class ≥3 at 1 year 9.0%, vs. 86.3% at base-
line; p<0.0001). One year all-cause mortality was 21.6%. Baseline factors asso-
ciated with 1 year mortality at univariate analysis were lower haemoglobin val-
ues (12.2±1.6 vs 11.4±1.6 g/dl; p=0.04), higher creatinine values (1.35±0.95
vs 1.67±0.67 mg/dl; p=0.01), lower glomerular filtration rate values (65.1±29.2
vs 54.3±33.1 ml/min/1.73m2; p=0.03), presence of chronic renal failure (8.9
vs 36.6%; p=0.002), higher EuroSCORE II and STS score values (8.0±6.3 vs
12.9±10.2%; p=0.02 and 6.2±5.8 vs 9.9±8.4%; p=0.05; respectively), lack of im-
plantable cardiac defibrillator with resichronization therapy (ICD-CRT) (27.6 vs
10%; p=0.05) and NYHA class 4 (41.2 vs 16.9%; p=0.03). At Cox proportional
hazards analysis, chronic renal failure (p=0.029; OR 4.0; 95%CI 1.2-14.2), lack of
CRT-ICD (p=0.021; OR 0.22; 95%CI 0.06-0.80), and NYHA class 4 (p=0.047; OR
9.3; 95%CI 1.03-83.4) were independent predictors of 1 year mortality. Lower
haemoglobin values almost reached statistical significance (p=0.06; OR 0.72;
95%CI 0.0.51-1.01)

Conclusion: MitraClip procedure reduces functional MR and improves NYHA
class even in end-stage heart failure patients. However, among these critically ill
patients, the 1-year mortality is still prohibitive in case of renal failure, NYHA class
IV, or anaemia, while the presence of ICD-CRT appears protective.

P3968 | BEDSIDE
Anatomic predictors of procedural success in patients undergoing
transcatheter mitral valve repair with the MitraClip system

R. Schueler, K. Honnef, C. Oeztuerk, D. Momcilovic, M. Weber, N. Werner,
C. Mueller, G. Nickenig, C. Hammerstingl. University of Bonn, Medical Clinic II -
Cardiology, Bonn, Germany

Objectives: We sought to assess anatomic predictors of acute and midterm pro-
cedural success in patients with severe symptomatic mitral regurgitation (MR) at
high surgical risk undergoing transcatheter mitral valve repair (TMVR) with the
MitraClip (MC) system.
Background: MC procedure has been proven to reduce heart failure related
symptoms and to improve quality of life in surgical high risk patients with symp-
tomatic MR. Anatomical predictors for procedural success are not well defined.
Methods: 123 consecutive patients (age 77.5±8.0years) at high surgical risk (Eu-
roScore 29.8±21.5%) underwent TMVR with the MC system and completed 6
months follow- up (FU).
Structural parameters of the mitral valve (MV) were assessed with 3D echocar-
diography using a dedicated MV analysis software.
MC failure was defined as: MR grade >2+ after the procedure, inability to reduce
MR, re-clip or MV surgery, aborted procedure, partial clip detachment.
Results: MC failure was observed in 21 patients (16.8%). Reasons for acute pro-
cedural failure were the occurrence pericardial tamponade (n=3, 2.4%), or rele-
vant MV stenosis (n=3, 2.4%). In 8 patients (6.5%) MR could not be reduced rele-
vantly after clip deployment. During FU 7 patients (5.6%) needed re-intervention,
including 6 patients (4.8%) with relapse of more than moderate MR. Multivariable
logistic regression identified coaptation length (CL) (OR 0.56, 95% CI 0.3-1.04,
p=0.02), coaptation depth (CD) (OR 2.22, 95% CI 0.87-5.7, p=0.01) and distance
between the papillary muscles (DPM) (OR 1.07, 95% CI 1.0-1.1, p=0.02) as inde-
pendent predictors of MC failure. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
analysis identified an optimal cut-off for CL <2.7mm, for CD >6.3mm and for
DPM >32mm for the identification of MC failure. A combined variable including
these cut-off values had a specificity of 95.05%, a sensitivity of 10%, a positive
predictive value of 28.6% and a negative predictive value of 84.2% for MC failure.
Conclusion: Using 3D echocardiography MV anatomy can be assessed prior
to TMVR with determination of anatomic landmarks. Awareness of MV anatomy
characteristics is important for planning of the procedure. In our study, we found
patients undergoing TMVR with the MC having a CD >6.3mm, CL <2.7mm
and DPM >32mm to be at increased risk for procedural failure. Incorporation
of these cut-off values for the prediction of procedural success had an specificity
of 95.05%, a sensitivity of 10%.

P3969 | BEDSIDE
Influence of mitral valve tethering on results after MitraClip
implantation for patients with functional mitral regurgitation and high
surgical risk

A. Isotani, T. Schau, M. Neuss, M. Schoepp, C. Butter. Brandenburg Heart
Center, Bernau bei Berlin, Germany

Purpose: MitraClip (MC) is a new technology for treatment of functional mitral re-
gurgitation (MR) in patients with high surgical risk. We assessed the mitral valve
tethering accurately and looked at its prediction power for MC implantation suc-
cess and remaining MR after the procedure.
Methods: This study included consecutive 121 patients with severe functional
mitral regurgitation and high surgical risk, who underwent MC implantation be-
tween March 2009 and August 2013 in our heart center. We measured left ven-
tricular (LV) geometries and following parameters as assessments of tethering
by transthoracic echocardiography before implantation procedure; tenting area,
coaptation distance, annular diameter, basal anterior mitral leaflet angle (AL-
Abase), middle mitral anterior leaflet angle (ALAmid), distal mitral anterior leaflet
angle (ALAtip), posterior leaflet angle (PLA), interpapillary muscle distance, LV
sphericity index.
Results: 52 patients had small remaining MR≤1+ grade, 69 patients had
larger remaining MR >1+ grade at discharge. Baseline characteristics of age,
sex, severity of initial MR were similar between the two groups. Patients with
larger remaining MR had larger left ventricular end-diastolic diameter (67.0±9.8
vs 63.0±8.8mm, p=0.0267), greater tenting area (3.1±0.8 vs 2.7±0.8cm2,
p=0.0207) and coaptation distance (12.3±2.6 vs 10.8±2.4mm, p=0.0048) but
similar ALAbase, ALAmid, ALAtip, PLA, interpapillary muscle distance and LV
sphericity index. Multivariate analysis identified tenting area ≥3.0cm2 (odds ratio
2.83, 95% confidence interval 1.04 to 7.70, p=0.042) and LV end-diastolic diam-
eter ≥61mm (odds ratio 2.67, 95% confidence interval 1.12 to 6.37, p=0.027) as
independent predictors of larger remaining MR >1+.
Conclusions: Tenting area and LVEDD are easy and reliable echocardiographic
parameters for identifying leaflet tethering prior MC implantation. Severe leaflet
tethering predicts larger remaining MR and deteriorates patient outcome. There-
fore these parameters may influence patient selection criteria.
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Echocardiographic assessment of left and right ventricle reverse
remodeling after MitraClip implantation

A. Isotani, T. Schau, M. Neuss, M. Schoepp, C. Butter. Brandenburg Heart
Center, Bernau bei Berlin, Germany

Purpose: MitraClip implantation is a new therapeutic option in symptomatic pa-
tients with severe mitral regurgitation who are at high risk for surgery. The object
of this echocardiographic study was to investigate 6 and 12 months left ventricular
and right ventricular remodeling after MitraClip implantation.
Method: This study included consecutive 123 patients (72±10 years, � 62%,
77±15kg,30% Diabetes mellitus, CKI 18%, NTproBNP 7054 [180-35000] pg/ml,
LVEF 38±15%, CRT 30%, logEURO-Score 26±17%, 100% NYHA III/IV), who
had MC implantation between March 2009 and August 2013 in our heart cen-
ter. Patients were regularly followed up at our outpatient clinic and underwent
transthoracic echocardiography at baseline, 6-month and 12-month follow-up.
Result: At 6–month follow-up, 91 percent of patients had 2+ or less mitral regur-
gitation and 92% at 12-month follow up. During the follow up, significant and con-
tinuous improvement of left and right ventricular dimension and function were ob-
served. The left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVEDV) was 156±74, 140±70
and 134±64ml (P<0.0001) at baseline, 6 months and 12 months, respec-
tively. The left ventricular end-systolic volume (LVESV) was 102±70, 90±65 and
83±57ml (P<0.0001), the left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) was 39.1±17.0,
41.2±16.3 and 43.5±16.1% (P=0.01), the right ventricular end-diastolic diame-
ter (RVEDD) which was assessed by 4-chamber view was 43.4±6.7, 41.7±6.5
and 41.0±5.4mm (P=0.0007), the tricuspid annulus plane systolic excursion
(TAPSE) was 16.6±4.5, 18.7±4.5 and 19.2±4.4mm (P<0.0001) and the tri-
cuspid regurgitation pressure gradient (TRPG) was 43.8±13.7, 39.3±12.5 and
36.1±10.0mmHg at baseline, 6 months and 12 months, respectively.
Conclusion: Significant reverse remodeling of both left and right ventricle was
observed with decrease of LV and RV-size. Concurrent functional recovery de-
crease of neurohumoral activation (NTproBNP-level) was concomitant recog-
nized. MitraClip implantation may give favorable effects on both morphology and
function of left and right ventricle in patients, who have no different therapeutic
Options.

P3971 | SPOTLIGHT
Cost-effectiveness of percutaneous edge-to-edge mitral valve repair in
patients with high surgical risk

C. Charroin1, M. Lamure2, G. Aulagner1, H. Constant1, J.F. Obadia1,
X. Armoiry1. 1Hospital Louis Pradel of Bron, Lyon, France; 2University Claude
Bernard of Lyon, Lyon, France

Purpose: Percutaneous edge-to-edge mitral valve repair (pMVR) was shown to
be effective and well tolerated in patients with severe mitral regurgitation (MR)
and at high surgical risk (HSR). However, very little is known about its medico-
economic impact. Our aim was to assess cost-effectiveness of pMVR compared
to conventional treatment in this population.
Methods: A decision-tree model was constructed to simulate clinical outcomes
and economic impact of both strategies (pMVR strategy versus conventional strat-
egy) over a one-year time horizon in the perspective of the French sickness fund.
Probabilities of events were extracted from literature search involving HSR pa-
tients (on the basis of predicted operative mortality scores) treated with pMVR,
and from the French hospital information system (PMSI) for medically managed
patients (conventional strategy). Cost analysis was restricted to direct medical
costs, using rates from year 2013, and assuming a reimbursement of the pMVR
device in addition to Diagnosis-Related Groups’s tariffs. Associated costs and
specific survival after cardiovascular event were assessed in order to calculate
the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER). Uncertainty was analysed using
one way and probabilistic sensitivity analyses (second order Monte Carlo simula-
tion).
Results: Specific survivals at 12 months in pMVR strategy and in conventional
strategy were 91±2% and 84±4% respectively, this difference being explained
by an expected decrease of rates of hospitalizations for congestive heart failure
(CHF). Mean cost of the pMVR strategy was estimated at 28852±4298� per pa-
tient, mainly represented by the cost of the device (73%) and the hospital stay
for its implantation (18%). Mean cost of conventional strategy was estimated at
5597±796� per patient, 99% being associated with the cost of unplanned hospi-
talizations for CHF. Based on Monte Carlo simulation (1000 samples), the ICER
was 360292±206539� per death avoided. Variables with the highest impact on
ICER were: the survival after hospitalization for CHF, the probability of hospital-
izations for CHF in medically managed patients, and the cost of pMVR device.
Conclusions: Based on this model, pMVR is expected to slightly improve spe-
cific survival at 12 months in HSR patients with severe MR, while inducing major
incremental costs in comparison to conventional strategy. A lower price of the
device would lead to a more acceptable ICER. Further investigations based on
prospective, comparative clinical trials are needed to more accurately determine
the cost-effectiveness of this innovation.

P3972 | BEDSIDE
Impact of tricuspid regurgitation on clinical and echocardiographic
outcomes after percutaneous edge-to-edge mitral valve repair: Insight
from the GRASP registry

Y. Ohno, G.F. Attizzani, D. Capodanno, S. Imme, M. Barbanti, S. Mangiafico,
S. Scandura, P. Capranzano, C. Grasso, C. Tamburino on behalf of Ferrarotto
Hospital, University of Catania. Ferrarotto Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Catania, Italy

Purpose: To evaluate the impact of baseline tricuspid regurgitation (TR) on the
outcomes after percutaneous edge-to-edge mitral valve repair.
Methods: In a retrospective analysis of the prospectively maintained Getting Re-
duction of Mitral Insufficiency by Percutaneous Clip Implantation (GRASP) reg-
istry, 171 consecutive patients were obtained. Two different groups, dichotomized
according to the degree of pre-procedural TR (moderate/severe [MSTR, N=58]
and none/mild [NMTR, N=113]), had their clinical and echocardiographic out-
comes through 12-month compared. The primary safety end point was the in-
cidence of major adverse events and the primary efficacy end point was freedom
from death, surgery for mitral valve dysfunction, or grade ≥3+ MR.
Results: At 30-day, the primary safety and efficacy endpoints were equivalent
(8.6% vs. 2.7%, p=0.089; and 93.1% vs. 96.5%, p=0.267; respectively for MSTR
and NMTR). Marked reduction in MR grades observed post-procedure were
maintained through 12-month. The reduction in TR magnitude occurred early and
was sustained over time. At 30-day and 12-month follow-up, respectively 66% and
60% of the surviving patients initially included in the MSTR group had their TR
grades reduced to ≤2+, while the patients of NMTR group revealed stable TR
grades during follow-up; nonetheless, the between-group differences identified at
baseline were consistently observed through 12-month.
While NYHA functional class significantly improved in both groups compared with
baseline, it was impaired in the MSTR compared with the NMTR group (NYHA
> II at 30-day: 41.1% vs. 15.2%, p<0.001; at 1-year: 34.3% vs. 12.0%, respec-
tively, p=0.008). Left ventricle reverse remodeling and ejection fraction improve-
ment were revealed in NMTR group, following the same trend in MSTR group. The
primary efficacy endpoint at 12-month determined by Kaplan-Meier freedom from
death, surgery for mitral valve dysfunction, or grade ≥3+ MR was comparable
between groups, but combined death and re-hospitalization for heart failure rates
were higher in the MSTR group. Multivariate analysis demonstrated that MSTR
(HR: 2.28; 95% CI: 1.01 to 5.19; p=0.049) and baseline renal failure (HR: 2.51;
95% CI: 1.02 to 6.20; p=0.046) were independent predictors of this combined
endpoint.
Conclusions: Percutaneous edge-to-edge mitral valve repair led to improvement
in MR, TR, and NYHA functional class in patients with baseline MSTR. Despite
similar safety and efficacy compared with NMTR group through 12-month, MSTR
independently predicted death and re-hospitalization for heart failure.

TOPICS IN ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROMES

P3973 | BEDSIDE
Diagnostic and prognostic value of the admission ECG in acute chest
pain patients in the context of the new universal definition of
myocardial infarction and the high sensitive troponins

T. Reichlin, R. Twerenbold, C. Jaeger, P. Hillinger, K. Wildi, P. Haaf, S. Osswald,
C. Mueller. University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Background: The new Universal Definition of acute myocardial infarction (AMI)
and the high-sensitive troponin (hs-cTn) assays have changed the incidence of
AMI. The consequences on the diagnostic and prognostic value of changes in the
admission ECG in acute chest pain patients are unknown.
Methods: In a prospective multicenter study, we enrolled 2880 patients with
symptoms suggestive of AMI. They were stratified according to left bundle branch
block (LBBB), ST-segment elevation, ST-segment depression, T-wave inversion or
no changes in the admission ECG. Final diagnoses were adjudicated by two in-
dependent cardiologists according to the universal definition of AMI and hs-cTnT
levels. The primary endpoint was all-cause mortality.
Results: AMI was the final diagnosis in 20% of patients, with 4% having STEMI
and 16% NSTEMI. The sensitivity and specificity of presence of any ischemic
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changes on the admission ECG was 57% and 83%, with positive and negative
predictive values of 45% and 88%. The presence of ST-segment elevations on the
admission ECG had a specificity and positive predictive value for STEMI of 98%
and 60%. In patients with NSTEMI (n=474), the presence of left bundle branch
block (LBBB), ST-segment depression, T-wave inversion or no changes on the
admission ECG was associated with 3 year survival rates of 63%, 68%, 77% and
86% (p<0.001, Figure). After adjustment for age, LBBB, ST-segment depression
and T-wave inversion remained associated with outcome in patients with NSTEMI
(HR 2.3, 2.3 and 2.1, p all <0.05).
Conclusion: Sensitivity and specificity of changes in the admission ECG have
further decreased to 57% and 83% with the new Universal Definition of AMI and
the introduction of hs-cTn assays. When present, ECG changes remain indepen-
dent predictors of a worse outcome.

P3974 | BEDSIDE
Simplifying the GRACE score: external validation of the Canada Acute
Coronary Syndrome risk score in a national registry

G.J. Morgado, D. Caldeira, I. Cruz, B. Stuart, H. Pereira on behalf of Portuguese
Registry of Acute Coronary Syndromes. Hospital Garcia de Orta, Almada,
Portugal

Purpose: Patients admitted for acute coronary syndromes may have their risk
stratified by risk scores. Amongst them, the GRACE risk score is considered the
best to estimate in-hospital mortality. However, its calculation involves multiple
continuous variables and requires appropriate software. The Canada Acute Coro-
nary Syndrome risk score (C-ACS) stratifies individual risk, graded from 0 to 4,
using four categorical variables: heart rate >100 beats/min, systolic blood pres-
sure <100 mmHg, age ≥75 years, Killip >1. The primary objective of this study
is to assess correlation between C-ACS and in-hospital mortality.
Methods: We performed a retrospective analysis of patients admitted for myocar-
dial infarction included in a National Acute Coronary Syndrome Registry between
October 1st 2010 and October 1st 2013. Each patient’s C-ACS and GRACE
scores were calculated. We registered in-hospital mortality in the groups defined
by the risk scores. We evaluated how C-ACS and GRACE scores were able to
predict in-hospital mortality, using Odds ratio, Chi-square test and ROC analysis.
Results: From 8186 patients included in the Registry, it was possible to calculate
both the C-ACS and the GRACE scores in 7496. Patients were categorized in
four groups: C-ACS = 0 in 54.2% of the patients, C-ACS=1 in 29.4%, C-ACS=2 in
12.3% and C-ACS>2 in 4.1%. In-hospital mortality in patients with C-ACS=0 was
1.1%, with C-ACS= 1 was 3.9% (OR 3.71,IC95% 2.57-5.36, p<0.001), with C-
ACS=2 was 10.3% (OR 10.51, IC95% 7.30-15.14, p<0.001) and with C-ACS>2
was 27% (OR 33.76, IC95% 22.85-49.89, p<0.001).
Patients were also categorized using the GRACE score: 38.5% of the patients
were low risk (in-hospital mortality of 0.6%), 28.9% were intermediate risk (in-
hospital mortality of 2%) and 32.6% were high risk (in-hospital of 9.8%).
Comparative analysis of both risk scores using ROC curves revealed areas under
the curves of 0.78 for the A-ACS and 0.77 for the GRACE.
Conclusions: The C-ACS has a good predictive value for in-hospital mortality in
patients admitted with myocardial infarction, which is comparable to the GRACE
score. Because this risk score is simple and easy to memorize, it has the potential
for widespread clinical use.

P3975 | BEDSIDE
Incremental value of copeptin to high-sensitivity cardiac troponin t
alone in the early risk stratification of acute chest pain

R. Twerenbold, M. Rubini Gimenez, K. Wildi, P. Hillinger, S. Druey, S. Osswald,
C. Mueller. University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Purpose: Recently, two novel approaches have shown to improve the early diag-
nosis and risk stratification of acute myocardial infarction (AMI): high-sensitivity
cardiac troponin (hs-cTn) and copeptin, a sensitive marker of endogenous stress.
It is unknown, whether the combination of hs-cTn and copeptin would further in-
crease prognostic accuracy.
Methods: In a prospective, international multicenter study, copeptin and high-
sensitivity cardiac troponin T (hs-cTnT) were determined at baseline in 2049 pa-
tients presenting to the emergency department with acute chest pain. Patients
were followed up 2 years regarding all-cause mortality.
Results: During follow-up, 155 (8%) patients died. Overall, the 2-year prognos-
tic accuracy, as quantified by the area under the receiver operating characteris-
tic curve, did not differ significantly for the combination of copeptin and hs-cTnT
(AUC 0.78 (95% 0.76-0.79) as compared to hs-cTnT alone (AUC 0.79 (95%CI
0.77-0.81); p=0.386 for comparison). However, patients tested positive for both in-

Abstract P3976 – Table 1. In-hospital and 30 day events

Enoxaparin Fondaparinux Crude OR Model 1 OR Model 1 + PCI/CABG OR

In-hospital events
Bleeding 1.8% (477/26292) 1.1% (208/18521) 0.61 (0.52–0.72) 0.52 (0.41–0.66) 0.52 (0.41–0.67)
Death 4.0% (1054/26292) 2.7% (501/18521) 0.67 (0.60–0.74) 0.71 (0.60–0.84) 0.72 (0.61–0.85)

30 day event
Bleeding 2.2% (566/26292) 1.4% (254/18521) 0.63 (0.54–0.73) 0.53 (0.43–0.66) 0.54 (0.43–0.66)
Death 5.9% (1549/17244) 4.2% (783/14154) 0.71 (0.65–0.77) 0.78 (0.68–0.90) 0.79 (0.69–0.91)
MI, stroke, death or bleeding 16.8% (4420/26292) 14.1% (2603/18521) 0.81 (0.77–0.85) 0.83 (0.76–0.91) 0.84 (0.77–0.91)

vestigational biomarkers at admission (copeptin ≥9pmol/l AND hs-cTnT ≥14ng/l,
n=478 (23%)) showed in average a six-fold risk of death within 2 years (mortality
rate 21.1%) as compared to patients tested positive for none (mortaltity rate 1.8%)
or only one of the two investigational biomarkers (mortality rates 7.8% for hs-cTnT
positive only, 3.9% for copeptin positive only; p<0.001 for all comparisons).
Conclusions: Using copeptin additionally to hs-cTnT seems to substantially im-
prove the early risk prediction in unselected chest pain patients, as this dual
marker strategy has the potential to detect patients with a sixfold risk of death
during 2 year FU already at presentation.
Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT00470587

P3976 | BEDSIDE
Comparison of enoxaparin versus fondaparinux in non-ST-elevation
myocardial infarction - a real world analysis of 44.813 patients in the
SWEDEHEART registry

K. Szummer1, L. Lindhagen2, J.J. Carrero3, M. Evans4, J.J. Spaak1, R. Edfors1,
S. Jacobson5, P. Andell6, J.J. Oldgren2, T. Jernberg1. 1Karolinska University
Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Stockholm, 2Uppsala University Hospital, Uppsala
Clinical Research Center, Uppsala, 3Karolinska Institute, Divisions of Renal
Medicine and Baxter Novum, Stockholm, 4Karolinska Institute, Karolinska
University Hospital Renal Department, Stockholm, 5Karolinska Institute,
Danderyd Hospital, Divison of Renal Medicine, Stockholm, 6Lund University,
Lund, Sweden

Background: In the OASIS-5 trial, fondaparinux reduced major bleeding and im-
proved survival compared with enoxaparin in patients with non-ST-elevation my-
ocardial infarction (NSTEMI). Large scale real-world comparisons are lacking.
Methods: All 2006-2010 patients (n=44.813) in the SWEDEHEART registry with
a NSTEMI treated with either enoxaparin or fondaparinux were included. The two
treatments were compared with regard to in-hospital major bleeding or death; 30
day death, myocardial infarction (MI), stroke or bleeding. Adjustments were made
for calendar time and admitting hospital, baseline characteristics (model 1) and
invasive coronary interventions (PCI/CABG; model 2).
Results: Overall, 58.7% (n=26.292) received enoxaparin and 41.3% (n=18.521)
received fondaparinux. Fondaparinux use increased gradually from 0.7% in 2006
to 86.8% in 2010. Baseline characteristics were similar regarding age, sex, dia-
betes, previous cardiac history and prior major bleeding events. In-hospital PCI
was more frequently utilized in the fondaparinux treated group (47.1% vs. 39.2%).
The odds ratio (OR) of in-hospital severe bleeding was reduced by 48% and death
by 28% in the fondaparinux treated group (Table). At 30 days the OR of MI or
stroke was similar, but the OR of bleeding and death remained significantly lower.
Conclusion: In this nationwide real world analysis, the change from enoxaparin
to fondaparinux was associated with a substantially reduced risk of bleeding, and
improved survival.

P3977 | BEDSIDE
The clinical impact of early invasive strategy on non-ST-segment
elevation myocardial infarction according to the time-varying patterns
of cardiac biomarker

H.Y. Jin, H.C. Shin, B.W. Kim, Y.J. Song, J.S. Seo, T.H. Yang, D.K. Kim, D.S. Kim.
Inje University college Of Medicine, Busan Paik Hospital, Busan, Korea, Republic
of

Background: The clinical benefit of early invasive strategy in patients with non-
ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (NSTEMI) is still left uncertain. We
sought to evaluate the clinical impact of early invasive strategy on NSTEMI pa-
tients according to the time-varying patterns of cardiac biomarker.
Methods: This trial included 465 consecutive NSTEMI patients received percu-
taneous coronary intervention (PCI), and they were classified into two groups
according to the changing pattern of cardiac biomarkers at first follow-up assess-
ment: group I: rising pattern of both creatine kinase muscle-brain fraction (CK-
MB) and troponin I (n=241), group II: falling pattern of CK-MB and/or troponin
I (n=224). The primary endpoint was 12-month major cardiac and cerebrovas-
cular events (MACCE), which was comprised of cardiovascular death, acute
MI, ischemic stroke and repeated revascularization. We compared incidence of
MACCE between early (<12 hours after arrival) and delayed (≥12 hours) PCI in
each group.
Results: There were no statistically significant differences of baseline character-
istics between group I and II. The rates of 12-month MACCE were not different
between early and delayed PCI group (6.5% vs. 11.7%, p=0.152) in all study sub-
jects. In group II, early PCI had similar rates of MACCE compared with delayed
PCI (13.9% vs. 11.7%, p=0.780). But, patients treated with early PCI had signif-
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icantly lower rates of 12-month MACCE in group I (2.8% vs. 11.8%, p=0.028).
Also, the MACE-free survival rates were significantly lower in early PCI compared
with delayed PCI in group I (97.2% vs. 88.2%, log rank p=0.03) (Fig. 1).

Figure 1

Conclusions: Early invasive strategy was associated with better clinical out-
comes at 12-month follow-up in NSTEMI patients with rising pattern of cardiac
biomarker.

P3978 | BEDSIDE
Thrombectomy in non-ST-elevation myocardial infarction - more than
mechanical reduction of distal embolisation: a substudy of the
TATORT-NSTEMI trial

S. De Waha1, S. Desch2, I. Eitel2, A. Buettner-Janner2, G. Fuernau2, P. Lurz2,
G. Schuler1, H. Thiele3. 1Heart Center Bad Segeberg, Department of Cardiology
and Angiology, Bad Segeberg, Germany; 2University of Leipzig, Heart Center,
Department of Internal Medicine and Cardiology, Leipzig, Germany; 3University
of Lübeck, Medical Clinic II, Lübeck, Germany

Purpose: Aim of thrombus aspiration in acute myocardial infarction is to reduce
reperfusion injury. Further, distal embolisation of thrombotic material induces an
inflammatory response contributing to the no-reflow phenomenon. Thus, one
might speculate that thrombectomy influences the cascade of thrombosis and
inflammation. Aim of the current study was therefore to analyse the impact of
thrombus aspiration on markers of inflammation and reperfusion injury such as
interleukin 6 (IL-6), asymmetric dimethylarginine (ADMA) and B-cell surface anti-
gen CD40 (CD40).
Methods: This study is a prespecified subanalysis of the Thrombus Aspiration in
ThrOmbus containing culpRiT lesions in Non-ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction
(TATORT-NSTEMI) trial investigating the impact of thrombectomy on microvas-
cular obstruction (MO)/no-reflow. In brief, patients with non-ST-elevation myocar-
dial infarction (NSTEMI, n=440) with relevant thrombus burden were randomised
to undergo standard percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) alone (group 1)
versus thrombectomy before PCI (group 2). MO was assessed by cardiac mag-
netic resonance imaging (CMR). The main finding was that thrombectomy did
not reduce MO in comparison to standard PCI. In 71 patients of group 1 and 69
patients of group 2 blood samples were collected immediately following primary
PCI. Levels of ADMA, IL-6 and CD40 were measured by ELISA. The occurrence
of mortality, reinfarction, target vessel revascularisation and congestive heart fail-
ure (MACE) was assessed at 6-month follow-up.
Results: Patients were well balanced with respect to baseline characteristics
such as age, gender or left ventricular ejection fraction (all p>0.05).
Thrombus aspiration did not lead to a reduction of IL-6, ADMA and CD40 as
the levels of these biomarkers did not differ significantly between the thrombec-
tomy group versus the standard PCI group (IL-6: 13.8±29.5 vs. 12.0±25.6 pg/ml,
p=0.49; ADMA: 50.0±12.6 vs. 48.1±15.9 ng/ml, p=0.25; CD40: 111.8±270.4 vs.
127.5±393.4 pg/ml, p=0.81). Levels of IL-6, ADMA and CD40 did not differ sig-
nificantly between patients with and without MO (p=0.47, p=0.68 and p=0.20,
respectively).
In contrast to IL-6 and ADMA (p=0.34 and p=0.68), high levels of CD40 were
significantly associated with the occurrence of MACE (CD40≥median: HR 4.75,
95%CI 1.03-22.0, p=0.046).
Conclusion: Thrombus aspiration does not lead to reduced levels of IL-6, ADMA
or CD40. These findings reflect the main results of the TATORT-NSTEMI trial
and recent large scale clinical trials failing to demonstrate a beneficial effect of
thrombectomy on reperfusion success and clinical outcome.

P3979 | BEDSIDE
Kidney failure and non-ST-segment elevation acute coronary
syndromes: three formulas... one problem

R. Costa Rodrigues, A. Correia, M.G. Serrao, H. Cafe, S. Gomes, N. Santos,
B. Silva, A. Pereira, A.C. Alves, D. Pereira. Hospital Dr. Nélio Mendonça,
Funchal, Portugal

Purpose: Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) and acute kidney lesion are a frequent
morbidity in patients admitted for non-ST-segment elevation acute coronary syn-
dromes (NSTE-ACS) and are associated with worse outcomes. Several equations
to correctly identify patients with CKD through glomerular filtration rate (GFR) ex-
ist, but it is still not consensual which one is the most appropriate in the setting

of NSTE-ACS. We aimed to compare which of the 3 more commonly used for-
mulas - Cockcroft-Gault [CG]; Modification of Diet in Renal Disease [MDRD] and
Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration [CKD-EPI] – is more effec-
tive in predicting worse outcomes at 1-year follow up.
Methods: Prospective study of 493 consecutive patients [age 66.64±12.88;
66.7% men; 31.8% diabetics; 74.1% hypertensive; 10.7% known CKD] admitted
to our, tertiary hospital, intensive care unit for NSTE-ACS between October 2009
and October 2012. GFR estimates from CG, MDRD and CKD-EPI were com-
pared in terms of mortality risk prediction and of a composite primary endpoint
(re-infarction, stroke and mortality) at 1-year follow up.
Results: Prevalence of GFR <60 ml/min/1.73m2 was 46.6% using CG, 46.9%
with MDRD and 43.2% with CKD-EPI. All formulas had a good discriminatory
power in predicting 1-year composite primary endpoint with CG proving to be the
best formula by ROC curve analysis [AUC (CG): 0.750 vs AUC (MDRD): 0.711 vs
AUC (CKD-EPI): 0.725]. All formulas were also good in predicting total mortality
at 1-year follow-up with CG showing the best results [AUC (CG): 0.773 vs AUC
(MDRD): 0.719 vs AUC (CKD-EPI): 0.738]

Composite primary endpoint at 1 year.

Conclusions: In our, almost exclusively white, population all formulas proved
value in predicting adverse outcomes at 1-year follow up. The CG formula was
significantly more accurate than MDRD and CKD-EPI.

OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY: FINDING
THE CAUSE

P3980 | BEDSIDE
Additive value of integrated backscatter intravascular ultrasound in
detection of vulnerable plaque by optical frequency domain imaging:
An ex vivo autopsy study of human coronary arteries

M. Nakano1, K.Y. Yahagi1, H.Y. Yamamoto2, M.T. Taniwaki3, F.O. Otsuka1,
K.S. Sakakura1, E.L. Ladich1, F.D.K. Kolodgie1, R.V. Virmani1. 1The international
Registry of Pathology, CVPath, Gaithersburg, United States of America; 2Teikyo
University Hospital, Tokyo, Japan; 3Mitsui Memorial Hospital, Tokyo, Japan

Background: Detection of coronary lesions susceptive to plaque rupture and
thrombosis by intravascular imaging devices may serve to stratify the risk of future
adverse events in patients.
Methods: We interrogated a total of 30 coronary arteries from 14 human au-
topsy hearts by ex vivo optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI) and integrated
backscatter intravascular ultrasound (IB-IVUS). Coronary segments were sec-
tioned at 3-mm intervals and assessed histologically. A total of 360 pairs of cross-
sectional images co-registered to histology were investigated to evaluate diag-
nostic ability of the intra-coronary imaging devices in the assessment of lesion
morphologies.
Results:. Overall, OFDI showed a good utility in the recognition of various coro-
nary plaque compositions such as calcification, necrotic core, cholesterol crystals,

Figure 1. Comparison of histology and imaging.
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and fibrous tissue (Figure). However, OFDI mis-diagnosed 9 non-TCFA lesions as
TCFA (pseudo-TCFA), with the result corresponding to positive predictive value
(PPV) = 60.9%. The main cause was signal interference frommacrophages which
cause signal attenuation.
Then, utilizing a recursive partitioning analysis, we defined IB-IVUS-derived TCFA
as (i) %area lipid >65.1%; (ii) 32.3< %area lipid <65.1% and plaque area
>10.5mm2. PPV of TCFA identification by IB-IVUS alone was 50.3%. With com-
bination of OFDI and IB-IVUS data, PPV of TCFA detections was improved to
100.0%.
Conclusions:OFDI was capable of accurately recognizing most of coronary mor-
phologies. However, the signal interference from macrophages dampen the diag-
nostic accuracy of OFDI, especially for the recognition of vulnerable plaque. Addi-
tive use of gray scale and IB-IVUS may be useful to compensate for the limitation
of OFDI.

P3981 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic value of culprit plaque morphology assessed by optical
coherence tomography in patients with acute coronary syndrome

G. Niccoli1, L. Di Vito2, R.A. Montone1, M. Gramegna1, H. Refaat1, M. Roberto1,
F. Prati2, F. Crea1. 1Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Rome, Italy;
2Hospital San Giovanni Addolorata, Rome, Italy

Purpose: Patients presenting with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) may have
different plaque morphologies at the culprit lesion. In particular, plaque rupture
(PR) has been shown as the more frequent culprit plaque morphology in ACS.
However, its prognostic value is still unknown. In this study, we evaluated the
prognostic value of PR compared with non-PR in patients presenting with ACS.
Methods: We enrolled consecutive patients admitted to our coronary care unit
for ACS and undergoing coronary angiography. Optical coherence tomography
analysis of the culprit lesion was performed. Culprit lesion was classified as PR
(evidence of a ruptured fibrous cap that connect the lumen with the lipid pool) and
non-PR. Prognosis was assessed according to culprit plaque morphology. Major
adverse cardiac events (MACE) were defined as the composite of cardiac death,
non-fatal myocardial infarction, unstable angina and target lesion revasculariza-
tion (median follow up 31.1±13.4 months).
Results: We enrolled 139 consecutive ACS patients (mean age 64.3±12.0 years,
male 73.4%, 92 patients with Non-ST elevation ACS and 47 with ST-elevation
ACS). PR was detected in 82/139 (59%) patients. There were no differences in
clinical presentation, stent type, median stent length and stent diameter between
patients with PR compared with patients without PR. Of importance, MACE oc-
curred more frequently in patients with PR as compared with patients without PR
(31.7% vs 15.8%, p=0.03) and was mainly driven by unstable angina and non-
fatal myocardial infarction.
Conclusions: Patients with ACS presenting with PR as culprit lesion have a
worse prognosis compared with patients without PR. This finding should be taken
into account in risk stratification and management of patients with ACS.

P3982 | BEDSIDE
Clinical and morphological features of coronary thrombosis caused by
plaques with intact fibrous cap in comparison with plaque rupture:
optical coherence tomography and intravascular ultrasound study

T. Yonetsu1, T. Lee2, T. Murai2, R. Iwatsuka1, M. Hoshino1, Y. Matsue1,
A. Matsumura1, Y. Hashimoto1, T. Kakuta2. 1Kameda Medical Center,
Department of Cardiology, Kamogawa, Japan; 2Tsuchiura Kyodo Hospital,
Tsuchiura, Japan

Background: Although plaque rupture (PR) and subsequent thrombus formation
is known as the primary cause of acute coronary syndrome (ACS), other patho-
geneses can also induce coronary thrombosis with intact fibrous cap (IFC). We
sought to assess the clinical and morphological features of the ACS culprit lesions
with IFC in vivo using optical coherence tomography (OCT) and intravascular ul-
trasound (IVUS).
Methods: A total of 287 culprit lesions of 286 ACS patients who underwent both
OCT and IVUS imaging at the time of primary coronary intervention were inves-
tigated. Intraluminal thrombus was identified by OCT, and the culprit lesions with
thrombus was categorized into those with PR (PR group) and those with IFC (IFC
group) according to the OCT findings. Patients’ clinical characteristics and IVUS
findings were compared between PR and IFC group.
Results: Intraluminal thrombus was observed in 196 lesions (68.3%), of which
100 lesions were categorized into PR group and 52 lesions were into IFC group
by OCT. Forty-four lesions with massive thrombus interfering with plaque visu-
alization were excluded from the analysis. Female gender was less frequent in
PR group as compared to IFC group (15.0% vs 34.6%, p=0.010). Peak cre-
atine kinase (CK) and CK-MB values were significantly greater in PR than in
IFC (2304±2184 vs 1399±1947 IU/L, p=0.015 and 247±244 vs 140±180 IU/L,
p=0.007, respectively), whereas no significant difference was observed in CK
and CK-MB levels at the baseline. In IVUS analysis, percent plaque area (%PA)
and remodeling index (RI) were significantly larger in PR than in IFC (%PA:
87.2±4.7% vs 85.5±5.2%, p=0.043; RI: 1.13±0.18 vs 1.02±0.19, p=0.001).
Echo-attenuated plaque was more frequent in PR than in IFC (41.0% vs 17.3%,
p=0.006).
Conclusions: Intraluminal thrombosis in lesions with IFC observed by OCT

showed differentiated clinical and morphological characteristics from those with
PR. OCTmay enable to identify the different pathogenesis of coronary thrombosis
in ACS setting, which may further lead to specific therapeutic strategy according
to the pathogenesis.

P3983 | BEDSIDE
Serial change of thin fibrous cap distribution on the luminal surface
after lipid lowering therapy assessed by three-dimensional-optical
coherence tomography

T. Nakamura, T. Okamura, J. Yamada, H. Tateishi, T. Maeda, T. Nao, T. Oda,
M. Mochizuki, K. Shiraishi, M. Yano. Yamaguchi University Hospital, Cardiology
Department, Ube, Japan

Purpose: Recently reports showed that statin therapy significantly increased
fibrous-cap thickness in patients with dyslipidemia. We speculated that a distri-
bution of thin-fibrous cap on the luminal surface could affect the vulnerability of
plaque. Therefore, we evaluated the luminal surface distribution of thin-fbrous cap
by OCT.
Method: 18 consecutive patients with TCFA on non-target lesion detected by
OCT were enrolled in this study. They were administered statin to improve low
density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol level and underwent OCT examination at fol-
low up. We selected frames which have a thin-fibrous cap less than 100 maicrons
and analyzed the frame each 0.2mm interval (150 frame). We compared the thick-
ness and angle of fibrous cap between baseline and follow up. Moreover, fibrous
cap which was less than 100 microns detected automatically and then 3D-OCT
images were reconstructed to assess a change of surface area of thin-fibrous cap
visually.
Result: LDL choresterol level was decreased 132±45 mg/dl at baseline to 83±17
mg/dl at follow up. Minimum thickness of thin-fibrous cap in the lesion was sig-
nificantly increased (baseline:66±19 follow up: 115±40, p=0.001). and maxi-
maum angle was significantly decreased (baseline: 37.6±19.8 follow: 7.9±14.6,
p=0.002) 3D-OCT demonstrated that the distribution of thin-fibrous cap visually
decreased from BL to FU (figure).

3D-OCT with color mapping image of TCFA.

Conclusion: 3D-OCT with color mapping might be useful to understand the dis-
tribution of thin-cap fibroatheroma (TCFA). Lipid lowering therapy could stabilize
vulnerable plaque due to not only increasing the fibrous cap thickness but also
decreasing surface area of TCFA.

P3984 | BEDSIDE
Increased rate of cardiovascular events in patients with high carotid
plaque temperature. Insights from a new noninvasive method

G. Benetos1, K. Toutouzas1, M. Drakopoulou1, C. Nikolaou1, M. Divani1,
I. Vagena1, A. Synetos1, D. Tousoulis1, E. Siores2, C. Stefanadis1. 1Hippokration
Hospital, University of Athens, 1st Department of Cardiology, Athens, Greece;
2University of Bolton, Centre for Material Research and Innovation, Bolton,
United Kingdom

Purpose: Controversy exists regarding the prognostic role of inflammation in
coronary artery disease (CAD). Microwave radiometry (MWR) is a new nonin-
vasive method, which allows the in vivo measurement of the internal temperature
of tissues reflecting local inflammation. The aim of the present study was to eval-
uate in patients with CAD the prognostic value of carotid atherosclerotic plaque
inflammation, as assessed by MWR, in cardiovascular events.
Methods:Consecutive patients with significant CAD documented by coronary an-
giography were evaluated by 1) ultrasound echo-color Doppler (US-ECD) study
of both carotid arteries, and 2) microwave radiometry (MWR). During the ultra-
sound study, carotid plaque thickness was evaluated in all carotids. Temperature
difference (�T) by MWR was assigned as maximal temperature along the carotid
artery minus minimum. �T ≥0.90°C was assigned as high �T. Major cardiovas-
cular event (MACE) was defined as death, stroke, myocardial infarction or revas-
cularization. All patients were followed-up clinically.
Results: We included 74 consecutive patients with significant CAD. Eight patients
(10.8%) had high �T temperatures bilaterally. The mean follow-up period for all
patients was 12.12±7.9 months. MACE was 37.5% in the group with bilateral high
�T and 13.6% in non-high �T group (p=0.08). By multivariate logistic regression
analysis, �T was an independent predictor for MACE, when adjusted for sex, age
contemporary risk factors, number of vessels with significant stenosis and carotid
plaque thickness (OR: 8.55, 95% CI 1.09-67.00, p=0.04). In Kaplan-Meier plots
patients with bilateral high �T showed higher event rates, compared with patients
in non-high �T group (log-rank p=0.02).
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Conclusions: Evaluation of functional characteristics of carotid plaques through
Microwave Radiometry may have incremental prognostic impact on risk assess-
ment of CAD patients.

P3985 | BEDSIDE
Impact of nonculprit plaque characteristics on slow flow phenomenon
during percutaneous coronary intervention

K. Miura, K. Dote, M. Kato, S. Sasaki, N. Oda, E. Kagawa, Y. Nakano. Hiroshima
City Asa Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Hiroshima, Japan

Background: The slow flow (SF) phenomenon is more prevalent in patients with
acute coronary syndrome (ACS), who frequently exhibit vulnerable plaques in re-
mote coronary arteries. We aimed to clarify the impact of nonculprit plaque char-
acteristics on the occurrence of SF using multidetector computed tomography
(MDCT).
Methods: The study population comprised 180 consecutive patients with sus-
pected unstable angina who underwent MDCT before intervention. The charac-
teristics of culprit and nonculprit lesions were compared between patients with
and without SF.
Results: SF was observed in 43 (23.8%) of the 180 patients. The prevalence
of positive remodeling (PR), low-attenuation plaque (LAP), and napkin-ring sign
(NRS) in culprit lesion was significantly higher in the SF group than in the non-
SF group (86.1% vs. 39.4%; p<0.001, 81.4% vs. 18.3%; p<0.001, and 65.1%
vs. 16.1%; p<0.001, respectively). The same result was observed for noncul-
prit lesions (58.1% vs. 14.6%; p<0.001, 45.2% vs. 6.6%; p<0.001, and 14.3%
vs. 4.9%; p<0.04, respectively). Multivariate analysis revealed LAP [odds ratio
(OR), 12.8; 95% confidence interval (CI), 3.7–54.7; p<0.001] and NRS (OR, 5.1;
95% CI, 1.3–25.3; p=0.03) in culprit lesions and PR (OR, 4.7; 95% CI, 1.1–22.2;
p=0.04) in nonculprit lesion were independent predictors of SF.

Independent Predictors for Slow Flow

Odds ratio (95% CI) P Value

Culprit lesion
Positive remodeling 1.5 (0.5–4.7) 0.48
Low-attenuation plaque 12.8 (3.7–54.7) <0.001
Napkin-ring sign 5.1 (1.3–25.3) 0.03

Nonculprit lesion
Positive remodeling 4.7 (1.1–22.1) 0.04
Low-attenuation plaque 2.4 (0.5–11.8) 0.26
Napkin-ring sign 0.5 (0.1–4.1) 0.50

Conclusions: The plaque characteristics of nonculprit lesions are strongly as-
sociated with SF occurrence during percutaneous coronary intervention. Assess-
ment of plaque characteristics of both culprit and nonculprit lesions using MDCT
may be useful for the prediction of SF.

P3986 | BEDSIDE
Features of plaque vulnerability at non-culprit plaques containing
cholesterol crystal: frequency-domain optical coherence tomography
analysis

Y. Kataoka1, R. Puri2, K. Uno2, S.R. Kapadia2, E.M. Tuzcu2, S.E. Nissen2,
S.J. Nicholls1. 1South Australian Health & Medical Research Institute, Heart
Health, Adelaide, Australia; 2Cleveland Clinic, Department of Cardiovascular
Medicine, Cleveland, United States of America

Purpose: Cholesterol crystals are often seen within atheromatous plaques, par-
ticularly at sites of plaque disruption. While crystallization of cholesterol has
been considered to penetrate fibrous caps via volume expansion, crystals can
also induce inflammation potentially destabilizing plaques. However, it remains to
be elucidated whether cholesterol crystals contribute to plaque vulnerability. As
frequency-domain optical coherence tomography (FD-OCT) enables the visual-
ization of cholesterol crystals in vivo, we sought to evaluate the characteristics of
plaques containing cholesterol crystal by using FD-OCT.
Methods: 263 non-culprit lipid plaques in 250 consecutive patients with stable
coronary artery disease were analyzed by FD-OCT imaging in a target vessel
that underwent percutaneous coronary intervention. Cholesterol crystals were
identified as a thin, linear region with high signal intensity and backscattering.
Characteristics of plaques with and without cholesterol crystals were compared.
Results: 39.6% of study population had at least one cholesterol crystals within
non-culprit lipid plaques. Plaques with cholesterol crystal were predominantly
located in the proximal segment of left anterior descending artery and right
coronary artery. Plaques containing cholesterol crystals exhibited a smaller fi-
brous cap thickness (84.1±27.9 vs. 106.9±40.1 um, p=0.003), larger lipid in-
dex (2357.4±1742.7 vs. 914.2±1151.7 mm°, p<0.0001), greater prevalence of
thin-cap fibroatheroma (26.9 vs. 5.5%, p=0.005) and microchannel (46.1 vs.
19.4%, p<0.0001). In addition, a significant association was observed between
the maximum number of cholesterol crystal within plaques and fibrous cap thick-
ness (r=-0.26, p=0.008). Lowering LDL-C level below 1.8 mmol/l associated with
greater fibrous cap thickness at plaques without cholesterol crystal (138.4±47.3
vs. 98.0±31.9 um, p=0.001) but not at plaques containing cholesterol crystal
(85.2±26.9 vs. 77.1±21.6 um, p=0.31).
Conclusions: Lesions containing cholesterol crystal exhibited distinct FD-OCT
features associated with plaque instability. The current findings suggest an

important association between cholesterol crystal and plaque vulnerability in
vivo.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY: A POTENT BUT UNDESIRED
THERAPEUTIC OPTION

P3987 | BEDSIDE
Athletic CardioClub, the Romanian original way in promoting primary
cardiovascular diseases prevention

G.P. Tatu-Chitoiu1, C. Marinescu1, D. Deleanu2, F. Mitu3, D. Gaita4,
R. Tecuceanu5, L. Spataru6, A. Platon5, A. Petris7, I.M. Coman2 on behalf of
RO-ACC members. 1Spitalul Clinic de Urgenta “Floreasca”, Bucharest, Romania;
2Institute of Cardiovascular Diseases “Prof. Dr. CC Iliescu”, Bucharest, Romania;
3University School of Medicine Grigore T Popa, Iasi, Romania; 4University of
Medicine Victor Babes, Timisoara, Romania; 5Cabinet Individual, Bucharest,
Romania; 6Boehringer Ingelheim Company, Bucharest, Romania; 7Sf. Spiridon
Emergency Hospital, Clinic I Medical, Iasi, Romania

Background: A healthy life style based on physical exercise is one of the most
efficacious ways for prevention of the cardiovascular diseases.
Objective: To present the results obtained by the Romanian Athletic CardioClub
(RO-ACC) after the first two year of activity. The RO-ACC’s slogan is: “Let’s run
for your heart !”.
Methods: The Romanian Athletic CardioClub (RO-ACC) is an association
founded in April 2012 by the Romanian Society of Cardiology, Romanian Heart
Foundation and 17 cardiologists in order to promote physical activity for cardio-
vascular diseases prevention in large groups of people on the physicians self-
example basis. RO-ACC promotes its objective in 4 ways: 1.Promoting the exer-
cise benefits of on its website. 2. Testing the cardiovascular health of its members
by its experts.3. An on-line data-base where the RO-ACC members can intro-
duce the kilometers performed every day by walking, running, swimming, cycling
or skiing in order to accumulate at least 600 km/year (the “Ojective 600” program,
opened at 01.02.2013). This limit was based on the recommendation of at least
30 min. of moderate exercise /day, 5 days a week (that means 3 km walking/day,
60 km/month and 720 km/year. The 600 km threshold was established for the first
two years as a reasonable motivation). Awards and diplomas are delivered for the
first three places for each sort of activity and for the members with good results
in sport competitions. 4. Encouraging participation to the RO-ACCs members to
formal competitions (middle/long distance running, triathlons, swimming) in mixed
teams physicians-non-physicians.
Results: A 11.8 times increase (from 32 to 379) of the RO-ACC members was
seen after 22 months. The non-physicians members increased from 3.12% to
33% and 126 members participated at the “Objective 600 km” program in 2013.
Participants to formal competitions increased from 8 to 64 (16.88%). One gold,
one silver and two bronze medals have been won at the 2013 edition of the World
Health and Medical Games (Zagreb, Croatia).
Conclusions: An original system organized by cardiologists as a sport associ-
ation based on: 1. education in the benefits of exercise; 2.the physicians self-
example in mixed physician-non-physician sport teams and 3. a virtual competi-
tion motivated by awards, proved to be a good solution for implementation of the
physical activity in large groups of people as a way for cardiovascular diseases
prevention.

P3988 | BEDSIDE
Subclinical atherosclerosis, inflammatory markers and physical
activity level in middle-aged men. Results of longitudinal over 25 years
prospective observation

M. Kwasniewska1, A. Jegier2, T. Kostka3, E. Dziankowska-Zaborszczyk4,
E. Rebowska1, J. Kozinska1, W. Drygas5. 1Medical University, Department of
Preventive Medicine, Lodz, Poland; 2Medical University of Lodz, Department
of Sports Medicine, Lodz, Poland; 3Medical University of Lodz, Department of
Geriatrics, Lodz, Poland; 4Medical University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland; 5National
Institute of Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland

Purpose: The purpose of the study was to investigate the influence of lifetime
physical activity (PA) patterns on selected indices of low-grade inflammation and
atherosclerosis in longitudinal observation of middle-aged men.
Methods: The subject of the study was a cohort of 101 men (mean age at follow
up 59,7±9,0 years), free of cardiovascular symptoms and treatment, participat-
ing in regular follow-up examinations in the years 1980/90-2011/12. Self-report
PA was assessed by interviewer-administered Seven-Day PA Recall and Histor-
ical PA questionnaire. Serum inflammatory markers (high-sensitivity C-reactive
protein, oxidized LDL, homocysteine, interleukine 6, TNF alpha, adiponectine, ad-
hesion molecules, leptin and resistine) were determined using Elisa kit. Subclini-
cal atherosclerosis was measured by assessing the coronary artery calcification
(CAC) using multi-slice computed tomography; the carotid intima-media thickness
(CIMT) using high-resolution B-mode ultrasound; and the reactive hyperemia in-
dex (RHI) using peripheral arterial tonometry (EndoPAT2000). The participants
were divided according to tertiles of exercise-related energy expenditure (EE)
in kcal/week at baseline, i.e. <2050 (moderate; n=33), 2050-3840 (high; n=34),
>3840 (very high; n=34).
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Results: The moderate, high and very high PA groups were comparable in terms
of age, education, family history and atherosclerosis risk factors at baseline.
The most pronounced association between PA and inflammatory markers was
found for hsCRP, oxLDL and leptin with the significantly lower concentrations
among men with maintained high PA. The mean hsCRP was 2.65, 2.40 and
2.82 mg/L; the mean oxLDL was 106.4; 89.19 and 161.11 ng/ml; the mean leptin
was 9.09±7.92; 5.43±4.00; 7.79±7.95 in the moderate, high and very high PA
group, respectively (p<0.05). The group with stable high PA level (EE 2050-3840
kcal/week) had also the most favorable profile of the indices of atherosclerosis
(mean CAC of 10.7±28.9 Agatston units; CIMT of 0.64±0.15 mm and RHI of
2.15±0.4) with no cases of CAC >400, CIMT ≥0.9 mm and RHI <1.67.
Conclusions: Maintaining regular PA level with EE 2050-3840 kcal/week through
young and middle adulthood is associated with the most favorable inflammatory
status and may protect against atherosclerosis in men. Higher PA level is asso-
ciated with increased low-grade inflammation and less beneficial atherosclerosis
indices, as measured by hs-CRP, ox-LDL, leptin, CAC, IMT and RHI.

P3989 | BEDSIDE
Intensity of exercise predicts cardiovascular complications in type 1
diabetic patients

H. Tikkanen1, J. Waden1, C. Forsblom1, L.M. Thorn1, M. Saraheimo1,
N. Tolonen1, M. Rosengard-Barlund1, D. Gordin1, H. Tikkanen2, P.-H. Groop1

on behalf of FinnDiane Study Group. 1Folkhalsan Research Center, Folkhälsan
Institute of Genetics, Helsinki, Finland; 2University of Helsinki, 3Unit for Sports
and Exercise Medicine, Institute of Clinical Medicine, Helsinki, Finland

Purpose: Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the most common cause of death
and disability among patients with type 1 diabetes (T1D) and it has been shown
that diabetic nephropathy accounts for the increased cardiovascular morbidity
and mortality in these patients. Physical activity improves the risk profile of pa-
tients with T1D. We recently showed in a prospective setting that the intensity of
exercise predicts the incidence and progression of diabetic nephropathy in T1D.
Little is known about the causal relationship between physical activity and CVD.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess how physical activity affects the
development of incident CVD in patients with T1D.
Methods: This is a longitudinal study including 1513 T1D patients participating in
the nationwide multicenter Finnish Diabetic Nephropathy Study (FinnDiane). The
median follow up time was of 9.0±2.4 years, 47.6% were men, the mean age
was 36.9±12.1 years, and the duration of diabetes was 20.1±12.2. Leisure time
physical activity (LTPA) was assessed with a previously validated self-report ques-
tionnaire. CVD, at baseline and follow-up, was defined based on medical records
as follows: clinically verified myocardial infarction, ischemic limb amputation or
a peripheral artery procedure. Patients with major CVD events, end-stage renal
disease (ESRD) and patients with unknown renal status were excluded from the
study.
Results: During the follow-up period, 86 patients out of 1513 developed a new
CVD event. The intensity of LTPA was associated with incident CVD. Lower inten-
sity of LTPA was associated with incident CVD 10.2 vs. 5.0 vs. 1.0% (P<0.001) in
patients with low vs. moderate vs. high intensity of LTPA, respectively. To explore
the possible bias regarding existing renal disease and physical inactivity we ana-
lyzed incident CVD in patients with normal AER separately and intensity was still
associated with incident CVD (p<0.001). The absorbed assiocation betweeen in-
tensity and incident CVD survied a Cox Regression analysis when adjusted for
sex, duration and smoking. In addition, the duration of exercise was associated
with incident CVD (p=0.041). Neither the total amount nor the frequency of LTPA
were associated with incident CVD.
Conclusions: This study suggests that exercise, in particular, high intensity ex-
ercise, may reduce the incidence of CVD events in patients with T1D.

P3990 | BEDSIDE
Cardiovascular fitness and the risk of subsequent cardiovascular
events among middle-aged asymptomatic men and women

A. Erez, K. Kivity, A. Berkovitch, R. Klempfner, S. Segev, I. Goldenberg, Y. Sidi,
E. Maor. Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer, Israel

Purpose: Our aim was to examine whether reduced cardiovascular fitness is an
independent predictor of the development of cardiovascular events in apparently
healthy middle-aged adults or merely a marker of associated comorbidities and
risk factors.
Methods: We investigated 15,595 men and women who were annually screened.
All subjects were free of ischemic heart disease, and had completed maximal ex-
ercise stress test (EST) according to the Bruce protocol at their first visit. Subjects
were categorized into age- and sex-specific quintiles (Q) according to Bruce pro-
tocol treadmill time. With fitness defined as low (Q1), moderate (Q2-4), or good
(Q5). The primary endpoint was a composite of symptoms-driven percutaneous
coronary intervention and acute coronary syndrome.
Results: Mean age of study patients was 48±10 years and 73% were men. A
total of 679 events occurred during 92,092 person-years of follow up. Kaplan
Meier survival analysis showed that the cumulative probability of cardiovascu-
lar events at 7 years was significantly lower among subjects with good fitness
(unadjusted P<0.001 [Figure: left panel]). However, after multivariate adjustment
for other known cardiovascular risk factors, including obesity, hypercholesteremia,

low high density lipoprotein-cholesterol, and diabetes mellitus, good fitness was
no longer significantly associated with reduced risk for cardiovascular events (HR
= 0.87 [95% CI 0.67-1.14], adjusted p=0.87 [Figure: right panel])).

Cumulative hazard rate.

Conclusions: Our findings suggest that the association between cardiovascular
fitness and the risk of subsequent cardiovascular events in asymptomatic middle-
aged men and women may be related to the co-existance of multiple known car-
diovascular risk factors.

P3991 | BEDSIDE
Exercise intensity and disease expression in carriers of sarcomeric
hcm causing mutations

I. Perez Sanchez, A.J. Romero, I. Gomez Milanes, M. Sabater, E. Garcia-Molina,
F. Ruiz, D. Lopez Cuenca, M.J. Oliva, G. De La Morena, J.R. Gimeno. University
Hospital Virgen de la Arrixaca, Department of Clinical Analysis, Murcia, Spain

Purpose: Physical exercise is supposed to enhance the degree of left ventricular
hypertrophy in Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (HCM). Moreover, intense exercise
is accepted as a trigger of ventricular arrhythmias in HCM. We aimed to study
the contribution of physical activity on the age of diagnosis and severity of the
disease in a population of HCM-mutation carriers.
Methods: 224 HCM-mutation carriers from 69 families (aged 41±16, 56% males)
were studied. 161 individuals (66.3%) met HCM criteria. 79% were carriers of a
mutation in MYBPC3 and 21% in MYH7. Patients were classified in 3 groups:
(1) 191 (86%) sedentary or mild, (2) 23 (10%) moderate and (3) 10 (4%) intense
competitive exercise. 128 (67%) of the sedentary, 15 (65%) of the moderate ex-
ercise and 7 (70%) of the intense exercise carriers were affected. Clinical, ECG,
echocardiographic variables and outcomes were analyzed.
Results: Males performed more frequently moderate or intense exercise (group
2+3) than females (27, (20%) vs 6, (7%), p=0.001). Despite the penetrance of
the disease was similar regardless the intensity of the exercise (65-70%), HCM
patients who performed exercise (group 2+3) had an earlier diagnosis compared
to sedentary (group 1) (mean age 34±12 vs 42±17 years old, binary p=0.04,
long rank p=0.04). Mean maximal wall thickness was similar in patients who per-
formed exercise compared to sedentary patients 19.0±5.2 mm vs 20.5±6.1 mm
(ns). A similar proportion of HCM-patients who performed exercise (5, 23%) com-
pared to sedentary patients (45, 34%) had obstruction (ns). HCM-patients who
performed exercise had more syncope (32% vs 13%, p=0.02). There were no
other differences in symptoms. Atrial fibrillation and NSVT on Holter was similar
in exercise-HCM and sedentary-HCM patients. Proportion of cardiac events was
similar between groups (17, 13% vs 3, 14%, ns) during 5.5±3.3 years FU. On
multivariate, adjusting for age and sex, intensity of exercise was not predictor of
maximal wall thickness.
Conclusions: Moderate or intense exercise is associated with an early diagnosis
of HCM in carriers of sarcomeric mutations. HCM-patients who perform signifi-
cant exercise have similar maximal left ventricular wall thickness than sedentary
patients. Atrial and ventricular arrhythmias were not associated with exercise in-
tensity in our population of HCM patients with sarcomeric mutations. The mag-
nitude of the effect of exercise in phenotypic expression of HCM seems to be
moderated.

P3992 | BEDSIDE
Physical activity, obesity status and 10-year cardiovascular disease
incidence; a follow-up (2001-2011) of the Attica study

D.B. Panagiotakos1, E. Georgousopoulou1, C. Chrysohoou2, V. Metaxa2,
M. Ntertimani1, E. Pitaraki1, J. Skoumas2, C. Pitsavos2, C. Stefanadis2.
1Harokopio University, Athens, Greece; 2Hippokration Hospital, University of
Athens, Athens, Greece

Objective: To evaluate physical activity behaviours among adults within a 5-year
period, and its relationship to 10-year risk for cardiovascular disease events.
Methods: From May 2001 to December 2002, 1514 men and 1528 women (>18
y) living in greater Athens area, Greece, were enrolled. In 2011-12, the 10-year
follow-up was performed in 2583 participants (15% of the participants were lost
to follow-up). Incidence of fatal or non-fatal CVD was defined according to WHO-
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ICD-10 criteria. Weekly energy expenditure was assessed using the validated
IPAQ tool. Physical activity behaviours during the first 5-years of follow-up were
classified as (a) physically inactive throughout study course, (b) sedentary at
baseline, but active at 5-year, (c) active at baseline, but sedentary at 5-year and
(d) physically active during the first 5-years of follow-up.
Results: 587 (61%) men and 673 (68%) women were classified as physically in-
active at baseline examination, whereas 661 (69%) men and 728 (73%) women
were classified as physically inactive at 5-year follow-up. Prevalence of obesity
was 20.8% in men and 15.9% in women at baseline examination, while another
14.5% of men and 14.2% of women became obese during the follow-up period.
Multivariable analysis, after adjusting for age, sex, smoking, eating habits, his-
tory of hypertension, diabetes and hypercholesterolemia, and education level,
revealed that only participants who remained physically active during the first 5-
years of the follow-up were protected against CVD (relative risk= 0.55, 95%CI
0.30, 0.99), whereas, the other two physical activity categories did not show any
significant associations with CVD risk (p>0.16). Moreover, body mass index at
baseline examination was highly associated with 10-year CVD risk (relative risk
per 1 kg/m2 = 1.04, 95%CI 1.01-1.07); whereas, obese participants experienced
29% higher CVD risk, as compared with normal/overweight. Then the analysis
was stratified by obesity and physical activity status. It was found that only among
normal weight participants, physical activity offered a protection against CVD (i.e.,
32% and 34% lower risk among sedentary and physically active but normal weight
participants, as compared with obese and sedentary); whereas, among obese in-
dividuals, physical activity was not associated with CVD risk reduction (p=0.17).
Conclusions: Obesity seems to play a detrimental role in CVD risk reduction,
shaking down the “slogan” better active and obese than non-active and lean.
Actions towards the epidemic of obesity are urgently needed in order to further
prevent CVD in the studied population.

P3993 | BEDSIDE
Pre-hospital activity of daily living determines length of hospitalization
in super-elderly patients with acute decompensated heart failure

T. Okumura1, A. Sawamura1, K. Fukaya1, R. Morimoto1, M. Shimizu2,
K. Kobayashi2, Y. Kureishi-Bando1, S. Shintani1, S. Yamada3, T. Murohara1.
1Nagoya University Graduate School of Medicine, Department of Cardiology,
Nagoya, Japan; 2Nagoya University Hospital, Department of Rehabilitation,
Nagoya, Japan; 3Nagoya University School of Health Science, Nagoya, Japan

Background: The economic burden of hospitalization for heart failure is stagger-
ing in developed countries. Especially in Japan, the unprecedentedly rapid aging
of society and universal health insurance system provoke long-term hospitaliza-
tion in super-elderly patients that became seriously growing medical problem.
Aims: We hypothesized that the length of hospitalization (LOH) may be associ-
ated with pre-hospital activity of daily living (ADL) in super-elderly patients (over
85 years) with acute decompensated heart failure.
Methods: Forty-three patients (27 males, mean age 87.2 years) were enrolled.
Pre-hospital ADL was evaluated by Barthel index (BI) and the patients were allo-
cated into 3 groups based on BI; the High-BI group (76≤BI), the Middle-BI group
(51≤BI≤75), and the Low-BI group (BI≤50). In addition, all patients were also
divided into 2 groups based on the median of LOH; the Short-LOH group (≤17
days) and the Long-LOH group (18 day≤).
Results: The mean body mass index, left ventricular ejection fraction, and plasma
brain natriuretic peptide level on admission were 21.4 kg/m2, 49.8%, and 994
pg/mL. The LOH in the Low-BI group and the Middle-BI group were significantly
longer than in the High-BI group (Figure). The percentage of BI≤75 patients was
lower in the Long-LOH group than in the Short-LOH group (p=0.04). Except for
BI, there were no significant differences in baseline characteristics between the
2 groups. Logistic regression analysis revealed that BI≤75 (p=0.01, Odds Ra-
tio=7.37) and body mass index (p=0.01, Odds Ratio=0.73) were independent
predictors of long LOH.

BI and length of hospitalization.

Conclusions: Pre-hospital ADL is associated with the LOH in super-elderly pa-
tients with acute decompensated heart failure. Continuous maintenance of ADL
at higher level could be essential for the reduction of LOH.

RENAL DENERVATION THERAPY

P3994 | BEDSIDE
Low efficacy of renal denervation as a result of anatomically
inadequate operative technique

S. Pekarskiy, A. Baev, V. Mordovin, T. Ripp, G. Semke, E. Sitkova, A. Krylov,
S. Popov. Research Institute of Cardiology, SB of RAS, Clinical cardiology,
Tomsk, Russian Federation

Inefficacy of renal denervation (RD) in Symplicity HTN-3 study may be caused
by inadequate operative technique rather than reflect true limitations of the tech-
nology. The technique - to perform 4-6 point ablations equally distributed along
the length of renal artery (RA) - may only be effective if the renal nerves likewise
follow the whole course of the artery from aortal origin to segmental division. How-
ever, surgical studies show that renal nerves form a fan-shaped triangle plexus
converging toward hilum, i.e. proximally the nerves go at a distance from RA
obliquely to it and join it in the middle and distal portion so that number of fibers
available for endovascular RF ablation is minimal in proximal part and maximal
in distal part of RA. Then anatomically adequate technique would be to perform
ablations mainly in distal portion of RA instead of their equal distribution along the
artery.
Objective: To evaluate whether ablation of sympathetic nerves in distal part of
RA is more effective than standard RD.
Methods: We initiated randomized controlled study in which we compare the
modified operative technique (ablations performed in distal part and major
branches of RA) with standard RD in patients with resistant hypertension using
Symplicity device.
Results: At the time of this analysis 24 patients (12 treated by modified tech-
nique and 12 – by standard RD) completed 1 months follow up. No significant
damage of RA was detected. The only complication was small pseudoaneurysm
at a punction site.
Ambulatory BP decreased powerfully in the group of modified technique: -16.9/-
7,2 (SD 20.6/9,9) mmHg (mean 24-hr BP, systolic/diastolic respectively), p=0,015
and only slightly in the group of standard RD: -2,9/-2.2 (SD 17,2/8,6) p=0,56.
The difference in the effects was statistically significant for mean 24-h systolic
BP (p=0,04) and close to significance for 24-h diastolic BP (p=0,09). Office BP
lowering was also greater with modified technique, however, the difference was
not significant: -28,2/-11,8 vs -20,2/-10,7 respectively.
Conclusion: Radiofrequency ablation of sympathetic nerves in distal part and
segmental branches of renal artery seems to be equally safe but significantly
more effective than standard RD.

P3995 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic ability of MR-proadrenomedullin in patients undergoing
renal denervation

J.T. Neumann1, M. Schwerg2, O. Doerr3, K. Mortensen4, T. Zeller1,
S. Blankenberg1, H. Nef3, V. Stangl2, M. Moeckel2, K. Sydow1. 1University
Heart Center Hamburg, Clinic for General & Interventional Cardiology, Hamburg,
Germany; 2Charite - Campus Mitte (CCM), Department of Cardiology and
Division of Emergency Medicine, Berlin, Germany; 3University Hospital Giessen
and Marburg, Department of Internal Medicine I, Cardiology/Angiology, Giessen,
Germany; 4University of Lubeck, Medical Clinic II, Cardiology, Lubeck, Germany

Background and methods: Renal denervation (RD) is a new therapeutic op-
tion in patients with resistant hypertension. Midregional proadrenomedullin (MR-
proADM) exerts various effects on the cardiovascular system and showed to be a
prognostic marker for various cardiovascular diseases, especially in patients with
heart failure and probably hypertension. Therefore, the aim of our study was to
evaluate the prognostic effect of MR-proADM in patients undergoing RD. Wemea-
sured MR-proADM using a flouroimmunoassay (BRAHMS MR-proADM Kryptor)
in 110 patients before, 1 and 6 months after RD in a multicenter setting. In addition
brain natriuretic peptide (BNP), atrial natriuretic peptide (MR-proANP), c-reactive
protein (CRP) and Cystatin C were measured. All patients were followed up by
office and ambulatory blood pressure (ABP) measurements. For statistical anal-
yses linear effect models were used to determine the association of biomarkers
and BP.
Results: 6 months after RD the mean systolic ABP was reduced by 8mmHg, the
responder-rate (drop in ABP systolic BP ≥5mmHg) was 59%. MR-proADM and
BNP were significantly associated with blood pressure reduction after 6 month
(coefficient MR-proADM -0.0019, p=0.047; BNP 0.0059, p=0.036; Table 1). In re-
sponders, MR-proADM concentrations showed a higher increase after 6 months
compared to non-responders, but did not reach statistical significance (Figure 1).
Biomarkers at baseline were not able to predict for therapy-responder (Table 2).

Association of biomarkers and BP

MR-proADM MR-proADM MR-proANP Cystatin C BNP CRP

Coefficient −0.0019 0.0035 0.0006 0.0059 0.0070
p-value 0.047 0.18 0.73 0.036 0.086

Linear mixed effect models for biomarkers and blood pressure. Table summarizing the results for
the linear mixed effect models for biomarkers and systolic mean ABP are given. All biomarkers
are log-transformed. The covariates in the model are: systolic BP (mean, overall), age (baseline),
female, BMI, smoker, diabetes, hyperlipidemia, CHD.

Conclusions: In patients undergoing RD MR-proADM and BNP showed a sig-
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nificant association with BP reduction after 6 month, but baseline measurements
had no prognostic use for therapy success in this short time follow-up period.

P3996 | BEDSIDE
Renal denervation: a real-world prospective multi-centre registry

C. Garcia Alonso1, T. Lefevre1, P. Garot1, T. Unterseeh2, H. Benamer1. 1ICPS
- Hopital Prive Jacques Cartier (Générale de Santé), Massy, France; 2ICPS -
Hôpital Privé Claude Galien (Générale de Santé), Quincy, France

Purpose: To assess efficacy and safety of renal denervation (RDN) in a real world
population of patients with resistant hypertension (HTN).
Methods: Prospective multi-centre French registry of consecutive patients re-
ferred to our institution for RDN. All patients were screened for secondary HTN.
Blood pressure (BP) measurements as well as medication intake were compared
pre and post-procedural at 1, 6, 12 and 24 months.
Results: Between November 2010 and December 2013, 69 patients were in-
cluded. They were 63.0±12.0 years old, 62%male, 40% diabetic, 18% eGFR<45
mL/min/1.73m2. The mean number of antihypertensive drugs per patient at base-
line was 5.12±1.1, with 56% taking 5 or more different therapeutic classes (Di-
uretics 85%, Calcium channel blockers 76%, Beta-blockers74%, ACE-inhibitors
61%, ARA-II 56%, aldosterone antagonists 27%. A polar artery was present in
8/69 patients. Three different denervation systems (Simplicity in 63 patients, En-
ligHTN in 3, and OneShot in 3) were used. There were no procedure-related
complications. As shown in figure 1, available 24h ambulatory blood pressure
measurements (ABPM) as well as office BP have shown a significant reduction
in systolic BP values over the two-year period. Systolic ABPM decreased from
165.1±19.7 mmHg to 136.1±9.3 mmHg (p<0.01 at two years in paired t-test
compared with baseline), while office systolic BP decreased from 181.4±19.4
mmHg to 141.5±16.3 mmHg (p<0.001). Medication intake also decreased from
5.1±1.1 to 4.5±1.3 drugs/patient in the same period. Follow-up imaging tests
have not shown any late complication or renal stenosis so far.

Figure 1

Conclusion: In our series, renal denervation has proved to be an efficient and
safe tool for BP lowering in a real world population of resistant hypertensive pa-
tients.

P3997 | BENCH
Renal denervation attenuates progression of kidney and heart injury in
obese spontaneously hypertensive rats

D. Linz, J. Schuetze, B. Linz, M. Hohl, F. Mahfoud, S. Ewen, M. Boehm. Saarland
University Hospital, Department of Internal Medicine III, Cardiology, Homburg,
Germany

Background: Metabolic syndrome is associated with increased sympathetic
drive possibly contributing to the progression of cardiac and renal dysfunction.
Renal sympathetic denervation (RDN) decreases sympathetic renal efferent and
afferent nerve activity.
Methods: Obese spontaneously hypertensive rats with RDN at the age of 34
weeks (SHR-ob RDN) were compared to sham operated SHR-ob (SHR-ob) and
their normotensive lean controls (Ctr.). Blood pressure was measured by teleme-
try. Kidney and heart function was determined by magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and invasive pressure measurements. Renal and cardiac remodeling were
scored by immunohistochemical analysis. Animals were sacrificed at the age of
48 weeks.
Results: In SHR-ob, RDN attenuated the progressive increase in blood pressure
and preserved a systolic blood pressure of 156±7 mmHg compared to 220±8
mmHg in sham operated SHR-ob at 100 days after RDN. In SHR-ob, heart rate,
increased body weight, dyslipidemia and hyperinsulinemia were not modulated by
RDN. The significant increase in plasma renin activity as well as the reduction in
urinary sodium excretion in SHR-ob were inhibited by RDN. Renal catecholamine
levels and tyrosin hydroxylase staining were significantly increased in SHR-ob
compared to Ctr. and pronouncedly reduced by RDN (- 80%) suggesting effective
denervation of the kidney. Progression of renal dysfunction as characterized by
increased urinary albumin/creatinine ratio and reduction in glomerulary filtration
rate were significantly attenuated by RDN in SHR-ob. Attenuation of renal injury
by RDN in SHR-ob was confirmed by renal desmin staining, a marker for glomeru-
lar podocyte damage. RDN prevented the progression of glomerulosclerosis, as

scored by semiquantitative morphometric evaluation. In SHR-ob, renal perfusion
was reduced by 30% compared to Ctr. and normalized by RDN. Increased left
ventricular enddiastolic pressure in SHR-ob was reduced by RDN from 16±4.1
mmHg to 10±3.7 mmHg (p<0.01), while left ventricular enddiastolic volume was
not changed, suggesting an attenuation of impairment of left ventricular compli-
ance by RDN. This was associated with reduced left ventricular interstitial fibrosis
formation in SHR-ob RDN. The progression of left ventricular hypertrophy was
not significantly influenced by RDN.
Conclusion: In SHR-ob, RDN attenuated the progressive increase in blood pres-
sure and preserved better cardiac and renal function independent of changes in
metabolic conditions. RDN may therefore provide cardiac and renal protection in
obese and hypertensive patients with renal dysfunction.

P3998 | BENCH
Short-term safety and efficiency of cryoablation for renal sympathetic
denervation in a swine model

L. Shen1, M. Ji1, J. Chen1, Y. Wu1, J. Eum2, S. Qiao2, L. Liu2, J. Ge1.
1Shanghai Institute of Cardiovascular Diseases, Zhongshan Hospital-Fudan
Univerisity, Shanghai, China, People’s Republic of; 2CryoFocus Medtech Co.,Ltd,
Shanghai, China, People’s Republic of

Purpose: Catheter-based renal sympathetic denervation treatment (RDN) has
been shown in several studies to be an effective therapy for medically-refractory
hypertension by lowering sympathetic tone. However, Medtronic has announced
that the SYMPLICITY HTN-3 trial has failed to meet its primary efficacy endpoint
of changing in office systolic BP from baseline to six months. Different from ra-
diofrequency ablation, we used cryoenergy for sympathetic denervation of the
renal arterial,with cryoablation (CR) balloon to perform circumferential denerva-
tion.
Methods: Sixteen swine (32 renal arteries), randomly assigned to four groups:
control group (n=10), CR-7d group (n=8), CR-14d group (n=8), CR-28d group
(n=6). Eleven swine in three CR groups underwent cryoablation of the renal sym-
pathetic nerves. After renal angiogram, the 7.5F cryocatheter with a balloon of
a certain diameter (4mm, 5mm, 6mm and 7mm) was introduced into the renal
artery via femoral access using 8F guiding sheath and 0.018" guiding wire. The
balloon was then inflated using contrast material to the desired size, and the flood
flow was blocked. Complete circumferential denervation were created in both re-
nal arteries by achieving the temperature of the balloon surface lower to average
minus 95°C (various between minus 80°C to minus 110°C) for 3 min each. Thaw-
ing was done by warming the balloon immediately after cryoablation and then the
catheter was retracted. The control group underwent the same procedure except
ablation. Renal angiogram of the femoral arteries were performed after denerva-
tion and before the sacrifice in order to get the diameter of renal arteries and the
pressure of aorta abdominalis. Euthanasia of the swine were then performed on
the 7th, 14th and 28th day to get NE changes of renal cortex.
Results: (1) Renal angiogram all indicated that cryoablation did not induce
hemadostenosis, endovascular thrombi, vascular injury or other severe com-
plications. (2) Compared with control group, in CR-7d, CR-14d and CR-28d
groups, NE of renal cortex were significantly decreased (457.93±23.16ng/g VS
92.28±107.39ng/g, 46.87±54.65ng/g, 9.58±11.54ng/g; P≤0.05). (3) SP and DP
of aorta abdominalis at any time are similar (P>0.05).
Conclusions: Percutaneous catheter-based cryoablation of the renal artery is
safe. CR could effectively reduce NE storing in the renal cortex, even better than
RF ablation, and the efficiency could maintain 28d at least. Whether this alterna-
tive innovative device are superior to predecessor RDN technologies, the long–
term follow up safety and efficiency are undergoing.

P3999 | BEDSIDE
Renal denervation reduces sympathetic tone of renal artery
vasculature without detrimental effects: a non-invasive cardiovascular
magnetic resonance follow-up study

A. Doltra1, A. Hartmann1, B. Schnackenburg2, C. Schneeweis1, R. Gebker1,
A. Berger1, S. Dreysse1, P. Stawowy1, E. Fleck1, S. Kelle1. 1German Heart
Institute of Berlin, Berlin, Germany; 2Philips Healthcare, Clinical Science,
Hamburg, Germany

Purpose: To study non-invasively the effects of renal denervation (RDN) on renal
artery wall anatomy and function using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Methods: We prospectively included 26 patients undergoing RDN. A 3.0T MRI
of the renal arteries was performed before RDN and at 6-month follow-up. We
quantified the vessel sharpness of both renal arteries at baseline and follow-up
using a quantitative analysis tool. In a subgroup of 17 patients, we additionally as-
sessed the maximal (MAX) and minimal (MIN) cross-sectional area at the prox-
imal part of both renal arteries, and we quantified renal artery distensibility as
(MAX - MIN)/(pulse pressure × MIN), pulse pressure being the difference be-
tween systolic and diastolic brachial blood pressure.
Results: Neither renal artery sharpness (48.95±7.17 vs. 47.33±7.64, p=0.26)
nor renal artery distensibility (6.87±2.83 vs. 7.01±2.98 mmHg-1 × 103, p=0.59)
were significantly different before RDN vs. at 6-month follow-up. Both MIN and
MAX cross sectional areas increased significantly after RDN (23.48±6.87 vs.
27.33±9.51 mm2, p=0.019, and 33.76±8.52 vs. 38.80±11.78 mm2, p=0.017, re-
spectively) (figure).
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Renal artery cross sectional area change.

Conclusions: RDN is not associated with significant changes in renal artery
sharpness or distensibility, indicating no adverse effect of RDN on renal artery
anatomy and function. The effect of RDN on the sympathetic tone of the vascula-
ture might explain the enlargement of the renal arteries post RDN.

P4000 | BEDSIDE
Effects of renal sympathetic denervation on exercise blood pressure,
heart rate and capacity in patients with resistant hypertension

S. Ewen, F. Mahfoud, D. Linz, J. Poess, B. Cremers, I. Kindermann, U. Laufs,
C. Ukena, M. Boehm. Saarland University Hospital, Department of Internal
Medicine III, Homburg, Germany

Renal denervation reduces office blood pressure in patients with resistant hyper-
tension. This study investigated the effects of renal denervation on blood pres-
sure, heart rate, and chronotropic index at rest, during exercise and recovery in
60 patients (renal denervation group=50, control group=10) with resistant hyper-
tension, using a standardized bicycle exercise test protocol performed 6- and 12-
months after renal denervation. After renal denervation, exercise blood pressure
at rest was reduced from 158±3/90±2mmHg to 141±3/84±4mmHg (p<0.001 for
systolic blood pressure/p=0.007 for diastolic blood pressure) after 6-months and
139±3/83±4mmHg (p<0.001/p=0.022) after 12-months. Exercise blood pres-
sure tended to be lower at all stages of exercise at 6- and 12-month follow-up
in patients undergoing renal denervation, although reaching statistical signifi-
cance only at mild-to-moderate exercise levels (75-100 Watt). At recovery after
1min, blood pressure decreased from 201±4/95±2mmHg to 177±4/88±2mmHg
(p<0.001/p=0.066) and 188±6/86±2mmHg (p=0.059/p=0.01) after 6- and 12-
months, respectively. Heart rate was reduced after renal denervation from
71±3bpm at rest, 128±5bpm at maximum workload, and 96±5bpm at recov-
ery after 1min to 66±2bpm (p<0.001), 115±5bpm (p=0.107), and 89±3bpm
(p=0.008) after 6-months and to 69±3bpm (p=0.092), 122±7bpm (p=0.01),
and 93±4bpm (p=0.032) after 12-months. Mean exercise time increased from
6.59±0.33min to 8.4±0.32min (p<0.001) and 9.0±0.41min (p=0.008) and mean
workload increased from 93±2W to 100±2W (p<0.001) and 101±3W (p=0.007)
at 6- and 12-month follow-up, respectively. No changes were observed in the
control group. In conclusion, renal denervation reduced blood pressure and heart
rate during exercise, improved mean workload and increased exercise time with-
out impairing chronotropic competence.

ATHEROSCLEROSIS

P4001 | BENCH
Antibodies to periodontal pathogens in relation to coronary plaque
characteristics on intravascular ultrasound and to cardiovascular
outcome

J.M. Cheng1, S.P.M. De Boer1, H. Range2, H.M. Garcia-Garcia1,
K.M. Akkerhuis1, O. Meilhac3, R.J. Van Geuns1, P.W. Serruys1, E. Boersma1,
I. Kardys1. 1Erasmus Medical Center, Department of Cardiology, Rotterdam,
Netherlands; 2University Paris Diderot, Paris, France; 3Hospital Bichat-Claude
Bernard, Paris, France

Purpose: Positive associations between clinically established periodontitis and
cardiovascular disease have been proposed, but remain controversial. This
study aims to investigate the associations of circulating antibodies to periodon-
tal pathogens with 1-year cardiovascular outcome, as well as the extent of coro-
nary atherosclerosis, plaque vulnerability and lesion remodeling on intravascular
ultrasound (IVUS) imaging.
Methods: Grayscale and virtual histology (VH) IVUS imaging of a non-culprit
coronary artery was performed in 581 patients who underwent coronary angiog-
raphy. IgG and IgA to P. gingivalis, A. actinomycetemcomitans, T. forsythia and P.
intermedia were measured in blood samples.
Results: Antibodies to the above mentioned bacteria were not associated with
coronary plaque burden, VH-IVUS-derived thin-cap fibroatheroma lesion mor-
phology or 1-year incidence of major adverse cardiac events (MACE), which
included all-cause mortality, acute coronary syndrome or unplanned coronary
revascularization. IgA to A. actinomycetemcomitans, T. forsythia and P. intermedia

(borderline) were associated with lower extent of positive lesion remodelling (Fig-
ure). In diabetic patients specifically, IgG to P. gingivalis tended to be associated
with coronary plaque burden (p-trend=0.080), while IgA to P. gingivalis tended to
be associated with incident MACE (p-trend=0.060).
Conclusions: Plasma IgG and IgA to major periodontal pathogens were not as-
sociated with the extent of coronary atherosclerosis (with the exception of a trend
in diabetics) nor with coronary plaque vulnerability. High levels of IgA to peri-
odontal pathogens were associated with lower extent of coronary remodeling.
Altogether, these results do not add evidence for a substantial role of periodontal
infection in coronary artery disease.

P4002 | BEDSIDE
Association between histological findings in epicardial adipose tissue
and MDCT parameters in patients with coronary artery disease

K. Tokioka1, K. Nakamura1, T. Miyoshi1, A. Miura1, H. Morita1, Y. Koyama2,
M. Yoshitatsu2, T. Masai2, C. Yutani3, H. Ito1. 1Okayama University, Department
of Cardiovascular Medicine, Okayama, Japan; 2Sakurabashi-Watanabe Hospital,
Osaka, Japan; 3Okayama University of Science, Okayama, Japan

Purpose: Epicardial adipose tissue (EAT) is a source of inflammatory mediators
and is associated with coronary artery disease (CAD) risk factors. In addition,
lower CT attenuation of visceral adipose tissue and subcutaneous adipose tissue
(SAT) is associated with adverse cardio-metabolic risk. However, whether lower
CT attenuation of EAT is associated with CAD risk factors or histological findings
is uncertain. We evaluated infiltration of macrophages and adipose cell area in
EAT of CAD and non-CAD groups and also investigated the relationships between
the histological findings and MDCT parameters or CAD risk factors.
Methods: Samples were obtained from EAT, SAT, and paracardial adipose tissue
(PAT) during cardiac surgery (CAD group (bypass), n=30; non-CAD group, n=49).
Infiltration of macrophages was investigated by immunohistochemical staining
(CD68, CD11c, and CD206). Each adipose cell area was measured and the av-
erage value was computed. MDCT was performed before surgery and Agatston
score was evaluated. Mean CT value was assessed using a dedicated worksta-
tion
Results: In EAT, there were many CD11c (M1)-positive macrophages in the CAD
group compared with those in the non-CAD group (P<0.001). In contrast, the
numbers of M1 macrophages in SAT and PAT were not significantly different
between the two groups (P=0.379 and P=0.479, respectively). In EAT, the ratio
of CD11c/CD206 (M1/M2)-positive macrophages in the CAD group was higher
than that in the non-CAD group (P=0.005). Additionally, adipose cell area in EAT
was significantly larger in the CAD group than in the non-CAD group (P<0.001).
This difference was not found between the 2 groups in SAT or PAT. Furthermore,
the number of M1 macrophages in EAT was positively correlated with Agatston
score and Gensini score (r=0.302, P=0.017 and r=0.410, P=0.001, respectively).
Also, mean CT value in EAT was significantly lower in the CAD group than in the
non-CAD group (-72±16HU vs -65±18HU, P=0.004) and was negatively corre-
lated with Agatston score and Gensini score (r= -0.235, P=0.049 and r=-0.255,
P=0.028, respectively). Mean CT value in EAT was significantly correlated with
adipose cell area in EAT (r=-0.303, P=0.009) but was not correlated with M1
macrophages in EAT (r=-0.107, P=0.385).
Conclusions: The number of M1 macrophages in EAT is increased and CT value
in EAT is lower and is correlated with arteriosclerosis parameters of MDCT. Infil-
tration of M1 macrophages in EAT is a precipitating factor of coronary arterioscle-
rosis. Lower CT attenuation in EAT has the potential to become a CAD risk factor
and may be caused by hypertrophy of adipose cells.

P4003 | BEDSIDE
ADAMTS7 as a novel genetic locus for coronary atherosclerosis and
cardiovascular prognosis

S. Gomes1, R. Palma Dos Reis2, A.M. Pereira1, R. Rodrigues1, M. Rodrigues1,
A.I. Freitas3, S. Borges1, S. Freitas1, D. Pereira1, M.I. Mendonca1. 1Hospital
Funchal, Funchal, Portugal; 2New University of Lisbon, Faculty of Medical
Sciences, Lisbon, Portugal; 3University of Madeira, Funchal, Portugal

Overexpression of ADAMS7 gene accelerates migration of vascular smooth mus-
cle cells (VSMCs) in vitro and exacerbates neointimal thickening and progression
of atherosclerosis. Recent GWAS have showed that this gene contains a SNP
rs3825807 A>G leading to a Ser-to-Pro substitution in the prodomain of the pro-
tease, and that the GG genotype is associated with protection from atherosclero-
sis and coronary artery disease (CAD).
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Aim: To investigate whether the SNP rs3825807 A>G is associated to a better
survival in CAD patients.
Methods: A prospective study was performed with a cohort of 1128 patients with
angiographically proven CAD who underwent a mean follow-up period of 63 (6-
182) months. Genotyping of ADAMTS7 rs3825807 A>G was performed using
oligonucleotides probes marked with specific fluorescence for each one of the al-
leles (combination of PCR technique and TaqMan). Survival analysis through Cox
regression model was applied to data to examine the effect of rs3825807 A>G
(AA, AG and GG) on survival. Hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% CIs are reported. A
p-value less than 0.05 was considered significant.
Results: After Cox regression, using the mutated rs3825807 GG as a reference,
AA genotype remained in the equation as an independent risk factor for CAD
mortality (HR=2.8; CI: 1.17-6.5; p=0.020). Survival function for the Cox regression
showed that at the end of the follow-up, the estimate survival probability was
89.8% for GG genotype, 82.2% for AG and 72.3% for AA (p=0.047).

Survival function (ADAMTS7 GG, AG, AA.)

Conclusion: Our results showed that CAD patients with GG genotype and, con-
sequently, reduction of the ADAMTS7 function had a better survival than AA geno-
type. Translation of GWAS discoveries for coronary patients can have implications
into prognostic and therapeutic of these patients.

P4004 | BENCH
FHL-2 inhibition leads to decreased atherogenesis in ApoE-/- mice:
role of immune cells

T. Ebrahimian, M. Heidari, C.A. Lemarie, S. Simeone, D. Simon, D. Rivas,
K. Mann, S. Lehoux, S. Wassmann. Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research,
SMBD-Jewish General Hospital, McGill University, Montreal, Canada

Background: Four-and-a-half LIM domain protein-2 (FHL2) is expressed in en-
dothelial and vascular smooth muscle cells. FHL2 negatively regulates endothelial
cell and early outgrowth cell survival and migration, but its role in atherogenesis
is unknown.
Methods and results: To investigate the role of FHL2 in atherosclerosis,
we crossed FHL2 knockout (FHL2−/−) with apolipoprotein E-deficient (ApoE−/−)
mice, and fed them a high-cholesterol, high-fat diet for 7 weeks. FHL2−/−ApoE−/−
mice displayed significantly less atherosclerotic plaque formation, as assessed
by oil red O staining, in the aortic sinus and aorta, compared with ApoE−/− mice.
This was associated with significantly enhanced collagen and smooth muscle
cell contents within the atherosclerotic plaques of FHL2−/−ApoE−/− mice, as
determined by Sirius red and alpha-actin staining, respectively, compared with
ApoE−/− mice. These results suggest that absence of FHL2 promotes smaller
and more stable plaques. Decreased plaque formation in FHL2−/−ApoE−/− mice
was associated with significantly reduced aortic ICAM-1 mRNA and VCAM-1 ex-
pression levels in the atherosclerotic plaques. Relative monocyte/macrophage
content within the atherosclerotic plaques, as determined by MOMA-2 immunos-
taining, and in spleens, as determined by FACS analysis, was equivalent in both
animals groups. FACS analysis of T cells in spleens showed a significant in-
crease in CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ regulatory T cell numbers in FHL2−/−ApoE−/−
compared with ApoE−/− mice. CD3+ T cell number was significantly higher
within the atherosclerotic plaques of FHL2−/−ApoE−/− mice. Moreover, analy-
sis of cells recruited into the peritoneal cavity showed higher numbers of ac-
tive regulatory T cells and lower numbers of pro-inflammatory Ly6c(hi) mono-
cytes in FHL2−/−ApoE−/− mice. In addition, the effect of bone marrow (BM)-
specific and vascular deficiency of FHL2 on atherosclerosis was studied. ApoE−/−
or FHL2−/−ApoE−/− mice were lethally irradiated and transplanted with BM of
ApoE−/− or FHL2−/−ApoE−/− mice. After 7 weeks of high-cholesterol, high-fat
diet, both chimeric mice groups showed an intermediate phenotype in terms
of atherosclerotic plaque formation in the aortic sinus and aorta compared with
ApoE−/− or FHL2−/−ApoE−/− mice. These results suggest that FHL2 deficiency
both in the BM and in vascular cells is involved in the observed effects on athero-
genesis.
Conclusion: Our findings suggest that FHL2 in BM-derived and vascular cells
may play an important role in atherogenesis by promoting plaque formation, in-
volving upregulation of adhesion molecules and modulation of immune cells.

P4005 | BENCH
Differential expression of Notch pathway components in
atheroprotected vs atherosusceptible regions of endothelium of
mouse aorta

M.B. Morelli1, G. Aquila1, C. Caliceti1, M. Bonora2, P. Nigro3, P. Pinton2,
P. Rizzo4, R. Ferrari1. 1University of Ferrara, Medical Sciences, Ferrara,
2University of Ferrara, Dept. of Experimental and Diagnostic Medicine, Ferrara,
3Centro Cardiologico Monzino-IRCCS, Laboratorio di Biologia Vascolare e
Medicina Rigenerativa, Monzino, 4Maria Cecilia Hospital, Cotignola, Italy

Purpose: Atherosclerotic lesions occur in the arterial tree at sites characterized
by disturbed flow; the latter interferes with the expression of pro-survival and anti-
inflammatory genes involved in the protection of endothelium. The Notch pathway
is involved in protecting endothelial cells from inflammation-induced apoptosis.
Whether differences in hemodynamic forces affect the status of Notch, predispos-
ing endothelial cells to apoptosis and thus promoting the onset of atherosclerosis
is not known.
Methods: We evaluated by immunofluorescence protein levels of Notch recep-
tors (Notch1 and Notch4), Delta-like ligand 4 (Dll4) and Notch target genes (Hey1
and Hey2) in the endothelium of whole mount preparations of aortic arch (tur-
bulent flow) and thoracic aorta (laminar flow) of C57BL/6J mice (n=14). We also
measured their mRNA levels in endothelium-enriched RNA isolated from those
regions.
Results: Protein levels of Hey2, Notch4 and Dll4 were lower in the aortic arch
compared to the thoracic aorta. Similarly, quantitative RT-PCR showed a signif-
icant reduction in Dll4 (0.65-fold), Hey2 (0.74-fold) and Notch4 (0.78-fold) mR-
NAs in the aortic arch. There were no clear differences between aortic arch and
thoracic aorta in Hey1 and Notch1 protein levels and the increase of their corre-
sponding mRNAs in the aortic arch wasn’t statistically significant.

Notch4 in endothelium of mouse aorta.

Conclusions: Our data provide the first in vivo evidence of differences in expres-
sion levels of Notch signalling components between regions of mouse aorta pre-
disposed to atherosclerotic plaques formation as compared with atheroprotected
regions. More studies are needed to establish whether these topographical differ-
ences are also associated with a dysregulation of the Notch pathway that could
play a role in atherosclerosis onset and progression.

P4006 | BENCH
Validation of intravascular optical coherence tomography by analyzing
in vivo vulnerable plaques in atherosclerosis Watanabe rabbits during
one year: correlation with histological finding

R. Didier1, F. Tissier2, J.C. Desfontis3, Y. Mallem3, D. Bensalem4, J. Mansourati1,
C. Moisan2, K. Pichavant2, M. Theron2, M. Gilard1. 1Hospital Cavale Blanche,
Dept. of Cardiology, Brest, 2University of Bretagne Occidentale, EA 4324 ORPHY
Physiology Laboratory, Brest, 3ONIRIS, UPSP 5304 of Animal Physiopathology
and Functional Pharmacology, Nantes, 4Hospital Cavale Blanche, Dept. of
Radiology, Brest, France

Background: Rupture of an atherosclerotic plaque is the primary underlying
cause of most acute coronary events and strokes. Atherosclerosis Watanabe rab-
bit model is a unique animal model with spontaneous rupture of plaque without
external intervention. The aim of this study is to establish a correlation between
histological and intravascular optical coherence tomography (OCT) analysis of
vulnerable plaque (VP).
Methods: After approval by ethics committee (N°CEE A.2012.189), 34 heritable
hyperlipidemic male Watanabe rabbits were studied between January 2013 and
January 2014. Two groups were studied: group 1 treated by atorvastatin from
the age of 3 months and a control group without atorvastatin. OCT and histology

Figure 1. A: OCT; B: Histology; C: SEM.
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were performed at the age of 3 (n=6), 6 (n=8), 9 (n=10), 12 (n=10) months in both
groups. The aorta was totally imaged by OCT. Parts of aorta were fixed in Bouin’s
solution and embedded in paraffin. Slides were stained with Hematoxylin-eosin.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was performed on these regions of interest.
Results: OCT was feasible in all animals. A mean of 20 plaques by rabbit were
analyzed. We obtained excellent correlation between OCT and histopathology
(Fig. 1). The number of VP and the mean plaque thickness were more important
in the control Group. We observed spontaneous rupture of vulnerable plaque by
OCT confirmed by histological analysis.
Conclusion: This study establishes the first correlation between OCT and histol-
ogy in a model of spontaneous VP rupture. The results of this study are unique
as we followed directly the evolution of a high number of plaques as well as the
effect of statins and showed the benefit of this treatment on these plaques.

CARDIOVASCULAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE IN
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY

P4007 | BEDSIDE
The utility of Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging (CMR) in the
diagnosis of cardiac sarcoidosis

K. Stanton1, M. Ganigara2, T. Corte3, P. Corte3, P. Torzillo3, R. Puranik1. 1Royal
Prince Alfred Hospital, Cardiology, Sydney, 2Westmead Hospital, Cardiology,
Sydney, 3Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Respiratory, Sydney, Australia

Background: Autopsy reports suggest that cardiac sarcoidosis occurs in up to
30% of patients with pulmonary sarcoidosis, yet the clinical diagnosis is made in
only 5% of cases. Current diagnostic algorithms are complex and lack sensitivity
and specificity. Cardiac MRI (CMR) provides a unique opportunity to diagnose
myocardial inflammation/scar with high resolution and no ionizing radiation. We
investigated the prevalence of Late Gadolinium Enhancement (LGE) on CMR in
patients with sarcoidosis and the relationship between LGE and cardiac arrhyth-
mias and left ventricular (LV) function.
Aim: To determine the prevalence of LV inflammation/scar diagnosed with LGE
detected on CMR at 1.5T in patients with biopsy proven sarcoidosis and to deter-
mine the diagnostic utility and clinical significance of LGE on CMR.
Methods: Consecutive patients with biopsy proven sarcoidosis referred for CMR
to evaluate for cardiac sarcoidosis were retrospectively reviewed. Independent
review of medical records, electrocardiograms, holters and echocardiograms was
conducted and correlated with CMR findings. The prevalence of LGE and the
relationship with cardiac arrhythmias and LV function was assessed.
Results: We evaluated 34 patients (51±10 years; 17 Male) with biopsy proven
sarcoidosis who underwent CMR. A mid-wall pattern of LGE, consistent with LV
inflammation/scar, was detected in eight (24%) patients. Of those who had LGE
on CMR, 88% had corresponding hyper-intense myocardial signal on T2 weighted
imaging indicating active inflammation.
LGE was associated with the presence of clinically significant arrhythmia
(p=0.04); however, there was a non significant association between LGE and
LV dysfunction (EF≤55%; p=0.07). The mean LV Ejection Fraction (EF) in the
LGE positive group was 59% compared with 65% in the LGE negative group. The
mean right ventricular EF was 60% in the LGE positive group compared with 58%
in the LGE negative group. There was no association with pulmonary stage and
LGE on CMR (p=0.21).
Conclusion: LGE identified on CMR in patients with sarcoidosis was associated
with clinically significant arrhythmias and may represent a more sensitive diag-
nostic tool for cardiac sarcoidosis. As cardiac manifestations of sarcoidosis have
important prognostic implications, further prospective evaluation of CMR is war-
ranted.

P4008 | BENCH
T2 mapping and cardiac fatty acid binding protein both detect
myocardial injury after transthoracic shocks

D.P. Guensch1, J. Yu2, G. Nadeshalingam2, K. Fischer2, M.G. Friedrich2. 1Bern
University Hospital, Anaesthesiology and Pain Medicine, Bern, Switzerland;
2Montreal Heart Institute, Philippa and Marvin Carsley CMR Centre, Montreal,
Canada

Purpose: Defibrillation and cardioversion are often life saving interventions. Re-
garding serologic parameters, it is controversial if they can cause myocardial dam-
age. Edema is an early feature of acute myocardial injury and can be detected
non-invasively with T2 mapping cardiovascular MRI (CMR).
Methods: Sixteen swine were anaesthetized; ten were treated with 5x200J
transthoracic shocks and six served as control. At baseline, 1h, 3h and 5h post
shock, serology samples and T2 maps in 3 short axis slices at 3T were obtained.
Serology tests included porcine cardiac fatty acid binding protein (cFABP), total
creatine kinase (CK) as well as the porcine cardiac isoform (CK-MB) and porcine
ultra-sensitive troponin I (usTnI). After euthanization, myocardial tissue samples
were obtained for hematoxyline-eosine staining from regions deemed affected by
T2 maps (ROI) or 3 random samples in the control pigs.
Results: There was an 83% increase in cFABP after 1h post-shock (p<0.05)
that remained elevated (Fig. 2b). CK-MB and usTnI did not change, however to-
tal CK increased from 633±81.9 U/L at baseline to 7397±941.3 U/L at 5h post

shock (p<0.01) attributable to skeletal muscle damage. There was no change in
CK in the control animals. In CMR, T2 increased in the affected ROI at 1h, 3h
and 5h post defibrillation (Fig. 1a), which differed from the remote myocardium of
the same animals (p<0.05). The change in T2 corresponded to defibrillation pad
locations. The interstitial and intracellular space of affected areas were both singi-
ficantly increased by 953% and 185% respectively, compared to control samples
(p=0.02).

Changes in T2 and cFABP after shocks.

Conclusion: Both cFABP as a myocardial necrosis marker and T2 mapping of
myocardial edema can detect acute myocardial injury after transthoracic electric
shocks in-vivo

P4009 | BEDSIDE
Cardiac magnetic resonance in patients with antiarrhythmic devices,
analysis of image quality,reproducibility and diagnostic effectiveness

B. Igual Munoz1, M.J.S.T. Sancho-Tello2, A.M.G. Maceira Gonzalez Alicia1,
F.B.F. Buendia Fuentes3, J.E.E. Estornell Erill1, O.C.P. Cano Perez2, J.O.A. Osca
Asensi2, A.A.L.H. Andres La Huerta2, A.S.S. Salvador Sanz Antonio2,
A.M.A. Montero Argudo Anastasio2. 1Eresa.Hospital La Fe, Valencia, Spain;
2Hospital La Fe, Valencia, Spain; 3University Hospital Arnau de Vilanova,
Valencia, Spain

CMR in patients with antiarrhythmic devices has been considered of limited di-
agnostic yield due to artifacts. The aim was to assess effectiveness and repro-
ducibility of CMR in this setting.
Methods: Consecutive patients with devices were prospectively included. Artifact
area (AA) was assessed in steady state free precession (SSFP) cine, spoiled
gradient- echo perfusion and late enhancement (LGE) sequences. Reproducibility
of CMR data and effectiveness of scan were also analyzed.
Results: 68 patients, 43 males (63%), mean age 60 years (range 12-87) were
included, 15 (22%) had ICDs and 53 (78%) PMs. Image quality was considered
excellent in 38 (56%) of patients. AA in cine, perfusion and LGE sequences sig-
nificantly correlated with device mass and volume. The scan was considered in-
effective in 13 patients (20%) and this was significantly associated to ICDs (OR:
18 p<0,001), greater mass and volume of device (OR: 1,05 p<0,001/OR: 1,07
p=0,004) and greater extent of AA in SSFP cine and spoiled LGE sequences
(OR: 1,01 p<0,001/OR: 1,02 p=0,04). Data regarding reproducibility are shown
in the table.

Intraclass correlation of CMR data

Interobserver intraclass Significance Intraobserver intraclass Significance
correlation correlation

LVEF 0,77 0,35–0,99 0,002 0,9 0,58–0,97 <0,001
RVEF 0,44 0,38–0,87 NS 0,95 0,61–0,99 0.002
LVEDV 0,94 0,79–0,91 <0.001 0,98 0.83–0,99 <0.001
RVEDV 0,73 0,05–0,95 0,019 0,96 0,64–0,95 P=0,001

LVEF, left ventricle ejection fraction; RVEF, right ventricle ejection fraction; LVEDV, left ventricle
end diastolic volume; RVEDV, right ventricle end diastolic volume.

Conclusions: CMR could be performed with excellent image quality in 56% of
patients. Reproducibility was good excluding RVEF data. The scan was consid-
ered ineffective in 20% of patients and this was significantly associated with ICDs,
greater mass and volume of device and greater AA in cine SSFP and spoiled LGE
sequences.

P4010 | BEDSIDE
Relation between site of origin of monomorphic ventricular
arrhythmias and myocardial tissue characteristics in non-ischemic left
ventricular heart disease

G. Nucifora1, D. Muser1, P.G. Masci2, A. Barison2, G. Piccoli3, L. Rebellato1,
D. Facchin1, E. Daleffe1, M. Lombardi2, A. Proclemer1. 1Cardiothoracic
Department, University Hospital “Santa Maria della Misericordia”, Udine, Italy;
2Gabriele Monasterio Foundation-CNR Region Toscana, MRI Laboratory, Pisa,
Italy; 3Division of Interventional Radiology, University Hospital “Santa Maria della
Misericordia”, Udine, Italy

Purpose: Left Ventricular (LV) scar is a potential substrate for Ventricular Arrhyth-
mias (VAs). Analysis of QRS morphology on ECG during VA has been demon-
strated to accurately identify the site of origin of monomorphic VA among pts with
ischemic LV scar. Aim of the present study was to investigate the relation between
site of origin of monomorphic VA and myocardial tissue characteristics among pts
with non-ischemic LV structural heart disease.
Methods: 26 consecutive pts (96% males, mean age 48±13 years) with
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monomorphic VAs (i.e. frequent ventricular premature beats, recurrent non-
sustained and sustained ventricular tachycardia) and non-ischemic LV structural
heart disease were included in the study. Non-ischemic LV structural heart dis-
ease was defined on the basis of 1) cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging (cMRI)
evidence of LV Late Gadolinium Enhancement (LGE), a surrogate of scar, with
non-ischemic (intramyocardial or subepicardial) distribution and 2) absence of
significant coronary artery disease on exercise stress testing, multi-slice com-
puted tomography or invasive coronary angiography. Site of origin of VA was
identified analysing QRS morphology on ECG during VA as previously suggested
by Segal and colleagues (J Cardiovasc Electrophysiol. 2007;18:161-168). The
relation between site of origin of VA and myocardial tissue characteristics as eval-
uated by cMRI was investigated.
Results: Mean LVEDV and mean RVEDV were 96±24 ml/m2 and 80±13 ml/m2,
respectively. LV dilatation was observed in 10 (38%) pts; none had RV dilatation.
Mean LVEF and mean RVEF were 57±12% and 67±8%, respectively. Reduced
LV and RV systolic function were observed in 14 (54%) and 1 (4%) pts, respec-
tively. Mean number of LV segments with LGE per patient was 4.8±3.8. A total of
127 (28%) LV segments showed LGE; 42 LV segments had intramyocardial LGE
and 71 LV segments had subepicardial LGE. Site of origin of VA was located at
basal- or mid-posterior LV wall in 17 (65%) pts, posteroapical LV wall in 4 (15%)
pts, mid-anterior LV wall in 1 (4%) patient and basal- or mid-septum in 4 (15%)
pts. Site of origin of VA matched with the presence of LV LGE in 22 (85%) pts. At
the site of origin of VA, LGE was intramyocardial in 6 and subepicardial in 16 pts.
Conclusions: In patients with non-ischemic LV structural heart disease, VAs usu-
ally originate from scar zone. In these patients, identification of scar using cMRI
with LGE technique may be of value for mapping and ablation procedures.

P4011 | BEDSIDE
Evaluating the impact of the revision of the taskforce criteria for the
diagnosis of arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC)

B.R. Cole1, H. Douglas1, S. Rodden1, P. Horan2, M. Harbinson3, N. Johnston1,
L.J. Dixon1. 1Royal Victoria Hospital, Cardiology Department, Belfast, United
Kingdom; 2Antrim Area Hospital, Cardiology, Antrim, United Kingdom; 3Queen’s
University of Belfast, Belfast, United Kingdom

Purpose: Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC) is a geneti-
cally determined cardiomyopathy associated with ventricular arrhythmia and sud-
den cardiac death. In 2010 the criteria used to diagnose the condition were re-
vised. The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of the 2010 revisions
on the prevalence of ARVC criteria determined by cardiac magnetic resonance
(CMR) imaging in a consecutive series of patients with a clinical suspicion for
ARVC.
Methods: Retrospective analysis was performed on the CMR scans of all patients
referred with a clinical suspicion of ARVC between 2011 and 2013 at a single
regional centre. Presence or absence of major and minor CMR task force criteria
(TFC) was determined using both the original and the revised criteria. Patient
records were also reviewed to determine the prevalence of non-imaging criteria.
Results: 401 consecutive patients were included (mean age 41.2±16.8 yrs, 55%
male). 216 patients (53.9%) satisfied at least one non-imaging criterion for a di-
agnosis of ARVC. Utilising the original criteria, 16 patients (3.9%) satisfied major
CMR criteria compared with 12 patients (3%) with the revised criteria (p=0.42).
Of the 16 patients initially classified as having major CMR criteria in the original
guidelines 4 (25%) did not fulfil any of the revised TFC. Using the original crite-
ria, 115 patients (28.7%) satisfied minor CMR criteria compared with 18 patients
(4.5%) with the revised TFC (p<0.001); 97 patients (84.3%) with minor original
TFC did not have any of the revised TFC. This discrepancy was primarily due to
the exclusion of regional wall motion abnormalities in the absence RV dilatation
as a criterion, in the revised TFC.
Using the full original TFC, 13 patients (3.2%) satisfied criteria for definite ARVC,
22 (5.5%) for borderline ARVC and 72 (18%) had possible ARVC. When the full
revised TFC were used 17 patients (4.2%) satisfied criteria for definite ARVC, 20
(5%) for borderline ARVC and 72 (14.5%) had possible ARVC.
Application of the revised CMR TFC significantly improved the positive predictive
value for combined CMR major and minor criteria in diagnosing ARVC from 8.4%
to 40%. Despite this improvement in specificity, CMR’s sensitivity for the diagnosis
of ARVC was not significantly reduced (70.6% vs. 84.1%).
Conclusion: CMR plays an important diagnostic role in the evaluation of patients
with possible ARVC. The revision of the ARVC task force imaging criteria has
improved CMR’s accuracy in the diagnosis of the condition.

P4012 | BEDSIDE
Computed tomography versus magnetic resonance for
characterization of left atrium anatomy before radiofrequency catheter
ablation of atrial fibrillation: impact on radiation exposure and
outcome

G. Pontone, E. Bertella, M. Petulla’, E. Russo, E. Innocenti, A. Baggiano,
S. Mushtaq, P. Gripari, D. Andreini, C. Tondo. Centro Cardiologico Monzino,
IRCCS, Milan, Italy

Background: The outcome of radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) of atrial
fibrillation (AF) has improved by computed tomography (CT) or magnetic reso-
nance (MR) for the characterization of left atrium (LA) anatomy before the proce-

dure. However, no comparative data between CT and MR have been described
regarding to the impact of different imaging modality. The aim of this study is
to compare the procedural characteristics, overall radiation exposure and clinical
outcomes between RFCA guided by image integration with CCT versus CMR.
Methods and materials: Four hundred consecutive patients with drug-refractory
paroxysmal or persistent AF were randomized to CT (Group 1; N: 200; mean
age 61.6±10.9 yo; male:155) or MR (Group 2; N: 200; mean age 59.7±10.4
yo; male:166) for evaluation of LA before RFCA. CT was performed with 64-
slices scanner (Discovery CT 750HD, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) and MR
was performed with 1.5-T scanner (Discovery MR450, GE Healthcare, Milwau-
kee, WI) using a non-triggered contrast enhancement magnetic resonance an-
giography sequence. All patients were subsequently treated by image integration-
supported RFCA. Left atrium diameter, left atrium volume, variant of pulmonary
veins anatomy, pulmonary veins ostial dimensions, procedural characteristics,
overall radiation exposure and rate of AF recurrence were measured and com-
pared between the two groups.
Results: The two groups were homogeneous in terms of demographic charac-
teristics, cardiovascular risk factors, prevalence of persistent AF, medical therapy
and echocardiographic characteristics. The mean follow-up was similar (557±302
vs. 523±265 days, respectively, p:0.24). Group 1 showed higher LA volume ver-
sus group 2 (117±46 vs. 101±40 mL, p<0.001). The procedural characteris-
tics [fluoroscopy time (32.6±16.0 vs. 35.0±16.6 min, p:0.15); procedural du-
ration (180.2±59.0 vs. 182.8±53.5, p:0.65, pulmonary veins identified (4±0.1
vs. 3.9±0.2, p:0.08); pulmonary veins targeted (3.9±0.4 vs. 3.9±0.4, p: 053);
pulmonary veins isolated (3.9±0.4 vs. 3.9±0.4, p:0.9)] and the rate of AF re-
currence (29% vs. 26%, p:0.5) were similar between the two groups. Group 1
showed a higher overall cumulative radiation exposure (40.4±23.7 vs. 32.8±23.5,
p<0.005). and LA volume measured by MR was the most robust independent
predictor of AF recurrence at multivariate analysis [(HR: 1.08 (1.01-1.15), p:0.02]
Conclusions: CT and MR appear to provide similar information before RFCA.
However, MR integration-supported RFCA procedure seems to be associated
with a lower overall cumulative radiation despite similar outcome in comparison
with CT-guided RFCA.

P4013 | BEDSIDE
Prevalence and prognostic value of concealed structural abnormalities
in patients with apparently idiopathic ventricular arrhythmias of left
versus right ventricular origin: a MRI study

G. Nucifora1, D. Muser1, P.G. Masci2, A. Barison2, L. Rebellato1, G. Piccoli3,
E. Daleffe1, D. Facchin1, M. Lombardi2, A. Proclemer1. 1Cardiothoracic
Department, University Hospital “Santa Maria della Misericordia”, Udine, Italy;
2Gabriele Monasterio Foundation-CNR Region Toscana, MRI Laboratory, Pisa,
Italy; 3Division of Interventional Radiology, University Hospital “Santa Maria della
Misericordia”, Udine, Italy

Purpose: Routine diagnostic work-up occasionally does not identify any abnor-
mality among patients with monomorphic ventricular arrhythmias of left ventricular
origin (VAs-LV). Aim of the study was to investigate the value of cardiac mag-
netic resonance imaging (cMRI) for the diagnostic work-up and prognostication
of these patients.
Methods: 46 consecutive patients (65%males, age 44±15 years) with monomor-
phic VAs-LV and negative routine diagnostic work-up were included. 74 consecu-
tive patients (60% males, age 40±17 years) with apparently idiopathic monomor-
phic VAs of right ventricular origin (VAs-RV) served as control group. Both groups
underwent cMRI study using a 1.5 Tesla scanner to assess LV and RV function,
myocardial fatty replacement, myocardial edema and necrosis/fibrosis and were
followed-up for 23±20 months. Primary outcome event was an arrhythmic com-
posite end-point of sudden cardiac death (SCD) or aborted SCD.
Results: The 2 groups did not differ in age (p=0.14) and gender (p=0.57). No
significant difference was observed between patients with VAs-LV and VAs-RV
regarding biventricular volumes and systolic function. cMRI demonstrated my-
ocardial structural abnormalities in 19 (41%) patients with VAs-LV vs. 4 (5%) pa-
tients with VAs-RV (p<0.001). Primary outcome event occurred in 9 patients; 8 of
these patients had myocardial structural abnormalities on cMRI (Figure). Myocar-
dial structural abnormalities on cMRI were significantly and independently related
to the primary outcome event (HR 28.9, 95%CI 3.4-247.0; p=0.002).

Conclusions: Myocardial structural changes are detected by cMRI in a non-
negligible proportion of patients with apparently idiopathic monomorphic VAs-LV
and are associated with worse outcome. cMRI should be implemented in the rou-
tine diagnostic work-up of these patients.
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4037 | BEDSIDE
Immunosuppressive therapy in virus-negative inflammatory
lymphocytic cardiomyopathy - who benefits most?

P.H. Hoermann, C.M. Mussner-Seeber, S. Gstrein, K. Heitmair-Wietzorrek,
M. Frick, G. Poelzl. Innsbruck University Hospital, Internal medicine III /
Cardiology, Innsbruck, Austria

Introduction: Immunosuppressive therapy appears to be beneficial in patients
with virus-negative lymphocytic inflammatory cardiomyopathy. It was the aim of
this single-center study to identify potential baseline characteristics that may pre-
dict positive response to therapy.
Methods: Virus-negative inflammatory cardiomyopathy was diagnosed in en-
domyocardial biopsies of 93 patients. Cortison and azathioprin for six months in
addition to standard heart failure therapy was started in 79 patients. Endomyocar-
dial biopsy and hemodynamic evaluation was repeated at six-months follow-up.
Patients were classified as responders if NYHA class improved by at least one
class or remained stable in class I and serum NT-proBNP dropped by ≥30%.
Results: At this stage complete 6-months follow-up is available in 61 patients
(age: 46±11.3, female: 34%, median disease duration: 3 months [0.25-42]). Com-
pared to baseline we observed a significant improvement in NYHA class (I/II 59%,
III/IV 41% before vs I/II 98%, III/IV 2% after therapy, p<0.001) and NTproBNP
(852 ng/l [49-6118] vs 276 ng/l [45-8099], p<0.001) in the entire cohort. Also left
ventricular ejection fraction (LV-EF) (29±12% vs 44±12%, p<0.001) and left ven-
tricular enddiastolic volume index (LVEDVI) (121±39 ml/m2 vs 107±36 ml/m2,
p<0.001) improved, as did cardiac index (2±0.6 l/min/m2 vs 2.4±0.6 l/min/m2,
p<0.001) and pulmonary capillary wedge pressure (15mmHg [4-42] vs 11mmHg
[6-26], p=0.001).
Responders (n=35, 57%) were characterized by higher NYHA class (III/IV 54%
vs 23%, p=0.014), higher NTproBNP levels (1387 ng/l [53 - 6118] vs 406 ng/l
[49 - 5329], p=0.018), lower LV-EF (26±11% vs 34±13%, p<0.001) and higher
leucocytes (7.7 G/l [4.4 – 15.4] vs 6.4 G/l [4.2 – 12.6], p=0.007) at baseline. In-
terestingly, no significant differences were found between groups with regard to
hemodynamics, LVEDVI and the extent of myocardial inflammation/fibrosis. Stan-
dard heart failure therapy was comparable between groups at baseline and 6-
months follow-up. Multivariate logistic regression analyses including disease du-
ration, LV-EF, LVEDVI, CI, leucocytes, CD14 positive lymphocytes/mm2 revealed
high leucocytes and low LV-EF at baseline as independent predictors of positive
response to therapy.
Conclusion: From our data it appears that a positive response to immunosup-
pressive therapy in virus-negative lymphocytic inflammatory cardiomyopathy is
more likely in patients with higher leucocytes and low LV-EF at baseline.

4038 | BEDSIDE
Vasculotropic parvovirus infection impairs outcome in inflammatory
cardiomyopathy

U. Kuehl1, D. Lassner2, F. Escher1, U. Gross1, C. Tschoepe1, W. Poller1,
H.-P. Schultheiss1. 1Charite - Campus Benjamin Franklin, Cardiology &
Pneumology, Centrum 11 (Cardiovascular Medicine), Berlin, Germany; 2Institute
of Cardiac Diagnostics and Therapy (IKDT), Berlin, Germany

Purpose: To evaluate outcome of patients with virus associated inflammatory
cardiomyopathy. Parvovirus B19 infections are acquired by majority in the child-
hood and persist lifelong within bone marrow precursor cells and the vascular en-
dothelium in a high percentage of the general population. Because many infected
patients remain asymptomatic, the clinical relevance of erythrovirus detection in
myocardial tissue has remained doubtful.
Methods: The study group comprised of 423 consecutive parvovirus positive and
177 virus negative patients (441 man, mean age 53.0±12.6 years) presenting
with symptomatic heart failure and global systolic left ventricular dysfunction be-
low 45% (mean EF 29.5±8.9%). The patients who clinically presented as sus-
pected myocarditis in the past (n=310) or dilated cardiomyopathy (n=290) were
followed 60 months to compare outcome with respect to biopsy-based quantita-
tive information on myocardial inflammation and virus infection.
Results: The frequency of virus positive patients was not different between pa-
tient groups with clinically suspected myocarditis and DCM (p=0.661). Biopsy
analyses confirmed myocarditis and inflammatory cardiomyopathy in 37.6% and
27%, respectively with comparable numbers of inflammatory cells in virus nega-
tive and positive patients. Five year survival was impaired in B19V positive pa-
tients if infiltrating CD3-positive lymphocytes exceeded 10 cells/mm2 (p<0.001)
whereas mortality was not associated with elevated inflammatory cells in virus
negative patients (p=0.837).
Conclusion: Inflammatory cardiomyopathy in the presence of a vasculotropic
B19V infection is associated with a higher mortality than in patients with non
infectious myocardial inflammation. This suggests that endothelial cell infection
may constitute a cofactor that aggravates inflammatory cell associated myocardial
injury and outcome.

4039 | BEDSIDE
18F-FDG PET and high-sensitivity troponin T as prognostic markers in
giant cell myocarditis

K. Ekstrom1, H. Hanninen1, J. Schildt2, J. Lehtonen1. 1Helsinki University
Central Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Helsinki, 2Helsinki University Central
Hospital, Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, Helsinki, Finland

Purpose: Introduction of potent immunosuppressive therapy has improved the
prognosis of giant cell myocarditis (GCM). In our recent study transplant-free sur-
vival at 5 years was 52%. The purpose of this study was to identify predictors of
poor outcome in GCM.
Methods: We collected data from 35 patients with histologically verified GCM
treated from May 1991 to November 2013. Eight patients were diagnosed post-
mortem or from explanted hearts. We analyzed 18F-FDG PET and cardiac MRI
studies in all patients. We graded the rest perfusion and 18FDG-uptake based
on AHA 17 segment model. A segment with a clear mismatch, defined as perfu-
sion defect and increased 18FDG-uptake, was considered abnormal. MRI cham-
ber volumes, wall thickness, segmental wall motion, edema-analysis and late-
enhancement gadolinium uptake pattern were analyzed.
Results: Mean age at symptom onset was 49 (range 14-69). There were 12
males (34%) and 23 females (66%). Mean first measured ejection fraction was
39% (range 5-72). Patients were followed for 20,5±25,8 months (range 0,03-80,4,
median 9,8). Adverse cardiovascular endpoints included 3 deaths, 8 transplants
and 15 ventricular arrhythmias requiring intervention.
Initial symptoms, ejection fraction, age or sex did not predict cardiovascular
events. Hs-TnT values were measured in 20 patients. Patients were divided into
two groups based on their response to immunosuppressive therapy. In 13 pa-
tients, immunosuppressive therapy reduced hs-TnT to 15 ng/l or less; 5 of them
(38%) had an adverse cardiovascular event (5 ventricular arrhythmias). In 7 pa-
tients hs-TnT remained >15 ng/l despite immunosupression and 6 of them (86%)
had an adverse cardiovascular event (2 deaths, 3 transplantations and 1 ventric-
ular arrhythmia) (p=0,008, log-rank).
Ten patients underwent 18F-FDG PET. The 4 patients that had an abnormal
perfusion-18F-FDG uptake pattern in ≥1 segment of the left ventricle had an
adverse cardiovascular event (3 ventricular arrhythmias and 1 transplantation). In
6 patients without the mismatch, only 2 had an adverse cardiovascular event (2
ventricular arrhythmias) (p=0,025, log-rank). Perfusion-18F-FDG mismatch in ≥1
segment was associated with more adverse events (mean 4,5 vs. 0,3 per patient,
p=0,019).
Ten patients underwent cardiac MRI. Neither late enhancement nor other mea-
sured parameters were significantly associated with adverse cardiovascular
events.
Conclusions: Hs-TnT is a promising marker of treatment response in GCM. The
presence of abnormal perfusion-18F-FDG uptake pattern is associated with ad-
verse cardiovascular events.

4040 | BENCH
Role of calpain in Coxsackievirus B3-induced myocarditis

M.H. Li, R.Z. Chen, X.G. Wang, Y. Yu, Y. Yu, Y.Z. Zou, J.B. Ge. Shanghai Institute
of Cardiovascular Diseases, Zhongshan Hospital-Fudan Univerisity, Shanghai,
China, People’s Republic of

Purpose: To observe the role of calpain in the pathogenesis of Coxsackievirus B3
(CVB3) induced myocarditis via overexpressing the specific endogenous calpain
inhibitor calpastatin in the myocardium.
Methods: Calpastatin transgenic mouse was injected intraperitoneally with CVB3
to establish the viral myocarditis model. At the harvest time, heart weight/body
weight ratio were calculated, HE staining of the heart tissue sections were ana-
lyzed and the pathological score was calculated and compared. The peripheral
myocardium injury biomarkers of CK-MB and cTnI were detected.CVB3 capsid
protein VP1 and virus titers were detected using molecular biology method. Fi-
brogenic agents of Smad3, MMP2 were detected and analyzed. The expression
alteration of IL17, IFNγ and perforin were observed.
Results: The calpain activity in the heart tissue of Tg-CAST mouse was sup-
pressed significantly. Comparing with the wild type control, in the CVB3 infected
Tg-CAST mouse, the heart weight/body weight ratio decreased significantly, the
inflammatory infiltration attenuated accompanied by a decrease in the pathologic
score and lower levels of peripheral CK-MB and cTnI concentrations. VP1 and
virus titers in the myocardium of Tg-CAST mouse decreased significantly indi-
cating that the virus replication was suppressed. Myocardium fibrosis agent of
smad3 showed a decrease in expression, as well as the MMP2 expression and
activity. Similarly, the inflammatory factors of IL17, IFNγ and PFN were reduced
in the myocardium indicated by both the WB detection and IHC methods.
Conclusions: Calpastatin overexpression showed significant heart protection ef-
fect, indicating the role of calpain in the pathogenesis of viral myocarditis. Further
studies showed that calpain activity was correlated with CVB3 replication, my-
ocardium fibrosis and inflammation infiltration, which highlights the potential of
calpain as a novel target of viral myocarditis treatment.
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4041 | BENCH
Roles of miRNA21 in Coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3)-induced cardiac
microvascular endothelial cells apoptosis via modulating the target
gene of PDCD4

R.Z. Chen, Y. Yu, M.H. Li, Y. Yu, Y.Z. Yang, Y.Z. Zou, J.B. Ge. Shanghai Institute
of Cardiovascular Diseases, Zhongshan Hospital-Fudan Univerisity, Shanghai,
China, People’s Republic of

Purpose: To investigate the role of miRNA21 in Coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3)-
induced cardiac microvascular endothelial cells (CMVECs) apoptosis via target-
ing the programmed cell death protein (PDCD4) gene.
Methods: 1. CMVECs were infected with CVB3 and then the differentially ex-
pressed miRNAs were screened using miRNA chips and identified with RT-PCR.
The target genes were predicted via searching data bases of miRanda and Tar-
getScan.
2. After transfection of miRNA21 mimics, miRNA21 inhibitors or sham control
respectively, the apoptosis was observed via Annexin V/PI double staining. Cas-
pase3 activity was assayed. PDCD4 protein expression was detected.
3. Co-transfect the CMVECs with the recombinant plasmids PGL3-PDCD4-
3’UTR-WT or PGL3-PDCD4-mut3’UTR and miRNA21mimics together and detect
the luciferase activity.
4. To observe the effect of PDCD4 on AP1 transcription activity, construct plas-
mids overexpressing PDCD4 and synthesize PDCD4 siRNA, then co-transfect
CMVECs with AP-1-luciferase plasmid and PDCD4 gene or PDCD4 siRNA fol-
lowed by luciferase reporting gene activity assays.
Results: Screened with miRNA chips and identified with RT-PCR, in CMVECs
infected with CVB3 for 48 hours, miRNA21 was upregulated by 3.65 folds com-
paring with the normal controls. After searching in databases of miRanda and
TargetScan and systemic literary review, PDCD encoding gene was predicted as
the target gene.
Comparing with the normal controls, apoptosis rate, caspase3 activity were en-
hanced in CMVECs infected with CVB3 or transfected by miRNA21 mimics
(p<0.05), while PDCD4 protein expression was downregulated (p<0.05). The
CVB3-infected and miRNA 21inhibitor-transfected CMVECs showed the opposite
outcomes with apoptosis and caspase3 activity suppressed and PDCD4 expres-
sion upregulated (p<0.05); The luciferase activity was decreased significantly
in CMVECs co-transfected with PGL3-PDCD4-3’UTR-WT and miRNA21mimics,
while no statistical difference was achieved in CMVECs co-transfected with PGL3-
PDCD4-3’UTR-WT and miRNA21mimics; AP-1-luciferase activity was down-
regulated by 0.25 folds in PDCD4-overexpressing CMVECs and was up-regulated
by 2.2 folds in PDCD4-siRNA-transfected CMVECs; The combining activity of
AP1 and DNA was decreased by 30% in CMVECs overexpressing PDCD4 gene.
Conclusion: In CVB3 infected CMVECs, miRNA21 expression is upregulated
and then inhibits PDCD4 gene transcription specifically by combing with the
PDCD4-3’UTR site, which leads to AP1 transcription activity increasing and
CMVECs apoptosis enhancement.

4042 | BEDSIDE
Gender and age differences in occurrence and in-hospital mortality of
pericarditis

V. Kyto1, J. Sipila2, P. Rautava3. 1Turku University Hospital, Heart Center, Turku,
Finland; 2Turku University Hospital, Division of Clinical Neurosciences, Turku,
Finland; 3Turku University Hospital, Turku, Finland, Finland

Purpose: It is commonly thought that the risk of developing pericarditis is similar
in men and women, but few epidemiological studies have been reported on peri-
carditis. Effect of age on susceptibility and outcome of pericarditis is also largely
unknown.
We studied gender and age differences in pericarditis using a large nationwide
hospital registry.
Methods: Data of all hospital treatment periods caused by pericarditis during 9.5
years (May 2000 - October 2009) were collected from national Finnish registry
(FHDR) including all medical and cardiological admissions (1.7 million) of patients
aged ≥16 years in 29 hospitals nationwide. Post-cardiotomy and post-myocardial
infarction syndromes were excluded.
Results: Study period included 2274 admissions caused by pericarditis. Peri-
carditis patient was more commonly male (62.3% of patients; 95%CI 59.1-65.6%)
than female (37.7%; 95%CI 35.2-40.3%) with age-adjusted relative risk of 1.65
(95%CI 1.52-1.80, p<0.0001). Median age of all pericarditis patients was 56
years (range 16-98 years). Pericarditis occurred most commonly at the age of
56-65 years in both genders. Of all medical hospital admissions 0.024% (95%CI
0.016-0.035%) were caused by pericarditis. Admissions were more commonly
caused by pericarditis in men (RR 1.45; 95%CI 1.33-1.58, p<0.0001) and in
younger patients (estimated decline of proportion 23% per 10-year increase of
age; 95%CI 22-25%, p<0.0001). Gender did not affect the proportion of acute
(59.9% of admissions) or chronic (36.2%) pericarditis, but chronic pericarditis be-
came more common with increasing age (by estimated 27% per 10-year increase
of age; 95%CI 23-32%, p<0.0001). Gender did not influence the proportion of
idiopathic/viral (87.0% of patients), bacterial (1.4%) or rheumatic fever (1.5%) eti-
ology, but systemic disease (2.9%) caused pericarditis more commonly in women
(RR 4.04; 95% 2.35-6.96, p<0.0001). Total in-hospital mortality of pericarditis
was 2.6% (95%CI 2.0-3.4%). Gender did not affect mortality, but mortality in-
creased notably with age (RR 2.56; 95%CI 1.95-3.35 per 10-year increase of

age, p<0.0001) and was higher in patients with chronic pericarditis (RR 4.55;
95%CI 1.08-19.15, p<0.05).
Conclusions: Pericarditis appears to be more common in men. Both genders are
affected most commonly at the age of 56-65. Gender does not affect in-hospital
mortality of pericarditis, but mortality increases with age and with chronic peri-
carditis.

4043 | BEDSIDE
Interleukin-8 as a predictor of acute idiopathic pericarditis
recurrences. A pilot study

G. Lazaros, P. Vasileiou, C. Tsioufis, E. Hadziyannis, A. Kasiakogias,
G. Georgiopoulos, I. Kallikazaros, D. Vassilopoulos, C. Stefanadis. Hippokration
General Hospital, Athens, Greece

Purpose: Idiopathic recurrent pericarditis (IRP) is a frequent and troublesome
complication of acute pericarditis with adverse impact on patient’s quality of life.
Since few clinical or laboratory parameters capable of predicting recurrences are
available, we sought to investigate the possible role of pro-inflammatory cytokines
towards this direction.
Methods: Twenty five consecutive patients with acute idiopathic pericarditis (AIP)
were included in the study. Demographic, clinical, imaging and laboratory data
were collected for each patient at baseline. Additionally several serum pro-
inflammatory cytokines were measured by a multiplex assay (namely serum TNF-
α, IFN-γ, IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12, IL-17, IL-18, and IL-1β levels) using
flow cytometry. Moreover, 20 age-matched healthy individuals were recruited as
controls. Patients were followed prospectively for 20 months and the appearance
of recurrences was recorded. In addition, a number of baseline parameters were
examined as potential predictors for recurrent disease as well.
Results: After exclusion of 2 patients (8%) with secondary causes of pericardi-
tis, 23 patients with AIP were included and followed prospectively. Among the
latter patients 9 (39%) developed IRP, 35±5 days after the index episode. Pa-
tients with IRP were younger (mean age 41±16 years) and received less fre-
quently colchicine (11%), compared to patients with no recurrent pericarditis
(NRP) (55.8±16 years, p=0.04 and 50%, p=0.05, respectively). Among the dif-
ferent cytokines studied at baseline, interleukin-8 (IL-8) was more commonly de-
tected among patients with IRP (4/9, 44%) compared to those with NRP (1/14,
7%, p=0.03) and controls (2/20, 10%, p=0.03). Moreover, there was a significant
association between serum IL-8 detection and development of IRP (Spearman’s
ρ=4.41, p=0.035).
Conclusions: In this investigation, younger age, no treatment with colchicine and
interestingly, detection of serum IL-8 in the sera of patients with AIP, were asso-
ciated with disease recurrence.

4044 | BEDSIDE
Post pericardiotomy syndrome in a large subgroup of the DECS study

J.J.H. Bunge, D. Van Osch, J.M. Dieleman, D. Van Dijk, H.M. Nathoe on behalf
of DECS study group. University Medical Center Utrecht, Cardiology, Utrecht,
Netherlands

Purpose: To identify whether dexamethasone influenced the incidence and char-
acter of post pericardiotomy syndrome (PPS) after cardiac surgery. PPS is a com-
mon complication of cardiac surgery and is associated with increased morbidity.
Methods: We performed a blinded post hoc analysis of a large subgroup (n=822)
of patients undergoing valvular surgery with or without CABG who were included
in the DECS trial. The DECS trial was a large randomised trial investigating the
effect of a single intraoperative high dose dexamethasone (1 mg/kg) on a com-
posite endpoint of adverse cardiac events in patients undergoing cardiac surgery
with use of cardiopulmonary bypass. In the current substudy, all medical charts,
X-rays and echocardiograms were reviewed. PPS was diagnosed if two out of
five listed symptoms were present: Unexplained fever >72 hours postoperatively,
pleuritic chest pain, pericardial or pleural friction rub, new significant pleural ef-
fusion, new significant pericardial effusion. We used semi-quantitative scales to
record pericadial en pleural effusions. Readmissions for PPS and interventions
related to PPS (evacuation of pleural or pericardial effusions), were recorded as
well.
Results: The incidence of PPS was 14.5%. A diagnosis of PPS was strongly
correlated with increased length of hospital stay: 13 (9-18) versus 11 (8-14) days
(median (IQR), p<0.01). 24.5% of PPS affected patients had a PPS related read-
mission or complication. The incidence of PPS was 13.5% in the dexamethasone
group versus 15.5% in the placebo group (RR 0.88, CI 0.63-1.22, p=0.43). There
were no differences between groups for the individual components of PPS, ex-
cept that we found a higher percentage of patients with no pleural effusions in the
dexamethasone treated group. We were not able to identify patients with “pleuritic
chest pain”, since this was not recorded specifically enough to distinguish it from
normal postoperative pain and all patients had strong pain relieve regimes. The
percentage of PPS related complications was not significantly different between
dexamethasone and placebo treated individuals.
Conclusion: Prophylactic dexamethasone treatment did not prevent occurence
of PPS or PPS related complications in patients undergoing valvular surgery with
or without CABG.
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4045 | BEDSIDE
Tuberculous pericarditis: eighteen-year experience in a tertiary
hospital

A. Gonzalez1, J. Fortun2, A. Gomez3, D. Rodriguez4, J. Rojas Marcos1,
M. Marina5, J. Rubi3, P. Martin Davila2, S. Diz1, S. Moreno2. 1Hospital Ramon y
Cajal de Madrid, Internal Medicine Department, Madrid, Spain; 2Hospital Ramon
y Cajal de Madrid, Infectious Diseases Department, Madrid, Spain; 3Hospital
Ramon y Cajal de Madrid, Biochemistry Department, Madrid, Spain; 4Hospital
Universitario Ramón y Cajal, Cardiology Department, Madrid, Spain; 5Hospital
General de Ciudad Real, Cardiology Department, Ciudad Real, Spain

Objectives: In the developed world tuberculous pericarditis (TP) is a rare clinical
form of the disease and its management and prognosis are problematic. The aim
was to evaluate the epidemiological and clinical spectrum of TP and the risk of
constrictive pericarditis (CP).
Methods: A retrospective analysis of TP in our center from January 1995 to De-
cember 2013 is presented. Diagnosis was made based on clinical, microbiologi-
cal, fluid analyses and histological data.
Results: Of a total of 1632 patients with tuberculosis, 18 patients had TP (1.1%).
The mean age was 54±16.8 years, and 13 (72.2%) were men. Three of 18 pa-
tients (16.7%) were immigrants. Positive tuberculin skin test (TST) was positive
in 8 patients (44.4%). No patients had HIV infection. At the time of diagnosis,
11 (61.1%) patients presented fever, 4 (22.2%) had unexplained weight loss, 12
(66.7%) had symptoms and signs of pericarditis and 4 patients (22.2%) had tu-
berculous disease in other locations. In 5 patients (27.7%) the diagnosis was
made after pericardial fluid analysis. Median ADA value in pericardial fluid was
34 U/L (range 13-227 U/L).In 4 cases the diagnosis was confirmed microbiolog-
ically (1 from a biopsy and 3 from the pericardial fluid). In 5 patients underwent
histopathological diagnosis. In 8 patients (44.4%), the diagnosis was based on
clinical suspicion (positive TST and recent contact with a person with active tu-
berculous disease).
The therapy most frequently used was a combination of three drugs (13, 72.2%).
Steroids were used in 11 patients (61%). Outcome was favorable in all patients
but one, who developed a CP and died subsequently.
Conclusions: Diagnosis of TP is challenging. The evolution to a constrictive form
is not so common if diagnosis is accurate, and treatment is established promptly.

4046 | BEDSIDE
Analysis of the incidence and management of cardiac tamponade in
12.700 invasive examinations and interventional procedures

T. Butz, M. Van Bracht, M. Prull, G. Plehn, A. Meissner, R. Wennemann,
H.J. Trappe. Department of Cardiology and Angiology, Ruhr-University Bochum,
Bochum, Germany

Introduction: Cardiac tamponade is a rare but life-threatening complication of
invasive procedures and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI).
Methods: We performed a single-center analysis of the incidence of procedure-
related cardiac tamponades during a 4-year period (2008-2011) in our university
heart center. The following procedures were included in this study: diagnostic and
therapeutic heart catheterization, electrophysiological examination and therapy
(ablation, PVI) and electric device implantation (pacemaker, ICD, CRT, CCM). All
cardiac tamponades had been detected in the catheterization lab by echocardio-
graphy and fluoroscopy and had been treated by immediate pericardiocentesis.
Results: During the 4-year period 12.762 invasive heart examinations and inter-
ventions, including 3450 PCI’s, electrophysiologic examinations and ablations as
well as 1686 device implantations, had been performed.
In total, 18 patients developed procedure-related cardiac tamponades (0.14%).
7 cardiac tamponades were detected after PCI (0.2%/PCI’s; 0.05%/ total proce-
dures). During device implantation 7 tamponades were recognized (0.4%/device
implantations; 0.05%/total procedures). Rare causes of cardiac tamponade were:
Perforation of the left ventricle after retrograde passage of severe aortic stenosis
(N=1; 0.008%), after left ventricular biopsy (N=1; 0.008%), 1 after pericardiocen-
tesis due to postsurgical pericardial effusion, and after PVI (N=1; 0.008%). In 3
patients autotransfusion was performed, in 3 patients a Graft-Stent was implanted
due to coronary perforation and 6 of 17 patients had to treated by cardiac surgery
(e.g. due to pacemaker lead perforation). The primary success rate of pericar-
diocentesis with hemodynamic resuscitation and stabilization of the patient in the
cath lab was 100%. The mean amount of fluid, which has been evacuated out of
the pericardial space, was 723±487 ml. In-hospital mortality after cardiac tam-
ponade was 11% (2 of 18 patients), and was related to referral for emergent
surgical treatment because of left ventricular perforation by pacemaker leads.
Conclusion: Rapid and successful therapy of the life-threatening complication of
cardiac tamponade is the precondition for the performance of invasive and inter-
ventional procedures in modern cardiology. The incidence of cardiac tamponade
(0.14%) in our university heart center was below the previously described com-
plication rate of up to 0.3%.

CATHETER ABLATION – OLD SUBSTRATES, NEW
STRATEGIES

4051 | BEDSIDE
Characterization of the endocardial component of ventricular
tachycardia reentrant circuits by postpacing interval electroanatomical
mapping

O. Salvador, J.L. Merino, S. Castrejon, D. Doiny, A. Estrada, D. Filgueiras-Rama,
M. Ortega, J. Figueroa, R. Montes De Oca, J.L. Lopez-Sendon. Hospital La Paz,
Madrid, Spain

Reentry is the most common mechanism of monomorphic ventricular tachycardia
(VT) in patients with structural heart disease (SHD). The reentrant circuit usually
has a protected isthmus of slow conduction (ISC) which can be mapped by both
activation and entrainment techniques and finally validated by ablation. However,
the knowledge of other parts of the circuit is more limited.
Methods: 28 VTs in 27 consecutive patients (64,5±11,6 years, 85,7% male) with
SHD and ablation attempt of sustained VT were prospectively enrolled in this
study. Geometrical reconstructions of the left (LV), right (RV) or both ventricles
were obtained by a 3D electroanatomical system. VT induction and entrainment
for postpacing interval (PPI) mapping was attempted in all. The postpacing in-
terval values were color-coded on the ventricular geometry in order to obtain
3D maps of the endocardial surfaces. VT activation and voltage electroantomical
maps were also obtained from the data collected during geometrical reconstruc-
tion and entrainment.
Results: Most patients had ischemic cardiomyopathy (75%) and LV dysfuntion
(ejection fraction 38,8±35,6%). 3 patients (3 VT) were withdrawn from the study
because no VT or multiple and/or intolerant VTs were induced. A PPI map of
at least 15 pacing sites (27,7±14) was obtained in 25 VTs in the remaining 24
patients. All VTs except 4 (4 patients) had endocardial areas with PPI matching
(difference shorter than <5 ms) the VT cycle length (“PPI-0”). The endocardial
surface with PPI-0 and with scar voltage values (<0.5 mV) were 28,6±45,21 cm2

(range 0-229,3) and 15,3±16,5 cm2 (range 0,4-61,5) respectively. There was a
mismatch between the reentrant circuit location define by PPI and activation maps
in 12 VTs. 5 VTs had a perimitral valve disposition of the circuit and the endocar-
dial component of the circuit was confined within 1 (9 VTs), 2 (10 VTs), 3 (1 VTs)
and 4 (5 Vts) ventricular walls (anterior, septal, inferior, lateral, or apical). The VT
was successfully ablated at the endocardium by focal radiofrequency application
in 20 VTs (80%) and in all of them the ISC (local activation preceding >60 ms the
QRS complex onset) was located within the PPI-O area. The VT was successfully
ablated at the epicardium by focal radiofrequency application in 5 patients (20%).
Conclusions: PPI maps allow precise determination of the endocadial compo-
nent of reentrant VT circuits in patients with SHD. These circuits may have com-
plex tridimensional dispositions around valve orifices or with components involv-
ing both the endo and epicardium

4052 | BEDSIDE
Catheter ablation of idiopathic ventricular tachycardia without the use
of fluoroscopy

F. Lamberti1, R. Remoli1, C. Bellini1, C. Bianchi1, M. Mercurio2, S. Dottori2,
A. Gaspardone1. 1S. Eugenio Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Rome, Italy;
2Biosense Webster, Rome, Italy

Catheter ablation (CA) employing fluoroscopy is associated with a definite radi-
ation risk for patients (Pts) and personnel. We report our experience of CA pro-
cedure for idiopathic ventricular tachycardia (VT), using electroanatomic mapping
system (EAM) in conjunction with intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) without
using fluoroscopy.
Methods: Informed consent was obtained and antiarrhythmic medication was dis-
continued before CA in all Pts. All procedures were performed with conscious
sedation. A 3.5-mm externally irrigated radiofrequency (RF) ablation catheter (C)
was advanced to the inferior vena cava (IVC) under EAM guidance (CARTO3).
3-D geometric contours of the IVC, RA and coronary sinus (CS) were created by
sweeping the C tip. Subsequently 3 C were positioned respectively at His area,
CS (if required) and RV using the 3D shell of RA. RV stimulation was performed
to induce or to sustain VT. Isoproterenol infusion up to 5γ/min was used if neces-
sary. Then a 10-Fr ICE C was inserted and sequential ICE contours to create a
3D map of the RV and/or the LV were acquired. Mapping was performed during
VT or PVC using the 3D shell obtained with ICE focusing on the area of interest.
Left sited VT were mapped with retrograde trans aortic approach. Local earliest
activation, QS deflection in the unipolar derivation, optimal pace mapping or ab-
normal Purkinje potentials were used to guide ablation. RF energy was delivered
up to 35 W, during VT or PVC. After ablation, isoproterenol was administered to
assess for PVC/VT induction.
Results: 19 Pts (16 males, mean age 39.1 yrs) presenting idiopathic VT were
treated without fluoroscopy. Twelve Pts presented with outflow tract PVC/VT
(8 right, 4 left sited), 3 Pts with idiopathic left (fascicular) VT, 2 Pts with peri-
tricuspidal PVC/VT, 1 with peri-mitral PVC/VT, 1 with left free-wall VT. The mean
procedure time was 190±38 min. RA reconstruction and C positioning required a
mean of 13±3 minutes. 3D shell of the ventricles were reconstructed with mean
of 55±10 ICE contours, with a mean time of 24±8 min. Focus mapping and ab-
lation required a mean of 38±18 min, acute success was achieved in all Pts. C
manipulation was performed using multiple EAM projections and under direct ICE
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visualization and without any need of fluoroscopy in all Pts. No complication oc-
curred in any Pts. VT recurrences was documented in 2 Pts during a mean follow
up of 16±4 months.
Conclusion: Fluoroless ablation of idiopathic VT is feasible, effective and safe
using EAM and ICE, with a reasonable prolongation of procedure time

4053 | BEDSIDE
Outcomes of ablation of ventricular arrhythmias with the 56 hole
open-irrigation radiofrequency catheter; a two center international
experience

M. Bassiouny1, A. Li2, S. Khalaf1, A. Grimster2, E.R. Behr2, R. Kaba2,
W. Saliba1, B. Lindsay1, O. Wazni1, M. Saba2. 1Cleveland Clinic Foundation,
Cardiovascular Medicine, Cleveland, United States of America; 2St George’s
University of London, Cardiovascular Research Center, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: No data has been published on the use of the 56 hole, open irriga-
tion, 3.5mm tip, radiofrequency (RF) catheter in ablation of ventricular arrhythmias
(VA).
Methods: Between June 2011 and November 2013, we identified 242 patients
who underwent 261 VA ablation procedures. Power was limited to a maximum
of 30-40W (up to 50W in septal locations) with saline flow rates between 8-17
ml/min. Acute procedural outcomes and 30-day major complications were re-
ported.
Results: A total of 261 ablations: 131 ventricular extrasystole (VE) and 130 VT
ablations were undertaken. Indications included symptoms (n=144), ICD shocks
(n=58) VT storm (n=21), reduced LVEF (n=30), and primary prevention of ICD
shocks (n=8). 71% were males, mean age was 59±14, LVEF 44±15.4%. 82 pa-
tients had no structural heart disease, 97 had ischemic, and 63 had non-ischemic
cardiomyopathy. 108 patients had ICDs; 64 for primary prevention, and 45 CRT-
D. 81 patients (31%) had ≥1 previous ablation (range 1-5). A total of 402 VAs
were targeted (248 LV, 77 RVOT, 47 LVOT, 30 RV) via an endocardial (n=236),
epicardial (n=23) and surgical approach (n=2). The mean procedural time was
235±97 minutes. Acute procedural success was achieved in 237 (91%) patients;
with 18 unsuccessful and 6 partially successful ablations. 15 (5.7%) major com-
plications occurred within 30 day. Tamponade occurred in 4 (1.5%) patients: 3
occurred while mapping the RVOT/LVOT prior to ablation. One patient with his-
tory of fast pathway ablation developed heart block prior to RF application with
catheter manipulation. Two (0.8%) patients suffered coronary artery injury requir-
ing acute stenting. One patient had a small stroke 22 days following ablation. One
suffered transient phrenic nerve palsy following epicardial ablation. Three (1.1%)
patients developed heart failure requiring intubation or readmission. Three deaths
were recorded (1.1%) due to advanced heart failure at 3, 19, and 29 days post
procedure. In our cohort there was only one steam pop during ablation that was
not associated with any complications.
Conclusions: Ablation of ventricular arrhythmias using a 56-hole open-irrigation
RF ablation catheter appears safe with no apparent excess in complications at
30 days. Acute success and complication rates compare favorably with data from
contemporary VA ablation trials.

4054 | BEDSIDE
The substrate for ventricular tachycardia in repaired tetralogy of Fallot
are slow conducting anatomical isthmuses

G.F. Kapel1, F. Sacher2, A.P. Wijnmaalen1, J.B. Thambo2, N. Derval2,
M.J. Schalij1, Z. Jalal2, K. Zeppenfeld1. 1Leiden University Medical Center,
Department of Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands; 2University Hospital of
Bordeaux, LIRYC Institute, Bordeaux, France

Introduction: In repaired Tetralogy of Fallot (rTOF), the majority of ventricular
arrhythmias (VA) are sustained reentrant ventricular tachycardia (SMVT) related
to four anatomical isthmuses. Specific anatomical isthmuses characteristics may
be related to SMVT.
Methods: Seventy-three consecutive rTOF patients (40±16 yrs, 63% male) with
documented SMVT (n=13) or considered at risk for VA underwent programmed
stimulation (3 drive cycle length (CL), ≥3 extrastimuli, from ≥2 RV sites, isopro-
terenol) and electroanatomical substrate mapping (EAM). All identified anatom-
ical isthmuses (AI) bordered by unexcitable tissue (patch, scar, valve annulus)
were evaluated for width, length and conduction velocity (CV); AI 1:Tricuspid an-
nulus (TA) and RVOT patch/scar, AI2: RV scar and pulmonary annulus (PA), AI3:
PA and VSD patch, AI4: VSD patch and TA. The relation between VT reentry
circuit sites and AI was determined by pace and/or entrainment mapping.
Results: Twenty-eight pts (all 13 with documented SMVT) were inducible for a
median of 1.0 (1.0 – 1.8) SMVT; VTCL 252 ms (231 – 312). The number of
identified AI 1, 2 and 3 was comparable for inducible and non-inducible (n=45)
pts (AI1 27 vs 39, p=0.11; AI2 8 vs 11, p=0.62; AI3 26 vs 37, p=0.12). AI 4
was only present in 4 inducible pts. Inducible pts had significant narrower AI
1 and 3 (AI1 36±11 vs 43±10mm, p<0.01; AI2 25±11 vs 30±12mm, p=0.34;
AI3 20±6 vs 26±8mm, p<0.01; AI4 19±5), significant longer AI 1, 2 and 3
(AI1 16±7 vs 12±4, p=0.02; AI2 22±7 vs 13±5, p=0.01; AI3 20±7 vs 16±8,
p=0.03; AI4 16±7) and significant slower CV of AI 1,2 and 3 (AI1 0.80±0.42 vs
1.11±0.34m/s, p<0.01; AI2 0.59±0.28 vs 0.95±0.32m/s, p=0.03; AI3 0.35±0.18
vs 0.81±0.29m/s, p<0.01; AI4 0.72±0.67m/s). A critical SMVT reentry site was
mapped to an AI in 24/27 pts. All AI containing reentry sites (n=28; AI1 8, AI2

2, AI3 17, AI4 1) had CV of <0.5 m/s (mean CV 0.33±0.08 m/s). In contrast, in
43/45 non-inducible pts all AI had CV of ≥0.5m/s.
Conclusion: In rTOF, slow conducting anatomical isthmuses with a CV<0.5m/s
protected by unexcitable tissue are the dominant substrate for SMVT. The results
of electroanatomical mapping obtained during stable rhythm may therefore signif-
icantly contribute to risk stratification for VT.

4055 | BEDSIDE
Catheter ablation of hemodynamically tolerated VT in patient with CAD
and preserved systolic LV function

P. Peichl, D. Wichterle, L. Pavlu, R. Cihak, B. Aldhoon, J. Kautzner. IKEM,
Prague, Czech Republic

Introduction: Patients with coronary artery disease (CAD), hemodynamically
tolerated ventricular tachycardia (VT) and LV ejection fraction (EF) >40% may
benefit from catheter ablation without necessity of implantation of cardioverter-
defibrillator (ICD). Our aim was to retrospectively analyze long-term results of VT
ablation in this patient subgroup.
Methods: Out of 728pts, who underwent catheter ablation of VT between 2001
and 2012, we have identified 30pts (4% all pts, 1 women, mean age 68±10years)
with CAD, tolerated VT and EF>40%. Mean LV EF was 47±5%, mean VT cycle
length was 337±68ms. Catheter ablation was performed in order to abolish all
inducible VTs. An ICD was implanted if sustained VT of any morphology remained
inducible after ablation.
Results: Clinical VT and all inducible VTs were abolished in 83% and 60% of pts,
respectively. An ICD was subsequently implanted in 53% of cases. Mean follow
up was 43±34months. In the subgroup of pts with an ICD, adequate therapy
was noted in 53% pts. In subgroup of pts without ICD, two subjects (15%) had
recurrence of tolerated VT and were implanted with ICD. In total, 43% pts have
died during follow up, mostly due to non-cardiac causes. Survival (figure) did not
differ between both subgroups (p=0.87).

Conclusions: Hemodynamically tolerated VT eligible for catheter ablation in pts
with CAD and preserved systolic function LV occurs infrequently. Despite high
success of VT ablation of clinical VT, an ICD is indicated in considerable propor-
tion of the cases due to inducibility of VT of other morphologies. Although ICD
interventions are common in the group of pts with ICD, the long-term survival
does not differ between pts with or without ICD.

4056 | BEDSIDE
Significant reduction of radiation exposure during
electrophysiological procedures with the use of novel x-ray system
using a crystalline detector

S. Knecht, N. Pavlovic, T. Reichlin, M. Kuhne, B. Schar, S. Osswald,
C. Sticherling. University Hospital Basel, Cardiology, Basel, Switzerland

Aim: Radiation exposure has been reduced in electrophysiological procedures
(EP) by the use of mapping systems but remains a concern for electrophysiolo-
gists. We evaluated the impact of the use of a novel x-ray technology during EP
procedures on fluoroscopy doses.
Methods: 148 consecutive patients undergoing ablation procedures or device
implantations were included in our study. Procedures were performed using the
Artis Q.Zen (Siemens, Forchheim, Germany; n=68) with new crystalline silicone
detector enabling ultra-low-dose imaging and the Artis Q with an amorphous sili-
con detector (n=80). Patients were categorized into four groups – pulmonary vein

Table 1

Artis Q Artis Q.Zen p-value

Overall n=80 n=68
FDP 1186 (276–2044) 549 (143–1281) 0.003
CDP 619 (0–1298) 204 (0–752) 0.184
CDP/F 3.58 (0–6.99) 1.38 (0–2.23) 0.006

PVI n=31 n=26
FDP 1771 (962–3789) 1235 (553–1970) 0.017
CDP 1212 (826–2948) 497 (113–1187) <0.001
CDP/F 7.1 (5.1–9.1) 2.0 (1.2–2.4) <0.001

CRT n=7 n=10
FDP 1816 (927–6350) 579 (286–971) 0.007
CDP 981 (213–3282) 351 (163–483) 0.070
CDP/F 4.7 (3.0–5.1) 1.4 (1.3–1.8) <0.001

FDP: fluoro dosis product (μGy m2), CDP: cine dosis product (μGy m2), CDP/F: cine dosis per
frame.
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isolation (PVI), supraventricular tachycardia ablation (SVT), CRT (CRT) and pace-
maker/ICD implantation (PMICD). In SVT and PMICD patients, only fluoroscopy
was used while in PVI group cine acquisition was used for transseptal puncture,in
CRT group for coronary sinus venogram. Cine dose was corrected for time and
frame rate.
Results: The patients baseline parameters weight, height, BMI, and age did not
differ. The results are shown in the table.
Conclusion: The use of a novel x-ray technology with a crystalline detector for
noise reduction for standard EP procedures significantly reduces radiation doses.
The use of this technology further improves safety of fluoroscopy based EP pro-
cedures.

4057 | BEDSIDE
Minimal invasive non-fluoroscopic imaging and catheter ablation of
supraventricular arrhythmias

S. Stec1, J. Sledz2, K. Deutsch1, M. Mazij3, B. Szafran3, M. Chrabaszcz2

on behalf of ELEKTRA registry. 1Postgraduate Medical School, Grochowski
Hospital, Dept of Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland; 2ELMedica EP Network,
Electrophysiology, Skarzysko-Kamienna, Poland; 3Wroclaw Provincial Specialist
Hospital, Cardiology, Wroclaw, Poland

Introduction: Although the “near zero-X-ray” or “no-X-ray” catheter ablation (CA)
approach has been reported for treatment of various arrhythmias, few prospective
studies have strictly used “no-X-ray,” simplified 2-catheter approaches for CA in
patients with supraventricular tachycardia (SVT). We assessed the feasibility of a
minimally invasive, non-fluoroscopic (MINI) CA approach in such patients.
Methods: Data were obtained from a prospective multicenter CA registry of pa-
tients with regular SVTs. After femoral access, 2 catheters were used to create
simple, 3D electroanatomic maps and to perform electrophysiologic studies. Med-
ical staff did not use lead aprons after the first 10 MINI CA cases.
Results: 252 patients (age, 47±23 years; 18% <19 years; 57% women) referred
for the no-X- ray approach were included. They were compared to 714 consec-
utive patients referred for a simplified approach using X-rays (age, 52±18 years;
7%<19 years; 55% women). There were only 17 cases (7%) with protocol excep-
tions that necessitated the use of X-rays. Ultimately, 235/252 patients underwent
the procedure without fluoroscopy, with an acute success rate of 98%. The pro-
cedure times (62±24 vs. 63±29 min, P=NS), major complications (0% vs 0%,
P=NS) and acute (98% vs. 98%, P=NS) success rates were similar in the “no-X-
ray” and control groups. The MINI CA protocol group showed a very significant
reduction in radiation exposure time (0.3±0.8 min) compared to ablations using
fluoroscopy (8.1±7.4 min, P<0.001).
Conclusions: Implementation of a strict “no-X-ray, simplified 2-catheter” CA ap-
proach is safe and effective in majority of the patients with SVTs. No-X-Ray ap-
proach should be prospectively validated and implemented in training of new gen-
eration of adepts of modern electrophysiology.

4058 | BEDSIDE
Postero-septal epicardial accessory pathways - electroanatomical
corelations

C.-N. Iorgulescu, S.T. Bogdan, A.D. Radu, E. Ene, M. Dorobantu,
R.-G. Vatasescu. Bucharest Emergency Hospital, Bucharest, Romania

Background: Radiofrequency (RF) catheter ablation is a highly effective cura-
tive treatment for Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome. Epicardially located acces-
sory pathways (AP) are sometimes the cause of failed endocardial catheter abla-
tion.
Aims: To identify ECG characteristics that predicts an epicardial location for ac-
cessory pathways in the postero-septal region.
Methods: Fully pre-excited ECGs, EP characteristics and successful site of ab-
lation were analyzed retrospectively in 54 patients with postero-septal pathways.
Results: In 20 out of 54 patients endocardial ablation failed (including irrigated-tip
RF ablation) and successful application was located epicardially, into the coronary
sinus (CS) tributaries (16 inside of a CS diverticulum, 4 into the proximal part of
the mid-cardiac vein). In all patients with epicardial ablation an AP potential was
recorded at site of successful ablation. The only ECG feature that predicted a
successful epicardial ablation was an isoelectric or discretely biphasic appear-
ance of the initial 40 ms of the QRS in lead V1 measured from the beginning of
delta wave as assessed in 12 leads (98% sensitivity and 99% specificity).
Conclusions: APs are located epicardially in a substantial proportion of the pa-
tients with postero-septal pathways. An isoelectric or discretely biphasic appear-
ance of the initial 40 ms of the pre-excited QRS in lead V1 predicts epicardial
successful ablation, mainly in a CS diverticulum.

4059 | BEDSIDE
Characteristics of focal atrial tachycardias in a large real world cohort

M. Schloesser1, J. Brachmann2, E. Hoffmann3, L. Eckardt4, S. Willems5,
S. Spitzer6, K.-H. Kuck7, M. Hochadel8, J. Senges8, C. Stellbrink1. 1Bielefeld
Hospital, Bielefeld, Germany; 2Hospital Coburg, Coburg, Germany; 3Heart
Center Munich-Bogenhausen, Munich, Germany; 4University Hospital of
Munster, Munster, Germany;5University Heart Center Hamburg, Hamburg,

Germany; 6Praxisklinik Herz und Gefäße, Dresden, Germany; 7Asklepios Clinic
St. Georg, Hamburg, Germany; 8Heart Attack Research Center at the University
of Heidelberg, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany

Introduction: Focal atrial tachycardias (FAT) are a rather rare form of supraven-
tricular tachycardias and radiofrequency (RF) ablation has become a favored
treatment option. We analyzed the characteristics of FAT and the outcome of RF
ablation in a large “real world” cohort in Germany.
Methods: Patient and procedural data as well as acute and long-term outcome
data from patients with FAT ablation were prospectively collected in 44 centers in
Germany in the years 2007-2011.
Results: 604 pts. were treated for FAT in 610 procedures. 53 pts. (9%) had biatrial
foci (BAF), 163 pts. (27%) left atrial foci (LAF) and 388 pts. (64%) right atrial
foci (RAF). Pts. with BAF and LAF more often had valvular disease (35.8% BAF,
18.4% LAF, 6.7% RAF p<0,01) and were more often re-do procedures (22.2%
BAF, 24.2% LAF, 13.0% RAF p<0,01). FAT site of origin are shown in the table.
No difference for the acute ablation success rate could be observed 79.6% BAF,
87.3% LAF. 85.9% RAF p=0,37). The recurrence rate in 1yFU was 46.7% for BAF
vs. 34.5% for LAF and 29.7% for RAF (p<0,01). Acute complications were more
frequent in BAF pts. (major bleeding 3.8% BAF, 0% LAF, 0% RAF p<0,01; minor
bleeding 7.7% BAF, 3.7% LAF, 0.8% RAF p<0,01). No other major complications
occurred.

Origin of Focal Atrial Tachycardia

Both atriums (n=53) Left atrium (n=163) Right atrium (n=388)

Location RA
Crista terminalis 7,4% – 26,1%
Septal 35,2% – 29,9%
Multifocal 18,5% – 7,7%
Sinus node 1,9% – 6,6%
Other location 42,6% – 34%
Location LA
Pulmonary veins 18,5% 41,8% –
Septal 31,5% 16,4% –
Multifocal 44,4% 24,2% –
Others 40,7% 37,6% –

Conclusion: Referring to this data from a large “real world” cohort of patients
RF is an efficacy treatment option for FAT with a good success rate ≥80% and
an acceptably low complication rate. The recurrence rate for the whole cohort is
notable.

4060 | BEDSIDE
Characterization of very low voltage/scar areas in patients with left
atrial flutter by high density voltage maps

S. Castrejon Castrejon, J.L. Merino, A. Estrada-Mucci, J. Figueroa, D. Filgueiras,
D. Doiny, O. Salvador, M. Ortega-Molina, J.L. Lopez-Sendon. Robotic Cardiac
Electrophysiology Unit, University Hospital La Paz, Madrid, Spain

Background: Circuits of left atrial flutter (LAFl) are delimited by scar areas (SA).
We studied the location and extension of SA in patients without previous LA ab-
lation.
Methods: 33 P included (67% women, age 71±10 years). High-density point-by-
point activation/voltage maps were developed with a 3D navigator during LAFl
or SR if the arrhythmia was unstable. Bipolar peak-to-peak amplitude at each
point was shown. SA were defined by congruent points with <0,1 mV and normal
tissue by >0,5 mV. Total endocardial surface (TES) and total scar areas (SA)
surface were quantified by merging with a 3D TC image of the LA.
Results: 49 EP studies in 33 patients, 9 (27%) had a prosthetic mitral valve im-
plated. In the first EP study in each patient the tisular substrate was characterized
(number of points: 955±332, range 379-1481). TES was 114±31 cm2. Median
SA was 25±31 cm2 (range 0-134 cm2), constituting 20±21% of TES (range 0-
86%). 2 P presented massive scar areas (>85%) and 1 P had no scar. Location
of the widest scar area: anterosuperior wall 61%, posterior 15%, septal 6%, right
PV antrum 6%, massive 6%, inferior 3%. 28 P had a secondary SA: posterior

Figure 1. Patchy anterosuperior scar areas.
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25%, septal 21%, anterior 18%, right PV antrum 18%, inferior 15%. 61 LAFl were
studied, 23 (37%) could not be fully characterized. Detailed characterized circuits:
35% perimitral, 18% mural superior, 12% mural posterior, around right PV 10%,
septal 10%, around left PVs 8%, LAA flutter 6%. 59/61 circuits laid adjacent or
crossed through scar areas. No relationshipt was found between scar areas and
number of LAFl per patient.
Conclusions: Prevalence of SA is high but their distribution heterogeneous. SA
are located frequently on the anterosuperior and posterior walls of the LA. Char-
acterizing these SA is relevant for LAFl mapping and ablation.

ARRHYTHMOGENESIS: FROM HORMONAL DRIVE TO
IONIC HOMEOSTASIS

4061 | BENCH
Carotid body denervation prevents pulmonary edema, attenuates left
ventricular remodeling and restores normal autonomic balance in
chronic heart failure after myocardial infarction

K. Saku, T. Kishi, A. Nishizaki, K. Fujii, T. Takehara, T. Akashi, Y. Oga, T. Ide,
K. Sunagawa. Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan

Purpose: Autonomic imbalance in chronic heart failure (CHF) predicts poor prog-
nosis. It has been well established that the hypersensitive carotid body induces
sympathoexcitatory hypertension and carotid body denervation (CBD) fully abol-
ishes it. Since CHF sensitizes the peripheral chemoreflex, we hypothesized that
CBD restores normal autonomic balance, thus improves CHF in a rat model of
myocardial infarction-induced CHF (MI-CHF).
Methods: We created MI-CHF in 8 weeks Sprague-Dawley rats. Surviving rats at
2 weeks after MI were randomized into sham-operated (Sham; n=10) and CBD
(n=10) groups. We removed the tissues around the carotid bifurcation and es-
tablished CBD. In some rats (Sham; n=5, CBD; n=5), we telemetrically recorded
blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR). A month after CBD, we compared phys-
iological and histological findings between Sham and CBD.
Results: CBD did not change mean BP (94±6 vs. 100±4 bpm, n.s.), while signif-
icantly reduced HR (364±12 vs. 337±15 bpm, p<0.05). Power spectral density
(PSD) analysis of HR demonstrated that CBD markedly increased the PSD in the
high frequency range (29.0±8.2 vs. 81.0±9.5 n.u., p<0.05) and decreased the
low frequency/high frequency ratio (1.8±0.5 vs. 0.6±0.2, p<0.05) indicating the
restoration of autonomic balance. CBD significantly reduced biventricular weight
(3.7±0.3 vs. 3.1±0.3 g/kg, p<0.05), lung weight (11.9±1.6 vs. 6.5±1.3 g/kg,
p<0.01), left ventricle (LV) end-diastolic pressure (32.7±5.3 vs. 20.9±6.2 mmHg,
p<0.01), and plasma norepinephrine (1048±997 vs. 384±202 pg/ml, p<0.05).
Furthermore, CBD increased body weights (351±38 vs. 426±32 g, p<0.01) and
LV dp/dtmax (4075±536 vs. 5118±809 mmHg/sec, p<0.05). Histological analy-
sis showed CBD decreased the collagen volume fraction (6.0±1.3 vs. 4.7±1.6%,
p<0.05) and the number of inflammatory macrophages (474±73 vs. 345±45
counts/mm2, p<0.05) in the non-ischemic LV area.
Conclusion: The CBD induces sympathoinhibition prevents pulmonary edema,
attenuates LV remodeling, restores normal autonomic balance and improves CHF
in rats. CBD can be a novel neuro-modulatory therapy for CHF patients.

4062 | BENCH
miR-mediated BAG3 regulation may be lost in stress-induced
Takotsubo cardiomyopathy

M. D’avenia1, R. Citro2, M. De Marco1, A. Silverio2, C. Prota2, E. Bossone2,
F. Piscione2, L.J. De Windt3, M.C. Turco1, V. De Laurenzi4. 1University
of Salerno, Salerno, Italy; 2University Hospital St. John of God, Salerno,
Italy; 3Cardiovascular Research Institute Maastricht (CARIM), Maastricht,
Netherlands; 4University of Chieti-Pescara, Chieti, Italy

Purpose: BAG3 protein is constitutively expressed in cardiomyocytes and is es-
sential for the homeostasis of mechanically altered cells. BAG3 knock-out mice
result in a lethal cardiomyopathy soon after birth and mutations of this gene have
been associated with different forms of cardiomyopathies including Takotsubo
(TTC). Up to date the pathogenetic mechanism leading to TTC has not been
defined even if it has been suggested that excessive epinephrine levels may trig-
ger the event. In this study we extended our previous genetic screening for BAG3
mutations to the 3’UTR of the gene and we studied how a particular mutation may
be involved in the pathogenesis of TTC.
Methods: All patients were enrolled according to the Mayo Clinic diagnostic cri-
teria of TTC. Patient cohort included 70 females (64.3±12 y.o.; range 35-82),
donors were 81 healthy female, older than 50, with absence of evaluable car-
diovascular disease. BAG3 gene was sequenced from gDNA and an in silico
analysis was performed to identify potential miRNAs predicted to bind its 3’UTR.
In vitro dual luciferase reporter assays were performed to verify miRNA binding
to BAG3 3’UTR. miR and proteins levels were detected in cardiomyocytes after
epinephrine stimulus by qPCR or Western blot respectively. BAG3 modulation
after miR precursors or inhibitors transfection was assayed.
Results: We found that BAG3 protein levels increase in cardiomyocytes
after epinephrine stimulation by a pERK-dependent pathway. Since stress-
cardiomyopathy is reported to be triggered by epinephrine, we sequences BAG3
gene in TTC patients and donors and we found that patients carried more BAG3

mutations than the control group (27% and 53% of BAG3 wild types genotypes
respectively, p<0.05). Moreover, we identified a frequent SNP in BAG3 3’UTR
(minor allele frequency MAF=0.38 in TTC and MAF=0.26 in the control group,
p<0.05). In vitro assays showed that this SNP in BAG3 3’UTR results in loss of
miR-371-5p binding to the mRNA, moreover we found that epinephrine is able
to up-regulate miR-371-5p expression in cardiomyocytes by a pERK-mediated
mechanism. Indeed, the transfection of the pre-miR is able to induce BAG3 pro-
tein levels post-transcriptionally and the anti-miR (inhibitor) is able to inhibit BAG3
epinephrine-induced up-regulation.
Conclusion: We identified a novel pathway in cardiomyocytes that leads to an
increase of BAG3 protein upon exposure to epinephrine, through an ERK depen-
dent induction of miR-371-5p. Therefore, loss of miR-371-5p binding on BAG3
mRNA seems to play an important role in the pathogenesis of Takotsubo car-
diomyopathy.

4063 | BENCH
Stabilization of RyR2 by inhibition of CaMKII-mediated aberrant Ca2+
release may suppress arrhythmogenesis in cardiac troponin T-related
familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

S. Okuda, M. Fukuda, T. Kato, S. Nishimura, T. Oda, S. Kobayashi, T. Yamamoto,
M. Yano. Yamaguchi University Graduate School of Medicine, Department of
Medicine and Clinical Science, Ube, Japan

Background: Cardiac troponin T (cTnT) mutations that increase myofilament
Ca2+ sensitivity cause Familial Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (FHC), which leads
to sudden cardiac death in young age. However, the underlying mechanism by
which the cTnT mutations lead to lethal arrhythmia remains elusive. Here, we
investigated the pathogenic role of phosphorylation-mediated aberrant Ca2+ re-
lease via cardiac ryanodine receptor (RyR2) and therapeutic effects of dantro-
lene, which was found to stabilize RyR2 in catecholaminergic polymorphic ven-
tricular tachycardia and failing hearts by correcting inter-domain interactions (i.e.
unzipping to zipping), in transgenic mouse (TG) model with FHC-related cTnT
mutation (TNT-delta160E).
Methods and results: In 6-months-old’s TG, there was no appreciable differ-
ence in the structural or functional features of hearts, compared with non-TG.
In response to isoproterenol (ISO; 10nmol/L), the Ca2+ spark frequency (SpF:
s-1·100μm-1 by fluo4) was much higher in TG cardiomyocytes (ISO-TG: n=11:
7.7±0.7; p<0.01) than in non-TG cardiomyocytes (n=6: 3.5±0.5). It was largely
reversed by CaMKII inhibitor {KN-93 (1μM), n=6: 5.2±0.4; p<0.05}, but not by
PKA inhibitor{H-89 (1μM), n=6: 7.3±0.4;n.s.}. Time from peak to 70% decline
of Ca2+ transient was more prolonged in ISO-treated TG than in ISO-treated
non-TG, whereas it was attenuated by KN-93. ISO-TG (but not ISO-treated non-
TG: 0/14: n=14) showed spontaneous Ca2+ transient (sCaT) after 5Hz pacing
(12/18: n=18), whereas it was again attenuated only by KN-93 (0/5: n=5). More-
over, dantrolene (1μM) attenuated ISO-induced SpF (n=6:5.2±0.3; p<0.05 vs
ISO-TG), time from peak to 70% decline of Ca2+ transient and sCaT (3/10; n=10)
in TG cardiomyocytes.
Conclusion: In FHC-linked cTnT-mutated hearts, aberrant Ca2+ release through
defective RyR2 was induced by beta-adrenergic stimulation, and subsequent
CaMKII activation. Stabilization of RyR2 by inhibition of CaMKII-mediated aber-
rant Ca2+ release might be a new therapeutic target for preventing the develop-
ment of arrhythmias in FHC.

4064 | BENCH
Adrenergically-triggered calcium handling abnormalities and
arrhythmias in induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes
generated from cpvt patients with ryanodine or calsequestrin
mutations

O. Binah1, A.N. Novak1, L.B. Barad1, A.L. Lorber2, L.E. Eldor3, J.I.E. Itskoviz-
Eldor4, M.E. Eldar5, M.A. Arad5. 1Technion - Israel Institute of Technology,
Faculty of Medicine, Dept. of Physiology, Haifa, 2Rambam Health Care Campus,
Pediatric Cardiology, Haifa, 3Rambam Health Care Campus, Plastic Surgery,
Haifa, 4Rambam Health Care Campus, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Haifa,
5Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Hashomer Medical Center, Tel-Aviv, Israel

Catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (CPVT) is a familial ar-
rhythmogenic disorder characterized by syncope and sudden death occurring
during exercise or acute emotion. The disease is caused by abnormal Ca2+ han-
dling resulting from mutations in the RYR2 or the CASQ2 genes. The present
study had two aims: (1) Investigate cardiomyocytes derived from induced Pluripo-
tent Stem Cells (iPSC-CM) generated from dermal fibroblasts obtained from
CPVT patients caring the heterozygous R420Q mutation in the RYR2 gene
(CPVT-RYR2R420Q-CM). (2) To compare isoproterenol-induced calcium han-
dling disturbances in CPVT-RYR2R420Q-CM versus iPSC-CM generated from
patients carrying the D307H mutation in the CASQ2 gene (CPVT-CASQ2D307H-
CM). The major findings were: (1) While in healthy iPSC-CM, β-adrenergic stim-
ulation with isoproterenol only increased the spontaneous firing rate, in CPVT-
RYR2R420Q-CM isoproterenol caused delayed afterdepolarizations (DADs) and
triggered activity blocked by the β-blocker Bisoprolol. (2) In both RyR2 and
CASQ2 mutations, in the age range of 20-70 day-old embryoid bodies (EBs), the
arrhythmogenic phenotype was age-dependent, being more pronounced in car-
diomyocytes >50 day old. We propose that these age-dependent isoproterenol-
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induced arrhythmias were due do maturational changes in the sarcoplasmic retic-
ulum function and in its Ca2+ storage/release capacity. (3) Compared to healthy
iPSC-CM, caffeine releases more Ca2+ in CPVT-CASQ2D307H-CM and less
Ca2+ in CPVT-RYR2R420Q-CM. Additionally, while healthy iPSC-CM and CPVT-
RYR2R420Q-CM demonstrated prompt recovery after caffeine-induced SR Ca2+
release, the CPVT-CASQ2D307H-CM demonstrated slower recovery. We con-
clude that these findings may result from one or more of the following mecha-
nisms: (1) Different Ca2+ storing capacity of the RyR2 versus CASQ2 mutated
iPSC-CM; (2) CPVT-CASQ2D307H-CM have unstable RyR2 channel due to non-
functional CASQ2 which causes uncontrollable Ca2+ release; (3) The two mu-
tations have different responsiveness to caffeine. Our results demonstrate that
mutated iPSC-CM from CPVT patients, can be used to study the differences in
the mechanisms underlying the arrhythmias and the calcium handing derange-
ments in the RYR2 versus the CASQ2 mutations.

4065 | BENCH
Transient [Ca2+]i oscillations and long-term pro-fibrotic responses to
UTP involve differential activation of P2Y2, P2Y4 and P2Y11
purinoceptors in rat cardiac fibroblasts

M. Certal, A.R. Pinheiro, M.A. Costa, P. Correia-De-Sa. University of Porto,
Institute of Biomedical Sciences Abel Salazar, Porto, Portugal

Purpose: Cardiac fibroblasts (CF) play a crucial role in cardiac remodeling, elec-
trophysiological changes and hemodynamic alterations following myocardial in-
farction. ATP and UTP are released in huge amounts during ischemia and reper-
fusion. Extracellular nucleotides may act as autocrine and/or paracrine mediators
via the activation of a variety of P2 purinoceptors. Here, we investigated the role
of uracil nucleotides on intracellular Ca2+ signaling and growth of cultured CF
from rat ventricles.
Methods: The chemical coding of CF and the expression of P2 purinoceptors
was assessed by immunofluorescence confocal microscopy. Intracellular calcium
[Ca2+]i oscillations were monitored with a microplate reader after loading the cells
with Fluo-4NW (2.5 μM, 45 min at 37°C). CF proliferation/viability was evaluated
using the MTT assay.
Results: Cultured CF co-express discoidin domain receptor 2 (DDR2) and alpha-
smooth muscle actin (α-SMA), suggesting a myofibroblastic phenotype. UTP and
UDP (100 μM) increased [Ca2+]i in rat CF respectively by 54±2% (n=13) and
35±3% (n=12). The preferential P2Y4 antagonist, Reactive Blue-2 (RB-2, 100
μM, n=9), and the selective P2Y11 antagonist, NF340 (10 μM, n=9), were more
effective than Suramin (100 μM, n=10) in decreasing [Ca2+]i oscillations triggered
by UTP (3 μM). Selective activation of P2Y4 receptors with MRS 4062 (10 μM,
n=7), but not P2Y2 receptors with MRS 2768 (10 μM, n=4), mimicked the effect
of UTP. Incubation of CF cultures with UTP (100 μM, n=4) increased cell growth.
Suramin (30-100 μM) was more effective than RB-2 in decreasing the proliferation
of CF. Rat CF in culture express higher amounts of P2Y2 receptor as compared
to P2Y4 immunolabeling.
Conclusions: Data suggest that activation of the less abundant P2Y4 receptor is
the main responsible for UTP-induced [Ca2+]i transients in rat CF. Stimulation of
the P2Y11 receptor may also contribute to sustain [Ca2+]i at elevated levels fol-
lowing UTP application. The highly expressed P2Y2 receptor may exert a prefer-
ential role on CF proliferation promoted by UTP. In summary, UTP-sensitive P2Y2,
P2Y4 and P2Y11 receptors can differentially affect [Ca2+]i levels and pro-fibrotic
responses to UTP in rat CF and, therefore, may constitute important pharmaco-
logical targets for therapeutic intervention in the remodeling myocardium.

STATE OF THE ART – AORTIC STENOSIS: FROM
EPIDEMIOLOGY TO TREATMENT

4070 | BEDSIDE
Is there any role for familial screening in bicuspid aortic valve and
aortic disease?

A. Carro, G. Teixido, B. Miranda, V. Galuppo, A. Evangelista, D. Garcia-Dorado.
Hospital Vall d’Hebron, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction and objective: : Bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) is the most common
congenital heart disease. Recent studies have shown a certain family aggrega-
tion, suggesting that echocardiographic screening in first-degree relatives (FDR)
would permit early diagnosis of valve and/or aortic abnormalities in this popula-
tion. The usefulness of this strategy, however, has not been demonstrated. We
sought to assess the usefulness of systematic echocardiographic screening of
FDR of patients with a confirmed BAV.
Methods: Ninety consecutive families of patients with a confirmed echocardio-
graphic diagnosis of BAV (75% males; 75.6% anteroposterior configuration) were
studied. A transthoracic echocardiogram was performed in FDR to assess valve
features (opening configuration, presence of a raphe, degeneration and function)
and aortic dimensions at different levels (root, AA, aortic arch).
Results: Of the 401 FDR recruited: 113 (28.1%) refused the study and 288
(71.9%) underwent screening (mean age: 36.1±19 years; 66.7% males). Twenty-
one aortic valve abnormalities were encountered: 20 BAV and 1 quadricuspid
valve, distributed in 17 of the 90 families, yielding a BAV family prevalence of
18.8% (Table 1).

Table 1

Probands (N=90) Positive FDR (N=21) p

Male n (%) 67 (75) 14 (66.7) p=1.000
Age (years) mean ± SD 49.6±15.5 (16–76) 36.1±19.8 (9–59) p=0.501
BSA (m2) mean ± SD 1,82±0.18 (1.3–2.2) 1.67±0.5 (0.25–2.4) p=0.164
AP/no raphe 68 (75.6%)/25 (28.1%) 12 (66.7)/4 (22.2) p=0.073/p=0.187
MS AO stenosis 15 (16.7) 1 (5.3) p=0.296
MS AO regurgitation 39 (43.3) 1 (5.3) p=0.001

BSA: body surface area; SD: standard deviation; SV: sinus of Valsalva; AA: ascending aorta; Ao:
aortic; MS: moderate-severe;.

The prevalence of BAV among the FDR screened was 7.3%, higher than that
reported in the general population (0.5-1.0%). The number of FDR required to
screen for identifying a new BAV case is 14, in contrast to 100 in the general
population.
Conclusions: BAV prevalence is higher in FDR of BAV patients than in the gen-
eral population. Echocardiographic screening of FDR is a useful approach for
identifying asymptomatic cases, that should therefore be offered to all FDR of
BAV individuals.

4071 | BEDSIDE
Does body mass index affect left ventricular remodeling in different
categories of severe aortic stenosis?

W.Q. Lin, I. Kuntjoro, T.C. Yeo, K.K. Poh. National University Heart Centre,
Cardiac Department, Singapore, Singapore

Purpose: We aim to evaluate how body mass index (BMI) may have differential
effects on left ventricular (LV) remodeling in patients with severe aortic stenosis
(AS).
Method: We studied 508 patients with severe AS (valve area <1cm2). Concomi-
tant significant valvular lesions were excluded. These were divided into 4 cate-
gories according to flow (low flow (LF), stroke volume index, SVI <35 ml/m2) and
mean gradient (low gradient (LG), <40 mmHg). Patients were grouped by BMI
into underweight (<19 kg/m2), ideal weight (19 – 23 kg/m2), overweight (24 – 27
kg/m2) and obese (>27 kg/m2). Echocardiographic parameters were examined.
Results: The degree of LV remodeling was significantly different across different
categories of AS in patients who are not underweight, with the largest LV mass
index in the normal-flow group but higher relative wall thickness (RWT) in the low-
flow group. Underweight patients did not show difference across categories for LV
mass index and RWT. LV end-diastolic volume index was relatively higher in the
normal-flow categories across all BMI groups (trend in the underweight group)
but end-systolic volume index was only significantly different in the ideal weight
group.

Table 1

Low-flow Low-flow Normal-flow Normal-flow p
low-gradient normal-gradient low-gradient normal-gradient
(n=167) (n=40) (n=214) (n=87)

LV ejection fraction (LVEF, %)
Underweight (n=30, 6%) 55±19 59±18 65±6 65±6 0.38
Ideal (n=176, 35%) 45±20 54±15 58±12 60±14 <0.01
Overweight (n=187, 36%) 49±18 59±15 58±13 62±13
Obese (n=115, 23%) 56±16 57±20 61±10 62±10 0.23

LV mass index (g/m2)
Underweight 98±31 103±27 118±32 140±32 0.15
Ideal 110±35 114±22 116±28 155±28 <0.01
Overweight 111±31 111±25 127±32 143±32
Obese 104±28 127±29 115±40 137±40

Relative wall thickness
Underweight 0.53±0.10 0.54±0.08 0.48±0.07 0.38±0.05 0.07
Ideal 0.48±0.15 0.65±0.24 0.39±0.08 0.49±0.11 <0.01
Overweight 0.50±0.13 0.54±0.07 0.41±0.09 0.50±0.12
Obese 0.51±0.13 0.55±0.10 0.42±0.07 0.46±0.10

End diastolic volume index (ml/m2)
Underweight 55±23 48±19 67±12 78±12 0.05
Ideal 62±26 48±20 76±19 75±19 <0.01
Overweight 59±26 50±10 80±22 71±18
Obese 52±20 54±18 69±18 70±10

End systolic volume index (ml/m2)
Underweight 34±32 32±34 30±11 36±11 0.97
Ideal 37±27 22±14 29±15 28±16 0.04
Overweight 54±41 37±17 56±32 45±28 0.11
Obese 47±39 47±44 46±29 44±17 0.99

Conclusion: Different categories of severe AS affect LV remodeling of all BMI
except the underweight group. Further studies on the prognostic significance are
warranted.
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Prognostic value of aortic valve area flow rate ratio in aortic stenosis
with preserved ejection fraction: Japanese Multicenter Aortic Stenosis
(JUST) study

M. Izumo1, M. Takeuchi2, Y. Seo3, E. Yamashita4, K. Suzuki1, T. Ishizu3,
K. Sato3, K. Aonuma3, Y. Otsuji2, Y.J. Akashi1. 1St. Marianna University School
of Medicine, Kawasaki, Japan; 2University of Occupational and Environmental
Health, The Second Department of Internal Medicine, Kitakyusyu, Japan;
3University of Tsukuba, Faculty of Medicine, Division of Cardiovascular, Tsukuba,
Japan; 4Gunma Prefectural Cardiovascular Center, Division of Cardiology,
Maebashi, Japan

Purpose: Accurate assessment of disease severity is critical for the subsequent
appropriate treatment in patients with aortic stenosis (AS). The purpose of this
study was to examine the prognostic value of a new index, aortic valve area flow
rate ratio (AVA/FR), in patients with severe AS.
Methods: This retrospective study included 509 consecutive patients with severe
AS (indexed aortic valve area <0.6 cm2/m2) with preserved left ventricular ejec-
tion fraction (≥50%) who had been enrolled from 4 Japanese institutions. AVA
was calculated using the continuity equation. The primary endpoints were car-
diac death (CD) and major adverse cardio-cerebrovascular events (MACE).
Results: During a mean of 1097days follow up, 247 patients (42.4%) had MACE
including 39 CD (6.7%). Kaplan-Meier analysis showed that all AS severity criteria
had a significant prognostic power for predicting CD (Figure). Cox proportional-
hazard analysis revealed that lower AVA/FR was independently associated with
both MACE and CD (hazard ratio: 0.371 and 0.354, all P<0.001), respectively.
AVA/FR <3.42 cm2·sec/ml was the best cut-off criteria for predicting CD.

Conclusions: AVA/FR is a novel index for predicting future prognosis in patients
with severe AS, better than conventional severity.

4073 | BEDSIDE
Reliability of aortic stenosis severity classified by 3-dimensional
echocardiography in prediction of cardiovascular events

K. Sato1, Y. Seo2, T. Ishizu2, H. Nakajima3, M. Takeuchi4, M. Izumo5,
K. Suzuki5, Y. Akashi5, Y. Otsuji4, K. Aonuma2. 1Hitachi General Hospital,
Division of Cardiology, Hitachi, Japan; 2University of Tsukuba, Faculty of
Medicine, Division of Cardiovascular, Tsukuba, Japan; 3Tsukuba University
Hospital, Department of Clinical Laboratory, Tsukuba, Japan; 4University of
Occupational and Environmental Health, School of Medicine, Kitakyushu, Japan;
5St.Marianna University School of Medicine, Department of Internal Medicine,
Division of Cardiology, Kawasaki, Japan

Background and aim: Doppler echocardiography derived aortic valve area
(AVA) is commonly used to determine the severity of aortic stenosis (AS). How-
ever discrepancies of severities between AVA and pressure gradient were some-
times observed. The main pitfall is an error of left ventricular (LV) stroke volume
(SV) calculation with LV out-tract diameter and time-velocity integral in the con-
tinuity equation. In contrast, 3-dimensional echocardiography (3DE) allows mea-
suring LV volume more accurately. Then, we hypothesized that AVA estimated by
the continuity equation with 3DE derived LVSV might be more closely related with
clinical severities in patients with AS.
Methods: First, in 361 patients with moderate (1.5>AVA >1.0 cm2) to severe AS
(AVA <1.0 cm2), AVA was compared between Doppler method (AVA-Dop) and
3DE (AVA-3D), and the determinants of differences between the methods were
identified. Second, in a part of patients (n=276), clinical courses were investigated
to identify the differences of clinical impacts between the methods. The primary
end-point was major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE), including cardiac
death, aortic valve replacement (AVR), and any cardiovascular events.
Results: Indexed AVA-DOP (iAVA-Dop) was significantly higher than iAVA-3D
(0.56±0.17 vs. 0.47±0.16 cm2/m2, p<0.001). Differences between iAVA-Dop and
iAVA-3D was significantly higher in female (p<0.001) and patients with upper sep-

tal hypertrophy (USH, p<0.001). In addition, the differences were negatively cor-
related with body surface area (r=-0.26, p<0.001), and positively with LV ejection
fraction (r=0.33, p<0.001) and LV end diastolic volume (LVEDV, r=0.41, p<0.001).
In a least square multiple regression analysis, USH and LVEDV were selected as
significantly determinants (USH: p<0.001, β=-0.06, LVEDV: p<0.001, β=-0.002).
In the outcome study, 129 (47%) patients met MACE (follow up 342±343 days).
The events were occurred in almost severe AS based on the AVA-3D, however,
the significantly high number of patients with events were classified into moderate
AS if AVA-Dop was used. (moderate/severe: Doppler; 35 (27%)/94 (73%) vs. 3D;
15 (12%)/114 (88%),p=0.001).
Conclusions: Doppler method may underestimate AS severity, particularly, in pa-
tients with USH. In contrast, 3DE volumetric method has a potential to accurately
classify AS severities and contribute predicting cardiovascular events.

4074 | BEDSIDE
Surgical sutureless and transcatheter aortic valves: haemodynamic
performance in propensity-score matched high-risk populations with
severe aortic valve stenosis

V. Kamperidis1, P.J. Rosendael1, A. Weger1, S. Katsanos1, M. Regeer1, F. Van
Der Kley1, G. Sianos2, N. Ajmone-Marsan1, J.J. Bax1, V. Delgado1. 1Leiden
University Medical Center, Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands; 2AHEPA Hospital,
Aristotle University, Thessaloniki, Greece

Purpose: High operative risk patients with severe aortic stenosis are candidates
for surgical sutureless aortic valve replacement (SU-AVR) or for transcathter aor-
tic valve replacement (TAVR). The current study aimed at comparing the hemo-
dynamic performance of both valves after SU-AVR and TAVR, assessed by echo-
cardiography, in propensity-score matched populations.
Methods: Of 258 patients who underwent successful TAVR and SU-AVR for se-
vere aortic stenosis, 80 (79±5 years old, 100% men) were included in the current
analysis based on propensity score 1:1 matching for clinical and hemodynamic
parameters at baseline. All subjects had hemodynamic echocardiographic evalu-
ation at baseline and discharge.
Results: Compared with SU-AVR, patients undergoing TAVR had larger aortic
valve area index (1.00±0.30 vs 0.76±0.22 cm2/m2, p<0.001) lower transaor-
tic pressure gradient (8.14±4.21 vs 10.72±4.01 mmHg, p=0.006), less frequent
prosthesis patient mismatch (PPM) (30.8 vs 67.5%, p=0.001) and low-flow (46.2
vs 72.5%, p=0.02) but more frequent aortic regurgitation (87.5 vs 20%, p<0.001)
(Figure). The only variable independently associated to the low-flow state at dis-
charge was the presence of PPM (OR 4.70, p=0.004) and to PPM at discharge
the SU-AVR type of procedure (OR 3.90, p=0.02).

PPM and AR after SU-AVR vs. TAVR

Conclusion: TAVR is associated with better hemodynamics than SU-AVR, in
terms of aortic valve area, pressure gradients, PPM and stroke volume, but show
higher incidence of aortic regurgitation.

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY FOR FUNCTIONAL
ASSESSMENT OF CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE

4076 | BEDSIDE
Diagnostic performance of non-invasive fractional flow reserve
derived from coronary computed tomography angiography: influence
of vessel territory and calcification

S. Gaur1, J. Leipsic2, S. Achenbach3, H. Bezerra4, K. Oldroyd5, J. Jensen1,
M. Marwan3, H.E. Botker1, J. Lassen1, B. Norgaard1. 1Aarhus University
Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Aarhus, Denmark; 2St Paul’s Hospital,
Department of Radiology, Vancouver, Canada; 3University Hospital Erlangen,
Department of Cardiology, Erlangen, Germany; 4University Hospitals Case
Medical Center, Harrington Heart and Vascular Institute, Cleveland, United
States of America; 5Golden Jubilee National Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Glasgow, United Kingdom

Purpose: Non-invasive fractional flow reserve derived from standard acquired
coronary CT angiography (CTA) datasets (FFRct) has shown high diagnostic ac-
curacy in diagnosing lesion-specific ischemia. We aimed to determine the diag-
nostic performance of FFRct in relation to vessel territory and coronary calcifica-
tion.
Methods: We performed CTA, FFRct, and FFR with blinded independent anal-
ysis. Lesion-specific ischemia was defined by FFRct or FFR ≤0.80, CTA steno-
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sis >50% was considered obstructive. The diagnostic performance of CTA and
FFRct using FFR as the reference standard was evaluated separately in RCA,
LAD, and LCx. Outcomes were related to per-patient coronary calcification as
assessed by coronary artery calcium score (CACS, cut-off 300).
Results: Out of 254 patients (64±10 years; 62% male; 484 vessels) 214 patients
(422 vessels) had CACS performed. Mean (±SD, range) CACS was 302 (±468,
0-3599); 33% had CACS >300. The diagnostic performance of FFRct and CTA in
RCA, LAD, and LCx including subgroups with CACS >300 is shown in the figure.

Conclusions: FFRct accurately identifies patients with or without ischemia irre-
spective of vessel territory. This finding was consistent even in patients with high
levels of coronary calcification. The diagnostic performance of FFRct outperforms
CTA irrespective of vessel territory and coronary calcification.

4077 | BEDSIDE
Coronary CT angiography-derived fractional flow reserve, performed
on-site using a novel reduced-order model, validated by invasive
fractional flow reserve

A. Coenen1, M.M. Lubbers1, A. Kurata2, A. Kono3, A. Dedic1, R.G. Saru1,
M.L. Dijskhoorn1, M. Ouhlous1, R.J.M. Van Geuns1, K. Nieman1. 1Erasmus
Medical Center, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 2Ehime University, Toon, Japan; 3Kobe
University, Kobe, Japan

Purpose: Pressure wire based fractional flow reserve (invasive FFR) has be-
come the reference standard to determine the functional severity of angiographic
coronary artery disease. The feasibility of non-invasive coronary blood flow simu-
lations using Computational Fluid Dynamics have recently been reported. In this
study, we investigate the performance of novel FFR-CT program allowing for com-
plete on-site FFR-CT computation.
Methods: 106 patients underwent a CCTA followed by an invasive FFR measure-
ment, in total 189 vessels were interrogated with a FFR pressure wire. In 80 (42%)
of the 189 vessels a hemodynamic significant stenosis was measured (invasive
FFR ≤0.80). The FFR-CT was performed using a reduced-order patient specific
model for coronary circulation (cFFR version 1.4).
Results: A moderate too good direct correlation between FFR-CT and invasive
FFR (Pearson’s correlation r=0.58) was observed. The average value for FFR-
CT was 0.77 (SD 0.15) compared with an average of 0.81 (SD 0.15) for invasive
FFR. The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of FFR-CT was respectfully 86%
(77-93%), 65% (55-74%) and 74% (68-80%), with an area under the curve of
0.83.
Conclusions: This study provides proof of concept for a reduced-order compu-
tational fluid dynamics model in coronary blood flow computation, allowing for
on-site FFR-CT computations.

4078 | BEDSIDE
Assessment of myocardial viability after acute myocardial infarction: a
head-to-head comparison of the perfusable tissue index by PET and
delayed contrast-enhanced CMR

S.A.J. Timmer, P.F.A. Teunissen, L.F.H.J. Robbers, I. Danad, A.M. Beek,
P.G. Raijmakers, A.C. Van Rossum, A.A. Lammertsma, N. Van Royen,
P. Knaapen. VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Early recognition of viable myocardium is of great clinical importance
after acute myocardial infarction (AMI). Delayed contrast-enhanced magnetic res-
onance imaging (DCE-CMR) has been validated extensively for the detection of
viability. An alternative method for detecting viability is the perfusable tissue in-
dex (PTI), a positron emission tomography (PET) derived parameter, which is
inversely related to the extent of myocardial scar (nonperfusable tissue). The aim
was to investigate the predictive value of PTI on recovery of LV function after
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) for AMI.
Methods: Twenty-six patients with AMI successfully treated by PCI were in-
cluded. Subjects were examined one week and three months after AMI with
[15O]H2O PET and DCE-CMR to assess PTI, regional function and scar. Viability
was defined as recovery of systolic wall thickening (SWT) ≥3.0 mm at follow-up.
Results: A total of 396 segments were available for serial analysis. At baseline,
166 segments were dysfunctional, of which 125 (75%) exhibited significant DCE
and were located in the myocardial territory supplied by the culprit-artery. Fourty-
nine of these dysfunctional segments showed full recovery during follow-up (vi-
able), whereas 76 segments remained dysfunctional (nonviable). Baseline PTI of
viable segments was 0.94±0.07 and was significantly higher compared to non-

viable segments (0.80±0.11, p=0.01). The optimal cut-off value for the PTI was
0.85 with a sensitivity of 92% and specificity of 71%, and an area under the curve
(AUC) of 0.88. In comparison, a cut-off value of 40% for the extent of DCE resulted
in a sensitivity of 75% and a specificity of 65%, and an AUC of 0.75 (p=0.02 vs
PTI).
Conclusions: This study shows that assessment of myocardial viability shortly
after reperfused AMI is feasible with PET, and that the PTI is a good prognostic
indicator for recovery of contractile function when compared to DCE-CMR.

4079 | BEDSIDE
Diagnostic accuracy of transluminal attenuation gradient on
320-detector row CT for detection of functionally significant stenosis
assessed by Fractional Flow Reserve (FFR)

D.T.L. Wong, B.S. Ko, N. Nerlekar, J.D. Cameron, Y. Malaiapan, S.Y. Soh,
I.T. Meredith, S.K. Seneviratne. Monash Heart, Melbourne, Australia

Background: Coronary-computed-tomography-angiography (CTA) has limited
specificity for predicting functionally significant stenoses. The opacification gradi-
ent of iodinated contrast across coronary stenosis particularly on a 320-detector-
row CT which enables near isophasic, single-beat imaging of the entire coronary
tree may provide an accurate assessment of functional significance of coronary
stenosis.
Method: Patients who underwent CTA on a 320-detector row CT as well as
FFR assessment on invasive-coronary-angiography for evaluation of chest pain
were recruited. We assessed the diagnostic accuracy of 3 opacification gradi-
ents (TAG320, Ga and Gs) to predict functionally-significant-coronary-stenosis
using a customised semiautomated software. The luminal-radiological-contrast-
attenuation (Hounsfield-Units, HU) was measured at 1-mm intervals along the
artery from ostium to a distal level where the cross-sectional-area fell below 2.0
mm2. TAG320 was defined as the linear-regression-coefficient between luminal
attenuation and axial distance. Ga and Gs were defined as the change in HU with
respect to the coronary artery lumen area and short axis diameter respectively.
Functionally-significant-coronary-stenosis was defined as ≤0.8 on FFR.
Results: In 119 patients (age 64±9 years, 56 males, 185 vessels), TAG320 in
FFR-significant-vessels was significantly lower when compared with FFR non-
significant-vessels (-21 vs -13 HUs/10 mm, P<0.001]. On receiver-operating-
characteristic (ROC) analysis, the AUC for TAG320 predicting FFR ≤0.8 was 0.82
compared to Ga 0.58, Gs 0.61 and CTA 0.8. The combined TAG320 and CTA as-
sessment had an area-under-the-curve (AUC) of 0.88.

Diagnostic accuracy to predict FFR

CTA TAG320 <−15.37 HU/10mm CTA + TAG320

Sensitivity,% 95 85 80
Specificity,% 65 81 95
PPV,% 65 76 92
NPV,% 95 89 87
Diagnostic accuracy,% 77 83 89

Conclusion: TAG320 is superior to Ga and Gs for detecting functionally signifi-
cant coronary stenoses. Combined TAG320 and CTA may have incremental pre-
dictive value for predicting functionally significant coronary stenosis.

4080 | BEDSIDE
Diagnostic accuracy of computed tomography angiography for the
detection of coronary artery disease in patients referred for
transcatheter aortic valve implantation

M.P. Opolski, W.K. Kim, C. Walther, T. Walther, J. Blumenstein, C. Liebetrau,
L. Gaede, J. Kempfert, C.W. Hamm, H. Moellmann. Kerckhoff Clinic, Bad
Nauheim, Germany

Purpose: To retrospectively determine the diagnostic accuracy of a standardized
computed tomography angiography (CTA) for the detection of significant coronary
artery disease (CAD) in patients with aortic stenosis referred for transcatheter
aortic valve implantation (TAVI).
Methods: A consecutive series of 475 patients (194 male, mean age: 82±6
years) with acceptable dual-source CTA data quality obtained during the routine
diagnostic work-up before TAVI were included in the analysis. A total of 6,603
coronary segments in 1,899 coronary arteries ≥1.5 mm in diameter and 271
grafts were evaluated for the presence of significant CAD defined as ≥50% de-
crease in vessel diameter. Results were compared with invasive coronary angiog-
raphy as the standard of reference.
Results: Prevalence of significant CAD was 57% (270/475), and 5,925 coronary

Diagnostic accuracy of pre-TAVI CTA

N Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) PPV (%) NPV (%)

Coronary segments 5925 81 80 38 96
Coronary vessels 1899 95 60 53 96
Bypass grafts 257 97 94 72 99
Patients (all) 475 98 37 67 94
Patients (fully evaluable) 216 97 57 66 96
Patients with prior CAD 254 98 23 81 82
Patients without prior CAD 221 97 43 47 97

CAD: coronary artery disease; CTA: computed tomography angiography; NPV: negative predic-
tive value; PPV: positive predictive value; TAVI: transcatheter aortic valve implantation.
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segments (90%) and 257 grafts (95%) were evaluable on CTA. In the per-patient
analysis, sensitivity (Se), specificity, positive and negative predictive value (NPV)
were 98%, 37%, 67% and 94%, respectively. CTA showed satisfactory ability to
exclude significant CAD in the following subgroups: (1) patients (216/475) with
fully evaluable coronary segments (Se: 97%, NPV: 96%), (2) patients (221/475)
without prior CAD (Se: 97%, NPV: 97%), and (3) bypass grafts (Se: 97%, NPV:
99%).
Conclusions: A comprehensive evaluation of a pre-TAVI CTA could prove to be a
useful rule-out test for significant CAD in selected subgroups of patients with fully
diagnostic CT data, patients without previously known CAD, and bypass grafts.

4081 | BEDSIDE
Comparison of Agatston score and global plaque volume using
multi-detector computed tomography in a large patient cohort

M. Marwan, C. Schmidkonz, M. Mitschke, B. Bittner, A. Schuhbaeck,
S. Gauss, S. Achenbach, J. Kuribara. University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
(Friedrich-Alexander-University), Erlangen, Germany

Background: Coronary artery calcification quantified by the Agatston score is
considered an established surrogate marker for the global atherosclerotic plaque
burden. Nevertheless, little is known about the correlation between Agatston
score and the total burden of coronary plaque.
Patients and methods: Data sets of 1405 consecutive patients referred for coro-
nary computed tomography (CT) angiography due to suspected coronary artery
disease were included in this analysis. All CT examinations were performed with a
64-slice CT scanner, a first or a second generation dual source system (Siemens
Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany). The total Agatston score was quantified in na-
tive data sets using semi-automatic software. In coronary CT angiography data
sets, the entire coronary tree was visually assessed for the presence of calcified
and non-calcified plaque using the 18-segment coronary model recommended
by the society of cardiovascular computed tomography. Each coronary segment
was visually evaluated for the presence of calcified and non-calcified plaque de-
fined as lesions that were distinguishable from the surrounding connective tis-
sue, with a CT density above or below the contrast enhanced lumen for calcified
and non-calcified plaque, respectively, and could be identified in two indepen-
dent planes.For segments deemed to have plaque, parallel cross-sections of 1
mm slice thickness and 1 mm distance were obtained. Non-calcified and calcified
plaque cross-sections were manually traced to obtain the plaque volume. The
volume of calcified and non-calcified plaque in all coronary segments was added
together to obtain the global plaque burden.
Results: The mean age of all 1405 patients (61% males and 38% females) was
64±12 years and mean BMI was 19±13 kg/m2. The mean heart rate during CT
acquisition was 59±9 bpm. The mean Agatston score was 143±338 and the
mean volume of total plaque was 1.89±5 mm3. The total Agatston score showed
a very close and significant correlation to total plaque volume (r=0.885, p<0.0001,
figure 1). 43% of the patients (607 patients) had an Agatston score of 0 and 38%
of patients had no identifiable plaques (537 patients). In 14% of patients with a
0 calcium score (88 patients), non-calcified plaque was identified in one or more
segments of the coronary tree (mean volume: 1.1±1.8 mm3).
Conclusion: In a large patient cohort, global measures of calcified and total
plaque burden show a very close and significant correlation. However, in 14%
of all patients with a zero calcium score, non-calcified plaque is present, which
might influence risk modification strategies.

STATE OF THE ART – FUNCTIONAL IMPORTANCE OF
REGULATORY RNA SPECIES

4082 | BENCH
CARMEN, a long noncoding RNA controlling cardiogenesis in cardiac
progenitor cells

M. Alexanian1, R. Micheletti1, R. Johnson2, G. Bussotti2, C. Arnan2, I. Pezzuto1,
C. Gonzales1, R. Guigo2, S. Ounzain1, T. Pedrazzini1. 1University Hospital
Centre Vaudois (CHUV), Department of Medicine, Lausanne, Switzerland;
2Centre for Genomic Regulation (CRG), Barcelona, Spain

Purpose: Cardiovascular disease and in particular heart failure are major causes
of morbidity and mortality in the Western world. The mammalian heart has lim-
ited regenerative capacity. Therefore, the notion of promoting cardiac regener-
ation in the damaged heart has recently engendered considerable research in-
terest. Development of the cardiovascular system, including the heart, is a multi-
step process coordinated by a network of specific transcriptional programs. In this
context, it is emerging that the noncoding portion of the genome is dynamically
transcribed, generating thousands of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), which
are central orchestrators of these networks. Controlled expression of cardiogenic
lncRNAs in undifferentiated stem cells could therefore provide new ways of direct-
ing precursor cells toward the cardiac fate.
Methods: For these reasons, we profile the human long noncoding transcrip-
tome during cardiogenesis in isolated human cardiac precursor cells (CPC) using
custom microarrays designed to target annotated lncRNAs (GENCODEv7). We
identified numerous lncRNAs, which are differentially expressed during CPC dif-
ferentiation. Amongst the most upregulated lncRNAs was one originating from the

mir-143/145 locus, which was named CARMEN (Cardiac Mesoderm Enhancer-
associated Noncoding RNA).
Results: CARMEN is conserved in mammals. Therefore, we first validated the
modulated expression of CARMEN in various human and mouse models of car-
diogenesis. In particular, CARMEN is upregulated in differentiating mouse em-
bryonic stem (mES) cells and P19 embryonic carcinoma cells, suggesting a role
for CARMEN during cardiac mesoderm specification and subsequent differentia-
tion into cardiomyocytes. We then generated a shRNA hairpin able to knockdown
CARMEN in mES and P19 cells. Consistently, silencing of CARMEN interferes
with the normal cardiogenic program in these two cell types.
Conclusions: We demonstrated that CARMEN has a crucial role in cardiogenic
differentiation. Our finding that CARMEN is required for cardiac specification sug-
gests that lncRNAs represent a class of molecular modulators that could be useful
to force undifferentiated stem cells to adopt a cardiac fate. To conclude, iden-
tification and functional characterization of cardiogenic lncRNAs should provide
new therapeutic targets for inducing efficient cardiac regeneration in the diseased
heart.

4083 | BENCH
Functional importance of cardiac enhancer-associated noncoding
RNAs during cardiac development and disease

R. Micheletti1, I. Pezzuto1, R. Sheta1, M. Nemir1, C. Gonzales1, M. Blow2,
D. May2, L. Pennacchio2, S. Ounzain1, T. Pedrazzini1. 1University Hospital
Centre Vaudois (CHUV), Department of Medicine, Lausanne, Switzerland;
2University of California Berkeley, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
Berkeley, United States of America

Purpose: Cis-regulatory modulation of tissue specific gene expression is central
to the correct execution of gene regulatory networks (GRNs) that underpin car-
diac development and disease. The key information processing units within GRNs
are enhancers. Enhancer function is thought to be mediated by long distance ge-
nomic interactions and epigenetic remodelling at target gene promoters. In the
heart, the existence of cardiac enhancer-derived transcripts such as noncoding
RNAs has not been established. The main purpose of our study is to characterise
cardiac enhancer expression during heart development and pathological cardiac
remodelling.
Methods: We utilised a genome-wide epigenomic screen to identify approx-
imately 3,000 fetal cardiac enhancers. The expression of seven enhancer-
associated transcripts was then measured during heart development and in differ-
ent model systems of cardiac differentiation. Furthermore, we evaluated whether
enhancers demonstrated active transcription in the damaged heart as part of the
reactivation of the fetal gene program, a hallmark of the response of the adult
heart to stress.
Results: Enhancer expression correlated with the emergence of active enhancer
chromatin states, the initiation of RNA polymerase II at enhancer loci and ex-
pression of putative target genes. Some of these transcripts are polyadenylated,
multi-exonic long non-coding RNAs. Orthologous human sequences also exhibit
enhancer-associated p300 enrichment in the fetal and adult human heart, with
orthologous enhancer-derived transcripts being upregulated during cardiac differ-
entiation of isolated human cardiac progenitor cells. Enhancer-associated non-
coding RNA knockdown resulted in specific downregulation of its predicted tar-
get gene. Moreover, we demonstrate that the re-activation of the fetal gene pro-
gramme in response to myocardial stress is accompanied by increased expres-
sion of fetal cardiac enhancer transcripts.
Conclusions: In this study we show that fetal cardiac enhancers generate non-
coding RNAs during cardiac development in vivo and during cardiogenic differen-
tiation of precursor cells in vitro. We also demonstrate that enhancer-associated
noncoding RNA expression is regulated in pathophysiological models of heart
disease in vivo. Altogether, these findings indicate that the activity of cardiac en-
hancers and expression of their target genes rely on the production of enhancer-
derived noncoding RNAs.

4084 | BENCH
MicroRNA-33a, embedded in Srebf2 gene, regulate lipogenetic
pathway in vivo

T. Nishino, T. Horie, O. Baba, Y. Kuwabara, T. Nakao, M. Nishiga, S. Usami,
M. Izuhara, T. Kimura, K. Ono. Kyoto University, Department of Cardiovascular
Medicine, Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto, Japan

Background: MicroRNAs (miRs) are small non-protein-coding RNAs that bind
to specific mRNAs and inhibit translation or promote mRNA degradation. Recent
reports, including ours, indicated that miR-33 located within the intron of sterol
regulatory element binding protein (SREBP) 2 controls cholesterol homeostasis
and can be a possible therapeutic target for treating atherosclerosis. Unexpect-
edly, miR-33 deficient (miR-33−/−) mice developed severe hepatic steatosis and
the mechanisms were investigated.
Methods and results: miR-33−/− mice showed marked worsening of high fat
diet (HFD) -induced hepatic steatosis. The liver weight of miR-33−/− mice were
about 1.5 times heavier that that of miR-33+/+ mice and histological examination
revealed that miR-33−/− mice fed HFD developed severe fatty liver with accumu-
lation of lipid droplets. The total triglyceride levels in the liver were significantly
increased in miR-33−/− mice fed HFD compared with miR-33+/+ mice fed HFD.
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In order to determine the cause of the hepatosteatosis observed in miR-33−/−
mice fed HFD, we analysed the gene expression profiles by microarray analysis
using the liver of miR-33+/+ and miR-33−/− mice fed normal chow at the age of 16
weeks when their weights were the same. As a result, genes involved in fatty acid
metabolism were upregulated in miR-33−/− mice. We searched for potential tar-
get genes of miR-33 and found that one of the targets is SREBP-1. We confirmed
that miR-33 targeted the 3’UTR of SREBP-1 in vitro. The expression of SREBP-
1 and de novo fatty acid production were significantly increased in miR-33−/−
mice. We further intercrossed miR-33−/− mice with Srebf1+/− mice and fed them
HFD. Hepatic steatosis was reversed in miR-33−/−Srebf1+/− mice compared with
miR-33−/−Srebf1+/+ mice under pair-feeding conditions. The expression levels of
genes involved in fatty acid synthesis, including Scd1, Fasn, Acc1, and Pparg
were increased in miR-33−/−Srebf1+/+ mice compared with miR-33+/+Sregf1+/+
mice, and this was reversed in miR-33−/−Srebf1+/− mice.
Conclusions: These results demonstrate that miR-33 defficiency showed severe
hepatic steatosis under HFD and miR-33 regulates lipogenic pathway through
regulating SREBP-1 as a novel target. In sterol-depleted conditions, acetyl-CoA
might be preferred as a substrate for cholesterol production and not for fatty acid
production by the downregulation of SREBP-1 through the upregulation of miR-
33. On the contrary, in cholesterol-rich condition, acetyl-CoA might be preferred
as a substrate for fatty acid production through the downregulation of miR-33.

4085 | BENCH
Endothelial microparticles reduce ICAM-1 expression in a
microRNA-222-dependent mechanism

F. Jansen, K. Baumann, G. Nickenig, N. Werner. University Hospital of Bonn,
Medical Clinic II, Bonn, Germany

Objective: Endothelial microparticles (EMP) are released from activated or apop-
totic endothelial cells (ECs) and can be taken up by adjacent endothelial cells,
but their effect on vascular inflammation after engulfment is largely unknown. We
sought to determine the role of EMP in endothelial cell inflammation.
Methods and results: In vitro, EMP treatment significantly reduced TNF-α-
induced endothelial ICAM-1 expression on mRNA and protein level, whereas
there was no effect on VCAM-1 expression. Reduced ICAM-1 expression af-
ter EMP treatment resulted in diminished monocyte adhesion in vitro. In vivo,
systemic treatment of ApoE−/− mice with EMP significantly reduced murine en-
dothelial ICAM-1 expression and infiltration of macrophages into atherosclerotic
plaques. In order to explore the underlying mechanisms, Taqman microRNA-array
was performed and microRNA (miR)-222 was identified as the strongest regu-
lated miR between EMP and endothelial cells. Following experiments demon-
strated that miR-222 was transported into recipient endothelial cells by EMP and
functionally regulated expression of its target protein ICAM-1. Interestingly, after
simulating diabetic conditions, EMP derived from glucose-treated ECs contained
significantly lower amounts of miR-222 and showed reduced anti-inflammatory
capacity in vitro and in vivo.

Conclusions: Endothelial microparticles promote anti-inflammatory effects in
vitro and in vivo by reducing endothelial ICAM-1 expression via the transfer
of functional microRNA-222 into recipient cells. In pathological hyperglycaemic
conditions, EMP-mediated miR-222-dependent anti-inflammatory effects are re-
duced.

4086 | BENCH
Hypoxia-sensitive long non-coding RNAs (LNCRNAs) in endothelial
cells

J. Fiedler1, A. Holzmann1, A. Just1, C. Remmele2, M. Dittrich2, T. Dandekar2,
T. Thum1. 1Hannover Medical School, Institute of Molecular and Translational
Therapeutic Strategies (IMTTS), Hannover, Germany; 2University of Wuerzburg,
Bioinformatics, Wuerzburg, Germany

Introduction: During angiogenesis, either pro- or anti-angiogenic signalling
guides endothelial cells to sustain vascular integrity. One of the most potent
pro-angiogenic signalling cascades involves hypoxic conditions. The role of non-
coding RNAs, such as microRNA (miR), has been extensively studied in the past.

Here, we questioned if human long non-coding RNAs (LncRNAs) would be dif-
ferentially expressed after hypoxic treatment in human umbilical vein endothelial
cells (HUVECs).
Methods and results: HUVECs were cultured under normoxic or hypoxic
(0.1% O2, 24 h) conditions and total RNA was analyzed by microarray and RNA-
sequencing analysis. We identified a set of deregulated LncRNAs after hypoxic
intervention. Expression levels of hypoxia-sensitive LncRNAs were validated via
qRT-PCR. With this approach, we identified the intergenic highly upregulated
LncRNA HSLINCR. Of note, hypoxia induced HSLINCR specifically in the cy-
toplasm of endothelial cells. However no association of HSLINCR to Argonaute
2 (Ago2), a prominent RNA-binding protein, was found. Loss of function exper-
iments using siRNA revealed a crucial participation of HSLINCR in intercellular
processes, e.g. proliferation, cell cycle progression and capillary tube formation.
Interestingly, endogenous HSLINCR knockdown altered gene expression profiles
related to cell cycle control and angiogenesis. More specifically, the GATA2-SIRT1
axis and ERK signalling were disturbed by transient repression of HSLINCR.
Overexpression studies were also applied to study enhanced HSLINCR expres-
sion in various settings in vitro.
Conclusion: In summary, based on arrays and RNA sequencing of LncRNAs in
endothelial cells, we here report functional relevance of a single hypoxia-sensitive
intergenic LNCRNA HSLINCR in human endothelial cells after hypoxia.

STATE OF THE ART – RENAL DENERVATION FOR
HYPERTENSION: END OF THE BEGINNING OR

BEGINNING OF THE END?

4102 | BEDSIDE
Prediction of blood pressure reduction after renal denervation based
on intraprocedural norepinephrine spill-over drop reflecting
sympathetic nerve disconnection

K. Tiroch, J. Szymanski, F. Gehrmann, I. Schmitz, A. Sause, M. Vorpahl,
M. Seyfarth. Helios Clinic Wuppertal, Department of Cardiology, Wuppertal,
Germany

Background: Catheter-based renal denervation (RDN) is a promising new treat-
ment option for refractory hypertension. Interestingly, only 50-70% of patients
have a relevant reduction in 24h ambulatory blood pressure (BP) after RDN and
the characteristics predicting the BP response are still unclear.
Methods: In this prospective study, we evaluated 40 patients with RDN for the
changes of pre- and postprocedural norepinephrine (NE) and epinephrine (E)
levels measured from the renal artery (RA) and vein (RV) with complete ABP
follow-up. We defined the respective spill-over for �NE and �E as the difference
RV-RA and compared this difference before and after the procedure, reflecting
the extent of renal nerve disconnection.
Results: At three months, we observed a reduction of the mean systolic ABP
from 179±21mmHg to 171±22mmHg (P=0.08). There was a significant de-
crease of the �NE RV-RA spill-over comparing pre- with post-procedural levels
(160pg/ml±211 decrease to 104pg/ml±151, P=0.05), reflecting the effective renal
nerve disconnection during RDN with decreased nerval NE release. There was no
significant change for the epinephrine spill-over (90pg/ml±355 vs. 57pg/ml±202,
P=0.41), serving as a control parameter. There was a strong trend for a higher
NE spill-over reduction for patients with BP response (P=0.07 for patients with
≥10mmHg systolic BP reduction).

NE spill-over reduction and BP response.

Conclusions: The decrease of norepinephrine spill-over (veno-arterial differ-
ence) during RDN is an easily assessable physiologic marker reflecting the direct
effects of RDN leading to disconnection of sympathetic nerves. There is a corre-
lation between BP response and reduction of the NE spill-over during RDN with
predictive value for the procedural success.
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4103 | BEDSIDE
Renal denervation with cryoenergy as second-line option in the
treatment of resistant hypertension in non-responders to
radiofrequency ablation

D. Prochnau, S. Heymel, N. Surber-Lucas, S. Otto, H.R. Figulla, R. Surber.
University Hospital Jena, Department of Internal Medicine I, Jena, Germany

Aims: Renal denervation (RDN) with radiofrequency (RF) is beeing used to treat
resistant hypertension (rHTN). As 15-30% of treated patients are non-responders
to RDN, we investigated whether RDN with cryoenergy can serve as second-line
option.
Methods and results: Ten non-responder patients (mean age 55 years, 6
male) with rHTN were treated with cryoenergy for RDN. In order to qualify as
non-responders, patients had to reveal systolic 24-h ambulatory BP (ABP) ≥150
mmHg (median ABP 179/100 mmHg, median office-based BP [OBP] 193/108
mmHg) despite treatment with ≥4 different antihypertensive drugs (mean 6), and
further did not show a reduction of systolic ABP ≥10 mmHg at ≥3 months after
RDN with RF. The 3/6/12-month follow-up (FU) comprised clinical and biochemi-
cal evaluation, OBP, and ABP measurement. At 6 months duplex sonography was
performed additionally.
Results: Cryoablation with a 7 French cryoablation catheter (Freezor Xtra;
Medtronic Inc.) was performed in all patients without complications (4 applications
in both renal arteries, each 4 minutes, temperature -75 °C). At 3/6/12 months we
found reduction in systolic OBP of -28/-39/-53 mmHg (n=10/8/5; p for all <0.01),
diastolic OBP of -18/-14/-30 mmHg, systolic ABP of -25/-27/-48 mmHg (n=9/6/6,
p for all <0.05), and diastolic ABP of -17/-13/-27 mmHg, respectively. During FU,
no complications occurred and the renal function remained unchanged. Three
patients performed additionally bicycle exercise tests (up to 125 W) at 6 months,
with adequate increase in BP and heart rate.
Conclusion: The significant reduction in systolic OBP and ABP observed, quali-
fies RDN with cryoenergy as second-line therapeutic option in non-responders to
RDN with RF.

4104 | BEDSIDE
Renal sympathetic denervation is inferior to adjusted drug treatment
in patients with true treatment resistant hypertension, a randomized
controlled trial

F. Fadl El Mula, P. Hoffmann, A.C. Larstorp, M. Brekke, E. Fossum, A. Stenehjem,
I. Os, M. Rostrup, A. Hoieggen, S. Kjeldsen on behalf of the Oslo RDN study.
Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway

Purpose: Renal sympathetic denervation (RDN) has been introduced as a new
treatment of hypertension that is resistant to drug treatment (TRH). However,
the randomized and controlled documentation that RDN lowers blood pressure
(BP) is limited. We aimed to investigate the BP lowering effect of RDN versus
clinically adjusted drug treatment in true TRH after excluding patients with poor
drug adherence.
Methods: Patients with apparent TRH (n=65) were referred specifically for RDN
and those with secondary and spurious hypertension (n=26) were excluded. TRH
was defined as office systolic BP>140 mmHg despite maximally tolerated doses
of at least 3 antihypertensive drugs including a diuretic. Additionally, ambulatory
daytime systolic BP>135 mmHg following witnessed intake of antihypertensive
drugs was required, after which 20 patients had normalized BP, indicating poor
drug adherence. Patients with true TRH were randomized and underwent RDN
(n=9) versus adjusted drug treatment (n=10).
Results: 24-hour ambulatory systolic and diastolic BPs in the drug adjustment
group changed from 151±12/85±6 mmHg (±SD) at baseline to 130±12/74±7
mmHg at 6 months (p=0.001 and p<0.0005, systolic and diastolic BP, respec-
tively), and in the RDN group from 149±9/89±15 to 139±10/82±4 mmHg (p=0.02
and p=0.01, respectively). The absolute reduction in systolic BPs were higher in
the drug adjustment group at 3 and 6 months compared to RDN group (p=0.02
and p=0.06, respectively). Pulse pressure, daytime and nighttime ambulatory BPs
changed in parallel to the 24-hour ambulatory BPs.

Conclusions: Our data suggest that RDN has inferior lowering effects compared
to adjusted drug treatment in patients with true treatment resistant hypertension
after excluding patients with confounding poor drug adherence.

4105 | BEDSIDE
Effects of spironolactone and renal denervation on blood pressure in
patients with resistant arterial hypertension: a case-control study

J. Vaclavik1, J. Jarkovsky2, E. Kocianova1, M. Taborsky1, M. Kamasova1,
A. Vasura3, D. Richter1. 1Palacky University, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry,
Department of Internal Medicine I - Cardiology, Olomouc, Czech Republic;
2Masaryk University, Faculty of Medicine, Institute for Biostatistics and Analysis,
Brno, Czech Republic; 3Palacky University, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry,
Olomouc, Czech Republic

Purpose: Both spironolactone and catheter-based renal denervation (RDN) are
used to treat patients with resistant arterial hypertension. It is not known which
method is more effective. The aim of our study was to compare the effects of
spironolactone and RDN on office and ambulatory blood pressure in patients with
resistant hypertension.
Methods: Office blood pressure and daytime, night-time and 24-hour ambula-
tory blood pressure (ABPM) were evaluated at baseline and after 3 months in 24
patients who undervent RDN using the Symplicity Catheter System (Medtronic,
Mountain View, CA, USA). Using the propensity score method we identified 44
matched controls from the ASPIRANT-EXT trial database treated by spironolac-
tone (25 mg daily), whose blood pressure (BP) was assessed at baseline and
after 8 weeks of treatment. Statistical significance of differences was analysed
using Mann-Whitney U test for continuous variables or Fisher exact test for cate-
gorical variables.
Results: Both groups were well matched in baseline characteristics. Mean base-
line office BP was 161/90 mmHg and mean 24-hour ambulatory BP was 148/83
mmHg while patients were using mean 4.7 antihypertensive drugs. BP change
after treatment in both groups is shown in Table 1. With the exception of office
diastolic BP, spironolactone treatment lead to greater BP reductions than RDN.

Table 1

Blood pressure (mm Hg) RDN Spironolactone Between-group P
(N=24) (N=44) difference

Systolic
ABPM systolic daytime BP −6.05 (±16.20) −11.31 (±13.41) −5.3 (−13.0; 2.5) 0.082
ABPM systolic night-time BP −2.75 (±18.38) −11.42 (±14.71) −8.7 (−17.3; −0.1) 0.002
24-h ABPM systolic BP −5.25 (±16.52) −11.41 (±11.92) −6.2 (−13.4; 1.1) 0.022
Office systolic BP −14.50 (±21.52) −18.91 (±17.26) −4.4 (−14.2; 5.4) 0.236

Diastolic
ABPM diastolic daytime BP −2.35 (±7.54) −5.57 (±8.24) −3.2 (−7.6; 1.1) 0.067
ABPM diastolic night-time BP 0.50 (±9.58) −3.88 (±9.39) −4.4 (−9.5; 0.7) 0.010
24-h ABPM diastolic BP −1.95 (±7.71) −4.66 (±7.28) −2.7 (−6.7; 1.3) 0.171
Office diastolic BP −7.09 (±9.03) −5.73 (±15.51) 1.4 (−5.8; 8.5) 0.446

Conclusions: Spironolactone reduced BP more effectively than renal denerva-
tion in this case-control study. A randomized controlled trial comparing the effi-
cacy of these two methods is warranted.

STATE OF THE ART – AORTIC STENOSIS:
NEW CHALLENGES

4115 | SPOTLIGHT
Prediction of the prevalence of aortic stenosis in the elderly in Iceland
in the future: The AGES-Reykjavik study

R. Danielsen1, T. Aspelund2, T.B. Harris3, V. Gudnason2. 1Landspitali University
Hospital, Dept. Cardiology, Reykjavik, Iceland; 2The Icelandic Heart Association
Research Institute, Reykjavik, Iceland; 3National Institute on Aging, Laboratory
of Epidemiology and Population Sciences, Bethesda, United States of America

Purpose: To evaluate the prevalence of significant aortic valve stenosis (AS) in a
randomly selected study population of elderly individuals representing the general
population of Iceland. Further more, to predict the number of individuals likely to
have severe AS in the coming decades.
Methods: Echocardiography and computer tomography (CT) data from individu-
als who participated in the AGES-Reykjavik study were used. Echocardiography
data from 685 individuals (58% females) aged 67- 95 years (mean 76±6 years)
were used. Severe AS was defined as an aortic valve area index of <0.6 cm2/m2.
An aortic valve calcium score by CT was available in a study cohort of 5256 indi-
viduals (58% females) who’s age ranged from 67 to 96 years (mean 76±6 years).
A ROC analysis on the relation between the echocardiography data and the aor-
tic valve calcium score on CT defined a score >500 to indicate severe AS with a
sensitivity and specificity of 70% and 95%, respectively. Data from the “Statistics
Iceland” institution on the current size, age and sex distribution of the population
and it’s prediction in to the sixth decade was also used.
Results: By echocardiography the prevalence for severe AS in both sexes for the
age groups <70, 70-79 and ≥80 years was found to be 0.92%, 2.4% and 7.3%,
respectively. By CT, the prevalence was 0.80%, 4.0% and 9.5%, respectively.
Overall, in individuals >70 years and the genders combined, the prevalence of
severe AS by echocardiography and CT was 4.3% and 5.9%, respectively. A pre-
diction on the number of elderly according to age groups for the coming decades,
until 2060, showed that the largest increase will be in the age groups 70-79 years
and >80 years. The number of elderly individuals over >70 years predicted to
have severe AS by echocardiography will increase from 1230 in the year 2012,
to 2989 in 2040 and 3954 in 2060. By CT assessment in the same age category,
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however, 1762 individuals had severe AS in 2012, and their number is predicted
to increase to 4184 and 5495 in the years 2040 and 2060, respectively. Thus, the
relative increase by echocardiography and CT data was predicted to be similar.
Conclusion: In a study cohort of elderly individuals representative of the general
population in a Nordic country, the overall prevalence of severe AS by echocar-
diography and CT in individuals >70 years was found to be 4.3% and 5.9%, re-
spectively. With the rapid increase in the elderly population the number of patients
with severe AS will have increased 2.4 fold by the year 2040 and is predicted to
more than triple in the next half a century.

4116 | BEDSIDE
Predictors of long-term outcomes in asymptomatic or minimally
symptomatic patients with significant aortic stenosis undergoing
treadmill stress echocardiography

A. Masri, A. Goodman, T. Barr, R. Parikh, S. Agarwal, J.F. Sabik, L. Rodriguez,
L. Svensson, B.P. Griffin, M.Y. Desai. Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Heart and
Vascular Institute, Cleveland, United States of America

Background: Management of asymptomatic patients with significant aortic
stenosis (AS) is controversial & exercise stress echocardiography (ESE) can aid
in symptom assessment and timing of aortic valve replacement (AVR). We sought
to assess the predictors of outcomes in asymptomatic/minimally symptomatic pa-
tients with moderate-severe & severe AS undergoing ESE.
Methods: We studied 755 asymptomatic/minimally symptomatic patients (age
66±13 years, 71% men, 29% coronary artery disease or CAD) with AV area
(AVA) ≤1.3 cm2 that underwent ESE between 2000-12. Clinical, echocardio-
graphic & exercise variables [metabolic equivalents (METs), % of age-gender
predicted METs & heart rate recovery (HRR) at 1st minute post-exercise] data
were recorded. Endpoint was all-cause mortality.
Results: Mean glomerular filtration rate (GFR), ejection fraction, AV gradients,
AVA, indexed left atrial dimension (iLAD), METs and HRR were 85±33 ml/kg/1.73
m2, 47±20%, 26±12 mm Hg, 1.02±0.2 cm2, 2±0.4 cm/m2, 7.8±3 and 27±12
beats/minute, respectively. 54% achieved >100% age gender predicted METs,
while 21% were between 85-100% and 24% <85%. Over 4.7±3.8 years, 422
(56%) underwent AVR (59% combination surgeries) & there were 146 (19%)
deaths. On multivariable Cox Hazard analysis, % age-gender predicted METs
(Hazard ratio or HR 0.87 [0.82-0.92]), abnormal HRR (HR 2.69 [1.85-4.01]), GFR
(HR 1.12 [1.07-1.31]), AV surgery as time-dependent (HR 0.43 [0.29-0.67]), iLAD
(HR 2.2 [1.27-3.79]) & CAD (HR 2.08 [1.22-3.57]) independently predicted mor-
tality (all p<0.01).

ESE and long term outcomes in AS.

Conclusion: In asymptomatic/minimally symptomatic patients with moderate-
severe & severe AS undergoing ESE, a higher % of age-gender predicted METs
& AV surgery improved survival, while abnormal HRR, low GFR, higher iLAD &
CAD were associated with reduced survival.

4117 | BEDSIDE
Clinical outcome of patients with aortic stenosis and coronary artery
disease undergoing incomplete treatment strategies

G. Di Gioia, M. Pellicano, A. Ferrara, G. Toth, J. Adjedj, W. Wijns, I. Degrieck,
F. Casselman, B. De Bruyne, E. Barbato. OLV Hospital Aalst, Cardiovascular
Center, Aalst, Belgium

Purpose: Current guidelines recommend aortic valve replacement (AVR) with
coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) in patients (pts) with moderate-to-severe
aortic stenosis and significant coronary lesions. In real world, this is not always
feasible due to advanced age and comorbidities. We sought to evaluate clinical
outcome of pts treated not according to recommendations.
Methods: From 2002 to 2010, we retrospectively included 583 pts with moderate
to severe aortic stenosis and at least one significant coronary lesion (diameter
stenosis>50%): 134 (23%) were treated with medical therapy only (Gr 1), 74
(13%) with percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) (Gr 2), 54 (9%) with AVR
(Gr 3), and 321 (55%) with combined CABG and AVR (Gr 4). Primary endpoint of
the study was overall death up to 5 years.
Results: Pts’ characteristics like logistic euroSCORE (Gr 1: 18±13 vs. Gr 2:

16±15 vs. Gr 3: 15±14 vs. Gr 4: 11±10, p<0.01) and number of vessels diseased
(Gr 1, 1.75±0.9 vs. Gr. 2, 1.85±0.9 vs. Gr 3, 1.28±0.6 vs. Gr 4, 2.13±1 years,
p<0.01) were significantly different among the 4 groups. At median follow-up of 59
months, overall death significantly decreased along the groups (Gr 1, 88 [67%] vs.
Gr 2, 34 [47%] vs. Gr 3, 20 [38%] vs. Gr 4, 74 [23%], p<0.01) (see figure). Com-
pared to Gr 1, Cox-regression analysis adjusted for potential confounders showed
a significant decrease in risk of death of Gr 2 (HR: 0.61 [0.4-0.94], p=0.027), Gr
3 (HR: 0,58 [0.44-0.77], p<0.01) and Gr 4 (HR: 0.6 [0.53-0.68], p<0.01).

Kaplan-Meier for survival at 60 months.

Conclusions: In pts with aortic stenosis and at least one significant coronary
lesion, we confirm that medical therapy only is associated with the worst clinical
outcome. Our data suggest that when combined CABG and AVR is not feasible,
PCI or AVR alone significantly improve long-term survival.

4118 | BEDSIDE
Frailty: incidence and prognostic value in high risk patients with
severe aortic stenosis treated with transcatheter aortic valve
implantation or aortic valve replacement

C. Ciuca1, S. Ferrari2, R. Chattat2, C. Marrozzini1, C. Moretti1, C. Savini3,
M. Di Eusanio3, R. Di Bartolomeo3, A. Marzocchi1, F. Saia1. 1University
Hospital Policlinic S. Orsola-Malpighi, Cardiology Institute, Bologna, 2University
of Bologna, Dept. of Psychology, Bologna, 3University Hospital Policlinic S.
Orsola-Malpighi, Cardiac Surgery Department, Bologna, Italy

Aim of the study: To compare the incidence of frailty in patients with se-
vere aortic stenosis treated with transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) or
aortic valve replacement (AVR) and to assess the influence of frailty on midterm
outcome.
Methods: We enrolled 178 consecutive patients treated with TAVI (112pts) or
high-risk AVR (66pts) in our Institution. AVR was considered at high risk based
on age >75 years or Logistic EuroSCORE ≥20. Frailty was defined as: body
mass index <20kg/m2 or baseline serum albumine <3.5 g/dL or Geriatric Status
Scale 3/3 (two of following items/3 if incontinence: totally dependence for trans-
fers, totally dependence in one or more activities of daily living; bowel and bladder
incontinence, dementia).
Results: Patients in the AVR group were younger (80±4 vs. 82±6 years, p=0.01),
had lower logistic EuroScore (12.3±6.3% vs. 22.1±13.3%, p<0.001), and less
frequently presented with NYHA class III/IV (43.9% vs. 87.5%, p<0.001) or unsta-
ble angina (0 vs. 3.7%,p<0.001). The incidence of frailty was 18.0% (3.0% AVR
vs. 26.8% TAVI, p<0.001) so distributed: no patient in the AVR group had GSS
3, while it was 5.4% in the TAVI group; BMI <20kg/m2 1.5% AVR and 8.0% TAVI
(p=0.06); serum albumine <3.5g/dL 1.5% AVR and 16.2% TAVI (p<0.001). One
year mortality was 18.3% (10% AVR vs. 20% TAVI, Figure 1). At Cox regression
analysis, the presence of a frailty status at baseline was a predictor of midterm
mortality either alone (HR 2.7, CI 95%1.5-4.9, p<0.001) or corrected by Logistic
EuroSCORE (Frailty: HR 2.6, CI 95% 1.5-4.9, p=0.001; Logistic EuroSCORE HR
1, CI 95% 0.99-1.03, p=0.56).

Figure 1

Conclusions: The incidence of frailty is higher in patients treated with TAVI and is
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associated with a poorer outcome. Hence, frailty appropriate diagnosis may help
to avoid futile procedures.

4119 | BEDSIDE
Outcome of patients with severe prosthetic aortic stenosis undergoing
redo surgical aortic valve replacement

P. Naji, F. Asfahan, J.F. Sabik, L.L. Rodriguez, B.W. Lytle, R.A. Grimm,
B.P. Griffin, M.Y. Desai. Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, United States of
America

Purpose: With improved survival of patients undergoing primary aortic valve re-
placement (AVR), reoperation for severe prosthetic aortic stenosis (PAS) is in-
creasing. We sought to determine outcomes of severe PAS patients undergoing
redo surgical AVR.
Methods: We studied 345 consecutive patients with severe PAS (63±15 years,
55% men) that underwent redo-AVR between 2000-12 (excluding transcatheter
AVR). Clinical, echocardiographic & surgical data were recorded. PAS was de-
fined as AV area <1 cm2 &/or transvalvular mean gradient ≥40 mm Hg. A com-
posite outcome of death & admission for congestive heart failure was recorded.
Results: There were 17% patients in Functional class (FC) I, 58% in Class II &
25% in Class III-IV. 27% had atrial fibrillation (AF). Average Euroscore, left ven-
tricular ejection fraction & mean AV gradient were 10±3, 54±12% & 53±16 mm
Hg, while 26% had >II+ aortic regurgitation (AR). There were 72% bioprosthe-
ses, 15% mechanical & 14% homografts. Only 39% had an isolated AVR, the
rest were combination surgeries (only 1.7% needed another redo AVR in follow-
up). At 4.4±4 years, 81 (24%) patients had events (18% deaths, including 2.3%
at 30-days). After adjusting for clinical, echo and surgical variables, increasing
Euroscore (Hazard ratio or HR 1.21 [1.11-1.32], p<0.001), worsening FC (HR
1.72 [1.13-2.61], p=0.01), AF (HR 2.05 [1.22-3.46], p<0.001) & AR degree (HR
1.32 [1.05-1.67], p=0.01) predicted worse outcomes. Kaplan-Meier curves of PAS
patients are shown in Fig. 1A, B. Freedom from event was similar for different AV
prosthesis (log-rank 4, p=0.1).

Figure 1

Conclusions: At an experienced center, patients with severe PAS undergoing
redo AVR have excellent short-term outcomes, with long-term outcomes pre-
dicted by increasing Euroscore, worsening FC, AF & degree of concomitant AR.

STATE OF THE ART – STRUCTURAL HEART
INTERVENTION BEYOND TAVI

4125 | BEDSIDE
Implantation of one versus two clips in MitraClipTherapy: Differences
in patient characteristics and outcomes in the German TRAMI registry

M. Puls1, M. Huenlich1, P. Boekstegers2, E. Lubos3, S. Von Bardeleben4,
A.E. May5, G. Nickenig6, S. Baldus7, J. Senges8, W. Schillinger1 on behalf of
German TRAMI registry investigators. 1Universitätsmedizin Göttingen, Abteilung
Kardiologie, Göttingen, Germany; 2Helios Hospital Siegburg-Bonn, Herzzentrum
Siegburg, Siegburg, Germany; 3University Heart Center Hamburg, Klink und
Poliklinik für allgemeine und interventionelle Kardiologie, Hamburg, Germany;
4Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz (JGU), Medizinische Klinik und Poliklink,
Mainz, Germany; 5Universitätsklinikum Tübingen, Innere Medizin III, Tübingen,
Germany; 6University Hospital Bonn, Medizinische Klinik und Poliklinik II, Bonn,
Germany; 7Cologne University Hospital - Heart Center, Klinik für Kardiologie,
Cologne, Germany; 8Heart Attack Research Center, Ludwigshafen am Rhein,
Germany

Purpose: MitraClip has emerged as a viable option for percutaneous treatment
of mitral regurgitation in surgical high risk patients. Although initially designed as
one-clip strategy, it has been rapidly found that more than one clip is feasible
and may be necessary to yield a satisfactory result. No data comparing one- and
multiple-clip strategies are available.
Methods: The German TRAMI registry prospectively enrolled 803 patients who
underwent MitraClip therapy at 21 German centers between August 2009 and
July 2013. 1 clip was used in 461 patients (57.4%), 2 clips in 312 (38.9%), and

3 or more clips in only 30 patients (3.7%). We compared baseline characteristics
and short-term outcomes in patients with 1 and 2 clips, respectively.
Results: Patients with 2-clips strategy were more likely to be male (68.9%
vs. 54.7%, P<0.0001) and taller in body height (172±9 cm vs. 168±9 cm,
P<0.0001). Moreover, the prevalence of dilated cardiomyopathy (14.1 vs. 8.2%,
P<0.05), the history of previous cardiac decompensation (61.6 vs. 51.0%,
P<0.01), and implantable cardioverter defibrillator therapy (45.2 vs. 32.7%,
P<0.05) were significantly more frequent. In addition, patients with 2 clips had
larger left ventricular dimensions (left ventricular enddiastolic diameter 60 [54-68]
mm vs. 58 [51-65] mm, P<0.05) and were less likely to have preserved ejection
fraction (26.4 vs. 33.6%, P<0.05). There was a trend to higher NT-pro BNP levels
(3863 [2089-7100] vs. 3272 [1450-6151]), and more patients exhibited a positive
troponin test (40.4 vs. 30.6, P<0.05). Patient allocation to non-surgical treatment
was more often done by the heart team (65.1 vs. 56.4%, P<0.05) reflecting the
more complex patient population. Procedural success (defined as successful clip
placement and residual regurgitation grade mild or less) was lower (80.5 vs. 89.1,
P<0.001) in patients with two clips, and total procedure time (114.5±52.1 min
vs. 90.9±50.7 min, P<0.0001) and radiation time (32.2±30.8 vs. 26.0±71.2 min,
P<0.0001) were longer. Finally, patients with 2 clips were more prone to experi-
ence rapid re-hospitalization within a median of 8 weeks after discharge because
of heart failure (9.0 vs. 3.4%, P<0.01). Apart from that, acute and short-term
safety was similar between the two groups.
Conclusions: Selection criteria for a two-clip strategy are influenced by consti-
tutional (male gender, height) and cardiomyopathy-related factors (etiology, left
ventricular dimensions). It should be kept in mind that these patients are more
prone to procedural failure and rapid re-hospitalization. 6 month follow-up data
will be available early in 2014.

4126 | BEDSIDE
Percutaneous ventricular restoration (PVR) using the Parachute device
in ischemic dilated heart failure patients: pooled analysis of the first
100 patients treated with 12 month follow-up

H. Moellmann1, P. Adamson2, M. Thomas3, M. Costa4, C. Nienaber5, H. Ince5,
A. Erglis6, W. Abraham7. 1Kerckhoff Clinic, Cardiology, Bad Nauheim, Germany;
2Oklahoma Heart Hospital, Oklahoma City, United States of America; 3St
Thomas’ Hospital, London, United Kingdom; 4University Hospitals Case Medical
Center, Cleveland, United States of America; 5University Hospital Rostock,
Rostock, Germany; 6Paul Stradins Clinical University Hospital, Riga, Latvia;
7The Ohio State University, Columbus, United States of America

Background: Left ventricle (LV) remodeling after anterior wall myocardial infarc-
tion (AWMI) leads to increased LV volumes, myocardial stress, and ultimately
heart failure (HF). Treatment options are limited for these high-risk HF patients.
We performed a pooled analysis of the first 100 patients treated for 1 year follow-
up with the Parachute device.
Aims: To confirm the acute safety and acute and long-term efficacy of PVR using
an expanded range of Parachute device sizes in patients with ischemic HF with
prior AWMI.
Methods: One hundred patients with NYHA class II-IV HF secondary to AWMI,
with akinetic or dyskinetic wall motion abnormality, and LV ejection fraction<40%,
were enrolled into 3 non-randomized trials in the United States and Europe. Major
endpoints were death and repeat hospitalization.
Results: As of the last data cut in late 2013 when 79 patients had been treated
for 1 year, the 1-year mortality rate was 3.8% and the combined death and HF
hospitalization rate was 17.7%. The 1-year paired hemodynamic results on 73
patients showed that heart rate and blood pressure remained stable, while sta-
tistically significant improvement was seen in LV volume, LV contractility, and LV
filling pressure as demonstrated by left atrial volume reduction. Functional im-
provement (measured by NYHA class) was improved in 59% of patients and
maintained in 33% at 1 year. The full cohort of 100 patients will be available for
the ESC congress.
Conclusions: This pooled analysis of PVR using an expanded range of
Parachute device sizes in patients with ischemic HF and prior AWMI confirms
the safety and longer term efficacy of this approach to treating HF.

4127 | BEDSIDE
Bleeding risk and clinical benefit of WATCHMAN left atrial appendage
closure in patients eligible for oral anticoagulation: a pooled analysis
of the PROTECT-AF and PREVAIL randomized clinical trials

M. Price1, J. Halperin2, V. Reddy2, D. Gibson1, M. Valderrabano3, D. Holmes4.
1Scripps Clinic, La Jolla, United States of America; 2Mount Sinai Medical Center,
New York, United States of America; 3The Methodist Hospital, Houston, United
States of America; 4Mayo Clinic, Rochester, United States of America

Purpose: Left atrial appendage closure (LAAC) with the WATCHMAN is non-
inferior to warfarin for prevention of cardiovascular death, stroke, or systemic
embolism. The relative benefit of LAAC in warfarin-eligible patients according to
bleeding risk has not been evaluated.
Methods: Results from the PROTECT-AF and PREVAIL trials, which compared
WATCHMAN LAAC with warfarin in warfarin-eligible patients, were pooled and
categorized according to HAS-BLED score<4 (low) or ≥4 (high). No points were
assigned for liver disease or labile INR, as these data were not collected. A pro-
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portional hazards model was used to assess the relationship between HAS-BLED
category, treatment group, major bleeding, and efficacy events occurring >7 days
post-implant. Rates are reported as events/patient-years.
Results: A total of 307 patients had low and 768 patients had high HAS-BLED
score. High HAS-BLED score was associated with a significantly greater adjusted
bleeding risk (HR 2.17, 95% CI 1.16-4.50, p=0.024), and LAAC with a significantly
lower adjusted bleeding risk (HR 0.55, 95% CI 0.34-0.89, p=0.014).The bleeding
reduction with LAAC was most pronounced among patients with high HAS-BLED
scores (see table), although there was no significant interaction between treat-
ment group and HAS-BLED score (p=0.37). The adjusted rates of primary efficacy
events were lower (HR 0.61, 95% CI 0.40-0.95, p=0.027) and ischemic strokes
similar (HR 1.09, 95% CI 0.54-2.34, p=0.82) with LAAC and were not influenced
by HAS-BLED score.

Bleeding events in the pooled trials

HAS-BLED score category WATCHMAN Warfarin
% (n/N) Events/Pt-Years % (n/N) Events/Pt-Years

N=693 N=382

0–3 3.1% (6/193) 1.3 (6/454) 3.5% (4/114) 1.4 (4/286)
4+ 5.8% (29/500) 2.0 (29/1468) 11.2% (30/268) 4.1 (30/728)

Bleeding events after 7 days were significantly lower with WATCHMAN with or without adjustment
for HAS-BLED score, and the reduction in bleeding was most pronounced in patients with higher
HAS-BLED scores.

Conclusions: In the PROTECT-AF and PREVAIL trials, patients randomly as-
signed to LAAC had a lower risk of bleeding with or without adjustment for HAS-
BLED score. Patients with higher HAS-BLED scores receiving LAAC had a nu-
merically greater reduction in bleeding events, with similar efficacy and ischemic
stroke reduction compared with warfarin, suggesting that the WATCHMAN device
may be of particular benefit in patients at highest risk of bleeding.

4128 | BEDSIDE
Mid-term follow-up after transseptal transcatheter mitral valve-in-valve
and valve-in-ring implantation

A.-A. Fassa1, C. Bouleti1, D. Himbert1, E. Brochet1, G. Ducrocq1, M. Nejjari1,
S. Alkhoder2, J.-P. Depoix3, P. Nataf2, A. Vahanian1. 1AP-HP - Hospital
Bichat-Claude Bernard, Department of Cardiology, Paris, France; 2AP-HP -
Hospital Bichat-Claude Bernard, Department of Cardiac Surgery, Paris, France;
3AP-HP - Hospital Bichat-Claude Bernard, Department of Anesthesiology, Paris,
France

Purpose: Redo surgery following failed mitral valve replacement or repair may be
associated with high morbidity and mortality. We sought to evaluate the feasibility
as well as the immediate and mid-term results of transseptal transcatheter heart
valve (THV) implantation in patients with failed mitral bioprostheses (BP) and ring
annuloplasty (RA).
Methods and results: Transseptal implantation of a balloon-expandable THV
was performed in 17 patients after failed mitral surgery (6 BP, 11 RA) between
March 2011 and February 2013. The procedure was performed on an elective
basis in 14 patients and attempted as an emergency rescue intervention in 3
patients. Mean age was 61±24 years. All patients were in New York Heart Asso-
ciation (NYHA) class ≥III. Furthermore, the risk of redo surgery was high (Logistic
EuroSCORE 37±29%, EuroSCORE II 20±22%, STS 18±22%). The procedure
was successful in 15 patients (88%). Two complications occurred during emer-
gency procedures: 1 procedural death and 1 THV migration. Mean gradient de-
creased from 12±6 to 8±3 mmHg and residual regurgitation was trace or less in
12 patients (75%) and mild in 4 patients (25%). During a mean follow-up of 22
months, 4 patients died: 1 from a non-cardiac cause, 2 from sudden death, and 1
from an unknown cause. The 18-month survival was 68±14% in the overall pop-
ulation and 78±14% for patients who underwent an elective procedure (Fig. 1).
One patient underwent mitral valve replacement due to early paravalvular mitral
regurgitation. At last follow-up, 12 patients were in NYHA class ≤II (75%) and 4
in class III (25%).

Figure 1

Conclusions: This single-centre series suggests that transfemoral THV implan-
tation for failed mitral surgery is feasible in selected patients and improves early
hemodynamic and mid-term functional status.

4129 | BEDSIDE
Early and late complications after transcatheter pulmonary valve
implantations

E.K. Biernacka1, W. Ruzyllo2, M. Demkow3, Ł. Kalinczuk3, M. Kowalski1,
K. Weronski1, M. Kusmierczyk4, S. Banas2, J. Rozanski4, P. Hoffman1. 1Institute
of Cardiology, Department of Congenital Cardiac Defects, Warsaw, Poland;
2Institute of Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland; 3Institute of Cardiology, Department
of Coronary and Structural Heart Diseases, Warsaw, Poland; 4Institute of
Cardiology, Department of Cardiosurgery and Transplantology, Warsaw, Poland

Transcatheter pulmonary valve implantation (TPVI) is a valid alternative to reop-
eration in patients with right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) dysfunction after sur-
gical correction of congenital heart disease. The aim of this report was to analyze
complications after TPVI in short- and middle-term follow-up.
Patients and methods: Between Dec. 2008 and Dec. 2013 TPVI was per-
formed in 51 pts (aged 25.3±8.2 y) with RVOT dysfunction after surgical correc-
tion of tetralogy of Fallot (n=30), pulmonary atresia (n=9), aortic stenosis (Ross
operation, n=5), others (TGA, DORV, pulmonary stenosis, CATII, n=7). RVOT was
reconstructed with the full conduit in 30 pts and with a patch in 21 pts. Valve im-
plantation was preceded with bare metal stent insertion in all pts. Melody valve
was used in 32 pts, SAPIEN™ in 19 cases.
Results: TPVI was successfully performed in 46 pts (90.2%): pulmonary gradi-
ent decreased from 79.5±36,7 to 36,6±20.4, p<0,0001, pulmonary competence
was restored. Serious procedural and/or in-hospital complications were observed
in 5 pts. Urgent operation was necessary in 3 pts (ES) because of tricuspid valve
damage (2 pts) or stent migration during valve implantation (1 pt). Elective surgery
was performed in 2 pts after MM implantation (calcified aortic homograft rupture
and early valve compression). None of surgical revision procedures led to mor-
tality. Pulmonary oedema in the 1st hour after TPVI was observed in 1 case,
transient fever in 23 pts in the first 2 days after TPVI (MM-20 pts, 63% and ES-3
pts, 19%). In one case right bundle branch block developed during the procedure.
There were no significant vascular access site complications observed.
46 pts after successful TPVI were observed for 29.4±18.8 months (1 mo-5 yrs).
Survival in follow-up was 95.7% (2 pts died because of infective endocarditis),
freedom from reintervention – 87.0%. Freedom from infective endocarditis was
89.1%. Infective endocarditis was diagnosed in 5 pts 3 months - 3 years after the
procedure (fever -5 pts, pulmonary valve dysfunction - 4 pts, vegetations - 1 pt).
Neither stent rupture nor noninfective valve degeneration were observed.
Conclusions: (1) TPVI is a safe and efficient procedure both for pts with full con-
duit and selected pts with patched RVOT dysfunction; (2) Infective endocarditis
was the main cause of mortality, morbidity and re-intervention.

STATE OF THE ART – RETHINKING CURRENT HEART
FAILURE THERAPIES

4139 | SPOTLIGHT
The SODIUM-HF (Study of Dietary Intervention Under 100 MMOL in
Heart Failure) Pilot Results

E. Colin-Ramirez1, F. Mcalister2, Y. Zheng3, S. Sharma3, P.W. Armstrong2,
J.A. Ezekowitz1. 1Mazankowski Alberta Heart Institute, Edmonton, 2University of
Alberta, Medicine, Edmonton, 3University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada

Background: Guideline recommended level of dietary sodium intake for heart
failure (HF) patients is variable reflecting limited randomized controlled trial (RCT)
evidence. The objective of this pilot study was to determine the feasibility of con-
ducting a RCT comparing a low-sodium to a moderate-sodium diet in HF patients.
Methods: HF patients were randomized to low (1500 mg/day) or moderate-
sodium (2300 mg/day) diet. Patients received structured dietary counselling and
menu plans; dietary intake was evaluated using 3-day food records. The end-
points were KCCQ scores and BNP from baseline to 6 months of follow-up.
Results: 38 pts were enrolled (19/group). After 6 months, median sodium intake
dropped from 2137 to 1398 mg/day in the low-sodium and 2678 to 1461 mg/day
in the moderate-sodium diet group. Median BNP levels changed over 6 mo in the
low-sodium diet group (216 to 71 pg/ml, �51 pg/ml [-2,331], p=0.006) and in the
moderate-sodium diet group (171 to 188 pg/ml,�36 pg/ml [-51,62], p=0.7; p=0.17
between groups). Over 6m, median KCCQ scores increased in low-sodium diet
group (63 to 75, �9 [2,15], p=0.006), and trended to increase in the moderate-
sodium group (66 to 73, �6 [-1,15], p=0.07); p=0.4 between groups. At 6m, a post
hoc analysis based on the dietary sodium intake achieved (> or ≤1500 mg/day)

Figure 1
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showed an association between achieved dietary sodium and improvement in
BNP levels and KCCQ scores (Fig. 1a and b, respectively).
Conclusions: The dietary intervention was feasible and effective in reducing
sodium intake in HF patients. A dietary sodium intake ≤1500 mg/day was as-
sociated with lower BNP levels and improved quality of life in HF patients and
informs the design of an adequately-powered, clinical event driven RCT.

4140 | BEDSIDE
Maintenance of normal serum K+ with ZS-9 once daily in patients with
CHF: subgroup analysis of a phase 3 multicenter, randomised,
double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of patients with hyperkalaemia

M.A. El-Shahawy1, B. Singh2, H.S. Rasmussen3, P.T. Lavin4, A. Yang5,
W. Qunibi6. 1Academic Medical Research Institute, Los Angeles, United States
of America; 2Southwest Clinical Research Institute, Tempe, United States
of America; 3ZS Pharma, Inc., Coppell, United States of America; 4Boston
Biostatistics Research Foundation, Framingham, United States of America;
5Xelay Acumen, Inc., Belmont, United States of America; 6University of Texas
Health Science Center at San Antonio, San Antonio, United States of America

Hyperkalemia (HK) limits use of RAAS inhibitors (RAASi) in patients (pts) who
derive the greatest cardiovascular or survival benefit, such as those with con-
gestive heart failure (CHF), chronic kidney disease (CKD), or diabetes. ZS-9, a
nonabsorbed cation exchanger designed to entrap potassium (K+) in the gut, sig-
nificantly reduced serum K+ vs placebo (PBO) over 48 hr with excellent tolerability
in pts with CKD and HK. We performed a predefined subset analysis in pts with
CHF from a large phase 3 trial of ZS-9 for HK.
Methods: Pts (N=753) with K+ 5.0-6.5 mmol/L were randomized (1:1:1:1:1) to
ZS-9 (1.25g, 2.5g, 5g or 10g) or PBO orally 3X daily for 48 hr (acute phase). At
the end of this phase, pts with K+ 3.5-5.0 mmol/L (n=542) were re-randomized
1:1 to the same ZS-9 dose given acutely or PBO once daily (QD) for Day 3-15
(extended phase) (if they were on ZS-9 acutely), or re-randomized to 1.25g or
2.5g ZS-9 QD (if they were on PBO acutely). RAASi were kept constant during
the study. We used unpaired t-test to compare serum K+ in the subset of pts with
CHF treated with the highest ZS-9 dose (10g) vs PBO.
Results: Of 753 pts, 300 (40%) had CHF at baseline as determined by investiga-
tor, of whom 72% were on RAASi. Mean baseline K+ was 5.3 mmol/L in pts with
CHF. Of the CHF pts, 204 entered the extended phase. Of these, 26 remained on
10g ZS-9 and 23 were switched to PBO. Their extended phase baseline K+ was
comparable (4.4 vs 4.5 mmol/L) and similar to the overall group (4.5 [n=63] vs 4.4
[n=61] mmol/L). On Day 15, mean K+ (mmol/L) was 4.5 in CHF pts on 10g ZS-9
vs 5.0 in those switched to PBO (p=0.002; Fig. 1).

Figure 1

Conclusion: 10g ZS-9 once daily maintained mean serum K+<5.0 mmol/L in pts
with CHF despite RAASi continuation in most pts, indicating that ZS-9 facilitates
use of RAASi in pts with CHF and HK.

4141 | BEDSIDE
Ant-inflammatory treatment with colchicine in stable chronic heart
failure: a prospective, randomized study

I. Iona. General Hospital of Athens G. Gennimatas, Cardiology, Athens, Greece

Background: Chronic heart failure (CHF) has been shown to be associated with
inflammatory activation and inflammation has been designated as a therapeutic
target in CHF.
Objectives: The purpose of this study was to test the efficacy of a 6-month course
of anti-inflammatory treatment with colchicine in improving the functional status
of patients with stable CHF.
Methods: Patients with stable CHF were randomized to colchicine – 0.5 mg twice
daily – or placebo for 6 months. The primary endpoint was the proportion of pa-
tients achieving at least one-grade improvement in New York Heart Association
(NYHA) class.
Results: 267 patients were available for final evaluation of the primary endpoint:
its rate was 11% in controls and 14% in the colchicine group (odds ratio 1.40;
95% confidence interval 0.67-2.93; p=0.365). The rate of the composite of death
or hospitalization for heart failure was 9.4% in the control group, compared with

10.1% in the colchicine group (p=0.839). The Kaplan-Meier mean hospitalization-
free survival was 24.8 weeks (95% confidence interval 24.1-25.5) in controls com-
pared to 24.7 weeks in the colchicine group (95% confidence interval 24.0-25.5).
The changes in treadmill exercise time with treatment were insignificant and sim-
ilar in the two groups (p=0.938). C-reactive protein and interleukin-6 were both
significantly reduced in the colchicine group (-5.1 mg/l and -4.8 pg/ml, respec-
tively; p<0.001 for both, compared to the control group).
Conclusion: According to this prospective randomized study, anti-inflammatory
treatment with colchicine in patients with stable CHF, although effective in reduc-
ing inflammation biomarker levels, did not affect in any significant way patient
functional status (in terms of NYHA class and objective treadmill exercise toler-
ance) or the likelihood of death or hospitalization for heart failure.

4142 | BEDSIDE
Heart Failure and autoantibodies against the beta1 adrenoreceptor

R. Dechend1, D.N. Mueller1, H. Heidecke2, A. Busjahn3, R. Wachter4,
G. Riemekasten5, E. Tahirovic6, B. Pieske7, T.-D. Trippel6, H.-D. Duengen6

on behalf of Multi Centre Trials of CNHF Germany. 1Charité - Campus Berlin
Buch (CBB), Experimental Clinical Research Center, Charite-Campus-Buch
and Max-Delbrueck Center, Berlin, Germany, Berlin, Germany; 2CellTrend,
Lueckenwalde, Germany; 3Healths Twist, Berlin - Buch, Germany, Berlin,
Germany; 4University Medical Center Gottingen (UMG), Cardiology, Gottingen,
Germany; 5Charite - Campus Virchow-Klinikum (CVK), Dept. of Internal Medicine
- Nephrology, Berlin, Germany; 6Charite - Campus Virchow-Klinikum (CVK),
Berlin, Germany; 7Medical University of Graz, Dept. of Cardiology, Graz, Austria

Activating Antibodies specific for the β1-adrenergic receptor (AA-bAK) are found
in patients with heart failure (HF) of various etiologies. Earlier studies have shown
that passive transfer of AA-bAK induces HF in rodents, indicating a pathophysi-
ological role in the generation of HF. So far, detection of AA-bAK had been diffi-
cult and methods applied were not suitable for clincial routine. Recently, we have
established an ELISA based assay to detect AA-bAK. In this study we want to
investigate if AA-bAK are present in patients with heart failure and if the levels
are modified by treatment with carvedilol or bisoprolol.
An ELISA to detect AA-bAK was developed by CellTrend. AA-bAK were mea-
sured in 556 patients from the CIBIS-ELD trial population. 115 patients suffered
from HF with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) and 454 with reduced ejection
fraction (HFrEF). 198 healthy volunteers without relevant cardiovascular diseases
served as controls (58.3±7.4 years, 33.7% male). Patient with ejection fraction
(EF) <55% (1±0.271) or LVEDD >55 cm were statistically significant higher com-
pared to the other patient groups as well as controls. In a multivariate analysis with
sex, NYHA, BMI, systolic and diastolic blood pressure as covariates, only the re-
lation to LVEDD remained significant.The level of AA-bAK correlated negatively
with the EF in the follow up visit (r=-0.108, p=0.048). AA-bAK correlated positively
with basal heart rate (r=0.062, p=0.028) and with the heart rate at follow up 12
weeks later (r=0.141, p=0.004). We observed a negative correlation to the change
in HR during the study period (r=0.099, p=0.045). There was no relation of base-
line AA-bAK to either pre-study use of beta blockers. A follow up sample after 12
weeks showed also a significant correlation with LVEDD and a negative with EF.
AA-bAK at follow up were significantly higher in patients treated with bisoprolol
compared to carvedilol (p=0.05), however, no differences were observed for the
final dosis of either carvedilol or bisoprolol achieved.
We found autoantibodies against the b1-adrenoreceptor in patients with heart
failure. They correlated negatively with ejection fraction and positively with heart
rate at baseline and in the follow up. The presence of AA-bAK were independent
of the presence or dosage of beta blocker. Further studies have to evaluate the
relevance of this new biomarker.

4143 | BEDSIDE
Changes in ventricular ectopy with cardiac resynchronization therapy
and associated clinical outcome

A.C. Huth Ruwald, M. Aktas, M.H. Ruwald, V. Kutyifa, S. Mcnitt, A.J. Moss,
W. Zareba. University of Rochester Medical Center, Rochester, United States of
America

Background: Patients with frequent ventricular ectopy on pre-implantation Holter
derive less benefit from cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT), but it is unclear
if changes in ventricular ectopy after CRT implantation affect subsequent clinical
outcome.
Methods: In the MADIT-CRT study, 698 CRT-D patients underwent 24 hour
(h) Holter monitoring pre-implantation and 1 year post-implantation. The mean
number of ventricular premature complexes (VPCs) per hour was calculated. A
high level of VPCs was defined as >10 VPCs/h. Changes in VPCs/h from pre-
implantation to 1 year Holter were evaluated. Starting follow-up at 1 year and
adjusting for relevant factors, Cox regression analyses were used to investigate
the risk of heart failure (HF) or death associated with changes in VPC level.
Results: At 1 year, 241 (35%) patients had experienced a reduction in ectopy
>50%. Patients with a 1 year unchanged low VPC level (≤10 VPCs/h) were at
the lowest risk of HF/death (figure).
When compared to patients with an unchanged high level (>10 VPCs/h), pa-
tients who had a reduction in VPCs from >10 VPCs/h to ≤10 VPCs/h had a 60%
reduced risk of HF/death (HR=0.40 [0.17-0.93], p=0.034), similar to the risk in
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patients with an unchanged low level of VPCs (HR=0.35 [0.18-0.66], p=0.001)
(figure). When compared to patients with an unchanged low VPC level, an in-
crease in VPCs to >10 VPCs/h was associated with a significant increase in the
risk of HF/death (HR=2.97 [1.35-6.51], p=0.007), similar to the risk of patients
with an unchanged high level of VPCs (HR=2.90 [1.51-5.56], p=0.001).

Changes in ectopy and risk of HF/death.

Conclusion: Reduction in ventricular ectopy to ≤10 VPCs/h in patients receiving
CRT was associated with a significant reduction in the risk of HF/death, whereas
an increase to >10 VPCs/h was associated with an adverse prognosis.

STATE OF THE ART – INNOVATION IN ACUTE
CORONARY SYNDROMES

4153 | BEDSIDE
Impact of coronary plaque morphology assessed by optical coherence
tomography on cardiac troponin elevation in patients with non-st
segment elevation acute coronary syndrome

T. Lee, T. Kakuta, T. Murai, Y. Kanaji, J. Matsuda, M. Araki, Y. Iesaka. Tsuchiura
Kyodo Hospital, Tsuchiura, Japan

Background and aims: Elevations of cardiac troponin (cTn) frequently occur af-
ter percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), and it is unclear whether a new cTn
release following PCI provides additional prognostic significance. We used optical
coherence tomography (OCT) to study the relationship between pre-PCI plaque
morphology and post-PCI cTn elevations in patients with non-ST-segment eleva-
tion acute coronary syndrome (NATE-ACS). We further assessed the association
between post-PCI cTn elevations and adverse cardiac event during follow-up.
Methods and results: We studied 181 patients with NSTE-ACS who had iden-
tifiable native de novo culprit lesions suitable for PCI and OCT examination. All
patients underwent OCT imaging before stent implantation. Cardiac troponin I
(cTnI) was analyzed on admission, before PCI, and after PCI, and periprocedu-
ral myocardial injury (PMI) was defined as a patient showing stable pre-PCI cTnI
values or fall, followed by post-PCI cTnI rise >20%. Forty patients (22.1%) with
increasing cTnI values before PCI were excluded from subsequent analyses. We
finally evaluated 141 patients with stable or falling cTnI values after admission.
Clinical and OCT findings were compared between patients with (n=61, 43%)
or without (n=80, 57%) PMI. After PCI, long-term follow-up data were collected.
Thin-cap fibroatheroma (TCFA) was defined as lipid-rich plaque (one or more
quadrants) with fibrous cap thickness <70μm. PMI was associated with prior PCI
(PMI: 29.5% vs non-PMI: 6.2%, P<0.001), angiographic lesion length (PMI: me-
dian 15.6 mm [IQR: 12.3-18.1] vs non-PMI: 12.2 mm [IQR: 10.5-16.7], P=0.007),
presence of OCT-derived TCFA (PMI: 60.7% vs non-PMI: 30.9%, P<0.001),
and plaque rupture (PMI: 42.6% vs non-PMI: 25.9%, P=0.036). In multivariable
analysis, presence of TCFA (odds ratio, 3.19; 95% confidence interval, 1.50 to
6.76, P=0.003) and prior PCI (odds ratio, 7.25; 95% confidence interval, 2.36 to
22.27, P=0.001) were independent predictors of PMI. At a median follow-up of 17
months, event free survival (ACS, stroke, cardiac death) was significantly worse
in patients with PMI (log-rank test χ2 = 6.90, P=0.009).
Conclusions: OCT analysis showed that post-PCI myocardial injury occurs more
frequently in lesions with TCFA in NSTE-ACS patients treated by stent implanta-
tion. OCT may allow identification of NSTE-ACS patients who are likely to have
PCI-related myocardial injury, who may have higher risk of adverse cardiac events
during follow-up despite otherwise successful PCI.

4154 | BEDSIDE
A novel cloud-based mobile 12-lead ECG optimized EMS and
significantly reduced door-to-reperfusion time for STEMI patients

H. Fujita1, T.I. Takeuchi2, T.O. Ogawa3, T.F. Fujimatsu3, J.A. Ako2, Y.A. Asari2,
I.K. Komuro1, K.O. Ohe1, R.N. Nagai1. 1The University of Tokyo Hospital, Tokyo,
Japan; 2Kitasato University, School of Medicine, Department of Emergency
and Critical Care Medicine, Sagamihara, Japan; 3Hokuto Hospital, Obihiro,
Japan

Current ACCF/AHA guidelines recommend that 12-lead ECG should be per-
formed in prehospital care for ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) as Class
IB, whereas it still remains underachieved because optimal standard ECG system
is not yet established. To expand the availability of prehospital 12-lead ECG, we
developed a mobile 12-lead ECG system EC-12R characterized by a modern An-
droid application coupled with secure cloud computing-based telecommunication
system on cellphone infrastructure (MCECG). We conducted two clinical trials to
clarify the feasibility and clinical efficacy of MCECG. Trial A: To test whether this
can contribute to appropriate use of emergency service, we installed MCECG in
5 clinics located at 64±39 km distance from the center hospital. With accurate
diagnosis in the case of EMS dispatch based on instantly shared 12-lead ECG
with EMS personnel and cardiologist, patient transfer by EMS was required for
only 4 cases out of 32 (12.6%). Case-Control Trial B: To test whether MCECG
achieves reduction of myocardial ischemic time of STEMI patients, we equipped
a rapid response car with MCECG (Fig. 1). Door-to-reperfusion time for STEMI
was significantly shortened in MCECG group compared to conventional group
(56.1±13.7 min, n=32 vs 74.0±14.1 min, n=76, p<0.001).

Figure 1

The results together demonstrate that MCECG is feasible and clinically effective,
which is a noteworthy solution based on mobile ICT to expand practical use of
prehospital 12-lead ECG for STEMI patients at inexpensive cost.

4155 | SPOTLIGHT
Effects of RVX-208 on major adverse cardiac events (MACE),
apolipoprotein A-I and High-Density-Lipoproteins; A post-hoc analysis
from the pooled SUSTAIN and ASSURE clinical trials

J.A.N.O. Johansson, A.F. Gordon, C. Halliday, N.C. Wong. Resverlogix
Corporation, 44 Montgomery Street, Suite 4010, CA 90104, San Francisco,
United States of America

Introduction: The epigenetic Bromodomain and extra-terminal (BET) inhibitor
RVX-208 is characterized by bromodomain 2 selectivity and gene repression
resulting in anti-inflammatory effects as well as activation of apolipoprotein A-
I (apoA-I) transcription. The latter translates to an increase in plasma ApoA-I
and HDLs. A surprise finding from the phase 2b program including the SUSTAIN
(n=176, 1:1 randomization) and ASSURE (n=323, 3:1 randomization) clinical tri-
als in cardiovascular disease (CVD) patients was the significant 55% relative risk
reduction in Major Adverse Cardiac Events (MACE; death, non-fatal MI, revascu-
larization, hospital admittance for cardiac reasons) (18/323 vs. 17/178, p=0.02 by
log rank Kaplan-Meier).
The trials comprised of CVD patients with HDL cholesterol below 40mg/dL possi-
bly explaining the high MACE rate observed. Patients were treated for 6 months
with RVX-208 200mg per day or placebo added on top of standard of care, includ-
ing either Rosuvastatin or Atorvastatin. In the two trials combined 331 patients
received RVX-208 and 168 patients received placebo.
Methods: The below analysis was performed to assess if Reverse Cholesterol
Transport markers including apoA-I, HDL-cholesterol and HDL particles by nu-
clear magnetic resonance (NMR) would help explain the observed MACE relative
risk reduction.
Results: Assessing the difference between RVX-208 and placebo for change of
the HDL variables and hsCRP at 6 months compared to baseline we observed a
larger increase in the RVX-208 group for apoA-I (9.9% vs. 4.8%, p<0.001), HDL-
cholesterol (7.69% vs. 0.0%, p<0.001), HDL-particle number (6.5% vs. 0.4%,
p<0.001) and average HDL size (1.17% vs. 0.00%, p<0.01).
Conclusion: In summary RVX-208 treatment on top of standard of care gen-
erated significant elevations in plasma apoA-I and down-stream HDL variables
compared to placebo. These findings may help explain the significant reduction
of MACE observed in the RVX-208 treated patients compared to placebo control
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in the two studies combined. These and additional analysis are useful in identify-
ing the target responder population and designing future confirmatory trials.

4156 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic implications of major bleeding on mortality in ACS
patients. An analysis of the PLATO trial

G. Ducrocq1, P.J. Schulte2, C.P. Cannon3, R.C. Becker4, R.A. Harrington5,
C. Held6, A. Himmelmann7, E. Sorbets8, L. Wallentin6, P.G. Steg8. 1AP-HP
- Hospital Bichat-Claude Bernard, Paris, France; 2Duke Clinical Research
Institute, Durham, United States of America; 3Brigham and Women’s Hospital,
Boston, United States of America; 4University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, United
States of America; 5Stanford University Medical Center, Stanford, United States
of America; 6Uppsala University Hospital, Uppsala, Sweden; 7AstraZeneca,
Research and Development, Mölndal, Sweden; 8AP-HP - Hospital Bichat-Claude
Bernard, Department of Cardiology, Paris, France

Purpose: To evaluate the relative impact of PLATO major bleeding on short and
long-term mortality according to the type of bleeding.
Methods: The PLATO trial is an international randomized trial comparing tica-
grelor and clopidogrel in ACS patients. A Cox proportional hazard model with
time-dependent indicator of bleeding assessed the relationship between major
bleeding and mortality. We allowed for different bleeding effects for the short-term
and long-term (within 30 days and more than 30 days after bleeding respectively).
Models were adjusted for potential confounders previously identified in the PLATO
study to be associated with mortality.
Results: Of 18 624 patients, 2 213 (11.9%) had at least one PLATO major bleed-
ing event (493 spontaneous; 1515 CABG-related, 237 cath (PCI or angiography)
-related; and 90 non-coronary procedure related major bleeding). Complete case
data for all adjustment covariates was available on 14 509 patients. Adjusted
impact on long and short term mortality according to the type of bleeding is pre-
sented in the table.
Conclusions: Major bleeding are overall associated with a higher short term but
similar long-term mortality. However, we observed important variation of the im-
pact according to the type of bleeding: spontaneous bleeding impacts both short-
term and long-term mortality whereas cath - related bleeding doesn’t seem to
impact mortality.

4157 | BEDSIDE
Beneficial effect of thrombusaspiration in patients with STEMI -
Results from the FITT-STEMI multicenter trial

A. Yilmaz1, L. Maier2, S. Schroeder3, C. Fleischmann4, G.S. Werner5,
C. Pfafferott6, J. Haimerl7, A. Elsaesser8, R. Ott9, K.H. Scholz10.
1Universitaetsklinikum Jena, Jena, Germany; 2University Hospital Göttingen,
Department of Cardiology, Göttingen, Germany; 3Clinic am Eichert, Medical
Clinic I, Göppingen, Germany; 4Clinic Wolfsburg, Medical Clinic I, Wolfsburg,
Germany; 5Darmstadt Clinic, Department of Cardiology, Darmstadt, Germany;
6Clinic Ingolstadt, Medical Clinic I, Ingolstadt, Germany; 7Hospital Landshut-
Achdorf, Clinic for Cardiology, Landshut-Achdorf, Germany; 8Clinic Oldenburg,
Medical Clinic I, Oldenburg, Germany; 9Helios Clinic Krefeld, Department of
Cardiology, Krefeld, Germany; 10St. Bernward Hospital Hildesheim, Medical
Clinic I, Hildesheim, Germany

Introduction: Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) is the therapy of choice
for a quick coronary recanalization in patients with ST-Segment Elevation My-
ocardial Infarction (STEMI). However, persisting thrombus burden frequently is
responsible for impaired microcirculation. In the TAPAS trial, it was suggested that
thrombus aspiration results in a significantly reduced mortality and re-infarction in
STEMI patients after one year. However, in the recently published TASTE trial,
no benefit for thrombus aspiration was observed. Thus, our aim was to investi-
gate the outcome of STEMI patients with and without thrombus aspiration in a
subanalysis of our multicenter FITT-STEMI trial.
Methods: Between 2007 and 2014 a total of 12,433 consecutive patients with
STEMI were enrolled in the FITT-STEMI trial, 29 primary PCI hospitals in Ger-
many and more than 100 associated non-PCI hospitals participated. Data from
patient contact to balloon inflation were collected and analyzed and we compared
all STEMI patients treated with thrombus aspiration versus conventional PCI with-
out thrombus aspiration.
Results: Thrombus aspiration was performed during acute PCI in 1,219 of 12,433
patients with STEMI (9.8%). Contact to balloon (C2B) time did not significantly dif-
fer between patients treated with thrombus aspiration compared to conventional
PCI (C2B median: 93 vs. 95 min.). The in-hospital mortality was significantly lower
in patients treated with thrombus aspiration versus conventional PCI (5.9% vs.

Abstract 4156 – Table 1. Impact of major bleeding event

Short term bleeding effect Long term bleeding effect P-value for difference )
(bleed to 30 days post bleed) (>30 days post bleed) (short vs long)

Exposure HR (95% CI) P-value HR (95% CI) P-value

Major bleeding overall 9.15 (7.40–11.32) <0.001 1.27 (0.93–1.75) 0.133 <0.001
Major bleeding: spontaneous (non-procedure) 13.65 (10.39–17.93) <0.001 3.29 (2.20–4.92) <0.001 <0.001
Major bleeding: CABG-related 5.62 (4.14–7.63) <0.001 0.84 (0.53–1.32) 0.454 <0.001
Major bleeding cath (PCI or angiography)-related 1.82 (0.81–4.10) 0.149 1.15 (0.51–2.60) 0.728 0.436
Major bleeding: non-coronary procedure or surgery 6.92 (3.61–13.25) <0.001 2.01 (0.82–4.92) 0.127 0.026

7.8%, p=0.036). There was no significant difference in TIMI-Risk-Score (TRS)
between patients with thrombus aspiration and conventional PCI (3.642 vs. 3.75).
Regarding the effect of thrombus aspiration for different TRS subgroups, in pa-
tients with low risk (TRS 0-2, n=3,894 STEMI) interestingly no prognostic effect of
thrombus aspiration was found (in-hospital mortality: 0.7% vs. 0.7%). In contrast,
in patients with higher risk (TRS >2, n=6,879 STEMI) an almost significantly re-
duction of in-hospital mortality by thrombus aspiration compared to conventional
PCI was observed (9.1 vs. 11.7%, p=0.063). Comparing the effect of thrombus
aspiration for different treatment times, patients with C2B time >120 min. had a
2.1% reduction in mortality compared to only 1.2% for C2B time <120min.
Conclusion: In our multicenter trial, we show that thrombusaspiration during
acute PCI leads to a significant improvement of prognosis, which is more related
to those STEMI-patients with higher risk and prolonged C2B time. Therefore, fur-
ther randomized trials are required to investigate the benefit of thrombusaspiration
in this subpopulation.

STATE OF THE ART – THE GLOBAL THREATS OF
SMOKING AND POOR DIET: MEETING THE

CHALLENGES

4167 | BEDSIDE
Cigarette consumption reduces cardiac function and increase the risk
for incident heart failure in the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis

O. Gjesdal1, N. Mewton2, K. Yoneyama2, C. Wu3, D. Jacobs4, S. Sidney5,
C.E. Lewis6, K. Liu7, D. Bluemke8, J.A.C. Lima2. 1Oslo University Hospital,
Rikshospitalet, Oslo, Norway; 2Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, United
States of America; 3National Institutes of Health, NHLBI, Bethesda, United
States of America; 4University of Minnesota, Epidemiology, Minneapolis,
United States of America; 5Kaiser Permanente Northern California, Division
of Research, Oakland, United States of America; 6University of Alabama
Birmingham, Research Division of Preventive Medicine, Birmingham, United
States of America; 7Northwestern University, Department of Preventive Medicine,
Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago, United States of America; 8National
Institutes of Health, CC, Bethesda, United States of America

Background: Pack years of cigarette consumption (PYCC) reflects the accumu-
lated lifetime exposure to smoking and is associated with reduced pulmonary
function. However, the association with cardiac function or incident congestive
heart failure (CHF) in the absence of cardiovascular disease has not been estab-
lished. We hypothesized that PYCC had a significant relationship with left ventri-
cle (LV) long axis strain (LAS), a sensitive marker of LV function, and with incident
heart failure events in the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA), a popu-
lation free from evident cardiovascular disease at inclusion.
Methods: At baseline, PYCC was registered in 6790 asymptomatic MESA par-
ticipants (53% men). Moreover, long axis strain was assessed from conventional
cine cardiac MR images in a randomly selected cohort (n=1656, 53% men). All
participants were followed for a median of 7.0 years. We tested the association
between PYCC and LAS using linear regression, and the association between
PYCC and incident CHF using Cox regression analysis after adjustment for Fram-
ingham risk score for heart failure events (age, gender, BMI, heart rate, systolic
blood pressure or hypertension, diabetes and LV mass indexed to body surface
area).
Results: A total of 172 HF events were observed. PYCC was significantly associ-
ated with reduced LAS even after adjustment (Table). LAS was significantly higher
in never smokers compared to ever smokers (11.9±2.4 vs 11.3±2.7, p=0.003).
PYCC was significantly associated with incident heart failure events, before and
after adjustment (Table), with a 6% increased risk per 10 PYCC. Differentiation
between current and previous smokers did not significantly affect the results.

Correlations, PYCC

n Univariate P Multivariate P

Linear regression, LAS 1656 −0.132 <0.001 −0.06 (−0.14, −0.02) 0.007
Cox regression, CHD-events 6790 1.06 (1.03–1.09) <0.001 1.06 (1.02, 1.11) 0.004

Pack years of cigarette consumption (PYCC) significantly correlate with long axis strain (LAS)
and congestive heart failure (CHF) development. Hazard ratio is reported for 10 PYCC.

Conclusion: Reduced left ventricle systolic function assessed by long axis strain
is associated with pack years of cigarette consumption. Moreover, the risk for
incident congestive heart failure increases with increasing lifetime cigarette con-
sumption, independent of current smoking status.
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4168 | BEDSIDE
Expired-air carbon monoxide is an independent determinant of 16-year
risk of all-cause, cardiovascular and cancer mortality in a general
population

E. Berard1, V. Bongard1, J. Dallongeville2, D. Arveiler3, P. Amouyel2,
A. Wagner3, J. Ferrieres4, J.B. Ruidavets1. 1UMR1027 INSERM-University of
Toulouse III, Toulouse University Hospital (CHU), Department of Epidemiology,
Health Economics and Public Health, Toulouse, France; 2UMR744 INSERM,
Pasteur Institute of Lille, University Lille Nord de France - UDSL, Department
of Epidemiology and Public Health, Lille, France; 3EA 3430, University of
Strasbourg, Faculty of Medicine, Department of Epidemiology and Public
Health, Strasbourg, France; 4Toulouse Rangueil University Hospital (CHU) and
UMR1027 INSERM-University of Toulouse III, Department of Cardiology B and
Department of Epidemiology, Health Economics and Public Health, Toulouse,
France

Purpose: Expired-Air Carbon Monoxide (EACO) measurement is a simple and
cheap method fluently used to validate non-smoking status in ex-smokers. EACO
is not a specific marker of smoking. It would be a marker of inhaled ambient
Carbon Monoxide (CO) and of endogenous production related to inflammation.
The effects on health of smoking and acute CO intoxication are well known but
the association of EACO with health seems to have never been studied. The aim
of this study was to assess 16-year risk of all-cause mortality according to EACO
levels at the baseline, in a general population.
Methods: Our analysis was based on the Third French MONICA Cross-sectional
survey on cardiovascular risk factors (1995-1996). Participants aged 35-64 were
randomly recruited from the general population of three areas. Vital status was
obtained 16 years after inclusion, and assessment of determinants of mortality
was based on multivariable Cox modelling.
Results: EACO was measured in 2232 participants and 195 deaths occurred
over the 16-year period (19.5% due to a cardiovascular (CV) cause and 51%
due to a cancer cause). At the baseline, mean EACO was 11.8 (±7.4), 4.6
(±2.5), 4.3 (±2.2) ppm for current, past and non-smokers, respectively. Consider-
ing total mortality, after adjustment for smoking (and pack-years), sex, age, blood
pressure, LDL-cholesterol, diabetes, gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT) and
mean corpuscular volume (MCV) (as an objective marker of alcohol consump-
tion), high school completion and centre, the hazard ratio (HR) for 1 ppm increase
of EACO was 1.034[95% confidence interval: 1.009-1.060]. For CV mortality, af-
ter adjustment for sex, age, blood pressure, LDL-cholesterol, diabetes, GGT and
MCV, high school completion and centre, HR was 1.046[1.001-1.093]. After ad-
ditional adjustment for smoking, EACO was not yet associated with CV mortal-
ity (HR=0.991[0.929-1.057]). For cancer mortality, after adjustment for smoking,
sex, age, GGT and MCV, high school completion and centre, HR for EACO was
1.042[1.014-1.071]. Interactions between CO and smoking were not significant.
Conclusions: In a general population, after extensive adjustment for risk fac-
tors and smoking, baseline EACO is an independent determinant for long term
all-cause and cancer mortality. As expected, smoking is more predictive than
EACO for CV mortality. Moreover, the effect of EACO being similar in smokers
and non-smokers (none interaction), EACO is not specific to smoking and would
be a marker of inhaled ambient CO and/or of endogenous production related to
inflammation.

4169 | BEDSIDE
Fresh fruit consumption, blood pressure and cardiovascular disease
risk: a prospective cohort study of 0.5 million adults in the China
Kadoorie Biobank

H. Du1, L. Li2, D. Bennett1, Y. Guo2, Z. Bian2, J. Chen3, T. Key4, R. Collins1,
R. Peto1, Z. Chen1 on behalf of China Kadoorie Biobank. 1University of Oxford,
CTSU, Nuffield Department of Population Health, Oxford, United Kingdom;
2Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, Beijing, China, People’s Republic
of; 3China National Center for Food Safety Risk Assessment, Beijing, China,
People’s Republic of; 4CEU, Nuffield Department of Population Health, University
of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

Purpose: To investigate the association of fruit consumption with blood pressure
and risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD) among Chinese adults.
Methods: We analysed 7-year prospective data of 0.5 million individuals enrolled
into the China Kadoorie Biobank from 10 diverse localities across China. Among
the 451,682 participants with no prior history of CVD nor on anti-hypertensive
treatment at baseline, there were 10,003 cases of ischaemic heart disease (IHD)
and 15,922 cases of stroke (12,671 ischemic and 3,251 haemorrhagic) identified
through electronic linkage with mortality and morbidity registries as well as with
national health insurance system. Habitual consumption of fresh fruit (categorized
into 5 groups), collected through an interviewer-administered computerized ques-
tionnaire, was related to measured systolic and diastolic blood pressure (SBP
and DBP respectively) and incidence of IHD and stroke, using multivariable lin-
ear regression and Cox proportional Hazard models, with adjustment for potential
confounders, including body mass index.
Results: The overall mean age was 50.5 years and mean SBP was 128.8 mmHg,
with 18% participants reporting consuming fruit daily and 6.3% never/rarely. In-
dividuals who consumed fruit more frequently had significantly lower blood pres-
sure, with daily consumption associated with 3.4/1.4 mmHg lower SBP/DBP com-
pared with never/rarely group. A dose-response relationship was observed be-

tween frequency of fruit consumption and risk of CVD, with the hazard ratio (HR)
for daily vs. never/rare consumption being 0.76 (95% CI: 0.72-0.80) for IHD, 0.73
(0.70-77) for ischemic stroke, and 0.61 (0.53-0.70) for haemorrhagic stroke (see
Figure). The magnitude of the associations were only slightly attenuated after
the additional adjustment for SBP (HR = 0.78, 0.79, and 0.70, respectively). The
strength of the associations were similar in both genders but were different across
age-at-risk groups, with younger participants having a stronger association with
IHD and ischemic stroke but a weaker association with haemorrhagic stroke.
Conclusions: In adult Chinese, regular fresh fruit consumption was associated
with lower blood pressure and lower risk of cardiovascular diseases, largely inde-
pendent of blood pressure.

4170 | BEDSIDE
Plasma concentrations of folate and vitamin B12 and risk of fatal and
non-fatal cardiovascular disease: a nested case-control study nested
in a population-based cohort

M. Bobak1, A. Pajak2, A. Tamosiunas3, R. Kubinova4, J. Gardiner1, E. Jansen5

on behalf of the CHANCES Consortium and the HAPIEE study. 1University
College London, London, United Kingdom; 2Jagiellonian University, Krakow,
Poland; 3Institute of Cardiology of Kaunas University, Kaunas, Lithuania;
4National Institute of Public Health, Prague, Czech Republic; 5National Institute
for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM), Bilthoven, Netherlands

Purpose: Despite plausible biological mechanisms, epidemiological evidence on
the link between folate and vitamin B12 and cardiovascular risk remains inconsis-
tent. We investigate the relationship between plasma concentration of folate and
vitamin B12 and the risk of fatal and non-fatal cardiovascular disease (CVD).
Methods: The data come from the Health, Alcohol and Psychosocial factors In
Eastern Europe (HAPIEE) prospective cohorts based in Krakow (Poland), Kaunas
(Lithuania) and 6 Czech towns that followed up random population samples of
men and women aged 45-69 since baseline in 2002-06. After median follow up
of 6.5 years, all 495 incident cases of CVD (including 198 deaths) and 4,884
controls sampled from disease free subjects were included in a nested case-
control study. Plasma concentrations of folate and vitamin B12 were analysed in a
central laboratory. Odds ratios (OR) of fatal and non-fatal CVD by cohort-specific
quartiles of plasma concentrations were estimated by logistic regression models
controlling for potential confounders (age, sex, cohort, smoking, education and
material deprivation). Since results were consistent across study centres, results
of pooled analyses are presented.
Results: After adjustment for covariates, folate concentrations were inversely as-
sociated with mortality from all causes (OR for highest vs. lowest quartile 0.78,
95% CI 0.65-0.93 (p-value for trend by quartile 0.009). For CVD, the association
was similar for non-fatal (OR for highest vs. lowest quartile 0.69, 95% CI 0.53-
0.90, p for trend 0.005) and fatal CVD (OR 0.72, 95%CI 0.55-0.94, p-for trend
0.022). For the combined fatal and non-fatal CVD, the ORs quartiles 2, 3 4 vs.
quartile 1 were 0.79 (0.65-0.95), 0.76 (0.62-0.92) and 0.70 (0.57-0.86), respec-
tively, p for trend <0.001. Adjustment for further covariates did not change the
results. We found no association of vitamin B12 with total mortality or with fatal or
non-fatal CVD. Results were similar after excluding events in first 2 years of follow
up.
Conclusions: In this large population based study, we found consistent and sig-
nificant inverse associations of total and CVD mortality and non-fatal CVD with
plasma folate but not with vitamin B12. The association with folate may be due
redox and methylation status, although previous studies have not confirmed the
role of homocysteine; alternatively, our finding of an apparently protective effect
of folate may at least partly reflect higher intakes of foods associated with plasma
folate, such as fruit, vegetables or cereals.

4171 | BEDSIDE
The association between adherence to the mediterranean diet and
indices of glucose homoeostasis in predicting cardiovascular disease
events; 10-year follow-up (2001-2011) of the Attica study

D.B. Panagiotakos1, E. Georgousopoulou1, C. Chrysohoou2, V. Metaxa2,
M. Ntertimani1, G.M. Kouli1, J. Skoumas2, C. Pitsavos2, C. Stefanadis2.
1Harokopio University, Athens, Greece; 2Hippokration Hospital, University of
Athens, Athens, Greece

Aims: The association between adherence to Mediterranean diet and fasting in-
dices of glucose homoeostasis, on 10-year cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk, in
a Greek adult population, was evaluated here.
Methods: From May 2001 to December 2002, 1514 men and 1528 women (>18
y) without any clinical evidence of CVD or any other chronic disease, at base-
line, living in greater Athens area, Greece, were enrolled. In 2011-12, the 10-year
follow-up was performed in 2583 participants (15% of the participants were lost
to follow-up). Incidence of fatal or non-fatal CVD (coronary heart disease, acute
coronary syndromes, stroke, or other CVD) was defined according to WHO-ICD-
10 criteria. Diabetes mellitus (type 2) and impaired fasting glucose (IFG) were
defined according to the established ADA criteria. Insulin resistance was evalu-
ated by HOMA-IR. Dietary habits were assessed through a validated food fre-
quency questionnaire and a diet score (MedDietScore, range 0-55) was devel-
oped (higher values means greater adherence to the Mediterranean diet).
Results: The overall prevalence of diabetes at baseline examination was 7.9%
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in men and 6.0% in women (p=0.05). Mean MedDietScore was 26.3±6.8 in nor-
moglycemic, 25.7±6.4 in IFG and 22.2±5.8 in diabetic subjects (p<0.001). The
10-year incidence of CVD was 14.3% in men and 9% in women (p<0.001). Med-
DietScore was inversely associated with CVD events (relative risk=0.97, 95%CI
0.95, 0.99), after various adjustments; however, a significant interaction was ob-
served between MedDietScore and diabetes status (p<0.001). Stratified analysis
revealed that MedDietScore was inversely associated with CVD events (relative
risk=0.97, 95%CI 0.94, 0.99) only among non-diabetic, whereas, no significant
effect was observed among diabetic subjects (p=0.67). The aforementioned mod-
erating effect of diabetes status was further confirmed by the mediating effect of
HOMA-IR. Particularly, when HOMA-IR was entered in the model, MedDietScore
was not associated anymore with CVD events (p=0.10).
Conclusion: An inverse association was observed between adherence to
Mediterranean diet and CVD risk, only in normoglycemic people. The later ob-
servation stated a research hypothesis about the role of indices of glucose home-
ostasis on the pathway between diet and CVD risk.

STATE OF THE ART – NEW INSIGHTS INTO
PREVENTION OF THROMBOEMBOLIC EVENTS IN

ATRIAL FIBRILLATION

4181 | BEDSIDE
Implication of multiple risk factors for subsequent diagnosis of atrial
fibrillation and risk of stroke in patients seen with hospitalization
related to a cardiac condition

L. Fauchier1, C. Pelade2, C. Collignon2, E. Nicolle2. 1Tours Regional
University Hospital, Hospital Trousseau, Tours, France; 2Medtronic France,
Boulogne-Billancourt, France

Background: A substantial part of ischemic strokes (IS) occurs in patients with
atrial fibrillation (AF) and 20% of all strokes are attributed to AF. We aimed to
identify patients with a cardiac condition without diagnosed AF at higher risk of
developing or having a subsequent diagnosis of AF based on multiple risk factors.
Methods: This was a longitudinal cohort study based on the national hospitaliza-
tion database covering hospital care from 2008 to 2012 for the entire population.
The population of individuals seen with a cardiac condition as a first diagnosis
without prior AF were analyzed by calculating incidence rates of new onset AF.
Results: Of 1,081,969 patients with hospitalization related to a cardiac condi-
tion in the population in 2009, 255,553 had a previous history of AF and/or AF
at baseline and were excluded. The analysis focused on 826,416 patients identi-
fied as not having AF at baseline or in their history. Their cardiac condition was
hypertension (51%), heart failure (24%), coronary artery disease (40%), rhythm
or conduction disturbances with no AF (23%) and/or valve disease (9%). A to-
tal of 61,062 (7.4%) of these patients were diagnosed as having AF during a
follow-up of 17±15 months (yearly AF incidence rate 5.19 per 100 person-years).
CHA2DS2-VASc score was significantly higher in these patients (4.63±1.66 vs
2.83±1.98 in those with no AF during FU, p<0.0001). Among these 61,062 pa-
tients, 3,623 (5.9%) also suffered stroke during follow-up and CHA2DS2-VASc
score was even higher in these patients (5.29±1.60 vs 4.59±1.65 in those with
AF and no stroke during FU, p<0.0001). Among them, 967/3,623 (27%) had a
stroke before AF was diagnosed.
Conclusion: Hospitalization for a cardiac condition was associated with a
substantial risk of AF during FU, in particular among individuals with higher
CHA2DS2VASc score. This score appears to be a simple tool for identifying
patients at higher risk of AF following cardiac hospitalisation in patients without
known AF. Strategies aimed at preventing AF early during the course after hospi-
talisation or at better diagnosing AF in prevention of IS are warranted.

4182 | BEDSIDE
Risk of ischemic stroke or systemic embolism in aspirin-treated
patients according to clinical presentation of atrial fibrillation: analysis
of 6563 aspirin-treated patients in ACTIVE or AVERROES

T. Vanassche1, M. Alings2, A. Avezum3, S.H. Hohnloser4, S.J. Connolly1.
1McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada; 2Amphia Ziekenhuis, Department
of Cardiology and Electrophysiology, Breda, Netherlands; 3Institute Dante
Pazzanese of Cardiology, Sao Paulo, Brazil; 4JW Goethe University, Department
of Cardiology, Div Clinical Electrophysiology, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Background: Clinical presentation of atrial fibrillation (AF) as paroxysmal, persis-
tent, or permanent reflects progressive stages of atrial dysfunction and there is
a clinical impression that this reflects progressively higher risk of embolic events.
However previous studies have not consistently shown AF type to predict stroke
but have been hampered by methodological short-comings; low power, variable
event ascertainment and variable anticoagulant use.
Methods: We analyzed the rates of stroke and systemic embolism in 6563
aspirin-treated patients with AF from the ACTIVE-A/AVERROES database ac-
cording to AF presentation. All embolic events were adjudicated. Multivariable
analyses were performed with adjustment for known risk factors for stroke.
Results: Mean age for patients with paroxysmal, persistent, and permanent AF
was 69.0±9.9y, 68.6±10.2y, and 71.9±9.8y (p<0.001). CHA2DS2-VASc score
was similar in patients with paroxysmal and persistent AF (3.1±1.4), but was

higher in patients with permanent AF (3.6±1.5, p<0.001). Yearly stroke rates
were 4.2, 3.0 and 2.1% for patients with permanent, persistent, and paroxysmal
AF, respectively, with an adjusted hazard ratio of 1.83 (p<0.001) for permanent
vs paroxysmal and 1.44 (p=0.02) for persistent vs paroxysmal. Multivariable anal-
ysis identified age, sex, history of stroke/TIA, and AF type as independent predic-
tors of stroke risk, with AF type being the second strongest predictor after prior
stroke/TIA.

Conclusion: In a large contemporary population of non-anticoagulated AF pa-
tients, the clinical presentation of AF was a strong independent predictor of
stroke risk. Therefore, the clinical presentation of AF may be helpful to assess
the risk/benefit of anticoagulant therapy, especially in low risk patients.

4183 | BEDSIDE
Oral anticoagulant use but not antiplatelet reduces stroke and
mortality in patients with asymptomatic ambulatory atrial fibrillation

S.B. Freedman1, C. Martinez2, C. Wallenhorst2, A. Katholing2. 1University of
Sydney, Anzac Research Institute and Concord Hospital Dept of Cardiology,
Sydney, Australia; 2Institute for Epidemiology, Statistics and Informatics GmbH,
Frankfurt, Germany

Purpose: To estimate risk of stroke and all-cause mortality in patients with in-
cidentally detected asymptomatic ambulatory atrial fibrillation (AA-AF), and the
response to antithrombotic therapy.
Methods: Cohort of 5,555 patients <85 years (mean age 70.9±10.1, 38.4% fe-
male) with incident AA-AF identified in the UK Clinical Practice Research Datalink
2001 – 2009, linked to hospital discharge diagnoses and causes of death. Pa-
tients with hospital-recorded AF, valvular disease, heart failure or use of antiar-
rhythmics, symptoms potentially indicative of AF, cardioversion, or use of oral an-
ticoagulants (OACs) in the year prior to AA-AF were excluded. Non-AF cohort
(24,705 patients) was generated matched on birth year, gender, and date of first
AA-AF. Both cohorts were followed for 3 years for incident strokes, MI, all-cause
mortality and major bleeding. Adjusted hazard ratios (HR) were used to assess
prognostic significance of AA-AF and antithrombotic use on study outcomes com-
pared to non-AF adjusting for potential confounders.
Results: Mean AA-AF CHA2DS2VASc score was 2.5±1.5. Stroke incidence rate
(IR) was 19.4/1000 person-years (py) vs 8.4 (p<0.001) in non-AF cohort, mor-
tality 40.1/1000 py vs 20.9 (p<0.001), and MI 9.0/1000 py vs 6.5 (p<0.001).
OAC ± antiplatelet (AP) therapy significantly reduced risk of stroke and death
compared to no antithrombotic therapy. For stroke this approximated non-AF. AP
alone was associated with non-significant reduction of stroke and death. Both an-
tithrombotics carried a similar small non-significant adjusted excess IR of major
bleeding.

Outcomes in AA-AF by therapy and non-AF.

Conclusions: AA-AF is associated with an increased risk of stroke and death,
with significant reduction in both associated with OAC but not AP use. This would
justify consideration of widespread screening to detect unknown AF.

4184 | BEDSIDE
Persistence of vitamin K antagonist therapy in the real world

G. Simonyi1, M.P. Molnar2. 1St Imre Hospital, Metabolic Center, Budapest,
Hungary; 2Corvinus University of Budapest, Budapest, Hungary

Introducton: Patient adherence and persistence of every chronic treatment has
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a great importance to achieve benefits of treatment and to avoid adverse events.
With anticoagulant therapy the risk of stroke is lower in AF. Oral vitamin K depen-
dent anticoagulants (VKA) can effective decrease the risk of stroke.
Our aim was to investigate the one year persistence of the newly started VKA
therapy in patients suffered from AF.
Patients and methods: Data was utilized from institutional database of the
National Health Insurance Found (NHIF). The study included data for patients
who newly started (not administered KVA therapy before one year) VKA therapy
(acenocumarol or warfarin) between June 1 2011 and May 31 2012. Main out-
comes measures were the persistence of VKA therapy in months, the percentage
of patients persisting in therapy for 1-12 months and Kaplan–Meier plots. We an-
alyzed the data by gender and age group too.
Results: 26.403 patients (12.634 men and 13.769 women) started VKAs. The
most pronounced decrease of adherence occurred at the end of first month (-
35%), it means the persistence was only 65% for one month. In the following
months the persistence curve showed a moderate decrese because 35% of pa-
tients left VKA therapy between 1-12 months. The percentage of patients who
persisted with VKA therapy after 12 month was only 30 percent overall. In age
group 60-69 years was the best perstistence by 33% and the worst in age group
under 39 year by 11%.

One year persistence of VKA therapy.

Conclusion: We have proved that patients with newly started VKA therapy suf-
fered from AF, one year persistence of VKA therapy was very low, only 30%. The
persistence has differed by age groups. It is well known that oral VKA therapy
prevents the risk of stroke, but there are several factor affecting the persistence
of VKA therapy.

4185 | BEDSIDE
Left atrial appendage occlusion for stroke prevention in atrial
fibrillation: multicenter experience with the Amplatzer Cardiac Plug

A. Tzikas1, S. Shakir2, H. Sievert3, H. Omran4, S. Berti5, G. Santoro6, J. Kefer7,
W. Schillinger8, B. Meier2, J.W. Park9 on behalf of the LAA-ACP Study Group
investigators. 1Interbalkan European Medical Center, Thessaloniki, Greece;
2Bern University Hospital, Bern, Switzerland; 3CardioVascular Center Frankfurt,
Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 4University Hospital Bonn, Bonn, Germany;
5Fondazione Toscana Gabriele Monasterio, Massa, Italy; 6Careggi University
Hospital (AOUC), Florence, Italy; 7University Hospital (UZ) Brussels, Brussels,
Belgium; 8University Medical Center Gottingen (UMG), Gottingen, Germany;
9Asklepios Hospital Hamburg, Hambourg, Germany

Aims: To investigate the safety, feasibility, and efficacy of left atrial appendage
occlusion (LAAO) with the Amplatzer Cardiac Plug (ACP) in patients with atrial
fibrillation (AF).
Methods and results: Data from consecutive patients treated in 22 centers
were collected. A total of 1047 patients (age 75±8 years, 62% males) were
included. Procedural success was 97.3%. In 216 patients (20.6%), LAAO was

Results: Stroke & bleeding reduction.

combined with another procedure. There were 45 (4.3%) peri-procedural major
adverse events: death 8 (0.8%), stroke 9 (0.9%), myocardial infarction 1 (0.1%),
cardiac tamponade 13 (1.2%), major bleeding 13 (1.2%), and device emboliza-
tion needing surgery 1 (0.1%). Follow-up was complete in 98.2% of successfully
implanted patients. Average follow-up was 13 months, accumulating 1345 patient-
years. ASA monotherapy increased from 31% to 64% and warfarin monotherapy
decreased from 16% to 1.6%. One-year all-cause mortality was 4.2%. A total of
63 deaths were reported at follow-up (17 due to cardiovascular causes). None
was related to the device. There were 9 (0.9%) strokes, and 9 (0.9%) transient is-
chemic attacks at follow-up. The annual rate of systemic thromboembolism (peri-
procedural + follow-up) was 2.3%, which translates into a 59% risk reduction.
There were 15 (1.5%) major bleedings at follow-up. The annual rate of major
bleeding (peri-procedural + follow-up) was 2.1%, which translates into a 61% risk
reduction.
Conclusions: In this multicenter all comers study, LAAO with the ACP had a
high procedural success and a moderate amount of peri-procedural complica-
tions. LAAO with the ACP showed a favorable outcome regarding efficacy for the
prevention of AF related thromboembolism. Modification in antithrombotic therapy
after LAAO resulted in fewer than expected bleeding events.
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P4188 | BEDSIDE
A delayed increase in high sensitive Troponin I following high-intensity
endurance cycling competition may have a potential role in the
detection of unrecognized coronary artery disease

S. Orn1, Ø. Skadberg2, Ø. Kleiven2, M. Bergseth2, R. Bergseth1, J. Selvaag2,
O.J. Greve2, B. Auestad3, T. Aarsland2, K. Dickstein4. 1Division of Cardiology,
Stavanger University Hospital, Stavanger, Norway; 2Stavanger University
Hospital, Stavanger, Norway; 3University of Stavanger, Stavanger, Norway;
4University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway

Purpose: An increase in circulating cardiac Troponin levels may be observed
following prolonged intense physical exercise. The precise cause and clinical sig-
nificance of this troponin increase is unknown. The objective of this study was to
describe the pattern of high-sensitive cardiac Troponin I (hs-cTnI) release follow-
ing long-term cycling competition in presumably healthy amateur athletes.
Methods: Leisure sport cyclists without known coronary artery disease or car-
diovascular medical treatment completing the 91 km mountain bike race were
included in the study. Blood samples and rest ECG were aquired at 4 time-points:
24 hours prior to the race, and at 0, 3 and 24 hours following the race.
Results: A total of 97 cyclists, 74 (76%) males, mean age 43 (36-49) years, com-
pleting the race in 4:22±0:52 (h:min) with a mean heart rate of 156±16.7 bpm
were included. Mean hs-cTnI value prior to the race was 4.0±3.7 ng/l (upper
limit of normal: 30.0 ng/l).No patient had rest ECG or symptoms suggestive of
coronary artery disease (CAD) during the race or for the first 24 hours following
the race. Following the race, there was an increase in hs-cTnI in all participants
that competed in the race. The mean hs-cTnI value immediately following the
race was 61.4±54.8 ng/l, peaking at 3 hours to 90.8±113.9 ng/l, declining at
24 hours to 46.9±215.2 ng/l. All values were highly significantly different from
baseline (p<0.0001). In 3 out of 4 individuals with the highest hs-cTnI levels, sig-
nificant CAD was detected by CT coronary angiography. Revascularization was
performed in two of these. No CAD was detected in individuals with a max hs-cTnI
level <370 ng/l.
Conclusions: Hs-cTnI levels increased in all participants following the competi-
tion. Highly elevated hs-cTnI following the competition identified several cyclists
with previously unrecognized significant CAD. These findings may suggest a po-
tential role for hs-cTnI in the detection and monitoring of CAD among persons
participating in prolonged high intensity endurance activity.

P4189 | BEDSIDE
Simultaneous pressure and volume registration demonstrates RV
contractile impairment during exercise in endurance athletes with RV
arrhythmias

G. Claessen1, A. La Gerche1, N. Pattyn2, S. Dymarkowski3, F. De Buck4, J. Van
Cleemput1, P. Claus5, H. Heidbuchel1. 1University Hospitals (UZ) Leuven,
Campus Gasthuisberg, Dept. of Cardiology, Leuven, 2Catholic University
of Louvain (UCL), Dept. of Rehabilitation Sciences, Leuven, 3University
Hospitals (UZ) Leuven, Dept. of Radiology, Leuven, 4University Hospitals (UZ)
Leuven, Dept. of Anesthesiology, Leuven, 5Catholic University of Leuven, Dept
Cardiovascular Dis., Division Imaging & Cardiovascular Dynamics, Leuven,
Belgium

Introduction: At rest, right ventricular (RV) function may appear reduced in
healthy endurance athletes (EAs), whereas RV functional reserve is normal. We
sought to evaluate whether EAs with ventricular arrhythmias (EA-VA) of RV origin
and apparently normal RV function at rest have impaired RV functional reserve
during exercise.
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Methods: Ten EAs, 8 EA-VAs and 7 healthy control non-athletes (NA) under-
went cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging at rest and during incremental
supine exercise on a CMR-compatible bicycle with simultaneous invasive hemo-
dynamic monitoring. During real-time exercise and free-breathing, left ventricular
(LV) and RV volumes were derived from real-time cine imaging and registered with
simultaneous invasive measures of mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP).
Results: At rest, LV and RV function was similar between groups. However, as
illustrated in Figure 1, EA-VAs had a smaller reduction in RV end-systolic volume
(ESVi) from rest to peak exercise relative to EAs and NAs (interaction P<0.0001).
RV end-diastolic volume (EDVi) decreased during exercise in EAs and controls,
but not in EA-VAs (interaction P<0.05). Whilst the exercise-induced increase in
LV ejection fraction (EF) was similar between groups, RVEF augmentation was
impaired in EA-VAs (interaction P<0.001). There was no between-group differ-
ence in the slope of the relationship between mean pulmonary artery pressure
(mPAP) and cardiac output (CO).

Figure 1

Conclusion: As compared with healthy EAs and NAs, EA-VAs have impaired
RV functional reserve. The relationship between mPAP and CO was similar in all
groups suggesting that the observed RV volume changes during exercise are due
to RV contractile impairment rather than differences in afterload.

P4190 | BEDSIDE
RV functional impairment during exercise in endurance athletes with
right ventricular arrhythmias

G. Claessen1, A. La Gerche1, J.U. Voigt1, S. Dymarkowski2, N. Pattyn3,
J. Van Cleemput1, P. Claus2, H. Heidbuchel1. 1University Hospitals (UZ)
Leuven, Campus Gasthuisberg, Department of Cardiology, Leuven, Belgium;
2Catholic University of Leuven, Dept Cardiovascular Dis., Division Imaging &
Cardiovascular Dynamics, Leuven, Belgium; 3Catholic University of Louvain
(UCL), Department of Rehabilitation Sciences, Leuven, Belgium

Introduction: Ventricular arrhythmias in endurance athletes (EA) frequently origi-
nate from a mildly dysfunctional right ventricle (RV). In athletes, it can be challeng-
ing to differentiate between low normal function due to physiological RV dilation
and true RV contractile impairment. We evaluated whether RV dysfunction in EAs
with ventricular arrhythmias (EA-VA) of RV origin becomes more apparent during
exercise than at rest.
Methods: Ten EAs, 16 EA-VAs (50% with ICD) and 7 healthy control non-athletes
(NAs) performed incremental exercise to near-maximal intensity. At rest, com-
prehensive echocardiographic measures included LV and RV strain/strain rate.
Throughout exercise, echocardiographic measures included: 1) 2D RV areas to
determine RV end-systolic area (RVESA) and RV fractional area change (RV-
FAC), 2) LV volumes to determine ejection fraction (LVEF), 3) systolic myocardial
velocities of the tricuspid annulus (RV S’) and 4) Doppler estimates of systolic pul-
monary artery pressure (PASP). The RV end-systolic pressure-area relationship
(ESPAR) was calculated as PASP/RVESA as a surrogate of RV contractility.
Results: At rest, LVEF, RVFAC, RV S’ and PASP were all similar between EA-VAs,
healthy EAs and NAs. Whereas resting LV strain and strain rate were also similar
between groups, RV strain and strain rate were reduced in EA-VAs (P<0.05).
From rest to peak exercise, LVEF augmentation was similar between groups.
However, as illustrated in Figure 1, EA-VAs had an impaired increase in RVFAC
and RV S’ during exercise (P<0.0001 for interaction group*workload) and a re-
duced RV ESPAR (P<0.0001) relative to EAs and NAs.

Conclusion: Whereas RV dysfunction is only subtle at rest, EA with VAs of RV
origin have an impaired RV contractile reserve which becomes more apparent
during strenuous exercise.

P4191 | BEDSIDE
Arterial hypertension and cardiac remodeling in middle-aged
endurance athletes

L.D. Trachsel, N. Brugger, C. Graeni, C. Seiler, M. Wilhelm. University Hospital of
Bern, University Clinic for Cardiology, Bern, Switzerland

Background: Extensive endurance training leads to cardiac adaptations and is
an established risk factor for atrial remodeling and atrial fibrillation in the aging
athlete. We investigated the contribution of a mildly elevated blood pressure (BP)
to cardiac remodeling and supraventricular arrhythmias.
Methods: Amateur athletes who participated in the Grand Prix of Bern, a pop-
ular Swiss 10 mile race, were included. Athletes with an office blood pressure
>140/90 mmHg were excluded. 24 hour ambulatory blood BP measurement was
performed and athletes were stratified into a normotensive (NT) and a hyperten-
sive (HT) group based on established cut-off values. Left atrial and left ventricular
end-diastolic volume indices (LAVI, LVEDVI), left ventricular mass index (LVMI),
left ventricular mass/volume index (LVMVI), tissue Doppler annular early and late
diastolic velocities (Ea, Aa), and signal-averaged P wave duration (SAPWD) were
measured. 24 hour Holter monitoring was performed and premature atrial con-
tractions (PAC) were recorded.
Results: 87 runners were included in the final analysis. Mean age was 42±8
years. 33 (38%) athletes fulfilled the criteria for hypertension. Groups did not
differ with respect to age, body mass index, cumulative training hours, an 10
mile race time. Mean systolic and diastolic BPs were significantly higher in the
HT group (130±7 vs. 120±5 mmHg; P<0.001, and 84±4 vs. 76±3 mmHg;
P<0.001). Hypertensive athletes had a higher LVMVI (0.95±0.21 vs. 0.85±0.16
g/ml; P=0.025), and a lower Ea (11.3±1.6 vs. 12.5±2.1 cm/s; P=0.006), com-
pared to normotensive athletes. LAVI, LVEDVI, LVMI, Aa and SAPWD showed
no significant differences between the groups. 12 (14%) runners had more than 1
PAC/hour (1.3 to 77.9) with no significant differences between the groups. In logis-
tic regression models, including age, cumulative training hours and presence of
hypertension, hypertension was an independent predictor for LVMVI (beta=0.227;
P=0.027), and Ea (beta=-0.270; P=0.004). Cumulative training hours were inde-
pendently associated with LAVI (beta=0.474; P<0.001), SAPWD (beta=0.481;
P<0.001), LVEDVI (beta=0.336; P=0.001), and LVMI (beta=0.379; P<0.001).
Conclusion: In our study, one third of runners with a normal office blood pressure
fulfilled criteria for arterial hypertension in 24 hour ambulatory BD measurement.
Already modest BP elevations were associated with alterations of LV structure
and diastolic function, but no with atrial remodeling or atrial ectopy.

P4192 | BEDSIDE
Myocardial blood flow and oxygen utilization in different ventricular
regions of the healthy human heart in untrained subjects and
endurance athletes at rest and during exercise

I. Heinonen1, N. Kudomi2, H. Sipila1, D. Duncker3, J. Knuuti1, K. Kalliokoski1.
1Turku PET Centre, University of Turku & Turku University Hospital, Turku,
Finland; 2Kagawa University, Department of Medical Physics, Kagawa, Japan;
3Erasmus Medical Center, Division of Experimental Cardiology, Thoraxcenter,
Rotterdam, Netherlands

Myocardial blood flow (MBF), oxygen extraction fraction (OEF), and oxygen con-
sumption (MVO2) in human right ventricle (RV) has been measured in pulmonary
hypertensive patients, but to the best of our knowledge never in healthy human
subjects. These RV characteristics have neither been simultaneously compared
against to those of left ventricle (LV) and septum of the heart. Furthermore, the
effects of endurance training also remain incompletely understood. Consequently,
in the present study MBF, OEF and MVO2 were measured in 12 healthy un-
trained young men (UT) and 12 healthy highly-trained endurance athletes (EA)
in the RV, LV and septum at rest and during supine bicycle exercise (100 watts)
with positron emission tomography and 15O-labelled tracers. Statistical analyses
were performed with hierarchical linear mixed models, including two within fac-
tors, condition and wall region, and group as a between factor. P<0.05 was con-
sidered statistically significant. MBF was significantly lower in RV as compared
to LV and septum in all subjects and consistently lower in all regions in EA com-
pared to UT, both at rest and during exercise. As MBF, also OEF increased in
response to exercise and similarly in all three regions, but there were significant
regional differences and a region*group interaction. Regionally, OEF was mostly
higher in RV (80±14% in UT and 78±11% in EA at rest and 87±7% in UT and
86±9% in EA during exercise) and septum (82±8% in UT and 74±9% in EA at
rest and 84±15% in UT and 85±11% in EA during exercise) as compared to LV
(62±10% in UT and 71±19% in EA at rest and 72±10% in UT and 86±12% in
EA during exercise) both at rest and during exercise. For the interaction, OEF
was higher in the LV in EA both at rest and during exercise, but not in the two
other walls. As a result of these responses, MVO2 was consistently lower in all
three walls in EA both at rest and during exercise, and MVO2 was significantly
lower in RV (0.14±0.04 ml/g/min in UT and 0.10±0.04 ml/g/min in EA at rest
and 0.30±0.12 ml/g/min in UT and 0.20±0.06 ml/g/min in EA during exercise)
as compared to LV (0.16±0.05 ml/g/min in UT and 0.14±0.07 ml/g/min in EA at
rest and 0.36±0.08 ml/g/min in UT and 0.31±0.09 ml/g/min in EA during exer-
cise), but not to the septum (0.17±0.04 ml/g/min in UT and 0.13±0.05 ml/g/min
in EA at rest and 0.29±0.12 ml/g/min in UT and 0.27±0.10 ml/g/min in EA dur-
ing exercise). In conclusion, especially RV has perfusion and oxygen utilization
features that are different from those of LV, but endurance training consistently
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lowers the myocardial oxygen consumption in all three walls of the healthy hu-
man heart.

P4193 | BENCH
Occurrence of post-dive venous and arterial bubbles in divers with a
patent foramen ovale: a randomized study

J. Honek1, M. Horvath1, J. Fiedler1, L. Sefc2, M. Sramek3, J. Januska4,
T. Honek1, J. Veselka1. 1Charles University Prague, 2nd Faculty of Medicine,
University Hospital Motol, Dept of Cardiology, Prague, 2Charles University of
Prague, 1st Faculty of Medicine, Institute of Pathological Physiology, Prague,
3Charles University of Prague, 2nd Faculty of Medicine, University Hospital
Motol, Dept of Neurology, Prague, 4Hospital Podlesi, Trinec, Czech Republic

Purpose: Patent foramen ovale (PFO) is a risk factor of decompression sickness
(DCS) in divers due to paradoxical embolization of bubbles. Various diving restric-
tions are recommended to divers with PFO to prevent unprovoked DCS. To date,
the safety of these recommendations has not been tested. The aim of this study
was to test the effect of dive time and ascent rate restrictions on the occurrence
of venous and arterial bubbles in divers with PFO after simulated dives. We com-
pared a standardly recommended decompression regimen and a stricter regimen
with slower ascent rate to a control dive known to produce significant amount of
venous bubbles.
Methods: A total of 509 consecutive divers were screened for PFO using tran-
scranial color coded sonography (TCCS). Forty-six symptomatic divers with a
significant (grade 3) PFO were enrolled in this randomized study. All divers per-
formed a simulated dive to 18 m in hyperbaric chamber. Divers randomized to
group 1 (n=13) performed a standard Buehlmann regimen no-decompression
dive (dive time 51 min, ascent rate 10 m/min), group 2 (n=14) performed the
same regimen with a slower ascent (51 min, 5 m/min). Control group (n=19) per-
formed a staged-decompression dive according to the US Navy decompression
regimen (80 min, 9 m/min, decompression stop 7 min at 3m). Within 60 min after
surfacing, presence of venous and arterial bubbles was assessed. Venous bub-
bles were assessed by pulse wave Doppler in the right ventricular outflow tract
(RVOT), arterial bubbles by TCCS during native breathing and after Valsalva ma-
neuvers.
Results: In all divers good visualization of RVOT and middle cerebral artery was
possible. Group 2 had the lowest occurrence of venous and arterial bubbles, com-
pared to group 1 (14% vs. 31%, p=0.38; 0% vs. 8%, p=0.48) and controls (14%
vs. 74%, p<0.01; 0% vs. 32%, p=0.03). In group 1 fewer venous bubbles were de-
tected (32% vs. 74%, p=0.03) compared to controls, but the reduction in arterial
bubble occurrence (8% vs. 31%, p=0.42) was not significant.
Conclusions: The present study is the first study to demonstrate the effect of
dive time and ascent rate restrictions on the occurrence of post-dive venous and
arterial bubbles in divers with PFO. In our study the standardly recommended
Buehlmann regimen reduced the occurrence of venous bubbles, but failed to elim-
inate arterial bubbles. However, this was achieved when combined with a slower
ascent rate. Therefore, we suggest that stricter diving regimen might be neces-
sary to prevent unprovoked DCS in divers with PFO. Clearly, this remains to be
tested by clinical studies.

P4194 | BEDSIDE
Dynamic right ventricular adaptation induced by training in top-level
athletes: an in-seasonal, speckle tracking study

F. D’ascenzi1, A. Pelliccia2, M. Cameli1, V. Curci1, M. Lisi1, F. Alvino1,
B.M. Natali1, M. Focardi1, M. Bonifazi3, S. Mondillo1. 1University of Siena,
Department of Cardiovascular Diseases, Siena, Italy; 2Institute of Sport Medicine
and Science, CONI, Rome, Italy; 3University of Siena, Department of Medicine,
Surgery, and NeuroScience, Siena, Italy

Background: Conflicting evidence exists concerning right ventricular (RV) mor-
phology and function in top-level athletes. Although cross-sectional studies
have been performed in athletes, longitudinal data investigating the in-seasonal
changes in RV are not yet available. The aim of this study was to investigate
whether morphological and functional RV changes can be observed in athletes
during the season.
Methods and results: Twenty-nine top-level athletes (mean age: 20.9±6.7
years) were studied at pre-season, mid-season, and end-season time-points, us-
ing tissue Doppler imaging and 2D speckle-tracking echocardiography. RV basal
and mid-cavity end-diastolic diameters (EDD) (overall p=.011 and p<.0001, re-

spectively), and RV diastolic area (overall p<.0001) increased during the season.
Conversely, RV outflow tract did not significantly vary (overall p=.960). No sig-
nificant differences were observed during the season in RV diastolic functional
parameters and in RV fractional area change (overall p=.350). Global RV longitu-
dinal strain did not significantly change (overall p=.522), although apical longitudi-
nal strain significantly increased (overall p=.017). On the left side of the heart, left
ventricular mass increased during the season (overall p=.007). On multivariate
analysis, left ventricular mass was identified as the only independent predictor of
RVEDD at pre-season (β=0.69, p<.0001) and at end-season (β=0.82, p<.0001)
time-points.
Conclusions: During the agonistic season, top-level athletes experienced an in-
crease in RV chamber size as a physiological consequence of training-induced
RV volume overload. This adaptation is not associated with an impairment of RV
function or myocardial deformation and occurs in close association with changes
on the left side of the heart.

P4195 | BEDSIDE
Exercise and risk of atrial fibrillation - a systematic review and network
meta-analysis

H. Michaelsson, J. Sundstrom. Uppsala University, Department of Medical
Sciences, Uppsala, Sweden

Purpose: There is some evidence that physical training, especially endurance
training, increases the risk of atrial fibrillation. But results are conflicting and stud-
ies have used widely different assessments of physical activity. We performed a
systematic review aiming to investigate the association of exercise with risk of
atrial fibrillation, taking into account the intensity and duration of training.
Methods: We performed a systematic review of all studies investigating associa-
tions of exercise with risk of atrial fibrillation, using a predefined protocol. Because
studies of total physical activity were scarce, we limited the analysis to studies re-
porting leisure-time activity. We quantified the exercise in the included studies as
metabolic equivalent hours/week (METh/w). We thereafter used a network meta-
analysis technique to summarize multivariable-adjusted risk estimates of atrial
fibrillation across the different studies.
Results: Ten (eight cohort and two case-control) studies including a total of
111,282 persons and 4,633 atrial fibrillation cases fulfilled our inclusion criteria
and were used for all analyses. There was a trend towards higher risk of atrial
fibrillation with higher weekly amount of exercise (p=0.04). Compared to persons
who exercised 0-5 METh/w, those who exercised more than 100 METh/w had a
more than five-fold higher risk of atrial fibrillation, with statistically non-significant
risk elevations in intermediate exercise groups (Fig. 1).

Figure 1

Conclusions: Higher weekly exercise amount was on average associated with
higher risk of atrial fibrillation, across a variety of study samples and types. The
risk increase was most notable for those with a very high exercise level.

P4196 | BEDSIDE
RV remodeling in college athletes engaged in mixed strength and
endurance training: do the current echocardiographic reference
values apply?

G. Finocchiaro1, J.W. Knowles1, M. Perez1, I. Schnittger1, E. Magavern1,
J. Puryear1, G. Sinagra2, V. Froelicher3, E. Ashley1, F. Haddad1. 1Stanford
University Medical Center, Division of Cardiovascular Medicine, Stanford,
United States of America; 2Cardiovascular Department, “Ospedali Riuniti” and
University of Trieste - Italy, Trieste, Italy; 3VA Palo Alto Health Care System, Palo
Alto, United States of America

Background and aims: Athletic participation is known to lead to ventricular re-
modeling. In this study, our objective was to determine the extent of right ventric-
ular (RV) remodeling in Division I college athletes engaged in mixed strength and
endurance training, using various scaling parameters. Defining upper thresholds
of normal in athletes would be particularly useful for pre-participation screening
for arrythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC).
Methods: Standard two-dimensional echocardiography was performed on 362
college athletes (mean age 18.4±1.1 years, males 70%, both strength and en-
durance sports) and 140 age and sex matched controls as part as the Stanford
athletic screening program. Comparison of cardiac dimensions was performed
using body size independent scaling parameters.
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Results: Allometric scaling with BSA provided body size independent measures
of RV end-diastolic area (RVEDA) as well as the right ventricular outflow tract
(RVOT). Compared to age, sex and race matched controls, athletes have larger
RV end-diastolic area (RVEDA) [12.4±2.3 vs. 11.3±2.5 cm2/m2, p<0.001], larger
right atrial area (8.0±1.4 vs. 7.7±1.5 cm2/m2, p=0.01) and lower RV fractional
area change (46±8 vs. 48±7%, p=0.007). Proximal RV outflow tract (RVOT) di-
mensions did not differ when scaled to height, or internally scaled to the LVOT
(17.9±3.2 vs. 18.4±3.1 mm/m, p=0.07 and 1.4±0.2 vs. 1.4±0.2, p=0.64 respec-
tively). More than 44% of athletes had RVOT values exceeding the American
Society of Echocardiography unscaled criteria but only 7% exceeded thresholds
in the ARVC scaled criteria.
Conclusion: Allometric scaling provides body size independent metrics for the
right heart and provides useful threshold for pre-participation screening of college
athletes. College athletes have larger right heart dimensions when scaled using
body size independent metrics. ARVC scaled criteria provide useful thresholds
for pre-participation screening of college athletes.

P4197 | BEDSIDE
Effect of remote ischemic preconditioning on the release of cardiac
biomarkers after a 30 km run: a randomized trial

L.J.J. Klinkenberg1, N. Van Der Linden1, D.P.C. Snijders1, L.J.C. Van Loon2,
M.P. Van Dieijen-Visser1, S.J.R. Meex1. 1Maastricht University Medical Center
(MUMC), Cardiovascular Research Institute Maastricht (CARIM), Department
of Clinical Chemistry, Maastricht, Netherlands; 2Maastricht University Medical
Center (MUMC),School for Nutrition, Toxicology and Metabolism (NUTRIM),
Department of Human Movement Sciences, Maastricht, Netherlands

Purpose: Elevated cardiac troponin (cTn) levels are frequently observed follow-
ing prolonged endurance exercise. Several mechanisms may underlie exercise-
induced cTn release, including an increase in cardiomyocyte permeability or
cardiomyocyte injury due to ischemia. The aim of this study was to investigate
whether remote ischemic preconditioning (RIPC), an established cardioprotec-
tive strategy that limits ischemia-reperfusion injury, has an effect on cTn and N-
terminal pro-brain type natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) release after prolonged
endurance exercise.
Methods: In a randomized crossover design, 26 healthy volunteers participated
to an outdoor 30 km running trial preceded by RIPC of the forearm (4 x 5 min
220 mmHg unilateral occlusion) or a control intervention (4 x 5 min 20 mmHg
unilateral occlusion). Cardiac troponin T (cTnT) and NT-proBNP concentrations
were examined before, immediately after, 2 hours and 5 hours after exercise.
Results: In both trials, there was a consistent rise and fall of cTnT concentrations,
from median baseline value of 5 ng/L (IQR 3-8) to 31 ng/L (IQR 23-50) immedi-
ately after the control trial (p<0.001). RIPC did not reduce exercise-induced cTnT
release (median control 31 ng/L IQR 23-50 vs. RIPC 23 ng/L IQR 18-40 0h post-
exercise, p=0.38). The effect of RIPC on exercise-induced NT-proBNP release
was modest but statistically significant (median control 13 pmol/L vs. RIPC 10
pmol/L, p=0.03).
Conclusion: Brief episodes of upper limb ischemia-reperfusion preceding pro-
longed exercise decrease NTproBNP levels, but have no effect on cTnT release.

P4198 | BEDSIDE
Effects of high altitude exposure and of angiotensin receptor
blocker/calcium channel blocker combination treatment on blood
pressure response to submaximal exercise in hypertensive subjects

M. Lang1, G. Bilo2, F.C. Villafuerte3, C. Anza3, M. Revera2, A. Giuliano2,
A. Faini2, F. Gregorini2, S. Caravita2, G. Parati4 on behalf of HIGHCARE
- ANDES investigators. 1Universidad de Antofagasta, Dept of Kinesiology,
Antofagasta, Chile; 2Istituto Auxologico Italiano, S.Luca Hospital, Dept of
Cardiovascular, Neural and Metabolic Sciences, Milan, Italy; 3Cayetano Heredia
Peruvian University, Lima, Peru; 4Istituto Auxologico Italiano and University of
Milan-Bicocca, Milan, Italy

Purpose: Acute exposure to high-altitude (HA) hypobaric hypoxia decreases ex-
ercise performance in healthy subjects, and increases systolic (S) and diastolic
(D) blood pressure (BP). Little is known on BP responses to exercise in hyperten-
sive subjects exposed to HA, and on effects of antihypertensive treatment in this
setting.
We aimed to evaluate the effects of telmisartan 80mg–nifedipine slow release
30mg (T/N) combination treatment on exercise performance and BP response to
exercise in hypertensive subjects exposed acutely to HA who underwent 6-minute
walk test (6MWT).
Methods: Eighty-two mild-hypertensive participants of HIGHCARE-ANDES
study (age 51.9±9.7; 47M/35F; BMI 28.2±3.5kg/m2) performed a 6-minute walk
test (6MWT) in 3 conditions: at sea-level (SL) off-treatment (SLbas); after 6 weeks
of double-blind treatment with T/N (n=43) or placebo (PL, n=39) (SLtx); after the
1st full day of permanence at 3260m altitude (Huancayo-Perù; HA) under ran-
domized treatment.
Results: Exercise performance and vital signs after the exercise were similar
in both groups at SLbas. SBP/DBP at the end of the exercise was significantly
lower in T/N than PL at SLtx (149.3±25.3/82.5±10.1 vs 162.1±24.6/92.9±13.1;
p<0.001). At HA, SBP significantly increased in both groups, remaining signifi-
cantly lower in T/N (159.1±24.6 vs. 185.7±25.6 mmHg, p<0.001). DBP did not

differ between SLtx and HA in both groups, remaining lower in T/N (85.4±13.0 vs.
92.4±12.2, p<0.01). Mean end-exercise SpO2 decreased at HA in both groups,
however, was significantly higher in T/N compared to PL (86.6±5.2 vs 84.2±6.0;
p≤0.05), whereas HR increased at HA, and did not show significant differences
between groups. The 6-minute walking distance decreased significantly at HA,
without differences between treatment groups, from 597±57 to 536.8±58.4m un-
der T/N and from 599±61 to 537±56m under PL (both p<0.001).
Conclusions: T/N therapy effectively reduced BP and improved oxygen satu-
ration at the end of exercise in hypertensive subjects exposed to HA, without
affecting the six minute walking test performance. These results are relevant for
protection of hypertensive subjects planning physical activity at HA.

P4199 | BEDSIDE
Aerobic interval exercise training improves the apnea-hypopnea index
and self-reported sleepiness in obstructive sleep apnea patients

T. Karlsen1, B.M. Nes1, A.E. Tjonna1, M. Engstrom2, A. Stoylen3, U. Wisloff1,
S.L. Steinshamn4 on behalf of K.G Jebsen - Center for Exercise in Medicine,
NTNU. 1Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway;
2St. Olavs Hospital, Dept. of Neurology and Clinical Neurophysiology, Trondheim,
Norway; 3St. Olavs Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Trondheim, Norway; 4St. Olavs
Hospital, Pulmonary Medicine, Trondheim, Norway

Purpose: To investigate if 3 months of high intensity aerobic interval training im-
proves the obstructive sleep apnea-hypopnea index (events h-1) in obese patients
diagnosed with moderate to severe obstructive sleep apnea.
Methods: In a prospective randomized controlled study 30 Thirty obese (BMI =
37±6 kg/m2) men and women (51±9 years, height 177±9 cm) diagnosed with
obstructive sleep apnea for 5.7±4.6 years (Apnea-hypopnea index (AHI index) =
42±26) was randomized 1:1 to 12 weeks of supervised aerobic interval exercise
training (AIT) or control (CON). AIT was performed as 4 x 4 minutes of treadmill
running or walking at 90-95% of maximal heart rate two times per week. CON con-
tinued with their normal lifestyle. Subjects were investigated at baseline and 12
weeks and sleep evaluation with respiratory polygraphy (blinded data evaluation),
cardiopulmonary exercise testing, spirometry, blood biomarkers and self-reported
sleepiness was investigated.
Results: Twenty-eight subjects completed the intervention period. Twenty-four
subjects were regular CPAP users. The AHI-index was improved from 31.4±21.7
to 23.9±20.4 in the AIT group after 12 weeks of AIT (p≤0.05) and was unchanged
in CON (50.3±25.5 at baseline and 46.6±26.3 at 12 weeks). The Epworth self-
reported sleepiness scale was improved from 10.0±3.6 to 7.3±3.7 in the AIT
(p≤0.05) and was unchanged from baseline (5.9±4.3) after CON. There was
no change in body weight (120.5±26.1 kg and 118.6±23.1 kg in AIT/CON),
average sleep oxygen saturation (92.4±1.6% and 92.6±1.6% in AIT/CON) or
number of sleeping oxygen desaturation events per hour (36.9±18.6 event·h1-
and 55.8±28.6 event·h1- in AIT/CON) from baseline to after the intervention pe-
riod. Maximal oxygen uptake improved from 28.2±7.4 ml·kg1-·min1- to 30.2±7.7
ml·kg1-·min1- in the AIT group (p≤0.05), and was unchanged from baseline
(27.0±7.3 ml·kg1-·min1-) in CON. Pulmonary function was unchanged in both
groups (Baseline FVC of 4.3±0.9 L and 4.4±0.8 L, and baseline FEV1 of 3.4±0.6
L and 3.4±0.6 L in the AIT and CON respectively). Leptin was significantly re-
duced after AIT (from 1747±1419 pmol·l1- to 1412±1047 pmol·l1- (p≤0.05), with
no change in CON (1656 pmol·l-1 at baseline).
Conclusion: Twelve weeks of aerobic interval exercise training two times per
week significantly improves the AHI index, self-reported sleepiness and maximal
oxygen uptake in obese sleep apnea patients without any change in body weight.

EXERCISE-INDUCED CHANGES

P4201 | BEDSIDE
Regular exercise habits and vascular endothelium function in patients
with cardiovascular diseases

K. Meguro, T. Iidaka, M. Nakata, T. Yamashita, T. Chinen, M. Fujita, T. Kikuchi,
T. Keida, H. Ohira. Edogawa Hospital, Tokyo, Japan

Purpose: Endothelial dysfunction is reported to predict atherosclerotic event and
exercise were recommended for patients with cardiovascular diseases. However,
the effect of exercise habits on the vascular endothelium function in patients with
cardiovascular diseases is uncertain. The purpose of this study was to investigate
the relationship between exercise habits and vascular endothelium function
Methods: From December 2012 to December 2013, 145 patients (M/F 110/35,
age 65±12) who underwent cardiac rehabilitation in our institution were enrolled
in this study. They received flow mediated dilatation testing (FMD) for the evalu-
ation of vascular endothelium function and filled in International Physical Activity
Questionnaire for the information of their exercise habits and %FMD 6 and more
and walking habits 5 and more per week for exercise habits were defined as nor-
mal level of %FMD and regular exercise habits.
Results: Fifty-nine patients (M /F 45/14, age 65±14) had regular exercise habits.
Patients with regular exercise habits had significantly better %FMD (6.4±4.0%
vs. 5.0±3.4%, p=0.024) and the value of HbA1C (6.2±1.2% vs. 6.6±1.5%,
p=0.040). Those patients also showed tendency of less body mass index (BMI,
23.2±3.5kg/m2 vs. 24.2±4.1 kg/m2, p=0.057) and smaller prevalence of diabetes
mellitus (27% vs. 42%, p=0.069).
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Normal level of %FMD was significantly associated with regular walking habits
(odds ratio; OR 2.002, confidence interval; CI 1.013-3.357, p=0.045), age (OR
0.963, CI 0.936-0.991, p=0.010), BMI (OR 1.095, CI 1.002-1.196, p=0.002) and
the use of insulin (OR 0.250, 0.069-0.902, p=0.034) in univariate analysis. Mul-
tiple logistic regression analysis revealed that regular walking habits (OR 2.397,
CI1.623-2.397, p=0.022), age (OR 0.963, CI 0.934-0.994, p=0.018) and the use
of insulin (OR 0.185, CI 0.048-0.712, p=0.014) were the independent predictors
for the normal level of %FMD.
Conclusions: Patients with regular walking habits had better vascular endothe-
lium function and glucose profile. Our data suggested that regular walking habits
5 and more per week preserves vascular endothelium function and may reduce
future cardiovascular events in patients with cardiovascular diseases through the
preservation of vascular endothelium function.

P4202 | BEDSIDE
The association of moderate and vigorous physical activity on
vascular function, bmi and cardiovascular risk factors in teenagers

T. Khan1, A. Rapala1, M. Charakida1, H. Nguyen1, F. Dangardt1, D.A. Lawlor2,
G. Davey Smith2, J. Deanfield1. 1University College London, Institute of
Cardiovascular Science, London, United Kingdom; 2University of Bristol, School
of Social and Community Medicine, Bristol, United Kingdom

Purpose: Physical activity (PA) has been shown to improve cardiovascular (CV)
health and 30-60 minutes moderate to vigorous physical activity 3–5 times a week
is currently recommended in adults for CV prevention. The impact of similar level
of PA in adolescence and its effect on CV risk factors and arterial disease in young
adulthood remains largely unknown.
Methods: Our study population consisted of 1,489 subjects from the ALSPAC
cohort who had vascular assessment at age 17 years and PA assessment at 15
years. PA was assessed using Actigraph accelerometer. Time spent in moderate
to vigorous PA (MVPA) like cycling, swimming, running was calculated, the cut-
point being four times resting metabolic rate (equivalent to brisk walking). Minutes
of MVPA was calculated as the average minutes of such activity per valid day of
measurement. Cardiovascular risk factors (including body mass index and lipids)
and carotid distensibility were assessed at age 17 years.
Results: At 15 years, 24% subjects had low MVPA (on average less than 10
minutes each day), 49% engaged in moderate (10–30 minutes) MVPA each day
and 27% spent more than 30 minutes in MVPA daily (high MVPA). Male par-
ticipants were more engaged in high MVPA than females (40% versus 17%,
chi2 p-val<0.001). Among males, those who spent more than 30 minutes in
MVPA compared to less than 10 minutes had a reduced BMI at age 17 (beta
–1.13 (95%CI –2.1, –0.19), p:0.018), reduced total-cholesterol (beta –0.20 (–
0.37, –0.03), p:0.021), LDL-Cholesterol (beta –0.074 (–0.12, –0.03), p:0.001),
and triglycerides (beta –0.83 (–0.93, –0.75), p:0.001). Carotid distensibility was
also higher (beta 2.49 (95%CI 0.64, 4.35), p:0.009) in high MVPA compared to
low MPVA in males. The beneficial effect of PA on carotid distensibility remained
after adjustment for BMI and Systolic Blood Pressure at 17 years, however, it was
reduced after adjustment for total-cholesterol (1.9 (–2.2, 4.0), p:0.078). These ef-
fects were not seen in female participants. Moderate to vigorous PA performed
at 15 years was not associated with systolic blood pressure at 17 years in both
sexes.
Conclusions: This study demonstrates that in adolescence, males seem to en-
gage more in moderate to vigorous physical activity compared to females. PA
exposure was associated with improved CV risk factor profile and carotid disten-
sibility in young adult life. Therefore, participation in moderate to vigorous PA for
at least 30 minutes can be recommended for optimal CV prevention, particular in
young men.

P4203 | BEDSIDE
Six-minute walk distance is a strong determinant for physical activity
after hospital discharge in patients with ischemic heart disease

N. Hamazaki1, T. Masuda2, K. Kamiya1, D. Kamekawa3, A. Akiyama3,
Y. Kamada3, S. Tanaka3, A. Aoyama3, C. Noda4, J. Ako4. 1Cardiac
Rehabilitation Room, Kitasato University Hospital, Sagamihara, Japan;
2Department of Rehabilitation, School of Allied Health Sciences, Kitasato
University, Sagamihara, Japan; 3Kitasato University Graduate School of Medical
Sciences, Sagamihara, Japan; 4Department of Cardio-angiology, Kitasato
University School of Medicine, Sagamihara, Japan

Background: Physical activity (PA) is well known to be an independent determi-
nant for long-term survival in patients with ischemic heart disease (IHD). On the
other hand, decreased 6-minute walk distance (6MWD) is associated with poor
prognosis in them. In the number of steps as a PA, <2,000, <5,000 and >8,000
steps/day indicate the restriction of physical activities, higher recurrence rate and
prevention of cardiovascular events, respectively. The purpose of this study was to
investigate whether the 6MWD at hospital discharge predicted PA after discharge,
and to clarify its cut-off value for PA assessed with steps/day in IHD patients.
Methods: We studied 271 IHD patients (64.2±10.9 years, 241 males) who un-
derwent cardiac rehabilitation during hospitalization. We measured 6MWD at dis-
charge and steps for 1 month after discharge, and assessed the PA with mean
steps per day. To confirm determinants of PA, multivariate logistic regression anal-
ysis was performed using parameters of clinical characteristics and 6MWD as

predictive variables. Receiver-operating characteristics (ROC) curve was used to
determine the cut-off values for >2,000, >5,000 and >8,000 steps/day.
Results: PA showed significant univariate correlations with age (r=-0.395,
p<0.001) and 6MWD (r=0.624, p<0.001). The multivariate logistic regression
analysis detected the 6MWD as the strongest determinant for PA (p<0.001). Fig-
ure shows the cut-off values of 6MWD for >2,000, >5,000 and >8,000 steps/day:
366 m (AUC: 0.952, p<0.001), 464 m (AUC: 0.770, p<0.001) and 510 m (AUC:
0.802, p<0.001), respectively.

Conclusions: The 6MWD at discharge was identified as a strong determinant
for PA after discharge in IHD patients. The cut-off values of 6MWD for >2,000,
>5,000 and >8,000 steps/day as PA were 366 m, 464 m and 510 m, respectively.

P4204 | BEDSIDE
Increased heart rate variability is associated with exercise capacity in
patients with syndrome X

D.-Y. Lu, T.M. Lu, W.C. Yu, S.H. Sung. Taipei Veterans General Hospital, Division
of Cardiology, Taipei, Taiwan

Introduction: Heart rate variability (HRV) reflects the healthiness of autonomic
nervous system, which is associated with exercise capacity. We therefore investi-
gated if HRV could predict the exercise capacity in adults with syndrome X.
Methods: A total of 238 subjects (57.0±12.4 years, 67.8% men) presented with
chest pain and abnormal treadmill test were enrolled, while they have undergone
Holter ECG study and the following coronary angiogram were normal. Power
spectrum from 24-hour recording of heart rate (HR) was analyzed in frequency
domain to total power (TP) and components in the very low frequency (VLF), low
frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) ranges, which were taken nature loga-
rithm transformation for statistical analyses.
Result: Subjects who achieved 90% maximal predicted HR during treadmill test
(n=109) were younger, with less co-morbidities than those who didn’t (n=129).
Age, body mass index, SBP, VLF, LF and TP correlated with exercise duration
during treadmill test, and they were predictors of achieving 90% maximal pre-
dicted HR. After accounting for age, BMI, SBP, VLF and TP remained correlated
with total exercise duration and peak metabolic equivalents (METs). In multivari-
ate analysis, VLF (OR per 1SD and 95% CI: 1.753, 1.169-2.628), LF (1.425,
1.066-1.906), and TP (1.535, 1.119-2.107), but not HF significantly predicted the
achievement of 90% predicted HR, after accounting for age, heart rate, and SBP.
In subgroup analysis, all of TP, VLF, LF and HF significantly predicted the achieve-
ment of 90% predicted HR in subjects younger than 60 yrs rather than in subjects
older than 60 yrs, after accounting for age. (Fig. 1)

Figure 1

Conclusion: In patients with syndrome X, HRV might predict the exercise capac-
ity, especially in younger population.

P4205 | BEDSIDE
Correlation between left ventricular mass and physical activity in a
young asian male population

K.W. Low1, W.E. Chow1, J. Wong2, L.K. Lam2, T.S.J. Chua3, H.Y. Ong2.
1Singapore Armed Forces Medical Corps, Singapore, Singapore; 2Khoo Teck
Puat Hospital, Singapore, Singapore; 3National Heart Centre Singapore (NHCS),
Singapore, Singapore

Background: Increased Left Ventricular (LV) Mass is known to be a benign find-
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ing in athletes. However, this phenomenon has been predominantly studied in the
professional or “elite amateur” Caucasian athlete population. Thus far, the rela-
tionship between LV mass and participation in amateur sports has not been well
delineated. Our study sought to assess the influence of participation in amateur
sports on LV mass in a young asymptomatic Asian male population
Methods: From July to December 2011, 16231 male conscripts underwent rou-
tine pre-participation screening for military service, out of which, 685 young
asymptomatic males were referred for echocardiographic screening due to iso-
lated increase in QRS voltages on Electrocardiogram (ECG). The criteria for in-
crease in QRS voltages on ECG included i) amplitude of R or S wave in a standard
lead of ≥2mv, ii) amplitude of S wave in Lead V1 or V2 of ≥3mv or iii) amplitude of
the R wave in lead V5 or 6 of ≥3mv. Of these, 630 underwent echocardiographic
screening at a single Cardiology Centre and were included in the study. Study
subjects were stratified by competitive involvement, intensity of participation and
the type of sports (Bethesda Classification) they participated in. Subjects were
categorized as “competitive sportsmen” if they competed at an intercollegiate
level or higher. Results were expressed as mean±SD unless otherwise specified.
Results: The mean age was 18.65 (range 17 to 25) and the mean Left Ventricular
Mass Index (LVMI) was 74.2±15.2 g/m2 (range 32 to 118). Competitive Sports-
men had a higher LVMI than Non-Competitive Sportsmen (Mean 76.98±15.38
(Range 43 to 117) vs Mean 72.66±14.97 (Range 32 to 118), P=0.001). ANOVA
analysis showed that LVMI increased significantly with frequency of participation
in sports (P=0.005). Post-hoc analysis (Bonferroni) revealed that Sportsmen who
participated in their respective sports ≥4x/week were the main drivers of this in-
crease. No significant difference in LVMI was observed with different types of
sports, despite stratification by static or dynamic component.
Conclusion: Increased left ventricular mass was found in amateur Asian male
athletes who participated in sports at a competitive level, or at a frequency of
≥4x/week. Consideration of these parameters may be useful in the clinical evalu-
ation of amateur sportsmen with suspected left ventricular hypertrophy.

P4206 | BEDSIDE
The effect of physical exercise and healthy diet on reducing the risk
factors ofcardiovascular diseases in diabetic patients; a community
based participatory research

M. Safari1, B. Yazdanpanah1, S.H. Yazdanpanah2, B.E. Yazdanpanah2. 1Yasuj
University of Medical Sciences-Yasuj-Iran, Yasuj, Iran (Islamic Republic of);
2Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Shiraz, Iran (Islamic Republic of)

Introduction and objective: This study aimed to investigate whether a
community-based participatory intervention program could reduce risk factors of
cardiovascular diseases in diabetic patients.
Materials and methods: To induce a participatory approach, a local group
(Health Companion) was established in the western suburb of Yasuj (2009-2010)
in partnership with academics, local leaders, health providers and public repre-
sentatives to guide all aspects of the study and intervention. Yasuj which is the
capital of Kohgiloyeh and Boyer-Ahmad province is located in the southwestern
Iran, with an estimated population of 136,509 in 2005. The target population was
comprised of people 30-65 years of age who were usual residents of western
suburbs of Yasuj. A total of 2569 individuals were screened for diabetes and car-
diovascular risk factors. Through the screening process the high risk participants
were recognized. These people were introduced to an assigned laboratory. Blood
samples were drawn after 12 h fasting for the measurement of total cholesterol,
triglycerides and fasting glucose levels. An intervention program consisting of nu-
trition education and physical exercise were planned and implemented for diabetic
and impaired fasting glucose participants under leadership of the health compan-
ion group for 13 weeks period.After this period, the participants were invited to
complete the post intervention survey questionnaire, anthropometric measure-
ments and laboratory tests.
Results: Finding of screening program showed; 14.2% of the population had his-
tory of hypertension, 36.3% with BMI ≥30 and 44.0% with 25 ≤ BMI <30.Systolic
blood pressure ≥140 observed in 12.7%, Diastolic blood pressure ≥90 in 24.8%.
Out of 1336 high risk individuals, 17% had Fasting Blood Sugar (FBS) ≥126
and 13.5% with FBS between 110-125. Percentages of participants with Triglyc-
eride (TG) ≥150 and cholesterol ≥200 were 33.8% and 23.5%, respectively.After
completion of the intervention, the mean FBS, HbA1C, TG and cholesterol were
decreased significantly. Although systolic and diastolic blood pressure and body
mass index were decreased, but the differences were not statistically significant.
The mean physical activity and exercise increased and consumption of frying
foods and saturated oil were decreased significantly in target population.
Conclusion: The results suggest that participatory community based intervention
could be a feasible model for reduction and control of risk factors of cardiovascular
diseases in diabetic patients.

P4207 | BENCH
The effect of recreational exercise, caloric restriction, and high
triglyceride diet in experimental menopause

A. Posa, A. Csonka, R. Szabo, K. Kupai, Z. Szalai, A. Magyarine Berko,
L. Daruka, S.Z. Torok, C.S. Varga. University of Szeged, Department of
Physiology, Anatomy, Neuroscience, Szeged, Hungary

Purpose: The incidence of cardiovascular diseases are significantly higher af-

ter occurrence of estrogen deficiency in menopausal age. Augmented level of
pro-inflammatory cytokines (tumor necrosis factor alpha; TNF-α) and activity
of myeloperoxidase (MPO) enzymes and decreased activity and expression of
heme-oxygenase (HO) are accompanying factors of heart and coronary diseases.
We investigated the effects of hormone deficiency after surgical menopause as
well as the recreational physical exercise (RPE) and nutrition on levels of TNF-α
and HO-1 and activity of MPO and HO enzyme systems from blood plasma and
tissue (heart left ventricle -LV) homogenates.
Methods: Female Wistar rats were divided into 12 groups. The two main groups
were the ovariectomized (OVX) and sham-operated (SO) groups. Both of the OVX
and SO groups were divided into trained and control (without exercise) groups.
We separated high trigliceride (HT), caloric restriction (CR) and normal (CTRL)
diet groups within running and control groups. The feeding and training period
were monitored over 12 weeks. TNF-α and HO-1 level were measured by ELISA
while the activity of HO and MPO enzymes were detected by spectrophotometric
assays.
Results: We found that the HO activity and HO-1 expression were significantly
decreased in OVX CTRL LV comparing with SO CTRL rats, which could be nor-
malized via CR and running. The HT diet reduced significantly the level of HO-1
in case of SO animals and this changes might be prevented by RPE.
The concentration of plasma TNF-α and MPO activity of heart were significantly
higher in OVX females as compared to the SO groups. The level of TNF-α and
MPO were reduced by CR diet while the activity of MPO was significantly de-
creased via RPE. The HT diet caused significant increase in TNF-α and MPO of
SO animals and this rising could be improved by RPE.
Conclusion: The OVX and HT diet are responsible for cardiovascular risk which
might be associated with inflammatory processes and the decreased function of
antioxidant systems, which could be improved by RPE.
Grant support: This research was supported by the European Union and the
State of Hungary, co-financed by the European Social Fund in the framework
of TÁMOP-4.2.4.A/ 2-11/1-2012-0001 “National Excellence Program” and by the
Bolyai scholarship.
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Relationship between habitual physical activity and arterial stiffness in
Himalayan high-altitude dwellers

R.M. Bruno1, K. Ujka1, A. Cogo2, E. Bernardi2, N. Dikic3, P. Sdringola4,
B. Bashyal5, S.S. Bhandari5, B. Basnyat5, L. Pratali1. 1Institute of Clinical
Physiology of CNR, Pisa, Italy; 2University of Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy; 3Antidoping
Agency of Serbia, Belgrade, Serbia; 4University of Perugia, Perugia, Italy; 5Nepal
International Clinic, Kathmandu, Nepal

Background: High-intensity physical activity has been associated with an in-
creased cardiovascular events. Aim of the study is to investigate the determinants
of arterial stiffness in Himalayan high-altitude dwellers, living in the rural village
of Chauricharka (Nepal, 2600 m s.l.) considering traditional cardiovascular risk
factors and, in particular, habitual physical activity level, as well as acclimatization
to high altitude.
Methods: 72 individuals (age 42±15yrs, age range 15-85, 23 men) were en-
rolled. Carotid-femoral pulse wave velocity (PWV) was assessed by applanation
tonometry (Sphygmocor, Atcor). Habitual physical activity was evaluated by In-
ternational Physical Activity Questionnaire, allowing the calculation of the Total
Physical Activity Score (TPAS). Medical history, brachial BP and anthropometric
parameters were taken. A blood sample was drawn to evaluate metabolic profile,
renal function and hemoglobin.
Results: In the studied population the prevalence of hypertension was 21%,
diabetes 7%, hypercholesterolemia 44% (LDL>130mg/dl), smoke 7%, obesity
10%, chronic kidney disease7% (GFR<60ml/min1.73mq), low HDL 49%, hyper-
triglyceridemia 24%. TPAS was 12807±5443 MET-minutes/week, with 97% of
the population performing a high level of physical activity. O2 saturation (SO2)
was 94.1±1.6%, and hemoglobin 15.0±1.4g/dl. Mean PWV was 7.2±1.6m/s
and, among the abovementioned CV risk factors, only hypertension was asso-
ciated with higher PWV (p=0.01). At the univariate analysis, PWV was associ-
ated with age (r=0.59, p<0.0001), mean blood pressure (r=0.45, p<0.001), and
TPAS (r=0.35,p<0.01), but not with SO2 or hemoglobin. In the multiple regres-
sion analysis, (including age, gender, SO2, mean blood pressure, TPAS) only
age (r2=0.37, p=0.0003) and TPAS (r2=0.11, p=0.001) remained independent
predictors of PWV.
Conclusions: Strenuous physical activity shows a positive, independent associ-
ation with increased arterial stiffness in Himalayan high-altitude dwellers, explain-
ing 11% of its variance. Conversely, PWV was not influenced by traditional CV
risk factors (except for age) or acclimatization to high altitude.
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Physical training and ikatp blockade maintain myocardial conduction
velocity after acute coronary occlusion in isolated rabbit heart

C. Soler1, L. Such-Miquel2, L. Brines3, I. Del-Canto3, N. Gallego4, G. Parra3,
J. Guerrero5, M. Zarzoso2, M. Koninckx4, L. Such Belenguer4. 1University
of Valencia, Dept. of Physiology, Valencia, Spain; 2University of Valencia,
Physiotherapy, Valencia, Spain; 3University of Valencia, Dept. of Physiology,
INCLIVA, Valencia, Spain; 4University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain; 5University
of Valencia, Electronic Engineering, Valencia, Spain

Purpose: Authors have published that beneficial effects on ischemic myocardium
produced by training can be due to KATP channel opening; nevertheless other
findings seem to support that training could operate through KATP channel block-
ade. On the other hand conduction velocity (CV) is a key factor implicated in the
onset of reentrant processes, as it is well known. It has been investigated the ef-
fect of physical training and the KATP channel blockade on the CV modifications
produced by myocardial acute ischemia: a) to assess both the protective effect
of training and KATP channel blockade on this parameter; and b) the possible
similarity between these two interventions. Our hypothesis is that the CV evolves
similarly in trained hearts and in hearts undergoing KATP channel blockade.
Methods: NZW rabbits were used, 5 were submitted to a six-week endurance
exercise training program (trained group), and 6 (glibenclamide group) and 5
(control group) were not trained. After exercise program, rabbits were anaes-
thetized (ketamine, 10 mg/kg i.v.), euthanized and the hearts excised, isolated
and perfused in a Langendorff system. A pacing electrode and a plaque with 256
recording electrodes were positioned on the left ventricle. The blockade of KATP
channels was performed by glibenclamide (10 μM). CV was measured during VF
(induced by pacing at increasing frequencies), dividing the distance between two
electrodes positioned 5 interelectrode spaces apart in a direction perpendicular
to the isochrones by the difference between their activation times (average of 5
determinations). The parameters were determined immediately before circumflex
coronary artery occlusion and five minutes after. An ANOVA test (two factors)
repeated measures on one factor was used to comparisons.
The results are shown in the table.
Ventricular conduction velocity

Control (5) Trained (5) Glibenclamide (6)

Pre-occlusion 49.12±3.12 44.67±2.54 45.03±3.72
Post-occlusion 39.72±1.91† 44.69±4.31‡‡ 45.81±3.30‡
CV is expressed in cm/s. †P<0.05 vs. pre-occlusion in control group. ‡P<0.05 and ‡‡P=0.10 vs.
post-occlusion in control group.

Conclusion: Physical training maintains the conduction velocity in the early acute
myocardial ischemia. This effect could be due, at least in part, to a KATP channel
blockade.

P4210 | BEDSIDE
Hypocaloric diet and exercise training improve postexercise
sympatho-vagal balance in patients with metabolic syndrome and
obstructive sleep apnea

F.X. Cepeda1, E. Toschi-Dias1, C. Maki-Nunes1, S. Rodrigues1,
M.U.P.B. Rondon2, L.F. Drager1, M.J.N.N. Alves1, G. Lorenzi-Filho1,
C.E. Negrao1, I.C. Trombetta1. 1Heart Institute (InCor), University of Sao Paulol,
Sao Paulo, Brazil; 2Heart Institute (InCor), School of Physical Education and
Sport, University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose: Previous study showed that patients with metabolic syndrome and ob-
structive sleep apnea (MetS+OSA) have impaired attenuation of heart rate re-
covery (HRR) after maximal exercise. The increase in sympathetic nerve activity
(SNA) is a mechanism involved in this alteration. We tested the hypothesis that
hypocaloric diet and exercise training (D+ET) improve the HRR, the heart rate
reserve and decrease muscle SNA (MSNA) in MetS patients with and without
OSA.
Methods: Never treated patients with MetS (ATP-III) with OSA (n=26) or with-
out OSA (n=19) were assigned into intervention groups, based in D+ET (D,-
500 kcal/day; ET, aerobic moderate intensity for 40 min, 3 times/week): 1)
MetS+OSA/D+ET (n=16); 2) MetS-OSA/D+ET (n=9); or no treatment groups as
control (C): 3) MetS+OSA/C (n=11), and 4) MetS-OSA/C (n=10) for 4 months. We
evaluated OSA (AHI >15 events/hour - polysomnography) and the MSNA (mi-
croneurography). We calculated the HRR (maximal HR minus HR in the 1st, 2nd
and 4th min of recovery) and the heart rate reserve (maximal HR minus resting
HR) through the HR registered in maximal exercise reached on cardiopulmonary
exercise test.
Results: Both groups D+ET improved metabolic profile, reduced body weight,
reduced MSNA and increased functional capacity. Furthermore, the group
MetS+OSA/D+ET reduced AHI (38±6 vs. 20±3 events/hr, P=0.02). Interestingly,
MetS+OSA/D+ET increased HRR at 2nd min (29±2 vs. 37±2 bpm, P=0.05) and
HRR at 4th min (43±2 vs. 52±2 bpm, P=0.03). The same results were ob-
served in MetS-OSA/D+ET with increase of HRR at 2nd min (30±2 vs. 41±2
bpm, P<0.01) and of 4th min (50±2 vs. 69±2 bpm, P<0.01). The heart rate re-
serve only increased in the MetS+OSA/D+ET (71±4 vs. 81±5 bpm, P=0.04). No
significant change was observed in C groups. In addition there was an inverse
correlation between MSNA and HRR at 2nd min (r=-0.45, P=0.003) and between
MSNA and DHRR at 4th min (r=-0.39, P=0.009).

Conclusion: Regardless of OSA, intervention by D+ET enhances the sympatho-
vagal balance on heart rate recovery after maximal exercise in patients with MetS.
In addition, in patients with MetS and OSA, the D+ET may have a more pro-
nounced effect, since they had also an increase in the chronotropic response
during progressive maximal exercise. (FAPESP #2011/17533-6

P4211 | BENCH
Exhaustive physical exercise induces myocardial oxidative damage
and left ventricular functional impairment in a rat model

A. Olah, B.T. Nemeth, C. Matyas, L. Hidi, E. Birtalan, D. Kellermayer, M. Ruppert,
M. Torok, B. Merkely, T. Radovits. Semmelweis University, Heart and Vascular
Center, Budapest, Hungary

Purpose: The role of physical exercise in the prevention and treatment of car-
diovascular diseases has been well-described, even though elevations in car-
dionecrotic biomarkers after prolonged exercise (i.e. ultramarathon running) were
observed. We aimed to establish and validate a rat model of acute exhaustive ex-
ercise and determine the biochemical, molecular biological, structural and func-
tional alterations in the heart.
Methods: Rats of the exercise group were forced to swim for 3h with 5% body
weight (workload) attached to the tail, control rats were taken into the water for
5min. 2 hours after completion of swimming we performed left ventricular (LV)
pressure-volume analysis using a pressure-conductance microcatheter to inves-
tigate LV function and mechanoenergetics. Additionally, blood and myocardium
samples were harvested for biochemical and histological examination. Alterations
of gene expressions were detected using qRT-PCR.
Results: When compared to controls, elevated plasma levels of cardiac troponin
T (0.131±0.022 vs. 0.025±0.006ng/ml, p<0.001), creatine kinase, transami-
nases and lactate dehydrogenase were detected after exhaustive exercise. His-
tological analysis showed sporadic fragmentation of myocardial structure, tissue
edema and leukocyte infiltration. Myocardial gene expression analysis showed
a significant increase of endogenous antioxidants (thioredoxin-1: 1.24±0.07 vs.
1.01±0.04, p<0.05) and dihydroethidium staining indicated robust generation
of superoxide anions after exhaustive exercise. We found a markedly signifi-
cant augmentation of Bax/Bcl-2 ratio (1.80±0.18 vs. 1.04±0.03, p<0.01) and the
proapoptotic activity was confirmed by semiquantitative analysis of TUNEL stain-
ing. Dysregulation of the matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) system (MMP-2/TIMP-
2 (tissue inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinase-2) ratio: 1.46±0.08 vs. 1.05±0.03,
p<0.01) was observed after exhaustive swimming. We observed increased end-
systolic volume, decreased ejection fraction (48±5 vs. 59±3%, p<0.001), im-
paired contractility (end-systolic elastance: 0.70±0.07 vs. 0.95±0.07mmHg/μl,
p<0.05) and mechanoenergetics (mechanical efficiency: 48±2 vs. 59±2%,
p<0.001) of LV in the exercise group.
Conclusions: Excessive physical activity has an adverse effect on the heart. En-
hanced oxidative stress and apoptotic signalling as well as MMP dysregulation
could underly the elevation of myocardial necrotic markers. The characteristic
molecular and histological alterations are associated with impairment of LV sys-
tolic function, contractility and mechanoenergetics.

P4212 | BENCH
Development and complete morphological and functional reversibility
of athletes heart in a rat model

A. Olah, A. Lux, B.T. Nemeth, C. Matyas, D. Kellermayer, M. Ruppert, L. Szabo,
G. Merkely, B. Merkely, T. Radovits. Semmelweis University, Heart and Vascular
Center, Budapest, Hungary

Purpose: Long-term exercise training is associated with characteristic structural
and functional cardiac adaptation termed athlete’s heart. However the effect of
discontuniation of the training (detraining) on left ventricular (LV) function is still
unclear. Our aim was to evaluate the development characteristics of athlete’s
heart and the reversibility of morphological and functional changes during de-
training.
Methods: Rats were divided into trained (n=15) and control (n=17) groups.
Trained rats swam 200 min/day for 12 weeks, while control rats were taken into
the water for 5 min/day. Detrained rats remained sedentary for 8 weeks after com-
pletion of the training protocol. We regularly performed echocardiographic mea-
surements to investigate development and regression of exercise-induced car-
diac changes. LV pressure-volume analysis was performed to calculate cardiac
functional parameters. LV samples were harvested for histological examination.
Myocardial gene expression analysis was performed using qRT-PCR.
Results: Echocardiographic examinations showed rapidly developing LV hy-
pertrophy in the trained group according to wall thickness values (LVmass in-
dex after training period: 2.45±0.09 vs. 2.07±0.07g/ttkg, p<0.05). This adapta-
tion regressed after detraining (LVmass index: 1.94±0.02 vs. 2.05±0.05g/ttkg,
p=0.0634), which was confirmed by post-mortem measured heart weight and
histological morphometry. Unchanged myocardial expression of TGF-β and β-
MHC and unaltered amount of LV collagen confirmed the physiologic nature of
the observed cardiac hypertrophy. Hemodynamic measurements indicated de-
creased LV end-systolic volume (LVESV: 75±5 vs. 100±7μl, p<0.05) along with
unchanged end-diastolic volume (EDV), improved systolic function and contrac-
tility (slope of the dP/dtmax-EDV relationship: 35.9±2.6 vs. 25.8±2.8Hgmm/s/μl,
p<0.05), ameliorated active relaxation and mechanoenergetics (mechanical ef-
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ficiency: 53±2 vs. 45±2%, p<0.05) after long-term exercise training. After the
detraining period regression of exercise-induced cardiac functional changes were
observed: LVESV (117±5 vs. 115±6μl, p=0.7846), active relaxation, LV contrac-
tility (slope of the dP/dtmax-EDV relationship: 30.5±1.7 vs. 28.4±4.3Hgmm/s/μl,
p=0.5871) and mechanoenergetic (mechanical efficiency: 50±2 vs. 48±5%,
p=0.7760) enhancement reverted completely to control values. Training and de-
training did not affect myocardial stiffness.
Conclusions: Our results confirm that the morphological and functional proper-
ties of exercise-induced physiologic LV hypertrophy completely regressed after
an eight week detraining period.

NOVEL ASPECTS OF EXERCISE TESTING AND
TRAINING

P4214 | BEDSIDE
Cardiopulmonary exercise testing as a diagnostic tool for the
detection of pulmonary hypertension and prognostic value in patients
with dilated cardiomyopathy

A. Hirashiki, T. Kondo, T. Okumura, R. Morimoto, S. Adachi, S. Shimazu,
K. Fukaya, A. Sawamura, K. Takeshita, T. Murohara. Nagoya University Graduate
School of Medicine, Nagoya, Japan

Purpose: Recently, it has become increasingly recognized that pulmonary hy-
pertension (PH) is a particularly threatening result of left-sided heart disease.
However, there are few investigations about the impact of CPX variables on PH
in dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
ability of crucial cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPX) variables to detect el-
evated pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP) and prognostic value in patients with
DCM.
Methods: Ninety subjects with DCM (52±13 years, 69%male) underwent cardiac
catheterization and CPX in our hospital. Predicted peak VO2 and the percentages
of the predicted values achieved were calculated. Receiver operator characteristic
(ROC) analysis was performed to assess the utility of CPX variables to distinguish
between the presence and absence of PH. We followed all patients for the inci-
dence of cardiac events for a mean of 4.3 years. Cardiac events were defined as
cardiac death and hospitalization due to worsening heart failure.
Results: Overall mean values were: mean PAP (mPAP), 18.0±9.6 mmHg;
plasma brain natriuretic peptide, 233±295 pg/mL; and left ventricular ejection
fraction, 30.2±11.0%. Patients were divided into 2 groups on the basis of mPAP,
namely DCM without PH group (mPAP<25 mmHg; n=75) and DCM with PH
group (mPAP ≥25 mmHg; n=15). Peak VO2 and VE/VCO2 slope were signif-
icantly lower and higher in DCM with PH than in DCM without PH (11.3±3.6
mL/kg/min, 19.2±4.8 mL/kg/min, P<0.0001, 38.6±9.7, 29.2±7.4, P=0.002, re-
spectively). The incidence of cardiac events were significantly higher in DCM with
PH than in DCM without PH by the Kaplan-Meier method (P=0.002). After adjust-
ment including the presence of PH, multivariate Cox proportional hazard analysis
revealed that peak VO2 was the only significant independent predictor of car-
diac events (odds ratio, 0.876; 95% confidence interval, 0.808 to 0.950). A cut-off
value of percentages of predicted peak VO2 of 52.5% was the best predictor of
a mPAP ≥25 mmHg by the ROC analysis (area under the curve [AUC: 0.911];
95%CI: 0.846-0.977, P<0.001). VE/VCO2 slope >31.01 added significant diag-
nostic value (AUC: 0.800; 95%CI: 0.686-0.913, P=0.001).
Conclusions: Lower peak VO2 and higher VE/VCO2 slope were strongly asso-
ciated with the presence of PH in patients with DCM. Moreover, peak VO2 was
an independent predictor of cardiac events in patients with DCM. Taken together,
CPX variables could have an important diagnostic utility for PH and provide prog-
nostic information in patients with DCM.

P4215 | BENCH
Comparison of peak cardiopulmonary performance parameters from a
robotics-assisted tilt table, a cycle ergometer and a treadmill

J. Saengsuwan1, M. Laubacher2, T. Nef3, K. Hunt2 on behalf of Institute
for Rehabilitation and Performance Technology, Bern University of Applied
Sciences, and ARTORG Center for Biomedical Engineering Research.. 1Bern
University of Applied Sciences and Bern University, Bern, Switzerland; 2Institute
for Rehabilitation and Performance Technology, Bern University of Applied
Sciences, Burgdorf, Switzerland; 3ARTORG Center for Biomedical Engineering
Research, Gerontechnology and Rehabilitation, Bern, Switzerland

Purpose: Robotics-assisted tilt table technology (RATT) provides cyclical step-
ping movement and physiological loading in immobilized patients. This may facil-
itate the estimation of peak cardiopulmonary performance parameters in patients
who have problems that may preclude testing on a treadmill or cycle ergometer.
We have augmented a RATT with force sensors in the thigh cuffs, a work rate esti-
mation algorithm and a custom visual feedback system to guide the subject’s work
rate. The aim of the study was to compare peak performance parameters and to
assess test-retest reliability in able-bodied subjects using the RATT, a treadmill
and a cycle ergometer.
Methods: Each subject performed 6 maximal exercise tests, with 2 tests on each
of the three exercise modalities (the cycle ergometer, the treadmill and the RATT).
The main outcome measures were peak oxygen uptake (VO2peak) and peak

heart rate (HRpeak). Differences in VO2peak and HRpeak were analysed using
repeated measures ANOVA. Linear regression analysis was used retrospectively
to investigate the possibility of estimating treadmill and cycle VO2peak using mea-
sured RATT VO2peak.The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC2,1) was used to
analyse the test-retest reliability of VO2peak for all three modes.
Results: 18 able-bodied subjects were included (10 male, 8 female; age
28.6±6.3 years, mean ± SD). Average VO2peak was 32.3, 40.2 and 45.9
mL/kg/min for RATT, the cycle ergometer and the treadmill, respectively
(p<0.001). The average HRpeak values were, respectively, 168.0, 178.8 and
183.8 beats/min (p<0.001). The regression equations for estimation of cycle and
treadmill VO2peak (L/min) were found to be -0.2 + 1.36*(RATT VO2peak) and
-0.1 + 1.45*(RATT VO2peak). These models have R2 of 0.90 and 0.89 (standard
error of estimation [SEE] of 0.27 and 0.30 L/min, respectively). The test-retest
ICC was 0.97 for RATT (95% confidence interval [CI] = 0.89 – 0.99), 0.98 for the
cycle ergometer (95% CI = 0.94 – 1.00) and 0.99 for the treadmill (95% CI = 0.95
– 1.00).
Conclusions: VO2peak obtained from RATT was lower than the treadmill and the
cycle ergometer. The high R2 and acceptable SEE from the predictive equations
show that the RATT VO2peak can estimate well the cycle and treadmill VO2peak
values. The VO2peak obtained from all 3 devices showed high test-retest reliabil-
ity. RATT may be an effective exercise testing approach for persons who cannot
perform the exercise testing on standard devices.

P4216 | BEDSIDE
Cardiac rehabilitation with exercise training in patients after
pulmonary thrombendarterectomy for severe chronic thromboembolic
pulmonary hypertension

R. Fujiwara, R. Kumasaka, T. Arakawa, M. Nakanishi, T. Noguchi, N. Nakanishi,
M. Ishihara, S. Yasuda, H. Ogawa, Y. Goto. National Cerebral and Cardiovascular
Center, Suita city,Osaka, Japan

Background: The benefit and risk of exercise-based cardiac rehabilitation (CR)
in patients after pulmonary thrombendarterectomy (PEA) for chronic thromboem-
bolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) remains unestablished.
Objective: To assess the effects of CR on exercise capacity and to determine the
predictors of good response to exercise training in patients after PEA.
Methods and results: We studied 49 patients (mean age 53.1±9.3years, fe-
male 61.2%) who participated in our CR program after PEA. Hemodynamic as-
sessment with right heart catheterization was done before and after the PEA
surgery. Cardiopulmonary exercise test was performed at the beginning and the
end of the 3-month CR. Exercise training consisted of aerobic endurance exer-
cise and supplementary low-intensity resistance training, with duration of 30-60
min and frequency of 3-5 times a week for 3 months. Oxygen saturation (SpO2)
was monitored by pulse oximetry and maintained above 85-90% during exercise
training. Before surgery, the patients had severe PH with mean pulmonary artery
pressure (PAP) of 46±11mmHg, which was ameliorated by PEA to 20±8mmHg
(p<0.001). However, their exercise capacity remained severely impaired; age-
and body weight-adjusted peak oxygen uptake (PVO2) at the beginning of CR
was only 53±11% of the predicted normal value. After the 3-month CR, PVO2
substantially increased by 31±21% on average (p<0.001). When we divided the
patients into two groups by the median value of the percent increase in PVO2
(%�PVO2), there was no significant difference between the two groups in the
baseline values of mean PAP, pulmonary vascular resistance, cardiac index, or
right ventricular ejection fraction. However, %�PVO2 showed a strong inverse
correlation with baseline PVO2 (r=-0.66, p<0.001). There was no major adverse
events during exercise training.
Conclusion: These findings suggest that CR with exercise training is effective in
safely improving exercise capacity in patients after PEA for CTEPH, regardless of
their severity of hemodynamics at baseline.

P4217 | BEDSIDE
Comparative efficacy of different exercise modalities in patients with
systolic heart failure

K.G. Adamyan, L.G. Tunyan, A.L. Chilingaryan, L.R. Tumasyan. Institute of
Cardiology, Yerevan, Armenia

Exercise has been proven to be of benefit in patients with systolic heart failure
(SHF). Most research has been done with moderate intensity aerobic training
(AT), data regarding high intensity aerobic intervals (IT) and resistance training
(RT) are much less available. We compared these exercise types to determine
their influence on LV performance (LVP) and functional status (FS) in patients
with SHF.
Methods: 214 pts 63±13 years (78 female) with SHF NYHA III, EF <40% were
randomized to three groups to receive AT (n=56), RT (n=53) or IT (n=55) for 4
weeks or passive group (PG, n=50). AT was performed on treadmill four times
per week for 30 min and 70% of peak heart rate (PHR). RT was implemented as
a weight lifting of 10 predetermined exercises of the upper and the lower body
(2 set of 10 repetitions) for the same duration and frequency with the intensity
of 50% of the one repetition maximum. IT was performed on treadmill as four
cycles of 4 min uphill walking at 95% PHR and 3 min recovery periods at 50%
PHR. Patients warm up and cool down for 5 min. EchoCG indexes of LV EDV,
ESV, maximal LA volume (LAVI), EF, E/Emseptal, LV global longitudinal 2D strain
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(GLS) and NTproBNP were obtained at the onset and the end of the study. FS
was assessed as peak VO2 consumption on 9 min self-powered treadmill test.
Baseline data were comparable between groups.
Results: All exercise groups improved E/Em and NTproBNP levels compared
to baseline and PG end-study unchanged parameters (E/Em: AT14.1±2.4 vs
11.8±1.4, p<0.05; RT13.7±2.1 vs 9.3±1.2, p<0.03; IT13.5±2.1 vs 9.2±1.1,
p<0.03; NTproBNP: AT1589±198 vs 937±69 pg/ml, p<0.05; RT1576±193 vs
534±35 pg/ml, p<0.02; IT1584±195 vs 513±35 pg/ml, p<0.02) without changes
in EF, EDVI and ESVI. E/Em and NTproBNP reductions were more in the RT
and IT groups compared with AT group and comparable in RT and IT groups
(E/Em: AT11.8±1.4 vs RT9.3±1.2 vs IT9.2±1.1, p<0.05; NTproBNP AT937±69
vs RT534±35 pg/ml vs IT513±35, p<0.05). The greater LAVI reduction was in
RT and IT (RT27±5 vs IT25±4 vs AT37±7, p<0.05) without changes in PG.
GLS was greater in all exercise groups with a greater degree in RT and IT (RT-
13.8±3.3% vs IT-14.2±3.7% vs AT-10.1±2.1, p<0.05) without changes in PG. FS
was improved in 37 pts (78%) in RT and 38pts (80%) in AT and 97% in IT com-
pare with baseline (AT13.7±1.4 to 18.3±1.6 ml/kg/min, p<0.05; RT13.6±1.4 to
18.6±1.7ml/kg/min, p<0.05; IT13.5±1.3 to 23.7±2.2 ml/kg/min, p<0.02).
Conclusion: All exercise types are beneficial in SHF. RT and IT better alter LA
remodeling and improve LVP. IT appears to be most preferable in terms of FS
improvement.

P4218 | BEDSIDE
High exercise capacity and low white blood cell counts are
determinants of survival up to 90 year: findings in a community based
study of 75-year-olds

G. Nilsson1, P.O. Hedberg2, J. Ohrvik3. 1University of Uppsala, Centre of Clinical
Research, Vasteras, Sweden; 2Department of Clinical Physiology, Central
Hospital,Västerås, Västerås, Sweden; 3Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

Purpose: The overarching aim was to explore potential predictors of up to 15 year
survival in 75-year-olds. A secondary aim was to study if the relative importance
of the potential predictors varied over time.
Methods and results: We performed logistic regression analyses by sex to
assess the associations between mortality and the variables given below in 191
men and 189 women – 61.5% of the 618 invited 75-year-olds from a Swedish
city. The variables comprised prevalent disease (diagnosed myocardial infarc-
tion/angina, hypertension, and diabetes), exercise test (exercise capacity mea-
sured as Metabolic equivalents (METS) and exercise systolic blood pressure (BP)
rise), established cardiovascular risk factors (HDL-cholesterol, triglycerides, sys-
tolic and diastolic blood pressure (BP), BMI, waist, and smoking) and other po-
tential risk factors (peak expiratory flow (PEF), QTc and QRS intervals in resting
ECG, white blood cell (WBC) counts, and creatinine). The most important fac-
tors for 15 year survival in men were METS (Odds ratio (OR); 95% confidence
interval for mortality per standard deviation unit:0.35; 023-0.54), PEF (OR: 0.45;
0.29-0.69), exercise systolic BP rise (OR: 0.51; 0.36-0.74), and QTc interval (OR:
1.70; 1.19-2.45). In women the most important factors were WBC counts (OR:
1.60; 1.17-2.18) and exercise systolic BP rise (OR: 0.67; 0.50-0.91). Their rela-
tive importance as predictors of <5, 5-10, and 10-15 year survival in men and
women are shown below.

Conclusions: In 75-year-old men the most important predictors of survival until
90 year were related to high exercise capacity and they were relatively stable over
time. In women the picture was more disparate. The relatively best predictors of
survival until 90 year were WBC counts and exercise systolic SP rise.

P4219 | SPOTLIGHT
Skeletal muscle pump may be one of major determinants of exercise
capacity in patients with chronic heart failure

T. Kondo1, S. Yamada2, C. Asai2, S. Kondo1, T. Matsuoka3, D. Tanimura1,
Y. Awaji1, R. Kato1. 1Nagoya Ekisaikai Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Nagoya,
Japan; 2Nagoya University Graduate School of Medicine, Rehabilitation
of Medical Science, Nagoya, Japan; 3Nagoya Ekisaikai Hospital, Dept. of
Rehabilitation, Nagoya, Japan

Background and purpose: Decreased skeletal muscle strength in heart failure
(HF) patients has been reported to well relate to the reduced peak oxygen con-
sumption (VO2). The underlying mechanism of its relationship, however, has not
been fully understood. During incremental exercise, in the normal elderly, stroke

volume increases first by augmentation of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF)
then by increased venous return because of inability to maintain ejection fraction.
In HF patients, this phenomenon may occur earlier than the normal subjects,
therefore, the ability to maintain preload during exercise could be a vital factor
to maintain exercise capacity. However, the contribution of skeletal muscle pump
function in lower leg to preload during exercise in HF patients has not been in-
vestigated. We, therefore, aimed to examine the contribution of skeletal muscle
pump function on the cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPX) parameters in HF
patients.
Methods: Eighty eight patients with HF underwent echocardiography, laboratory
measurements, and CPX on the same day. The bicycle ergometer was applied
for CPX with initial load of 20 watt for 4 minutes followed by 10 watts/min ramp to
patients’ volitional fatigue and respiratory gas variables were acquired by breath
by breath throughout exercise. We measured venous volume (VV) and ejected
volume (EV) of lower extremity by strain-gauge plethysmography during three
times of calf raise in standing position. We calculated leg ejection fraction (LEF)
(LEF=EV*100/VV) as the marker of skeletal muscle pump function.
Results: A data of 65 out of 88 patients were analyzed (23 patients were excluded
by atrial fibrillation). The average values of age, LVEF, hemoglobin level, peak
VO2, peak VO2/HR (peak O2 pulse), and LEF were 63.1, 48.6 [%], 13.1 [g/dl],
17.8 [mL/kg/min], 8.8 [ml/beat], and 48.6 [%], respectively. LEF significantly corre-
lated with peak O2 pulse (r=0.48, p<0.001) and peakVO2 (r=0.31, p=0.007). Mul-
tiple linear regression analysis revealed that LEF (β=0.449, p<0.001) and LVEF
(β=0.368, p=0.001) were significant determinants of peak O2 pulse. In HF with
reduced ejection fraction (EF<40%), LEF was more strongly correlated with peak
O2 pulse (r=0.60, p=0.009) than in HF with preserved ejection fraction (EF�50%)
(r=0.31, p=0.09).
Conclusions: The findings of this study demonstrated that the skeletal muscle
pump function contributes to achieve stroke volume during exercise in HF pa-
tients. This function may be more important factor to maintain exercise capacity
especially in HF with reduced ejection fraction.

P4220 | BEDSIDE
A single session of inspiratory muscle training improves autonomic
imbalance resulting in the reduction of stress reaction in patients with
chronic heart failure

N. Hamazaki1, T. Masuda2, K. Kamiya1, R. Shimizu3, M. Kato3, Y. Kamada3,
S. Tanaka3, A. Aoyama3, C. Noda4, J. Ako4. 1Cardiac Rehabilitation Room,
Kitasato University Hospital, Sagamihara, Japan; 2Department of Rehabilitation,
School of Allied Health Sciences, Kitasato University, Sagamihara, Japan;
3Kitasato University Graduate School of Medical Sciences, Sagamihara, Japan;
4Department of Cardio-angiology, Kitasato University School of Medicine,
Sagamihara, Japan

Background: Inspiratory muscle training (IMT) is well known to increase respira-
tory muscle strength and exercise capacity in patients with chronic heart failure
(CHF). Several studies have shown that increased inspiratory muscle strength
augments respiratory tidal volume and consequently reduces sympathetic ner-
vous activity. On the other hand, higher serum level of cortisol has been reported
to be a poor prognostic factor in CHF patients. Continual exposure to mental or
physical stress stimulates their sympathetic nervous activity and promotes corti-
sol secretion. The immediate effects of IMT on autonomic nervous system and
stress reaction are still unclear, although a long-term IMT reduces sympathetic
nervous activity. We investigated the immediate effects of IMT on sympathetic
and parasympathetic nervous activities and stress reaction in CHF patients.
Methods: Twenty patients with compensated CHF (67.0±10.8 years, 15 males)
were enrolled, who underwent cardiac rehabilitation during hospitalization. The
patients who received thoracic surgery within 6 months or had chronic respiratory
disease were excluded from this study. We measured maximum inspiratory pres-
sure (PImax) as an inspiratory muscle strength using pressure transducer con-
nected to a spirometry. Patients performed the IMT with inspiratory load of 30%
PImax for 10 minutes. Blood pressure, cardiac output (CO) and systemic vascu-
lar resistance (SVR) were continuously measured with a non-invasive blood pres-
sure monitoring device as cardiovascular responses. Low-frequency (LF) com-
ponent in blood pressure variability and high-frequency (HF) component in heart
rate variability were analyzed before and after IMT to assess sympathetic and
parasympathetic nervous activities, respectively. Salivary cortisol concentration
was measured using ELISA method before and after IMT as an index of stress
reaction. The Wilcoxon signed rank test was performed to assess the statistical
differences in autonomic nervous activity and stress reaction before and after IMT.
Results: HF component increased significantly from 134.7±237.0 before IMT
to 217.7±293.0 ms2 after IMT (p<0.05), and LF component decreased from
14.2±26.2 to 3.8±3.8 ms2 (p<0.05). CO increased significantly from 4.2±1.7
to 4.6±1.8 L/min (p<0.05), and SVR decreased from 2,162.1±1,339.0 to
1,454.4±524.0 dyn·s/cm5 (p<0.05). Salivary cortisol concentration decreased
significantly from 2.3±0.7 to 1.7±0.6 ng/mL (p<0.05).
Conclusion: A single session of IMT improved autonomic nervous imbalance
resulting in the reduction of stress reaction in patients with CHF.
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Cardiopulmonary exercise testing to identify patients with pulmonary
hypertension

L. Bruch1, D. Albrecht1, A. Obst2, R. Ewert2. 1ukb Berlin, Berlin, Germany;
2University Medicine of Greifswald, Greifswald, Germany

Background: The importance of cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET) as a
cost-efficient, safe and non-invasive method in the functional characterization and
treatment-control of patients with confirmed pulmonary hypertension (PH) is un-
doubted. Less well established is the capability oft CPET to distinguish between
patients with and without PH as well as between pre- and postcapillary PH.
Patients and methods: We retrospectively investigated the data of 340
patients who underwent resting right-heart catheterization and treadmill CPET
within 30 days. Patients were classified into groups based on hemodynamic crite-
ria: non-PH (PAPmean <25 mmHg; PCWP <15 mmHg) and PH (PAPmean ≥25
mmHg).The PH group was further divided into precapillary PH (PAPmean ≥25
mmHg; PCWP ≤15 mmHg) and postcapillary PH (PAPm ≥25 mmHg; PCWP >15
mmHg). Nominal scaled data were compared by Chi-squared-test and CPET data
were compared by Kruskal-Wallis-Test. Values of p<0,017 (pre- vs. postcapillary
PH) and p<0,001 (PH vs. non-PH) were considered significant. A receiver op-
erating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed to evaluate specific cut-off
values to differentiate PH from non-PH and pre- from postcapillary PH. An area
under the curve (AUC) >75% was classified as clinical relevant.
Results: We identified 230 patients with PH, 60 with precapillary PH and 170 with
postcapillary PH. 110 patients were classified as non-PH. PH-patients did differ
from non-PH relative to each CPET value (HR, VO2/HR, VO2, pETCO2, EqCO2,
respectively at peak exercise and at anaerobic threshold (AT), and the VE/VCO2-
slope). ROC analysis showed an AUC >75% for VO2@AT ≤11,8 ml/min/kg and
peak VO2 ≤15,9 ml/min/kg to differentiate between PH and non-PH. Patients
with precapillary PH showed significant lower VO2/HR and pETCO2 respectively
at peak exercise and AT and a higher EqCO2@AT and VE/VCO2-slope as com-
pared to postcapillary PH. ROC analysis for these values did not show an AUC
>75%.
Conclusion: Patient with PH have a significant lower exercise capacity and a
worse ventilatory efficacy as compared to non-PH. Cut-off values for VO2@AT
≤11,8 ml/min/kg and peakVO2 ≤15,9 ml/min/kg were identified to detect a PH by
CPET. It was not possible to differentiate patients with pre- from postcapillary PH
by specific cut-off values of CPET parameters.

P4222 | BEDSIDE
Significance of impaired heart rate response to exercise in diabetes

N. Sydo1, B. Merkely1, J.G. Murphy2, T.G. Allison2. 1Semmelweis University
Heart Center, Budapest, Hungary; 2Mayo Clinic, Sports Cardiology Clinic,
Rochester, United States of America

Background: Diabetes may have neurologic effects including autonomic impair-
ment which turn affects the heart rate (HR) response to exercise. We assessed
resting HR, peak HR, percent of age predicted maximal HR and HR recovery
(peak HR- HR at 1 minute post peak exercise in active recovery at 1.7 MPH/0%
grade) according to diabetes and determined the role of HR in survival in dia-
betes.
Methods: Non-imaging exercise tests performed on patients 20-91 years of age
on the Bruce protocol from 1-1-94 to 1-5-06 were included. Patients with base-
line cardiovascular diseases or on drugs that influence heart rate were excluded.
Because diabetes and HR responses were not equally distributed by sex, we per-
formed separate analyses for men and women. T-tests for continuous and Chi-
square tests for categorical variables were used to compare HR responses by
diabetes and sex. We determined total mortality according to diabetes by Cox re-
gression adjusted for age and sex. The influence of HR responses was assessed
by adding HR recovery (reflecting parasympathetic tone) and peak HR (reflecting
sympathetic tone) into the Cox model.
Results: A total of 29,960 patients (69% men) of whom 1630 diabetics (5.4%)
were included. HR responses by diabetes and sex are shown in the Table. Both
male and female diabetics had higher rest HR, lower peak HR and lower HR
reserve and HR recovery compared to non-diabetics. There were 999 deaths
(3.3%) over a median follow-up of 12.3±3.1 years. Diabetes was a significant age-
and-sex-adjusted predictor of mortality (hazard ratio = 1.55 with 95% CL 1.27 –
1.81, p<0.0001). Peak HR <85% predicted (hazard ratio = 1.62 with 95% CL1.31
– 1.96, p<0.0001) and abnormal HR recovery <13 bpm (hazard ratio = 1.62 with
95% CL 1.42 – 1.84, p<0.0001) both contributed to risk.

Heart rate responses by diabetes and sex

Men Women
Normal Diabetes p Normal Diabetes p

(N=19,575) (N=1,223) (N=8,755) (N=407)

Peak HR (bpm) 167.9±17.3 157.2±18.1 <0.0001 165.2±16.0 158.2±15.4 <0.0001
HR reserve (bpm) 91.5±18.7 76.3±18.9 <0.0001 83.9±17.1 72.2±16.5 <0.0001
HR recovery 17.7±7.8 14.6±7.9 <0.0001 17.2±8.3 14.4±7.9 <0.0001
Abnormal HR recover (%) 24.2 39.6 <0.0001 28.1 41.8 <0.0001

Conclusions: Diabetics have abnormal HR responses to exercise and these ab-
normalities are independently associated with reduced long-term survival.

P4223 | BEDSIDE
Linear discriminant analysis of heart rate variability differentiates
between autonomic modulation induced by acute physical and
psychophysiological stress

C. Cataldi, D. Brisinda, A. Venuti, E. Iantorno, K. Efremov, R. Fenici. Catholic
University of the Sacred Heart, Biomagnetism Center, Clinical Physiology, Rome,
Italy

Purpose: Heart rate variability (HRV) is increasingly used to study the psy-
chophysiology of stress in laboratory environment. However, in the real life, it can
be difficult to differentiate the relative contribution of psychophysiological stress
(PS) and physical stress (PhS) when their effects may overlap, such as during mil-
itary or police tactical operations, or critical incidents. This study aimed to assess
the predictive accuracy of HRV parameters in differentiating autonomic modu-
lations induced by maximal PhS and by PS during realistic operational training
(OT).
Methods: 12-lead ECG of 40 police officers (POs) was continuously monitored
during rest daily activity (control state) and during highly demanding OT scenarios
implying high PS without or with minimal PhS. All POs underwent, in a separate
session, an exercise test with bicycle ergometer until muscle exhaustion. Base-
line clinical and psychological assessment was performed on the days of the
OT session. Behavior and tactical outcome were monitored with multiple video
cameras. Quantitative estimates of time-domain (TD), frequency-domain (FD),
and nonlinear HRV parameters were computed from standard (300-seconds),
short-term (120-seconds) and very short-term (60-seconds) intervals. Preliminar-
ily time-varying (TV) spectral HRV analysis was used to visualize transient fluc-
tuations of FD components. Discriminant Analysis (DA) was applied to evaluate
which HRV parameters (or their combination) were efficient to provide adequate
separation between PhS and PS.
Results: TV HRV analysis provided dynamic imaging of transient autonomic
adaptation induced by PS and/or PhS. Quantitative estimation of the major-
ity of TD and FD HRV parameters was not significantly affected by shortening
the length of the explored time-segments (from 300 to 60 seconds), as demon-
strated by the intraclass correlation coefficient >0.70. DA differentiated PhS from
PS with best predictive accuracy of single HRV parameters ranging between
82% and 92% (SD1/SD2 and SDNN/RMSSD, measured from 60-seconds and
120-seconds intervals, respectively). The highest classification accuracy (93%)
was obtained with the combination of NL SD1/SD2 (Poincaré plot), rplmean and
rpadet (recurrence plot).
Conclusions: TV HRVa is efficient in evidencing transient changes of autonomic
modulation of the heart rate during realistic OT. Quantitative estimate of HRV pa-
rameters is not significantly affected by shortening the duration of the explored
time-window from 300 to 60 seconds. DA of HRV features may be useful to eval-
uate PS induced by realistic police OT and to distinguish it from overlapping PhS.

DETAILS OF EXERCISE TRAINING AND TESTING
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Clinical validation of fractional flow reserve in aorto-iliac lesion;
a comparison with post-exercise ankle brachial index

H. Hioki, Y. Miyashita, T. Miura, S. Ebisawa, A. Izawa, T. Tomita, J. Koyama,
U. Ikeda. Shinshu University School of Medicine, Department of Cardiovascular
Medicine, Matsumoto, Japan

Purpose: Post-exercise ankle brachial index (ABI) is an essential testing for
symptomatic peripheral artery disease (PAD) patients with normal resting ABI. In
many cases, typical claudication may not occur in patients with co-morbidity that
prevent sufficient exercise to produce limb symptoms, causing underestimate of
limb status. Recently, fractional flow reserve (FFR) has been used as a physi-
ological assessment of stenosis. However, there were no reports regarding use
of FFR to evaluate severity of stenosis in aorta-iliac artery. The purpose of this
study was to evaluate that FFR may correlate post-exercise ABI and could be an
alternative tool for physiological assessment of stenosis.
Methods: Fifteen PAD patients underwent baseline resting and post-exercise ABI
using treadmill testing (2.4km/h, 12% grade, 5minutes). All patients had an accel-
erated peak systolic velocity in duplex ultrasound and underwent catheter an-
giography for further examination. Pre-interventional FFR was performed during
angiography using a 0.014” pressure guidewire and recorded with papaverine.
We evaluated the correlation between post-exercise ABI and FFR with papaver-
ine. And then, we assessed cut-off value for detecting aorto-iliac artery ischemia
comparing to patients without claudication and obvious stenosis at angiography.
Results: Mean baseline resting ABI and post-exercise ABI were 0.89±0.13 and
0.65±0.22 in overall, respectively. In 15 PAD patients, 6 patients had normal or
borderline resting ABI. Three out of these 6 patients had 20% drops in post-
exercise ABI compared to resting ABI. In present analysis, a significant linear
correlation was observed between the post-exercise ABI and the FFR at hyper-
emia (r=0.825; p<0.001). A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis of
the ability of FFR at hyperemia to predict significant stenosis gave an area un-
der the ROC curve of 0.853 (95%CI 0.687-1.000, p=0.021). The optimal cut-
off FFR value at hyperemia was 0.78 with sensitivity of 100% and specificity of
73%.
Conclusions: We could show that a significant linear correlation between post-
exercise ABI and FFR in an aorto-iliac lesion for the first time. FFR measurement
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could be an alternative tool to post-exercise ABI in physiological assessment of
stenosis because FFR isn’t influenced by co-morbidity and limb status.

P4226 | BEDSIDE
Clinical significance of a spiral phenomenon in the plot of CO2 output
against O2 uptake in heart failure patients with oscillatory breathing

T. Himi1, A. Koike2, O. Nagayama3, K. Sakurada3, T. Yamashita3, K. Aonuma2.
1Kawaguchi Kogyo General Hospital, Kawaguchi, Japan; 2University of Tsukuba,
Faculty of Medicine, Tsukuba, Japan; 3The Cardiovascular Institute, Tokyo,
Japan

Background: Although some cardiac patients with oscillatory breathing (OB)
present a spiral phenomenon (SP) in the plot of VCO2 vs. VO2 during exercise,
its clinical significance has not been clarified.
Methods: Consecutive 772 patient who performed cardiopulmonary exercise
testing and whose NYHA functional class is � II were served as the subjects.
Cardiopulmonary indices and total death during the prospective follow-up period
of 4.5±2.5 years were compared between patients with OB (n=85) and those
without it (n=687), and also between patients with SP (n=22) and those without it
(n=63) among the patients with OB.
Results: As compared to the patients without OB, those with OB had signifi-
cantly lower peak VO2 (13.6±4.7 vs. 15.1±5.1 mL/min/kg, p=0.01) and higher
VE-VCO2 slope (40.7±11.1 vs 34.9±8.8, p<0.001), although the presence of
OB was not significantly related to the prognosis. Among the patients with OB, pa-
tients with SP had lower peak VO2 (10.0±2.9 vs 14.8±4.6 mL/min/kg, p<0.001)
and higher VE-VCO2 slope (47.8±11.8 vs. 38.4±9.9, p=0.01), than those without
SP. The patients with SP had significantly higher mortality than those without it
(p<0.01).

The plot of VCO2 vs. VO2 during exercise

Conclusion: The spiral phenomenon of VCO2 vs. VO2 plot is significantly related
to cardiopulmonary dysfunction and poor prognosis in heart failure patients.

P4227 | BEDSIDE
Vascular endothelial dysfunction is an independent predictor for
excessive blood pressure elevation during exercise simulating the
ordinary activities of daily living in patients with hypertension

S. Tanaka1, T. Masuda2, K. Tanaka2, K. Kamiya1, N. Hamazaki1, R. Shimizu1,
Y. Kamada1, A. Aoyama2, M. Yamaoka-Tojo2, J. Ako3. 1Kitasato University,
Graduate School of Medical Sciences, Sagamihara, Japan; 2Kitasato University,
School of Allied Health Sciences, Department of Rehabilitation, Sagamihara,
Japan; 3Kitasato University, School of Medicine, Department of Cardiovascular
Medicine, Sagamihara, Japan

Background: Excessive blood pressure (BP) elevation was frequently observed
during exercise at low or moderate workload in patients with hypertension (HT),
although their BP at rest was successfully controlled with antihypertensive treat-
ment. Vascular endothelial dysfunction has been reported to cause excessive BP
elevation during treadmill exercise test in HT patients. However, it is still unknown
whether vascular endothelial dysfunction contributes to excessive BP elevation
during exercise simulating the ordinary activities of daily living (ADL) in them. The
purpose of this study was to investigate whether vascular endothelial dysfunction
induced excessive BP elevation during exercise simulating the ordinary ADL in
them.
Methods: We recruited 65 outpatients with HT aged 68±6 years, whose BP
at rest was controlled below 140/90 mmHg, and 42 age-matched community-
dwelling healthy individuals as control. We measured high-sensitivity C-reactive
protein (hs-CRP) and assessed homeostasis model assessment ratio (HOMA-R)
as parameters of vascular inflammation and insulin resistance, respectively. We
also measured reactive hyperemia index (RHI) as a parameter of vascular en-
dothelial function and evaluated an arteriosclerosis using a brachial-ankle pulse
wave velocity and intima-media thickness of the carotid artery. The intensity of ex-
ercise simulating the ordinary ADL was defined as 75% of peak heart Rate (HR)
that was measured with treadmill exercise test. BP elevation during the exercise
was determined as the difference from systolic BP (SBP) at rest to peak SBP
during cycle ergometer exercise test that was performed at the exercise intensity

of 75% peak HR (�SBP). The patients were divided into two groups based on
the median of �SBP obtained from the age-matched healthy individuals: exces-
sive �SBP and normal �SBP groups. We compared all parameters between the
two groups and analyzed the relationship between RHI and �SBP in all patients.
Multiple regression analysis was used to detect the predictors for excessive BP
elevation during the exercise.
Results: RHI was significantly lower in the excessive �SBP group than in the
normal �SBP group (P<0.05) and negatively correlated with �SBP in all pa-
tients (r=-0.313, P<0.05). Multiple regression analysis identified RHI (β=-0.297,
P<0.05), HOMA-R (β=0.347, P<0.05) and hs-CRP (β=0.412, P<0.01) as signifi-
cant independent predictors for excessive �SBP (R2=0.28).
Conclusion: Vascular endothelial dysfunction was an independent predictor for
excessive BP elevation during exercise simulating the ordinary ADL in patients
with HT.

P4228 | BEDSIDE
Regular training in patients with advanced heart failure (NYHA III) and
implantable cardioverter-defibrillator - a prospective 18-months
observation

E. Smolis-Bak, R. Dabrowski, H. Rymuza, B. Kazimierska, T. Chwyczko,
I. Kowalik, K. Gepner, H. Szwed. National Institute of Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland

Background: Exercise, beside drug therapies and procedures, is one of the heart
failure (CHF) treatment options. The aim of the study was to evaluate the impact
of individual training on the level of physical capacity and echocardiographic pa-
rameters in patients with CHF (NYHA III) and implantable cardioverter-defibrillator
(ICD).
Methods: The study included 86 ICD patients hospitalized for worsening CHF,
randomly assigned to one of two groups: with regular training (ICD -Ex) and con-
trol group (ICD-Control). ICD-Ex group participated in a comprehensive hospital
rehabilitation program which after the discharge has been individually continued
for 6- months in an outpatient setting. ICD–Control group was trained only during
hospitalization, but after discharge did not perform any controlled activities. Prior
to discharge, at 6 and 18 months ergospirometry test (CPX) was performed in
all patients. Standard echocardiographic examination (2D plus Doppler) and 6-
minute walk test (6- MWT) were additionally completed.
Results: ICD-Ex group finally consisted of 37 pts, age 63.6±9.1 and ICD-Control
– of 40 pts, age 61.7±10.0. Groups did not differ in terms of demographic and
clinical features. Ischemic etiology of CHF was most prevalent (ICD–Ex: 73% vs.
ICD-Control: 65%). After training and after 18 months most of the parameters of
CPX in the ICD-Ex group improved significantly: peak VO2, p=0.017, peak VO2
(%), p=0.0025, peak VCO 2, p=0.0002, time effort, p=0.0083, Watt, p=0.0057,
METs, p=0.047. In the group of ICD-Control there was no significant improve-
ment of any parameter. LV systolic dimension remained significantly lower at 18
months in the group of ICD -Ex, and in ICD-control group did not differ com-
pared to initial examination. LV EF in both groups significantly increased at 6
and 18 months compared to baseline testing. Distance of 6-MWT was signifi-
cantly improved (377.4±118, after 6 months 491±127 and 18 months 490±137,
p<0.0001) in the ICD-Ex group and was longer (p<0,05) than in the ICD-control
group (respectively: 378±82, 423±114, 422±111, ns). Number of ICD interven-
tions: 1 in ICD-Ex, 5 in ICD-Control (in 5 pts), ns.
Conclusions: Individual, 6-month exercise program used in patients with severe
heart failure after implantation of ICD contributed to a significant improvement in
exercise tolerance, exercise capacity and echocardiographic parameters. Individ-
ually selected rehabilitation in these patients was safe and should be a crucial
part of a complex treatment necessary to maintain their optimal clinical condition.

P4229 | BEDSIDE
CHA2DS2-VASc scores are associated with exercise capacity in
patients with AF: Linkage between diastolic dysfunction and
thromboembolic risk

M.-J. Kim1, D.S. Jeon1, S.M. Seo1, S.H. Kim2, H.O. Jung2, H.J. Youn2,
S.N. Lee2, I.H. Jung3, H.S. Seo4. 1Incheon St.Mary’s hospital, Incheon, Korea,
Republic of; 2Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital, Seoul, Korea, Republic of; 3Sejong
General Hospital, Bucheon, Korea, Republic of; 4Soonchunhyang University
Hospital, Bucheon, Korea, Republic of

Background: CHA2DS2-VASc score is popular tool for thrombo-embolic
risk stratification in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF). Each components of
CHA2DS2-VASc score is well-known risk factor for diastolic heart failure. Intra-
atrial blood stasis resulting AF might cause unfavorable effect to diastolic fill-
ing and exercise capacity, as well as thrombus formation. We tried to evaluate
whether CHA2DS2-VASc score is associated with exercise capacity and diastolic
dysfunction function in patients with AF.
Methods: Consecutive patients with persistent non-valvular AF and preserved
functional capacity (NYHA I-II) were enrolled prospectively. The clinical charac-
teristics, plasma BNP, echocardiography, and exercise capacity (peak oxygen
uptake, peak VO2) using cardiopulmonary exercise test were compared with
CHADS2-VASc scores.
Results: Among study population (n=57, 31 men, mean age= 61±9 years), fe-
male patients were older and had higher CHA2DS2-VASc score than male pa-
tients. Peak VO2 value was correlated with age (r= -0.595, p<0.001), CHA2DS2-
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VASc score (r= -0.613, p<0.001), estimated glomerular filtration rate (r=0.429,
p=0.001), resting BNP level (r= -0.628, p<0.001) and diastolic index of E/E’ ratio
(r= -0.456, p=0.013). Age (b= -0.366, p=0.004) and CHA2DS2-VASc score (b=
-0.427, p=0.004) were independent predictor for peak VO2 value.

Figure 1

Conclusion: CHA2DS2-VASc score is associated with exercise capacity in pa-
tients with chronic AF. Diastolic dysfunction is thought to the major mechanism of
both exercise capacity and thromboembolism. Patients with high CHA2DS2-VASc
score need to careful monitoring for the development of heart failure.

P4230 | BEDSIDE
Blood pressure recovery after maximal exercise at high altitude in mild
hypertensive subjects and effects of antihypertensive combination
treatment

A. Faini1, S. Caravita1, M. Lang2, J.L. Macarlupu3, E. Salvioni4, J. Rossi1,
G. Bilo1, F.C. Villafuerte3, P. Agostoni4, G. Parati5 on behalf of HIGHCARE -
ANDES investigators. 1Istituto Auxologico Italiano, S.Luca Hospital, Dept of
Cardiovascular, Neural and Metabolic Sciences, Milan, Italy; 2Universidad de
Antofagasta, Dept of Kinesiology, Antofagasta, Chile; 3Universidad Peruana
Cayetano Heredia, Lima, Peru; 4Cardiology Center Monzino IRCCS, Milan, Italy;
5Istituto Auxologico Italiano and University of Milan-Bicocca, Milan, Italy

Purpose: Exposure to high-altitude (HA) hypoxia increases resting and ambula-
tory blood pressures (BP). No data are available on systolic BP (SBP) at peak
exercise and during recovery in hypertensive subjects acutely exposed to HA.
Methods: 55 mild-hypertensives from HIGHCARE-ANDES study (age 57.5±8.9;
29M) performed an incremental cardiopulmonary exercise test to exhaustion in 3
conditions: at sea-level (SL) off-treatment (SLbas) and 6-weeks after double-blind
randomization (SLtx) to Telmisartan (T)/Nifedipine (N)-GITS (n=27) or placebo
(PL, n=28); and on the 1° full day of permanence at 3260m (Huancayo-Perù)
under randomized treatment. For all of them SBP values were available at rest, at
peak exercise, and at 1-3-5-7-10min recovery.
Results: At SLbas there were no differences among the two treatment groups.
HA exposure increased SBP at rest in both groups, although SBP was signifi-
cantly lower in T/N group. At peak exercise SBP was similar between SLtx and
HA, but peak exercise at HA corresponded to a 13% lower (p<0.001) oxygen
consumption. T/N-GITS reduced SBP not only at rest, but also at peak exercise
and during recovery both at SLtx and at HA.
For the first 3min immediately after exercise, SBP was similar between SLtx and
HA, either on T/N-GITS or on PL. Conversely at 5-7-10°min of recovery SBP was
higher at HA than at SLtx, either on T/N-GITS or on PL (figure).

Conclusions: In hypertensive subjects:
– recovery of SBP towards resting values after maximal exercise is slower at
HA, possibly due to an impairment of the autonomic cardiovascular regulation in
hypoxic conditions;
– T/N-GITS effectively reduces SBP both at SL and at HA, at rest, at peak exer-
cise, and throughout recovery.
These findings should be considered when managing hypertensive subjects plan-
ning an acute exposure to HA.

P4231 | BEDSIDE
Exercise oscillatory ventilation occurrence in a population at risk
without cardiac dysfunction: insights from the EURO(pean) EX(ercise)
population-based study

M. Pellegrino, G. Generati, V. Donghi, F. Bandera, E. Alfonzetti, V. Labate,
M. Guazzi. IRCCS Policlinico San Donato, Heart Failure Unit, San Donato M.se,
Italy

Background: Among exercise-derived variables that may define cardiovascular
risk, oxygen consumption (VO2) is an established indicator of prognosis. Gas ex-
change analysis allows to define a series of ventilator and metabolic parameters
that may add to characterize the level of risk. We aimed at assessing the exercise
gas exchange analysis phenotype in the general population at risk for cardiovas-
cular disease enrolled in the EUROEX study.
Methods: 373 asymptomatic subjects (mean age 59±14 years; male 48%; BMI
28±6 kg/m2)with different cardiovascular risk factors (hypertension 64%, dyslipi-
demia 48%, smoking 20%, diabetes 14%) underwent a maximal cardiopulmonary
exercise testing (CPET) with personalized ramp protocol.
Results: The population was divided into two groups according to the occurrence
of EOV (Table). Subjects in the EOV group showed a reduced tolerance to exer-
cise (lower peak VO2, % of predicted VO2, peak O2 pulse and delta VO2/delta
WR) and a worse ventilator efficiency (steeper VE/VCO2).

Table 1

Variables No EOV (n=316) EOV (n=57) P value

Age (y) 59±14 61±13 ns
Male (%) 53.8 21 <0.05
BMI (kg/mq) 28±5 28±5 ns
Peak VO2 (ml/min/kg) 20.2±7.4 15.8±3.6 0.0000
% of predicted VO2 74±21 62±15 0.0000
VE/VCO2 slope 25.5±3.8 26.6±4.1 0.08
HRR (bpm) 17±11 15±10 ns
Peak O2 pulse (ml/beat) 11.5±3.9 9.3±2.7 0.0000
Work (Watt) 120±49 120±50 ns
�VO2/�Work rate 9.5±1.5 9±2 0.07
End-tidal CO2 (mmHg) 39.5±4 37.4±4 <0.05

Conclusions: In the sample population investigated, an oscillatory gas exchange
pattern was documented in 15.3% of population. For the same level of risk and
demographic characteristics, this group of patients exhibited a lower performance
and a worse ventilation efficiency. These findings may provide the bases for a
more-in-depth definition of abnormal exercise phenotypes worth of special con-
sideration.

P4232 | BEDSIDE
Effect of combined cognitive-exercise training on vascular and
cognitive function in patients with mild cognitive impairment: the Train
the Brain study

R.M. Bruno1, S. Del Turco1, F. Stea1, T. Navarra1, S. Sbrana1, R. Iannarella2,
L. Ghiadoni2, N. Berardi3, R. Sicari1, E. Picano1. 1Institute of Clinical Physiology
of CNR, Pisa, Italy; 2University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy; 3Institute of Neuroscience of
CNR, Pisa, Italy

Objective: Vascular factors are possibly involved in cognitive decline develop-
ment, related both to vascular and Alzheimer dementia. Aim of this study was to
evaluate the effects on cognitive and vascular function of a combined cognitive-
exercise training in mild cognitive impairment (MCI), an initial stage of cognitive
decline associated with a higher incidence of dementia.
Methods: 45 individuals with MCI (31 men, age 75±5 years, BMI 27±4 kg/mq,
3 smokers, 24 hypertensives, 9 diabetics, 5 with previous CV events) underwent
a combined 7-month cognitive (6h/week) and exercise training (3h/week). Vascu-
lar function was evaluated by means of endothelium-dependent (flow-mediated-
dilation, FMD) and independent (response to glyceryl trinitrite – GTN) vasodilation
of the brachial artery (BA), pulse wave velocity (PWV), hematopoietic (CD34+)
and endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs). Cognitive function was evaluated by
means of the ADAS-cog scale (higher values indicating worse performance).
Results: Mean blood pressure (MBP) was significantly reduced after 7-month
training (95±9 to 91±9, p=0.007). FMD was significantly increased (2.86±1.77
to 3.85±2.03, p=0.04), whereas BA diameter, baseline and hyperemic shear rate
and GTN were not modified. PWV was unchanged (10.4±2.3 to 9.9±2.8, p=0.20).

Figure 1
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CD34+ cells (0.87±0.43 to 1.13±0.43/μl, p=0.04), but not EPCs, were in-
creased after 7-month training. ADAS-cog was significantly decreased (13.5±5.0
to 11.7±3.8, p=0.04). Training-induced changes in cognitive performance were
unrelated to changes in FMD (r=0.05, p=0.77) and CD34+ cells (r=-0.14, p=0.39).
Conclusions: A combined 7-month cognitive and exercise training is able to im-
prove cognitive function as well as systemic endothelial function and to increase
hematopoietic cell mobilization in MCI.

P4233 | BEDSIDE
Utility of cardiopulmonary exercise testing on treadmill and recumbent
bycicle in prediction of coronary artery disease severity in comparison
to stress echocardiography

D. Popovic1, I. Petrovic2, V. Vukcevic1, M. Banovic2, M. Petrovic1, V. Giga1,
B. Vujisic-Tesic1. 1University of Belgrade, School of Medicine, Belgrade, Serbia;
2Clinical Center of Serbia, Clinic for Cardiology, Belgrade, Serbia

Cardiopulmonary exercise test (CPET) on upright bicycle is superior to ECG-
exercise test in detection of myocardial ishaemia. The aim of this study was to ex-
amine the utility of CPET on treadmill and recumbent bicycle in relation to stress
echocardiography testing, and in between, in prediction of coronary artery dis-
ease severity. We studied 30 Caucasian males, mean age 63.10±8.55, with sig-
nificant lesions of coronary arteries (≥50%), quantified by Syntax score. CPET
on recumbent bicycle and treadmill were performed in two visits (2-4 days in be-
tween), within two months of coronary angiography. The protocol involved ramp-
pattern increase in work rate (WR) on bicycle and standard Bruce protocol on
treadmill. Tests were symptom limited, or were stopped when ≥2 mm ST depres-
sion occurred in at least two adjacent leads. Myocardial wall motion was recorded
by echocardiography at rest and maximal phase of the test, and reported us-
ing conventional 16-segment model. The ishaemia was quantified by wall mo-
tion score index (WMSI). Basal spirometric parameters were normal. Mean ejec-
tion fraction was 59.3±7.63%. Examiners exhibited mean 1.56±0.88 number of
stenotic coronary arteries (NSCA) and Syntax score 10.39±7.56. PeakWMSI was
1.18±0.1, and �WMSI peak/rest 0.12±0.07. Most CPET data obtained on re-
cumbent bicycle suggested a lower values then on treadmill, as peak oxygen
uptake (peakVO2; 1.21±0.23 vs. 1.59±0.40 l/min, p=0.02), peak minute venti-
lation (peakVE; 37.35±13.14 vs. 49.96±14.39 ml/min, p=0.005), peak O2pulse
(11.36±2.61 vs. 13.27±3.03 ml, p=0.027) and �VO2/�HR (20.03±9.47 vs.
30.15±5.25 l, p=0.007), whereas VE/VCO2 slope and end-tidal pressures of O2
(PETO2) and CO2 (PETCO2) in all phases were similar. Our results revealed
significant correlations of peakWMSI; �WMSI peak/rest; peakVE; peak and rest
PETCO2 and PETO2; as well as the change of HR, O2pulse and VO2 in re-
covery with Syntax score (p<0.01). The best independent predictor of Syntax
score was peakPETCO2 (R2=0.86, r=0.93, p<0.0001) obtained on recumbent
bicycle. NSCA correlated with restWMSI; �WMSI peak/rest; peakVO2; O2pulse
and PETO2 et peak exercise and in recovery; the change of VO2 and O2pulse in
recovery; and VE/VCO2slope, on both treadmill and bicycle (p<0.01). The best
predictor of NSCA was peak O2pulse (R2=0.86, r=0.93, p<0.0001), obtained on
recumbent bicycle. Our data suggest that CPET parameters have better predic-
tive value for coronary artery disease quantification scores then WMSI. Further-
more, CPET parameters obtained on bicycle seem to be more reliable in this
sense then parameters obtained on treadmill.

P4234 | BEDSIDE
Right ventricular systolic dysfunction can better predict exercise
intolerance in patients after myocardial infarction with preserved left
ventricular ejection fraction than elevated NT-proBNP

K. Smarz1, B. Zaborska1, T. Jaxa-Chamiec1, P. Maciejewski1, Z. Bartoszewicz2,
A. Budaj1. 1Department of Cardiology, Postgraduate Medical School, Grochowski
Hospital, Warsaw, Poland; 2Medical University of Warsaw, Department of
Endocrinology, Warsaw, Poland

Background: Patients after acute myocardial infarction (MI) with preserved left
ventricular (LV) systolic function, have low exercise capacity (EC). Predictive value
of elevated NT-proBNP plasma concentration and right ventricular (RV) dysfunc-
tion for low EC in that group is unclear.
Aim: To assess predictive value of elevated NT-proBNP concentration and RV
systolic dysfunction for prognosis of exercise intolerance in patients after acute
MI with preserved LV EF without history of heart failure.
Methods: We evaluated prospectively patients with first inferior MI with ST seg-
ment elevation treated by primary percutaneous coronary intervention (pPCI) and
preserved LV systolic function (LV EF ≥45%). ECHO was performed post pPCI
within 48 hours from the onset of symptoms. RV function was estimated with
Tissue Doppler Echocardiography (TDE) at the basal segment of RV free wall as
systolic myocardial velocity (Sm RV). NT-proBNP plasma concentration was mea-
sured in the first 48 hours after pPCI with Roche immunoassay. Cardiopulmonary
exercise test (CPET) was done on day 14±10 after acute MI. As exercise intoler-
ance we considered EC lower than 70% of maximal predicted values peak VO2
(ml/kg/min). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and area under the curve
(AUC) were used for assessing sensitivity, specificity and predictive values.
Results: In evaluated patients (n=90, 75,5% males, mean age 60,5±10 years)
mean Sm RV was 11,3±2,6 cm/s and mean NT-proBNP - 1197±1729 pg/ml.
Mean peak VO2 was 19,9±5,5 ml/kg/min (68±19% VO2 max. predicted). ROC

and AUC analysis showed that RV systolic dysfunction more accurate predict
exercise intolerance than elevated NT-proBNP plasma concentration (Table).

Sm RV (cut off value 10,2 cm/s) NT-proBNP (cut off value 1700 pg/ml)

Sensitivity 55,8% 27,5%
Specificity 84,2% 89,5%
Positive predictive value 82,9% 77,8%
Negative predictive value 58,2% 47,9%
AUC (95% CI) 0,703 (0,594–0,812)* 0,506 (0,384–0,627)*

*P=0.02.

Conclusion: RV systolic dysfunction can better predict exercise intolerance than
elevated NT-proBNP in patients after acute inferior MI with preserved LV ejection
fraction.

THE BITTER TASTE OF SWEET

P4236 | BEDSIDE
Fasting blood glucose predicts cardiovascular risk in TNT and IDEAL

P. Kohli1, M.A. Messig2, R. Laskey2, B. Arsenault3, D.D. Waters4. 1University of
California San Francisco, Division of Cardiology, San Francisco, United States of
America; 2Pfizer, Inc., New York, United States of America; 3Quebec Heart and
Lung Institute, Quebec, Canada; 4San Francisco General Hospital, Division of
Cardiology, San Francisco, United States of America

Purpose: In this study, we sought to: (1) characterize risk of CV events by base-
line FBG in outpatients with stable coronary disease and (2) investigate how statin
therapy, which can affect glucose metabolism, affected this risk relationship over
time. We hypothesized that patients who jumped to a higher FBG tertile 6 months
after initiating statin therapy might be at higher risk compared with those who
remained in the same FBG tertile.
Methods: We compared CV event rates, stratified by FBG at baseline, among
15,941 patients with coronary disease in the pooled TNT and IDEAL cohorts,
excluding those who had an endpoint event prior to 6 months. Patients were
divided into no pre-diabetes (no PD), pre-diabetes (PDM), diabetes (DM) and
further into tertiles within these groups. CV events included coronary heart dis-
ease death, myocardial infarction, stroke, and resuscitated cardiac arrest. Cox
regression models were constructed to assess event rates and adjusted for a
pre-specified set of covariates.
Results: The rate of primary CV events increased in a stepwise fashion from
the lowest to the highest tertile of FBG (Figure). CV risk reduction with high
versus moderate-intensity statin treatment was independent of baseline FBG (p-
interaction=0.85). There was a no difference in the CV event rate in patients on
statin therapy who increased their FBG tertile from baseline to 6 months (N=3432)
(adjusted HR 0.95, 95% CI 0.80-1.12, p=0.51) compared with those who stayed
in the same FBG tertile at 6 months.

Conclusion: The rate of CV events increases with increasing baseline fasting
blood glucose in patients with stable coronary disease. Those who jumped to a
higher FBG tertile at 6 months with statin therapy did not have a higher CV event
risk compared to those who stayed in the same FBG tertile.
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P4237 | BEDSIDE
Long-term outcomes in patients with and without diabetes following
an incident myocardial infarction: a population-based study

L. Nedkoff1, M. Knuiman1, J. Hung2, T. Briffa1. 1University of Western Australia,
Perth, Australia; 2Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, The University of Western
Australia, Perth, Australia

Purpose: Post myocardial infarction (MI) rates of new cardiovascular events in
diabetic patients reflect the effectiveness of treatment and prevention. We ex-
amined the risk and predictors of major cardiovascular events in diabetic versus
nondiabetic patients following incident MI in a population-based setting.
Methods: 30-day survivors of incident MI aged 35-84 years were identified from
whole-population linked hospital morbidity and death data for 2003-2010, using a
13-year lookback period to exclude prevalent MI cases. Validated diabetic status
was identified from hospital data. Outcomes were available for all patients up to 30
June 2011. Outcomes included MI/coronary revascularisation, heart failure (HF)
and stroke hospitalisation (principal diagnosis), and composite endpoints of CHD
(MI, revascularisation or CHD death), and major CVD (MI, HF, stroke, revascular-
isation or CHD death). Cumulative incidence was estimated from Kaplan-Meier
curves, and multivariate adjusted hazard ratios calculated from Cox regression
models, adjusted for age, indigenous status, comorbidities, and revascularisation
status.
Results: There were 16,537 30-day survivors of incident MI in the study cohort
(25.2% diabetic, 70.1% men). Mean age was 65.8 years in diabetics and 63.2
years in nondiabetics. At 1-year, cumulative incidence of a new CHD event was
11% in men and women, double that of nondiabetics, and had increased to 37%
by 5 years. Half of the diabetic patients experienced a major CVD event by 5
years, compared with 25% of nondiabetics. In diabetics, this was associated with
a 2-3 times higher cumulative incidence of nonfatal events (MI/revascularisation
34%; HF 20%) than CHD death (10%). The multivariate adjusted hazard of a
new CVD event in diabetics versus nondiabetics was 1.3 times higher in men
(95% CI 1.2, 1.4) and 1.6 times higher in women (95% CI 1.3, 1.8). Most of the
excess risk for new CHD and CVD events was accounted for by baseline HF,
hypertension and chronic kidney disease, and in women, prior stroke. Indigenous
status conferred a higher risk for a CVD event in men (HR 1.6, 95% CI 1.3, 1.9)
and women (HR 2.1, 95% CI 1.6, 2.6). CABG at baseline was highly protective of
a new CVD event in diabetics relative to nondiabetics (HR 0.2, 95% CI 0.1, 0.3
men; HR 0.4, 95% CI 0.3, 0.6 women).
Conclusion: Very long-term followup highlights the significantly elevated inci-
dence and risk of major CVD events in diabetic patients following incident MI. This
demonstrates the imperative for promoting intensive cardiovascular management
and secondary prevention in patients with diabetes to improve outcomes.

P4238 | BEDSIDE
Mitochondrial oxidative stress, inflammation and endothelial function
in people with type 2 diabetes

S. Masi, D. Bhowruth, M. Orlandi, M.P. Parkar, J.E. Suvan, N. Gkranias, S. Hurel,
N. Donos, F. D’aiuto, J.E. Deanfield. University College London, London, United
Kingdom

Purpose: Mitochondrial dysfunction and increased oxidative stress are detected
in several inflammatory diseases and promote pro-atherosclerotic cytokine pro-
duction as well as endothelial dysfunction. However, it remains unknown whether
these pathways could be reversed by modulation of the host response. Using
chronic periodontitis and its treatment as a model of chronic inflammation and
vascular dysfunction the aims of this study were: 1) to ascertain if periodontal
treatment could change mitochondrial oxidative stress production (MOSP) in pe-
ripheral mononuclear cells (PBMC), 2) the association of MOSP with a panel-
array of inflammatory/vascular circulating biomarkers and 3) the relationship of
these pathways with endothelial function.
Methods: 46 patients with type 2 diabetes and periodontitis where randomly al-
located to receive either intensive periodontal treatment (IPT) or control therapy
(CPT) and followed over 6 months. PBMC were isolated from peripheral blood
using density gradient centrifugation according with standard techniques, whilst
MOSP was measured with MitoSOX using flow-cytometry. Specificity of MOSP
staining was checked with confocal microscopy. Inflammatory (IFN-γ, IL-1β, IL-
10, IL-6, TNF-α) and vascular (E-Selectin, ICAM-3, P-Selectin) circulating mark-
ers were assessed by high sensitivity Multiplex assays. Endothelial function was
assessed by flow mediated dilation (FMD) of the brachial artery.
Results: 27 patients in the IPT group and 19 patients in the CPT group were
included in the study. After 6 months, PBMC of patients in the IPT group had sig-
nificantly lower levels of MOSP compared to those in the CPT group (p<0.01).
When analysis was performed by subpopulation of PBMC, the greater reduc-
tion in MOSP was observed in lymphocytes (p<0.05), whilst no differences were
detected in monocytes. Circulating levels of IFN-γ, TNF-α, E-Selecting and P-
Selectin reduced in the IPT compared to the CPT group (p<0.05 for all biomark-
ers). FMD improved overtime with significantly greater improvement recorded in
the IPT compared to the CPT group (p=0.005 for IPT vs CPT at 6 months, P<0.01
for % change from baseline between IPT and CPT). These differences were in-
dependent of age, gender and BMI differences.
Conclusions: Our results suggest that MOSP could be reduced by periodon-
tal treatment. This change was associated with a reduced production of pro-
inflammatory/-atherosclerotic cytokines by lymphocytes and improved endothe-

lial function. MOSP could represent a novel therapeutic target for a more effective
cardiovascular disease prevention in people with diabetes.

P4239 | SPOTLIGHT
The effect of incretin-based therapies on metabolic and cardiovascular
parameters in diabetic patients: A meta-analysis of 28 randomized
control trials with 10171 patients

A. Klepacka1, S. Nikfar2, M. Rizzo3, D.P. Mikhailidis4, P.P. Toth5, G.K. Hovingh6,
P. Muntner7, M.J. Pencina8, S. Nicholls9, M. Banach1 on behalf of Lipid
and Blood Pressure Meta-Analysis Collaboration (LBPMC) Group. 1Medical
University of Lodz, Department of Hypertension, Lodz, Poland; 2Tehran
University of Medical Sciences, Department of Pharmacoeconomics and
Pharmaceutical Administration, Tehran, Iran (Islamic Republic of); 3University of
Palermo, Biomedical Department of Internal Medicine and Medical Specialties,
Palermo, Italy; 4University College London, Department of Clinical Biochemistry,
London, United Kingdom; 5University of Illinois College of Medicine, Peoria,
United States of America; 6VU University Amsterdam, Department of Vascular
Medicine, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 7School of Public Health, University of
Alabama at Birmingham (UAB), Department of Epidemiology, Birmingham,
United States of America; 8Duke Clinical Research Institute, Department of
Biostatistics and Bioinformatics, Durham, United States of America; 9South
Australian Health and Medical Research Institute, Adelaide, Australia

There is currently a debate on the positive effects of incretin-based therapies
(IBTs) on cardiovascular (CV) parameters. In the meantime, there are studies
which have shown opposite results. Therefore, we performed a meta-analysis
to investigate whether IBTs influence metabolic and CV parameters in diabetes
mellitus (DM) patients.
Data from Scopus, PubMed, Web of Science, and the Cochrane Central Register
of randomized controlled trials for years 1966 – August 2013 were searched for
appropriate studies.
Twenty eight trials with 10171 DM subjects randomized to receive either IBTs or
placebo or other antidiabetic medications were included. Dipeptidyl peptidase-
4 inhibitors were associated with weight gains when compared with glucagon-
like peptide-1 receptor agonists (�weight: 1.44 kg, 95%CI: 0.79-2.09; p<0.0001).
Compared with placebo, IBTs significantly reduced the level of triglyceride (-0.29
mmol/L, 95%CI: -0.48 to -0.11; p=0.002) while in comparison with other antidia-
betic medications IBTs increased the level of high density lipoprotein cholesterol
(0.03 mmol/L, 95%Cl: 0.0003-0.06; p=0.05, respectively). IBT therapy, compared
with placebo, were associated with significant reductions in systolic blood pres-
sure (-4.55 mmHg 95%CI: -6.86 to -2.24; p=0.0001) and diastolic blood pressure
(-1.75 mmHg 95%CI: -3.12 to -0.37; p=0.01). In addition, IBTs, in comparison
to other antidiabetic medications, significantly influenced heart rate (�HR: 1.62
beats/min, 95%CI: 0.32-2.93; p=0.0001).
In conclusion, besides the effectiveness of IBTs for lowering blood glucose in type
2 DM, these drugs exert significant positive effects on both lipid profile and blood
pressure. More studies are necessary in order to confirm these results.

P4240 | BEDSIDE
Diabetes in relation to incidence of cardiovascular disease in Chinese
men and women: a prospective cohort study of 0.5 million adults with
7 years of follow-up

F. Bragg1, L. Li2, M. Smith1, Y. Guo3, L. Yang1, Z. Bian3, Y. Chen1, R. Collins1,
R. Peto1, Z. Chen1 on behalf of China Kadoorie Biobank Collaborative Group.
1University of Oxford, Clinical Trial Service Unit and Epidemiological Studies
Unit, Oxford, United Kingdom; 2Beijing University, Department of Public Health,
Beijing, China, People’s Republic of; 3Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences,
Beijing, China, People’s Republic of

Purpose: Diabetes is a known risk factor for cardiovascular disease (CVD), but
little is known about its association with CVD risk in China, especially with risk of
stroke subtypes.
Methods: We analysed 7-year prospective data from 0.5 million men and women
recruited into the China Kadoorie Biobank study during 2004-8. Among the
479 405 participants with no prior history of ischaemic heart disease, stroke or
transient ischaemic attack at baseline there were 1946 incident myocardial in-
farction (MI) events, 16 649 ischaemic stroke (IS) and 4076 intracerebral haem-
orrhage (ICH) events at ages 35–79 years during 3.3 million person years of
follow-up.
A self-reported history of doctor-diagnosed diabetes (2.8%) was related to the
risks of incident IHD and stroke, using Cox regression analysis, stratifying by age,
study area and sex, where appropriate, and adjusting for education, smoking,
alcohol, blood pressure and physical activity.
Results: Self-reported diabetes was associated with a highly significant two-fold
increased risk of MI (HR 2.41, 95%CI 2.06–2.83), with a HR of 2.32 (95%CI 1.85–
2.93) in men and 2.51 (95%CI 2.01–3.14) in women. For incident IS individuals
with self-reported diabetes also had 69% excess risk (HR 1.69, 95%CI 1.60–
1.79), with more extreme risk at younger, than at older, ages (HR 2.49 at 35–49
years, 1.97 at 50–59 years, 1.73 at 60–69 years and 1.48 at 70–79 years). For
ICH, there was a non-significant 15% excess risk (HR 1.15, 95%CI 0.98–1.35),
with little difference between men and women.
Conclusions: In Chinese men and women individuals with a prior history of
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diabetes experienced a significantly elevated risk of ischaemic cardiovascular
events, similar in magnitude to those reported in Western populations.

P4241 | BEDSIDE
Specific deleterious effects of adiponectin on long-term outcome in
diabetic patients with advanced coronary artery disease: A case for
adiponectin resistance

A. Elkalioubie1, F. Juthier1, S. Susen1, M. Rosa1, A. Vincentelli1, G. Chinetti-
Gbaguidi2, B. Staels2, B. Jude1, A. Dupont1, E. Van Belle1. 1University of Lille
Nord de France, UDSL, IFR 114, EA 2693, Faculty of Medicine, Lille, France;
2Univ Lille Nord de France, UDSL, INSERM U1011, Institut Pasteur de Lille, lille,
France

Purpose: Adiponectin, an adipocyte cytokine associated with insulin sensitivity,
exerts antiatherogenic effects. However, its association with major cardiovascu-
lar events (MACE) bears conflicting results, in particular in patients with insulin
resistance.
Methods: We investigated this issue in a population of 408 patients with ad-
vanced coronary artery disease (CAD; at least one coronary artery occlusion
and a 9-year follow-up).
Results: The population was predominantly male (80.9%) with a mean age of
63±11 years. Baseline plasma concentrations of adiponectin were similar in pa-
tients with (6.73 (3.59-10.13) mg/mL) or without (6.31 (3.47-11.48) mg/mL) di-
abetes (fasting glycaemia>1.1g/L or known history, n=184, 45.1%). We docu-
mented cardiovascular (CV) mortality (n=101, 24.8%) and MACE (combined CV
mortality, non-fatal myocardial infarction and ischemic stroke, n=197, 48.3%). Us-
ing Cox regression proportional analysis, age and sex adjusted adiponectin was
an independent predictor of CV mortality (per each 1 mg/mL increase in plasma
adiponectin concentration, hazard ratio HR=1.06, 95%CI=1.03-1.09, p<0.0001)
and MACE (HR=1.04, 95%CI=1.02-1.07, p=0.0004). Likewise, age and sex ad-
justed Diabetes was an independent predictor of CV mortality (HR 1.82, 95%CI
(1.19-2.70), p=0.0049). In diabetic patients, the presence of a high adiponectin
level (above median value) was associated with an increased rate of CV mortal-
ity (HR=2.79, 95%CI (1.61-4.83), p=0.0002, Figure). In non-diabetic patients, the
effect of a high adiponectin level was marginal on CV mortality (HR=1.69, 95%CI
(0.89-3.22), p=0.11, Figure).

CV mortality-free survival rate.

Conclusion: Adiponectin concentrations could help risk-stratify diabetic patients
with advanced CAD. The combination of adiponectin and insulin resistance play
a specific deleterious role in CAD patients.

P4242 | BEDSIDE
Comparison of treatment outcomes in patients with and without
diabetes mellitus attending a multidisciplinary cardiovascular
prevention programme (the EUROACTION trial)

S. Ofori1, K. Kotseva2. 1university of port harcourt teaching hospital, internal
medicine, port harcourt, Nigeria; 2Imperial College London, Department of
Cardiovascular Medicine, National Heart and Lung Institute, London, United
Kingdom

Background: The extent to which diabetics benefit from lifestyle and risk factor
interventions when compared to non-diabetics in the same clinical practice set-
tings is not fully established. The objective was to compare the lifestyle and risk
factor profiles in patients with and without diabetes mellitus in the intervention arm
of EUROACTION study.
Methods: A longitudinal, retrospective analysis of the intervention arm of EU-
ROACTION was performed. Participants (coronary patients and high-risk indi-
viduals {HRI}) in the intervention arm were classified as diabetic or non-diabetic
based on an existing diagnosis of diabetes and/or fasting plasma glucose above 7
mmol/l. Primary outcome at one year was proportions meeting the European tar-
gets lifestyle changes, medical risk factors and cardioprotective drug use. These
were compared at initial assessment (IA) and one year. Multiple logistic regres-
sion analysis (adjusting for baseline differences) was performed to determine the
odds of achieving the targets based on diabetes status.
Results: 179 and 777 coronary patients and 340 and 917 HRIs with and with-
out diabetes respectively were identified. The proportions of diabetic and non-
diabetic coronary patients achieving the lifestyle targets improved from the IA
except non-smoking, which reduced. At one year, significantly fewer diabetics

attained the targets for BMI (13.2% vs 31.3%, p=0.002) and BP <140/90 mmHg
(53.5% vs 74.0%, p<0.001) compared to non-diabetics. This was despite a signif-
icantly higher proportion of diabetics prescribed angiotensin converting enzyme
inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers (79.1% vs 65.3%, p=0.021).
Among diabetic and non-diabetic HRIs, there were significant increases in the
proportions achieving all the targets from IA. However fewer diabetics compared
to non-diabetics achieved targets for oily fish (9.3% vs 11.9%, p=0.043), phys-
ical activity (65.8% vs 75.8%, p=0.011), and BMI (9.9% vs 28.1%, p=0.022) at
one year. More diabetics compared to non-diabetics achieved the targets for total
cholesterol (48.2% vs 22.9%, p<0.001) and LDL (57.9% vs 30.7%, p<0.001).
Conclusions: Multidisciplinary intervention had a beneficial effect on cardiovas-
cular risk factors in both patient groups however, fewer diabetic patients achieved
lifestyle targets. This necessitates further research into mechanisms underlying
these differences and emphasizes more intensive lifestyle modification and BP
management among diabetics for cardiovascular disease prevention.

P4243 | BEDSIDE
Effects of postchallenge hyperglycemia and low-density lipoprotein
subclass particles on the risk of aortic stiffness in healthy adults
without diabetes

C. Ding1, T.C. Su2, H.J. Hsu2, Y.J. Wu1. 1Fu Wai Hospital, Coronary heart
disease., Beijing, China, People’s Republic of; 2National Taiwan University
Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan

Purpose: To determine the effects of post-challenge hyperglycemia and LDL
cholesterol (LDL-C) subclass particles on the risk of aortic stiffness in subjects
without diabetes
Methods: During 2009–2011, we recruited 599 healthy adults without diabetes.
All subjects underwent a standard oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) after fast-
ing; venous blood samples were obtained before and at 30, 60, 90, and 120 min
after OGTT. The glucose area under curve (GluAUC) after OGTT was defined as
the postchallenge glucose load. LDL-C and small dense LDL-C (sdLDL-C) levels
and the brachial–ankle pulse wave velocity (baPWV) were measured.
Results: Postchallenge glucose levels at 1 h and baPWVs in tertile distribu-
tions were significantly associated with all conventional cardiovascular risk fac-
tors, LDL-C, and sdLDL-C. Multivariate logistic regression analyses revealed that
LDL-C (or sdLDL-C) combined with one of the seven glycemic indices (glucose
levels at 0, 30, 60, 90, and 120 min; GluAUC; HbA1C) was associated with aortic
stiffness after controlling for age, male gender, BMI, hypertension, smoking, and
alcohol consumption. All postchallenge glycemic indices, GluAUC, sdLDL-C, and
LDL-C were significant risk factors for increased baPWV, whereas fasting glucose
and HbA1C combined with LDL-C (or sdLDL-C) were not in the same multivariate
models.
Conclusions: The significant synergistic effects of postchallenge hyperglycemia
and LDL-C subclass particles on the risk of aortic stiffness indicated the role of
postchallenge hyperglycemia in the primary prevention of cardiovascular disease.

P4244 | BEDSIDE
Hypoglycaemia and adverse cardiovascular events: a systematic
review and meta-analysis

H.M. Cheng1, J.S. Yeh2, S.H. Sung1, P.F. Hsu1, H.M. Huang1, H.L. Yang1.
1Taipei Veterans General Hospital, Division of cardiology, Department of Internal
Medicine, Taipei, Taiwan; 2Wang-Fang Medical Center, Taipei, Taiwan

Background: Hypoglycemia has been associated with adverse cardiovascular
events in patients with diabetes and critical illness. However, such associations
in patients with critical conditions and the relation of hypoglycemia severity with
poor outcomes haven’t been systematically examined.
Methods: We conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis of longitudinal
follow-up cohort studies to investigate the associations between hypoglycemia
and various adverse cardiovascular events.
Results: After removing duplication and critical appraising the all screened cita-
tions, a total of 17 eligible studies were included. Demonstrated by random effects
meta-analysis, hypoglycaemia was strongly associated with a higher risk of ad-

Figure 1. Forest plot of total included studies.
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verse cardiovascular events (RR 1.803, 95% confidence interval 1.500 to 2.168;
P<0.001). Comparable risk ratios were shown in pre-specified stratified analy-
ses investigating the above association for different study endpoints, in patients
with or without critical illness, and patients with or without diabetes (from 1.74
to 2.4; all P for interaction >0.1). Besides, there was a dose response relation-
ship between the severity of hypoglycemia with adverse cardiovascular events
(RR for mild hypoglycemia: 1.685, 95% CI 1.268 to 2.239; P<0.001 and RR for
severe hypoglycemia: 2.212, 95% CI 1.720 to 2.845; P<0.001). Suggested by a
bias-analysis, the above observations were unlikely resulting from unmeasured
confounding parameters.
Conclusions: With the dose response relationship linking hypoglycemia with
poor cardiovascular outcomes and the comparable risk ratios in different study
populations, it may support the speculation that hypoglycemia is a risk factor for
cardiovascular diseases.

P4245 | BEDSIDE
Individuals without cardiometabolic risk factors among patients with
abdominal obesity

A. Berezina1, O. Belyaeva2, O. Berkovich2, E. Shlyakhto1, E. Baranova2.
1Almazov Federal Heart, Blood and Endocrinology Centre, Saint Petersburg,
Russian Federation; 2Saint Petersburg Pavlov State Medical University, Saint
Petersburg, Russian Federation

Objective: To reveal the prevalence of metabolically healthy status the patients
with abdominal obesity (AO) and to determine phenotype of these individuals.
Method: 503 patients (71,4% females and 28,6% males) with AO (IDF) without
cardiovascular diseases (CVD) 30-55 years old were examined. Anthropometric
and metabolic parameters, social-economy status, physical activity, family history
of CVD, DM and obesity, smoking and alcohol consumption, birth weight and du-
ration of obesity was assumed by questionnaire. “Metabolically healthy obese”
(MHO) were defined as individuals without metabolic syndrome (MetS) accord-
ing to IDF criteria of MetS and without insulin resistance according HOMA-IR.
Patients with MetS or other metabolic disorders identified as “metabolically un-
healthy obese” (MUO).
Results: Different components of MetS were revealed in 91,3% patients with AO
and 66,5% of them had MetS. Only 8,7% was MHO.The difference between MHO
and MUO is presented in table 1. The duration of obesity in MHO was shorter
than in MUO patients (p=0,002). Frequency and duration of physical training was
greater in MHO than unhealthy one (1,28±0,3 per/week and 0,92±0,1 per/week,
respectively; p=0,03; 27,7±6,2 min/w and 15,8±1,4 min/w, respectively; p=0,04).
Social-economy status, family history of CVD, DM and obesity, smoking and al-
cohol consumption, birth weight didn’t differ between groups (p>0,05).

Table 1. Anthropometric and metabolic parameters of metabolically healthy and unhealthy
patients with abdominal obesity

Parameters Healthy AO (n=44) Unhealthy AO (n=459) p

Age (yrs) 42,2±1,4 47,0±0,4 0,001
BMI, kg/m2 29.09±0.51 31.56±0.24 0.01
WC, cm M 104,66±0,82 108,62±0,95 0.01

F 93,29±0,76 98,94±0.65 0.01
Leptin, ng/ml M 29,3±2,4 35,4±3,4 NS

F 42,4±3,1 57,5±2,1 0.03
Adiponectin, mcg/ml M 17,3±3,2 16,9±0,9 NS

F 23,7±0,9 19,0±0,9 0.02

Conclusion: Prevalence of “metabolically healthy obese” among patients with
abdominal obesity is low – 8,7%. Benign metabolic status associates with
younger age, lower waist circumference, higher physical activity and shorter du-
ration of obesity. Lower leptin and higher adiponectin were revealed in “metaboli-
cally healthy obese” females.

BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT AND
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
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Impaired baseline aortic stiffness predicts pulse wave velocity
improvement in recently diagnosed and untreated patients with mild to
moderate essential hypertension: a 3-year follow-up study

H. Triantafyllidi, P. Trivilou, I. Ikonomidis, G. Pavlidis, K. Kontsas, S. Tzortzis,
A. Sxoinas, D. Kremastinos, M. Anastasiou-Nana, J. Lekakis. Attikon University
Hospital, 2nd Department of Cardiology, Athens, Greece

Background: Aortic stiffness as an index of subclinical organ damage due to hy-
pertension disease is an important determinant of cardiovascular risk. We aimed
to study the long-term influence of successful treatment after a three-year follow
up, regarding aortic stiffness improvement from baseline evaluation in recently di-
agnosed and never treated middle-aged patients with mild to moderate essential
hypertension.
Methods:We studied 132 non-diabetic, recently diagnosed and never-treated pa-
tients with essential hypertension (mean age 54+11 years, 79 males). At baseline,
we performed 24h ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) and carotid-
femoral artery pulse wave velocity (PWV) in order to evaluate aortic stiffness.

After baseline evaluation, all patients started antihypertensive treatment target-
ing office blood pressure <140/90 mmHg. A second evaluation was performed
approximately three years later regarding office blood pressure (BP), ABPM and
PWV. We characterized as well controlled patients those patients with 24h mean
systolic and diastolic blood pressure after treatment <135/80 mmHg.
Results: PWV after treatment was significantly increased in all hypertensives
(p<0.01) and uncontrolled hypertensives (p<0.001) and it was remained un-
changed in controlled hypertensives. PWV was decreased only in controlled hy-
pertensives with baseline PWV >12.4 m/sec (p=0.004), independently from the
corresponding mean BP decrease.
Conclusions: The present longitudinal study provides substantial evidence that
PWV improvement due to successful antihypertensive treatment by RAAS in-
hibitors, is depending on increased aortic stiffness at baseline while the mag-
nitude of PWV decrease is independent from the observed blood pressure de-
crease.

P4248 | BEDSIDE
Hypertensive patients with controlled home blood pressure and
impaired circadian rhythm

T. Yaneva-Sirakova1, R. Tarnovska-Kadreva1, L. Traykov2. 1Medical University
of Sofia, Department of Internal Medicine-Cardiology, Sofia, Bulgaria; 2Medical
University Sofia, Department of Neurology, Sofia, Bulgaria

Purpose: Some patients (Pts) may have controlled to target values home-
measured blood pressure (HMBP), but their circadian rhythm may be impaired.
Thus they may be exposed to elevated risk than those with optimal circadian
blood pressure rhythm. The purpose of this study is to assess what percent of the
Pts with controlled HMBP have suboptimal ambulatory blood pressure monitoring
(ABPM).
Methods: We included 931 hypertensive Pts in the initial visit [347 (37.27%)
males, 584 (62.73%) females] and 263 (28.25%) [178 females (30.48% of the
initially recruited), 85 males (24.49% of the initial number)] during the follow-up
visit after at least 6 months (6-20, mean 12). The mean age was 65.90±10.00
years. All the Pts were on combination hypertensive treatment. Blood pressure
was recorded in the office, at home, 450 of the Pts had ABPM during the inclu-
sion and 213 during the follow-up. All the Pts underwent also basic laboratory and
echocardiography evaluation.
Results: Pts with impaired circadian rhythm were nearly twice (64.20% on inclu-
sion and 58.60% during follow-up) as many as the dippers (35.12% on inclusion
and 39.53% during follow-up). From all the included Pts, 329 (35.33%) were with
controlled to target values HMBP. In 146 was conducted ABPM on inclusion, but
in 85 (58.22%) the circadian rhythm was impaired despite the good control of
HMBP.
Conclusions: Patients with controlled HMBP may have impaired circadian
rhythm. The clinical implication of this finding needs further study, but may be
associated with elevated risk for target organ damage.

P4249 | BEDSIDE
Importance of ambulatory blood pressure monitoring in children and
adolescents with primary arterial hypertension

C. Lazea, R. Manasia. University of Medicine and Pharmacy, 1st Pediatric
Department, Cluj-Napoca, Romania

Introduction: Rising incidence of essential hypertension in children and ado-
lescents requires a better screening by measuring blood pressure (BP) at each
medical consultation. A better method is ambulatory blood pressure monitoring
(ABPM).
The aim of the study was to establish the diagnosis and staging of arterial hyper-
tension in children and adolescents.
Subjects and methods: The study group was represented by 48 children with
primary arterial hypertension, aged between 12-18 years (36 males and 12 fe-
males), admitted to Cardiology Department, during 2011-2013 for elevated blood
pressure values. The children were sent in our department by the general prac-
titioners or by school physicians. The study methods included: anamnesis, clin-
ical examination and laboratory tests for associated risk factors. The secondary
causes of arterial hypertension were excluded in all pateints. ABPM consisted in
blood pressure measurement each 15-30 minutes, daytime and nighttime (model
BTL-08 ABPM). The interpretation of the blood pressure values was done accord-
ing to the age, height and sex percentiles. Nighttime BP dipping was calculated
as the difference between the mean daytime and mean nighttime.
Results: According to the blood pressure values at admission, the subjects were
divided in 4 groups: 20 subjects with prehypertension (BP between percentiles
90 and 95), 23 subjects with stage I hypertension (BP between percentiles 95
and 99), 9 subjects with stage II hypertension (BP > percentile 99 + 5mmHg)
and 6 subjects with “white coat hypertension”. APBM revealed: prehypertension
in 8 children (group A), stage I hypertension in 18 children (group B), stage II
hypertension in one child (group C) and “white coat” hypertension in 21 children
(group D). The systolic blood pressure load was the following: 39.5% in group
A, 49.5% in group B and 10% in group D. All pacients had daytime values more
than nighttime values. The nighttime BP dipping was 10.5% in group A, 8.8% in
group B and 17.2% in group D. ABPM has changed the staging in 30 patients and
influenced the management in 13 patients.
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Conclusions: ABPM is a useful modality for the evaluation of BP levels, avoiding
the “white coat” reactions in children and adolescents.

P4250 | BEDSIDE
Impact of blood pressure in adolescence on anthropometric indexes,
blood pressure, adipokines, and inflammation in brazilian young
adults. Rio de Janeiro study

E.M.G. Campana, A. Brandao, M.E.C. Magalhaes, R. Pozzan, F.L. Fonseca,
O.L. Pizzi, E.V. Freitas, A.P. Brandao. State University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ),
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Background: The impact of blood pressure (BP) during adolescence on other
cardiovascular risk factors in young adults is important for primary prevention.
Purpose: To evaluate BP, anthropometric indexes, metabolic and inflammatory
profiles in Brazilian young individuals stratified by their BP obtained during ado-
lescence, 18 years earlier.
Methods: A total of 116 individuals, of whom 63 were males, from the Rio de
Janeiro study (follow-up of 17.76±1.63 years), were evaluated at two assess-
ments: A1 (12.40±1.49 years old) and A2 (30.09±2.01 years old). Individuals
were divided into two groups: GN (n=71), subjects with normal BP at A1; and GH
(n=45), subjects with abnormal BP at A1, when BP was ≥95 percentile for age,
gender and height percentile. BP, weight, height and body mass index (BMI) were
measured at A1 and A2. In A2, abdominal circumference (AC), glucose (G), in-
sulin (Ins), HOMA-IR, lipids, Apolipoprotein A1, Apolipoprotein B 100, Lipoprotein
(a), Adiponectin, Leptin, E-selectin, VCAM and ICAM, CRP, and fibrinogen were
added.
Results: 1) No difference was observed between the groups regarding age
and gender; 2) At A2, GH showed higher weight, BMI, BP, insulin, HOMA-IR
(p<0.001), leptin (p<0.02), apolipoprotein B100 and apolipoprotein A1 (p<0.02)
means, higher apolipoprotein B100/apolipoprotein A1 ratio (p<0.010), and higher
prevalences of overweight/obesity (p<0.001), of increased AC (p<0.001) and of
hypertension (p<0.02); 3) No difference was observed between the groups re-
garding the inflammatory variables and adhesion molecules; 4) There was a pos-
itive correlation of BP at A1 with BP, BMI, insulin, leptin and HOMA-IR at A2
(p<0.05).
Conclusion: In a 18 year-follow-period, BP in adolescence was associated with
higher BP, anthropometric and metabolic variables in young adulthood, but not
with inflammatory variables.

P4251 | BEDSIDE
Day-to-day repeatability of the new 24 - h parameter, pulse time index
of norm

A.O. Konradi1, O.V. Mamontov1, I. Posokhov2, A.N. Rogoza3 on behalf of the
BPLab – Vasotens Registry Collaborators. 1Almazov Federal Heart Centre,
Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation; 2Haemodynamic Laboratory Ltd, Nizhny
Novgorod, Russian Federation; 3Russian Cardiology Research and Production
Complex, Moscow, Russian Federation

Objective: The PWV measurement is a method of assessing arterial stiffness
and is important in the evaluation of cardiovascular risk. Some systems for PWV
measurements are integrated into ABPM systems that not only provide one PWV
measurement but also several PWV measurements over a period of 24 to 72
hours. This new 24-h pulse wave analysis led to the development of a new calcu-
lation, ’Pulse Time Index of Norm (PTIN)’, that is provided by the (...) technology.
The aim of the present study is to test the new PTIN for clinical feasibility by using
day-to-day repeatability analysis.
Methods: Overall, 85 oscillometrically generated waveform files that had previ-
ously been used in ABPM studies lasting more than 2 days (>48 hours) were
re-analyzed. The PTIN is defined as the percentage of a period (“24-h”, “wake”,
or “sleep”) during which the PWV does not exceed 10 m/s.
Results: Approximately 90% of the monitoring period in normotensive patients
and 60% of the monitoring period in hypertensive patients are periods with normal
PWV. The PTIN intraclass correlation coefficients of the first and second “24-
h”, “wake” and “sleep” periods in normotensive and hypertensive patients were
ranged from 0.91 to 0.99 (Table 1).

Table 1. A new calculation, “Pulse Time Index of Norm (PTIN)” and its day-to-day repeatability in
normotensive and hypertensive patients

Patients Normotensive Hypertensive
Periods 24-h wake sleep 24-h wake sleep

Day 1 PTIN, Mean (%), 86.5 85.1 89.9 57.5 47.2 62.5
Day 2 PTIN, Mean (%), 87.3 86.4 89.8 57.4 47.6 62.5
Intraclass correlation coefficient 0.98 0,91 0.99 0.95 0.91 0.98
Limits of agreement 4.5 4.8 1.1 4.7 5.1 3.6

Conclusions: The main result of this present study is the excellent day-to-day
repeatability, which is important because the conclusions regarding the significant
alterations of the aortic function and the inclusion of a patient in a particular risk
group is crucially dependent on the accuracy of the PWV measurement. Per-
forming multiple PWV measurements over time for a given patient would be more
insightful than performing only a single PWV measurement. Thus, the PTIN as-
sessment with the Vasotens technology appears to be feasible for clinical practice.
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Pulmonary arterial hypertension and sildenafil: a second stage
control

M. Roig1, L. Torres2, S. Pacreu3, O. Londono4. 1Barcelona Hospital Clinic,
Barcelona, Spain; 2Medical and Cardiology Centre, Dr. Londono, Barcelona,
Spain; 3Hospital del Mar, Barcelona, Spain; 4Medical Center of Advanced
Medicine, Cardiology, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction: We realized a follow-up with 100 patients with pulmonary arterial
hypertension whose have clinical symptoms of heart failure, for three months.
This group have the next characteristics: presented systolic pressure at pul-
monary artery too high; were patient between 60 and 70 years old man and
women with a acceptable quality of life before pulmonary failure.
We random them with sildenafil and 60 patients asigned to placebo, with 3- and 6-
month assesments fo cardiopulmonary treadmile test, echo-cardiography doppler
procedures.
Objectives: As we know right ventricular hypertrophy is a normal phenomen in
most of the patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension and is the cause of
the heart failure. We gave, in this study, 50mg of sildenafil twice per day in this
group of patients. We performed right heart catheterization using a described for
other studies method: continuous electrocardiographic monitoring, a Swan-Ganz
catheter. Was measured cardiac output by thermodilution and was calculated
the pulmonary vascular resistance: PAP- PCW/ cardiac output. (as the difference
among mean pulmonary arterial pressure and pulmonary capillary wedge pres-
sure divided by cardiac output).
Results: Sildenafil improved pulmonary capacity and ejection fraction decreas-
ing the high systolic pulmonary arterial pressure, improving pulmonary capacity
through the endothelium modulation of the muscle due to exercise.
In the group treated with sildenafil we observed reduction of systolic pulmonary
artery pressure (from 50,3 tol 28,6 mmHg and 19,5 mmHg), ergoflex effect on
ventilation (from 9,7 to 4,2 l.min-1 and 0.9 l.min-1), ventilation to CO2 production
slope (VE/Vco2, from 53.5 to 21,8 and 22.7), and brethlessness (score) (from
41.5 to 19,3 and 15.2), and an increase of FMD (from 7.5% to 19.4% and 16.2%),
peak Vo2 (from 11.2 to 25,5 ml.min-1.kg-1 and 19.7 ml.min-1) and ratio of Vo2
to work rate changes (from 4.6 to 12.9 and 13.9) All changes were significant at
p<0.01.
No adverse effects were observed.
Conclusions: In patients with heart failure as a cause of pulmonary arterial hy-
pertension and high systolic pulmonary arterial pressure, sildenafil decreases sig-
nificantly all the parameters that leads to heart failure and improves exercise ven-
tilation and aerobic capacity and is sustained and is significantly related with an
endothelium-mediated attenuation of exercising muscle oversignaling. We could
observed that high systolic arterial pulmonary pressure in patients with atrial fib-
rillation has a very close relation with right ventricular dysfunction.
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Estimating b-thalassemia trait carrier state on cardiovascular risk
factors in patients with newly diagnosed hypertension

A.I. Triantafyllou1, G.P. Vyssoulis2, E.A. Karpanou2, K.M. Lampropoulos1,
D.T. Farmakis3, E.A. Triantafyllou1, P.L. Karkalousos2, A. Aessopos3.
1Eyagelismos General Hospital, Cardiology, Athens, Greece; 2Hippokration
General Hospital, Hypertension Unit, Athens, Greece; 3Laiko University General
Hospital, 1st dep. of Internal Medicin, Athens, Greece

Purpose: Thalassemia minor (Tm), the b-thalassemia carrier state, has been
deemed to confer protection against atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease be-
cause of the observed lower incidence of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular
events.
Methods: We evaluated cardiovascular risk factors, risk-prediction equations
along with renal function and selected echocardiographic indices in 23.680 con-
secutive subjects, that is, 11.192 women and 12.488 men, with newly diagnosed
hypertension according to the presence or absence of Tm.
Results: Tm patients had a lower 10-year cardiovascular risk as estimated by
the European Society of Cardiology’s HeartSCORE (P<0.001). Moreover, hyper-
tensive patients with Tm were also less-frequent smokers (P<0.001) and had a
higher concentration of apolipoprotein A (P=0.009) and a lower concentration of
apolipoprotein B (P<0.001). Thus, Tm patients had a lower estimated INTER-
HEART score compared with hypertensive patients without Tm (P<0.001). Con-
cerning renal function, Tm patients had lower serum creatinine and higher esti-
mated glomerular filtration rate (both P<0.001). The prevalence of chronic kidney
disease, defined as an estimated glomerular filtration rate<60 ml min per 1.73m2,
was 17.4% in patients with Tm vs 24.1% in those without (P<0.001). Additional
biochemistry results showed that although plasma renin activity did not differ be-
tween the two groups, hypertensive patients with Tm had a lower aldosterone
concentration (P=0.03). Moreover, Tm patients had lower levels of fibrinogen and
plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI)-1 (both P<0.001). Regarding cardiac struc-
ture and function as evaluated by transthoracic echocardiography, Tm patients
had a lower left ventricular (LV) mass index and consequently a lower prevalence
of LV hypertrophy (both P<0.001), as well as a higher total and mid-wall fractional
shortening (P=0.03 and <0.001, respectively). However, left atrial index was sim-
ilar in the two groups.
Conclusions: Among patients with newly diagnosed hypertension, those with Tm
have a better overall cardiovascular risk factors, a lower prevalence of LV hyper-
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trophy and LV mass index regarding cardiac structure and function as evaluated
by transthoracic echocardiography.

P4254 | BEDSIDE
Increased coagulability in syncopal patients with orthostatic
hypotension

N. Isma1, A. Hillarp2, K. Strandberg2, R. Sutton3, O. Melander1, A. Fedorowski1.
1Department of Clinical Sciences, Lund University, Clinical Research Center,
Skåne University Hospita, Malmo, Sweden; 2Skane University Hospital, Centre
for Thrombosis and Haemostasis, Skåne University Hospital„ Malmo, Sweden;
3St.Mary’s Hospital, National Heart and Lung Institute, Imperial College, London,
United Kingdom

Purpose: While the risk for increased mortality and cardiovascular morbidity has
been linked with orthostatic hypotension (OH), there is limited information on its
relationship with haemostasis. We aimed to evaluate associations between OH
and coagulation factors in patients with unexplained transient loss of conscious-
ness (TLOC).
Methods: A total of 233 consecutive patients above 15 years of age, with
episodes of unexplained TLOC underwent head-up tilt test (HUT, Italian proto-
col). Blood was taken during supine rest before and at 3 min of 70°HUT for de-
termination of coagulation parameters associated with an increased thrombosis
risk: fibrinogen (Fbg), von Willebrand factor antigen (vWF:Ag) and vWF:GP1bα
activity, factor VIII (FVIII), lupus anticoagulant, and functional APC resistance. Or-
thostatic hypotension (OH) was defined as persistent decrease in systolic and/or
diastolic blood pressure of more than 20/10 mmHg during passive HUT excluding
spontaneous vasovagal reflex.
Results: Fifty-five patients were excluded due to lack of blood samples or war-
farin treatment. Among remaining 178 patients (81 males), those with OH (n=49)
were significantly older (61±18 vs. 47±21 yrs; p<0.001), and had a signifi-
cantly increased FVIII-supine (1.2±0.39 vs. 1.0±0.35, p=0.001), FVIII-standing
(1.2±0.36 vs. 1.0±0.34, p=0.001), vWF:Ag-supine (1.5±0.66 vs. 1.1±0.44,
p<0.001), vWF:Ag-standing (1.5±0.67 vs. 1.1±0.46, p<0.001), vWF:GP1bα-
supine (1.5±0.73 vs. 1.1±0.42, p<0.001), vWF:GP1bα-standing (1.5±0.75 vs.
1.1±0.42 p<0.001), Fbg-standing (2.9±0.53 vs. 2.7±0.61, p=0.03) but not Fbg-
supine (2.8±0.54 vs. 2.7±0.61, p=0.078) compared with patients without OH.
However, after adjusting for age and sex, only vWF:Ag and vWF:GP1bα remained
significantly increased in OH patients.
Conclusions: OH has been previously shown to be associated with increased
cardiovascular morbidity/mortality. We measured an independently increased
VWF antigen concentration and activity, which may be associated with increased
cardiovascular risk.
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Reduction in microalbuminuria predicts regression of left ventricular
hypertrophy in hypertensive patients

A.V. Bilchenko1, A.A. Bilchenko2 on behalf of Pilot Study Ukraine. 1Kharkiv
Medical Academy for Postgraduate Education, Internal medicine and Nephrology,
Kharkiv, Ukraine; 2Kharkiv National Medical University, Internal medicine,
Kharkiv, Ukraine

Purpose: Treatment-related reductions in microalbuminuria (MAU) are associ-
ated with a reduced incidence of cardiovascular events and a reduction in pro-
gression to end-stage renal disease in hypertensive patients, but if reduction in
MAU correlates with regression of left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) is still insuffi-
ciently studied. Our goal was to assess changes in the level of microalbuminuria
and its relationship with regression of LVH during antihypertensive treatment.
Methods: 443 patients with microalbuminuria and LVH were treated with losartan
50-100 mg plus hydrochlorothiazide 12.5-25 mg (219 patients) or amlodipine 5-10
mg o.i.d. (224 patients) during follow-up period of 12 months. Albumin-creatinine
ratio was measured in the first morning void urine prior to treatment and 4 weeks
after treatment. Left ventricular mass index (LVMI) was measured prior to treat-
ment and 1 year after treatment. After 4 weeks of losartan-based combination
therapy patients were divided according to reduction in albumin-creatinine ratio on
2 groups: <50% from baseline (1st group) and >50% from baseline (2nd group).
Results: Reduction in albumin-creatinine ratio after 4 weeks of treatment in the
1st group was 28% (from 11.8±7.3 to 8.4±3.8 mg/mmol) (p>0.05) and in the 2nd
group was 71% (from 10.9±4.2 to 3.2±1.6 mg/mmol, p<0.05). In the 1st group
office systolic blood pressure (BP) decreased from 166±4/91±3 to 133±3/79±2
mmHg (p<0.01) and in the 2nd group from 163±5/93±2 to 131±4/80±1 mmHg
(p<0.05), respectively. Decrease of LVMI was significantly higher after 1 year of
treatment in the 2nd group as compared with the 1st group (-19.4±4.1% vs -
6.5±3.2%, respectively (p<0.01). In a multiple regression model, significant rela-
tionship between reduction in microalbuminuria and decrease of LVMI was found,
independent of office systolic and diastolic BP changes, age and sex (p<0.01).
Conclusions: There is a strong relationship between reduction in albumin-
creatinine ratio and regression of LVH in hypertensive patients. Reduction in mi-
croalbuminuria after 4 weeks of treatment predicts further regression of left ven-
tricular hypertrophy in hypertensive patients.
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Effects of aliskiren or a diuretic in addition to an angiotensin II
receptor blocker on lowering central aortic pressure in non-diabetic
hypertensive patients: Results from the ALEA study

C. Takahashi1, T. Miyoshi2, T. Uesugi3, S. Sakuragi4, S. Nanba5, M. Doi6,
Y. Tominaga7, T. Murakami8, T. Oka1, H. Ito2. 1Tsuyama Central Hospital,
Tsuyama, Japan; 2Okayama University, Okayama, Japan; 3Sumitomobesshi
Hospital, Niihama, Japan; 4Iwakuni Clinical Center, Iwakuni, Japan; 5Okayama
Rosai Hospital, Okayama, Japan; 6Kagawa Prefectural Central Hospital,
Takamatsu, Japan; 7Yashima General Hospital, Takamatsu, Japan; 8Okayama
Heart Clinic, Okayama, Japan

Purpose: We compared the effects of a direct rennin inhibitor and a diuretic in
addition to an angiotensin II receptor blocker on lowering central aortic blood pres-
sure (BP) and augmentation index in non-diabetic patients with hypertension.
Methods: This is a sub-study of the ALEA study, which was a 24-week, prospec-
tive, multicenter, randomized, open-label study. THe principle study enrolled hy-
pertensive patients with a clinic BP >140 mm Hg and/or 90 mm Hg and already
being treated with valsartan (80mg/day) alone. A total of 103 patients were en-
rolled from 15 institutions from Jun 2012 to March 2013. In this sub-study, 41
non-diabetic patients in the aliskiren (150-300 mg/day) group and 44 non-diabetic
patients in the trichlormethiazide (0.5-2 mg/day) group were analyzed (Mean
age, 68 years and 43% of men). Radial augmentation index (AI) and central BP
were measured by radial artery tonometory. The primary outcome measure was
changes in central aortic blood pressure and radial AI from baseline to the end of
follow-up. Secondary primary outcome was change in changes in urine albumin-
to-creatinine ratio (UACR) and urinary 8-Hydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG).
Results: In both the aliskiren group and the diuretic group, brachial systolic and
diastolic BP were significantly decreased comparably 24 weeks later. In terms of
primary endpoints, The radial AI and central BP were also significantly decreased
24 weeks later; however, there were no difference in the reduction in radial AI
and central BP between two groups (the between-group difference in radial AI
was 0.6%; 95% CI: -4.3 to 5.5%; p=0.81 and the between-group difference in
central BP was 1.7 mm Hg; 95% CI: -7.8 to 11.2 mmHg; p=0.72 by ANCOVA) after
adjustment for baseline value, age, and gender. In terms of secondary endpoints,
the UACR was significantly reduced 24 weeks later and the reduction tended to
be greater in the aliskiren group tan in the trichlormethiazide group (the between-
group difference in central BP was 4.9 mg/gCr; 95% CI: -9.9 to 10.8 mg/g Cr;
p=0.10). The urinary 8-OHdG after 24 weeks treatment was significantly reduced
only in the aliskiren group and there was a significant difference between two
groups (the between-group difference was 2.3 ng/g Cr; 95% CI: 0.6 to 3.9 ng/g
Cr; p=0.01)
Conclusions: The administration of valsartan and aliskiren for 24 weeks had a
comparable effect on lowering central aortic BP and radial AI to the combination of
valsartan and a diuretic; however, the anti-oxidative effect of aliskiren in addition
to valsartan may exert renal protection in non-diabetic hypertensive patients.

DEVICES IN HYPERTENSION
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Baroreflex activation therapy in resistant hypertension - acute on/off
effects and chronic blood pressure reduction

M. Halbach1, T. Hickethier2, N. Madershahian3, M.C. Brandt4, U.C. Hoppe4,
R. Velden5, E. Lovett5, J. Muller-Ehmsen6. 1Cologne University Hospital - Heart
Center, Department of Internal Medicine III, Cologne, Germany; 2University of
Cologne, Department of Radiology, Cologne, Germany; 3Cologne University
Hospital - Heart Center, Department of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Cologne,
Germany; 4Paracelsus Private Medical University, Department of Internal
Medicine II, Cardiology, Salzburg, Austria; 5CVRx Inc., Minneapolis, United
States of America; 6Asklepios Klinik Altona, 3. Medizinische Klinik, Hamburg,
Germany

Background: Baroreflex activation therapy (BAT) by electrical stimulation of the
baroreceptors located at the carotid sinus has been shown to reduce blood pres-
sure (BP). However, it is not known whether chronic baroreceptor stimulation in-
fluences the acute responsiveness to stimulation. Therefore we determined acute
on/off effects after chronic BAT.
Methods: Resistant hypertension patients (n=17) were enrolled in an open-label,
single-arm evaluation of unilateral BAT after exclusion of secondary hypertension.
Initial eligibility criteria were systolic BP ≥140mmHg despite stable (≥4 weeks)
medical therapy consisting of ≥3 antihypertensive drugs including at least one
diuretic. For on/off testing, several BP measurements were performed 15.1±8.7
months after initial activation: at rest with activated device, 4-6 min after deactiva-
tion of the device and 4-6 min after reactivation of the device.
Results: Before BAT, mean office cuff BP was 178±27 mmHg (systolic BP; SBP)
over 98±19 mmHg (diastolic BP; DBP). At the time of on/off testing (before deac-
tivation), BP was reduced to 147±29 mmHg over 84±20 mmHg. On deactivation
of the device, BP increased by 11.2±13.9 mmHg (SBP; p=0.004) and 5.3±9.9
mmHg (DBP; p=0.04). BP decreased after reactivation by 14.5±16.0 mmHg
(SBP; p=0.002 vs. deactivation) and 6.9±9.6 mmHg (DBP; p=0.009). There was
no correlation between duration of chronic BAT and systolic or diastolic acute
on/off response (all p>0.1).
Conclusions: After long-term follow-up, unilateral BAT reduces BP consistently
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in patients with resistant hypertension. There is a significant on/off effect on BP
supporting the efficacy of BAT. The acute on/off response to BAT does not depend
on treatment duration. Thus, no evidence of tolerance over time to chronic BAT
could be found, indicating that this therapy is effective in the long-term treatment
of patients with resistant hypertension.

P4259 | BEDSIDE
Beneficial effects of renal sympathetic denervation on cardiovascular
inflammation and remodeling in essential hypertension

O. Doerr1, C. Liebetrau2, H. Moellmann2, L. Gaede2, C. Troidl3, G. Laux1,
J. Wiebe1, T. Bauer1, C. Hamm2, H.M. Nef1. 1Justus-Liebig University Giessen,
Medical Clinic I, Cardiology, Giessen, Germany; 2Kerckhoff Clinic, Department
of Cardiology, Bad Nauheim, Germany; 3Franz-Groedel Institute of the Kerckhoff
Clinic Heart & Thorax Center, Bad Nauheim, Germany

Background: Renal sympathetic denervation (RSD) represents an effective
treatment option for patients with resistant arterial hypertension (HT). HT is as-
sociated with chronic vascular inflammation and remodeling, contributing to pro-
gressive vascular damage and atherosclerosis. High-sensitivity C-reactive protein
(hsCRP) and Interleukin-6 (IL-6) are related to vascular inflammation in HT and
to be a predictive marker for cardiovascular events. HT related cardiovascular
remodeling is characterized by an abnormal proteolytic activity of Matrix metallo-
proteinases. In particular, MMP-9 and MMP-2 levels are decreased in essential
HT, which contributes to collagen accumulation in the vascular wall with subse-
quent increased peripheral resistance. In the present study we aimed to evaluate
the influence of RSD on cardiovascular inflammation and remodeling by determin-
ing serum levels of IL-6, hsCRP, MMP, and tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases
(TIMP).
Methods: A total of 60 consecutive patients (age: 67.9±[9.6] y) undergoing RSD
were included in this study. A therapeutic response was defined as a systolic
blood pressure reduction of>10 mmHg in the office blood pressure measurement
6 months after RSD. Venous serum samples for measurement of hsCRP, IL-6,
MMP-2, MMP-9, and TIMP-1 were collected prior to (BL) and 6 months after
RSD (FU).
Results: A significant reduction in the systolic office blood pressure of 26.4
mmHg (BL RRsys: 169.3 mmHg [SD: 11.3], p<0.001) was documented at follow-
up, 6 months after RSD. At this time point, the serum levels of hsCRP (BL: 3.6
mg/dL [IQR: 1.9; 6.3] vs. FU: 1.7 mg/dL [IQR: 0.9; 2.4], p<0.001) and the pro-
inflammatory cytokine IL-6 (BL: 4.04 pg/mL [IQR: 2.7; 6.5] vs. FU: 2.2 pg/mL [IQR:
1.6; 3.2], p<0.001) were significantly decreased compared with baseline values.
The levels of MMP-9 (BL: 425.2 ng/mL [IQR: 309.3; 573.4] vs. FU: 574.1 ng/mL
[IQR: 463.3; 860.2], p=0.024) and MMP-2 (BL: 192.3 pg/mL [IQR: 158.2; 233.1]
vs. FU: 231.3 pg/mL [IQR: 190.1; 286.9], p<0.001) were significantly increased
compared with baseline values. There was no significant change in TIMP-1 levels
6 months after RSD relative to baseline values.
Conclusion: In addition to the effective blood pressure reduction in response to
RSD, this study demonstrates a positive effect of RSD on biomarkers reflecting
vascular inflammation and remodeling. A significant reduction of pro-inflammatory
cytokines and an improvement of the abnormal proteolytic activity, suggest a
prognostic benefit of RSD in high-risk patients for endothelial dysfunction and
cardiovascular remodeling as well as end-organ damage.

P4260 | BEDSIDE
Impact of heart failure biomarkers on blood pressure response in
patients with resistant hypertension undergoing renal denervation

J.T. Neumann1, S. Ewen2, K. Mortensen3, H. Nef4, F. Ojeda1, F. Mahfoud2,
M. Boehm2, C. Hamm4, O. Doerr4, S. Blankenberg1. 1University Heart
Center Hamburg, Clinic for General & Interventional Cardiology, Hamburg,
Germany; 2Saarland University Hospital, Medical Clinic III, Cardiology, Homburg,
Germany; 3University of Lubeck, Medical Clinic II, Cardiology, Lubeck, Germany;
4University Hospital Giessen and Marburg, Department of Internal Medicine I,
Cardiology/Angiology, Giessen, Germany

Background and methods: Catheter-based renal denervation (RDN) reduces
office blood pressure (BP) and left ventricular hypertrophy in patients with con-
firmed resistant hypertension. In hypertensive patients with left-ventricular hy-
pertrophy, heart failure biomarkers are associated with high BP. This multicenter
study investigated the effect of RDN on NT-proBNP, ST-2, galectin-3 and high-
sensitivity troponin I in 167 patients with resistant hypertension (defined as of-
fice SBP >160 mmHg, despite intake of 3 antihypertensive drugs) undergoing
RDN. Echocardiography and blood sampling was performed at baseline, 1 and
6 months after RDN. Linear and logistic effect models were used to determine
the association of biomarkers with BP response and echocardiographic parame-
ters.
Results: After RDN office BP was reduced from 172±20/92±14 mmHg
to 152±26/84±16 mmHg (p<0,001) at 1-month and 148±22/83±12 mmHg
(p<0,001) at 6-month follow-up, respectively. Response to treatment (drop in of-
fice systolic BP ≥10mmHg) after 6 months was documented in 123 (74%) pa-
tients. Overall no significant association of biomarkers and BP change after 6
months was observed (Table 1). Furthermore, no association with the determined
echocardiographic parameters was detected. There was no significant correlation
between biomarker level at baseline and BP response after RDN (Table 2).

Linear mixed effect models for biomarkers and blood pressure
Association of biomarkers and BP

Coefficient p-value

ST2 0.0007 0.59
NT-proBNP 0.0000 0.99
Galectin 3 −0.0014 0.070
hsTnI 0.0010 0.53
Cystatin C −0.0005 0.56

Table summarizing the results for the linear mixed effect models for markers and systolic BP (ABP
mean) are given. All biomarkers are log-transformed. The covariates in the model are: systolic
BP (mean, overall), age, female, BMI, smoker, diabetes, hyperlipidemia, coronary heart disease,
months after RD.

Conclusions: In this multicenter analysis RDN did significantly reduce office BP
by 24 mmHg. However, NT-proBNP, ST-2, galectin-3 and high-sensitivity troponin
I at baseline were not associated with BP reduction 1 and 6 months after RDN.

P4261 | BENCH
Application of electrical nerve stimulation as a target for renal
denervation acute procedural efficacy; the dark side of the moon

D. Tsiachris, C. Tsioufis, K. Dimitriadis, C. Thomopoulos, A. Kordalis,
A. Kasiakogias, I. Andrikou, T. Milkas, A. Kefala, C. Stefanadis. First Cardiology
Clinic, University of Athens,Hippokration Hospital, Athens, Greece

Background: Transluminal renal sympathetic denervation (RDN) reduces blood
pressure (BP) in patients with treatment-resistant hypertension but it remains a
blind procedure in the cath lab. Electrical stimulation of the renal arterial auto-
nomic nerves has been identified as an end point of ensuring renal fiber dis-
ruption.We experimentally assessed the effect of electrical stimulation on renal
arterial autonomic nerves before and after RDN by using multi-electrode renal
ablation system.
Design and methods: A 7F introducer was inserted into each femoral artery in
10 juvenile farm swines under deep general anesthesia. RDN was performed us-
ing the EnligHTN ablation catheter (St. Jude Medical, CA, USA) inserted from
the right femoral artery. BP was continuously monitored from the left femoral
artery. Electrical autonomic nerve stimulation at 20-Hz frequency, 5-ms pulse du-
ration, and 15-mA output was applied for 60 s to 3 minutes via the distal pair of
a quadripolar catheterintroduced via the right femoral artery and placed succes-
sively in the ostium, proximal, middle and distal part of each renal artery before
and after RDN.
Results: Renal angiograms performed before and after RDN were normal in all
cases showing no apparent injury. Electrical stimulation was also applied using
different settings (frequency of 20 Hz, with an amplitude of 15 V and pulse dura-
tion of 10 ms) as well as an open irrigation catheter. BP and heart rate remained
unchanged after electrical stimulation of either 1, 2 or 3 minutes duration applied
in the ostium, proximal, middle and distal part of each renal artery. There was
also no response to electrical stimulation of either renal artery after RDN.
Conclusion: Although electrical stimulation of the renal arterial autonomic nerves
has been reported as an end point of effective RDN in dogs, different settings of
electrical stimulation of the renal arterial autonomic nerves in farm pigs failed to
affect either BP or heart rate.

P4262 | BEDSIDE
Percutaneous renal denervation effectively reduces blood pressure in
patients with isolated systolic hypertension

S. Ewen, C. Ukena, D. Linz, J. Poess, I. Kindermann, B. Cremers, U. Laufs,
M. Boehm, F. Mahfoud. Saarland University Hospital, Department of Internal
Medicine III, Homburg, Germany

Renal denervation (RDN) reduces office blood pressure in patients with resis-
tant hypertension. Previous clinical trials have not focused specifically on isolated
systolic hypertension. Therefore we investigated the effect of RDN in 107 pa-
tients with resistant hypertension: 57 patients with combined (systolic/diastolic)
and 50 patients with isolated systolic hypertension. RDN reduced office systolic
and diastolic blood pressure at 3-, 6- and 12-months in combined hypertension
by 26/25/25 and 13/11/11 mmHg as well as by 19/20/19 and 7/5/6 mmHg in iso-
lated systolic hypertension (p<0.05 for all), respectively. Systolic blood pressure
decreased numerical slightly lower, but not significant, in patients with isolated
systolic hypertension (p=0.309). The drop in diastolic blood pressure in isolated
systolic hypertension was lower compared to patients with combined hyperten-
sion (p<0.05). The non-responder rate (change in office SBP <10 mmHg) after
6-months was 23% in combined hypertension and 31% in isolated systolic hy-
pertension (p=0.334). Pulse pressure was reduced after 3-, 6-, and 12-months
in combined hypertension patients from 75 mmHg at baseline to 62, 64 and
67 mmHg and from 90 to 78, 75 and 79 mmHg (p<0.001 for all) in isolated
systolic hypertension, respectively. Mean 24-hour ambulatory systolic/diastolic
blood pressure was reduced from 153/88±16/10 mmHg to 141/81±15/11mmHg
in combined hypertension and from 147/75±15/9 to 139/71±15/7 mmHg (p<0.05
for all) in isolated systolic hypertension 6-months after RDN, respectively. Our
findings support the efficacy of RDN in patients with isolated hypertension.
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P4264 | BEDSIDE
Flattening of annulus saddle-shape in patients with mitral valve
prolapse: comparison between posterior and anterior leaflet prolapse

C.N. Jin, S. Wan, R.H.L. Wong, M.J. Underwood, C.M. Yu, A.P.W. Lee. Prince of
Wales University Hospital, Division of Cardiology, Institute of Vascular Medicine,
Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, People’s Republic of China

Background: Flattening of mitral annulus saddle-shape was shown to be asso-
ciated with severity of mitral regurgitation (MR) in mitral valve prolapse (MVP)
and saddle-shaped annuloplasty was proposed to enhance repair durability. We
sought to evaluate the difference in annular geometry between patients with iso-
lated posterior leaflet (PL) prolapse and those with anterior leaflet (AL) involve-
ment, which may have implication for the choice of annuloplasty ring.
Methods: Mitral annular geometry was assessed by 3-dimensional (3D) trans-
esophageal echocardiography (iE33, Philips) in 119 subjects including 64 patients
undergoing annuloplasty for severe MR due to isolated PL prolapse (48 men,
age=59±10y), 24 patients due to AL/bi-leaflet prolapse (15 men, age=55±12y),
and 31 age/sex-matched normal subjects (18 men, age=58±15y). Using dedi-
cated software the end-systolic 3D geometry of mitral annulus including annu-
lar area, circumference, commissural width, anteroposterior diameter, and height
were measured. The annular height to commissural width ratio (AHCWR) was
calculated as surrogate of the annular saddle-shape.
Results: The normal AHCWR ranged from 15∼33%. Height and AHCWR were
significantly lower in patients with AL/bi-leaflet prolapse than those with isolated
PL prolapse, despite similar annular area, circumference, and diameters (Table).
Annular flattening, defined as AHCWR<15% (the lower limit of normal), was ev-
ident in 17 (71%) patients in AL/bi-leaflet prolapse and 34 (53%) in isolated PL
prolapse (P=0.13).

Table 1. 3D annulus geometry

Variables Normal Isolated AL/bi-leaflet P
subjects PL prolapse prolapse
(n=31) (n=64) (n=24)

Circumference, mm 106±9 123±16* 123±20 <0.0001
Area, mm2 738±54 1085±308* 1157±409* <0.0001
Commissural width, mm 33.3±3.7 37.8±5.1* 38.6±7.0* <0.0001
Anteroposterior diameter, mm 28.0±2.5 36.4±4.9* 37.5±6.3* <0.0001
Height, mm 7.9±1.9 5.5±1.3* 4.8±0.9*† <0.0001
AHCWR, % 24±5 15±4* 13±2*† <0.0001

*P<0.05 vs. normal subjects. †P<0.05 vs. patients with isolated PL prolapse.

Conclusion: Annular flattening is common both in MVP patients with isolated PL
and anterior/bi-leaflet prolapse but the degree of flattening appears to be more
severe in the latter, for which saddle-shaped annuloplasty may be more important.

P4265 | BEDSIDE
In patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy and secondary mitral
regurgitation, mitral annulus contractile dysfunction is related more to
left atrial than to left ventricular contractile dysfunction

S. Mihaila1, D. Muraru2, E. Piasentini2, M. Miglioranza2, U. Cucchini2,
G. Cavalli2, M. Tadic2, S. Iliceto2, D. Vinereanu1, L.P. Badano2. 1University
of Medicine and Pharmacy Carol Davila, University Emergency Hospital,
Bucharest, Romania; 2University Hospital of Padua, Department of Cardiac,
Thoracic and Vascular Sciences, Padua, Italy

Background: 3D echo revealed dysfunctional mitral annulus (MA) in secondary
mitral regurgitation (SMR), and suggested it as a consequence of left ventricular
(LV) systolic dysfunction and remodelling. However, the relation between the MA
and left heart chamber dysfunction remained to be explored in these pts.
Methods: 56 pts (59±16 yrs, 43 men) with mild to severe SMR due to ischemic
cardiomyopathy and regular rhythm underwent 3D full-volume acquisition of the
MA, left atrium (LA) and LV.
Using dedicated software package (MV assessment 2.3, TomTec) able to track
the MA frame-by-frame during systole, we measured MA area and anterior-
posterior (AP) diameter fractional changes, and MA displacement. We assessed
LA maximum (LAvol), minimum and pre-P volumes, and total and active LA emp-
tying fractions (EF) (LA analysis 2.3, TomTec). LV end-diastolic volumes (LVEDV)
and LVEF were measured with AutoLVQ (Echopac BT 12, GE Vingmed).
Results: Subjects had LVEDV of 116±29 ml/m2, LVEF of 31±10%, LAvol of
60±42 ml/m2 and MA mid-systolic area of 12±3 cm2. Even though MA area
had good and similar correlations to LVEDV and LAvol (r=0.55 and r=0.51, both
p<0.001), MA area fraction showed closer correlations to total and active LAEF
than LVEF (Fig. 1). AP diameter fractional change showed closer relation to total
and active LAEF (r=0.55 and r=0.61, p<0.001) than LVEF (r=0.27, p=0.04), too.
Conversely, MA displacement showed the highest correlation to LVEF (r=0.63,
p<0.001), and none with active LAEF.
Conclusion: In SMR, MA contractile dysfunction relates closer to LA dysfunction,
while the MA translation is decreased due to LV systolic dysfunction. Our data
suggest that the loss of atrial contraction might have an additional impact on the
severity of SMR in pts with ischemic cardiomyopathy.

Abstract P4265 –Figure 1. Relationship of MA to LA and LV function.

P4266 | BEDSIDE
Effect of heart rate, rhythm, and net atrioventrciular compliance on
echocardiographic assessment of mitral stenosis anatomic severity:
proximal isovelocity surface area versus pressure half time

A. Mabrouk Salem Omar1, M. Ahmed Abdel-Rahman2, H. Raslan1, O. Rifaie2.
1National Research Centre, Medical Division, Department of Internal Medicine,
Cairo, Egypt; 2Ain Shams University Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Cairo,
Egypt

Background: We reported that mitral valve area by proximal isovelocity surface
area (MVA-PISA), unlike pressure half time (MVA-PHT) is not affected by changes
in net-atrioventrciular compliance (Cn) in patients with mitral stenosis (MS). Aim:
Compare the effect of Cn in the light of changes in heart rate (HR), rhythm, and
diastolic filling time (DFT) on MVA-PISA and MVA-PHT, and study effects of MS
severities on the radius of PISA (PISA-r).
Methods: For 84 consecutive patients, MVA was calculated by 2-D planimetry
(MVA-PLN, reference), PHT, and PISA, after fixing valve angle to 100°and alias-
ing velocity to 33 cm/s, a previously tested method that allows studying MS ef-
fects on PISA-r and maximal mitral early diastolic velocity (Vmax). Differences
from MVA-PLN were calculated in mm2 for MVA-PHT (d-PHT), and MVA-PISA
(d-PISA). Cn was calculated as: 1270×MVA-PLN/E-wave deceleration slope.
Results: Mean age was 42.5±17.8 years, (51 (58%) females and 32 (38%) Af).
HR, DFT, and Cn were 76.9±14 b/m 485±128 ms, and 4.53±1.9 mL/mmHg. HR
was<70 and >70 b/m in 27 and 57 patients, respectively. MVA-PISA correlated
with MVA-PLN stronger than MVA-PHT (r=0.948, 0.379, all p<0.001), and PISA-r
correlated with MVA-PLN stronger than Vmax (r=0.758, –0.471, p<0.001). d-PHT
correlated with Cn, HR, and DFT (r=0.74, 0.24, 0.3, p<0.001, 0.02, 0.006, respec-
tively), while d-PISA did not (r=0.07, 0.1, 0.03, p=0.53, 0.35, 0.79, respectively).
PISA-r significantly decreased with each increase in MS severity, while Vmax,
and pressure gradient (PG) only were different between moderate and severe but
not mild and moderate MS. ROC-curve revealed that PISA-r can effectively differ-
entiate MS severities. MVA by different methods, PISA-r, and d-PISA were similar
when HR<70 vs. >70 b/m, or in sinus vs. Af, while patients with HR>70 b/m had
higher d-PHT (1.03±4.1 vs. -1.07±3.5 mm2, p=0.02), higher Vmax (219±46 vs.
205±35 cm/s, p<0.001), higher PG (12.6±6.6, 8.3±3.8 mmHg, p=0.003), and
lower Cn (4.3±1.7 vs. 5.6±2.2 mL/mmHg, p=0.003) compared to HR<70 b/m,
and patients with Af had lower d-PHT (-0.7±3.6 vs. 1±3.6 mm2, p=0.06), lower
Vmax (202±35 vs. 222±45 cm/s, p<0.049), lower PG (8.1±4.1, 13.1±6.3 mmHg,
p<0.001), and higher Cn (5.3±2.1 vs. 4.03±1.7 mL/mmHg, p=0.002) compared
to sinus. HR was higher and DFT was lower in patients with HR>70 vs. <70 b/m,
but were similar between sinus and Af.
Conclusions: MVA-PISA and PISA-r unlike MVA-PHT and Vmax are not affected
by Cn changes, irrespective of the the effect of HR, DFT, or the presence of Af
rhythm. Given its simplicity, PISA-r can be an alternative to MVA in assessment
of MS anatomic severity.

P4267 | BEDSIDE
Mitral annulus remodeling and dysfunction in patients with mild to
severe organic mitral regurgitation

S. Mihaila1, E. Piasentini2, D. Muraru2, M. Miglioranza2, P. Aruta2, G. Cavalli2,
S. Casablanca2, S. Iliceto2, D. Vinereanu1, L.P. Badano2. 1University of
Medicine and Pharmacy Carol Davila, University Emergency Hospital,
Bucharest, Romania; 2University Hospital of Padua, Department of Cardiac,
Thoracic and Vascular Sciences, Padua, Italy

Background: Assessment of mitral annulus (MA) geometry and dynamics
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changes according to mitral regurgitation (MR) etiology is key to tailor mitral valve
(MV) repair procedures.
Objectives: To analyse the extent of MA remodelling and changes in dynamics
using 3D echo in mild to severe organic MR (OMR).
Methods: We compared MA geometry and function between 50 pts (57±15 yrs,
30 men) with OMR (posterior MV prolapse-38 pts, Barlow disease-12 pts) and
52 controls (C) who underwent 3D full-volume MV acquisition. MA geometry was
analysed using prototype software package (MV assessment 2.3, TomTec). MA
parameters were recorded at 4 reference frames: mitral valve closure (MVC),
mid (MS) and endsystole (ES), and minimum value frame. Time to minimum was
recorded as % of systole duration.
Results: OMR pts had larger antero-posterior (AP) and anterolateral-
posteromedial (ALPM) diameters, MA area (MAA) and circumference (MAC),
and higher sphericity index (SI) at all reference frames (*p<0.001) (Figure). Non-
planarity MA angle (NPA), tenting area and volume were similar in OMR and C
at MVC. MA shape became progressively flatter, and tenting area and volume
smaller in OMR than in C from MS to ES (*p<0.001).
OMR pts had significant delays of minimum AP (17±8% vs 11±9%) and ALPM
diameters (18±10% vs 13±8%), MAA (16%±8 vs 11±6%) and MAC (16±7 vs
11±6%) and SI (38±28% vs 22±18%) than N, for all p<0.01.
MA area fraction was reduced in OMR (22±5% vs 28±5%, p<0.001), while MA
displacement was similar to N (10±3 vs 10±1 mm).

Mitral annulus dynamics in OMR vs C.

Conclusion: OMR pts have larger and more spherical MA during entire cardiac
systole, with decreased contraction but preserved translation. Even though MA
saddle-shape is preserved at early systole, MA progressively flattens from MS to
ES, concurring to prolapse severity and late-systolic MR.

P4268 | BEDSIDE
The impact of functional mitral regurgitation on right ventricular function
and clinical outcome in patients with right ventricular infarction

D. Aronson, S. Yalonetsky, H. Eden, D. Mutlak, J. Lessick, Y. Agmon,
H. Hammerman. Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

Introduction: Right ventricle (RV) infarction is associated with increased mortal-
ity. Functional mitral regurgitation (FMR) may complicate inferoposterior infarction
with RV involvement leading to pulmonary hypertension and increased RV after-
load, potentially exacerbating RV remodeling and dysfunction.
Methods: We studied 178 patients with inferior STEMI and right ventricular in-
farction. The presence and severity of FMR and RV function were assessed by
echocardiography. Hemodynamically significant FMR was considered when the
severity of regurgitation was moderate or severe.

Results: Eighteen patients (10.0%) had hemodynamically significant FMR. Esti-
mated pulmonary artery systolic pressure was higher in patients with FMR than
in patients without FMR (43±10 vs. 34±10; P=0.002). RV systolic dysfunction
was present in 76 patients (42.5%). In a multivariable logistic regression model,
FMR was a strong predictor of RV dysfunction (odds ratio 5.35, 95% CI 1.65-
17.48, P=0.005) independent of reperfusion therapy (Table). During a median
follow-up of 4.1 years, 20 (12.4%) and 10 (55.6%) deaths occurred in patients
with and without significant FMR (P<0.001). In a multivariable Cox regression
model, compared with patients without FMR and with normal RV function, the
adjusted hazard ratio for mortality was 1.02 in patients without FMR and with RV
dysfunction (95% CI, 0.39-2.69, P=0.97) and 3.62 in patients with FMR with RV
dysfunction (95% CI, 1.33-9.85, P=0.01).

Logistic regression for RV dysfunction

Characteristic Odds Ratio (95% CI) P value

Reperfusion therapy 0.18 (0.07–0.51) 0.001
Moderate/severe FMR 5.35 (1.65–17.48) 0.005
Basal posterior WMA 2.84 (1.32–6.10) 0.008

Conclusion: In patients with RV infarction the development of concomitant hemo-
dynamically significant FMR is strongly associated with RV dysfunction, presum-
ably by producing pulmonary hypertension and increasing RV forward impedance
during acute ischemia. The risk for mortality is increased predominantly in pa-
tients with both RV dysfunction and FMR.

P4269 | BEDSIDE
The underestimated burden of mitral regurgitation: morbidity,
mortality, and risk factors

S.A. Mitchell1, O. Alfieri2, J.-N. Trochu3, F. Gustafsson4, V. Mitrovic5, R. Dillon1.
1Abacus International, Bicester, United Kingdom; 2San Raffaele Hospital,
Milano, Italy; 3Inserm, UMR 1087, Institut du Thorax, CHU Nantes, France;
4Rigshospitalet - Copenhagen University Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark;
5Kerckhoff Clinic, Bad Nauheim, Germany

Purpose: The management of mitral regurgitation (MR) is challenging. Patients
with MR may present as asymptomatic, oligosymptomatic, older with comorbidi-
ties, or clinically symptomatic and not appropriate candidates for surgery. Under-
standing morbidity and mortality risks in patients with MR is therefore important as
the consequences, such as pulmonary hypertension and left ventricular dysfunc-
tion, are often irreversible. The current review considers the medical/conservative
management of MR and was designed to assess mortality, morbidity, and risk
factors associated with functional and organic MR, particularly severe MR.
Methods: A structured literature review was conducted in MEDLINE, Embase,
the Cochrane Library, and via hand-searching of conference proceedings. Struc-
tured search strings were adapted for each database as appropriate and included
free text and Medical Subject heading (MeSH) terms. Studies were screened on
the basis of title/abstract against the eligibility criteria. Prospective randomised
controlled trials and observational studies including adult patients with MR which
reported on treatment response rates, survival, time to treatment failure, quality
of life, and adverse events were eligible for inclusion.
Results: A total of 32 publications met the inclusion criteria of the review (9 in
functional, 18 in organic, and 5 in a mixed population [functional/organic]). De-
spite the heterogeneity of the identified studies, particularly regarding classifi-
cation of severity, asymptomatic organic MR had an important impact on 5 and
10 year overall survival and symptomatic functional MR was associated with a
severely impaired prognosis. There was a clear association between MR of in-
creased severity and a greater risk of morbidity and mortality. Advancing age,
presence of atrial fibrillation, increasing effective regurgitant orifice, ejection frac-
tion, left ventricle end systolic diameter, diabetes, and increasing New York Heart
Association Class were identified as risk factors associated with mortality and
morbidity.
Conclusions: The burden of MR for patients is considerable and there is a need
to raise awareness for earlier and dedicated management of MR. The current
review found that patients presenting with severe symptomatic MR and a high
surgical risk have a poor prognosis and limited treatment options. There is a
clear unmet need in the management of patients with severe MR not indicated
for surgery. Further research into alternative medical strategies and patient man-
agement is needed to improve prognoses and reduce morbidity and mortality.

P4270 | BEDSIDE
Feasibility of doppler hemodynamic evaluation of primary and
secondary mitral regurgitation during exercise echocardiography

A. Coisne1, F. Levy2, D. Malaquin2, M. Richardson1, J.-P. Quere2,
D. Montaigne1, C. Tribouilloy2. 1Cardiology Hospital of Lille, Service
d’Explorations Fonctionnelles Cardio-Vasculaires, Lille, France; 2University
Hospital of Amiens, Department of Cardiology, Amiens, France

Purpose: Exercise transthoracic echocardiography (ExTTE) was recently pro-
posed to evaluate exercise tolerance and to help risk stratification in Mitral Regur-
gitation (MR). Extensive monitoring during exercise of hemodynamic parameters
including quantification of MR by the Proximal Isovelocity Surface Area (PISA)
method appeared reliable in secondary MR in clinical studies. Nevertheless, few
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data are available on the feasibility of Doppler echocardiographic recordings at
exercise in daily practice, in both secondary and primary MR.
Methods: Comprehensive resting and Ex TTE were performed in 72 unselected
consecutive patients (age 59±15 years, 62% men), asymptomatic or with equiv-
ocal symptoms, with at least moderate (mean effective regurgitant orifice area
(ERO) = 36±14 mm2) primary or secondary MR in two french university hospi-
tals.
Results: Variation of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) between rest and
peak exercise (Pex) was estimated in all patients. LV contractile reserve (CR) at
exercise, defined by an increase of LVEF more than 5% was found in 51/72 pa-
tients (71%). Systolic pulmonary artery pressure (SPAP) was obtained in all pa-
tients at rest and in 83% (n=60) patients at Pex. Mean SPAP at Pex was 57±14
mmHg. At rest, quantification of ERO using the PISA method was more chal-
lenging in semi-supine position than in classic left lateral decubitus position (ERO
measured in 55/72; 76% vs 66/72; 92%; p=0.012), essentially in mitral valve (MV)
prolapse (35/47; 74%). During exercise, ERO was only obtained in 30/55 (55%)
patients and was more difficult to assess in MV prolapse than in rheumatic MR
or ischemic MR (respectively in 43%, 67% and 88%, p=0.05). ERO was less fre-
quently measured in posterior than in anterior or in bileaflet prolapse (respectively
in 29%, 40% and 78%, p=0.04). When available at Pex, ERO remained stable in
1/30 (3%) patient, decreased in 8/30 (27%). and increased in 21/30 (70%). Mean
increase in ERO was 10.3±4.7 mm2. At Pex, ERO was more frequently obtained
in symptomatic (NYHA IIb) than asymptomatic patients (NYHA I) (10/13, 77%
vs 6/16, 37.5%, p=0.034) because peak heart rate was lower (113±20bpm vs
133±23bpm, p=0.026).
Conclusion: In daily exercise echocardiography, monitoring of the CR and SPAP
appeared less challenging than MR quantification using the PISA method. Mon-
itoring of ERO was more feasible in ischemic MR than in asymptomatic primary
MR

P4271 | BEDSIDE
Mechanisms of carpentier 1 mitral regurgitation: insights using
multi-detector computed tomography

P.J. Van Rosendael, S. Katsanos, V. Kamperidis, C.J. Roos, A.J.H.A. Scholte,
M.J. Schalij, N. Ajmone Marsan, J.J. Bax, V. Delgado. Leiden University Medical
Center, Department of Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands

Background: The underlying mechanism of Carpentier I mitral regurgitation (MR)
remains controversial. The present study evaluated changes in mitral valve geom-
etry of patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) and structurally and functionally normal
left ventricles and mitral leaflets. The multi-detector row computed tomography
(MDCT) evaluations prior to radiofrequency catheter ablation for AF were evalu-
ated.
Methods: From a cohort of 480 patients with drug-refractory AF referred for
catheter ablation, 170 patients (mean age 58±10 years, 67.1% men) with struc-
tural and functional normal left ventricles and mitral leaflets were included. The
intercommissural and anteroposterior diameter, perimeter and area of the mitral
annulus and left atrial volume were assessed with MDCT and correlated with the
grade of MR as assessed with echocardiography.
Results: 49 patients (28.8%) had MR≥2+. These patients had larger mitral
annulus area compared with patients with MR<2+ (665.0±100.6 mm2/m2 vs.
530.5±66.6 mm2/m2, p<0.001) while left ventricular size and function (ejection
fraction 64.9±6.3% vs. 63.1±5.7%, p=0.08) were similar. After adjusting for age,
hypertension, left atrial volume and left ventricular end-systolic volume and ejec-
tion fraction, the mitral annulus dimensions remained independently correlated
with MR≥2+ (Table).

Baseline model Multivariate
Odds ratio (95% CI) P-value

Age (years) 1.08 (1.02–1.14) 0.008
Hypertension 1.37 (0.57–3.28) 0.479
Left ventricular ejection fraction (%) 0.97 (0.89–1.06) 0.466
Left ventricular end-systolic volume (ml/m2) 1.07 (0.96–1.20) 0.210
Left atrial volume (ml/m2) 1.10 (1.05–1.14) <0.001
Baseline model + mitral annular intercommissural

diameter (mm/m2) 1.50 (1.20–1.87) <0.001
Baseline model + mitral annular anteroposterior

diameter (mm/m2) 1.79 (1.35–2.39) <0.001
Baseline model + mitral annular perimeter (mm/m2) 1.17 (1.08–1.27) <0.001
Baseline model + mitral annular area (mm2/m2) 1.02 (1.01–1.02) <0.001

Conclusion: In AF patients with structural and functional normal left ventricles
and mitral leaflets, MDCT demonstrated that mitral annulus dilatation is indepen-
dently associated with type I MR.

P4272 | BEDSIDE
Frank Starling law of left atrium in patients with mitral valve
regurgitation

B. Ren, L. De Groot-De Laat, M. Geleijnse. Erasmus Medical Center, Department
of Cardiology, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Objective: The Frank–Starling behaviour of the LA, evidenced by an increase of
the contraction force after increase of the stretch level in patients with degenera-

tive MR has not been evaluated before.The purpose of this study was to describe
the Frank–Starling law and myocardial mechanics of the left atrium (LA) in pa-
tients with degenerative mitral regurgitation (MR).
Methods: Eighty patients with degenerative MR and 20 controls were included.
LA volume was measured with three-dimensional transthoracic echocardiogra-
phy at three phases of the cardiac cycle as maximal volume (LAVmax), mini-
mal volume (LAVmin) and the volume before atrial contraction (LAVpre-A). From
these volumes, active stroke volume (SV), and emptying fraction (EF) were cal-
culated. LA strain and strain rate were measured with vector velocity imaging on
4-chamber and 2-chamber views.
Results: LAVmax, LAVmin and LAVpre-A all increased with increasing MR vol-
ume. LA active SV increased with LAVpre-A up to a certain point upon which it
decreased despite further increased LAVpre-A (r=0.53, p<0.001). The LA active
EF correlated negatively with the LAVpre-A index (r=0.65, p<0.001). LA late neg-
ative strain decreased with increasing MR volume. A positive correlation existed
between LA late negative strain and the LA active EF (r=0.55, p<0.001).

Left atrial functions by volumes

Conclusion: The Frank–Starling Law exists in the LA of patients with degen-
erative MR, evidenced by an increase in LA contractility (SV) in response to an
increase in LA preload (LAVpre-A) up to a point, beyond which the LA contractility
(SV) decreased.

P4273 | BEDSIDE
Presence and significance of delayed enhancement on CMR in primary
mitral regurgitation

C.M. Van De Heyning1, J. Magne2, L.A. Pierard2, P.J. Bruyere3, L. Davin2,
C. De Maeyer1, B.P. Paelinck1, C.J. Vrints1, P. Lancellotti2. 1University of
Antwerp Hospital (Edegem), Department of Cardiology, Antwerp, Belgium; 2CHU
Sart-Tilman, Department of Cardiology, Liege, Belgium; 3CHU Sart-Tilman,
Department of Radiology, Liege, Belgium

Purpose: The appropriate timing for surgery in severe asymptomatic primary mi-
tral regurgitation (MR) remains controversial. It has been shown that late gadolin-
ium enhancement on cardiovascular magnetic resonance (LGE CMR), which may
identify myocardial fibrosis, is associated with a worse outcome in various car-
diomyopathies. We sought to investigate the prevalence and significance of de-
layed enhancement in primary MR.
Methods: We prospectively included 41 patients with at least moderate primary
MR and without overt signs of left ventricular (LV) dysfunction. Patients with evi-
dence of coronary artery disease, arrhythmias or significant concomitant valvular
disease were excluded. All patients were scheduled for transthoracic echocardio-
graphy and LGE CMR.
Results: 39 patients had interpretable LGE CMR images. Among them, 12 (31%)
had late contrast uptake of the LV wall. LGE CMR showed an infarct pattern in 3
patients, a pattern of mid-wall fibrosis in 7 patients and 2 patients had a combined
pattern. Patients with delayed enhancement on CMR had significant higher LV di-
ameters (LV end-systolic diameter 39±4 vs. 34±5mm, p=0.002; LV end-diastolic
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diameter 57±5 vs. 50±5mm, p=0.001). There was a trend towards a higher in-
dexed left atrial volume (55±21 vs. 44±13ml/m2, p=0.06). By contrast, there was
no significant association between myocardial contrast uptake and age, LV ejec-
tion fraction and MR severity. 17 patients underwent mitral valve surgery within
a follow-up period of 2 years. There was a trend towards more post-operative
LV dysfunction, defined as a LVEF < or =50% at 6 months, in patients with late
contrast uptake on LGE CMR (50% vs. 9%, p=0.1).
Conclusions: LV remodeling seems to be associated with the presence of de-
layed enhancement on CMR in primary MR. Further data are needed to deter-
mine whether LGE CMR can predict a less favourable outcome or could improve
risk stratification in asymptomatic primary MR.

P4274 | BEDSIDE
High incidence of new-onset atrial fibrillation among patients with
mitral valve disease - a nationwide cohort study

M.J.D. Buron, G. Gislason, M.L. Hansen, A.M.S. Olsen. Gentofte Hospital -
Copenhagen University Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Hellerup, Denmark

Background: Aortic valve disease (AVD) and mitral valve disease (MVD) are
due to the aging population increasingly prevalent illnesses. Atrial fibrillation (AF)
has in previous studies shown to be associated with valve disease, but has not
previously been examined in a nationwide setting. This study investigates the
differential risk of new-onset AF in a nationwide cohort of patients suffering with
AVD or MVD.
Methods: Patients admitted with first-time AVD or MVD from 1997 to 2011 with
no pre-existing AF were identified from nationwide registers. Information on co-
morbidity and concomitant medication was identified by individual-level linkage
of administrative registers. Incidence rates of new-onset AF were calculated and
risk assessed in multivariable adjusted Cox-proportional–hazard models.
Results: A total of 64,442 patients with either AVD or MVD were included; mean
age 70 (SD±15) years and 49% males. Mean follow-up for occurrence of AF was
687 days (SD±1009). A total of 9150 (19.2%) with AVD and 5436 (28.9%) with
MVD developed new-onset AF. Incidence rates for new-onset AF was 52 and 74
events per 1000 person-years for AVD and MVD, respectively. In Cox regression
analysis the risk of new-onset AF was significantly higher in patients suffering
MVD (HR 1.69; CI (1.63-1.75)).

Proportion of AF per person-years.

Conclusions: New onset AF is a very common complication for patients with
AVD or MVD. Risk was particularly high in patients with MVD. Focus on risk of AF
in patients with valve disease is warranted.

P4275 | BEDSIDE
Measurement of type-B natriuretic peptide in organic mitral
regurgitation: normalization by age and sex predicts survival after
diagnosis

M.-A. Clavel1, C. Tribouilloy2, F. Mantovani1, C. Szymanski2, R. Suri1,
M. Enriquez-Sarano1. 1Mayo Clinic, Department of Cardiovascular Disease,
Rochester, United States of America; 2University Hospital of Amiens, Amiens,
France

Background: Plasma level of type-B natriuretic peptide (BNP) is highly influ-
enced by age and sex however it has never been normalized for these variables
as a predictor of mortality in organic mitral regurgitation (OMR). The objective of
this study was to assess the impact of an increase in BNP compared to normal
upon mortality in a large population of OMR patients.
Methods: In 1015 patients with flail and/or prolapse of mitral valve, plasma level
of BNP was measured at the time of Doppler-Echocardiography and divided by
the normal value of BNP according to age and sex to evaluate the level of BNP
increase for each patient (BNPratio).
Results: OMR patients had a mean age of 65±15 years and 634 were (62%)
men. Mean left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) was 63±9%, the incidence of
coronary artery disease was 19% (n=189), heart failure 24% (n=241) and mild
chronic kidney disease was 9% (n=83). Median BNP level was 103 (interquar-
tile: 39-285) and BNPratio was 1.2 (0.5-2.8). After adjustment age, gender, body
surface area, Charlson comorbidity index, creatinine, symptoms, LVEF and mi-

tral valve surgery (as a time dependent variable), BNPratio (log transformed) was
a powerful predictor of mortality (p<0.0001) with a hazard ratio of 1.42 (1.22-
1.66). Moreover, when dividing elevated BNPratio in groups, each groups had an
increases in risk of death compared to the precedent one (Figure).

Overall survival according to BNPratio.

Conclusion: Abnormal BNP levels normalized for age and sex of patients with
OMR is a powerful independent predictor of long-term mortality. Each doubling of
observed/normal BNP ratio predicts higher likelihood of poor mortality outcomes.
Thus, BNP level interpretation should be quantitative and integrated into the clin-
ical decision-making process to potentially improve late patient survival.

INTERVENTIONS IN MITRAL VALVE DISEASE

P4277 | BEDSIDE
Mitral valve surgery in asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic patients
with preserved left ventricular function: follow-up to 20 years

A.L. Garcia, G.F. Coutinho, C.F. Branco, P. Marques Correia, M.J. Antunes.
University Hospital of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Objectives: Mitral valve (MV) surgery is recommended in symptomatic patients
with severe mitral regurgitation or in asymptomatic patients with signs of left ven-
tricular function deterioration (class I, ESC guidelines). There are few reports in
the literature analyzing, in a long-term basis, the outcomes of those patients who
are “off-class I” indications. We aimed at analyzing the immediate results of mi-
tral valve surgery, especially mitral valve repair, and the long-term survival and
freedom from mitral reoperation.
Methods: From January 1992 to December 2012, 467 patients with degenerative
severe mitral valve regurgitation (MR) and no symptoms or mildly symptomatic
were submitted to mitral valve surgery. Exclusion criteria were moderate or se-
vere LV dysfunction and associated surgeries, other than tricuspid valve repair
for functional tricuspid regurgitation. Patients were followed up to 22 years (total
3,983.5 patient-years) and follow-up was complete for 92.3% of patients.
Results: Mean age was 55.3±14.5, male gender predominated (75.4%) and
atrial fibrillation was present in only 19.5%. Myxomatous disease was present
in 69.6% (Barlow’s disease, 17.1%), fibroelastic deficiency in 25.7% and oth-
ers causes, such as isolated annular dilatation, in 4.7%. Preoperative echocar-
diographic findings revealed a mean ejection fraction of 67.7±8.6%, LV (s/d)
39.3±6.0mm/63.5±7.3mm and SPAP 44.5±15.6mmHg. Posterior leaflet pro-
lapse was found in 79%, anterior prolapse in 40.5%, and bileaflet prolapse in
25.1%. MV repair was performed in 98.3% of cases and only 8 patients required
valve replacement. Concomitant tricuspid repair was done in 7.7%. Hospital mor-
tality was 0.6% (3 patients) and only one patient required mechanical LV assisting
device. There were 43 late deaths (10.1%) and 14 patients (3%) required reoper-
ation, at a mean of 8.6 years after repair. Overall survival at 5y, 10y and 20y was
95±1.5%, 90±2.1% and 73.2±5.8%, respectively. Freedom from mitral reoper-
ation at 5y, 10y and 20y was 98.9±0.5%, 96.5±1.2% and 93.1±2.1%, respec-
tively.
Conclusion: Mitral valve repair can be accomplished in the great majority of pa-
tients with degenerative MV regurgitation, independently of the type of disease
or the leaflets involved. MV surgery carries a very low mortality and long-term
survival and freedom from MV reoperation is excellent. These results reinforce
the rationale for operating on patients with severe MR in an early phase of the
disease.

P4278 | BEDSIDE
Functional mitral stenosis after restrictive annuloplasty for secondary
mitral regurgitation: does size really matter?

P.B. Bertrand1, C.J. Smeets2, F.H. Verbrugge1, L. Grieten1, W. Mullens1,
H. Gutermann1, D. Verhaert1, R.A. Dion1, P.M. Vandervoort1. 1Hospital
Oost-Limburg (ZOL), Genk, Belgium; 2Hasselt University, Hasselt, Belgium

Purpose: Functional mitral valve stenosis due to undersizing may complicate
restrictive mitral annuloplasty (RMA) for secondary mitral regurgitation (MR), al-
though underlying mechanisms remain debated. This study evaluated whether
the degree of undersizing (2-size versus 1-size under) affects postoperative
hemodynamics at rest and during exercise in patients in whom a coaptation length
of 8mm is pursued to ensure durable repair.
Methods: Consecutive secondary MR patients, treated with a 2-size (n=26) or
1-size under (n=13) RMA – to achieve a coaptation length of 8mm – were
studied. Anterior leaflet size was similar in both groups. At 33±17 months af-
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ter surgery, patients underwent a symptom-limited supine bicycle exercise test
with Doppler echocardiography. Transmitral gradients, systolic pulmonary artery
pressures (PAP) and effective orifice area (EOA) were compared in 2-size under
versus 1-size under patients at rest and during exercise.
Results: At rest, the mean transmitral gradient was similar in 2-size versus 1-
size under patients (4.1±1.8 versus 4.1±2.2 mmHg, p=0.99), with a similar car-
diac output (4.0±0.8 versus 4.2±0.8 L/min, p=0.50) and EOA (1.4±0.4 versus
1.5±0.3cm2, p=0.85). At maximal exercise, mean transmitral gradient, EOA, and
systolic PAP changed with similar proportions in both patient groups depending
on transmitral flow rate (Figure).

Evolution of gradient, sPAP and EOA.

Conclusion: In RMA patients with a similar postoperative coaptation length, in-
flow obstruction at rest and during exercise is not dependent of the degree of
undersizing. This suggests that postoperative functional stenosis does not exclu-
sively occur at the annular level, but is influenced by subannular alterations as
well.

P4279 | BEDSIDE
Surgical treatment of posterior mitral valve prolapse

P. Marques Correia, G.F. Coutinho, C.F. Branco, A.L. Garcia, M.J. Antunes.
University Hospital of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Objectives: Mitral valve repair is the procedure of choice whenever it is expected
to be durable (ESC guidelines class I). We intended to evaluate the surgical re-
sults of isolated posterior mitral valve prolapse.
Methods: From January 1998 to December 2012, 932 consecutive patients were
submitted for the first time to mitral surgery for degenerative regurgitation. Among
these, 492 (52.8%) had isolated posterior leaflet prolapse. Myxomatous degener-
ation was present in 304 (61.8%) and fibroelastic deficiency in 188 (38.2%). Mean
age was 61.8±12.1 years (13-86 years) and 375 (76.2%) were male. The majority
of patients were in functional class NYHA II (41.9%) and III (39.8%). A previous
stroke was documented in 22 (4.5%); COPD in 26 (5.3%); atrial fibrillation in 102
(20.7%). Mean left ventricular end-systolic diameter was 39.3±7.0mm and mean
SPAP 48.0±16.7 mmHg. Left ventricle dysfunction (EF<60%) was present in 52
(10.6%).
Results: Chordae rupture occurred in 330 (67.1%) and elongation in 131
(26.6%). In 79 (16.1%) more than one scallop was involved. Mitral valve repair
was achieved in 484 patients (98.4%), only 8 (1.6%) had their valve replaced.
Prosthetic ring annuloplasty was used in 436 (88.6%) and posterior suture annu-
loplasty in 46 (9.3%). Resection was performed in 419 (85.2%), implantation of
artificial chordae in 40 (8.1%) and sliding plasty in 19 (3.9%) patients. Additional
repair techniques were used in 85 (17.3%) cases. Associated surgeries were per-
formed in 153 (31.1%), including tricuspid valve repair in 50 (10.0%), aortic valve
surgery in 34 (6.9%), CABG in 64 (13%) and ascending aorta replacement in
5 (1%). Mean CPB and aortic clamp times were 71.9±18.9 and 43.0±13.5 min-
utes, respectively. Hospital mortality was 0.2% (1 patient). Mean hospital stay was
7.7±5.4 days. There were 71 late deaths (14.4%) and 7 (1.4%) patients required
reoperation to the mitral valve. Mean follow-up time was 7.2±3.8 years. Over-
all survival at 2, 5, and 10 years was 96.1±0.9%; 91.9±1.3%, and 81.9±2.3%,
respectively. Freedom from reoperation at 2, 5, and 10 years was 99.8±0.2%,
99.2±0.5, and 98.2±0.9%, respectively.
Conclusions: Mitral valve repair in patients with isolated posterior leaflet pro-
lapse can be done in the vast majority of cases with very low operative risk and
excellent long term survival. Surgery should address all lesions found intraoper-
atively (leaflets, chordae and annulus) using a vast armamentarium. These tech-
niques are difficult to achieve by percutaneous approach. Hence, these patients
should be referred to centers with great experience in mitral valve repair.

P4280 | BEDSIDE
Clinical predictors for long term outcome of percutaneous mitral
vavlvuloplasty in patients with rheumatic mitral stenosis

D. Kim, S.H. Shin, I.J. Cho, C.Y. Shim, H.J. Chang, G.R. Hong, J.W. Ha,
N.S. Chung. Yonsei Cardiovascular Center, Department of cardiology, Seoul,
Korea, Republic of

Purpose: We aimed to investigate long term clinical predictors for results of per-
cutaneous mitral valvuloplasty (PMV) in patients with rheumatic mitral stenosis
(MS).
Methods: We analyzed clinical data of 1182 patients who underwent PMV from
Aug, 1980 to May 2013. Among them, we selected patients who had regular follow

up visits more than 10 years [n=578, female 450 (78%), mean age 41.2±10.1
year]. Mean follow up period was 214±50 months.
Results: Procedural success was obtained in 469 (81%) patients. Fifty-one
(8.8%) patients underwent redo-PMV, and 3 (0.5%) underwent trido-PMV. Mitral
valve replacement was performed in 240 (41.5%) patients. Twenty-five (4.3%) had
stroke. Cardiovascular death was occurred in 19 (3.3%) patients. From univari-
ate analysis, male gender [p=0.03, HR 0.63 (95% CI=0.41-0.91)], pre-procedure
atrial fibrillation (AFib) [p<0.01, HR 2.02 (95% CI=1.12-2.89)], post procedural
severe MR [p=0.02, HR 2.29 (95% CI=1.17-4.43)] and post PMV mean diastolic
pressure gradient (MDPG) [p=0.01, HR 1.15 (95% CI=1.04-1.27)] were statisti-
cally significant. From multivariate analysis, post procedure severe MR [p<0.01,
HR 10.4 (95% CI=3.01-35.9)] and post PMV MDPG [p=0.02, HR 1.11 (95%
CI=1.01-1.17] were independent predictors of poor prognosis. However, moder-
ate MR after PMV showed similar long term outcomes compared with non or
mild post PMV MR (Fig. 1). From subgroup analysis, moderate MS showed better
prognosis (p=0.02) than severe MS in younger patient group (age<50, Fig. 2).
Furthermore, patients with sinus rhythm showed better prognosis (p=0.01) than
AF in younger patients.

Figure 1. Event free survival curves.

Conclusions: Severe MR and higher MDPG after PMV were independent pre-
dictors of poor long term outcome. In younger patients (Age<50), moderate MS
and sinus rhythm showed better long term prognosis.

P4281 | BEDSIDE
Failing left atrial remodeling leads to poorer outcome after
MitraClip-implantation

T. Schau, A. Isotani, M. Seifert, M. Neuss, M. Schoepp, C. Butter. Ev.-
Freikirchliches Hospital and Heart Center Brandenburg in Bernau, Bernau bei
Berlin, Germany

Background: MitraClip (MC) implantation is a new therapeutical option in pa-
tients with servere MR and high surgical risk. The long-term outcome and the
effects of cardiac left atrial remodeling are not clarified.
Methods: This study enrolled 135 consecutive patients ((72±10 years, � 62%,
weight 77±15kg, 30% Diabetes mellitus, CKI 18%, NTproBNP 7054 [180-35000]
pg/ml, LVEF 38±15%, CRT 30%, logEURO-Score 26±17%, 100% NYHA III/IV),
who underwent MC implantation at our heart center between 2009-2013 due to
severe MR and high surgical risk. Patients were followed up regurlarly at our
outpatient clinic. Survival analysis was performed using a combined endpoint (all
cause mortality, LVAD, MVR).
Results: The volume of the LA reduced from initial 98 (74-132)ml prior MC signifi-
cantly to 93 (68-111)ml after 6 month (p<0.001) and 83 (68-104)ml after 12 month
(p<0.001). Failing atrial volume reduction was a significant outcome predictor for
the combined endpoint. The volume of the RA is not significantly changing after
MC implantation.
Conclusion: There is a significant remodeling of the LA after MC implantation
with significant volume reduction. Failing remodeling predicts poor longterm out-
come of patients. The RA shows smaller remodeling than the LA.
Conclusion: There is a significant remodeling of the LA after MC implantation
with significant volume reduction. Failing remodeling predicts poor longterm out-
come of patients. The RA shows smaller remodeling than the LA.

P4282 | BEDSIDE
Acute decrease in NT-proBNP serum levels after successful MitraClip
implantation is associated with lower long-term mortality in surgical
high-risk patients

D. Kalbacher1, M. Schlueter1, E. Tigges1, C. Thomas1, J. Schirmer2,
L. Conradi2, H. Treede2, H. Reichenspurner2, S. Blankenberg1, E. Lubos1.
1University Heart Center Hamburg, Clinic for General & Interventional Cardiology,
Hamburg, Germany; 2University Heart Center Hamburg, Dept. of Cardiovascular
Surgery, Hamburg, Germany

Purpose: In patients with grade 3+/4+ mitral regurgitation (MR) not amenable to
surgery, MitraClip (MC) implantation is increasingly being used as a therapeutic
option for both degenerative (DMR) and functional (FMR) aetiologies. To date, lit-
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tle is known about survival benefits in the long term. N-terminal B-type natriuretic
peptide (NT-proBNP) is a routinely used biomarker to evaluate ventricular wall
stress in the setting of acute and chronic heart failure.
Methods: In successfully treated patients (MR ≤2+ at discharge), FU information
was obtained at clinical visits 6 and 12 months after the procedure and annually
thereafter. NT-proBNP serum concentrations were measured before (1-3d) and
after successful MitraClip implantation (2-5d).
Results: Of 350 consecutive patients who underwent MitraClip therapy at our
centre, 315 (90%; mean age 75 years; 96 DMR, 219 FMR) were treated success-
fully. Pairs of NT-proBNP values before and after treatment were obtained from
243 individuals (77%). Post-hoc, patients were dichotomized according to acute
changes in NT-proBNP (�proBNP), with a cut-off at -30% (Group A: �proBNP
≤ -30%, Group B �proBNP > -30%). Group A comprised 67 patients (28%),
leaving 176 patients (72%) in Group B. Kaplan-Meier 12-month landmark anal-
ysis showed a survival benefit after 1 year (p=0.049) in patients with �proBNP
≤ -30% (Figure). Interestingly, cumulative freedom from rehospitalisation due to
heart failure was statistically not different in both groups.

Cumulative survival (landmark analysis).

Conclusions: An acute decrease in NT-proBNP by at least -30% after success-
ful MC therapy apparently improves survival after 12 months; however, freedom
from heart-failure rehospitalisation is not impacted. Presumably this reflects the
multi-morbidity of individuals not amenable to surgery who undergo MitraClip ther-
apy.

P4283 | BEDSIDE
The impact of residual mitral regurgitation after MitraClip implantation
as a predictor of 2-year-mortality

A. Isotani, T. Schau, M. Neuss, M. Schoepp, C. Butter. Brandenburg Heart
Center, Bernau bei Berlin, Germany

Purpose: MitraClip (MC) procedure is a new tool for treatment for patients with
severe mitral regurgitation (MR) and high surgical risk. The long-term outcome
these patients is still a topic of research. We investigated the influence of persist-
ing residual MR on the long-term outcome after MC-implantation.
Method: This study included consecutive 211 patients (72±10 years, � 62%,
77±15kg, 30% Diabetes mellitus, CKI 18%, NTproBNP 7054 [180-35000] pg/ml,
LVEF 38±15%, CRT30%, logEURO-Score 26±17%, 100% NYHA III/IV), be-
tween March 2009 and August 2013, who underwent MC-implantation in our
heart center. Patients were regularly followed up every 6 months at our outpa-
tient clinic. Survival analysis was performed using Kaplan-Meier- Analysis. We
investigated the influence of residual MR at discharge as a predictor of freedom
from a combined endpoint (all-cause mortality, LVAD, surgery, unsuccessful im-
plantation). The MR at discharge was retrospectively analyzed by an experienced
echocardiographer.
Results: At discharge 79 patients had small residual MR grad 1+, 107 patients
had mild-moderate MR grad 2+ and 20 patients had moderate-severe residual
MR grad 3+. The outcome of patients with severe residual MR grad 3+ was sig-
nificantly worse. Patients with moderate residual MR had a comparable outcome
after one year to patients with only small resual MR grad 1+, but the outcome
became worse after two years.
Conclusion: Residual MR just after the MC implantation at discharge of the hos-
pital may have predictive power for the long-term outcome of patients. Mild or
more MR leads to poorer long-term outcome compared to trivial MR. During MC
procedure, we therefore should try to minimize the residual MR as small as pos-
sible.

P4284 | BEDSIDE
Percutaneous mitral valve repair with the mitraclip system in patients
aged less than 75 versus grater than or equal to 75 years: one-year
outcomes from the GRASP registry

S. Scandura, P. Capranzano, C. Grasso, A.M. Caggegi, G. Ronsivalle,
F. Dipasqua, S. Cannata, S. Mangiafico, D. Capodanno, C. Tamburino. Ferrarotto
Hospital - Institute for Cardiology, Department of Cardiovascular, Catania, Italy

Purpose: The aim of this study was to compare one-year outcomes of percuta-
neous mitral valve repair with the MitraClip System in high surgical risk patients

with moderate-to-severe or severe mitral regurgitation (MR) aged<75 versus≥75
years.
Methods: Patients enrolled in the prospective Getting Reduction of Mitral Insuffi-
ciency by Percutaneous Clip Implantation (GRASP) who were eligible at one-year
follow-up were evaluated in the present analysis. The primary efficacy endpoint
was the composite of death, surgery for mitral valve dysfunction and grade 3+ or
4+ MR at one-year follow-up. Secondary endpoints were the components of the
primary endpoint, re-hospitalization rates and functional NYHA class.
Results: A total of 139 patients were included: 65 (46.7%) were aged <75
years and 74 (53.3%) ≥75 years. Thirty patients (21.5%) presented with degen-
erative MR and 109 patients (78.5%) with functional MR. Comparable clinical
and echocardiographic baseline characteristics were observed between the two
groups except for STS score, NYHA functional class 4 (worst in the older group)
and poor ejection fraction (more common in the younger group). All patients had
a post-procedural residual MR≤2+. At one-year follow-up, no significant differ-
ences were reported in terms of primary end-point (18.5% in younger patients
versus 24.3% in older patients, p=0.40). Secondary endpoints rates concerning
the two groups are reported in Table 1. No statistically significant differences were
observed.

Table 1. One-year outcomes in patients aged <75 years versus ≥ 75 years undergoing
percutaneous mitral valve repair with the mitraclip system

<75 years ≥75 years p

Death 9.2% 9.5% 0.96
Surgery for mitral valve – – –
MR grade ≥3+ 11.8% 19.6% 0.26
Re-hospitalization 10.8% 10.8% 0.99
NYHA class ≤2 83.6% 81.5% 0.76

Conclusions: The MitraClip procedure was associated with low rates of adverse
events in elderly patients, reporting one-year outcomes comparable to younger
patients.

P4285 | BEDSIDE
Acute changes of mitral valve geometry during interventional
edge-to-edge repair with the MitraClip system impacts on mid-term
functional outcomes

C. Hammerstingl, R. Schueler, N. Werner, D. Momcilovic, C. Oetztuerk,
A. Ghanem, G. Nickenig. Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms University of Bonn,
Bonn, Germany

Background: Transcatheter mitral valve repair (TMVR) is a treatment option in
patients with symptomatic functional (FMR) or degenerative mitral regurgitation
(DMR) at high surgical risk. The acute impact of MitraClip procedure on mitral
valve (MV) annular geometry, and its relation to functional outcomes is unclear.
We sought to assess immediate effect of TMVR on MV annular geometry with 3D
transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) and the association of MV diameter
reduction with functional response after 6 months.
Methods and results: Consecutive patients (n=111; age 78.3±8.1years)
at high surgical risk (logistic EuroSCORE 29.8±21.5%) underwent TMVR. The
procedure was completed successfully in 107 patients (96%) with 3D recon-
struction of MV annular geometry immediately before and after clip implanta-
tion. Only patients with FMR (n=71) experienced an acute reduction of anterior-
posterior-MV (AP) diameters (4.0±0.6cm, 3.6±0.6cm, p<0.0001), MV-annulus-
areas (2D-annulus-area: 13.9±3.8cm2, 12.8±3.4cm2, p<0.0001; 3D-annulus-
area: 14.4±3.9cm2, 12.9±3.4cm2, p<0.0001) and MV annular geometry (MV-
sphericity-index: 0.9±0.1, 0.8±0.1, p<0.0001); the lateral-medial-MV (LM) diam-
eters remained unchanged (4.3±0.7cm, 4.4±0.6cm, p=0.13). In subjects with
DMR all MV annular geometry-defining values were not significantly altered af-
ter TMVR (n=36, p>0.05).
Acute AP-diameter reduction was significantly associated with clinical response
to TMVR after 6 months of FU (cut-off value≥6.4%, AUC=0.81, p=0.002; sen-
sitivity=81.6%, specificity=81.8%), which was confirmed by additional regression
analysis (p=0.007).
Conclusion: 3DTEE enables assessment of acute changes of MV geometry in
patients undergoing the MitraClip procedure. Only patients with FMR experienced
significant reduction of MV annular dimensions, which was associated with clinical
response to TMVR.

P4286 | BEDSIDE
Largest series of completely percutaneous antegrade
transseptal-transapical mitral valve-in-valve implantation for
bioprosthetic dysfunction

S. Wilson, C.K. Kliger, S.S. Sharma, D.W. Weiss, V.J. Jelnin, I.K. Kronzon,
G.P. Perk, A.A. Al-Badri, C.E.R. Ruiz. Lenox Hill Heart and Vascular Institute,
New York, United States of America

Purpose: Reoperation for mitral valve bioprosthetic deterioration is associated
with significant morbidity and mortality. With improvements in technology and
imaging capabilities, transcatheter techniques are now utilized as an alternative
strategy in high-risk individuals. We report our experience of completely percuta-
neous transseptal-transapical mitral valve-in-valve (ViV) implantation using fusion
imaging.
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Methods: Between February 2012 and 2014, 14 patients (age 71±14 years, 7
female, 5 male) presented to our institution with severe mitral bioprosthetic (range
25 to 33 mm) dysfunction at a median of 3302 days [IQR: 2503 to 3565] follow-
ing surgery. Mode of prosthesis failure was severe regurgitation in 7.1%, stenosis
in 57.1%, and combined in 21.4%. Risk scores predicted a 30-day mortality of
were 13.1±11.0% (EuroSCORE II) and 14.1±11.7% (STS). All individuals had
preoperative transthoracic echocardiography and cardiac computed tomography
performed and were evaluated by our multidisciplinary heart team. Percutaneous
transseptal and transapical access were performed with creation of an arteriove-
nous rail for percutaneous delivery via transfemoral approach. At the time of the
intervention, fusion imaging using the HeartNavigator and EchoNavigator sys-
tems (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) were employed.
Results: Complete percutaneous mitral ViV implantation was successfully per-
formed in 12/14 (85.7%) patients. In 10 patients, a Medtronic Melody valve was
implanted while the remaining 4 patients received an Edwards Sapien (23mm, 2;
26mm, 2) valve. There were two intra-operative complications: a valve emboliza-
tion and a tension pneumothorax, both leading to hemodynamic collapse and sub-
sequent intra-procedural and post-operative (day 8) mortality, respectively. The
mean NYHA functional class improved from 3.2±0.6 to 1.1±0.8 (p=<0.01) over
a median follow of 173 days (IQR: 13.5 to 330). The mean transvalvular gradient
improved from 11.6±4.3 to 5.1±2.7 (p<0.01) after implantation with all patients
having mild or no residual regurgitation.
Conclusions: In high-risk patients, completely percutaneous transseptal-
transapical mitral ViV implantation is a promising therapeutic option in individuals
with degenerated bioprostheses that is associated with a favorable outcome.

P4287 | BEDSIDE
Functional parameters to assess clinical benefit after transcatheter
edge-to-edge mitral valve repair

G.P. Ussia, V. Cammalleri, S. Muscoli, G. Pascuzzo, E. Mazzotta, M. Marchei,
M. Macrini, F. De Persis, D. Rubino, F. Romeo. University of Rome, Polyclinic “Tor
Vergata”, Department of Cardiology, Rome, Italy

Purpose: We assessed the role of NYHA functional class, six-minutes-walking
distance (6MWD), N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) plasma
level and quality of life (QoL) as integrative parameters to evaluate efficacy and
clinical impact of transcatheter edge-to-edge repair in patients with severe mitral
regurgitation (MR).
Methods: In patients who underwent clip repair, we evaluated NYHA functional
class and 6MWD before the procedure, at the discharge and after 30-days. Dur-
ing the hospitalization, before the procedure and the day of discharge, BNP
serum levels have been collected. Furthermore we calculated QoL using a self-
administration questionnaire. Acute procedural success was defined as stable
implant of one (or more) clip(s) resulting in MR 2+.
Results: The study includes 60 consecutive patients (mean age 73±9 years old,
males 86%), who underwent transcatheter edge-to-edge repair with one (38%),
2 (60%) or 3 clips (2%). The mean left ventricle ejection fraction was 35±13%.
Functional MR and degenerative MR were present in 78% and 22%, respec-
tively. Acute procedural success was obtained in all patients. At discharge 82%
of patients had MR1+; 18% MR2+. At 30 days 75% of patients had MR1+; 23%
MR2+ and 2% MR 3+. During in-hospital stay one patient died for pneumonia at
the 13 day after the procedure. Overall NYHA improved from 3.3±0.7 at base-
line to 1.8±0.5 at discharge (p<0.0001), and 1.8±0.7 after 30 days (p<0.0001
when compared with baseline; p=ns when compared with discharge). 6MWD im-
proved significantly from a median of 95 m (IQR 67,50-170) at baseline to 174
m (IQR 103-202,50) at discharge (p<0.002) and 180 m (IQR 135-220) at follow-
up (p=0.005 when compared with baseline; p=0.066 when compared with dis-
charge). NTproBNP plasma levels decreased from a median of 6347 pg/mL (IQR
2534,75-10315,75) at baseline to a median of 1657,5 pg/mL (IQR 1003,25-4274,
p=0.002) at discharge. On the other hand QoL compromising improved from a
score of 8.6±1.6 at baseline to 7.8±1.7 after 30 days (p=0.034).
Conclusions: Transcatheter edge-to-edge repair leads to a significant short-term
improvement in symptoms, functional status and quality of life in patients consid-
ered at high risk for conventional cardiac surgery. These are useful measure-
ments of functional capacity easily performed, not expensive and repeatable. In
addition in the subset of heart failure patients NT-proBNP can be very useful not
only in diagnosis but also in monitoring the results after clip implantation.

P4288 | BEDSIDE
Closure of the residual interatrial communication after transcatheter
mitral edge-to-edge repair

G.P. Ussia, V. Cammalleri, S. Muscoli, E. Mazzotta, G. Pascuzzo, M. Marchei,
D. Rubino, F. De Persis, M. Macrini, F. Romeo. University of Rome, Polyclinic “Tor
Vergata”, Department of Cardiology, Rome, Italy

Purpose: Aim of our study was to assess the hemodynamic impact of the intrac-
ardiac shunt due to the residual interatrial communication (IAC) after mitra clip
procedure.
Methods: From January 2012 to December 2013, 60 consecutive patients (70%
males; mean age 73±9 y.o.; mean logistic EuroSCORE 22±18%), have been
treated with mitra clip device. Forty-seven patients (78%) had secondary mitral
regurgitation (MR) with a mean left ventricle ejection fraction (LVEF) of 30±10%;

13 patients suffered from primary MR with a LVEF of 56±8% (p<0.00001). The
residual IAC was immediately evaluated with transesophageal echo after the
guiding-catheter was withdrawn; additionally the right cardiac catheterization was
performed before and after the procedure.
Results: Procedures were performed in deep-sedation and spontaneous breath-
ing in 36 patients (60%), whereas 24 (40%) were intubated under general anes-
thesia; one, two and three clips were implanted in 23 (38%), 36 (60%), 1 (2%)
patients, respectively. The mean device time was 41±26 minutes and no intrapro-
cedural deaths occurred. The IAC measured 0,6±0,4 cm and Qp/Qs was esti-
mated 1,4±0,2. Six patients (10%) needed percutaneous closure of the residual
defect, using devices for patent foramen ovale, because the shunt was judged to
have significant hemodynamic impact. In 4 patients the closure was performed
acutely during the same session. Among these the shunt was bidirectional in 3
cases, whereas one patient had acute right ventricle overload with severe acute
cardiac failure. Sequentially two patients, who developed chronic right cardiac
failure, have been treated treated after one month and eight months, respectively.
Conclusions: In patients with very low LVEF and right ventricle dysfunction who
underwent transcatheter mitra clip repair even small IAC with Qp/Qs <1,4 can
cause signs of cardiac failure. A careful monitoring and hemodynamic assess-
ment are mandatory to select patients who need percutaneous closure of the
defect.
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Characterization of human valvular interstitial cells isolated from
normal and fibrocalcified aortic valves

A. Arbesu Y Miar1, A. Ung1, R. Lorenzi1, A. Dupont1, F. Juthier2, E. Van Belle2,
B. Staels3, G. Chinetti-Gbaguidi3, S. Susen1, D. Corseaux1. 1University of Lille,
EA2693 Interface sang vaisseaux et réparation cardiovasculaire, Lille, France;
2Cardiology Hospital of Lille, Pôle de Cardiologie et Chirurgie Cardiovasculaire,
Lille, France; 3Institute Pasteur of Lille, UMR 1011: Récepteurs nucléaires,
maladies cardiovasculaires et diabète, Lille, France

Purpose: Aortic Valve Stenosis (AVS) affects 2% to 6% of population over 65
years in industrialized countries. AVS involves Valve Interstitial Cells (VIC) pro-
liferation and commitment to osteoblast-like cells. This prevalent cell type of the
valve is heterogeneous and presents five identifiable phenotypes: embryonic pro-
genitor endothelial/mesenchymal cells, progenitor, quiescent, activated and os-
teoblastic VIC. To study the pathophysiology of AVS, their in vitro cultures are
often used. Our purpose is to characterize the phenotype of VIC isolated from
normal and fibrocalcified human aortic valves at different cell culture passages.
Methods: VIC were isolated by collagenase digestion from normal and fibrocal-
cific human tricuspid aortic valves (n=5 each). One cusp was conserved for im-
munohistological analyses. Characterization was assessed at different passages
(P2 to P5) by immunofluorescence and flow cytometry. We analyzed markers of
progenitor cells (SSEA4 and ABCG2), fibroblasts (vimentin and HSP47), smooth
muscle cells (SMC) (α-actin) and osteoblasts (OsteoBlast CaDHerin (OBCDH)).
Viability and proliferation of VIC, in standard and starvation medium at 48h, were
analyzed by blue trypan and Cell Titer MTS.
Results: Immunohistology showed the presence of all VIC phenotypes, indepen-
dently of the valve nature but in specific layer distribution. At the third passage,
no statistical difference was found in progenitor markers (SSEA4: 68±10.2%
vs 47±14.5% and ABCG2: 91±4.5% vs 81.7±6.4%; positive normal VIC per-
cent vs pathological ones ± SEM). No difference was observed for fibroblast
and SMC markers (vimentin: 73.7±34.5% vs 84.7±17.8%; α-actin 5.7±5.4%
vs 29.1±27.9%) except for HSP47 (21.9±3.7% vs 46.8±4.7%, p=0.05). Os-
teoblast markers are more expressed by pathological VIC (OBCDH 0.6±0.5%
vs 3.1±0.9%, p=0.05). However, there are changes in VIC subpopulations from
cell isolation through culture passages (eg. 0.6 fold higher of SSEA4 positive
pathological VIC between P0 and P3). Moreover, pathological VIC had lower via-
bility (89.6±7.9% vs 76.5±5.3%, p=0.02) but a higher proliferation index (1.4 fold
normal VIC, p=0.02).
Conclusion: There is a fluctuation in the distribution of VIC subpopulations from
the explanted valve through the progression of cell culture. Although all pheno-
types persist through different passages, the prevalence of one or another de-
pends on the nature of the aortic valve. These novel findings are of the utmost
importance to analyze the responses of the mixed VIC population in vitro to un-
derstand their participation and the mechanisms of AVS.

P4291 | BENCH
Histological and molecular fingerprints of low-gradient aortic stenosis

T.C. Poerner1, D. Haase1, B. Goebel1, M. Franz1, S. Otto1, G. Mall2,
H.R. Figulla1. 1Universitaetsklinikum Jena, Jena, Germany; 2Institut für
Pathologie, Klinikum Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany

Purpose: We investigated histological and molecular correlations of impaired left
ventricular (LV) function in low-gradient aortic stenosis (LGAS) compared to aortic
stenosis (AS) with normal ejection fraction (EF).
Methods: Intraoperative biopsies were obtained from 5 consecutive patients
(pt) with LGAS, 7 pt with AS and from 4 donor healthy hearts. The fraction of
cardiac interstitial tissue, the intracellular volume fraction of myofibriIs and my-
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ofiber diameters were determined by light microscopic morphometry. Expression
of sarcoplasmic-endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase SERCA-2a and of na-
trium/calcium exchanger NCX-1 were assessed by immunohistochemical stain-
ing.
Results: Histologically, a significant increase in interstitial volume fraction distin-
guished LGAS from AS, without differences in myofiber diameters and myofibrillar
volume fraction. At protein level, a decrease in SERCA-2a and a marked increase
in NCX-1 were found in LGAS (Table 1, Fig. 1).

Table 1

Parameters LGAS (n=5) AS (n=7) Controls (n=4)

Interstitial volume fraction (%) 28.6±19.7* 10.1±7.7 N/A
Myofiber diameter (μm) 21.5±3.9 23.4±2.4 N/A
Myofibrils volume fraction (%) 55.6±5.4 59.3±2.3 N/A
SERCA-2a (units) 1.7±0.45*° 2.79±0.27 2.88±0.25
NCX-1 (units) 2.6±0.22*° 0.36±0.38° 1.13±0.48
*p<0.05 vs. AS, °p<0.05 vs. controls.

Figure 1

Conclusions: LGAS is typically associated with increased interstitial volume, de-
creased SERCA-2a and strong overexpression of NCX-1, compared to AS with
normal EF.

P4292 | BEDSIDE
Angiogenic and angiostatic factors in patients with coronary artery
disease and mitral annulus and/or aortic valve calcification

M. Sponder1, S.K. Kampf2, M. Fritzer-Szekeres3, R. Marculescu3, T. Binder1,
J. Strametz-Juranek1. 1Medical University of Vienna, Department of Internal
Medicine II, Division of Cardiology, Vienna, Austria; 2Medical University of
Vienna, Department of Cardio-Thoracic-Vascular Anaesthesia and Intensive
Care, Vienna, Austria; 3Medical University of Vienna, Department of Medical and
Chemical Laboratory Diagnostics, Vienna, Austria

Background: The balance between angiostatic factors (endostatin (ES), angio-
statin (AS)) and angiogenic factors (vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF),
osteopontin (OPN)) is essential in physiological and pathological angiogenesis
and may also play a role in valve calcification in patients with coronary artery
disease (CAD).
Methods and results: In total 224 non-or ex-smoking patients (161 male, mean
age: 61,09±11,02 years; 63 female: mean age: 67,49±7,87 years) with angiog-
raphycally verified CAD were recruited. Serum ES, AS, VEGF and proBNP (brain
natriuretic peptide) levels and plasma OPN levels were measured and mitral or
aortic valve calcification were evaluated by echocardiography. Mitral valve was
calcified in 35,3%, aortic valve in 26,3%. ES, OPN and proBNP were significantly
higher in patients with moderate or severe mitral (p=0,003/<0,001/0,001) and
aortic valve calcification (p=0,001/0,006/0,022) compared to patients with non-
calcified valves.
Conclusions: Mitral annulus and aortic valve calcifications (MAC, AVC) are fre-
quent pathologies in CAD-patients. ES, OPN and proBNP which were shown to
be elevated in CAD, were even higher in CAD-patients with MAC and AVC and
seem to be of distinct interest when trying to understand the process of heart
valve calcification. However, in particular concerning the role of ES in connection
to calcification this might be the first clinical study which attends to that topic and
much more molecular research is needed.

Abstract P4292 – Table 1. ES, AS, VEGF, OPN (ng/ml) and proBNP (pg/ml) in dependence of aortic valve calcification (AVC) and mitral annulus calcification (MAC)

ES AS VEGF OPN proBNP

MAC
– No MAC (n=145) 180,9 (143,9–229,8) 267,8 (225,8–328,9) 439,0 (276,7–667,8) 102,9 (79,1–139,4) 475,6 (140,4–1591,3)
– Mild MAC (n=47) 212,9 (165,4–254,5) 267,4 (221,5–303,3) 444,7 (309,6–629,5) 122,7 (86,6–184,5) 966,2 (215,3–2495,3)
– Moderate/severe MAC (n=32) 231,2 (175,5–290,2) 292,9 (235,0–345,0) 351,8 (239,7–641,5) 187,0 (104,9–234,1) 2005,5 (268,3–9719,0)
AVC
– No AVC (n=165) 176,7 (146,7–228,1) 268,0 (221,1–323,8) 449,7 (287,2–701,4) 104,4 (79,3–149,1) 474,3 (164,5–1753,0)
– Mild AVC (n=15) 211,6 (188,6–256,1) 267,3 (256,8–310,0) 318,7 (243,1–616,0) 130,2 (79,83–201,1) 898,4 (246,7–1259,0)
– Moderate/severe AVC (n=44) 233,3 (180,8–299,7) 280,2 (234,5–347,1) 374,1 (249,0–602,2) 119,5 (94,7–205,1) 1033,0 (320,5–3949,3)

Data is given as median (1st–3rd quartile).

P4293 | BEDSIDE
Circulating bone turnover markers in patients with severe aortic
stenosis

E. Zhiduleva, O. Irtyuga, E. Kazakova, O. Moiseeva. Federal Almazov Medical
Research Centre, St.Petersburg, Russian Federation

Background: The abnormalities of calcium metabolism have been observed re-
cently in patients with aortic stenosis. We propose that calcification of aortic valve
increases due to inflammation and disruption in calcium homeostasis. The aim
of the study was to determine circulating osteoprotegerin (OPG), soluble ligand
receptor activator of transcription factor kappa B (sRANKL) and collagen metabo-
lites concentrations in patients with bicuspid and tricuspid calcific aortic stenosis
(AS).
Materials and methods: Patients with peak aortic jet velocity (Vmax) more than
4.0 m/s were included. 61 pts with aortic valve stenosis (AS): 31 pts with bicuspid
aortic valve (BAV) (57.3±1.0 yrs; m:f 1.8:1) and 30 pts with tricuspid aortic valve
(TAV) (59.7±0.7 yrs; m:f 1:1) and 31 healthy persons as a control (57.6±0.8 yrs;
m:f 1.1:1) were examined. Pts with infective endocarditis and rheumatic disease
were excluded. Serum OPG, sRANKL, vitamin D, cholestherol (Chl), C-terminal
telopeptide of collagen I (CTx), C-terminal propeptide of procollagen type I (PICP)
were performed in all pts by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Bone mineral
density of lumbal spines (BMD) was investigated with dual energy x-ray absorp-
tiometry.
Results: Patients with BAV and TAV were comparable for age, gender and ECHO
parameters. Increased level of circulating OPG was revealed in pts with AS com-
pared to healthy controls (ANOVA, p=0,008). Serum level of vitamin D was nor-
mal in all groups. There wasn’t correlation between OPG/sRANKL and BMD. De-
spite of normal T–criterion negative relationship between aortic valve pressure
gradient and T-criterion and BMD was detected in all pts (r=-0.309, p=0.01 and
r=-0.275, p=0.03, respectively). There was positive correlation between CTx and
Vmax (r=0.352, p=0.01), especially in BAV pts (r=0,521; p=0,004). Increased ratio
PICP/CTx was associated with thickening of the interventricular septum.
Conclusion: Elevated circulating collagen metabolites concentrations were as-
sociated not only with the severity of aortic stenosis, but also with left ventricular
hypertrophy. Possible bone resorption and remodeling may increase the avail-
ability of calcium and its deposition in the aortic valve especially in patients with
BAV.

P4294 | BENCH
Leptin is expressed in human calcific aortic valves and promotes
osteoblastic differentiation of aortic valvular interstitial cells: a new
regulatory mechanism of valvular calcification

M. Rosa1, A. Elkalioubie2, M. Tagzirt3, F. Juthier2, D. Corseaux3, B. Staels4,
G. Chinetti-Gbaguidi4, S. Susen2, E. Van Belle2, A. Dupont2. 1University of Lille,
EA 2693 - INSERM U1011, Lille, 2CHRU Lille, Pôle de Cardiologie, Chirurgie
Cardiovasculaire et d’Hématologie-Transfusion, Lille, 3University of Lille, EA
2693, Lille, 4Institute Pasteur of Lille, INSERM U1011, Lille, France

Purpose: Calcific aortic valve disease (CAVD) affects 2% to 6% of the pop-
ulation over 65 years in industrialized countries. CAVD, assimilated to an
“atherosclerosis-like” disease, results from dysregulated processes such as calci-
fication, supported in part by the osteoblastic differentiation of valvular interstitial
cells (VIC), the most prevalent cell type in the human aortic valves. Leptin, known
as the product of obesity gene and as an important regulator of food intake and
energy balance, has recently been linked to aortic valve calcification in ApoE −/−
mice. Our hypothesis is that leptin could play an important role in the calcifying
processes implicated in CAVD via direct effects on VIC phenotype in humans.
Methods: Expression of leptin and its receptor was analysed by RT-qPCR, im-
munohistochemistry and ELISA in 74 human calcific aortic valves and in 10 nor-
mal valves. VIC isolated from calcific and normal aortic valves were also anal-
ysed. The effects of leptin on osteoblastic differentiation of cultured VIC were
investigated by alizarin red staining and by RT-qPCR analysis of the osteoblastic
markers osteopontin, SPARC/osteonectin, alkaline phosphatase, bone morpho-
genetic protein (BMP)-2 and BMP-7.
Results: The presence of leptin and its long functional receptor isoform (ObR-L)
was observed in human calcific and normal aortic valves with an overexpression
of leptin in calcified vs non-calcified valvular zones (114.52 pg/mg (47.96-234.55)
vs 66.95 pg/mg (42.76-137.15), p<0.05). Moreover, ObR-L and leptin were con-
stitutively expressed in VIC with a higher ObR-L expression in VIC isolated from
pathological vs normal valves (0.83 vs 3.44, p<0.05). Furthermore, acute leptin
stimulation (24h) of VIC increased the expression of the pro-calcifying protein
SPARC/osteonectin (p<0.05) and decreased the expression of the anti-calcifying
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protein BMP-7 (p<0.05). Osteopontin, alkaline phosphatase and BMP-2 expres-
sions were not affected by leptin. On the other hand, chronic leptin stimulation (21
days) led to an increased calcium deposition in VIC.
Conclusions: Taken together, these novel findings underline the potential role
of leptin in the process of human valve calcification by promoting osteoblastic
differentiation of human aortic VIC.

P4295 | BENCH
Extracellular pyrophosphate accumulation is reduced in aortic
interstitial valve cells acquiring a calcifying profile: implications for
aortic valve calcification

M. Rattazzi, E. Bertacco, S. D’andrea, M. Puato, G. Buso, L. Iop, E. Faggin,
P. Pauletto. University of Padua, Padua, Italy

Purpose: Pyrophosphate (PPi) is a potent inhibitor of ectopic mineralization but
its role during aortic valve calcification is not known.
Methods: Anti-calcific effect of PPi was investigated by using an in vitro model
of serum-driven calcification of type I collagen matrix. Primary bovine aortic VIC
clonal subpopulations were obtained by using a limiting dilution technique. VIC
pro-calcific potential of the different clones was tested through the measurement
of alkaline phosphatase activity (ALP) and calcium deposition (mg/mg collagen)
after 12 days of treatment with a combination of endotoxin (500 ng/ml) and phos-
phate (2.0 mmol/L). VIC, were also seeded within the type I collagen sponges
or in transwell chambers to test the cell’s ability to inhibit serum-induced calcifi-
cation. PPi extracellular accumulation was quantified through a luciferase-based
assay (expressed as nM/mg protein).
Results: High serum levels induced a dose-dependent calcification of type I colla-
gen matrices that was blocked by PPi (calcium FBS50%: 1.583±0.137; FBS50%
+ PPi 1 mM: 0.008±0.008, p<0.05). This potent inhibitory effect was preserved
even when the matrices were pre-treated with PPi just for three days before
exposure to the serum (calcium FBS50% 1.669±0.399; FBS50% + PPi 1 mM:
0.010±0.006, p<0.05). A similar protective effect was observed when VIC were
either statically seeded into the collagen matrices or co-coltured by using a tran-
swell system (calcium FBS 50%: 1.116±0,091, VIC within matrix: 0.203±0.021,
p<0.05 vs FBS 50%; VIC in transwell: 0.448±0.069, p<0.05 vs FBS50%). How-
ever, when we performed co-colture experiments by using clonal VIC harbouring
different calcifying potential, we observed that the subset of cells expressing high
levels of ALP (clone 1) lost the ability to protect the collagen from serum-driven
calcification (calcium clone 1 in transwell: 0.942±0.124, p=n.s. vs FBS50%) as
compared to other clones expressing low ALP levels (calcium clone 2 in transwell
0.315±0.122, p<0.05 vs FBS50%). Pro-calcific differentiation of the clonal VIC
was also accompanied by reduced extracellular accumulation of PPi (PPi clone
1: untreated 59.04±18.13, LPS: 10.42±7.52, p<0.05). This reduction was not ob-
served in the clone unable to acquire a calcifying profile (PPi clone 2: untreated
106.45±30.0, LPS: 97.60±9,62, p=n.s.).
Conclusions: We showed that PPi is a potent inhibitor of serum-driven calci-
fication of collagen matrix and that its extracellular accumulation is reduced in
calcifying VIC. Modulation of PPi metabolism may represent a novel treatment
strategy for the treatment of calcific valve degeneration.

P4296 | BEDSIDE
Angiotensinogen plasma levels and progression of LV hypertrophy in
patients with aortic stenosis - the PROGRESSA study

R. Capoulade, L. Tastet, A. Dahou, M. Arsenault, E. Bedard, J.G. Dumesnil,
P. Mathieu, P. Pibarot. Quebec Heart and Lung Institute, Quebec, Canada

Background: The renin-angiotensin system (RAS) has been involved in the de-
velopment of LV hypertrophy (LVH) and severe LVH has been associated with
worse outcomes in patients with aortic stenosis (AS). Experimental and clini-
cal studies reported a link between some angiotensinogen (AGN) gene polymor-
phisms and LVH in healthy subjects and hypertensive patients. The objective of
this prospective study was to examine the relationship between AGN plasma lev-
els and the progression of LVH in AS patients.
Methods: 139 consecutive patients with AS were prospectively recruited in the
PROGRESSA study and underwent a comprehensive Doppler-echocardiography
annually (mean follow-up: 2.6±1.4years). LV mass was calculated with the modi-
fied ASE formula and was indexed to 2.7 power of height (LVMi).
Results: Among the 139 patients included in this study, mean age was 65±14
years and there were 29% of women. Forty three (31%) patients were under
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEi), 42 (30%) under angiotensin
receptor blockers (ARB) and the remaining 54 (39%) patients had no medica-
tion targeting RAS. There was a significant interaction between AGN plasma
levels and ARB (p=0.003) but not ACEi (p=0.59) with regards to LVMi progres-
sion rate. There was a non-significant trend for negative association between
AGN plasma levels and LVMi progression in patients under ARB (β=-0.23±6.2;
p=0.15), whereas a significant positive association in patients without this med-
ication (β=+0.32±3.6; p=0.001). In patients without ARB, AGN plasma levels
remained independently associated with progression of LVMi (β=+0.31±3.8;
p=0.004) after adjustment for age, gender, hypertension, mean gradient, LV ejec-
tion fraction, valvulo-arterial impedance (Zva), baseline LVMi and creatinine. Fur-
ther adjustment for the progression rate of mean gradient and Zva provided similar
results.

Conclusion: This prospective study shows that plasma AGN is independently
correlated with the progression of LVH, even after adjustment for LV afterload.
This association appears to be blunted by the use of ARBs, therefore suggesting
a potential benefit of this medication to prevent progression of LVH in AS patients.

P4297 | BEDSIDE
Lipoprotein(a) levels are associated with aortic valve calcification in
asymptomatic patients with familial hypercholesterolemia

S. Bos1, R. Vongpromek1, G.-J.R. Ten Kate2, R. Yahya1, A.J.M. Verhoeven1,
P.J. Feyter2, F. Kronenberg3, E.J.G. Sijbrands1, J.E. Roeters Van Lennep1,
M.T. Mulder1. 1Erasmus Medical Center, Dpt Internal Medicine, Div. of
Pharmacology, Vascular & Metabolic Diseases, Rotterdam, Netherlands;
2Erasmus Medical Center, Department of Cardiology, Rotterdam, Netherlands;
3Innsbruck Medical University, Division of Genetic Epidemiology, Innsbruck,
Austria

Aim: To determine the association of plasma lipoprotein (Lp) (a) levels, LPA SNPs
and apolipoprotein(a) kringle IV repeat polymorphisms with aortic valve calcifi-
cation (AVC) in asymptomatic patients with heterozygous familial hypercholes-
terolemia (FH)
Methods and results: A total of 129 asymptomatic heterozygous FH patients
(age 40-69 years) were included in this study. AVC was detected using computed
tomography (CT) scanning. Lp(a) concentration, LPA SNPs and apolipoprotein(a)
kringle size were measured using immunoturbidimetry, allelic discrimination and
immunoblotting assays, respectively. AVC prevalence in the patients was 38.2%
with 3 patients displaying extensive AVC (>400 Agatston Unit). Lp(a) concentra-
tions were significantly correlated with gender, number of apo(a) kringle IV re-
peats, LPA SNP rs10455872 minor allele, the presence and the severity of AVC.
Using univariate logistic regression, plasma Lp(a) levels, age, BMI, blood pres-
sure, duration of statin use, cholesterol-year score (CYS) and coronary artery
calcium (CAC) score were significantly associated with AVC. No significant as-
sociation between LPA SNP rs10455872 and AVC was found. After adjustment
for significant predictors selected from the univariate model, plasma Lp(a) lev-
els remained a significant predictor for AVC (odds ratio (95%CI) (per 10 mg/dL
increment of Lp(a) concentration) = 1.11 (1.01-1.20), p=0.03).
Conclusion: Plasma Lp(a) is an independent predictor for AVC but not CAC in
asymptomatic patients with FH.

P4298 | BEDSIDE
Difference in eNOS expression and oxidative stress between fibrotic
and calcified aortic stenosis

M. Takata1, E. Amiya1, M. Watanabe1, K. Sakuma2, Y. Shintani2, A. Saito3,
M. Ono3, M. Fukayama2, I. Komuro1. 1The University of Tokyo, Department
of Cardiovascular Medicine, Graduate School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan; 2The
University of Tokyo, Department of Pathology, Graduate School of Medicine,
Tokyo, Japan; 3The University of Tokyo Hospital, Department of Cardiothoracic
Surgery, Graduate School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Introduction: Aortic stenosis (AS) is one of the life threatening problem facing ag-
ing societies and the progression of AS is appeared to be closely associated with
endothelial dysfunction. Degeneration of aortic valve in AS is mainly consisted of
two pathologic phenotypes: calcified and fibrotic changes. However, the associa-
tion between each type of valvular degeneration and clinical characteristics in AS
have not been clarified concisely.
Objective: To investigate the relationship between pathologic phenotype of aortic
valve in AS and clinical variables.
Materials and methods: From 2006 to 2013, consecutive 54 patients (male
29) with AS, who were underwent aortic valve replacement (AVR) in our hospital
(mean age 70.0±10.5 years) were included. Tissue sample was taken vertically
from each aortic valve cusps near its center and then stained hematoxylin-eosin
and elastica-Van Gieson. Immunohistochemical analysis was done by endothelial
nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) and 3-nitrotyrosine. Echocardiographic parameters
and fasting blood samples were analyzed before AVR.
Results: We divided patients into two by the ratio of calcified/total area of ex-
tracted valve samples and we defined subjects with aortic valve of calcified area
over 25% of total area as a calcified type (n=35), whereas others were defined as
a fibrotic type (n=19). There were no significant differences in coronary risk fac-
tors, clinical symptoms and echocardiographic parameters including peak aortic
valve flow (4.5±0.8 m/s vs 4.3±0.6 m/s, p=0.2198). By contrast, brain natriuretic
peptide was significantly increased in patients with calcified type (400.1±528.9 vs
135.6±117.9 pg/ml, p=0.018). The expression of eNOS was more pronounced
in valve leaflets with calcified type than fibrotic one (calcified: n=9 (25.7%) vs
fibrotic: n=1 (5.3%), p=0.0452). Oxidative stress 3-nitrotyrosine was similarly de-
tected more intensively in calcified type (36.2±17.3 per high power field (HPF)
vs 27.1±14.1 /HPF, p=0.0271). In patients with calcified type, there was a strong
correlation between the count of 3-nitrotyrosine positive cells/HPF and fraction of
calcified area in valve leaflets (R = 0.3924, p=0.0197).
Conclusion: The eNOS and oxidative stress in the valve are markedly different
between two types, and calcified type was closely associated with reactive oxy-
gen species produced in diseased valve, whereas fibrotic type was related to the
decrease of eNOS expression in the valvular endothelium.
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Notch-1 gene mutations and biomarkers of calcification in patients
with aortic stenosis

O. Irtyuga, O. Freylikhman, E. Zhiduleva, A. Malashicheva, A. Klyushina,
A. Kostareva, O. Moiseeva, E. Shlyakhto. Federal Almazov Medical Research
Centre, Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation

Calcific aortic valve disease (CAVD) is the most common acquired valvular dis-
order. Although the genetic basis of CAVD is unknown for most patients, several
disease-associated genes have been identified in humans.
Purpose: The aim of our study was to estimate the frequency of NOTCH1 gene
mutations and to investigate the potential relationship between mutations and
biomarkers in patients with aortic stenosis (AS).
Methods: Pts with peak aortic jet velocity (Vmax) more than 4.0 m/s were in-
cluded. 61 pts with aortic valve stenosis (AS): 31 pts with bicuspid aortic valve
(BAV) (57.3±1.0 yrs; m:f 1.8:1) and 30 pts with tricuspid aortic valve (TAV) were
examined (59.7±0.7 yrs; m:f 1:1). Pts with infective endocarditis and rheumatic
disease were excluded. 32 controls pts without heart diseases were also exam-
ined (57.6±0.8 yrs; m:f 1.1:1). Serum levels of C-reactive protein, osteoprotegerin
(OPG), soluble ligand receptor activator of transcription factor kappa B (RANKL)
and lipid profile were made in all the pts. We applied a strategy of targeted mu-
tation screening for 10 out of 34 exons of the NOTCH1 gene by direct Sanger
sequencing.
Results: Our analyses revealed 22 NOTCH1 heterozygous variants in AS pts.
Ten are located within exons and 12 within introns. Nine variants were described
previously as polymorphisms. Mutations in the NOTCH1 gene were identified in
23% of analyzed pts. Out of 14 pts, 8 had BAV and 6 had TAV. Two novel nu-
cleotide changes, one mutation P2097P located in exon 34 and one mutation
D1267N located in exon 23 were found. Also, previously described mutations in
exon 23 - R1279H and 24 exon - Q1305K were identified. Four out of six patients
with TAV had R1279H variant in NOTCH1. Besides, 8 novel polymorphisms were
detected. Higher concentrations of OPG 7.64±0.8 pmol/L (compared to 6.06±0.3
pmol / L in patients without mutations, p<0.05) and higher ratios osteoprotegerin
/ RANKL (22.8±3.8 and 15.5±1.6, respectively, p<0.05) were revealed in pts with
NOTCH1 mutations. Sudden death in relatives was identified in two pts out of five
with a mutation in exon 24 - Q1305K.
Conclusion: NOTCH1 mutations are associated with CAVD and increased levels
of serum osteoprotegerin.

P4300 | BENCH
Plasma YKL-40 levels are elevated and predict mortality in patients
with aortic stenosis

F.K. Arain, L. Gullestad, O.G. Solberg, S. Aakhus, P. Aukrust, T. Ueland. Oslo
University Hospital, Oslo, Norway

Purpose: Valve calcification and inflammation play key roles in the develop-
ment of aortic stenosis (AS). A microarray study recently demonstrated that YKL-
40, mainly produced by macrophages, neutrophils and vascular smooth muscle
cells, was one of the most up-regulated mRNA transcripts in aortic calcified vs.
non-calcified valves. We hypothesized that circulating levels of YKL-40 would be
upregulated and could predict all-cause mortality in patients with severe symp-
tomatic AS.
Methods: We measured plasma levels of YKL-40 in 136 patients with symp-
tomatic severe AS and 46 healthy controls and its relation with transvalvular gra-
dients, valve area, valve calcification (as estimated by ultrasound backscatter)
and indices of heart failure as assessed by echocardiography and its relations to
all-cause mortality (n=35) during long-term follow-up (median 4.6 years).
Results: Plasma YKL-40 levels were markedly increased in patients with AS
(median [25th, 75th percentile]: 34 ng/ml [21,61] vs. 8 ng/ml [6,11], p=0.003).
The strongest determinants of plasma YKL-40 in symptomatic AS were CRP
(Beta=0.46, p<0.001), age (Beta=0.34, p<0.001) and ultrasound back scatter
(Beta=0.28, p=0.002). Univariate analysis on quartiles of YKL-40 divided into
quartiles demonstrated a non-linear association with all-cause mortality with a
particularly enhanced risk in quartile 4 (HR 5.09 [95%CI: 1.88-13.73] p=0.001)
compared to quartile 1. Increased YKL-40 (i.e. quartile 4) was associated with all-
cause mortality also after adjustment for conventional risk factors (i.e. age, type
2 diabetes, eGFR, LVEF, valve area, atrial fibrillation, troponin T and NT-proBNP)
(HR 2.48 [1.15-5.34] p=0.020).

Kaplan-Meier.

Conclusion: Circulating YKL-40 is increased in severe symptomatic AS and en-
hanced levels are associated with decreased long-term survival.

THE SPECTRUM OF INFECTIVE ENDOCARDITIS
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Risk factors for embolic events in left-sided infective endocarditis

L. Pericart, A. Brunet Bernard, L. Bernard, D. Angoulvant, A. Mirza, D. Babuty,
L. Fauchier. Tours Regional University Hospital, Hospital Trousseau, Tours,
France

Embolic complications (EC) occur in about 30% to 40% of left-sided infective
endocarditis (LSIE) and are associated with a poor prognosis.
Aim: To determine risk factors for embolic events in the systematic analysis of a
large cohort of consecutive patients treated for infective endocarditis (IE).
Methods: 533 consecutive patients admitted in an academic hospital for definite
or probable LSIE between 1990 and 2012 were included in this study.
Results: Mean age was 64.3±14.9 years, 75% of the patients were male and
26% had a prosthetic valve. The location of IE was aortic in 68% of the cases.
Causative microorganisms were Streptococcaceae in 40% of the cases, Staphy-
lococcaceae in 27% of the cases; no microorganism was identified in 11% of
the cases. Rate of valve surgery and mortality during the initial hospital stay
were 26% and 11%, respectively. The mean follow up was 4.8±5.8 years. Em-
bolic events occur in 164 patients (30%), neurologic complications in 114 patients
(21%) and stroke in 90 patients (17%). In multivariate analysis (Cox model), pres-
ence of vegetation was an independent risk factor for embolic event (hazard ratio
HR=1.96, 95%CI 1.31-2.91, p<0.001), neurologic complication (HR=1.88, 95%CI
1.21-2.94, p=0.005) and stroke (HR=1.70, 95%CI 1.04-2.77, p=0.04). Older age
and Streptococcus infection were independently associated with a lower risk of
embolic events (HR=0.99, 95%CI 0.98-1.00, p=0.02 and HR=0.64, 95%CI 0.44-
0.93, p=0.02 respectively) and neurologic complications (HR=0.99, 95%CI 0.97-
1.00, p=0.04 and HR=0.51, 95%CI 0.32-0.80, p=0.004 respectively). Streptococ-
cus infection was independently associated with a lower risk of stroke (HR=0.57,
95%CI 0.34-0.93, p=0.03). There were no other predictors of embolic events.
Conclusions: Patients with streptococcal infection have a lower risk of embolic
events than patients infected by other microorganisms. The presence of vegeta-
tions was independently associated with an increased risk of embolic events.
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Staphylococcus aureus and thrombocytopenia, a high risk partnership

C. Ferrera Duran1, I. Vilacosta1, C. Fernandez1, C. Olmos1, C. Sarria2,
C. Sanchez-Enrique1, J. Lopez3, D. Vivas1, C. Ortiz3, J.A. San Roman3.
1Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Cardiovascular Institute, Madrid, Spain; 2University
Hospital La Princesa, Madrid, Spain; 3Institute of Heart Sciences, ICICOR,
Universitary Clinic Hospital, Valladolid, Spain

Purpose: In a previous work, we found thrombocytopenia as a risk marker of
bad prognosis in infective endocarditis (IE). Several works have pointed out the
potential role of S.aureus in the genesis of thrombocytopenia. Our aim was to get
an insight into the interaction between thrombocytopenia and S.aureus infection.
Methods: From 855 episodes of left sided IE prospectively recruited between
1996 and 2013, we studied 251 episodes who had thrombocytopenia (platelet
count below 150000/μl) in blood analysis at admission. They were classified in
two groups: Group I (n=68) caused by S.aureus; and Group II (n=183) caused
by another microorganism. Finally, we performed two multivariable analyses for
prediction of mortality over the whole population of left sided IE.
Results: The age and gender distribution were similar in both groups (p=0.348,
p=0.175, respectively). There were no differences in comorbidities between the
groups. The presence of a previous valvulopathy was more common in Group
II (66.7% vs 47.7%, p=0.007). Intravascular catheter as the portal of entry was
more frequent in Group I (29.8% vs 15%, p=0.029). Clinical presentation with
cutaneous (23.9% vs 5.5%, p<0.001) and febrile symptoms (92.4% vs 74.7%)
predominated in Group I. Acute onset (<15days) prevailed in Group I (82.4% vs
47%, p<0.001). At admission, heart failure occurred more frequently in patients
from Group II (20.6% vs 45.6%, p<0.001) while fever (0.047), arthritis (p=0.002),
hemorraghic stroke (p=0.002) and hemorrhagic skin lesions (p=0.044) were more
common in Group I. The echocardiogram found vegetations more frequently in
Group I (p=0.009), although the presence of periannular complications and se-
vere valvular insufficiency were similar in both groups. During hospitalization, pa-
tients from Group I developed more frequently heart failure (p=0.032) and septic
shock (p<0.001). The need of surgery was similar in both groups (58.8% vs.
50.8%, p=0.259). Two separate multivariable analyses to predict mortality were
done in S.aureus and non-S.aureus episodes. In non-S.aureus infection, throm-
bocytopenia at admission had 1.76 times increased risk of mortality (95% CI:
1.11-2.81), and in S.aureus episodes, thrombocytopenia increased the odds of
in-hospital mortality 2.21-fold (95% CI: 1.13-5.79), p=0.04.
Conclusions: A synergistic interaction among thrombocytopenia and S.aureus
infection has been observed. Thrombocytopenia independently increased the risk
of mortality in non-S.aureus episodes. When the effect of thrombocytopenia was
assessed in S.aureus infections the mortality risk strikingly increased.
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Infective endocarditis in intravenous drug users: the prognosis
relevance of the valves involved

C. Ortiz1, P.E. Garcia1, J. Lopez1, T. Sevilla1, C. Olmos2, C. Ferrera2,
I. Vilacosta2, C. Sarria3, I. Gomez1, J.A. San Roman1. 1Clinic University
Hospital of Valladolid, ICICOR, Valladolid, Spain; 2Hospital Clinic San Carlos,
Madrid, Spain; 3University Hospital De La Princesa, Madrid, Spain

Introduction and objective: : Intravenous drug use (IDU) is a well known pre-
disposing condition for infective endocarditis (IE), although their incidence has
decreased during the last decade. Even though IDUs has been classically re-
lated to right-sided IE (RSIE), left-sided IE (LSIE) has been reported with similar
frequency. Nonetheless the profile of LSIED in IDUs is unknown. The aim of this
work is to describe and compare the clinical profile and outcome between RSIE
and LSIE in IDUs group.
Methods: Among 1.234 episodes of IE consecutively diagnosed in three tertiary
centres from March 1995 to January 2014, 66 were in IDUs (5%). Of them, 40
were RSIE (61%) and 26 LSIE (39%). An analysis of 85 epidemiological, clinical,
microbiological, echocardiographic and outcome variables has been performed.
Results: Mean age (±SD) was 35±8 years, 86% males and 98% not nosoco-
mial. Comorbidities were common (64%), being HIV-positive (61%) and chronic
anaemia (22%) the most frequently associated. HIV-positive serology was sig-
nificantly higher in RSIE group (72% vs. 42%). The most frequent symptoms at
admission were fever (90%), pulmonary embolism (36%) and heart failure (30%).
Pulmonary embolisms only appeared in RSIE group (59%). Staphylococcus au-
reus (53%) and Streptococcus viridians (12%) were the main causative microor-
ganisms, being Staphylococcus aureus significantly more frequent in RSIE group
(67% vs. 31%) and Streptococcus viridians in LSIE (2% vs. 27%). Polymicrobial
and fungi aetiology were responsible for 8% and 4% respectively. Tricuspid valve
was affected in 87% and pulmonary valve in 10% of RSIE group, while aortic
valve was affected in 61% and mitral valve in 50% of LSIE group. Multivalvu-
lar episodes, perianular complications and need for cardiac surgery were signif-
icantly more frequent in LSIE group (3% vs. 10%; 5% vs. 27% and 7% vs. 50%
respectively). In-hospital mortality was significantly higher in LSIE group (15% vs.
38%). There were no other significant differences between both groups.
Conclusion: Almost 40% of IE episodes in IDUs are left-sided. Patients with this
condition have a poorer prognosis with in-hospital mortality two-fold higher than
patients with RSIE and similar to that in non-IDUs with LSIE.
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Short antibiotic regimen is as effective as classic antibiotic therapy for
pacemaker related infective endocarditis

C. Ferrera Duran1, I. Vilacosta1, C. Fernandez1, C. Olmos1, J. Lopez2,
C. Sanchez-Enrique1, C. Sarria3, D. Vivas1, C. Saez3, J.A. San Roman2.
1Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Cardiovascular Institute, Madrid, Spain; 2Institute
of Heart Sciences, ICICOR, Universitary Clinic Hospital, Valladolid, Spain;
3University Hospital La Princesa, Madrid, Spain

Purpose: Pacemaker-related infective indocarditis (PIE) is a relatively common
condition with particularly good prognosis. Recently, shorter antibiotic treatment
has been proposed. Our purpose was to analyze in-hospital evolution and prog-
nosis of PIE patients treated with different antibiotic regimens.
Methods: We analyzed 99 consecutive episodes of PIE prospectively recruited
in three referral hospitals between 1996 and 2013. They were classified in two
groups according to the antibiotic regimen: Group I (n=68) episodes of PIE clas-
sically treated during 4 weeks or more; and group II (n=31) who were treated
during 1 to 3 weeks.
Results: Patients from Group II were older (mean 62.4 years vs. 70.8 years,
p=0.009). Gender distribution was similar between the two groups. There were
no differences regarding to clinical presentation, symptoms at admittance and
antibiotic treatment within the 15 days previous to admission (47.5% vs. 65.4%,
p=0.127). No differences were observed in previous cardiac disease between
the two groups. Malignant neoplasia was more prevalent in patients from Group
I (16.2% vs. 0%, p=0.016). Vegetations’ detection (81.7% vs. 74.1%, p=0.419)
and size (p=0.574) by echocardiography were similar in both groups. Involvement
of tricuspid valve by the infection was similar in both groups (17.6% vs. 16.1%,
p=0.853). S. aureus (27.9% vs. 32.3%, p=0.662) and coagulase-negative staphy-
lococci (39.7% vs. 35.5%, p=0.689) were the most common isolated microorgan-
isms in both groups, without significant differences between them. There were
also no differences in the rest of isolated microorganisms between the groups.
In-hospital evolution was similar in both groups. Patients from Group II had a
shorter in-hospital stay (median 27.5 days IR (22.0-36.0) vs. 45 days (IR 33.3-
59.8), p=0.010).There were no differences in the development of septic shock,
heart and renal insufficiency, and emboli. The pacemaker system was removed
in most of patients (80.9% vs. 80.6%, p=0.978) and the mortality rate was low in
both groups (4.4% vs. 12.9%, p=0.201).
Conclusions: In most patients with PIE, a short antibiotic regimen (1-3 weeks) is
not inferior to classical antibiotic therapy. This new therapeutic regimen permits a
shorter hospitalization.
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Valve surgery in active infective endocarditis: a simple score to
predict in-hospital prognosis

M. Martinez-Selles, P. Munoz, A. Arnaiz, M. Moreno, J. Galvez, J. Rodriguez-
Roda, A. Alarcon, E. Garcia-Cabrera, M. Farinas, E. Bouza. University General
Hospital Gregorio Maranon, Madrid, Spain

Aims: Surgery for infective endocarditis (IE) is associated with high mortality. Our
objectives were to describe the experience with surgical treatment for IE, and to
identify predictors of in-hospital mortality.
Methods: Prospective cohort of 1000 consecutive patients with IE. Data were
collected in 26 hospitals.
Results: Surgery was performed in 437 patients (43.7%). Patients treated with
surgery were younger and predominantly male. They presented fewer comor-
bid conditions and more often had negative blood cultures and heart failure. In-
hospital mortality after surgery was lower than in the medical therapy group (24.3
vs 30.7%, p=0.02). In patients treated with surgery, endocarditis involved a native
valve in 267 patients (61.1%), a prosthetic valve in 122 (27.9%), and a pacemaker
lead with no clear further valve involvement in 48 (11.0%). The most common
aetiologies were Staphylococcus (186, 42.6%), Streptococcus (97, 22.2%), and
Enterococcus (49, 11.2%). The main indications for surgery were heart failure
and severe valve regurgitation. A risk score for in-hospital mortality was devel-
oped using 7 prognostic variables with a similar predictive value (OR between 1.7
and 2.3): PALSUSE: Prosthetic valve, Age≥70, Large intracardiac destruction,
Staphylococcus spp, Urgent surgery, Sex [female], EuroSCORE≥10. In-hospital
mortality ranged from 0% in patients with a PALSUSE score of 0 to 45.4% in
patients with PALSUSE score >3.

Hospital mortality according to PALSUSE.

Conclusions: The prognosis of IE surgery is highly variable. The PALSUSE
score could help to identify patients with higher in-hospital mortality.
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Effect of valve surgery on infective endocarditis mortality:
a systematic review and meta-analysis

H. Rahbi1, A. Bin Abdulhak2, I. Tleyjeh3. 1Bristol Heart Institute, Bristol Royal
Infirmary, Bristol, United Kingdom; 2University of Missouri - Kansas City, Kansas
City, United States of America; 3Mayo Clinic, Rochester, United States of
America

Background: Infective endocarditis (IE) is associated with significant mortality.
Valve surgery is recommended in several groups of patients. Although previous
adjusted data from observational cohorts supported its use, they were flawed by
survivor bias. We systematically reviewed the literature and performed a meta-
analysis of studies that examined the role of valve surgery on mortality of IE and
adjusted for survivor bias.
Method: Several databases were searched from inception through December
2013 for studies that adjusted for selection bias and survivor bias. Two review-
ers extracted the required data. The inverse variance method meta-analysis was
used to pool studies odds or hazard ratios using a random effect model meta-
analysis. Publication bias and heterogeneity were assessed by contour funnel
plot and the I2 test, respectively.
Results: There were six cohort studies and one randomized controlled trial that
enrolled a total of 6668 patients. The proportion of patients who underwent
surgery ranged from 23.8% to 61.7%. Valve surgery combined with antimicro-
bial therapy, as compared to antimicrobial therapy alone, was associated with a
significant reduction in the short term mortality of IE (pooled odds ratio of 0.76,
[95% confidence interval (CI) 0.59-0.97], I2 = 71% (Figure). There was visual
asymmetry of funnel plot indicating the possible presence of publication bias.

Meta-analysis

Conclusion: To our knowledge, this is the first meta-analysis of the impact of
valve surgery on the outcome of IE from studies that accounted for survivor bias.
Our findings suggest a possible survival benefit of valve surgery in IE. Neverthe-
less, the evidence is limited by the observational nature of most included studies,
between-studies heterogeneity, and publication bias.
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Polymicrobial infective endocarditis: clinical features and prognosis

P.E. Garcia Granja1, C. Ortiz1, J. Lopez1, T. Sevilla1, C. Olmos2, C. Ferrera2,
C. Sarria3, I. Gomez1, I. Vilacosta2, J.A. San Roman1. 1Institute of Heart
Sciences (ICICOR), Valladolid, Spain; 2Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Madrid,
Spain; 3University Hospital De La Princesa, Madrid, Spain

Background: The incidence and characteristics of polymicrobial endocarditis re-
mains unknown, as there is no study focused on this topic. Whether the presence
of more than one microorganism worsens the prognosis of infective endocardi-
tis has not been elucidated so far. Our goal is to describe the profile of left-sided
polymicrobial endocarditis and to compare it with that of patients with unimicrobial
endocarditis.
Methods: Among 942 episodes of left-sided infective endocarditis consecutively
diagnosed in three tertiary centres from March 1995 to January 2014, 73 were
polymicrobial (7,8%), 748 unimicrobial (79,4%) and 118 had negative blood cul-
tures (12,5%). We described the main clinical, microbiological, echocardiographic
and evolutive profile of patients with polymicrobial and compared it with unimicro-
bial endocarditis.
Results: Mean age of polymicrobial endocarditis patients was 62±15 years,
60% were males and 62% community acquired. Diabetes mellitus (32%), chronic
anaemia (30%) and chronic renal failure (17%) were the most frequently co-
morbidities and fever (65%), heart failure (42%) and renal failure (25%) the
most frequent symptoms at admission. Prosthetic mitral valve (34%) was the
most frequent location, followed by mitral (30%) and aortic (24%) native valves.
Coagulase-negative Staphylococci (65%), Enterococci (39%), Gram-negative
bacilli (35%) and Staphylococcus aureus (23%) were the most frequent impli-
cated microorganisms. The most repeated combination were coagulase-negative
Staphylococci with Enterococci (n=14), and coagulase-negative Staphylococci
with Gram-negative bacilli (n=13).
Polymicrobial endocarditis was more frequently nosocomial (38% vs 26%;
p=0.029) and prosthetic (54% vs 37%, p=0.007) than unimicrobial endocarditis.
In addition, antecedents of indwelling catheters (23% vs 13%, p=0.032) and pre-
vious cardiac surgery (16% vs 7%, p=0.016) were more frequently too. On the
contrary, echocardiographic detection of vegetations (77% vs 87%, p=0.024) and
periannular complications (28% vs 16%, p=0.024) was more frequent in unimicro-
bial endocarditis. No differences on age (62±16 vs 63±14), sex (males 59% vs
63%), symptoms, need of surgery (66% vs 60%), and in-hospital mortality (31%
vs 30%), were detected between both groups.
Conclusion: Polymicrobial endocarditis represents almost 8% of episodes of
left-sided endocarditis in our series. Coagulase-negative Staphylococci are the
leading cause of polymicrobial endocarditis. Although there are important demo-
graphic and echocardiographic differences between polymicrobial and unimicro-
bial endocarditis, short-term outcome is similar.
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The portal of entry determines the prognosis of patients with infective
endocarditis. The special case of catheter related infective
endocarditis

C. Ferrera Duran1, I. Vilacosta1, C. Olmos1, C. Fernandez1, C. Sarria2,
J. Lopez3, C. Sanchez-Enrique1, D. Vivas1, M. Hernandez2, J.A. San Roman3.
1Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Cardiovascular Institute, Madrid, Spain; 2University
Hospital La Princesa, Madrid, Spain; 3Institute of Heart Sciences, ICICOR,
Universitary Clinic Hospital, Valladolid, Spain

Purpose: To describe the importance of the portal of entry in the prognosis of pa-
tients with infective endocarditis (IE) and to put emphasis in a special risk group:
intravascular catheter (iv cath) related IE.
Methods: We analyzed 898 consecutive episodes of left-sided IE prospectively
recruited in 3 referral hospitals between 1996 and 2013. For the first analysis we
selected the cases related with the most frequent portals of entry and classified
them in 4 groups: Group I (n=451): unknown; Group II (n=55): dental procedures;
Group III (n=27): genitourinary procedures; Group IV (n=113): iv cath. For the
second analysis we classified them in two groups: Group A (n=113): iv cath re-
lated IE; Group B (n=503): the rest of episodes.
Results: Age, gender distribution, and previous cardiopathy were similar be-
tween groups. Nosocomial origin predominates in groups III and IV (p<0.001).
Chronic renal failure (CRF) and cancer were significantly more frequent in Group
III and IV (p<0.001). Enterococcus was more frequently isolated in Group III
(40.7%, p<0.001) and S. aureus and coagulase-negative staphylococci (CNS)
predominated in Group IV (28.6% and 35.7%, respectively, p<0.001). Patients
from Group II showed better in-hospital evolution, with less frequency of septic
shock (p=0.05), need for surgery (p=0.015) and mortality (p<0.001). There were
no differences in prognosis between the others groups. In the second analysis
we did not observe any differences in previous cardiopathy (p=0.312) between
the two groups. Patients from Group A had higher prevalence of comorbidities:
diabetes (p<0.001), immunosuppression (p=0.002), chronic anemia (p<0.001),
CRF (p<0.001), and cancer (p<0.001). Acute onset of IE was more frequent
in group A (68.8% vs 42.4%, p<0.001) and they presented acute renal failure
(p=0.025) and septic shock (p=0.003) more frequently at admission. Staphylo-
cocci (S.aureus and CNS, p<0.001 respectively) and fungi (0.020) were more
frequently isolated in Group A, while Streptococci (p<0.001) were more com-
mon in Group B (p<0.001). During hospitalization, valve insufficiency (60.0% vs

71.2%, p=0.02) and periannular complications (p=0.037) were more common in
Group B. The need for surgery was similar in both groups (p=0.093) but mortality
was higher in Group A (40.7% vs. 30.1%, p=0.032).
Conclusions: Portal of entry largely determines the prognosis of IE. Patients with
catheter related IE constitute a highly vulnerable group with a clear-cut worse
prognosis. Therefore, placement of intravenous catheters should be made under
strict aseptic conditions and should be removed early.
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Performance of systematic search for present and potential portals of
entry of infective endocarditis

F. Delahaye1, A. M’hammedi1, F. Ader2, G. De Gevigney1, A.M. Antchouey3,
A.M. Boibieux2, F. Vandenesch2. 1Hospices Civils of Lyon - Cardiological
Hospital Louis Pradel, Bron, France; 2Civils Hospices of Lyon, Lyon, France;
3University Hospital, Libreville, Gabon

Infective endocarditis (IE) is a severe disease, with an in-hospital mortality around
20%. Ten percent of the patients will have another episode of IE. Thus, looking
for and treating the portal of entry of IE is particularly important. Yet, literature on
this topic is nonexistent.
Since January 2005, we have been prospectively enrolling patients hospitalized
for certain IE (Duke-Li criteria) in the International Collaboration on Endocarditis
database. Since then, we have been systematically looking for and treating the
portal of entry of the present IE episode and potential portals of entry of a new IE
episode.
Among 444 patients hospitalized in our institution between 2005 and 2011, 318
were included in the present study (exclusion of patients who died during hospi-
talization; some medical charts unavailable for technical reasons).
Portal of entry of the present IE episode was identified in 238 patients (74%).
Distribution of identified portals of entry was: cutaneous: 44% (healthcare-
associated: 21%; community-acquired: 13%; IV drug use: 9%); oral / dental: 29%;
gastrointestinal: 22%; genitourinary: 3%; ENT: 2%; respiratory: 1%.
Potential portals of entry were: continuation of IV drug use in 21 patients and
a cutaneous disease in 2 patients; oral/dental infective foci in 66/125 patients
with stomatologic examination; colonic lesions (polyps, diverticulosis, adenocarci-
noma) in 32/80 patients in whom colonoscopy was performed because they were
≥50 years old or they had a familial history of colonic polyposis; genitourinary
lesions (prostatic cancer or hyperplasia, urethral stenosis...) in 32 / 52 patients
with genitourinary examination; ENT lesions (sinusitis, otomastoidosis...) in 6/180
examinations.
In conclusion, systematic search for the portal of entry of infective endocarditis
was successful in as many as ¾ of patients. Systematically searching for a po-
tential oral / dental, gastrointestinal or genitourinary portal of entry of a new IE
episode was also successful in a lot of patients.
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Infective endocarditis in patients with ventricular septal defect

M. Veyrier, A. Soufi, A. Bozio, M. Bakloul, J. Ninet, C. Ducreux, S. Di Filippo.
University Hospital of Lyon - Hospital Louis Pradel, Lyon, France

In the context of recent change in guidelines for prophylaxis of infective endo-
carditis (IE), the objective of this study was to assess the features and outcomes
of IE in children and adults with non-significant ventricular septal defect (VSD).
Methods: A retrospective analysis of records of patients with non-significant
VSD. Clinical, echocardiographic and microbiological data, and outcomes were
assessed.
Results: From 1980 to 2013, 57 IE occurred (1 to 4 per year), in patients aged
14.2±11.3y (med12.1), 29males (51%) and 39 were<18y of age. VSD was mem-
branous in all cases, isolated (39=68.5%) or associated with mild aortic regurgi-
tation or pulmonary stenosis. VSD was native in 39 (68.5%) and not diagnosed
before IE occurred in 4cases (7%). The cause of infection was unknown in 36%
of the cases, while 23% were from dental, 13% from cutaneous, 9% from ENT
or digestive origin, and 19% occurred in the early postoperative course of patch
closure, i.e. 81% of the cases occurred in native mild VSD. Streptococcus from
dental origin was the most frequent causal agent (54.5%), staphylococcus was
found in 35% of cases, Gram-negative bacillus in 3.5%. Hemocultures were neg-
ative in 7% of the cases. Vegetation was the most frequent echographic lesion,
and located either on VSD, and/or tricuspid valve and/or RV free wall and/or pul-
monary valve. Aortic valve location occurred in 8cases. Embolic event occurred
in 28cases (49%): multiple pulmonary embolia in 21 (37%), systemic embolia
in 6. Eighteen patients were operated (31.6%): early surgery in 11 (19.3%), de-
layed patch closure in 7. Six patients died (10.5%). Death was not related to early
surgery. FU was 13.4±11.2y (med 10.2y).
Conclusion: Infective endocarditis can severely impair prognosis of mild mem-
branous VSD and dental events are the most frequent origin of infection. Despite
recent recommendations, preventive surveillance and management of any dental
lesions are probably to be emphasized in these patients.
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Infective endocarditis in congenital heart diseases: description of
main features in a cohort from 1997 to 2013

G. Varvaro Pardo1, P. Garcia Granja1, J. Lopez Diaz1, A. Revilla Orodea1,
I. Gomez Salvador1, I. Vilacosta2, J.A. San Roman1. 1Institute of Heart
Sciences, ICICOR, Universitary Clinic Hospital, Valladolid, Spain; 2Hospital
Clinic San Carlos, Department of Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Due to the improved life expectancy of patients with congenital
heart disease, is increasingly seen more frequently acquired various diseases
such as infective endocarditis (IE). We describe the main features of IE in this
group and their differences with the overall population.
Methods: We collected all cases of IE diagnosed according to the Duke criteria
between 1996 and 2013 in three tertiary hospitals. 1173 episodes of IE, 56 as-
sociated congenital heart diseases (5%) were found and constitute our interest
group. Epidemiological, microbiological, echocardiography, clinical, treatment and
outcome variables were collected. We compared a total of 15 variables between
patients with IE and congenital heart disease with other patients.
Results: The most common congenital heart defects were bicuspid aortic valve
(n=38, 68%) and atrial septal defect (n=5, 9%). The location of IE was more com-
mon in the aortic valve (n=28, 50%) and in the aortic and mitral valves (n=8, 14%).
These patients are younger than the overall population (44 vs 62, p=0.0002). IE
was more common in men in both cases, with a greater difference in congenital
heart disease (76% vs 65%, p=0.0211). Surgical treatment was most commonly
used (77% vs 57% p<0.0001) in 18 cases of urgent (42%) and the most frequent
causes were heart failure (n=9, 50%) and periannular complication (n=7, 39%).
Their mortality was lower (7% vs 28%, p<0.0001). The most common pathogens
were Streptococcus viridans (n=13, 23%) and coagulase-negative staphylococci
(n=13, 23%).

Patients with IE + CHD vs EI

Congenital Total p

Age (years) 44 62 0.0002
Men 76% 65% 0.0211
S. viridans 23% 10.8% <0.001
S. aureus 9% 18% 0.0191
Aortic 50% 30% <0.001
Surgical treatment 77% 57% <0.001
Hospital mortality 7% 28% <0.0001

Conclusions: Patients with congenital heart disease represent a small subgroup
of patients with IE are young patients, often requiring surgery, and the prognosis
is better than in other cases of IE.
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Could the risk of developing systemic embolism be predicted up front
in patients with infective endocarditis?

M. Castineira Busto, E. Abu Assi, S. Raposeiras Roubin, N. Bouzas Cruz,
A. Lopez Lopez, A. Martinez Monzonis, C. Pena Gil, M.A. Bandin Dieguez,
M. Alvarez Barredo, J.R. Gonzalez Juanatey. University Hospital of Santiago de
Compostela, Cardiology Department, Santiago de Compostela, Spain

Purpose: Quantification of embolism risk (ER) in infective endocarditis (IE) is of
critical importance since early surgery had demonstrated to reduce it. We aimed
to assess the validity of a new clinical risk model developed from a multicentre
study to predict the ER in patients with IE.
Methods: Retrospectively, between 2009 and 2013, we studied 137 consecutive
patients with the final diagnosis of IE. We computed the risk score from the vari-
ables: age ≥75 years, diabetes mellitus, vegetation ≥10 mm, embolism prior to
initiation of antibiotic, atrial fibrillation and staphylococcus aureus, assigning one
point to each. The primary endpoint was the first systematic embolism during
the 6 month of follow-up after initiation of antibiotic therapy. At least one imaging
test was requested for the documentation of each embolic episode. All patients
underwent transthoracic and transophageal echocardiographic studies within 24
hours of admission. The performance of the risk score was evaluated using a
binary logistic regression model with the risk score as a continuous variable as
the independent variable and the occurrence of systematic embolism before an-
tibiotic initiation as the dependent variable. Discrimination and calibration were
expressed by the c-index and the p-value of Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit
test.
Results: 39.4% of patients were ≥75 years. 9.5% were diabetic and 23.4% were
in atrial fibrillation at hospital presentation. The rate of systemic embolism prior
to antibiotic initiation was of 9.5%. 48.9% had vegetation size ≥10 mm. Staphy-
lococcus aureus was the cause of endocarditis in the 22.6%. 12.4% of patients
presented embolism after initiation of antibiotic therapy. The majority of embolic
events occurred in brain (65%). The risk score ranged from 0 to 5 points. 54% of
patients had a score ≥2. The predictive model discriminated well those patients
who suffered systemic embolism as was shown by the c-statistic: 0.70 (95%CI
0.59-0.78, p=0.01). The observed rate of embolic events approximated closely
to that predicted by the risk score (p-value of Hosmer-Lemeshow test=0.3). The
in-hospital mortality rate in the group patients who suffered systemic embolic was
22%, as compared to 8.3% in the patients subgroup not suffered systemic em-
bolism (p=0.02).
Conclusions: The ER in patients with IE can be predicted using a simple clinical

tool which may help clinicians in the decision-making process. In this study, the
majority of embolism occurred in the brain, and the mortality in patients with em-
bolism complications was about 3-times higher than in patients without embolic
events.
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Should positron emission tomography/computed tomography results
be considered a mayor criterion of infective endocarditis?

C. Sanchez Enrique, I. Vilacosta, C. Fernandez, A. Jimenez - Ballve, R. Delgado
- Bolton, M.J. Perez - Castejon, C. Ferrera, C. Olmos, D. Vivas, J.L. Carreras -
Delgado. Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Purpose: The diagnosis of infective endocarditis (IE) and cardiac devices (pace-
maker and implantable cardioverter defibrillator) remains challenging. The aim
of this study was to assess the usefulness of positron emission tomogra-
phy/computed tomography (PET/CT) with 18F-FDG in these type of patients.
Methods: A prospective study with PET/CT on 23 patients suspected of having
IE or cardiac device infection was performed. PET/CT was considered positive
when 18F-FDG uptake was present and persisted in the non-corrected images.
Anatomy was the gold standard in patients who underwent cardiac surgery and in
those who died and necropsy was performed. In those cases without the anatom-
ical counterpart, Duke criteria were applied.
Results: We studied a total of 41 possible foci of infection: 10 native valves, 17
mechanical valves, 4 biological prosthetic valves and 10 cardiac devices. PET/CT
was positive in 22 foci, negative in 17 and non-conclusive in 2. Its accuracy was
71% (29/41). The technique was able to confirm infection in 17 foci and to rule
it out in 12. Ten foci were misclassified (5 false positive and 5 false negative).
Twenty-five sites of infection occurred in the patients with definite IE, in which
PET/CT accuracy was 80% (20/25). In the 12 sites of seven patients with pos-
sible IE, PET/CT had an accuracy of 50% according to echocardiography. It is
interesting that in the device group patients, the test was right in all but 2 (1 false
negative and 1 non-conclusive)
Conclusion: This preliminary data suggest that PET-CT can be useful in some
patients with IE, but it does not seem to have enough accuracy to be considered
a major criterion.
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Incidence and predictors of infective endocarditis in asymptomatic
patients with mild-to-moderate aortic stenosis

J.M. Axelsson1, C. Burup-Kristensen1, A. Kesaniemi2, A.B. Rossebo3,
T.R. Pedersen4, C.A. Nienaber5, C. Gohlke-Barwolf6, K. Boman7,
R. Willenheimer8, K. Wachtell1. 1Glostrup Hospital - Copenhagen University
Hospital, Department of Internal Medicine, Copenhagen, Denmark; 2Oulu
University Hospital, Oulu, Finland; 3Aker Hospital - Oslo University Hospital,
Oslo, Norway; 4Ulleval Hospital - Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway;
5University Hospital Rostock, Zentrum Innere Medizin, Rostock, Germany; 6Herz
Zentrum, Bad Krozingen, Germany; 7Umea University, Umea, Sweden; 8Lund
University, Lund, Sweden

Purpose: The incidence and predictors of infective endocarditis (IE) in asymp-
tomatic patients with mild-to-moderate aortic stenosis (AS) and without substan-
tial comorbidity are not well known.
Methods: Data from the prospective “Simvastatin and Ezetimibe in Aortic Steno-
sis study” including 1,873 patients were used. The endpoints were IE and a com-
posite of IE or death due to any cause.
Results: IE occurred in 22 (1.2%) patients during a mean follow-up of 4.4 years,
including 17 patients with a native aortic valve stenosis and five patients after aor-
tic valve replacement. The IE incidence rate was 2.7/1,000 person-years of follow-
up without a gender difference (p=0.47). Patients with IE were more often active
smokers (45.5 vs. 18.9%, p=0.004), had a larger aortic valve area (1.5 vs. 1.28
cm2, p=0.03), higher left ventricular mass index (LVMI) (119.4 vs. 101.6 g/m2,
p=0.02) and higher white blood cells (6.7 vs. 6.0 x109/L, p=0.037) at baseline.
However, age (64.1 vs. 67.6 years), gender (68.2 vs. 61.3% men), and the preva-
lence of bicuspid aortic valves (5.6 vs. 5.7%) were not predictive (all p>0.05).
Predictors of IE included active smoking (HR 3.7, 95%CI 1.6-8.5, p=0.003) and
higher LVMI (HR 1.02, 95%CI 1.005-1.03, p=0.004). The composite endpoint of
IE or death occurred in 223 (11.9%) patients with an incidence rate of 27.2/1,000
person-years of follow-up. Predictors included older age (HR 1.07, 95%CI 1.05-
1.09, p<0.001), active smoking (HR 2.01, 95%CI 1.42-2.85, p<0.001), atrial fib-
rillation (HR 1.63, 95%CI 1.11-2.41, p=0.014), higher high-sensitivity c-reactive
protein (HR 1.5, 95%CI 1.11-2.04, p=0.009), higher mean aortic gradient (HR
1.02, 95%CI 1.003-1.04, p=0.023) and higher LVMI (HR 1.009, 95%CI 1.005-
1.01, p<0.001). The IE incidence was too small to detect any differences in all-
cause mortality (HR 1.59, 95%CI 0.59-4.27, p=0.361), however, two (9.1%) pa-
tients died as a direct consequence of IE.
Conclusions: Asymptomatic patients with mild-to-moderate AS and no substan-
tial comorbidity had a total IE incidence rate of 2.7/1,000 person-years of follow-
up. Active smoking and higher LVMI were predictors of IE in these patients.
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D-dimer level predicts in-hospital mortality in patients with infective
endocarditis: a prospective single-centre study

O. Turak, U. Canpolat, F. Ozcan, O. Ozeke, F. Oksuz, K. Cagli, Z. Golbasi,
S. Topaloglu, D. Aras, S. Aydogdu. Turkiye Yuksek Ihtisas Hospital, Cardiology
Clinic, Ankara, Turkey

Background: Increased circulating D-dimer levels have been correlated with ad-
verse outcomes in various clinical conditions. To our knowledge, the association
of on-admission D-dimer and in-hospital mortality in infective endocarditis (IE) has
not been investigated. We hypothesized that increased on-admission D-dimer lev-
els would correlate with adverse outcomes when prospectively studied in patients
with IE.
Methods: In this prospective study, a total of 157 consecutive patients with the
definite IE diagnosis met the inclusion criteria and underwent testing for on-
admission D-dimer and CRP assays. The outcomemeasure was in-hospital death
from any cause.
Results: In-hospital mortality occurred in 40 (26%) patients. Increased levels of
plasma D-dimer (5.1±1.7 vs 1.9±0.8, p<0.001), CRP [45 (13-98) vs 12 (5-28),
p<0.001] were found in dead patients compared with those survived. In addi-
tion to S. aureus infection, increased leukocyte count, end-stage renal disease,
LVEF<50%, vegetation size of >10mm, perivalvular abscess, on-admission D-
dimer (HR: 1.32; 95% CI: 1.24-1.40; p<0.001) and CRP (HR: 1.18; 95% CI:
1.09-1.36; p=0.001) levels were significantly associated with in-hospital mortal-
ity. Furthermore, the sensitivity and specificity of D-dimer ≥4.2 mg/L in predicting
in-hospital death in IE were 86% and 85%, respectively. Moreover, the sensitivity
and specificity of CRP levels ≥13.6 mg/L were 72% and 69%, respectively.

Figure 1

Conclusion: Our findings suggest that on-admission D-dimer level may be a sim-
ple, available and valuable biomarker that allows us to identify high-risk IE patients
for in-hospital mortality. D-dimer ≥4.2 mg/L, CRP≥13.6 mg/L were independently
associated with IE related in-hospital death.
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Early surgery effect on 1-year survival in left-side infective
endocarditis

E. Cecchi1, G. Ciccone2, A. Castiglione2, F. Chirillo3, M. Cecconi4, A. Moreo5,
P. Faggiano6, S. Del Ponte7, M. Imazio1, M. Rinaldi8. 1Maria Vittoria Hospital,
Dept. of Cardiology, Turin, Italy; 2Città della Scienza e della Salute, SSCVD
Epidemiologia Clinica e Valutativa, Turin, Italy; 3Ca’Foncello Hospital, Dept. of
Cardiology, Treviso, Italy; 4University Hospital Riuniti, G.M. Lancisi Hospital,
Dept. of Cardiology, Ancona, Italy; 5Niguarda Cà Granda Hospital, Dept. of
Cardiology, Milan, Italy; 6Civil Hospital of Brescia, Dept. of Cardiology, Brescia,
Italy; 7Mauriziano Hospital, Cardiac Surgery, Turin, Italy; 8Città della Scienza e
della Salute, Cardiac Surgery, Turin, Italy

Background: Infective endocarditis (IE) is a severe disease. The in-hospital mor-
tality varies from 10 to 20%. The optimal timing for surgical intervention to prevent
mortality and complications remains controversial; only one randomized trial exits
and several observational studies published do not allow definitive conclusions.
Purpose: To evaluate the potential effect on survival of early surgery (ES) in left
side IE controlling for short-term survival and treatment selection biases.
Methods: Patients were enrolled in the Italian Registry of Infective Endocarditis
(RIEI) between August 2006 to December 2010. The present analysis includes
patients with left side IE only. According to the treatment, patients were classified
in two groups: ES, if patients have undergone surgery within 2 weeks from the
diagnosis of IE, and medical therapy or late surgery. We evaluated the effect of
treatment on survival, after adjusting for biases using a Cox proportional hazards

Abstract P4318 – Table 1

Crude effect of surgery Effect of surgery corrected by short-term Effect of surgery corrected by short-term
survival selection bias survival and treatment selection bias

HR 95% CI p-value HR 95% CI p-value HR 95% CI p-value

Left side IE (N=517) 0.69 [0.43, 1.10] 0.120 0.62 [0.19, 2.05] 0.436 0.90 [0.31, 2.58] 0.840
Left native valve (N=389) 0.57 [0.31, 1.03] 0.064 0.68 [0.16, 2.92] 0.602 1.01 [0.26, 4.00] 0.984
Left protesic valve (N=128) 1.06 [0.50, 2.26] 0.874 0.51 [0.07, 3.90] 0.513 0.59 [0.11, 3.09] 0.536

model that included inverse probability of treatment weighting, and ES as a time-
dependent covariate.
Results: All 517 patients with left-side IE (389 in native valve + 128 in prosthetic
valve) out of 677 cases registered in RIEI were included in the analysis. Overall,
184 patients (35.6%) have undergone ES and 138, among 333 initially treated
with medical therapy, have undergone surgery after 2 weeks from diagnosis. Dur-
ing the first year of follow up we observed 87 deaths with a 1-year survival of
82,59% (95% CI 79.0-85.7). Risk of death seems lower, even if not statistically
significantly, in patients that have undergone ES (Table 1).
Conclusions: Results from RIEI suggest that ES may be beneficial in left side
IE, especially in native valve IE. Even with use of statistical techniques to control
biases, we cannot definitely conclude that ES is beneficial in all patients with left–
side IE. These resutls confirm the need of randomized clinical trial to define the
effect of ES in patients with left side IE.

P4319 | BEDSIDE
Should results from the “EASE” study be widespread to all left-sided
infective endocarditis?

C. Olmos1, I. Vilacosta1, C. Ferrera1, C. Fernandez1, C. Sarria2, J. Lopez3,
C. Sanchez-Enrique1, D. Vivas1, G. Varvaro3, J.A. San Roman3. 1Hospital
Clinic San Carlos, Cardiovascular Institute, Madrid, Spain; 2University Hospital
La Princesa, Madrid, Spain; 3Institute of Heart Sciences, ICICOR, Universitary
Clinic Hospital, Valladolid, Spain

Aim: To describe clinical, microbiologic, and prognosis characteristics of
episodes of left-sided infective endocarditis (IE) in a series of patients that met
EASE (Early surgery versus conventional treatment for infective endocarditis)
study criteria, and to analyze differences with the EASE study.
Methods: We analyzed 895 consecutive episodes of IE recruited prospectively
at three tertiary referral centers between 1996 and 2011, 107 of whom met EASE
study criteria (left-sided non-prosthetic IE, age 15-80 years, severe valve disease
with vegetation length >10 mm, and without indication for urgent surgery nor
prohibitive surgical risk). Subsequently, we have compared this population (Group
I, n=107) with the conventional treatment branch from the EASE study (Group
II, n=39). Finally, we divided Group I in two different subgroups: streptococcal
infection and non-streptococcal infection.
Results: Age and gender distribution were similar in both groups. Regarding co-
morbidity, no differences were found in the prevalence of diabetes and immuno-
suppression, whereas our patients (Group I) had higher creatinine levels at ad-
mission (1.5±1.4 vs 0.9±0.7; p=0.001).
Infection location was similar in both groups (native mitral valve: 59%). Vegetation
size was larger in Group I (18±8 vs 14±4; p<0.001).
Significant differences were found regarding microbiological profile, as infection
due to streptococci was much more frequent in Group II (42.9% vs 64%; p=0.020).
The presence of systemic embolisms at admission was higher in Group II (26.2%
vs 44%; p=0.043). Central nervous system embolisms at admission were simi-
lar in both groups, while kidney (1.9 vs 18%; p<0.001) and spleen (8.4 vs 23%;
p=0.017) embolisms were more commonly found in Group II. Interestingly, the
incidence of new-onset systemic embolisms during hospitalization was similar in
both populations. Mortality was higher in Group I (16.8% vs 3%; p=0.023). When
comparing streptococcal vs non-streptococcal infection in Group I, a trend to-
wards higher mortality was found in the latter subgroup (9.8% vs 21.2%; p=0.124).
Conclusions: Patients from our series had more comorbidity and a more virulent
microbiological profile than the EASE population. As a result, mortality was higher
in our patients. Patients with streptococcal IE had a better prognosis.
We consider that EASE result could be widespread provided that Streptococci
were not the causative microorganism.

P4320 | BEDSIDE
Clinical impact of new onset atrial fibrillation in infective endocarditis

C. Ferrera Duran1, I. Vilacosta1, C. Fernandez1, C. Olmos1, J. Lopez2,
C. Sarria3, C. Sanchez-Enrique1, D. Vivas1, C. Ortiz2, J.A. San Roman2.
1Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Cardiovascular Institute, Madrid, Spain; 2Institute
of Heart Sciences, ICICOR, Universitary Clinic Hospital, Valladolid, Spain;
3University Hospital La Princesa, Madrid, Spain

Purpose: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a highly prevalent arrhythmia with a clear-cut
impact on patient’s morbidity and mortality. Our purpose was to analyze the inci-
dence and relevance of new onset AF in patients with infective endocarditis (IE).
Methods: We analyzed 816 consecutive episodes of left-sided IE prospectively
recruited in three referral hospitals between 1996 and 2013. They were classified
in three groups according to the heart rhythm at the time of IE diagnosis:
Group I (n=79), episodes of IE who had new onset AF; Group II (n=495) those
who remained in sinus rhythm, and Group III (n=242) patients with chronic AF.
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Initially the main differences in in-hospital evolution and clinical outcome between
patients with new onset AF and sinus rhythm were analyzed. Afterwards a com-
parison among the three groups was performed.
Results: Patients from Group I were older (66.6 vs. 60.4 years, p=<0.001). Gen-
der distribution was similar in both groups. No differences were observed in previ-
ous cardiac disease between the two groups. Regarding to comorbidities, chronic
renal failure (17.7% vs. 9%, p=0.017) was more frequent in Group I. Coagulase-
negative staphylococci and S.aureus were the most frequently isolated microor-
ganisms in both groups without differences between them. Heart failure (53.2%
vs. 35.3%, p=0.003) at admission was more frequent in Group I, although mod-
erate to severe valvular insufficiency was similar between the groups (p=0.475).
There were no differences in vegetation size and periannular complications be-
tween the two groups.
During hospitalization, persistent signs of infection, septic shock (p=0.235), acute
renal insufficiency (26.6% vs. 17.4% vs. 20.7%, p=0.131) and systemic em-
bolisms (12.7% vs. 11.8% vs. 10.7%, p=0.820) were similar between the three
groups. The need of surgery was similar between the three groups (51.9% vs.
59.4% vs. 58.1%, p=0.454), while mortality was higher in patients from Group I
(44.7% vs. 22.8% vs. 33.8%, p=0.01). Those patients with new onset AF who
developed heart failure showed an even higher mortality (p=0.042), suggesting
a synergistic relation between them. In the multivariate analysis, new onset AF
was an independent risk factor for heart failure (OR 2.92, CI (95%) 1.53-5.59,
p<0.001) and mortality (OR 1.67, CI (95%) 1.01-3.09, p=0.04).
Conclusions: Patients with IE who present with de novo AF at the time of IE
diagnosis are older than those who do not. The occurrence of new onset AF
was an independent risk factor for heart failure and mortality and thus, of worse
prognosis.

PULMONARY HYPERTENSION FROM BENCH
TO BEDSIDE

P4322 | BEDSIDE
Persistent pulmonary hypertension after mitral valve replacement:
analysis of the importance of pre-implantation pulmonary pressures

S. Briongos Figuero1, J.L. Moya Mur1, A. Garcia Lledo2, T. Centella Gomez1,
I. Garcia Andrade1, M.A. Navas Tejedor3, J.L. Zamorano Gomez1. 1University
Hospital Ramon y Cajal, Madrid, 2University Hospital Príncipe de Asturias,
Alcala de Henares, 3Foundation Jimenez Diaz, Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

Purpose: Persistent pulmonary hypertension (P-PH) after mitral valve replace-
ment (MVR) leads to an increased risk of morbidity and mortality. We sought
to determine the influence of systolic pulmonary artery pressure (sPAP) before
surgery on the appearance of P-PH.
Methods: Patients undergoing MVR between January 2005 and December 2007
were analyzed. We excluded those with an available follow up shorter than 3
months. PH was diagnosed if sPAP estimated by doppler-echocardiography was
>40 mmHg.
Results: A total of 111 patients with an average age of 61.3 years were stud-
ied. 67.6% were women and the most frequent etiologies were rheumatic and
degenerative valvular disease (46.8% each). Intermedium sized-prostheses were
implanted in most cases. No differences were found before the implant between
age, gender, etiology of mitral disease and rates of atrial fibrillation among pa-
tients who underwent surgery with or without PH; however patients affected by
PH before the implant had smaller body surface area. The type (mechanical of
biological) and size of prostheses used in the implant were not different, but pa-
tients affected by PH before the surgery had higher rates of significant tricuspid
regurgitation (TR) and underwent tricuspid annuloplasty more frequently.
After MVR, P-PH was present in 42,3% of patients after 12.6 months of mean
follow up. P-PH was more frequently observed in elderly and female patients, in
those with severe degrees of PH before surgery, and significant tricuspid regurgi-
tation (≥3). On multivariable analysis, more severe degrees of PH before surgery
(OR: 1.761; p=0.03) and significant TR (OR: 1.739; p=0.01) were independent
predictors of P-PH after MVR. Surgical factors related to P-PH were prosthesis
size and tricuspid annuloplasty. Both, tricuspid annuloplasty (OR: 0.345; p=0.025)
and the implant of a smaller prosthesis (OR: 0.656; p=0.004) were independent
predictors of P-PH after MVR.
Conclusion: MVR was associated with high prevalence of P-PH after mid term
follow up. Both PH and significant TR before surgery were independent predictors
of P-PH. Our data points out that MVR should be planned before the development
of PH and greater TR. Smaller prosthetic size is also a risk factor for P-PH and
bigger prostheses are desirable when possible.

P4323 | BEDSIDE
Effective regurgitant orifice area is an independent predictor of
pulmonary hypertension in patients with aortic valve stenosis

G. Benfari1, A. Rossi2, P. Faggiano3, S. Nistri4, G. Cioffi5, C. Vassanelli1.
1Cardiology, 2Section of Cardiology, University of Verona, Verona, 3Section of
Cardiovascular Disease, University of Brescia, Brescia, 4CMSR Veneto Medica,
Altavilla Vicentina, 5Villa Bianca Hospital, Trento, Italy

Purpose: Pulmonary hypertension (PHT) is frequently associated with aortic

stenosis (AS) and can lead to a poor prognosis and more severe symptoms.
The pathophysiological role of mitral regurgitation (MR) as a determinant of PTH
is well established in other clinical models, as in heart failure with reduced ejec-
tion fraction (EF). However, some uncertainty persists in aortic stenosis patients.
In this study a quantitative assessment of aortic valve area (AVA) and MR is
prospectively performed to reveal their relation with PHT.
Methods: Consecutive patients with aortic flow velocity >2.5 m/s form the study
population. End-diastolic (EDV) and end-systolic left ventricular volumes and left
atrial (LA) volume are measured. Longitudinal shortening velocity, early and late
lengthening velocities are assessed. Effective regurgitant orifice area (ERO) and
regurgitant volume (RV) are obtained with PISA method. Systolic pulmonary
artery pressure (S-PAP) is calculated adding the right atrial pressure to the tri-
cuspid regurgitation pressure gradient.
Results: 113 consecutive patients are included; mean age is 79±8 years, EF
55±15%, NYHA 2.2±0.9, indexed AVA 0.56±0.18 cm2/m2, ERO 0.09±0.08 cm2.
84 (74%) patients present MR, and among these 48 (42%) show ERO<0.10
cm2. S-PAP result to be significantly different in the group of patients with
ERO≥0.10 cm2 compared to the groups with ERO 0-0.10 cm2 and with ERO=0
cm2 (mean S-PAP values in the 3 groups are 50±12 mmHg, 42±9 mmHg and
37±7 mmHg respectively; p<0.0001). At univariate analysis S-PAP correlates
with VTD (R=0.37; p<0.0001), EF (R= -0.23; p=0.01), E (R=0.43; p<0.0001),
E/E’ (R=0.37; p<0.0001), LA volume (R=0.39; p<0.0001) and in particular with
ERO (R=0.47; p<0.0001). There is no association between S-PAP and indexed
AVA or mean gradient. In a multivariate regression model ERO (p=0.005) and
VTD (p=0.03) remain associated with S-PAP, while E/E’ and EF lose significance.
When LA volume is added to the model, ERO remains the only variable signifi-
cantly associated with S-PAP (p=0.02).
Conclusions: ERO results an independent predictor of PHT in patients with even
mild MR and a wide range of aortic stenosis severity. This relation is not influ-
enced by other variables commonly associated with LA pressure overload, such
as E/E’ or LA volume. This might reveal additional pathophysiological links of PHT
in this context.

P4324 | BENCH
Characterization of intrinsic diastolic properties of the right ventricle.
Importance of geometry-driven elastic restoring forces on rapid filling

C. Perez Del Villar Moro1, J. Bermejo1, D. Rodriguez-Perez2, R. Yotti1,
P. Martinez-Legazpi3, Y. Benito1, J.C. Antoranz2, M.M. Desco2, J.E. Ortuno4,
F. Fernandez-Aviles1. 1University General Hospital Gregorio Maranon,
Department of Cardiology, Madrid, Spain; 2Department of Mathematical
Physics and Fluids, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad Nacional de Educaci,
Madrid, Spain; 3Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department. University
of California San Diego., La Jolla, United States of America; 4Universidad
Politecnica de Madrid, Departamento de Ingenieria Electronica, Madrid, Spain

Fully characterization of right ventricular (RV) diastolic function is still a challenge.
In early diastole, RV generates negative pressure but the mechanisms underly-
ing RV suction remain unclear. Classical methods of pressure-volume (PV) data
analysis fail to decouple relaxation from elastic recoil in early filling. We aimed to
assess the contribution of elastic recoil to RV filling and determine its relationship
with RV geometry.
Methods: 13 pigs were instrumented with a conductance-pressure catheter in
RV. 3D echo images and PV data during transient cava occlusion were obtained
after inotropic modulation, volume overload and endotoxin induced RV failure.
Indices of RV diastolic function were obtained decoupling relaxation from pas-
sive diastolic pressure using previously validated algorithm. 3D RV inner surface
meshes were analyzed computing septum curvature indices.
Results: Passive restoring forces generated suction in all phases contributing to
rapid filling (Figure). Inotropic modulation didn’t alter passive diastolic properties.
Beta-blockade partially blunted passive suction (Pp -0.8±1.4 vs. -2.2±1.7 mmHg,
P<.05) modifying operative volumes. Despite severe RV overload, maintenance
of suction late after endotoxin infusion was possible by shifting the passive PV
relationship to the right, so that equilibrium volume (V0) increased from 31±9 ml
to 46±16 ml (P<.001). Changes in V0 correlated with the degree of septal curva-
ture. In turn the latter was related to the transmural pressure gradient (P<.001).

RV diastolic pressure components.

Conclusions: Diastolic suction is generated by elastic restoring forces and is a
major determinant of RV filling even during acute overload. Septal bulging towards
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the LV preserves RV diastolic suction. For the first time, these aspects of diastolic
function can be analyzed in vivo.

P4325 | BENCH
Long-term oral B3-agonist treatment reduces pulmonary vascular
resistance and improves right ventricular function in a swine model of
chronic postcapillary pulmonary hypertension

A. Garcia-Alvarez1, D. Pereda2, I. Garcia-Lunar1, R. Fernandez-Jimenez1,
D. Sanz-Rosa1, L. Fernandez-Friera1, J.M. Garcia-Ruiz1, M. Nuno-Ayala1,
V. Fuster1, B. Ibanez1. 1Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Cardiovasculares
Carlos III, Madrid, Spain; 2Hospital Clinico Universidad de Barcelona, Barcelona,
Spain

Purpose: There are few therapies available for pulmonary hypertension (PH),
particularly no specific therapy has demonstrated a consistent effect in postcap-
illary PH. Our purpose was to assess the effect of long-term oral treatment with
a B3-adrenoceptor (B3-AR) agonist on pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) and
right ventricular (RV) function in chronic postcapillary PH.
Methods: Eight pigs with chronic postcapillary PH generated by surgical banding
of the inferior pulmonary vein were randomized to oral treatment with a B3-agonist
(Mirabegron 50 mg/12h for 14 days) or placebo. Right heart catheterization (RHC)
and cardiac magnetic resonance (CRM) were performed at baseline and at the
end of the treatment period. Pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) was measured
in Wood units by RHC. Changes in RHC and CMR parameters were compared
between groups using Student T or Wilcoxon test.
Results: Baseline characteristics were well balanced between groups (table). Af-
ter 14 days of treatment, subjects randomized to B3-agonist showed a significant
reduction in PVR and an improvement in RV-arterial coupling and RV ejection
fraction. No significant changes were observed in heart rate and systemic blood
pressure.
Baseline characteristics and changes in the treatment group and placebo group

Baseline characteristics Change
Control B3-agonist P Control B3-agonist P
(N=4) (N=4) (N=4) (N=4)

Weight 41.9±8.4 37.9±12.3 0.61 7.4±2.4 11.6±1.9 0.033
HR (bpm) 79.5±13.8 83.5±8.4 0.64 −4.0±23.2 13.8±8.5 0.229
Mean systemic BP (mmHg) 100.0±8.5 93.8±5.9 0.27 1.2±16.0 0.5±8.7 0.937
Mean PAP (mmHg) 37.5±3.3 35.8±3.1 0.47 8.0±16.5 1.2±1.5 0.447
Indexed PVR (WU/m2) 5.8±0.9 6.2±1.2 0.58 2.2±2.2 −1.2±0.6 0.027
Cardiac index (L/min/m2) 5.4±1.1 4.5±0.2 0.24 −0.8±1.2 1.1±0.4 0.030
RV end-systolic volume (ml/m2) 41.6±8.5 40.6±17.8 0.93 8.1±8.7 −3.5±2.5 0.042
RV ejection fraction (%) 58.5±6.5 53.6±4.1 0.25 −3.8±6.8 5.7±1.7 0.036
RV-arterial coupling (Ea/Emax) 0.69±0.17 0.59±0.16 0.42 0.08±0.16 −0.16±0.07 0.029

Conclusion: Long-term oral therapy with a B3-AR agonist significantly reduced
PVR and improved RV performance in a translational experimental large-animal
model of chronic PH. The absence of significant changes in heart rate and sys-
temic blood pressure confers a good safety profile.

P4326 | BENCH
Airway delivery of AAV1.SERCA2a ameliorates vascular resistance
and right ventricular performance in a preclinical model of
postcapillary pulmonary hypertension

J. Aguero1, K. Ishikawa1, E. Kohlbrenner1, C.G. Santos-Gallego2, L. Hadri1,
K.M. Fish1, N. Hammoudi1, B. Ibanez3, V. Fuster1, R.J. Hajjar1. 1Mount Sinai
School of Medicine, Cardiovascular Research Center, New York, United States
of America; 2Mount Sinai School of Medicine, Atherothrombosis Research
Unit, New York, United States of America; 3National Centre for Cardiovascular
Research (CNIC), Epidemiology, Atherothrombosis and Imaging, Madrid, Spain

Background: Recent evidence indicates that defective calcium homeostasis
in vascular smooth muscle cells is a key contributing factor to excessive cell
proliferation and disease progression in pulmonary hypertension (PH). De-
creased sarcoplasmic reticulum ATPase pump (SERCA2a) lung expression has
been described in human pulmonary arterial hypertension and experimental
monocrotaline-induced PH in rodents, where its normalization through adeno-
associated virus serotype 1 (AAV1) mediated gene transfer had regressive ef-
fects in vascular remodeling and improvement in pulmonary hemodynamics. In
postcapillary PH, the role of SERCA2a downregulation and its potential as a ther-
apeutic target remains unknown.
Aims: 1) To analyze the relationship between distal vascular remodeling and lung
SERCA2a protein expression chenges in a large animal model of postcapillary
PH, and 2) assess the beneficial effects of AAV1-SERCA2a gene transfer using
a novel airway aerosolized delivery technique.
Methods: A post-capillary model of PH was created in swine by surgical restric-
tive banding of 2 pulmonary veins. After 8 weeks, animals were randomized to
airway delivery of 1013 viral genomes using an intratracheal aerosolizer (n=5)
or saline (n=5), and reevaluated 8 weeks later. A sham-operated group (n=4)
served as control. Invasive pulmonary hemodynamics and right ventricular func-
tion (RVEF) and remodeling by MRI were assessed before randomization and at
the final follow up 8 weeks later.
Results: Compared to the sham group, postcapillary PH animals showed signifi-
cant arterial wall remodeling as assessed by increased medial thickness in small

distal pulmonary arteries (<300 μm) along with increased indexed vascular re-
sistance (PVR), and SERCA2a protein levels were decreased by 48% (p=0.036).
SERCA 2a gene tranfer halted the progressive increase in PVR (mean[SD]
change 6.3[6.1] vs -0.1[2.6] wood units/m2 in saline vs SERCA-treated, respec-
tively, p=0.047) assessed by invasive right heart catheterization. Furthermore
MRI revealed preservation of RVEF after SERCA 2a gene transfer (mean[SD]
change -13 [8] vs +0.1[9] % units, in saline vs SERCA-treated, respectively,
p=0.048).
Conclusions: In a clinically relevant large animal model of postcapillary PH,
SERCA2a protein downregulation was associated with distal arterial wall thick-
ening and high PVR. AAV-mediated SERCA2a overexpression using a novel
aerosolized delivery resulted in beneficial hemodynamic effects and improved
cardiac function.

P4327 | BENCH
The novel endothelin receptor antagonist, Macitentan, improves right
ventricular energetics and function in the Sugen5416/hypoxia rat
model of severe pulmonary artery hypertension

K. Drozd1, Y. Deng2, B. Jiang2, J. Lockwood1, S. Thorn1, D. Stewart2,
R.S. Beanlands1, R.S. Dekemp1, J. Dasilva1, L.M. Mielniczuk1. 1University of
Ottawa Heart Institute, Ottawa, Canada; 2The Ottawa Hospital, Ottawa, Canada

Purpose: Pulmonary artery hypertension (PAH) is characterized by vascular
changes causing increased pulmonary resistance and eventual right heart fail-
ure (RHF). Altered myocardial substrate utilization may be associated with RHF,
however these changes have not yet been well characterized. The aim of this
study was to evaluate in vivo the right ventricular (RV) function, and RV glucose
and fatty acid metabolism in an animal model of PAH using non-invasive positron
emission tomography (PET). The effect of the novel endothelin receptor antag-
onist (ERA) treatment, Macitentan, was also investigated on the development of
PAH and RV energetics.
Methods: Male Sprague-Dawley rats (n=11) weighing 150-200 g received a sin-
gle injection (20mg/kg) of Sugen5416, a vascular endothelial growth factor re-
ceptor2 inhibitor, followed by three weeks of chronic hypoxia (10% O2). The rats
were then randomized to treatment or no treatment with Macitentan (25 mg/kg
daily) beginning five weeks post Sugen injection. Five and eight weeks post
Sugen injection, substrate utilization was serially assessed with 2-[18F]fluoro-
2-deoxyglucose (FDG) and 4-[18F]fluoro-6-thia-heptadecanoate (FTHA) PET
scans for glucose and fatty acid metabolism respectively, and reported as a stan-
dardized uptake value (SUV). This data was correlated with in vivo functional
measurements with echocardiography and multi gated acquisition scans.
Results: The Sugen-hypoxia (SuHx) model resulted in a progressive increase in
RV FDG uptake over 8 weeks (SUV baseline: 1.80, PAH week 5: 3.81, PAH week
8: 3.69, p<0.05 between baseline and PAH week 8). RV FTHA uptake signifi-
cantly increased from baseline to week 5 with the SuHx model (SUV baseline:
1.50, PAH week 5: 2.97, p<0.05). Macitentan significantly decreased RV/LV FDG
uptake (SUV PAH week 8 untreated: 1.09 vs. PAH week 8 treated: 0.66, p<0.05).
This was associated with improved RV ejection fraction (PAH week 8 untreated:
53.15% vs PAH week 8 treated: 73.22%, p<0.01) and with an improvement in pul-
monary artery pressures measured by pulmonary artery acceleration time (PAH
week 8 untreated: 17.32 ms vs. PAH week 8 treated: 24.38 ms, p<0.001)
Conclusion: PAH is associated with metabolic changes in the RV, character-
ized by increased fatty acid and glucose utilization with a proportionally greater
increase in glucose uptake, likely representing increased glycolysis. Macitentan
attenuated RV/LV FDG uptake and significantly improved RV function and hemo-
dynamics. Clinical studies evaluating the link between metabolic and functional
alterations in the RV and the effects of therapy are warranted.

P4328 | BENCH
Intratracheal administration of prostacyclin analog-incorporated
nanoparticles ameliorates the development of monocrotaline-induced
pulmonary artery hypertension in rats

S. Akagi1, K. Nakamura1, H. Matsubara2, H. Ito1. 1Okayama University,
Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Okayama, Japan; 2Okayama Medical
Center, National Hospital Organization, Okayama, Japan

Background: Nanoparticles (NPs) have been used as a novel delivery system for
transport of drug to target organs. NPs are taken up by target organ because of
their small size. Drug release from NPs is controlled according to the NP compo-
sition. Thus, drug-incorporated NPs for local delivery might optimize the efficacy
and minimize the side effects of drugs. Intravenous prostacyclin improves long-
term survival in patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH). However,
intravenous prostacyclin causes flashing, headache and catheter-related infec-
tions. We investigated the effects of intratracheal administration of prostacyclin
analog-incorporated NP (Pro-NP) in a rat model of PAH.
Methods: Rats were received a single intratracheal administration of PBS, FITC-
NP or Pro-NP 14 days after monocrotaline injection. Hemodynamics, right ven-
tricular (RV) hypertrophy and pulmonary artery muscularization were assessed
28 days after monocrotaline injection. We examined survival rates after single
administration of PBS or Pro-NP.
Results: After single administration, Pro-NP significantly decreased RV pressure
(Pro-NP: 63±15 mmHg, FITC-NP: 87±13 mmHg, PBS: 84±11 mmHg) (Figure
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1), RV hypertrophy (RV/LV+S ratio; Pro-NP: 0.39±0.11, FITC-NP: 0.59±0.09,
PBS: 0.54±0.07) (Figure 2) and pulmonary artery muscularization (percentage of
fully-muscularized small pulmonary artery; Pro-NP: 37±6%, FITC-NP: 70±3%,
PBS: 63±7%). Pro-NP significantly improved survival rate (Pro-NP: 65.0% and
PBS: 27.8%, P<0.05).

Figures 1 & 2

Conclusion: Intratracheal administration of Pro-NP ameliorates the development
of the monocrotaline-induced PAH in rats. Inhaled Pro-NP might develop as a
novel approach for treatment of PAH.

P4329 | BEDSIDE
A new era of therapeutic strategies for chronic thromboembolic
pulmonary hypertension by two different interventional therapies

Y. Uesugi, T. Inami, M. Kataoka, H. Ishiguro, R. Yanagisawa, N. Shimura,
Y. Momose, H. Yoshino, T. Satoh. Kyorin University School of Medicine, Second
Department of Internal Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Background: Pulmonary endarterectomy (PEA) is established for the treatment
of chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH). Recently, percuta-
neous transluminal pulmonary angioplasty (PTPA) has been added for peripheral-
type CTEPH, whose lesions exist in segmental, subsegmental, and more distal
pulmonary arteries. We examined the latest survival and clinical outcomes of pa-
tients with CTEPH.
Methods and results: One hundred and thirty-six consecutive patients with
CTEPH were enrolled. Twenty-nine were treated only with drug (Drug-group), and
the other 107 underwent interventional therapies (Interventions-group) (39 under-
went PEA [PEA-group] and 68 underwent PTPA [PTPA-group]). Total 213 PTPA
sessions (failures, 0%; mortality rate, 0.5%) was performed in the PTPA-group
(complications: reperfusion pulmonary edema, 7.0%; hemosputum or hemopty-
sis, 5.6%; vessel dissection, 2.3%; wiring perforation, 0.9%). Although baseline
hemodynamic parameters were significantly more severe in the Interventions-
group, the outcome after the diagnosis was much better in the Interventions-group
than in the Drug-group (98% vs. 64% 5-year survival, p<0.0001), suggesting
effectiveness of the interventional therapies. Hemodynamic improvement in the
PEA-group was a 46% decrease in mean pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP) and
a 49% decrease in total pulmonary resistance (TPR) (follow-up period; 74.7±32.3
months), while those in the PTPA-group were a 40% decrease in mean PAP and
a 49% decrease in TPR (follow-up period; 17.4±9.3 months). The 2-year survival
rate in the Drug-group was 82.0%, and the 2-year survival rate, 2-year occur-
rence of right heart failure, and 2-year re-vascularization rate in the PEA-group
were 97.4%, 2.6%, and 2.8%, and those in the PTPA-group were 98.5%, 2.9%,
and 2.9%, respectively.
Conclusion: The interventional therapies were more beneficial than medical ther-
apy for survival of patients with CTEPH. The availability of both of these operative
and catheter-based interventional therapies leads us to expect the dawn of a new
era of therapeutic strategies for CTEPH.

P4330 | BENCH
Differential effects of prostacyclin analogues on right ventricular
function in the isolated rat heart

S. Holmboe1, A. Andersen1, J. Johnsen1, J.M. Nielsen1, R. Norregaard2,
H.E. Botker1, L.H. Clapp3, J.E. Nielsen-Kudsk1. 1Aarhus University Hospital,
Skejby, Department of Cardiology & Institute of Clinical Medicine, Aarhus,
Denmark; 2Aarhus University, Institute of Clinical Medicine, Aarhus, Denmark;
3University College London, Department of Medicine, London, United Kingdom

Purpose: Prostacyclin analogues are widely used in the treatment of pulmonary
hypertension, but their direct effects on right ventricular (RV) function have only
been sparsely investigated. The aim of this study was to compare the direct ef-
fects of different prostacyclin analogues on RV function.
Methods: Rat hearts (n=30) were isolated and perfused with Krebs Henseleit
buffer in a pressure controlled Langendorff setup. The hearts were random-
ized to perfusion with increasing concentrations of the prostacyclin analogues
epoprostenol, iloprost, treprostinil or the selexipag metabolite, MRE-269. The
dose dependent effects on RV hemodynamics were monitored using a fluid filled
balloon in the RV connected to a pressure transducer. Coronary flow was moni-
tored using an inline flow probe to confirm a vasodilatory effect of the drugs. The
presence of relevant prostanoid receptor subtypes in the RV was investigated by
quantitative PCR (qPCR).

Results: QPCR confirmed the presence of the prostanoid receptors IP, EP1, EP2,
EP3, EP4, DP, TP and FP in the RV myocardium and all four drugs increased
coronary flow rate in a dose-dependent manner.
Treprostinil perfusion caused an increase in RV developed pressure (RVDP)
(15%±8 p=0.016 and 18%±7 p=0.017) when administered in clinically relevant
concentrations (0.5ng/mL and 1.5ng/mL). Supra-clinical concentrations blunted
this response.
Iloprost did not improve RVDP in clinically relevant concentrations. Only in supra-
clinical concentrations (600pg/mL and 2000pg/mL) did iloprost improve RVDP
(19%±4 p=0.015 and 24%±7 p=0.045, respectively).
Epoprostenol and MRE-269 both showed a trend towards increasing RVDP when
administered in supra-clinical concentrations.
Conclusion: The prostacyclin analogues treprostinil, iloprost and epoprostenol
and the selexipag metabolite, MRE-269 all increased coronary flow rate in the
isolated perfused rat heart. Only treprostinil and iloprost significantly improved
RV function and solely treprostinil was effective when administered in clinically
relevant doses. Supra-clinical doses had to be infused for iloprost to increase RV
function.

P4331 | BENCH
Tenascin-C deficiency and the development of pulmonary arterial
hypertension

M.-P. Winter1, F. Dragschitz1, A. Alimohammadi1, A. Panzenboeck1, V. Seidl1,
F. Nagel2, D. Santer2, B. Podesser2, I.M. Lang1. 1Medical University of Vienna,
Department of Internal Medicine II, Division of Cardiology, Vienna, Austria;
2Medical University of Vienna, Institute of Biomedical Research, Vienna, Austria

Background: Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a severe and progres-
sive disease entailing a deteriorating pulmonary vasculopathy with obstruction of
small pulmonary arteries, smooth muscle cell hypertrophy and intimal fibrosis. It
has been proposed that Tenascin-C (TnC), a key mediator of smooth muscle cell
growth and survival is critically involved in the pathogenesis of PH. Aim of our
study was to investigate the effect of TnC inhibition by direct gene manipulation
on the development of PH.
Methods: We utilized mice with a homozygous TnC knock-out (TnC KO) and A/J
wild types (WT). Both TnC KO and WT littermates were held in an environmental
chamber with FiO2 of 10% or under normoxia for 4 weeks. We investigated the ef-
fect of TnC deletion and chronic normobaric hypoxia on parameters of pulmonary
vascular resistance such as right ventricular systolic pressure (RSVP) and right
ventricular hypertrophy (Fulton Index/ right to left ventricular- ratio). To assess the
degree of smooth muscle cell hyperplasia, alpha-smooth muscle actin antibody
staining was performed.
Results: TnC KO mice showed significantly increased right ventricular pressures
after 4 weeks under normoxic conditions, compared with wild type controls. Both
TnC KO and WT mice showed increased right ventricular pressures under nor-

Figure 1
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mobaric hypoxia. TnC KO mice revealed significantly higher right ventricular pres-
sures (Fig. 1) and Fulton indices than controls.
Conclusion: TnC a extracellular matrix glycoprotein prominent during tissue re-
modelling and wound healing may play a pivotal role in the early pathogenesis of
pulmonary hypertension.

RISK STRATIFICATION FOR IMPLANTABLE
CARDIOVERTER DEFIBRILLATOR PATIENTS

P4333 | BEDSIDE
Very low rate of appropriate shock therapy in primary prevention
patients who receive an implantable cardioverter defibrillator in a real
world setting

A. Sabbag1, R. Beinart1, M. Suleiman2, I. Goldenberg1, M. Glikson1 on behalf
of the Israeli Working Group of Pacing and Electrophysiology. 1Sheba Medical
Center, Heart Institute, Ramat Gan, Israel; 2Rambam Health Care Campus, The
Heart Center, Haifa, Israel

Background: During the past two decade implantable cardioverter defibrillator
(ICDs) became the mainstay of sudden cardiac death (SCD) prevention, result-
ing in a pronounced increase in the device implantation for primary prevention of
SCD. However, currently there are limited data on contemporary rates of appro-
priate life-saving shock therapy in real life primary prevention population.
Methods: The Israeli ICD Registry comprises all implants and other ICD opera-
tive procedures, nationwide, that are entered on line into a computerized secure
database. The present study comprises 1605 consecutive cases were who were
enrolled in the Israeli ICD Registry and prospectively followed up for information
regarding survival, hospitalizations and ICD therapies since 2010.
Results: A total of 55 (5%) patients with ICD for primary prevention received
an appropriate therapy during follow-up, 9 (0.8%) of which were appropriate ICD
shock. The 2-year cumulative probability of arrhythmic events among patients
implanted for primary and secondary prevention is presented in Table 1, demon-
strating a very low rate of appropriate ICD shocks (1%) among patients implanted
for primary prevention During follow-up, a total 48 (4%) died, mostly due to non-
cardiac causes.

Major endpoints

Endpoint Primary prevention Secondary prevention P-value
(n=1185) (n=420)

Any appropriate therapy for VT/VF 4% 13% <0.001
Appropriate shocks 1% 2% 0.036
Appropriate ATPs 4% 10% <0.001
Any inappropriate therapy 4% 4% 0.91
Inappropriate shocks 2% 1% 0.85
Inappropriate ATPs 2% 3% 0.99
Death 4% 8% <0.001
Cardiac death 2% 5% 0.82

Conclusion: Rates of appropriate shock are lower than previously reported. Most
of the patients implanted for primary for primary prevention die due to non cardiac
reasons, suggesting a need for contemporary risk stratification approaches prior
to device implantation in this population.

P4334 | BEDSIDE
Differences in monomorphic VT occurring in ICD patients according to
the indication (primary vs. secondary prevention): an analysis based
on the stored electrograms

J. Jimenez-Candil, J.L. Morinigo, J. Hernandez, A. Martin, O. Duran,
P.L. Sanchez. University Hospital of Salamanca, Salamanca, Spain

Among ICD patients, more than 80% of appropriate therapies are due to
monomorphic VT (MVT). In ICD primary prevention (PP) patients a programming
of ICD therapies for tachyarrhythmias of ≥200 bpm or with a prolonged delay is
associated with reductions in inappropriate therapy and all-cause mortality. It is
unknown whether MVTs have different characteristics and/or responses to an-
titachycardia pacing (ATP) with respect to the indication: PP versus secondary
prevention (SP).
Methods: We analyzed prospectively 551 MVTs (cycle length [LC]: 329±35; PP:
37%) occurring spontaneously in 67 ICD patients (LVEF: 35±8). ICD program-
ming was standardized. We analyzed the following aspects: CL, percentage of
variability of the 12 RR intervals prior to ATP (V-RR) – which was calculated by di-
viding the mean difference between each R-R interval with the next one by the CL
×100, and type of termination (type 1 [T1, immediate]: VT ceased immediately
upon ATP completion; type2 [T2, delayed]: VT persisted for one or more beats
after ATP).
Results: ATP was successful in 86% of VT (92% in PP vs. 84% in SP; p=0.007).
VT terminated at ATP had a higher degree of V-RR (2.6±1.7 vs. 1.3±1.2;
p<0.001), the third tertile of V-RR being associated with a better ATP effective-
ness (98 vs. 82%; p<0.001). As shown in the table, MVTs occurring in SP pa-
tients present a lower V-RR (this could be a marker of MVT stability), they finish
immediately after ATP less frequently, and they are slower but respond worse to
ATP.

Table 1

Variable PP versus SP p

Fast MVT 49 vs. 37% 0.01
V-RR, % 2.6±1.4 vs. 2.3±1.8 0.04
Third tertile of V-RR 43 vs. 29% 0.003
T2 27 vs. 12% <0.001

Conclusions: MVTs have different characteristics depending on the indication.
In SP, MVTs seem to be slower, more stable and less frequently unsustained;
therefore, they could not be benefited from a MADIT-RIT programming.

P4335 | BEDSIDE
Mortality risk score for implantable defibrillator patients with
myocardial infarction

L. Riksman-Dabiri Abkenari, S.C. Yap, J. Lipton, S.A. Wijchers, R.E. Bhagwan-
dien, T. Szili-Torok, D.A.M.J. Theuns. Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam,
Netherlands

Objective: The implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) is very effective in the
prevention of sudden cardiac death, but its benefit is impaired by competing risks.
This prompts the search for improved patient selection to identify those patients
at high risk for mortality who may not derive benefit from ICD implantation. The
purpose of this study is to develop a risk model to predict mortality in primary
prevention patients with myocardial infarction.
Methods: This study included all patients with myocardial infarction who received
an ICD for primary prevention. Covariates associated with mortality were entered
in a multivariate Cox proportional hazards model to identify independent predic-
tors for mortality. From these predictors, a continuous score was derived and
divided into tertiles (low-risk, mid-risk, and high-risk). In addition, a simple score
was based on the number of predictors, i.e. risk factors. The performance of the
risk scores was determined by c-statistics.
Results: The study cohort consists of 567 patients (83% male gender, mean age
63±10 years) with a median follow-up of 3.4 (IQR, 1.6 - 5.4) years. A total of
127 patients (22%) died, with a cumulative incidence of 33% at 6-years follow-up.
Multivariate analysis identified age, male gender, LVEF, use of diuretic, diabetes
mellitus and impaired renal function as independent predictors of mortality. There
was a significant relation between tertiles of the continuous risk score and mortal-
ity. At 6-years, cumulative mortality was 13% (low-risk), 26% (mid-risk) and 61%
(high-risk), respectively (P<0.0001). Performance is 0.75, 95% CI (0.70 – 0.80).
Using the simple risk score, cumulative mortality was 7% (0 – 1 risk factor), 30%
(2 risk factors) and 63% (>2 risk factors) at 6-years, respectively. Performance is
0.70, 95% CI (0.66 – 0.74). ICD shocks were observed in 73 patients (13%); the
cumulative incidence of shocks was not different between the risk-groups (17%
low-risk vs. 15% high-risk).
Conclusion: In a population of primary prevention ICD patients with myocardial
infarction, the application of a simple risk score identified patients at high-risk for
mortality while having low-risk for appropriate ICD shocks. The decision to implant
an ICD in patients with comorbidities should be balanced against the considerable
risk of mortality due to these comorbidities.

P4336 | BEDSIDE
Risk stratification for inadequate defibrillation safety margins and
appropriate ICD therapy: The age paradox

J.L. Bonnes1, S.W. Westra1, B.M. Govers1, L.H.R. Bouwels2, M.A. Brouwer1,
J.L.R.M. Smeets1. 1Radboud University Medical Centre, Department of
cardiology, Nijmegen, Netherlands; 2Canisius Wilhelmina Hospital, Department
of Cardiology, Nijmegen, Netherlands

Background: A strategy of routine ICD testing has become subject of debate, but
allows for identification of patients who might benefit from system modifications.
Non-invasive risk stratification using age has been postulated: an inverse relation
has been reported with an inadequate safety margin, whereas the risk of appro-
priate therapy seems to increase with higher age. However, considerable variation
exists between reports. Therefore, we performed a more detailed analysis, with
distinction between ischemic and nonischemic heart disease (IHD; non-IHD).
Methods: Cohort study (n=732) in an universitary medical centre (2005-2013).
Defibrillation testing was performed with sequential shocks (15-25-35 joule). An
unsuccessful 2nd shock represents an inadequate safety margin (<10 joule). Per-
centages of inadequate safety margins and appropriate therapy were related to
age.
Results: An inadequate safety margin was found in 4% in the entire cohort, with
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interesting differences across age tertiles (Figure). These differences were en-
tirely driven by the subset of patients with non-IHD: in multivariable analysis age
was inversely related with the presence of an inadequate safety margin [aOR 0.95
(95% CI 0.92-0.99) p=0.009]. In contrast, the 2-year cumulative incidence of ap-
propriate therapy was significantly higher in the upper age tertiles, entirely driven
by the subset with IHD (Figure).
Conclusions: The present study confirms the inverse association between age
and an inadequate safety margin, as well as the positive association between
age and appropriate therapy. Notably, the observed correlations distinctly differ
according to the underlying cardiac etiology. In case of confirmation by larger
cohorts, age could serve as an important stratifier for patients who might benefit
from ICD testing.

P4337 | BEDSIDE
Development of a risk score model to characterize patients that died
during the first year after ICD implantation. Data from the Israeli ICD
Registry

R. Nevzorov1, I. Goldenberg2, G. Golovchiner1, B. Strasberg1, M. Souleiman3,
S. Ben-Zvi4, Y. Konstantino5, S. Rosenheck6, M. Glikson2, M. Haim7. 1Rabin
Medical Center, Sackler Faculty of Medicine, Tel Aviv University, Petah Tikva,
Israel; 2Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer, Israel; 3Rambam Health
Care Campus, Haifa, Israel; 4Barzilai Medical Center, Ashkelon, Israel; 5Soroka
University Medical Center, Beer Sheva, Israel; 6Hadassah University Medical
Center, Jerusalem, Israel; 7Meir Medical Center, Kfar Saba, Israel

Objectives: The goal of this study is a development of models that identify pa-
tients at risk of death during the first year after ICD implantation
Background: ICD implantation has become a principal therapy for secondary
and primary prevention of sudden cardiac death. Although ICD implantation is an
effective therapy in specific groups of patients. In some patients ICD Implantation
is less effective or not effective at all.
Methods: Patient population derived from the Israeli ICD Registry - a prospective
national registry of all patients who are referred for implantation or replacement
of an ICD or CRT-D in Israel. Two groups of patients were compared: those who
died during one year after ICD implantation and those who were still alive one
year after ICD implantation. A primary end-point was a development of models
for one year mortality after ICD implantation.
Results: A total of 1314 patients have completed at least one year follow up
after first-time ICD or CRTD implantation at 22 centers. During one year after ICD
implantation there were 63 (4.8%) fatal events. Age more than 75 years (hazard
ratio [HR]:2.7; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.6 to 4.4), history of atrial fibrillation
(HR: 1.9; 95% CI: 1.12 to 3.17), chronic lung disease (HR: 2.0; 95% CI: 1.1 to
3.76), anemia (defined as Hb level less than 13 Gr/Dl in men and less than 12
Gr /Dl in women) (HR: 2.3; 95% CI: 1.3 to 3.93) and decreased eGFR level (<30
min/ml/1.73m2) (HR: 3.4; 95% CI: 1.74 to 6.6) were found to be independent risk
factors for one-year mortality after ICD implantation. We propose a simple score
for prediction of one year mortality after ICD implantation (“triple A, double C”)
including: Age more than 75 years (3 points), Anemia (2 points), history of Atrial
fibrillation (1 point), significant Chronic renal failure (GFR<30 min/ml/1.73m2 (3
points) and Chronic lung disease (1 point). This model needs to be validated in
other cohorts.
Conclusions: In the present study advanced age (more than 75 years), history
of atrial fibrillation, chronic lung disease, anemia and decreased eGFR level (<30
min/ml/1.73m2) were found as independent risk factors for one-year mortality after
ICD implantation. The resulting risk score consists of clinical parameters may
identify patients at high risk of death during one year after ICD implantation.

P4338 | BEDSIDE
Iodine-123-metaiodobenzylguanidine imaging predicts arrhythmic
events in patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy evaluated for primary
prevention implantable cardioverter-defibrillator

P. Garcia-Gonzalez1, O. Fabregat-Andres1, P. Cozar-Santiago2, J. Estornell-
Erill2, B. Bochard-Villanueva1, R. De La Espriella-Juan1, A. Quesada-Dorador1,
R. Paya-Serrano1, J. Ferrer-Rebolleda2, F. Ridocci-Soriano1. 1University
General Hospital of Valencia, Department of Cardiology, Valencia, Spain;
2University General Hospital of Valencia, ERESA, Valencia, Spain

Purpose: We examine whether the assessment of cardiac sympathetic activity
(CSA) by 123-Iodine Metaiodobenzylguanidine (123I-MIBG) can improve arrhyth-
mic risk stratification in patients with ischemic heart failure (IHF) candidates for
primary prevention implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD).
Methods: 44 IHF patients referred for ICD therapy were enrolled. During
evaluation of ICD implantation, patients underwent 123I-MIBG. Early and late
123I-MIBG imaging was performed to assess cardiac innervation (heart-to-
mediastinum ratio –HMR- and cardiac washout rate). During follow up, appro-
priate ICD therapy and sudden cardiac death (composite endpoint) were docu-
mented. A multivariate Cox proportional hazards model was used to analyze the
influence of 123I-MIBG in predicting the endpoint.
Results: 24 patients had ICD implantation. Patients with and without ICD implan-
tation were comparable. During a mean follow-up of 18 [6,35-27,65] months the
endpoint was documented in 8 (18%) patients (2 sudden death, 3 ICD therapy
and 3 antitachycardia pacing), No patient was lost. Patients with arrhythmic event

showed poor cardiac innervation (lower HMR, 1.26 vs 1.37, p=0.035 and higher
washout rate 54.5 vs 32.9, p=0.003). According to area under curve (AUC) 1.37 of
late HMR was the best predictor cut-off of endpoint (AUC 0.752; IC 95% 1.19-73-
09; p=0.40). Patients with late HMR ≤1.37 reached significantly more frequently
the endpoint (37.5 vs 7.7%; p=0.017) than patients with a late HMR >1.37. Late
≤1.37 (HR 8.98; IC 95% 1.10-73.09; p=0.040) was the only independent predictor
for the endpoint.

Kaplan-Meier survival curve

Conclusions: IHF patients referred for primary prevention ICD therapy have a se-
rious deterioration of CSA quantified by 123I- MIBG. Nevertheless, cardiac sym-
pathetic innervation predicts future arrhythmic events.

P4339 | BEDSIDE
Combination of fibrosis by cardiac magnetic resonance and late
heart-to-mediastinum ratio by cardiac 123I-MIBG imaging identifies
very low risk candidates for primary prevention implantable
cardioverter defibrillator

P. Garcia-Gonzalez1, O. Fabregat-Andres1, J. Estornell-Erill2, P. Cozar-
Santiago2, A. Valle-Munoz3, A. Cubillos-Arango1, R. De La Espriella-Juan1,
J. Ferrer-Rebolleda2, A. Quesada-Dorador1, F. Ridocci-Soriano1. 1University
General Hospital of Valencia, Department of Cardiology, Valencia, Spain;
2University General Hospital of Valencia, ERESA, Valencia, Spain; 3Hospital
Marina Salud, Denia, Spain

Purpose: Identification of noninvasive prognostic markers of arrhythmic risk in
patients with advanced heart failure is a growing need. We tested whether a
myocardial scarring by cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) combined
with cardiac sympathetic denervation by 123-iodine metaiodogenzylguanidine
(123I-MIBG) imaging would improve risk stratification in patients evaluated for
implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD).
Methods: 73 heart failure patients referred for ICD therapy were enrolled. Dur-
ing evaluation of ICD implantation, patients underwent 123I-MIBG and MRI. Early
and late 123I-MIBG imaging was performed to assess cardiac innervation (heart-
to-mediastinum ratio –HMR- and cardiac washout rate) and MRI to assess late
gadolinium enhancement (LGE). Endpoint of the study was the composite of ap-
propriate ICD therapy, ventricular tachycardia and cardiac death. A multivariate
Cox proportional hazards model was used to analyze the influence of late HMR
and LGE in predicting the endpoint.
Results: During a mean follow-up of 18.6 months the endpoint was documented
in 11 patients (15%). The endpoint was significantly more frequently reached in
patients with LGE ≥8.5 and late H/M ratio ≤1.32 (p=0,042). Cox regression anal-
ysis showed late HMR ≤1.32 (sensitivity 83%; specificity 64%), LGE ≥8.5 (sen-
sitivity 73%; specificity 65%) and atrial fibrillation were independent predictors for

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier event-free curve.
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the endpoint (HR 5.48, HR 6.12 and HR 4.42, respectively). No patient with LGE
<8.5 and late H/M ratio >1.32 suffered a cardiac event.
Conclusion: The combination of fibrosis by MRI with late HMR improves risk
stratification in primary prevention ICD candidates identifying very low risk pa-
tients.

P4340 | BEDSIDE
Usefulness of cardiac magnetic resonance to predict left ventricular
reverse remodeling and life threatening ventricular tachyarrhythmias
in patients with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy

M. Chimura, Y. Yamada, Y. Taniguchi, K. Okajima, Y. Yasaka, H. Kawai,
A. Shimane. Himeji Cardiovascular Center, Himeji, Japan

Purpose: In idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), left ventricular reverse re-
modeling (LVRR) can lead to reduce ventricular arrhythmias (VAs). Current ESC
guideline recommends implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) insertion for
primary prevention with DCM patients who have a LV ejection fraction (LVEF)
�35%, and are NYHA class II or III. However, the majority of patients with ICD im-
plantation for primary prevention never receive appropriate delivery for life threat-
ening VAs. The aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of late gadolinium
enhancement (LGE) in cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) on LVRR and the as-
sociation between LGE and life threatening VAs in DCM patients.
Methods: We studied 100 DCM patients with LVEF�35% and NYHA class II or III
(58±14 years, 65 males, LVEF 29±5%). All patients underwent CMR, measure-
ment of biomarkers and echocardiography with conventional assessment. After
the optimal medical therapy for 12 months, echocardiography was repeated for
assessment of LVRR which defined as an absolute increase in LVEF from ≥10%
to a final value of >35% accompanied by a decrease in LV end-diastolic volume
�10%. Clinical events were defined as sudden cardiac death or sustained VAs in
the follow-up period for 2100±877 days.
Results: LVRR was observed in 60 patients (60%) and strongly associated with
a favorable long-term outcome (p<0.01). Multivariate regression analysis showed
that the negative LGE was an independent predictor of LVRR. Clinical events oc-
curred in no patient of LGE(−) group compared with 12 patients (16%) of LGE(+)
group (p<0.01).

Figure 1

Conclusion: The negative LGE on CMR is strongly associated with LVRR and
predicts preventing life threatening VAs. CMR may be a useful tool to select for
primary ICD implantation in DCM.

P4341 | BEDSIDE
FADES, MADIT and SHFM-D risk model validation; Valid tools for risk
stratification of ICD recipients in routine clinical practice?

A.C. Van Der Heijden1, J.B. Van Rees1, J.G. Van Der Bom2, S.C. Cannegieter2,
L. Erven1, W.C. Levy3, M.J. Schalij1, C.J.W. Borleffs1. 1Leiden University
Medical Center, Department of Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands; 2Leiden
University Medical Center, Department of Epidemiology, Leiden, Netherlands;
3University of Washington, Department of Cardiology, Seattle, United States of
America

Introduction: Large trials have demonstrated the beneficial effect of ICD treat-
ment. It remains a quest to predict which patients benefit from ICD implantation.
For this purpose, different risk models have been developed. The aim of this study
was to validate and compare the FADES, MADIT and SHFM-D models.
Methods: All patients suffering from ischemic heart disease and receiving a pri-
mary prevention ICD at our center since 1996 were evaluated. For each patient
the three risk scores were calculated, missing values were imputed using a single
imputation model. Individual model performance was evaluated by C-statistics.
Model performances were compared by net reclassification improvement (NRI)
and integrated differentiation improvement (IDI). The primary endpoint was event-
free mortality.
Results: A total of 1305 patients were included (age 64±10yrs; 85%male). Dur-
ing a median follow-up of 4.5±3.9years, 233 (18%) patients died without the oc-
currence of ventricular arrhythmia and ICD intervention. All 3 risk models were
predictive for event-free mortality (FADES: HR2.27; p<0.001; MADIT: HR1.81;
p<0.001; SHFM-D: HR1.87; p<0.001). C-statistics were 0.69, 0.69 and 0.75, re-

Figure 1. ROC analysis of risk models.

spectively for the FADES, MADIT and SHFM-D (figure). IDI improved 2 and 7%
using SHFM-D (p<0.001), compared to MADIT or FADES respectively. NRI was
similar in FADES and SHFM-D, however using SHFM-D resulted in 22% improve-
ment as compared to MADIT (p<0.001).
Conclusion: The FADES, MADIT and SHFM-D are reasonable models for pre-
diction of event-free mortality in ischemic ICD recipients in routine clinical prac-
tice. However, the predictive and discriminatory value of SHFM-D model is clearly
superior.

P4342 | BEDSIDE
Appropriate and inappropriate defibrillator shocks: predictors and
impact on prognosis in a cohort of patients implanted for primary
sudden cardiac death prevention

D. Castagno1, P.G. Golzio1, F. Troiano1, A. Bissolino1, M. Anselmino1,
C. Budano1, R. Riccardi2, R. Pozzi3, M. Scaglione4, F. Gaita1. 1Division
of Cardiology, Department of Medical Sciences, University of Turin, Turin,
Italy; 2Division of Cardiology, E. Agnelli Hospital, Pinerolo, Italy; 3Division of
Cardiology, S. Luigi Hospital, Orbassano, Italy; 4Division of Cardiology, Cardinal
Massaia Hospital, Asti, Italy

Purpose: Despite the proven survival benefit of implantable cardioverter-
defibrillators (ICDs) there is paucity of data regarding routine clinical practice. The
aim of this study was to investigate the predictors of appropriate/inappropriate
ICD shocks and their long-term prognostic impact in patients implanted for pri-
mary sudden cardiac death (SCD) prevention.
Methods: 776 consecutive patients (mean age 64, female 18.9%) undergoing
ICD implantation between Jan 2005 and Dec 2010 were included. Baseline char-
acteristics and semestral follow-up visits data were extrapolated from multicenter
medical records. Multiple logistic regression models were used to identify sig-
nificant predictors of ICD shocks. The effect of appropriate and inappropriate
shocks on the primary outcome of all-cause death or cardiovascular hospital-
ization was examined by Cox proportional hazard models adjusting for significant
confounders.
Results: Over a median follow-up of 29 months (IQR 17-47 months) 185 patients
(23.8%) received an ICD shock (99, 72 and 14 receiving appropriate, inappro-
priate and both shocks respectively). The occurrence of atrial fibrillation during
follow-up and an elevated resting heart rate were the two strongest predictors of
inappropriate shocks (OR 3.13, 95% CI 1.34–7.30 and OR 1.21, 95% CI 1.02-
1.40 [per 10 bpm increase], respectively) which were inversely associated with
age (OR 0.81, 95% CI 0.69-0.94 [per 5 yrs increase]). At multivariable survival
analysis, appropriate but not inappropriate shocks were significantly associated
with the composite outcome of all-cause death or cardiovascular hospitalization
(Table 1).

Table 1

Shocks subtypes χ2 Hazard ratio (95% CI)* p-value

Any shocks = 185 (23.8%) 4.3 1.32 (1.02–1.72) 0.037
Only appropriate shocks = 99 (12.8%) 5.1 1.44 (1.05–1.98) 0.025
Only inappropriate shocks = 72 (9.3%) 0.76 1.20 (0.79–1.83) 0.387
note*Multivariable model adjusted for: age, gender, NYHA class, baseline heart rate, ischaemic
heart disease, chronic kidney disease, baseline left ventricular ejection fraction and history of
atrial fibrillation.

Conclusions: In “real-world” patients implanted with ICDs for primary SCD pre-
vention the occurrence of shocks is a common event that negatively influences
patients’ prognosis and quality of life. Therapeutic strategies aiming at slowing
the underlying cardiac disease progression together with optimization of devices
programming should always be attempted in order to improve ICDs net clinical
benefit.

P4343 | BEDSIDE
Refined patient selection for primary prevention implantable
cardioverter defibrillator therapy using cardiac magnetic resonance
imaging based left ventricular ejection fraction assessment

M.T. Rijnierse, A.C.J. Van Der Lingen, R. Nijveldt, A.M. Beek, A.C. Van
Rossum, C.P. Allaart. VU University Medical Center, Department of Cardiology,
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Primary prevention implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) therapy
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requires a left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) ≤35% according current guide-
lines. These guidelines are based on trials mainly using echocardiography for
LVEF assessment. However, cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) is con-
sidered the gold standard for LVEF assessment with higher accuracy and repro-
ducibility compared with conventional 2D-echocardiography. CMR based LVEF
assessment may result in a refined patient selection but data on the follow-up of
ICD patients selected according to CMR-LVEF assessment is lacking. The aim
of this study was to evaluate benefit from ICD implantation using CMR-LVEF as-
sessment.
Methods: 265 patients referred for primary prevention ICD implantation with
CMR-LVEF≤35% were retrospectively included (71% male, mean age 66±10
years, 56% ischemic cardiomyopathy) between 2005-2012. Patients were se-
lected who underwent CMR-LVEF assessment within 6 months prior to implan-
tation. CMR-LVEF was measured after outlining of the endocardial contours in
short axis cine images. The occurrence of appropriate device therapy (ADT) and
all-cause mortality was evaluated during 3 years follow-up for the total population
and in subgroups with LVEF <20%, LVEF 20-30%, and LVEF >30%.
Results: During three years follow-up, 16% of the total population received ADT
and 8% died. Patients with LVEF <20% (n=74) had 10% ADT. However, mortality
rate was higher compared with other subgroups (16%, p=0.01). In patients with
LVEF>30% (n=52), the event-rate was low (8% ADT and 4% mortality). Patients
with LVEF 20-30% (n=139) experienced significantly more ADT (22%, p=0.02)
compared with other subgroups (mortality rate 4%).
Conclusions: Patients with CMR-LVEF>30% had a low ADT- and mortality rate.
Patients with LVEF of 20-30% were at highest risk for ADT whereas patients with
LVEF <20% were more likely to die. These results suggest that CMR based LVEF
assessment allows refined patient selection with highest benefit of ICD implanta-
tion in patients with CMR-LVEF 20-30%.

OUTCOMES IN IMPLANTABLE CARDIOVERTER
DEFIBRILLATOR PATIENTS

P4345 | BEDSIDE
Tricuspid regurgitation after ICD implantation in patients with
arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC)

K. Poslednik1, O. Wozniak2, A. Przybylski2, M. Konka2, E.K. Biernacka2.
1Medical University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland; 2National Institute of Cardiology,
Warsaw, Poland

Introduction: Exacerbation of tricuspid regurgitation (TR) in patients (pts) with ar-
rhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC), who received implantable
cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD), is supposed to negatively affect their prognosis.
The risk of TR progression and its clinical consequences are still unclear.
Purpose: The aim of the study was to assess the progression of TR and its
clinical outcome in a group of pts with ARVC after ICD implantation.
Methods: In a database of 53 pts with ARVC, who received ICD as a prevention
of sudden cardiac death, we found 33 pts (mean age 46y, 27 male, 9 secondary
prevention = 27%) with echocardiographic data suitable for analysis. Based on
the results of echocardiography, patients were assigned to group A (worsening
of TR) or group B (no worsening of TR). Clinical outcome for both groups was
assessed with two-sided Barnard’s test.
Results: In 64% of pts TR worsened after ICD implantation (group A: 21 pts,
mean age 47,3y, 17 male, 29% secondary prevention), while in 36% of pts no
progression of TR was seen (group B: 12 pts, mean age 44,8y, 10 male, 25%
secondary prevention). Mean observation period was 105,5 months (group A)
and 101 months (group B). Adequate interventions of ICD were detected in 15
pts (71,4%) from group A and in 6 pts (50%) from group B. In group A 3 pts
(15%) died because of heart failure. In group B 1 patient (9%) died because of
heart failure and 1 patient died in a traffic accident. No significant difference was
found between both groups regarding adequate interventions of ICD (p=0,25) and
deaths related to heart failure (p=0,68).
Conclusions: Progression of tricuspid regurgitation after ICD implantation was
detected in 64% of patients with ARVC, but it was not associated with worsening
of their clinical outcome. ARVC is a relatively rare disease, so further studies are
needed in order to collect more data.

P4346 | BEDSIDE
The need for pacing in patients who qualify for an ICD: clinical
implications

V. Kutyifa1, W. Zareba2, S. Rosero2, S. Mcnitt2, B. Polonsky2, A.J. Moss2.
1Heart Center, Budapest, Hungary; 2University of Rochester Medical Center,
Cardiology Division, Rochester, United States of America

Background: Implantation of subcutaneous implantable cardioverter defibrillator
(ICD) is spreading and has been shown to be safe and efficient to terminate
life-threatening ventricular tachyarrhythmias, however it does not provide brady-
pacing.
Currently, data on the need for brady-pacing and cardiac resynchronization (CRT)
in patients with ICD indication are limited.
Methods: The MADIT-II study enrolled post-MI patients with reduced ejection
fraction (EF≤30%), randomized to either an implantable cardioverter defibrillator

(ICD), or conventional medical therapy. Survival analyses and multivariate Cox-
models were performed to assess the incidence and predictors of pacemaker
(PM)/ CRT implantation in the conventional arm of MADIT-II, after excluding 32
patients (6.5%) with a previously implanted PM.
Results: During the median follow-up of 20 months, 24 of 458 patients (5.2%)
were implanted with a PM or a CRT (Figure). Five of these patients (21%) re-
ceived a CRT device. Symptomatic sinus bradycardia was the primary indication
for PM implantation (n=9, 37%), followed by AV-block (n=5, 21%), tachy-brady
syndrome (n=4, 17%), and carotid sinus hypersensitivity (n=1, 4%). CABG be-
fore enrollment (HR=6.88, 95% CI: 1.58-29.84, p=0.01), and baseline PR inter-
val >200 ms (HR=3.07, 95% CI: 1.24-7.57, p=0.02) significantly predicted sub-
sequent PM/CRT implantation. Patients with PM/CRT implantation had a sig-
nificantly higher risk for subsequent heart failure (HR=2.67, 95% CI=1.38-5.14,
p=0.003), but there was no increased risk of all-cause mortality (HR=1.06, 95%
CI=0.46-2.46, p=0.89).

Figure 1

Conclusion: The need for ventricular pacing or CRT implantation in patients with
MADIT-II ICD criteria was low, especially in those with a normal baseline PR-
interval, and such patients should do well with a subcutaneous ICD.

P4347 | BEDSIDE
Monitoring of intracardiac ventricular electrogram amplitude using by
implantable cardioverter defibrillator in patients with arrhythmogenic
right ventricular cardiomyopathy

A. Kamijima, I. Nakajima, H. Okamura, K. Ishibashi, K. Miyamoto, T. Noda,
T. Aiba, S. Kamakura, K. Kusano. National Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center,
Division of Cardiology, Suita, Japan

Introduction: Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC) is char-
acterized by progressive fibroadiposal replacement, leading to ventricular tach-
yarrhythmia and heart failure. The implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) is
frequently indicated for these patients and R-wave amplitude can be monitored
by ICD.
Methods: Among our cohort of 350 ICD patients, we identified consecutive 37
ARVC patients (mean 48 years old, 73% men). We analyzed their intracardiac
electrograms at device implantation and every 3-4 months, and evaluated the
relationship with cardiac events.
Results: At device implantation, the mean R-wave amplitude was 8.3mV and low
R-waves (<5.0mV) were observed in 11 patients (30%). During a mean follow-up
of 79±53 months, appropriate ICD therapies were occurred in 15 (41%) patients
including 87% of ventricular tachycardia (VT) and 13% of ventricular fibrillation
(VF). Mean R-wave amplitude was higher in VF patients than in VT patients (16.2
vs. 8.2mV, p=0.03). However, there were no significant relationships between R-
wave amplitude and occurrence of ventricular arrhythmias.
Heart failure (HF) hospitalizations were occurred in 6 (16%) patients and all of
those R-wave amplitudes at admission were less than 5.0mV. The percent de-
crease of the R-wave amplitude was significantly higher in HF patients compared
with non-HF patients (39.7 vs. 9.2%, p<0.001). Moreover, a cut-off value of 20%
could clearly distinguished HF patients from others (Figure).

Conclusion: Decreasing R-wave amplitude and low amplitude itself were strong
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predicting factors for HF in patients with ARVC. Continuous monitoring of R-wave
amplitude using by ICD may be useful.

P4348 | BEDSIDE
Outcomes of the entirely subcutaneous implantable cardioverter
defibrillator in patients with inherited cardiac diseases

L.R.A. Olde Nordkamp, A.A.M. Wilde, J.R. De Groot, R.E. Knops. AMC,
University of Amsterdam, Department of Cardiology, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: A new entirely subcutaneous ICD (S-ICD) has been introduced, that
does not require lead placement in or on the heart, which therefore has theoreti-
cal advantages particularly in young patients with inherited cardiac diseases. We
report the largest experience to date in these patients with the S-ICD to evaluate
efficacy and safety.
Methods: Patients with inherited cardiac diseases were selected if they had a
class I or IIa indication for primary or secondary prevention of sudden cardiac
death. Patients from our center with a S-ICD implanted between December 2008
and May 2013 were included in this study.
Results: A total of 44 patients with inherited cardiac diseases (59% male, mean
age 37±12 years, 80% primary prevention) received the S-ICD. After 25 months
of follow-up, 2 patients experienced 18 successful appropriate shocks: one pa-
tient with Brugada syndrome received 17 appropriate shocks, and 1 patient with
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy received 1 appropriate shock. No sudden deaths
occurred. Six patients (14%) received a total of 9 inappropriate shocks. Eight in-
appropriate shock episodes (8/9, 89%) were due to T-wave oversensing, which
were mostly (6/8, 75%) solved by optimalization of the programming during exer-
cise. In one patient with inappropriate shocks on TWOS during aberrant conduc-
tion, the device had to be explanted because reprogramming was not successful
in avoiding further inappropriate shocks. Four patients (9%) experienced compli-
cations: 3 infections of which 1 was explanted, and 1 defibrillation testing problem
in which the device had to be repositioned.
Conclusion: The S-ICD is an important new option for young patients with inher-
ited cardiac diseases and is effective in terminating ventricular arrhythmias. There
is, however, a considerable percentage of ICD related adverse events, especially
inappropriate shocks due to sensing issues during exercise in this young pop-
ulation, which can be solved in most patients by optimized programming during
exercise.

P4349 | BEDSIDE
Is patient retention during ICD follow-up influenced by age and/or
method of follow-up? In-person vs Home Monitoring compared in the
TRUST trial

N. Varma1, J. Michalski2 on behalf of TRUST investigators. 1Cleveland Clinic,
Cleveland, United States of America; 2Biotronik, Lake Oswego, United States of
America

Introduction: A goal of patient follow up post-ICD implant is patient retention and
engagement with clinic services. However, poor clinic accessibility may promote
attrition, especially for the elderly. Remote Home Monitoring (HM) may resolve
this challenge. We tested this in the TRUST trial.
Methods: ICD patients were randomized 2:1 to HM or to conventional monitoring
(CM). Follow-up checks were scheduled at 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 months post-implant
in both groups. CM patients were evaluated with IPE only. HM patients were as-
sessed remotely. HM and CM were compared for patient attrition during the trial
(withdrawal and lost to follow up). The influence of age was assessed by compar-
ing proportions of exited subjects ≥80 or <40 years.
Results: HM (n=908) and CM (n=431) patients had similar demographics (age
63 years (IQR 55-73), 72% male, LVEF 29%, primary prevention 73%, DDD 57%)
and mean follow-up durations 407±103 (range 21-617) and 399±111 (range 32-
582) days respectively (P=0.17). However, patient attrition during the trial was
42% greater in CM (87/431 vs HM 129/908, p=0.007).
Ages (median, IQR, range) were: HM 64, 55-73, 23-95 vs CM 65, 56-73, 20-89
years. Overall (HM+CM), retention among patients <40 years was 37/52 (71%)
vs 115/131 (87.8%) for ≥80 years (p=0.015).
When contrasting HM vs CM, exit among subjects ≥80 years was: 7/95 (7.4%) vs
9/36 (25.0%), p=0.013; and for <40 years 8/38 (21.1%) vs 7/14 (50%), p=0.08.
Exit in IQR range (55-73 years) was 70/469 (14.9%) in HM vs CM 43/234 (18.9%),
p=0.28
Conclusion: Both extremes of age and method of follow up affect patient re-
tention post-ICD implant. Patient attrition is alleviated by remote management.
Younger patients disengage from follow up more often. The elderly adhere more
but favor remote care.

P4350 | SPOTLIGHT
Improvement of left ventricular function after acute myocardial
infarction – early identification of candidates for implantable
defibrillators

J. Sjoblom, J.M. Muhrbeck, M.A. Alam, L.J. Ljung, V.F. Frykman-Kull. Karolinska
Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

Introduction: Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator (ICD) therapy improves sur-

vival in patients with reduced left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) after acute
myocardial infarction (AMI). Although the risk of sudden cardiac death (SCD) is
highest in the first month after AMI, there is no survival benefit of early ICD im-
plantation and the optimal time frame has yet to be established. The aim of this
study was to investigate what proportion of post-AMI patients improved their LV
function to such extent that the indication for ICD was no longer present.
Methods: Patients admitted for an AMI with reduced LVEF (≤40%) at discharge
were eligible for inclusion. The main exclusion criterion was short life expectancy
(<1 year). Patients underwent echocardiographic examinations (ECHO) at five
days, one month and three months after the AMI.
Results: We prospectively included 100 patients admitted for an AMI. The major-
ity of the patients (92%) were treated with revascularization and the mean LVEF
at inclusion was 31%. At three months of follow-up 58% (n=50) of the patients had
improved their LV function to such an extent that the indication for primary pre-
ventive ICD treatment was no longer met. In contrast 42% (n=38) of the patients
either maintained or deteriorated in their LV function. The main improvement in
LVEF had already occurred after one month and there was no significant differ-
ence in LVEF between one and three months. During the first weeks of follow
up 9% (n=8) of the patients suffered from a life-threatening arrhythmia requiring
resuscitation. The patients that acquired ventricular arrhythmias did not differ sig-
nificantly from the other patients neither in baseline characteristics nor in LVEF
at inclusion. Patients who did not improve their LVEF were more likely to have
previously known congestive heart failure and low LVEF at inclusion. Among the
patients (n=19) with LVEF ≤25% at discharge (n=19), only two did not have indi-
cation for ICD after three months.
Conclusion: At three months after an AMI only 42% of the patients with an ini-
tially reduced LVEF still had an indication for ICD implantation. In the majority of
patients, the improvement could already be detected one month after AMI, imply-
ing that further delay of ICD implantation may not be

P4351 | BEDSIDE
Value of existing mortality risk scores in patient selection for
prophylactic implantable cardioverter defibrillator implantation

K. Kraaier1, M.F. Scholten1, J.G.P. Tijssen2, A.A.M. Wilde2, P.F.H.M. Van
Dessel2. 1Medical Spectrum Twente, Enschede, Netherlands; 2Academic
Medical Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: Implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICD) are recommended as
primary prevention in patients with low ejection fraction (EF). However during
follow up a large percentage of ICD recipients will not benefit from their device.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate if existing all-cause mortality risk scores
can help in risk stratification.
Methods: Four existing all-cause mortality risk scores were evaluated in 577 pa-
tients (mean age 64 years, 85% male) with ischemic cardiomyopathy and prophy-
lactic ICD. All risk scores were based on combinations of simple clinical variables
(like age, renal function, NYHA class, rhythm, QRS duration, EF, smoking, and
COPD). To describe the performance of the scores, Kaplan-Meier survival and
Cox regression analyses were performed. Primary endpoint was all-cause mor-
tality. Secondary endpoints were appropriate shock therapy and benefit (defined
as difference between the combined endpoint of appropriate therapy/mortality
and mortality).
Results: Survival analysis showed a cumulative all-cause mortality of 28% at 5-
year follow up. Appropriate shock therapy occurred in 21.7% of the patients. All
tested risk models were able to identify a high or very high risk group with a 5-year
all-cause mortality rate between 44 and 69%, compared to 20-25% in the inter-
mediate risk group and 10-15% in the low risk group (p<0.01). Appropriate shock
therapy was statistically significant more prevalent in the intermediate (22-30%)
and high risk (24-32%) patients, compared to the low (13-23%) and very high risk
patients (14%). Benefit of ICD implantation was highest in low and intermediate
risk patients (10-21%), however in the (very) high risk patients there was still a
benefit of 7-13%.
Conclusion: Using mortality risk scores, it is possible to estimate a mortality risk
and identify low, intermediate and (very) high risk patients. However, a substantial
percentage of high risk patients experience appropriate therapy and gain survival
benefit from ICD implantation regardless of the high rate of 5-year mortality.
Therefore the decision whether to implant or not to implant in these high risk
patients remains difficult and the decision whether to implant an ICD or not should
be made on an individual basis after careful counseling.

P4352 | BEDSIDE
Usefulness of implantable cardioverter defibrillators in patients
supported with ventricular assist devices

A. Gkouziouta, N. Kogerakis, L. Louca, A. Kostopoulou, G. Theodorakis,
P. Sfyrakis, S. Adamopoulos. Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, Athens, Greece

Purpose: Implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICDs) reduce mortality in heart
failure (HF). In patients requiring a ventricular assist device (VAD), the benefit
from ICD therapy is not well established. The aim of this study was to define the
impact of ICD on outcomes in VAD-supported patients.
Methods: We reviewed data for consecutive adult HF patients receiving VAD as
a bridge to transplantation from 2003 to 2013. The primary outcome was survival
to transplantation.
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Results: A total of 97 VADs were implanted [34 left ventricular (LVAD), 63 biven-
tricular (BIVAD), mean age 40±12 years, 90% male, left ventricular ejection frac-
tion 18±9%, 74% dilated cardiomyopathy]. Mean length of support was 740 days
(range 30–1460); 53 patients survived to transplantation. Sixty patients had an
ICD (22 LVAD, 38 BIVAD). More LVAD patients had an appropriate ICD shock
before implantation than after (16 vs 7; P=0.02). There was a trend toward higher
shock frequency before LVAD implant than after (3.3±5.2 vs 1.1±3.8 shocks/y;
P=0.06). Mean time to first shock after VAD implant was 129±109 days. LVAD-
supported patients with an ICD were significantly more likely to survive to trans-
plantation [1-y actuarial survival to transplantation: LVAD: 91% with ICD vs 57%
without ICD; BIVAD: 54% vs 47%. ICD shocks on VAD support when appropri-
ate and frequent predicted adverse outcomes and hospitalizations such as aortic
regurgitation or right heart failure when on LVAD support.
Conclusions: Shock frequency decreases after VAD implantation, likely owing to
ventricular unloading, but appropriate ICD shocks still occur in VAD patients. An
ICD is associated with improved survival in LVAD-supported HF patients.

P4353 | BEDSIDE
Survival after primary prevention implantable cardioverter-defibrillator
implantation in the elderly

L. Fauchier1, E. Marijon2, P. Defaye3, N. Sadoul4, D. Gras5, D. Klug6, O. Piot7,
J.C. Deharo8, C.H. Leclercq9, S. Boveda10. 1Tours Regional University Hospital,
Hospital Trousseau, Tours, France; 2European Hospital Georges Pompidou,
Paris, France; 3University Hospital of Grenoble, Grenoble, France; 4Hospital
Brabois of Nancy, Vandoeuvre les Nancy, France; 5Nouvelles Cliniques
Nantaises, Nantes, France; 6Cardiology Hospital of Lille, Lille, France; 7Centre
Cardiologique du Nord (CCN), Paris, France; 8Hospital La Timone of Marseille,
Marseille, France; 9Hospital Pontchaillou of Rennes, Rennes, France; 10Clinic
Pasteur of Toulouse, Toulouse, France

Introduction: The benefit of implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICD) remains
controversial in elderly patients and may be attenuated by a higher risk of non-
arrhythmic death. We examined the impact of age on device-delivered therapies
and outcomes after prophylactic ICD implantation.
Methods: All patients, with coronary artery disease or dilated cardiomyopathy,
implanted with an ICD in the setting of primary prevention in 12 centers in France
between Jan. 2002 and Jan. 2012 were included in this retrospective observa-
tional multicentric study. Device-delivered therapies and complications were de-
termined at routine clinic visits during a mean follow-up of 3.1±2 years
Results: The 5576 ICD recipients included in this registry were divided accord-
ing to age: 18 to 59 (n=2153), 60 to 74 (n=2706) and ≥75 (n=704) years. There
was a higher prevalence of both coronary artery disease (54%, 64%, and 66%
respectively, p<0.0001) and atrial fibrillation (15%, 27%, and 35% respectively,
p<0.0001) with increasing age. Median ejection fraction was significantly higher
among older patients (25%, 26% and 28% respectively, p<0.001). Older patients
presented with a higher number of non cardiovascular comorbidities (p=0.002).
Mortality increased with age, as follows: 3.1% per year (18-59 years), 5.7% per
year (60-74 years) and 7.5% per year (≥75 years) (p<0.001). Older age was in-
dependently associated with a higher risk of death (adjusted odds ratio 1.67, 95%
CI 1.34-2.08 for age 60-74, and 1.83, 95%CI 1.36-2.46 for age >75 compared to
age 18-59). However, proportions of cardiac deaths (55.6%, 57.8% and 57.5%,
P=0.86), including sudden death (9.8%, 6.4% and 10.6%, p=0.13), were similar
in the 3 age groups. Rates of appropriate therapies after primary prevention ICDs
were similar among age groups: 6.9% (18-59 years), 7.3% (60-74 years), and
7.1% (≥75 years) per 100 person-years (P=0.88).
Conclusions: Whereas elderly patients exhibited higher global mortality after pri-
mary prevention ICD implantation, rates of sudden deaths and of appropriate de-
vice therapies were similar among age groups. Decisions regarding ICD implan-
tation in elderly patients should not be based on age alone but should consider
more widely factors that affect life expectancy.

P4354 | BEDSIDE
Clinical course and prognostic relevance of ATP-terminated
ventricular tachyarrhythmias in ICD-patients

T. Kleemann, M. Strauss, K. Kouraki, R. Zahn. Medizinische Klinik B, Klinikum
Ludwigshafen, Ludwigshafen, Germany

Background: In patients with an implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD), ICD
shocks due to ventricular tachycardia (VT) or ventricular fibrillation (VF) have
been associated with a worse outcome. It is not known whether termination of
VT/VF by antitachycardia pacing (ATP) has a similar worse impact on progno-
sis in clinical practice. Aim of the study was to evaluate the clinical course and
prognostic relevance of ATP-terminated episodes in patients with ICD.
Methods and results: A total of 1398 consecutive patients of the prospec-
tive single-centre ICD-registry who underwent an ICD-implantation between 1992
and 2008 for primary or secondary prevention of sudden cardiac death were an-
alyzed. During the median follow-up time of 6 years 749 (54%) patients experi-
enced 17827 episodes of VT or VF which were terminated by ATP in 74% and
by shock in 26% of patients. In approximately half (n=321/749) of those patients
with VT/VF, the first episode was terminated by ATP. In a multivariate analysis ad-
justed for different baseline confounding parameters the occurrence of first ATP
therapy was associated with a worse prognosis (HR 2.60, 95% CI 2.02-3.35).

When excluding all patients with appropriate ICD shocks first ATP therapy re-
mained associated with a worse prognosis (HR 1.92, 95% CI 1.38-2.67).
Conclusions: In ICD-patients about ¾ of ventricular arrhythmias are terminated
by ATP. The occurrence of ATP-terminated episode is associated with an in-
creased mortality rate.

P4355 | BEDSIDE
Use of ICD and life years gained in patients with a secondary
prevention ICD indication

B.A. Schaer, M. Kuhne, T. Reichlin, S. Osswald, C. Sticherling. University
Hospital Basel, Department of Cardiology, Basel, Switzerland

Background: Secondary prevention is a class Ia indication for ICD implantation,
independent of underlying cardiomyopathy. Data on costs per life year saved and
QALY saved are scarce and either derived from mathematical models (Markov
model, Monte Carlo simulation) or based on data from the 1990s.
Methods: Out of a registry encompassing 1’120 patients, all patients with a sec-
ondary prevention and ischemic or dilated cardiomyopathy (n=405) were identi-
fied. Rough hardware costs were estimated with 20’000�/ICD-system. Life years
saved were calculated as the difference between last follow-up or death and
month of the first appropriate ICD therapy with 2 settings (A: all ICD therapies;
B: >240 bpm only as a surrogate for sudden death without ICD). To calculate
QALY, a factor of 0.85 was used as in previous studies.
Results: 405 patients were included, 325 with ischemic and 80 with dilated car-
diomyopathy. Mean age was 65±11 years, mean follow-up was 80±54 months,
11% were female. 228 patients (56%) experienced setting A and 80 (20%) setting
B. 172 (39%) patients died during follow-up and 648 ICDs were implanted. The
cumulative incidences of ICD use and mortality at 5 and 10 years are shown in
table 1.

Table 1. Cumulative incidences of ICD use and mortality at 5 and 10 years

Ischemic Non-ischemic

5 year ICD use 59% 52%
10 year ICD use 66% 64%
5 year mortality 25% 22%
10 year mortality 52% 41%

Total estimated hardware costs were 13 Mio �. 15’865 months were “saved” in
setting A, 6’295 in setting B, accounting for estimated costs per QALY of 8’300
and 21’000 �, depending on the setting.
Conclusion: Patients with a secondary prevention indication for ICD therapy
show a high use of their ICD with a 10-year therapy rate of about 65%. Costs
per QALY saved range between 8’300 and 21’000 � and will drop further with
additional follow-up.

P4356 | BEDSIDE
Long-term follow-up of patients with an implantable cardioverter
defibrillator (ICD) due to Brugada syndrome: should we implant an ICD
for elderly patients?

T. Kamakura, I. Nakajima, K. Ishibashi, K. Miyamoto, H. Okamura, T. Noda,
T. Aiba, H. Takaki, S. Kamakura, K. Kusano. National Cerebral and
Cardiovascular Center, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Suita, Japan

Purpose: An implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) is considered the main
therapy for the prevention of sudden cardiac death in patients with Brugada syn-
drome (BrS). However, the relatively high incidence of complications remains a
major problem, and the benefit of implanting ICD is still unknown, especially in
elderly patients with BrS. The purpose of this study was to evaluate risks and
benefits of ICD in elderly patients based on very long follow-up of BrS.
Methods and results: A total of 123 BrS patients with an ICD (37 for aborted
sudden cardiac arrest, 54 for syncope, and 32 asymptomatic) were included in
this study (118 males, mean age at time of diagnosis; 46.4±12.4 years). During
mean follow-up period of 92±67 months, 30 patients (24.4%) experienced appro-
priate shocks. Age at the first attack of ventricular fibrillation (VF) was less than 70
years (mean 44.6±11.8 years) in all patients. At final follow-up, 29 of 123 patients
were over 65 years old (mean 54.2±13.6 years), and only 1 of 29 had experi-
enced appropriate shocks after 70 years of age. Thirty-nine patients (31.7%) had
61 ICD complications including 30 inappropriate shocks due to supraventricular
tachycardia (SVT) (17 shocks), sinus tachycardia (4 shocks), T-wave oversensing
(3 shocks), lead failure (3 shocks), and electromagnetic interference (3 shocks).
SVT occurred in 28 patients (22.8%), and 11 of these patients experienced in-
appropriate shocks. The mean age at onset of SVTs and age at inappropriate
shocks due to SVT were relatively high (51.4±13.0 and 57.3±11.1 years respec-
tively). Lead failures occurred in later stages after implantation (mean 6.9±2.8
years) in 10 of 123 patients (8.1%), in whom the risk gradually increased up to
14.1% at 10-year and 37.8% at 15-year follow-up.
Conclusions: Long-term follow-up in BrS patients with ICD showed a very low
incidence of VF in those older than 70 years. Considering the increasing risk of
inappropriate shocks due to relatively late onset of SVT and lead failures, BrS pa-
tients older than 70 years may not benefit from ICD implantation or replacement.
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CLINICAL ASPECTS OF IMPLANTABLE CARDIOVERTER
DEFIBRILLATOR THERAPY

P4358 | BEDSIDE
Postpacing interval during right ventricular overdrive pacing to
discriminate supraventricular from ventricular tachycardias

K. Yalin, E. Golcuk, A.K. Bilge, E.B. Karaayvaz, M. Arslan, Y. Demirci, K. Adalet.
Istanbul University, Faculty of Medicine, Department of Cardiology, Istanbul,
Turkey

Introduction: Failure to differentiate supraventricular from ventricular arrhythmias
is the most frequent cause of inappropriate implantable cardioverter-defibrillator
therapies. We hypothesized that the postpacing interval (PPI) after overdrive right
ventricular pacing may differentiate monomorphic ventricular tachycardias (VT)
from sinus tacycardias and atrial tachycardias. This hypothesis is based on the
entrainment maneuver. Reentrant tachycardia circuit for VTs would have shorter
distance to RV apex than supraventricular tachycardias (SVT) have, and the con-
duction time between a ventricular pacing site and the tachycardia origin is ex-
pected to be shorter in VTs than in SVTs.
Methods: 220 tachycardia epizodes from 38 patients with single chamber ICDs
that RV overdrive pacing could not terminate or change the tachycardia cycle
length (TCL) were retrospectively reviewed. Epizodes classified as VTs (group 1,
n=115) and supraventricular tachyarrhythmias (group 2, n=105) by three experi-
enced reviewers. TCLs, postpacing intervals (PPI) and TCL-PPI were compared
between groups.
Results: The cycle length of VTs were shorter than SVTs (320.69±30.32
vs 366.57±40.09 ms, p=0.001). Postpacing interval and TCL-PPI of group
1 were shorter than group 2 (504.78±128.33 vs 689.23±121.85, p=0.001,
184.08±322.66±106.67,p=0.001; respectively). ROC curve analysis demon-
trated a 195 ms cut-off value has a 90% sensitivity, and 51% specificity to pre-
dict inappropriate ICD therapies due to supraventricular tachyarrhythmias (AUC:
0.838).
Conclusions: Analyzing of postpacing interval during overdrive pacing from RV
apex can discriminate supraventricular from ventricular tachycardias. This crite-
rion is potentially useful in implantable devices that use a single ventricular lead.

P4359 | BEDSIDE
Shock reduction with multiple bursts of antitachycardia pacing in fast
ventricular tachycardias

I. Anguera Camos1, P. Dallaglio1, J. Martinez-Ferrer2, A. Rodriguez3, J.L. Pena-
Hernandez4, X. Vinolas5, R. Romero6, N. Basterra7, A. Garcia-Alberola8,
X. Sabate1. 1Bellvitge University Hospital, Barcelona, Spain; 2University Hospital
of Araba, Vitoria, Spain; 3University Hospital of Canarias, Santa Cruz de Tenerife,
Spain; 4University Hospital Virgen de la Victoria, Malaga, Spain; 5Hospital de la
Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Barcelona, Spain; 6Hospital Universitario Ntra. Sra. De
la Candalaria, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Spain; 7Hospital de Navarra, Pamplona,
Spain; 8Hospital Clínico Univeristario Virgen de la Arrixaca, Murcia, Spain

Background: An empirical sequence of burst antitachycardia pacing (ATP) is
effective in terminating fast ventricular tachycardias (FVT) in patients with im-
plantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICDs). However, it has not been demon-
strated whether, in the case of failure of a first burst ATP, successive burst at-
tempts increase the efficacy of the intervention, and if it is associated with a re-
duction in the need of high-energy shocks.
Purpose: The aim of our study was to determine if a strategy of multiple burst ATP
sequences for termination of FVT resulted in a reduction of shocks compared to
a strategy of a single bursts ATP before shock therapy.
Methods: We analysed data from the UMBRELLA trial, a multicenter prospective
observational study sponsored by Medtronic including ICD patients followed by
the CareLink remote Monitoring System. We compared the safety and efficacy of
a strategy of programming a single burst ATP (Group 1) with a strategy of suc-
cessive ATP sequences (Group 2) for termination of FVT episodes (cycle lengths
between 250 and 320 ms) before shock therapy.
Results: Over a mean follow-up of 31 months, a total of 650 FVT episodes were
detected in 154 patients (mean cycle length of 299±18 ms). Efficacy of the 1st
burst ATP in Group 1 was 73% with a median duration of episodes of 8 seconds.
Shocks were required in 27% of episodes. Efficacy of the 1st burst ATP in Group
2 was 77% with a median duration of episodes of 8 seconds. Efficacy of the
2nd burst ATP increased to 87% (median duration of 18 seconds), and to 91%
with the 3rd or successive burst ATP (median duration of 31 seconds). Shocks
were required in 9% of episodes in group 2. Multivariate analysis showed that
non-ischemic cardiomyopathy (OR 2.4, 95%CI 1.3–4.4, p<0.01), sinus rhythm at
implant (OR 3.3, 95%CI 1.8–5.9, p<0.001) and programming multiple burst ATP
(OR 3.2, 95%CI 1.8–5.6, p<0.001) were independent predictors of ATP efficacy.
Programming multiple ATP busts for FVT was associated with a 67% reduction in
the need of high-energy shocks.
Conclusion: A strategy of multiple burst ATP sequences is associated with a
67% reduction in the need of shocks required for termination of FVT episodes.

P4360 | BEDSIDE
Time-dependence of first appropriate therapy in primary prevention
implantable cardioverter defibrillator patients: is device replacement
necessary in patients without prior ICD interventions

E. Kanoupakis1, J. Fanourgiakis1, E. Kallergis1, H. Mavrakis1, S. Maragoudakis1,
M. Vernardos1, G. Chlouverakis2, P. Vardas1. 1University Hospital of Heraklion,
Cardiology, Heraklion, Greece; 2University of Crete, Biostatistics, Heraklion,
Greece

Purpose: Implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) is considered a lifelong ther-
apy for the prevention of sudden cardiac death. However, it is still unresolved if
patients who never experienced an appropriate ICD intervention during first gen-
erator longevity really need to undergo device replacement. In a single-center
prospective observational cohort study we examined the time-dependence of first
appropriate ICD therapy for ventricular arrhythmias in patients who underwent
ICD implantation for primary prevention.
Methods: Primary prevention ICD patients were enrolled at the time of their first
implantation and were evaluated thereafter for the first occurrence of appropriate
ICD therapy for ventricular arrhythmias.
Results: Of 623 ICD recipients, 126 (20,2%) had appropriate ICD therapy. In-
cidence of first appropriate ICD therapy was 8.2% in the first year post-implant,
increased to 13.7% in year 2, while in year 5 it was 28.3% (Fig. 1). Notably 39
patients received their first appropriate therapy after device replacement. No pre-
dictive factors for lower need of ICD therapy could be identified in patients without
prior appropriate ICD intervention.

Figure 1. Incidence of first appropriate ICD therapy.

Conclusions: In a primary prevention population the risk of first appropriate ICD
therapy persists over long lifetime and necessitates continuing device therapy
irrespective of shock-free intervals.

P4361 | BEDSIDE
Differences in clinical predictors of shock outcome during routine ICD
testing: Ischemic versus nonischemic heart disease

J.L. Bonnes1, S.W. Westra1, L.H.R. Bouwels2, M.A. Brouwer1,
J.L.R.M. Smeets1. 1Radboud University Medical Centre, Department of
cardiology, Nijmegen, Netherlands; 2Canisius Wilhelmina Hospital, Department
of Cardiology, Nijmegen, Netherlands

Background: Controversy about the necessity of routine ICD testing has fuelled
renewed interest into identification of non-invasive risk factors for test shock fail-
ures. Despite differences in myocardial substrate and associated patient char-
acteristics, previous risk stratifications did not address the distinction between
ischemic and nonischemic heart disease (IHD; non-IHD).
Methods: Cohort study of ICD implantations in an universitary medical centre
(2005-2012). Testing was performed with sequential shocks (15-25-35 joule). An
unsuccessful second shock represents an inadequate safety margin (<10 joule).
Results: Overall (n=684), first and second test shocks failed in 17% and 4%,
respectively.
For IHD (n=424), patients with a previous sustained VT treated with amiodarone
were at increased risk of shock failure [aOR 6.2 (95% CI 2.7-14.4)]. In these pa-
tients, shock failure rates (1st, 2nd) were 48% and 7%, respectively. For non-IHD
(n=260), younger age (<60 years, n=131) and LV dilatation showed independent
associations [aOR 3.2 (95% CI 1.4-7.6); aOR 4.5 (95% CI 1.9-10.6)]. First shock
failure rates were 25% and 34%, respectively. In both subgroups an inadequate
safety margin was observed in 11%.
Conclusion: Dependent on the underlying etiology, risk factors for test shock
failure differ, and despite a rather low 4% overall risk of an inadequate safety
margin, a substantial subset of patients can be identified with a 1-out-of-9 risk.
Systematic evaluation of available test data may contribute to a patient-tailored
testing strategy, by identification of individuals who might benefit from system
modifications.
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T-wave morphology markers from the 12-lead surface ECG for
prediction of appropriate implantable cardioverter-defibrillator
discharges and all-cause mortality

J. Seegers1, K. Hnatkova2, P. Munoz Exposito1, C. Sohns1, S. Sossalla1,
L. Luethje1, G. Hasenfuss1, M. Malik3, M. Zabel1. 1University Medical
Center Goettingen - Heart Center, Goettingen, Germany; 2St. Paul’s Cardiac
Electrophysiology, London, United Kingdom; 3Imperial College London, London,
United Kingdom

Purpose: Predictors of implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) shocks and
survival can improve patient selection. Electrocardiographic (ECG) markers are
simple to obtain and have been demonstrated to predict mortality.
Methods: We retrospectively analyzed the predictive value of T-wave morphology
descriptors (TWM-d) in 1,076 consecutive pts undergoing ICD or CRT-D implanta-
tion between 1998 and 2010, where digital ECG was available for analysis using
automatic established algorithms. All-cause mortality and first appropriate ICD
shock were defined as endpoints. Univariate Cox regression when dichotomizing
at population median was calculated. Parameters with P<0.10 were included in
multivariate regression.
Results: Mean age was 64±12 yrs, left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF)
30±12%, 81% male, and 55% primary prevention. Over 5.0±2.7 yrs, 258 pts
(24%) received a first appropriate ICD shock (cycle length 285±62 ms, 42% VF
zone, 39% VT zone, 19% unknown). All-cause mortality was 27% (290/1076) and
predicted by several TWM-d (Table). In contrast, none of the TWM-d predicted ap-
propriate shock.

Results of Cox regression analysis

All cause mortality
Univariate Multivariate

HR (95% CI) P HR (95% CI) P

Age >67 yrs 3.1 (2.4–4.0) <0.01 2.5 (1.9–3.3) <0.01
Male gender 1.3 (0.9–1.8) 0.10
NYHA functional class >II 1.8 (1.4–2.2) <0.01 1.4 (1.0–1.8) 0.03
LVEF <30% 1.4 (1.1–1.8) <0.01 1.0 (0.8–1.4) 0.71
Primary prophylactic ICD 1.5 (1.2–1.9) <0.01 1.1 (0.9–1.5) 0.38
Peripheral vascular disease 2.9 (2.2–3.9) <0.01 2.1 (1.5–2.8) <0.01
Absolute T wave residuum 1.5 (1.2–1.9) <0.01 0.9 (0.7–1.1) 0.25
T-wave morphology dispersion 1.6 (1.3–2.0) <0.01 1.3 (1.0–1.7) 0.03
Total cosine R-to-T 0.7 (0.6–0.9) <0.01 0.9 (0.7–1.2) 0.44
T-wave loop dispersion 0.6 (0.5–0.8) <0.01 0.8 (0.6–1.0) 0.10

HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval.

Conclusions: The predictive value of TWM-d for mortality is confirmed in ICD pa-
tients. In the same patients, these variables cannot predict shocks, demonstrating
that ICD arrhythmias do not correlate with ICD patient mortality.
Funding: EU FP7/2007-2013 n°602299, EU-CERT-ICD; BHF PG/13/54/30358.

P4363 | BEDSIDE
Renal sympatehtic denervation: new treatment option for the
treatment of electrical storm in patients with ICD

D. Moreira, L.V. Armaganijan, R. Staico, R.G. Habib, P.T.J. Medeiros, A. Abizaid.
Dante Pazzanese Institute of Cardiology, SãoPaulo, Brazil

Introduction: Electrical storm is a catastrophic event that affects patients (P) with
severe cardiomyopathy and is not a rare complication in P with ICD. The causes
are multifactorial. Adrenergic hyperactivity plays an important role in the initiation
and maintenance of ventricular arrhythmias (VA). Renal sympathetic denervation
(RSD) has been demonstrated to decrease the adrenergic influence on cardio-
vascular system and it has been used for the treatment of P with refractory hyper-
tension. There are anecdotal reports showing benefits of this procedure for the
treatment of P with electrical storm. Objective: To evaluate the effects of RSD in
P with ICD hospitalized with electrical storm.
Methods: We included in this series 9P (mean age 64.7±6.26 years; 5P with
Chagas disease, 2P with dilated idiopathic cardiomyopathy and 2P with ischemic
cardiomyopathy, mean EF 32±1%) admitted with at least three episodes of VT/VF
(ranging from 8 to 106 episodes) requiring shocks or repeated ATP therapies
within 24h. All P were considered refractory to antiarrhythmic therapy, including
maximum tolerated dose of amiodarone, lidocaine, magnesium sulfate and beta-
blocker and were not candidates for ablation of the arrhythmogenic focus (3P had
intracavitary thrombus; 4P polymorphic VT, and 2P had prior failed ablation). After
clinical stabilization all P underwent RSD. Radiofrequency energy was applied to
both renal arteries, starting from the distal portion towards the proximal portion
with a distance of at least 0.5 cm between each lesion by means of irrigated tip
catheter. Mean procedure time was 30 min.
Results: All P tolerated the procedure well without complications. The mean num-
ber of lesions was 5.5±3.4/artery/P. After the procedure there was supression of
VT/VF episodes in all P. Two P had incessant accelerated idioventricular rhythm
within the first 24h after RSD and were successfully treated by 5J internal shock
with no VA recurrence. One P had VT one week later which was successfully
treated by ATP. No more episodes of sustained VA were seen during the follow-
up (mean of 5.3±3 mo, ranging from 1 week to 10 mo).
Conclusions: a) RSD is an effective and safe technique for the treatment
of electrical storm b) RSD may be indicated in P when other forms of non-

pharmacological treatments are contraindicated or ineffective; c) larger sample
size and longer follow-up are needed to confirm our results.

P4364 | BEDSIDE
Can serologic markers of fibrosis predict future shocks in ICD
recipients with dilated cardiomyopathy?

E. Kanoupakis1, J. Fanourgiakis1, E. Kallergis1, H. Mavrakis1, I. Saloustros1,
E. Koutalas1, M. Vernardos1, G. Chlouverakis2, P. Vardas1. 1University Hospital
of Heraklion, Cardiology, Heraklion, Greece; 2University of Crete, Biostatistics,
Heraklion, Greece

Purpose: We investigated prospectively whether serum markers of collagen
turnover could be used as predictors for the occurrence of malignant ventricu-
lar arrhythmias in patients with non-ischemic dilated cardiomyopathy (NIDC) im-
planted with an implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) for primary prevention.
Extracellular matrix (ECM) alterations in NIDC may provide electrical heterogene-
ity, thus potentially contributing to the occurrence of ventricular arrhythmia and
subsequent SCD.
Methods: Serum C-terminal propeptide of collagen type-I (CICP), C-terminal
telopeptide of collagen type-I (CITP), matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-1, and tis-
sue inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinases (TIMP)-1 were measured as markers of
collagen synthesis and degradation in 70 patients with mildly to moderate symp-
tomatic heart failure due to NIDC with LVEF <35%, who received an ICD for
primary prevention of SCD. Patients were evaluated for any appropriate ICD deliv-
ered therapy, whether shock or antitachycardia pacing, during a 1-year follow-up
period.
Results: Appropriate device therapies were delivered in 14 of the 70 patients
during the follow-up period, with antitachycardia pacing in 2, antitachycardia pac-
ing with shocks in 4, and shocks in 8. Preimplantation MMP-1 levels were sig-
nificantly higher in patients who had appropriate ICD-delivered therapy than in
those who did not have any therapy (27.7±1.6 ng/ml vs. 24.1±2.5 ng/ml, respec-
tively, p<0.001). The same was true for baseline serum concentrations of TIMP-
1 and CITP (89±14 ng/ml vs. 58±18 ng/ml, p=0.008 and 0.46±0.19 ng/ml vs.
0.19±0.07 ng/ml, p<0.001, respectively).
Conclusions: Undoubtedly, ECM alterations play a crucial role in the constitution
of an arrhythmogenic substrate in NIDC and, given the availability of therapies to
prevent fatal ventricular tachyarrhythmias, the quest for factors that have a very
good correlation with appropriate ICD discharges in these patients is logical. Our
results confirm the role of serum markers of collagen turnover as predictors of
arrhythmic events in ICD recipients and could provide an auxiliary tool in this
context.

P4365 | BEDSIDE
Automated AV nodal vagal stimulation to reduce inappropriate shocks

C. Gemein1, S. Bianchi2, P. Rossi2, A. Elvan3, C. Blomstroem-Lundqvist4,
L. Kornet5, P. Gal3, D. Moertsell4, G. Wouters6, P. Schauerte7 on behalf of
AVNS software Download Study Group. 1University Hospital Giessen and
Marburg, Dept. of Cardiology and Angiology, Giessen, Germany; 2Giovanni
Calibita Fatebenefratelli Hospital, Dept. of Cardiology, Rome, Italy; 3Isala
Clinics, Dept. of Cardiology, Zwolle, Netherlands; 4Uppsala University Hospital,
Dept. of Cardiology, Uppsala, Sweden; 5Bakken Research Center, Research
and Technology, Maastricht, Netherlands; 6Bakken Research Center, CRDM
Clinical Research, Maastricht, Netherlands; 7Interventional Cardiology and
Electrophysiology Rudower Chaussee, Berlin, Germany

Purpose: Patients with an ICD having high ventricular rates (VR) during atrial
fibrillation (AF) are at increased risk of receiving inappropriate shocks. Endocar-
dial AV node vagal stimulation (AVNS) has recently emerged as a new approach
to reduce VR during AF. Hypothetically, AVNS software allows differentiation of
rapidly conducted supraventricular tachycardia from VT. The primary purpose of
this multi-center study was to evaluate whether AVNS can be implemented into an
ICD and decrease the VR during rapidly conducted AF to prevent inappropriate
ICD shocks.
Methods: High-frequency AV-nodal stimulation (AVNS) was delivered via a con-
ventional right atrial pacing lead positioned in the interatrial septum. For a conven-
tional CRT-D-System a software algorithm, which allowed initiation of short high
frequency bursts (50 Hz, 160 ms) synchronized to the R-wave, was designed.
The AVNS software was triggered on AF combined with manual activation or 7
subsequent short VV intervals. Patients with a history of paroxysmal or persistent
AF scheduled for a CRT-D implantation/upgrade were eligible. If proper atrial lead
position was confirmed, the algorithm was tested and optimized during sponta-
neous (implant, 1-, 3- and 6-month visits) or induced AF episodes (implant). In
addition, the efficacy of the automated algorithm was evaluated in spontaneous
AF episodes during follow-up between 1 and 6 months after implant.
Results: 44 patients were enrolled in 4 centers. In 32 of 43 patients, atrial lead
placement attempts were successful (74%), after a median implant time of 37
minutes (q1 - q3 = 17 – 84 minutes). The average increase in VV interval dur-
ing implant was 40% (range 7%-130%). Optimal lead placement was directed
towards the coronary sinus ostium in the following septal areas: posterior inferior
(30%), posterior superior (21%), inferior (26%), other (21%) or unknown (2%).
Pacing characteristics were stable in between visits. Between 1 and 6 months af-
ter implant, automatic AVNS activations occurred in 4 patients with rapid AF and
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in 3 cases AVNS slowed the VR out of the VT/VF zone. No adverse events were
associated with the AVNS software. Atrial lead dislodgement rates (6%) were
comparable to those observed in common septal atrial lead positions.
Conclusions: Chronic intermittent selective AV nodal vagal stimulation via an
atrial lead using automated software effectively slowed the rate of rapidly con-
ducted AF out of VT/VF zone. AVNS seems to be a safe technique that can be
implemented into a common ICD system to prevent inappropriate shocks.

P4366 | BEDSIDE
The relationship between age and inappropriate implantable
cardioverter defibrillator therapy in MADIT-RIT (Multicenter Automatic
Defibrillator Implantation Trial-Reduce Inappropriate Therapy)

A. Barsheshet1, I. Goldenberg2, A.J. Moss3, V. Kutyifa3, S. Mcnitt3,
B. Strasberg1, W. Zareba3, D.T. Huang3. 1Rabin Medical Center, Petah Tikva,
Israel; 2Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer, Israel; 3Strong Memorial
Hospital, Rochester, United States of America

Purpose: There are limited data regarding the relationship between age and in-
appropriate therapy among patients with an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator
(ICD) and resynchronization therapy. We aimed to investigate this relationship
and the effect of innovative ICD programming on inappropriate therapy by age
groups in MADIT RIT.
Methods: In the MADIT-RIT study 1500 patients were randomized to three ICD
programming arms: A) conventional with VT therapy ≥170; B) high-rate cut-off
with VT therapy ≥200, and C) prolonged 60 sec delay for VT therapy ≥170.
The relationship between age, the risk of a first inappropriate ICD therapy, and
ICD programming was assessed among patients enrolled in the MADIT-RIT.
Results: Cumulative incidence function graphs showed an inverse relationship
between increasing quartiles of age (Q1: ≤55, Q2: 56-64, Q3: 65-71, and Q4:
≥72 years) and the risk for inappropriate therapy. (Figure)
Multivariate analysis showed that each increasing decade of life was indepen-
dently associated with 34% (p<0.001), 27% (p<0.001), and 26% (p<0.001) re-
duced risk for inappropriate shock, inappropriate antitachycardia pacing, and any
inappropriate therapy, respectively. These trends were evident in the 3 random-
ized programming arms. Furthermore, innovative ICD programming, in arms B
and C as compared with arm A, was associated with a significant reduction in the
risk of inappropriate therapies across all age quartiles (p<0.001 for all).

Conclusions: Among patients with a primary prevention indication for an ICD,
there is an inverse relationship between age and inappropriate ICD therapy. In-
novative ICD programming of high-rate cut-off or prolonged delay for VT therapy
is associated with significant reductions in inappropriate therapy among all age
groups.

P4367 | BEDSIDE
Ventricular antitachycardia pacing efficacy and safety in heart failure
patients wearing a cardiac resynchronization device with defibrillation
back-up

G. Boriani1, M. Landolina2, L. Rebellato3, D. Facchin3, M. Lunati4, G. Morani5,
S. Baccillieri6, G. Gasparini7, G. Zanotto8, G. Gasparini9. 1Institute of
Cardiology, Univ. of Bologna, Bologna, Italy; 2Policlinic Foundation San Matteo
IRCCS, Pavia, Italy; 3University Hospital Santa Maria della Misericordia, Udine,
Italy; 4Niguarda Ca’ Granda Hospital, Milan, Italy; 5Civil Hospital Maggiore at
Borgo Trento, Verona, Italy; 6Hospital of Camposampiero, Camposampiero, Italy;
7Hospital dell’Angelo, Mestre-Venice, Italy; 8Civil Hospital of Legnano, Legnano,
Italy; 9Clinical Institute Humanitas IRCCS, Rozzano, Italy

Purpose: Patients at high risk of ventricular tachycardia/fibrillation (VT/VF) and
sudden cardiac death may benefit from the implant of an implantable cardioverter-
defibrillator (ICD). Several randomized studies have shown that antitachycardia
pacing (ATP) is safe, effective in terminating fast ventricular tachycardias (VT).
Only limited data exist on the occurrence of ventricular rhythm acceleration after
ATP. Aim of our observational research was to evaluate the efficacy and safety
profile of ATP in a large cohort of patients wearing a cardiac resynchronization
device with defibrillation back-up (CRT-D).
Methods: 1404 CRT-D patients (80% male, mean age 67±10 years) were
prospectively followed up in 74 Italian cardiology centers. Expert electrophysiolo-
gists reviewed VT/VF electrograms stored in the device memory and classified the
episodes as appropriate or inappropriate detections and evaluated ATP therapy
outcomes. We selected the group of real VT/VF which started on sinus rhythm
and the group of inappropriate VT/VF detections due to AT/AF misclassification.

Primary endpoints were ATP efficacy, the number of real VT episodes which, af-
ter ATP treatment, resulted in episode acceleration, syncope or supraventricular
tachyarrhythmias (AT/AF) and the number of false VT episodes which after ATP
were followed by real VT/VF.
Results: Over a median follow-up of 31 months, 448 patients suffered 2892 real
VT/VF episodes; 512 VT/VF were not treated, because they self-terminated or
were in an only-monitoring detection zone, while 2380 VT/VF were treated. First
therapy was a shock in 226 (9%) episodes and an ATP in 2154 (91%) episodes,
whose median (25th–75th percentile) VT cycle length was 330 ms (300-360 ms).
Each patient ATP efficacy was characterized by a median (25th-75th percentile)
of 86% (50%-100%). ATP restored sinus rhythm in 1562/2154 (73%) episodes at
first attempt and in 1789/2154 (83%) as a whole. VT/VF accelerations occurred
in 42/2154 (1.9%) episodes in 25 patients, 4/2154 (0.2%) VT/VF episodes were
followed by new AT/AF episodes in 4 patients and 4/2154 (0.2%) VT/VF episodes
resulted in syncope in 4 patients. Among 962 AT/AF-related inappropriate VT/VF
detections in 168 patients, 353 (37%) episodes were treated by ATP in 96 patients
and true VTs followed in 4 (1.1%) episodes in 2 patients; 3 episodes terminated
spontaneously, 1 was terminated by a subsequent ATP.
Conclusions: In a large cohort of CRT-D patients, ATP is highly effective in ter-
minating VT episodes with a good safety profile, since ATP-induced AT/AF or VT
as well as VT accelerations were rare.

MECHANISTIC ASPECTS OF DEVICE THERAPY

P4369 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic significance of subsequent shock delivery in patients with
initial non-shockable rhythms after out-of-hospital cardiac arrest

Y. Goto1, T. Maeda1, Y. Nakatsu-Goto2. 1Kanazawa University Hospital, Section
of Emergency Medicine, Kanazawa, Japan; 2Yawata Medical Center, Department
of Cardiology, Komatsu, Japan

Purpose: The prognostic significance of conversion from non-shockable to
shockable rhythms in patients with initial non-shockable rhythms who experience
out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) remains unclear. We hypothesized that the
neurological outcomes in those patients would improve with a subsequent shock
delivery, and that the time from initiation of cardiopulmonary resuscitation by
emergency medical services personnel to the first defibrillation (shock delivery
time) would influence those outcomes.
Methods: We analyzed the data of 569,937 OHCA adults with initial non-
shockable rhythms; the data were prospectively collected in a nationwide Utstein-
style Japanese database between 2005 and 2010. Patients were divided into two
cohorts: subsequently shocked (n=21,944, 3.9%) and subsequently not-shocked
(n=547,993, 96.1%) cohorts. The endpoints were prehospital return of sponta-
neous circulation (ROSC), one-month survival, and one-month favorable neuro-
logical outcomes (cerebral performance category scale, category 1 or 2) after
out-of-hospital cardiac arrest.
Results: In the subsequently shocked cohort, the ratios of prehospital ROSC, 1-
month survival, and 1-month favorable neurological outcomes were significantly
higher than those in the subsequently not-shocked cohort (7.64% vs. 4.08%,
4.81% vs. 2.59%, and 1.79% vs. 0.60%, respectively; all P<0.001). Multivariate
logistic regression analyses for 11 prehospital variables revealed that when the
shock delivery time was <20 min, subsequent shock delivery was significantly
associated with increased odds of prehospital ROSC (adjusted odds ratio [aOR],
4.06, 1.73; 95% confidence interval [CI], 3.47–4.75, 1.59–1.88; for shock delivery
times <9 min and 10–19 min, respectively), 1-month survival (aOR, 4.70, 2.16;
95% CI, 3.99–5.53, 1.98–2.37; for shock delivery times <9 min and 10–19 min,
respectively), and 1-month favorable neurological outcomes (aOR, 6.55, 2.97;
95% CI, 5.21–8.22, 2.58–3.43; for shock delivery times <9 min and 10–19 min,
respectively). However, when the shock delivery time was ≥20 min, subsequent
shock delivery was not associated with increased ORs of 1-month neurological
outcomes (aOR, 0.97, 0.82; 95% CI, 0.73–1.27, 0.53–1.25; for shock delivery
times 20–29 min and ≥30 min, respectively).
Conclusions: In OHCA patients with an initial non-shockable rhythm, subsequent
shock delivery following conversion to shockable rhythms during EMS resuscita-
tion efforts was associated with increased odds of prehospital ROSC, 1-month
survival, and 1-month favorable neurological outcomes when shock was deliv-
ered within 20 min.

P4370 | BEDSIDE
The diagnostic accuracy of commercially available automated external
defibrillators

T. Nishiyama, Y. Katsumata, T. Kimura, N. Nishiyama, Y. Tanimoto, Y. Aizawa,
H. Mitamura, K. Fukuda, S. Takatsuki. Keio University Hospital, Cardiology,
Tokyo, Japan

Background: Although the outspread of AEDs has improved the survival of car-
diac arrest, misdiagnosis of the automated external defibrillator (AED) have been
recently reported. We investigated the diagnostic accuracy of the AEDs using sur-
face electrocardiograms (ECGs) of ventricular fibrillation (VF), ventricular tachy-
cardia (VT), supraventricular tachycardia (SVT).
Methods and results: ECGs (VF 31, VT 48, SVT 97) were stored during EP
studies and transmitted to AEDs through cables of the pad electrodes. The follow-
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ing four AEDs were investigated in regards to whether they advised defibrillation:
LifePak CR Plus (CR), HeartStart FR3 (FR3), CardioLife AED-2150 (AED-2150)
and -9231 (AED-9231). For VF, AED-2150 and -9231 advised shock to all cases,
and CR and FR3 advised shock to all but one case of VF. For VT, the ratios of
shock advised were 56%, 20%, 56% and 63% for CR, FR3, AED-2150 and AED-
9231, respectively. For high rate VT, FR3 had the tendency to advise shock for
irregular VTs. However, FR3 did not respond to regular VTs with HR 250 bpm and
above. By contrast, CR advised defibrillation for VTs with HR lower than 150 bpm.
For narrow and wide complex SVT, the ratios of shock advised were 0% and 0%,
3% and 18%, 24% and 0%, 43% and 48%, respectively for CR, FR3, AED-2150
and AED-9231. FR3 advised no shock to SVT, whereas AED-9231 tended to treat
high rate events despite them having narrow QRS complexes, for SVT faster than
180 bpm. The shock pattern for FR3 was different in character from AED-9231
(kappa coefficient (κ) = 0.479, p<0.001). CR and AED-2150 had characteristics
somewhere between the above 2 AEDs (κ = 0.818, p<0.001).

Conclusion: All AEDs diagnosed VF almost correctly. For the diagnosis of VT
and SVT, the evident discrepancy was present among investigated AEDs.

P4371 | BEDSIDE
Implantable cardioverter defibrillator therapy in a young population:
differences between conventional and subcutaneous devices

M.S. Carvalho, P. Galvao Santos, F. Costa, P. Carmo, D. Cavaco, F. Morgado,
P. Adragao. Hospital Santa Cruz, Carnaxide, Portugal

Background: Implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICDs) are the most effective
therapy for primary and secondary prevention of sudden cardiac death (SCD).
Currently, two device options are available: transvenous and subcutaneous (S-
ICD). The later has the advantage of avoiding transvenous leads and is becoming
widely used in children, young adults and patients for whom venous access may
be difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, it is unclear whether the positive aspects of
the S-ICD outweigh its disadvantages.
Aim: Our aim is to study a population of patients (pts) under 35 years of age, who
had a conventional or S-ICD implanted and evaluate the safety and efficacy of the
devices.
Methods and results: At our instituion, about 250 ICDs are implanted each year.
All pts under 35 years old who implanted ICDs (either conventional or subcuta-
neous) from November/2009 to December/2013 were included in this analysis
(n=44, 70% men, mean age 25±8 years, youngest patient with 10).
Main indications were hyperthrophic cardiomyopathy (36%), idiopathic or post-
myocarditis cardiomyopathy (16%), left ventricular noncompaction (14%) and
Brugada syndrome (11%). 80% of the devices were implanted for primary pre-
vention. 13 pts (29,5%) had appropriate shocks (VF n=7, VT n=5).
S-ICDs were implanted in 12 pts [39% of all S-ICDs (31) implanted in this period
of time], the remaining had conventional ICDs implanted.
Median time of follow-up was 29 [20-42] months. There was no significant differ-
ence in the incidence of complications such as infection (n=1, 8.3% in the S-ICD
group vs. n=2, 6.3%, p=n.s.) or inappropriate shock therapy (n=3, 25.0% in the
S-ICD group vs. n=7, 21.9%, p=n.s.). There were no undetected fatal arrythmias.
There were no complications related to transvenous lead insertion (pneumotho-
rax or hematothorax and cardiac perforation) and there were no lead dislodge-
ment or fracture in either group. No patient referred discomfort related to the de-
vice and no patient was pacemaker-dependent.
Conclusion: In our S-ICD candidate population (no pacemaker-dependent pa-
tients), no differences were observed on efficacy or safety of subcuteneous ver-
sus transvenous devices.

P4372 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic impact of anti-tachycardia pacing on mortality in patients
with implantable cardioverter-defibrillators

A. Shimane, K. Okajima, K. Kiuchi, K. Yokoi, J. Teranishi, K. Aoki, M. Chimura,
H. Kawai, Y. Yasaka, M. Yokoyama. Himeji Cardiovascular Center, Himeji,
Japan

Background: Implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) shocks are associated
with an increased risk of mortality in patients with depressed left ventricular sys-
tolic function. However, whether ICD shocks are simple marker of mortality or the
shocks themselves contribute to increase mortality is unknown.
If appropriate shocks are marker of poor outcomes, it is postulated that appro-
priate anti-tachycardia pacing (ATP) is also associated with an increased risk of
mortality.

Objective: To clarify the prognostic implication of ATP in ICD recipients with struc-
tural heart disease.
Methods: Of 332 ICD recipients, 233 patients (79% men, mean age 64±11
years, 46% ischemic heart disease, mean left ventricular ejection fraction [LVEF]
39±14%, 39% primary prevention) who did not receive appropriate shocks during
a follow up period were studied with respect to ICD therapies and death. ICD ther-
apies those followed the onset of ventricular tachyarrhythmia were considered to
be appropriate and other therapies were considered to be inappropriate.
Results: During a median follow up period of 1726 days, 89 (38%) patients re-
ceived at least one appropriate ATP. A history of ischemic heart disease (hazard
ratio 0.507, p=0.004), monomorphic ventricular tachycardia (hazard ratio 1.919,
p=0.004), LVEF (hazard ratio 0.972, p=0.003), amiodarone (hazard ratio 0.543,
p=0.012), and beta blockers (hazard ratio 1.855, p=0.037) were independent pre-
dictors of ATP.
A total of 59 patients among the 233 patients died. In a Cox proportional-hazards
model adjusted for the baseline prognostic factors, age (hazard ratio 1.049,
p=0.003), LVEF (hazard ratio 0.962, p=0.002), serum creatinine (hazard ratio
1.324, p<0.001), diabetes (hazard ratio 2.275, p=0.005), atrial fibrillation (hazard
ratio 2.050, p=0.016), beta blocker (hazard ratio 0.510, p=0.030), angiotensin-
converting enzyme inhibitor or angiotensin II–receptor blocker (hazard ratio 0.541,
p=0.035) and ATP (hazard ratio 2.030, p=0.018) were associated with all-cause
mortality.
Conclusions: Among ICD recipients with structural heart disease, ATP is a
marker of poor outcomes.

P4373 | BEDSIDE
Right ventricular pacing may decrease coronary artery blood flow

D. Sharif1, N. Samniah1, M. Shehab2, A. Khalil1, U. Rosenschein1. 1Bnai Zion
Medical Center, Haifa, Israel; 2Technion, Haifa, Israel

Implantation of atrio-ventricular dual chamber (DDD/R) pacemakers is performed
in the majority of patients with sick sinus syndrome. Right ventricular pacing alters
electrical conduction leading to dyssynchrony of myocardial contraction and thus
may lead to left ventricular dysfunction and heart failure. Aim: Evaluation of the
effects of DDD pacing on coronary artery blood flow.
Methods: Twenty six patients with sick sinus syndrome, dual-chamber atrio-
ventricular pacemaker and preserved atrio-ventricular conduction were evalu-
ated. All had complete baseline transthoracic Doppler echocardiographic studies.
Right atrial pacing was compared to DDD pacing at different pacing rates from
70bpm to 110bpm. AT each stage and pacing mode, sampling of blood velocity
of the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) was performed. In addition,
ventricular outflow and inflow velocities as well as well as tissue Doppler imaging
were performed.
Results: During pacing rates 70-90bpm, peak diastolic LAD velocities and time
velocity integrals were significantly lower during DDD pacing compared to right
atrial pacing, however at pacing rates 100-110bpm these parameters were sim-
ilar. Coronary artery flow index evaluated as the product of heart rate and LAD
diastolic time velocity integral were lower during pacing rates 70-90bpm during
DDD pacing compared to right atrial pacing. Myocardial oxygen supply/demand
ratio index evaluated as the ratio of LAD diastolic velocity integral/ systolic blood
pressure ratio was lower during DDD pacing.
Conclusions: Atrioventricular dual chamber pacing is associated with reduction
in LAD diastolic blood velocity and integral, lower coronary flow and lower my-
ocardial blood flow/ oxygen demand ratio.

P4374 | BEDSIDE
Impact of COPD and bronchodilatatory treatment on the incidence of
ventricular arrhythmias and all-cause mortality in ICD-patients

T. Kleemann, M. Strauss, K. Kouraki, A. Schwarz, R. Zahn. Medizinische Klinik
B, Klinikum Ludwigshafen, Ludwigshafen, Germany

Introduction: Beta agonists are known to be associated with a worse prognosis
of patients with heart failure if given systemically and chronically. It is not known if
bronchodilatatory drugs like inhaled beta agonists have a similar unfavourable ef-
fect. Aim of the study was to evaluate the impact of chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) and bronchodilatatory treatment on the outcome of patients with
ICD.
Methods: A total of 1380 consecutive patients of the prospective single-center
ICD-registry who underwent an ICD-implantation between 1992 and 2008 for pri-
mary or secondary prevention of sudden cardiac death were analyzed. The me-
dian follow-up time was 6 years.
Results: Two hundred forty-two (18%) patients suffered from COPD (among
those 30 patients with asthma bronchiale). In a multivariate analysis inhaled beta
agonists were associated with an increased incidence of ventricular arrhythmias
whereas inhaled anticholinergics and theophylline were not. ICD-patients with
COPD had a doubled mortality rate compared to patients without COPD after 1
(9% s. 5%) and 5 years (34% vs. 19%). Inhaled beta agonists were associated
with a lower mortality rate whereas no association was found between inhaled
anticholinergics or theophylline and mortality rate.
Conclusions: One fifth of ICD patients have a COPD. Patients with COPD have
a doubled mortality rate. Inhaled beta agonists are associated with an increased
incidence of ventricular arrhythmias whereas inhaled anticholinergics and theo-
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Table 1. Clinical characteristics of ICD patients with and without COPD

Patients with COPD Patients without COPD p-value
(n=242) (n=1138)

Age (years) 66 (61–72) 65 (56–70) < 0.0001
Female 16% 19% n.s.
Ischemic heart disese 54% 53% n.s.
Ejection fraction < 30% 56% 53% n.s.
Beta blocker 53% 79% < 0.0001
Inhaled beta agonist 58% 0.2% < 0.0001
Inhaled anticholinergics 54% 0.2% < 0.0001
Theophylline 18% 0.1% < 0.0001

phylline are not. Inhaled beta agonists are associated with a lower mortality rate
whereas treatment with anticholinergics or theophylline is not associated with a
change in mortality rate.

P4375 | BEDSIDE
Fragmentation of paced QRS complex: a new marker of
antitachycardia pacing effectiveness among ICD patients without
cardiac resynchronization therapy

J. Jimenez-Candil, J. Hernandez, J.L. Morinigo, O. Duran, A. Amor, A. Martin,
P.L. Sanchez. University Hospital of Salamanca, Salamanca, Spain

Background: The likelihood of antitachycardia pacing (ATP) terminating re-
entrant ventricular tachycardias (VT) increases with shorter conduction times
from the pacing site to the origin of VT. We speculated that the paced QRS com-
plex (P-QRS) from the right ventricular apex could be a marker of ATP efficiency
because the presence of notches reflects delays in the activation of the left ven-
tricle and may therefore be associated with longer times of stimulus conduction.
Objective: To determine prospectively the relationship between the duration of a
notch ≥0.1 mV in the P-QRS (DN) and the effectiveness of ATP.
Methods: We followed 286 ICD patients with left ventricular dysfunction (LVEF:
31±9; ischemic cardiomyopathy: 66%; pacing site: right ventricular apex; no
cardiac-resynchronization therapy) for 41±27 months from implant. ICD program-
ming was standardized. P-QRS (100 bpm) was obtained at device implant (50
mm/s). Fragmentation of the P-QRS was defined by the presence of any notch
with a voltage of ≥0.1 mV in two contiguous leads. DN was measured in the lead
with the longest notch.
Results: A total of 955 VTs with a CL of 335±32 ms occurred consecutively in
108 patients. ATP was successful in 84% of VTs. DN correlated significantly with
the probability of ineffective ATP (C=0.67; p<0.001), the cutoff point with the best
sensitivity and specificity being 50 ms (65% and 72%, respectively). The adjusted
mean ATP effectiveness per patient was 76% [95% CI: 72-85], Generalized Esti-
mating Equations Method (GEEM). Patients with a DN ≥50 ms had a lower ATP
efficiency: 67% [56-77] vs. 92% [87-97] and a higher proportion of VTs terminated
with shocks (SH): 31% [21-42] vs. 8% [2-14]; p<0.001 for both (GEEM). Although
the occurrence of VT was similar (41 vs. 40%), the incidence of VT-related SH
was higher in patients with a DN≥50 (25 vs. 14%; p=0.01, log-rank test) in the
overall study population (n=286). By multivariate analysis (Cox-regression analy-
sis), a DN ≥50 ms was found to be an independent predictor of patients undergo-
ing at least one shock due to VT during the follow-up (OR=2.3; 95% CI: 1.2-4.2;
p=0.006).
Conclusions: When ATP is applied to the right ventricular apex, a fragmented
P-QRS (defined by a DN ≥50 ms) is associated with a lower ATP effectiveness
and a higher risk of SH due to VT.

P4376 | BENCH
Biventricular stimulation unmasks local repolarization prolongation in
dogs with proarrhythmic remodeling due to chronic dyssynchronous
left ventricular activation

T.R.G. Stams1, M. Meine2, H.D.M. Beekman1, R. Van Der Nagel1, M.A. Vos1.
1University Medical Center Utrecht, Division Heart and Lungs, Medical
Physiology, Utrecht, Netherlands; 2University Medical Center Utrecht,
Department of Cardiology, Utrecht, Netherlands

Introduction: We recently showed that chronic dyssynchronous ventricular ac-
tivation (DVA) with a left bundle branch (like) activation pattern, without chronic
bradycardia, did not result in repolarization prolongation (QT and left ventricular
(LV) monophasic action potential duration); dofetilide (IKr block) was required to
demonstrate that repolarization reserve was significantly reduced. Based on an
analysis of regional differences of LV activation recovery intervals in dogs with
chronic bradycardic right ventricular pacing (electroanatomical mapping), we hy-
pothesized that repolarization would be prolonged in the earliest activated LV re-
gions and therefore masked by the later activated regions when evaluating QT/JT
interval and that this could be unmasked by a temporary biventricular paced acti-
vation (BiVA).
Methods: DVA was created by left bundle branch block (ablation) or right ventric-
ular pacing after creation of AV-block and maintained for 4 weeks by VDD pacing
using 2 leads. BiVA was performed with an additional lead implanted epicardially
in the latest activated region (basolateral) of the LV free wall. In 8 dogs, the effect
on QRS and JT interval was evaluated both acutely (0 weeks) and after 4 weeks
of DVA, during VVI pacing at 60/min.
Results: QRS was not affected by remodeling and BiVA shortened QRS both at

t=0 and t=4 weeks (from 120±10 to 100±8ms and 119±12 to 95±12ms, respec-
tively, both P<0.001; n=8). At t=0, JT intervals were not prolonged during BiVA
(255±20ms) compared to DVA (251±19 ms), whereas after 4 weeks remodeling,
JT intervals were significantly prolonged by BiVA (298±23 ms; DVA 259±28 ms;
p<0.001).
Conclusion: Chronic DVA activation does not result in JT prolongation. In con-
trary, temporary BiVA increases JT, but only after remodeling, whereas the QRS
shortening is independent of remodeling. This is in agreement with the hypothe-
sis that chronic DVA results in LV repolarization prolongation, limited to the early-
activated regions.

P4377 | BEDSIDE
Pacemaker detection of new-onset subclinical atrial tachyarrhythmia

K. Chan, W.H. Au, Y.W. Li, W.L. Poon, S.F. Lee, B.Y. Wong, M.W. Ng, Y.K. Lau.
Ruttonjee and Tang Shiu Kin Hospitals, Department of Cardiology, Hong Kong,
China, People’s Republic of

Purpose: Cardiac-device detected subclinical atrial fibrillation (AF) is associated
with increased risk of stroke1. However, there is paucity of data on subclinical
AF among Asians. We aim to study the prevalence and epidemiology of new
onset subclinical atrial tachyarrhythmias (ATR) among pacemaker recipients in
our locality.
Method: Between 2008 and 2013, 572 pacemaker recipients followed-up in our
nurse-led pacemaker clinic were screened. Patients with no history of AF, who
had new onset subclinical ATR documented by pacemakers were recruited. Pace-
maker detected ATR is defined as any atrial arrhythmia with atrial rate >200 beats
per minute lasting ≥1 minute. Patients were followed-up for any mortality, new-
onset AF, stroke, or congestive heart failure (CHF) requiring hospitalization.
Results: Thirty-two patients (5.6%) (18 males, 14 females) had pacemaker-
detected subclinical ATR (AF in 30 and atrial tachycardia in 2 patients respec-
tively). The mean age was 78±13 years-old. Pacemakers were indicated for si-
nus node dysfunction, atrioventricular block and both conditions in 13 (41%), 17
(53%) and 2 (6%) patients respectively.
The mean follow-up duration was 6±5.7 years after pacemaker implantation. The
mean CHADS2VASc score was 4±1.6. The mean interval between pacemak-
ers implant and onset of subclinical ATR was 3.4 years. Only 9 patients (28%)
reported palpitation before pacemaker detection of ATR.
At the end of follow-up period, three patients (9.4%) developed new-onset stroke.
Six patients (19%) were admitted for CHF. Three patients (9.4%) died due to non-
cardiac causes.
Anticoagulants or anti-platelets were initiated after detection of subclinical ATR in
6 (19%) and 11 (34%) patients respectively. The remaining patients were already
on anti-platelets for other vascular indications. The low rate of anticoagulation was
related to patient refusal or excessive bleeding risk.
Conclusion: Our study represents an elderly Asian population of pacemaker re-
cipients with high CHADS2VASc score and low rate of anticoagulation. Asymp-
tomatic subclinical AF is common among these patients and is associated with
new onset stroke and CHF. Early device-detection of subclinical AF and prompt
initiation of anticoagulation plays a paramount role in stroke prevention.

P4378 | BEDSIDE
Prehospital epinephrine administration accelerates conversion from
initial pulseless electrical activity to shockable rhythm in patients with
out-of-hospital cardiac arrest

Y. Goto1, T. Maeda1, Y. Nakatsu-Goto2. 1Kanazawa University Hospital, Section
of Emergency Medicine, Kanazawa, Japan; 2Yawata Medical Center, Department
of Cardiology, Komatsu, Japan

Introduction: In the recent guidelines for cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR),
defibrillation for initial shockable rhythm has received strong emphasis. However,
it remains controversial as to whether defibrillation of a shockable rhythm that fol-
lowed a pulseless electrical activity (PEA) would be associated with an improved
outcome in patients with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA). Moreover, the
effectiveness of prehospital epinephrine administration (EPI) for rhythm conver-
sion from initial PEA to shockable rhythm is unknown. We hypothesized that EPI
would accelerate conversion from initial PEA to shockable rhythm in patients with
OHCA, and that it would improve 1-month survival.
Methods: We analyzed the data of 138,044 OHCA adults (age ≥18 years) with
initial PEA. The data were prospectively collected in a nationwide Utstein-style
Japanese database between 2005 and 2010. Patients were divided into 2 co-
horts: EPI (n=12,877, 9.3%) and Non-EPI (n=125,167, 90.7%). According to the
current guidelines, all patients with subsequent shockable rhythm were defibril-
lated during resuscitation efforts by emergency medical services (EMS) person-
nel. The primary endpoint was prehospital conversion to shockable rhythm. The
secondary endpoint was 1-month survival after OHCA.
Results: The proportion of conversion of initial PEA to shockable rhythm was sig-
nificantly higher in the EPI cohort than in the Non-EPI cohort (10.0% vs. 5.4%,
P<0.001). Multivariate logistic regression analysis for 8 prehospital variables re-
vealed that EPI was significantly associated with an increased possibility of pre-
hospital conversion to shockable rhythm (adjusted odds ratio, 2.08; 95% confi-
dence interval, 1.94–2.22). There was no significant difference between the 2 co-
horts in 1-month survival (5.9% vs. 6.4%, P=0.07). However, EPI was significantly
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associated with an increased possibility of 1-month survival (adjusted odds ratio,
1.35; 95% confidence interval, 1.17–1.55) when EMS personnel administrated
epinephrine within 10 min from the initiation of CPR.
Conclusions: In patients with initial PEA after OHCA, EPI significantly acceler-
ated conversion of initial PEA to shockable rhythm during resuscitation efforts by
EMS personnel, and that when epinephrine was administrated by EMS personnel
within 10 min from the initiation of CPR, 1-month survival improved.

ELECTROCARDIOLOGY

P4380 | BEDSIDE
The poor increase of inferior P-wave amplitude after sympathetic
stimulation predict sick sinus syndrome

J.K. Park1, J.B. Park1, H.S. Moon2, H.N. Park1, M.H. Lee1, B.Y. Joung1.
1Severance Hospital, Cardiology, Seoul, Korea, Republic of; 2Kangnam Sacred
Heart Hospital, cardiology, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Purpose: We hypothesized that the poor increase of inferior P-wave amplitude
during sympathetic stimulation might be a helpful diagnostic tool for sick sinus
syndrome (SSS).
Methods: Three dimensional endocardial mapping of right atrium (RA), P-wave
amplitude of inferior axis and corrected sinus node recovery time (CSNRT) were
compared in consecutive 121 atrial fibrillation patients with (n=21) and without
SSS (n=100).
Results: The distances from the superior vena cava (SVC) to the early activa-
tion site (EAS) of RA were negatively correlated with P-wave amplitude of lead II
(r=-0.37, p<0.001), III (r=-0.41, p<0.001) and aVF (r=-0.43, p<0.001). The sig-
nificant cranial shift of EAS (the distance from SVC to EAS: 10.9 vs. 5.5 mm,
p=0.010), and the increase of P-wave amplitude of lead II, III and aVF during
isoproterenol infusion (all p<0.001) were observed in patients without SSS. How-
ever, the cranial shift of EAS (16.5 vs. 14.2 mm, p=0.375) and the increase of
P-wave amplitude were not observed in those with SSS. While the conventional
CSNRT >550 ms showed the sensitivity of 50% and specificity of 86.2% to di-
agnose SSS, the poor increase of P-wave in lead II and aVF (<0.1mV) during
isoproterenol infusion showed the improved specificity of 97% and sensitivity of
71.4%, respectively.

ROC curve.

Conclusions: The significant cranial shift of EAS and the increase of P-wave am-
plitude of inferior leads during isoproterenol infusion were impaired in AF patients
with SSS. The poor increase of inferior leads showed improved performance to
diagnose SSS than conventional CSNRT.

P4381 | BEDSIDE
Antazoline for termination of atrial fibrillation during the procedure of
isolation of pulmonary veins

P. Balsam, E. Kozluk, A. Piatkowskia, M. Peller, M. Kiliszek, P. Lodzinski,
L. Koltowski, M. Grabowski, G. Opolski. Medical University of Warsaw, 1st
Department of Cardiology, Warsaw, Poland

Introduction: Pulmonary vein isolation is an established method of definite treat-
ment of atrial fibrillation (AF). Periprocedural onset of AF usually terminates spon-
taneously within minutes, but not in all cases. A rapid electrical cardioversion
(ECV) may be used to restore sinus rhythm. However, it requires general anaes-
thesia and does not prevent from immediate AF recurrence. The other choice is
pharmacological cardioversion. Antazoline is an antihistaminic agent with antiar-
rhythmic quinidine-like properties. Due to the lack of large randomized trials the
drug is not listed in any of the formal guidelines.
The aim of our retrospective study was to evaluate the efficacy of antazoline in
termination of periprocedural onset of AF in patients undergoing pulmonary vein
isolation.
Materials and methods: Consecutive 141 patients who received antazoline to
terminate AF during isolation of pulmonary veins between January 2009 and April
2013 were analysed retrospectively. The antazoline was administered during the
procedure in the electrophysiological laboratory after the circumferential ablation
in the ostia of pulmonary veins and before confirmation of isolation. The total dose
of antazoline required for sinus rhythm restoration was recorded. Early success
was defined as restoration of sinus rhythm within 20 minutes after antazoline

infusion. Late success was defined as a restoration of sinus rhythm within 12
hours. No ECV was used in this cohort of patients.
Results: The early efficacy of antazoline was 83.6% in paroxysmal and 31.1%
in persistent AF patients. Late efficacy of antazoline was 91% in paroxysmal and
51,4% in persistent AF. Clinical variables that were independently predictive of
early antazoline ineffectiveness were: female (odds ratio [OR] 5,2; 95% confi-
dence interval [CI] 1,35-20,1; p=0.017), AF at the beginning of procedure (OR
31,2; 95%CI 2,94-333,8; p=0,0043) and higher dose of antazoline (OR 1,011
95%CI 1,005-1,016; p=0,0002 [per 1mg of antazoline]). The independent pre-
dictor of late ineffectiveness was addition of metoprolol to antazoline (OR 4,91;
95%CI 1.40-17.3; p=0,013). Due to antazoline related side effects infusion was
discontinued in: 3 pts (2,1%) -due to nausea, 2 pts (1,4%) - right bundle branch
block, 1 pt (0,7%) - unsustained ventricular tachycardia (130 beats per minute)
and 1 pts (0,7%) - hypotension (<90/60 mmHg).
Conclusions: Antazoline seems to be an effective and safe agent in termination
of AF in patients undergoing pulmonary vein isolation and there is a need of
randomized and controlled trials to prove this concept.

P4382 | BEDSIDE
High frequency of j wave in hypercalcemia

K. Sonoda, H. Watanabe, N. Yagihara, T. Minamino. Niigata University,
Department of Cardiovascular Biology and Medicine, Niigata, Japan

Introduction: Early repolarization or J wave has generally been considered be-
nign for decades. However, there is increasing evidence that J wave is associated
with an increased risk of ventricular fibrillation and sudden cardiac death. J wave
may be affected by various biological conditions such as low body temperature,
ischemia, and electrolytes disturbances. The aim of this study was to investigate
the effects of hypercalcemia on J wave.
Methods: By a chart review of patients with measurements of serum total cal-
cium levels and electrocardiogram recordings at our institution from 2005 to 2013,
we identified 83 patients (54 woman [65%]; age, 63±14 years) with hypercal-
cemia defined as a serum calcium level >12mg/dL. The etiologies of hypercal-
cemia were cancer (n=33), primary hyperparathyroidism (n=24), renal dysfunc-
tion (n=21), and others (n=5). We compared electrocardiogram findings between
patients with hypercalcemia and 249 age- and sex-matched healthy controls with-
out hypercalcemia.
Results: Among electrocardiogram parameters, the PR interval and QRS dura-
tion were longer in patients with hypercalcemia than controls. The QT and cor-
rected QT intervals were shorter in patients with hypercalcemia than controls. J
wave was more common in patients with hypercalcemia (n=22, 27%) than con-
trols (n=12, 5%) (odds ratio, 7.37; 95% confidence interval, 3.37-16.67; P<0.001).
Furthermore, Brugada type ST-segment elevation in the right precordial leads was
found in 6 patients with hypercalcemia (7%) but was not found in controls (0%)
(P<0.001). Among patients with hypercalcemia, J wave was present in the inferior
leads in 9 patients (11%), in the lateral leads in 5 patients (6%), and in both of the
inferior and lateral leads in 2 patients (2%). After serum calcium levels declined to
normal range, J wave disappeared in 6 of 7 patients in whom electrocardiograms
were repeatedly recorded and Brugada type ST elevation was attenuated in an-
other patient. The corrected QT interval was shorter in hypercalcemia patients
with J wave than those without J wave (P<0.01), while PQ interval and QRS
duration were similar between the two groups. No arrhythmia event occurred in
patients with hypercalcemia.
Conclusion: We found that hypercalcemia was associated with J wave.

P4383 | BEDSIDE
High incidence of early repolarization pattern in patients with
myocardial bridging with and without sudden cardiac death

J. Seo, J. Park, J. Oh, J.S. Uhm, H.N. Pak, M.H. Lee, B. Joung. Yonsei
Cardiovascular Center, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Background: Early repolarization (ER) pattern has been previously associated
with arrhythmic mortality and with an increased risk of ventricular fibrillation. My-
ocardial bridging (MB) is a well-recognized phenomenon that has been consid-
ered as a benign condition. However a few cases reported that MB was associ-
ated with sudden cardiac death (SCD) or ventricular arryhthmia. We evaluated the
prevalence and prognostic significance of ER in patients with myocardial bridging.
Methods: In consecutive patients without SCD (n=200, age, 60.44±9.42 years)
and with SCD (n=45, age, 48.49±18.17 years) who had undergone coronary an-
giography. We assessed the prevalence of ER pattern and prognostic implication
in relation with MB. Patients with structural heart disease, coronary artery occlu-
sive disease and other channellopathies were excluded. ER was defined as a
J-point elevation of 0.1 mV or more in at least 2 inferior or lateral leads, mani-
fested as QRS notching or slurring. We also stratified ER pattern according to
the degree of J-point elevation (≥0.1 mV or >0.2 mV) and analized pattern of
ST-segment (Horisontal/descending or Rapid ascending/upsloping).
Results: In patients without SCD, the prevalence of ER pattern ≥0.1 mV was
more common in MB patients (41/100; 41%) than controls (5/100; 5%) (P<0.001).
In patients with SCD, MB was observed in 4 (9%) patients. The tendency of high
prevalence of ER pattern was observed in MB patients (2/4, 50%) than those
without MB (9/41, 22%) (P=0.247). The horizontal/descending ST variant was
more common than rapid ascending/upslope ST variant (61% vs. 39%, p=0.659).
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There was no difference in sex, age, body mass index, left ventricular hypertrophy
between patients with and without MB. In multivariate analysis, MB (odd ratio:
11.296, 95% CI 4.101-31.12, p<0.001) was an independent risk factor for ER
pattern. During the follow up period of 59.2±32.7 months, the incidence of SCD
was not different between patients with ER and without ER (0% vs. 0%).
Conclusions: ER was very common in MB patients both with and without SCD.
However, the correlation and prognosis of ER in MB patient needs further studies.

P4384 | BENCH
A new ECG pattern reflecting end stage phases of arrhythmogenic
right ventricular dysplasia/cardiomyopathy (ARVD)

J.M. Rubio Campal, P. Sanchez Borque, J. Benezet-Mazuecos, M.A. Quinones,
P. Avila, J.A. Palfy, A.M. Romero Daza, J. Farre. Foundation Jimenez Diaz,
Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia / cardiomyopathy
(ARVD) is a progressive disease with an end stage form in which there is a severe
loss of ventricular myocites, dilatation of the right ventricle (RV), biventricular in-
volvement and heart failure. Some ECG findings may reflect this very pathological
substrate.
Methods: We have analyzed the ECG findings of 50 patients with ARVD (mean
age 58±14 years; 64% male). An ECG pattern of end stage disease was defined
with the presence of all of the following criteria: low voltage in the limb (≤0.5 mV)
and precordial leads (≤1 mV), a QRS width ≥120 ms, presence of epsilon waves
in precordial leadas and negative or flat T waves in V1-V3 and beyond.
Results: Patients with the end stage ECG pattern (n=9) were significantly older,
with larger dimensions of the longitudinal RV length (RVL) and RV diameter at
the base (RVBD) and with a lower left ventricular ejection fraction (see table).
All of them were in NYHA functional class III – IV in spite of adequate medical
therapy. Only 2 of this patients had a preserved left ventricular ejection faction
(LVEF ≤55%), and in 3 of them was below 35%. All of them were on sinus rhythm,
but three patients had a history of paroxysmal atrial fibrillation. Distribution of
negative T waves in the precordial leads was: V1-V3 (n=2), V1-V4 (n=6) and V1-
V6 in one patient. Mean time of follow-up from age of onset of symptoms was
significantly longer in end stage patients (22±5 vs. 16±7 years; p<0.05), thus
reflecting a longer evolution of the disease.

End stage n Age QRSw Epsilon Limb Precordials RVBD RVL
(ms) (mV) (mV) (mm) (mm)

Yes 9 67±12 139±9 100% 0.3±0.09 0.5±0.1 55±3 73±5
No 41 56±14 105±24 17% 0.7±0.2 1.4±0.4 42±6 60±11
p <0.5 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Conclusions: Patients in the end stage phase of ARVD have a similar ECG pat-
tern, with low amplitude of the QRS complex in limb and precordial leads and
widening of the QRS complex, evident epsilon waves and extensive repolariza-
tion abnormalities in the precordial leads.

P4385 | BEDSIDE
Electrocardiographic abnormalities do not predict recurrent
arrhythmias in patients with idiopathic ventricular fibrillation

U. Chaudhry1, P.G. Platonov1, A. Rubulis2, L. Bergfeldt2, R. Borgquist1. 1Skane
University Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Lund, Sweden; 2Sahlgrenska
University Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Gothenburg, Sweden

Background: Patients presenting with cardiac arrest due to ventricular fibrillation
(VF) without evidence of structural heart disease or channelopathies are diagnos-
tically and therapeutically challenging. Some data suggest a VF recurrence rate
as high as 10% per year. Nevertheless, the long term prognosis in this cohort
remains unclear. We aimed to evaluate predictive value of electrocardiographic
(ECG) abnormalities at baseline for prediction of recurrent ventricular arrhythmias
during follow-up in patients with idiopathic VF.
Methods: Consecutive patients with idiopathic VF (n=46, age at event 40±16
years, 65% male) were followed for a mean time of 9±7 years (range 1-26 years).
All patients had structurally normal hearts, confirmed by echocardiography and/or
cardiac MR. Ischemic heart disease and channelopathies were ruled out. All pa-
tients were implanted with an ICD and subsequent follow-up included device-
based data as well as clinical outcome. ECG prior to ICD implantation was avail-
able in 45 patients and was used for analysis.
Results: At baseline, 56% had abnormal ECG findings. During follow-up, 3 pa-
tients developed reduced ejection fraction, but no patients received any definite

ECG and ICD therapy

ECG characteristics at baseline No ICD therapies, n=36 ICD discharge/ATP, n=9

Completely normal ECG 16 (44%) 4 (44%)
Early repolarization in inferior-lateral leads 0 0
Notched S upslope in V1 4 (11%) 1 (11%)
Left or right axis deviation 5 (14%) 1 (11%)
LBBB/RBBB 6 (17%) 1 (11%)
T-negative in other than V1 or III 7 (19%) 1 (11%)
RSR’ pattern 5 (14%) 2 (22%)

No significant differences between patients with and without ICD therapies.

diagnosis by the end of follow-up. 9 patients (20%) had appropriate ICD therapy at
a median of 2 {0-13} years after implant. 7 patients had inappropriate ICD shocks.
One patient had a ventricular storm. All patients survived. Neither clinical factors,
imaging nor ECG findings could predict appropriate ICD therapy (table).
Conclusion: The vast majority of patients who survived idiopathic VF in our co-
hort, contrary to earlier reports, had no VF recurrence during long-term follow-up.
ECG abnormalities are common but not specific and do not offer a predictive
value for future appropriate ICD therapy.

P4386 | BEDSIDE
Prevalence and prognostic value of early repolarization (j wave) in
patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

T. Tsuda, K. Hayashi, Y. Tanaka, T. Fujita, T. Konno, N. Fujino, H. Furusho,
M. Takamura, H. Ino, M. Yamagishi. Kanazawa University Hospital, Division of
Cardiovascular Medicine, Kanazawa, Japan

Background: The J wave syndrome is associated with cardiac events which
sometimes occur in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM). However, few data exist
regarding the prevalence and prognostic value of a J wave in HCM.
Methods and results: We studied 233 consecutive patients with HCM (144 men,
mean age 62±17 years). Mean duration of follow up was 94.9±61.5 months. The
J wave was defined as a J-point elevation of ≥0.1 mV from baseline, with notch-
ing or slurring in at least two consecutive inferior and/or lateral leads. The to-
tal prevalence of a J wave was observed in 44 patients (18.8%). Cardiac event,
such as documented ventricular tachyarrhythmia or sudden cardiac death were
occurred in 32 patients (13.7%). When patients were divided into two groups
(Group 1; 32 with cardiac events and Group 2; 201 without cardiac events), the
prevalence of J wave was significantly higher in Group 1 than in Group 2 (43.8%
vs 14.9%, P<0.01). An amplitude of J wave was lower in Group 1 than that in
Group 2 (0.19±0.07mV vs 0.25±0.07mV, P=0.013). Patients in Group 1 were
significantly more likely to have a history of ventricular tachyarrhythmia includ-
ing non-sustained ventricular tachycardia (P<0.01), or syncope (P<0.01), and a
family history of sudden death (P<0.01). There were no significant differences in
QRS duration, QTc interval, left ventricular end-diastolic dimension, left ventricu-
lar ejection fraction, and left atrial diameter between two groups.

Kaplan-Meier curve.

Conclusions: These results demonstrate that the presence of a J wave may be
associated with an increased risk for cardiac events in patients with HCM.

P4387 | BEDSIDE
Long-term outcomes in patients with arrhythmogenic right ventricular
cardiomyopathy and first-degree atrioventricular block

Y. Kimura1, T. Noda1, K. Miyamoto1, H. Okamura1, K. Satomi2, T. Aiba1,
S. Kamakura1, H. Ogawa1, S. Yasuda1, K. Kusano1. 1National Cerebral and
Cardiovascular Center Hospital, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Suita,
Osaka, Japan; 2Tokyo Medical University Hachioji Medical Center, Department
of Cardiovascular Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Purpose: Some studies have demonstrated that PR interval prolongation is as-
sociated with adverse cardiac events including heart failure (HF). However, the
prevalence and prognostic effects of first-degree atrioventricular block (AVB) have
not been evaluated in patients with arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopa-
thy (ARVC). The purpose of this study was to investigate the clinical impact of
first-degree AVB on the adverse cardiac outcomes in patients with ARVC.
Methods: The study population consisted of consecutive 94 patients with ARVC
(72 men, mean age: 47±14 years). We evaluated the association between base-
line characteristics including the 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) parameters
such as PR intervals and clinical outcomes.
Results: The mean PR interval was 185±38ms and 24 (26%) had first-degree
AVB (PR interval >200ms). There were no significant differences between the
patients with and without first-degree AVB in terms of age, family history, epsilon-
wave, late potentials on siginal averaged ECG, RVEF, LVEF. During a mean
follow-up of 11.0±7.7 years, there were 19 events of HF hospitalizations. Kaplan-
Meier analysis revealed that the ARVC patients with first-degree AVB were at
increased risk for HF hospitalization compared with those who had normal atri-
oventricular conduction (46%, 11/24 vs. 11%, 8/70, respectively, p=0.017, Fig. 1).
In multivariate analysis, first-degree AVB at baseline was the independent pre-
dictor of hospitalization of HF in patients with ARVC (HR5.0, 95%CI 1.8-14.9,
p=0.002).
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Figure 1. Freedom from HF hospitalization.

Conclusion: Prolongation of the PR interval was a strong independent determi-
nant for increased risks of hospitalization of HF in patients with ARVC.

P4388 | BEDSIDE
The QRS morphology pattern in V5R is novel and simple parameter for
differentiating the origin of idiopathic outflow tract ventricular
arrhythmias

M. Igarashi, K. Kuroki, T. Adachi, Y. Yui, Y. Ito, K. Ogawa, A. Talib, Y. Sekiguchi,
A. Nogami, K. Aonuma. University of Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan

Introduction: There have been many reports about the electrocardiography
(ECG) characteristics of idiopathic outflow tract ventricular arrhythmias (OT-VAs).
However, differentiating near regions using the 12-lead ECG still remains compli-
cated. On the other hand, synthesized 18-lead ECG derived from 12-lead ECG
can provide virtual waveforms of right-sided chest leads (V3R, V4R, V5R) and
back leads (V7, V8, V9). The aim of this study was to evaluate the usefulness of
18-lead ECG for differentiating the origins of OT-VAs.
Methods: Fifty patients whose OT-VAs were cured by radiofrequency catheter
ablation (RFCA) were divided into 4 groups depending on the successful RFCA
sites: anterior and posterior of right ventricular OT (RVOT-ant-group: n=9, RVOT-
post-group: n=16), right coronary cusp or junction of these two cusps (RCC-RLJ-
group: n=9), and left coronary cusp (LCC-group: n=16). ECG characteristics were
compared among these 4 groups.
Results: Five QRS morphology patterns in V5R were observed during VAs (R,
Rs, rS, qR, and QS). The dominant QRS morphology pattern was significantly
different among 4 groups (See the table). However, it was difficult to differentiate
4 sites by only one of previously reported parameters.

QRS in V5R and OT-VAs origins

RVOT-post RVOT-ant RCC-RLJ LCC
n=16 n=9 n=9 n=16

rS 15 (94%) 1 (22%) 1 (11%) 0 (0%)
Rs 1 (6%) 7 (78%) 1 (11%) 1 (6%)
qR, QS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 (56%) 0 (0%)
R 0 (%) 0 (0%) 2 (22%) 15 (94%)

Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV p

“rS” for predicting RVOR-post 94% 91% 83% 97% <0.001
“Rs” for predicting RVOT-ant 78% 93% 70% 95% <0.001
“q” for predicting RCC-RLJ 56% 100% 100% 93% <0.001
“R” for predicting LCC 94% 97% 94% 97% <0.001

The dominant QRS morphology pattern in V5R was significantly different among 4 groups. There-
fore, QRS morphology pattern in V5R is useful for predicting the OT-VAs origins with high speci-
ficity.

Conclusion: The QRS morphology pattern in V5R is simple parameter and use-
ful to differentiate the OT-VAs origins precisely.

P4389 | BEDSIDE
Interatrial conduction time and incident atrial fibrillation: a prospective
cohort study

S. Deftereos1, G. Giannopoulos1, G. Bouras1, C. Kossyvakis1,
V. Panagopoulou1, C. Angelidis1, K. Raisakis1, A. Kaoukis1, A.S. Manolis2,
M.W. Cleman3. 1General Hospital of Athens G. Gennimatas, Athens, Greece;
2Hippokration Hospital, University of Athens, 1st Department of Cardiology,
Athens, Greece; 3Yale University, New Haven, United States of America

Background: Atrial electrical conduction properties have been implicated in atrial
fibrillation (AF) pathogenesis. The aim of this study was to prospectively assess
the potential association of interatrial conduction time (IACT) with incident AF.
Methods: The study included individuals referred for invasive electrophysiologic
study (EPS), aged ≥50 years, without AF history or valvular disease. IACT was
defined as the interval between the high right atrium electrogram and the distal
coronary sinus atrial electrogram.
Results: 612 subjects were included (median follow-up 43 months, interquartile
range 40-47). AF incidence was 21.7 cases per 1000 person-years. IACT was
a significant predictor of AF with a c-statistic of 0.770 (95% confidence interval
0.702-0.838). In the time-dependent analysis, IACT was a significant stratifier of
AF risk (log rank 28.0; p<0.001). The corresponding incidences of AF in each
tertile of IACT were 3, 17 and 46 per 1000 person-years, respectively (all differ-
ences between tertiles were significant). IACT remained significant in the multi-
variable Cox regression analysis, after adjustment for age, sex, hypertension and

left atrial diameter, with each millisecond of prolonged IACT corresponding to 7%
(95% confidence interval 2-12%) higher adjusted risk of incident AF.

Conclusion: IACT is independently associated with incident AF. The invasive
nature of the measurement is a limitation for its use as a clinical risk stratifier
(although it could be used in patients referred for EPS), but these results are also
indicative of a strong pathophysiological connection between atrial conduction
times and substrate alterations ultimately leading to AF.

ATRIAL FIBRILLATION – CLINICAL

P4391 | BEDSIDE
Association between left ventricular geometry and diastolic function
in patients with hypertension and the incidence of paroxysmal atrial
fibrillation: speckle tracking echocardiographic study

M. Arai1, M. Kawasaki2, R. Tanaka1, S. Minatoguchi2, M. Saeki1, M. Iwama1,
K. Ono1, T. Noda1, S. Watanabe1, S. Minatoguchi2. 1Gifu Prefectural General
Medical Center, Department of Cardiology, Gifu, Japan; 2Gifu University
Graduate School of Medicine, Department of Cardiology, Gifu, Japan

Purpose: Hypertension (HTN) is one of the major causes of atrial fibrillation (AF)
accompanied with left atrial (LA) remodeling caused by pressure and/or volume
(LAV) overload that is intimately associated with left ventricular (LV) diastolic func-
tion. Relationship between LV geometry or diastolic properties in HTN and the
incidence of paroxysmal AF (PAF) has not been fully examined. We examined
the relationship using the novel 3-dimensional speckle tacking echocardiography
(STE).
Methods: Consecutive 85 patients with HTN (age69±7) and 60 controls (69±9)
were enrolled. HTN were divided into 4 groups according to LV geometry (A:
normal geometry, n=21. B: concentric remodeling, n=20. C: concentric hypertro-
phy, n=24. D, eccentric hypertrophy, n=20). Isovolumic relaxation time (IVRT) was
measured by Doppler echo. We evaluated LV ejection fraction, E/e’, pulmonary
capillary wedge pressure (PCWP), Tau, LV diastolic stress, LV strain and LV my-
ocardial stiffness by 3D-STE in sinus rhythm. ePCWP was estimated as 10.7–
12.4 x log LA active emptying function/minimum LAV as we previously reported.
Tau was calculated as IVRT/(ln 0.9 x systolic blood pressure − ln PCWP). LV dias-
tolic stress was calculated as radius at end diastole x PCWP / end diastolic thick-
ness (Th). LV strain was calculated as (end systolic Th − end diastolic Th)/end
systolic Th. LV myocardial stiffness was estimated as LV stress/strain.
Results: The incidence of PAF for past 2 years and LV properties among 5 groups
are shown in the table.

Conclusion: The incidence of PAF was significantly increased in HTN with ec-
centric hypertrophy associated with increased LV diastolic stress without reduc-
tion of systolic function. The treatment to reduce the incidence of AF in HTN must
be not for systolic function but for diastolic function.

P4392 | BEDSIDE
Predictors of left atrial thrombus resolution in patients with atrial
fibrillation receiving oral anticoagulation therapy

E. Kowalczyk, J.D. Kasprzak, P. Lipiec. Medical University of Lodz, Lodz,
Poland

Background: Formation of left atrial (LA) thrombus is one of the most unfavor-
able scenarios among patients with atrial fibrillation (AF). Such patients typically
receive oral anticoagulation therapy. However, studies providing information about
predictors of LA thrombus resolution are lacking.
Methods: 64 patients (36% women; mean age at diagnosis 64±8,8 years) with
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AF and LA thrombus diagnosed by TEE, who received subsequent oral anticoag-
ulation therapy and underwent follow-up TEE were included in this study.
Results: After a mean follow-up period of 88±107 days thrombus’ resolution was
documented in 30 cases (47%). Heart failure and lower LVEF (left ventricular
ejection fraction <45%) were associated with unsuccessful LA thrombus reso-
lution (p=0.007, and p=0.035). Interestingly, the prognostic value of international
ratio (INR) level and CHA2DS2-VASc did not reach statistical significance (p=0.11
and p=0.33, respectively).
Conclusion: In patients with AF and LA thrombus diagnosed by TEE, who are
receive oral anticoagulation therapy, heart failure and low left ventricular ejection
fraction are predictors of unsuccessful LA thrombus resolution.

P4393 | BEDSIDE
Statin use reduces incidence of adverse events in patients with atrial
fibrillation in the ACTIVE-W, ACTIVE-A and AVERROES studies

M.N. Lauw1, O. Shestakovska1, N. Chan1, P. Pais2, A.L. Dans3,
J.W. Eikelboom1, S.J. Connolly1. 1McMaster University, Population Health
Research Institute, Hamilton, Canada; 2St John’s Medical College Hospital,
Bangalore, India; 3University of the Philippines College of Medicine, Manila,
Philippines

Purpose: Atrial fibrillation (AF), the most common cardiac arrhythmia, indepen-
dently increases the risk of cardioembolic stroke. Anticoagulants are effective for
stroke prevention in patients with AF but have important limitations such as a high
bleeding risk. Previous studies have shown that statins reduce the incidence of
cardiovascular events and recurrent venous thrombosis. We explored the effect
of statin use on the incidence of adverse events in patients with AF, treated in the
ACTIVE-W, ACTIVE-A and AVERROES studies.
Methods: For all patients in the ACTIVE-W & A and AVERROES studies, statin
use on baseline was documented. Cox proportional hazard models were used
to estimate the association between statin use and the risk of a subsequent ad-
verse event, adjusted for the covariates age, sex, heart failure, diabetes, use of
hypertensive drugs. A pooled analysis was performed for all patients, stratified
by study treatment group. Analyzed adverse events were stroke or systemic em-
bolism (SE), ischemic or unspecified stroke or SE, vascular death, and major
bleeding.
Results: Of 20260 included patients with AF, 6445 had statin use on baseline
documented and 13391 had not. Statin use was associated with a reduced in-
cidence of stroke or SE (adjusted hazard ratio (aHR) 0.82; 95%CI 0.72-0.94;
p=0.004), ischemic or unspecified stroke or SE (aHR 0.88; 95%CI 0.76-1.01;
p=0.06) and vascular death (aHR 0.87; 95%CI 0.77-0.97; p=0.01; Table 1). No
association between statin use and major bleeding was observed (aHR 1.02;
95% CI 0.86-1.2). Consistent estimates were found upon separate analyses for
patients with antiplatelet or anticoagulant therapies.
Conclusions: Our data indicate that statin use was consistently associated with
a reduced incidence of adverse events in patients with AF, independent of the
antithrombotic therapy. These results provide rationale for future studies to deter-
mine the additional value of statins for stroke prevention in AF.

P4394 | BEDSIDE
Antithrombotic treatment pattern and baseline characteristics of
dabigatran and vitamin K antagonist cohorts in North America - The
GLORIA-AF registry program

M.V. Huisman1, G.Y.H. Lip2, H.C. Diener3, S.J. Dubner4, C.S. Ma5,
K.J. Rothman6, K. Zint7, E. Kleine7, C. Teutsch7, J.L. Halperin8. 1Leiden
University Medical Center, Department of Thrombosis and Haemostasis, Leiden,
Netherlands; 2Birmingham City Hospital, University of Birmingham Centre for
Cardiovascular Sciences, Birmingham, United Kingdom; 3University Hospital of
Essen (Ruhr), Clinique for Neurology, Essen, Germany; 4Clinica y Maternidad
Suizo, Arrhythmias and Electrophysiology Service, Buenos Aires, Argentina;
5Capital Medical University, Department of Cardiology, Beijing AnZhen Hospital„
Beijing, China, People’s Republic of; 6Boston University, School of Public Health,
Boston, United States of America; 7Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH & Co.
KG, Ingelheim, Germany; 8Mount Sinai School of Medicine, Clinical Cardiology
Services, New York, United States of America

Purpose: GLORIA-AF (Global Registry on Long-Term Oral Antithrombotic Treat-
ment in Patients with Atrial Fibrillation) is a large, multinational, registry program
run in 3 phases to investigate patient characteristics influencing the selection of
antithrombotic treatment to prevent ischemic stroke in patients with newly diag-
nosed non-valvular atrial fibrillation (AF) at risk for stroke (CHA2DS2-VASc score
≥1). Phase II of the registry was instituted early after availability of dabigatran
etexilate (DE).
Methods: Periodic interim analyses were scheduled in Phase II on a regional

Abstract P4393 – Table 1. Effect statin use in AF

Outcome Statins, no (N=13391) Statins, yes (N=6445) Crude HR (95% CI) P value Adjusted HR* (95%CI) P* value
N of events %/yr N of events %/yr

Stroke or SE 857 3.1 286 2.4 0.78 (0.68–0.89) <0.001 0.82 (0.72–0.94) 0.004
Ischemic or unspecified stroke or SE 786 2.8 277 2.3 0.83 (0.72–0.95) 0.006 0.88 (0.76–1.01) 0.06
Vascular death 1209 4.2 407 3.4 0.82 (0.73–0.91) <0.001 0.87 (0.77–0.97) 0.01

*Adjusted for study treatment group, age, sex, heart failure, diabetes, use of antihypertensive drugs.

level. North America was analyzed first as US was among the first countries to
approve DE for stroke prevention in AF. The treatment pattern of antithrombotic
drugs was summarized and patients initiating DE or vitamin K antagonists (VKA)
for stroke prevention in AF were characterized with a focus on stroke and bleeding
risk.
Results: Of the 1672 analyzed patients, DE was initiated in 32.1% and VKA in
29.2%. Other NOACs were prescribed in 15.1%; ASA in 11.4% and 0.8% of the
patients received other antithrombotic combinations. 11.4% of the patients did not
receive any antithrombotic therapy to prevent ischemic stroke.
The 536 patients initiating DE (59.0% male; median age 71 years) and the 488
patients started on VKA (53.7% male; median age 74 years) were analyzed re-
garding CHA2DS2-VASc and HAS-BLED risk score variables and other patient
characteristics.
A high stroke risk (CHA2DS2-VASc ≥2) was seen in 87.1% and 91.6% of patients
on DE and VKA respectively. Bleeding risk was low in patients prescribed DE and
VKA (mean HAS-BLED 1.3 vs 1.4).
Patients started on DE vs. VKA showed roughly similar rates of history of stroke
(10.3% vs 10.0%), MI (10.6% vs 13.9%), and hypertension (77.8% vs 79.9%).
Also history of bleeding (7.1% vs 8.6%), coronary artery disease (25.6% vs
28.5%), and hepatic disease (1.3% vs 2.3%) were broadly aligned between DE
and VKA patients. Compared to those prescribed DE patients given VKA were
older, had more abnormal kidney function (0.9% vs 4.7%), diabetes mellitus
(23.3% vs 32.8%), and congestive heart failure (12.1% vs 19.1%).
Conclusions: The antithrombotic treatment pattern in North America shows that
among newly diagnosed AF patients eligible for oral anticoagulation (CHA2DS2-
VASc ≥1), only 76.4% received oral anticoagulation, whilst 23.6% received inad-
equate or no antithrombotic therapy among participating clinical practice sites. In
the post-approval period preferential prescribing in relation to specific risk factors
was not pronounced in newly diagnosed patients receiving DE or VKA.

P4395 | BEDSIDE
Safety of a dual antiplatelet regimen following percutaneous left atrial
appendage closure in high risk patients - a single-centre experience

M. Awadalla, H. Hussein, M. Elhanan, D. Waterhouse, S. Matiullah, M. Hamra,
B.P. Srinivas, S. Cuddy, B. Mcadam, D. Foley. Beaumont Hospital, Cardiology,
Dublin, Ireland

Introduction: Left atrial appendage (LAA) occlusion has been shown to be a le-
gitimate alternative therapy to oral anticoagulation (OAC) in reducing thromboem-
bolic risk in patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation (AF). Currently full OAC is
recommended for up to 6 months after closure and is associated with increased
haemorrhagic risks in many high risk patients.
Objective: To evaluate patient safety, feasibility, short and midterm outcomes
following percutaneous left atrial appendage (LAA) closure in patients with high
thromboembolic risk, in whom long-term OAC was contraindicated or impractical.
Methods: Retrospective single centre study of all patients with LAA occluder
devices from October 2009 - November 2013. Short term OAC was applied in
the early period, and from early 2012- dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) for 6-8
weeks followed by a single agent antiplatelet. Routine follow up transoesophageal
echo (TOE) was performed at 6-10 weeks, and clinical assessments at 6 and 12
months following procedure.
Results: A total of 81 (96%) patients, with bleeding issues outruling long term
OAC, had a device implanted successfully, of which 95% were performed as day
cases under conscious sedation. 76% were male with a mean age of 76±16
years, and a mean CHADS2-VASc score of 5.1±2.4
Serious procedural complications included 1 cardiac tamponade requiring imme-
diate pericardiocentesis (survived initially then died day 7 from urinary sepsis) and
1 TIA. Minor complications included 1 (1.2%) pseudoaneurysm of right femoral
vein, 1 large groin haematoma, 2 intraprocedural thrombi resolved, and 2 (2.4%)
arrhythmias requiring overnight monitoring.
Follow up TOEs mean 135 days showed well-seated devices in 96% with minor
gaps (5-7mm) in 3.6%. Thrombi were found on the atrial aspect of devices in 5
patients (6%), all of whom had been taking Dabigatran (4 on 110mg BD and 1 on
150mg BD). Prolonged administration of 150mg BD Dabigatran resolved thrombi
without sequelae.
No device related thrombi were observed among the 34 patients who received
only DAPT until follow up TOE.
At max 3 year follow up (mean 15±10 months), 1 patient in the DAPT treated
group had a TIA, i.e. 2.94% vs expected 5.3% annual stoke risk as predicted by
mean CHADS2-VASc score for this group.
Conclusions: We find percutaneous LAA occlusion a feasible, safe and effective
outpatient procedure for stroke prevention in patients with AF and high bleeding
risks. Short term Dual antiplatelet therapy was a particularly safe and effective
regimen vs OAC, and remains our standard therapy in this challenging field.
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Atrial fibrillation in women of reproductive age compared to
age-matched men

A.M.F. Salam, H. Albinali, R. Singh, A. Al-Qahtani, J. Al-Suwaidi. Hamad Medical
Corporation, Doha, Qatar

Objectives: Data about young women with atrial fibrillation (AF) is lacking. The
aim of current study was to compare the clinical features, management and out-
comes of young women and men hospitalized with AF in a real-world population.
Methods: Retrospective analysis of all patients aged 15 to 49 years hospitalized
with AF in our country from 1991 through 2010 was made. Patients were divided
into two groups according to gender. Clinical characteristics and outcome were
analyzed.
Results: During the 20-years period, 1251 patients aged 15 to 49 were hospital-
ized for AF; 350 (28%) were women and 901 (72%) were men with a mean age
of 38years. Women were significantly more likely to have hypertension, diabetes
mellitus, underlying valvular and rheumatic heart disease, while men were signifi-
cantly more likely to be current smokers. The in-hospital mortality and stroke rates
were comparable between the 2 groups. More women were discharged on war-
farin anticoagulation than men (40.6% versus 28.7%), while more men received
aspirin on discharge (40.8% versus 31.1%) [table].

Women (n=350) Men (n=901) P Value

Age in year (mean ±SD) 38±8 38±7.8 0.37
Body mass index (kg/m2) (mean ±SD) 27±8 29±11 0.46
Current smoker 7 (2) 231 (25.6) 0.001
Hypertension 59 (16.9) 104 (11.5) 0.01
Diabetes mellitus 40 (11.4) 66 (7.3) 0.02
Chronic renal impairment 7 (2) 7 (0.8) 0.07
Valvular heart disease 48 (13.7) 34 (3.8) 0.001
Rheumatic heart disease 22 (6.3) 29 (3.2) 0.01
Heart failure 25 (7.1) 46 (5.1) 0.16
Acute coronary syndrome 3 (0.9) 24 (2.7) 0.05
Total hospital stay (days) (mean ±SD) 4±4 3±3 0.004
In hospital mortality 6 (1.7) 10 (1.1) 0.39
Warfarin (on Discharge) 142 (40.6) 259 (28.7) 0.002
Aspirin (on Discharge) 109 (31.1) 368 (40.8) 0.002

Data are expressed in numbers (%) of patients unless otherwise indicated.

Conclusions: Our study demonstrates significant gender differences in the risk
profiles, etiologies and treatment of young patients with AF in our area. Further
studies from other parts of the world are warranted.

P4397 | BEDSIDE
Decennial analysis of interventional left atrial appendage closure

B. Schmidt, S. Bordignon, A. Fuernkranz, L. Perotta, D. Scherer, H. Eggebrecht,
K.R.J. Chun. Cardioangiologisches Centrum Bethanien, Frankfurt/Main,
Germany

Background: Data on long-term follow-up (LTFU) after interventional closure of
the left atrial appendage (LAAC) in patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation (AF)
is scarce.
Objective: We sought to determine the outcome of patients after LAAC with the
first generation device.
Methods: The Cardioangiologisches Centrum Bethanien (CCB) LAAC registry
database was analysed. Between October 2001 and July 2007, forty-five AF pa-
tients (23 male, mean age 71±6 years; mean CHA2DS2-VaSc 4.3±1.7 (range
1-7); mean HASBLED score 3.3±1.2 (1-5) received LAAC. Post-implant dual-
platelet inhibition with clopidogrel 75mg/d and aspirine (ASA) 300mg/d was pre-
scribed for 6 months, followed by ASA300mg indefinitely. The primary endpoint
was defined as any thrombembolic complication and/or any bleeding complica-
tion.
Results: The median FU was 7.4 years (1-12.4 years) resulting in 292 patient
years. Fourteen patients died due to heart failure (n=4), non-cardiac reasons
(n=7) or due to unknown etiology (n=3). No patient died from a bleeding or a
stroke. Five ischemic strokes occurred a median of 794 days (range 304-3706
days) after LAAC. The observed annual stroke rate was 1.7% (RR 0.43; 95% CI
0.24-0.74; p=0.0028). In 6 patients bleedings occurred (2 acute procedural, 4 dur-
ing follow-up). The observed annual bleeding rate was 2.1% (RR 0.56; 95% CI
0.48-0.66; p<0.0001).
Conclusion:During LTFU after LAAC in patients with non-valvular AF lower event
rates than expected are observed for both thrombembolic and bleeding compli-
cations.

P4398 | BEDSIDE
Sociodemographic and cardiovascular status but not anticoagulant
choice independently predict quality of life in patients with atrial
fibrillation: results from the PREFER in AF registry

L.H. Ling1, B. Bruggenjurgen2, H. Darius3, R. De Caterina4, K. Iqbal5, J.Y. Le
Heuzey6, P. Kirchhof7, J. Schmitt8, J.L. Zamorano9, R.J. Schilling1. 1Barts
Health NHS Trust, Cardiology, London, United Kingdom; 2Steinbeis-University,
Institute for Health Economics, Berlin, Germany; 3Vivantes Hospital, berlin,
Germany; 4University Chieti-Pescara, Cardiology, Pisa, Italy;5Daiichi-Sankyo,

UK, London, United Kingdom; 6Georges Pompidou Hospital, Arrhythmia
Department, Paris, France; 7University Hospital of Munster, Cardiovascular
Medicine, Munster, Germany; 8Daiichi-Sankyo, Germany, Munich, Germany;
9University Hospital Ramón y Cajal, Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

Background: Atrial fibrillation (AF) confers significant morbidity through its symp-
toms, complications, and associated therapies. Only small studies have evaluated
clinical determinants of quality of life (QoL) in AF. We evaluated these in a large
cross-sectional study of unselected AF patients, and compared QoL measures
between patients on vitamin K antagonists (VKAs) versus the novel oral antico-
agulants (NOACs: dabigatran, rivaroxaban and apixaban).
Methods: The PREFER in AF registry (Prevention of Thromboembolic Events
– European Registry in Atrial Fibrillation) enrolled 7243 consecutive AF patients
aged above 18 years across centres in 7 European countries. Sociodemographic
data, co-morbidities, AF characteristics, and therapies were evaluated for inde-
pendent predictors of EQ5D index value, an overall measure of QoL derived from
the EQ5D-5L health questionnaire, using univariate and multivariate logistic re-
gression. Paired comparisons of EQ5D index value and visual analogue scale
were made between patients taking VKAs versus NOACs who were matched
for age, gender, maximum EHRA score, CHA2DS2-VASc score, and HAS-BLED
score, using propensity scoring (227 per group).
Results: Reduced EQ5D index value (≤0.77) was independently associated with:
age >65 years (OR: 1.57), female gender (OR: 1.75), unskilled occupation (OR:
1.97), heart failure (OR: 1.75), prior myocardial infarction (OR: 1.64), prior stroke
(OR: 1.62), atrial tachyarrhythmia at assessment (OR: 1.26), and amiodarone
therapy (OR: 1.28) (p<0.01 all cases). No differences in EQ5D index value and
the visual analogue scale were found between matched VKA and NOAC users.
Conclusions: Sociodemographic and cardiovascular status, as well antiarrhyth-
mic but not anticoagulant choice, appear to influence QoL in patients with AF.

P4399 | BEDSIDE
Quality of life and associated clinical factors in patients with
non-valvular atrial fibrillation: analysis from Chinese Registry of Atrial
Fibrillation

Y.H. Sun1, D. Hu1, C.S. Ma2, J. Zhu3, Y.Z. Yang4, S. Wu5, D. Wang6, Y.X. Sun7,
J. Wang8, S.W. Liu9. 1Peking University People’s Hospital, Beijing, China,
People’s Republic of; 2Beijing Anzhen Hospital, Beijing, China, People’s Republic
of; 3Fu Wai Hospital, Beijing, China, People’s Republic of; 4First Affiliated
Hospital of Dalian Medical University, Dalian, China, People’s Republic of;
5Guangdong General Hospital Guangdong Cardiovascular Institute, Guangzhou,
China, People’s Republic of; 6Tongji Medical College of Huazhong University
of Science and Technology, Wuhan, China, People’s Republic of; 7The First
Affiliated Hospital of China Medical University, Shenyang, China, People’s
Republic of; 8Second affiliated Hospital at Zhejiang University School of
Medicine, Hangzhou, China, People’s Republic of; 9Shanghai Jiao Tong
University Affiliated First People’s Hospital, Shanghai, China, People’s Republic
of

Purpose: The data of quality of life in Chinese patients with non-valvular atrial
fibrillation was sparse. The purpose of this study was to assess quality of life
parameters in patients enrolled in the Chinese Registry of Atrial Fibrillation.
Methods: Chinese Registry of Atrial Fibrillation is a non-interventional, multicen-
ter and cross-sectional study. From July to December 2012, patients with atrial
fibrillation were enrolled in 111 hospitals in mainland China, most of who were
non-valvular atrial fibrillation (NVAF) patients. Quality of life (QOL) was assessed
by using the SF-36 (Medical Outcomes Study Short-Form Health Survey). Clin-
ical parameters were collected including demographics, medical history, stroke
risk (CHADS2 and CHA2DS2-VASc score), rate or rhythm-control strategies, an-
tithrombotic treatment. Univariate analyses were used to identify the relation be-
tween patients’ characters and quality of life by using rank test for categorical
variables and linear correlation analysis for continuous variables.
Results: Overall, 3562 NVAF patients were analysed. The mean age was
68.86±11.63 years and 56.74% was male. The mean scores in eight dimensions
of SF-36 were 65.55 (SD=26.33) for physical functioning (PF), 42.59 (SD=45.37)
for role physical (RP); 77.36 (SD=22.44) for bodily pain (BP); 46.41 (SD=21.27)
for general health (GH); 62.76 (SD=19.21) for vitality (VT); 64.57 (SD=22.07)
for social function (SF); 59.11 (SD=45.56) for role emotional (RE); and 66.72
(SD=17.78) for mental health (MH). Women had significantly poorer QOL than
men in patients with NVAF (p<0.001).There was a significantly negative correla-
tion between age and scores of SF-36 in all the 8 dimensions (p<0.0001), which
suggested older patients were expected with poorer QOL. Also, patients with
higher CHADS2 score, history of cardiovascular events and thrombosis events
were expected with poorer QOL (p<0.001). Patients who received rate-control
treatment had poorer QOL compared with rhythm-control treatment or no treat-
ment (p<0.001 except in BP dimension). For antithrombotic therapy, warfarin was
associated with better QOL compared with antiplatelet therapy and no treatment
(p<0.01).
Conclusions: The study first reported the QOL in a large cohort of Chinese pa-
tients with NVAF, which was generally poorer compared to healthy population. The
results suggest that several clinical characters had significant impact on QOL in
NVAF patients, including gender, age, risk of stroke, medical history, antiarrhyth-
mia treatment strategies and anticoagulation treatment.
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Quantitative assessment of left atrial mechanics and substrate
abnormality assessed by three-dimensional echocardiography and
electroanatomical mapping system in patients with atrial fibrillation

Y. Watanabe, Y. Nakano, T. Hidaka, T. Tokuyama, Y. Uchimura, A. Sairaku,
C. Motoda, M. Kawazoe, M. Fujiwara, Y. Kihara. Hiroshima University,
Department of cardiology, Hiroshima, Japan

Purpose: A vulnerable electrophysiological substrate was known to be required
for atrial fibrillation (AF) maintenance. Little is known about the impact of this
remodeling on the mechanics of left atrium (LA). The aim of this study was to
evaluate the relationship between LA remodeling and LA mechanics in patients
with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (PAF).
Methods: A total of 31 patients with PAF undergoing pulmonary vein antrum iso-
lation (PVAI) and 31 age matched healthy subjects (Control group) were enrolled.
LA global peak area strain (GPS) as index of LA reservoir function and standard
deviation of the time to peak strain in each LA segment (%SD-TPS) as index
of LA asynchrony were measured using 3D speckle-tracking echocardiography
(3D-STE). In PAF patients, contact bipolar voltage maps of LA were constructed
during sinus rhythm before PVAI. Low voltage zone (LVZ) was determined with lo-
cal bipolar electrogram amplitude of <0.5 mV. The patients were divided into two
groups with LVZ (LVZ group) and without LVZ (NLVZ group). We compared the
clinical, echocardiographic, and electrophysiological parameters between three
groups.
Results: LVZ was detected in 10 patients. Figure shows the voltage map of LA
and LA area strain curves in the representative cases in three groups. GPS
was significantly reduced (43.0±18.1, 59.0±20.0 and 64.9±19.0, respectively,
p=0.01), and %SD-TPS was significantly higher (14.1±5.3, 8.8±6.3 and 7.2±3.7,
respectively, p=0.002) in patients with LVZ than those without LVZ and normal
controls. LA volume index was similar in three groups.

Conclusions: The LA mechanical dysfunction underlied in AF patients with early
remodeling. We propose the hypothesis for AF pathogenesis that LA regional
remodeling and heterogeneity may lead to LA mechanical deformation.

PACING, INFRA LOOP RECORDER, AND OTHER
TECHNIQUES IN ARRHYTHMIAS

P4402 | BEDSIDE
Effect of heart rate on native and paced QRS duration during right
ventricular apical versus septal pacing

I. Chiladakis, A. Kalogeropoulos, F. Zagkli, K. Chouchoulis. University Hospital,
Patras, Greece

Purpose: Prolongation of QRS duration is associated with worse prognosis. Little
is known regarding the behavior of the QRS duration in response to incremental
heart rate. We investigated the effect of pacing-induced heart rate increase on
the native and paced QRS duration in implanted device recipients with normal
and reduced left ventricular ejection function (EF).
Methods: We studied 239 outpatients who were implanted with a dual-chamber
pacemaker (48%) or ICD (52%) and had normal (n=92) or reduced (n=147) EF
(61±4% and 34±9%, respectively, p<0.001). Lead position was right ventricular
apical in 108 patients (45%) and septal in 131 (55%). Both normal and reduced
EF patients maintained atrioventricular conduction at baseline; 71% of normal-EF
and 46% of reduced-EF patients had baseline narrow QRS (<120 msec) whereas
the remaining patients had bundle branch block (BBB). QRS duration was mea-
sured at baseline and during continuous DDD overdrive pacing at 100bpm with
long or short AV delay to ensure permanent intrinsic ventricular activation (IA-
QRS) or complete ventricular capture (VP-QRS). Four subgroups were identified:
normal EF/narrow QRS (n=71); reduced EF/narrow QRS (n=67); normal EF/BBB
(n=21); reduced EF/BBB (n=80).
Results: Reduced-EF patients, compared with normal-EF patients, had simi-
lar baseline heart rates (63±10bpm), but significantly longer QRS duration at
baseline (140±34msec vs. 112±25msec, respectively, p<0.001) as well as at
100bpm with respect to both IA-QRS (141±34msec vs. 110±27msec, respec-
tively, p<0.001) and VP-QRS (196±39msec vs. 161±16 msec, respectively,
p<0.001). Compared with baseline, the IA-QRS decreased significantly in the
normal EF/narrow QRS patients (97±13msec vs. 101±12msec, respectively,
p<0.001) and did not differ significantly in the other patient groups (p=NS),
whereas the VP-QRS increased significantly in all subgroups (p<0.001) except in

patients with normal EF/BBB (p=0.47). The paced QRS duration increased sig-
nificantly in all subgroups (p<0.01) during both apical and septal pacing. Based
on ROC analysis, a change in IA-QRS of >0msec in narrow QRS patients, and
in VP-QRS of >3msec in BBB patients, best identified patients with reduced EF
(ROC areas 0.675 and 0.712).
Conclusions: Heart rate increase is associated with significant paced QRS pro-
longation particularly in patients with reduced EF regardless of QRS duration, and
also in patients with both normal and reduced EF regardless of pacing site. The
behavior of the QRS duration in response to heart rate increase appears useful
in identifying patients with underlying structural heart disease.

P4403 | BEDSIDE
Miniaturized reveal LINQTM insertable cardiac monitoring
performance in different body types

H. Puererfellner1, P. Sanders2, H.S. Norman3, T.L. Bergemann3, E. Pokushalov4

on behalf of Reveal LINQ Study Group. 1Elisabethinen University Teaching
Hospital, Linz, Austria; 2University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia; 3Medtronic,
Minneapolis, United States of America; 4State Research Institute of Circulation
Pathology, Novosibirsk, Russian Federation

Purpose: The Reveal LINQTM is a miniaturized insertable cardiac monitor (ICM)
which is 87% smaller than the predicate Reveal XT and utilizes a new implant pro-
cedure. This study assessed the sensing capabilities of the new ICM in different
body types.
Methods: The Reveal LINQTM Usability study is a prospective, multicenter clin-
ical trial assessing the performance of the new Reveal LINQ System. We report
Phase I of the study, which enrolled and inserted 30 subjects, and evaluated sens-
ing performance in different body types. Data was collected at baseline and one
month follow-up visits.
Results: The mean age was 55±15 years; 63% were female. BMI was 26.7±4.9
(range 18.2 – 37.6). R-wave amplitudes were 0.584±0.325 mV at implant and
0.596±0.336 mV at one month Elevated BMI was associated with decreased R-
wave sensing at implant (Slope= -28.6, p-value= 0.018) and 1 month follow-up
(Slope= -28.0, p-value= 0.026). The association remained between BMI and R-
wave amplitude when accounting for gender. While R-wave values decreased
with increasing BMI, sensing was over the recommended amplitude of 0.2mV at
implant (n=29, 96.7%) and follow-up (n=28, 93.3%).
The ICM was implanted 9.1±6.2mm deep in the subcutaneous tissue; however,
no major migration of the ICM was detected at 1 month follow-up (1.4±3.3mm).
No procedure-related or system-related adverse events occurred during initial 1
month follow-up period.

Regression models of BMI for R-waves

Variable Coefficient for implant p-value R2 Coefficient for follow-up p-value R2

Univariable 0.185 0.166
BMI −28.6 0.018 −28.0 0.026

Multivariable 0.20 0.20
BMI −27.5 0.024 −26.4 0.036
Gender −90.1 0.44 −128.5 0.29

Conclusion: The new implant procedure and subcutaneous location of the minia-
turized Reveal LINQTM ICM result in acceptable sensing performance, experi-
encing no major migration, regardless of body-type.

P4404 | BEDSIDE
Combined pulmonary vein isolation and left atrial appendage
occlusion with Watchman device – experience in an Australian centre

J.A. Humphries, K.P. Phillips. Greenslopes Private Hospital, Heart Care Partners,
Brisbane, Australia

Background: Left atrial Appendage (LAA) occlusion has recently been shown to
be superior to anticoagulation with warfarin in long term reduction in stroke risk in
non-valvular AF (NVAF). LAA occlusion is usually performed as an isolated pro-
cedure. We describe procedural outcomes a large series of patients undergoing
combined AF ablation with pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) and LAA occlusion with
the Watchman® device.
Results: Seventy-two patients 65.3 + 6.8 years (range 43-82 years, 71% male,
CHADS2 score 1.5 + 0.95, CHADSVASC score 2.5 + 1.0) underwent successful
combined PVI and LAA occlusion with a Watchman® LAA occluder device in our
centre since Nov 2009. The majority of patients were therapeutically anticoagu-
lated with warfarin or a novel oral anticoagulant on the day of the procedure, and
ACT was run at 300-400 sec peri-procedurally with heparin. There have been
no procedural complications. The total case time was 225.7 + 36.4 min including
LAA occluder implantation time of 44.5 + 17.1 min. The total fluoroscopy time
was 33.6 + 12.8 min and DAP 18.6 + 16.0 Gy cm2. The atrial septal punctures
for PVI were performed under intracardiac echo (ICE) guidance, while the LAA
occluder was implanted with transoesophageal echo (TOE) guidance. The most
posterior sheath across the septum is retained for LAA occluder implant and the
other sheath is removed.
The average LAA occluder device size was 24 + 3 mm (21-33mm), number of
deployments 1.25 + 0.62 per case, and number of devices per case 1.0 + 0.2.
Acceptable device position is determined by TOE, with 93% cases showing no
peri-device leak at device deployment and subsequent release.
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Eight patients have undergone successful redo PVI for recurrent AF unhampered
by the presence of the LAA occluder device.
Conclusion: Combined PVI and LAA device occlusion with a Watchman® device
is safe and does not preclude repeat PVI for recurrent AF.

P4405 | BEDSIDE
The influence of late-gadolinium enhanced cardiac MRI defined scar
on left atrial electrophysiological properties in patients with persistent
atrial fibrillation

A. Sau1, N. Qureshi1, C. Roney1, W. Bai1, S. Kim2, F.S. Ng1, P. Kanagaratnam1,
N. Peters1, D. Francis1, P.B. Lim1. 1Imperial College London, London, United
Kingdom; 2St Jude Medical Inc., St Paul, United States of America

Purpose: Structural fibrotic change in atrial fibrillation (AF) contributes to the AF
substrate. Late-gadolinium enhanced (LGE) cardiac magnetic resonance imaging
(CMRI) can detect pre-existing left atrial (LA) scar. The mechanism of genesis of
fractionated atrial electrograms (AEGMs) is unclear. We sought to determine the
influence of underlying atrial fibrosis on conduction velocity (CV), voltage and
fractionated AEGMs.
Methods: Patients undergoing ablation for persistent (Ps) AF underwent LGE-
CMRI. LA scar maps were created and imported into Ensite Velocity peri-
procedurally. Patients who were in AF underwent DCCV to SR. Unipolar elec-
troanatomical mapping (EAM) was performed at various pacing cycle lengths
(CL) from two LA sites, and localised electroanatomical voltage maps were cre-
ated using a 20 pole spiral catheter at various LA sites defined by LGE-CMRI scar
density: healthy tissue, patchy, and dense scar. EAM data was exported into Mat-
lab and CV calculated. CV, the % of fractionated AEGMs (AEGMs with NavX CFE
mean score <80ms), and mean voltage were compared to scar density, at each
LA site. Statistical analyses were performed using unpaired two-tailed Student’s
t-test.
Results: A total of 35 LA sites were analysed from 14 patients (age 65±11
yrs, LA 41±7mm). There was no statistical difference in the CV across the scar
categories at 600ms CL (Healthy 1.17±0.09m/s, Patchy 1.07±0.08m/s, Dense
scar 0.98±0.07m/s). CVs in Healthy and Patchy scar regions had similar mean
CVs and pooled analysis against Dense scar regions demonstrated a significant
difference in CV at 300ms CL (Healthy/Patchy scar 1.05±0.05 vs. Dense scar
0.86±0.06m/s, P<0.05). Tissue voltages were higher in healthy regions com-
pared to scar (Healthy 2.43±1.03mV; Patchy scar 1.65±0.85mV; Dense scar
1.49±0.45mV, p<0.01). There was a higher % of fractionated AEGMs in healthy
compared to patchy or dense scar regions (65.9±15.9% vs. 42±19.5%, p<0.05).
LA sites with >50% fractionated AEGMs had significantly higher voltages com-
pared to those with <50% fractionated AEGMS (2.07±0.82mV vs. 1.14±0.36mV,
p<0.001).
Conclusions: LA scar influences CVs in patients with PsAF, however this man-
ifests only at shorter CLs, and is likely to be exaggerated at the short CLs seen
during AF. Sites of fractionated AEGMs appear to correlate to healthy tissue re-
gions with higher voltages. The underlying mechanism of AEGM fractionation
may have a functional, rather than a structural basis.

P4406 | BEDSIDE
Can rhythm control by catheter ablation improve exercise capacity
in asymptomatic patients with long-standing persistent atrial
fibrillation?

T.H. Kwon, D.G. Shin, Y.J. Choi, C.H. Lee, K.H. Park, J.W. Son, S.H. Lee, U. Kim,
J.S. Park, Y.J. Kim. Yeungnam University Hospital, Daegu, Korea, Republic of

Background: Radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) for asymptomatic atrial
fibrillation (AF) is not indicated due to limited data on it’s clinical efficacy. This
study evaluated the change in oxygen kinetics and cardiopulmonary performance
parameters after RFCA for asymptomatic (CCS-SAF class 0) long-standing per-
sistent AF patients.
Material and methods: A total of 44 patients with asymptomatic long-standing
persistent AF (age 61±8, 84.1% male) divided into 2 age and gender matching
groups who treated with RFCA for rhythm control (Group 1, N=20) and who did not
(Group 2, N=24). All underwent treadmill cardiopulmonary exercise test (modified
Bruce protocol, Quark CPETÒ, COSMED, Italy) before and after each treatment
(7±3 months). Metabolic equivalent (MET) as exercise capacity, peak oxygen
uptake (PeakVO2, ml/min/kg), the slope of the increase in VO2 to the increase in
work rate (DVO2/DWR, ml/min/W), the slope of the increase in ventilation to the
increase in CO2 output (VE-VCO2 slope), and O2-pulse at peak (ml/beat) were
compared
Results: The PeakVO2 value before and after RFCA in group 1 were 22.8±5.0
and 23.2±5.4 respectively (4±27% increase, P=0.681), as similar to the change
of group 2 (from 22.7±5.0 to 23.0±5.0, P=0.713). The METs increased from
8.7±1.9 to 9.4±2.5 (P=0.063) in group 1 in contrast to group 2 (from 8.7±2.3
to 8.4±2.5, P=0.301). The change of METs before and after treatment in each
group showed significant difference (P=0.038). The O2-pulse at peak increased
in both groups (group 1 from 11.5±4.2 to 13.6±3.8, P=0.042; group 2, 9.6±3.2
to 10.6±3.2, P=0.024). The O2-pulse at peak was significantly higher in group
1 (P=0.004). However, the value of DVO2/DWR and VE-VCO2 slope were not
different between before and after RFCA, and between 2 groups. There was no
significant difference in highest treadmill grade between 2 groups (5.0±0.9 vs.

4.9±1.1, P=0.556). During exercise, maximal exercise heart rate was significantly
lower in group 1 after treatment (125±28 vs. 160±26 bpm, P=0.003).
Conclusion: The results from the present study indicate that improvement of
maximal aerobic capacity and exercise tolerance are negligible in asymptomatic
patients with long-standing persistent AF following successful catheter ablation.

P4407 | BEDSIDE
Improving management of atrial fibrillation across a health system
using a clinical network

A.M. Kelly, J. Pannifex on behalf of Emergency Care Clinical Network.
Commission for Hospital Improvement, Dept Health, Emergency Care Clinical
network, Melbourne, Australia

Purpose: Atrial fibrillation is a common condition in emergency departments
(ED) and despite published guidelines, variation in practice is common. Our team
works with 40 ED across Victoria, Australia to improve care by uptake of evidence-
based practice and reduction in variation in practice. In 2013, we offered a 9-
month evidence based care improvement project on the management of atrial
fibrillation.
Methods: This was a before and after knowledge translation/ quality improve-
ment project. An expert panel made up of cardiologists and emergency physicians
developed recommended treatment strategies based on best available evidence
/ guidelines which was disseminated to ED. ED participated by an expression
of interest process. Local clinicians planned and implemented changes to local
practice. The outcomes of interest were the proportion of patients managed ac-
cording to a local treatment pathway and the proportion with duration of symptom,
rate control vs. rhythm control strategy and CHADS2 score (or equivalent) docu-
mented. Analysis was by before and after comparison of proportions (Chi square/
Fisher’s test).
Results: 9 ED participated in the project. 296 patients made up the before cohort
and 263 were in the after cohort. The proportion managed according to a treat-
ment pathway increased from 9% to 68% (p<0.0001), the proportion with symp-
tom duration recorded increased from 66% to 83% (p<0.0001) and the propor-
tion with CHADS2 score recorded increased from 17% to 46% (p<0.0001). Suc-
cess factors included use of clinical champions and feedback about performance
against targets. Barriers included high staff turnover (rotating medical staff) and
time for staff education/feedback.
Conclusion: This project has led to clinically and statistically significant improve-
ments in management of atrial fibrillation across a health system, although there
is still room for improvement. Work continues to embed these gains and make
further improvements. Additional ED are participating in 2014.
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Audit of safety and efficacy outcomes of patients undergoing left atrial
box isolation for atrial fibrillation

L. O’Neill, M. Hensey, D. Keane. St. Vincent’s University Hospital, Cardiology,
Dublin, Ireland

Purpose: Isolation of the pulmonary veins alone (PVI) is associated with a 50%
to 70% clinical success rate in paroxysmal atrial fibrillation but is significantly
lower for persistent atrial fibrillation. More comprehensive ablative strategies have
evolved that may offer higher success rates. Posterior left atrial box isolation is
one such technique for which there is only limited and conflicting data with re-
gard to its safety and efficacy. Our purpose was to examine safety and efficacy
outcomes of the above procedure.
Methods: We performed an audit of 100 patients undergoing LA box isolation
over the last four years. Recurrence of arrhythmia was detected by evaluating
symptoms and continuous 24 hour ECG monitoring at 2, 6 and 12 months post
procedure.
Results: The average age of the group was 55.5±9.5 years. Average duration
of atrial fibrillation was 5.4±5.2 years. Persistent atrial fibrillation was present in
72 patients. Left atrial enlargement was documented in 43. At least one anti ar-
rhythmic drug had been trialled in 95%. Patients underwent circumferential PVI
plus linear posterior LA lines to complete box isolation. Complete LA box isolation
was achieved in all but one patient. At a mean follow up of 12.5±4.2 months 74
patients were free from atrial fibrillation. Of this group 50% were taking no anti
arrhythmic medication. Eight of this group developed clinically significant atrial
flutter. Twenty five patients had recurrence of atrial fibrillation, 84% of whom had
previous persistent AF. Recurrence was of a persistent pattern in 52%. The av-
erage time to recurrence was 5.7±4.9 months. There was a higher prevalence
of left atrial enlargement in those with recurrence versus those without. Fourteen
patients underwent repeat procedures. There were no adverse events relating to
the procedure.
Conclusion: This provisional data on clinical efficacy and safety from a single
series would suggest that a strategy of left atrial box isolation is safe and effective
worthy of further evaluation in a multicentre registry.
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Gender/tachycardia interactions in atrial fibrillation: impact upon
platelet aggregation and nitric oxide signalling

N.E.K. Procter1, J. Ball2, D.T.M. Ngo1, Y.Y. Chirkov1, J.S. Isenberg3,
E.M. Hylek4, S. Stewart2, J.D. Horowitz1. 1Basil Hetzel Institute, Queen
Elizabeth Hospital, Adelaide, Australia; 2Baker IDI Heart and Diabetes Institute,
Melbourne, Australia; 3University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, United States of
America; 4Boston University, Boston, United States of America

Purpose: Female sex is a risk factor for stroke in atrial fibrillation (AF) yet the
physiological bases for this are unknown. We sought to assess platelet dysfunc-
tion, with a particular emphasis on integrity of nitric oxide (NO) signalling, in a
cohort of patients with AF.
Methods: Patients (n=87) presenting with AF were evaluated at hospital admis-
sion. ADP-induced aggregation and its inhibition by the NO donor sodium nitro-
prusside were evaluated using whole blood impedance aggregometry. Plasma
concentrations of asymmetric dimethylarginine (ADMA) and symmetric dimethy-
larginine (SDMA) were determined by HPLC, plasma concentrations of myeloper-
oxidase (MPO) and thrombospondin-1 (TSP-1) were determined by ELISA and
platelet thioredoxin-interacting protein (Txnip) content was determined by im-
munohistochemistry.
Results: Patients were aged 72.0±1.2yrs, 48.3% female with 25.3% being new
onset AF cases. Females displayed greater ADP response (9.7 [8.0, 11.5]�
vs. 7.4 [5.3, 10.1]�, p<0.05) and smaller NO response (13.3±4.3% inhibition
27.1±4.6% inhibition, p<0.05) than males. Heart rate (HR) was similar across
genders though elevated in new onset AF compared to chronic AF (132 [96,
156]bpm vs. 80 [65, 112]bpm, p<0.001). The effect of HR and gender on platelet
function was evaluated by ANCOVA, indicating that for all levels of HR, females
were hyperaggregable (F[1, 83]=0.702, p=0.405), with diminished NO responses
(F[1, 73]=0.049, p=0.825), compared to males. Multivariate analyses showed that
new onset AF (β=0.250, p<0.05) and platelet aggregability (β=0.357, p<0.01)
were associated with impaired NO response. Female sex (β=0.208, p<0.05), as
well as plasma TSP-1 (β=0.317, p<0.01), plasma SDMA (β=-0.240, p<0.05) and
HR (β=0.204, p<0.05) were associated with platelet aggregability.
Conclusion: Among patients with AF, females display significant platelet hyper-
aggregability and associated diminution of the anti-aggregatory effects of NO:
these factors may contribute to differential thromboembolic risk.

P4410 | BEDSIDE
Atrial fibrillation in the young: Nothing more deceptive than an
obvious fact

G. Vanerio. Casmu Arrhythmia Service, Montevideo, Uruguay

Atrial fibrillation in young patients has many differences when compared to older
subjects with diagnosed AF. They have less co-morbidities, and a lower incidence
of thrombo-embolic and bleeding events.
Objective: Our aim was to compare co-morbidities between young and older
patients with AF with a cut-off point of 55 years.
Patients and methods: We utilized our AF Cohort, a data-base with 3096
patients, started in 1995 with follow-up until Dec 2013. The population was divided
into two groups, group I: below age 56; n=399 (12%), group II: age above 56
years, n=2698 (87%)
We analyzed demographics, co-morbidities, mortality and type of AF ot the first
consultation. Comparisons were performed between groups.
Results: The groups were quite different. Table 1 summarizes the data. Hyper-
tension, obesity, type II diabetes, obstructive sleep apnea were significantly preva-
lent in group I. Thyrotoxicosis was also more prevalent in the young.

Group I: Young (n=399) Group II: Older (n=2698)

Age y, mean SD 45,3±10 73,2±8
Female gender % 22,3 46,1
CHA2DS2VASc >1% 28,6 85,0
HTN % 48,6 67,0
Diabetes II 23,8 13,4
Obesity % 21,1 10,9
CHF % 5,3 10,2
CHD % 6,8 17,1
Valvular HD % 8,5 18,5
Thyrotoxicosis % 5,0 2,8
Previous embolic event % 3,8 7,2
Paroxysmal AF % 53,8 28,9
Permanent AF % 3,5 19,9
Obstructive sleep apnea % 5,8 1,3
Dead % 6,8 21,2

Conclusions: Younger patients with AF appear to have more prevalent co-
morbidities that predispose to AF. Obesity, hypertension, type II diabetes and
obstructive sleep apnea were relatively common in this population.
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Local immune activity in acute coronary syndrome: Ox-LDL abrogates
lps-tolerance in mononuclear cells isolated from human coronary
artery

S. Muscoli1, I. Monteleone2, A. Romeo3, D. Sergi1, C. Muscoli3, F. Lauro3,
S. Ilari3, V. Mollace3, F. Pallone2, F. Romeo1. 1University of Rome, Polyclinic
“Tor Vergata”, Department of Cardiology, Rome, Italy; 2Tor Vergata Polyclinic,
Rome, Italy; 3Magna Graecia University of Catanzaro, Catanzaro, Italy

Purpose: OxLDL plays a major role in the initiation and progression of atheroscle-
rotic lesions even though further factors are needed to promote fibrous cap rup-
ture and thrombotic occlusion of the arterial lumen. Pathogens have been impli-
cated in this process but it remains unclear how they can cooperate with oxLDL in
amplifying the destructive inflammatory response.To phenotypically analyze cul-
prit coronary inflammatory cells, evaluate their responsiveness to endotoxins and
ascertain whether oxLDL alters the sensitivity of coronary mononuclear cells to
bacterial components.
Methods: Mononuclear cells isolated from culprit and non-culprit coronary blood
samples of patients with ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) and
controls were analyzed for cell-specific surface markers and cytokines by flow-
cytometry.
Results: CD14+ cells contained elevated levels of TLR4, expressed high CD80,
and produced huge amounts of inflammatory cytokines in response to LPS. Using
a well-established model of endotoxin tolerance, we next showed that mononu-
clear cells isolated from control coronary artery, but not from culprit coronary
artery, were tolerant to LPS, but pre-treatment of such cells with oxLDL abrogated
LPS tolerance. Flow-cytometry analysis also showed that IL-17A, IL-21 and IFN-γ
were over-produced by CD4+ and CD56+ cells isolated from the culprit coronary
artery.

Conclusions: All this data indicate that monocytes circulating in the culprit coro-
nary artery of patients with STEMI are primed to synthesize high levels of inflam-
matory cytokines and suggest that oxLDL can amplify the inflammatory response
of such cells to endotoxins.

P4413 | BENCH
Endogenous erythropoietin in the general population: reference
values, biochemical and genetic associations

N. Grote Beverborg1, N. Verweij1, I.T. Klip1, H.H. Van Der Wal1, A.A. Voors1,
D.J. Van Veldhuisen1, R.T. Gansevoort2, S.J.L. Bakker2, P. Van Der Harst1,
P. Van Der Meer1. 1University Medical Center Groningen, Cardiology,
Groningen, 2University Medical Center Groningen, Internal Medicine, Groningen,
Netherlands

Purpose: The aim of this study was to determine EPO reference ranges and its
associations with clinical, biochemical and genetic determinants in the general
population.
Methods: We used data from 6,777 subjects enrolled in a prospective popula-
tion study. Fasting venous blood samples were obtained in the morning from all
participants from 2001-2003. Genome-wide association study was performed to
identify genetic determinants of EPO levels.
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Results: Mean age (± SD) was 53±12 years and 49.9% was female. Median
(IQR) EPO concentrations were 7.6 (5.8 – 9.9) IU/L in men vs. 7.9 (6.0 – 10.6)
IU/L in women (p<0.001). A strong correlation was found between EPO and mul-
tiple cardiovascular risk factors in both sexes, including BMI, waist circumference,
glucose, blood pressure and cholesterol (all p<0.05). In men and women with a
normal renal function there is a strong curved relation between hemoglobin lev-
els and EPO, whereas in subjects with an impaired renal function (eGFR <60
mL/min/1.73m2) EPO rose linear (p<0.001 for interaction). The non-coding SNP
rs7776054 and the coding SNP rs66650371, located in HBS1L-MYB, are associ-
ated with EPO levels (both P<9x10-21).

Relation EPO/Hb stratified by eGFR.

Conclusions: We provide sex and age specific reference values for endogenous
EPO. Erythropoietin levels are positively correlated with cardiovascular risk fac-
tors in both men and women. Even a mildly impaired renal function blunts EPO
production. A locus in HBS1L-MYB is associated with EPO levels.

P4414 | BENCH
Age-related dysfunction of endothelial progenitor cells and
improvement with thymosin beta-4 treatment

P.S. Lee1, L. Ye2, T.C. Yeo1, H.C. Tan1, A.M. Richards1, K.K. Poh1. 1National
University Heart Centre, Cardiac, Singapore, Singapore; 2University of
Minnesota, Cardiology, Minneapolis, United States of America

Purpose: Endothelial progenitor cell (EPC)-based therapy has been demon-
strated to be effective in experimental animal models but appear inconsistent in
clinical trials. One reason may be that EPC therapy in clinical studies is often
employed in older individuals in whom these cells are harvested. We investigate
age-related EPC dysfunction and hypothesize that treatment of human EPCs with
thymosin beta-4 (Tβ4), a novel peptide which has angiogenic properties, may im-
prove EPC number and function.
Methods: We recruited 96 subjects between ages of 20 to 90 years. Peripheral
blood mononuclear cells were isolated using Ficoll density gradient centrifugation
and grown on fibronectin-coated plates. Enumeration of EPCs was performed
using flow cytometry of CD34+ and KDR+ markers. Colony forming unit (CFU)
assay was conducted to determine EPC function. EPCs were treated with Tβ4
(1000ng/mL) for 3 days.
Results: At baseline, EPC number (%CD34+/KDR+) and function (CFU)
were significantly reduced in older individuals (70-90 years) (%CD34+/KDR+:
0.25±0.06%; CFU: 10.2±1.5) compared to the younger counterparts (20-40
years) (%CD34+/KDR+: 0.37±0.08%; CFU: 23.1±3.4) (P<0.01). There was a
modest association between age and EPC number (r=-0.45, P=0.03). Tβ4 treat-
ment significantly improved both EPC number and function in older patients by
22% (0.25±0.06% to 0.31±0.04%) and 17% (10.2±1.5 to 11.9±1.2) (P<0.05)
respectively.
Conclusions: EPC number and function were significantly impaired in older sub-
jects. Tβ4 treatment improved EPC number and function and may be used as
adjunct in clinical EPC therapy trials.
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Autologous connective tissue tunnels (in situ Biotubes) as new
biological solution for hemodialysis access

T. Mizuno1, H. Kawajiri1, Y. Kaneko2, Y. Takewa3, Y. Nakayama1. 1National
Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center, Division of Medical Engineering and
Materials, Suita, 2Tenri Hospital, Dept. of Kidney dialysis, Tenri, 3National
Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center, Dept. of Artificial Organs, Suita, Japan

Purpose: In patients receiving hemodialysis, vascular access via an autologous
arteriovenous (AV) shunt is preferred because of its lower rates of all-cause mor-
tality and infection. However, a substantial number of shunt will fail because of
stenosis or obstruction at anastomotic site or venous outflow. On the other hand,
we developed autologous in vivo tissue-engineered vascular grafts (Biotubes)
with long-term patency (over 5 years). In this study, Biotubes were firstly devel-
oped in situ as autologous connective tissue tunnels and successfully bypassed
in a canine AV hemodialysis shunt model.
Methods and results: Silicone rods as molds (diameter; 5 mm, length; 10 cm)
were embedded into subcutaneous spaces of beagle dogs along with external
jugular vein (n=4). After 4 weeks connective tissue tunnels, which withstood aor-
tic pressure, were developed as “in situ Biotubes” by removing the molds. Both
ends of Biotubes were bypassed by side-to-side anastomoses to venous out-
flow of an AV shunt model (diameter; 5 mm), prepared by anastomosis between
carotid artery and jugular vein. Clopidogrel and dalteparin were administered after
surgery. Palpable thrill and typical turbulent flow pattern by pulsed-wave Doppler
were observed by palpation and ultrasound at 2 weeks. Flow velocities and B-
mode imaging showed little dilation and stenosis of Biotubes.

Conclusion: Autologous connective tissue tunnels developed in situ (in situ Bio-
tubes) could bypass venous outflow of specially designed canine AV shunt model.
The in situ Biotubes satisfied the higher requirement of hemodialysis shunt and
have potentially for clinical application.

P4416 | BENCH
Effect of NO and H2S cross talk on the vascular tone in young
normotensive and spontaneously hypertensive rats

A. Berenyiova1, M. Drobna1, F. Kristek1, K. Ondrias2, S. Cacanyiova1. 1Inst
of Normal and Pathological Physiology, Laboratory of Vascular Disorders
Etiopathogenesis, Bratislava, Slovak Republic; 2Institute of Molecular Physiology
and Genetics, Bratislava, Slovak Republic

Purpose: The aim of study was to compare vasomodulating effect of nitric oxide
(NO) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) in young Wistar rats and spontanously hypre-
tensive rats (SHR) to clarify the impact of a possible interaction of NO and H2S
signaling pathway in the prehypertensive stage. While NO primary participates in
vasorelaxation of cardiovascular system, H2S has a biphasic effect on the vascu-
lar tone, that is concentration-dependent.
Method: In the experiments 8 Wistar rats and 8 SHR were included. Systolic
blood presure (sBP) was measured by the plethysmographic method and va-
soactivity of isolated thoracic aorta (TA) was recorded by sensors of changes
of isometric tension.
Results: Compared with the control group, SHR had not increased sBP, however
a myocardial hypertrophy was observed in this group. Endothelium-derived va-
soralxation of TA induced by acetylcholine (10-10–10-5 mol/l) was not changed
in SHR compared to controls. Acute nonspecific inhibition of NO sythesis af-
ter aplication of NG-nitro-L-arginin methylester (L-NAME, 10-5 mol/l) evoked, in
contrast to Wistar rats, a significant increase in TA basal tone, comparable with
maximum contractile response induced by noradrenaline (10-6 mol/l). A pretreat-
ment with L-NAME (10-6 mol/l) inhibited the endothelium-dependent relaxation in
both groups, but in SHR group significantly higher. Biphasic effect of H2S was
confirmed in both experimental groups, however, the increased sensitivity was
demonstrated in SHR: lower doses of H2S (80 and 100 μmol/l) induced vasore-
laxation, whereas the same doses evoked vasocontraction in Wistar rats. Pre-
treatment with L-NAME (10-6 mol/l) signifikantly increased H2S-induced relax-
ation responses in both experimental groups, moreover, in SHR we obseved an
increased sensitivity of relaxing response to lower doses (40 μmol/l). Application
of modulatory dose of H2S (40 μmol) in Wistar rats did not affect acetylcholine-
induced (3x8 mol/l) vasorelaxation, but significant inhibition was demonstrated
in SHR. On the other hand, the pretreatment with H2S significantly increased
the release of NO from exogenous donor, nitrosoglutation (GSNO: 0.25 and 0.5
mmol/l) in both groups, but significantly more in SHR compared to normotensive
rats, which led to an enlarged TA vasodilatation.
Conclusions: The data demonstrated, that in SHR an interaction of NO and H2S
signal pathways are starting already in prehypertensive stage and may contribute
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to compensation of the increased vascular tone associated with the development
of hypertension. Supported by Ministry of Health-2012/51-SAV-1.
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Dietary carboxymethyllysine accelerates vascular aging in a RAGE-
dependent manner

N. Grossin1, F. Auger2, C. Niquet-Leridon3, O. Ernst4, R. Neviere5,
D. Montaigne5, S. Marechaux6, A.M. Schmidt7, F. Tessier3, E. Boulanger1.
1University of Lille, Aging Biology, Lille, France; 2University of Lille, Animal
Imaging Platform, Lille, France; 3Lasalle Beauvais Polytechnic Institute,
Beauvais, France; 4Lille Hospital, Radiology, lille, France; 5Lille Hospital, EA4484
and Dept. of Physiology, lille, France; 6Cardiology Hospital of Lille, Lille, France;
7New York University, Diabetes Research Center, Dept. of Medicine, New York
City, United States of America

Background: Arterial aging is accelerated by endogenous and exogenous fac-
tors. Advanced glycation end-products (AGEs) are endogenously produced and
are present in foodstuffs. Nε-carboxymethyllysine (CML) is a potent endogenous
endothelial activator via the activation of the receptor for AGEs (RAGE) but is also
a major dietary AGE.
Objective: This work aimed at investigating the effects of dietary CML intake and
RAGE involvement in aortic aging in the mouse model.
Methods: Wild-type or RAGE−/− C57BL/6j male mice were fed an unglycated
bovine serum albumin (BSA)-enriched diet (controls) or received a CML–glycated
BSA diet (50, 100 or 200 μgCML/g) for 3, 6 or 9 months. Aortic endothelium-
dependent relaxation (EDR) was measured in isolated organ chambers. RAGE
and vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) expression was quantified. Ar-
terial stiffness was assessed by aortic pulse wave velocity (PWV) measurement
via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Aortic wall surface and elastin disruption
were analyzed.
Results: After 9 months of CML diet (200 μgCML/g) EDR was reduced in the
wild-type mice (p<0.001). CML accumulation (p<0.001) and RAGE and VCAM-
1 (p<0.05) overexpression were also increased in the aortic wall. However,
RAGE−/− mice were protected against dietary CML-induced endothelial dys-
function. Compared to control diet, animals exposed to the CML diet showed
a dose-dependent increase in aortic PWV (p<0.05). Elastin disruption was found
to a greater extent in the CML-fed mice (p<0.05). RAGE−/− mice fed the CML-
enriched diet were protected from aortic PWV increase.
Conclusions: Chronic CML ingestion induced endothelial dysfunction and accel-
erated arterial stiffness in a RAGE dependent manner.

P4418 | BEDSIDE
Adiposity and metabolic health in adolescence and arterial stiffness in
young adulthood. The ALSPAC study

M. Charakida1, A. Rapala1, T. Khan1, F. Dangardt1, H. Nguyen1, D. Lawlor2,
G. Davey Smith2, J. Deanfield1. 1University College London, Institute of Child
Health, Vascular Physiology Unit, London, 2University of Bristol, MRC Centre for
Causal Analyses in Translational Epidemiology, Bristol, United Kingdom

Purpose: A number of studies have indicated that overweight and obese individ-
uals do not all have increased cardiovascular (CV) risk and assessment of their
metabolic health status might assist in better risk stratification. We therefore as-
sessed whether metabolic health status can modify the vascular risk associated
with adiposity in adolescence and young adulthood.
Methods: The study population consisted of 1775 subjects (52% females) who
underwent vascular assessment at 17 years in the ALSPAC study. Metabolic
health was assessed at 15 and 17 years. Subjects were classified as metabolic
unhealthy if they had 3 or more of the following risk factors at each age (sys-
tolic blood pressure (SBP)>75th centile, high density lipoprotein (HDL)<25th
centile, body mass index (BMI) >75th centile, triglycerides>75th centile and
glucose>75th centile) at each age. Overweight and obesity were defined using
age and sex specific BMI thresholds proposed by the International Obesity Task
Force in post pubertal children. The subjects were classified in 4 groups. Those
who were normal weight and metabolic healthy at both periods (NWMH), those
who have been normal weight but metabolic unhealthy at any period (NWMU),
those who were overweight/obese (O/O) at any period but metabolic healthy
(OOMH) and those who have been O/O and metabolic unhealthy at any period
(OOMU). Arterial stiffness was measured by carotid to femoral pulse wave veloc-
ity (PWV) and carotid distensibility at 17 years.
Results: The incidence of overweight/obesity increased from 21% to 24% from
15 to 17 years. 1141 subjects were NWMH, 138 were NWMU, 237 were OOMH
and 259 were OOMU. Subjects who were OOMU had increased PWV (beta 0.11
[95% CI 0.01, 0.21], p=0.038) and reduced carotid distensibility (beta -2.0 [95%
CI -3.0, -0.87], p<0.001) compared to those who were NWMH. Being OOMH had
no adverse effect on PWV at 17 years (p=0.75) and less pronounced changes on
carotid distensibility at 17 years (beta -1.55 [95% CI -2.70, -0.43], p=0.01).
Conclusion: We demonstrated, for the first time, that metabolic health status is a
significant modifier of the CV risk of overweight and obese adolescents. Metabolic
healthy overweight/obese individuals had a more favourable vascular phenotype
compared to those who were metabolic unhealthy. These findings suggest that
metabolic screening and control should be incorporated in CV preventative strate-
gies of overweight and obese adolescents.
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Extracellular adherence protein of staphylococcus aureus inhibits
thrombus resolution

M. Humenberger, L. Hobohm, M.P. Winter, A. Alimohammadi, A. Panzenboeck,
S. Alias, K.T. Preissner, I.M. Lang. Medical University of Vienna, Cardiology,
Vienna, Austria

Background: Venous thromboembolism is the third most common cardiovascu-
lar disease with an overall annual incidence of 1-2 per 1000. We have previously
shown that bacterial infection is associated with thrombus persistence, and with
complicated thrombosis such as chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hyperten-
sion. Staphylococcal extracellular adherence protein (EAP) is a broad-spectrum
adhesin that inhibits host leukocyte recruitment and angiogenesis. Both pro-
cesses are involved in thrombus resolution, therefore we hypothesized that EAP
may be a key mediator of vascular remodeling subsequent to thrombus infection.
Methods: We induced thrombus in the infrarenal vena cava (IVC) of an estab-
lished murine model of stagnant-flow venous thrombosis. One day after IVC liga-
tion we tail-vein-injected mice with wild-type EAP-competent Staphylococcus (S.)
aureus or EAP-deficient S. aureus. To investigate the influence of EAP without
infection, repeated intraperitoneal injections of isolated EAP were performed, and
compared with saline injections. Thrombi were harvested at 3, 7, 14 and 28 days
after IVC ligation, and (immuno)-histological analyses and real-time PCR were
performed.
Results: Thrombus cross-sectional areas and volumes (Figure 1) of EAP-
competent S. aureus-infected mice were significantly larger than those of EAP-
deficient S. aureus-infected mice on day 7 (n=8, p<0.05). Furthermore, between
days 3 and 7, thrombus cross-sectional areas and volumes illustrated significantly
delayed thrombus resolution in mice infected with EAP-competent S. aureus com-
pared with mice infected with EAP-deficient S. aureus (n=8, p<0.05).
Conclusion: Our data confirm that infection with wild-type S. aureus delays
thrombus resolution. This effect was significantly attenuated when mice were in-
fected with an isogenic EAP-deficient strain. EAP is one of the S. aureus proteins
that are responsible for thrombus persistence and vascular occlusion.

P4420 | BEDSIDE
Temporal endotherial dysfunction due to noctural hypoxemia induce
may be preventable by statin treatment

H. Itaya1, J. Aikawa2, T. Saito3, T. Takagi4, M. Nakamura1. 1Toho University
Ohashi Medical Center, Tokyo, Japan; 2Nissan Tamagawa Hospital, Cardac
medicine, Tokyo, Japan; 3Good Sleep Clinic, Tokyo, Japan; 4Toshiba General
Hospital, Cardiac medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Background: It has been demonstrated that sleep apnoea syndrome (SAS) is
associated with cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Various mechanisms link
SAS to an increase in cardiovascular diseases (CAD). Endothelial dysfunction
was considered to be an initiator and promoter of coronary artery atherosclero-
sis before the emergence of clinical signs of overt CAD. The aim of the present
study is to investigate the interaction between endothelial function and mid night
hypoxemia caused by SAS.
Methods: We studied consecutive 210 patients who underwent polysomnogra-
phy in our institutes. Subjects were divided into 2 groups based on polysomonog-
raphy (SAS group126, NonSAS group84). Endothelial function using hyperaemia-
induced flow mediated vasodilatation (FMD) was compared between 2 groups.
FMD was assessed before and after polysomnography and serial change of FMD
was assessed.
Results: Pre FMD value was significantly lower in patients with SAS. Patients with
SAS showed a significantly worsening of FMD after polysomnography (p=0.01).
Furthermore, the degree of deterioration in FMD was associated with the hypox-
emia degree. In a multivariate analysis, SAS was independent factor explaining
worsening of FMD (p=0.011). Contrary, statin therapy (p=0.025; odds ratio 3.92)
and young age (p=0.007; odds ratio 5.29) could be the factors of avoiding a wors-
ening of FMD.
Conclusions: In SAS patients, endothelial dysfunction was observed and wors-
ened after sleep. Statin therapy may prevent endotherial dysfunction due to noc-
turnal hypoxemia and contribute to future cardiac event.

P4421 | BENCH
Early changes in neutrophil morphology predict myocardial damage
after myocardial infarction

G.P.J. Van Hout1, R. De Jong2, M.P.J. Teuben3, F. Nijhoff4, H.J. Duckers4,
L. Koenderman3, P. Stella4, W.W. Van Solinge5, G. Pasterkamp1, I.E. Hoefer1.
1University Medical Center Utrecht, Division Heart and Lungs, Experimental
Cardiology, Utrecht, Netherlands; 2Erasmus Medical Center, Department
of Cardiology, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 3University Medical Center Utrecht,
Department of respiratory medicine, Utrecht, Netherlands; 4University Medical
Center Utrecht, Department of Cardiology, Utrecht, Netherlands; 5University
Medical Center Utrecht, Department of Clinical Chemistry and Haematology,
Utrecht, Netherlands

Background: Revascularization after myocardial infarction (MI) induces a strong
inflammatory response resulting in an increase of circulating neutrophils. Neu-
trophil quantities have found to be a good predictor for future adverse events. In
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this study, we hypothesized that the extent of morphological changes in circulat-
ing neutrophils also reflects the myocardial damage after MI and therefore relates
to outcome.
Methods: One hundred seven STEMI patients treated between 2009 and 2012
with at least one white blood cell count determined by an automated hematol-
ogy analyzer within 24 hours after PCI were selected. This analyzer differentiates
between leukocyte subsets based on morphological characteristics derived from
light scatter patterns. Neutrophil morphology was compared with simultaneously
measured creatine kinase (CK). Pigs (n=9) were subjected to left anterior de-
scending artery (LAD) occlusion for 75 minutes followed by 3 days of reperfusion.
Blood was collected at baseline, during ischemia and at multiple time-points dur-
ing reperfusion followed by whole-blood analysis with the same hematology ana-
lyzer as above. Cardiac damage was determined by histological infarct size, 3D-
echocardiography and Troponin measurements. Coronary blood sampling was
performed to determine differences in neutrophil morphology between simultane-
ously sampled arterial and venous coronary blood.
Results: In STEMI patients, a significant increase in neutrophil axial light
loss (ALL) over time was seen (p<0.001) correlating with CK levels (R=0.314,
p<0.001). In pigs, neutrophil ALL increased over time (p<0.001). Neutrophil ALL
measured at 15 min after reperfusion correlated significantly with infarct size
(R=0.760, p=0.017) and Troponin I levels (R=0.810, p=0.015). Neutrophil ALL
also negatively correlated with LVEF measured by 3D-echocardiography (R=-
0.757, p=0.018). Coronary sinus sampling revealed structural differences in neu-
trophil morphology between arterial and coronary venous blood (p=0.013), pin-
pointing the infarcted myocardium as the source of the observed changes.
Conclusion: MI alters the morphology of circulating neutrophils in both patients
and pigs in relation to the extent of damage reflected by CK and Troponin I levels.
In pigs, neutrophil morphology early after reperfusion predicts infarct size and
cardiac function after 3 days. Neutrophil scatter profiles might therefore prove
valuable markers for the prediction of cardiac damage after MI.

VASCULAR CELL DYSFUNCTION II

P4423 | BEDSIDE
Correlation between vascular calcification and systemic inflammation
markers in hypertensive patients

S. Dragan, C. Serban, C. Gurban, V. Turi, R. Christodorescu. University of
Medicine and Pharmacy Victor Babes Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania

Purpose: The RANKL/RANK/OPG complex may mediate valuable connections
between the vascular and immune systems. Structural and functional pathophys-
iological changes in endothelial cells and inflammation of vascular structures
conjoin to influence a number of mechanisms responsible for the progression
of atherosclerosis. The purpose of the study was to correlate vascular calcifica-
tion markers osteoprotegerin (OPG) and nuclear factor kappa B ligand (RANKL)
with inflammation markers such as high sensitivity C reactive protein (hsCRP)
and fibrinogen in hypertensive patients with or without coronary artery disease
(CAD).
Methods: This prospective study included 223 hypertensive patients divided
based on the presence of CAD in 140 patients with angiographically documented
CAD and 83 patients without CAD. The patients were compared with a con-
trol group of 74 healthy age-matched subjects (CON). Serum levels of hsCRP,
OPG and RANKL were determined by ELISA. The carotid intima-media thick-
ness (carotid IMT) was measured by high resolution B-mode ultrasound imaging
according to the Mannheim Consensus. Left ventricular wall thickness (LVWT)
and ejection fraction (LVEF) were measured by echocardiography. Aortic pulse
wave velocity (PWV) was determined using the Arteriograph device. The Pear-
son correlation test was used for interpretation of results.
Results: The values of OPG were significantly higher in hypertensive patients
with CAD compared to hypertensive patients without CAD and CON (3.9±0.48
vs 2.8±0.62 vs 1.2±0.36 pg/ml, all p<0.001). The values of RANKL were signifi-
cantly lower in hypertensive patients with CAD compared to hypertensive patients
without CAD and CON (0.67±0.16 vs 1±0.84 vs 2±0.11 pg/ml, all p<0.001).
In all groups, OPG values were significantly correlated with cardiac parameters:
LVWT (r=0.862, p<0.001), LVEF (r = -0.827, p<0.001), inflammatory markers:
fibrinogen (r=0.667, p<0.001), hsCRP (r=0.857, p<0.001), carotid IMT (r=0.824,
p<0.001) and aortic PWV (r=0.833, p<0.001). The values of RANKL were signif-
icantly correlated with cardiac parameters: LVWT (r = -0.586, p<0.001), LVEF
(r=0.554, p<0.001), inflammatory markers: fibrinogen (r = -0.313, p<0.001),
hsCRP (r = -0.445, p<0.001), carotid IMT (r = -0.454, p<0.001) and aortic PWV
(r = -0.540, p<0.001).
Conclusions: OPG and RANKL are associated with the presence of CAD. Both
calcification markers correlate with inflammation and arterial stiffness and may be
good indicators of atherosclerotic vascular damage in hypertensive patients.

P4424 | BENCH
Dedicated therapies for calcified vessels: arterial calcification
inhibition through local administration of bisphosphonates on arterial
wall

A. Synetos1, K. Toutouzas1, G. Benetos1, M. Drakopoulou1, G. Trantalis1,
A. Papanikolaou1, R. Kotronias1, E. Tsiamis1, A. Papalois2, C. Stefanadis1.
1Hippokration Hospital, University of Athens, 1st Department of Cardiology,
Athens, Greece; 2University of Athens, Deparment of Biology, Athens, Greece

Purpose: Vascular calcification, an independent predictor of cardiovascular mor-
tality, is considered to be an actively regulated process, sharing common molecu-
lar mechanisms with bone formation. Bisphosphonates are pharmaceutical com-
pounds, which inhibit calcification and bone resorption. However, systematic ad-
ministration of those compounds shows several pharmacokinetic restrictions, re-
garding their dose and their accumulation in vascular wall. In the current study,
we aimed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the local delivery of the bisphos-
phonate zolendronic acid on inhibition of calcium formation in the arterial wall in
an experimental atherosclerotic animal model.
Methods: Sixteen New Zealand rabbits were used for this experiment. The ani-
mals were placed on vitamin D enriched atherogenic diet for three weeks. Sub-
sequently, all animals underwent angiography of abdominal aorta and common
iliac arteries for the evaluation of their anatomy and their calcification. A mixture
containing 500 μg/l zolendronic acid (0.2mg zolendronate diluted in a solution,
consisting of 20 ml sterile 0.9% NaCl solution and 20 ml contrast) was delivered
on the vascular wall of the target iliac artery, using a dedicated balloon catheter. A
placebo mixture (consisting only of 0.9% NaCl solution and contrast) was admin-
istered on the contralateral iliac artery of each animal, which was used as control.
At 28 days all animals underwent euthanasia; both iliac arteries were collected
and sectioned transversely in multiple sections. Histologic sections for morpho-
metric analysis were stained with hematoxylin-eosin and von Kossa. Computer-
assisted histomorphometry (Image Pro Plus; Media Cybernetics) was performed
for the calcium content quantification of each section from the target and the con-
trol iliac artery. Calcium content was expressed as %percentage coverage of the
vascular media area.
Results: In all animals the delivery of zolendronic acid and placebo mixtures in
both the target and control arteries was successful and uncomplicated. A total of
144 artery segments were microscopically examined from each treatment group.
The mean percentage of the calcium content of the media was higher in the con-
trol artery segments in comparison to the target artery segments (2.66±0.73 ver-
sus 1.08±0.62%, p<0.01).
Conclusions: Inhibition of vascular calcification by local catheter-based delivery
of bisphosphonate zolendronic acid is safe and effective. These finding and its
potential clinical implication remain to be confirmed in human studies.

P4425 | BENCH
Chronic oral intake of the omega 3 optimized formulation EPA:DHA 6:1
protects against angiotensin II-induced hypertension and endothelial
dysfunction in rats

Z. Rasul, G.C. Da Silva, T. Porto Ribeiro, F. Zgheel, C. Auger, V.B. Schini-Kerth.
University of Strasbourg, Faculty of Pharmacy, UMR CNRS 7213, Illkirch, France

Regular intake of fish products is associated with a reduced risk of cardiovascular
diseases. The beneficial effect has been attributed at least in part to eicosapen-
taenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA). EPA and DHA have been
shown to cause endothelium-dependent nitric oxide (NO)-mediated relaxations
of isolated blood vessels, with an optimized ratio of EPA:DHA 6:1. The aim of the
present study was to determine whether chronic intake of EPA:DHA 6:1 affects
experimental hypertension and endothelial dysfunction induced by angiotensin II
(Ang II).
Male Wistar rats daily received 500 mg/kg of either EPA:DHA 6:1 (omega 3) or
corn oil (control) for 5 weeks. After 1 week, rats underwent sham surgery (sham
rats) or surgery with implantation of an osmotic mini-pump infusing Ang II (0.4
mg/kg/d) for 4 weeks. Blood pressure was monitored by tail sphyngomanometry,
and the reactivity of second branch mesenteric artery rings using myographs.
Infusion of Ang II to rats induced within 7 days a pronounced increase of systolic
blood pressure, which reached 215.6±8.5 mmHg compared to 136.8±6.2 mmHg
(n=8) in the control group after 21 days. The hypertensive response to Ang II was
markedly reduced in the omega 3 group reaching 169.0±7.8 mmHg whereas the
omega 3 treatment alone had no effect (136.0±4.2 mmHg). In second branch
mesenteric artery rings, relaxations to acetylcholine (Ach) were markedly re-
duced in the Ang II group affecting the endothelium-dependent hyperpolarization
(EDH)-mediated component to a greater extent than the NO-mediated compo-
nent. The NAPDH oxidase inhibitor (VAS-2870) improved both the NO and the
EDH component in the Ang II group. Pronounced endothelium-dependent con-
tractile responses to Ach were observed in the Ang II group compared to the
control group, which were abolished by indomethacin (cyclooxygenase inhibitor).
Chronic intake of EPA:DHA 6:1 prevented the Ang II-induced endothelial dysfunc-
tion both by improving the NO- and EDH-mediated relaxations and by reducing
endothelium-dependent contractile responses to Ach. The present findings indi-
cate that chronic intake of EPA:DHA 6:1 prevented the development of hyperten-
sion and endothelial dysfunction induced by the infusion of Ang II to rats. The Ang
II-induced endothelial dysfunction involves NADPH oxidase, indicating a redox-
sensitive mechanism. The beneficial effect of EPA:DHA 6:1 is mediated by an
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improvement of both the NO- and the EDH-mediated relaxations as well as a re-
duction of endothelium-dependent contractile response most likely by preventing
oxidative stress.

P4426 | BEDSIDE
Fibrocalcific commitment of aortic valve interstitial cells via TF
expression and signalling

A. Elkalioubie1, A. Arbesu Y Miar1, D. Corseaux1, A. Dupont1, F. Juthier1,
J. Breyne1, G. Chinetti-Gbaguidi2, D. Smadja3, E. Van Belle1, S. Susen1.
1University of Lille Nord de France, UDSL, IFR 114, EA 2693, Faculty of
Medicine, Lille, France; 2Univ Lille Nord de France, UDSL, INSERM U1011,
Institut Pasteur de Lille, lille, France; 3INSERM UMR765, faculté de Pharmacie
Paris 5, Paris, France

Purpose: Aortic valve stenosis (AVS) is an atherosclerosis-like process char-
acterized by valve interstitial cell (VIC) commitment to fibrocalcification. Tissue
factor (TF) expression was shown to be associated with calcification in human
stenotic aortic valves. We investigated TF and downstream signalling pathways
in VIC and its role in their pro-fibrocalcification commitment.
Methods: TF expression in control and fibrocalcific human aortic valves was as-
sessed by immunohistochemistry, westernblot (antigen) and colorimetry (activity).
Constitutive TF expression in VIC isolated from these valves and grown in culture,
was likewise assessed. Inducible TF expression in IL1ß-stimulated (10 ng/mL)
VIC isolated from control valves was also assessed. Downstream signalling path-
ways (ERK, PI3K, Smad2 and ß-catenin) of FVIIa/TF complex in IL1ß-stimulated
VIC were assessed by westernblot. Results were expressed as mean (SEM).
Results: TF expression was significantly increased in fibrocalcific vs control aor-
tic valves (antigen TF/ß-actin: 0.6±0.1 vs 0.3±0.08; activity: 253±25 vs 131±20
mU/mg protein, respectively). In both valves, TF expression was colocalized
with VIC (neither endothelial cells nor macrophages). Constitutive TF expression
in cultured VIC was significantly increased in VIC isolated from fibrocalcific vs
control valves (antigen TF/ß-actin: 3.4±2.0 vs 0.7±0.1; activity: 37±6 vs 19±4
mU/mg protein, respectively). Following IL1beta stimulation (10 ng/mL) of VIC iso-
lated from control valves, TF expression was significantly upregulated compared
to unstimulated VIC (antigen TF/ß-actin: 1.8±0.4 vs 0.7±0.1; activity: 76±35 vs
19±4 mU/mg protein, respectively).
In a TF-dependant way (inhibition by pre-incubation with a specific anti-TF an-
tibody), FVIIa stimulation of TF-overexpressing VIC induced, when compared
to unstimulated VIC, a significant up-regulation of ERK (pERK/ERK 0.8±0.2
vs 0.2±0.1 respectively, 0.3±0.1 with anti-TF antibody) and PI3K (pPI3K/PI3K
4.5±0.9 vs 1.2±0.3 respectively, 1.3±0.6 with anti-TF antibody) signalling path-
ways. FVIIa stimulation of TF-overexpressing VIC also induced, when compared
to unstimulated VIC, a significant up-regulation and nuclear translocation of
Smad2/3 (pSmad2/Smad 2/3 0.2±0.02 vs 0.09±0.0.01 respectively, 0.08±0.006
with anti-TF antibody) and of ß-catenin (ß-catenin/ß-actin 1.2±0.07 vs 0.3±0.1
respectively, 0.3±0.1 with anti-TF antibody) signalling pathways.
Conclusions: These results may be in favour of an implication of TF/FVIIa axis
in VIC commitment to AVS. Modulation of this pathway may represent a new
therapeutic target in AVS treatment.

P4427 | BENCH
Pancreatic tumor-derived microparticles cause excessive venous
thrombosis through intrinsically activated TF by excluding neutrophils
and platelets

K. Stark1, I. Schubert1, S. Chandraratne1, T. Schmidergall1, P. Vrabcova2,
S. Pfeiler2, S. Reese3, I. Laitinen4, B. Engelmann2, S. Massberg1. 1Medizinische
Klinik I, 2Institute of Laboratory Medicine, 3Dept. of Veterinary Medicine, Ludwig-
Maximilians University, Munich, 4Clinic of Nuclear Medicine, Hospital Rechts der
Isar, Munich, Germany

Background: Pancreatic tumor patients are at an increased risk of developing
venous thrombosis (DVT), which is associated with a significant mortality due to
pulmonary embolism. However, it is unclear how malignant tumors cause remote
thrombosis. One possible mechanism is the shedding of microparticles (MPs) into
the blood.
Objective: We assessed the thrombogenic capacity and mechanisms of throm-
bogenesis of different pancreatic tumor and blood derived MPs in a murine model
of DVT caused by flow reduction.
Methods: DVT was induced by flow restriction in the IVC, followed by injec-
tion of MPs. MPs were derived from blood of healthy donors (bMP), pancreatic
tumor MPs were collected from L3.6pl and FG cell lines. Thrombus formation
was assessed by CT, ultrasound, and intravital microscopy. Thrombi were har-
vested after 48 hrs and thrombus weight and incidence were quantified in C56Bl6,
GPIb−/−, lowTF, LysMCreTFflox/flox, P-Selectin−/−, platelet/neutrophil depleted,
PCK, ASS, dabigatran, enoxaparin treated mice. L3.6pl MPs were treated with
anti-TF and anti-MUC1 antibodies. Thrombus composition was analyzed by im-
munohistochemistry.
Results: bMPs did not increase thrombus formation compared to control, but FG
and L3.6pl MPs significantly increased thrombus weight, while there was no dif-
ference between these tumor MPs. However, the highest incidence (100%) was
found in the L3.6pl group, which we analyzed in more detail. Using ultrasound
and CT, we could show that L3.6pl MP injection markedly augmented DVT for-

mation in vivo. DVT formation in the bMP group was dependent on P-Selectin,
whereas it was not affected after L3.6pl MP injection, suggesting that tumor MP
induced DVT is independent of leukocyte recruitment to the vessel wall. In addi-
tion, leukocyte and platelet accumulation was significantly reduced in the L.3.6pl
group. Neutrophil depletion in the L.3.6pl group resulted in significantly increased
thrombus weight, in contrast to the control group where thrombus formation was
prevented. L3.6pl MP induced thrombosis was independent of platelets and FXII
activation, but there was a synergistic effect of intrinsic tissue factor (TF). Throm-
bus formation could be prevented using anti-TF and anti-MUC-1 antibodies. The
comparison of ASS, dabigatran, and enoxaparin showed that heparins are most
effective in preventing L3.6pl MP induced venous thrombosis.
Conclusion: Here, we could show that tumor MPs are able to induce excessive
DVT through intrinsically active TF by excluding neutrophils and platelets. Thus,
the mechanisms of thrombus formation differ depending on the underlying dis-
ease.

P4428 | BENCH
Von Willebrand factor as a biomarker of acute changes of blood flow in
a rabbit model of reversible supra-aortic stenosis

A. Rauch1, E. Jeanpierre2, N. Rousse3, A. Ung1, A. Godier4, C. Caron2,
A. Elkalioubie5, A. Vincentelli3, E. Van Belle6, S. Susen2. 1University Lille
Nord de France, UDSL, IFR114, EA2693, Faculté de médecine, Lille, 2Lille
University Hospital, Haematology Transfusion, Lille, 3Lille University Hospital,
Cardiovascular surgery, Lille, 4Hospital Hotel-Dieu, Anaesthesia and Critical
Care, Paris, 5Lille University Hospital, Anaesthesia and Critical Care, Lille, 6Lille
University Hospital, Cardiology, Lille, France

Purpose: An acquired von Willebrand factor (VWF) deficiency, with a loss of the
high molecular weight (HMW) multimers, is reported in various cardiovascular
disorders, mainly aortic stenosis, in which the entire blood volume is exposed to
high shear stress during each pass-through. VWF deficiency is corrected after the
treatment of the pathological condition but kinetic data about recovery are scarce.
We hypothesized that the loss/reapparance of VWF HMW multimers, related to
the onset/offset of a high-shear cardiovascular disorder, might be highly dynamic
in vivo.
Methods: We investigated the time-course of HMW multimers changes after the
onset/offset of a reversible supra-aortic stenosis in 17 rabbits. The ascending
aorta was surgically exposed after a median sternotomy under general sedation.
An adjustable silicone vascular clamp was placed on the ascending aorta to in-
duce a controlled circumferential stenosis with a reduction in cross sectionnal
area >75%. Using this device, aortic stenosis and its reversion were immediate.
Blood samples were collected before stenosis (T0), 5 and 30 minutes after induc-
tion of the stenosis (T5, T30) and subsequently 5 and 30 minutes after reversion
of the stenosis (T35, T60). All measurments were performed on platelet-poor
plasma. VWF antigen (VWF:Ag) was performed by ELISA and expressed as a
percentage of a standard human plasma. VWF multimer analysis was performed
by SDS-agarose 1.5% electrophoresis with loading normalized for VWF:Ag con-
tent. The percentage of HMW multimers (>15 mers) was determined using den-
sitometric scanning. At the end of the experiment, rabbits were sacrificed. Results
are expressed versus baseline value (mean ± SD). Time points were compared
using a Wilcoxon rank test. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically
significant.
Results: A significant decrease of VWF HMW multimers was observed al-
ready after 5 minutes (ratio 0.76±0.13; p<0.01) and confirmed after 30 minutes
(0.74±0.07; p<0.01) of supra-aortic stenosis. Conversely, a significant increase
of VWF HMW multimers was observed 5 minutes (T35) after the reversal of the
stenosis (0.89±0.13; p<0.01) with a complete recovery at the end (T60) of the
procedure (0.98±0.10; p<0.01) (Fig 1). No significant changes in VWF antigen
were observed.
Conclusion: Variations in VWF HMWmultimers occur within minutes after the in-
duction or the reversion of a supra-aortic stenosis. A prospective study (WITAWI)
is currently evaluating VWF as a biomarker of the success of valve implantation
performed by transcatheter aortic valve intervention.

P4429 | BENCH
Aging predisposes endothelial cells to increased telomere damage
and proinflammatory cytokine expression

P.J. Hohensinner1, C. Kaun1, E. Buchberger2, G. Maurer1, K. Huber3, J. Wojta1.
1Medical University of Vienna, Cardiology, Vienna, 2Medical University of Vienna,
Surgery, Vienna, 3Wilhelminen Hospital, Vienna, Austria

Purpose: Aging is a major factor predisposing for multiple diseases. Endothelial
cell dysfunction is a major risk factor in developing cardiovascular disease. The
aim of our study was to determine the changes induced by aging on endothelial
cells.
Methods: Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) were isolated and cul-
tivated using standard cell culture methods. Aging was simulated by prolonged
proliferation in a 1:3 splitting ratio. Proinflammatory cytokines and shelterin com-
plex components and telomere length were determined by quantitative PCR,
telomere oxidation was quantified by an enzyme digestion for oxidative DNA sites
followed by quantitative PCR. Telomere damage foci were analyzed by fluores-
cence staining for 53BP1/TRF2.
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Results: Aging HUVEC were characterized by a reduced telomere length (rel-
ative reduction of 62%, p=0.02) and increased telomere oxidation from 13% to
41% (p=0.01). This increased damage was accompanied by an increase in telom-
ere dysfunction foci formation from 5.5% in young cells to 16.6% in aged cells
(p=0.004). This indicated that aging is not only accompanied by a telomere length
reduction, but also by telomere dysfunction. Furthermore, members of the shel-
terin complex, consisting of proteins responsible for protecting telomere integrity,
show transcriptional repression in aging cells. Transcriptional reduction caused by
aging was observed for TRF1 (33% reduction, p=0.001), TRF2 (43% reduction,
p=0.02), POT1 (34% reduction, p=0.0001) and TIN2 (16% reduction, p=0.047).
However, reduction in these components was not observed in endothelial cells
that were immortalized by overexpressing telomerase, the enzyme capable of
elongating telomeres. Still, telomerase did not act directly on shelterin expression,
as short term overexpression of telomerase for 48h did not alter TRF1, TRF2,
POT1 or TIN2 levels. Telomere dysfunction in aging HUVEC was accompanied
by a 40% increased cell size (p=0.03), a 10h increased cell doubling time and an
increased proinflammatory cytokine expression including 1.9 fold upregulation of
PAI1 (p=0.002) and 2.7 fold upregulation of MCP1 (p=0.03).
Conclusion: Telomere dysfunction is apparent in aging endothelial cells. Further-
more, this telomere dysfunction is accompanied by transcriptional repression of
shelterin components fueling telomere damage and probably causing character-
istic signs of aging including a basal proinflammatory state and a reduction of
proliferative capacity. Rejuvenating endothelial cells might restore telomere sta-
bility and reduce disease burden in patients with cardiovascular disease.

P4430 | BENCH
A new method to strengthen native saphenous veins for arterial
bypass based on photo-chemical-induced collagen cross-linking

R. Di Stefano1, F. Felice1, T. Santoni1, M.C. Barsotti1, L. Botta1, A. Pucci2,
A. Frullini3. 1University of Pisa, Department of Surgical, Medical, Molecular
and Critical Area Pathology, Pisa, Italy; 2University Hospital of Pisa, Pisa, Italy;
3Studio Medico Flebologico, Figline Valdarno, Florence, Italy

Purpose: Saphenous Vein (SV) is the most used autograft in patients undergoing
coronary artery bypass and the conduit of choice for surgical revascularization in
patients with critical limb ischemia. Venous bypass can also find application where
arterial revascularization is not possible. However, SV is often not available, due
to anatomical or pathological condition (varices), and is frequently limited by age
degeneration. With synthetic materials, clinical results at 5-10 years are good for
large diameter vessels, whereas graft patency is poor for small-diameter vessels,
due to thrombogenicity and neointimal hyperplasia. Thus, recovery of varices and
strengthening of vein wall will be desirable. Our aim was SV diameter recovery
and wall function restoration, using photo-chemical collagen cross-linking (CCL),
according to the clinical protocol currently used to treat keratoconus.
Methods: We used a light source to activate covalent bonds among collagen fib-
rils. The photo-initiator was riboflavin. Blue light produced by a light-emitting diode
at 1.5 cm distance was used as activator. SVs, harvested during bypass cardiac
surgery, were stored in saline at 4°C. 1cm vein segment was longitudinally split
to create two similar specimens. Treated specimens were pre-incubated in 1% ri-
boflavin for 5, 10, 20 and 30 min. Then, they were maintained in 1% riboflavin and
irradiated for same pre-incubation time. For controls, saline was used. Morphol-
ogy was evaluated by histology, after fixation in formalin, embedding in paraffin
and staining with hematoxylin/eosin. Morphometric and mechanical compliance
evaluation was also performed.
Results: No significant effect was observed with incubation <30 min. A signifi-
cant thickening of the sub-endothelial connective tissue and the tunica media of
treated SV as compared to control was observed, without endothelial damage. 30
min treatment resulted in 3-time intimal thickening as compared to control, with
fibroblast/myofibroblast proliferation and fibrous tissue deposition. Biomechanical
changes due to greater rigidity were also clearly evident, with 30 min treated SVs
avoiding falling when held with a forceps.
Conclusions: CCL led to a significant shrinking of venous tissue, resulting in
compaction and mechanical strengthening. This process is simple, fast and free
of toxic chemical cross-linking agents, with no possibility for side effects such as
damage of nearby nerves. This method may find application in surgical proce-
dures as peripheral or coronary artery bypass, when native SV are not suitable
for arterial implantation, requiring diameter reduction or wall thickening.

P4431 | BENCH
Nitrosonifedipine ameliorates the progression of aortic aneurysms by
exerting antioxidative effects

K. Ishizawa, Y. Kohara, T. Sakurada, H. Toya, Y. Iki, Y. Izawa-Ishizawa, Y. Kihira,
Y. Ikeda, K. Tsuchiya, T. Tamaki. Institute of Health Biosciences, The University
of Tokushima Graduate School, Tokushima, Japan

Purpose: Aortic aneurysms (AAs) are common diseases among the elderly peo-
ple and rupture of AAs carry a risk of death up to 90%. Even surgical interven-
tion takes large risks of mortality. However, there is currently no medical man-
agement to retard the progression of AAs. We reported that nifedipine decom-
poses under light exposure to a stable nitroso analog, nitrosonifedipine (NO-NIF),
which has potential as a novel antioxidant with radical scavenging abilities. We
have recently demonstrated that NO-NIF ameliorated the vascular remodeling

induced by angiotensin II (Ang II) treatment in mice independent of its blood
pressure-lowering effects. In this study, we investigated the effects of NO-NIF
on pharmacologically-induced AAs in mice.
Methods: In 10-week–old C57BL/6J male mice, hypertension was induced by
Ang II (1000 ng/kg/min) for 6 weeks. β-aminopropionitrile (BAPN) (150 mg/kg/day)
was administered for the first 2 weeks by osmotic-pump to induce degeneration
of elastic lamina. NO-NIF was intraperitoneally injected at 30 mg/kg/day for 6
weeks. In vitro studies were performed using human umbilical vein endothelial
cells (HUVECs).
Results: The combined infusion of Ang II and BAPN induced degenerative
aneurysm of the thoracic and/or abdominal aorta (30/41; 73%). NO-NIF signif-
icantly reduced the incidence of AAs (19/38; 50%) and thoracic aortic aneurysm
(6/38; 15%). Although there was no difference in systolic blood pressure (SBP)
between the vehicle- and NO-NIF-treated groups in Ang II and BAPN-induced
AAs in mice (SBP; Ang II+BAPN vs Ang II+BAPN+NO-NIF; 135.0±5.2 mmHg
vs 134.8±7.3 mmHg). NO-NIF significantly suppressed the degeneration of elas-
tic lamina within the aortic wall associated with aneurysm formation. NO-NIF in-
hibited reactive oxygen species (ROS) within the aortic wall measured by dihy-
droethidium staining. The expression of cyclophilin A, which has been reported to
enhance vascular ROS and aneurysm formation, is attenuated by NO-NIF treat-
ment in aorta of Ang II and BAPN-treated mice. Also NO-NIF inhibited the expres-
sion of vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1) in the endothelium. Support-
ing this observation, NO-NIF inhibited TNF-α-induced VCAM-1 expression and
NF-κB activation in HUVECs. Hydrogen peroxide-induced p90RSK phosphoryla-
tion, which is increased by endothelial cell damage, was also inhibited by NO-NIF
treatment in HUVECs.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that NO-NIF prevents aneurysm progres-
sion via its antioxidative effects and partly through the protective effects against
endothelial cells.

P4432 | BENCH
Different effects of NG-nitro-L-arginine methylester and 7-nitroindazole
administered individually and/or together on cardiovascular system of
Wistar rats and SHR

M. Drobna1, K. Ondrias2, S. Cacanyiova1, F. Kristek1. 1Inst. of Normal and
Pathological Physiology, Bratislava, Slovak Republic; 2Inst. of Molecular
Physiology and Biophysics, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Slovak
Republic

Purpose: Changes in endogenous NO production lead to structural and func-
tional alterations in cardiovascular system. The aim of the study was to eval-
uated the effect of two NO synthase inhibitors NG-nitro-L-arginine methylester
(L-NAME) and 7-nitroindazole (7NI) administered individually and/or together on
cardiovascular system of Wistar rats and spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR).
Methods: L-NAME (50 mg/kg/day in tap water) and 7NI (10 mg/kg/day in pellets)
was administered individually or together to Wistar rats and 7NI was administered
to SHR from 10th-16th week of age (n=20 in each group). Blood pressure (BP)
was measured by the plethysmographic method on the tail artery weekly. For mor-
phological study ten animals were perfused with fixative (120 mmHg) and thoracic
aorta, carotid and coronary arteries were processed according to electron micro-
scopic procedure. Cross sectional areas (CSA) of endothelial cells (EC), muscle
cells (SMC), and extracellular matrix (ECM) were assigned in coronary wall (in-
tima+media). For functional investigation aortal rings from ten animals from each
group were studied in organ bath.
Results: In Wistar rats L-NAME administration evoked BP increase, hypertrophy
of the heart and arterial wall (intima+media) of all arteries, increase of CSA of EC,
SMC, ECM in coronary artery, and decrease of endothelial dependent relaxation
(EDR) to acetylcholine. 7NI administration evoked BP independent hypotrophy of
the heart and arterial wall, decrease of CSA of EC and SMC without affecting
CSA of ECM, and acetylcholine induced EDR. Administration of 7NI along with
L-NAME in comparison to L-NAME (i) decreased BP, trophicity of the heart and
arterial wall, and (ii) did not affect EDR to acetylcholine. In SHR 7NI treatment did
not evoke any effect on the studied parameters.
Conclusions: The data suggest that L-NAME and 7NI affect different or differ-
ently regulatory mechanisms in cardiovascular system of normotensive rats and
SHR.
The study was supported by VEGA 2/0067/13, Ministry of Health - 2012/51-SAV-1
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P4434 | BENCH
Microparticles released by replicative senescence in cultured
endothelial cells promote premature senescence associated with an
impaired NO formation and oxidative stress

M. Abbas1, E. Hamade2, R. Abou Merhi2, V.B. Schini-Kerth3, F. Toti3, O. Morel4.
1University of Strasbourg , Vascular biology, Strasbourg, France; 2Lebanese
University, Genomic and Biohealth, Beirut, Lebanon; 3University of Strasbourg,
UMR CNRS 7213, Strasbourg, France; 4University Hospital of Strasbourg, Pole
de Cardiologie, Strasbourg, France

Background: Circulating endothelial microparticles (EMPs) are increased in sev-
eral age-related vascular diseases such as coronary artery disease, peripheral
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vascular disease and allograft rejection following heart transplantation. EMPs,
besides being pertinent biomarkers, might most likely also contribute to the devel-
opment of endothelial dysfunction and vascular damage. This study examined the
possibility that the induction of endothelial senescence is associated with EMPs
shedding, and that senescence-related EMPs promotes endothelial senescence
and prothrombotic changes including (i) enhanced TF expression and activity (ii)
reduced endothelial formation of nitric oxide, a potent inhibitor of platelet aggre-
gation.
Methods and results: Replicative senescence was induced by sequential pas-
saging of primary cultures of porcine coronary artery endothelial cells (ECs) up to
the third passage (P3). Cells retained phenotypic characteristics of ECs at P1 and
P2 whereas they exhibited features of senescence with increased senescence-
associated β-galactosidase positive staining and an increased % of cells retained
in the G0/G1 phase of the cell cycle at P3. Exposure of ECs at P1 to EMPs (10
nM) collected from the conditioned medium of ECs at P3 increased the % of cells
in G0/G1 phase and SA-β-Gal staining after (24-48 h). ECs at P1, which had been
exposed to EMPs derived from ECs at P3 for 8 h had an increased expression
level of the senescence markers p53, its downstream target p21, and the adaptor
protein p66Shc. EMPs derived from ECs at P3 induced oxidative stress in target
ECs at P1 as detected using dihydroethidine staining. In addition, EMPs reduced
the ability of ECs to inhibit U46619-induced platelet aggregation and induced up-
regulation of TF expression in ECs.
Conclusion: The present findings indicate that endothelial senescence is asso-
ciated with an increased shedding of EMPs, which, in turn, promote premature
senescence and prothrombotic changes. This response to senescence-related
EMPs involves oxidative stress, the up-regulation of p53 and p21, and a reduced
formation of NO. They further suggest that EMPs released by senescent endothe-
lial cells may contribute in an autoamplification loop to the development of an
endothelial dysfunction and subsequent thrombogenicity.

P4435 | BENCH
Catecholamines reduced the secreted orosomucoid by epicardial
adipose tissue in diabetes and coronary artery disease patients:
consequences in endothelial cells

R. Fandino-Vaquero1, A. Fernandez-Trasancos2, S. Raposeiras-Roubin1,
R.A. Abellas-Sequeiros1, D. Iglesias-Alvarez1, V. Gonzalez-Salvado1,
E. Alvarez2, S. Eiras2, A.L. Fernandez3, J.R. Gonzalez-Juanatey1. 1University
Hospital of Santiago de Compostela, Cardiology and Coronary Care Unit,
Santiago de Compostela, Spain; 2University Hospital of Santiago de Compostela,
Health Research Institute, Santiago de Compostela, Spain; 3University Hospital
of Santiago de Compostela, Cardiac Surgery, Santiago de Compostela, Spain

Purpose: Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is associated with fat and autonomic
dysfunction. Epicardial adipose tissue (EAT), which is highly innervated, plays an
endocrine role over the myocardium and endothelial cells. Our aim was to assess
the relationship between its secretion profile by EAT and its catecholaminergic
regulation in T2DM and coronary artery disease (CAD) patients.
Methods: We obtained EAT, subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) and plasma
from 55 patients undergoing elective cardiac surgery. The explants were stim-
ulated by isoproterenol (ISO) 1uM for 6 hours. After, the released ORM by fat ex-
plants and plasma levels were analyzed by ELISA. mRNA or protein expression
was analyzed by real time PCR and western blot, respectively. The endothelial ef-
fects induced by ORM were analyzed by impedance and wound healing assays.
Results: We found that ISO was able to increase the ORM secretion by SAT
explants (p<0.05) but not by EAT. Moreover, in this tissue, the secretion and
the content levels of ORM was lower in patients with than those without T2DM
(238±131 vs. 405±250 ng/ml; p<0.01). The local ORM secretion by EAT was
significantly decreased and regulated by b-adrenergic stimulation in T2DM and
CAD patients. This effect was not observed in SAT. After testing the ORM effect
in endothelial cells, our results revealed that this protein was able to induce the
endothelial proliferation and repairing in a dose-dependent manner.

Conclusions: Autonomic system might affect the integrity of the epicardial-
coronary barrier by regulation of EAT-released ORM levels. The different secre-
tion profile in EAT from T2DM and CAD patients after the b-adrenergic stimulation
could be a link between coronary endothelial and dysautonomia.

P4436 | BENCH
Swimming training improves arterial vasomotor function in
spontaneously hypertensive rats: role of reactive oxygen species and
nitrogen

C.P. Jordao1, T. Fernandes2, L. Tanaka1, L.G. Oliveira2, L.G. Bechara2,
E.M. Oliviera2, P.R. Ramires2. 1Heart Institute (InCor) - University of Sao Paulo
Faculty of Medicine Clinics Hospital (HC-FMUSP), Sao Paulo, Brazil; 2University
of Sao Paulo (USP), School of Physical Education and Sport, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose: Oxidative stress plays an important pathophysiological role in hyper-
tension. Increased vascular superoxide (O-2) has been linked with decreased
nitric oxide (NO) and impaired endothelial-dependent vasodilation. Aerobic train-
ing (AT) improves endothelial-dependent aortic vasodilation and decrease high
blood pressure in spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR). However, the molec-
ular mechanism of AT on vasomotricity is not completly understood. The aim of
this study was to determine if AT decreases O-2, increases NO, leading to an im-
provement of endothelial-dependent vasodilation in aorta of SHR and diminishing
blood pressure (BP).
Methods: SHR and Wistar Kyoto (WKY) rats were distributed in to sedentary
(SHRsd, n=7 and WKYsd, n=7) and swimming training (SHRtr, n=7 and WKYtr,
n=7), which consisted of 5 days/week, 1 h/day with 4% of body weigth load.
After 10 weeks of sedentary or AT period, rats were euthanized and thoracic
aorta was removed to evaluated in vitro endothelium-dependent vasodilation to
acetylcholine (ACh,10-10 to 10-4M) with and without preincubated N-nitro-L-
arginine methyl ester (L-NAME, 10-4M) and endothelium-independent vasodi-
lation to sodium nitroprusside (SNP). Two rings was used to perform proteins
levels of endothelial nitric oxide (eNOS) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
phosphate-oxidase homologues NOX4 and bioavailability of O-2 and NO mea-
surements. BP was measured by computerized tail-cuff system.
Results: Aerobic training significantly increased maximal vasodilation reponse to
ACh in SHRtr compared with SHRsd (85.9±4.3 vs 71.6±5.2%, p=0.03). When the
vessels was incubated with L-NAME, were not found the difference in the max-
imal vasodilation. Maximal vasodilation reponse to SNP were similar in SHRtr
vs SHRsd. Also the SHRtr decreased O-2 content (p=0.001), improved NO
bioavailability (p=0.007), and decreased NOX4 protein expression (p=0.02) when
compared SHRsd. Moreover, BP decreased within SHRtr group (170.3±2.2 vs.
146.8±4.0 mmHg, p<0.001) and compared to SHRsd (175.4±3.6 vs. 146.8±4.0
mmHg, p<0.001). Interestingly, protein levels of eNOS were similar between
SHRtr and SHRsd
Conclusion: In SHR rats, swimming aerobic training decreased vascular super-
oxide generation and increased NO bioavailability. These results suggest an im-
portant mechanism that could explain, at least in part, the improvement aortic
endothelial function and decreased blood pressure.

P4437 | BENCH
Role of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and its bioactive metabolites for
impaired vasomotor function in the aorta of caveolin-1 deficient mice

A. Ebner1, N. Steinbronn1, B. Zatschler2, B. Mueller2, B. Ebner1, A. Deussen2,
R.H. Strasser1. 1Dresden University of Technology, Heart Center, Dresden,
Germany; 2Dresden University of Technology, Dresden, Germany

Caveolin-1 knockout mice develop a severe cardiopulmonary phenotype with
left ventricular hypertrophy and a reduced cardiac output. This phenotype was
reversed by inhibition or genetic deletion of endothelial NO-Synthase (eNOS).
Molecular interactions of eNOS and Caveolin-1 are known for the vascular sys-
tem. This suggests an involvement of vascular mechanisms in the pathogenesis
of the left ventricular phenotype of Caveolin-1 deficient mice (Cav1−/−).
To characterize alterations in the active and passive vessel diameter regulation,
isometric force measurements of aorta segments were performed. The internal
diameter and the Young’s modulus were calculated from resting tension curves
assessed in a Mulvany myograph. The internal diameter was significantly larger
in Cav1−/− mice (0.77±0.04 mm) compared to wild type controls (0.67±0.01 mm)
and the Young’s modulus was similar for both groups.
The vascular diameter is also controlled by various humoral factors such as ATP
and its metabolites. In mouse thoracic aorta ex vivo application of ATP in a Mul-
vany myograph resulted in a biphasic response. Following a pre-constriction with
phenylephrine, low concentrations (0.3 to 30 μmol/L) resulted in a vasorelaxation
while higher concentrations induced a vasoconstriction. The ATP-induced max-
imum vasorelaxation response was nearly doubled in Cav1−/− mice compared
to wild type controls. Combined application of the radical scavenger Tiron and
L-NMMA (inhibitor of eNOS) abolished the ATP-mediated relaxation in wild type
mice, but not in Cav1−/− mice. These findings suggest that an additional sig-
nal transduction pathway for ATP mediated vasorelaxation is present in Cav1−/−
mice.
In the circulation, ATP is rapidly degraded to adenosine as evidenced by HPLC
measurements. In mouse aorta concentrations of 1-30 nmol/L adenosine in-
duced a minimal vasorelaxation in wild type mice (6%) and this relaxation was
not present in Cav1−/− mice. Even more, higher concentrations of adenosine
evoked a strong vasoconstrictor response and this effect was more pronounced
in Cav1−/− compared to wild type mice. These findings exclude the ATP degra-
dation product adenosine as a mediator of the augmented ATP vasorelaxation.
Taken together, Cav1−/− mice display a major change of metabolic control of
vessel diameter in aorta ring preparations. While ATP-mediated vasorelaxation
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responses were augmented in Cav1−/− mice independent of nitric oxide and rad-
ical production, adenosine, a metabolite of the ATP which usually is a strong
vasodilator, acted as a strong vasoconstrictor.

P4438 | BENCH
Activation of RIG-I causes vascular endothelial dysfunction

T. Asdonk1, C. Lahrmann1, C. Stroecker1, W. Barchet2, G. Nickenig1,
S. Zimmer1. 1University Hospital Bonn, Cardiology, Bonn, 2University Hospital
Bonn, Pharmacology, Bonn, Germany

Purpose: Atherosclerosis is defined as a chronic inflammation of the vascular
system. Number and degree of infections during lifetime are positively corre-
lated with the risk of development of atherosclerosis, also referred to as “infec-
tious burden”. Therefore, infections are considered an independant risk factor for
atherosclerosis.
Pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMP), for example viral or bacterial
nucleic acids are detected by pattern recognition receptors (PRR), which are
part of the innate immune system and PRR activation results in a proinflamma-
tory immune response. Interestingly, PRR are part of cells that mainly drive the
atherosclerotic process, namely macrophages, vascular smooth muscle cells and
endothelial cells. Therefore, we tested whether Endothelial Cells and Endothe-
lial Progenitor Cells (EPC) express RIG-I, a PRR known to detect viral nucleic
acids, and investigated possible proinflammatory consequences for endothelial
biology.
Methods and results: In vitro immunohistochemistry and real-time-pcr exper-
iments show that RIG-I is expressed in Endothelial Progenitor Cells and their
progeny Human Coronary Artery Endothelial Cells (HCAEC). Receptor activa-
tion leads to enhanced reactive-oxygen species (ROS) formation in both cell
types. Additionally, RIG-I stimulation leads to reduced proliferation and migra-
tion of HCAECs suggesting impaired endothelial function. Furthermore, HCAEC
release proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and IP-10 upon specific RIG-I
stimulation.
In vivo systemic RIG-I stimulation in wild type mice leads to enhanced num-
bers of EPC in the peripheral blood and bone marrow. Additionally, the num-
ber of circulating Endothelial Microparticles (EMP) is augmented, organ chamber
experiments show impaired endothelial function and ROS production in aortic
segments is elevated, indicating activation and endothelial damage. Moreover,
re-endothelialization after focal electrical endothelial denudation of the common
carotid artery is impaired by RIG-I activation. Interestingly, these effects could not
be demonstrated in RIG-I knock out mice, suggesting a possible role of RIG-I in
endothelial biology.
Conclusion: Our experiments clearly demonstrate proinflammatory effects in
HCAEC and EPC in vitro. In wild type mice specific RIG-I activation causes en-
dothelial dysfunction and impairs re-endothelialization, suggesting a possible role
of RIG-I in endothelial function and atherogenesis. A better understanding of in-
nate immune mechanisms might allow the identification of possible new thera-
peutic options for patients with atherosclerosis.

P4439 | BENCH
Cyclosporine A prevents replicative senescence-related endothelial
dysfunction promoting pro-thrombotic and pro-coagulant responses
in cultured coronary artery endothelial cells: role of p66 Shc

M. Abbas1, F. Toti2, V.B. Schini-Kerth2, E. Hamade3, R. Abou Merhi3, O. Morel4.
1University of Strasbourg, Vascular Biology, Strasbourg, France; 2University of
Strasbourg, UMR CNRS 7213, Strasbourg, France; 3lebanese Univeristy, Beirut,
Lebanon; 4University Hospital of Strasbourg, Pole de Cardiologie, Strasbourg,
France

Background and aims: During myocardial infarction, clinical studies have in-
dicated a higher incidence of death with increasing age, and that cyclosporine
A (CsA) prevents lethal reperfusion injuries. Since aging is associated with the
induction of vascular and endothelial senescence, an irreversible cell cycle arrest
involving an increased activity of p53 and its downstream target p21, the possibil-
ity that CsA prevents endothelial senescence was evaluated.
Material and methods: Replicative senescence was induced by sequential
passaging of primary cultures of endothelial cells up to the fourth passage (P4).
Senescence associated β-galactosidase (SA-β-gal) activity and the mitochondrial
membrane potential were evaluated by flow cytometry using C15-FDG and Dioc6
specific probes, respectively. Endothelial NO formation was evaluated indirectly
using washed human platelets. Procoagulant microparticles were measured by
multiwell prothrombinase assay following their capture by annexin-5, and the pro-
tein expression level by Western blot analysis.
Results: Endothelial cells showed a progressive increase in senescent markers
(SA-β-gal activity, p53, p21 an p16), NADPH oxidase subunits gp91 phox and
p47 phox and p66 Shc, down-regulation of eNOS and prohibitin, associated with
a reduction of the Dioc6 fluorescent signal from P1 to P4. The acquisition of a
procoagulant phenotype was characterized by an enhanced expression of tis-
sue factor and the shedding of procoagulant microparticles. Whilst endothelial
cells at P1 strongly inhibited washed human platelet aggregation in response to
U46619, important platelet aggregation could be evidenced at P3 cells surface.
Exposure of endothelial cells at P3 to CsA (0.3 to 30 μg/ml) prevented replicative
senescence-induced SA-β-gal activity, and changes in protein expression and of

the mitochondrial membrane potential. In addition, CsA restored the inhibitory ac-
tivity of endothelial cells at P3 on platelet aggregation and reduced the sheding
of procoagulant microparticles.
Conclusions: The present findings indicate that replicative senescence is asso-
ciated with a reduced ability of endothelial cells to inhibit platelet aggregation,
and an increased expression of tissue factor and shedding of microparticules.
CsA delays the senescence-related impairment of the endothelial function most
likely by preventing the upregulation of p66 Shc and NADPH oxidase, and the
down-regulation of eNOS and prohibitin. CsA might help to protect the vascular
system by preventing endothelial senescence and the subsequent development
of prothrombotic and pro-coaguant responses.

P4440 | BENCH
Differential expression of prothrombotic and proinflammatory markers
in the human left and right atrial appendage

M. Glanzmann1, A. Breitenstein2, V. Falk3, T.F. Luescher2, J. Steffel2,
G.G. Camici1. 1University of Zurich, Center for Molecular Cardiology, Zurich,
2University Hospital Zurich, Cardiology, Zurich, 3University Hospital Zurich,
Division of Cardiovascular Surgery, Zurich, Switzerland

Purpose: The most serious complication associated to atrial fibrillation (AF) is
the risk of thromboembolic complications such as stroke. Thrombi are more fre-
quently formed in the left atrial appendage (LAA) as compared to the right atrial
appendage (RAA). This study was designed to assess the difference between en-
docardial cells (ECs) of the LAA vs. RAA with respect to expression and induction
of pro-thrombotic and pro-inflammatory markers in atrial fibrillation patients.
Methods: Atrial fibrillation patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting
and/or valve surgery were included in the study. LAA was surgically removed and
RAA was resected during insertion of the heart-lung machine cannula tube. To
isolate ECs from the other parts of the specimen, appendages were cut open, in-
cubated with collagenase-dispase enzyme solution and then cultured with supple-
mented DMEM medium. Next, purity of cells was assessed by FACS and protein
expression of key thrombotic and inflammatory factors was studied by Western
blotting.
Results: Isolated ECs displayed a 98.1% purity for triple positive staining (VEGF-
R2, CD31, CD146) as assessed by FACS analysis. Morphology and growth rate
of both RAA-ECs and LAA-ECs were similar as compared to commercially avail-
able reference human aortic endothelial cells. LAA-ECs showed a significant in-
crease in prothrombotic tissue factor (TF) and plasminogen activator inhibitor-
1 (PAI-1) protein expression after stimulation with TNF-α as compared to RAA-
ECs. Moreover, expression of proinflammatory vascular cell adhesion molecule-1
(VCAM-1) was significantly higher in stimulated LAA-ECs as compared to stimu-
lated RAA-ECs.
Conclusions: The observed differential increase in protein expression of pro-
thrombotic TF/PAI-1 and proinflammatory VCAM-1 represents an important novel
information in the understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying throm-
bus formation in AF patients, and may represent one mechanism for the enhanced
thrombogenicity of the left vs. right atrial appendage.

P4441 | BENCH
c-Src tyrosine kinase mediates high glucose-induced endothelin-1
expression in diabetes

S.-A. Manea, A. Todirita, I.M. Fenyo, A. Constantin, A. Manea. Institute of
Cellular Biology & Pathology Nicolae Simionescu, Bucharest, Romania

Purpose: Endothelin-1 (ET-1), the main effector of the endothelin system, plays
an important role in the pathophysiology of cardiovascular disorders associated
with diabetes mellitus by inducing vasoconstriction and impaired vascular relax-
ation, inflammation, oxidative stress, vascular remodeling and metabolic alter-
ations in the vascular wall cells. The molecular mechanisms leading to ET-1
up-regulation in diabetes are not entirely defined. c-Src protein tyrosine kinase
regulates important pathophysiological aspects of vascular response to diabetic
conditions. In this study, we aimed to elucidating whether a causal relationship
among high glucose-activated c-Src and ET-1 up-regulation exists.
Methods and results: Human umbilical vein endothelial cells EAhy926 were ex-
posed to high levels of glucose (16.5-25 mM) for 24 h. Real-time PCR, enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay, and Western blot analysis were used to investigate
ET-1 regulation. The c-Src activity and expression were selectively downregu-
lated by pharmacological inhibition and siRNA-mediated gene silencing. High glu-
cose dose-dependently up-regulated ET-1 gene and peptide expression. It also
induced significant increases in c-Src phosphorylation. Chemical inhibition as well
as silencing of c-Src decreased significantly the high-glucose (25 mM) induced
ET-1 expression.
Male C57BL/6 mice were rendered diabetic by intraperitoneal injection of strep-
tozotocin and treated for 5 weeks with either vehicle or Src I1 (1 mg/kg/day), a
specific c-Src inhibitor. Circulating ET-1 and the mRNA expression levels of ET-1,
VCAM-1, ICAM-1, and MCP-1 were significantly elevated in the aorta of diabetic
mice compared to normal animals. Treatment with Src I1 significantly reduced
the up-regulated ET-1 peptide, the gene expression of ET-1, as well as the mRNA
levels of MCP-1, VCAM-1, and ICAM-1, important pro-inflammatory molecules
mediating the recruitment and extravasations of circulation immune cells.
Conclusions: These data provide new insights into the regulation of ET-1 by c-
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Src in endothelial cells in diabetes. Since c-Src mediates the signals triggered by
numerous diabetic factors including high glucose concentration, cytokines, reac-
tive oxygen species, hormones and vasoactive agents, modulation of c-Src ac-
tivity may represent a new pharmacological approach to counteract the effects
induced by the ET-1 in diabetes and its complications.
Acknowledgments: Work supported by Romanian Academy and Ministry of
Education, and Research (PN-II-RU-TE-2011-3-0142 and PN-II-ID-PCE-2011-3-
0548).

P4442 | BENCH
Hyperosmolarity-enhanced COX-2 expression contributes to high
glucose-induced microangiopathy

R. Madonna1, M.A. Teberino1, F.V. Renna1, Y.J. Geng2, R. De Caterina1 on
behalf of working group on cellular biology of the heart. 1Institute of Cardiology,
“G. d’Annunzio” University, Italy; 2Texas Heart Institute, Houston, United States
of America

Hypothesis: Diabetic hyperglycemia increases plasma osmolarity, leading to
adaptive cellular responses. Cycloxygenase-2 (COX-2) plays a role in angiogen-
esis and plaque stability. We tested the hypothesis that glucose-induced hyper-
osmolarity promotes angiogenesis through activation of COX-2 expression.
Methods: Human aortic endothelial cells (HAEC) and dermal microvascular
endothelial cells (HMVEC) were incubated with 5.5 mmol/L glucose (normo-
glycemia), high glucose (HG, at 12.5, 25 and 45 mmol/L), or equimolar concen-
trations of the hyperosmolar control mannitol (HM).
Results: Both HG and HM increased the expression of the water channel
aquaporin-1 (AQP1) and of COX-2. HG and HM for 1 h increased the nuclear
accumulation of Tonicity enhancer binding protein (TonEBP) and its binding to
Tonicity enhancer element at electrophoretic mobility shift assay. HG and HM in-
duced endothelial migration at a fluorimetric assay, and tubulization in Matrigel.
Targeting the osmosignaling pathway with small interfering RNAs to AQP1 and to
TonEBP both reverted the inducing effects of HG and HM on COX-2 expression,
as well as angiogenic activities. Finally, compared with age- and sex-matched
C57/BL6 control mice (N=5 wild type, WT), the retina of Ins2 Akita diabetic mice
(N=5, male, 1 year-old mice) showed higher vascular density as visualized with
CD31 staining (Fig. 1A, B; ONL, outer nuclear layers; OPL, outer plexiform layers;
INL, inner nuclear layers; IPL, inner plexiform layers), and increased expression
of AQP1 and COX-2 (panel C, D) (**p<0.01 by ANOVA and t-test).

Figure 1. Retinal microangiopathy.

Conclusion: By activating the water channels AQP1 and TonEBP, hyperosmolar-
ity caused by HG or HM induces COX-2 expression and angiogenesis in human
endothelial cells, which may be relevant for microvascular complications of dia-
betes.

P4443 | BENCH
(−)-Epicatechin enhances vascular regeneration

D. Schuler, R. Sansone, M. Lukosz, M. Merx, A. Rodriguez-Mateos, M. Kelm,
C. Heiss. University of Duesseldorf, Department of Cardiology, Pulmonology, and
Vascular Medicine, Duesseldorf, Germany

Purpose: Intake of dietary flavanols is associated with better cardiovascular out-
come. (−)-Epicatechin (Epi) one of the major dietary flavanols, has shown to im-
prove flow-mediated vasodilation (FMD) and mobilize circulating angiogenic cells.
Methods and results: To demonstrate the efficacy of Epi to improve conduit
artery endothelial vasodilator function, FMD of the femoral artery was measured
using ultrasound in male 12 week old C57/Bl6 mice (n=6 per group). Mice re-
ceived Epi at 0.2–10 mg/kg body weight (BM) orally. Measurements were taken
after 30 minutes and 1 week after daily supplementation. To assess vascular re-
generation, mice were subjected to hindlimb ischemia (HLI) and recovery of per-
fusion monitored with laser Doppler perfusion imaging. Perfusion was monitored
in relation to the contralateral hindlimb. After baseline perfusion measurements,
induction of HLI was conducted through two ligations (proximal and distal to deep
femoral artery). In order to test the impact of Epi on vascular regeneration, an-
imals were fed vehicle or increasing daily doses of Epi (1–10 mg/kg) starting 5
days prior to HLI till end of experiments. eNOS knock-out animals served as con-
trols. Similar to humans, consumption of Epi increased endothelial function. Oral
application of Epi 0.2–10 mg/kg BW led to u-shaped dose-dependent increases in
FMD of the femoral artery after acute and 1 week supplementation indicating ef-

ficacy of Epi to improve FMD in mice. Maximal values were achieved at 2 mg/kg.
FMD responses were not present in eNOS KO animals and after infusion of a
competitive NOS inhibitor. After HLI perfusion decreased in the operated limb to
10–15% and recovered to 54±6% as compared to the contralateral limb in control
animals. Epi feeding led to a significant dose-dependent improvement in perfu-
sion recovery with maximal effects observed at 2 mg/kg BW per day (81±7%).
In parallel, in morphpmetric analysis we observed a significantly increased num-
ber of capillaries in the latter group suggesting enhanced angiogenesis. In eNOS
KO animals, hindlimb angiogenesis was impaired as compared to WT animals
and L-NAME blocked the Epi related improvements in hindlimb perfusion. In vitro,
the incubation of endothelial cells with plasma obtained after consumption of fla-
vanols led to enhanced chemotaxis and tube-formation on matrigel. The cellular
responses were inhibited by a NOS inhibitor and a PI3 Kinase inhibitor.
Conclusion: Our data suggest that (−)-epicatechin can improve vascular regen-
eration by affecting eNOS-dependent cellular functions at amounts that can be
achieved with regular diet in humans.

IMAGING FOR PROGNOSIS

P4445 | SPOTLIGHT
Incremental prognostic significance of late gadolinium enhanced
magnetic resonance imaging on SYNTAX score in high risk patients

S. Kato1, N. Saito1, H. Kirigaya1, D. Gyotoku1, N. Iinuma1, Y. Kusakawa1,
K. Iguchi1, T. Nakachi1, K. Fukui1, K. Kimura2. 1Kanagawa Cardiovascular and
Respiratory Center, Cardiology, 2Yokohama City University, Yokohama, Japan

Background: The purpose of this study was to assess the incremental prognostic
value of late gadolinium enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (LGE-MRI) on
the Synergy Between PCI With Taxus and Cardiac Surgery Score (SYNTAXsc) in
predicting cardiovascular events in high risk patients.
Materials and methods: We studied 280 patients (mean age: 66±13 years)
with stable coronary artery disease (CAD). Percentage myocardium affected by
MI (%LGE) was calculated. All patients underwent X-ray coronary angiogram and
each lesion with ≥50% diameter stenosis in vessels ≥1.5 mm in diameter was
scored using the SYNTAXsc algorithm. Major outcome was incidence of cardio-
vascular events including cardiovascular death, nonfatal MI, unstable angina, is-
chemic stroke, coronary revascularization, re-hospitalization for heart failure.
Results: During a median follow-up duration of 2.9 years, 37 patients experi-
enced cardiovascular event. When % LGE was added to FRS, EF and SYN-
TAXsc, the C-statistics for cardiovascular events improved with good global
model fit and calibration (C-statistics: FRS 0.57, FRS+%LGE 0.76, FRS+EF 0.61,
FRS+EF+%LGE 0.75, FRS+SYNTAXsc 0.72, FRS+SYNTAXsc +%LGE 0.77,
FRS+EF+SYNTAXsc 0.73, FRS+EF+SYNTAXsc+%LGE 0.76), indicating the in-
cremental value of %LGE for predicting cardiovascular outcomes.

C-statistics for Cox proportional hazards analysis to predict future cardiovascular events

C-statistics 95% CI Increment in C-statistics
Lower limit Upper limit

FRS 0.57 0.51 0.63
FRS + %LGE 0.76 0.66 0.86 0.21
FRS + EF 0.61 0.52 0.70
FRS + EF + %LGE 0.75 0.67 0.86 0.14
FRS + Syntax score 0.72 0.63 0.81
FRS + Syntax score + %LGE 0.77 0.67 0.86 0.04
FRS + EF + Syntax score 0.73 0.65 0.81
FRS + EF + Syntax score + %LGE 0.76 0.67 0.86 0.03

CI, confidence interval.

Conclusions: Myocardial scar assessed by LGE-MRI significantly correlated with
future cardiovascular events. Quantitative evaluation of MI by LGE-MRI improved
the risk stratification when added to the FRS, EF and SYNTAXsc.

P4446 | BEDSIDE
Impact of intramyocardial hemorrhage on LV remodeling in reperfused
acute myocardial infarction

M. Sirol1, D. Logeart1, B. Gellen2, E. Gayat1, P. Henri1, A. Cohen-Solal1,
G. Desrumeaux2, E. Vicaut3, J.J. Mercadier4 on behalf of PREGICA
investigators. 1Hospital Lariboisiere, Cardiology, Paris, 2University Hospital Henri
Mondor, Cardiology, Creteil, 3Hospital Lariboisiere, Clinical Research, Paris,
4Hospital Bichat-Claude Bernard, Physiology, Paris, France

Purpose: Left ventricular (LV) remodeling associated with low LV ejection fraction
following reperfused acute myocardial infarction (AMI), may occur in some pa-
tients. We investigated the prognostic value of infarct size (IS), extent of microvas-
cular obstruction (MVO) and intramyocardial hemorrhage (IMH) as assessed by
comprehensive cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR).
Methods: Hundred and twelve patients underwent cardiovascular magnetic res-
onance at 1.5 Tesla with T2-weighted and T2* imaging and late gadolinium en-
hancement at 4 days ±2 and 6 months follow-up following primary percutaneous
coronary intervention for AMI. LV remodeling was defined as an increase >20%
of left ventricle end-systolic volume (EDV) at follow-up.
Results: All patients were analyzed. LV remodeling was observed in 38 patients
(34%). 53 patients (47%) presented with Anterior AMI, 26 with Lateral (23%) and
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33 with Inferior MI (29%). Mean age was 54±12y.o (75% male). Mean delay for
reperfusion therapy was 115±100min. Despite identical EDV, patients with LV
remodeling had lower LVEF at baseline (45%±7 vs 51±8, p<0.01), a bigger IS
(42g±20 vs 32g±20; p<0.01) and MVO extent (p<0.01). By multivariate analysis,
IMH (OR=2.8[1.3-6.0]) and IS (OR=3.2[1.8-12.5]) were identified as independent
predictors of LV remodeling.
Conclusions: Presence of IMH assessed by T2* CMR significantly influences LV
remodeling. IS and IMH are independent predictors of LV remodeling following
reperfused AMI.

P4447 | BEDSIDE
Left ventricular global function index assessed by cardiac magnetic
resonance imaging is a novel marker for the prediction of cardio-
vascular events in patients with acute reperfused ST-elevation myoca

I. Eitel1, S. De Waha1, G. Fuernau1, M. Gutberlet1, G. Schuler1, S. Desch2,
H. Thiele2. 1University of Leipzig, Heart Center, Leipzig, Germany; 2Medical
Clinic II University Luebeck, Cardiology, Angiology, Intesive Care Medicine,
Luebeck, Germany

Background: The left ventricular global function index (LVGFI) is a novel indica-
tor of cardiac performance. In healthy individuals, decreased values are strongly
associated with major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE). Its role in patients
after acute myocardial infarction is unknown and prognostic data are completely
lacking. Aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between the LVGFI
and infarct characteristics as well as prognosis in a large multicenter ST-segment
elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) population treated with primary percuta-
neous coronary intervention (PCI).
Methods: We enrolled 795 STEMI patients reperfused by primary PCI (<12 h
after symptom onset) in this study at 8 centers. In all patients CMR was com-
pleted within one week after infarction using a standardized infarction protocol.
Central core lab-masked analyses for the measurement of infarct characteristics
(infarct size, myocardial salvage, microvascular obstruction) and the LVGFI were
performed. The LVGFI was defined by the ratio of stroke volume divided by LV
total volume defined as the sum of mean LV cavity and myocardial volumes. The
primary clinical endpoint of the study was the occurrence of MACE within 12
months after infarction.
Results: The mean LVGFI was 31% (interquartile range 26-37). LVGFI was sig-
nificantly inversely related with infarct size, myocardial salvage and microvascular
obstruction (p<0.001 for all). In addition, there was a strong positive correlation
between the LVGFI and left ventricular ejection fraction (r=0.86, p<0.001). In ad-
justed models, the combined clinical endpoint was significantly associated with
LVGFI (hazard ratio=0.78, p<0.001). LVGFI had a significant independent predic-
tive value in the multivariable model for MACE (p<0.001).
Conclusions: This large multicenter study demonstrates for the first time that
the LVGFI, a novel parameter of cardiac performance, is strongly associated with
myocardial damage in patients after STEMI. Moreover, the LVGFI was a power-
ful independent predictor of hard cardiovascular events and might serve as an
important functional parameter of poor outcome in STEMI patients.

P4448 | BEDSIDE
The diagnostic utility and the prognostic implication of cardiovascular
magnetic resonance in patients with NSTEMI and no significant
lesions in coronary arteries

Z. Frikha1, T. Vaugrenard1, N. Girerd1, C. Ayav2, M. Angioi1, N. Sadoul1,
O. Huttin1, F. Moulin1. 1Lorrain Institute of Heart and Vessels, Vandoeuvre les
Nancy, France; 2University Hospital of Nancy, Nancy, France

Purpose: Non-ST elevation Myocardial infarction (NSTEMI) and no significant
coronary artery disease is an important subtype of myocardial infarction. Cardio-
vascular magnetic resonance (CMR) offers a potential opportunity to clarify the
underlying cause in this group of patients. The objective of this study was to in-
vestigate the diagnostic value and the prognostic implication of CMR in NSTEMI
patients without significant lesions in coronary arteries.
Methods: A retrospective monocentric study enrolling all subsequent patients
hospitalized for NSTEMI without significant lesions in coronary arteries (stenosis
<50%), between January 2004 and January 2010. All patients underwent car-
diac CMR with sequences dedicated for the evaluation of myocardial delayed
enhancement. CMR scans were analyzed independently by two experienced in-
terpreters.
Results: CMR provided etiologic diagnosis in 117 patients (84.2%). In the re-
maining patients (non-contributory CMR), there was no detectable infarction or
inflammation and no additional new diagnosis was made. Myocarditis was the
most common diagnosis, which was present in 63.2% of the patients. Myocar-
dial infarction was found in 43 patients (36.8%). The limiting factors of CMR to
identify the underlying cause were: female sex (63.6% vs 30.8%; p<0.005) and a
low level of troponin (0.8±1.0 ng/ml vs 7.1±7.7 ng/ml; p<0.0001). At hospital dis-
charge and after a mean follow up of 55 months, patients with non-contributory
CMR had significantly lower rates of secondary prevention therapies prescrip-
tion compared with the ischemic group (all probability values <0.0001). At long
term follow up, MACE (death, non fatal MI and TLR) were significantly higher in
the confirmed ischemic patients as compared with non-contributory CMR group
(12.2% vs 0%) (p=<0.0001).

Conclusion: Our study demonstrates the interesting role of CMR to identify the
underlying cause of NSTEMI patients without significant lesions in coronary arter-
ies. Female sex and low level of troponin were associated with non-contributory
CMR. Our study demonstrates also that patients with non-contributory CMR have
an excellent prognosis although they received a lower rate of secondary preven-
tion medication prescription. These findings highlight an opportunity to clarify the
care of this group.

P4449 | BEDSIDE
Left ventricular remodeling assessed by cardiac magnetic resonance
after a ST-elevation myocardial infarction treated with primary
percutaneous coronary intervention

I. Buera Surribas1, M. Mutuberria Urdaniz1, J.F. Rodriguez Palomares1,
V. Pineda Sanchez2, I. Otaegui Irurueta1, L. Gutierrez Garcia-Moreno1,
A. Evangelista Masip1 on behalf of PROMISE study. 1Hospital Universitari Vall
d’Hebron, Cardiology Department, Barcelona, Spain; 2Hospital Universitari Vall
d’Hebron, Radiology and Imaging Department, Barcelona, Spain

After an acute ST segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), the presence
of adverse left ventricular remodeling (LVR) is related to an increase of morbimor-
tality at follow-up. This remodeling is characterized by the presence of left ventric-
ular (LV) dilatation, as well as changes in its morphology and geometry.
The aim of our study is to determine the parameters related to the development
of LVR based on cardiac magnetic resonance (CRM) and its incidence, as well
as to evaluate the morphological and geometric changes in LV after a STEMI.
This prospective study included 127 consecutive patients with a first STEMI
treated with primary percutaneous coronary intervention, and studied with a CMR
within the first week and at 6 months. We acquired cine sequences in order to as-
sess LV volumes and ejection fraction, STIR sequences to determine the myocar-
dial area at risk (AAR), and late gadolinium enhancement sequences to assess
infarct size (IS), microvascular obstruction (MVO) and the myocardial salvage in-
dex (MSI). LVR was defined by an increase of LV end-diastolic volume ≥20%. We
also calculated classical parameters of LVR: thinning ratio, expansion index and
sphericity index. Among these 127 patients, 40 (31.5%) developed LVR. Mean
age was 60 years, 45.6% had an anterior STEMI, and time from symptoms on-
set to TIMI 3 was 208±65min. At the univariate analysis, we found association
(p<0.05) of the following factors with a greater risk of LVR development: IS (32.3%
of LV mass in patients who developed LVR vs 21% in non-LVR), AAR (39.5% vs
31.7%), MVO (1.6g vs 0g) and infarct localization (60% of LVR were anterior vs
39% of non-LVR).
However, in the multivariate analysis, IS was the only significant predictor of LVR.
With the ROC curve analysis we obtained an AUC of 0.7 (p=0.05), and thus, an
IS ≥21% of LV mass has a sensibility of 70% and a specificity of 64% to predict
LVR with an OR 3.8 (p=0.001).
Regarding LV morphology in LVR, we found a significant increase not only in LV
volumes but also in ventricular diameter and sphericity.
After a STEMI, CMR can improve stratification of the risk of LVR. In our series,
31.5% of patients developed LVR, and infarct size has showed to be a good pre-
dictor of such evolution. A threshold of 21% of necrosis over total LV mass could
be suitable to predict LVR with a sensibility of 70% and a specificity of 64%.

P4450 | BEDSIDE
Predictor of left ventricular remodeling after acute myocardial
infarction: a study of end-systolic wall stress

G. Clerfond, L. Biere, S. Grall, S. Delepine, S. Willoteaux, F. Prunier, A. Furber.
University Hospital of Angers, Angers, France

Objectives: Investigate whether the end-systolic wall stress is an independent
predictor of left ventricular remodeling (LVR) in the aftermath of an acute myocar-
dial infarction after successful reperfusion.
Background: LVR in post myocardial infarction is a poor prognosis outcome as-
sociated with a greater number of major adverse cardiovascular events. It remains
difficult to predict which patients will remodel.
Methods: We calculate, among other parameters, end-systolic wall stress (WS)
by three-dimensional MRI method in the aftermath of a revascularized MI. LVR
was defined as a LV end-diastolic volume indexed (LVEDVi) >120 ml/m2 at 3
months.
Results: Analysis was performed on 169 patients. 13 patients presented LVR,
including 11 due to anterior MI. In these 13 patients the data of the initial MRI
are more pejorative: WS 25.9±6 vs 16.0±4 103 N·m-2 (p<0.001), a LVEDVi
117.2±20 vs 84.6±16 ml/m2 (p<0.001), an infarct size 46.6±20 vs 22.8±15 g
(p<0.001), a microvascular obstruction size 8.7±1.9 vs 9±3 g (p<0.001) and a LV
ejection fraction 31.0±8 vs 49.0±9% (p<0.001). The initial global WS emerges as
an independent predictor of LV remodeling (OR 1.298 [1.046 to 1.612], p<0.018)
as LVEDVi (OR 1.093 [1.013 to 1.180], p<0.022) and the occurrence of heart fail-
ure (OR 9.912 [1.094 to 89.842], p<0.041). LVEF so as infarct and microvascular
obstruction size were not independent predictors. Patients with an initial global
WS below 20.88 103 N·m-2 will not present LVR in 98.5% of cases (sensitivity
and specificity of 84.6%).
Conclusion: End-systolic wall stress is an independent predictor of LV remodel-
ing in post-MI. Patients with an initial global WS below 20.88 103 N·m-2 presented
a small risk for LVR.
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Hemorrhagic myocardial infarction assessed by cardiovascular
magnetic resonance after primary angioplasty can predict late left
ventricular remodeling in patients with acute myocardial infarction

K. Tamita, A. Yamamuro, E. Hyodo, T. Iwamura, M. Maeda, T. Tokuda, K. Yoshida,
J. Yoshikawa. Nishinomiya Watanabe Cardiovascular Center, Nishinomiya, Japan

Background: Recent studies have reported that non-invasive assessment of
microvascular obstruction (MVO) and interstitial myocardial hemorrhage by car-
diovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) provides a specific biomarker of severe
ischemia-reperfusion injury after acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarc-
tion (STEMI). However, the relation between left ventricular (LV) remodeling and
hemorrhagic myocardial infarction has not been fully evaluated. The aim of this
study was to determine whether the presence of myocardial hemorrhage deter-
mined by T2*-CMR can predict progressive LV remodeling in patients with acute
STEMI.
Methods: The study population consisted of 107 consecutive patients with a first
STEMI successfully treated with percutaneous coronary intervention. T2*-CMR
performed within 4 days after primary PCI was used to identify the presence of
reperfusion hemorrhage and contrast enhancement was used to detect and quan-
tify MVO. The cine MRI at the baseline and 6 months after STEMI were analyzed
to measure LV volume. Late LV remodeling was defined as an increase in end-
diastolic volume index (EDVI) >20%. We assessed the association between and
hemorrhagic myocardial infarction determined by CMR and late LV remodeling.
Results: Sixty-two/107 (58%) patients had MVO and 43 (40%) of them showed
myocardial hemorrhage. Patients with late LV remodeling were more frequently
observed in patients with hemorrhagic myocardial infarction compared to those
without myocardial hemorrhage (26% vs 3%, p=0.0004). The amount of change
of EDVI was larger in patients with hemorrhagic myocardial infarction compared to
those without myocardial hemorrhage (2.3±15.7 vs -2.9±10.3 ml/m2, p=0.038).
The total sizes of MVO correlated with the amount of change of LVEDVI (r2=0.09,
p=0.0019).
Conclusion: These data suggest that the assessment of myocardial hemorrhage
determined by T2*-CMR provides an accurate method of predicting late LV re-
modeling in patients with STEMI.

P4452 | BEDSIDE
Incremental value of normal adenosine perfusion cardiac magnetic
resonance: long-term outcome

F.B. Sozzi1, L. Iacuzio2, C. Canetta1, F. Civaia2, F. Berthier2, P. Rossi2,
S. Rusek2, F. Lombardi1, G. Dreyfus2, V. Dor2. 1Fondazione IRCCS Cà Granda,
Polyclinic, Cardiology Dept., Milan, Italy; 2Cardio-Thoracic Center of Monaco,
Monaco, Monaco

Objectives: To determine the long-term prognostic value of negative adenosine
stress cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) with absent delayed enhance-
ment in patients referred for evaluation of myocardial ischemia.
Methods: We retrospectively reviewed 326 consecutive patients (age 65±11
years, 74% male) with suspected or known coronary disease who had under-
gone adenosine stress CMR negative for ischemia and delayed enhancement.
End-points during a mean follow-up of 6 years (5.9±1.8) were all-causes of mor-
tality and hard cardiac events (cardiac death and nonfatal myocardial infarction).
Secondary endpoint: coronary revascularization and hospitalization for angina.
Results: During follow-up, 16 patients died due to various causes (cardiac death
in 5 patients). Three patients had nonfatal myocardial infarction. Seven pa-
tients were hospitalized for revascularization and 8 for unstable angina medically
treated. The annual cardiac event rate was 1.4% (0.9% in the first 3 years and
2.2% between the fourth and sixth year). Predictors of cardiac events in a mul-
tivariate analysis model were advanced age [hazard ratio (HR) 1.15; 95% con-
fidence interval (95% CI) 1,02-1,30], diabetes (HR 17.5, 95% CI 2.2-140) and
smoking habit (HR 5.9, 95% CI 1.0-35.5). All-causes of mortality rate was 0.8%.
Patients with normal stress CMR had excellent outcomes during the 3 years after
the study. The cardiac event rate was higher between the fourth and sixth year.
Therefore, it may be useful to repeat a new study to reassess the risk status of
ischemia after 3 years.

Figure 1. Kaplan Meier curve.

Conclusion: A very low event-rate and excellent prognosis occurred in patients
with normal adenosine stress CMR.

P4453 | BENCH
Comparative evaluation of FDG PET and cardiac MRI for prediction of
regional left ventricular contractile function improvement after
recanalization of chronic occlusion coronary artery

D.V. Ryzhkova, I.S. Kostina. Almazov Federal Medical Research Centre, Nuclear
Cardiology, St.-Petersburg, Russian Federation

The aim is a comparison of PET and contrast-enhanced MRI (ceMRI) in predictin-
gof segmental left ventricular (LV) functional recovery in myocardium, subtended
by chronic totally occluded (CTO) coronary arteries (CA), after revascularization.
Materials and methods: In 26 patients with coronary artery disease and an-
giographycally proven CTO coronary arteries cardiac ceMRI and PET were per-
formed before revascularization. Recanalization of CTO CA was successful in 20
patients. An improvement in wall motion at follow-up by at least 1 grade was used
as standard for diagnostic accuracy calculation.
Results: Transmurality of scar extension and scar volume values were signifi-
cantly larger in segments with irreversible dysfunction than in viable myocardium
(73,0±37% vs 20,4±33,7%, p<0,0001 and 54,1±33,4% vs 9,8±16,2%,
p<0,0001 respectively). Converse tendency was noted for 18F-FDG uptake
(51,8±17% vs 67±11,6%, p<0,001). ROC analysis demonstrated that ≤50%
of scar extension transmurality predicts significant improvement in local systolic
function with a 80,2% sensitivity, 78% specificity and 79,6% accuracy, whereas
that values for ≤37,7% of scar volume was 92,7%, 73,2% and 86,9% respec-
tively. The cut-off value ≥56,4% of 18F-FDG uptake and patterns type of myocar-
dial perfusion and metabolism provide 81,1% vs 91% sensitivity, 67,5% vs 75,2%
specific, 65,5% vs 83,3% accuracy respectively.
Conclusion: ceCMR has the advantage in accuracy and predictive value in
prognosing the segmental LV recovery after endovascular recanalization of CTO
CA. In case of contraindications to ceMRI, performance of complex perfusion-
metabolism PET imaging seems to be more appropriate. 18F-FDG PET alone is
less effective in predicting the segmental recovery.

P4454 | BEDSIDE
Microvascular obstruction versus infarct size as predictors for left
ventricular remodeling

J.F. Rodriguez Palomares1, J.T. Ortiz2, C. Bucciarelli-Ducci2, D. Lee2,
E. Wu2, R.O. Bonow2. 1University Hospital Vall d’Hebron, Barcelona, Spain;
2Northwestern University, Chicago, United States of America

Background and aims: In reperfused acute myocardial infarction, estimation
of hyperenhancement volume and microvascular obstruction (MVO) constitutes
a dynamic process after contrast administration. Therefore, the prognostic role
of these 2 parameters have diverged in different studies. Thus, our aim was to
determine the best predictor and the optimal time after contrast injection to predict
left ventricular remodeling.
Methods: Subjects were evaluated using CMR within the first week (n=60),
3 months and one year after a STEMI percutaneously revascularized. Cine
CMR was performed to measure left ventricular function. Additionally, multi-slice
inversion-recovery single shot (ss-IR) images were acquired sequentially at 1, 3,
5, 7, 10, 15, 20, and 25 min after bolus contrast administration to measure the
hyperenhancement and MVO (hypoenhancement) volumes. Inversion time was
set to null normal myocardium.
Results: The presence of delayed hypoperfusion at each time point after contrast
administration results in larger hyperenhancement volumes, end systolic volume
(ESV), and reduced ejection fraction (EF) (Table). The hyperenhancement and
the hypoperfused volumes at all-time points were significant univariate predictors
for ESV during the 3 months and at 1 year. However, in multivariate analysis,
the volume of hypoperfusion at 15 min was the only predictor for ESV (r=0.73,
p=0.01) and EF (r=- 0.75, p<0.001) at 1 year.

Minutes after Delayed Hypoperfusion absent Delayed Hypoperfusion present
contrast Infarct size ESV EF Infarct Size ESV EF

1 15±11 g 75±21 ml 50±10% 30±16 g 92±32 ml 42±11%
3 17±14 g 77±26 ml 49±11% 33±16 g 97±30 ml 42±11%
5 18±13 g 75±26 ml 49±11% 18±13 g 100±29 ml 41±11%
7 18±13 g 76±25 ml 49±10% 18±13 g 102±30 ml 40±11%
10 19±13 g 78±28 ml 48±11% 19±13 g 101±27 ml 41±11%
15 19±13 g 78±28 ml 48±11% 19±13 g 101±27 ml 41±11%
20 20±14 g 79±27 ml 47±11% 20±14 g 103±29 ml 41±12%
25 20±14 g 79±28 ml 47±11% 20±14 g 103±29 ml 40±7%
Values are mean ± SD. ESV: end systolic volumel EF: ejection fraction.

Conclusion: Infarct size and the area of MVO can predict adverse ventricular
remodeling; however, the area of MVO 15 min after contrast is the strongest pre-
dictor for ESV and EF at one year follow-up.
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P4455 | BEDSIDE
Cardiovascular magnetic resonance characterization of left ventricular
reverse remodeling after a first ST-segment elevation myocardial
infarction

C. Bonanad Lozano1, J.T. Ortiz-Perez2, M.P. Lopez-Lereu3, J.V. Monmeneu3,
O. Husser1, F.J. Chaustre1, C. Gomez1, J. Nunez1, F.J. Chorro1, V. Bodi1.
1University Hospital Clinic, Department of Cardiology, Valencia, Spain; 2Hospital
Clinic de Barcelona, Cardiology, Barcelona, Spain; 3University Hospital Clinic,
Imaging Unit-ERESA, Valencia, Spain

Background: Reverse remodeling brings about beneficial consequences in a
wide range of cardiovascular scenarios. In ST-segment elevation myocardial in-
farction (STEMI) an accurate assessment of this process using cardiovascular
magnetic resonance (CMR) has not been performed yet.
Methods and results: In two university hospitals we prospectively in-
cluded 565 STEMI patients in whom CMR was performed 7±1 and 179±8 days
post-infarction. Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), LV mass, end-diastolic
(LVEDVI) and end-systolic volumes indexes (LVESVI), infarct size (IS) and mi-
crovascular obstruction (MVO) were quantified. We focused on those 311 patients
(55% of the whole group) with early remodeling (1-week LVESVI >reference nor-
malized values). Reverse remodeling (>10% decrease in LVESVI from 1-week to
6-month CMR) occurred in 139 patients (45% of those with early remodeling). At
1-week CMR, patients with reverse remodeling displayed a smaller extent of IS
(23±12% vs. 30±14, p<0.001) and MVO (2±3% vs. 5±7, p<0.001) but similar
values of LVEF, LV mass, LVEDVI and LVESVI (p>0.3). LVESVI, LVEDVI, and LV
mass decreased and EF improved in patients with reverse remodeling (p<0.001);
the opposite trend was observed in patients without reverse remodeling. The rate
of adverse clinical events (death, re-infarction or re-admission for heart failure)
during a 3-year mean follow-up was higher in patients with reverse remodeling
(16% vs. 7%, p=0.02). After comprehensive multivariate analyses, the indepen-
dent predictor of reverse remodeling (0.95 [0.92-0.97], p<0.001) and adverse
clinical events (1.04 [1.02 – 1.07], p<0.001) was 1-week IS.
Conclusions: Reverse remodeling occurs in almost half of STEMI patients with
early dilation, it associates with beneficial effects on the most important structural
cardiac indexes and on patients’ outcome. Infarct size soon after STEMI but not
the magnitude of cardiac dilation or dysfunction predicts reverse remodeling.

P4456 | BEDSIDE
Limitation of acute infarct transmurality to predict segmental recovery
in STEMI patients: a cardiac imaging study in the PROMISE trial

J.F. Rodriguez Palomares, L. Gutierrez Garcia Moreno, G. Maldonado,
G. Garcia, I. Otaegui, B. Garcia Del Blanco, J. Barrabes, M.T. Gonzalez Alujas,
A. Evangelista, D. Garcia Dorado on behalf of PROMISE randomized clinical
trial. University Hospital Vall d’Hebron, Barcelona, Spain

Background and aims: In an acute myocardial infarction, the transmurality of
the necrosis by cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) has been considered an ex-
cellent predictor of improvement in contractile function. However, different studies
suggest that transmurality can be overestimated in the acute phase due to the
presence of edema. Thus, our aim was to analyze the accuracy of acute trans-
murality to estimate the presence of contractile reserve and the recovery of seg-
mental function.
Methods: Ninety-five consecutive patients with an acute STEMI enrolled in the
PROMISE trial were studied after a successful primary angioplasty with CMR
and dobutamine stress echo during the first week and at 6 months. Infarct trans-
murality was determined by CMR, the peak longitudinal systolic strain (SS) and
strain rate (SSR) were determined basal and after infusion of 10 mcg/kg/min of
dobutamine (DBT) in 16 segments per patient (except segment 17).
Results: A total of 1520 segments were analyzed. SS and SSR basal, at 10 mcg
DBT and at 6 months follow-up were lower with the increase of infarct transmu-
rality. Infarct transmurality decrease at six months even in transmural infarctions
(p<0.001). Thus, 80% segments with infarcts 50-75% and 48% segments with
infarcts >75% in the acute phase presented contractile reserve and improvement
in contractile reserve at follow-up. This improvement was correlated with the de-
crease of infarct transmurality in these segments at 6 months (table 1).

Table 1. Strain rate versus infarct transmurality

0–25% at 26–50% 51–75% > 75%
six months at six months at six months at six months
Basal 6M Basal DBT 10 6M Basal DBT 10 6M Basal DBT 10 6M

Acute: 50–75% −0,78 −1,00 −0,67 −0,89 −0,95 −0,67 −0,82 −0,90
Acute: >75% −0,86 −0,90 −0,76 −0,77 −0,81 −0,71 −0,75 −0,75 −0,54 −0,64 −0,50

6M: six months. DBT: Dobutamine.

Conclusion: A large proportion of myocardial segments with a transmural in-
farction in early CMR decrease its transmurality and improve their function at 6
months. Thus, assessment of infarct transmurality in the acute phase can mislead
the estimation of functional recovery.

NEW TECHNIQUES IN CARDIOVASCULAR MAGNETIC
RESONANCE

P4458 | BEDSIDE
T2 mapping of the human myocardium with an accelerated multiecho
spinecho sequence (GRASE) in volunteers -feasibility and reliability-

F. Boenner1, N. Janzarik1, C. Jacoby1, S. Haberkorn1, F. Range1, B. Butzbach1,
B. Schackenburg2, M.W. Merx1, M. Neizel-Wittke1, M. Kelm1. 1Heinrich Heine
University, Cinic for Cardiology, Aniology and Pneumology, Düsseldorf, Germany;
2Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands

Cardiac Magnetic Resonance (CMR) plays an important role in the diagnosis of
acute inflammatory myocardial diseases. Since inflammatory foci are accompa-
nied by oedama, they produce an endogenous CMR tissue contrast by changing
local T2 relaxation time. At present, T2 weighted MR imaging has several draw-
backs (lacking intensity references, subjectivity) and might not be sufficient for
detecting acute or low-grade tissue inflammation. Therefore, the purpose of the
present study was to validate and investigate reference values of myocardial T2
relaxation mapping with GRASE for the sensitive discrimination between remote
and diseased myocardial tissue.
A 1.5 Tesla MRI-System with a 32-chanal coil was used for rapid multiecho im-
age acquisition with GRASE (respiration navigator, (15 T2 echos separated by
10ms, res: 1x1x10 mm2, 3 short axis slices, TA: 6min). These images were post-
processed using software based on the LabView environment for pixel wise T2
generation. In terms of sequence validation and investigation of biological effects
on T2 relaxation, phantom experiments were undertaken with muscle tissue ex
vivo and in vivo. Healthy volunteers of mixed age and sex (n=62) underwent CMR.
In a set of phantom studies, GRASE was validated against a gold standard mul-
tiecho spinecho sequence in meat phantoms treated by drying and liquid injec-
tions and in non-moving human muscle (upper limb). Due to its quantitative na-
ture GRASE was capable of detecting a 10% loss of global water due to drying
and less than 100μl water injected into muscle tissue. The volunteers were di-
vided into 4 groups depended on their mean age. T2 maps could be generated
in all cases. Median T2 values of apical short axis slices differed significantly
from basal ones (apical: 57.71±2.16ms; basal: 52.89±4.0ms, p<0.05). Moreover,
there was a significant difference between male and female global myocardial T2
values (male: 55.53±1.8ms; female: 57.83±1.2ms, p<0.05). Interobserver vari-
ability between to experienced observers was low: The mean difference in T2
time was 0.46±1.5ms (R = 0.94) and the coefficient of variation was 2.2%. Inter-
estingly, increasing age (all volunteers) was correlated with increasing myocardial
T2 values (R=0.77).
GRASE derived T2 maps are reliable, highly reproducible and even discriminate
between male and female or young and aged myocardium. Phantom studies sug-
gest, that sensitivity and specificity of this novel sequence approach are high
enough to discriminate inflammatory foci from remote myocardium.

P4459 | BEDSIDE
Aortic stiffness in the presence of self-limiting and sustained systemic
inflammation: comparison of acute myocarditis and chronic
inflammatory diseases

R. Hinojar, E. Arroyo Ucar, N. Binti Ngah, N. Kuo, D. D Cruz, N. Gaddum,
T. Schaeffter, E. Nagel, V.O. Puntmann. King’s College London, Cardiovascular
Division, St. Thomas’ Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Purpose: Aortic stiffness, measured by pulse way velocity (PWV), is an inde-
pendent predictor of cardiovascular (CV) events over and above traditional risk
factors. Previous evidence revealed moderately raised PWV in the presence of
presence of systemic inflammatory diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). Changes in aortic stiffness in response
to acute systemic inflammation, such as systemic viral myocarditis, remain un-
known.
Methods: Ninety-nine subjects with either clinical diagnosis of acute myocarditis
(n=44) or chronic systemic inflammatory disease (RA and SLE, n=55) underwent
standardized cardiac magnetic resonance protocol for the assessment of PWV.
Thirty-eight apparently healthy subjects served as control group. Central PWV
was obtained by an inplane phase contrast gradient echo sequence with high
temporal resolution (120 phases/cardiac cycle) and foot-to-foot measurement.
Results: Groups were well matched for age and cardiovascular risk factors, with
no differences in blood pressure or heart rate between groups. Compared to con-
trols, both patients’ groups had significantly raised central PWV (control vs. acute
myocarditis vs. systemic inflammation, PWV (m/sec): 5.1±1.0 vs. 8.4±2.4 vs.
8.5±2.6, p<0.001, with no significant differences between the two groups of pa-
tients on post-hoc analysis. We identified significant relationship between PWV

PWV bivariate correlations

PWV r Sign (p value)

Age 0.4 <0.05
Hypertension 0.34 <0.05
Hypercholesterolemia 0.24 <0.05
Smoking 0.22 <0.001
LGE 0.36 <0.001

PWV was significantly correlated with age, with traditional CV risk factors and with the presence
of areas of late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) in the CMR study.
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and age (controls, r: 0.56; acute myocarditis, r: 0.51; and systemic inflammation,
r: 0.3 p<0.0001 for all), whereas no other functional index showed significant
association.
Conclusion: We demonstrate for the first time that there is increased aortic stiff-
ness in response to self-limiting inflammatory injury, which is comparable in mag-
nitude to sustained systemic inflammation.

P4460 | BEDSIDE
A novel ultra fast CMR approach for the assessment of left ventricular
volumes and function in one breath-hold

G. Vincenti1, P. Monney1, D. Piccini2, J. Chaptinel2, T. Rutz1, M.O. Zenge3,
M. Schmidt3, C. Rohner4, M. Stuber2, J. Schwitter1. 1Division of Cardiology
and Cardiac MR Center, University Hospital of Lausanne (CHUV), Lausanne,
Switzerland; 2Center for Biomedical Imaging (CIBM), Department of Radiology,
University Hospital (CHUV) and University of Lausanne (UNIL), Lausanne,
Switzerland; 3MR Product Innovation and Definition, Healthcare Sector, Siemens
AG, Erlangen, Germany; 4Department of Radiology, University Hospital of
Lausanne (CHUV), Lausanne, Switzerland

Background: CMR is generally accepted as the gold standard for left ventricular
(LV) volumes and function assessment. However, conventional cine imaging re-
quires several breath-holds to cover the entire LV during 10-15 min. Compressed
Sensing (CS) emerged as a means to accelerate data acquisition.
Purpose: To compare a novel prototype CS single breath-hold, multi-slice cine
technique with the standard multi-breath-hold technique for the assessment of LV
volumes and function.
Materials and methods: Twelve volunteers (75% male, age 33±8y) and 21
patients (86% male, age 63±14y) were included in the study. The novel proto-
type single breath-hold multi-slice CS cine sequence was implemented on a 1.5T
MAGNETOM Aera (Siemens) MR System. Three long-axis and 4 short-axis slices
were acquired in a single breath-hold of 14 heart beats (temporal/spatial resolu-
tion: 30ms/1.5 x 1.5mm2, acceleration factor: 11.0). The CS cine data were ana-
lyzed by the Argus 4DVF software (Siemens) which is based on a 3D LV-model
that takes the motion of the mitral valve plane into account. For gold standard
comparison, a conventional stack of cine SSFP images was acquired (tempo-
ral/spatial resolution 40ms/1.2 x 1.6mm 2, slice thickness/gap: 8mm/2mm) and
analyzed by the Argus VF software (Siemens). As a reference for the LV stroke
volume (LVSV), the aortic flow (AoFlow) was measured by a phase-contrast ac-
quisition (temporal/spatial resolution 40ms/1.8 x 1.8mm2) in 16 subjects (volun-
teers and patients without mitral insufficiency on echocardiography). The image
quality of the CS acquisitions and the intra- and inter-observer reproducibility were
assessed.
Results: The CS acquisition was more accurate than conventional approach for
LVSV quantification: LVSV overestimation vs AoFlow was 6.4±6.9ml with CS vs
14.1±11.2ml with the standard approach (p=0.025) with less variability (r=0.91
vs r=0.79, respectively).The CS acquisitions showed an excellent image quality
in 94% of the subjects and maintained quantitative accuracy in LV systolic function
(CS-LVEF = 48.5±15.9% vs standard LVEF = 49.8±15.8%, p=0.11) with excellent
correlation (r=0.96, slope=0.97, p<0.00001). The intra-/inter-observer agreement
for all CS parameters was good (slopes: 0.93-1.06, r: 0.90-0.99).
Conclusions: Accurate and reproducible measurements of LV volumes and func-
tion can be obtained in “one breath-hold” using this novel prototype multi-slice CS
cine sequence with significant reduction of the scan time and potential clinical
application.

P4461 | BEDSIDE
Non-invasive estimation of the augmentation index at the central aorta
using cardiac magnetic resonance imaging

Y. Kashihara, S. Fuke, K. Kida, Y. Namba, T. Ono, K. Hatanaka, M. Tanaka,
T. Ikeda, H. Saito, T. Sato. Japanese Red Cross Okayama Hospital, Okayama,
Japan

Purpose: Central aortic blood pressure is measured only using invasive proce-
dures. The present study aimed to estimate the augmentation index (AI) using
cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging, and compare it with the AI obtained
in a catheterization study.
Methods: Twenty-two patients who underwent CMR imaging and catheterization
study were examined.
Blood pressure change (�P) was expressed using Young’s modulus (E), vessel
wall thickness (h), and the aortic lumen diameter (D) as follows: �P = �D × E
× h. E × h is almost invariable if the wall thickness of the aorta is assumed to
be 1 mm. Under this assumption, blood pressure change is proportional to lumen
diameter change. Flow volume and cross sectional area (CSA) were measured
by tracing the ascending aorta in phase contrast CMR images (40 frames per
cardiac cycle). The aortic lumen diameter (D) was calculated using the CSA as
follows: D = 2√(CSA/pi). The image quality score of the waveform was visually
assessed as follows: 4, excellent; 3, good; 2, poor; and 1, non-assessable. The
CMR-AI was calculated from D0 at minimum lumen diameter, D1 at peak flow
and D2 at maximum lumen diameter as follows: CMR-AI = (D2 − D1)/(D1 − D0)
× 100.
The AI was calculated from the inflection point identified by the fourth derivative
curve of aortic pressure in the catheterization study.

Results: The image quality scores obtained were as follows: 4, 12 patients; 3, 7
patients; and 2, 3 patients. The mean CMR-AI was 33.7±30.8%, and the mean
the AI was 25.1±24.9%. Young’s modulus was 3.27±1.88 MPa, and the stiffness
β was 7.28±4.16. Moreover, CMR-AI was significantly correlated with the AI (R =
0.819, p<0.001).

Figure 1

Conclusions: CMR-AI is correlated strongly with the AI. Therefore, the AI at the
aorta may be estimated using CMR imaging.

P4462 | BEDSIDE
Discriminating dark rim artifacts from true perfusion defects with fully
quantitative perfusion analysis at the pixel resolution of
cardiovascular MRI perfusion in humans

A. Ta, L. Hsu, H. Conn, S. Winkler, A. Greve, P. Kellman, S. Shanbhag, M. Chen,
W. Bandettini, A. Arai on behalf of Duke University School of Medicine, Durham,
NC, USA & The Sarnoff Cardiovascular Research Foundation, Great Falls, VA,
USA. National Institutes of Health, MRI Imaging, Bethesda, United States of
America

Purpose: A dark rim artifact (DRA) that mimics a perfusion defect is one of the
most important limitations in cardiac perfusion MRI (CMR). This study used fully
quantitative analysis of myocardial blood flow (MBF) at the pixel resolution to
characterize regions of DRA vs. true perfusion defects.
Methods: 199 consecutive patients had a regadenoson perfusion CMR study
using a steady state free precession sequence and 0.05 mmol/kg gadolinium.
To study DRA, we excluded 139 cases without correlative invasive coronary
angiography (CATH) or computed tomography angiogram (CTA) and 18 cases
with coronary artery bypass, 3-vessel disease, or technical issues. Classification
as a true perfusion defect required CATH with significant coronary artery dis-
ease (CAD) (>70% stenosis). Classification as DRA required no significant CAD
(<30% stenosis) by CATH or CTA and presence of DRA on CMR. CMR perfusion
pixel maps were generated by a model-constrained Fermi deconvolution. Regions
of interest were drawn in the subendo-, mid-, and subepicardial myocardium.
Results: Patients (n=42) averaged 55±11 years of age and CAD was present
in 23% (n=10). In patients with DRA, MBF in the subendocardium was lower
than the midwall and epicardium (Fig 1, p=0.001) as well as remote myocardium
(p<0.001). However, the endocardial MBF of true perfusion defects was much
lower than endocardial MBF in DRA (0.81±0.35 vs 2.40±0.64ml/min/g; p<0.001).
Endocardial MBF could separate CAD from DRA with an area under the receiver
operator curve of 0.997 (p<0.001).

MBF in perfusion defects & dark rim art.

Conclusion: Although DRA are present and have statistically lower MBF in the
subendocardium than the midwall and epicardium, the endocardial MBF in true
perfusion defects is much lower. Thus, fully quantitative analysis of MBF was able
to discriminate DRA from true perfusion defects.

P4463 | BEDSIDE
Dynamic changes of T2-Weighted signal intensity magnetic resonance
imaging in reperfused myocardial infarction: implications for
retrospective area-at risk quantification

X. Rossello1, L. Fernandez-Friera1, J.M. Garcia-Ruiz1, A. Garcia-Alvarez1,
R. Fernandez-Jimenez1, G. Pizarro1, E. Dall’armellina2, V. Fuster1,
R.P. Choudhury2, B. Ibanez1. 1National Centre for Cardiovascular Research
(CNIC), Madrid, Spain; 2University of Oxford Centre for Clinical Magnetic
Resonance Research, Oxford, United Kingdom

Purpose: The accurate quantification of Area-at Risk (AAR) is of great value in
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clinical trials testing therapies aimed at reducing infarct size.Our aims were to
serially study post myocardial infarction (MI) signal intensity (SI) on T2-Weighted
Cardiac Magnetic Resonance (T2W-CMR).
Methods: Four Large-White pigs underwent 60 minutes LAD artery occlusion
followed by reperfusion.T2W-STIR 3T CMR scans were performed pre-MI and
on days 1,3,7,10 and 14. In vivo gold standard (GS) for AAR quantification was
obtained by selective intracoronary injection of gadolinium using perfusion CMR
imaging.Four additional pigs validated this new in vivo CMR-based GS against
the classic histopathology GS (negative-Evans blue staining).
T2 prep-SSFP 3T-CMR scans of 20 post-MI patients were also retrospectively
analyzed at 3 time points (<24hr; day 5-7 and 14-17).Regions of interest were
manually drawn on T2W images to calculate SI change: (SI at the AAR-SI at
remote myocardium)/SI at remote myocardium.
Results:Mean T2WSI change (%) in both patients and animals were significantly
higher on day 7 than on other days (p<0.001 for all comparisons,Figure). There
was a highly significant good correlation (r=0.91, p<0.001) and agreement (mean
error 0.91%,limits -7.55% to 9.37%) between the extent of AAR by CMR-based
GS and Evans blue.The correlation between AAR quantification by CMR-based
GS and T2W-STIR on day 7 was 0.86 (p<0.001; mean error-1.33%, limits -10.1%
to 7.5%). These values were higher than those at 1,3,10 and 14 days.

T2W signal intensity changes after MI,

Conclusions: After a MI, T2W-SI increases over time, peaking on day 7 with
a subsequent decrease both in the pig model and in patients. Similarly, AAR
quantification at day 7 better correlated with the GS. These findings may have
clinical implications for the best timing to accurately define AAR.

P4464 | BEDSIDE
Diminished myocardial oxygenation response to a breath-hold
stimulus in patients with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome

F. Roubille1, K. Fischer2, D.P. Guensch3, J.C. Tardif2, M.G. Friedrich2.
1University Hospital of Montpellier, Intensive Care Unit, Department of
Cardiology, Montpellier, France; 2Montreal Heart Institute, Philippa and Marvin
Carsley CMR Centre, Montreal, Canada; 3Bern University Hospital, Department
of Anesthesia and Pain Medicine, Bern, Switzerland

Purpose: Oxygenation-sensitive cardiovascular magnetic resonance (OS-CMR)
can non-invasively monitor changes of myocardial oxygenation using a vasodila-
tory stimulus such as a breath-hold. However, it is unknown how this will affect
the regulation of myocardial oxygenation of patients with obstructive sleep apnea
syndrome (SAS) who suffer from repeated episodes of hypoxemia.
Methods: In a clinical 3T scanner, 19 healthy participants and 29 SAS patients
performed 60s hyperventilation followed by a maximal voluntary breath-hold. Dur-
ing the breath-hold, OS-CMR images were continuously acquired. Signal intensity
(SI) was expressed as a %-change from the first image and assessed for the max-
imum rate of change of SI in the first 25s (Slopemax), the maximum SI (�SImax)
reached within the breath-hold, and at the end (�SIend) when the participant
needed to end the breath-hold.
Results: SAS patients had a significantly lower response than healthy volun-
teers for both �SImax (+9.1±7.6% vs. +14.8±6.6%) and �SIend (+4.0±11.0%
vs. +10.3±7.7%), as well they had a shorter breath-hold duration (51±30s vs.
74±29s, p<0.05). Diabetes, hypertension and/or coronary artery disease were
present in 13 SAS patients. When accounting for these, �SImax and slopemax
during the first 25s were significantly different (p<0.05), whereas they were not
associated with �SIend.

The change in OS-SI over the breath-hold.

Conclusions: SAS patients have a delayed and blunted myocardial oxygenation
response to a breath-hold stimulus. Furthermore, SAS patients tolerate longer

breath-holds with lower oxygenation than healthy volunteers. OS-CMR combined
with breathing maneuvers may be useful for verifying SAS-specific alterations of
microvascular function in the myocardium.

P4465 | BEDSIDE
Diagnostic accuracy of three different protocols for 3.0 tesla coronary
magnetic resonance angiography

Y. Namba1, S. Fuke1, Y. Kashihara1, T. Ono1, Y. Morimoto2, K. Hatanaka1,
M. Tanaka1, T. Ikeda1, H. Saito1, T. Sato1. 1Japanese Red Cross Okayama
Hospital, Cardiology, Okayama, Japan; 2Fukuyama Cardiovascular Hospital,
Cardiology, Fukuyama, Japan

Purpose: The usefulness of coronary magnetic resonance angiography (cMRA)
has been reported, although the difference in the diagnostic accuracy of the dif-
ferent protocols has not been established.
Methods: We compared conventional coronary angiography (CAG) and cMRA
in 23 consecutive patients who underwent these examinations within six months.
We used the standard 15-segment American Heart Association classification sys-
tem. Stenosis was quantitatively evaluated in segments with a reference diameter
of ≥1.5 mm on CAG. Significant coronary artery disease (CAD) was defined as a
reduction in the luminal diameter of coronary arteries by ≥50%. The three proto-
cols for cMRA were cMRA1, whole-heart coronary angiography (WHCA) without
contrast; cMRA2, WHCA with contrast; and cMRA3, steady-state free precession
with contrast at breath-hold by using a 3.0 T scanner. Image quality was graded
on a 4-point scale: 1, nonassessable; 2, assessable, fair vessel contrast; 3, as-
sessable, good vessel contrast; and 4, assessable, excellent vessel contrast.
Results: Stenosis was observed in 33 segments, with a prevalence of 10.5%.
For cMRA1, cMRA2, and cMRA3, the numbers of assessable segments were
234 (74.3%), 273 (86.7%), and 157 (49.8%), respectively (p<0.001 by the Mc-
Nemar test). For the assessable segments, the mean image quality scores were
2.63±0.67, 3.43±0.77, and 2.23±0.45 with cMRA1, cMRA2, and cMRA3, re-
spectively (p<0.001 by the Mann-Whitney U test). The diagnostic accuracy of
each protocol is presented in Table. For the assessable segments, the image
quality score was better with cMRA2 than with the other protocols.

Table 1

Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

For all segments
cMRA1 (n=315) 69.7 99.3 92.0 96.5
cMRA2 (n=315) 78.8 98.2 83.9 97.5
cMRA3 (n=315) 42.4 97.2 63.6 93.5

For the assessable segments
cMRA1 (n=234) 92.0 99.0 92.0 99.0
cMRA2 (n=273) 86.7 97.9 83.9 98.3
cMRA3 (n=157) 87.5 94.3 63.6 98.5

For the assessable proximal segments
cMRA1 (n=119) 93.3 99.0 93.3 99.0
cMRA2 (n=127) 94.1 96.4 80.0 99.1
cMRA3 (n=99) 91.7 90.8 57.9 98.8

PPV: positive predictive value; NPV: negative predictive value.

Conclusion: cMRA is useful in ruling out CAD, with the cMRA2 protocol showing
the highest performance.

P4466 | BENCH
Analysis of myocardial intra and extracellular water. Magnetic
resonance studies ex vivo and in situ rat heart model

M. Andres Villarreal, M. Poncelas, J. Inserte, J.F. Rodriguez-Palomares,
V. Pineda, I. Barba, D. Garcia-Dorado. University Hospital Vall d’Hebron,
Cardiology, Barcelona, Spain

Purpose: Myocardial edema (ME) is present in the setting of many heart dis-
eases, including ischemia-reperfusion (IR) injury. Depending on the nature of the
insult, distinct patterns of ME distribution have been described, leading to differ-
ent detrimental effects. The aim of this study was to develop a method to measure
myocardial water distribution between intracellular (ICW) and extracellular (ECW)
compartments and to analyze its correlation with cardiac magnetic resonance
imaging (CMRI) parameters.
Methods: Gadobutrol was used as an ECW marker in a saline perfused isolated
rat heart (SPIRH) model. Hearts were perfused with normoosmotic, hyperosmotic
or hyposmotic buffer (containing Gd 1mM for the last 5 min) to obtain different
patterns of water distribution. At the end of perfusion, hearts were weighed (fresh
mass) and sliced; after lyophilization, samples were reweighed (dry mass), thus
obtaining total water content (TWC). Gadolinium was extracted from dried sam-
ples and measured at 9.4T in a vertical magnet, based on the linear relation be-
tween 1/T1 and [Gd]. ECW content was calculated from Gd amount and ICW was
calculated by subtraction of ECW to TWC. This method was checked in IR ex vivo
protocols and used in in situ rat heart experiments. CMRI study was performed
in ex vivo rat hearts previously perfused with Gd-free normosmotic, hyperosmotic
or hyposmotic buffer and T2, Diffusion coeffient (B0) and proton density were
measured.
Results: Intact rat hearts contained 257±8 of ICW (all data referred as mL of
water per 100g of dry tissue, mean ± SE) and 79±10 of ECW. Hearts perfused
40’ with normosmotic buffer contained 254±7.7 of ICW and 152±5.6 of ECW.
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Hyposmotic perfused hearts contained 300±5 of ICW and 144±5.6 of ECW and
hyperosmotic perfused ones had 189±5.3 of ICW and 172±6.5 ECW. SPIRH
subjected to 40’ of ischemia and 30’ of reperfusion showed significant increase
of TWC at expense of ECW, but this effect could be prevented when cell death
was prevented with blebbistatin administered early during reperfusion and also
with hyperosmotic reperfusion. CMRI studies showed a good correlation of proton
density with TWC (R2=0.99) while both T2 and B0 had good correlation with ECW
(R2=0.99).
Conclusions: 1) The method described to measure ECW and ICW is reliable
both in ex vivo and in situ rat models. 2) Proton density correlates with TWC
while both T2 value and B0 do correlate with ECW. 3) The protective effect of
hyperosmotic reperfusion suggests a contribution of ME to cell death.

P4467 | BEDSIDE
Extracellular volume fraction of cardiac MRI is related to indexes of
mitral annuls velocity of tissue Doppler echocardiography

N. Masaki1, K. Hayashi2, K. Ito1, A. Sato1, T. Namba1, T. Yada1, D. Hakuno1,
K. Miyazaki1, S. Kosuda2, K. Adachi1. 1National Defense Medical College,
Dept. of Cardiology, Tokorozawa, 2National Defense Medical College, Dept. of
Radiology, Tokorozawa, Japan

Purpose: Extracellular matrix expansion and fibrosis are characteristics of ad-
verse myocardial remodeling. Cardiac MRI T1-mapping may quantify the struc-
tural change of myocardium. We compared extracellular volume fraction (ECV)
with parameters of Doppler tissue imaging indicating stiffness of myocardium.
Methods: Consecutive 51 patients (59±16 years old, 35 men and 16 women)
were examined by cardiac MRI T1-mapping and tissue Doppler echocardiogra-
phy. The subjects included 10 patients of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM), 10
patients of dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) and 6 patients of cardiac sarcoidosis
(SA). All images for T1-mapping were acquired in mid-diastole phase by satura-
tion recovery single shot acquisition method. We used 2-parameter signal model
to determine T1; S(t) = S(0)*(1 − exp(−t/T1)). Myocardial T1 was derived from
the average signals of 6 regions of interest placed on a cross-section of mid left
ventricle at different saturation delay (0, 300, 600 ms). ECV was calculated by
hypothesizing gadolinium contrast (Gd) as an extracellular space marker. ECV =
λ*(1 − hematocrit); λ = [�R1 myocardium]/[�R1 blood], where �R1 = 1/T1 post
Gd − 1/T1 pre Gd.
Results: The average ECV (%) was 30±12 (HCM 35±17, DCM 26±6, SA
38±12, respectively). ECV was not associated with end-diastolic volume index,
end-systolic volume index, left ventricular mass index and ejection fraction mea-
sured from cardiac MRI. However, ECV was positively correlated with septal E/E’
(γ=0.320, p=0.022, n=51), lateral E’ (γ=-0.363, p=0.010, n=49) and lateral E/E’
(γ=0.439, p=0.002, n=49) obtained from tissue Doppler echocardiography. ECV
was also correlated with BNP (γ=0.364, p=0.009), HDL-cholesterol (γ=0.357,
p=0.010) and body surface area (BSA) (γ=-0.397, p=0.004). In a model of multi-
variate linear regression analysis adjusted with the backgrounds of the patients,
ECV was independently associated with septal E/E’ (β=0.279, p=0.033), and BSA
(β=-0.364, p=0.006).
Conclusions: Our result suggested that ECV is related to the indexes of left ven-
tricular diastolic function in echocardiography. Cardiac MRI T1-mapping is promis-
ing method to evaluate myocardial condition.

CHARACTERISING NON-ISCHAEMIC CARDIOMYOPATHY

P4469 | BEDSIDE
Pathological correlates of left-system intraventricular conduction
delay in patients with non ischemic cardiomyopathy

C. Grigoratos1, R. Liga1, E. Bennati2, M. Perfetti3, A. Barison4, G. Malatesta3,
A.I. Corciu1, G.D. Aquaro5, P.G. Masci5. 1University of Pisa, Cardiac, Thoracic
and Vascular Department, Pisa, Italy; 2University of Siena, Department of
Cardiovascular Diseases, Siena, Italy; 3University of Chieti-Pescara, Institute of
Cardiology and Center of Excellence on Aging, Chieti, Italy; 4Scuola Normale
Superiore, Pisa, Italy; 5Gabriele Monasterio Foundation, National Research
Council, Pisa, Italy

Background and aims: Pathological correlates of intraventricular conduction
delay have been scarcely investigated in patients with non-ischemic cardiomy-
opathy (NICM). In the current study, we sought to assess left ventricular (LV)
structural, functional and tissue abnormalities associated with left-system intra-
ventricular conduction delay in a cohort of NICM patients by cardiovascular mag-
netic resonance (CMR).
Methods: CMR and 12-lead ECG were performed in 198 consecutive patients
with NICM (140 males, age 61±14 years). Late gadolinium enhancement (LGE)
technique was used for fibrosis detection and quantification. LV volumes, mass
and ejection-fraction were quantified using short-axis cine images. On regional
basis, presence and extent of LGE were expressed segmentally according to
16-segment model of the left ventricle. Further, 16 segments were grouped
into 1)septum, 2) adjacent and 3)lateral regions. Regional LGE extent was ob-
tained by averaging the segmental values corresponding to each region. Ac-
cording to ECG findings, patients were classified: 1)Left bundle disease (LBD);
2)Right-bundle branch block (RBBB); 3)Aspecific conduction delay (ACD); 4)QRS
duration<120ms.

Results: Eighty-five (43%) patients showed LBD (left-branch-block=49 and left-
anterior-hemiblock n=36), 11 (6%) had RBBB (10 associated with left-anterior-
hemiblock), 17 (9%) ACD and 85 (43%) QRS duration<120ms. Compared to pa-
tients with QRS duration<120ms, those with LBD were older (57±15 vs 65±13
years, P=0.003) had greater LV end-systolic volume (77±40 vs 90±40 ml/m2,
P=0.024) and mass (87±21 vs 95±30 g/m2, P=0.032) but lower LV ejection-
fraction (38±11 vs 34±11%, P=0.024). LGE was observed more commonly in
LBD than QRS duration<120ms patients (57 vs 25%, P<0.001) and was more
often and extensively located in the septum (54 vs 18% and 9±13% vs 3±8%,
both P≤0.001). Septal LGE was associated with a higher likelihood of LBD (OR
4.923, 95% CI 2.403 to 10.088, P<0.001) after correction for LV volumes, mass
and ejection-fraction.
Conclusions: LBD is the most common form of intraventricular conduction abno-
marlity in NICM and is associated with worse LV remodeling and dysfunction as
compared to normal intraventricular conduction. Further, fibrosis of interventric-
ular septum yielded a nearly 5-fold increased likelihood of LBD independently of
the degree of LV dilatation and systolic dysfunction. This suggests that reparative
fibrosis of interventricular septum likely represents the pathological correlate of
LBD in patients with NICM.

P4470 | BEDSIDE
Correlation between sphericity index and trabeculation in left
ventricular noncompaction and dilated cardiomyopathy

E.A. Berrios Barcenas, G. Melendez, S. Bustamante, E. Alexanderson,
A. Meave, J.C. De La Fuente, J.S. Lainez, R. Coca. National Institute of
Cardiology Ignacio Chavez, Cardiovascular Imaging, Mexico City, Mexico

Purpose: Left Ventricular Noncompaction (LVNC) and Dilated Cardiomyopathy
(DC) have classically been described as separate entities. The overlap of their
main characteristic (hypertrabeculation) results in an overdiagnosis of LVNC. Ad-
verse ventricular remodeling, characteristic of both entities, is observed as an
increase in ventricular volume, diminished systolic function and progressive ven-
tricular sphericity. A positive correlation exists between Sphericity Index (SI) mea-
sured by cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) and trabeculation in DC, sug-
gesting that this condition is not exclusive of LVNC and that it could correspond
to a more advanced stage of ventricular remodeling. However, the evidence sup-
porting this theory is still limited. The purpose of this study is to correlate SI and
trabeculation (segmental and global) in patients with LVNC and DC.
Methods: This is a retrospective, observational and cross-sectional study. The
study included 24 patients with DC and 20 with LVNC. Clinical, demographical,
echocardiographic and CMR characteristics were compared. SI and the indexes
of segmental and global trabeculation (IST and IGT respectively) determined by
CMR were measured for both groups.
Results: Patients with LVNC were younger (25.7±13.9 vs 46.4±15.5 in DC,
p<0.05) and had a later diagnosis (35 vs. 4 months, p<0.05). Furthermore, they
presented a smaller telediastolic volume in the LV (54.7±10.3 vs 67.8±8.8 in DC,
p<0.05). LVEF, RVEF and late enhancement was similar in both groups. The IST
was larger in LVNC, mainly in the anterolateral segments of the medial and basal
thirds, and globally in the apical third. The IGT was also larger in LVNC (2.13
vs 1.1, p<0.05). The apex is of little help in differentiating both conditions. The
SI was similar in both conditions (0.72±0.01 vs 0.72±0.12, p=NS). When corre-
lating IGT and SI, none present statistical significance, however, a tendency of
direct correlation between IGT and SI exists in DC, which is inverse in LVNC.
Conclusions: Hypertrabeculation in LVNC is found predominantly in the ante-
rior and lateral segments (medial and basal) and globally in the apical third. The
tendency of correlation between SI and IGT is direct in DC and inverse in LVNC,
which suggests that the hypertrabeculation in LVNC is due to different mechanism
than those in ventricular remodeling.

P4471 | SPOTLIGHT
Aortic arch stiffness in fabry disease assessed by cardiovascular
magnetic resonance imaging

M.D. Bensalah1, C.C. Collin2, D.G. Germain3, E.M. Mousseaux2. 1AP-HP
- University Hospital Ambroise Pare, Department of Radiology, Boulogne-
Billancourt, France; 2AP-HP - European Hospital Georges Pompidou, Paris,
France; 3AP-HP - Hospital Raymond Poincare, Department of Genetics,
Garches, France

Aim: Aortic thoracic remodelling has been recently described in Fabry disease
(FD). However, no data was available concerning aortic arch stiffness (AAS) in
this rare genetic disease. The aim of this study was to asses AAS parameters in
male patients with FD using cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging (CMR).
Methods: Twenty nine males with FD matched for age with 58 controls underwent
CMR using cine and phase contrast velocity sequences.
Thoracic aortic diameter, local (distensibility, β-index stiffness), global (pulse wave
velocity) stiffness parameters of the aortic arch and cardiac proprieties were as-
sessed by CMR.
Results: Thoracic aorta was dilated at the different levels except the aortic arch
and descending segments and predominates at the level of the sinus of Valsalva
(37±5.2 vs 31.9±2.9 mm, p<0.0001).
Aortic arch PWV was significantly increased in FD patients (6.5±3.1 vs 5.0±1.5
m/s, p<0.01).
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Compared to control subjects, patients with FD had also markedly decreased dis-
tensibility (2.73±1.14 vs 3.45±1.13 10-2 kPa-1, p<0.01) and increased stiffness
index beta (9.4±6.7.10-2 vs 5.9±2.7·10-2, p<0.001) in the ascending aorta.
Moreover, descending aortic stiffness parameters were also impaired with a trend
for decreased distensibility (2.26±1.15 vs 3.15±1.0·10-2 kPa-1, P=0.06) and sig-
nificant increased β-index stiffness (8.5±3.9·10-2 vs 2.9±0.9·10-2, p<0.0001).
Conclusion: These data suggest that FD patients exhibited impairment of both
local and global aortic arch stiffness parameters.

P4472 | BEDSIDE
Myocardial perfusion reserve is associated with impaired strain and
higher disease activity in rheumatoid arthritis: cardiovascular
magnetic resonance study

N.A.B. Ntusi1, E. Sever1, J. Lockey1, J.M. Francis1, P.M. Matthews2,
B.P. Wordsworth3, S. Neubauer1, T.D. Karamitsos1. 1University of Oxford,
OCMR, Cardiovascular Medicine, Radcliffe Dept. of Medicine, Oxford, 2Imperial
College London, Division of Brain Sciences, Dept. of Medicine & GSK
Imaging Centre, London, 3University of Oxford, Nuffield Dept. of Orthopaedics,
Rheumatology and Muscoloskeletal Sciences, Oxford, United Kingdom

Introduction: Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients develop premature vascular
dysfunction and atherosclerosis, with excess mortality mainly attributed to car-
diovascular disease (CVD).
Objective: To detect myocardial ischaemia and regional dysfunction in RA using
CMR.
Methods: 55 RA patients (39 female, mean age 54±11 years) and 55 matched
controls (39 female, mean age 53±10 years) without previously known CVD
underwent CMR at 1.5T including cine, tagging, perfusion and late gadolinium
enhancement (LGE) imaging; disease activity (DAS28-CRP) and duration were
recorded for each subject.
Results: Myocardial perfusion reserve index (MPRI) was lower in RA compared
to controls (1.5±0.3 vs. 1.9±0.4, p<0.001). Half of RA patients had evidence of
non-segmental subendocardial perfusion defects on visual assessment, in keep-
ing with microvascular dysfunction. There was no significant difference in LV size,
mass and ejection fraction between RA patients and controls. Peak systolic cir-
cumferential strain (-17.0±1.1 vs. -18.7±1.2, p<0.001) and peak diastolic strain
rate (82±19 vs. 115±21 s-1, p<0.001) were impaired in RA. Focal fibrosis on LGE
was found in 27 (49%) RA patients compared to none of controls. In RA, MPRI
correlated with peak systolic strain (R -0.71, p<0.001), peak diastolic strain rate
(R 0.63, p<0.001) and DAS28-CRP score (R -0.38, p=0.005).

CMR findings

Control (N=55) RA (N=55) P value

LVEDV indexed to BSA, ml/m2 78±15 79±15 0.92
LVESV indexed to BSA, ml/m2 22±14 22±8 0.96
LVEF, % 74±4 72±7 0.45
LV mass indexed to BSA, g/m2 54±11 55±11 0.64
MPRI 1.9±0.4 1.5±0.3 <0.001
Proportion of non-segmental perfusion defects (%) 0 27 (49) –
Presence of LGE (%) 0 27 (49) –

Continuous data are mean ± SD unless otherwise indicated. BSA, body surface area; LGE,
late gadolinium enhancement; LV, left ventricle/ventricular; LVEDV, left ventricular end-diastolic
volume; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; LVESV, left ventricular end-systolic volume; MPRI,
myocardial perfusion reserve index; RA, rheumatoid arthritis.

Conclusions: MPRI is impaired in RA and is associated with abnormal myocar-
dial deformation characteristics and disease activity.

P4473 | BEDSIDE
Left ventricular global function Index by CMR is more strongly
associated to different patterns of myocardial iron overload than the
global systolic function

A. Meloni1, P. Keilberg1, S. Pulini2, M. Lendini3, M.C. Putti4, V. Positano1,
M.C. Resta5, P. Toia6, A. Vallone7, A. Pepe8. 1Fondazione G. Monasterio
CNR-Regione Toscana, CMR Unit, Pisa, Italy; 2Osped. Civile “Spirito Santo”,
U.O. Ematologia Clinica, Pescara, Italy; 3Osp. Giovanni Paolo II, Centro
trasfusionale, Olbia, Italy; 4Università di Padova / Azienda Ospedaliera, Clin.
di Emato-Oncologia Pediatrica - Dip. di Pediatria, Padova, Italy; 5OSP. SS.
Annunziata ASL Taranto, Struttura Complessa di Radiologia, Taranto, Italy;
6Policlinico “Paolo Giaccone”, Dipartimento di Radiologia, Palermo, Italy; 7Az.
Osp. “Garibaldi” Presidio Ospedaliero Nesima, Istituto di Radiologia, Catania,
Italy; 8Galliera Hospital, Cardiology Center, Genoa, Italy

Purpose: The Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance by the multislice T2* tech-
nique allows to detect different patterns of myocardial iron overload (MIO). The
analysis of cine images allows the quantification of the left ventricular global func-
tion index (LVGFI). A LVGFI<37% was shown to be strongly predictive of cardio-
vascular events.
We verified the association between different patterns of MIO and the LVGFI vs
the LV ejection fraction (EF) in thalassemia major (TM) patients.
Methods: We considered 812 TM patients (391 M, 30.4±8.6 yrs) enrolled in the
MIOT network. The T2* value in all the 16 cardiac segments was evaluated. LVGFI
and LVEF were quantified by SSFP cine images.

Results: We identified 4 groups of patients: 138 with homogeneous MIO (all
segments with T2*<20 ms), 97 with heterogeneous MIO (some segments with
T2*<20 ms, others with T2*≥20 ms) and significant global heart iron (global heart
T2*<20 ms), 238 with heterogeneous MIO and no significant global heart iron,
and 339 with no MIO (all segments with T2*≥20 ms).
The mean LVFGI was significantly different among the 4 groups (Fig).
Compared to the group with no MIO, all the other 3 groups were significantly more
likely to have a LVGFI<37%. Only the groups with homogeneous MIO and with
heterogeneous MIO and significant global heart iron had a significant higher risk
to have LV dysfunction. The association between different patterns of MIO with a
LVGFI<37% was stronger than the association with LV dysfunction (Fig. 1).

Figure 1

Conclusions: LVGFI is a functional parameter integrating structural as well as
mechanical behaviour more stronly associated to different patterns of MIO than
the LVEF. Thus, a LVGFI<37% could better identify a significant higher risk of
adverse cardiovascular events beyond heart failure in iron loaded patients.

P4474 | BEDSIDE
Effect of splenectomy on cardiac iron and function in different
transfusion-dependent patients

A. Meloni1, P. Keilberg1, P. Preziosi2, G. Roccamo3, S. Macchi4, V. Positano1,
C. Tudisca5, G. Serra6, S. Renne7, A. Pepe1. 1Fondazione G. Monasterio
CNR-Regione Toscana, CMR Unit, Pisa, Italy; 2Policlinico “Casilino”, U.O.C.
Diagnostica per Immagini e Interventistica, Roma, Italy; 3PO di S.Agata di
Militello (ASP-ME), Unità di Prevenzione e Cura delle Mictrocitemie, S. Agata di
Militello (ME), Italy; 4Ospedale Santa Maria delle Croci, Servizio Trasfusionale,
Ravenna, Italy; 5Policlinico “Paolo Giaccone”, Istituto di Radiologia, Palermo,
Italy; 6Presidio Osp. no. 2 “S. Giuseppe da Copertino”, Copertino (LE), Italy;
7P.O. “Giovanni Paolo II”, Struttura Complessa di Radiologia, Lamezia Terme,
Italy

Purpose: The main therapeutic rationale for splenectomy in transfusion-
dependent patients with hemoglobinopathies is to decrease blood consumption
and transfusion requirement. However, since the spleen is a large physiologic iron
depot, splenectomy may have a possible role of in determining extrahepatic iron
overload. This study aims to observe retrospectively the effect of splenectomy on
cardiac iron and function in different groups of transfusion-dependent patients.
Methods: 1735 transfusion-dependent patients enrolled in the Myocardial Iron
Overload in Thalassemia (MIOT) Network were considered. 14 patients had
sickle-thalassemia, 23 patients had sickle-cell disease (SCD), 179 had tha-

Figure 1
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lassemia intermedia (TI) and 1519 had thalassemia major (TM). Cardiac iron was
assessed using a multislice multiecho T2* approach. Left ventricular ejection frac-
tion (LV EF) was quantified by cine sequences.
Results: The frequency of splenectomy was: 21.4% in sickle-thalassemia, 65.2%
in SCD, 84.9% in TI and 55.1% in TM (P<0.0001).
Splenectomized TM patients were older than non-splenectomized patients
(34.3±7.9 yrs vs 27.2±7.8 yrs; P<0.0001). In each hemoglobinopathy, car-
diac T2* and LV EF were comparable between splenectomised and non-
splenectomized patients (Fig. 1).
Conclusions: Regardless by the type of hemoglobinopathy, in regularly trans-
fused patients splenectomy was not associated with increased cardiac iron and
reduced cardiac function.

P4475 | BEDSIDE
Myocardial fibrosis imaging based on T1-mapping and extracellular
volume fraction (ECV) measurement in muscular dystrophy patients:
additional diagnostic value compared to conventional LGE imaging

A.R. Florian1, A. Ludwig2, S. Roesch2, H. Yildiz2, U. Sechtem2, A. Yilmaz1.
1University Hospital of Munster, Cardiology, Munster, Germany; 2Robert Bosch
Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Stuttgart, Germany

Background: Cardiac involvement with progressive myocardial fibrosis leading
to dilated cardiomyopathy is a major cause of death in muscular dystrophy pa-
tients. Extracellular volume fraction (ECV) measurement based on T1-mapping
pre- and post-contrast promises the detection of early “diffuse” myocardial fibrosis
that cannot be depicted by conventional contrast-imaging based on late gadolin-
ium enhancement (LGE).
Objective: With this study, we evaluated the presence of diffuse myocardial fibro-
sis in regions of “normal” (LGE-negative) and “diseased” (LGE-positive) appear-
ing myocardium as well as its relation to the extent of left ventricular (LV) dys-
function and the occurrence of arrhythmias in Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD)
patients.
Materials and method: Twenty-seven BMD patients (35±12yrs) and 28 matched
healthy CONTROLS (33±8yrs) underwent cardiovascular magnetic resonance
(CMR) studies including ECV measurement and LGE-imaging. Ambulatory mon-
itoring of arrhythmic events was performed by means of an external event loop
recorder.
Results: Twenty BMD patients (74%) demonstrated cardiac involvement as de-
tected by typical inferolateral presence of LGE. Twelve patients (44%) had an
impaired LV ejection fraction - all being LGE-positive. Global myocardial ECV
was significantly higher in the BMD group (29±6%) compared to the CONTROL
group (25±3%, p=0.005). Patients with cardiac involvement demonstrated higher
global ECV (31±6%) as well as significantly increased regional ECV not only in
LGE-positive segments (34±6%), but also in LGE-negative segments (28±6%)
compared to BMD patients without cardiac involvement and to CONTROLS, re-
spectively (24±3% and 25±3%, p=0.01). Global ECV in patients with cardiac
involvement substantially correlated to LV ejection fraction (r= -0.629, p=0.003)
and to the number of LGE-positive segments (r=0.783, p<0.001). On univariable
analysis, global ECV – but not the categorical presence of LGE per se – was sig-
nificantly associated with arrhythmic events (OR 1.97, CI 32.22-1.21, p=0.032).
Conclusion: ECV measurement by CMR is a useful tool in assessing the total
extent of myocardial fibrosis as well as in depicting subtle diffuse fibrosis in areas
of normal appearing myocardium on LGE-images. Thus, myocardial ECV is a
potential additional quantitative tool for accurate detection of cardiac involvement
and risk stratification in muscular dystrophy patients.

P4476 | BEDSIDE
Myocardial iron deficiency in non-ischemic heart failure: quantification
by cardiac T2-star magnetic resonance imaging

M. Nagao, M.Y. Yonezawa, Y.M. Matsuo, T.K. Kamitani, Y.Y. Yamasaki,
S.K. Kawanami, K.A. Abe, T.H. Higo, K.S. Sunagawa, H.H. Honda. Kyushu
University, Fukuoka, Japan

Purpose: T2* cardiac magnetic resonance (T2* CMR) has been used for the
assessment of myocardial iron overload in patients with thalassemia. Although
reduction of myocardial iron content was reported to worse cardiac function in
experimental models, nothing has been investigated in human subjects. The aim
of this study was to utilize T2* CMR to quantify myocardial iron content in patients
with heart failure (HF), and to investigate the relationship between iron content,
cardiac function, and the etiology of HF.
Methods: CMR data were analyzed from 167 non-ischemic and 31 ischemic HF
patients and 50 patients with normal ventricular function. Short-axis T2* imag-
ing was accomplished using 3-Tesla scanner and multi-echo gradient-echo se-
quence. Myocardial T2* value (M-T2*) was calculated by fitting the signal intensity
data for the septum of mid-left ventricle to a decay curve. Non-ischemic HF pa-
tients were categorized into patients with ejection fraction (EF) <35% or ≥35%.
The relationship between non-ischemic HF with EF <35% and the risk for major
adverse cardiac events (MACE) was analyzed by multiple logistic regression anal-
ysis using M-T2*and HF biomarkers. ROC analysis was performed to determine
the optimal cutoff of M-T2* for the relation to non-ischemic HF with EF <35% or
the prediction of risk for MACE. Comparison of M-T2* among the patient groups
was performed using Tukey’s test.

Results: M-T2* was significantly greater for non-ischemic HF patients (EF<35%:
29±7ms, ≥35%: 26±5ms) than for patients with normal function (22±3ms,
p<0.0001) or ischemic HF (22±4ms, p<0.001). The odds ratio was 1.21 for M-
T2* (p<0.0001) and were 1.0015 for brain natriuretic peptide (p<0.0001) in rela-
tion to non-ischemic HF with EF <35%. Further, this value was 0.96 for systolic
blood pressure (p=0.012) and 1.02 for M-T2* (p=0.03) in relation to the risk for
MACE in patients with non-ischemic HF. ROC analysis revealed on optimal T2*
threshold of 26.3ms for identifying non-ischemic HF patients with EF <35% with
a C-statistics of 0.78, and this value of 25.1ms for predicting MACE with a C-
statistics of 0.66.
Conclusions: T2* CMR demonstrated the robust relationship between myocar-
dial iron deficiency and non-ischemic HF. M-T2* is a biomarker that can predict
adverse cardiac function in patients with non-ischemic HF.

P4477 | BEDSIDE
Impact of distribution patterns of myocardial fibrosis on sympathetic
nervous dysfunction and long-term cardiac outcome in patients with
idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy

M. Chimura, S. Yamada, Y. Taniguchi, Y. Yasaka, H. Kawai. Himeji Cardiovascular
Center, Himeji, Japan

Purpose: Myocardial fibrosis detected by late gadolinium enhancement (LGE)
on cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) and sympathetic nervous dysfunction de-
tected by 123I-metaiodobenzylguanidine (MIBG) are associated with worse out-
come in idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy (IDCM) patients. We previously re-
ported that combination of LGE and MIBG serves as a strong predictor of cardiac
outcome. LGE is observed at various distributions. However, it is not established
whether distribution of myocardial fibrosis is associated with sympathetic nervous
function or clinical outcome. We sought to investigate clinical impact of LGE dis-
tribution on sympathetic nervous function and cardiac events in IDCM.
Methods: We studied consecutive 151 DCM patients (61±15 years, 102 males,
LVEF 31±8%) who underwent CMR and MIBG around the same time. Distribution
of myocardial fibrosis was estimated by LGE on CMR. Sympathetic nervous func-
tion was evaluated by heart/mediastinum ratio in delayed phase (delayed H/M)
calculated with MIBG. Cardiac death and heart failure hospitalization were de-
fined as events (follow-up 2150±806 days).
Results: LGE distributed mainly in the inter-ventricular septum, whereas spread
more diffusely into other segments in part of patients with IDCM. Patterns of LGE
distribution were divided into three groups; no LGE (n=48), localized LGE (local-
ized at septum, n=75), and extensive LGE (spread into other segments, n=28).
Among three groups, extensive LGE group was associated with greater preva-
lence of adverse events (P<0.01). Delayed H/M was lowest in extensive LGE
group (P<0.01).

Conclusion: Extensive LGE is associated with sympathetic nervous dysfunction
and long-term adverse events. The analysis of LGE distribution can be useful to
stratify the risk in patients with IDCM.

P4478 | BEDSIDE
Degree of left ventricular myocardial trabeculation and
non-compaction phenotype do not influence the prognosis of
non-ischemic dilated cardiomyopathy

M.-S. Amzulescu, A.C. Pouleur, M.F. Rousseau, S.A. Ahn, C. De Meester De
Ravenstein, D. Vancraeynest, A. Pasquet, J.L. Vanoverschelde, B.L. Gerber.
Cliniques universitaires Saint-Luc, Cardiology, Woluwe-Saint Lambert, Belgium

Background: Increased left ventricular (LV) myocardial trabeculation has been
described in several cardiomyopathies, and particularly in non-compaction car-
diomyopathy. Yet its prognostic impact remains unknown. Therefore we investi-
gated whether the degree of LV trabeculated myocardium (Trab), assessed by
cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR), influences the prognosis of patients with
non-ischemic dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM).
Methods: 158 patients (53±14 years, 99 males) with DCM, LV ejection fraction
(EF)<40% and without coronary artery disease by angiography or multidector CT,
underwent cine and delayed-enhancement (DE) CMR. The amount of Trab was
assessed in end-diastole, by 2 methods: 1) as the maximum ratio of Trab/nonTrab
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myocardium measured on long axis cine images and 2) as Trab/nonTrab mass
measured on short axis cine stacks. Patients were followed for a composite end-
point of cardiovascular death, heart transplantation, left ventricular assist device
implantation, resuscitated cardiac arrest and appropriate device choc (MACE).
Kaplan-Meier survival and Cox proportional hazards analysis were used to as-
sess the relationship between the degree of trabeculation and MACE.
Results: Mean indexed LV end-diastolic (EDV) and end-systolic (ESV) volumes
were 162±51 ml/m2 and 125±50 ml/m2 respectively. Mean LV EF was 24±8%.
36% of patients had DE. The mean±SD Trab/nonTrab ratio was 1.95±1.0.
Trab/non Trab mass was 23±8%. Trab mass was significantly correlated to
Trab/non Trab ratio (r=.60, p<.001). 70 patients had a end-diastolic Trab/non
trab ratio>2.3 suggesting non-compaction. Over a median follow-up of 3.2 years,
26 patients had MACE. Univariate Cox analysis identified NYHA class (p=.046),
smoking (p=.009) diastolic blood pressure (p=.03), LVEDVi (p=.003), LVESVi
(p=.002), RVEDVi (p=.004), RVESVi (p=.001), LVEF (p=.005) and RVEF (p=.001)
as independent predictors of MACE. By contrast, the degree of trabeculation, ei-
ther assessed by Trab/NonTrab ratio or by Trab mass, was not related to outcome.
In multivariable analysis, RVEF was the only independent predictor of event free
survival [HR=0.95, 95% CI [0.93-0.98], p=0.006].
Conclusion: The strongest predictor of outcome in our patients with dilated car-
diomyopathy was right ventricular ejection fraction. In contrast, prognosis was not
influenced by the degree of left ventricular myocardial trabeculation. This argues
against non-compaction phenotype being a more severe form of dilated cardiomy-
opathy.

IMAGING, ARRHYTHMIAS AND CHD

P4480 | BEDSIDE
Cardiac sympathetic denervation assessed with
iodine-123-metaiodobenzylguanidine imaging predicts cardiac death
and ventricular arrhythmias in primary prevention implantable
cardioverter-defibrillator

P. Garcia-Gonzalez1, O. Fabregat-Andres1, P. Cozar-Santiago2, J. Estornell-
Erill2, N. Chacon-Hernandez1, L. Higueras-Ortega1, C. Albiach-Montana1,
V. Palanca-Gil1, S. Morell-Cabedo1, F. Ridocci-Soriano1. 1University General
Hospital of Valencia, Department of Cardiology, Valencia, Spain; 2University
General Hospital of Valencia, ERESA, Valencia, Spain

Purpose: Identification of noninvasive prognostic markers of arrhythmic risk in
patients with advanced heart failure remains challenging. We examine whether
the assessment of cardiac sympathetic activity by 123-Iodine Metaiodobenzyl-
guanidine (123I-MIBG) can improve risk stratification in primary prevention im-
plantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) candidates.
Methods: 84 heart failure patients referred for ICD therapy were enrolled. Dur-
ing evaluation of ICD implantation, patients underwent 123I-MIBG. Early and
late 123I-MIBG imaging was performed to assess cardiac innervation (heart-to-
mediastinum ratio –HMR- and cardiac washout rate).Endpoint of the study was
the composite of appropriate ICD therapy, ventricular tachycardia and cardiac
death. A multivariate Cox proportional hazards model was used to analyze the
influence of 123I-MIBG in predicting the endpoint.
Results: During a mean follow-up of 18 [6,35-27,65] months, the endpoint was
documented in 16 (19%) patients (5 cardiac death, 6 ICD therapy, 2 antitachy-
cardia pacing and 3 tachycardia ventricular). Patients with the endpoint showed
heart-to-mediastinum ratio significantly lower (1.26 vs 1.37, p=0.035). Patients
with late HMR ≤1.32 (sensitivity 75%, specificity 64%) reached significantly more
frequently the endpoint (33.3% vs 3%, p=0.003) than patients with a late HMR
>1.32. Late HMR ≤1.32 (HR 7,01; IC 95% 2,06-24,43; p=0,002) and creatinine
levels (hazard ratio 6,79; IC 95% 2,651-17,379; p<0,001) were independent pre-
dictors for the endpoint.

Conclusions: Heart failure patients referred for ICD therapy have a serious de-
terioration of cardiac sympathetic activity quantified by 123I- MIBG. Nonetheless,
cardiac sympathetic denervation predicts arrhythmic events and cardiac death.

P4481 | BEDSIDE
Early detection of ventricular contraction abnormality in patients with
idiopathic ventricular arrhythmias using three-dimensional speckle
tracking analysis

J.-N. Liao1, F.A.-P.O. Chung2, Y.J. Lin1, W.C. Yu1, S.A. Chen1. 1Taipei Veterans
General Hospital, Cardiology, Taipei, Taiwan; 2Taipei Veterans General Hospital,
Taipei, Taiwan

Background: Idiopathic ventricular arrhythmias (VA) possess the risk of VA-
related cardiomyopathy. We postulated that VA-related mechanical dyssynchrony
during early stage could be identified by using 3-dimensional speckle tracking
echocardiography (3DE).
Methods: Thirty patients with VA and normal LVEF underwent catheter abla-
tion were enrolled after excluding structural heart disease. Standard echocardio-
graphy and 3DE were performed. The speckle tracking analysis was performed
offline with commercial software provided with the Artida Echocardiography, and
the results were compared to 60 normal subjects during the same period. Electro-
physiological characteristics and electroanatomical properties of substrates were
explored.
Results: There was no difference for age and gender distribution between two
groups. Both groups had normal LVEF. Speckle tracking analysis with 3DE
showed significantly higher standard deviation of time to peak longitudinal strain
(LSt_SD) in VA group, while global longitudinal strain, circumferential strain (CS)
and radial strain (RS), standard deviation of time to peak CS (CSt_SD) and RS
(RSt_SD) were similar. Ventricular substrate analysis for VA group showed small-
sized low voltage zone in 15 patients, and no LVZ or scar zone in the remaining
15 patients.

Table 1. Basic characteristics and three-dimensional speckle echocardiography analysis

Ventricular arrhythmias (n=30) Control (n=60) P value

Age, years 43.3±16.7 47.9±14.4 0.293
Gender (male), % 60.0% 50% 0.572
LVEF, % 61.2±7.3 63.8±5.2 0.115
Longitudinal strain, % −14.9±6.1 −16.2±3.1 0.439
Circumferential strain, % −28.5±11.1 −26.2±5.7 0.460
Radial strain,% 24.4±14.4 20.7±9.0 0.370
LSt_SD, sec 89.6±49.0 54.5±37.2 0.004
CSt_SD, sec 59.9±42.2 47.9±34.6 0.264
RSt_SD, sec 86.1±40.0 98.7±56.8 0.431

Conclusion: The finding of mechanical dyssynchrony in early stage of VA, irre-
spective of normal LVEF and fair endocardial substrate, provided better under-
standing of pathogenesis of VA-related cardiomyopathy.

P4482 | BEDSIDE
Cardiovascular magnetic resonance in patients with MRI-conditional
pacemakers: a single centre experience

C.E. Raphael1, A.J. Baksi1, F. Alpendurada1, F. Mitchell2, V. Vassiliou1, A. Ali1,
S.K. Prasad1, D.J. Pennell1, R.H. Mohiaddin1. 1Royal Brompton Hospital,
London, United Kingdom; 2Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom

Background: While the safety profile of MRI-conditional pacemakers (PPMs) ap-
pears good, limited data exists regarding the indications and management out-
comes of these examinations and the impact of the device on image quality.
Methods: CMR imaging and pacing data from serial patients with MR condi-
tional PPMs performed at our centre was retrospectively reviewed. Images were
acquired using a dedicated 1.5T scanner with an eight-channel phased-array re-
ceiver coil. The indication for imaging and any change in management result-
ing from CMR was recorded. The quality of cardiac cine (SSFP and FLASH se-
quences) and Gadolinium imaging was rated by an observer blinded to clinical
details.
Results: 33 CMR scans of 31 patients, aged 54±14 undertaken between 2011
and 2014 were assessed. All scans were completed successfully with no signifi-
cant change in lead thresholds or pacing parameters. The CMR data resulted in a
new diagnosis in 15 (45%) patients and provided data changing clinical manage-
ment in a further 7 (21%), Table 1. Cine imaging was performed using SSFP imag-
ing in 14 patients, using SSFP and FLASH in 31 patients and FLASH alone in 2
patients. Non diagnostic cine imaging was significantly less common with FLASH
sequences compared to SSFP sequences (18% vs 0%, p=0.004). Gadolinium
imaging was performed in 28 patients with artefact resulting in non-diagnostic
imaging in only one patient.

Indication for CMR

Indication n New diagnosis Additional data that
changes management

Aetiology of syncope/complete heart block 9 (27%) 3 (9%)
Possible cardiomyopathy 9 (27%) 7 (21%) 2 (6%)
Cardiac sarcoid: diagnosis or follow up 6 (18%) 2 (6%)
Aortic dimensions (Marfains/post AVR) 4 (12%) 4 (12%)
LV function assessment 2 (6%) 2 (6%)
Ischaemia/viability 2 (6%) 1 (3%)
Iron loading (Thallasaemia patient) 1 (3%) 1 (3%)
Total 33 15 11

Conclusions: CMR may be safely performed in patients with MR conditional
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PPMs and provides important diagnostic or management-changing information.
FLASH sequences improved rates of non diagnostic imaging when compared
to SSFP sequences, while gadolinium imaging was less susceptible to arte-
fact.

P4483 | BEDSIDE
Esophageal wall tissue reaction acute after Cryoballoon ablation in
patients with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation, a LGE-MRI study

C. Mahnkopf, M. Mitlacher, P. Halbfass, S. Schnupp, J. Brachmann. Klinikum
Coburg, Department of Cardiology, Coburg, Germany

Background: Esophageal wall thermal injury after Cryoballoon ablation is a po-
tentially serious complication.
Aim: We thought to compare the relationsship of acute esophageal tissue re-
action detected using LGE-MRI acute after pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) using
both generations of the Cryoballoon in patients with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation
(PAF).
Methods and results: Fifty-six patients with PAF (35 male, mean age 59.9±10.5
years old) were included into this study. All patients underwent PVI using the Cry-
oballoon technique. The “traditional” AF balloon was used in 33 patients (58.9%)
whereas the “new” AFA was used in 23 patients (41.1%). LGE-MRI of the left
atrium (LA) was performed before and within 24 hours after PVI in all patients.
Significant enhancement of the esophageal wall (EWE) as a sign of acute tissue
reaction after ablation was found in 22 patients (39.3%). Local tissue reaction
was independent from the type of Cryoballoon as EWE was detected in 33.33%
in the AF and 47.87% of the AFA group (p=0.275, Fig. 1). EWE was related to the
anatomical conditions of the esophagus as EWE was significant higher in those
patients where the esophagus was in contact with the left or right inferior pul-
monary veins compared to patients where the esophagus was in contact with the
posterior wall of the LA (62.5% vs. 8.3%, p=<0.001; Fig. 2).

Conclusion: From our preliminary data, acute esophageal tissue reaction de-
tected using LGE-MRI after Cryoballoon ablation is correlated with the anatom-
ical relationship of the esophagus and the left atrium and is independent form
the used Cryoballoon. Anatomical location of the esophagus can be easily assed
with the MRI and should be considered for patients safety during the ablation
procedure.

P4484 | BEDSIDE
Late-gadolinium enhanced cardiac MRI defined scar is predominantly
located on the left atrial septum and posterior wall in patients with
persistent atrial fibrillation

A. Sau1, N. Qureshi1, W. Bai1, S. Kim2, B. Ariff1, F.S. Ng1, P. Kanagaratnam1,
N. Peters1, P.B. Lim1. 1Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom; 2St
Jude Medical Inc., St Paul, United States of America

Purpose: Structural remodelling with fibrotic change is a fundamental determi-
nant of atrial fibrillation (AF) and with electrical remodelling, contributes to the AF
substrate. Late-gadolinium enhanced (LGE) cardiac magnetic resonance imag-
ing (CMRI) has been used to detect pre-existent left atrial (LA) scar. LGE-CMRI
in the LA has been previously correlated to endocardial voltage. The extent of
left atrial fibrosis as determined by LGE-CMRI has been shown to predict clinical
outcomes in patients with AF, as well as success following catheter ablation. We
sought to non-invasively characterise the distribution of LA scar in patients with
persistent AF (PsAF) with LGE-CMRI.
Methods: Patients undergoing first-time ablation procedures for PsAF underwent
LGE-CMRI two weeks prior to the procedure with a 1.5T MRI system as described
previously. The directly measured LA wall intensities were expressed as multiples
of standard deviations (SD) above the mean blood pool intensity (MBPI) to pro-
vide a normalised LA wall intensity (NLA). The LA “scar” maps were generated
using custom made software written on C++. Maps were imported into a data vi-
sualisation application, for manual segmentation into the following LA anatomical
regions: septum, anterior wall and posterior wall. The posterior wall was further
divided into quadrants. The burden of scar in each region was represented as a
percentage of the total area occupied by NLA >2 SD. Statistical analyses were
performed using two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test.
Results: A total of 60 patients (age 64±13 yrs, LA size 43±6mm) were analysed.

Average LA surface area was 9980±1992mm. Scar as defined by NLA >2SD
appears to have predilection to the septum and posterior wall (mean scar bur-
den: posterior wall 17.4±12.2%; septum 16.0±12.6%; anterior wall 10.0±9.9%;
p<0.01) with 48 patients having a greater burden of scar on the posterior vs.
anterior wall. On a per patient basis there was on average a 4.7±6.8x greater
burden of scar on the posterior than anterior wall. On the posterior wall, the left
inferior quadrant had the greatest scar burden (mean scar burden, left superior
15.5±16.6%; left inferior 26.5±19.1%; right superior 13.6±11.3%; right inferior
14.4±16.4%; p<0.01).
Conclusions: LGE-CMRI defined scar appears to be predominantly localised to
the LA septum and posterior wall. Within the posterior wall, the left inferior quad-
rant has substantially more scar than other regions. The underlying basis for the
distribution of this described LGE is not known and requires further investigation.

P4485 | BEDSIDE
Effect of diabetes on post-infarction remodeling in patients with STEMI
receiving primary percutaneous coronary intervention: results of the
PROMISE trial

J.F. Rodriguez Palomares1, B. Garcia Del Blanco1, I. Ferreira Gonzalez1,
I. Otaegui1, V. Pineda1, R. Ruiz Salmeron2, A. San Roman3, A. Evangelista1,
F. Fernandez Aviles4, D. Garcia Dorado1 on behalf of PROMISE randomized
clinical trial. 1University Hospital Vall d’Hebron, Barcelona, Spain; 2University
Hospital of Virgen Macarena, Seville, Spain; 3Clinic University Hospital of
Valladolid, ICICOR, Valladolid, Spain; 4University General Hospital Gregorio
Maranon, Department of Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

Background: Patients with STEMI receiving primary percutaneous coronary in-
tervention (PPCI) have a variable evolution of left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF). The determinants of this evolution are not fully understood.
Objective: The objective of this study was to investigate the evolution of LVEF
post PPCI and to identify predictors of its decrease.
Methods and results: 201 patients with STEMI receiving PPCI within 6 hours
of symptoms onset with TIMI flow 0-1 were included in the PROMISE trial to
investigate the effects of intracoronary adenosine on infarct size. In this popula-
tion intracoronary adenosine had no significant effect on infarct size (assessed by
late enhancement in CMR). Familial and personal history, risk factors, treatments,
hemodynamic, angiographic and procedural variables were recorded. In 138 pa-
tients a CMR study was performed in the first week and after six months. Adverse
LVEF evolution (AEFE) was defined as a negative change of more than 3 percent
points. In a first step, the association between the different variables and AEFE
was studies by univariate analysis. The contribution of variables significantly as-
sociated, or highly relevant, with AEFE was studied by multiple regression analy-
sis.
Results: Of the 138 patients, 79 (57%) patients presented an improvement of the
LVEF, however, the LVEF decrease in 59 (43%) patients, fulfilling the criteria of
AEFE in 38 (27%) patients. Multivariate analysis identified infarct size (Odds Ratio
(OR): 1.07, p<0.001), LVEF in the first week after infarction (OR: 1.1, p=0.004),
and diabetes (OR: 3.78, p=0.04) as independent predictors of AEFE. Of note, that
the rest of clinical variables, such as, age, sex, risk factors other than diabetes,
ischemic time or involvement of the LAD as the culprit artery did not contribute to
the prediction of AEFE.
Conclusion: The evolution of LVEF after STEMI is highly variable. In addition to
large infarct size and reduced initial LVEF, the presence of diabetes constitutes an
independent predictor of AEFE. These results suggest that a more close follow-up
of patients with diabetes surviving an STEMI may be necessary, independently of
age, sex or infarct localization.

P4486 | BEDSIDE
Cardiovascular magnetic resonance versus echocardiography in
measurement of left ventricular wall thickness in paediatric patients
with known or suspected hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

F.M. Mitchell, C.E. Raphael, J. Petryka, P.E. Daubeney, S.K. Prasad. Royal
Brompton Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Purpose: Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is a leading cause of sudden car-
diac death in the young. Accurate measurement of maximal left ventricular wall
thickness (LVWT) is essential for the diagnosis and risk stratification of patients
with suspected disease. The use of echocardiography for the assessment of
LVWT is common practice, however, cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR)
provides high spatial resolution imaging and is well suited for this purpose. We
sought to compare measurements of LVWT obtained by both CMR and echocar-
diography in a paediatric population.
Methods: Serial paediatric patients under investigation for known or suspected
HCM underwent CMR and echocardiographic imaging a median of 0 days apart.
Measurements of LVWT using a 16 segment model were derived from the result-
ing images, including an estimate of maximal LVWT. The results for both imaging
modalities were compared. The data was collected by two operators blinded to
the clinical outcome and intra-operator reproducibility was assessed using the
co-efficient of variability.
Results: 53 patients with a mean age of 13±3 years (range 3-16 years) were
studied. 17% were aged <10 years. 11 patients met the diagnostic criteria for
HCM. It was not possible to obtain echocardiographic images of diagnostic quality
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for 1 patient. Of the images obtained, 100% of CMR scans and 83% of echocar-
diograms were of sufficient diagnostic quality for measurement of LVWT using the
16 segment model. Intra-operator reproducibility for maximal LVWT was signifi-
cantly better for CMR measurements compared to echocardiography (CoV 3.5%
vs 22.6%). Overall, CMR produced a lower estimate of LVWT compared to echo-
cardiography (9.4±5.9 mm versus 11.0±6.3 mm; P<0.003), with greatest mea-
surement discrepancy in the apical segments (P<0.003).
Conclusion: It is clear that CMR can be safely performed in a paediatric pop-
ulation and images of sufficient diagnostic quality are more reliably obtained
compared to echocardiography. LVWT measurements derived from CMR images
were highly reproducible and CMR was observed to consistently produce a lower
estimate of LVWT for all 16 segments, with greatest measurement discrepancy in
the apical segments. Overall this may suggest a preferential role for CMR com-
pared to echocardiography in the diagnosis and follow-up of hypertrophic car-
diomyopathy in the paediatric population.

P4487 | BEDSIDE
The assessment of the positional change of the amplatzer septal
occuluder after transcatheter closure of atrial septal defect -midterm
results analyzed by real-time three-dimensional echocardiography-

Y. Odanaka, S. Yasukochi, K. Takigiku, S. Tazawa, T. Sakamoto, K. Umezu.
Nagano Children’s Hospital, Nagano, Japan

Background: Transcatheter closure of secundum atrial septal defect with Am-
platzer Septal Occuluder (ASO) has become an alternative to open heart surgery.
Althought they are considered safe with a low complication rate, deficient supe-
rior rim, oversized ASO and aortic rim absence in multiple views carry the risk of
remote cardiac perforation. Whether growing children after ASO are at increased
risk is not established yet. Purpose The purpose of this study is to evaluate the
position and the progress of ASO devices relevant to adjacent cardiac structures
in growing children using three-dimensional echocardiography (3DE) and two di-
mensional echocardiography (2DE). Subjects Nine patients were selected who
underwent ASO at our hospital as well as 3D and 2D echo at right after ASO
and at 5 years after ASO. (The age of ASO: 7±2 year, Height: 114±10cm, Body
weight: 20±5 kg, device size: 14±3mm.)
Method: The diagnostic apparatus was Philips iE33 with X7-2 probe (Philips
medical System).3D volume data from apical four-chamber images were ac-
quired. The full volume data were analyzed by off-line soft ware: QLAB. LV apex
and ventricular septum and the device were set to form a straight line both in the
for-chamber and two-chamber plane which are made from the 3D reconstruction
date. We measured the distance from the edge of the device to the peripheral
structure, because it was observable among the mitral valve, tricuspid valve, pos-
terior margin, inferior margin, aorta, and superior and inferior vena cava. We sim-
ilarly measured these distance by 2DE.We comparatively analyzed the 3DE and
2DE images taken at right after ASO and 5 year after ASO.
Result: The distances in 3D measurement were changed as follows, inferior
vena cava (IVC) rim: 10.4→13.7mm Aortic rim: 1.4→0.7mm posterior 30°:
3.9→4.8mm Tricuspid rim (TV): 8.5→10.9mm Mitral valve (MV) rim: 6.1→7.2mm
posterior 0°: 4.8→5.9mm posterior 60°:4.0→5.5mm, whlie, in 2D measure-
ment, superior vena cava (SVC) rim 6.5→9.8mm IVC rim: 9.1→11.3mm Aor-
tic rim: 0.8→0.7mm posterior-inferior: 3.7→4.3mm TV rim: 8.5→9.9mm MV rim:
6.5→7.7mm posterior-superior: 4.0→7.0mm. Interobserver agreement was ro-
bust in 3D measurement (p<0.05).
Conclusion: The aortic root contact had never changed during the growth pro-
cess, however, the atrial septum surrounding the device had grown in all the areas
except for the aortic rim. 3DE was superior in the temporal evaluation of the same
cross-section compared with 2DE, and was able to observe the positional rela-
tionship with the ASO device in multi-sectional views.

P4488 | BEDSIDE
Intraoperative pericardial real-time three-dimensional
echocardiography, a novel technique for guiding intracardiac surgical
correction of the congenital heart disease

K. Takigiku1, S. Yasukochi1, S. Tazawa1, T. Sakamoto2, H. Yorikazu2,
K. Umezu2, M. Nitta1, A. Shimabukuro1. 1Nagano Children’s Hospital, Pediatric
Cardiology, Azumino, Japan; 2Nagano Children’s Hospital, Cardiovascular
Surgry, Azumino, Japan

Background: Three-dimensional anatomical assessment for the intracardiac
surgery in the congenital heart disease would be necessary to elucidate it’s com-
plexity. However, real-time three-dimensional esophageal echocardiography can-
not be applied for the patients less than 15kg, we assess the impact of intra-
operative pericardial real-time three-dimensional echocardiography (PRT3DE) on
the surgical correction of the congenital anomaly.
Objectives and methods: 35 patients were enrolled in this study at median
age of 2 yrs (5 days-13 yrs, 24 cases with severe atrioventricular valve regurgi-
tation and 11 cases with complex VSD including double outlet right ventricle or
transposition of great artery, 2.3-45.6kg median 9.6kg). We performed PRT3DE,
immediately after the chest was opened, and put the ultrasound probe directly
onto the pericardium which enables us to collect volume data with a high S/N
ratio and image resolution. Then, we reconstructed 3D images by online work-
station system (QLab) at operating room and use the image as surgical guide.

We compared the actual surgical findings to those in the 3D images viewed from
surgeon’s position and those in the 2D images.
Results: We could reconstructed 3D images of good quality within 15 minutes in
34 of 35 patients (97%). In 34 patients, all of the reconstructed images were well
matched surgical findings and provided comprehensive informations for valvelo-
plasty, VSD closure and intracardiac rerouting, when comparing to those of 2D im-
ages. The grades of regurgitation after valvuloplasty were improved from 4.0±0.2
to 1.5±0.9. Especially, in common atrioventricular valve with single ventricle, we
could evaluate appreciate size and relation of each leaflet and valvular complex
accurately and clarify the mechanisms of regurgitation. Moreover, in six cases
of complex VSD, we decide to perform VSD rerouting by using 3D guide. All six
cases underwent the intracardiac correction successfully.
Conclusions: PRT3DE is one of the most effective methodologies to obtain crit-
ical and detail informations on complicated intracardiac 3D structures in congeni-
tal heart disease. This approach also enables both cardiovascular surgeons and
cardiologists to share the “surgeon’s view” in the operating room for planning of
cardiac surgery.

P4489 | BEDSIDE
Left ventricular dysfunction, adverse myocardial and aortic
remodeling in patients with tetralogy of Fallot without symptoms of
heart failure after surgical repair

A.C. Andrade1, M. Jerosch-Herold2, I. Voges3, M. Pham3, R. Shah2, C. Hart3,
H.-H. Krammer3, P. Wegner3, C. Rickers3. 1Heart Institute, Medical School of
São Paulo University, São Paulo, Brazil; 2Harvard Medical School, Brigham
and Women’s Hospital, Boston, United States of America; 3University Hospital
of Schleswig-Holstein, Campus Kiel, Paediatric Cardiology, Children’s Hospital,
Kiel, Germany

Background: Repair of tetralogy of Fallot (ToF) frequently has long-term seque-
lae of right ventricle (RV) dysfunction, which may also lead to left ventricular (LV)
dysfunction due to unfavorable RV-LV coupling. We hypothesized that ToF can
lead to adverse left heart remodeling, including LV myocardial extracellular matrix
expansion, hallmarks of a cardiomyopathic process.
Methods: Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) was performed at 3.0 Tesla in
109 asymptomatic ToF patients, (age: 19.3±12.8 years) after surgical correction
(16.6±10.0 years post operation), and 64 age-matched controls. Parameters of
LV and left atrial (LA) function and aortic distensibility were obtained from cine
CMR. In a subgroup (n=50), T1 mapping was used to determine the myocardial
extracellular volume fraction (ECV) as an index of diffuse myocardial fibrosis.
Results: Compared to control subjects, ToF patients had a lower LV ejection frac-
tion (EF) (50.7±8.8 versus 59.0±5.4; p<0.01), despite a similar RV EF (p=0.34).
ToF showed a lower LV mass index, lower LV mass-to-volume ratio, and lower aor-
tic distensibility. LA passive volume and LA total ejection fraction were decreased,
and associated with age (p<0.01), suggesting an early onset of diastolic dysfunc-
tion. ECV was elevated in ToF (0.32±0.05 versus 0.26±0.01 in controls (p<0.01),
more so in females (p<0.05), and was inversely associated with LV mass index
(p<0.05).
Conclusions: During long-term follow-up after repair of ToF, asymptomatic pa-
tients show alterations in LV geometry, function, tissue structure, and aortic dis-
tensibility. These findings indicate an early adverse cardiovascular phenotype and
underscore the need for life-long follow-ups.

NEW INSIGHTS IN RESTENOSIS

P4491 | BEDSIDE
Safety and efficacy of treatments for in stent restenosis: a network
meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials

J. Perversi1, C. Moretti1, P. Omede’1, F. D’ascenzo1, M. Gasparini2,
M. Rebagliati2, F. Colombo1, E. Cerrato1, F. Gaita1. 1Hospital Molinette of the
University Hospital S. Giovanni Battista, Division of Cardiology, Turin, Italy;
2Politecnico, Division of Mathematics, Turin, Italy

Purpose: The optimal treatment for patients presenting with in-stent restenosis
remains to be defined, given the large spectrum of alternative strategies. We per-
formed a network meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials to compare safety
and efficacy of the different treatments for in-stent restenosis.
Methods: All randomized controlled trials investigating different treatments for
patients presenting with in-stent restenosis were included. Major adverse cardiac
events (a composite end point of death, myocardial infarction, target lesion revas-
cularization, myocardial infarction and stent thrombosis) were the primary end
point, while its components the secondary ones and where appraised within a
hierarchical Bayesian model computing odds ratios.
Results: Non compliant/semi compliant balloons were evaluated in 11 studies
with 1149 patients, bare metal stent in one study with 224 patients, rotablator
in one study with 146 patients, sirolimus eluting stent in 9 with 1017 patients,
paclitaxel eluting stent in 7 with 1048 patients, paclitaxel coated balloon in 4 stud-
ies with 282 patients, everolimus eluting stent in 1 study with 32 patients, and
brachytherapy in 5 with 716 patients. After a median of 12 months (10-14), pa-
clitaxel coated balloon performed not inferior to sirolimus eluting stent, paclitaxel
eluting stent and everolimus eluting stent, all of them being superior to non com-
pliant and cutting balloon. This reduction in major adverse cardiac events was
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mainly driven by reduction in target lesion revascularization obtained by pacli-
taxel coated balloon, paclitaxel eluting stent, sirolimus eluting stent when com-
pared to other strategies. Rates of myocardial infarction did not differ between
various treatments, as those of stent thrombosis, apart from a reduction of stent
thrombosis offered by paclitaxel coated balloon when compared to cutting balloon
(odds ratio 0.28: 0.02-0.9, all confidence interval 95%).
Conclusions: Paclitaxel coated balloon performed similar to first generation drug
eluting stent for treatment of in-stent restenosis, being superior to cutting and non
compliant balloon.

P4492 | BEDSIDE
Dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase 1 gene polymorphisms
predict accelerated venous intimal hyperplasia in hemodialysis
patients

C.-C. Wu1, C.-C. Lin2, M.Y. Chung3. 1National Taiwan University Hospital,
Hsin-chu Branch, Division of Cardiology, Dept. of Medicine, Hsinchu, 2Taipei
Veterans General Hospital, Nephrology Division, Dept. of Medicine, Taipei,
3Taipei Veterans General Hospital, Dept. of Medical Research and Education,
Taipei, Taiwan

Purpose: Venous intimal hyperplasia is a significant clinical problem in pa-
tients with hemodialysis arteriovenous fistulas and patients with bypass vein
grafts. Although endothelial dysfunction plays a critical role in the development of
atherosclerosis, their role in venous intimal hyperplasia is less clear. Dimethylargi-
nine dimethylaminohydrolase 1 (DDAH1) is the major enzyme eliminating asym-
metric dimethylarginine (ADMA), a well-known contributor of endothelial dysfunc-
tion. The aim of our study is to investigate the effect of genetic variations in
DDAH1 gene on venous intimal hyperplasia of hemodialysis patients with venous
stenosis of arteriovenous fistulas.
Methods: From May 2010 to January 2012, we assessed the relation between
polymorphism in DDAH1 and the development of venous stenosis after a bal-
loon angioplasty of hemodialysis vascular accesses. The cohort comprised of
473 chronic hemodialysis patients who were prospectively followed up for one
year after a balloon angioplasty at the outflow vein of hemodialysis vascular ac-
cess. Eleven single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of endothelial function re-
lated genes, including DDAH1, DDAH2, and endothelial nitric oxide synthetase
(ENOS), were analyzed and plasma ADMA levels were determined at baseline.
Accelerated venous intimal hyperplasia was defined as more than 50% diameter
stenosis at the target venous lesion within three months after a balloon angio-
plasty.
Results: After adjustment of demographic, vascular access, and cardiovascular
risk factors, individuals with high baseline plasma ADMA (>0.9μM) levels had
higher rates of 3-mon target-lesion restenosis at the outflow veins (56% vs. 36%,
p=0.05). Among the eleven SNPs, only DDAH1 rs233112, DDAH1 rs1498373,
DDAH1 rs2210073 was significantly associated with increased levels of plasma
ADMA levels. Compared with patients with rs233112 AA genotypes, those with
rs233112 GA or GG genotypes had higher 3-mon target-lesion restenosis rate
at the outflow vein. (80% vs. 59%, p<0.001). Compared with patients with
rs1498373 CC genotype, those with CT or TT genotypes had higher risks of 3-
mon target-lesion restenosis at the outflow vein. (74% vs. 57%, p<0.001) In the
multivariate model, current smokers, graft access, rs233112 GG+GA genotypes
(HR 2.302, 95% CI 1.557-3.407), rs1498373 CT+TT genotype (HR 2.070, 95%
CI 1.450-2.957) had higher risk of target-lesion restenosis at 3 month.
Conclusions: Our results provide the first evidence that SNPs rs233112 and
rs1498373 of DDAH1 are associated with accelerated venous intimal hyperplasia
in the hemodialysis patients.

P4493 | BEDSIDE
Angiographic restenosis after percutaneous coronary intervention in
HIV-infected patients- incidence and predictors

S. Schneider1, D. Promny1, S. Cassese2, R.A. Byrne2, C.D. Spinner3,
T. Ibrahim1, K.L. Laugwitz1, A. Kastrati2 on behalf of ISAResearch Center.
1Technical University of Munich, 1. Medizinische Klinik und Poliklinik, Klinikum
rechts der Isar, Munich, 2German Heart Center of Munich, Munich, 3Technical
University of Munich, 2. Medizinische Klinik und Poliklinik, Klinikum rechts der
Isar, Munich, Germany

Background: Patients infected with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) are at
risk of accelerated coronary arteriopathy. With the success of combinded an-
tiretroviral therapy, HIV infection has become a chronic condition and percuta-
neous coronary intervention (PCI) in HIV-infected patients has become an impor-
tant treatment option. However, dedicated angiographic follow-up studies exam-
ining anti-restenotic efficacy in PCI-treated HIV-infected patients are lacking.
Methods: Patients with HIV infection who underwent coronary stenting were en-
rolled in a dedicated registry. Clinical and laboratory data were prospectively
collected in an online database. Angiographic follow-up was scheduled at 6-8
months and predictors of restenosis were evaluated.
Results: A total of 47 HIV-infected patients were enrolled. Angiographic follow-
up was available in 44 patients (93.6%) with 63 treated lesions. Mean age was
65.5±10.0 year, 86.8% were men, and 72% had multivessel disease. Over-
all 52 lesions were treated with drug-eluting stents, 11 lesions with bare metal
stents. The rate of binary angiographic restenosis was 17.5% (drug-eluting stents:

17.3% vs. bare metal stents: 18.2%). We observed a significant association of bi-
nary angiographic restenosis with elevated triglyceride level (P=0.032), therapy
with two or more protease inhibitors (P=0.024) and an elevated CD-8 cell count
(P=0.029).
Conclusion: The rate of angiographic in-stent restenosis in HIV-infected patients
is very considerable. Patients with restenosis had higher triglyceride levels, were
treated with more than one protease inhibitors and showed higher CD-8 cell
count. Dedicated randomized studies should examine the optimal treatment of
this high-risk patient group.

P4494 | BEDSIDE
Evidences of inflammation and oxidative stress implication in the
in-stent restenosis evolution

V. Cobet, L. Ciobanu, M. Popovici, V. Ivanov, I. Popovici, E. Panfile. Institute of
Cardiology, Chisinau, Moldova, Republic of

Aim: Evaluation of the circulatory markers of inflammation and oxidative stress in
patients with in-stent restenosis (ISR) developed after coronary angioplasty.
Material and methods: The one year dynamics of blood twelve markers of non-
specific inflammation and eleven markers of oxidative stress have been assayed
in 68 patients with ISR confirmed by coronarography and exposed to secondary
revascularization. Their value was compared with respective indices estimated in
40 healthy persons (control marker).
Results: The obtained outcomes showed a significant rise in a range of
33,3-73,8% of preprocedural levels of TNF-α, IL-6 and IL-8, MCP-1, MIP-1
(macrophage inflammatory protein) soluble SD40 ligand and resistin. The IL-
2 and IL-12 elevation was weak in a scope of 8,1-12,7%. On the other hand,
heregulin-1β had a decline of 42,6% (p<0,001). In first 24 hours after stent steno-
sis correction all assayed cytokines (excepted heregiline-1β) raised, IL-6 and MIP-
1β achieving biggest difference vs control (89,7 and 130,5%). After 6 and 12
months these markers have been remained different to control and indicated an
excessive inflammatory response. In regard to oxidative stress it is to note the sig-
nificant preprocedural elevation of the MAD and advanced oxidized protein prod-
ucts by 44-56,3% while total antioxidant active has fallen doubly. The enzymes of
glutathione-redox system did not modified, but AGEs, arginase and fructosamine
raised significantly by 23-34,6%. Like inflammation oxidative stress activity aug-
mented postprocedurally (24 h) and maintained elevated even 12 months after
secondary revascularization.
Conclusions: (1) Inflammatory response and oxidative stress are boosted in pa-
tients with ISR, increase more in first 24 hours after secondary revascularization
and do not redress after 12 months. (2) The specific markers of inflammation and
oxidative stress may be feasible predictors of in-stent restenosis risk.

P4495 | BEDSIDE
Drug-eluting balloon in 001 bifurcated lesions

B. Vaquerizo1, H. Tizon2, E. Fernandez3, D. Estrada1, J. Suarez De Lezo4,
I. Oategui5, J.R. Rumoroso6, P. Martin7, F. Miranda-Guardiola2, A. Serra1.
1Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, Interventional Cardiology Unit, Barcelona,
2Del Mar Hospital, Barcelone, 3Hospital Universitario Trias i Pujol, Interventional
Cardiology Unit, Barcelona, 4University Hospital Reina Sofia, Interventional
Cardiology Unit, Cordoba, 5University Hospital Vall d’Hebron, Interventional Car-
diology Unit, Barcelona, 6Hospital Galdacano, Galdacano, 7University Hospital
Dr Negrin, Interventional Cardiology Unit, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain

Purpose: In the DES era, the best strategy to treat ostial lesions remains unan-
swered. This is the first prospective registry assessing the efficacy and safety
of second generation of paclitaxel-coated, drug-eluting balloon (PEB), (3.0μg/m2

balloon surface area), in patients with 001 bifurcated lesions placed in secondary
branches.
Methods and results: After 2.7 years, 51 patients with 001 bifurcated lesion
and clinical evidence of myocardial ischemia related to the target lesions were
prospectively included in this multicenter (7 center) registry. After optimal dilata-
tion, a PEB was inflated for a minimum of 45 seconds. In 2 patients after pre-
dilatation the DEB could not be used and patients were excluded. Left main bi-
furcated lesions, severe calcification and cardiogenic shock, were the only exclu-
sion criteria. Patients were 62±12 years old, 42% diabetic, 56% ACS as clinical
presentation. The most frequent lesion treated was first diagonal (41%). Radial
approach was done in most cases (84%). Pre-dilatation was done in all the cases,
with cutting balloon in 59%. Angiographic success was 90% (by protocol in 10%
of lesions a BMS was implanted because of significant acute recoil (4) or coro-
nary dissection more that type B (1)). At 1 month (follow-up completed in all the
patients) there was no adverse event (MACE). At mean of 14.2±2.2 months there
was 13.7% cumulative hierarchical MACE (1 MI, 0 cardiac deaths, 7 TLR). There
was thrombosis or occlusion. In 4 selected centers at a mean of 7.2±1.1 months,
angiographic follow-up was completed in 32/37 (86.4%) patients; reference diam-
eter was 2.2±0.3 mm with a binary restenosis of (5) 16.1%.
Conclusion: We report the first prospective registry assessing 001 bifurcated
lesion placed in small vessels (2.2mm). This is a rare type of coronary lesion
(inclusion period of 2.7 years) that was observed in a relative young and diabetic
population. In this complex setting, second generation of PEB is a safe strategy
(no acute thrombosis or cardiac death), technically easier and it seems to be
effective at mid-term follow up with a 14% MACE at 1 year.
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P4496 | BEDSIDE
Predictors of recurrent restenosis in patients with 2nd generation
drug-eluting stent implantation for in-stent restenosis of drug-eluting
stent

T. Kanazawa, K. Kadota, S. Habara, T. Tada, H. Tanaka, Y. Fuku, H. Kato,
T. Goto, K. Mitsudo. Kurashiki Central Hospital, Kurashiki, Japan

Purpose: Recent studies show that 2nd generation drug-eluting stent (DES) is
superior to 1st generation DES for the treatment of in-stent restenosis (ISR).
However, recurrent restenosis still occurs in some cases and the predictors of
recurrent restenosis remain unclear. Thus, we evaluated the predictors of recur-
rent restenosis in patients treated with 2nd generation DES implantation for ISR
of DES.
Methods: From January 2010 to November 2012, 228 consecutive patients with
287 lesions after 2nd generation DES implantation for ISR of DES were enrolled
(biolimus-eluting stent, 71 lesions; everolimus-eluting stent 216 lesions). Follow-
up coronary angiography at 8 months after procedure was performed in 243 le-
sions (84.7%), in which small vessel (reference diameter of less than 2.5 mm)
was observed in 85 lesions and non-focal type restenosis in 116 lesions.
Results: In the 243 lesions, recurrent restenosis was angiographically docu-
mented in 54 lesions (22%) and target lesion revascularization was performed
in 39 lesions (16%). Recurrent restenosis was observed in 25 (29.4%) of the
85 small vessel lesions and in 34 (29.3%) of the 116 non-focal type restenosis
lesions. A multivariate analysis showed that small vessel (odds ratio 2.21, con-
fidence interval 1.12 to 4.40, p=0.02) and non-focal type restenosis (odds ratio
2.78, confidence interval 1.36 to 5.78, p=0.0048) were independent predictors of
recurrent restenosis; however, the type of 2nd generation DES, whether biolimus-
eluting stent or everolimus-eluting stent, did not affect the angiographic outcomes
(odds ratio 0.80, confidence interval 0.37 to 1.78, p=0.58).
Conclusion: Small vessel and non-focal type restenosis are predictors of recur-
rent restenosis in patients treated with 2nd generation DES for ISR of DES.

P4497 | BEDSIDE
Characterization of in-stent neointimal tissue components following
drug-eluting stent implantation according to the phase of restenosis
using a 40-MHz intravascular ultrasound imaging system

T. Araki, M. Tokue, Y. Nagashima, K. Yamazaki, T. Ono, M. Shiba, R. Iijima,
H. Hara, M. Nakamura, K. Sugi. Toho University, Ohashi Medical Center,
Department of Cardiology, Tokyo, Japan

Background and purpose: It is known that drug-eluting stents (DES) are as-
sociated with in-stent restenosis (ISR). However, the characteristics of neointimal
tissue components according to the mechanism and time course of DES ISR have
not been fully examined. The aim of this study was to characterize in-stent neoin-
timal tissue according to the phase of restenosis using radiofrequency signals
from 40-MHz intravascular ultrasound (IVUS), called iMAP-IVUS.
Methods: IVUS examinations were performed in 37 angina patients (37 lesions)
who underwent repeated PCI for the treatment of DES in-stent restenosis (ISR).
The patients were divided into two groups according to the phase of restenosis:
the early ISR group (E-IRS; ≤1 year) and the late ISR group (L-ISR; >1 year).
Results: There were 18 patients in the E-ISR group and 19 patients in the L-
ISR group. The mean follow-up period between stent implantation and repeated
PCI was 8.02±2.20 months in the E-IRS group and 40.37±23.88 months in the L-
ISR group. The percentage of lipid components and relative necrotic volume were
greater in the L-ISR group than in the E-ISR group (5.77±1.81% vs. 4.51±1.71%,
P<0.05 and 12.20±2.97% vs. 8.61±2.33% P<0.001, respectively). Furthermore,
there was a positive correlation between the follow-up duration after DES im-
plantation in the L-ISR group and the presence of a necrotic plaque component
(r=0.49, P<0.05).

Conclusions: There were differences in the neointimal plaque characteristics
after DES implantation according to the phase of restenosis. This information
may lead to a better understanding of the mechanisms of DES ISR.

P4498 | BEDSIDE
Residual edge stenosis was associated with angiographic outcomes
of everolimus-eluting stent in the real world setting

K. Kozuma1, J. Aoki2, M. Awata3, M. Nanasato4, N. Shiode5, K. Tanabe2,
J. Yamaguchi6, T. Kimura7 on behalf of Xience V/Promus PMS investigators.
1Teikyo University Hospital, Tokyo, Japan; 2Mitsui Memorial Hospital, Tokyo,
Japan; 3Kansai Rosai Hospital, Amagasaki, Japan; 4Nagoya Daini Red Cross
Hospital, Nagoya, Japan; 5Akane Foundation Tsuchiya General Hospital,
Hiroshima, Japan; 6Tokyo Women’s Medical University, Tokyo, Japan; 7Kyoto
University Hospital, Kyoto, Japan

Objective: The aim of this study was to assess the impact of residual stenosis at
edges after everolimus-eluting stent implantation.

Methods: Post marketing study (PMS) Japan is a prospective registry designed
to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the Xience V / Promus Stent in routine clin-
ical practice at 47 centers representative of the clinical environment nationwide.
Consecutive 2033 patients who underwent PCI using EES were enrolled. Twenty
one patients were excluded because of withdrawal of consent, bypass graft le-
sions, and implantation of other stents. Of these, 1848 lesions of 1546 patients
were assessed by means of QCA at post-procedure and 8-month follow-up in the
independent corelab.
Results: Seventy six % of patients were male, mean age was 69, 42% had di-
abetes, 4.7% were hemodialysis patients. Indications for PCI were 28% in ACS
and 66% in stable CAD. Lesion was located in RCA 30%, LAD 48%, LCx 18%,
LM 3%. Serial QCA was performed in 1306 lesions both at baseline and 8 months
(1087 lesions of proximal edges and 1300 lesions of distal edges). De novo le-
sion was 89%. Complex lesion morphologies were as follows: ACC/AHA type
B2 42.5%, type C 38.3%, bifurcation 34.7%, ostial 12.2%, moderate/severe cal-
cification 21.6%, CTO 5.9%. Mean reference diameter was 2.57mm and lesion
length was 17.8mm. Mean late loss in-stent was 0.22mm and that in-segment
was 0.13mm. Binary restenosis rates were 3.4% in-stent and 6.1% in-segment.
ROC curve analysis revealed that 18.5% residual stenosis at proximal edge had
61% sensitivity and 68% specificity and 17.5% residual stenosis at distal edge
had 92% sensitivity and 61% specificity for predicting restenosis at follow-up.
Therefore, we defined that residual stenosis >20% was an inappropriate cov-
erage of the stent edge. Inappropriate coverage group showed higher binary
restenosis rates (>50% diameter stenosis) than appropriate coverage group in
proximal edges (6.6% vs. 1.8%, p<0.001), and in distal edges (2.5% vs. 0.2%,
p<0.001).
Conclusions: Residual stenosis at stent edge was associated with edge resteno-
sis after EES implantation in the real world setting.

P4499 | BEDSIDE
Extracellular RNA and extracellular matrix reorganization in the
in-stent restenosis

L. Ciobanu, M. Popovici, S. Costin, I. Popovici, V. Cobet, V. Ivanov. Institute of
Cardiology, Chisinau, Moldova, Republic of

Aim: Evaluation of the expression and quantity of extracellular RNA (eRNA) and
collagen type I and type III in tissue pattern of in-stent restenosis (ISR) after
coronary angioplasty.
Material and methods: The eRNA and collagen turnover have been determined
in the tissue pattern of coronary segments with ISR taken postmortem from 19
patients with restenosis. The presence of eRNA was evaluated by immunohisto-
chemical staining, and for quantification the micrometer thick sections stained
for SMCs with tetramethylrhodamine iso-thiocyanate–labeled antibody against
smooth muscle α-actin, SYTO RNASelect dye and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
were examined by laser-scanning confocal microscopy (Leica TCS SP2). The
TNF-alpha and macrophage number were determined also in RIS, and their cor-
relation to eRNA has been evaluated. Collagen type I and type III have been
assayed using specific antibodies (Rockland), and were calculated as percent of
positive labeling per tissue area. The markers of collagen type I synthesis (PICP)
and degradation (CITP) were determined.
Results: The quantity of eRNA (AU/μm2) increased in RIS and the estimated
rise was proportionally to restenosis degree. A significant elevation of 45% in
muscular media was already established in minimal RIS. In moderate and se-
vere ISR degrees eRNA exceeded control (normal coronary segment) index by 2
and 4 times respectively. In adventice eRNA significantly increased only in severe
ISR. Related to integral coronary wall to note the significant eRNA elevation by
95-161% in moderate and severe ISR. Remarkably, eRNA positively highly cor-
related with macrophage (n/mm2) number (r=+0,8639) and TNP-alpha (AU/μm2)
quantity (r=+0,8838). The collagen turnover exhibited a marked collagen type I
degradation while its synthesis was reduced, especially in media zone. Conse-
quently, PICP decreased by 70-92% in moderate and severe ISR, while CITP
increased more than 5 times. As a result the ratio CITP/PICP raised 8-fold and
more. Importantly, the collagen type III degradation was conspicuously lesser that
led to marked increase of the collagen III/I ratio.
Conclusions: (1) eRNA quantity rise associates ISR evolution, correlates with
restenosis degree, and may be a predictor of neointima hyperplasia and inflam-
mation boosting. (2) Extracellular matrix reorganization is a hallmark of ISR, and
its opportunity refers basically to increased collagen type I degradation while col-
lagen type III degradation is poor.

P4500 | BEDSIDE
Association of epicardial fat measured by 64-multidetector computed
tomography with bare-metal stent restenosis

U. Canpolat1, H. Yorgun2, L. Sahiner2, H. Sunman3, E.B. Kaya2, T. Hazirolan2,
K. Aytemir2, G. Kabakci2, L. Tokgozoglu2, A. Oto2. 1Turkiye Yuksek Ihtisas
Hospital, Cardiology Clinic, Ankara, Turkey; 2Hacettepe University, Faculty of
Medicine, Ankara, Turkey; 3Ankara Diskapi Education and Research Hospital,
Ankara, Turkey

Background: It has been evidenced that epicardial fat tissue functions as an
endocrine organ and secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines. Also, inflammation is
known as the mainstay of in-stent restenosis (ISR). However, the role of epicar-
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dial fat measured by multidetector computerized tomography (MDCT) in coronary
bare-metal ISR has not been evaluated previously. The primary objective of the
present study was to investigate the relationship of tomographic epicardial fat
thickness (EFT) with bare-metal ISR in stable CAD.
Methods: We enrolled a total of 529 patients (mean age 60.2±10.3 years, 72.4%
men) who underwent MDCT for suspected CAD. All the patients underwent BMS
implantation and a further control coronary angiography owing to stable or un-
stable angina pectoris. According to angiographic results, patients were divided
into two groups, 230 patients with ISR and 299 patients without ISR. Thickness of
the EAT was measured on contrast enhanced multiplanar reformat images with
parasternal short axis view at basal, mid-ventricular and apical levels and hori-
zontal long axis view.
Results: The total EFT was significantly increased in patients with ISR compared
to those without ISR (95.06±14.6 mm vs 83.45±12.8 mm, p<0.001). Using multi-
ple logistic regression analysis, diabetes mellitus, smoking, stent length, stent di-
ameter and preprocedural total EFT (OR: 1.072, 95% CI: 1.053-1.092, p<0.001)
emerged as independent predictors of ISR. In ROC curve analysis, total EFT >92
mm had 58% sensitivity and 74% specificity (AUC: 0.71, p<0.001) in predicting
ISR. Patients with a preprocedural total EFT >92mm had a 4.5-fold increased risk
of developing ISR.

Figure 1

Conclusion: In conclusion, higher preprocedural EFT is a powerful and indepen-
dent predictor of BMS restenosis in patients with stable CAD.

P4501 | BEDSIDE
Comparison of the efficacy of balloon angioplasty or stent
implantation for in-stent restenosis based on analysis by optical
coherence tomography

K. Yamane, N. Shiode, T. Kawase, S. Mito, H. Tamekiyo, M. Otsuka, T. Okimoto,
Y. Muraoka, Y. Masaoka, Y. Hayashi. Akane Foundation Tsuchiya General
Hospital, Hiroshima, Japan

Purpose: The aim of this study was to investigate the efficacy of balloon angio-
plasty (BA) or stent implantation (SI) for the treatment of the in-stent restenosis
(ISR) based on the restenotic tissue structure analyzed by optical coherence to-
mography (OCT).
Methods: From January 2010 to January 2013, we evaluated 138 patients
with 148 ISR lesions which required revascularization (106 drug-eluting stents
(DES) and 42 bare-metal stents (BMS)). Based on their OCT appearance at
the minimum lumen area, the lesions were classified as homogeneous and non-
homogeneous. We compared recurrent target lesion revascularization (TLR) at
1year follow-up after BA or SI.
Results: By OCT, the restenotic tissue structure was homogeneous in 48 (32%)
and non-homogeneous in 100 (68%). In homogeneous group, 27 patients had BA
and 21 patients had SI. In non-homogeneous group, 49 patients had BA and 51
patients had SI. Angiographic follow-up after TLR was performed in 104 patients
(75%) with 114 lesions (77%) at 1-year. As OCT appeared homogeneous, recur-
rent TLR was noted in 29.6% of the BA group and in 19.1% of SI group (p=0.4).
As OCT appeared non-homogeneous, recurrent TLR occurred in 35% of the BA
group and in 13.7% of SI group (p=0.013).
Conclusions: This study suggested that OCTmight be helpful to decide the treat-
ment strategies of ISR.

Abstract P4501 – Table 1. Clinical outcomes at 1-year follow-up

Overall (n=148) p Homogeneous (n=48) p Non-homogeneous (n=100) p
Balloon (n=70) Stent (n=78) Balloon (n=21) Stent (n=27) Balloon (n=49) Stent (n=51)

Reccurent restenosis 27 (35.5%) 13 (18.1%) 0.016 9 (33.3%) 4 (19.1%) 0.27 18 (36.7%) 9 (17.7%) 0.031
TLR 25 (32.9%) 11 (15.3%) 0.012 8 (29.6%) 4 (19.1%) 0.4 17 (34.7%) 7 (13.7%) 0.013
All-cause death 1 (1.3%) 3 (4.2%) 0.29 0 (0%) 0 (0%) NA 1 (2.0%) 3 (5.9%) 0.33
Cardiac death 1 (1.3%) 3 (4.2%) 0.29 0 (0%) 0 (0%) NA 1 (2.0%) 3 (5.9%) 0.33
Myocardial infarction 1 (1.3%) 0 (0%) 0.33 1 (3.7%%) 0 (0%) 0.37 0 (0%) 0 (0%) NA
Stent thrombosis 1 (1.3%) 0 (0%) 0.33 1 (3.7%%) 0 (0%) 0.37 0 (0%) 0 (0%) NA
MACE 26 (34.2%) 14 (19.4%) 0.042 8 (29.6%) 4 (19.1%) 0.4 18 (36.7%) 10 (19.6%) 0.055

Date are presented as n (%). NA, Not available; TLR, target lesion revascularization; MACE, major adverse cardiac event.

P4502 | BEDSIDE
Local and systemic factors for restenosis after carotid endarterectomy

O. Tereshina, A.N. Vachev, E.A. Surkova. Samara State Medical University,
Samara, Russian Federation

Perpose: Restenosis due intimal hyperplasia (IH) is often seen after Carotid En-
darterectomy (CEA), but the pathological mechanisms leading to its progression
is not totally clear. The progression of intimal hyperplasia after carotid endarterec-
tomy (CAE) is influenced by local hemodynamic factors and systemic factors as
well.
Methods: 987 patients (62±5,7 years, 89% of male) undergoing CEA between
2001 and 2011 were included in our study. The mean time of observation was
4,3±1,33 year after operation. We studied the influence of different systemic fac-
tors such as age, sex, hypertension, smoking, hyperlipidaemia, gemorheology,
diabetes mellitus, lesion characteristics, type of arteriotomy closure and regional
flow dynamics on the intimae –media thickness following CEA. Data on the status
of 1003 carotid arteries after endarterectomy were assessed with standardized
duplex ultrasound and evaluated by univariate and multivariate analysis to iden-
tify possible associations.
Results: From systemic factors only increasing level of low-density lipoprotein
and platelet aggregation had low, but reliable influence on IMT after CEA. Ages,
sex, hypertension, smoking was not significantly associated with the development
of intimal hyperplasia following CE. Complicated plaque showed a statistically sig-
nificant correlation with intimal hyperplasia. There were no significant differences
in IMT between patients with eversion CEA versus CEA with patch. From local
factors, sheer stress demonstrated a negative association with IMT. Mean shear
stress at bifurcation after CEA was 16,7±2,9 dynes/cm2 and was inversely re-
lated with internal diameter of common carotid artery at reconstruction site. Low
mean shear stress correlated with low flow volume (r=0,58 P<0.0001). IH was in-
versely associated with shear stress (r=0,39 P<0.0001) and flow volume (r=0,37
P<0.0001).
Conclusions: Considering the data obtained in this work, we can conclude that
the intimal thickening is not uniquely determinate process, and depends on many
factors. This study demonstrates that low shear stress leads to progression of IH
after CEA. Strong correlation between flow volume and shear stress supports the
conclusion that decrease of flow volume can cause intimal hyperplasia.

CORONARY IMAGING: CLINICAL RELEVANCE

P4504 | BEDSIDE
Safety of provocative tests to detect coronary artery spasm. Results
from a French registry including 2,430 patients

H. Aelion, A. Chaib, C. Meune, E. Salengro, J. Rosencher, M.C. Chenilleau,
A. Cariou, S. Weber, O. Varenne. AP-HP - Hospital Cochin, Department of
Cardiology, Paris, France

Purpose: The use of provocative tests (PT) for the diagnosis of coronary artery
spasm (CAS) varies largely within countries, hospitals, and physicians. Potential
PT related complications remain the principal reason for not detecting CAS in
patients with compatible symptoms.
Methods and results: We report the incidence of complications during and
immediately after PT in 2,430 patients with normal or near normal coronary ar-
teries over the last 10 years. Conventional angiography was found normal or near
normal before an intra venous injection of methylergometrine maleate 0.4mg was
realized after diagnostic angiography, and was followed by another injection in
the left and the right coronary arteries 3minutes later. Patients were 55 years
old (48-64) and predominantly males (52.3%). Reason for coronary angiography
were non-specific chest pain at rest (62.2%), acute coronary syndrome (16.9%),
angina at rest and stress (10.2%), silent ischemia (8.9%) and out-of-hospital car-
diac arrest (1.8%).
Complications including myocardial infarction (n=1), ventricular fibrillation (n=1),
asystoly (n=3), atrio-ventricular block (n=2), persistant CAS (n=3), delayed CAS
(n=4), transient ischemic stroke (n=4), migraine (n=2), peripheral spasm (n=1),
systemic embolism (n=1), bronchospasm (n=1) were reported in only 0.9% of
the total population. Furthermore, complications dropped to only 0.3% in patients
with a normal PT. In addition, the majority of the reported complications could be
related to the angiography itself rather than to PT. Interestingly, patients with PT
related complication were more often hospitalized for acute coronary syndrome
and exhibit more often mild atheroma in coronary arteries than those with no com-
plication (47.8% vs 16.6%; p<0.001 and 60.9% vs 28.1%; p<0.01; respectively).
Conclusion: PT-related complications are extremely rare in selected patients with
suspected CAS. The potential severe outcomes in patients with undiagnosed and
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untreated CAS, together with the high safety of PT, justify a shift in paradigm
toward a more systematic detection of CAS during conventional coronary angiog-
raphy.

P4505 | BEDSIDE
Coronary torsion contributes to edge late loss after sirolimus-eluting
stent and everolimus-eluting stent implantation

T. Ono, S. Fuke, Y. Kashihara, Y. Namba, K. Hatanaka, M. Tanaka, T. Ikeda,
H. Saito, T. Sato. Japanese Red Cross Okayama Hospital, department of
cardiology, Okayama, Japan

Purpose: We hypothesized that coronary torsion at the stent edge may contribute
to edge restenosis.
Methods: The coronary torsion of 31 patients who underwent single sirolimus-
eluting stent (SES) or single everolimus-eluting stent (EES) implantation was
quantified using IVUS images. The angular velocity was determined using the
angle of rotation of the most similar next frame with the least square method.
Coronary torsion was defined as the maximum rotated angle in a cardiac cycle
and calculated from the integrated curve of the angular velocity. The analysis in-
terest was defined as follows: distal edge segment, 5mm region from stent distal
edge; distal in-stent edge, 5mm of in-stent region from stent distal edge; stent
center, 5mm region at stent center; proximal in-stent edge, 5mm of in-stent re-
gion from stent proximal edge; proximal edge segment, 5mm region from stent
proximal edge.
Results: The coronary torsion at the edge was augmented after stent implan-
tation (Table 1). The post-procedural coronary torsions at the distal and proxi-
mal in-stent edges were related to edge late loss after both SES (R = 0.625,
p=0.013 and R = 0.625, p=0.013, respectively) and EES (R = 0.648, p=0.007
and R = 0.575, p=0.02, respectively) implantations. Multivariate analysis showed
that post-procedural in-stent torsion (R = 0.479, p<0.0001), post-procedural edge
minimum luminal diameter (R = 0.497, p<0.0001) and post-procedural mean
stent diameter (R = -0.351, p=0.005) were predictors of edge late loss.
Conclusion: The coronary torsion after SES or EES implantation may be one of
the mechanisms responsible for edge-restenosis.

P4506 | BEDSIDE
Benefits of using rotational versus conventional coronary angiography
in clinical practice

J. Molina Martin De Nicolas1, A. Jurado Roman2, J.M. Montero Cabezas3,
J. Garcia Tejada1, B. Rubio Alonso1, B. Diaz Anton1, C. Granda Nistal1,
F. Hernandez Hernandez1, M. Velazquez Martin1, A. Albarran Gonzalez-
Trevilla1. 1University Hospital 12 de Octubre, Dept. of Cardiology, Madrid, Spain;
2Hospital General de Ciudad Real, Dept. of Cardiology, Ciudad Real, Spain;
3Leiden University Medical Center, Dept. of Cardiology, Leiden, Netherlands

Purpose: The gold standard in diagnostic imaging of coronary arteries is stan-
dard coronary angiography (SCA), a technique that requires multiple static and
two-dimensional runs. Dual-axis rotational coronary angiography (DARCA) is a
novel angiographic modality to visualize the coronary tree with a single acqui-
sition run with three-dimensional rotation of the gantry around the patient with
simultaneous left to right as well as craniocaudal movements. Given that radia-
tion dose and contrast volume (contributors to contrast nephropathy) are negative
technical factors, it is interesting to assess whether this new technique allows a
reduction of these factors. The aim of this study was to compare DARCA with
SCA in an unselected “real world” patient population.
Methods: We prospectively studied 294 consecutive patients undergoing diag-
nostic coronary angiography with or without angioplasty in our hospital over 3
months. The following variables were studied: dose-area product (Gy/cm2 DAP),
fluoroscopy time (in minutes FT), contrast volume (in ml), procedure time (in min-
utes) and number of runs.
Results: The overall cohort had a mean age of 68 years with 69%males. We per-
formed 125 rotational angiography (42.5%) with angioplasty in 46% of the overall
procedures. DARCA was therefore associated with a 35% reduction in radiation
dose (DAP 49.6 vs. 75.2 Gy/cm2, p<0.0001), a 25% reduction in fluorosocpy time
(8.47 vs 11.35 min, p=0.008), a 19% in contrast volume (117 vs. 142 ml,p=0.002)
and a 54% in numbers of runs (7 vs 15,p<0.0001). There was no significant differ-
ence in overall procedure time between the two groups. The significant reduction
of the DAP and the number of runs was also observed in diagnostic angiograms
group and there were no differences of any variable when angioplasty was per-
formed.
Conclusion: The use of rotational angiography allows a reduction of the radia-
tion dose, fluoroscopy time and contrast volume without increasing the length of
the procedure. Therefore, DARCA should be promoted in routine coronary an-
giograms.

Abstract P4505 – Table 1. Comparison of coronary torsion before and after stent implantation

Before SES implantation After SES implantation p-value Before EES implantation After EES implantation p-value

Coronary torsion at the distal edge segment (degree) 3.2±1.3 2.7±1.3 0.156 3.2±1.7 2.8±0.9 0.051
Coronary torsion at the distal in-stent edge (degree) 3.6±1.6 4.5±1.4 0.038 2.9±1.1 4.0±1.5 0.003
Coronary torsion at the stent center (degree) 4.1±1.5 4.2±1.6 0.558 4.4±2.9 4.6±2.7 0.845
Coronary torsion at the proximal in-stent edge (degree) 3.6±1.1 4.9±1.8 0.001 3.4±2.0 5.8±5.6 0.136
Coronary torsion at the proximal edge segment (degree) 3.5±0.9 2.9±1.1 0.093 2.5±2.1 4.8±5.2 0.117

P4507 | BENCH
In-vivo evaluation of a novel sirolimus-coated balloon catheter

Y.P. Clever1, D. Peters2, M. Boxberger3, B. Cremers1, S. Bettink1, U. Speck2,
M. Boehm1, B. Scheller1. 1Saarland University Hospital, Department of Internal
Medicine III, Cardiology, Homburg, Germany; 2Charite - Campus Mitte (CCM),
Experimental Radiology, Berlin, Germany; 3B.Braun Melsungen AG, Berlin,
Germany

Background: Limus-eluting stents are dominating coronary interventions
whereas paclitaxel is the only drug on balloon catheters which has shown to
reduce restenosis rates in coronary and peripheral artery disease. Few studies
indicate neointimal inhibition by limus-coated balloons in animals and none in a
clinical trial. It has been shown that a release of sirolimus for a period of 30 days
is required for effective inhibition of neointimal proliferations in stent-based local
drug delivery. In this study different excipients have been investigated in order to
achieve a long lasting sirolimus tissue level. The aim of the present study was
to evaluate different prototype sirolimus-coated balloon catheters (SCB) in the
porcine coronary model.
Methods: Seventy-two bare metal stents (diameter 3.0 and 3.5 mm; length 16
mm) were implanted in LAD, Cx, and RCA arteries of 24 domestic pigs with dif-
ferent types of balloon catheters: uncoated control, sirolimus-coated balloons with
4 different formulations (AS, Vbn, Vb3, and Vb7), and the paclitaxel coated Se-
Quent Please balloon (SQP).
Results: Formulations Vb3 and Vb7 resulted in the transfer of 7.3±4.5% and
12.5±2.9%, respectively, to the vessel wall and extraordinarily long persistence
time of sirolimus. Quantitative coronary angiography follow-up at four weeks re-
vealed similar angiographic baseline parameters. The Vbn, Vb3, and Vb7 coating
caused either reproducible statistically significant or non-significant inhibition of
neointimal proliferation assessed by quantitative coronary angiography and histo-
morphometry.

Figure 1. Neointimal area, porcine coronary model.

Conclusion: SCB were found to effectively reduce neointimal proliferation in the
porcine coronary model. It has to be determined if this approach will result in a
relevant clinical effect.

P4508 | SPOTLIGHT
Feasibility of ulnar artery for cardiac catheterization: AJmer ULnar
ARtery (AJULAR) catheterization study

R.K. Gokhroo, D.S. Bisht, S. Gupta, D. Padmanabhan, K. Kishor, B. Ranwa.
Jawahar Lal Nehru Medical College, Ajmer, India

Purpose: We tried to compare default transulnar access (TUA) with transradial
access (TRA) in terms of feasibility and safety.
Methods: We analysed a total of 423 patients (n=423) with normal modified
Allen’s test, who were scheduled for coronary angiography through TUA with ad
hoc percutaneous coronary intervention if necessary. We analysed observed find-
ings with a retrospective cohorts of patients undergoing TRA angiography in a
previous study done at our centre. We also performed selective ulnar arteriog-
raphy of 200 patients (n=200) through radial route to predict the bottlenecks of
TUA.
Results: The periprocedural characteristics of the patients are enlisted in the
table. There is no statistically significant difference among, no’s of attempts made
till successful puncture, total procedure time and total fluoroscopy time for either
radial or ulnar access angiography by an experienced interventionist (p>0.05).
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Table 1. The periprocedural characteristics of the study patients

Parameters Total (n=423)

Modified Allens test normal (%) 423 (100)
Clinical ulnar pulsation grade

Low volume (%) 93 (21.98)
Normal volume (%) 292 (69.03)
High volume (%) 38 (8.98)

Failure to cannulate ulnar artery (%) 9 (2.13)
Nos. of attempts made till successful puncture (mean±SD) 3±2
Arterial access time in minutes (mean±SD) 5±2
Total procedure time in minutes (mean±SD) 3.05±1.5
Total fluoroscopy time in minutes (mean±SD) 1.75±1.2
Ulnar artery diameter in mm (mean±SD) (n=200) 2.11±0.49
Ulnar artery anomalies (n=200)

Ulnar artery spasm/stenosis (%) 16 (8)
Ulnar artery tortuosity (%) 13 (6.5)
High bifurcation of brachial artery at arm level (%) 7 (3.5)
Ulnar artery loops (%) 6 (3)
Ulnar artery atherosclerosis/ calcification (%) 5 (2.5)

However time taken in arterial access is statistically significant in the initial learn-
ing curve for the same (p<0.05).
Conclusions: For experienced operator TUA is safe and effective alternative to
TRA in terms of feasibility and safety. There is a negligible incidence of non-
manoeuvrable anatomic obstruction in the real-world scenario in TUA and so fear
of the same should not impede the use of this route. Vasospasm in the use of this
route is a complication, can be easily tackled to prevent crossover to alternate
route.

P4509 | BEDSIDE
Tissue morphology of in-stent ree-restenosis lesions after
paclitaxel-coated balloon dilatation and plain old balloon angioplasty
for in-stent restenosis lesions: impact of previously implanted stent

T. Tada, K. Kadota, S. Habara, H. Tanaka, Y. Fuku, T. Goto, K. Mitsudo. Kurashiki
Central Hospital, Cardiology Department, Kurashiki, Japan

Purpose: It was reported that tissue morphology of in-stent restenosis (ISR) le-
sions after drug-eluting stent (DES) implantation assessed with optical coher-
ence tomography (OCT) was affected by stent type. Little was known about the
re-restenotic tissue morphology after angioplasty using paclitaxel-coated balloon
(PCB) dilatation or plain old balloon angioplasty (POBA). The aim of this study
was to examine the tissue morphology of in-stent re-restenosis lesions after an-
gioplasty for DES-ISR lesions and to clarify the impacts of previously implanted
stent type, treatment modality, and timing of restenosis on it.
Methods: Between January 2009 and February 2014, we performed OCT
on 69 in-stent re-restenosis lesions after PCB dilatation and 31 lesions after
POBA. Previous stents were 69 first generation DES (sirolimus-eluting stent and
paclitaxel-eluting stent) and 31 second generation DES (zotarolimus-eluting stent,
everolimus-eluting stent, and biolimus-eluting stent). Early restenosis lesion was
defined as lesions less than one year after angioplasty and late restenosis lesion
was defined as lesions more than one year after angioplasty. The morphological
assessment of neointimal tissue structure (homogeneous, heterogeneous, and
layered type) at the minimum lumen area site was performed.
Results: The results are shown in the figure. There was a significant difference in
the tissue structure of in-stent re-restenosis lesions after PCB dilatation or POBA
between 1st and 2nd generation DES (p=0.029). However, there was no differ-
ence in the tissue structure between PCB dilatation and POBA and between early
and late restenosis lesions.

Conclusions: The tissue morphology of in-stent re-restenosis may be affected
not by treatment modality and timing of restenosis but by previously implanted
stent type.

P4510 | BEDSIDE
Severe type-2 diabetes induces reversible alterations of endothelial
progenitor cells

A. Liguori1, M.R. De Pascale2, G. Bruzzese1, M. Rienzo2, V. Grimaldi2,
C. Napoli2. 1ASL NA1 Pellegrini Hospital, Naples, Italy; 2Second University of
Naples, School of Medicine, Dept of Gen Pathol, Excellence Centre on CVD,
Naples, Italy

Vascular regeneration is one of the major challenge of future therapeutical ap-

proaches. In this regard, endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) could have a ma-
jor role in vascular repair after injury. Some studies suggested that EPC num-
ber and bioactivity are reduced in patients with type-2 diabetes a pathogenic
condition associated to premature and severe vasculopathy. Until now, it is still
undefined whether intensive glycemic control can modify EPC bioactivities in
type-2 diabetes. In the present study, we investigated whether glycemic control
would improve EPC number and function in patients with uncontrolled type 2 di-
abetes. Forty-five patients with type 2 diabetes and HgA1c ≥8.0% were studied.
Patients were tested at baseline and after 3 months of glycemic control thera-
peutic regimem (HgA1c <6.5%). The diabetic group was compared to a sex/age
matched group (control) of subjects without diabetes. Circulating EPC levels were
assessed by flow cytometry for expression of VEGFR2, CD133, and CD34/KDR.
The capacity of the cells to form colony-forming units (CFUs), and their migration
and viability were quantified after 1 week of culture. Patients with type diabetes
(mean age 58.2±5.4 years, 25.6% women, disease duration of 15.4±6.3 years)
had a baseline HgA1c of 8.7±0.5%. After the administration of a normoglycemic
control regimen, HgA1c decreased to 6.2±0.3%. Interestingly, in our experimental
conditions, EPC levels (CD133+ and CD34+/KDR+) increased significantly after
the intensive control period (mean of 18%, p<0.04 vs baseline). The number of
EPC CFUs also increased significantly after glycemic control (p<0.05 vs base-
line). Nitric oxide (NO) production levels released by EPCs (measured by DAF-2
DA and fluorescent spectrophotometer) improved following the glycemic control
(p<0.05 vs baseline). Our data are consistent with the hypothesis that a clinical
and therapeutical glycemic control is associated with increased levels of EPCs
and improvement in some of their bioactivities in type-2 diabetes.

P4511 | BEDSIDE
Impact of the frequency domain optical coherence tomography-based
stent sizing on acute results after second generation drug-eluting
stent implantation

H. Okura, R. Yamada, K. Fukuhara, T. Koyama, T. Kume, Y. Neishi, K. Yoshida.
Kawasaki Medical School, Kurashiki, Japan

Background: Introduction of a frequency domain optical coherence tomogra-
phy (OCT) allows for rapid imaging with automated quantitative assessments of
the coronary artery stenosis. Although intracoronary imaging devices such as in-
travascular ultrasound (IVUS) and OCT have been used as a guide to achieve op-
timal stenting, standard method to select stent size based on the pre-intervention
imaging has not been established yet.
Purpose: The aim of this study was to investigate impact of OCT based stent
sizing on acute results after 2nd generation drug-eluting stent (DES) implantation.
Methods: A total of 103 consecutive patients who underwent OCT-guided DES
implantation were studied. Based on the stent diameter to mean reference lu-
men diameter ratio (S/D ratio), lesions were divided into quartiles (Q1: S/D ratio
<0.984, Q2:0.984≤S/D ratio<1.066, Q3:1.066≤S/D<1.166, Q4: 1.166≤S/D ra-
tio). Stent expansion, incidence of incomplete stent apposition (ISA) and stent
edge dissection were compared between the quartiles.
Results: Stent expansion as assessed by minimal stent area divided by mean
reference lumen area was similar among the quartiles (Q1:0.83±0.15, Q2:
0.83±0.13, Q3: 0.86±0.17, Q4: 0.78±0.13, P=0.31), but post-hoc analysis
showed a trend toward better in Q3 than in Q4 (P=0.06). Incidence of stent distal
edge dissection showed a trend toward higher in Q4 and incidence of distal ISA
was significantly higher in Q1 and Q2 (Figure).

Figure 1

Conclusions: OCT-guided stent sizing affects acute results after DES implanta-
tion. S/R ratio may be useful as a guide for stent sizing.
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P4512 | BEDSIDE
Scatter radiation reduction during right transradial coronary
angiography: a randomized trial using a lead-free shield drape

J.M. Nogales1, J.M. Ordiales2, J.R. Lopez-Minguez1, R. Gonzalez-Fernandez1,
A. Merchan-Herrera1, G. Martinez-Caceres1, R. Sanchez-Casanueva3,
J. Calle4, F. Lopez4, D. Ruiz4. 1Infanta Cristina University Hospital, Badajoz,
2Merida hospital, Medical physics, Merida, 3Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Medical
Physics Service, Madrid, 4Merida Hospital, Merida, Spain

Purpose: Transradial approach for coronary angiography has increased due to
improved patient comfort and decreased bleeding complications. However, in-
creased radiation exposure remains a significant concern. Our aim was to eval-
uate the reduction of radiation dose received by staff using a lead-free shielding
drape (SD) placed over the patients undergoing transradial coronary angiography
in a randomized trial.
Methods: A total of 112 patients who underwent right transradial coronary an-
giography were randomized to shielding drape use versus no radiation shield
protection. Measures of personal dose equivalent Hp (10) were performed by
two electronic dosimeters located at the chest of physician and nurse above the
lead apron. An additional dosimeter located on the C-arm at axis rotation level
was used as control.
Results: We found no significant differences in baseline characteristics or those
related to procedure between both groups. Despite similar fluoroscopy time and
DAP, a significant reduction in cumulative dose received by operator was found.
Mean cumulative dose reduction was up to 70%. The benefit was not apparent at
the position of nursing.

Table 1

All (N=112) Without SD (N=59) With SD (N=53) p

Age (years) 64.4±11.2 63.6±11.1 65.4±11.3 0.394
BMI (kg/m2) 30.4±4.5 29.9±4.2 30.8±4.7 0.328
Contrast (ml) 134.1±79.1 143.6±86.3 123.7±69.7 0.190
PCI 36 (32.1%) 21 (35.6%) 15 (28.3%) 0.409
Fluoroscopy time (min) 3.21 [2.02–6.03] 3.36 [2.02–6.03] 2.33 [1.81–5.97] 0.487
Number of images 450.50 [353–646] 460 [346–651] 441.5 [354.5–634.5] 0.596
Total DAP 19.08 [14.11–27.21] 18.84 [14.40–31.38] 19.37 [14.06–26.46] 0.943
Operator’s Hp (10) (μSv) 6 [3–14] 9 [5–23] 4.5 [2–9] <0.001
Nurse’s Hp (10) (μSv) 3 [1–4] 3 [2–6] 3 [1–4] 0.101
Arc (μSv) 160 [113.5–246.5] 159 [109–248] 175.5 [128–245] 0.744

SD, shielding drape; BMI, body mass index; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; DAP: dose-
area product; Hp (10): personal equivalent dose; Sv: Sievert. Values are expressed as n (%),
mean ±SD or median (25–75th percentile).

Conclusion: Utilization of a lead free shielding drape decreases by up to 70%
operator radiation exposure during coronary angiography performed through right
radial artery access.

P4513 | BENCH
Possible involvement of adventitial sympathetic nerve in the coronary
hyperconstricting responses after drug-eluting stent implantation in
pigs in vivo

H. Uzuka, Y. Matsumoto, K. Nishimiya, T. Shindo, K. Hanawa, Y. Hasebe,
R. Tsuburaya, J. Takahashi, H. Shimokawa. Tohoku University, Department of
Cardiovascular Medicine, Sendai, Japan

Purpose: The adventitia harbors a wide variety of cells with potent modulation
of vascular tone such as sympathetic nerve fibers (SNF). The SNF form a net-
work around the vessels in the adventitia along their entire length. We tested our
hypothesis that coronary adventitial SNF is involved in the coronary hypercon-
stricting responses after drug-eluting stent (DES) implantation in pigs in vivo.
Methods: Sirolimus-eluting stents (SES, 1st generation DES) (n=6) and biolimus
A9-eluting stents (BES, new generation DES) (n=5) were randomly implanted into
the left anterior descending and circumflex coronary arteries in the same pig. Af-
ter 1 month, coronary responses were examined by intracoronary serotonin (10
and 100 μg/kg) before and after hydroxyfasudil (HF, a specific Rho-kinase in-
hibitor: 30 and 100 μg/kg/min). After euthanasia, stented vessels were harvested
for immunohistological analysis for the adventitial SNF (tyrosine hydroxylase) and
Rho-kinase expressions at the stent edges.
Results: Vasoconstricting responses to serotonin (100 μg/kg) were significantly
enhanced at the edges of the SES site as compared with the BES site (P<0.05),

Histology of sympathetic nerves.

and were prevented by pre-treatment with HF. Histological analysis showed that
the adventitial SNF tended to be increased at the SES site as compared with
the BES site (SES 11.5±1.8/mm2 vs. BES 6.8±1.4/mm2, P=0.07). There was
a positive significant correlation between the SNF and coronary vasoconstricting
responses (R=0.53, P<0.05) and between the SNF and Rho-kinase activities (R=
0.49, P<0.05).
Conclusions: These results suggest that the adventitial SNF play an important
role in the pathogenesis of DES-induced coronary hyperconstricting responses
through Rho-kinase activation in pigs in vivo.

P4514 | BEDSIDE
Enhanced expression of hemoglobin scavenger receptor CD163 in
accumulated macrophages within filtered debris in acute coronary
syndromes

T. Sato, T. Kameyama, H. Inoue. University of Toyama, Toyama, Japan

Background: Coronary intraplaque hemorrhage up-regulates hemoglobin scav-
enger receptor CD163 expression on macrophages, and have association
with vulnerable plaque development. During percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI), mechanical plaque disruption exposes potentially embolic atheromatous
contents from culprit plaque. Filter-based distal embolic protection device can re-
trieve these atherothrombotic debris.
Methods: In 21 patients with stable angina pectoris (SAP, n=12) or acute coro-
nary syndrome (ACS, n=9), atherothrombotic debris were collected using Fil-
trap (NIPRO). We immunohistochemically determined CD14 (proinflammatory
macrophage marker) and CD163 -positive macrophages in filtered debris. We
also examined the relation between CD14 and CD163 with culprit plaque volume
and components evaluated with ultrasonic tissue characterization (VH-IVUS).
Results: In ACS, both CD14-positive and CD163-positive macrophage counts
were higher than those in SAP (CD14: 108.6±65.6 vs 41.9±38.8, p=0.03; CD163:
59.6±25.3 vs 12.8±9.8, P=0.01). In culprit plaque, volume was not different be-
tween the two groups, however, necrotic core component (%NC) in ACS were
higher than those in SAP (32.7±9.1 vs 21.6±6.9%, P<0.01). Neither CD14 nor
CD163 have relation with plaque volume. Both CD14 and CD163 have positive
correlation with %NC (CD14: R=0.541, P=0.03; CD163: R=0.806, P<0.01)) and
negatively correlated with fibrous components (CD14: R=-0.557, P=0.03; CD163:
R=-0.716, P=0.02). Moreover, the CD163 had weak correlation with CRP level
(R=0.58, P=0.07).
Conclusions: These findings suggest significant association among intraplaque
hemorrhage, necrotic core expansion, inflammation and plaque vulnerability in
ACS patients.

P4515 | BEDSIDE
The predictors of cardiovascular events in patients with significant
peripheral artery disease and undergoing stress myocardial perfusion
imaging

T. Furuhashi, M. Moroi, T. Awaya, M. Minakawa, H. Masai, T. Kunimasa,
H. Fukuda. Division of Cardiovascular Medicine, Toho University Ohashi Medical
Center, Tokyo, Japan

Objectives: Peripheral artery disease (PAD) has been established as an impor-
tant factor for poor cardiovascular prognosis. And stress myocardial perfusion
imaging (MPI) has been well established as a useful predictor for cardiovascular
events. Generally, patients who have normal stress MPI are warranted excellent
cardiovascular prognosis that the rate of cardiovascular event is <1%/year. This
study evaluates the power of predicting cardiovascular events in patients with ob-
vious PAD and suspected/known coronary artery disease (CAD) who undergoing
stress MPI.
Methods: Ninety-seven PAD patients who underwent stress MPI were monitored
for 28 months. PAD was characterized by an ankle-brachial index (ABI) <0.9,
>1.4 and/or previous revascularization for peripheral artery. Normal stress MPI
was defined as summed stress score <3. Cardiovascular events included cardiac
death, non-fatal myocardial infarction and Braunwald class III unstable angina
requiring hospitalization.
Results: Cardiovascular events were observed in 28 patients (29%). Multivari-
ate Cox regression analysis revealed that familial history of CAD (hazard ratio =
3.03; P=0.029), hemodialysis (hazard ratio = 3.65; P=0.003), left ventricular ejec-
tion fraction (hazard ratio = 0.97; P=0.034) and summed stress score of stress
MPI (hazard ratio = 1.13; P=0.026) were independent and significant predictors
for cardiovascular events. Kaplan-Meier survival curves showed that patients with
normal stress MPI had better cardiovascular prognosis than patients with ab-
normal stress MPI (n=74, 15 events vs. n=23, 13 events; P=0.005 by log-rank).
Patients with normal stress MPI could not have excellent prognosis for cardiovas-
cular events.
Conclusions: In PAD patients with suspected/known CAD, stress MPI, hemodial-
ysis, familial history of CAD and left ventricular systolic function can be significant
and independent predictors of cardiovascular events. Due to high risk clinical
background, normal stress MPI could not show excellent cardiovascular prog-
nosis. To these patients, aggressive strategies (strengthen sub-optimal therapies
and careful observation) are needed as early as possible.
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P4517 | BEDSIDE
Coronary atheroma regression and plaque characteristics after
aerobic exercise assessed by intravascular ultrasound: a randomized
controlled trial

E. Madssen1, T. Moholdt1, V. Videm2, U. Wisloff1, K. Hegbom3, R. Wiseth3.
1Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Department of Circulation
and Medical Imaging, Trondheim, Norway; 2Norwegian University of Science
and Technology, Department of Laboratory Medicine, Children’s and Women’s
Health, Trondheim, Norway; 3St. Olavs Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Trondheim, Norway

Purpose: To investigate effects of high intensity aerobic interval training (AIT) ver-
sus moderate continuous training (MCT) on coronary atherosclerosis in patients
with significant coronary artery disease on optimal medical treatment.
Methods: Thirty-six patients were randomized to AIT (intervals at ≈90% of peak
heart rate) or MCT (continuous exercise at ≈ 70% of peak heart rate) 3 times
a week for 12 weeks following intracoronary stent implantation. Grayscale and
radiofrequency intracoronary ultrasound (IVUS) was performed at baseline and
follow-up. The primary endpoint was changes in plaque burden and plaque com-
position. Separate lesions were classified in terms of plaque vulnerability using
radiofrequency IVUS criteria. IVUS recordings were analysed off line in an inde-
pendent CoreLab.
Results: Necrotic core was reduced in both groups in defined coronary segments
(AIT -3.2%, MCT -2.7%, both p<0.05) and in separate lesions (median change -
2.3% and -0.15 mm3, p<0.05). Plaque burden was reduced by 10.7% in separate
lesions independent of intervention group (p=0.06). No significant differences in
IVUS parameters were found between exercise groups. A minority of separate le-
sions were transformed in terms of plaque vulnerability during follow-up with large
individual differences between and within patients. Figure 1 illustrates the trans-
formation from a thin-cap fibroatheroma to intimal medial thickening in a patient
undergoing AIT.

RF-IVUS images pre and post exercise.

Conclusions: Changes in coronary artery plaque structure or morphology did
not differ between patients undergoing AIT or MCT. The combination of regular
aerobic exercise and optimal medical treatment for 12 weeks induced a moderate
regression of necrotic core and plaque burden in IVUS-defined coronary lesions.

P4518 | BEDSIDE
Impact of pre-stenting coronary plaque composition on vascular
healing response following implantation of drug-eluting stents

S.-J. Hong1, B.-K. Kim1, S. Kim2, D.-H. Shin1, J.-S. Kim1, Y.-G. Ko1, D. Choi1,
M.-K. Hong1, Y. Jang1. 1Yonsei Cardiovascular Hospital, Yonsei University
College of Medicine, Cardiology Division, Seoul, Korea, Republic of; 2Eulji
University, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Purpose: We sought to assess the impact of coronary plaque composition as-
sessed by virtual-histology intravascular ultrasound (VH-IVUS) prior to stenting on
vascular healing response, strut malapposition and uncoverage, following implan-
tation of drug-eluting stents assessed by optical coherence tomography (OCT).
Methods: We analyzed the OCT images from 121 lesions with 121 patients (age
61±9 years, 88 males) who received pre-stenting VH-IVUS examinations. Pre-
stenting plaque composition (dense calcium (DC), necrotic core (NC), fibrotic (FB)
and fibro-fatty (FF)) was assessed by VH-IVUS and each component was clas-
sified into quartiles. At 6.4±3.2 months after stenting, strut malapposition and
uncoverage were evaluated by OCT.
Results: Pre-stenting mean absolute DC, NC, FB and FF plaque volume
were 22.9±19.0, 7.9±9.6, 63.8±33.8 and 16.5±12.4 mm3, respectively. At 6
months after stenting, mean malapposed and uncovered strut percentages were
0.84±2.5 and 15.3±16.7%. Any plaque compositions were not correlated with
strut uncoverage. However, pre-stenting NC and DC plaque volumes were pos-
itively correlated with the malappsoed strut percentage (R=0.44, p<0.001 and
R=0.45, p<0.001), although pre-stenting FB and FF plaque volumes were not
correlated with the malaapposed strut percentage. Also, the highest NC and DC
plaque volume quartiles had significantly greater malapoositions (Figure). Abso-
lute DC volume was an independent preditor for presence of late stent malappo-
sition (beta=1.09, p=0.007)
Conclusions: Pre-stenting plaque composition was not associated with strut un-
coverage. However, larger pre-stenting DC and NC plaque volumes were associ-
ated with late stent malapposition.

Abstract P4518 – Figure 1. Rate of malapposition and uncoverage.

P4519 | BEDSIDE
Plaque morphology of intermediate coronary lesions and clinical
outcomes of an OCT-guided PCI strategy

L. Di Vito1, M.A. Cattabiani2, G. Paoletti1, J.H. Yoon3, A. Chisari1,
V. Ramazzotti1, M.T. Mallus1, F. Imola1, A. Manzoli1, F. Prati1. 1San Giovanni -
Addolorata Hospital Complex, Interventional Cardiology, Rome, Italy; 2Hospital
of Parma, Parma, Italy; 3Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Harvard Medical
School, Boston, United States of America

Background: An intermediate coronary lesion is a plaque with a vessel narrowing
of 30% and 70%. We assessed optical coherence tomography (OCT) features
of intermediate lesions in patients with stable angina (SA) and acute coronary
syndrome (ACS), and demonstrated the clinical implication of adopting an OCT-
based treatment strategy for those intermediate lesions.
Methods and results: Fifty-six patients with SA (30 patients) and ACS (26 pa-
tients) undergoing OCT assessment of an intermediate de novo coronary lesion
were enrolled. An OCT-guided percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) strat-
egy based on the presence of thrombus and/or MLA <3.0mm2 was then fol-
lowed. The primary clinical endpoint was the composite of cardiovascular death,
myocardial infarction, and repeated revascularization over 12 months. Patients
with SA had larger minimal lumen area (MLA) (3.5±1.5mm2 vs 2.7±1.3mm2;
p=0.04) and calcium arc at MLA site as compared to ACS (242±57°vs 114±35°;
p=0.0001), while asymmetric index was lower in SA (0.24±0.13 vs 0.33±0.15;
p=0.02). Thin cap fibroatheroma (26.9% vs 6.7%; p=0.04) and thrombus (38.5%
vs 10%; p=0.01) were significantly higher in patients with ACS. Based on the
OCT-guided approach, twelve-month rate of major adverse event rate was not
significantly different between the treated and untreated group (p=0.26).
Conclusions: Intermediate coronary lesions showed distinctive OCT features for
SA or ACS, respectively. A symmetric vessel narrowing with extensive calcifica-
tion was found in SA, while a greater prevalence of TCFA and coronary thrombus
was imaged in ACS. Twelve-month follow up did not show significant difference in
patients treated with PCI from optimal medical therapy only.

P4520 | BEDSIDE
Does longitudinal stent foreshortening occur in balloon expandable
coronary stents?

M. Algowhary1, A. Matsumura2. 1Assiut University, Cardiovascular Medicine,
Assiut, Egypt; 2Kameda Medical Center, Cardiovascular Medicine, Kamogawa,
Japan

Purpose: Longitudinal stent foreshortening is a known phenomenon in self-
expandable stents, however in balloon expandable stents it needs to be studied.
The aim of this study is to measure the length of the balloon expandable stent
after deployment and compare with box length.
Methods: The stent length was measured by using IVUS in 95 lesions treated
by single stent in 90 consecutive patients. Bare metal stents (BMS) were used
in 57 lesions, 60%, and drug-eluting stents (DES) were used in 38 lesions, 40%.
By using computer program, the stent length was measured from the longitudinal
view between the distal and the proximal stent frames located at one IVUS quad-
rant (edge-to-edge, E-E) and at two or more quadrants (area-to-area, A-A) using
automatic pullback at 0.5 mm/second. The stents were used to treat significant
lesions located in the LAD (57.9%), in the RCA (23.2%) and in the LCX (18.9%)
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vessels. The box labeled stent length (LL) ranged from 8 mm to 30 mm and the
labeled diameter ranged from 2.5 mm to 4.0 mm.
Results: The total measured median E-E stent length was significantly longer
then the LL, 18.78 mm (interquartile range, IQR, 15.65 - 23.60) versus 18.00
mm (IQR 15.00 - 23.00), p<0.0001. Moreover, the E-E stent length was signif-
icantly different from the A-A length, p<0.0001. Among stent groups, the differ-
ences were significantly present in all DES comparisons, p<0.0001, and in BMS,
p<0.0001, except the A-A length versus LL, p=0.4. From clinical, laboratory and
procedural data the predictors of difference in stent length by multivariate analysis
were; the lesion length, p=0.01, pre-intervention lesion minimal diameter of ves-
sel external elastic membrane (EEM), p=0.03, lesions present in the LAD vessel,
p=0.03, and the LL, p-0.04.
Conclusions: Longitudinal stent foreshortening is not dominant in balloon ex-
pandable stents.The present study revealed important factors (lesion length, min-
imal diameter of EEM, vessel site and the LL) affecting the true stent length after
deployment in human coronary arteries.

P4521 | BEDSIDE
In vivo differentiation of coronary lesions on non-invasive computed
tomography angiography and invasive intravascular ultrasound as
compared to optical coherence tomography

W.G. Wieringa1, C.P.H. Lexis1, E. Lipsic1, J.G.M. Burgerhof2, A. Broersen3,
R.A. Schurer1, H.W. Van Der Werf1, A.F.M. Van Den Heuvel1, T.P. Willems4,
G. Pundziute1. 1University Medical Center Groningen, Dept. of Cardiology,
Groningen, 2University Medical Center Groningen, Dept. of Epidemiology,
Groningen, 3Leiden University Medical Center, Division of Image Processing,
Dept. of Radiology, Leiden, 4University Medical Center Groningen, Dept. of
Radiology, Groningen, Netherlands

Purpose: In vitro studies have shown the feasibility of coronary lesion grading
using computed tomography angiography (CTA), intravascular ultrasound (IVUS)
and optical coherence tomography (OCT) as compared to histology, whereas
OCT had the highest discriminatory capacity. We investigated the ability of CTA
and IVUS to differentiate between early and advanced coronary lesions in vivo,
OCT serving as the standard of reference.
Methods: Multimodality imaging was prospectively performed in 30 patients with
non-ST-elevation myocardial infarction (NSTEMI). A total of 1083 cross-sections
of 30 culprit lesions were assessed and co-registered among modalities. Fibrous
and fibrocalcific plaque on OCT were defined as early plaque type, whereas lipid
rich-plaque on OCT was defined as advanced plaque. To assess associations
between each plaque type on CTA and IVUS with early or advanced plaque on
OCT, odds ratios (OR) adjusted for clustering were calculated. An OR of >1.0
indicated increased probability of an advanced lesion, whereas an OR of <1.0
indicated an increased probability of an early lesion.
Results: On cross-sectional level normal findings on CTA as well as normal find-
ings on IVUS were associated with early plaque on OCT (OR 0.09; p<0.001
and OR 0.02; p<0.001, respectively). Moreover, non-calcified plaque and nap-
kin ring sign on CTA were associated with advanced plaque on OCT (OR 4.04;
p<0.001 and OR 4.54; p<0.001, respectively). Calcified and even more impor-
tantly lipid plaque on IVUS were associated with advanced plaque on OCT (OR
2.16; p=0.049, OR 151.93; p<0.001, respectively).
Conclusions: In vivo coronary plaque characteristics on CTA and IVUS are asso-
ciated with plaque characteristics on OCT. Of note, normal findings on CTA relate
to early lesions on OCT, which further supports the use of CTA for exclusion of
CAD.

P4522 | BEDSIDE
Percutaneous coronary intervention reduces oxidized low density
lipoprotein depending on the vulnerability of plaque in patients with
coronary artery disease

D. Yamada1, M. Ueeda1, A. Takaishi1, N. Ohnishi1, Y. Koide1, T. Masuda1,
N. Amioka1, T. Miyoshi2, H. Ito2. 1Mitoyo General Hospital, Kagawa, Japan,
Division of Cardiology, Kanonji-City, Japan; 2Okayama University, Department of
Cardiovascular Medicine, Okayama, Japan

Aim: Oxidized-LDL has a wide range of atherogenic properties, and its plasma
levels increases in the patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS). How-
ever, the etiology of plasma oxidized-LDL is unknown. To test the hypothesis
that oxidized-LDL is released in part from coronary plaque, we examined serial
changes in malondialdehyde-modified low-density lipoprotein (MDA-LDL), one of
oxidized LDL particles, before and after PCI in patients with coronary artery dis-
ease (CAD).
Methods: Study population consisted of 555 CAD patients undergoing PCI, in-
cluding 183 ACS and 348 stable angina pectoris (SAP). We made blood sampling
before PCI and on the next day of PCI. In 64 patients, blood sampling was per-
formed a mean of 60 minutes after PCI. Same blood sampling was performed in
14 patients undergoing only CAG.
Result: Patients undergoing CAG showed no temporal changes in MDA-LDL
value. Baseline MDA-LDL was higher in patients with ACS than those with SAP
(148±61 vs. 129±40 U/L, P<0.001). In patients undergoing PCI, MDA-LDL value
significantly decreased from baseline to the next day of PCI (136±51 vs. 120±39
U/L, p<0.001). Interestingly, this reduction in MDA-LDL was observed within 60

minutes after PCI procedure (136±63 to 107±45, P<0.01). Multivariate regres-
sion analysis documented that baseline MDA-LDL and non-HDL cholesterol val-
ues independent factors to predict reduction of MDA-LDL after PCI.
Conclusion: Our data demonstrated that serum MDA-LDL is actively released
fromcoronary plaque in patients with CAD, and its clearance is rapid (within 60
minutes). Unstable coronary plaques are likely to release the greater MDA-LDL
compared stable plaque. This is the reason why the higher MDA-LDL value is
associated with the higher probability of ACS.

P4523 | SPOTLIGHT
Incremental prognostic value of quantitative plaque assessment in
coronary CT angiography during 5 years of follow up

J. Nadjiri1, C. Jaehnichen1, A. Will1, E. Hendrich1, C. Pankalla1, J. Hausleiter2,
S. Martinoff1, M. Hadamitzky1. 1German Heart Center of Munich, Department
of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, Munich, Germany; 2Ludwig-Maximilians
University, Medizinische Klinik und Poliklinik 1, Munich, Germany

Background: Several characteristics of plaques in coronary computed tomo-
graphic angiography (CCTA) are supposed to be indicative of vulnerable plaques
and to be particularly prone to plaque rupture and subsequent cardiac events.
Nevertheless, plaque characterization is time consuming and technically chal-
lenging. Furthermore it is not known if it is better than simple plaque counting.
We sought to assess the incremental prognostic value of plaque compositions
beyond plaque load and calcium score.
Methods: The study population comprises 1278 consecutive Patients with sus-
pected but not proven CAD. In 387 patients having noncalcified or mixed plaque
an automated plaque analysis was performed after manual plaque delineation,
calculating low attenuation plaque volume (LAPV, density<30HU), total plaque
volume (TPV, <150HU) and remodelling index. In addition the presence of the
Napkin sign was assessed. Clinical follow up was performed after a median of
5,6 years. Primary endpoint of the study was a composite of all cause death, my-
ocardial infarction and coronary revascularization later than 90 days after CCTA.
Results: All plaque characteristics correlated well with outcome. Best correlation
was found for LAPV (HR 3,36, 95%CI 1,98; 5,70, p<0,0001) and TPV (HR 2,69,
95%CI 1,88; 3,84, p<0,0001). Both parameters showed incremental prognostic
value in a stepwise multivariate model including Morise score for clinical risk,
calcium scoring and segment involvement score (p=0.032 and p=0.042 resp., see
also Figure below).

Figure 1

Conclusion: Plaque composition in terms of LAPW, TPV, Remodeling and pos-
itive Napkin Sign have a strong correlation with adverse events. LAPV and TPV
seem to carry additional prognostic information beyond conventional CCTA anal-
ysis and calcium scoring and may improve accuracy of CCTA.

P4524 | BEDSIDE
Optical coherence tomography based study of strut malapposition and
uncovered strut with 2nd generation drug-eluting stents at 3 months
post-intervention

D. Izumi, M. Miyahara, M. Sakai, S. Fukuoka. Matsusaka General Hospital,
Department of Cardiology, Matsusaka, Japan

Aims: Dual antiplatelet therapy may be discontinued at 3 months after implanta-
tion of 2nd generation drug eluting stents (DES). We assessed the mechanism of
strut malapposition and coverage with 2nd generation DES by using optical co-
herence tomography (OCT) at 3 months after percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI).
Methods and results: Fifteen stable and 2 unstable angina pectoris patients
who had undergone PCI with OCT were enrolled in this study. Twenty (15 zotaro-
limus-eluting, 5 everolimus-eluting) stents were deployed. At 3 months after PCI,
the percentage of uncovered struts and malapposition were evaluated by OCT.
Among a total of 18417 struts in every frame, 603 struts showed malapposition
immediately after PCI. Among these, 147 struts (24%) remained malapposed at
the 3-month follow-up. At the follow-up, we assessed in the percentage of uncov-
ered struts (8.4±7.7%) by each individual stent. Thrombus was documented in 1
stent. Based on receiver-operating characteristic curve analysis, a strut-to-vessel
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distance (S-V distance) ≤160 μm on post-stenting OCT images was the corre-
sponding cut-off point for resolved malapposed struts (sensitivity 79%, specificity
67%, area under curve= 0.80). The S-V distance of persistent malapposed struts
on post-stenting OCT images was significantly longer than that of resolved malap-
posed struts (209±62 vs. 157±45 μm, P<0.001).
Conclusions: A strut-to-vessel distance ≤160μm immediately after PCI pre-
dicted well-apposed strut of 2nd generation DES at 3 months after PCI. This
distance appeared to be shorter than that previously reported in patients treated
with 1st generation DES at 8 months after PCI. These results suggest that dis-
continuing dual antiplatelet therapy at 3 months after PCI may be unsafe in some
patients with 2nd generation DES.

P4525 | BEDSIDE
Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography in the evaluation of the
left main coronary artery stenosis. Correlation with fractional flow
reserve

D. Vlad, K.P. Bouki, D. Barmperis, M. Gavrilidis, D. Kontogianni, S. Psychari,
K. Paravolidakis, E. Kapsali, I. Makrygiannis, T. Apostolou. Nikea General
Hospital, Secon Department of Cardiology, Athens, Greece

Purpose: Domain optical coherence tomography (FD-OCT) has been used to as-
sess the severity of coronary artery stenosis. However, its value in the evaluation
of the left main coronary artery (LMCA) lesions is still unknown. The aim of this
study was to assess the safety and diagnostic efficacy of FD-OCT in identifying
functional severity of the LMCA stenosis determined by fractional flow reserve
(FFR).
Methods: Eighteen patients (15 stable and 3 unstable angina) with an isolated
LMCA stenosis (40-80% diameter stenosis by angiographic visual estimation) un-
derwent invasive physiological assessment and FD-OCT imaging of the left main
lesion before any intervention.
Results: FFR at maximum hyperemia was≤0,80 in 7/18 (38,8%) patients. Three
(16.6%) patients showed ischemic symptoms during OCT image acquisition but
none had any major adverse cardiac event. OCT provided optimal visualization
of the entire length of the LMCA in 16/18 (89%) patients. Ostial LMCA stenosis
was present in 6/18 (33.3%) patients. OCT minimum lumen diameter (MLD), min-
imum lumen area (MLA), reference lumen area (RLA) (Fig. 1), lumen area steno-
sis and lesion length were: 1.84±0.30mm, 4.01±1.16mm2, 12.21±3.29 mm2,
64.8±12.4%, 5.5±2.99mm, respectively.
FFR values were strongly correlated with OCT derived MLA (r=0.67, p<0.01) and
lumen area stenosis (r=-0.76, p<0.001). Receiver-operating characteristic curve
suggested an OCT measured MLA<4.1mm (sensitivity 86% and specificity 82%)
and lumen area stenosis>67% (sensitivity 86% and specificity 91%) as the best
cut-off values for predicting FFR<0.80.

Figure 1

Conclusions: OCT is safe and feasible for the LMCA imaging even in ostial
lesions. MLA<4.1mm and lumen area stenosis>67% measured by FD-OCT
strongly predict the physiological significance of an LMCA stenosis.

P4526 | BEDSIDE
Impact of inflammatory markers on coronary plaque morphology:
virtual histology intravascular ultrasound study

M. Miyagi1, T. Mitsui1, K. Nomoto1, M. Kokubo1, A. Shimizu1, H. Ishii2, K. Toba1,
T. Murohara2. 1National Center for Geriatrics and Gerontology, Obu, Japan;
2Nagoya University Graduate School of Medicine, Department of Cardiology,
Nagoya, Japan

Background: Recent studies have demonstrated that modifications to LDL such
as oxidation have been linked to the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis and one of
the cytokines, monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) has been referred to
as a promoter of inflammation.
Purpose: An investigation whether malondialdehyde modified LDL (MDA-LDL)
and MCP-1 were associated with the formation of vulnerable plaque in patients
with ischemic heart disease was performed.
Methods: 45 patients with stable angina were enrolled. 102 coronary plaques
were analyzed by conventional and virtual histology intravascular ultrasound (VH-
IVUS). % necrotic core volume (%NCV) of each plaque was measured. We de-
fined thin capped fibroatheroma (TCFA) as having %NC area >15% in multiple
slices with a component of the NC in contact with the luminal area. Serum levels

of MDA-LDL and MCP-1 were determined. Plaques were divided into two groups
based on the presence (A group, 45 lesions) or absence (B group, 57 lesions)
of TCFA with a comparison relating to inflammatory markers performed. A fur-
ther analysis was undertaken to determine the correlation between %NCV and
inflammatory markers.
Results: Both MCP-1 value and MDA-LDL value were determined to be sig-
nificantly higher in the A group (278±82 vs 220±74, p=0.002, and 120±35 vs
100±38, p=0.03). No significant difference was determined between the Hs-CRP
value between group A and B (0.19±0.22% vs 0.16±0.20%, respectively, p=0.4).
Patients with plaques of high %NCV (defined as %NCV>25%) had significantly
higher MDA-LDL to LDL-cholesterol ratio and MCP-1 level than those with low
%NCV (defined as %NCV<25%) (1.43±0.52 vs. 1.10±0.36, p=0.02, and 270±84
vs. 217±75, p=0.04, respectively). VH-IVUS analyses showed that MDA-LDL to
LDL-C ratio and MCP-1 level positively correlated with %NCV (r=0.424, p=0.004,
and r=0.32, p=0.04, respectively).
Conclusion: Both the one type of inflammatory marker, MCP-1, and the oxidation
marker, MDA-LDL, was significantly higher in the group having TCFA (A group).
These results suggest that the measurement of MDA-LDL and MCP-1 level may
be useful for assessing vulnerable plaque in patients with ischemic heart disease.
MDA-LDL and MCP-1 level may be important predictors for the risk of cardiovas-
cular disease.

P4527 | BEDSIDE
Association between necrotic plaque volume measured by iMAP and
post procedural high sense troponin-T level elevation

K. Kitagawa1, M. Sakakibara1, Y. Jinno1, T. Ito1, S. Aoki1, N. Iwakawa1,
H. Ishii2, T. Amano3, T. Murohara2. 1Handa Hospital, Cardiology, Aichi, Japan;
2Nagoya University Hospital, Cardiology, Aichi, Japan; 3Aichi Medical University,
Cardiology, Aichi, Japan

Background: iMAP is a tissue characterization analysis system using the 40-
MHz intravascular ultrasound (IVUS). Previous studies demonstrated that plaque
morphology measured by other IVUS imaging modalities were associated with
elevation in levels of cardiac biomarkers after percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI). However, few data using iMAPTM have been reported.
Methods: From April 2013 to December 2013, 52 consecutive patients with stable
angina or silent coronary ischemia who underwent PCI were enrolled. We traced
the external elastic membrane cross-sectional area (CSA) and lumen CSA every
1mm axial intervals with in the target lesion. Volume of each plaque component
(Fibrotic, Lipidic, Necrotic and Calcified plaques) was evaluated by iMAP analysis
software. High sense troponin T (Hs-TnT) was measured before and 24 hours
after PCI, and increase level of Hs-TnT was defined as �Hs-TnT. Patients were
divided into two groups in accordance with median of �Hs-TnT. (Median=0.048,
each group: n=26)
Results: There was no significantly difference in patient characteristics between
the two groups. In iMAP-IVUS analysis, Necrotic plaque volume was signifi-
cantly higher in High�Hs-TnT group (P<0.0001). In Simple regression analy-
sis, Minimum lumen diameter QCA, Lipidic plaque volume, Necrotic plaque vol-
ume and %plaque area of target lesion were significantly correlated with �Hs-
TnT. (r=0.28 p=0.04, r=0.45 p=0.0007, r=0.62 p<0.0001, r=0.48 p=0.0004). The
Necrotic plaque volume was independently correlated with �Hs-TnT in multiple
regression analysis.(p=0.01)

iMAP data and representative data.

Conclusion: The volume of Necrotic plaque measured by iMAPTM is associated
with �Hs-TnT in patients with stable angina or silent coronary ischemia.

P4528 | BEDSIDE
Deferral versus performance of coronary intervention based on
coronary pressure-derived fractional flow reserve: systematic review
and meta-analysis

B. Nascimento, A.F.L. Belfort, F.A.M.C. Macedo, A.L.P. Ribeiro. Federal University
of Minas Gerais Hospital Clinics, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Introduction: Fractional flow reserve (FFR) has been proposed as the gold stan-
dard to assess functional severity coronary artery stenosis and to stratify which
lesions should be subjected to coronary intervention (PCI).
Objective: To determine the safety of using FFR as a decision-making tool for
deferral or performance of PCI, based on data from published studies.
Methods: Systematic review by independent researchers was performed in
PubMed and EMBASE including papers indexed until October 11th 2013 that
used FFR (0.75 or 0.80) to determine in which lesions PCI should be performed
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or deferred. Outcomes of interest were death, myocardial infarction (AMI) and
new revascularization (RV). Comprehensive Meta Analysis Software was used to
pool study results and for meta-regression.
Results: After peer review, 60 abstracts remained and 19 papers (12 observa-
tional studies and 7 randomized-controlled trials) were included for analysis, to-
taling 3,097 patients (3,796 lesions). Nine papers had two arms (PCI and Defer)
and 10 had only the Defer arm; FFR cut-off was 0.75 in 15 studies, and 0.80 in
4. Weighted mean follow-up time was 21.2 months (6.9 to 53). In indirect com-
parisons, PCI and Defer groups had similar death: 2.2% (CI95% 0.9 - 5.1%, I2 =
72.7) x 2.0% (1.1 - 3.5%, I2 = 40.5), p=0.86, and AMI rates: 1.9% (0.8 - 4.0%, I2 =
0) x 1.9% (1.1 - 3.1%, I2 = 49.8), p=1.00. RV rates were higher in the PCI group:
14.0% (8.0 - 23.2%, I2 = 87.8) x 4.4% (8.8 - 6.9%, I2 = 58.9), p=0.002. Direct
comparisons, including two-arm trials, also showed no differences in death: OR
= 1.86 (0.81 – 4.27, I2 = 11.5; p=0.14) and AMI rates: OR = 0.75 (0.21 – 2.69, I2
= 47.1; p=0.66); RV rates were again higher in the PCI group: OR = 3.10 (1.25
– 7.70, I2 = 72.2; p=0.015). Meta-regression suggests influence of the proportion
men on the RV rates (β = 0,058, p=0,026). No other co-factors (age, hypertension,
diabetes, FFR cut-off) influenced the outcomes.
Conclusion: Based on pooled data, FFR seems to be a safe and useful tool
to determine lesions to be treated. Higher RV rates were observed in the PCI
groups, speculatively related to restenosis. This data, however, should be parsi-
moniously interpreted, given the considerable heterogeneity of the studies pub-
lished so far.

P4529 | SPOTLIGHT
Adenosine-induced maximal coronary hyperemia for myocardial
fractional flow reserve measurements: comparison of administration
by femoral venous versus antecubital venous access

L. Laroussi, Q. De Hemptine, M. De Marneffe, R. Briki, J.L. Vandenbossche.
CHU Saint Pierre, Brussels, Belgium

Introduction: Over the past decade, FFR measurement has been increasingly
used in cardiac catheterization laboratories. It provides a quantitative assessment
of the functional severity of a coronary artery stenosis identified during coronary
angiography and cardiac catheterization. Achieving maximum hyperemia is a pre-
requisite for correct measurement of FFR.
Methods: 18 randomly selected patients with coronary artery disease were in-
cluded. FFR was measured with a pressure monitoring wire and the recording
was digitally stored. Hyperemia was successively induced by adenosine via the
antecubital vein at a dose of 140 ug kg-1 min-1 (A140), via the antecubital vein at
a dose of 180 ug kg-1 min-1 (A180), and via the femoral vein at a dose of 140 ug
kg-1 min-1 (F140).
Results: Induction of hyperemia by A140 yielded significantly lower hyperemic re-
sponses than compared with A180 (P=0.004) and F140 (P=0.001). No significant
difference was seen between adenosine administration by A180 versus F140.
Hyperemic stimulation by A140 underestimated lesion severity near the ischemic
threshold of FFR more frequently than the other modalities. There were no differ-
ences in side-effects between any of the dosages and routes of administration.
Conclusions: The intravenous application of adenosine via antecubital venous
access is feasible but slightly less effective than the femoral approach. In this
setting, an antecubital dosage of 180 ug kg-1 min-1 is comparable to the standard
dosage of 140 ug kg-1 min-1 in the femoral vein. In some patients, this regimen
might prevent an underestimation of lesion severity.

CORONARY FLOW VELOCITY

P4531 | BEDSIDE
Estimation of lipid volume in plaque for prediction of slow flow
phenomenon during elective coronary intervention

A. Suda, S. Namiuchi, T. Takii, K. Saji, T. Sugie, A. Katou. Sendai City Medical
Center, Sendai, Japan

Purpose: Slow flow phenomenon developed unexpectedly during elective percu-
taneous coronary intervention (PCI) has been reported to worsen the prognosis
of patients. One of the causes of slow flow phenomenon is the leakage of lipid
component from target plaque for PCI. By the estimation of lipid volume in plaque
at the target lesion, we investigated whether it is possible to select high risk pa-
tients for slow flow phenomenon during PCI.
Methods and results: We investigated consecutive 356 coronary lesions with
elective PCI by using integrated backscatter intravascular ultrasound. Slow flow
phenomenon occurred in 17 lesions (4.8%) after procedure and the value of cre-
atine kinase at the next day was significantly higher in the patients with slow flow
phenomenon (316±273 vs. 77±65 IU/L, p<0.0001). We defined the estimated
lipid volume as the product of the lipid area at the minimal lumen diameter site
multiplied by total stent length.The estimated lipid volume was significantly corre-
lated with the true lipid volume that was calculated by integration of every 1mm
slice (r=0.865, p<0.0001). ROC analysis revealed that the cutoff value of the es-
timated lipid volume for slow flow phenomenon was 133.2mm3 (AUC 0.799). As
compared with the group with less than cutoff value, the group with more than
cutoff value had a high risk for slow phenomenon (odds ratio, 9.46; 95% CI, 3.01-
41.6; p<0.0001).
Conclusion: To predict of the development of slow flow phenomenon, it is impor-

tant to evaluate the true lipid volume in plaque in the target lesion. However the
accurate measurement of the true lipid volume is difficult during PCI. The analysis
of the estimated lipid volume by using IB-IVUS is easy during PCI and useful to
select patients with high risk for slow flow phenomenon.

P4532 | BEDSIDE
Efficacy of intracoronary nicorandil administration for achieving
hyperemia in intermediate coronary lesions with microvascular
dysfunction

T. Geshi, A. Nakano, N. Manabe, A. Sugimoto, T. Ikeda, T. Miyazawa,
M. Watanuki, Y. Himura. Hikone Municipal Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Hikone, Japan

Background: Fractional flow reserve (FFR) has been known to underestimate
functional severity of coronary stenosis with microvascular dysfunction.
Aim: The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of intracoronary nico-
randil (NCR) administration on achieving hyperemia in coronary lesions with mi-
crovascular dysfunction.
Method: FFR and coronary flow reserve (CFR) were assessed in 41 patients with
56 intermediate coronary stenoses, using a 0.014-inch Combowire. Hyperemia
was induced by injection of intracoronary NCR (2 mg for left coronary artery and
1.2 mg for right coronary artery), following intracoronary ATP (50 μg, 100μg,
200μg for left coronary artery and 30 μg, 60 μg, 120 μg for right coronary artery).
Hyperemic microvascular resistance (HMR) was determined as the ratio of mean
distal pressure to average peak velocity during hyperemia.
Result: A strong correlation was found between ATP and NCR-induced FFR
(R2 = 0.963, p<0.0001). Furthermore, a significant correlation between ATP and
NCR-induced CFR was found, but relatively weak (R2 = 0.626, p<0.0001). When
we divided 40 lesions showing ATP-induced FFR ≥0.8 into Group A (CFR ≥2.0,
n=13) and Group B (CFR<2.0, n=27), NCR-induced CFR was significantly higher
than ATP-induced CFR in Group B (1.57±0.42 vs. 1.48±0.30, p<0.05). There
were no differences in Group A. HMR in Group B was tended to be higher than in
Group A (4.26±2.22 vs. 2.92±1.74, p=0.0683).
Conclusion: Intracoronary NCR administration was more effective than intra-
coronary ATP administration for evaluating accurate FFR in borderline coronary
lesions with microvascular dysfunction.

P4533 | BEDSIDE
Calculation of the residual pressure gradient after stent implantation
of the coronary lesions on the basis of 3D coronary angiography and
fluid dynamic equations

B. Tar1, S. Bakk1, Z. Beres1, F. Molnar1, J. Santa1, M. Svab1, P. Polgar1, S. Tu2,
C.S. Jenei3, Z.S. Koszegi1. 1Jósa András Teaching Hospital, Nyíregyháza,
Nyíregyháza, Hungary; 2Leiden University Medical Center, Department of
Radiology, Division of Image Processing, Leiden, Netherlands; 3University of
Debrecen, MHSC-Faculty of Medicine, Institute of Cardiology, Department of
Cardiology, Debrecen, Hungary

Background: The measurement of the fractional flow reserve (FFR) is the most
accurate method to determine the hemodynamical importance of borderline coro-
nary lesions. However, after stent implantation the reasons and the prognostic
relevance of the residual pressure gradient are not quite clear.
Aims: Fluid dynamic calculation of the residual pressure gradient after stent im-
plantation, comparison of the results with the measured FFR values and deter-
mine the reasons of the residual pressure drop.
Method: 18 stented coronary segments were analyzed. FFR measurements by
Radi Pressure Wire, St.Jude Medical) were performed just after the stent implan-
tation. The target arteries were reconstructed in 3D using a dedicated 3D QCA
software package (QAngio XA Research Edition 1.0 Medis Special by Leiden)
from the orifice of the coronary artery to the position of the pressure sensor. The
coronary artery volumetric flow during vasodilatation was calculated based on the
velocity of the contrast material injected just after the intracoronary adenosine
administration. The components of the pressure gradients due to the pre-, and
postlesional laminar resistances, as well as the laminar and turbulent gradients
of lesions itself were determined by fluid dynamic equations using the morpho-
logical data derived by 3D coronary angiography and contrast material velocities
after stent implantation.
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Results: The measured and the calculated FFR values showed (r=0.79;
p=0.0003) statistically significant correlations. The Bland- Altman analysis (mean:
-0,04; -0,11-0,03) proved that the calculated FFR was reasonable precise in our
model in comparison with the measured values. The difference between the ex-
pected perfect results after the stent implantation and the measured FFR was
characterized with the “1-poststent FFR” value. The calculated laminar pressure
gradient after stent implantation showed strong correlation with the “1-poststent
FFR” (r=0.83, p=0.0001). On the other hand, the correlation between the “1-FFR”
and the calculated pressure gradients only for the stented segment, as well as
the measured collateral indexes, were found to be not significant.
Conclusions: The majority of the non-optimal FFRs measured after stent im-
plantation can be explained not necessarily with the insufficient stent expansion
but with the pressure gradient caused by the laminar resistance along the non-
significantly diseased segments of the vessel surrounding the stent.

P4534 | BEDSIDE
Combining pressure wire pullback with the instantaneous wave-free
ratio permits measurement of the physiological lesion length of
stenoses

S.S. Nijjer1, S. Sen1, R. Petraco1, C. Broyd1, M. Echavarria-Pinto2, J. Escaned2,
J. Mayet1, D.P. Francis1, C. Di Mario1, J.E. Davies1. 1Imperial College London,
London, United Kingdom; 2Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Background: Tandem and diffuse coronary disease present an ongoing chal-
lenge with longer stents at risk of increased restenosis and adverse outcomes.
Pressure wires can limit stenting to ischaemic vessels but face practical difficul-
ties when planning stent length required. The instantaneous wave-free ratio (iFR)
is a resting index of lesion severity which can be measured continuously dur-
ing pressure wire pullback. Computation can identify and measure the length of
regions with the greatest pressure loss (pressure drop intensity, �iFR/mm). We
systematically compared the anatomical length selected for intervention to the
physiological length.
Methods: Intracoronary motorized pressure-wire pullbacks were performed un-
der resting conditions in 32 coronary arteries with tandem and diffusely disease
undergoing coronary intervention guided by angiography. Automated algorithms
plotted �iFR/mm for the vessel identifying focal and diffuse disease. The lengths
of pressure drop intensity were compared to the anatomical length of the stenosis
selected for real-world PCI and the length of real-world stent used. Data shows
mean±SEM.
Results: Pre-PCI iFR was 0.79±0.03. The physiological length of the lesions
was significantly shorter than their anatomical length by quantitative angiography
(12.6±1.5mm vs 23.3±1.3mm respectively, p<0.001).
PCI was performed using traditional angiographic guidance to achieve an iFR of
0.93±0.01. The mean stent length used was 27.5±2.3mm, significantly longer
than physiological length (p<0.001). Computed virtual PCI showed the same
physiological result could be achieved by treating only the areas of high pres-
sure drop intensity to produce a significantly larger gain in iFR per mm of stent
deployed (1.1±0.3%/mm versus 2.5±0.72%/mm, p=0.005).
Conclusion: iFR pullback can be performed at rest and can plot �iFR/mm for
the entire vessel. Physiological lesion length is typically shorter than anatomical
length. Pullback analysis could demonstrate that shorter stents with focal deploy-
ment would achieve similar physiological outcomes as longer stents. Pullback
may identify stenting strategies that offer little haemodynamic benefit for the stent
length deployed. Co-registration of �iFR/mm with angiographic and intracoronary
imaging is possible and may provide a tool for interventionalists to plan interven-
tion for complex coronary lesions.

P4535 | BEDSIDE
Prognostic value of refusal of coronary angiography in patients with
effort chest pain and high coronary flow velocities in the left main and
proximal left anterior descending coronary artery

A. Palinkas1, I. Csaszar1, I. Ungi2, R. Sepp2, A. Thury2, T. Forster2, A. Varga2.
1Elisabeth University Hospital, Hódmezovásárhely, Hungary; 2University of
Sciences, Szeged, Hungary

Background: Previous studies have demonstrated that transthoracic Doppler
echocardiographically (TTDE) derived peak diastolic coronary flow velocities (PD-
CFV) can accurately identify significant left main (LM) and proximal left anterior
descending (PLAD) coronary artery disease. However, the prognoses of patients
with effort chest pain and high PDCFV values have not yet been systematically
studied. Aim: the purpose of the study was to evaluate the prognosis of patients
with high PDCFV in the LM and/or PLAD according to the acceptance or refusal
of the coronary angiography.
Methods: The PDCFV in the LM/PLAD segment was assessed by TTDE from
modified parasternal and apical 5 chamber views in all patients. All subjects had
peak PDCFV ≥140 cm/sec in the LM/PLAD and indication for coronary angiog-
raphy according to the current guidelines. The study population included 146
patients (89 men, mean age: 68±11 years) and was divided into 2 subgroups.
Group “A” consisted of 108 patients (74%) who underwent coronary angiography
and Group “B” of 38 patients (26%) who did not (due to the refusal of the pa-
tients). Based on the result of the coronarography, 89 patients (82%) in Group “A”
underwent clinically driven LM/PLAD revascularization either by PCI or CABG.

Participants in both groups were treated by optimal medical therapy. All-cause
mortality was the end point for the study.
Results: At enrollment, PDCFV did not differ in the two groups (194±52 vs.
201±49 cm/sec, p=NS). During a median follow-up of 68 months, 76 patients
(52%) died. Kaplan-Meier survival estimates showed a significantly better out-
come for Group “A” patients compared with Group “B” patients (65% vs. 25% at 6
years of follow-up, p<0.00001). In a sequential multivariate Cox model of clinical
and resting echo data, independent predictors of all-cause mortality were: refusal
of coronary angiography (HR, 2.8; 95% CI, 1.6-4.8), age (HR, 1.05; 95% CI, 1.05-
1.08), resting left ventricular ejection fraction (HR, 0.97; 95% CI, 0.96-0.99) and
left atrial diameter (HR, 1.07; 95% CI, 1.02-1.13).
Conclusions: Proving of a high flow velocity profile in the left proximal coronary
arteries by TTDE identifies patients having high risk for death without invasive
coronary artery evaluation. Denial of coronary angiography in this subset of pa-
tients has independent and incremental prognostic power to predict long-term
mortality over clinical and other echocardiographic data. Therefore, all efforts
have to be made to convince these patients for the acceptance of the invasive
coronary angiographic evaluation strategy.

P4536 | BEDSIDE
Recanalization within 120 minutes of symptom onset and
microvascular integrity assessed by coronary doppler flow velocity
measurements in ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction

A. Yamamuro1, K. Tamita1, S. Kaji2, T. Kitai2, Y. Furukawa2, J. Yoshikawa1.
1Nishinomiya Watanabe, Cardiovascular Center, Nishinomiya, Japan; 2Kobe City
Medical Center General Hospital, Kobe, Japan

Background: The impact of total ischemic time on microvascular obstruction as
assessed by coronary flow velocity measurements (MVO-CFV) and clinical out-
come has been insufficiently studied. This study investigated the relationship be-
tween long-term cardiac events and the incidence of MVO-CFV worsened by pri-
mary coronary angioplasty delay in patients with ST-segment elevation myocar-
dial infarction (STEMI).
Methods: Because of the low incidence of microvascular obstruction (MVO) in the
presence of normal blood flow before percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)
as previously reported, 34 patients with pre-procedural TIMI 3 flow were excluded.
A total of 193 consecutive patients with first anterior STEMI who underwent an-
gioplasty were subjected to CFV measurement with a Doppler guidewire. The
CFV spectrum provided the systolic peak velocity and diastolic deceleration time
(DDT). We defined the presence of MVO-CFV as a DDT of ≤600 ms and the
appearance of systolic flow reversal.
Results: All patients who achieved reperfusion within 120 min after symptom
onset were successfully salvaged from MVO-CFV. There was a significant corre-
lation between duration of ischemia and incidence of MVO-CFV (P<0.01). There
were no changes in the incidence of MVO-CFV beyond 240 min after symptom
onset. We classified the patients into three categories according to duration of
ischemia: ≤120 min, >120 to 240 min, and >240 min. The major adverse car-
diovascular events (MACE) rate was compared among the three groups. Earlier
reperfusion was associated with a significantly lower risk of MVO-CFV (0/18 [0%],
29/73 [40%], and 63/102 [62%], respectively; P<0.01). Long-term follow-up was
performed at a mean of 5.5±3.5 years. The long-term incidence of MACE was
lowest in the ≤120 min group and highest in the >240 min group. The step-
wise Cox proportional hazards model revealed that MVO-CFV was an indepen-
dent predictor of long-term cardiac events (P<0.001). ST-segment re-elevation
(P<0.001) and duration of ischemia (P=0.003) were independent predictors of
MVO-CFV.
Conclusions: Very early recanalization preserves coronary microvascular in-
tegrity associated with clinical outcome in patients with anterior STEMI under-
going primary angioplasty.

P4537 | BEDSIDE
Contrast-induced hyperemia as an alternative to adenosine-induced
hyperemia in the evaluation of fractional flow reserve in coronary
lesions

S.B. Baptista, M. Faustino, J. Loureiro, L. Brizida, P. Magno, P. Leal, M. Nedio,
P. Farto E Abreu, V. Gil, C. Morais. Hospital Fernando Fonseca, Amadora,
Portugal

Purpose: Being able to evaluate the functional importance of coronary lesions
with a pressure wire without inducing pharmacological hyperemia with adenosine
has gained increased interest. Coronary contrast medium allows a hyperaemic
stimulus and may be an alternative to adenosine in a significant proportion of
patients, as previously showed. We intended to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy
of fractional flow reserve after contrast hyperemia (FFRcont), as compared to
conventional FFR evaluated after adenosine hyperemia (FFRad).
Methods: 98 lesions (66 patients, mean age 63.9±10.5 years, 46 males) were
prospectively evaluated, using a pressure wire. The lesion baseline pressure gra-
dient (Pd/Pa) was measured. FFRcont was evaluated after an intracoronary bolus
of 10 cc of contrast medium. FFRad was evaluated after maximal coronary hy-
peremia with adenosine infusion (central vein).
Results: FFRcont values were strongly correlated with baseline Pd/Pa (R2 0.83,
p<0.0001) and with FFRad (R2 0.86, p<0.0001). The best cut-off point in the
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ROC curve to predict a FFRad <0.80 was 0.84 (AUC ROC 0.965, 95CI 0.936-
0.994; sensitivity 97.4%, specificity 84.7%, positive predictive value 80.9%, neg-
ative predictive value 87.7%, global accuracy 89.8%). All lesions with an FFR-
cont >0.85 (n=47) had an FFRad>0.80 (negative predictive value 100%); all
lesions with an FFRcont<0.80 (n=25) had an FFRad<0.80 (positive predictive
value 100%). As a result, “extreme” values of FFRcont (<0.80 and >0.85) al-
lowed a correct prediction of FFRad in 72 lesions (73.5%). In 9 lesions, FFRcont
was repeated with a 5 minutes interval, and the observed results were similar
(Spearman rho 0.99, p<0.0001).
Conclusions: FFR measured after an intracoronary bolus of contrast medium
has a high accuracy to predict FFR values after adenosine hyperemia. This tech-
nique allows the correct evaluation of functional severity in more than 70% le-
sions, obviating the need of adenosine-induced hyperemia in a high proportion of
patients. Adenosine can be reserved for patients with intermediate (0.80 to 0.85)
FFR values after contrast-induced hyperemia.

P4538 | BEDSIDE
Coronary flow velocity reserve in patients with thoracic aortic
aneurysm

A.O. Baykan, G.Y. Kalkan, M. Gur, H. Ucar, A. Acele, T. Seker, O. Sen,
O. Kaypakli, H. Harbalioglu, M. Cayli. Adana Numune Training and Research
Hospital, Cardiology, Adana, Turkey

Purpose: Aortic aneurysms (AA) are one of the leading causes of morbidity
and mortality. Microvascular dysfunction may contribute to cardiovascular con-
sequences in AA patients. Coronary flow velocity reserve (CFVR) has been con-
sidered an important diagnostic index of the functional capacity of coronary arter-
ies noninvasively. The aim of this study was to evaluate, by non-invasive CVFR,
whether patients with thoracic AA demonstrate significant coronary microvascular
dysfunction in the absence of coronary artery disease (CAD).
Methods: We included 44 patients with thoracic AA in the absence of concomi-
tant CAD (30 men,14 women; mean age 60.2±9.6 years). A total of 26 patients
without aortic dilatation were selected as the control group. Coronary flow ve-
locities in the distal left anterior descending artery (LAD) were measured using
transthoracic echocardiography. CFVR was calculated as the hyperemic to rest-
ing coronary diastolic peak velocities ratio.
Results: Compared with controls, patients with AA had higher baseline LAD peak
diastolic coronary flow velocities (28.3±5.8 vs. 25.1±4.5 cm/sec, p<0.05), lower
hyperemic LAD flow velocities (54.0±10.3 vs. 58.0±12.5 cm/sec, p=0.160), and
consequently lower CFVR (1.9±0.3 vs. 2.3±0.5, p<0.001). Multivariate linear
regression analysis showed that CFVR was independently associated with age
(β=-0.384, p=0.002), aortic systolic diameter (AoSD) (β=-0.406, p=0.001) and in-
terventricular septum thickness (β=-0.232, p=0.043) in patients with AA.

Coronary flow velocity and hemodynamics

Variables Patients with AA Controls
Baseline hyperemia Baseline hyperemia

Aortic systolic diameter (mm) 45.3±3.6 32.1±3.5†
Aortic diastolic diameter (mm) 43.6±3.9 29.1±3.7†
Coronary flow velocity reserve 1.9±0.3 2.3±0.5†
Peak diastolic flow velocity (cm/s) 28.3±5.8 54.0±10.3* 25.1±4.5‡ 58.0±12.5*
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 135±18 133±17 126±17‡ 122±28‡
Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 78±12 77±12 76±14 74±12
Heart rate (beat/m) 73±12 96±14* 74±11 99±16*
AA: Aortic aneurysm. *p<0.001 vs. with baseline; ‡p<0.05 vs. patients with AA; †p<0.001 vs.
patients with AA. Values are mean ± std. deviation.

Conclusions: Our study demonstrates that noninvasive CFVR is significantly im-
paired in patients with AA. AoSD is the most important determinant of impaired
CFVR.

P4539 | BEDSIDE
Different ifr and ffr cut-off values tested in a prospective real-life
experience

A. Fede, C. Zivelonghi, G. Benfari, G. Pesarini, A. Piccoli, A. Ferrara, S. Ariotti,
C. Vassanelli, F.L. Ribichini. University of Verona, Section of cardiology, Verona,
Italy

Purpose: The instantaneous wave-free ratio (iFR) is a recent and non-hyperemic
pressure-derived severity index of coronary stenosis. Reports regarding its ac-
curacy in comparison to FFR showed discordant results. The aim of this study
is to compare the accuracy of different cut-off thresholds for both iFR and FFR
assessed in the clinical practice.
Methods: The present investigation is a single-centre, prospective, observational
analysis of patients with coronary artery disease showing at least one angio-
graphically intermediate coronary lesion. They underwent both FFR and iFR eval-
uation in order to interrogate the functional relevance of the stenosis. Receiver
operator characteristic (ROC) curves for iFR are used to verify the cut-off points
reported in the literature: 0.89 vs 0,86 for iFR and 0.80 vs 0,75 for FFR. Sensi-
tivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV)
are determined for all the combinations of iFR and FFR cut-off values.
Results: A total of 35 patients with 53 lesions are analysed. A strong correlation
between iFR and FFR is observed (R=0.84; p<0.0001). At ROC analysis the area

under the curve approximated the unity for both FFR cut-off value of 0.80 and 0.75
(AUC result respectively 0,98 and 0,96). The differences of diagnostic accuracy
are summarized in the figure below.

Diagnostic agreement between iFR and FFR.

Conclusion: This single-centre experience confirms that 0,89 is the optimal iFR
cut-off value in compare with an FFR threshold of 0.80. It identifies critical coro-
nary stenosis with sensibility and specificity of 100% and 87% respectively. This
value is higher than the cut-off adopted in the ADVISE-study, which was 0.83, but
confirm that of the ADVISE-registry.

P4540 | BEDSIDE
The laminar resistance of the coronary segment between the lesion
and the sensor of the pressure wire significantly influences the
fractional flow reserve

B. Tar1, S. Bakk1, Z. Beres1, F. Molnar1, J. Santa1, M. Svab1, P. Polgar1, S. Tu2,
C.S. Jenei3, Z.S. Koszegi1. 1Jósa András Teaching Hospital, Nyíregyháza,
Nyíregyháza, Hungary; 2Leiden University Medical Center, Department of
Radiology, Division of Image Processing, Leiden, Netherlands; 3University of
Debrecen, MHSC-Faculty of Medicine, Institute of Cardiology, Department of
Cardiology, Debrecen, Hungary

Background: The determination of the fractional flow reserve can be influenced
by the position of the sensor of the pressure wire distal to a coronary lesion.
Aim: Fluid dynamic calculation of pressure gradients restricted to the stenosis
and with inclusion of the distal reference segment until the position of the pressure
wire. Comparison of the results with the actually measured FFR values.
Methods: A total of 19 de novo lesions of 17 patients were consecutively en-
rolled. 21 intracoronary pressures measurements were performed by Radi Pres-
sureWire™ (in two cases with two different sensor positions). X-ray angiographic
images were recorded by flat panel systems. The lumen of the interrogated vessel
segments was reconstructed in 3D using a dedicated 3D QCA software package.
The coronary artery volumetric flow was calculated based on the velocity of the
contrast material in the 3D reconstructed coronary segment. Pressure gradients
were determined by fluid dynamic equations using the morphological data derived
by 3D coronary angiography and contrast material velocities.
Results: The Bland-Altman analysis showed lower differences between the cal-
culated and the measured pressure gradients when the distal laminar resistances
were also incorporated in the model compared to the calculations restricted to the
lesions (mean difference: 4 Hgmm vs. 7.6 Hgmm; limits -2 to 11 Hgmm vs. 0.9
to 14.2 Hgmm; range: 13 Hgmm vs. 13.3 Hgmm). Mann-Whitney test proved sig-
nificant difference between the measured and calculated values only in the latter
cases (p=0.07 vs. 0.0016). Similarly if FFR was calculated not only for the lesions
but together with the distal resistance then the differences were lower between
the measured and calculated values than in cases when the distal resistances
were neglected (mean difference: -0.05 vs. -0.09, limits: -0.11 to 0.02 vs. -0.16 to
-0.01; range: 0.112 vs. 0.159; p=0.053 vs. p=0.0005).
Conclusions: The FFR reflects not only the pressure gradient of the stenosis,
but also the laminar resistance of the poststenotic segment until to the sensor of
the pressure wire. Knowing the components of the detected gradients could be
important for the clinical considerations of the cases near the cut of value of the
FFR.

P4541 | BEDSIDE
Coronary FFR measurement using contrast media: an alternative to
adenosine

V. Spagnoli1, N.A. Amabile2, J.G.D. Dillinger1, A.V. Veugeois2, S.G. Ghostine2,
D.L. Logeart1, P.H. Henry1, C.C. Caussin1, M.S. Slama3. 1AP-HP - Hospital
Lariboisiere, Department of Cardiology, Paris, France; 2Surgical Centre Marie
Lannelongue, Cardiology, Le Plessis Robinson, France; 3Hospital Antoine
Beclere, Cardiology, Clamart, France

Aim: FFR measurement requires to induce coronary hyperemia, usually with
adenosine (aFFR). However, adenosine can be contraindicated in some patients,
can induce conductive and rhythmic complications and represents an extra cost.
Injection of contrast media, routinely performed to validate FFR guidewire place-
ment, also induces hyperemia and could be an alternative method to measure
FFR (cFFR) but there is no data defining a threshold value.
Methods and results: This prospective multicentric study included 102 le-
sions in 74 consecutive patients with stable coronary disease. Patients with acute
coronary syndrome, chronic renal failure and contra-indication to adenosine were
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excluded. We performed measurements of cFFR and aFFR as follows: 1) base-
line pressure value; 2) cFFR after IC contrast injection (Iomeprol or Iodinaxol,
10 ml intracoronary for left coronary artery or 6 ml for right coronary artery); 3)
aFFR after IC injection of adenosine (150 μg IC for left coronary artery, 100-
120 μg for right coronary artery). The first cohort (cohort A) included 26 patients
(age 71±10 years, 70% male) with 35 lesions (51±11% stenosis, LAD n=14, CX
n=12, RCA n=8) and was used to characterize the correlation between aFFR and
cFFR and to determine the cFFR threshold value that accurately detected sig-
nificant lesions (defined as aFFR value ≤0.8). Then we studied 48 consecutive
subjects (age 68±11 years, 76% male) with 67 lesions (51±9% stenosis, LAD
n=36, CX n=18, RCA n=11), (cohort B) as a validation group. From the cohort A,
we showed that although cFFR induces slightly lower hyperhemia as compared to
aFFR (0.84±0.10 vs 0.82±0.12, p=0.44), it was significantly correlated with aFFR
(Pearson’s R=0.9; P<0.001). Receiver operator curve analysis revealed that the
optimal cFFR threshold value was 0.85 (sensitivity=95%; specificity=73%; area
under the curve: 0.92±0.05, p<0.001). We then prospectively tested this cut-off
value in the cohort B. We found 27 significant lesion by aFFR (aFFR≤0.80) and
36 significant lesions by cFFR (cFFR≤0.85). Using this threshold, cFFR correctly
classified 56/65 lesions. The sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predic-
tive values were respectively 100%, 76%, 75% and 100%. Significant complica-
tions occurred during aFFR: ventricular fibrillation (n=1), atrial fibrillation (n=1)
and third degree atrioventricular block (n=2).
Conclusion: cFFR is an easy alternative method to induce hyperemia and to
avoid IC adenosine injection. A cFFR threshold value of 0.85 provides excellent
sensitivity and negative predictive value.

P4542 | BEDSIDE
Value of TIMI Myocardial Perfusion Frame Count in predicting
microvascular dysfunction in STEMI patients receiving reperfusion
therapy, evidence from Cardiac Magnetic Resonance

H. Ge, S. Ding, Z. Li, J. Pu, B. He. Renji Hospital of Shanghai Jiao Tong
University School of Medicine, Cardiology department, Shanghai, China,
People’s Republic of

Background: Several angiographic methods have been established to evaluate
microvascular perfusion, e.g., Myocardial Blush Grading (MBG) and TIMI Myocar-
dial Perfusion Grading (TMPG), however, their efficacy were controversial due to
the subjective inherence. We have introduced a more objective method named
TIMI Myocardial Perfusion Frame Count (TMPFC) to assess microvascular per-
fusion angiographically, which has shown a good relationship with 30-day and
6-month major adverse cardiovascular events.
Objective: This study aimed to disclose the accurate correspondence between
TMPFC and microvascular dysfunction visualized by Cardiac magnetic reso-
nance imaging (CMR) and to determine its optimal cutoff point.
Methods: 140 consecutive STEMI patients who received reperfusion therapy and
compatible with CMR were included. TMPFC was calculated using the final an-
giographic imaging after PCI and defined as frame numbers between myocardial
blush appearing and disappearing at infarction zone (30 frame/second). CMR was
performed on a 3.0-T scanner using standard protocols 3-8 days after reperfusion
(median 4.6 day, depending on individual stability). MD was defined as either the
existence of myocardial defect on perfusion scan or on late-enhancement imaging
after gadolinium injection.
Results: When CMR was used as the standard reference for MD, value of
TMPFC was significantly different between those who had MD (median 85, range
48-135) and those without (median 120.5, range 63-318,p<0.001). When pre-
dicting the existence of MD, the area under the receiver operator characteristic
(ROC) of TMPFC was 0.871, with the optimal cutoff point 95.5 (sensitivity 84.8%,
specificity 0.846, maximal Youden index 0.694). The predictive power of TMPFC
for MD was not influenced by gender, reperfusion method, culprit artery, heart
rate and infarction size. In a logistic analysis, TMPFC was superior to predict
MD against TMPG and MBG (p<0.001, RR for MD with each 1 TMPFC=1.07).
TMPFC had a positive relationship with MD size (presented as proportion of
microvascular obstruction area to necrosis area in late-enhancement imaging,
coefficient=0.425,p<0.001). In patients with TMPFC≥95.5, CMR-based left ven-
tricular ejection fraction was significantly lower than those with TMPFC≤95.5
(45.1±9.14% v.s 57.8±7.26%, P=0.001).
Conclusion: The current study demonstrated: i) TMPFC has a good predictive
power for microvascular dysfunction. ii) TMPFC is negatively related to the pump
function. These traits make TMPFC a promising tool for prognosis prediction in
reperfused STEMI patients

STROKE
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CHA2DS2-VASc identifies heart failure patients in sinus rhythm with
high rates of thromboembolic complications: findings in a real-world
nationwide cohort

E. Wolsk, M. Lamberts, G. Gislason. Gentofte Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Copenhagen, Denmark

Purpose: Patients with heart failure in sinus rhythm are at an increased risk of
thromboembolic complications. Current guidelines state that VKA treatment to

heart failure patients in sinus rhythm should be based on an individual risk as-
sessment. To date, a uniform thromboembolic risk stratification system in heart
failure is lacking, which may cause an unnecessary risk of both thromboembolism
(TE) and bleeding.
Methods: We used a combination of data from the Danish National Patient Reg-
istry and The Danish Register of Medicinal Product Statistics to identify patients
with heart failure in sinus rhythm and score patients retrospectively according
to the CHA2DS2-VASc (Congestive heart failure, Hypertension, Age, Diabetes,
Stroke, Vascular disease, intermediate Age, Sex category) risk stratification sys-
tem.
Results: 93.444 patients were included between 1989-2011. The CHA2DS2-
VASc score at the time of heart failure diagnosis identified patients at high risk of
TE, as depicted in the figure. To assess the rates of TE over time, we re-classified
patients annually from time of heart failure diagnosis and looked at annual rates
of TE. Rates during the first year following heart failure were 3.14 - 24.24 events
per 100 patient years, dependent on CHA2DS2-VASc class.

Conclusions: The CHA2DS2-VASc score could identify heart failure patients in
sinus rhythm with high rates of thromboembolic complications in a retrospective
real-world cohort of more than 90.000 patients. The rates presented were much
higher than previously reported in randomized controlled trials, and suggests that
sub-populations of heart failure patients in sinus rhythm are at a great risk of
thromboembolism.

P4545 | BEDSIDE
Troponin T serum level is not associated with the location and volume
of acute brain infarction

M. Kral1, D. Sanak1, T. Veverka1, M. Hutyra2, D. Vindis2, A. Bartkova1,
T. Dornak1, R. Herzig3, D. Skoloudik3. 1University Hospital Olomouc, Neurology,
Olomouc, Czech Republic; 2University Hospital Olomouc, Internal Medicine I -
Cardiology, Olomouc, Czech Republic; 3Palacky University, Faculty of Medicine
and Dentistry, Neurology, Olomouc, Czech Republic

Purpose: The cardiac troponin T (cTnT) is frequently elevated in in acute is-
chemic stroke patients. However, the relationship, if any, between the cTnT level
and brain infarction remains to be established. The aim was to investigate the
possible correlation between the location and volume of brain infarction and the
cTnT serum level in AIS patients.
Methods: The prospective hospital-based study (Clinicaltrials.gov No.
NCT01541163) consisted of consecutive AIS patients admitted within 12h
of stroke onset. The location and volume of the acute brain ischemic lesion was
assessed with magnetic resonance imaging. Standard laboratory tests, including
cTnT and repeated electrocardiograms, were performed at admission and after
4h. Correlations between the cTnT level and the location and volume of brain
infarction and baseline parameters were tested with a Spearman correlation
coefficient. Univariate and multiple logistic regression analysis (LRA) were used
to determine the possible predictors of cTnT elevation.
Results: Out of the 200 enrolled patients, elevated cTnT was present in 71
(36%). No correlation was found between the cTnT serum levels and the location
(P>0.05) nor volume of brain infarction (P=0.48). LRA identified creatinine (OR:
1.26 per 10 μmol/L increase; 95%CI: 1.043–1.524), NT-proBNP (OR: 1.05 per
100 μg/L increase; 95%CI: 1.018–1.093) and male gender (OR: 3.674; 95%CI:
1.025–13.164) as significant independent predictors of pathological elevation of
cTnT.
Conclusions: Although elevated cTnT serum level is relatively frequent in AIS
patients within the first 12h of stroke onset, it is not related to the location or
volume of brain infarction.
Study was supported by the MHCR grants FNOl 00098892, NT/11046-6/2010
and NT/14288-3/2013.
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Characterization of atrial fibrillation onset in patients with ischemic
stroke

H. Bonnemeier, C. Wulff, T. Demming, S. Sandrock, F. Kurtz. Innere Medizin III,
Universitätsklinikum Schleswig-Hostein, Campus Kiel, Kiel, Germany

The characterization of onset scenarios of paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (pAF) has
recently gained prominence to determine various underlying arrhythmogenic trig-
ger mechanisms. It is hypothesized that there might be specific onset scenarios
of pAF in patients with ischemic stroke, however, onset scenarios of pAF have not
yet been systematically analysed in a broad patient population without pacemaker
indication and especially those patients after ischemic stroke.
Methods and results: From a total of 20.546 consecutive ambulatory 24-hour-
Holter-ECG-recordings, 668 episodes of pAF (lasting >1 minute) were identified
in 343 patients without previous stroke (155 females; 71±10years) and 35 pAF
episodes in 20 patients after ischemic stroke (8 females; 67±15 years). The dom-
inant portion of episodes of pAF was preceded by atrial ectopy [single atrial pre-
mature beats (APB), blocked APB, multiple APB, short atrial runs, short-long-
short sequences] or heart rate alterations [bradycardia, tachycardia, sudden rate
drop, ventricular premature beats (VPB)]. Almost one third of all pAF episodes
were not preceded by either ectopy or heart rate alterations (i.e. sudden-onset
pAF). There were no significant differences between patients with or without
stroke regarding the distribution of pAF-onset patterns. Mean RR-interval during
sinus-rhythm tended to be higher in patients after ischemic stroke (866±184ms
vs 845±190ms; p=0.1).

Onset scenarios of pAF.

Conclusion: There are no significant differences regarding specific onset-
scenarios of pAF patients after ischemic stroke and in patients without stroke.
Interestingly, patients with stroke tended to have lower heart rates during sinus
rhythm.

P4547 | BEDSIDE
Safety and feasibility of left atrial appendage occlusion by cardiac plug
in patients with contraindication to warfarin therapy. a single center
experience

S. Fateh-Moghadam, S. Kuempel, J. Schreieck, M. Gawaz, W. Bocksch.
Medizinische Klinik III, Klinik für Kardiologie und Kreislauferkrankungen,
Eberhard-Karls-Universitä, Tübingen, Germany

Background: The Protect AF trial demonstrated that LAA closure (LAAC) with the
Watchman device was non-inferior to warfarin (warf) therapy. However, published
results of LAAC with the Amplatzer Cardiac Plug device in patients (pts) with a
contraindication (CI) to warf therapy are limited. These pts are different than pts
in Protect AF as they represent with many comorbidities.
Aim of the study: The aim of this study was to investigate the safety and
feasibility of LAA closure with the Amplatzer Cardiac Plug device in pts with non-
valvular atrial fibrillation (AF) who have a CI to warf therapy.
Methods: From august 2010 until december 2013 in total 67 pts with non-valvular
AF underwent LAAC using the Amplatzer Cardiac Plug device. Pts received dual
antiplatelet therapy for 6 months after the procedure, no concomitant warf therapy
was given. Pts were followed up 6 weeks, 3 months and after one year clinically
and by transesophageal echocardiography (TEE).
Results: At our hospital 67 pts (age 76.8±0.87 yrs, 42 m 25 f) underwent LAAC
with the Amplatzer cardiac plug. The mean CHADS2 Score, CHA2DS2-VASc
score and HAS-Bled score were 3.4±0.18, 4.7±0.19 and 3.8±0.1 respectively.
History of bleeding (gastrointestinal n=19 (28.3%) and cerebral n=17 (25.3%) was
the major reason for CI to warf therapy.
The procedure was successful in 64 (95.55%) of the pts (in 3 pts the LAA oc-
cluder could not be implanted due to a difficult anatomic situation of the LAA).
Periprocedural complications were pericardial effusion in 1 pts (1.5%) due to LAA
perforation, one pt with fail puncture of the aortic root, CO2 retention due to se-
dation for performing the TEE and one vascular complication with dissection of
the AFC. The presence of mild peridevice leaks was observed in 13 (19.4%) pts.
In three patients (4.6%) there were device thrombosis, but none of these pa-
tients with device thrombosis developed stroke. During the median follow-up of
454.1±36.8 days three pts (4.6%) suffered from a stroke and 8 pts (11.9%) died
(2 cardiovascular deaths, 1 non-cardiac death (severe pneumonia), 2 deaths of
unknown cause, one stroke, one carcinoma and one multi organ failure). But the

latter patient who died of stroke did not receive LAAC, but was included in the
intention to treat analysis.
Conclusion: LAAC might represent a good alternative in pts with a firm CI to
anticoagulation, however severe complications can occur. These patients ineligi-
ble for warf therapy represent an high risk group with many comorbidities, and
therefore longterm –follow up has still to be determined.

P4548 | BEDSIDE
Detection of atrial fibrillation in patients with ischemic stroke by
continuous in-hospital cardiac telemetry

K.H. Vinther1, C. Tveskov2, T. Rosen3, S. Auscher1, K. Egstrup1. 1Odense
University Hospital, Svendborg, Medical Research, Svendborg, 2Odense
University Hospital, Svendborg, Cardiology, Svendborg, 3Odense University
Hospital, Svendborg, Internal Medicine, Svendborg, Denmark

Purpose: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a common cause of ischemic stroke (IS). How-
ever, diagnosing AF can be challenging. So far there is no consensus supporting
a certain strategy of heart rhythm monitoring in patients with IS. In-hospital mon-
itoring is a clinical feasible, and to the patient a convenient modality. Therefore,
we evaluated the proportion of new diagnosed AF (new AF) in patients with IS
and determined the additional benefit of 48 hours continuous in-hospital cardiac
telemetry (CICT).
Methods: Patients, admitted with ischemic stroke between August 2008 and Jan-
uary 2014, were enrolled in this study. All patients underwent ECG at admission
and additionally patients without known AF, underwent 48 hours CICT. New AF
was defined as AF lasting more than 30 seconds and was diagnosed by a car-
diologist. The proportion of patients with new AF was determined from ECG at
admission and 48 hours CICT.
Results: A total of 1117 patients had IS. Seventy-three patients (6.5%) were
excluded because of insufficient CICT. Of the remaining 1044 patients (mean
age, 74 years [SD, 12.9 years], 53% males, 79% first-ever stroke), 197 (19%)
had known AF and 106 (10%) were diagnosed with new AF, of which 47 (44%)
were diagnosed by 48 hours CICT. In general, patients with new AF were older
(mean age, 81 years [SD, 10.2 years]) and had suffered severe strokes (mean
Scandinavian Stroke Scale (SSS), 36 [SD, 17.2]), than patients in sinus rhythm
(mean age, 71 years [SD, 12.9 years], mean SSS, 47 [SD, 13.3]).
Conclusions: Overall, 10% of patients with IS were diagnosed with new AF at
admission. Forty-eight hours CICT almost doubles the detection rate of silent AF,
and therefore could be a feasible clinical modality for the detection of AF among
patients with ischemic stroke.

P4549 | BEDSIDE
Paroxysmal atrial fibrillation in young cryptogenic ischemic stroke:
long-term ECG-Holter monitoring study

D. Sanak1, M.K. Kral1, A. Bartkova1, M. Hutyra2, M. Fedorco2, R. Herzig1,
T. Skala2, T. Dornak1, M. Taborsky2, P. Kanovsky1. 1University Hospital
Olomouc, Comprehensive Stroke Center, Dept. of Neurology, Olomouc,
2University Hospital Olomouc, Dept. of Cardiology, Olomouc, Czech Republic

Purpose: The cause of ischemic stroke remains often unclear (cryptogenic), es-
pecially in younger patients. Cardiac abnormities, particularly atrial fibrillation,
represent very frequent known cause, thus undetected paroxysmal AF (PAF) is
considered the possible cause in patients with cryptogenic ischemic stroke (CIS).
Aim of our prospective study was assess the rates of PAF detected using electro-
cardiography (ECG) Holter monitoring in young CIS patients and whether prolon-
gation of monitoring (up to 3 weeks) may increase the detection rates.
Methods: The study set consisted of patients ≤50 years with an acute IS en-
rolled in the prospective HISTORY (Heart and Ischemic STrOke Relationship
studY) study registered on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01541163). In all patients, the
brain ischemia was confirmed on CT or MRI. CIS was defined according to the
TOAST criteria without presence of any known stroke risk factors and without
any ultrasonographic or angiographic signs of atherosclerosis, vasculitis and dis-
section. Admission ECG, cardiac markers including high sensitive Troponin T
(hs TnT) and N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP), markers of
thrombophilia, CT/MR angiography and ultrasound of cervical and cerebral ar-
teries, transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) and 24-hour ECG-Holter were
performed in all patients. In case of negative 24-h ECG-Holter, 3-week Holter
monitoring followed.
Results: In total, 526 patients were enrolled in the HISTORY study. Out of 80
enrolled patients ≤50 years, 71 (89%) were identified as CIS (39 males, mean
age 38.2±8.5 years). All CIS patients had a normal admission ECG. Mean time
from stroke onset to 24-h ECG-Holter was 5.1±2.7 days and to 3-week ECG-
Holter 42.1±12.8 days. In total, PAF was detected in 6 (8.5%) patients (4 males,
mean age 40.1±3.9 years); in two patients during 24-h ECG Holter and in next 4
patients during 3-week Holter monitoring. Mean time from start of 3-week mon-
itoring to first detection of PAF was 11.5±3.4 days. Patent foramen ovale with
evident right-left shunt was detected on TEE in all PAF patients and four (60%) of
them had elevated admission hs TnT and NT-proNBP.
Conclusion: PAF was detected in 8.5% of young CIS patients using ECG-Holter
monitoring. Prolongation of Holter monitoring may increase the detection rates
of PAF. Supported by the IGA MH CR grants NT11046-6/2010, NT14288-3/2013
and by the RVO FNOL 00098892.
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P4550 | BEDSIDE
Surface expression of P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 on
CD14++CD16- monocyte in patients with cardiogenic cerebral
infarction

T. Nishiguchi1, T. Imanishi1, D. Izawa2, O. Masuo2, I. Teraguchi1, Y. Ozaki1,
T. Kubo1, A. Tanaka1, N. Nakao2, T. Akasaka1. 1Wakayama Medical University,
Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Wakayama, Japan; 2Wakayama
Medical University, Department of Neurosurgery, Wakayama, Japan

Aims: It is well known that monocytes in peripheral blood are heterogeneous.
Monocytes are recruited to systemic circulation after cerebral infarction (CI), and
play an important role in pathogenesis of CI through innate immune responses. CI
is generally classified into three entities according to their causes; atherothrom-
botic, lacunar, and cardiogenic infarctions; however, it remains unclear whether
monocyte subsets are related to each clinical entity.
Methods: This study consisted of 52 patients who came to our hospital within
12 hours after CI onset. The diagnosis of CI was performed by neurosurgeons,
and patients were classified into three groups 1) atherothrombotic (AT; n=13), 2)
lacunar (LA; n=17), and 3) cardioembolic infarction (CA; n=22), according to their
comprehensive physical findings including MRI images. Peripheral blood sam-
pling was performed on admission, and measured by flow cytometory. Three
monocyte subsets (CD14++CD16+, CD14++CD16-, and CD14+CD16+), and
surface expression of P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1) on each subsets
were measured.
Results: There were no significant differences in age and gender. Total monocyte
counts were AT: 322±156, LA: 321±108, and CA: 339±130 cells/μl (p=0.87),
and CD14++CD16- monocyte counts were AT: 283±128, LA: 281±100, and
CA: 293±107 cells/μl (p=0.82), respectively. Similarly, no significant differences
were observed in CD14++CD16+, and CD14+CD16+ monocyte counts (p=0.75,
p=0.81). Surface expression of PSGL-1 on CD14++CD16- monocyte was signifi-
cantly increased in CA group (AT: 89±67, LA: 94±58, and CA: 164±43 cells/μl,
p<0.05), while no significant differences were found in surface expression of
PSGL-1 on other subsets.
Conclusions: Surface expression of PSGL-1 on CD14++CD16- monocyte is
preferentially increased in patients with cardioembolic infarction, suggesting that
strong interaction between specific monocyte subset and platelets may be a key
pathogenesis of cardioembolic infarction.

P4551 | BEDSIDE
Clinical characteristics and one-year outcomes of atrial fibrillation
patients with versus without a previous stroke: From one-year
follow-up of the Fushimi AF Registry

Y. Yamashita1, D. Takagi1, Y. Hamatani1, K. Takabayashi1, M. Esato2,
Y.H. Chun2, H. Wada1, K. Hasegawa1, M. Abe1, M. Akao1 on behalf of the
Fushimi AF Registry investigators. 1Kyoto Medical Center, National Hospital
Organization, Kyoto, Japan; 2Takeda Hospital, Kyoto, Japan

Purpose: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a common arrhythmic disorder, and leads to
a substantial increase in mortality and morbidity, particularly from stroke events.
The purpose of this study is to investigate clinical characteristics of AF patients
with versus without a previous stroke.
Methods: The Fushimi AF Registry, a community-based prospective survey, was
designed to enroll all of the AF patients in Fushimi-ku, Kyoto, Japan. Fushimi-ku is
densely populated with a total population of 283,000, and is assumed to represent
a typical urban community in Japan. At present, we have enrolled 3,821 patients
(1.3% of total population) from March 2011 to December 2013. One-year follow-
up was completed in 2,966 patients as of December 2013. We divided the entire
cohort into two groups, group of patients with a previous stroke (n=573, 19.3% of
total) and others (n=2,393), and compared the clinical backgrounds and one-year
outcomes between them.
Results: Patients with a previous stroke were older (77.2 yrs. vs. 73.1 yrs.;
P<0.01), and more lightweight (body mass index 22.2 vs 23.2; P<0.01), and
had higher mean CHADS2 score (3.79 vs. 1.64; p<0.01). Asymptomatic and
chronic AF patients were more in patients with a previous stroke (62.7% vs.
47.9%; p<0.01, and 55.0% vs. 43.0%; p<0.01, respectively). Patients with a
previous stroke experienced more episodes of major bleeding (5.6% vs. 1.2%;
p<0.01), and received higher warfarin prescription (64.6% vs. 46.8%; p<0.01).
During one-year follow-up, the incidence of stroke was higher in patients with a
previous stroke (5.2% vs. 1.9%; p<0.01), but that of bleeding (3.3% vs. 4.5%;
p=0.25) or hospitalization for heart failure (4.0% vs. 4.1%; P=1.0) was compara-
ble. After adjustment for age, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and heart failure,
previous stroke was associated with a higher risk of stroke at 1 year (adjusted
odds ratio 2.49, 95% confidence interval 1.54-4.00). All-cause death was more in
patients with a previous stroke (13.3% vs. 4.1%; p<0.01). Among patients with
previous stroke, those with oral anticoagulants have a tendency to experience
less stroke and bleeding events than those without, but there was no significant
difference (4.6% vs. 6.4%; p=0.43, and 3.0% vs. 3.9%; p=0.63, respectively).
Conclusions: AF patients with a previous stroke have higher risk profiles for
stroke as well as bleeding. They received higher warfarin prescription, but showed
higher incidence of stroke, and no significant increase in bleeding, perhaps due
to under-treatment of oral anticoagulants in the real-world clinical practice.

P4552 | BEDSIDE
Impact of obstructive sleep apnoea on cardiac organ damage in
patients with acute ischemic stroke

P. Mattaliano1, A. Faini2, D. Sangalli3, C. Lombardi2, B. Corra’3, L. Adobbati3,
G. Branzi2, L. Lonati2, V. Silani3, G. Parati2. 1Istituto Auxologico Italiano
and University of Milan-Bicocca, Milan, Italy; 2University of Milano-Bicocca
- Cardiology II, S. Luca Hospital, Milano, Italy; 3Istituto Auxologico Italiano,
Neurology, Milan, Italy

Purpose: Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is indicated as an independent risk
factor for hypertension and other cardiovascular disease frequently associated
with stroke, but its relation with the presence of target organ damage at cardiac
level in acute stroke patients is still poorly explored.
Methods: A total of 130 consecutive patients with acute ischemic stroke were
enrolled. Patients underwent full multi-channel 24h polysomnography for evalu-
ation of OSA, and echocardiography to evaluate left ventricle (LV) mass index
(LV mass/BSA, LV mass/height), thickness of interventricular septum (IVS) and
posterior wall (LVPW), LV ejection fraction, left atrium (LA) size.
Results: 61.9% (67) of patients, mostly males (67.1%) with acute stroke had
OSA (ODI>10). Patients with acute stroke and OSA showed a significant increase
(p<0.05) of LV mass index (LV mass/BSA, LV mass/height), IVS and LVPW thick-
ness and a significant LA enlargement as compared to patients without OSA.
LV ejection fraction was not significantly different in patients with stroke with and
without OSA and was within normal limits.
Conclusions: Acute stroke patients with OSA had higher LV mass and LV mass
index and showed LA enlargement as compared to patients without OSA. The
present study confirms the high prevalence of OSA in stroke patients, supporting
the pathogenetic link between these conditions. The finding of structural LV ab-
normalities in acute stroke patients with OSA supports the role of OSA as a risk
factor for both cerebrovascular and cardiac damage, and is in line with the sug-
gestion that OSA may contribute to a less favorable outcome in stroke patients.

TOPICS IN PRIMARY PERCUTANEOUS CORONARY
INTERVENTION

P4554 | BEDSIDE
Safety of intravenous adenosine infusion during emergency PCI for
ST-elevation myocardial infarction: experience from a regional primary
PCI centre

N. Ahmed, D. Carrick, J. Layland, M. Mcentegart, M.C. Petrie, M. Lindsay,
S. Watkins, H. Eteiba, K.G. Oldroyd, C. Berry. Golden Jubilee National Hospital,
Glasgow, United Kingdom

Purpose: On 20 November 2013, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
issued a safety announcement on the risk of myocardial infarction (MI) and death
in patients receiving adenosine or regadenoson for stress testing. The warning
was based on reports of 6 MIs and 27 deaths in the FDA Adverse Event Re-
porting System (FAERS) database and the medical literature between May 18th
1995 and April 10th 2013. The FDA recommended that “health care professionals
should avoid using these drugs in patients with signs or symptoms of cardiovas-
cular instability”. Concurrently, we have undertaken a prospective cohort study
of coronary microvascular physiology in STEMI patients in which intravenous (IV)
adenosine was administered to induce systemic hyperaemia (NCT01717573). We
report the haemodynamic effects and clinical experience with IV adenosine.
Methods: A prospective cohort study of near consecutive STEMI patients
treated with primary or rescue PCI. At the end of the procedure, IV adenosine
(140 mcg/kg/min) was administered using an ante-cubital vein. Patients’ symp-
toms and changes in invasively measured haemodynamics were prospectively
recorded. All patients were assessed for adverse cardiac events (MACE).
Results: 292 STEMI patients (mean age 59, 73% male) were prospectively in-
cluded (11 March 2012 - 21 November 2012). Patients had evidence of cardio-
vascular instability at presentation (prior to adenosine): 11% had a systolic blood
pressure (BP) <90 mmHg, 7% required cardioversion for ventricular fibrillation
(VF) and 2% required intra-aortic balloon pump insertion (IABP) and/or inotropes.
At the end of PCI, TIMI flow grades of 0/1, 2 or 3 were 1%, 5% and 94%, respec-
tively. The mean (SD) aortic systolic BP was 120 (22) mmHg before and 106 (22)
mmHg during the adenosine infusion, [95% CI for difference 10, 19] p<0.0001.
The respective figures for aortic diastolic BP were 68 (13) mmHg vs. 61 (14)
mmHg [95% CI for difference 5, 10] p<0.0001. During adenosine infusion 88% of
patients reported symptoms including chest discomfort and dyspnoea, all which
resolved after stopping the infusion. No adverse events occurred.
Subsequently, within the following 24 hours, a MACE event occurred in 3 (1%)
patients. Reflecting the natural history of STEMI after emergency PCI, one pa-
tient experienced a stent thrombosis, one patient died from myocardial rupture,
and one patient with severe left ventricular dysfunction experienced ventricular
fibrillation in CCU.
Conclusion: Our experience supports the safety of IV adenosine for patients with
unstable coronary artery disease in the cardiac catheter laboratory.
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Glycemic variability with continuous glucose monitoring is associated
with infarct size in patients with ST-elevated myocardial infarction

M. Tokue, R. Iijima, M. Nakamura, K. Sugi. Toho University Ohashi Medical
Center, cardiovascular medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Background: It remains unclear whether acute glycemic variability is associ-
ated with an increased risk of cardiac events in ST-elevated myocardial infarction
(STEMI) patient.
Therefore, this study aimed to evaluate the effects of enzymatic infarct size and
cardiac events given to the variability of glucose levels by a continuous glucose
monitoring system (CGMS).
Methods: This prospective study enrolled 51 patients (Mean age was 70±13
years, male was 73%) with STEMI. All patients were inserted CGMS on admis-
sion and were measured at least 48-hours. CGMS provide with glycemic excur-
sion displayed at 5-minutes intervals, 576 points during 48 hours. Peak creatine
kinase and cumulative lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) were examined during 48
hours. Enzymatic infarct size (LDHQ48) was assessed by the area under the
LDH release curve.
Primary end point was the incidence of major adverse cardiac events (MACE) at
1 year, including cardiac death, MI, and heart failure. Secondary endpoint was
LDHQ48.
Results: We found 3 patterns regarding to the change of glucose wave (figure).
The three patterns were defined persistent hyperglycemic pattern (PHP), inter-
mittent hyperglycemic pattern (IHP), normal glycemic pattern (NGP).
The elevated LDHQ48 was significantly lower in IHP,NGP patients (10788
±8397U/L, 4542±2683U/L, and 5074±2594U/L in PHP, IHP, and NGP, respec-
tively p=0.0001).
The MACE incidence rates were 100%, 29%, and 8% in PHP, IHP, and NGP,
respectively, (p=0.002).

Glycemic pattern.

Conclusion: Glycemic variability is significantly associated with an increased risk
of myocardial infarct size during 48 hours after coronary intervention. A significant
relationship was also observed between cardiac events and the variability of hy-
perglycemic levels, included PHP, even IHP.

P4556 | BEDSIDE
The development of no-reflow after primary PTCA can be predicted by
impaired brachial artery flow-mediated dilatation at admission

I.A. Lutay, A. Parkhomenko, A. Stepura, D. Beliy. National Scientific Center “M.D.
Strazhesko Institute of cardiology, MAS of Ukraine”, Kiev, Ukraine

No-reflow after primary PTCA is associated with a worse prognosis and has been
shown to be an independent predictor of death, myocardial infarction (MI), and
impaired left ventricular function in patients (pts) after acute MI. New devices for
its prevention failed to improve prognosis in all MI pts but may be effective in
high risk population. The aim of our study was to determine early predictors of no
reflow by investigating endothelial function in patients (pts) with recent acute MI.
151 patients with ST elevation MI were investigated. All patients were admitted
during the first 12 hours after symptoms onset and treated according to cur-
rent guidelines. Endothelium - dependent flow-mediated brachial artery dilatation
(FMD) was measured using high-resolution ultrasound at admission. Myocardial
Blush Grade (MBG) was used for angiographic assessment of myocardial reper-
fusion.
Pts with recent ST elevation MI had initially reduced brachial artery FMD –
6.4±0.5%. 59.6% of pts with recent ST elevation MI had relatively preserved
brachial artery FMD (>5%), and paradoxical reaction to FMD test (FMD≤0%) was
detected in 16.6% of pts. The results of FMD test at the day of admission were
not associated with any of the major risk factors or MI characteristics. Patients
with preserved endothelial function significantly often had complete recovery of
coronary microcirculation (MBG 3) after primary PTCA (83.7% of pts with FMD
>5% vs 6.7% of pts with FMD≤5%, p=0.032). The highest rate of no reflow (MBG
0-1) was detected in pts with paradoxical reaction to FMD test (2.3% of pts with
FMD>5% vs 17.7% of pts with FMD≤0%, p=0.012). Impaired reactive hyperemia
(FMD≤5%) was associated with complicated index hospitalization (death, acute

heart failure, left ventricular dilatation and dysfunction) and the worst hospital out-
comes were seen in patients with FMD≤0%.
The development of no-reflow after primary PTCA may be predicted by impaired
brachial artery flow-mediated dilatation at admission, suggesting the importance
of endothelial function for its evolution.

P4557 | SPOTLIGHT
In-hospital mortality of patients presenting with suspected acute
coronary syndrome with new or presumed new left bundle branch
block compared to known left bundle branch block

P. Kansara, S. Vanga, S. Weiss, W.S. Weintraub, E. Rahman. Christiana
Hospital, Cardiology, Newark, United States of America

Introduction: In suspected ACS (sACS), new or presumed new LBBB
(n/pnLBBB) is considered as acute STEMI equivalent. At our large academic
medical center, we sought to compare the in-hospital mortality (IHM) of patients
presenting with sACS and having n/pn LBBB verses known LBBB (kLBBB).
Methods: We reviewed records of all patients with suspected ACS who had LBBB
on presentation between 1/12001 and 12/30/2010. Clinical characteristics, an-
giographic data and in-hospital outcomes were compared between those with
n/pnLBBB and kLBBB.
Results: Out of 3908 patients with sACS, 127 (3.3%) had n/pnLBBB and 85
(2.2%) had kLBBB (see table). IHM (n/pnLBBB: 14.2% vs kLBBB: 10.6%, p=0.30)
of LBBB with sACS is higher than the literature report of in-hospital STEMI mor-
tality of about 4%. On multivariable logistic regression, the independent predic-
tors of IHM were: cardiac arrest on presentation (OR: 5.4, 95% CI: 1.47-19.9,
p=0.011) and left ventricular ejection fraction (OR: 0.950, 95% CI: 0.91-0.99,
p=0.02). Acuity of LBBB, age, gender, risk factors, creatinine, emergent angiogra-
phy and revascularization (whether emergent or later during index hospitalization)
were not predictors of IHM.

Baseline data and clinical outcomes

New or presumed new LBBB Known LBBB p value
(N=127 (N=85)

Clinical characteristics, coronary angiography and revascularization
Age (yrs), mean±SD 70±12 67±15 0.17
Male gender, N (%) 48 (56.5%) 65 (51.2%) 0.27
History of coronary artery disease 39 (30.7%) 43 (50.6%) 0.003
Cardiac arrest on presentation 21 (16.5%) 9 (10.6%) 0.16
Cardiogenic shock on presentation 20 (15.7%) 6 (7.1%) 0.048
Left ventricular ejection fraction (%) 42±18 38±16 0.156
Emergent coronary angiogram 67 (52.8%) 37 (43.6%) 0.12
Emergent coronary revascularization 20 (15.7%) 22 (25.9%) 0.051
Total coronary revascularization 27 (21.2%) 26 (30.6%) 0.09

Clinical outcomes
In-hospital mortaliy 18 (14.2%) 9 (10.6%) 0.30

Conclusion: In this study, IHM was high in patients with suspected ACS and
LBBB, but comparable among n/pnLBBB and kLBBB. Our data should be con-
sidered when management decisions are made in suspected ACS patients with
n/pnLBBB on presentation.

P4558 | BEDSIDE
Spontaneous reperfusion rate in patients with ST elevation myocardial
infarction treated with a loading dose of prasugrel or clopidogrel

P. Castellant1, K. Le Therisien-Bailly2, R. Didier1, M.C. Pouliquen1, Y. Jobic1,
G. Rouault3, H. Le Breton4, J. Mansourati1, M. Gilard1. 1University Hospital of
Brest, Brest, France; 2CH des pays de Moarlaix, Morlaix, France; 3CH Laennec,
Quimper, France; 4University Hospital of Rennes, Rennes, France

Background: Prasugrel and clopidogrel have proven efficiency in ST-elevation
myocardial infarction (STEMI) management.
Objective: The aim of this study was to compare spontaneous reperfusion rate
in STEMI patients (pts) treated with a loading dose of prasugrel or clopidogrel.
Methods: We analyzed data from the “Observatoire Régional Breton sur
l’Infarctus”, a prospective registry of STEMI patients admitted within 24h of symp-
toms onset between May 2010 and July 2012. We retrospectively included pa-
tients with STEMI presenting within six hours of symptom onset and undergo-
ing percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). There were two groups of patients
depending on the loading dose treatment (60mg of prasugrel versus 300mg or
600mg of clopidogrel). The endpoint was Thrombolysis In Myocardial Infarction
(TIMI) flow grade in culprit artery prior to primary percutaneous coronary inter-
vention (PPCI).
Results: We included 1125 pts: 696 received clopidogrel, 429 received prasugrel.
Pts treated with prasugrel were younger (57,7±10 years vs 65±14, p=0,001). The
sex ratio was 75,3% in the clopidogrel group and 86,2% in the prasugrel group
(P<0,001).
There was no significant difference in pre-PPCI TIMI flow grade 3 in the two
groups (18,4% in the prasugrel group versus 22,7%, p=0,39), and no significant
difference in pre-PPCI TIMI flow grade 0 (59,7% in the prasugrel group versus
58,8%, p=0,25).
In the subgroup presenting with STEMI in the first three hours, similar rate of TIMI
flow grade 3 was observed (18,4% in prasugrel group versus 23,2%, p=0,37), and
similar rate of TIMI flow grade 0 (58,3 in prasugrel group versus 55,3%, p=0,4).
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There was no significant difference in the two groups for pts with or without pre-
hospital use of glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors.
Conclusion: In patients with STEMI presenting within six hours of symptom onset
undergoing PCI, there were no more pre-PCI TIMI flow grade 3 in those who
received prasugrel loading dose compared with clopidogrel, suggesting no better
myocardial reperfusion.

P4559 | BEDSIDE
Effect of inhibitors of renin-angiotensin system on long-term clinical
outcomes in ST-segment elevation acute myocardial infarction patients
with preserved left ventricular ejection fraction

S.H. Park1, S.W. Rha2, W.Y. Shin1, D.K. Jin1, C.U. Choi2, J.W. Kim2, E.J. Kim2,
C.G. Park2, H.S. Seo2, D.J. Oh2. 1Soonchunhyang University Cheonan Hospital,
Cheonan, Korea, Republic of; 2Korea University Guro Hospital, Seoul, Korea,
Republic of

Background: It has been known that the inhibitors of renin-anigotensin system
(RAS) is effective on long-term survival after primary percutaneous coronary in-
tervention (PCI) in ST-segment elevation acute myocardial infarction (STEMI) with
depressed left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF <40%). However, the benefit on
clinical outcomes in STEMI with preserved LVEF (≥40%) has been not evaluated.
Methods: We investigated the 316 patients (pts) presented with STEMI with
LVEF≥40%. We compared 2-year clinical outcomes of pts treated with (n=229)
and without (n=87) RAS inhibitor at discharge. To adjust potential confounders,
the statistical analysis was performed using the logistic regression model.
Results: There were no significant differences in baseline clinical characteris-
tics except age (age was younger in the group with RAS inhibitor; mean±SD,
59.12±12.28 vs 62.72±12.69, p=0.024). There was no difference in the incidence
of binary restenosis, Q-wave myocardial infarction (MI), target lesion revascular-
ization (TLR), target vessel revascularization (TVR), TLR-major cardiovascular
event (MACE), and TVR-MACE between the two groups. However, the incidence
of total mortality (6.0% vs. 12.0%, p=0.037) and cardiac death (6.0% vs 0.6%,
p=0.010) was higher in the group without RAS inhibitor. In multivariate logistic re-
gression analysis, the non-use of RAS inhibitor was a predictor for cardiac death
(OR, 9.859; 95% CI, 1.047-92.834; p=0.045). In Kaplan-Meyer Curve, the inci-
dence of cardiac death was higher in the non-use group of the RAS inhibitor
(figure).

Conclusion: In our study, the inhibitor of RAS at discharge may be associated
with lower cardiac death up to 2-year clinical outcomes following primary PCI in
STEMI pts with preserved LVEF.

P4560 | BEDSIDE
“Reperfusion delay” involves new onset atrial fibrillation in ST
elevated myocardial infarction: a retrospective clinical study in STEMI
patients undergoing primary PCI

A. Mazzone, U. Paradossi, M. Francini, A. Taddei, E. Koni, G. Trianni,
M. Rezzaghi, M. Ravani, C. Palmieri, S. Berti. Fondazione Toscana G.
Monasterio, Massa, Italy

Purpose: New Onset Atrial Fibrillation (NOAF) has low incidence in Acute My-
ocardial Infarction with ST elevation (STEMI), but was associated with a poor
prognosis also in patients undergoing primary PCI. Total Ischemic Time and Door
to balloon time (DTBT) are indicators of quality of care in STEMI management be-
cause the delay of coronary reperfusion is associated with worse outcomes. We
aimed to evaluate a link among clinical, coronary intervention times and NOAF in
a large STEMI population undergoing primary PCI.
Methods: We studied retrospectively 1456 consecutive STEMI patients admitted
to our Heart Care for primary PCI from April 2006 to September 2012. We an-
alyzed Total Ischemic Time and DTBT, angiography coronary culprit lesion, and
TIMI grade flow after coronary intervention. Moreover we evaluated cardiovas-
cular risk factors, laboratory markers, echocardiographic Left Ventricular Ejection
Fraction. Regarding the outcomes we analyzed in-hospital and at one year mor-
tality, incidence of reinfarction or new hospitalization at one year follow up. NOAF
was identified as atrial fibrillation occurred for the first time during hospitalization
(24-48hours).

Results: NOAF was observed in 100 patients with STEMI (7%; mean age
74.6±10.3 years; men 64%). The delay of coronary intervention resulted signifi-
cantly longer (DTBT and total ischemic time) in NOAF group respect to patients
with synusal rhythm (p=0,049). No differences were found in the two groups con-
cerned the culprit lesion, t NOAF patients had a worse angiographic result af-
ter coronary intervention (TIMI grade flow <2, p=0.033). Moreover the NOAF
group was older (p<0.001), presented more often hypertension (p=0.002), di-
abetes (p=0.03), kidney disease (p<0.001), lower LVEF (p<0. 001), previous
AMI (p=0.018), cardiogenic shock on admission (p<0.001), higher level of BNP
(p<0.001), fibrinogen (p<0.001) and troponine (p<0.001), in agreement previous
data. In-hospital mortality was higher in NOAF patients and at one year follow up
they had higher risk of reinfarction, new hospitalization for all causes (p=0.004)
and mortality (p<0.001).
Conclusions: Reperfusion delay is associated with higher risk to develop NOAF
in STEMI patients undergoing primary PCI. A timely reperfusion can prevent
both atrial ischemia with pressure overload that trigger the arrhythmia, and
inflammatory-remodelling myocardial response, involving adverse outcomes.

P4561 | BEDSIDE
Circadian variation of infarct size and neurohormonal activation in
patients with acute myocardial infarction

H. Nakashima1, M. Kurobe1, K. Minami1, S. Furudono1, Y. Uchida1,
K. Amenomori1, T. Nunohiro1, S. Takeshita1, K. Maemura2. 1Nagasaki Citizens
Hospital, Nagasaki, Japan; 2Nagasaki University, Graduate School of Biomedical
Sciences, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Nagasaki, Japan

Aim: We aimed to investigate the circadian variation of infarct size and neuro-
hormonal activation in patients with ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction
(STEMI).
Methods: This study included 455 STEMI patients who underwent primary per-
cutaneous coronary intervention within 6 h of symptom onset. Time of onset over
a 24-hour period was divided into 6-h intervals. Plasma aldosterone concentra-
tion (PAC) and plasma renin activity were measured at admission. Infarct size was
estimated by the peak creatinine kinase (CK) level.
Results: Infarct size and PAC showed significant circadian variation. Patients with
onset between 0:00 and 05:59 showed the largest infarct size and highest PAC
(Peak CK level: 3318 vs. 2198 vs. 2776 vs. 3066 IU/L, p=0.038; PAC: 13.0 vs.
8.4 vs. 7.8 vs. 9.9 ng/dL, p=0.005). Killip class also exhibited a clear circadian
variation (1.8 vs. 1.5 vs. 1.4 vs. 1.8, p=0.004). When daytime was defined by the
time interval of 06:00–17:59, patients with nighttime onset had significantly higher
peak CK and PAC levels (peak CK level: 3182±3769 versus 2428±2699 IU/L,
p=0.014; PAC: 11.4±14.3 versus 8.2±6.8 ng/dL, p=0.003). Multiple regression
analysis adjusted for nighttime onset, time to admission, final TIMI flow grade,
systolic blood pressure, and anterior infarct indicated that nighttime onset posi-
tively correlated with peak CK level and PAC.

Predictors for peak CK value

Explanatory variable Regression coefficient (95% confidence interval) P value

Nighttime onset 606.3 (20.7 to 1191.8) 0.042
Time to admission 9.2 (−186.4 to 204.8) 0.926
Final TIMI flow grade −150.0 (−952.2 to 652.3) 0.713
SBP on admission −23.4 (−32.5 to −14.4) <0.001
Anterior infarct 1414.7 (837.5 to 1991.8) <0.001

Conclusion: Infarct size and PAC level showed a significant circadian variation
based on the time of onset. Time of onset between 0:00 and 5:59 hours was
related to a larger infarct size and higher PAC level.

P4562 | BEDSIDE
Left main angioplasty in the context of non-st elevation acute
myocardial infarction: impact in morbidity and in-hospital mortality

B. Picarra, A.R. Santos, A.F. Neves, A.F. Damasio, J. Aguiar, S.P.C. Spc. Hospital
do Espírito Santo, Évora, Portugal

Purpose: To determine the prevalence of Left Main (LM) disease in non-ST el-
evation acute myocardial infarction (NSTEMI) and to evaluate the impact of LM
angioplasty on morbidity and in-hospital mortality.
Methods: We evaluated 3173 patients (P) submitted to coronary angiography
for NSTEMI, and we studied all P that showed LM stenosis ≥50%. We consid-
ered two groups: Group 1 - P who underwent LM angioplasty and Group 2 – P
who not performed LM angioplasty. We recorded age, gender, cardiovascular and
non-cardiovascular co-morbidities, Killip-Kimball class (KK) at admission, coro-
nary angiography, number of diseased vessels undergoing angioplasty and type
of implanted stent. We evaluated left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) and the fol-
lowing in-hospital complications: re-infarction, stroke, major bleeding, sustained
ventricular tachycardia and high grade atrioventricular block. We compared the
in-hospital mortality and performed multivariate analysis to identify the predictors
for performing LM angioplasty in NSTEMI.
Results: LM disease was found in 10.4% (331 P), of these 17.5% (58P) under-
went LM angioplasty. Baseline characteristics of the 2 groups were very simi-
lar with no differences in cardiovascular and non-cardiovascular co-morbidities.
Patients of group 1 had higher grades KK classes at admission (KK class ≥2:
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37,9% vs 26,1%, p=0,015) and received more therapy with clopidogrel (100,0%
vs 91,2%, p=0,021), glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors (24,1% vs 8,1%, p<0,001) and
heparin (29,8% vs 14,1%, p=0,004). In addition to LM, P of group 1 had less right
coronary artery (RCA) (58,9% vs 76,5%, p=0,007) and circumflex artery disease
(62,5% vs 76,1%, p=0,035), however there weren’t differences in total of vessels
with disease. Group 1 performed more angioplasty of the left anterior descend-
ing artery (48,3% vs 17,1%, p=0,003), less RCA angioplasty (17,2% vs 51,4%,
p<0,001) and implanted more coated stents (86,2% vs 28,6%, p<0,001). There
were no differences in the EF neither in any of the complications considered be-
tween the 2 groups. In-hospital mortality was similar (Group 1: 1,7% vs Group 2:
4,8%, p=0,43). By multivariate analysis the most relevant predictor to performed
LM angioplasty was the presence of isolated LM disease on coronary angiogra-
phy [OR: 5.07 (2.05 to 12.5), p<0.001]
Conclusions: In NSTEMI, LM disease is presented in 10.4% patients. LM an-
gioplasty in the context of acute NSTEMI appears to be safe and not associated
with an increase in in-hospital mortality or complications. Isolated disease of LM
appears to be the most important predictor for performing LM angioplasty.

P4563 | BEDSIDE
Transradial versus transfemoral intervention for acute myocardial
infarction: bleeding complications and short term outcome - data of
the Berlin Myocardial Infarction Registry

J.-U. Roehnisch1, B. Maier2, S. Behrens3, R. Schoeller4, H. Schuehlen5,
H. Theres6. 1Vivantes Hospital Hellersdorf, Berlin, Germany; 2Berlin Myocardial
Infarction Registry, Berlin, Germany; 3Vivantes Humboldt-Klinikum, Berlin,
Germany; 4DRK Kliniken Berlin Westend, Berlin, Germany; 5Vivantes
Auguste-Viktoria Hospital, Berlin, Germany; 6Charite - University Medicine
Berlin, Campus Mitte, Berlin, Germany

Background: Transradial intervention is used more commonly in the last years
and is recommended for treatment of MI patients (Hamon EuroInterventions Jan
2013; ESC 2012 STEMI guidelines). We analysed the situation in Berlin under
daily circumstances.
Methods: The Berlin Myocardial Infarction Registry prospectively collects data
on hospital treatment of MI patients. 4287 patients with primary PCI from 16 hos-
pitals were included in the study (1.4.11-31.12.12). Bleeding complications were
collected with GUSTO criteria.
Results: (see Table) 1785 patients were treated transradial (41.6%), 2502 trans-
femoral (58.4%).
Even after adjustment for significantly influential factors on hospital mortality the
transfemoral approach showed an OR=1.59 (95%CI: 1.06-2.39) compared to
transradial. Transfemoral intervention caused more moderate to severe bleeding
complications after adjustment OR=1.89 (95%CI: 1.09-3.28).

Table 1. Differences between patients treated with transradial versus transfemoral intervention

Transradial intervention Transfemoral intervention p

Age in yrs. 63.9 65.3 <0.001
Women in % 24.9 28.8 0.005
STEMI in % 53.2 50.7 0.098
Diabetes mellitus in % 24.9 30.3 <0.001
Renal failure in % 10.4 15.3 <0.001
CHF in % 8.0 15.6 <0.001
Previous MI in % 14.4 21.7 <0.001
Previous PCI in % 16.8 25.3 <0.001
Cardiogenic shock on admission in % 2.3 10.4 <0.001
IABP in % 1.2 5.3 <0.001
Hospital mortality in % 2.9 7.6 <0.001
Bleeding mild (Gusto) in % 2.0 3.2
Bleeding moderate (Gusto) in % 0.8 1.7 <0.001
Bleeding severe (Gusto) in % 0.4 0.7

Conclusions: Transradial intervention is used in 41.6% of patients. Bleeding oc-
cured significantly less often with the transradial approach even after adjustment.
Our registry data show that hospital mortality is higher for MI patients after trans-
femoral intervention. A randomized clinical trial is warranted.

P4564 | BEDSIDE
Influence of smoking habit on the circadian rhythm of ST segment
elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). Findings from the ARIAM
Registry

M. Butron-Calderon1, P. Bastos-Amador1, M. Almendro-Delia1, L. Gonzalez-
Torres1, M. Perez-Rodriguez1, C. Gonzalez-Matos1, M. Lobo-Gonzalez1,
R. Hidalgo-Urbano1, A. Garcia-Alcantara2, J.C. Garcia-Rubira1 on behalf of
ARIAM-Andalucia Registry. 1University Hospital of Virgen Macarena, Cardiology
Clinical Management Unit, Seville, Spain; 2University Hospital Virgen de la
Victoria, Intensive Care Unit, Malaga, Spain

Purpose: A circadian rhythm has been described in acute cardiovascular events
with a more frequent time of presentation during morning hours. We analyze the
effect of smoking habit on circadian rhythm of patients admitted with ST segment
elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI).
Methods: The data were taken from the ARIAM-Andalucia registry, which in-
volves 49 hospitals in Andalucia, Spain, from 2001 to 2012. It is a prospective
observational multi-center cohort study that analyzes patients admitted with acute

coronary syndromes. We classified patients with STEMI in 2 groups: active smok-
ers (AS) or non-active smokers (NAS) which included past smokers and non-
smokers, and we analyzed the time of onset of symptoms in a 24-hour clock
divided into 4 groups [Group 1 (G1), 00:00 h.- 05:59 h.; Group 2 (G2), 06:00 h.-
11:59 h.; Group 3 (G3), 12:00 h.-17:59 h.; and Group 4 (G4), 18:00 h.-23:59 h.]
according to their smoking status.
Results: We included 25 633 patients with STEMI (mean age 63,41 + 12,92
years, 24% women). The most frequent group of presentation was Group 2 (G1:
19,7%; G2:31,0%; G3: 27,2% and G4: 22,0%; p<0,001), with a peak of symptoms
onset between 10:00 h. and 10:59 h. (6,8%; p<0,001). Patients in G1 had more
often diabetes, obesity, previous myocardial infarction (MI) and peripheral vascu-
lar disease. Patients in G2 were older, had less often dyslipidemia and obesity.
Patients in G3 were more often males and patients in G4 had more often dys-
lipidemia. We found no statistical differences in gender, prevalence of diabetes,
hypertension or previous stroke among the groups. Of all the study population,
9921 (39,7%) were AS. The hourly distribution of onset of symptoms was sig-
nificantly different between AS (G1: 20,8%; G2: 28,3%; G3: 28,1%; G4: 22,8%)
and NAS (G1: 19,0%; G2: 32,7%; G3: 26,7%; G4: 21,6%); p<0,001. In a logistic
multivariate regression analysis including variables that showed a significant dif-
ference in time intervals such as age, dyslipidemia, obesity, peripheral vascular
disease and smoking habit, we found that active smoking (AS) status decreased
the probability of having an onset of symptoms in Group 2 interval (OR=0,84; 95%
CI [0,79-0,90]; p<0,001).
Conclusions: Smoking habit modifies circadian rhythm in patients with ST seg-
ment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) with a less frequent time of presen-
tation during morning hours.

P4565 | BEDSIDE
Index of microcirculatory resistance as an early predictive factor of LV
remodeling after reperfused myocardial infarction

M. Sirol1, A. Cescau1, H. Gzara1, D. Logeart1, P. Henry1, A. Cohen-Solal1,
P. Soyer2, J.J. Mercadier3 on behalf of PREGICA investigators. 1Hospital
Lariboisiere, Cardiology, Paris, France; 2Hospital Lariboisiere, Radiology, Paris,
France; 3Hospital Bichat-Claude Bernard, Physiology, Paris, France

Purpose: In the setting of successfully reperfused acute myocardial infarction
(AMI) we hypothesized that thermodilution-derived index of microcirculatory re-
sistance (IMR) measured after primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI),
may be useful to predict LV remodeling 6 months after treatment.
Methods: We prospectively enrolled 62 patients (age 52±9 years; 86% male)
with anterior STEMI. All patients were successfully treated by PCI with estab-
lishment of Thrombolysis In Myocardial Infarction (TIMI) 3 flow after PCI. The
thermodilution-derived index of microcirculatory resistance (IMR) was thereafter
measured by using the pressure-temperature sensor-tipped coronary wire at the
left anterior descending artery (LAD). Angiographic parameters such as TIMI flow
and blush grade were also recorded. Baseline comprehensive cardiovascular
magnetic resonance (CMR) was performed before discharge and at 6 months
follow-up. Comprehensive CMR included cine, T2-weighted, and late gadolin-
ium enhancement (LGE) imaging. Infarct size (IS) and microvascular obstruction
(MVO) were correlated to IMR measurements. LV remodelling was defined as a
>20% increase of LV volume at 6 months.
Results: LV remodelling was observed in 35.4% of the patients (22/62). TIMI flow
and blush grade after PCI was not different between patients with and without LV
remodeling (3 for TIMI flow and 2 for Blush grade respectively, p=0.952). IMR
level markedly differed between patients with and without LV remodelig (73,95
vs. 27,23 p=0,0293). After multivariate analysis IMR>40 was the strongest an-
giographic parameter to predict LV remodeling (OR 15 (1,030-218,4), p=0,03).
Regarding CMR, patients with LV remodeling had lower LVEF (43% vs. 48%;
p=0.01), larger IS (51 mg vs 32 mg; p=0.002) and greater MVO extent (4.5seg vs.
2seg; p=0.03) when compared to patients with no LV remodeling.
Conclusion: IMR assessed by coronary angiogram after PCI is a strong predic-
tive factor of LV remodeling 6 months after succesfull reperfused AMI.

TOPICS IN STEMI
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Easily available predictors of myocardial infarction mass in
ST-elevation myocardial infarction, validated by cardiac magnetic
resonance imaging

T. Silva1, J. Abreu1, A. Fiarresga1, A. Ferreira2, L. Branco1, A. Galrinho1,
A. Timoteo1, S. Rosa1, R.C. Ferreira1. 1Hospital Santa Marta, Department of
Cardiology, Lisbon, Portugal; 2Hospital dos Lusiadas, Lisbon, Portugal

Introduction: The gold standard for assessing myocardial infarction mass, which
carries a high prognostic value, is the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), a time-
consuming and not always available technique. We aimed to determine easily
available predictors of myocardial infarction mass in ST-elevation myocardial in-
farction (STEMI).
Methods: We prospectively recruited STEMI patients that underwent primary an-
gioplasty in the first 12 hours of myocardial infarction (MI) onset, with no previous
MI or major comorbidities, and with a CPK peak >1000U/L. Clinical data, Killip
class, laboratory tests and angiographic and procedural data were assessed. A
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MRI and a transthoracic echocardiogram were performed in all, between the 2nd
and 4th days of MI. Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), infarction mass and
left ventricle mass were calculated by MRI and the relative infarction mass (RIM)
was obtained by dividing the last two parameters. The global longitudinal strain
(GLS) was obtained by the 2D semiautomatic method (average of all segments
regional strain). We assessed the association between categorical variables and
the RIM by the t-Student test, and the correlation between continuous variables
and the RIM by Pearson correlation. The independent predictors of RIM were
determined by linear regression.
Results: In the 43 patients included (52±10 years, 90% male) the myocardial
infarction mass was 44.0±27.7g and the RIM was 26.6±19.0%. There was no
association between the RIM and the cardiovascular risk factors (16% diabetes,
54% hypertension, 49% dyslipidemia, 65% smokers), Killip class (6% II-III), mul-
tivessel disease (49%), culprit coronary segment (49% proximal) or angiographic
result (100% final TIMI 3). The culprit right coronary artery was associated with
lower RIM (18±8% vs 29±16%, p=0.036). The RIM was correlated with the CPK
peak (3103±2464U/L, r 0.48, p=0.001), troponin I peak (100±50ng/mL, r 0.37,
p=0.036), brain natriuretic peptide level (184±141 ng/L, r 0.44, p=0.030), LVEF
(50.9±7.4%, r -0.65, p<0.001) and GLS (-14.5±4.0%, r 0.49, p=0.002), but not
with time to angioplasty (366±306min). The independent predictors of RIM were
the LVEF (β -0.94; 95%CI -1.55, -0.33; p=0.004) and the GLS (β 1.10; 95%CI
-0.03, 2.22; p=0.045). This model (88.8 -0.94xLVEF + 1.10xGLS) had good accu-
racy for predicting the RIM: r 0.64, ANOVA p<0.001.
Conclusion: In addition to LVEF, the GLS is a new independent predictor of RIM
in STEMI. They are both more available and faster tools than CMR, and together
have good accuracy for predicting the RIM in the acute fase of STEMI.

P4568 | BEDSIDE
Long-term predictors of death and incident myocardial infarction in
cardiology patients assessed for coronary artery disease

D. Kotecha1, E. Jenkins2, M.D. Flather3, H. Krum2, D. Eccleston2, P. Collins4,
J. Pepper4, G.Y.H. Lip1, G. New2. 1University of Birmingham, Birmingham,
United Kingdom; 2Monash University, Melbourne, Australia; 3University of East
Anglia, Norwich, United Kingdom; 4Royal Brompton Hospital, London, United
Kingdom

Purpose: Simple clinical markers of long-term adverse outcome are poorly de-
scribed in cardiology patients with extensive risk factor modification. We sought to
investigate the use of B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP), high-sensitivity C-reactive
protein (CRP) and conventional risk factors during a five-year period following
diagnostic coronary angiography.
Methods: The ARM-CAD Study is a prospective, multi-centre, observational co-
hort of patients recruited prior to elective angiography. 517 out of 539 partici-
pants (96%) were successfully followed-up. Cox regression models included all
baseline conventional risk factors, left-ventricular systolic dysfunction (LVSD) and
angiographic coronary disease.
Results: At baseline, mean age was 65, 67% were male and 18% had LVSD.
Angiography identified ≥50% stenosis in 61% of the cohort. Patients were well
treated with appropriate anti-hypertensive (80%), lipid-lowering (63%) and anti-
platelet therapy (74%), with 28% undergoing percutaneous intervention and 17%
coronary artery bypass grafting. Only three variables were independently asso-
ciated with the primary outcome of all-cause mortality or incident myocardial in-
farction (MI) over a mean follow-up of 4.3 (SD 1.9) years: BNP (adjusted hazard
ratio [HR] 2.22 comparing BNP above and below 100pg/mL, 95% CI 1.22-4.10,
p=0.01), age (HR 1.96 per 10 years, 95% CI 1.38-2.78, p<0.01) and prior MI (HR
1.84, 95% CI 1.01-3.35, p=0.05). CRP and other conventional risk factors were
not associated with adverse outcomes.

Kaplan Meier analysis for BNP and CRP

Conclusion: BNP is a strong and independent predictor of death or MI, irrespec-
tive of LVSD, risk factor modification and invasive intervention. Even in contem-
porary, well-managed cardiology patients, a BNP over 100pg/mL should highlight
those requiring more aggressive management.

P4569 | BEDSIDE
ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction: which is the best way to
identify low-risk patients?

I. Campos Moreira De Almeida, F. Caetano, A. Fernandes, M. Madeira,
M. Cassandra, P. Mota, L. Goncalves. Cardiology Department of Coimbra
University Hospital Centre and Faculty of Medicine of Coimbra, Coimbra,
Portugal

Purpose: Despite the excellent results of reperfusion therapies for ST-segment
elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), there still is a considerable range of event
rate among STEMI patients (P). Identification of the low-risk subset of P is an
attractive way to reduce hospitalization and costs. Several scores have been in-
troduced as tools for risk stratification, such as TIMI, GRACE, Zwolle and PAMI
scores. We aim to compare these scores for their accuracy to identify P at a lower
risk for MACE at 30 days after STEMI.
Methods: The study included P admitted to our CCU for STEMI who under-
went primary percutaneous coronary intervention, along 3 years. P that died
until the 3rd day were excluded. For each score, P were classified as low risk
vs medium/high risk, according pre-established cutoffs: TIMI≤2, Grace<120,
PAMI≤2 and Zwolle≤3. Follow-up (FU) regarding MACE at 30 days after event
was performed.
Results: From a population of 406 P with STEMI, we included 266 P:
64.6±13.9years-old, 72.9% male, 19.9% KK class>1, and 42% with an anterior
STEMI. At 30 days of FU: the percentage of MACE was 9.0% and the mortality
rate was 4.1%.
Zwolle score classified a higher percentage of P as low risk (66.9%), compared
with PAMI (39.8%), TIMI (27.8%) or Grace (23.3%) scores. Whatever the score
we chose, the prevalence of MACE at 30 days was significantly lower in the low
risk group: Zwolle (5.1% vs 17.0%, p=0.001), PAMI (2.8% vs 13.1%, p=0.004),
TIMI (1.4% vs 12.0%, p=0.007) and Grace (1.6% vs 11.3%, p=0.020).
When comparing the scores on their capacity to correctly classify P with lower
event rate as low-risk P, we found that Zwolle had the best performance (AU
0.663, p=0.008), followed by PAMI (AU 0.651, p=0.015) and TIMI (AU 0.631,
p=0.035). GRACE score proved to be a worse predictor of low risk (p=0.09).
Conclusions: In this population, Zwolle, PAMI and TIMI scores showed a good
capacity to identify STEMI-P with a lower risk of short-term events. Zwolle score
sticks out because classifies a higher percentage of P as low risk, still retaining its
discriminatory capacity. The application of these scores in clinical practice allows
a more accurate identification of P in which an early discharge is safe.

P4570 | BEDSIDE
Serum albumin levels on admission are associated with angiographic
no-reflow after primary percutaneous coronary intervention in patients
with ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction

A. Kurtul1, A.H. Ocek1, S.N. Murat1, M. Yarlioglues1, M.B. Demircelik2,
M. Duran1, G. Ergun1, S. Cay3. 1Ankara Education and Research Hospital,
Cardiology, Ankara, Turkey; 2Turgut Ozal University, Ankara, Turkey; 3Turkiye
Yuksek Ihtisas Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

Background: Low serum albumin (SA) levels are associated with increased car-
diovascular mortality. We investigated whether baseline SA levels are associated
with no-reflow following primary percutaneous coronary intervention (pPCI).
Methods: A total of 536 patients (aged 60±13 years; 74% men) who under-
went pPCI were enrolled. The patients were divided into 2 groups: no-reflow and
normal-reflow. No-reflow was defined as Thrombolysis In Myocardial Infarction
≤2 flow.
Results: Admission SA levels were significantly lower in the no-reflow compared
with the normal-reflow group (3.55±0.44 vs 4.01±0.32 mg/dl, P<0.001). Also,
high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP), creatinine, creatine kinase MB isoen-
zyme, troponin-T were significantly higher while hemoglobin, left ventricular ejec-
tion fraction (LVEF) were significantly lower in the no-reflow group. In multivariate
analysis, SA level remained an independent predictor of angiographic no-reflow
(OR 0.114, 95% CI 0.032-0.405, P=0.001) together with LVEF, hsCRP and base-
line culprit artery patency.
Conclusions: Admission SA level was an independent predictor of no-reflow af-
ter pPCI.

P4571 | BEDSIDE
The volume of percutaneous coronary intervention procedures did not
associate with in-hospital mortality for ST-segment elevation
myocardial infarction in our metropolitan area

H. Miyachi1, A. Takagi2, K. Miyauchi2, M. Yamasaki2, J. Yamashita2, M. Suzuki2,
W. Shimizu3, T. Yamamoto1, K. Nagao2, M. Takayama2. 1Tokyo CCU network
Scientific Committee, Nippon Medical School Hospital, Tokyo, Japan; 2Tokyo
CCU network Scientific Committee, Tokyo, Japan; 3Nippon Medical School,
Department of Cardiology, Tokyo, Japan

Background: Performance of percutaneour coronary intervention (PCI) should
be restricted to high-volume PCI hospitals. However, there are many low-volume
PCI hospitals in our city. A large number of PCI hospitals may contribute to the
shortening of door-to-balloon time and improvement of prognosis in our city.
Methods: We analyzed the therapeutic managements and in-hospital mortality of
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1975 patients with STEMI from our city CCU network registered cohort database
in 2011. All 67 hospitals participating in our city CCU network can perform PCI
within 60 minutes from arrival at hospital. All hospitals were divided into 2 groups
(562 patients, 38 hospitals; <300 PCI procedures per year and 1413 patients, 29
hospitals; >300 PCI procedures per year) based on their annual all PCI volume.
Results: High-volume centers had shorter median door-to-balloon time than low-
volume centers [51 (IQR 30-83) vs 62 (IQR 40-98) minutes, p<0.001]. Killip 1,
2, 3, and 4 were 75.9%, 10.7%, 6.7%, and 6.7% for high-volume centers, vs
79.1%, 9.8%, 4.7%, and 6.4% for low-volume centers, respectively (p=0.150).
The max CKs were similar between 2 groups (2702±2891 IU/L vs 2738±3053
IU/L, p=0.074). Coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) in high volume cen-
ters were performed more frequently than those in low-volume centers (5.3%
vs 2.4%, p=0.006). The usage rate of drug eluting stent were similar (31.7%
vs 35.4%, p=0.138), and aspiration catheter in high-volume centers were used
less frequently in low-volume centers (67.9% vs 78.0%, p<0.001). There was
no significant difference in in-hospital mortality between 2 groups (7.1% vs 7.1%
p=1.000)
Conclusions: In our metropolitan area, though high-volume PCI centers have
shorter door-to-balloon time and performed CABG more actively, in-hospital mor-
tality was similar between 2 groups. Primary PCI is mandatory in patients with
STEMI. Therefore, the regional balance of PCI hospitals rather than concentra-
tions of PCI hospitals should be considered as therapeutic strategy for STEMI in
highly-populated regions.

P4572 | BEDSIDE
Effect of ischemic postconditioning on myocardial strain measured by
two-dimensional speckle tracking in primary PCI-treated STEMI
patients

S. Limalanathan, J. Eritsland, P. Hoffmann, G.Ø. Andersen. University of Oslo,
Ulleval University Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Oslo, Norway

Purpose: Effect of ischemic postconditioning (IPost) on reperfusion injury has
been evaluated both in experimental and clinical trials in patients with acute ST
elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). We have recently reported no signifi-
cant effect of IPost on infarct size measured after 4 months in the randomized
POSTEMI trial. The aim of this study was to study the effect of IPost on reperfu-
sion injury and early myocardial recovery measured by myocardial strain.
Methods: Patients with first-time STEMI, symptom duration <6 h, TIMI flow 0-1 in
the infarct related artery (IRA) and successful opening (TIMI 2-3) were included.
Patients were randomized to either IPost or control and treated by primary PCI.
IPost was performed by 4 cycles of 1 min balloon occlusion of IRA, starting 1
min after opening and separated by 1 min reperfusion intervals Global longitudi-
nal peak systolic strain (εSYS, peak negative strain in systole) and peak strain
(εPEAK, peak negative strain in diastole) were measured by two-dimensional
speckle tracking echocardiography at a median of 2.4 (range 1-5) days after PCI.
Post-systolic index (PSI) as a measure of postsystolic shortening, was calculated
manually, PSI = (εPEAK - εSYS)/ εPEAK x 100.
Results: A total of 100 patients, median age 61 (range 38 – 87) years, 85%
males and 56% with anterior wall infarction were included in the strain analysis,
45 in the IPost and 55 in the control group. Peak systolic strain was reduced
to – 13.1 (IQR -16.3, - 11.2). Postsystolic shortening was present in 98 out of
100 patients. No significant between-group differences were found in myocardial
strain or post-systolic shortening (measured as εSYS, εPEAK, or PSI) in the IPost
group compared to control.

Relationship between myocardial strain measurements and IPost

Strain measurements IPost group (n=45) Control group (n=55) p-value

Peak-systolic strain (εSYS) −12.9 (−16.5; −11.0) −13.1 (−16.0; −11.3) 0.80
Peak-strain (εPEAK) −15.1 (−18.0; −12.8) −15.2 (−17.0; −13.5) 0.86
Post-systolic index (PSI) 9.1 (5.8; 14.9) 10.0 (4.7; 18.5) 0.83

Data are median values (25 and 75 percentiles).

Conclusion: Ischemic postconditioning did not influence early myocardial recov-
ery, measured as peak systolic strain or postsystolic shortening.

P4573 | BEDSIDE
Influence of the infarct-related artery in delay, treatment and prognosis
in a contemporaneous real life population submitted to coronary
angioplasty: data from a national registry

M.A. Nogueira, A.T. Timoteo, R. Cruz Ferreira on behalf of PROACS. Hospital
Santa Marta, Department of Cardiology, Lisbon, Portugal

Purpose: Patients with acute myocardial infarction involving the left anterior de-
scendent (LAD) artery are more easily identifiable due to the typical EKG changes
and the same is true for right coronary artery (RCA). Myocardial infarctions re-
lated to left circumflex (LCx) have usually atypical presentations that can possi-
bly delay diagnosis. Our objective was to analyse, in a population included on
a national registry, if diagnosis, treatment and short-term prognosis is different
according to the culprit artery.
Methods: Patients admitted with a ST-segment elevation acute myocardial in-
farction and submitted to coronary angiography. We evaluated demographic and
baseline clinical characteristics and treatment. Patients were divided in three

groups according to the culprit artery. The study objective was the occurrence of
in-hospital mortality. Logistic regression analysis was performed to identify mor-
tality predictors.
Results: From 8.186 patients included in our national acute coronary syndromes
registry, 42.2% presented with a ST-segment elevation and from these, 93.4%
were submitted to coronary angiography. Patients with left main or bypass graft
stenosis responsible for the infarction were excluded due to the low numbers of
patients. The remaining 2.703 patients with a definite culprit artery identified were
included in the study. In this population, LAD was the culprit in 49.0%, LCx in
12.5% and RCA in 38.5%. Patients with LCx culprit were younger and more often
smokers, with no other differences. Heart rate and blood pressure on admission
was lower in patients with RCA culprit, where it was also less frequent a Killip
class >1 on admission. This group received less often beta-blockers and renin-
angiotensin-aldosterone antagonists. Angioplasty was less often used in the LCx
group. Symptoms-balloon time was higher for LAD group (260 minutes), followed
by LCx (245 minutes) and RCA (240 minutes) (p=0.041). Hospital mortality was
4.4%, similar between groups (5.3%, 3.3% e 3.7%, p=0.103). In multivariate anal-
ysis, LCx as a culprit was not a predictor of mortality (OR 0.44, 95% CI 0.17 –
1.13, p=0.089) and RCA showed a lower risk of mortality (OR 0.46, 95% CI 0.26
– 0.85, p=0.012) compared to LAD.
Conclusions: The infarct-related artery has no impact in time-delay or treatment.
LCx was associated with lower use of angioplasty and RCA with lower use of
drugs associated with prognostic improvement. Compared to LAD, patients with
RCA culprit have a 54% lower risk of in-hospital mortality. No difference was found
for LCx.

P4574 | BEDSIDE
Myocardial infarction with ST-segment elevation and renal impairment:
which equation serves best?

R. Costa Rodrigues, A. Correia, M.G. Serrao, H. Cafe, S. Gomes, N. Santos,
B. Silva, A. Pereira, A.C. Alves, D. Pereira. Hospital Dr. Nélio Mendonça,
Funchal, Portugal

Purpose: Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) and acute kidney lesion are a fre-
quent morbidity in patients admitted for ST-segment elevation myocardial infarc-
tion (STEMI) and are associated with worse outcomes. Several equations to cor-
rectly identify patients with CKD through glomerular filtration rate (GFR) exist, but
it is still not consensual which one is the most appropriate in the setting of STEMI.
We aimed to compare which of the 3 equations - Cockcroft-Gault [CG]; Modifica-
tion of Diet in Renal Disease [MDRD] and Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology
Collaboration [CKD-EPI] – is more effective in predicting worse outcomes at 1-
year follow up.
Methods: Prospective study of 327 consecutive patients [age 63.07±13.90;
73.0% men; 23.3% diabetics; 57.8% hypertensive] admitted to our, tertiary hos-
pital, intensive care unit for STEMI between October 2009 and October 2012.
GFR estimates from CG, MDRD and CKD-EPI were compared in terms of mor-
tality risk prediction and of a composite primary endpoint (re-infarction, stroke and
mortality) at 1-year follow up.
Results: Prevalence of GFR <60 ml/min/1.73m2 was 36.3% using CG, 44.2%
with MDRD and 39.8% with CKD-EPI. All analyzed equations showed good dis-
criminatory power in predicting 1-year composite primary endpoint with CG prov-
ing to be the best formula by ROC curve analysis [AUC (CG): 0.731 vs AUC
(MDRD): 0.700 vs AUC (CKD-EPI): 0.716]. All 3 equations also proved value in
predicting total mortality at 1-year follow-up with CG showing the best results
[AUC (CG): 0.819 vs AUC (MDRD): 0.769 vs AUC (CKD-EPI): 0.789].

ROC curve total mortality at 1 year.

Conclusions: In our population all equations were good in predicting adverse
outcomes at 1-year follow up. The CG equation should be the preferred one in
the setting of STEMI as it is significantly more accurate than MDRD and CKD-
EPI.
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P4575 | BEDSIDE
Low serum albumin as a strong predictor of adverse outcomes in
ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) patients undergoing
primary PCI

A. Mazzone1, N. Botto1, U. Paradossi1, G. Trianni1, M. Ravani1, A. Rizza1,
A. Taddei1, C. Palmieri1, A. Clerico2, S. Berti2. 1Fondazione Toscana G.
Monasterio, Massa, Italy; 2Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Pisa, Italy

Purpose: Serum Albumin is a common routine indicator of nutritional status and
previous clinical studies demonstrated that hypoalbuminemia is associated with a
poor prognosis in chronic cardiovascular disease, end-stage renal disease, heart
failure and stroke. We aimed to investigate the prognostic value of serum albumin
in patients with acute ST-segment Elevation Myocardial Infarction (STEMI) treated
by a primary Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (p-PCI).
Methods: We retrospectively evaluated clinical and laboratory data of 1071 pa-
tients (male: 74%; mean age: 66.3±12.5 years) admitted to our Heart Care for
STEMI. Serum albumin levels were determined in all patients at entrance. My-
ocardial injury was assessed by peak Troponin I (TnI) levels. Brain Natriuretic
Peptide (BNP) and Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction (LVEF) were used to de-
scribe myocardial dysfunction. A 25±19 months clinical follow-up was performed,
and MACEs (cardiac death, re-hospitalization for acute coronary syndrome and
elective revascularization for angina) were reported.
Results: A low serum albumin (LSA) levels (serum albumin <3.5 g/dL) at admis-
sion were observed in 385 patients (34%). LSA patients were significantly in older
than control group (p<0.0001). STEMI patients with LSA had higher baseline
BNP (p<0.0001), peak BNP (p<0.0001), and had a lower Left Ventricular Ejection
Fraction (p=0.001) at echocardiography imaging. No significant correlations were
found between serum albumin and Troponin I levels. Regarding metabolic status,
LSA patients showed lower levels of cholesterol (p<0.0001), LDL (p<0.0001)
triglycerides (p=0.001), creatinine (p<0.0001), and T3 serum (p<0.0001). More-
over, low levels of haemoglobin (p<0.0001), and hematocrit (p<0.0001) and high
levels of C-Reactive Protein (p<0.0001)and fibrinogen (p<0.0001)were observed
in LSA group. At middle-term follow-up we observed a significant increase in all-
cause mortality (Log-Rank 6.9; p=0.009) and MACEs (Log-Rank 3.9; p=0.04) in
patients with hypoalbuminemia.
Conclusions: Hypoalbuminemia in acute phase of STEMI results as a strong
independent predictor both for middle-term mortality and MACE in patients un-
dergoing p-PCI. Moreover, patients with LSA are associated with greater degree
of systolic myocardial dysfunction and systemic inflammation, and lower degree
of metabolic and nutritional status.

P4576 | BEDSIDE
Pre- and in-hospital healthcare resource use in survivors of acute
coronary syndromes in the EPICOR registry

L. Annemans1, N. Danchin2, F. Van De Werf3, S. Pocock4, M. Licour5,
J. Medina6, H. Bueno7. 1Ghent University, I-CHER Interuniversity Centre for
Health Economics Research, Ghent, Belgium; 2Hôpital Européen Georges
Pompido & Université René Descartes, Paris, France; 3University Hospitals
(UZ) Leuven, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Leuven, Belgium;
4London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, London, United Kingdom;
5AstraZeneca France, Rueil Malmaison Cedex, France; 6AstraZeneca,
Observational Research Centre, Payer & Real World Evidence, Madrid, Spain;
7University Hospital Gregorio Maranon, Department of Cardiology, Madrid, Spain

Purpose: To provide insight into real-world healthcare resource use during acute
management of acute coronary syndromes (ACS) using data from EPICOR
(NCT01171404).
Methods: EPICOR, a prospective, multinational, observational study, enrolled
10568 consecutive survivors of an ACS from 555 hospitals in 20 countries in Eu-
rope and Latin America (09/2010-03/2011). Resource use was evaluated in 4 pt
groups: ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) vs non-ST-segment
elevation (NSTE)-ACS, + or -prior history of cardiovascular disease (+CVD and
-CVD).
Results: +CVD pts were older than -CVD pts (Table). More STEMI than NSTE-
ACS pts underwent first ECG in the pre-hospital setting (45% vs 36%) and re-
ceived pre-hospital antithrombotic medication (STEMI, 25% +CVD, 27% -CVD;
NSTE-ACS, 14% +CVD, 16% -CVD). +CVD pts were less likely than -CVD pts to
be catheterized. More STEMI pts had PCI and stenting, but more NSTE-ACS pts

Table 1. Patient age and in-hospital resource use in EPICOR

STEMI (n=4899) NSTE-ACS (n=5576)
+CVD −CVD +CVD −CVD

(n=1042) (n=3857) (n=2672) (n=2904)

Age, mean (SD), years 64.6 (11.8) 58.0 (11.8) 67.3 (11.3) 60.6 (11.8)
First ECG: pre-hosp/in-hosp, % 44.7/53.0 44.5/53.6 36.4/60.6 36.4/60.9
Any cardiac catheterization, % 84.3 86.5 73.1 82.8
Any PCI/PCI + ≥1 stent, % 74.0/67.0 78.0/75.8 48.1/44.2 61.2/59.5
≥1 BMS/≥1 DES 43.8/25.4 48.5/30.5 21.8/25.0 31.0/31.1
CABG, % 1.0 1.2 3.4 3.9
Length of hospital stay,

median (IQR), days 7 (5–9) 6 (5–9) 6 (5–10) 6 (4–8)
≥1 thrombolytic, % 14.5 15.8 0.3 0.6
Single/dual/triple antiplatelet therapy 7.9/68.9/22.2 4.2/70.9/24.5 14.7/77.5/6.5 8.6/80.4/10.4
≥1 anticoagulant, % 76.8 77.3 77.4 79.5

underwent CABG. Median length of hospital stay was similar in all groups. Com-
pared with STEMI pts, NSTE-ACS pts were more likely to receive single- and less
likely to receive triple-antiplatelet therapy. Use of any thrombolytic, antiplatelet or
anticoagulant was slightly lower in +CVD than -CVD pts.
Conclusions: PCI was more frequent in STEMI, and CABG more frequent in
NSTE-ACS pts. Unexpectedly, resource use tended to be slightly higher in –CVD
than +CVD pts.

P4577 | BEDSIDE
Using landiolol before primary percutaneous coronary intervention
attenuates myocardial reperfusion injury in patients with ST-segment
elevation acute myocardial infarction

M. Kiyokuni1, M. Narikawa1, C. Kawashima1, H. Doi1, A. Hisa1, S. Tomari1,
T. Mitsuhashi1, T. Endo1, K. Kimura2, S. Umemura2. 1Saiseikai Yokohama city
Southern Hospital, Cardiology, Yokohama, Japan; 2Yokohama City University,
Cardiology, Yokohama, Japan

Introduction: Landiolol is the beta-1 selective receptor blocker and its half-life
elimination is 4 minutes. The safety and efficacy of intravenous landiolol started
before coronary reperfusion in patients with ST-segment elevation acute myocar-
dial infarction (STEMI) undergoing primary percutaneous coronary intervention
(pPCI) remains unclear. We assessed the hypothesis that early use of landiolol
reduces myocardial injury without increasing adverse events for STEMI patients
performed pPCI.
Methods: 161 consecutive patients with STEMI performed pPCI were recruited.
Patients with heart rate<50, Killip class�2, old myocardial infarction and 2 or 3
degree of atrio-ventricular block on admission were excluded. Thus 90 patients
were enrolled. 60 patients were non-landiolol group with conventional treatment
admitted from October 2010 to September 2012. 30 patients were landiolol group
admitted from October 2012 to September 2013. Immediately after the admis-
sion, landiolol was started intravenously with 3 μg/kg/min and stopped within 12
hours after pPCI when oral beta-blockers were administered. ST-segment res-
olution (STR) was defined as more than 70% resolution of sum of ST-segment
elevation at the J point between emergency room and when finished pPCI.
Result: Age, sex, coronary risk factors, medications, systoric blood pressure
(154±31 vs 148±27mmHg) and heart rate on admission (84±18 vs 77±16/min),
culprit lesion, SYNTAX score, reperfusion time and peak creatine kinase did not
differ between landiolol group and non-landiolol group (all NS). The number of
heart rate<50, shock and tachyarrhythmia within 12 hours after the admission
did not differ between the two groups (all NS). Although, at the time of finishing
pPCI, systric blood pressure did not differ between the two groups (115±23 vs
124±24mmHg, p=0.08), heart rate was lower (65±10 vs 77±14/min, p<0.01) and
the rate of STR was higher (67 vs 42%, p=0.025) in landiolol group. C-reactive
protein level on the second day of admission was lower (4.3±4.3 vs7.0±5.3,
p=0.02) in landiolol group. Multivariate analysis showed that landiolol use was
an independent predictor of STR (OR2.93, p=0.043).
Conclusion: In low risk patients with STEMI, using landiolol during pPCI may
attenuate inflammatory response and myocardial reperfusion injury without in-
creasing adverse events.

P4578 | BEDSIDE
Fragmented QRS complexes after recanalization strongly reflects
impaired myocardial reperfusion in patients with first anterior STEMI

M. Gohda, M. Miyamoto, S. Fujiwara, Y. Tomobuchi, Y. Ueno. Seiyu Memorial
Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Wakayama, Japan

Background and objectives: In patients with ST-segment elevation myocardial
infarction (STEMI), it is still unclear whether the presence of fragmented QRS
complexes (fQRS) after reperfusion therapy reflects the degree of microvascular
reperfusion. The aim of this study was to evaluate the relationship between fQRS
and myocardial reperfusion after recanalization in patients with anterior STEMI.
Methods and results: 90 consecutive patients with first anterior STEMI who
underwent successful (TIMI-3 flow) primary percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI) within 6 hours after the onset were enrolled in this study, and divided into
two groups according to the presence (group-A, n=48) or absence (group-B,
n=42) of fQRS 1 hour after PCI. In group-B, ST resolution (STR) indicated by re-
duction of ≥50% in sum of ST segment elevation 1 hour after PCI was more often
observed than in group-A (71.4% vs 33.3%). Coronary flow velocity estimated
by both TIMI frame count and quantitative coronary angiogram immediately af-
ter recanalization was higher in group-B (204.6±44.1 vs 167.9±37.7mm/sec.,
p<0.0001). The positive predictive value of fQRS for impaired myocardial reper-
fusion (IMR) defined as myocardial blush grade of 0 or 1 after PCI was 79.2%,
with a sensitivity of 84.4%, specificity of 77.8%, and negative predictive value of
83.3%. 46 patients had STR and 44 patients did not. Among the patients with
STR, the negative predictive value of fQRS after PCI for IMR was 90.0%. On the
other hand, among those without STR, the positive predictive value was 90.6%.
Multivariate analysis showed that fQRS after PCI was a potent independent factor
associated with IMR (odds ratio 12.952, p=0.0032).
Conclusions: These findings suggest that fQRS after PCI strongly reflects IMR
in patients with recanalized anterior STEMI. It is possible that the predictive value
of fQRS after PCI for myocardial reperfusion can be enhanced further in combi-
nation with STR.
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P4580 | BEDSIDE
Endogenous carbon monoxide protects against cardiac injury by
collateral circulation development with acute myocardial infarction

A. Kobayashi, H. Mizukami, N. Sakamoto, T. Yamaki, H. Kunii, K. Nakazato,
Y. Takeishi. Fukushima Medical University, Department of Cardiology and
Hematology, Fukushima, Japan

Background: Carbon monoxide (CO) is endogenously produced during the pro-
cesses of heme catabolism under various pathophysiological conditions, and ex-
erts anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidative effects. The aim of this study was to
clarify the role of CO in patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI).
Methods: To assess that, 55 patients with AMI of the first onset who received
primary coronary angiography within 6 hours after the onset, 25 smokers and 30
nonsmokers, underwent blood sampling for calculation of COHb at emergency
room. Rentrop grade of the collateral flow was evaluated by coronary angiogra-
phy. Smokers were excluded from the subsequent analysis, since smoking af-
fected CO levels. Rich collateral was defined as Rentrop grade 2. Poor collateral
was defined as Rentrop grades 0 and 1. We compared COHb levels between
nonsmoker AMI patients with and without ischemia/reperfusion-induced ventricu-
lar tachycardia (VT) or ventricular fibrillation (VF).
Results: As we expected, COHb was increased in smoker patients compared
to nonsmoker patients (2.11±1.22% vs. 1.01±0.45%, P<0.01). Among non-
smoker AMI patients, COHb was higher in rich collateral compared to poor col-
lateral (1.30±0.50% vs. 0.92±0.40%, P<0.05). Furthermore, among nonsmoker
AMI patients, COHb was lower in patients with ischemia/reperfusion-induced VT
and/or VF than in those without VT and/or VF (0.70±0.67% vs. 1.12±0.28%,
P<0.05).

Comparisons of COHb.

Conclusions: These results may suggest the possibility that endogenous CO
at appropriate concentrations is helpful to develop coronary collateral flow, and
prevents ischemia/reperfusion-induced ventricular tachyarrhythmias.

P4581 | BEDSIDE
Association of genetic variants of the alpha-kinase 1 gene (ALPK1)
with myocardial infarction in community-dwelling Japanese individuals

T. Fujimaki1, M. Oguri2, H. Horibe3, K. Kato4, N. Ohte5, Y. Yamada6. 1Inabe
General Hospital, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Inabe, Japan;
2Japanese Red Cross Nagoya First Hospital, Nagoya, Japan; 3Gifu Prefectural
Tajimi Hospital, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Tajimi, Japan; 4Meitoh
Hospital, Nagoya, Japan; 5Nagoya City University Graduate School of Medical
Sciences, Department of Cardio-Renal Medicine and Hypertension, Nagoya,
Japan; 6Department of Human Functional Genomics, Life Science Research
Center, Mie University, Tsu, Japan

Purpose: We previously showed that rs2074380 (G→A, Gly870Ser) and
rs2074381 (A→G, Asn916Asp) of the alpha-kinase 1 gene (ALPK1) were sig-
nificantly associated with chronic kidney disease in Japanese individuals with di-
abetes mellitus by a genome-wide association study. Given that chronic kidney
disease is an important risk factor for coronary heart disease, we hypothesized
that rs2074380 and rs2074381 of ALPK1 might contribute to the genetic suscep-
tibility to myocardial infarction (MI) through affecting the susceptibility to chronic
kidney disease. The purpose of the present study was to examine a possible as-
sociation of rs2074380 and rs2074381 with MI in community-dwelling Japanese
individuals.
Methods: Study subjects comprised 5771 community-dwelling individuals (41
subjects with MI, 5730 controls) who were recruited to a population-based cohort
study in Inabe City, Japan. Genotypes of polymorphisms were determined by the
multiplex bead-based Luminex assay, which combines the polymerase chain re-
action and sequence-specific oligonucleotide probes with suspension array tech-
nology.
Results: Comparisons of allele frequencies and genotype distributions by the chi-
square test revealed that the rs2074380 (allele, P=0.0051; genotype, P=0.0198)
and rs2074381 (allele, P=0.0075; genotype, P=0.0275) of ALPK1 were signif-
icantly (P<0.05) associated with MI. Multivariable logistic regression analysis
with adjustment for age, sex, body mass index, smoking status, the serum con-
centration of creatinine, and the prevalence of hypertension, diabetes mellitus,
and dyslipidemia revealed that the rs2074380 (P=0.0354, dominant model) and
rs2074381 (P=0.0438, dominant model) were significantly associated with MI,
with the minor A and G alleles of rs2074380 and rs2074381, respectively, being
protective against MI. A stepwise forward selection procedure revealed that hy-

pertension, the serum concentration of creatinine, diabetes mellitus, male sex,
age, and rs2074380 of ALPK1 (dominant model) were significant (P<0.05) and
independent determinants of MI. The rs2074380 and rs2074381 were in link-
age disequilibrium (r2 = 0.938, P<0.0001). Haplotype analysis of these poly-
morphisms revealed that the frequency of the major haplotype, G (rs2074380)–A
(rs2074381), was significantly (permutation P=0.012) higher, whereas that of the
minor haplotype A–G was significantly (P=0.020) lower, in subjects with MI than
in controls.
Conclusions: ALPK1may be a susceptibility locus for MI in Japanese individuals.

P4582 | BEDSIDE
Usefulness of Neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio as a predictor of new onset
atrial fibrillation in myocardial infarction with ST elevation patients
undergoing primary PCI

A. Mazzone1, N. Botto1, U. Paradossi1, M. Francini1, F. Marchi1, A. Taddei1,
S. Maffei1, C. Palmieri1, A. Clerico2, S. Berti1. 1Fondazione Toscana G.
Monasterio, Massa, Italy; 2Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Pisa, Italy

Purpose: The systemic inflammatory status has been associated with New-
Onset Atrial Fibrillation (NOAF) in Acute Myocardial Infarction with ST Elevation
(STEMI) and its worst outcomes. The Neutrophil/Lymphocyte ratio (N/L) stands
for the balance between neutrophil and lymphocyte counts in the body and can be
utilized as an index for systemic inflammatory status. We evaluated the relation
between admission metabolic, inflammatory, ischemic biomarkers and new-onset
AF in a large STEMI population and the prognostic value of NOAF at middle term
follow up.
Methods: We retrospectively examined clinical and laboratory data of 1112 con-
secutive STEMI patients (ranging from 21 to 99 years) admitted to our Heart Care
for primary PCI from 2006 to 2011. The NOAF was defined as atrial fibrillation
that occurred during the index hospitalization. A 25±18 months clinical follow-up
was performed, and MACEs (cardiac death, re-hospitalization for acute coronary
syndrome and elective revascularization for angina) were reported.
Results: New-onset AF was documented in 89 patients with STEMI (8.0%; mean
age 73.9±9.9 years; 67% men). The NOAF group was older (p<0.0001) and
presented higher frequency of hypertension (p=0.009), higher levels of Troponin-I
(p=0.02) and BNP (p<0.0001). Regarding inflammatory markers, ESR (p=0.001),
fibrinogen (p=0.001), CRP (p<0.0001) and the N/L ratio (p<0.0001) resulted sig-
nificantly higher in the NOAF group. After adjustment of confounding factors, the
independent predictors of NOAF were higher N/L ratio (OR=3.9, p=0.01) and old
age (OR=3.4, p=0.02). Morever, at middle-term follow-up a significant increase in
all-cause mortality (Log-Rank 19.6; p<0.0001), but not in MACEs (p=0.6), was
observed in NOAF group.
Conclusions: Our results suggest that acute inflammatory status and in particu-
lar admission elevated N/L ratio is a strong predictor of new-onset AF in STEMI.
The use of this simple routine biomarker of systemic inflammation may have
potential therapeutic implication in preventing the atrial arrhytmia and improving
prognosis in STEMI revascularized patients.

P4583 | BEDSIDE
The impact of a self-apposing coronary artery stent placement on the
lipid core plaque burden as assessed with Near-Infrared Spectroscopy:
does the lipid core burden index decrease after intervention?

H. Lu, M.J. Grundeken, K.T. Koch, R.J. De Winter, J.J. Wykrzykowska.
Academic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam, Department of Cardiology,
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Purpose: Distal embolization is commonly caused by high pressure stent deploy-
ment in coronary artery lesions involving high risk lipid-core containing plaques
(LCP). The aim of this observational study is to evaluate the impact of a self-
apposing stent on the lipid core burden index (LCBI) as assessed with near-
infrared spectroscopy (NIRS).
Methods: Six patients who are treated with the STENTYS self-apposing stent
and where pre-stenting NIRS showed significant LCPs (LBCI>250), were en-
rolled in our analyses. Intravascular ultra sound (IVUS) with NIRS pullbacks were
done pre-stenting, direct post stenting and after post-dilatation. Off-line quantita-

Figure 1. Pre and post stenting chemogram by NIRS.
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tive coronary angiography (QCA) analyses were performed to measure minimal
luminal diameter (MLD), reference vessel diameter (RVD) and % stenosis. IVUS
and NIRS data were analyzed to measure minimal lumen area (MLA) and LCBI.
Results: Mean MLD was 0.8±0.4mm pre-stenting, 2.2±0.2mm post-stenting,
and 3.2±0.4mm after post-dilatation (p for trend:<0.001), with a mean RVD
of 3.5±0.6mm. Mean % stenosis on QCA was 77% pre-stenting, 35% post-
stenting, and 16% after post-dilatation. Mean MLA was 3.1±1.0mm2 pre-stenting,
4.9±1.0mm2 post-stenting, and 9.0±2.2mm2 after post-dilatation (p for trend
was:<0.001). LCBI pre-stenting: 477±224; LCBI post-stenting: 145±165; LCBI
after post-dilatation: 86±96 (p for trend: 0.002). The LCBI decreased with 69.6%
post-stenting, and with 40.7% after post-dilatation.
Conclusions: The significant LCBI decrease post stenting and after post-
dilatation suggests that a self-apposing stent does not potentially prevent LCPs
from distal embolization. Both MLD and MLA increases significantly after post di-
latation which shows the need for post dilatation after delivery of a self-apposing
stent to avoid under-expansion.

P4584 | BEDSIDE
Plasma miRNA changes after reperfusion injury in STEMI patients
following PPCI

E. Mcalindon1, B. Littlejohns2, A. Baumbach1, M.-S. Suleiman2, C. Bucciarelli-
Ducci1. 1Bristol Heart Institute, NIHR Bristol Cardiovascular Biomedical
Research Unit, Bristol, United Kingdom; 2University of Bristol, Bristol Heart
Institute, Bristol, United Kingdom

Purpose: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-coding RNAs that regulate gene
expression by interacting with multiple mRNAs. miRNAs are also released from
tissue into plasma as a consequence of damage and appear to reflect both the
degree of damage seen in tissues, including the heart, and also long term re-
modelling. The aim of this work was to measure miRNAs in the plasma of ST
elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) patients who were undergoing primary
percutaneous coronary intervention (PPCI).
Methods: 50 patients admitted to hospital with STEMI and who were undergoing
PPCI were recruited. Plasma extracted from blood samples that were collected
from the patients prior to PPCI (baseline), 24 hours after PPCI and 3 months af-
ter PPCI was stored at -80°C. Total RNA was extracted from the plasma using
miRNeasy serum/plasma kit (Qiagen). miRNAs were measured using TaqMan
primers and miRNA levels were assessed using quantitative PCR. Quantifica-
tion was performed using cel-miR-39-3p (000200) as the normalising miRNA.
miRNAs measured were hsa-miR-133a-3p (002246), hsa-miR-194-5p (000493),
hsa-miR-208b-3p (002290) and hsa-miR-214-3p (002306) (Life Technologies).
Results: Both miRNA-133a and miRNA-208b which have been shown to in-
crease following reperfusion injury were significantly elevated at 24 hours com-
pared to both baseline and 3 month time points. After 3 months miRNA-208b was
undetectable in most patients. In contrast, miRNAs associated with heart fail-
ure (miRNA-194 and miRNA-214) did not show significant changes throughout.
However, when looking at individual patients 60% of them had elevated levels of
miRNA-194 and miRNA-214 after PPCI.
Conclusions: These data suggest that after reperfusion there is a release of
both miRNA-133a and miRNA-208b into the bloodstream. Even before reperfu-
sion there is an increase in these miRNAs suggesting that there is cellular dam-
age prior to PPCI. Both miRNA-194 and miRNA-214 have implications in cardiac
dysfunction and protection but it appears these are not released into the plasma
as a consequence of cardiac damage. The different patient profiles of miRNA-194
and miRNA-214 with respect to long term patient outcome are currently being in-
vestigated.

P4585 | BEDSIDE
Periprocedural myocardial infarction and cardiac remote ischemic
preconditioning in patients undergoing percutaneous coronary
interventions: a meta-analysis of randomized clinical trials

F. Ballocca1, F. D’ascenzo1, C. Moretti1, P. Omede1, E. Cerrato1, E. Cavallero1,
D.G. Presutti1, F. Colombo1, G. Crimi2, F. Conrotto3. 1University of Turin, San
Giovanni Battista “Molinette” Hospital, Cardiology Department 1, Turin, Italy;
2ASL3 “Genovese”, Villa Scassi Hospital, Genova, Italy; 3Hospital Molinette of
the University Hospital S. Giovanni Battista, Cardiology 2, Turin, Italy

Aims: The cardioprotective effect of remote ischemic preconditioning (RIPC) in
patients undergoing Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) remains to be es-
tablished.
Methods and results: Pubmed, Cochrane and Embase were systematically
searched for randomized controlled trials of RIPC in patients undergoing PCI.
Peri-procedural myocardial infarction (PMI) was the primary end point (defined as
troponin elevation >3 times upper reference limit) and C-reactive Protein (CRP)
was a secondary end point. 5 studies with 731 patients were included. The me-
dian age of the patients was 62 (59-68) years old, 25% being female (23-33),
29% (25-33) had diabetes mellitus, and 26.5% (19-31) presenting with multives-
sel disease. RIPC significantly reduced incidence of PMI (odds ratio: 0.58 [0.36,
0.93]; I2 43%), with a greater benefit when performed using the lower limb (0.21
[0.07-0.66]) compared to the upper limb (0.67 [0.46-0.99]). This reduction was en-
hanced for patients with multivessel disease (Beta -0.05 [-0.09;-0.01], p 0.01) and
with type C lesion (Beta -0.014 [-0.04;-0.010], p 0.01) and did not vary according

to age, female gender, diabetes mellitus, use of beta-blockers and of angiotensin
converting enzyme inhibitors. Absolute risk difference was of -0.10 [-0.19, -0.02],
with a Number Needed to Treat of 10 [6-50] patients to avoid one event. CRP
-0.69 [-1.69, 0.31] was not significantly reduced by RIPC.
Conclusion: RIPC reduced the incidence of PMI following PCI, especially when
performed in the lower limb and for patients with multivessel disease and complex
lesions.

P4586 | BENCH
PARP-1 Inhibitor PJ-34 ameliorate myocardial ischemia/reperfusion
injury through Its protective effect of mitochondria

Y. Zhang. Second affiliated Hospital at Zhejiang University School of Medicine,
Cardiology, Hangzhou, China, People’s Republic of

Background: Ischemia/reperfusion injury is a major cause of myocardial cells
death and heart function damage after successful reperfusion therapy. Drug post-
conditioning is a valuable clinical practice to alleviate ischemia/reperfusion injury.
Poly (ADP-ribose) Polymerase-1 (PARP-1) is a protein kinase which exists in the
nucleus and is highly expressed in myocardial cells. The aims of our study is to
find out whether PARP-1 inhibitor PJ-34 has the protection effect on isolated rat
heart suffered from ischemic reperfusion injury and to investigate the potential
mechanism.
Methods: We used the Langendorff perfusion apparatus to set up the experi-
mental model of ischemic reperfusion injury of isolated rat heart. All SD rat were
randomly divided into 3 groups: Control group, I/R group and I/R+PJ-34 postcon-
ditioning group. Cell death and viability were measured by LDH and MTT assay;
myocardial infarct size was measured by TTC staining; the indexes of hemody-
namics were measured by Medlab system; the extent of oxidative stress injury
was measured by MDA assay.
Results: We found that PJ-34 postconditioning dramatically reduced the myocar-
dial cell injury and improved cell viability compared with I/R group. Meanwhile,
PJ-34 treatment efficiently decreased the myocardial infarct size and improved
the indexes of heart hemodynamics compared with I/R group. Furthermore, PJ-34
postconditioning significantly reduced the intracellular MDA content and improved
energy metabolism and mitochondrial function within myocardial cells compared
with I/R group.
Conclusions: PJ-34 postconditioning can effectively attenuate myocardial is-
chemic reperfusion injury, and its cardioprotective action may be due to alleviate
of oxidative stress and improve energy metabolism and mitochondrial function
within myocardial cells.

P4587 | BENCH
Detection of subtle myocardial injury using dipyridamole stress
contrast echocardiography deduced coronary flow reserve index on
swine models

L.L. Cheng, X.H. Shu, W.P. Zhao, Y.L. Chen, W.Z. Pan, J.B. Ge. Zhongshan
Hospital of Fudan University, Shanghai, China, People’s Republic of

Introduction: The extent of subtle myocardial injury is very common in clinic
whereas it is difficult to be detected succinctly. Since real-time myocardial contrast
echocardiography (RT-MCE) has many advantages to study different degrees of
myocardial perfusion at the capillary level, we conducted an animal experiment to
evaluate the variation of coronary flow reserve reduction on swine models.
Material and methods: Eighteen miniature pigs were randomized into coro-
nary microembolization (CME) group (n=9) or as control (n=9). Sixteen swine
(CME goup: 7; control goup: 9) who accomplished the experiment had no LAD
stenosis after the intervention and had no anatomical variations with angiogra-
phy. The anterior wall and anterior septum at basal, middle and apical levels were
then defined as microembolism related segments (MRS). There were 42 (6×7)
MRS in CME group whereas 54 (6×9) in control group. All the animals received
dipyridamole stress RT-MCE at baseline, 6 hours and 1 week after the invasive
procedure. Quantitative RT-MCE parameter, myocardial blood flow (MBF), were
derived from replenishment curves. The coronary flow reserve index (CFR) was
defined as segmental MBF after CME divided by the value of MBF at baseline.
Results: The results of HE staining confirmed the presence of patchy microin-
farct in CME group compared with control (40.48% vs. 0%, p<0.01). Left ven-
tricular ejection fraction had no significant differences throught the entire study
(all p>0.05) in both groups. RT-MCE showed MBF on all MRS altered little in
control group both under rest and stress conditions compared with those at base-
line as well as in the CME group (all p>0.05). However, when the ratio of MBF
were calculated, CFR at 6 hours and 1 week declined significantly compared with
those at baseline (0.98±0.48 and 1.04±0.36 vs. 1.31±0.32, all p<0.05) while the
parameters remained stable in the control group.
Conclusions: Slight myocardial damage can be hardly estimated by conventional
echocardiographic methods. Low-dose dipyridamole stress RT-MCE provides a
simple and convenient technique for the microvascular dysfunction examination,
echocardiographic CRF presented good accuracy for assessing subacute micro-
cardiovascular flow reserve reduction.
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P4588 | BEDSIDE
Differences in the characteristics of in-stent neointimal hyperplasia
between diabetic and non-diabetic patients: virtual histology
intravascular ultrasound study

F. Inoue, T. Fujimoto, H. Oka, K. Ueshima, M. Enomoto, D. Kamon, N. Maruyama.
Nara prefectural Nara hospital, Nara, Japan

Background: Patients with diabetes have an increased risk of in-stent restenosis
after coronary stent implantation. However, differences in the characteristics of
the in-stent neointimal hyperplasia between diabetic and non-diabetic patients
have not been studied.
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to investigate the difference in the char-
acteristics of the in-stent neointimal hyperplasia after stent implantation in diabetic
and in non-diabetic patients with ischemic heart disease.
Methods: A total of 132 consecutive patients who underwent stent implantation
for de novo lesions and indicated in-stent restenosis in the 6-month follow-up
angiogram were enrolled in this study. The patients were divided into groups:
with diabetes (DM group, n=76, HbA1c 6.8±1.0%) and without diabetes (non-DM
group, n=56, HbA1c 5.4±0.3%). In-stent restenosis was defined as stenosis of
at least 75% by visual evaluation in the stented area. Baseline characteristics,
stent size, and use of a drug-eluting stent (DES) were evaluated. The % cross-
sectional narrowing (neointimal plaque area divided by stent area), neointimal
plaque area, and in-stent neointimal plaque histological composition ratios were
determined using virtual histology intravascular ultrasound (VH-IVUS). Neointi-
mal plaque histological composition ratios were classified as fibrous, fibro-fatty
(FF), dense-calcium (DC), and necrotic core (NC). The predictors for plaque his-
tological composition ratios were assessed using multivariate logistic regression
analysis.
Results: The NC (16±12% vs. 10±7% p=0.0009) and DC (3±5% vs. 2±2%,
p=0.02) ratios were significantly higher and the FF ratio (12±10% vs. 18±11%,
p=0.0002) was significantly lower in the DM group compared with that in the non-
DM group. However, other parameters did not differ significantly between the two
groups. Only diabetes mellitus was an independent predictor for both NC≥16%
[Odds ratio (OR) 3.32, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.46-7.56, p=0.004] and
DC≥3% (OR 2.51, 95% CI 1.11-5.70, p=0.03). Furthermore, only the use of a
dipeptidyl peptidase (DDP) 4 inhibitor was an independent predictive factor for
NC≥10% (OR 0.05, 95% CI 0.004-0.46, p=0.009) in the DM group. The higher
NC and DC compositions of the in-stent neointimal hyperplasia may be associ-
ated with the higher incidence of in-stent restenosis in patients with diabetes. The
DDP4 inhibitor may decrease NC component hyperplasia.
Conclusion: Differences in the characteristics of in-stent neointimal hyperplasia
were observed between diabetic and non-diabetic patients with ischemic heart
disease.

P4589 | BEDSIDE
Parameters of the iron homeostasis rather than anemia are better
indicators of prognosis in critically ill cardiac patients

A. Tycinska, I. Kiluk, M. Baranicz, T. Stepek, E. Uscinska, W. Musial,
B. Sobkowicz. Medical University of Bialystok, Department of Cardiology,
Bialystok, Poland

Anemia is a common finding in critically ill patients. However, the relationship be-
tween the abnormalities in iron metabolism and the adverse outcome in a general
population of patients admitted to Cardiac Intensive Care Unit (CICU) is unknown.
Aim: The predictive value of serum iron concentrations (SIC) and total iron bind-
ing capacity (TIBC) as an indirect measure of transferrin in critically ill patients
was compared to the clinical risk factors, echocardiographic parameters, and lab-
oratory findings, particularly anemia.
Methods and results: 392 critically ill patients (mean age 70 years, 43% women)
admitted to CICU were prospectively analyzed. 168 patients were admitted due to
acute coronary syndrome (ACS), 122 with symptoms of acute heart failure (AHF),
and 102 with other acute cardiac disorders (including aortic dissection and pul-
monary embolism). During 7.9 (±5.1) days of hospitalization 15 (3.8%) patients
died. According to the WHO definition anemia was present in 64% patients. Mean
hemoglobin (Hb) level was 11.8 g/dL (±2.2), SIC – 44.0 μg/dL (±38.9), and TIBC

Figure 1

– 268 μg/dL (±75.1). In univariate analysis 4th NYHA class, CRP, SIC, TIBC, and
left ventricle ejection fraction (LVEF) were related to mortality (p<0.05), while in
multivariate analysis CRP, SIC, TIBC, and LVEF remained significant. The largest
area under the ROC curve (AUC) was found for SIC – 0.77 (95% confidence in-
terval [C.I.] 0.638 to 0.902), LVEF – 0.72 (95% C.I. 0.587 to 0.853), TIBC – 0.67
(95% C.I. 0.521 to 0.819), as compared to Hb – 0.535 (95% C.I. 0.407 to 0.662),
figure.
Conclusions: In a heterogenous group of patients with life-threatening cardiac ill-
nesses, among the variety of parameters being assessed at admission CRP, SIC,
TIBC and LVEF, but not anemia, are independent markers of in-hospital mortal-
ity.

P4590 | BENCH
Mild hypothermia increases the inducibility of atrial fibrillation in
healthy pigs

M. Manninger-Wuenscher1, A. Alogna1, D. Zweiker1, J. Verderber1, S. Reiter1,
B. Zirngast2, B.M. Pieske1, H. Post1, D. Scherr1. 1Medical University of Graz,
Dept. of Cardiology, Graz, 2Medical University of Graz, Dept. of Cardiac Surgery,
Graz, Austria

Mild hypothermia (MH) is an established therapy to improve neurological outcome
and survival after cardiac arrest. MH further reduces myocardial infarct size when
initiated before reperfusion, and is tested as a therapeutic option in cardiogenic
shock. However, MH also prolongs the cardiomyocyte action potential. We there-
fore tested the hypothesis that MH increases the inducibility of atrial fibrillation
(AF).
Methods: Eight healthy, anesthetized pigs (67±7kg) were instrumented with a
quadripolar stimulation catheter in the high right atrium and a decapolar catheter
in the coronary sinus. Measurements were performed at hyperthermia (HT,
40.5°C, external warming), at normothermia (NT, 38.0°C) and at MH (33.0 °C,
intravascular cooling device). At each temperature, the effective atrial refractory
period (AERP) was measured with a S1S2 stimulation protocol. The inducibility
of AF was assessed by burst protocols (cycle lengths 200/150/100/50ms, 5x10s).
AF was defined as the onset of irregular atrial electrograms with an average cycle
length <150ms for more than 10s.
Results: During MH, AERP (at a S1 cycle length of 400ms) was signifi-
cantly longer than during NT (237±44ms vs. 177±26ms; p=0.01) and HT
(157±36ms; p=0.001). The inducibility of AF (at a burst cycle length of 50ms)
was significantly higher during MH (68±34%) compared to NT (25±28%;
p=0.018) and HT (18±27%; p=0.007). Mean AF duration did not differ between
groups (HT: 36±49s; NT: 16±5s; MH: 97±212s). Arterial potassium levels de-
creased with falling temperatures (HT: 4.2±0.1mmol/L; NT: 4.0±0.2mmol/L; MH:
3.5±0.1mmol/L, p<0.05).

Figure 1

Conclusion: Our data imply that MH represents an arrhythmic substrate render-
ing the atria more susceptible to AF. Further investigations on potential electro-
physiologic limits of cooling in patients are required.

STEMI

P4592 | BEDSIDE
Predictors of in-hospital ventricular arrhythmias in patients admitted
with suspected non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndrome - data from
the SWEDEHEART registry

J. Faxen1, J. Sundstrom2, L. Lindhagen3, B. Lindahl3, T. Jernberg1,
K. Szummer1. 1Karolinska Institute, Department of Cardiology, Karolinska
University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden; 2Uppsala University Hospital,
Department of Medical Sciences, Uppsala, Sweden; 3Uppsala University,
Uppsala Clinical Research Centre, Uppsala, Sweden

Purpose: The aim of this study was to investigate factors present on admission
that are associated with in-hospital sustained ventricular tachycardia/ventricular
fibrillation (VT/VF) and that can be used in the decision about the degree of car-
diac monitoring.
Methods: Consecutive patients (n=333278) 18 years or older who were admitted
with a suspicion of non-ST-elevation acute coronary syndrome (NSTE-ACS) and
registered in the nationwide SWEDEHEART registry between 2003-2010 were
included. Those with a ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) or ventricular
arrhythmia/cardiac arrest prior to admission to the hospital were excluded. Base-
line characteristics on admission were recorded. In-hospital sustained VT/VF was
recorded as part of the registry. A logistic regression model was used to assess
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the association between baseline characteristics (24 candidate variables) and
VT/VF.
Results: The incidence of VT/VF was 0.6% (n=2111) in the entire cohort,
whereas 1.4% (n=1330) of those with a final NSTE-ACS diagnosis (n=96,838)
had VT/VF. In the entire cohort patients with VT/VF compared to those without
VT/VF had a median age of 74 vs 70 years, 68,3% vs 58,8% were male, 47,2%
vs 36,1% had a prior myocardial infarction, 29,6% vs 18,2% had a history of
heart failure, 28,3% vs 21,8% had a history of diabetes and 52,3% vs 51,2% had
a history of hypertension. Ten variables were found to be independently associ-
ated with having an in-hospital sustained VT/VF (table 1). Patients without any of
these risk factors had a very low incidence (n=4 of 8039) of VT/VF.

Table 1

OR (95% CI) for in-hopsital sustained VT/VF P

Male sex 1.64 (1.44–1.88) <0.001
Current smoker 1.41 (1.20–1.66) <0.001
ST-T abnormalities 3.21 (2.69–3.82) <0.001
Killip class >I 1.40 (1.21–1.63) <0.001
Heart rate <60 or >100 bpm 1.72 (1.52–1.96) <0.001
Systolic BP <100 mm Hg 3.95 (3.30–4.74) <0.001
No history of DM and glucose ≥10 mmol/l 2.69 (2.21–3.27) <0.001
History of DM and glucose ≥10 mmol/l 1.53 (1.29–1.82) <0.001
eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73 m2 1.82 (1,58–2,09) <0.001
Age ≥65 years 1.28 (1.08–1.51) 0.004

Conclusion: We found 10 factors that are independently associated with in-
hospital sustained VT/VF among patients admitted with suspected NSTE-ACS.
These factors could be used to identify patients at risk requiring cardiac monitor-
ing.

P4593 | BEDSIDE
Radiation exposure and procedure outcome of primary percutaneous
coronary interventions when performed by experienced or
inexperienced operators

B. Berta1, Z. Ruzsa1, Z. Jambrik1, K. Toth2, Z. Vamosi2, V. Sasi2, G. Kerecsen2,
T. Szuk2, D. Becker1, B. Merkely1. 1Semmelweis University, Heart Center,
Budapest, 2Bacs-Kiskun Hospital, Invasive Cardiology, Kecskemet, Hungary

Background: Studies demonstrate an increase of radiation exposure by inexpe-
rienced operators and with transradial approach in learning curve, but in case
of primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) this phenomenon was not
previously evaluated.
Purpose: The main goal of this registry was to determine the radiation exposure
and 30-day mortality outcome of primary PCI of ST-elevation myocardial infarction
(STEMI) performed by experienced or inexperienced operators.
Methods: We prospectively evaluated 499 STEMI patients who underwent pri-
mary PCI by experienced or inexperienced operators at a dedicated transradial
(>85%) PCI center from April of 2011 to December of 2013. Diagnostic angiogra-
phies were excluded from the study. Experienced operators were defined as those
that perform >250 PCIs/year in the last 5 years. The outcomes of interest were
dose area product (DAP) and fluoroscopy time (FT), procedure time (PT) and the
30-day mortality rate of the patients. We have also investigated the impact of the
learning curve during the interventions.
Results: 292 of the 499 consecutive STEMI patients (58.5%) were performed
by experienced and 207 (41.5%) by inexperienced operators using the radial ap-
proach by 83.6% and 74.9% of the cases, respectively (p=0.017). The demo-
graphic and clinical data were not statistically different between the two sub-
groups. The mean age of the patients was 62.9 years, the 64.1% were male.
DAP of the PCI was 8772 (4669-17197) unit versus 15048 (8830-27246) unit
(p<0.001), FT was 541 (388-880) seconds versus 898 (593-1502) seconds
(p<0.001) and PT was 1800 (1200-3000) seconds versus 3000 (1800-4200) sec-
onds (p<0.001) when the procedure was performed by experienced versus inex-
perienced operators, respectively. The 30-day mortality was 10.6% versus 11.6%
in the experienced versus inexperienced subgroup (p=0.731). In the total study
cohort the radial artery access was associated with lower DAP (p<0.001), FT
(p<0.001) and PT (p<0.001) as well lower mortality rate (p<0.001) when com-
pared with the traditional femoral artery access.
Conclusions: In a contemporary cohort of STEMI patients undergoing primary
PCI by experienced and inexperienced operators, the experience is associated
with lower radiation exposure and lower procedure time, but same short-term rate
of mortality. The radial access is associated with lower radiation exposure and
better short-term mortality rate when compared with the femoral artery access at
a dedicated transradial PCI center.

P4594 | BEDSIDE
Investigating variation in hospital acute coronary syndrome outcomes:
a cohort profile of the evaluation of the methods and management of
acute coronary events (EMMACE-3)

O. Alabas1, C. Forrest2, R. Gillott2, F. Smith1, A. Hall2, C. Gale1. 1University of
Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom; 2Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, Leeds,
United Kingdom

Purpose: EMMACE-3 is a national, multi-centre, prospective, linked, longitudinal

cohort study of patients admitted with an acute coronary syndrom (ACS) to Na-
tional Health Service (NHS) hospitals in England. Aims were to quantify variation
in health-related quality outcomes (HRQL) and to identify modifiable factors which
could lead to improved quality of healthcare from an ACS.
Methods: Data were colleceted at four time points (in-hospital, 1-month, 6-month
and 12-month after discharge) using HRQL indicators (EuroQol 5-dimesion, EQ-
5D) and medication adherence (Morisky eight-item Medication Adherence Scale,
MMAS) measures. Linkages to multiple electronic healthcare records were per-
formed. The spectrum of ACS phenotypes includes ST-elevation myocardial in-
farction (STEMI), non-STEMI and troponin negative ACS (unstable angina, UA).
Results: Of the 5556 cases, across 48 NHS hospitals in England, there were
24.8% STEMI, 37.4% non-STEMI and 0.9% UA. Table 1 summarises some of
the baseline characteristics. Of the survivors, the response rates exceded 95%
during the in-hospital and follow-up period. Using published MMAS-8 thresholds,
low drug adherence rates were 8%, 12.9% and 12,2% at 1-month, 6-month and
12-month follow-up respectively. The mean (SD) of EQ-5D scores were 0.738
(0.28) in-hospital, 0.753 (0.25) 1-month, 0.787 (0.25) 6-month and 0.790 (0.26)
12-month follow-up.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics

Baseline characteristics N (%) Baseline characteristics N (%)

Mean (SD) age, years 64.4 (11.9) Previous myocardial infarction 709 (20.4)
Men 3969 (73.8) Cerebrovascular disease 168 (4.8)
Hypertension 1573 (45.3) Asthma or COPD 434 (12.5)
Diabetes mellitus 537 (15.5) Chronic renal failure 106 (3.1)
Previous angina 851 (24.5) Chronic heart failure 68 (2.0)

Conclusions: During the one-year follow-up ACS patients showed high response
rates, appeared to adhere to their prescibed medications and have consistent
HRQL scores.

P4595 | BEDSIDE
The impact of slow or no-reflow phenomenon during percutaneous
coronary intervention with thrombus aspiration for acute myocardial
infarction

Y. Hyodo, K. Kadota, S. Otsuru, D. Hasegawa, S. Habara, T. Tada, H. Tanaka,
Y. Fuku, T. Goto, K. Mitsudo. Kurashiki Central Hospital, Cardiology Department,
Kurashiki, Japan

Purpose: We aimed to evaluate the impact of slow flow and no-reflow phe-
nomenon during percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) with thrombus aspi-
ration for acute myocardial infarction (AMI) on clinical outcomes.
Methods: From January 2006 to May 2013, 1723 patients underwent PCI for AMI,
of whom 1074 (62.3%) underwent thrombus aspiration, and 120 (11.2%) showed
slow or no-reflow. We compared clinical outcomes at discharge and 6 months
after primary PCI between patients with slow flow or no-reflow and without these
phenomena.
Results: In the slow or no-reflow group, the mortality and cardiac death rates at
discharge (12.5% vs. 5.9%, p<0.01; 11.7% vs. 4.1%, p<0.01) and at 6 months
after PCI (15.8% vs. 7.4%, p<0.01; 13.3% vs. 4.7%, p<0.01) were significantly
higher. The mortality and cardiac death rates from discharge to 6 months showed
no significant difference between two groups (2.9% vs. 1.7%, p=0.63; 1.9% vs
0.6%, p=0.44).

Results

Slow or no-reflow Without slow and no-reflow p value
120 patients 954 patients

At discharge
All-cause death 15 (12.5%) 56 (5.9%) <0.01
Cardiac death 14 (11.7%) 39 (4.1%) <0.01
TVR 0 (0%) 5 (0.5%) 0.43
TLR 0 (0%) 5 (0.5%) 0.43

6 months after PCI
All-cause death 19 (15.8%) 71 (7.4%) <0.01
Cardiac death 16 (13.3%) 45 (4.7%) <0.01
TVR 12 (10.0%) 61 (6.4%) 0.14
TLR 9 (7.5%) 51 (5.3%) 0.33

From discharge to 6 months
All-cause death 3 (2.9%) 15 (1.7%) 0.63
Cardiac death 2 (1.9%) 6 (0.6%) 0.44

TVR, target vessel revascularization; TLR, target lesion revascularization.

Conclusion: Among patients treated with primary PCI and thrombus aspiration
for AMI, slow flow and no-reflow phenomenon related to poor prognosis.
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P4596 | BEDSIDE
Predictors of ST-segment resolution - a multivariate analysis from the
multinational MULTIPRAC registry

N. Danchin1, N. Grieco2, J. Goedicke3, Y. Ramos4, H. Ince5, P. Clemmensen6,
P. Goldstein7. 1European Hospital Georges Pompidou, Paris, France; 2Hospital
Niguarda Cà Granda, Milan, Italy; 3Lilly Deutschland GmbH, Bad Homburg,
Germany; 4Daiichi Sankyo Europe GmbH, Munich, Germany; 5Vivantes
Klinikum im Friedrichshain und Am Urban, Berlin, Germany; 6Rigshospitalet
- Copenhagen University Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark; 7Regional and
University Hospital Centre, Lille, France

Purpose: The multinational STEMI registry MULTIPRAC collected patient char-
acteristics, treatment-related details and clinical outcomes in 2053 patients
scheduled for primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). We aimed to
identify procedural and organizational factors, predictive of ST-segment resolu-
tion (ST-Res).
Methods: In MULTIPRAC we recorded if patients displayed ST-Res ≥50% within
1h from the PCI. In 1657 patients, of which 1490 (89.9%) had ST-Res ≥50% a
univariate analysis (UVA) was performed for 28 parameters possibly related to
ST-Res. A multivariate analysis (MVA) using a logistic regression model with for-
ward selection and a significance level for entering effects of 0.10 was performed.
Results are expressed as odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence interval (CI) and
p-value.
Results: In the UVA 20 parameters were associated with ST-Res. The MVA,
which was based on complete datasets from 990 patients identified 8 parame-
ters (see table below) as independent predictors of ST-Res (p≤0.05).
Predictors of ST-Res ≥50% (from MVA)

Parameter OR 95% CI p

Chronic dose of acetylsalicylic acid 2.56 1.04–6.34 0.042
Bivalirudin in cathlab hospital 2.04 1.07–3.90 0.031
Direct admission to cathlab 2.00 1.05–3.81 0.035
History of diabetes 0.53 0.29–0.99 0.045
Symptom onset to start of PCI >5:05h (4th quartile) 0.48 0.29–0.80 0.005
Bivalirudin before arrival to cathlab hospital 0.28 0.11–0.73 0.009
No reflow 0.13 0.04–0.48 0.002
Distal embolization 0.11 0.03–0.45 0.002

Age ≥75 years 0.52 0.27–1.03 0.06]
Killip class 3/4 on admission 0.38 0.14–1.04 0.06]

Conclusion: As expected procedural aspects known to be linked with adverse
outcomes like distal embolization are inversely related to ST-Res, but importantly
organizational decisions like prehospital medical management also impacted,
demonstrating the possibility to optimize STEMI networks and treatments to fur-
ther improve outcomes.

P4597 | BEDSIDE
Circadian dependence of myocardial infarction size from a large
national multicenter registry

S. Fournier1, P. Taffe2, D. Radovanovic3, E. Von Elm2, B. Morawiec1, P. Erne3,
J.F. Iglesias1, E. Eeckhout1, J.C. Stauffer4, O. Muller1. 1University Hospital
Center Vaudois (CHUV), Department of Cardiology, Lausanne, Switzerland;
2University Institute of Social and Preventive Medicine, Lausanne, Switzerland;
3UZH - Institute of Social and Preventive Medicine, Zurich, Switzerland;
4University of Fribourg, Department of Cardiology, Fribourg, Switzerland

Objectives: To analyze circadian variation of myocardial infarction size and in
hospital mortality in a large sample population.
Background: Different studies have shown circadian variation of ischemic burden
among STEMI patients with controversial results.
Methods: 6223 patients treated with primary angioplasty for STEMI within 6
hours after symptom onset were retrieved from AMIS Plus, a large, prospective
Swiss registry. Association between peak Creatine Kinase (CK), in hospital mor-
tality and time at symptom onset was analyzed by harmonic regression method.
Results: Only the 24-hour harmonic was significantly associated with peak CK
(p=0.0001), whereas the others were not. Patients with symptom onset at 23:00
had on average higher peak CK (2315 U/L) than patients with symptom onset
at 11:00 (2017 U/L). The amplitude of this difference (298 U/L) was 15%, when
compared to the peak CK at 11:00. When we analyzed a subset of patients with
TIMI flow = 0 at the start of the procedure and no history of myocardial infarc-

tion nor known coronary artery disease and non-diabetic (n=654), a circadian
cycle of 24 hour period was confirmed and the amplitude between the minimum
and maximum peak CK (885 U/L) was amplified compared to the total population
(34%). Same observations were found for sub-period (1999-2004, 2005-2009,
2010-2013). In-hospital mortality was 3.58%. Only the 24-hour harmonic was sig-
nificantly associated with the probability of death, which was higher for patients
with symptom onset at 00:00.
Conclusions: This study confirms a circadian distribution of in-hospital mortality
and peak CK among STEMI patients treated with primary angioplasty. Maximal
and minimal myocardial infarction size occurs at 23:00 and 11:00 respectively.
In-hospital mortality is the highest at 00:00.

P4598 | BEDSIDE
Comparison of major bleeding risk prediction using CKD-EPI
equations and the MDRD study equation in patients with non-ST
segment elevation acute coronary syndromes

P.J. Flores Blanco, A. Lopez-Cuenca, F. Marin, M. Sanchez-Martinez,
A. Garcia-Narbon, I. De Las Heras Gomez, M. Quintana Giner, A.I. Romero
Aniorte, M. Valdes, S. Manzano-Fernandez. Hospital Clínico Univeristario Virgen
de la Arrixaca, Cardiology, Murcia, Spain

Background: Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration (CKD-EPI)
equations estimate glomerular filtration rate (GFR) more accurately than the Mod-
ification of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) equation. The aim of the present study
is to evaluate whether CKD-EPI equations based on serum creatinine and/or
cystatin C (CysC) predict risk for major bleeding (MB) more accurately than the
MDRD equation in patients with non-ST-segment elevation acute coronary syn-
dromes (NSTE-ACS).
Methods: 350 consecutive subjects with NSTE-ACS (68±12 years, 70% male)
were studied. Blood samples were obtained within 24 h of admission. GFR was
estimated using the new CKD-EPI equations and the MDRD Study equation. The
primary endpoint was the occurrence of MB in the follow-up, which was defined
according to the Bleeding Academic Research Consortium Definition criteria as
bleeding types 3–5.
Results: During a follow-up period of 697 days [IQR 393 to 1,007], 27 patients
(7.7%) had MB. Patients with MB had worse kidney function parameters, regard-
less of the estimating equation used (p<0.001). After multivariate Cox regres-
sion adjustment, both Cys C-based CKD-EPI equations were independent pre-
dictors of major bleeding (CKD-EPI(CysC-Cr) per mL/min/1.73m2, HR 0.98 (95%
CI 0.96-0.99, p=0.01) and CKD-EPI(CysC) per mL/min/1.73m2, HR 0.98 (95%
CI 0.97-0.99, p=0.008)), while the CKD-EPI(Cr) and the MDRD Study equations
did not achieve statistical significance. Moreover, both CKD-EPI(CysC-Cr) and
CKD-EPI(CysC) were associated with a significant improvement in reclassifica-
tion analyses (NRI 22.7% and 29.3%, respectively).
Conclusion: In this cohort of NSTE-ACS patients with a relatively preserved re-
nal function, CysC-based CKD-EPI equations were superior to creatinine-based
CKD-EPI and MDRD Study equations for predicting MB, and both improved clini-
cal risk stratification.

P4599 | BEDSIDE
The circulating miRNA-126-3p and miRNA-423-5p are associated with
structural injury and functional impairment after acute myocardial
infarction

J. Zalewski1, M. Durak2, P. Kapusta2, J. Nessler1. 1Jagiellonian University -
John Paul II Hospital, Krakow, Poland; 2John Paul II Hospital, Cracow, Poland

Purpose: Recently it was shown that microRNA (miRNA), an intracellular reg-
ulator of gene expression, can be detected in the circulating blood of patients
with ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). We sought to investi-
gate whether the expression of selected circulating miRNAs is associated with
infarct size, microvascular obstruction, left ventricular function and remodeling in
patients after primary angioplasty for STEMI.
Methods: The concentrations of miRNA-126-3p, -133a, -208a and -423-5p
(103 copies/μl) were prospectively assessed in 38 patients with first STEMI
on admission and 4 months later. miRNAs were isolated using the miRNeasy
Serum/Plasma Kit and quantified using standard curve method with the miScript
PCR System and a median normalization procedure. The microvascular obstruc-
tion (% of gadolinium-enhanced area of infarct), area of infarct (% of left ventricle
mass), left ventricular ejection fraction and end-diastolic (EDVI) and end-systolic
(ESVI) volume indexes were determined by cardiovascular magnetic resonance
imaging 2-4 days and 4 months after STEMI.
Results: At baseline miRNA-126-3p was significantly lower as compared to
follow-up measurements (133±203 vs. 233±297, respectively, P<0.05). There
was a not significant trend to higher miRNA-423-5p (P=0.11) and lower miRNA-
133a (P=0.11) concentration after 4 months. miRNA-208 was not detected
at baseline and after 4 months at all. At baseline miRNA-126-3p was sig-
nificantly higher in patients with anterior wall infarction (275±282 vs 49±58,
P<0.05) whereas miRNA-423-5p was higher in hypertensive patients (570±264
vs 236±206, P<0.01). At baseline miRNA-126-3p was inversely correlated with
EDVI (R=-0.48, P<0.05), ESVI (R=-0.52, P<0.05) and infarct size (R=-0.46,
P<0.05) and positively correlated with ejection fraction (R=0.57, P<0.01). Also
baseline miRNA-423-5p was inversely correlated with ESVI (R=-0.47, P<0.05)
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and microvascular obstruction (R=-0.50, P<0.05) and positively correlated with
ejection fraction (R=0.56, P=0.013). Baseline left ventricle mass was inversely
correlated with miRNA-126-3p (R=-0.46, P=0.05) and positively correlated with
miRNA-133a (R=0.49, P<0.05). After 4 months an increase of left ventricular
ejection fraction was associated with the increase of miRNA-423-5p (R=0.45,
P=0.05), whereas changes of volume indexes were not correlated with changes
of miRNAs.
Conclusions: In STEMI patients, elevated miRNA-126-5p and miRNA-423-5p as
measured on admission were associated with lower myocardial and microvascu-
lar injury and better preserved left ventricular contractility.

P4600 | BEDSIDE
MicroRNA as potential biomarkers of acute myocardial damage
following STEMI

E. Mc Alindon1, B. Littlejohns2, M.S. Suleiman2, G. Angellini1, A. Baumbach1,
C. Bucciarelli-Ducci1. 1NIHR Cardiovascular Biomedical Research Unit, Bristol
Heart Institute, Bristol, United Kingdom; 2University of Bristol, Bristol, United
Kingdom

Background: Cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) can identify myocardial
characteristics following ST segment elevation myocardial infraction (STEMI) that
are predictors of poor prognosis. These parameters include early and persistent
microvascular obstruction (MVO), and infarct size (IS). Certain circulating plasma
microRNAs (miRNA) have been suggested as potential biomarkers in STEMI.
The aim of the study was to determine the association between CMR character-
istics of poor prognosis following STEMI and miRNA 133a, 208b, 194 and 214.
Methods: 50 patients with STEMI were prospectively recruited to the study. Pa-
tients had plasma miRNA 133a, 208b, 194 and 214 measured at 24 hours follow-
ing onset of pain. CMR was performed at day 2 following STEMI. 46 patients had
analyzable plasma miRNA. Early MVO was measured on dynamic imaging fol-
lowing contrast, persistent MVO was measured at 10 minutes following contrast
administration The correlation between MVO and IS, and miRNAs were assessed
using Spearman Correlation. All patients provided informed written consent and
the study was approved by the regional ethics committee.
Results: None of the 4 miRNA tested had a significant association with early
MVO. miRNA 214 significantly correlated with persistent MVO. miRNA 133a and
208b significantly correlated with infarct size (Table 1).

Table 1. miRNA correlation with CMR parameters following STEMI.

Early MVO Persistent MVO Infarct size

mRNA 133a r=-0.17 (p=0.26) r=0.22 (p=0.13) r=0.32 (p=0.03)
mRNA 208b r=-0.37 (p=0.81) r=0.18 (p=0.23) r=0.38 (p=0.01)
mRNA 194 r=0.10 (p=0.51) r=-0.01 (p=0.96) r=0.02 (p=0.87)
mRNA 214 r=-0.01 (p=0.96) r=0.35 (p=0.02) r=0.26 (p=0.08)

Conclusions: Circulating plasma miRNA 133a and 208b may have potential as
biomarkers to predict infarct size following STEMI. Work is ongoing to establish if
these miRNAs can predict prognosis.

P4601 | BEDSIDE
Myocardial displacement assessed by 2D speckle tracking
echocardiography was helpful to predict microvascular obstruction in
patients with ST elevation myocardial infarction after reperfusion
therapy

Z.H. Zhao, G.H. Ge, S.X.D. Shen, Z.Q.Q. Qiao, B.J. Bu, B.E.N. He. Renji Hospital
of Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine, Renji Hospital, Medical
School, Shanghai Jiao-Tong University, Shanghai 200127, China, Shanghai,
China, People’s Republic of

Microvascular obstruction (MVO) following ST elevation myocardial infarction
(STEMI) is associated with larger infarct size and an increased mortality. We hy-
pothesized that the myocardial segmental and global displacements assessed by
2D speckle tracking echocardiography (2DSTE) could predict MVO and transmu-
ral necrosis identified by cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) after primary percu-
taneous coronary intervention (PCI).
Method: We enrolled 81 patients with first STEMI (Men 76, mean age was
57±8.7 years) undergoing primary PCI within 12h from symptoms onset. Cul-
prit vessels were left anterior descending artery in 45, left circumflex artery in 10
and right coronary artery in 26 subjects. 2DSTE and CMR were performed within
72 hours after PCI. The segmental radial (SRD), longitudinal (SLD), transverse
(STD), global radial (GRD), longitudinal (GLD), transverse (GTD) displacements
of 18 myocardial segments were measured by Echo-PAC, GE. MVO was identi-
fied by late gadolinium enhanced CMR.
Results: There were significant differences in SRD, SLD and STD between pres-
ence and absence of >50% transmural necrosis (p<0.001). SRD ≤4.4mm as-
sociated with the highest AUC to predict transmural necrosis, with sensitivity of
70% and specificity of 80% (AUC= 0.82; p<0.001) compared to SLD (AUC= 0.62;
p<0.001) and SDT (AUC= 0.79; p<0.001). Among the 425 segments with trans-
mural necrosis, there were 277 (65%) segments with MVO. The patients with
MVO associated with larger infarct size, lower LVEF, and decreased GRD, GLD
and GTD (p<0.01). GRD ≤6.05mm associated with the highest AUC to predict
MVO, with sensitivity of 77% and specificity of 74% (AUC= 0.77, p<0.001). GTD

≤5.59mm associated with the highest sensitivity of 88% to predict MVO (AUC=
0.74, p<0.001) compared to GRD and GLD. The sensitivity and specificity of STD
≤3.15mm to predict segmental MVO were 67% and 74% (AUC= 0.77; p<0.001),
respectively.
Conclusion: Myocardial displacement assessed by 2DSTE was helpful to pre-
dict transmural necrosis and MVO in acute phase of patients with STEMI after
reperfusion therapy. SRD is the best to predict transmural necrosis and GRD is
the best to predict MVO.

P4602 | BEDSIDE
Can apical ballooning cardiomyopathy and anterior STEMI be
differentiated based on b1 and b2-Adrenergic receptors
polymorphisms

O. Vriz1, R. Minisini2, C. Zito3, C. Facciolo4, M. Pirisi2, G. Limongelli5,
P. Calabro’5, E. Bossone6. 1Department of Cardiology, San Antonio Hospital,
Ass4, San Daniele del Friuli, Italy; 2University of Eastern Piedmont, Department
of Translational Medicine, Novara, Italy; 3University of Messina, Cardiology,
Messina, Italy; 4San Donato Milanese, IRCCS, Surgery Department, Milano,
Italy; 5Vincenzo Monaldi Hospital, Cardiology, Naples, Italy; 6University of
Salerno, Cardiology, Salerno, Italy

Aim: Catecholamine excess along with an exaggerated sympathetic nervous sys-
tem stimulation appears to play a major role in the pathophysiologic mechanism
of Tako-tsubo cardiomyopathy (TTC) which mimic acute ST elevation myocardial
infarction (STEMI). The aim of the present study was to verify differences in the
distribution of allelic variants of β1 and β2 adrenergic receptor genes between pa-
tients with TTC and patients with anterior STEMI compared to a group of normal
subjects.
Methods and results: β1 and/or β2 adrenergic receptor polymorphisms in 94
patients with TTC (92 females, 98%; mean age 67.1±11.5 years; range 35 to 87
years) were compared with 109 controls (103 female, 94%; mean age 62.0±10.2
years; range 44 to 92 years) and 59 female patients with anterior STEMI (55
females, 93%; mean age 71.7±12.3 years; range 32 to 96 years). Differences
in genotypic frequencies between groups were assessed by means of the Pear-
son χ2 test. β1adrenoreceptor (Gly389Arg), β2 adrenoreceptor (Arg16Gly) and
β2 adrenoreceptor (Gln27Glu) genotype frequencies were significantly different
among the three groups but in the post-hoc analysis, the differences among TTC
and anterior STEMI were not anymore significant. The cardiovascular risk fac-
tor profile was worse in anterior STEMI who had more commonly a history of
diabetes and coronary artery disease.
Conclusion: In a large TTC group of patients compared with anterior STEMI, we
found a common relationship between β adrenoreceptor polymorphisms and both
pathologies but they were different in terms of cardiovascular risk factors.

P4603 | BENCH
Acute myocardial infarction results in a monocyte genomic response
that is conserved between humans and mice

N. Ruparelia1, R. Lee1, J.C. Forfar2, B.D. Prendergast2, R.K. Kharbanda2,
A.P. Banning2, C.A. Lygate1, K.M. Channon1, W.N. Haining3, R.P. Choudhury3.
1University of Oxford, Cardiovascular Medicine, Oxford, United Kingdom; 2John
Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, United Kingdom; 3Harvard Medical School, Boston,
United States of America

Purpose: Acute myocardial infarction results in the activation of the innate im-
mune response. Monocytes are critical in this response with roles in myocardial
inflammation and repair. In experimental models, the selective targeting of inflam-
matory monocytes reduces infarct size and adverse left ventricular remodelling.
The relevance and applicability of these observations to human disease remains
unclear with no immune-modulating therapeutic having yet been translated in this
setting to routine clinical practice. We used gene-expression profiling of isolated
peripheral blood monocytes in both mice and humans to test the hypothesis that
the monocyte response following AMI was conserved between species.
Methods: Female C57BL/6J mice underwent AMI by surgical coronary artery lig-
ation or sham procedure. At 48 hours, CD11b+CD115+Ly6G- monocytes were
isolated from blood following terminal anaesthesia by fluorescent activated cell
sorting (n=6/group). Peripheral monocytes were isolated by negative selection
from 30 patients acutely at the time of presenting with ST elevation myocardial
infarction and after 48 hours, and from 24 patients with confirmed stable coro-
nary atherosclerosis as controls. RNA from isolated monocytes was hybridised to
Illumina beadchips.
Results: Gene-expression analysis of peripheral circulating monocytes 48 hours
following AMI revealed 233 genes were significantly differentially expressed in
mice and 122 genes in humans (all P<0.01, FDR<0.25, fold change >1.5).
14 genes including IL1R2 and LCN2 were significantly differentially expressed
(P<0.01, FDR<0.25, fold change >1.5) in both species. Gene set enrichment
analysis (GSEA) identified a number of biological processes that were signifi-
cantly enriched in both species e.g. cell adhesion pathways (P<0.01) and MAP
kinase signalling (P<0.01). Ingenuity pathway analysis identified a number of
upstream regulators conserved between both species e.g. IL6, IL1β, TNF-α
(P<0.01) in addition to downstream functions including cell phagocytosis and
cell-to-cell signalling (all P<0.001). Furthermore GSEA of both monocyte gene
profiles confirmed significant enrichment between datasets (P<0.01, FDR<0.25).
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Conclusions: We conclude that the monocyte genomic response 48 hours fol-
lowing AMI is conserved between species, validating the experimental model for
(1) investigation of pathogenesis of AMI (2) evaluating new immune-modulating
therapeutics and (3) identifying potential therapeutic targets.

CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION

P4605 | BEDSIDE
Can pH and lactate predict favourable functional status and long-term
survival after an out of hospital cardiac arrest? A substudy of the
Harefield Cardiac Arrest Study (HCAS)

M.B. Iqbal, S. Salehi, M. Phylactou, R. Rajakulasingham, K. Elliott, J. Patel,
P. Mohan, R. Green, A. Al-Hussaini, C. Ilsley. Royal Brompton and Harefield NHS
Foundation Trust, Middlesex, United Kingdom

Purpose: An out of hospital cardiac arrest (OOHCA) results in systemic hypoper-
fusion which is associated with acidaemia and lactaemia. We tested whether pH
and lactate values in the post-arrest period would predict favourable functional
status and survival.
Methods: The HCAS study analysed 182 patients with OOHCA brought to a
Heart Attack Centre. The pH and lactate measurements were available for 144
patients. We anlaysed 1-year mortality and functional status at discharge using
a modified Rankins score (mRS: 0-6), where mRS0-3 indicates favourable func-
tional outcome. We determined the optimal criterion values for pH and lactate
in predicting these outcomes using receiver operating curve (ROC) analysis and
tested these criteria using multivariate models.
Results: ROC analysis identified a cut off for pH<7.3 (AUC=0.84) and
lactate>2.6mEq/L (AUC=0.74) for predicting poor functional outcomes and a
cut off for pH<7.23 (AUC=0.81) and lactate >2.6mEq/L (AUC=0.83) for pre-
dicting 1-year mortality. The positive predictive value of a combined criteria of
pH<7.23 and lactate>2.6 for poor functional status was 87%; and 1-year mortal-
ity was 81%. Multivariate analyses identified pH<7.23 as a predictor of mRS0-3
(OR=0.21,95%CI: 0.07-0.66, p=0.006) and 1-year mortality (HR=4.41, 95%CI:
2.49-7.81, p<0.001); and lactate>2.6 as a predictor of mRS0-3 (OR=0.32,
95%CI: 0.12-0.85, p=0.022) and 1-year mortality (HR=1.91,95% CI: 1.04-3.52,
p=0.039). A combined criteria pH<7.23 and lactate>2.6 was a strong predictor of
mRS0-3 (OR=0.22, 95%CI: 0.07-0.71, p=0.011) and 1-year mortality (HR=4.39,
95%CI: 2.50-7.73, p<0.001).

Kaplan-Meier curves.

Conclusions: These data demonstrate that a combined criteria of pH <7.23 and
lactate >2.6 in the post-arrest period predicts functional status at discharge and
survival at 1 year.

P4606 | BEDSIDE
Accuracy of continuous thermodilution cardiac output by pulmonary
artery catheter during therapeutic hypothermia in post-cardiac arrest
patients

K. Ameloot1, I. Meex1, C. Genbrugge2, W. Mullens2, J. Dens2, C. Dedeyne2,
M. Dupont2. 1Catholic University of Leuven, Department of Cardiology, Leuven,
Belgium; 2Hospital Oost-Limburg (ZOL), Genk, Belgium

Introduction: The accuracy of continuous thermodilution cardiac output mea-
surements (TDCCO) by pulmonary artery catheter (PAC) may be questioned dur-
ing therapeutic hypothermia in post-cardiac arrest patients. The Fick calculated
cardiac output based on pulmonary artery blood gas mixed venous oxygen sat-
uration (FCO-BG-SVO2) may be considered as the golden standard. Continuous
SVO2 by PAC (PAC-SVO2) is also not validated during hypothermia.
Methods: We analyzed 102 paired TDCCO/FCO-BG-SVO2 and 88 paired BG-
SVO2/PAC-SVO2 measurements in 32 post-cardiac arrest patients during induc-
tion and maintenance of therapeutic hypothermia. Two different techniques for
cardiac output assessment may be considered interchangeably if (1) the Pear-
son correlation coefficient (R2) is >0.60, (2) the bias and limits of agreement are
clinically acceptable, (3) the percentage error (=2 times the standard deviation
of the bias divided by the mean FCO-BG-SVO2) is <30% and (4) the level of
concordance is >90%.
Results: TDCCO was poorly correlated with FCO-BG-SVO2 (R2 0.21) with a
large bias (bias -0.15±1.76 l/min), broad limits of agreement ([-3.61; 3.45] l/min)
and an unacceptable high percentage error (105%). None of the criteria for clinical
interchangeability were met. TDCCO had limited trending ability (R2 0.03). FCO

based on PAC-SVO2 was highly correlated with FCO-BG-SVO2 (R2 0.72) with a
small bias (-0.08±0.72 l/min) and slightly too high percentage error (44%).
Conclusion: Our results show an extreme inaccuracy of TDCCO by PAC in post-
cardiac arrest patients during therapeutic hypothermia. The decision to start or
uptitrate inotropics should be based on clinical signs and SVO2 instead of TD-
CCO.

P4607 | BEDSIDE
The impact of ventricular arrhythmias during acute coronary
syndromes: timing matters

C. Galvao Braga, V. Ramos, C. Vieira, J. Martins, C. Arantes, G. Abreu,
M. Alvares Pereira, A. Salgado, S. Magalhaes, A. Correia. Hospital de Braga,
Braga, Portugal

Introduction: Despite improvements in management strategies, ventricular ar-
rhythmias (VA) remain a serious complication of acute coronary syndromes
(ACS).
Objective: To assess the predictors and prognosis of VA during ACS, with special
attention to arrhythmia timing.
Methods and results: We performed a retrospective observational cohort study
including 1373 consecutive patients (P; mean age 64 years, 77.3% male) admit-
ted in a Coronary Unit for the period of 3 years, with a 6 month follow-up. Severe
VA were identified in 4.9% P, from whom 88.1% presented ventricular fibrillation
and the remaining 11.9% sustained ventricular tachycardia. Considering timing,
91.0% occurred during the first 24 hours (early VA) and 9.0% after that period
(late VA). In multivariate analysis, the independent predictors of VA were male
sex (p=0.010), systolic blood pressure at admission (p<0.001), ST elevation ACS
(p=0.044), renal failure (0.026), heart failure (0.024) and acute stent thrombosis
(0.003). P with VA had higher mortality during hospital stay in multivariate analysis
(p=0.021). Considering arrhythmia timing, late VA were more frequent in older P
(p=0.006) and were associated with markers of disease severity during hospital-
ization, as heart (p=0.021) and renal failure (p<0.001), left ventricular dysfunction
(p=0.010) and higher Grace risk score (p=0.037). Mortality during hospital stay
was higher in late VA when compared to early VA (50.0% vs. 13.1%, p=0.020).
During follow-up, early VA were not associated with an unfavorable prognosis, but
late VA were (Fig. 1).

Figure 1

Conclusion: VA timing during ACS may influence prognosis, perhaps because
the substract for arrhythmia development at early or late stage is different.

P4608 | BEDSIDE
Impact of time to cooling initiation and time to target temperature in
patients treated with hypothermia after cardiac arrest

A. Uribarri Gonzalez1, H. Bueno1, A. Perez Castellanos2, G. Loughlin2,
I. Sousa1, A. Viana Tejedor3, M. Juarez Fernandez1, F. Fernandez Aviles2.
1University Hospital Gregorio Maranon, Acute Cardiac Care Unit, Madrid,
2University Hospital Gregorio Maranon, Madrid, 3Hospital Clinic San Carlos,
Madrid, Spain

Introduction: In patients resuscitated from cardiac arrest (CA) treated with hy-
pothermia (TH), little is known about the role of time to initiation of TH (TIH) and
time to target temperature (TTT) in the prognosis of these patients.
Methods: A retrospective analysis was performed on 145 CA survivors who un-
derwent TH between 1/2003 and 1/2013. The objective was to evaluate the in-
dependent prognostic impact of TIH and TTT on survival freedom from important
neurological sequelae 6 months after CA. Patients were retrospectively divided
into 2 groups: Alive and Cerebral Performance Categories Scale [CPC] ≤2 and
dead or CPC >2.
Results: At 6 months, 61 patients were still alive (42.1%), 58 them with a good
neurological outcome (95.8%). Among these, TH was initiated earlier (TIH: 87±17
min vs. 111±14 min; p=0.042), and the target temperature was achieved more
quickly (TTT: 316±30 min vs. 365±27 min; p=0.017). Multivariate analysis se-
lected longer duration of CA (OR 1.06 per min), a non-shockable initial rhythm
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Abstract P4608 – Table 1. Characteristics of patients

Alive and CPC≤2 Death or CPC>2 Univariante analysis Multivariate analysis
(n=59) (n= 86) p value OR 95% CI (OR) p value

Age 57.9 (54.0–61.8) 65.1 (62.3–68.0) 0.003 1.04 1.005–1.076 0.024
Shock on admission 15 (25.4%) 51 (59.3%) <0.001
Arterial blood pH 7.26 (7.22–7.29) 7.14 (7.11–7.17) <0.001 0.009 0.001–0.382 0.014
Initial rhythm (VF/VT) 56 (94.9%) 45 (52.3%) <0.001 13.775 3.384–56.065 <0.001
T-nonCPR (min) 3.4 (2.2–4.6) 5.6 (4.2–7.0) 0.022
Time Bystander-CPR (min) 4.9 (3.4–6.5) 5.4 (4.0–6.8) 0.656
T-ALS (min) 10.8 (8.9–12.7) 16.9 (14.9–18.9) <0.001
T-ROSC (min) 19.4 (16.9–22.0) 28.2 (25.6–30.9) <0.001 1.063 1.013–1.116 0.013
TIH (min) 87 (70–104) 111 (96–125) 0.042
TTT (min) 316 (286–346) 365 (338–392) 0.017 1.005 1.002–1.009 0.006

(OR 13.8), severe acidosis (OR 0.009 per .01 unit), older age (OR 1.04 per year)
and longer TTT (OR 1.04 per min) as associated with a poor prognosis.
Conclusion: The most important prognostic factors for death or lack of neurologi-
cal recovery in patients with CA treated with TH are initial rhythm, time from CA to
ROSC and arterial pH at admission. Although the speed of cooling initiation and
the time to reach target temperature may play a role, its influence on prognosis
seems to be less important.

P4609 | SPOTLIGHT
Does length of use of CPR feedback devices affect CPR quality?

E. Baldi1, E. Contri2, A. Somaschini2, S. Cornara2, D. Fina2, C. Dossena2,
G. Borio2, M. Di Maggio2, F. Epis2, G. Toscano2. 1Robbio nel Cuore, IRC-COM
Training Center, Robbio, Italy; 2Pavia nel Cuore, IRC-COM Training Center,
Pavia, Italy

Purpose: CPR feedback devices are useful to improve CPR quality in BLSD train-
ing, even if it is not known the amount of time they need to be used. In this study
we compared the results of using CPR feedback devices for 2-mins and 20-mins.
Methods: We evaluated 1-min compression-only CPR quality using a wireless
skill evaluator manikin at the end of two different 5-hour lay-rescuers BLS-D
courses (performed according to ILCOR 2010 Guidelines). Course A consisted of
20-minutes training per person with real-time visual feedback by a skill evaluator
software, whilst Course B consisted of 2-minutes per person only. The parameters
we considered were Total CPR Score (a comprehensive scoring algorithm devel-
oped with the collaboration of AHA ECC Subcommittees), number of compres-
sions per minute, percentage of correctly released compressions, compression
mean depth and percentage of compressions with correct hand position.
Results: Course A consisted of 111 people (66.7% males; mean age 37.8±11.7
years), whilst Course B consisted of 223 people (53.4% females; mean age
33.9±14.1 years). Sex, weight, height and BMI were not significantly related to
Total CPR Score. There was no statistically significant difference (calculated with
Mann-Whitney test) between Course A and Course B in Total CPR Score (95%
(95%CI, 93.7-97) vs 95% (95%CI, 93-95), p=0.17), number of compressions per
minute (118 (95%CI, 116-119) vs 119 (95%CI, 118-120), p=0.25), percentage
of correctly released compressions (97% (95%CI, 95.7-99 vs 97% (95%CI, 96-
98.6), p=0.70), compression mean depth (53 mm (95%CI, 52.7-54) vs 54 mm
(95%CI, 53-55), p=0.56) and percentage of compressions with correct hand po-
sition (100% (95%CI, 100-100) vs 100% (95%CI, 100-100), p=0.61).
Conclusions: There was no significant difference between 20-minutes and 2-
minutes visual feedback to improve CPR quality. It seems that the use of the
feedback device itself, not how long it is used for, has a key role for CPR quality
improvement.

P4610 | SPOTLIGHT
Do school children remember BLS one year after 1-hour course?

E. Baldi, D. Bertaia. Robbio nel Cuore, IRC-COM Training Center, Robbio,
Italy

Purpose: It has already been demonstrated that school children are able to learn
and perform CPR, but their retention of BLS knowledge after 1 year is not known.
We want to assess children’s knowledge of the BLS sequence one year after the
BLS course and compare it to that of an adult group.
Methods: We gave an anonymous questionnaire to a group of school children a
year after completing a 1-hour BLS course. The questionnaire consisted of three
multiple-choice questions on the first two rings of the Chain of Survival. The first
question was about recognizing a person in cardiac arrest, the second was about
the importance of the early activation of the emergency system and the third was
about the correct compression:ventilation ratio. We gave the same questionnaire
to a group of lay adults a year after completing a 5-hour BLS-D course.
Results: The school children group consisted of 84 subjects (52.4% females),
mean age 13±0.5 years. The adult group consisted of 49 subjects (57.1%males),
mean age 38.8±12.3 years. In the school children group, the first question was
answered correctly by 88.1%, the second by 44% and the third by 95.2%. Com-
paring these results to those of the adults, there was no significant difference
(calculated with chi-square test) in the first question (88.1% vs 85.7%, p=0.90)
or the second (44% vs 59.2%, p=0.13), but there was a statistically significant
difference in the third question answers (95.2% vs 67.3%, p<0.0001).
Conclusions: Children’s retention of BLS knowledge after one year is good,
but it is necessary to stress more the importance of the early activation of the

emergency system. Moreover, the children remember better the correct compres-
sion:ventilation ratio than adults, despite the shorter duration of the course.

P4611 | BEDSIDE
Cardiac tamponade is the major cause of death in stanford type A
acute aortic dissection: Insight from unenhanced post-mortem
computed tomography

Y. Tanaka1, S. Kojima2, K. Sakata1, T. Nakamura2, Y. Sakurai3, Y. Morishita4,
O. Nara4, I. Takahashi4, M. Hirokami2, M. Yamagishi1. 1Kanazawa University
Hospital, Cardiology, Kanazawa, Japan; 2Teine Keijinkai Hospital, Cardiovascular
center, Sapporo, Japan; 3Teine Keijinkai Hospital, Radiology, Sapporo, Japan;
4Teine Keijinkai Hospital, Emergency Department, Sapporo, Japan

Background: The incidence and cause of death in type A acute aortic dissection
(AAD) are little known because of the feature of sudden death and the difficulty
in diagnosis. Nowadays, autopsy images, such as unenhanced postmortem com-
puted tomography (uPMCT), is gradually accepted and expected to detect the
actual state of sudden death in emergency department (ED).
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to reveal the incidence and cause of death
in patients with type A AAD who were transferred to ED due to ardiopulmonary
arrest (CPA) and dead in ED.
Methods and results: From April 2009 to March 2012, consecutive 529 pa-
tients who were transferred to ED due to CPA were retrospectively reviewed. After
trauma and suicide cases were excluded, total 283 patients underwent uPMCT
in ED. Among them, 28 patients (9.9%) were diagnosed type A AAD by uPMCT
(non-survivors). Visible intimal flap was detected in 13 patients (46.4%), intramu-
ral hematoma was in 18/27 (66.7%), and bloody pericardial effusion was in 26
(93%). Bloody pericardial effusion alone was in just 4 patients (14.3%). To evalu-
ate risk factors associated with death in ED, 23 patients survived type A AAD in
ED during the same period (survivors) were also analyzed. Bloody pericardial ef-
fusion was observed more frequently in non-survivors than survivors (90.3% vs.
36.8%; P<0.001). Logistic regression analysis revealed that bloody pericardial
effusion was an independent risk factor for death in ED (Odds ratio =9.57; 95%
CI, 1.43-63.8; P=0.020)

Prognostic risk factors in type A AAD

Methods Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis
OR Lower Upper P value OR Lower Upper P value

95% CI 95% CI 95% CI 95% CI

Age 1.05 1.00 1.09 0.044 1.05 0.97 1.14 0.253
Gender 2.86 0.88 9.25 0.080 7.06 0.94 52.9 0.057
Diameter of AA 0.94 0.89 1.00 0.066 0.92 0.84 1.01 0.075
IMH of AA 3.74 1.11 12.7 0.034 3.90 0.67 22.8 0.130
Bloody pericardial effusion 16.0 3.53 72.6 <0.001 9.57 1.43 63.8 0.020

AAD indicates acute aortic dissection; OR, odds ratio; CI, confident interval; AA, ascending aorta;
IMH, intramural hematoma.

Conclusion: In patients with CPA, around 10% of the patients had Type A AAD
and its major cause of death was cardiac tamponade. The evaluation of cardiac
tamponade in patients with CPA is crucial in emergency department.

P4612 | BEDSIDE
Difference between comatose patients resuscitated from out-of-
hospital cardiac arrest associated with acute coronary syndrome and
those with subarachnoid haemorrhage in the emergency department

Y. Yamashina, T. Yagi, A. Namekawa, A. Ishida, Y. Mibiki, H. Sato, T. Nakagawa,
E. Sato, J. Komatsu. Sendai City Hospital, Cardiology, Sendai, Japan

Introduction: Comatose patients resuscitated from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest
(OHCA) associated with subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) often mimic those
associated with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) upon clinical and electrocardio-
graphic (ECG) evaluation in the emergency department (ED). The aim of this
study was to clarify the difference between resuscitated comatose patients with
ACS and those with SAH during initial evaluation in the ED.
Methods and results: Among consecutive 141 patients resuscitated from
OHCA, 23 comatose patients resuscitated from OHCA associated with ACS
(ACS-OHCA group) and 20 comatose patients resuscitated from OHCA asso-
ciated with SAH (SAH-OHCA group) were included. The clinical and ECG data
obtained during initial evaluation in the ED were compared between the groups.
Female gender, asystole or pulse less electrical activity (PEA) as initial cardiac
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rhythm, and preserved left ventricular ejection fraction (≥50%) on the echocar-
diogram were significantly more common in patients of the SAH-OHCA group
(P<0.05 in each factor). Although ST-T abnormalities suggesting myocardial
damage (ST elevation and/or ST depression) in the 12-lead ECG were found in
most of the patients in both groups, absence of ST elevation in any leads without
aVR and absence of reciprocal ST depression were significantly more common
in patients of the SAH-OHCA group (P<0.05 in each factor).
Conclusions: Despite the difficulty of history taking, gender, initial cardiac
rhythm, and the assessment of echocardiogram and 12-lead ECG were impor-
tant to differentiate between comatose ACS-OHCA patients and comatose SAH-
OHCA patients before further diagnostic work up such as coronary angiography
and head computed tomography.

P4613 | BEDSIDE
Hemostasis alterations in cardiac arrest patients submitted to
coronary interventions and treated with mild hypothermia initiated by
cold fluids. A word of caution

G. Casella1, V. Carinci1, P. Cavallo2, P. Guastaroba3, P.C. Pavesi1, M.G. Pallotti1,
P. Sangiorgio1, G. Barbato1, G. Gordini2, G. Di Pasquale1. 1Maggiore Hospital,
Department of Cardiology, Bologna, Italy; 2Maggiore Hospital, Intensive
Care Unit/118 EMS, Bologna, Italy; 3Regional Health Care Agency, Regione
Emilia-Romagna, Bologna, Italy

Purpose: Mild (32–33°C) therapeutic hypothermia (TH) affects hemostasis of pa-
tients (pts) with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) and crystalloid hemodilution
may induce a hypercoagulable state. Both effects could impair the effectiveness of
antithrombotics and coronary interventions (PCI). The study aims to elucidate in
which way the induction of mild TH by cold crystalloids infusion affects hemostasis
and interfere with PCI.
Methods: Observational, prospective analysis of all comatose resuscitated pts.
admitted to a tertiary center from March 27, 2004 to December 31, 2012 treated
with TH and undergoing early Angio, PCI, or conservatively managed. Mild TH
was initiated by a bolus infusion of cold 0.9% saline fluid (4°C; 30 ml/kg/30 min)
and maintained for 24 h. At baseline and during TH blood counts and coagulative
parameters were assessed.
Results: 141 pts. were enrolled (median: 64.5 (IQR: 55-73) yrs., males: 67%,
first shockable rhythm: 70%, interval OHCA-resuscitation ≤20 min: 81%). 97 pts.
(69%) underwent early Angio, and 45 (32%) of them PCI. During TH, hematocrit
(-21%; p<0,0001) and platelet count (-29%; p<0,0001) declined, whereas APTT
increased (+16%; p<0,001) in the overall population as well as in the different
groups (see figure below). Bleeding requiring transfusion occurred in 5% of pts.,
but the risk was higher in PCI treated pts (11%, P=0,0759). No stent thrombosis
occurred.

Hematologic changes in different groups.

Conclusion: Mild TH initiated by cold crystalloid fluids infusion is associated with
a reduction of hematocrit and platelet count while it prolongs clotting time. These
changes should be considered when OHCA patients are submitted to emergency
PCI because they could increase the bleeding risk and interfere with interventions.

CORONARY DISEASE
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Effect of cilostazol on carotid intima-media thickness and vascular
events in patients undergoing coronary stent implantation

H. Ueda, K. Yoshimura, S. Matsuhisa, K. Asawa, N. Yoshida, Y. Kuga,
M. Yamasaki, K. Ueda, Y. Nishida. Kouseikai Takai Hospital, Cardiovascular
Center, Tenri, Japan

Purpose: Although patients with coronary artery disease are at increased risk
for further ischemic events, changes in intima-media thickness as a surrogate
measure of systemic atherosclerosis have not been examined in patients under-
going percutaneous coronary intervention. We assessed the impact of cilostazol
on carotid intima-media thickness and vascular events after completion of dual
antiplatelet therapy in patients with coronary stent implantation.
Methods: A total of 347 patients with coronary stent implantation who had no
indication for further revascularization at angiographic follow-up were randomly
assigned to receive aspirin and cilostazol (cilostazol group, n=172) or aspirin

monotherapy (aspirin group, n=175) after discontinuation of a thienopyridine. The
primary outcome was the change in the mean of the maximal common carotid
artery intima-media thickness on both the left and right sides at 2 years after
randomization.
Results: The patients had a mean age of 67 years, and 44% of patients had
common carotid plaque, defined as intima-media thickness of more than 1.5 mm.
At 2 years, the increase in the mean of the maximal common carotid intima-
media thickness was smaller in the cilostazol group than in the aspirin group
(0.053±0.309 mm versus 0.135±0.259 mm, P=0.02). A composite of death, my-
ocardial infarction, cerebral infarction occurred in 9.4% in patients with carotid
plaque and 2.7% in patients without carotid plaque (hazard ratio [HR], 3.71; 95%
confidence interval [CI], 1.34 to 10.3; P=0.01). Furthermore, the rate of the vas-
cular events including coronary or cerebrovascular revascularization was 21.5%
in patients with carotid plaque and 12.1% in patients without carotid plaque (HR,
1.88; 95% CI, 1.10 to 3.22; P=0.02). The vascular event rate was significantly
lower in the cilostazol group than in the aspirin group (12.0% versus 20.3%; HR,
0.56; 95% CI, 0.33 to 0.98; P=0.04). The beneficial effect of cilostazol on clinical
outcomes was similar in patients with and without carotid plaque.
Conclusions: Among patients undergoing coronary stenting, the addition of
cilostazol to aspirin slowed progression of carotid intima-media thickness after
completion of dual antiplatelet therapy, leading to a reduction in vascular events
at 2 years.

P4616 | BEDSIDE
Generation differences in long-term clinical outcomes after
percutaneous coronary intervention across POBA-era, BMS-era and
DES-era

R. Naito, K. Miyauchi, H. Konishi, S. Tsuboi, M. Ogita, I. Okai, T. Kasai,
H. Tamura, S. Okazaki, H. Daida. Juntendo University, Department of
Cardiovascular Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Background: Since the introduction of balloon coronary angioplasty in 1979, per-
cutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) has evolved with technological advance of
devices, improvement of operators’ techniques and establishment of medical ther-
apy for secondary prevention. However, little is known regarding improvement of
clinical outcomes in patients with PCI in general practice. We examined a tempo-
ral trend of the long-term clinical outcomes across the different generations (the
POBA era, the BMS era and the DES era).
Methods: We analyzed long-term clinical outcomes in patients with PCI in Jun-
tendo University from January 1984 to February 2010. The patients were divided
into three groups according to the procedure data (POBA-era; January 1984 –
December 1997, BMS-era; January 1998 – July 2004 and DES-era; August 2004
– February 2010). Primary endpoint was a composite of major adverse cardiovas-
cular events including all-cause mortality, non-fatal myocardial infarction, non-fatal
stroke and revascularization.
Results: A total of 3831 patients were examined (the POBA-era; n=1147, the
BMS-era; n=1180 and the DES-era; n=1504). The data of baseline characteris-
tics showed that the mean age was higher in the DES-era patients, body mass
index was higher in the DES- and BMS-era patients and a higher prevalence of
diabetes and hypertension was observed in the DES- and BMS-era. The success
rate of PCI was lower among the patients in the POBA-era (POBA; 88.1%, BMS;
95.9% and DES; 95.3%). Unadjusted Cumulative event-free survival rate for 3-
year MACE was significantly different among the eras (Figure 1). Multivariable
Cox regression analysis showed that the DES-era was a predictor for long-term
occurrence of MACE (DES- vs BMS era; hazard ratio (HR) 0.67, 95% confidence
interval (CI) 0.49–0.91, P=0.01, DES- vs POBA-era; HR 0.7, 95% CI 0.46–1.08,
P=0.1, BMS- vs POBA-era; HR 1.04, 95% CI 0.74–1.50, P=0.8). Body mass in-
dex, acute coronary syndrome, statin use and a hemoglobin value were also pre-
dictors.
Conclusions: Long-term clinical outcomes in patients who underwent PCI in our
general clinical practice were more favorable in the DES-era compared with the
BMS- and the POBA-eras, despite the higher risk profiles of the patients in the
DES-group.

P4617 | BEDSIDE
Clinical implications of the new adult treatment panel IV (ATP IV)
guidelines for secondary prevention in patients undergoing
percutaneous coronary intervention

H.C. Shin, H.Y. Jin, B.W. Kim, Y.J. Song, J.S. Seo, J.S. Jang, D.K. Kim, D.S. Kim.
Inje University Busan Paik Hospital, Cardiology Department, Pusan, Korea,
Republic of

Background: The new ATP guideline recommends high-intensity statin therapy,
lowers low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) by ≥50%, with specific statins
and doses in patients with atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease. But the effec-
tiveness of high-intensity statin therapy in real-world clinical practice is not known.
Methods: We included 304 statin naïve patients undergoing percutaneous coro-
nary intervention (PCI), and compared incidence of 1 year-MACCEs including
death, acute MI, ischemic stroke and revascularization between high-intensity
(atorvastatin 40 or 80 mg, rosuvastatin 20 or 40 mg) Vs. low to moderate-intensity
statin therapy (other statins or dose), ≥50% Vs. <50% reduction of LDL-C level
and <70 mg/dL Vs. ≥70 mg/dL of LDL-C level.
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Results: The incidence rates of 1-year MACCEs were significantly lower in pa-
tients with ≥50% reduction in LDL-C level, <70 mg/dL of LDL-C level (1.4% vs
8.2%; p=0.042, 3.5% vs. 9.4%; p=0.015). Patients treated with high-intensity stain
therapy tend to have a lower rates of 1-year MACCEs although it is not statistically
significant (0% vs. 7.3%; p=0.126). 1-year MACCEs free survival rates according
to the combined status of statin intensity and LDL-C level were significantly differ-
ent between four groups (<70 mg/dL with high-intensity Vs. ≥70 mg/dL with high-
intensity Vs. <70 mg/dL with low to moderate-intensity Vs. ≥70 mg/dL with low
to moderate-intensity; 100% Vs. 100% Vs. 96.2% Vs. 89.6%; log rank P=0.015).
(figure)

Conclusions: Among patients undergoing PCI and need secondary prevention,
lowering LDL-C level below 70mg/dL and above 50% reduction of LDL-C show
the better clinical outcomes. Additionally, patients treated with high-intensity statin
therapy was associated with improved clinical outcomes regardless of LDL-C
level.

P4618 | SPOTLIGHT
No temporal improvements in survival after out-of-hospital cardiac
arrest in patients with a history of chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease

S.G. Moeller1, S. Rajan1, F. Folke2, C.M. Hansen1, L. Karlsson1, F.K. Lippert3,
E.F. Christensen3, C. Torp-Pedersen4, G.H. Gislason5, M. Wissenberg1.
1Gentofte Hospital - Copenhagen University Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Hellerup, Denmark; 2Rigshospitalet - Copenhagen University Hospital, The
Heart Centre, Copenhagen, Denmark; 3Prehospital Emergency Medical
Services, Denmark, Denmark; 4Aalborg University, The Department of Health,
Science and Technology, Aalborg, Denmark; 5National Institute of Public Health,
Copenhagen, Denmark

Purpose: Survival after out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) has tripled during
the past decade following national initiatives to improve cardiac arrest manage-
ment in Denmark. However, it remains unknown whether changes were consis-
tent in patients with a history of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).
Methods: Patients >18 years old with OHCA of a presumed cardiac cause, and
in whom resuscitation was attempted, were identified through the Danish Cardiac
Arrest Registry 2001–2011.
Results: A total of 3,399 patients with a history of COPD up to ten years prior
to OHCA were included. The median age was 75 years (interquartile range 68-
81) and 61.2% were men. OHCA in private-home location constituted 81.3%;
48.7% of the arrests were witnessed; the median time from recognition of ar-
rest to rhythm analysis by ambulance-crew was 12 minutes (interquartile range
7-19); and 15.4% of the patients had a shockable rhythm as a first recorded heart
rhythm. Bystander cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) increased significantly
during the study period, from 17.2% in 2001 to 49.4% in 2011, p<0.0001. Sur-
vival upon hospital arrival increased over time from 8.9% in 2001 to 20.8% in
2011, p<0.001 (Fig. 1), whereas no significant changes were observed in 30-day
survival: 4.4% in 2001 to 4.1% in 2011, p=0.06; or in 1-year survival: 3.8% in 2001
to 3.0% in 2011, p=0.13.

Conclusions: In patients with COPD survival upon hospital arrival increased
significantly over time while 30-day and 1-year survival did not. These findings
indicate that improvements made in pre-hospital settings had an impact, but im-
provements in in-hospital cardiac arrest management had no impact on long-term
survival for patients with a history of COPD.
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Superiority of wall motion score index over left ventricle ejection
fraction in predicting cardiovascular events after a non-anterior acute
myocardial infarction

A. Jurado Roman1, P. Agudo Quilez2, C. Granda Nistal1, E.P. Garcia Martin1,
B. Rubio Alonso1, B. Diaz Anton1, J. Molina Martin De Nicolas1, J. Garcia
Tejada1, M. Marina Breysse3, J.A. Jurado Lopez4. 1University Hospital 12 de
Octubre, Department of Cardiology, Madrid, Spain; 2University Hospital Infanta
Leonor, Cardiology, Madrid, Spain; 3Hospital General de Ciudad Real, Ciudad
Real, Spain; 4Hospital Clinic San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Purpose: There are few data on the prognostic significance of the wall motion
score index (WMSI) compared with left ventricle ejection fraction (LVEF) after
an acute myocardial infarction (AMI). Previous studies suggest the superiority of
WMSI in patients with less myocardial damage. They calculate these echocardio-
graphic variables during the hyperacute postinfarction period, when the regional
compensatory hyperkinesis of healthy segments is maximal and it could pose a
limitation in their comparison. Our objective was to compare WMSI and LVEF
after the hyperacute phase of non-anterior AMI.
Methods: We analyzed the echocardiograms of 165 consecutive patients (76%
male; mean age: 63.7±13.5 years) admitted for non-anterior AMI. They were per-
formed after the first 48 hours of admission and before hospital discharge. We
evaluated the correlation between WMSI and LVEF and their ability to predict the
combined endpoint (all-cause mortality and rehospitalization for heart failure) as
a primary objective and the independent events of the combined endpoint as a
secundary objetive.
Results: There was a strong negative linear correlation between WMSI and LVEF
(r=0,72; p<0.0001). During a median follow up of 30.45 months (24.23-49.47),
41 patients (14.7%) presented the combined endpoint, 30 (10.9%) died and 17
(6.1%) were hospitalized for HF. By univariate analysis, both LVEF and WMSI
were predictors of the combined endpoint and all-cause mortality (p<0.0001),
although only WMSI was a predictor of readmission for HF (p=0.008). By multi-
variate analysis, WMSI proved to be a more powerful predictor of events. When
WMSI was included in the model, LVEF did not provide additional prognostic infor-
mation (predictive model of clinical variables: R2=0.34; predictive model of clinical
variables and WMSI: R2=0.42; predictive model of clinical variables and LVEF:
R2=0.36)
Conclusions: Both LVEF and WMSI provide important prognostic information
after a non-anterior myocardial infarction. Beyond the hyperacute phase, WMSI
is a more powerful prognostic predictor.
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Hyperglycemia at admission in acute myocardial infarction: can it
predict the long-term prognosis?

L. Leite, H. Martins, P. Mendes, F. Soares, R. Ferreira, J.M. Ferreira,
F. Goncalves, S. Monteiro, P. Monteiro, M. Pego. University Hospitals of Coimbra,
Coimbra, Portugal

Purpose: The predictive value of elevated plasma glucose during an episode
of acute myocardial infarction (MI) has been evaluated mainly in the setting of
short-term prognosis. We aimed to evaluate the impact of admission glycaemia
in diabetic and non-diabetic patients, admitted for acute MI, in long-term increase
risk.
Methods:We evaluated 2462 patients, admitted to an intensive care unit for acute
MI, from May 2004 to August 2013. The patients were divided in four groups ac-
cording to the quartiles of glycaemia at admission: group 1 (≤100 mg/dL – n=606,
24.6%), group 2 (101-122 mg/dL – n=616, 25.0%), group 3 (123-162 mg/dL –
n=620, 25.2%) and group 4 (≥163 mg/dL – n=620, 25.2%). Clinical and laborato-
rial characteristics, management and follow-up were analyzed.
Results: This sample included 722 (29.3%) previous diabetic and 1740 (70.7%)
non-diabetic patients. Hyperglycaemia at admission was associated to worse
global cardiovascular risk profile, more ST elevation, higher levels of necrosis
and inflammation biomarkers, lower left ventricle ejection fraction, higher oral glu-
cose tolerance test and glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c). Group 4 patients had
significantly higher in-hospital mortality, compared with other groups. However, in
a multivariate regression analysis, hyperglycaemia at admission was not signifi-
cantly associated with higher in-hospital mortality. The 1 and 2-year mortality was
higher in group 4 and a glycaemia at admission ≥163 mg/dL was an independent
predictor of long-term mortality.

Glycaemia at admission and mortality

Glycaemia at admission (mg/dL) In-hospital mortality 1-year mortality 2-year mortality
(%) (%) (%)

≤ 100 2.8 3.9 6.0
101–122 3.1 4.8 5.4
123–162 5.0 4.1 5.0
≥ 163 13.4 9.2 12.3

Conclusions: The role of hyperglycemia at admission in acute MI, more than
being a stress-induced marker, appears to be associated to undetected disorders
of glucose metabolism or diabetes, representing an independent predictor of long-
term prognosis but not of in-hospital mortality.
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Prehospital STEMI diagnosis - Is electronic ECG transmission superior
to paramedic cardiac catheterization lab activation?

R. Colleran, A. Mcinerney, V. Mulveen, K. Daly. Galway University Hospital,
Galway, Ireland

Introduction: Prehospital STEMI diagnosis with direct cardiac catheterisation lab
transfer, with an emergency department bypass strategy, significantly reduces
door to balloon (DTB) time in primary percutaneous intervention (pPCI). Pre-
hospital diagnosis may be made by paramedics in the field or by a physician
via electronic ECG transmission to a hospital-based computer or smart phone.
At present, despite a national acute coronary syndrome programme, electronic
ECG transmission is possible in only some ambulances in the west of Ireland,
and national implementation of such a system would be costly. This allowed a
direct comparison between both modes of prehospital STEMI diagnosis in the
same region, within the same ambulance service over a given time period.
Purpose: The aims of this study were twofold. First, to investigate whether elec-
tronic ECG transmission, reduced the rate of inappropriate cardiac catheterisation
lab activation in the west of Ireland, and second, to determine whether prior ECG
transmission improved DTB time in these patients.
Methods: All patients transferred by ambulance directly to the cath lab as a
’Code STEMI’ over a fifteen month period were included. Transmitted ECGs were
matched with corresponding patients.
Results: In total, 76 patients were transferred directly from ambulance to cath lab
with a prehospital diagnosis of STEMI. 46 (60.5%) had prior ECGs transmission.
Of these, there were 6 (13.0%) inappropriate referrals versus 7 (23.3%) in the
30 patients without ECG transmission (p=0.09). The mean door to balloon time
for those with transmitted ECGs was 42.9 minutes versus 41.0 for those without
(p=0.76).
Conclusion: ECG transmission did not significantly reduce the rate of inappropri-
ate cath lab activation. Moreover, ECG transmission did not impact on DTB time
in patients transferred directly to the cath lab. ECG transmission did not confer
any significant advantage in this small patient cohort. This should be reassessed
in time with a larger sample size.

P4622 | BEDSIDE
Impact of emergency medical service use on ischemic time intervals in
ST-elevation myocardial infarction patients

E. Koifman1, A. Mazo2, I. Biton2, P. Fefer2, E. Asher2, I. Goldenberg1,
S. Matezky2. 1Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Neufeld Cardiac Research Institute,
Tel Hashomer, Israel; 2Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Leviev Heart Center, Tel
Hashomer, Israel

Background: Ischemic time is an important prognostic factor in STEMI patients.
Emergency medical service (EMS) utilization can reduce different components of
ischemic time by appropriate triage of STEMI patients.
Methods: Data from the Acute Coronary Survey in Israel registry (ACSIS) 2000-
2010 were analyzed to evaluate factors associated with EMS use, and its impact
on different components of ischemic time.
Results: The study population comprised of 3031 STEMI patients treated with
primary reperfusion therapy (64% primary PCI and 36% thrombolysis) among
whom only 1566 patients (52%) used EMS. Predictors of EMS use were family
history of ischemic heart disease (OR=1.25, p=0.02), syncope (OR=1.37, p=0.04)
and dyspnea (OR=2.02, p=0.006), while hypertension and smoking were predic-
tors of self referral (OR=1.22, p=0.02 and OR=1.27, p=0.005, respectively). EMS
use reduced onset-to-reperfusion time (175 IQR [120-260] vs. 195 IQR [130-330]
min. p<0.001), mainly by reducing time to first medical contact (98 IQR [53-175]
vs. 122 IQR [66-270] min, p<0.001), arrival-to-reperfusion time (66 IQR [48-74]
vs. 77 IQR [69-75] min. p<0.001), without an impact on onset to hospital arrival

time (109 IQR [72-186] vs. 118 IQR [62-231], p=0.61). On a multi-variate analysis,
reduction in arrival-to-reperfusion time was associated with reduced cardiovascu-
lar events at 30 days (OR=0.51, p=0.02).
Conclusion: EMS use is more prevalent among high-risk STEMI patients, with a
presentation of heart failure and syncope, reduces ischemic time, which is asso-
ciated with reduced cardiovascular events at 30 days.
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Stable coronary artery disease, quality of life, and atrial fibrillation.
AVANCE study. A national survey

X. Garcia-Moll Marimon1, X. Borras1, J.J. Gomez-Doblas2, A. Zapata3,
R. Artigas3 on behalf of AVANCE Study investigators. 1Hospital de la Santa Creu
i Sant Pau, Department of Cardiology, Barcelona, Spain; 2University Hospital
Virgen de la Victoria, Department of Cardiology, Malaga, Spain; 3Menarini Spain
Laboratories, Badalona, Spain

Purpose: To assess whether atrial fibrillation (AF) was associated with quality of
life (QOL) in a national-wide survey of patients with stable coronary artery disease
(SCAD).
Results: See Table. Patients with AF were significantly older, had higher heart
rate, had more comorbidities and had a lower estimated glomerular filtration rate.
ARB, ACEI, statins were similar among groups. There was a trend to a higher use
of beta blockers among AF patients (p=0.08). AF patients also had significantly
more anginal episodes per week, and had a higher rate of prior CABG. QOL was
significantly worse in AF patients than SR in all SAQ domains. After adjustment
with covariates significant at bivariate analysis, AF was no longer significantly
associated with worse QOL.
Methods: Two thousand and thirty-nine patients with SCAD were consecutively
recruited in an observational, multicentric, transversal registry. There were 62 pa-
tients with no information on rhythm; other 36 were on pacemaker rhythm. There
were 116 patients with AF (6.0%) and 1825 in sinus rhythm (SR). Seattle angina
questionnaire (SAQ) was filled by the patients.

Table 1

Sinus rhythm (n=1825) AF (n=116) P

Age, years 67.2±10.4 75.1±7.0 <0.005
Male, % 73% 73% NS
Heart rate, bpm 66.1±10.6 73.8±14.2 <0.005
Antiaggregation, % 95.2 76.7 <0.005
Anticoagulation, % 4.5 87.9 <0.005
Renal disease, MDRD<60, % 9.9 19.8 0.002
SAQ domains (healthy person = 100)

Physical limitation 55.8±20.5 44.2±23.0 <0.005
Stability of angina 67.3±30.4 59.4±31.0 0.009
Frequency of angina 83.8±20.4 78.7±21.5 0.012
Satisfaction with treatment 75.8±15.2 70.1±18.8 0.002
Perception of disease 59.9±22.9 54.4±24.0 0.16

Conclusions: AF patients had a statistically significant worse QOL than patients
with SR. However, after adjustment this difference was not statistically significant,
suggesting that AF in SCAD patients is rather a marker of comorbidities and older
age rather than a marker of QOL.

P4624 | BEDSIDE
Impact of cardiac computer tomography on the frequency and disease
severity of patients with suspected angina who are referred for
invasive coronary angiography

A. Zorlak, A. Zorlak, A. Thomassen, O. Gerke, H. Munkholm, H. Mickley,
A. Diederichsen. Odense University Hospital, Department of Cardiology,
Odense, Denmark

Purpose: In 2008 coronary computer tomographic angiography (CCTA) was in-
troduced as a routine imaging modality at our hospital. We wanted to assess the
impact of CCTA on 1) the frequency of patients with suspected angina referred for
invasive coronary angiography (ICA), and 2) the proportion of significant stenosis
detected on ICA after the introduction of CCTA.
Methods: From 2007 to 2012 all patients with suspected stable angina under-
going elective ICA were considered and the number of patients with significant
stenosis (≥50% diameter stenosis) were noted. In 2012, in order to define the pat-
tern of diagnostic methods and downstream testing, all patients with suspected
angina and referred for exercise-test, CCTA, single-photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) or ICA were registered.
Results: From 2007 to 2012 a total of 1551 patients suspected of stable angina
were referred for ICA. No significant differences in the absolute number of pa-
tients undergoing ICA per year was seen (figure; p=0.85).The relative number of
patients with significant stenosis on ICA did not significantly change over time:
37%, 38%, 37%, 44%, 43% and 32% (figure; p=0.75). Amongst 1069 patients
which were examined for suspected stable angina in 2012 the pattern of diag-
nostic methods was: exercise-test (n=37), CCTA (n=450), SPECT (n=310) and
ICA (n=272). CCTA triggered 44 ICA, of which 19 (43%) had significant stenosis.
SPECT triggered 52 ICA, of which 12 (23%) were positive.
Conclusion: The introduction of CCTA for routine clinical use did not affect the
frequency of patients with suspected stable angina referred for ICA. Surpris-
ingly, neither the proportion of patients with significant coronary stenosis on ICA
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Figure 1. Frequency of ICA.

changed significantly over time. Finally, CTCA did not result in excessive invasive
downstream testing.

ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROMES: ONGOING
CHALLENGES
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Three decades of acute coronary syndrome: are we there yet?

R. Costa Rodrigues, A. Correia, M.G. Serrao, H. Cafe, S. Gomes, N. Santos,
B. Silva, A.C. Alves, A. Pereira, D. Pereira. Hospital Dr. Nélio Mendonça,
Funchal, Portugal

Purpose: Despite therapeutic advances in recent decades, ischemic heart dis-
ease remains the leading cause of death worldwide. We intended to evaluate
changes in the profile and management of patients with acute coronary syndrome
(ACS) over the past 3 decades.
Methods: Prospective study of 1999 patients admitted for ACS, in different peri-
ods of the last 3 decades, to our tertiary hospital intensive care unit. We divided
the patients into 3 groups: patients admitted between October (Oct) 1989 - Oct
1992 [group A: n=516, 25.8%; 64.3% male; 30.2% unstable angina (UA)]; pa-
tients admitted between Oct 1999 - Oct 2002 (group B: n=663, 33.2%; 64.4%
male; 20.2% UA) and patients admitted between Oct 2009 - Oct 2012 (group C:
n=820, 41%; 68.9% male; 12.9% UA). We compare them with respect to baseline
characteristics, treatments performed and outcomes during hospitalization and at
1 year follow-up.
Results: Group C had lower in-hospital mortality (A=14.1% vs B=11.8% vs
C=6.7%, p<0.01), and at one year follow-up (A=24.8% vs B=21.9% vs C=13.0%,
p<0.01). Baseline characteristics showed no differences between groups in terms
of gender, age and previous history of diabetes, but group C had more previ-
ous history of myocardial infarction (A=6.6% vs B=4.2% vs C=20.7%, p<0.01)
and hypertension (A= 53.7% vs B=48.9% vs C=67.6%, p<0.01), while group A
had more history of smoking (A=38.8% vs B=31.2% vs C=31.2%, p<0.01) and
angina (A= 51.2% vs B=19.3% vs C=24.9%, p<0.01). In respect to risk strat-
ification group B was more frequently submitted to thrombolysis (A=5.6% vs.
B=9.5% vs. C=0.6%, p<0.01) while group C was more often treated by percu-
taneous coronary intervention (A=13.2% vs B=31.5% vs C=81.0%, p<0.01). In
terms of medical treatment group C was more often treated with aspirin (A=90.1%
vs B=87.5% vs C=97.1%, p<0.01), beta-blocker (A=25.2% vs B=46.6% vs
C=50.7%, p<0.01) and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (A=19.6% vs
B=29.6% vs C=60.2%, p<0.01). As for complications, group A had more ischemic
arrhythmias (A=19.4% vs B=21.7% vs C=12.9%, p<0.01), need for temporary
pacemaker (A=5.2% vs B=2.6% vs C=1.7%, p<0.01), prevalence of post- infarc-
tion angina (A=47.6% vs B=38.1% vs C=14.3%, p<0.01) and evolved more fre-
quently in Killip class>1 (A=37.5% vs B=28.7% vs C=25.9%, p<0.01).
Conclusion: The advent of new therapies, particularly percutaneous coronary in-
tervention, has improved the prognosis of patients admitted with ACS, with these
now presenting less and less in-hospital complications as well as lower mortality
both during in-hospital stay and at 1 year follow-up.
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Appropriateness of helicopter transfer for primary percutaneous
intervention in a national acute coronary syndrome programme

R. Colleran, A. Mcinerney, V. Mulveen, R. Walsh, K. Daly. Galway University
Hospital, Galway, Ireland

Introduction: The National Acute Coronary Syndromes Programme in Ireland

Abstract P4628 – Table 1

Groups NT-pro-BNP, M ± m pg/ml eGFR, M ± m ml/min per 1.73 m2 Cystatin C, M ± m ng/ml
D1 D4–6 D25 D1 D4–6 Dsc D1 D4–6 D25

NC 1238±342 871±244**# 747±128**# 65±3,9 54±3,2* 85±5,77**# 3271±517 3528±624**# 2714±478**#
DC 1172±304 1061±271 871±249** 61,5±3,78 48±2,95** 67±4,84 3314±578 3895±683** 3071±614**
*p<0,05, **p<0,01 compared to D1; #p<0,05 compared to Group DC.

advocates transfer of STEMI patients from the field or from outside hospitals di-
rectly to the cardiac catheterisation lab of primary PCI centres, bypassing the
emergency department, if feasible within 90 minutes of diagnosis, with a target
diagnosis to reperfusion time of less than 120 minutes, and an acceptable rate of
inappropriate cath lab activation of 15%. We are currently experiencing a surge
in helicopter transfer of such patients.
Aims: The aim of this study was to determine the appropriateness of helicopter
transfer of STEMI patients for primary PCI, in terms of success rates both in
prehospital diagnosis and in achieving target times.
Methods: Paramedic documentation and electrocardiograms of all patients trans-
ferred directly to the catheterisation lab for primary PCI by helicopter over a 7
month period were reviewed.
Results: There were 50 helicopter transfers to the catheterization lab over the
7 month period, 38 (76%) from the field and 12 (24%) from outside hospitals.
From the field, 31 (81.6%) STEMI diagnoses were correct. Of these, 30 patients
(96.7%) underwent primary PCI. 17 (56.7%) achieved diagnosis to door times
of less than 90 minutes (median 83, range 47-161 minutes) and 13 (43%) were
reperfused within 120 minutes of diagnosis (median 137, range 52-214 minutes).
There were 5 helicopter transfers from outside hospitals for primary PCI. 1 (20%)
achieved the target door and reperfusion times of 90 and 120 minutes respec-
tively. Median diagnosis to door and reperfusion times were 130 minutes (range
68-239), and 141 (range 120-287) minutes respectively. For the remaining 4
cases (80%), awaiting helicopter transfer delayed reperfusion therapy as no pa-
tient had a contraindication to thrombolysis at an outside hospital.
Conclusion: Among field transfers, rate of inappropriate activations was in line
with international standards. For transfers from the field, times achieved were sub-
optimal. For transfers from outside hospitals, rates in achieving target times were
poor, with helicopter transfer sometimes causing unnecessary treatment delays.
Helicopter transfer for primary PCI in Ireland should be utilised only if anticipated
ECG to primary PCI centre door time is less than 90 minutes. Otherwise, imme-
diate thrombolysis should be considered prior to transfer.
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Comparative effects of “nitrate centered” and “diuretic centered”
treatment of acute decompensated heart failure on clinical congestion,
NT-proBNP and renal function markers

E. Amosova, A. Bezrodnyi, I. Gorda, I. Prudkyi. O. O. Bogomolets National
Medical University, Kiev, Ukraine

Background: Our purpose was to compare effects of prolonged optimal-dosed
nitrate infusion plus low doses of i.v. diuretics (“nitrate centered strategy” -
NC) and moderate doses of i.v. diuretics plus short intermittent nitrate infusion
(“diuretic-centered strategy” - DC) on congestion symptoms and signs, NT-pro-
BNP and renal function markers (eGRF and Cystatin C) in pts with acute decom-
pensated heart failure (ADHF).
Methods: In single-blind parallel-group randomized study we assigned pts with
“wet-warm” ADHF to receive either optimal-dosed GNT infusion ≥72 hrs plus low
doses of i.v. diuretic (≤80 mg pd for furosemide), NC group, n=19 per protocol,
age 59,4±1,1 yrs or moderate doses of i.v. diuretic (41-120 mg pd for furosemide)
plus short intermittent (<10hrs pd, ≤3 days) GNT (DC group, n=48 per protocol,
age 62,1±1,7 yrs). Primary endpoints were dyspnoe assessed by Borg scale and
eGRF (MDRD) at days 4-6 (D4-6) and discharge (Dsc), as well as serum Cystatin
C and NT-pro-BNP (ELISA) at D4-6 and D25.
Results: Total 1st week furosemide dose in NC group was 192±20,9mg, in DC
group – 396±15,3mg, duration of GNT infusion – 3,2±0,3 vs 0,76±0,07 days
(p<0,001). Symptomatic hypotension occurred in 3 (23%) and 2 (3,4%) pts, cor-
respondingly, and transfer to p.o. diuretics in 7,3±1,3 and 8,5±1,7 days (p<0,05).
While dyspnoe intensity at D1 in NC group was 7,8±0,4 and DC - 7,1±0,36
(p>0,05), its on-treatment decrease (p<0,01 from D1 in both) was more pro-
nounced in NC group (at D4-6 - 4,1±0,2 vs 5,2±0,3, p<0,05, at Dsc - 2,2±0,13
vs 2,8±0,17, p>0,01). The same was true for CVP lowering from D1 (correspond-
ingly, 194±14,7 and 186±12,9 mm H20, p>0,05) to D4-6 (78±5,2 vs 97±5,8mm
H20, p<0,05 between groups). NT-pro-BNP, eGRF and Cystatin C data see in
table.
Conclusion: In ADHF patients “nitrate centered” strategy compared to “diuretic
centered” one is associated with more pronounced and more early clinical decon-
gestion and NT-pro-BNP lowering, as well as better preservation of renal function
assessed by eGRF and Cystatin C.
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Survival of patients presenting as sudden cardiac arrest with STEMI
on post-resuscitation ECG is dependent on the initial arrest rhythm

A. Malodiya, V. Reddy, S. Vanga, F. Moussavi, G. Moutsatsos, A. Doorey,
V. Hosmane, W.S. Weintraub, E. Rahman. Christiana Hospital, Cardiology,
Newark, United States of America

Purpose: Patients presenting with cardiac arrest, suspected of having acute
coronary syndrome (ACS) have high mortality. Post-resuscitation ECG showing
ST elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) is used to identify patients who may
benefit from emergent revascularization. Our aim was to determine if the initial
cardiac arrest rhythm predicts survival.
Methods: At our large, academic medical center, all patients who had cardiac
arrest prior to emergent coronary angiography between Jan 1, 2001 and Dec
31, 2010 were studied. The post-resuscitation (pre-cath) ECG’s were reviewed
by 3 cardiologists who were blinded to the outcome, to confirm the diagnosis
of STEMI. Survival of the patients during the index hospitalization was corre-
lated with whether the rhythm was shockable (ventricular tachycardia/fibrillation)
or non-shockable (Pulseless Electrical Activity/Asystole).
Results: Of 188 patients who had cardiac arrest prior to emergent angiography,
166 had a post-resuscitation (pre-cath) ECG available for review. Of those, 89
patients with a confirmed STEMI compatible ECG were further analyzed (see
Table1). Chi-square test and Fisher’s exact test were used to compute statistical
significance. The age range was 22-92 years (mean 62.5 yrs ±13.6), 76% were
male.

Patients with STEMI on post-resuscitation ECG (n=89/166 [53.6%]).

Shockable rhythm Non-shockable rhythm p-value
n=76/89 (85.4%) n=13/89 (14.6%)

Survival 47/76 (61.8%) 0/13 (0.0%) <0.0001
Full Neurologic Recovery 42/47 (89.3%) N/A N/A

Conclusions: Survival of patients presenting with sudden cardiac arrest, who
had STEMI on post-resuscitation ECG and subsequent emergent angiogra-
phy with successful revascularization, is dependent on whether the initial arrest
rhythm was shockable or not. Those patients who survived had good neurologic
recovery. In contrast, those with an initial non-shockable rhythm uniformly had
poor survival.
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Cardiac arrest in a 10-year primary percutaneous coronary
intervention registry: incidence, features and outcome

S. Rakar, L. Gombac, S. Santangelo, A. Aleksova, G. Barbati, A. Perkan,
G. Vitrella, F. Longaro, A. Salvi, G. Sinagra. University Hospital Riuniti,
CARDIOLOGY, Trieste, Italy

Purpose: Three-quarters of deaths consequent to acute coronary syndrome oc-
cur in pre-hospital phase, probably caused by cardiac arrest (CA). There are lim-
ited data about survival of patients (pts) with STEMI and out-of-hospital cardiac
arrest (OHCA) treated with primary PCI (PPCI), because of their exclusion from
interventional trials and registries due to their extremly poor survival. Further,
ESC STEMI Guidelines just in 2012 recommended the treatment with PPCI of
those patients.
Methods: We retrospectively analyzed the data of 1289 consecutive pts with
STEMI admitted for PPCI in our tertiary center from December 1st, 2003 till De-
cember 31, 2012. Pts were divided in two groups: STEMI and STEMI-OHCA.
Afterwards, we grouped STEMI-OHCA patients as following: STEMI-OHCA co-
matose or not and STEMI-OHCA with CA before (strictly out-of-hospital, OH) or
after (intra-hospital, IH) Emergency Medical System (EMS) call.
Results: In our population there were 82 (6.4%) pts with STEMI-OHCA, 54 co-
matose (65.8%) and 52 (63.4%) with CA strictly OH. CA was due to shockable
rhythm in 95% of pts. In comparison to STEMI group pts from STEMI-OHCA were
younger (62 vs 66 yr, p 0.014), haemodinamically more frequently instable (higher
TIMI index, Killip class, percentage of shock; all p<0.05), with more frequent LAD
lesions (66 vs 47%, p 0.002) and LM (4 vs 0.7%, p 0.02). Again the in-hospital,
30-day and overall mortality of pts from STEMI-OHCA group was higher (20 vs
6%, 20.7 vs 6.6%, 31.7 vs 10.5%; p<0.001), but peculiarly more events were ob-
served among those comatose (30 vs 0%, 32 vs 0%, 37 vs 28%; p<0.001) and
with OH (28.8 vs 3.3%, p 0.05; 28.8 vs 6.7%, p 0.017; 38.5 vs 20%, p 0.08). The
presence of shock was associated with very bad outcome (HR 3.775, p<0.001),
either in STEMI and STEMI-OHCA pts.
Conclusions: Pts with STEMI-OHCA treated with PPCI have higher short, mid
e long-term mortality than pts with STEMI without CA. However, pts with STEMI-
OHCA non-comatose and with CA after EMS call have short and mid-term similar
to pts with other STEMI.

P4631 | BEDSIDE
Clopidogrel vs. prasugrel and ticagrelor in patients with acute
myocardial infarction complicated by cardiogenic shock: An
IABP-SHOCK II sub-analysis

M. Orban1, T. Limbourg2, G. Fuernau3, S. Desch3, F.J. Neumann4,
K. Werdan5, G. Schuler3, U. Zeymer2, H. Thiele6, J. Hausleiter1 on behalf of
IABP-SHOCK II Trial investigators. 1Ludwig-Maximilians University, Department
of Cardiology, Munich, 2Heart Attack Research Center, Ludwigshafen am
Rhein, 3Heart Center of Leipzig, Leipzig, 4University Heart Center Freiburg-Bad
Krozingen, Bad Krozingen, 5Martin Luther University of Halle-Wittenberg,
Halle, 6Universitätsklinikum Schleswig-Holstein (UKSH), Medizinische Klinik II
(Kardiologie, Angiologie, Intensivmedizin), Lübeck, Germany

Purpose: All randomized controlled trials comparing clopidogrel with prasugrel
or ticagrelor excluded patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and car-
diogenic shock. Therefore, prospective data is lacking comparing different ADP-
receptor antagonsits in this setting. The aim of this sub-analysis of the Intraaortic
Balloon Pump in Cardiogenic Shock II (IABP-SHOCK II) trial was to compare the
clinical outcome of patients treated with clopidogrel vs. the more potent ADP-
receptor antagonists prasugrel or ticagrelor in cardiogenic shock.
Methods: In the primary study 600 patients with cardiogenic shock complicating
an AMI were included and randomized to the IABP or no-IABP group between
June 2009 and March 2012. The primary endpoint of the sub-analysis was 30-day
and 1-year all-cause mortality with respect to different ADP-receptor antagonists.
Secondary safety endpoints were GUSTO bleedings during the 1-year study pe-
riod.
Results: After exclusion of patients not receiving an ADP-receptor antagonist as
acute medical therapy (86 patients) or those receiving different ADP-receptor an-
tagonists as acute medical therapy (14 patients), 498 patients were analysed.
387 patients (77.7%) received clopidogrel and 111 patients (22.3%) either pra-
sugrel or ticagrelor as acute antiplatelet therapy. Baseline patient characteristics
differed significantly between patients receiving clopidogrel or the potent drugs
prasugrel/ticagrelor. Unadjusted all-cause 30-day and 1-year mortality was lower
in prasugrel/ticagrelor vs. clopidogrel treated patients (30-day: 29.7% vs. 41.9%,
p<0.05, 1-year: 38.0% vs. 54.4%, p<0.01). In a multiple logistic regression anal-
ysis, the adjusted rate of mortality did not differ for both time points between both
groups (OR: 1.24, 95% CI 0.72-2.12, p=0.44). Unadjusted bleeding complications
were lower in prasugrel/ticagrelor vs. clopidogrel treated patients (30-day: com-
bined GUSTO bleedings: 18.0% vs. 29.3%, p<0.05, 1-year: combined GUSTO
bleedings: 21.5% vs. 35.5%, p<0.05). Adjusted bleeding complications will be
presented at the congress.
Conclusion: The comparable outcome with respect to the adjusted rate of mor-
tality suggests that the use of potent receptor antagonists like prasugrel or tica-
grelor in AMI patients complicated by cardiogenic shock might not be associated
with an improved survival, however, we did not detect an increase in bleeding
complications in prasugrel/ticagrelor treated patients indicating that the use of
prasugrel or ticagrelor might not be harmful in selected patients.

P4632 | BEDSIDE
Prevalence and significance of troponin elevations in patients without
acute coronary disease

K. Roll Vestergaard1, C.H. Bang Jespersen1, G. Soletormos2, R. Steffensen1,
M. Schou1, A. Arnadottir1, K. Iversen1. 1Hillerod Hospital, Department of
Endocrinology, Nephrology and Cardiology, Hillerod, Denmark; 2Hillerod
Hospital, Department of Clinical Biochemistry, Hillerod, Denmark

Purpose: The frequency and prognostic importance of elevated troponin concen-
trations in patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) have been thoroughly
described in previous publications. Only few studies have examined troponin con-
centrations in the general hospitalized population without suspicion of ACS. The
purpose of this study is to describe and compare the prevalence of elevated tro-
ponin T (cTnT) and troponin I (cTnI) concentrations measured with recently devel-
oped high-sensitive assays in an unselected, consecutive population of patients,
admitted to an emergency department.
Method: Patients aged >18 years admitted to an emergency department in a dis-
trict hospital were included in the study. Blood samples were drawn at admission.
CTnT was analysed with a high-sensitive cTnT assay with a limit of detection
(LoD) of 5ng/L and a 99th percentile of 14ng/L. CTnI was measured using a new
high-sensitive research cTnI assay with a LoD of 0,8ng/L and a 99th percentile of
48ng/L.
Results: Between the 10th and 24th of May 2013, 1097 patients were admit-
ted to the emergency department. 99.5% of the patients agreed to participate
and serum was available in 1029 (92.3%) of patients. ACS was suspected in 128
(12.4%) of the patients. The remaining patients were admitted with a broad spec-

Elevated hscTnI and hscTnT

Median (IQR)(ng/L) n >99th percentile (%)

All patients (n=1029)
hscTnI 3.2 (1.0–9.9) 82 (8.0%)
hscTnT 10.2 (4.4–23.3) 406 (39.5%)

All patients admitted with other diagnoses than ACS (n=901)
hscTnI 3.3 (1.1–10.3) 68 (6.6%)
hscTnT 10.5 (4.4–23.3) 368 (35.8%)
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trum of medical and surgical conditions. HscTnI was detectable in 84.9% of the
patients and HscTnT in 84.0% (p<0.05). For HscTnI and HscTnt concentrations,
see table. Elevation of troponin (>99th percentile) was significantly more frequent
for HscTnT than for HscTnI (39.5% vs. 8.0%, p<0.001). Both HscTnI and HscTnT
were significantly correlated with age and glomerular filtration rate, the correlation
for HscTnI was however significantly weaker than for HscTnT.
Conclusion: Of patients admitted to the hospital with diagnoses other than ACS,
hscTnT was elevated above the 99th percentile in more than 1/3 of the patients
and hscTnI in less than 1/10. These results demand questions asked on the
specificity of troponin elevations for ACS especially for troponin T. Furthermore,
the results emphasize the need of further studies on the release mechanisms of
the cardiac troponins.

P4633 | BEDSIDE
Left main coronary artery disease in elderly: clinical situation and
long-term prognosis in percutaneously revascularized patients

M.B. Castro Verdes, L. Grigorian, A. Silveira, P. De Juan, J. Sepulveda, A. Ortiz,
I. Gomez, A. De Miguel, J.A. Baz, A. Iniguez. Hospital of Meixoeiro, Cardiology,
Vigo, Spain

Purpose: Is to evaluate the clinical characteristics and prognostic impact of left
main coronary artery disease (LMCA) angioplasty (PCI) in elderly population.
Methods: Data on all patients with LMCA consecutively treated with PCI in a high
volume tertiary hospital between June 1997 and October 2011 were prospectively
collected. The last follow-up information was obtained between January and May
2013 with a mean follow-up of 4,5±2,8 years.
Results: Total of 570 patients were included in the registry, being 33,6% of them
≥76 years old (elderly group) with a mean age of 80,5±3,4 years as compared
with 62,8±9,4 years of the younger group (<76 years). Main statistically signifi-
cant differences between both groups were: higher proportion of women (31,6%
vs 18,7%), lower prevalence of smoking habit (24,1% vs 51,4%), worse clinical
situation at presentation (NYHA class III/IV in 14,4% vs 10,2%), lower left ven-
tricle ejection fraction at admission (49,9% vs 53,8%) and higher prevalence of
comorbidities such as renal insufficiency (42,0% vs 20,4%) or anemia (48,9% vs
26,6%) among elderly population as compared with younger patients. While the
indication for PCI in elderly were mostly acute coronary events (with ST elevation
15,2% vs 12,9% or without ST 51,9% vs 39,2%), in younger patients that was
stable ischemic heart disease (46,6% vs 31,6%); p=0,022. Angiographically older
patients presented significantly more extensive coronary disease, with LMCA and
multivessel lesions in 26,0% versus 13,9% in the younger group. From a technical
point of view, intravascular ultrasound was used less frequently (31,5% vs 42,7%;
p=0,016) and bare metal stents more frequently (20,5% vs 10,4%; p=0,003) in
patients ≥76 years. Events rates at the end of follow-up were as follows: higher
all-cause death (46,2 vs 18,9%; p<0,001), similar non-fatal myocardial infarction
(12,7% vs 16,6%; p=0,255) and non-fatal cerebrovascular events (3,4% vs 3,4%;
p=1,0), lower target lesion revascularization (5,3% vs 12,3%; p=0,007), similar
hospitalizations for cardiovascular (37,4% vs 31,5%; p=0,175) and higher rate
for non-cardiovascular reasons (46,9% vs 32,4%; p=0,002). In the multivariable
analysis age was not associated with worse prognosis (HR 1,071, 95%CI 0,574-
1,996).
Conclusions: Elderly patients have doubled long-term mortality compared with
younger patients. However, our results indicate that this worse prognosis seems
to be related with non-cardiovascular reasons, thus the PCI of the LMCA in oc-
togenarians, even in worse circumstances, could be considered as an option for
myocardial revascularization.

P4634 | BEDSIDE
Determinants of prehospital use of opioids in AMI patients and
association with early outcomes. Results from the FAST-MI 2010
registry

N. Bonnet1, A. Lafont1, N. Danchin1, L. Lamhaut2, L. Mock3, N. Dos Santos
Teixeira1, P. Goldstein4, F. Schiele5, T. Simon6, E. Puymirat1 on behalf of
FAST-MI investigators. 1AP-HP - European Hospital Georges Pompidou, Paris,
2Hospital Necker, Paris, 3Clinique de Fontaine, Fontaine les Dijon, 4Cardiology
Hospital of Lille, Lille, 5Regional University Hospital Jean Minjoz, Besancon,
6AP-HP - Hospital Saint Antoine, Paris, France

Aim and methods: We assessed correlates of prehospital opioid use and as-
sociations with in-hospital complications in FAST-MI 2010, a nationwide French
registry including 4,169 patients with AMI at the end of 2010 in 213 centres
(76% of active centres in France). Of those, 1,860 were initially transported by
physician-staffed ambulances (SAMU), of whom 408 (22%) received opioids in
the ambulance.
Results: Prehospital opioids were less often used in patients ≥75 years (11%
vs 26.5%, P<0.001), in women (15% vs 24%, P<0.001), but more in patients
with STEMI (31% vs 7%, P<0.001), and with a pain score ≥7 (47% vs 21.5%,
P<0.001). By multiple logistic regression analysis, use of opioids was indepen-
dently correlated with age <60 (OR 2.82, 1.78-4.46), STEMI (OR 4.66, 3.32-
6.53), pain score ≥7 (OR 2.88, 2.00-4.14), typical chest pain (OR 2.17, 1.37-3.45)
and time from onset to first call <60 minutes (OR 1.40, 1.08-1.81); the associa-
tion between female sex and less use of opioids was of borderline significance
(OR 0.74, 0.54-1.02, P=0.06).

Prehospital use of opioids was associated with a decrease in heart rate (-
1.9±19.1 vs +4.3±20.0 bpm, P<0.001) but a larger increase in systolic blood
pressure (+14±28 vs +11±29 mm Hg, P=0.03), while change in Killip class was
similar in patients with or without opioids (P=0.94). None of the in-hospital com-
plications significantly differed between patients receiving prehospital opioids or
not, after adjustment for age, GRACE score and type of MI: in-hospital death (OR
0.81, 0.30-2.17), VF (OR 2.08, 0.93-4.63), AF (OR 0.90, 0.51-1.60), A-V block
(OR 1.59, 0.83-3.06), recurrent MI (OR 1.98, 0.83-4.76), cardiogenic shock (OR
1.75, 0.71-4.33), TIMI major bleed (OR 0.42, 0.15-1.24), transfusion (OR 0.32,
0.10-1.05).
Conclusion: In ambulance-transported AMI patients, opioids were used in a mi-
nority of patients, despite a strong level of recommendation. Even in patients with
high pain scores, less than one out of two patients received opioids. Use of opi-
oids in the prehospital setting was associated with a decrease in heart rate, and
appeared neutral as regards in-hospital complications.

P4635 | BEDSIDE
Allergic inflammatory cells and coronary instability: evidence from a
cytofluorimetric study

G. Niccoli1, C. Calvieri2, V. Sabato1, D. Flego1, A. Imaeva3, F. Fracassi1,
M. Roberto1, F. Crea1. 1Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Rome, Italy;
2Sapienza University of Rome, Umberto I Polyclinic, Rome, Italy; 3Cardiology
Research Center, Moscow, Russian Federation

Purpose: Inflammation may play a role in the pathogenesis of coronary plaque
instability with lymphocytes, macrophages and neutrophils activation widely stud-
ied in the past years. However, the role of allergic inflammatory cells, such as
eosinophils and basophils, in coronary instability has been, until now, poorly ex-
plored. The aim of this study was to compare eosinophils and basophils activation
in patients with coronary artery disease (CAD) and either stable or unstable clini-
cal presentation.
Methods: 51 patients undergoing coronary angiography were enrolled; 31 of
them presented with non ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (n-STEMI)
(61%) and 20 with stable CAD (39%). Patients with in-stent restenosis or stent im-
plantation in the last 12 months, as well as those having inflammatory conditions
were excluded. Clinical characteristics, therapy on admission, routine laboratory
data, angiographic data were available for the overall population. Eosinophils ad
basophils activation were assessed with Flow Cytometry Analysis in all patients,
respectively by CD66b, CD69 and CD203c expression measured as Median Flu-
orescence Intensity (MFI) on admission peripheral blood.
Results: The two study groups were similar for all clinical, routine laboratory or
angiographic data, except for CRP serum levels, which were higher in n-STEMI
patients as compared with stable angina patients (p=0,003). Among flow cytom-
etry data, the two study groups had similar eosinophils activation (CD66b) [6.6
(4.9-7.7) vs 6.62 (5.27-8.73), p=0.63], but eosinophils degranulation (CD69) and
basophils activation (CD203c) were higher in n-STEMI patients as compared with
stable angina patients [1.38 (1.16-1.52) vs 1.17 (1-1.31), p=0.01], [0.97 (0.89-
1.11) vs 0.92 (0.87-0.95), p=0.03].
Conclusions: Our study shows that allergic inflammatory cells activation may
play a role in coronary instability. Future studies should assess if these cells may
become new therapeutic targets in a subset of n-STEMI patients.

SUPPORTIVE AND PALLIATIVE CARE

P4637 | BEDSIDE
Palliative care in cardiological patients, a forgotten problem

M.D. Lledo1, M. Ahumada2, A.M. Puche1, P. Sendra3, C. Martinez4, F. Garcia
De Brugos2, P. Agullo4, A. Munoz4, M. Arencibia4, A.G. Honrubia2. 1Family
Medicine Unit, 2Cardiology, 3Short Stay Unit, 4Hospital Management, General
University Hospital of Elche, Elche, Spain

Purpose: Traditionally palliative care has been related with oncology, but there
are other specialities, as cardiology, with this kind of patients. The purpose of this
study was to investigate the characteristics and magnitude of the problem in a
clinical cardiology unit.
Methods: We included consecutively 205 patients admitted in the clinical car-
diology unit. The NECPAL CCOMS-ICO© instrument was filled for every patient
to identify cases in need of palliative care. It has 4 items and covers the need of
palliative care and, general and specific clinical indicators of severity and progres-
sion of the illness. It includes a limiting question about the expectative of patient
death next 12 months. A patient was considered palliative if the answer to the
limiting question was negative, and another question of the other three items was
positive in accordance of the established criteria. Quantitative data is presented
as mean±SD and proportions as percentages. T-Student was performed to an-
alyze differences between continuous variables, and Pearson χ2 test was used
with proportions. All statistical tests are two-sided and considered significant at
p<0.05.
Results: Median age was 72,17±13,92 years and 47,8% were women. Overall
mortality at six months was 7,3%. 20% of the patients had palliative criteria who
were older (82,05 vs. 69,7 years; p<0,001), with lower Barthel index (56,39 vs.
80,72; p<0,001), and higher Charlson index (5,46 vs, 3.38; p<0,001). They used
more acute opioid drugs (9,8 vs. 1,2%; p=0,04), but there were no differences in
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the use of chronic opioid drugs. Family care was the most important type of social
support for this patients (56,1%), only 24,4% had asked about palliative care, and
only 73,2% of them were identified as palliative by their physician. Palliative mark-
ers distribution for this patients were: nutritional 17,1%, functional 45,8%, fragility
7,3%, emotional distress 48,8%, use of sanitary resources 73,2%, and 2 or more
pathologies 41,5%. All this markers were more prevalent between palliative care
patients (p<0,05). Mortality was higher between palliative care patients (34,6 vs.
0,6%; p<0,001).
Conclusions: There is a great amount of patients in a clinical cardiology unit
who could take benefit of palliative care, and they have a high mortality. Poor
general clinical indicators of severity and progression of their illness were noted.
Cardiologists have moderate sensitivity concerning palliative care, and patients
do not usually ask for this type of care.

P4638 | BEDSIDE
Palliative care in heart failure: a multicenter prevalence analysis

P. Gastelurrutia1, M. Martinez2, S. Ruiz3, J. Gonzalez-Costello4, B. Gonzalez5,
L. Oller3, M.J. Barbosa4, J. Lupon5, X. Gomez-Batiste2, A. Bayes-Genis5.
1Germans Trias i Pujol Health Sciences Research Institute, Badalona, Spain;
2Càtedra de Cures Pal·liatives, Institut Català d’Oncologia, Barcelona, Spain;
3Hospital del Mar, Barcelona, Spain; 4University Hospital of Bellvitge, Barcelona,
Spain; 5Germans Trias i Pujol University Hospital, Badalona, Spain

Background: The concept of palliative care is currently broadened to chronic
patients with limited prognosis with the aim of covering patients’ and carers’ needs
for a better quality of life. Heart failure (HF) is a chronic and prevalent syndrome
which entails frequent hospital admissions and poor prognosis.
Objective: to assess the actual prevalence of needs of palliative care in HF.
Methods: During a 3-month period all patients attended in three specialized HF
units from university hospitals in our Metro area were assessed by a simple val-
idated questionnaire, the NECPAL CCOMS-ICO©. It consists of 4 blocks: 1) a
“surprise question” to clinicians/nurses: “Would you be surprised if this patient
died within 12 months?”; 2) needs according to health professionals or patient-
family demand of palliative care treatments; 3) generic clinical markers of health
status; and 4) disease-specific clinical markers of severity. Questionnaires were
filled by nurses and/or physicians in charge for each consecutive patient. A pa-
tient was considered NECPAL+ when the “surprise question” was a No and one
or more of the other blocks was positive.
Results: A total of 996 questionnaires were answered. Mean age was 68±12
years-old and 70% were men. When clinicians/nurses were asked, in 35.7% of
cases they would not be surprised if their patient died in the next 12 months.
32.6% of patients were NECPAL+. Only 6.1% of patients had a positive answer
in block 2 (clinicians considered a need of palliative care in only 4.6% of pa-
tients). By contrast, 71.2% of patients had at least 1 positive answer in block
3 (the most frequent having ≥2 concomitant diseases). Regarding block 4 (car-
diac disease specific items), 34.5% of patients had ≥1 positive answer and 15%
had ≥2 among the 6 evaluated items. 18.9% had left ventricular ejection fraction
<30% or pulmonary hypertension (PA pressure >60 mmHg), and 15.3% were in
NYHA functional classes III/IV.
Conclusions: The prevalence of HF patients with needs of palliative care is high.
Specific-HF items contributed less than expected to the positivity of the NECPAL
questionnaire. Based on our data, palliative care interventions should be imple-
mented in multidisciplinary HF units to improve patients’ and carers’ quality of
life.

P4639 | BENCH
Advanced heart failure support: a new teaching methodology

M.F. Canesin1, M.T. Oliveira Jr2, A.C.P. Barretto2, W.I. Nazima1,
D.M. Gualandro2, C. Magalhaes3, J.F. Ferreira2, D. Ferreira4, J.C.S. Cardoso5.
1University Hospital (State University of Londrina), Cardiology, Londrina, Brazil;
2Heart Institute (InCor), University of São Paulo Medical School, São Paulo,
Brazil; 3Cardiology Hospital, São José dos Campos, Brazil; 4Hospital Luz,
Cardiology Centre, Lisbon, Portugal; 5Hospitais da Universidade, Cardiology,
Coimbra, Portugal

Background: Worldwide, Acute Heart Failure (AHF) is a highly prevalent condi-
tion at the emergency room. The correct systematization of both AHF diagnosis
and treatment by physicians, could reduce the length of stay, the rate of 30-day
re-hospitalizations and improve long-term survival.
Objective: To systematize the management of AHF patients. In each of the 3
(three) training stations 3 (three) cases of AHF are simulated, using a ABCDE-
FGH system (A- A Clinical Hemodynamic Profile Evaluation; B- Breath; C- Circu-
lation; D-Diuretics; E-Electrocardiogram; F- Frequency of the Heart (Heart rate);
G-Guarantee of non suspension of active drugs and H-Heparin) and algorithms
based in the clinical-hemodynamic class (CHC) of the patients (A, B, C, L), to
guide the best decisions for each case.
Methodology: The Advanced Heart Failure Support course (AHFS) employs an
interactive methodology of teaching. It consists of a 6 hours course, with previous
reading of the course manual given 30 days in advance, active teaching method-
ology using algorithms, tutorial sessions, medical simulation with advanced man-
nequins and three practical stations named “initial”, “intermediate” and “final” of
diagnosis and treatment of patients with AHF at in-hospital scenarios.

Results: From 2008 to 2009, 12 AHFS courses were performed, training 432
physicians (36 candidates in each), including internal medicine, critical care physi-
cians, cardiologists and residents from 6 cities, the majority male (57.8%). At the
initial test performed at the beginning of the course, the mean evaluation score
was 76.6 and at the end of the course 86.4 (p<0.0001), with a relative incremen-
tal of 12.8% on the grades. A 100% score was obtained by 73 (17.9%) physicians
in the first test and by 156 (36.2%) physicians in the final test, with an increment
of 2.1 times. At the first test female physicians had a better performance than
male (p=0.0233). In the continuous psychomotor and practical evaluation, all the
students showed improvement in the diagnosis and treatment skills of the clinical
hemodynamic class.
Conclusion: This new teaching methodology named “AHFS course” showed to
be effective in training physicians in the diagnosis and treatment of AHF. The
broad diffusion and application of this methodology may improve treatment of
AHF patients. In 2014 AHFS courses are being implemented and may become
an useful training tool around the world.

P4640 | BEDSIDE
Change in readmissions and follow-up visits due to introduction of
heart failure clinic and heart failure computer program in a general
hospital between year 2007 and 2012

A. Marolt, C. Slemenik Pusnik, M. Kotnik Kerbev, M. Kladnik, D. Benko. Slovenj
Gradec General Hospital, Dept. of Internal Medicine, Slovenj Gradec, Slovenia

Purpose: Heart failure is a leading cause of acute hospitalizations which are as-
sociated with unacceptably high post-discharge mortality, re-hospitalization rates
and health-care costs. From year 2000 to 2006 we recorded a constant increase
in the number of total admissions to Department of Internal Medicine (DIM), in-
cluding admissions due to Heart Failure (HF). Reducing hospital readmission
rates is a national priority and for this reason we introduced a once weekly HF
clinic. At the same time we developed a computer registry, containing a sup-
porting program for better disease management and optimization of guidelines
recommended therapy.
Methods: We made the retrograde data analysis of the treatment of HF patients
on DIM in our hospital according to the number of admissions, in hospital stay,
mortality, quality of pharmacological treatment and the effect of ambulatory work
on hospital care in years before and after the introduction of a HF clinic. We also
made a financial evaluation of this manner of HF patient treatment.
Results: In 2006 we introduced HF clinic with simultaneous development of reg-
istry database to monitor and closely follow-up HF patients. Between year 2007
and 2012 three cardiologists and one nurse specially trained for working with HF
patients yearly performed up to 550 examinations with 320 patients. The share
of patients receiving basic treatment improved from year 2005 to 2012 for ACEi
(from 79% to 97% respectively), beta blockers (from 42% to 90%) and aldos-
terone antagonists (from 29% to 64%). Between year 2006 and 2012 the number
of admissions due to HF decreased from 461 yearly admissions to 228 yearly
admissions (from 10,6% to 5,1% of total admissions) and mortality due to HF de-
creased form 20,6% to 16,2% (in 2001 it was as high as 31%). In the same period
the share of costs due to HF (hospital care, treatment, diagnostics according to
DRG system) decreased from 4,9% to 2,6% of all cost for HF our country (HF
treatment costs in our country in the year 2012 amounted to 168 M �). Currently
there are 650 patients in registry database; 53% men, 47% women; average age
is 76.0 years; the average NYHA class is 2.57 and mortality rate 7.7%.
Conclusions: Since introduction of HF clinic and computer registry in our hospital
the number of admissions due to HF decreased significantly, as well as mortality
due to HF. In the HF clinic we have achieved high share of guidelines recom-
mended basic treatment. We also managed to reduce the total cost for treating
HF patients.

P4641 | BEDSIDE
Prevalence of depression, frequency of antidepressant
pharmacotherapy and survival in systolic heart failure patients

J. Wallenborn1, G. Gueder1, S. Stoerk1, F. Faller2, C. Feldmann1, S. Brenner1,
G. Ertl1, C. Angermann1 on behalf of Competence Network Heart Failure.
1University Hospital of Wurzburg, Dept. of Internal Medicine I, Wurzburg,
2University Hospital of Wurzburg, Dept. of Medical Psychology, Medical
Sociology, and Rehabilitation Sciences, Wurzburg, Germany

Background: Compared with the general population, depression is more preva-
lent in heart failure (HF) and associated with increased mortality. Little is known on
the frequency of administration and effects of antidepressants in HF. This study
aimed to assess in a large, well characterized cohort of subjects hospitalized
for decompensated systolic HF the prevalence and survival of patients with de-
pressed mood (with and without antidepressants) versus that of patients without
depressed mood (with and without antidepressants).
Methods: In 864 participants of the Extended Interdisciplinary Network Heart
Failure (E-INH) Study (67±12.5 years; 72% male; left ventricular ejection fraction
30.4±8.2%; NYHA class III-IV 42%) the self-administered 9-item patient health
questionnaire (PHQ-9) was used for depression screening at baseline. Patients
scoring ≥11/<11 were classified as patients with/without depressed mood. Base-
line assessment included also history of depression and use of antidepressants.
Median follow up for vital status was 18 months (100% complete).
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Results: Of 864 patients 29% (n=253) had a PHQ-9 score≥11. In this subpop-
ulation with depressed mood only 70 of 253 patients (28%) had a history of de-
pression: 35 (13.8%) on antidepressants and 35 (13.8%) not. Of the total cohort
71% (n=611) had a PHQ-9 score<11. However, 54 of them (8.8%) had a history
of depression: 27 (4.4%) treated with antidepressants and 27 (4.4%) not.
After 18 months, 68 of 253 (26.9%) patients with depressed mood at baseline
had died: 40 (15.8%) without history of depression, 11 (4.3%) with history of de-
pression not on antidepressants and 17 (6.7%) on antidepressants. In this group
antidepressant therapy was a predictor of death in univariate analysis (log rank,
P=0.002). Of patients without depressed mood 83 of 611 (13.6%) had died: 67
(10.9%) without history of depression, 8 (1.3%) with history of depression not on
antidepressants and 8 (1.3%) on antidepressants.
Conclusion: Depression is frequent in HF patients, unknown and rarely treated
in the majority of cases. Our data confirm that patients with depressed mood have
a worse prognosis than patients without depressed mood. Moreover, irrespective
of current PHQ-9 score, patients with history of depression seem to have a worse
prognosis than patients without history of depression possibly indicating a dif-
ferent pathophysiology. The highest proportion died of those patients who had a
history of depression and took any antidepressant agent. Although this subgroup
was small, this finding warrants careful further observation.

P4642 | BEDSIDE
Feasibility and accuracy of nurse performed pocket-size ultrasound
imaging of the pleura and vena cava inferior to assess volume state in
patients with heart failure in an outpatient clinic

G.H. Gundersen1, T. Graven1, H.H. Haug1, T.M. Norekvaal2, K. Skjetne1,
O. Kleinau1, H. Dalen3. 1Levanger Hospital, Levanger, Norway; 2Haukeland
University Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Bergen, Norway; 3Norwegian
university of science and technology, Trondheim, Norway

Purpose: Pleural effusion in heart failure (HF) patients correlate well with de-
compensation and assessment of the dimension and collapsibility of the inferior
vena cava (IVC) may help to identify both decompensation as well as dehydration.
Follow-up in multidisciplinary HF clinics are shown to improve patient treatment.
As this may improve treatment of HF we aimed to study the feasibility and ac-
curacy of routinely nurse performed pocket-size ultrasound imaging of the pleura
and vena cava inferior after specific training.
Methods: Patients in an outpatient HF clinic at a non-university hospital were in-
cluded. Before the study start two specialized nurses underwent a specific train-
ing period, with cardiologists as supervisors, with respect to assessment of the
pleural cavities and dimension and collapsibility of the IVC. They used a PSID
with B-mode and colour flow imaging, and measured dimensions on the PSID.
The dimension of the IVC was measured in supine position both end-expiratory
and after sniff in sagittal axis. The amount of PLE was measured in sitting posi-
tion as the dimension of the echo-free space between the diaphragm and basal
lung. Reference echocardiography was performed by one of four cardiologists in
all patients by high-end echocardiography, including assessment of both pleural
cavities.
Results: Mean (SD) age in 62 (48% women) patients was 74 (12) years, ejection
fraction 34 (13) %, NYHA 2.4 (0.6), and N-terminal pro brain natriuretic peptide
(proBNP) 3761 (3072) ng/l. Time consumption for PSID examination performed
by nurses was median 5 minutes, and reference examination was performed im-
mediatetely. By PSID examination IVC was assessed in all patients, and some
amount of pleural effusion was detected in 36 pleural cavities in 23 patients (ref-
erence; 39 and 26, respectively). Correlation (95% CI) for the measurements of
pleural effusion, end-expiratory and end-inspiratory IVC was 0.97 (0.91-1.00),
0.89 (0.81-0.95) and 0.79 (0.57-0.93), respectively. Coefficient of variation for
end-expiratory IVC was 10% and 95% limit of agreement was -6 to 7 mm, re-
spectively. The very few undetected cases (by nurses) with pleural effusions by
PSID were in patients were the amount was classified as minor and located only
in the costodiaphragmal recess.
Conclusions: Specialized nurses were after dedicated training able to reliably
classify volume state by assessing both the pleural cavities and the dimension
and collapsibility of the inferior vena cava with an excellent agreement with high-
end ultrasound examinations done by cardiologists. This may improve follow-up
of heart failure patients.

P4643 | SPOTLIGHT
Good management of patients with heart failure: what matters?

J. Lenzi1, I. Castaldini2, V.M. Avaldi1, P. Rucci1, A. Protonotari2, G. Di
Pasquale3, S. Urbinati4, C. Descovich2, M.P. Fantini1. 1University of Bologna,
Biomedical and Neuromotor Sciences Department, 2Local Health Authority,
3Maggiore Hospital, 4Bellaria Hospital, Bologna, Italy

Purpose: Heart failure (HF) is a complex clinical syndrome highly prevalent
among the elderly. Evidence-based (EB) treatment with ACEIs/ARBs or β-
blockers is the mainstay of secondary prevention after HF. The aim of this study
is to examine the influence of patients’ characteristics and organisational deter-
minants on hospital readmission and on initiation/adherence to EB medications.
Methods: The study population comprised patients resident in a Local Health
Authority discharged from any Italian hospital between 1/1/2008 and 31/12/2010
with a primary diagnosis of HF, identified through the hospital discharge records

database. The outcomes of interests were the rate of hospital readmissions for
HF at 1 year after discharge, the proportion of patients with at least 1 prescription
of ACEIs/ARBs or β-blockers within 90 days of discharge (drug initiators) and the
proportion of patients with at least 2/4 prescriptions of ACEIs/ARBs or β-blockers
within 180/365 days of discharge (adherent patients). Differences in adherence
were examined in relation to patients’, general practitioners (GPs) and primary
care units (PCUs) characteristics using a multilevel modified Poisson regression
model.
Results: The study sample includes 7716 patients, 56% female, with a mean
age of 81±10 years. The readmission rate for HF was 27%. Older patients had
a higher risk of readmission, while those treated by GPs practicing in rural area
(RR=0.88; 95% CI=0.79–0.97) and those referred to PCUs with HF clinical path-
way (RR=0.84; 95% CI=0.77–0.93) had a lower readmission rate. The propor-
tion of patients with ≥1 prescription of ACEIs/ARBs was 65% at 90 days and
53% at 1 year from discharge. Lowland GPs’ patients were more likely to initiate
ACEIs/ARBs. Lower initiation and adherence were found in women (RR=0.95;
95% CI=0.92–0.99) and older patients (RR=0.70; 95% CI=0.65–0.77). Moreover
the proportion of patients treated with β-blockers was 54% at 90 days and 43%
at 1 year from discharge. Older patients were less likely to initiate treatment and
to be adherent. Patients of GPs practicing in mountain area and patients referred
to PCUs with implemented HF clinical pathways were significantly more likely to
receive a prescription of β-blockers.
Conclusions:Our results suggest that older patients are less prone to initiate and
to be adherent to secondary prevention medications after HF. Physicians should
be encouraged to implement strategies aimed to increase patients’ initiation and
adherence to EB drug treatments.

P4644 | BENCH
Advanced heart failure support: a new teaching methodology

M.F. Canesin1, M.T. Oliveira Jr2, A.C.P. Barretto2, W.I. Nazima1,
D.M. Gualandro2, C. Magalhaes3, J.F. Ferreira2, D. Ferreira4, J.C.S. Cardoso5

on behalf of AHFS Authors. 1University Hospital (State University of Londrina),
Cardiology, Londrina, Brazil; 2Heart Institute (InCor), University of São Paulo
Medical School, São Paulo, Brazil; 3Cardiology Hospital, São José dos Campos,
Brazil; 4Hospital Luz, Cardiology Centre, Lisbon, Portugal; 5Hospitais da
Universidade, Cardiology, Coimbra, Portugal

Background: Worldwide, Acute Heart Failure (AHF) is a highly prevalent condi-
tion at the emergency room. The correct systematization of both AHF diagnosis
and treatment by physicians, could reduce the length of stay, the rate of 30-day
re-hospitalizations and improve long-term survival.
Objective: To systematize the management of AHF patients. In each of the 3
(three) training stations 3 (three) cases of AHF are simulated, using a ABCDE-
FGH system (A- A Clinical Hemodynamic Profile Evaluation; B- Breath; C- Circu-
lation; D-Diuretics; E-Electrocardiogram; F- Frequency of the Heart (Heart rate);
G-Guarantee of non suspension of active drugs and H-Heparin) and algorithms
based in the clinical-hemodynamic class (CHC) of the patients (A, B, C, L), to
guide the best decisions for each case.
Methodology: The Advanced Heart Failure Support course (AHFS) employs an
interactive methodology of teaching. It consists of a 6 hours course, with previous
reading of the course manual given 30 days in advance, active teaching method-
ology using algorithms, tutorial sessions, medical simulation with advanced man-
nequins and three practical stations named “initial”, “intermediate” and “final” of
diagnosis and treatment of patients with AHF at in-hospital scenarios.
Results: From 2008 to 2009, 12 AHFS courses were performed, training 432
physicians (36 candidates in each), including internal medicine, critical care physi-
cians, cardiologists and residents from 6 cities, the majority male (57.8%). At the
initial test performed at the beginning of the course, the mean evaluation score
was 76.6 and at the end of the course 86.4 (p<0.0001), with a relative incremen-
tal of 12.8% on the grades. A 100% score was obtained by 73 (17.9%) physicians
in the first test and by 156 (36.2%) physicians in the final test, with an increment
of 2.1 times. At the first test female physicians had a better performance than
male (p=0.0233). In the continuous psychomotor and practical evaluation, all the
students showed improvement in the diagnosis and treatment skills of the clinical
hemodynamic class.
Conclusion: This new teaching methodology named “AHFS course” showed to
be effective in training physicians in the diagnosis and treatment of AHF. The
broad diffusion and application of this methodology may improve treatment of
AHF patients. In 2014 AHFS courses are being implemented also in Portugal and
may become an useful training tool around the world.

P4645 | BEDSIDE
Treatment of patients with heart failure by following international
guidelines: first results from the RUssian hoSpital Heart Failure
Registry (RUS-HFR)

M.Y.U. Sitnikova1, A.V. Yurchenko1, E.A. Lyasnikova1, M.A. Trukshina1,
D.V. Duplyakov2, R.A. Libis3. 1Federal Almazov Medical Research Centre, Heart
Failure Department, St-Petersburg, 2Samara Regional Cardiology Dispanser,
Samara, 3Orenburg State Medical Academy, Orenburg, Russian Federation

Purpose: The main purpose of the RUS-HFR was to evaluate how recommen-
dations according evidence-based therapy regarding pharmacological and non-
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pharmacological aspects (including high-tech methods) for chronic systolic HF
are adopted in Russian clinical practice.
Methods and results: The RUS-HFR is a prospective, multicentre, observational
study conducted in 3 Cardiology Centers (St. Petersburg - the central coordina-
tor of the project, Samara, Orenburg). Data collection started in Oct 2012 and
continues today. Inclusion criteria were HF NYHA I-IV, LVEF≤40%, age 18-75
years. Up to Jun 2013, 251 patients had been enrolled in three participating clin-
ics. The mean age of the patients was 59.0±11.5 years and 81.9% were men.
Main etiologies were ischemic in 58.3-76.2%, hypertensive in 68.3-93.7%, and
due to dilated cardiomyopathy in 3.0-4.2%. More than half of the patients (58.8%)
were in NYHA class II-III. Mean LVEF was 28.8%. The left bundle branch block
(duration of QRS >150 msec) was observed in 15,9% and 20,8% patients in
St. Petersburg and Samara, respectively. RAS blockers, β-AB, and mineralocorti-
coid antagonists (MRAs) were used after hospital discharge in 82.2%, 80.6, and
74.3.0% of patients, respectively. The rate of prescription of these drugs prior
admission and after discharge of hospitalized patients with HF did not differ sig-
nificantly. Diuretics prior to hospitalization were not prescribed in 30%, 35%, 11%
of patient with NYHA II, III and IV, respectively. Overall, 66.7-83.3% of patients
were on oral diuretics and 5.5-45.8% of patients were treated with digitalis at hos-
pital discharge. Inotropes were administered in 1.6-12.5% of the patients. CRT
and ICD have been previously implanted with 4.3% and 5.5% of patients from St.
Petersburg clinic, respectively. Indications for implantation of ICD and CRT were
determined at 25% and 8% of HF patients in St. Petersburg and Samara, respec-
tively. Indications for heart transplantation were identified only a single patient
from St. Petersburg (center with heart transplant program).
Conclusions: The first data from RUS-HFR showed that the percentage of pa-
tients with HF receiving RAS blockers, β-AB, MRAs compares with results of Eu-
ropean Registers. The most commonly prescribed were RAS blockers and beta-
blockers, MRAs were used more rarely. Oral diuretics were not indicated for the
clinically manifested HF at 11-35% of cases prior to admission and at discharge
of hospitalized patients, which is unacceptable. High-tech methods of treatment in
HF patients (NYHA II-IV) in hospitals participating in RUS-HFR were not properly
recommended.

P4646 | BEDSIDE
Advance care planning for patients hospitalised for heart failure in a
multiethnic south east asian cohort

K.L.D. Sim1, C.S.L. Lau1, C.L. Neo1, S.H. Tan2, B.C. Tan2, C.S.H. Ng2,
G. Wong2. 1National Heart Centre Singapore, Cardiology, Singapore, 2National
Heart Centre Singapore, Medical Social Work, Singapore, Singapore

Purpose: There is limited data on the feasibility of Advance Care Planning (ACP)
in the multi-ethnic South East Asian (SEA) society where different cultures have
disparate beliefs about death. A pilot study conducted in our institution showed
that it is feasible to implement ACP in SEA patients with heart failure in the outpa-
tient setting. As a result, the ACP programme was implemented in our institution.
We plan to report our experience after implementation of the ACP programme.
Methods: Patients hospitalised for acute decompensated heart failure were re-
cruited over a 7 month period from 1st June to 31st December 2013.
Results: 48 (7.2%) patients agreed to participate in ACP programme out of 718
screened patients. Mean age was 68.5 years with predominance of male (75%).
Ethnic distribution followed the national demographic (66.7% Chinese, 16.7% In-
dian, 12.5% Malay, 4.1% other races). 85.4% of participants had more than one
ACP session with a mean duration of 60 minutes per session, and 31% had com-
pleted the ACP documentation. Majority of participants (89.4%) had not heard of
the ACP programme before enrolment. All except 1 participant had no documen-
tation on preferred mode of care or had nominated a substitute decision maker
prior to enrolment. Most patients (77.3%) were satisfied with the ACP discussion
sessions in the post discussion survey. There were 4 deaths during the recruit-
ment period with 100% honouring of the preferred delivery of care as stated in
the ACP forms. For the 670 patients who declined to participate, 8.4% not ready
to discuss ACP, 11% do not see a need to discuss ACP, 1.8% topic too sensitive,
36% need to consult family first, 42.8% due to other reasons (language barrier,
patient too ill to discuss, confused patients).
Conclusion: There is a low acceptance of ACP among SEA patients hospitalised
for heart failure. This result is in contrast to the high participation rate in our pilot
study involving patients attending heart failure clinic. Significant challenges faced
were low awareness of ACP among patients, caregivers and healthcare work-
ers. Future strategies to increase public awareness and acceptance of ACP are
warranted.

P4647 | BEDSIDE
Patient-centered home-based management of heart failure, findings
from a randomized clinical trial evaluating effects on knowledge, self
-care and quality of life

M. Melin1, E. Hagglund1, F. Frie2, P. Lynga3, B. Ullman3, H. Persson2,
I. Hagerman1. 1Karolinska Institute, Cardiology Department, Stockholm,
2Danderyd University Hospital, Cardiology Department, Stockholm, 3South
Hospital Stockholm, Cardiology Department, Stockholm, Sweden

Purpose: To keep heart failure patients updated in signs and symptoms in case
of worsening heart failure is essential for health related quality of life (HRQoL).

We wanted to evaluate if a new home-based tool for heart failure (HF) could
improve self-care behavior and HRQoL, increase knowledge in HF, prolong time
to worsening of HF and reduce hospital days.
Methods: We performed a prospective, multi-center, randomized controlled trial.
72 patients hospitalized for HF, were at discharge randomized to either an inter-
vention group (IG) equipped with a tablet and scale plus standard care or a control
group (CG), subject to standard care. The mean age was 75±8, 68% were male,
74% were NYHA class III, the rest NYHA class II.
Results: Self-care after 3 months evaluated with EHFScB-9 improved in both
groups but more pronounced in the intervention group (p=<0.02). The HRQoL in-
creased more in the intervention group (p=<0.05). More patients achieved max-
imum score in knowledge in IG compared to CG but there was no significant
difference in mean knowledge after 90 days. There was a significant reduction
in hospital days due to HF between the groups (RR: 0.38, 95% CI: 0.31-0.46,
p<0.05), a statistically significant reduction in hospital days by 62%.
Conclusion: A patient-centered home-based tool with tablet and scale resulted
in increased knowledge of heart failure, adherence to therapy, improved HRQoL,
reduced time to readmission and days spent in hospital. An easy navigated tablet
together with a patient-scale and useful information has the potential to be a valu-
able tool in the self-care of HF patients.
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Myocardial gremlin-1 expression serves as an additional biomarker in
the risk assessment of patients with progressive systemic sclerosis
and cardiac involvement

K.A.L. Mueller1, J. Henes2, K. Klingel3, R. Kandolf3, M. Roecken4, T. Geisler1,
M. Gawaz1, I.I. Mueller1. 1Universitätsklinikum Tuebingen, Kardiologie,
Tuebingen, Germany; 2Universitätsklinikum Tuebingen, Rheumatologie,
Tuebingen, Germany; 3Universitaetsklinikum Tuebingen, Pathologie, Tuebingen,
Germany; 4Universitaetsklinikum Tuebingen, Hautklinik, Tuebingen, Germany

Background: Cardiac involvement in patients with progressive systemic sclerosis
(Ssc) is associated with a poor clinical outcome. Gremlin-1 (Grem1) is involved in
fibrotic tissue formation in various organs. We investigated the prognostic value
of Grem1 in patients with SSc and suspected cardiac involvement.
Methods and results: 25 consecutive patients underwent clinical work-up in-
cluding laboratory testing, echocardiography, right heart catheterization, cardiac
MRI, holter recordings, and endomyocardial biopsy to detect the degree of car-
diac inflammation and fibrosis. Standard histopathology, Grem1 expression and
the degree of myocardial fibrosis were assessed. Primary endpoint was defined
as a combined endpoint of death of all causes, adequate ICD-shock or rehospi-
talization due to heart failure.
Endomyocardial biopsies detected fibrosis in all patients: Mild fibrosis in 7.7%,
moderate fibrosis in 61.5%, and severe fibrosis in 26.9%. The degree of cardiac
inflammation was distributed as the following: No inflammation in 3.8%, isolated
inflammatory cells in 38.5%, some inflammatory cells in 30.8%, several focused
inflammatory cells in 15.4%, and massive inflammation in 7.7%.
In patients with SSc, the expression of Grem1 correlated with the amount of fibro-
sis and the inflammatory degree for trend. Patients with mild fibrosis were Grem1
negative, while 50% of patients with moderate fibrosis were Grem1 positive and
85.7% of patients with severe fibrosis were Grem1 positive. All Patients with mas-
sive inflammation in their myocardium showed Grem1 positive staining.
During a mean follow up-time of 22.5 months, 9 patients reached the primary end-
point: 6 patients died, 3 patients where documented with adequate ICD-shocks
due to ventricular tachycardia. Patients with an event during follow up showed
a higher degree of fibrosis and inflammation in their histopathological findings.
Patients suffering from an event during follow up also presented more often with
positive Grem1 expression in their myocardium than patients without any event.
Conclusions: Grem1 may serve as an additional biomarker in the risk assess-
ment of patients with Ssc as the rate of cardiovascular events correlated with
the Grem1 expression along with the fibrotic and inflammatory degree of the my-
ocardium. Patients with cardiac involvement have a poor prognosis with an event
rate of 36% within 22.5 months of follow up and therefore may benefit from an
intensified risk stratification and early ICD implantation.

P4650 | BENCH
Eplerenone prevents pressure overload-induced dilatative
cardiomyopathy in mice with abolished cardiac ANP signaling

H. Nakagawa1, H. Oberwinkler1, V. Nikolaev2, B. Gassner1, S. Umbehauer3,
H. Wagner3, Y. Saito4, H. Baba5, S. Frantz3, M. Kuhn1. 1University Julius
Maximilian of Wurzburg, Institute of Physiology, Wurzburg, Germany; 2University
of Gottingen, Emmy Noether Group of the DFG, Dept. of Cardiology and
Pneumology, Gottingen, Germany; 3University Hospital of Wurzburg, Dept.
of Internal Medicine I, Wurzburg, Germany; 4Nara Medical University, First
Department of Internal Medicine, Nara, Japan; 5University of Duisburg-Essen
Medical School, Institute of Pathology, Essen, Germany

Background: Cardiac atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) exerts endocrine hypoten-
sive effects and local actions moderating hypertensive remodelling. The relevance
of these paracrine actions is emphasized by the phenotype of mice with car-
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diomyocyte (CM)-restricted inactivation (KO) of the ANP receptor (GC-A) or of the
downstream kinase (cGKI), which develop dilatative cardiomyopathy in response
to left ventricular (LV) pressure overload. The mechanisms mediating the cardiac
ANP effects are uncertain. Endocrine ANP reduces mineralocorticoid receptor
(MR) signaling, including suppression of adrenal aldosterone production and of
MR-induced renal sodium retention. We hypothesized that paracrine ANP inhibits
the adverse heart effects of MR activation. And, therefrom, that the cardiac alter-
ations observed in CM GC-A KO and CM cGKI KO mice are due to enhanced MR
signaling.
Methods: CM GC-A KO, CM cGKI KO and control mice fed with the MR blocker
eplerenone (∼100 mg/kg/day) or vehicle were subjected to transverse aortic con-
striction (TAC) or sham operation. After 3 weeks, LV functional, cellular and molec-
ular changes were evaluated by echocardiography, histology, western blotting
(SERCA2a) and RT-PCR (CTGF). These studies were complemented with ex-
periments in HEK 293 cells coexpressing GC-A, cGKI and MR.
Results: Eplerenone had no effect on the mild, compensated LV hypertrophy
of control mice subjected to TAC. However, MR blockade attenuated the TAC-
induced enhanced LV enlargement and myocyte hypertrophy in CM GC-A KO
and CM cGKI KO mice and completely prevented LV dilation, systolic dysfunc-
tion and interstitial collagen deposition. Adverse hypertensive LV remodelling
in these mice was accompanied by a marked induction of CTGF and inhibi-
tion of SERCA2a expression. These molecular changes were fully prevented by
eplerenone. In HEK 293 cells, ANP, via GC-A/cGKI activation, attenuated the
aldosterone-induced nuclear translocation of MRs. Moreover, coimmunoprecip-
itation and FRET studies revealed that a portion of MRs forms a dynamic, ANP-
modulatable protein complex with GC-A at the cells membrane.
Conclusions: This study demonstrates that MR blockade prevents dilatative car-
diomyopathy in mice with ablated cardiac ANP signaling. Together with our ob-
servations in HEK 293 cells this suggests that ANP inhibits the genomic effects
of the aldosterone-MR pathway in cardiomyocytes. A cardiac imbalance between
ANP and aldosterone activities can contribute to adverse remodelling in chronic
pressure overload.

P4651 | BEDSIDE
Brain derived neurotrophic factor levels after acute aerobic exercise in
Chagas heart disease patients

H.S. Costa1, M.M.O. Lima2, M.G. Silva1, M.C.N. Alencar1, M.C.P. Nunes1,
E.R.S. Camargos3, P.M. Martinelli3, M.O.C. Rocha1. 1Federal University of
Minas Gerais, School of Medicine, Postgraduate Course of Tropical Medicine,
Belo Horizonte, Brazil; 2Federal University of Jequitinhonha and Mucury
Valleys, Diamantina, Brazil; 3Federal University of Minas Gerais, Department of
Morphology, Institute of Biological Sciences, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Purpose: Chagas heart disease (CHD), the most important clinical manifestation
of Chagas disease, causes heart failure, complex arrhythmias, thromboembolism
and sudden death. A diffuse damage in the autonomic nervous system is a patho-
logical feature commonly present in variable degrees in patients with CHD. The
neurotrophin Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF) plays important functions
in the nervous system and an important role in metabolic events, being suscepti-
ble to regulation by physical activity. However, the acute effect of aerobic exercise
on the BDNF levels in CHD remains unknown, as well as its relationship to exer-
cise intensity.
Methods: Thirty CHD patients (47.85±8.71 years, 20 male) were selected for
this study. All patients underwent clinical evaluation, echocardiography, the Car-
diopulmonary Exercise Testing (CPET) and blood sampling for measurement of
serum BDNF. The CPET was performed on a treadmill ramp protocol and the
intensity of exercise was determined as the percentage of maximum heart rate
(HRmax = 220 minus the patient age) during the test. For moderate exercise the
percentage was set at 60-79% and for high intensity above 80% of the HRmax.
Patients were classified into two groups according to exercise intensity. Blood
samples were taken at rest and immediately after the CPET. Serum BDNF lev-
els were determined by ELISA. Parametric paired t-test and Pearson correlation
test and Nonparametric Mann–Whitney and Spearman Rank correlation test were
performed for data analysis.
Results: In the overall study population, there was a significant decrease in
serum BDNF levels after acute exercise (p=0.006). Concerning the intensity of
physical exercise, patients who underwent CPET at moderate intensity (n=11)
exhibited no changes in serum BDNF levels (p=0.477). However, patients who
underwent CPET at high intensity (n=19) had a significant decrease in BDNF
levels (p<0.001).
Conclusion: The acute aerobic exercise was associated with a reduction in
serum BDNF levels in patients with CHD, which was related to exercise intensity.
High intensity aerobic exercise may negatively affect BDNF levels and, conse-
quently, hippocampal plasticity in patients with CHD.

P4652 | BEDSIDE
Cystatin-C serum levels and vascular function in heart failure

S. Michalea, D. Tousoulis, G. Siasos, E. Oikonomou, D. Athanasiou, E. Kokkou,
A. Miliou, S. Mazaris, T. Konsola, C. Stefanadis. University of Athens Medical
School, 1st Cardiology Department, “Hippokration” Hospital, Athens, Greece

Purpose: Heart failure (HF) is a complex clinical syndrome accompanied by

hemodynamic disorders, endothelial dysfunction, atherosclerosis, inflammation
and activation of neurohormone and the sympathetic nervous system, subse-
quently accelerating the disease progression. Recently, new biomarkers might
have an additional contribution to reveal an early decline in renal function and to
improve the prognostic assessment in patients with HF. In this study we aimed
to examine the association between cystatin-C and vascular function in patients
with chronic HF.
Methods: We enrolled 79 consecutive patients with HF and 79 healthy subjects,
adjusted for age and sex. Serum levels of cystatin-C were measured by commer-
cially available ELISA kits. Creatinine clearance was estimated using Cockcroft-
Gault formula (eCcl). Augmentation index (AIx) of the central (aortic) pressure
waveform and aortic pressures were calculated, as a composite index of wave re-
flections and arterial stiffness, using a validated, commercially available system.
Results: Patients with HF, compared with control subjects, had significant higher
AIx (23.56±9.54% vs. 20.38±6.89%, p=0.04). Moreover, patients with HF, com-
pared to control subjects, had significantly increased levels of logCystatine-
C (3.38±0.21ng/ml vs. 3.27±0.25ng/ml, p=0.005). Interestingly, in HF patients
AIx was correlated with logCystatine-C levels (r=0.26, p=0.03). Finally, levels
of logCyctatin-C were inversely associated with creatinine clearance (r=-0.21,
p=0.04).
Conclusions: The present study demonstrated that HF patients had significantly
impaired vascular function. Moreover, patients with HF, had significantly increased
levels of logCystatine-C. Interestingly, in HF patients arterial stiffness was corre-
lated with cystatine-C levels. These findings suggest a possible common patho-
physiologic link of arterial stiffness and novel biomarkers of renal function.

P4653 | BEDSIDE
Association between the C825T polymorphism in the G protein beta 3
subunit (GNB3) gene and chronic heart failure

E. Reznik1, G. Gendlin1, V. Nosikov2, G. Storozhakov1. 1Russian State Medical
University, Moscow, Russian Federation; 2Research Institute for Genetics and
Selection of Industrial Microorganisms, Moscow, Russian Federation

Background and aim: The single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) C825T in
the G protein beta 3 subunit (GNB3) gene is associated with a high risk of arterial
hypertension (AH), arrhythmias, obesity, metabolic syndrome, atherosclerosis, di-
abetes mellitus. The aim of this study was to examine C825T SNP in relation to
clinical, cardiac, renal and bone status in chronic heart failure (CHF) patients.
Methods: The C825T polymorphism was detected by polymerase chain reaction
followed by restriction-enzyme digestion in the blood isolated from 66 Russian
CHF pts with I-IV NYHA functional class (FC) without primary renal, autoimmune,
endocrine and oncological diseases. We performed echocardiography (left ven-
tricular ejection fraction (LVEF) by Simpson’s method, transmitral flow and mitral
annulus tissue Doppler), dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry, 24 hour (h) ECG and
blood pressure (BP) monitoring, 6-minute walking test, glomerular filtration rate
(e-GFR: MDRD and CKD-EPI equations), 24h urinary albumin excretion (UAE),
history/clinical data analysis. All pts were stable on medical therapy in accor-
dance with current guidelines. The median (interquartile range) of the age was
63.0 (57.0-69.0) years; LVEF - 34.0 (26.7-39.0)%. 91% were men, 85.5% had
coronary artery disease (CAD), 9.1% - AH, 5.4% - dilated cardiomyopathy.
Results: The distribution of the genotypes (CC, CT, and TT) was 71.2%, 19.7%
and 9.1%, respectively. 1st group includes the pts with CC, 2nd group - CT and
TT genotypes. No difference was detected between the groups in the age, body
weight, BP, NYHA FC, CAD and AH history (p>0.05). The carriers of the CC
genotype had longer duration of CHF [4.5 (1.5-11) vs 2 (1-4) years, p=0.036] and
lower LVEF in comparison with others [32.4 (25.4-38.3) vs 37.3 (32.4-43.1)%,
p=0.03]. UAE [12.8 (8.1-23.0) vs 6.0 (5.7-6.2) mg/24h, p=0.036] and bone mineral
density [BMD: 0.9 (0.8-1.1) vs 0.8 (0.7-0.9) g/cm2, p=0.041] were higher in the 1st
in comparison with the 2nd group. Maximal 24h RR interval was longer in the CC
group in comparison with others [1824 (1736-2288) vs 1632 (1492-1956) mc,
p=0.041]. No association was found between C825T SNP and E/A ratio, E/Em
ratio, LV hypertrophy, e-GFR, BP monitoring and 6-minute test results.
Conclusion: Homozygous 825C allele carriers show an increased risk for low
systolic function, long max 24h RR interval, microalbuminuria and high BMD.
Further studies are necessary to determine the clinical applicability of genetic
polymorphism of the GNB3 C825T as predictors for severe cardiac dysfunction,
chronic kidney disease and osteoporosis in CHF.

P4654 | BENCH
Human placenta derived multipotent cells modulate cardiac injury–
from bench to small and large animal ischemic heart failure study

Y.-H. Liu1, K.-Y. Peng2, S.-Y. Huang1, Y.-S. Lin1, B.-L. Yen2, M.-L. Yen2. 1Far
Eastern Memorial Hospital, Cardiovascular Center, Division of Cardiology,
New Taipei City, Taiwan; 2National Taiwan University Hospital, Department of
Obstetrics/Gynecology, Taipei, Taiwan

Objectives: The aims of this study were to evaluate the feasibility of human
placenta-derived multipotent cells (hPDMCs) in cardiac repair and to define the
underlying mechanisms.
Background: Recent studies have shown that hPDMCs are capable of multi-
lineage differentiation. In addition, the lack of ethical concerns in procurement
of these multilineage progenitors and their immunomodulatory properties make
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them good candidates for cell therapy of damaged organs. However, the feasibil-
ity of hPDMCs in cardiac repair is unclear.
Methods: Cardiomyogenic gene expression of hPDMCs and other human so-
matic cells was analyzed by RT-qPCR. In vitro cardiomyogenic differentiation po-
tential was tested using co-culture method with mouse neonatal cardiomyocytes.
In vitro proangiogenesis was tested by tube-formation assays using human en-
dothelial cells. Myocardial infarction was induced in severe combined immunode-
ficiency mice and minipigs (Lanyu breed) by permanent left anterior descending
artery ligation, followed by hPDMCs or vehicle implantation with follow-up for up
to 8 weeks. The animals underwent serial echocardiography study. The heart sec-
tions were analyzed for cardiac regeneration, neovasculogenesis, and TUNNEL
stain.
Results: hPDMCs expressed much higher level of cardiomyogenesis genes at
baseline than human bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells or fibroblasts. Upon
co-culture with mouse neonatal cardiomyocytes, hPDMCs were able to differ-
entiate into striated cardiomyocyte. The proangiogenic effects of hPDMCs were
confirmed in vitro by tube-formation assays. These proangiogenic effects were
mediated by hPDMCs secretion of HGF, GRO-α, and IL-8. Transplantation of
hPDMCs into the hearts of severe combined immunodeficiency mice after LAD
artery ligation improved left ventricular function, with significantly enhanced vas-
cularity in the cell-treated group. The minipigs undergoing hPDMCs treatment af-
ter myocardial infarction showed significant improvement of contractility than the
control group (p=0.016) at 8 weeks post injury. Tissue analysis confirmed the in-
creased vascularity of hPDMCs treatment, cardiomyogenesis differentiation, and
anti-apoptotic effect on cardiomyocytes of hPDMCs.
Conclusion: Our findings offer evidence that hPDMCs can modulate cardiac in-
jury in both small and large animal model, possibly through cardiomyogenesis,
proangiogenesis, and suppression of cardiomyocyte apoptosis. This study offers
mechanistic insights and preclinical evidence on using hPDMCs as a therapeutic
strategy to treat severe cardiovascular diseases.

P4655 | BENCH
Prolonged physical exercise increases functional capacity and
reduces myostatin expression in soleus muscle of spontaneously
hypertensive rat with heart failure

R.L. Damatto1, L.U. Pagan1, A.R.R. Lima1, C. Bonomo1, M.J. Gomes1,
F.C. Damatto1, S.A. Oliveira Jr2, M.D.M. Cezar1, K. Okoshi1, M.P. Okoshi1.
1Sao Paulo State University, Botucatu Medical School, Department of Internal
Medicine, Botucatu, Brazil; 2Mato Grosso do Sul Federal Univesity, Mato Grosso
do Sul, Brazil

Chronic heart failure (HF) is associated with skeletal muscle atrophy. The myo-
statin/follistatin pathway modulates skeletal muscle mass with myostatin levels
being negatively correlated with muscle mass. Physical exercise has an impor-
tant role in heart failure treatment. However, mechanisms involved in exercise-
induced physical capacity improvement are not completely understood. The aim
of this study is to determine whether aerobic physical training attenuates muscle
atrophy and/or modulates myostatin/follistatin expression in soleus muscle.
Methods: Male sixteen-month-old spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) were
assigned to sedentary (SHR-Sed) and exercise (SHR-Ex) groups (n=8). SHR-Ex
were subjected to a treadmill exercise protocol, five days a week, 12 m/min, 30
min, for four months. Transthoracic echocardiogram was performed before and
after the training period. During euthanasia, we evaluated features of heart failure
such as pleuropericardial effusion, ascites, left atrial thrombi, right ventricular hy-
pertrophy, and lung congestion. Morfometry was analyzed in histological sections.
Protein expression was evaluated by Western blot. Statistical analyses: Student’s
t test and Goodman test; p level was set at 5%.
Results: Functional capacity was better in SHR-Ex (walking distance: SHR-Sed
242±34; SHR-Ex 394±65 m; p<0.05; test duration: SHR-Sed 21.7±1.87; SHR-
Ex 28.4±2.40 min; p<0.05). SHR-Ex presented a lower frequency of heart failure
features than SHR-Sed. Echocardiographic parameters did not differ between
groups before or after training. Soleus fiber cross sectional area did not differ be-
tween groups (SHR-Sed 2,422±123; SHR-Ex 2,364±252 μm2). Myostatin levels
were lower in SHR-Ex (SHR-Sed 0.79±0.17; SHR-Ex 0.46±0.15 arbitrary units;
p=0.002) and follistatin did not differ between groups (SHR-Sed 0.54±0.36; SHR-
Ex 0.69±0.64 arbitrary units; p=0.59).
Conclusions: Low intensity aerobic physical training improves functional capac-
ity and reduces frequency of heart failure features. Training reduces myostatin
protein expression in soleus muscle.

P4656 | BEDSIDE
Serum angiopoietin-related protein 2 levels are independently
associated with heart failure

C.L. Huang1, Y.W. Wu2, W.S. Yang3. 1Taoyuan General Hospital, Department
of Internal Medicine, Tao-Yuan, Taiwan; 2Far Eastern Memorial Hospital,
Cardiovascular Medical Center, New Taipei City, Taiwan; 3National Taiwan
University Hospital, Department of Internal Medicine, Taipei, Taiwan

Background: Metabolic derangement in heart failure (HF) has been obtained
much attention recently. Several adipokines are known to be upregulated in pa-
tients with HF. Angiopoietin-related protein 2 (ANGPTL2) is primarily secreted by
adipose tissue and closely associated with adiposity, insulin resistance, and in-

flammation. Here we investigated the association of circulating ANGPTL2 levels
with HF in subjects of our country.
Methods and results: A total of 310 patients were enrolled from the cardio-
vascular clinic, and 170 of which were diagnosed as HF with New York Heart As-
sociation functional class II-IV. Serum ANGPTL2 levels, echocardiography, and
Tl-201 single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) were analyzed.
ANGPTL2 levels were significantly higher in patients with HF than those with-
out HF (5.08±2.35 vs. 3.50±1.25 ng/ml, P<0.0001), irrespective of gender, di-
abetes and coronary artery disease (CAD). In correlation analysis, ANGPTL2
was positively correlated to age, creatinine, fasting glucose, hsCRP, NT-proBNP,
adiponectin, and negatively correlated with waist circumference, high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol, and left ventricular ejection fraction. However, ANGPTL2
was not associated with summed stress score, an indicator of CAD severity de-
rived from SPECT study, in both HF and non-HF group patients. In multivari-
ate model, levels of creatinine, NT-proBNP, and adiponectin levels were indepen-
dent determinants for ANGPTL2. Multivariate logistic regression analysis demon-
strated that ANGPTL2 concentration was an independent risk factor for HF (odds
ratio 1.76, 95% confidence interval 1.39 – 2.22; P<0.001).
Conclusions: Upregulation of circulating ANGPTL2 levels in patients with HF
implies that ANGPTL2 might be an important pathophysiological mediator of HF.

P4657 | BEDSIDE
Left ventricular assessment by novel echocardiographic markers in
patients with heart failure: relationship with matrix metalloproteinase 9

A. Koumoulidis1, I. Vlasseros1, D. Tousoulis2, S. Veioglanis1, A. Avgeropoulou1,
V. Katsi1, A. Miliou2, E. Oikonomou2, C. Stefanadis2, I. Kallikazaros1.
1Hippokration Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Athens, Greece; 2University
of Athens Medical School, 1st Cardiology Department, “Hippokration” Hospital,
Athens, Greece

Purpose: Global longitudinal peak systolic strain (GLPS) and torsion are new
echochardiographic indices which have been proposed to evaluate overall left
ventricular function in heart failure (HF). Adverse left ventricle remodeling is as-
sociated with worse outcome and impaired hemodynamics in HF. We investigated
the associations of novel echocardiographic indices with circulating biomarkers of
remodeling and left ventricle tension such as matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9).
Methods: The study population consisted of 40 consecutive patients (mean age
60±14 years) with systolic HF of non ischemic etiology. All subjects were at New
York Heart Association (NYHA) stage II and III. Left ventricle ejection fraction (EF)
was estimated by biplane Simpson’s formula. The GLPS was evaluated by Auto-
matic Function Index (AFI) software and torsion was calculated as the difference
between the apical and basal rotation, measured by 2D speckle tracking echo-
cardiography at the end of the systole. The ratio of E/Eprime was calculated as
the ratio of mitral peak early diastolic velocity divided by the early diastolic ve-
locity of the longitudinal motion of the mitral annulus as an index of left ventricle
filling pressures. MMP9 levels were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA) as an index of remodeling and BNP was measured to evaluate left
ventricle tension.
Results: GLPS was inversely associated with EF (r=-0.76, p<0.001), and pos-
itively correlated with MPP9 levels (r=0.53, p=0.03) and BNP levels (r=0.79,
p=0.002) and E/Eprime (r=0.48, p=0.02). Torsion was significantly associated with
BNP levels (r=-0.67, p=0.03). EF was also inversely correlated with MMP9 levels
(r=-0.62, p=0.03) and BNP levels (r=-0.86, p=0.003). Interestingly, E/Eprime was
not associated with MMP9 levels (p=0.75). To further elucidate which echocar-
diographic or clinical parameter (GLPS, EF, E/Eprime, age and NYHA) is better
associated with circulating biomarkers of left ventricle remodeling we applied a
stepwise regression model which revealed that only GLPS was significantly as-
sociated with MMP9 levels [b=0.14, 95%CI (0.06, 0.23), p=0.004].
Conclusions: These findings indicate that novel echocardiographic indices and
especially systolic strain are well associated not only with EF but also with left
ventricle loading conditions and remodeling process. These findings supply that
these markers may be used to further understand the pathophysiology of HF and
to monitor the progression of the disease.

P4658 | BEDSIDE
MicroRNA-21 and microRNA-133 levels in peripheral blood
mononuclear cells are associated with functional capacity in patients
with heart failure with preserved ejection fraction

M. Marketou, J. Kontaraki, F. Parthenakis, E. Arkolaki, E. Zacharis,
S. Maragkoudakis, A. Patrianakos, F. Maragkoudakis, P. Vardas. Heraklion
University Hospital, Heraklion, Greece

Purpose: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are essential regulators of gene expression im-
plicated in cardiovascular function and disease. MiRNA-21 and miRNA-133 have
been shown to play a role in ventricular and vascular remodeling. However, there
are limited data regarding their role in heart failure with preserved ejection fraction
(HFPEF). The aim of this study is to investigate the association between miRNA-
21 and miRNA-133 levels in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and
exercise capacity in patients with HFPEF
Methods: We included patients with symptoms and signs of heart failure who
had an LVEF >50% and evidence of HFPEF. All subjects underwent a complete
echocardiographic study and a cardiopulmonary exercise test.
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PBMCs were isolated and miRNA levels were determined by quantitative real
time reverse transcription PCR.
Results: Twenty patients (9 males, aged 58±16 years) were analyzed (NYHA II in
75%, III in 25%). The mean miRNA-21 levels were 3.9±0.61, mean miRNA-133
levels were 11.7±3.4 and mean peak VO2 were 16±5 ml/kg/min. Multivariable
regression analysis sustained positive association between miRNA-21 levels and
peak VO2 (p=0.004, r=0.51) and a negative association between miRNA-133 lev-
els and peak VO2 (p=0.002, r=0.53).
Conclusions: MiRNA-21 and miRNA-133 may be an important marker or modu-
lator of functional capacity in patients with HFPEF. Further studies are needed to
assess their role as therapeutic targets in those patients.

P4659 | BEDSIDE
Lower plasma omega-6 polyunsaturated fatty acid level as a novel
determinant for short-term adverse events after acute decompensated
heart failure

T. Nagai, Y. Sugano, T. Shibata, K. Nakamura, T. Yamane, K. Kusano, M. Ishihara,
H. Ogawa, S. Yasuda, T. Anzai. National Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center
Hospital, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Suita, Osaka, Japan

Purpose: Plasma omega-6 (n-6) polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) level was re-
ported to be associated with cardiovascular events especially in atherosclerotic
disease. However, its prognostic significance in patients with acute decompen-
sated heart failure (ADHF) remains unknown.
Methods: We examined 280 consecutive ADHF patients who admitted to our in-
stitution between January 2013 and December 2013 from prospective registry.
Patients who had acute coronary syndrome and/or failed to be followed-up over
60 days were excluded. Finally, 207 patients were divided into two groups ac-
cording to lower plasma n-6 PUFA (dihomo-gamma-linolenic acid plus arachi-
donic acid) (below 161 μg/ml, the median) or higher plasma n-6 PUFA (above
161 μg/ml) level at admission. Adverse events were defined as relapse of HF and
death within 60 days after admission.
Results: Adverse events were occurred in 21 patients (10%). Lower plasma n-
6 PUFA group had significantly higher incidence of adverse events compared
with higher plasma n-6 PUFA group (16.0% vs 3.1%, P=0.003). Patients with
lower plasma n-6 PUFA level had lower blood pressure, hemoglobin, serum albu-
min, plasma omega-3 PUFA levels and higher serum creatinine level on admis-
sion than those without. There were no significant differences between the two
groups in terms of age, gender, body mass index, etiology of ADHF, cardiovas-
cular medications, left ventricular ejection fraction, serum troponin-T, C-reactive
protein (CRP) and plasma brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) levels on admission,
and initial treatments for HF. Multivariate logistic regression analyses showed that
lower plasma n-6 PUFA level (odds ratio 4.9, 95% CI 1.5-22.3, P=0.009), lower
hemoglobin (odds ratio 3.9, 95% CI 1.4-11.5, P=0.01), and higher plasma BNP
levels (odds ratio 4.1, 95% CI 1.4-14.0, P=0.01) were independent determinants
for adverse events within 60 days after admission, among variables including age,
gender, body mass index, blood pressure, plasma omega-3 PUFA, serum albu-
min, CRP and creatinine levels on admission.
Conclusions: Lower plasma n-6 PUFA level was a strong independent determi-
nant for adverse events within 60 days after admission, suggesting plasma n-6
PUFA could be a potential surrogate marker for short-term adverse events in pa-
tients with ADHF.

P4660 | BEDSIDE
Discovering a novel biomarker candidate panel for predicting
treatment response in heart failure

T. Cao Huy1, P.A. Quinn1, J.K. Sandhu1, A.A. Voors2, H. Parry3, C.C. Lang3,
D.J.L. Jones1, L.L. Ng1. 1University of Leicester, Leicester, United Kingdom;
2University of Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands; 3University of Dundee,
Dundee, United Kingdom

Purpose: The main aim of this study was to discover novel biomarkers in plasma
that could predict treatment response in patients with heart failure using plasma
proteomics.
Methods: 100 patients with heart failure were recruited and their treatment
with ACE-inhibitors and β–blockers was optimised over 6 months. Major ad-
verse events (death or heart failure hospitalisation) were recorded over the
next 24 months. Plasma proteins in heart failure responders (n=50, male/female
50%/50%, age 76.64±8.14 years) who responded to standard treatment were
compared to 50 heart failure non-responders (n=50, male/female 50%/50%, age
76.64±8.14 years) who were dead (n=18) or re-hospitalised (n=32). Plasma sam-
ples were pooled, depleted of 14 high abundance proteins and then trypsinised to
peptides. Peptides were analysed on 2-dimensional liquid chromatography cou-
pled to electrospray high-definition ion mobility tandem mass spectrometry. PLGS
2.5 sotware was employed to identify and quantify proteins.
Results: 165 proteins identified were similar between heart failure responders
and non-responders, as defined by fold-change<2 and p>0.05. 39 proteins iden-
tified were up-regulated and 16 proteins were down-regulated significantly in the
heart failure non-responder group (fold-change>2 and p<0.05). Several of these
proteins have the potential to become novel biomarker candidates for predicting
treatment response in patients with heart failure which are classified according to
5 pathobiological processes (Table 1).

Table 1. Up-regulated proteins in non-responders

No Pathobiological process Description Fold change

1 Cardio-renal system Cystatin C 7.10
2 Vascular system Intercellular adhesion molecule 2 2.97
3 Inflammation Mannose binding protein C 2.36
4 Neurohormones Hepatocyte growth factor like protein 2.16
5 Matrix and cellular remodelling Retinol binding protein 4 2.03

Conclusions: The discovery of new biomarkers for predicting treatment response
in this study will lead to the development of a more personalised treatment by
giving guidance to medical therapy. As a result, the unnecessary prescription of
therapy to heart failure non-responders may be avoided. In addition, novel thera-
peutic targets could be identified for design of new therapy strategies to improve
poor outcomes in patients with heart failure.

SLEEP APNEA AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

P4662 | BENCH
Intermittent hypoxia relevant to sleep apnea increases oxidative stress
and accelerates systolic dysfunction in heart failure

A. Nomura1, R. Kato1, A. Sakamoto2, Y. Ijiri1, T. Yamaguchi3, Y. Izumi3,
M. Yoshiyama3, K. Tanaka1, T. Hayashi1. 1Osaka Univesity of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, Laboratory of Cardiovascular pharmacotherapy and Toxicology,
Takatsuki, Osaka, Japan; 2National Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center, Suita,
Japan; 3Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan

Purpose: Prevalence of sleep apnea syndrome (SAS) is much higher in patients
with heart failure (HF) and complication of SAS may aggravate their poor progno-
sis. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of repetitive hypoxic stress
on left ventricular (LV) myocardium in normal and failing heart.
Methods: Male Syrian (normal, n=18) and Bio14.6 cardiomyopathic (CM, n=27)
hamsters at 20 to 24 weeks of age were exposed to intermittent hypoxia (IH:
1.5 minutes of 5% oxygen, followed by 5 min of 21% oxygen for 8 h/day during
daytime) or normoxia for 14 days. In CM hamsters, hydrogen gas (3.05 vol/100
vol) was given at the time of during hypoxia. After evaluation of cardiac function
by echocardiography, heart was examined by light and electron microscopy, im-
munohistochemistry, and RT-PCR.
Results: In Syrian hamsters, IH tended to increase E/e’, but had no effect on LV
ejection fraction (EF) (Table). In CM hamsters, however, IH accelerated systolic
dysfunction as well as the development of diastolic dysfunction. Histologically,
in contrast to normal hamsters, IH increased cardiomyocyte diameter (19.9 vs.
17.4 μm), interstitial fibrosis (29.9 vs. 9.6%), and Z-band streaming with contrac-
tion band necrosis in CM hamsters. Furthermore, IH increased oxidative stress
such as 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal proteins, superoxide production and c-fos mRNA
expression in CM hamsters. Hydrogen gas inhalation scavenged free radicals
and decreased oxidative stress, consequently preserving cardiac function in CM
hamsters.

Data of echocardiography

Dd (mm) Ds (mm) E/A E/e’ LVEF (%)

Syrian normoxia 4.65±0.26 3.19±0.20 1.43±0.13 17.6±2.74 61.0±0.47
Syrian hypoxia 5.13±0.04 3.64±0.09 1.45±0.11 26.6±5.27 60.7±1.22
CM normoxia 6.52±0.56§ 4.92±0.64 1.77±0.05§ 25.2±2.38 42.5±2.30§
CM hypoxia 6.81±0.33§ 5.68±0.44§ 1.37±0.04‡ 28.1±1.32 34.2±4.68§†
CM hypoxia+hydrogen gas 6.21±0.63 4.79±0.89 1.47±0.03 23.0±3.84 49.5±9.86
Data are shown as mean ± SE (n=3–5). §P<0.05, compared with syrian normoxia; †P<0.05,
compared with syrian hypoxia; ‡P<0.01, compared with CM normoxia.

Conclusion: IH accelerated degeneration of cardiomyocytes and systolic dys-
function at least partly through increased oxidative stress in CM hamster, which
might account for the poor prognosis of HF patients with sleep apnea. Short-term
inhalation of hydrogen gas might be effective in reducing oxidative stress and in
preventing hypoxia-induced cardiac remodeling.

P4663 | BEDSIDE
Polysomnographic features of patients with congestive heart failure

Y.V. Sviryaev1, L.S. Korostovtseva1, S.N. Kozlova2, Y.V. Sazonova1,
N.E. Zvartau1, A.V. Kozlenok1, K.N. Malikov1, A.O. Konradi1, E.V. Shlyakhto1.
1Federal Almazov Medical Research Centre, Hypertension, Saint-Petersburg,
Russian Federation; 2Pavlov Medical University, St.-Petersburg, Russian
Federation

The research leading to these results has received funding from the European
Union Seventh Framework Programme [FP7/2007-2013] under grant agreement
n°241558 (SICA-HF). The research leading to these results has received fund-
ing from the Russian Ministry of Science and Education within the FTP “R&D
in priority fields of the S&T complex of Russia 2007-2012” under state contract
°02.527.11.0007.
Purpose: To study the functional characteristics of sleep and structure of sleep
breathing disoders in patients with congestive heart failure (HF) III-IV functional
class, NYHA classification.
Design and methods: Fifty-nine subjects were enrolled (53 males and 6
females,57.1±9.5 years). HF resulted from CAD in 57 cases, and from cardiomy-
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opathy – in 2. All patients underwent ECHO (GE Vivid 7, Norway) using standard
protocol and full polysomnography (Embla N7000 (MedCare Flaga, Iceland).
Results: All patients had decreased systolic function (Simpson EF –
27.8±17.1%). According to polysomnography data total sleep time (TST) was 380
(310; 435) min. Sleep efficiency was 74.3% (63.4; 82.0). Sleep latency was in-
creased up to 20.1 (10.3; 46.0) min. Sleep architecture was abnormal: the amount
of stage 1 was increased to 8.9 (6.8; 13.1) %TST, but the most prevalent was
stage 2 – 52.0 (45.5; 57.8) %TST. Surprisingly, the amount of stages 3 and REM
were relatively normal and constituted 18.2 (14.7; 25.1) and 19.5 (16.4; 22.8)
%TST, respectively. Also the latency to REM sleep was rather shortened: 61.0
(48.8; 97.8) min. Wake after sleep onset index was increased: 25.7 (18.0; 36.6)
%TST. Regarding sleep breathing disorders 3 patients had no sleep-breathing
disorders (apnea-hypopnea index, AHI, less than 5 episodes per hour/sleep),
while 19 subjects had mild sleep apnea, 16 – moderate, and 20 – severe sleep
apnea (χ2= 8.08; p=0.044). 20 patients (35.1%) demonstrated obstructive sleep
apnea with AHI 13.5 (95% CI 9.8-27.1) episodes per h/sleep; 4 patients had cen-
tral apnea with AHI 36.3 (95% CI 10.2-54.3) episodes per h/sleep, and mixed
apnea was the predominant type (52.6%), and was detected in 30 subjects, AHI
– 22.6 (95% CI 19.6-33.2) (Kruskall-Wallis test, χ2= 5.13; p=0.07).
Conclusion: Heart failure III-IV NYHA patients are characterized by abnormal
sleep architecture (rather poor sleep efficiency, excess of stage 2 and prolonged
wakefulness after sleep onset). Sleep-related breathing disorders are also com-
mon with mixed apnea as the predominant type.

P4664 | BEDSIDE
Cyclic variation of heart rate score by Holter ECG for screening sleep
disordered breathing in heart failure patients

T. Shimizu, A. Yoshihisa, S. Suzuki, K. Sugimoto, T. Yamaki, H. Kunii,
K. Nakazato, H. Suzuki, S. Saitoh, Y. Takeishi. Fukushima Medical University,
Fukushima, Japan

Purpose: Sleep disordered breathing (SDB) has a critical association with car-
diovascular mortality and morbidity, especially in patients with heart failure (HF).
However, because of the complexity to refer the polysomnography, the majority of
SDB patients remain undiagnosed. On the other hand, the abnormality of heart
rate variability has been reported in patients with SDB. To explore an efficient
ECG-based screening tool for SDB, we examined the usefulness of cyclic varia-
tion of heart rate score (CVHRS) by Holter ECG in HF patients.
Methods: In this study, 112 patients with HF (mean age 58.6 years, body mass in-
dex 23.6, left ventricular ejection fraction 45.5%) were enrolled. The exclusion cri-
teria were the presence of atrial fibrillation (n=8) and receiving implantable pace-
maker device therapy (n=2), and 102 patients were analyzed. We simultaneously
performed Holter ECG and polysomnography in night time, and measured apnea-
hypopnea index (AHI) and CVHRS. We determined the temporal position of the
individual dips comprising the CVHRS, using time-domain methods. CVHRS was
measured as cyclic and auto correlated dips in smoothed interbeat interval time
series.
Results: There were 77 patients with mild to moderate SDB (5�AHI<30/h) and
25 patients with severe SDB (AHI�30/h). There was a significant positive cor-
relation between CVHRS and AHI (R=0.60, P<0.001). From the ROC analysis,
CVHRS (a cut off value of 30) identified severe SDB with sensitivity 82%, speci-
ficity 77%, positive predictive value 78%, negative predictive value 81% and area
under the curve 0.83.

Conclusions: CVHRS determined by Holter ECG is a useful screening index for
severe SDB in HF patients.

P4665 | BENCH
Parametric electrical impedance tomography: a novel noninvasive
method that accurately identifies pulmonary congestion

A. Keren1, S. Feitelson2, S. Abboud2, L. Deutsch2, I. Gotsman1, G. Filippatos3,
P.B. Adamson4. 1Hadassah University Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel; 2CardioLogic
Innovations Ltd., Neve Ilan, Israel; 3University of Athens, Athens, Greece;
4Adamson Oklahoma Heart Hospital; and the Oklahoma Foundation for
Cardiovascular Research, Oklahoma City, United States of America

Introduction: In heart failure, accurate identification of lung fluid accumulation
prior to occurrence of symptoms may prevent hospitalizations. However, currently
approved parameters from implanted devices do not seem to impact clinical out-
comes. Parametric Electrical Impedance Tomography (pEIT) is a novel propri-

etary algorithm that analyses Resistivity (Ohm*cm) of intrathoracic electrical im-
pulses independent of other organs in the thorax.
Aim: This study tested the hypothesis that pEIT accurately and precisely reflects
intravascular and extravascular lung fluid volumes in a sheep model of progres-
sive pulmonary edema.
Methods: Pulmonary edema was induced in 6 anesthetized sheep by IV volume
infusion. Pulmonary & systemic arterial hemodynamics, and volumetric intratho-
racic blood volume (ITBV) and extravascular lung water (EVLW) measured by
Transpulmonary Thermodilution were correlated with Resistivity pEIT measure-
ments.
Results: Pulmonary edema was induced in all 6 sheep (EVLW ≥30% change
from baseline). Changes in pEIT significantly correlated with changes in Left Ven-
tricular End Diastolic Pressure (R=-0.88±0.06, p<0.0001), ITBV (R= -0.88±0.10,
p<0.0001) and EVLW (R= -0.93±0.07, p<.0001) (Fig 1 shows simultaneous
EVLW and Resistivity measurements). Changes in Resistivity followed changes
in ITBV but preceded EVLW changes (Fig 2). Mean Resistivity across repeated
measurements was 1,378±22 Ohm*cm (CI: 18-29 Ohm*cm, coefficient of varia-
tion (CV) 1.6%) at baseline and 761±20 Ohm*cm (CI: 18-22 Ohm*cm, CV 2.6%)
during pulmonary edema.

Resistivity vs Volumetric measurements.

Conclusions: The novel pEIT method was highly reproducible, detected early
the pulmonary congestion, prior to accumulation of extravascular lung water and
showed very good correlation with the level of pulmonary congestion.

P4666 | BEDSIDE
Adaptive servo-ventilation beneficially effects on cardiac remodeling
in patients with severe dilated cardiomyopathy

Y. Sugano, K. Nakamura, A. Funada, T. Ohara, T. Hasegawa, H. Kanzaki,
H. Ogawa, S. Yasuda, T. Anzai. National Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center
Hospital, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Suita, Osaka, Japan

Background: Adaptive servo-ventilation (ASV), a novel positive airway pressure
therapy, was reported to have a beneficial effect on chronic heart failure (CHF).
However, the effect on reverse remodeling in CHF with idiopathic dilated car-
diomyopathy (DCM) has not yet been explored.
Methods and results: A total of 103 patients (59±15 years, male 73%,
NYHA ≥II, left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) ≤40%), who were receiving
optimal medical and cardiac devices therapy, were studied. ASV therapy was ini-
tiated using the AutoSet CS device with full face masks during the night. Be-
fore and 6 months after the introduction of ASV, blood tests and 2D echocar-
diography were performed. Those patients were divided into 2 groups accord-
ing to left ventricular end-diastolic dimension (LVEDD); group A, severely dilated
left ventricle with LVEDD ≥70mm (n=46); group B, LVEDD <70mm (n=57). Pa-
tients in group A were associated with younger age (56±14 vs. 62±15 years,
p=0.02), male sex (85% vs. 65%, p=0.03), implanted CRT device (57% vs. 33%,
p=0.02) and lower LVEF (17±6 vs. 25±7%, p<0.01). Plasma BNP level, blood
hemoglobin and creatinine levels, apnoea hypopnea index, and medications in-
cluding ACE inhibitor/ARB and β-blockers were not different in both groups. In
each group, patients were divided into 2 categories; patients who were able to
continue the ASV for 6 months (ASV treated) and could not use the ASV be-
cause of discomfort (non-ASV treated). In group A, ASV treated patients showed
significant increase in LVEF (4±6 vs. -2±4, p=0.016) compared to non-ASV
treated patients. ASV therapy tended to improve parameters such as LVEDD and
plasma BNP level (-2±6 vs. 1±5 mm, p=0.07; -383±1246 vs. 369±537 pg/mL,
p=0.08, respectively). However, in group B, there was no difference in change
of cardiac function between ASV treated and non-ASV treated patients. Esti-
mated end systolic wall stress (ESWS) was calculated by the Wilson formula;
0.98*0.334*SBP*LVESD/PWTs*(1+PWTs/LVESD)-2 (103 dyne/cm2). ESWS was
correlated strongly with LVEDD (p<0.001, R=0.75), suggesting improvement of
cardiac function with ASV in patients with severe DCM might be resulting from
favorable haemodynamic effect on increased wall stress in those patients.
Conclusions: ASV treatment improved cardiac function in patients with severe
DCM, possibly through favorable haemodynamic effect.
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P4667 | BEDSIDE
Association of sleep apnea and atrial fibrillation in patients with
systolic left venricular dysfunnction

H. Bonnemeier, L. Kotzott, W. Maeuser, S. Sandrock. Innere Medizin III,
Universitätsklinikum Schleswig-Hostein, Campus Kiel, Kiel, Germany

Background: Both sleep apnea and atrial fibrillation (AF) are commonly known
as determinants for poor prognosis in patients with systolic left ventricular dys-
function. There is only few evidence about the association of sleep apnea syn-
droms and atrial fibrillation in these patients.
Methods: We studied a total of 274 consecutive patients with congestive heart
failure (CHF) (LVEF <40%, 75% male, Age 71±11,2, BMI 27±5,4, 77% NYHA
III/IV, LVEF 28±9,3%, sinus rhythm 55,9%, AF 30,6%). Sleep apnea was detected
both by a commercial sleep screening device (Apnea Link) and a novel Holter-
ECG-based algoritm.
Results: There was a high prevalence of sleep apnea (AHI Apnea Link
21,3/h, AHI Holter ECG 18,1/h). Both methods exhibited a significant associa-
tion (r=0,86). There was a statistical significant higher prevalence of sleep ap-
nea syndroms in patients with atrial fibrillation than in sinus rhythm (*p<0,05,
***P<0,001). The incidence of atrial fibrillation was associated with the severity
of sleep disordered breathing (Fig. 1).

Figure 1

Conclusion: Severity of sleep apnea in patients with CHF is significantly asso-
ciated with the incidence of atrial fibrillation. Furthermore, CHF-patients with AF
appear to have a higher risk for sleep breathing disorders, especially patients with
persistent and permanent AF.

P4668 | BEDSIDE
Baroreflex activation therapy improves status of resistant
hypertension patients with heart failure

P. De Leeuw1, G. Bakris2, H. Haller3, M. Nadim4, H. Karunaratne5, E. Lovett6,
J. Bisognano7 on behalf of the Rheos Pivotal Trial investigators. 1Academic
Hospital Maastricht, Maastricht, Netherlands; 2The University of Chicago,
Chicago, United States of America; 3Hannover Medical School, Hannover,
Germany; 4University of Southern California, Los Angeles, United States of
America; 5Florida Hospital Medical Group, Orlando, United States of America;
6CVRx, Inc., Minneapolis, United States of America; 7University of Rochester,
Rochester, United States of America

Purpose: Treatment guidelines call for control of blood pressure (BP) as a preven-
tative measure in patients with preserved-ejection fraction heart failure (HFpEF).
Signs and symptoms of HFpEF are not uncommon among patients with resis-
tant hypertension (rHTN). Baroreflex activation therapy (BAT) provides long-term
BP reductions in rHTN. It is therefore of interest to understand if BAT affords the
same benefits in patients with both rHTN and HFpEF.
Methods: Patients enrolled in the Rheos Pivotal Trial of BAT in rHTN were fol-
lowed twice annually after completing the 12-month endpoint. Patients with HF-
pEF were retrospectively identified by a panel of physicians with relevant exper-
tise.
Results: Presence of HFpEF was adjudicated in 82 patients with complete data
through 12 months: 24 from medical history, 42 with BNP >100 pg/mL and 16
based on chart review. Baseline ejection fraction was 65±9%. BAT reduced BP,

Chronic effects of baroreflex activation

Baseline 1 year 2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years

Completed follow-
up (N) 82 82 61 67 53 9

Baseline �1 year �2 years �3 years �4 years �5 years

Systolic BP (mmHg) 178.9±24.6 −36.1±2.9§ −30.7±4.4§ −37.3±4.2§ −36.8±4.6§ −30.3±5.4§
Diastolic BP (mmHg) 99.7±17.0 −16.3±1.7§ −14.2±1.9§ −18.3±2.3§ −17.7±2.4§ −13.3±3.8†

Baseline (N) �6 months (N) �12 months (N)

Left ventricular mass
index (g/m2) 127.6±41.1 (14) −6.7±3.7 (14) −13.5±6.6°(14)

SF-12 physical score 44.9±8.2 (64) +2.1±0.9* (64) +2.3±0.9† (64)
B-type natriuretic

peptide (pg/mL) 167.2±133.0 (38) +0.2±26.8 (38) −11.8±27.9 (38)
Baseline: mean±SD; changes: mean±SE. Significance: °p=0.06, *p<0.05, †p≤0.01, §p<0.001.

including a ∼20 mmHg reduction in pulse pressure, and the effects were main-
tained over 5 years. Quality of life improved during year 1 while left ventricular
mass and BNP trended downward.
Conclusions: BAT provided sustained clinical benefit to rHTN patients with early-
stage HFpEF, which included BP control, improved quality of life and regression of
ventricular hypertrophy. Prospective trials are in order to assess benefits of BAT
in advanced HFpEF.

P4669 | BEDSIDE
Cardiac function and sleep quality in patients with chronic heart failure
and sleep disordered breathing were improved by leg thermal therapy

H. Sawatari1, K. Hosokawa2, M. Nishizaka3, M. Miyazono1, S. Ando3,
M. Takemoto4, T. Sakamoto4, H. Chishaki5, K. Sunagawa4, A. Chishaki1.
1Department of Health Sciences, Kyushu University Graduate School of Medical
Sciences, Fukuoka, Japan; 2Saiseikai Futsukaichi Hospital, Department of
Cardiovascular Medicine, Fukuoka, Japan; 3Sleep Apnea Center, Kyushu
University Hospital, Fukuoka, Japan; 4Kyushu University Graduate School of
Medical Sciences, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Fukuoka, Japan;
5College of Healthcare Management, Fukuoka, Japan

Purpose: Improvement of Quality of Life (QOL) in patients with chronic heart
failure (CHF) is a goal together with improvement of prognosis. CHF patients
often have insomnia that makes their QOL poor, and has adverse effects on car-
diac function because of increased nocturnal sympathetic nerve activity. If we
could help CHF patients have better sleep, it should let them have better QOL
and improve cardiac function. Eventually, it may contribute to better prognosis.
Thermal therapies are known to increase deep sleep. However, they could some-
times cause adverse events, such as hypotension and ischemic attacks, in CHF
patients. We previously introduced a safer topical method, leg thermal therapy
(LTT). In this study, we examined the effects of LTT on cardiac function and sleep
quality in CHF patients.
Methods: Thirty inpatients with stable CHF (age 58±12 y.o., male 21, NYHA
II-IV) received LTT (heating at 45°C for 15 minutes followed by 30 minutes in-
sulation) for 3 consecutive nights. We measured flow mediated vasodilation re-
sponses (%FMD), plasma brain natriuretic peptide level (BNP) and sleep struc-
ture by polysomnography, before and after intervention. We examined a param-
eter, circulatory lag time (LT), which has been reported useful, by automatic cal-
culation that calculates time differences between starting points of nasal airflow
after sleep apnea and rise in fingertip oxygen saturation. LT reflects arrival time of
oxygenated blood by hyperventilation after sleep apnea from lung to fingertip. We
have confirmed that the LT correlates well with ventricular ejection fraction and
cardiac index, and to represent significantly impaired cardiac function if is over 35
seconds.
Results: All of the patients had sleep apnea, which eventually enabled us to cal-
culate LT. LTT significantly improved %FMD (4.8±2.7 to 7.6±4.2%, p<0.001) and
decreased BNP (433±349 to 333±275 pg/mL, p<0.05). Structured sleep analy-
sis showed that LTT decreased sleep stage 1 (21±12 to 17±10%, p<0.05) and
increased stage 2 (60±12 to 64±8%, p=0.08), which indicated improvement of
sleep structure. In patients with longer LT (>35 sec), LTT significantly decreased
LT (44±7 to 38±4 sec, p<0.05). Decrease in sleep stage 1 and 2 correlated with
improvement of LT (r=0.48 p=0.05, r=-0.51 p<0.05; respectively).
Conclusions: LTT ameliorated impaired sleep quality and CHF status in our CHF
patients. LTT might improve cardiac and arterial function as well as sleep quality
in CHF patients. LTT may have potency as a safe home complementary therapy
to improve QOL and hemodynamic status, and hopefully eventual improvement
of prognosis of CHF patients.

P4670 | BEDSIDE
Hyponatremia, related to cardiac sympathetic nerve activity, has the
prognostic significance of chronic kidney injury in patients with
chronic heart failure

T. Yamada, Y. Furukawa, M. Kawasaki, A. Kikuchi, T. Kawai, S. Takahashi,
M. Ishimi, H. Hakui, M. Fukunami. Osaka General Medical Center, Osaka, Japan

Background: Hyponatremia is associated with poor outcome in patients with
chronic heart failure (CHF). However, the pathophysiological basis of hypona-
tremia remains to be fully clarified from the viewpoint of cardiac sympathetic ac-
tivity, and there is little information on the prognostic value of hyponatremia in
cardiorenal syndrome in CHF patients.
Methods: We studied 112 CHF outpatients with left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF) less than 40%. At the entry, cardiac MIBG imaging was performed in all
patients, and MIBG washout rate (WR) was calculated as an index of cardiac
sympathetic nerve activity. The measurement of serum creatinine level (sCr) was
also measured at entry, and repeated every at least 6 month after the entry, and
chronic kidney injury (CKI) was defined as an increase of more than 0.3mg/dl in
baseline sCr value.
Results: Thirty-one patients had hyponatremia (≤135mg/dl). The patients with
hyponatremia significantly lower LVEF and 6-minute walk distance, higher WR
and serum uric acid, blood urea nitrogen, plasma norepinephrine levels, and more
use of diuretics than those without hyponatremia. Multivariate logistic regression
analysis revealed that WR (p=0.038) and serum uric acid level (p=0.048) were
independently associated with hyponatremia. During a mean follow-up of 5.3±3.1
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years, 37 patients had CKI. Patients with hyponatremia had a significantly higher
risk of CKI than those without hyponatremia (53% vs 37%, p=0.006, adjusted
hazard ratio 1.97 (95%CI: 1.02-3.81)).

Conclusion: Hyponatremia is related to cardiac sympathetic nerve activity and
has the prognostic significance of chronic kidney injury in CHF patients.

P4671 | BEDSIDE
Time course of adaptive servo-ventilation effects on central sleep
apnea in patients with chronic heart failure

T. Akabane, S. Joho, U. Ryuuichi, Y. Oda, H. Inoue. University of Toyama School
of Medicine, Toyama, Japan

Background: Central sleep apnea (CSA) is prevalent in patients with heart fail-
ure (HF). Although adaptive servo-ventilation (ASV) suppresses CSA, it remains
unknown whether long-term ASV leads to alleviation of CSA.
Methods: Cardiorespiratory polygraphy and echocardiography were performed
at baseline and 3.5±0.8 months (mean ± SD) of follow-up in 28 patients with HF
(NYHA II and III; left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) <45%) and CSA (apnea-
hypopnea index (AHI) ≥15/h). Of these, 17 patients consented and 11 patients
declined to undergo ASV treatment. Effect of ASV on AHI was confirmed with
polygraphy and device integral counters.
Result: One-night ASV reduced AHI from 27±15/h to 3±3/h (p<0.0001). AHI
on ASV using device counters were similar with AHI measured by polygraphy.
Long-term ASV alleviated AHI from 27±15/h to 11±7/h (p<0.001). Difference
between AHI at baseline and AHI on ASV was closely correlated with change in
AHI between baseline and follow-up (R = 0.81, p<0.001). Change in LVEF was
also correlated with the change in AHI. However, bivariate analysis revealed that
the difference between AHI at baseline and AHI on ASV was an independent
predictor of change in AHI.
Conclusions: More suppression of CSA by ASV may relate to greater improve-
ment of CSA irrespective of change of cardiac function.

P4672 | BEDSIDE
Impact of myocardial sympathetic nervous activity on left ventricular
hypertrophy and clinical outcome in heart failure patients with
preserved ejection fraction

Y. Yoshikazu1, M. Horigome1, H. Kasai2, M. Ogiwara1, H. Kimura1,
E. Mawatari1, H. Ikei1, M. Hongo3, U. Ikeda3. 1Saku Central Hospital, Division
of Cardiovascular Medicine, Saku, Japan; 2National Matsumoto Medical Center,
Matsumoto, Japan; 3SHinshu University, Matsumoto, Japan

Background: Iodine-123 metaiodobenzylguanidine (MIBG) is used to assess
myocardial sympathetic nervous activity, and a decrease in myocardial MIBG up-
take and an increase in spillover have been observed in heart failure patients with
reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF). However, clinical significance of MIBG remains
unclear in heart failure patients with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF).
Methods: Consecutive 60 patients with HFpEF admitted to our hospital due to
symptomatic heart failure were included in this study. Left ventricular ejection frac-
tion in all patients were over 45%. MIBG scintigraphy was performed under the
stable clinical condition just before discharge. Using an anterior planar image,
we determined the heart to mediastinum activity ratio (H/M) in the early and the
delayed phase. Washout rate (WR) of MIBG from the heart was calculated ac-
cording to the standard formula. Left ventricular mass (LVM) was also calculated
by echocardiographic parameters. We also investigated plasma brain natriuretic
peptide (BNP), kidney function, anemia and discharge medications.
Results: LVM index was correlated with delayed H/M (r=-0.44, p<0.001) and WR
(r=0.55, p<0.0001), although it was not associated with plasma BNP level on dis-
charge. During a mean follow-up of 20 months, a cardiac event including cardiac
death or decompensated heart failure requiring hospitalization occurred in 16 pa-
tients. Event-free survival curves indicated delayed H/M <2.0 (log-rank=10.59,
p=0.001) and WR >30% (log-rank=9.38, p=0.0022) as prognostic factors. Multi-
variate analysis identified brain natriuretic polypeptide on discharge, anemia and
delayed H/M as independent predictors of a cardiac event.
Conclusion: Myocardial sympathetic nervous activity is associated with LV hy-
pertrophy and clinical outcome in patients with HFpEF.

P4673 | BENCH
Beneficial impact of vagal nerve stimulation on chronic heart failure
depends on stimulus dose and frequency

K. Sakamoto, A. Nishizaki, K. Saku, Y. Oga, T. Kishi, T. Ide, K. Sunagawa.
Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan

Background: Chronic heart failure (CHF) is the end stage of cardiovascular dis-
ease and refractory to medical treatment. Recent investigations indicated that
vagal nerve stimulation (VNS) markedly improved left ventricular (LV) function
and survival in CHF. However, optimal dosing of VNS remains unknown. In this
investigation, we titrated the voltage and the frequency of VNS and examined its
impact on clinical markers of heart failure in rat.
Methods: Two weeks after the ligation of the left main coronary artery, we ran-
domized rats into vagal and sham stimulated groups. Using an implantable elec-
trical stimulator, we stimulated the right vagal nerve for a month (0.2msec pulse,
10sec stimulation out of a minute). We defined the maximum stimulation voltage
above which the stimulation induces adverse effects such as vomiting and cough.
In protocol 1, we allocated the VNS rats, according to the stimulus dose (ampli-
tude), into 3 groups, Max (3.48±2.5 volts, n=14), Half (2.02±1.46 volts, n=13)
and Quarter (0.79±0.36 volts, n=14) with 20Hz of pulse frequency. In protocol 2,
we assigned the VNS rats into two groups, 10Hz (1.02±0.39 volts, n=6) and 5Hz
(1.18±0.64 volts, n=5) stimulation at the most effective amplitude derived from
Protocol 1.
Results: In Protocol 1, Half most reduced biventricular weight (Sham: 3.7±0.09,
Max: 3.3±0.11, Half: 3.2±0.13, Quarter 3.3±0.09 g/kg, p<0.05), lung weight (as
a measure of pulmonary) (Sham: 10.1±0.37, Max: 9.0±0.61, Half: 6.7±0.75,
Quarter: 9.0±0.73 g/kg, p<0.05) and LV end-diastolic pressure (Sham: 24.2±5.1,
Max: 21.7±5.0, Half: 17.6±7.2, Quarter: 21.5±5.1 mmHg, p<0.05). LV ejection
fraction was highest in Half (Sham: 28.4±9.6, Max: 34.7±9.0, Half: 37.9±6.8,
Quarter: 33.6±11.0%, p<0.05). In protocol 2, compared with Half with 20Hz, 10
Hz VNS failed to reduce biventricular weight or lung weight nor to improve hemo-
dynamic parameters.
Conclusion: The efficacy of VNS treatment on CHF is stimulus dose dependent.
In addition, 20 Hz is needed to achieve the optimal VNS. The adjustment of VNS
intensity and frequency enables us to maximize its beneficial impact on CHF pa-
tients.

EPIDEMIOLOGY AND REGISTRIES

P4675 | BEDSIDE
Clinical comparison between acute myocardial infarction, acute
myocarditis and stress cardiomyopathy: a diagnostic challenge

C. Galvao Braga, J. Martins, C. Arantes, G. Abreu, V. Ramos, A. Gaspar,
P. Azevedo, M. Alvares Pereira, S. Magalhaes, A. Correia. Hospital de Braga,
Braga, Portugal

Introduction: The differential diagnosis of chest pain associated with elevation of
myocardial necrosis biomarkers encompasses, among others, acute myocardial
infarction (AMI), acute myocarditis (AM) and stress cardiomyopathy (SCM), which
may be distinguished by some clinical particularities, not always obvious.
Objective: To identify the main clinical differences between AMI, AM and SCM.
Methods and results: Retrospective observational cohort study including pa-
tients admitted in a Coronary Unit for the period of 4 years, until June 2013,
with the diagnosis of AMI (n=1836, 47% without ST elevation and 53% with ST
elevation), AM (n=66) and SCM (n=39). The minimum follow-up realized was
6 months. In the next sentences we describe the results with statistic signifi-
cance (p<0.05). Comparatively with AMI and SCM, AM was more frequent in
male (92.4%) and younger patients (mean age 37 years), with lower prevalence
of cardiovascular risk factors, which presented without heart failure (97.0%), ab-
sence of T wave inversion in ECG (91.7%) and were less medicated with beta-
blockers (33.3%), ACE-I (39.4%) and diuretics (0%). These patients had bet-
ter prognosis at short and long term (none died). Analytically, they expressed
higher values of C-reactive protein (mean 49.2 mg/L). On the other hand, SCM
was more frequent in women (74.4%) and was associated with higher heart
rate (mean 93/min) and heart failure at admission (35.9%), large QRS in ECG
(32.4%), left ventricle dysfunction (75.7% with ejection fraction ≤40%), high NT-
proBNP (mean 8113 pg/mL), low peak troponin I (mean 4.5 ng/mL) and lower
hemoglobin (mean 11.7 g/dL) during hospital stay. The patients with AMI had
higher prevalence of diabetes (27.6%) and slow progression of r wave in ECG
(64.0%). Peak troponin I value was the highest (mean 52.6 ng/mL). Intermediate
values of heart failure at admission (21.7%), left ventricular dysfunction (32.4%
with ejection fraction ≤40%) and NT-proBNP (mean 2936 pg/mL) were observed.
The NT-proBNP/peak troponin I quotient was statistically different among the 3
groups, being higher in SCM (mean 4563), intermediate in AMI (mean 866) and
lower in AM (mean 146). The same happened with QTc interval, which was su-
perior in SCM (mean 466 ms), intermediate in AMI (mean 446 ms) and inferior in
AM (416 ms).
Conclusion: Regarding the patient with chest pain and elevation of myocardial
necrosis biomarkers, there are some clinical, analytical and echocardiographic
parameters that may suggest the most probable diagnosis. These include gen-
der, age, C-reactive protein level, NT-proBNP/peak troponin I quotient and QTc
interval.
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The international takotsubo registry score

J. Diekmann1, J.R. Ghadri1, R. Bataiosu1, V. Geyer1, C. Neumann1,
M. Jaguszewski1, A. Sarcon2, T.F. Luescher1, C. Templin1. 1University
Hospital Zurich, Cardiology, Zurich, Switzerland; 2University of California-Davis,
Sacramento, United States of America

Background: Takotsubo cardiomyopathy (TTC) also known as broken heart syn-
drome is clinically difficult to distinguish from acute coronary syndrome (ACS) in
the acute setting.
Aim: The aim of the present study was to establish a scoring system based on
clinical parameters that is easily applicable in the emergency department to iden-
tify TTC and to distinguish from ACS.
Methods and results: 218 consecutive patients with TTC and 436 consecutive
ACS patients were included. Complete clinical profile, comorbidities and ECG
parameters were assessed in order to develop the InterTAKScore by using the
bestglm package10 in R (version 2.15.1) for model selection with Bayesian infor-
mation criterion (BIC).
The diagnostic InterTAKScore (max. total Score = 100) integrates female gender
(25 points), emotional (24 points) and physical triggers (13 points), absence of ST-
segment depression (14 points), psychiatric (11 points) and neurologic disorders
(9 points) and QTc time prolongation (5 points), differentiating TTC from ACS with
high sensitivity (89%) and specificity (91%; AUC of 0.97, 95% CI, 0.96-0.98).
The median (IQR) of the TTC population was 61 (50-76) while the ACS population
gained 18 (12-31) points. The validation showed similar results - TTC 59 (43-65)
vs. ACS 24.5 (12-37).
Conclusion: The InterTAKScore is a novel scoring system to distinguish patients
with TTC from those with ACS on presentation.

P4677 | SPOTLIGHT
The High prevalence of Primary Amyloidosis among Afro Caribbean
Heart Disease

S.K. Randhawa1, G. Dwivedi2, D. Neal3, R.P. Steeds4, R.J. Macfadyen5.
1Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust, Department of
Cardiology, Birmingham, United Kingdom; 2University of Ottawa Heart Institute,
Ottawa, Canada; 3University of Birmingham, Birmingham, United Kingdom;
4Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham, Birmingham, United Kingdom;
5University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia

Background: Primary amyloid (A) is a rare infiltrative disease in late adult life
affecting the heart and other tissues diagnosed by tissue analysis of the af-
fected organ. We reviewed our echocardiographic database of hypertensive Afro
Caribbean (AC) patients seen with heart failure symptoms to define prevalence
of this disease using accepted biopsy and/or MRI criteria.
Method: From ethnicity specific heart failure service records (from n=106 total
subjects) we identified 86 AC subjects with a complete trans-thoracic (TT) echo
dataset. A was defined by typical TT echo criteria and confirmed by positive RV
septal tissue histology at biopsy and or typical features on late gadolinium MRI
(reported independently). Cases positive for A (28) were compared to negative
(58) controls (C) by multivariate regression (MVr).
Results: We found a high prevalence (33%) of A (n=29;18male;68±17yr;Y±Ykg)
compared to C (n=58;39male;71±16yr;Y±Ykg) in this sample. Both demo-
graphic criteria (age;gender;body mass;blood pressure) and a range of standard
TT echo measures of morphology (LVDDd LVDDs) or function (ePAP; Simp-
sons LVEF) were similar on MVr. Only septal (IVSs;A,1.86±0.77;C,1.45±0.39;
IVSd A,1.7 (1.4-1.9cm);C,1.1 (1.0-1.4cm)p=0.033) and PW thickness (LVPWs
A,1.89±0.69;C,1.44±0.61;LVPWd A 1.63±0.38;C,1.23±0.55 p=0.002) were sig-
nificantly higher in A. LV internal diameters (d and s) were lower in A than C. Re-
nal function was poorer in A cases (Urea A,13.5,7.9-21.3mM; C 8.5, 6.5-12.9mM
p=0.02; Creat A,188,115-401; C,119, 98-155μM; p=0.004). Notably in our series
neither atrial volume nor inter atrial septal wall thickness were recorded routinely
despite their known sensitivity and specificity in the TT echo diagnosis of A.
Conclusion: We have recorded an unusually high retrospective prevalence of A
in elderly AC heart disease patients with HF symptoms. Given the development
of specific treatments for this condition all clinicians seeing AC patients with ab-
normal TT echo should consider biopsy and/or MRI in suspicious cases.

P4678 | BEDSIDE
Prevalence of atrial fibrillation in patients with heart failure according
to age

R. Potluri1, F. Ziaei2, S.K.A. Shan2, J. Khan2, R. Bhayani2, S. Shakir2,
H. Uppal1, S. Chandran3. 1Aston University, ACALM Study Unit in collaboration
with School of Medical Sciences, Birmingham, United Kingdom; 2Pennine Acute
NHS Foundation Trust, Manchester, United Kingdom; 3North Western Deanery,
Department of Acute Medicine, Manchester, United Kingdom

Purpose: Heart Failure is common in the western world, has multiple causes and
confers significant morbidity and mortality. It is thought a significant proportion of
Heart Failure patients also have Atrial Fibrillation although figures from a large
population in the UK are lacking. We studied the prevalence of Atrial Fibrillation
in patients with Heart Failure in the North West of England.
Methods: Anonymous data of adult patients aged ≥18 with Heart Failure and

Table 1. Prevalence of atrial fibrillation in patients with heart failure according to age groups

Heart failure patients (%) Atrial fibrillation % Mean age (years)

All age groups 31760 (100.0) 34.6 73.6
Age group 18–29 years 256 (0.8) 8.6 24.2
Age group 30–39 years 528 (1.7) 8.1 35.4
Age group 40–49 years 1158 (3.6) 12.8 45.2
Age group 50–59 years 2571 (8.1) 21.5 55.2
Age group 60–69 years 5423 (17.1) 29.0 65.0
Age group 70–79 years 9743 (30.7) 36.8 74.8
Age group 80–89 years 9503 (29.9) 42.4 84.0
Age group 90–99 years 2533 (8.0) 40.5 92.6
Age group ≥ 100 years 45 (0.1) 42.2 101.8

Atrial Fibrillation attending 7 hospitals between 2000 and 2013 was obtained and
processed using the ACALM (Algorithm for Co-morbidity, Associations, Length of
stay and Mortality) study protocol. ACALM uses the ICD-10 and OPCS-4 coding
systems to identify patients. Analyses was performed in SPSS.
Results: Of 929465 adult patient population there were 31760 (3.4%) patients
with Heart Failure. Mean age 73.6 years, Male 50.3%. Of these 10992 patients
had Atrial Fibrillation (34.6%). The prevalence of Atrial Fibrillation in patients with
Heart failure increases with age from 8.1% in the 30-39 year age group to 42.4%
in the 80-89 years group.
Conclusion: Whilst a significant number of elderly patients with Heart Failure
patients do have concurrent Atrial Fibrillation, the majority of patients do not. Our
findings are important to appreciate whilst optimising Heart Failure management
in elderly patients.

P4679 | BEDSIDE
Identification of climatic condition associated with the onset of acute
heart failure syndrome: insights from acute heart failure Kyoto registry

T. Taniguchi, H. Kawahito, E. Kishita, S. Kishida, H. Takata. North Medical
Center, Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine, Cardiovascular Medicine,
Yosano-cho, Japan

Purpose: Although it is well recognized that weather conditions are associated
with the incidence of cardiovascular disease, the influence of climatic conditions
in the onset of acute heart failure (AHF) remains unknown.
Methods: The Acute Heart Failure Kyoto registry is a physician-directed multi-
center registry in Japan enrolling consecutive patients hospitalized for AHF. Be-
tween April 2013 and December 2013, 149 patients were admitted for AHF in
our hospital. Among 275 days, we identified 107 days transferred for AHF and
investigated the association with local weather parameters obtained from Japan
Meteorological Agency.
Results: On the AHF admission days, minimum temperature (14.8±0.6°C vs.
12.4±0.7°C, p=0.01) and average temperature (18.9±0.6°C vs. 16.8±0.7°C,
p=0.02) were significantly low, while maximum temperature (23.9±0.6°C vs.
22.0±0.8°C, p=0.05) tended to be lower. On the previous days, maximum temper-
ature (24.2±0.6°C vs. 21.5±0.8°C, p=0.006), minimum temperature (14.8±0.6°C
vs. 12.5±0.7°C, p=0.01) and average temperature (19.0±0.6°C vs. 16.6±0.7°C,
p=0.009) were significantly low. Compared with the previous days, maximum tem-
perature was increasing (-0.31±0.24°C vs. 0.47±0.30°C, p=0.04), diurnal tem-
perature range was extended (-0.33±0.27°C vs. 0.53±0.33°C, p=0.04) and min-
imum humidity was decreasing (1.40±1.09% vs. -2.30±1.37%, p=0.03). There
was no difference in mean atmospheric pressure on the AHF admission days, but
mean atmospheric pressure from the previous days to 3 days ago tended to be
high (1010.3±0.4 hPa vs. 1011.6±0.5 hPa, p=0.05). Interestingly, the maximum
instantaneous wind speed was rising (-0.44±0.28 m/sec vs. 0.74±0.35 m/sec,
p=0.009) compared with the previous days. The wind direction showed a trend
toward south and west based on the geographical features. There were no signif-
icant differences in precipitation and sunshine duration. After adjustment for other
factors, the difference from the previous day of the maximum instantaneous wind
speed [odds ratio (OR), 1.08; 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.01-1.17], maximum
temperature on the previous day [OR, 0.96; 95% CI, 0.93-0.99] and averaged
maximum precipitation during previous 2 days [OR, 0.82; 95% CI, 0.66-0.98] were
demonstrated as the independent risk factors for the onset of AHF syndrome. The
difference from the previous day of minimum humidity [OR, 0.98; 95% CI, 0.95-
1.00] showed a trend toward predicting the admission for AHF.
Conclusions: Not only low temperature but rapid wind velocity, little rain and
lower minimum humidity contributed to increase the onset of AHF syndrome.

P4680 | BENCH
Prevalence of heart failure in rural communities of Pakistan... the tip of
the iceberg

F.U.H. Rizvi1, Z. Majeed2, G. Mustafa3, K. Daniyeh4, S. Mahmood1. 1Sheikh
Zayed Medical College/Hospital, Rahim Yar Khan. University of Health Sciences
Lahore, Cardiology Department, Rahim Yar Khan, Pakistan; 2Sheikh Zayed
Medical College/Hospital, University of Health Sciences Lahore, Cardiology,
Rahim Yar Khan, Pakistan; 3Sheikh Zayed Medical College, Rahim Yar Khan.
University of Health Sciences Lahore, Community Medicine, Rahim Yar Khan,
Pakistan; 4Providence Hospital, Internal Medicine, Southfield Michigan, United
States of America

Background: Heart Failure (HF) is leading cause of death all over the world.
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The data regarding HF in rural communities of Pakistan is lacking. Objective: To
determine the prevalence of HF and its causes in a general rural population of
Pakistan.
Methods: 2000 subjects of >30 years age, were selected by systematic stratified
random sampling technique from 22 villages. Predesigned proforma describing
demographics, coronary risk factors, WHO dyspnoea questionnaire and past his-
tory of HF/Heart Disease used for interview. Physical examination, fasting blood
sample, 12 lead ECG were performed on all subjects and echocardiography car-
ried out on clinically suspected cases. Overall prevalence was defined on the
basis of current symptoms/signs pertaining to HF and past history of HF. Data
was analyzed using SPSS version 16.
Results: Overall prevalence of HF was 24.4% with insignificant gender difference.
Significantly higher prevalence observed with increasing age (p. value 0.001).
Causes of HF were hypertension 39% coronary heart disease (CHD) 27%, di-
abetes 8.7%, valvular heart disease 2.5% and cardiomyopathy 0.8%. Hyper-
tension, CHD, diabetes, smoking and illiteracy have strong association with HF.
21.6% patients has HF with reduced EF (LVEF <40%). 2.5% had LVEF 41-49%
and 77% had preserved LVEF (EF>50%). 6.9% abnormal ECGs and 25.4% had
past history of HF.
Conclusion: This study discovered a high prevalence of HF in rural communities
of Pakistan. Hypertension and CHD were dominant causes. Implementations of
preventive strategies can minimize the incidence of fatal syndrome of HF.

P4681 | BEDSIDE
Patient characteristics and outcomes in Japanese and British patients
admitted with heart failure; the West Tokyo - Kingston-upon-Hull
Collaboration

B. Dicken1, Y. Shiraishi2, S. Kohsaka2, A. Rigby1, R. Rasool1, T. Inohara2,
A. Goda2, T. Nagai2, T. Yoshikawa2, J.G.F. Cleland1. 1University of Hull,
Department of Academic Cardiology, Hull, United Kingdom; 2Keio University
Hospital, Department of Cardiology, Tokyo, Japan

Background: Although acute heart failure (AHF) is common in both Japan and
the United Kingdom, the clinical characteristics and outcomes of patients in these
two countries have never been directly compared.
Methods and results: We analyzed the in-hospital, and 180-day outcome of 197
patients from a single university hospital in the UK and 327 patients from Japan
(multicenter registry from three hospitals) admitted with AHF between 2010 and
2013. The median (Interquartile range [IQR]) age of patients in the UK was 78
(70-84) years and 77 (68-83) years in Japan. 38% of the patients in the UK were
women compared with 40% in Japan. A greater proportion of patients with left
ventricular systolic dysfunction (LVEF<45%) was noted in the UK (64% vs. 48%).
There were significant differences in serum creatinine and NT-proBNP upon pre-
sentation; both of which were higher in patients in the UK compared to Japan.
In the UK, the median (IQR) NT-proBNP was 4957 (2291-10,897)ng/L and 2938
(1110-6437)ng/L in Japan. Length of stay was longer in Japan; median time 11
(7-18) days in the UK compared with 14 (10-22) days in Japan. In-hospital mor-
tality rate was slightly higher in the UK (7.1% vs. 4.5%). Subsequent to discharge,
mortality at 90- and 180-days was substantially higher in the UK (13.1% vs. 3%
for 90-days mortality, 21.3% vs. 3.9% for 180-days mortality, P<0.001 for both
comparisons). The UK mortality rates are consistent with those reported by the
National Audit of England & Wales in more than 100,000 patients.
Conclusion: Important differences exist in patient demographics, renal dysfunc-
tion and plasma concentrations of NT-proBNP in Japanese compared to British
patients but these did not explain the much better prognosis of Japanese patients.
Further investigation is needed to identify whether ethnicity, case selection or care
account for the observed differences in outcome.

P4682 | BEDSIDE
Analysis of length of stay in patients with acute heart failure using
data from RICA registry

R. Ruiz-Ortega1, M. Montero Perez Barquero1, L. Manzano2, A. Conde
Martel3, A. Urrutia De Diego4, O. Aramburu-Bodas5, J.C. Trullas-Vila6,
A. Muela-Molinero7, R. Quiros-Lopez8, M. Flather9 on behalf of RICA
investigators. 1IMIBIC/Hospital Reina Sofia de Córdoba, University of Córdoba,
Department of Internal Medicine, Cordoba, Spain; 2Hospital Universitario Ramón
y Cajal. Universidad de Alcalá, Heart Failure and Vascular Risk Unit, Department
of Internal Medicine, Madrid, Spain; 3University Hospital Dr Negrin, Department
of Internal Medicine, Las Palmas De Gran Canaria, Spain; 4Germans Trias i
Pujol Hospital, Department of Internal Medicine, Badalona (Barcelona), Spain;
5University Hospital of Virgen Macarena, Department of Internal Medicine,
Seville, Spain; 6Hospital Sant Jaume. Olot, Department of Internal Medicine,
Girona, Spain; 7Hospital of Leon, Department of Internal Medicine, Leon, Spain;
8Hospital Costa del Sol, Department of Internal Medicine, Marbella, Spain;
9University of East Anglia and Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital, Norwich,
United Kingdom

Purpose: Length of stay (LOS) is a major driver of cost of care and a growing
quality marker. The objective of this study was to determine factors influencing
LOS in elderly heart failure patients.
Methods and results: RICA is a multicenter registry which isenrolling patients
admitted to public and private Spanish hospitals. We included 3217 patients in

this analysis with a mean LOS of 9.6 days (mean age 79 years, male 48%, mean
ejection fraction 50% and 87% in NYHA II and III). We stratified LOS into <7 days
and ≥7 days. Longer LOS was associated with a number of risk factors including
more COPD, NYHA III, LVH, hospital acquired infections, higher creatinine and
lower SBP, but paradoxically with lower age. Longer LOS was also associated
with higher one year mortality.

Table 1. RICA baseline characteristics and length of stay

Variables All <7 days ≥7 days P value

N 3217 1275 1942
Age, years (SD) 78,8 (8,7) 80±8.8 78±8.6 <0.001
Mean length of stay, days (SD) 9,6 (8,2) 4.3±1.5 13±8.9 <0.001
COPD, n (%) 830 (25,9%) 282 (22%) 548 (28%) <0.001
NYHA Class I, n (%) 284 (9,1%) 108 (8.8%) 176 (9.4%) 0.614
NYHA Class II, n (%) 1630 (52,5%) 692 (57%) 938 (50%) <0.001
NYHA Class III, n (%) 1079 (34,8%) 383 (31%) 696 (37%) 0.001
NYHA Class IV, n (%) 112 (3,6%) 41 (3.3%) 71 (3.8%) 0.535
SBP (mmHg) 139,0 (28,1) 142±28 137±28 <0.001
Creatinine (mg/dl) 1,3 (1,7) 1.3±0.6 1.4±0.7 0.002
Left ventricular hypertrophy, n (%) 827 (26,9%) 293 (24%) 534 (29%) 0.003
Ejection fraction (%) 50,0 (15,8) 51±15 50±16 0.035
Mortality at year 476 (33%) 146 (27%) 330 (37%) <0.001
Readmissions at one year 450 (28%) 170 (28%) 280 (28%) 0.989
Hospital acquired infection 180 (24%) 29 (17%) 151 (27%) 0.009

LOS: length of stay; SD: standar deviation.

Conclusions: Multiple factors influence LOS in elderly heart failure patients and
understanding these can lead to strategies to reduce LOS and readmissions.
More work is needed to develop simple screening tools to identify higher risk in
elderly heart failure patients.

P4683 | BEDSIDE
Incidence of hospitalization for heart failure in atrial fibrillation
patients with anemia: one-year follow-up of the Fushimi AF Registry

K. Takabayashi1, D. Takagi1, Y. Hamatani1, T. Unoki1, M. Esato2, Y. Chun2,
H. Wada1, K. Hasegawa1, M. Abe1, M. Akao1 on behalf of the Fushimi AF
Registry investigators. 1Kyoto Medical Center, National Hospital Organization,
Kyoto, Japan; 2Ijinkai Takeda Hospital, Kyoto, Japan

Purpose: There is a well-documented relationship and a complex interaction be-
tween atrial fibrillation (AF) and heart failure (HF). Anemia interacts with clinical
outcomes in patients with AF and HF. However a relationship between anemia
and heart failure in AF patients is unknown.
Methods: The Fushimi AF Registry, a community-based prospective survey, was
designed to enroll all of the AF patients in Fushimi-ku. At present, we have en-
rolled 3,821 patients from March 2011 to December 2013. One-year follow-up
was completed in 2,966 patients as of December 2013. We defined anemia as
reduced hemoglobin level (<11g/dl). We previously reported the baseline clini-
cal characteristics of AF patients with anemia, and here we report the one-year
outcomes of those patients.
Results: Among 2,774 patients in the Registry whose hematological values were
available, 471 patients (17.0%) had anemia. AF patients with anemia were older
than those without anemia (79.2±10.3 vs. 73.1±10.3 years of age; p<0.01).
They were more likely to have various co-morbidities: a history of stroke (27.2%
vs. 20.7%; p<0.01), HF (42.0% vs. 25.5%; p<0.01), chronic kidney disease
(CKD; 66.9% vs. 30.9%; p<0.01), and history of major bleeding (4.7% vs. 1.6%;
p<0.01). Anemic AF patients showed greater CHADS2 score (2.54±1.36 vs.
2.01±1.31; p<0.01). Patients receiving the prescription of oral anticoagulants
were less in anemic patients. During the one-year follow-up period, there was no
significant difference in stroke (n=17 vs. 59) (3.6% vs. 2.6%; p=0.22), myocardial
infarction (n=3 vs. 7) (0.6% vs. 0.3%; p=0.31), between anemic and non-anemic
AF patients. In the anemic group, the incidence of hospitalization for HF (n=35 vs.
84) (7.4% vs. 3.7%; p<0.01) and major bleeding (n=15 vs. 29) (3.2% vs. 1.3%;
p<0.01) were more. After the adjustment by age and gender in multiple logistic
regression models, anemia was independently associated with the incidence of
hospitalization for HF (adjusted odds ratio, 1.6; 95% confidence interval, 1.00 to
2.36; p=0.049). In patients with anemia, the presence of CKD did not affect the in-
cidence of hospitalization for HF (8.5% in anemic AF patients with CKD vs. 5.1%
in anemic AF patients without CKD; p=0.17) or that of major bleeding (4.1% vs.
1.3%; p=0.07).
Conclusion: In patients with AF, anemia was associated with higher incidence of
hospitalization for HF and major bleeding, irrespective of the presence of CKD.

P4684 | BEDSIDE
The changes and prognostic value of pulse pressure and proportional
pulse pressure in different systolic blood pressure range subgroups
of severe systolic heart failure patients

B. Muk, M. Dekany, B. Szabo, Z.S. Majoros, P. Bogyi, D. Vagany, M. Szabo,
B. Polgar, R.G. Kiss, N. Nyolczas. Medical Centre, Hungarian Defence Forces,
Cardiology, Budapest, Hungary

Background: Earlier studies showed that in severe systolic heart failure (HFrEF)
low pulse pressure (PP) and proportional pulse pressure (PPP) are predictors of
mortality.
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Aim: To investigate the changes and prognostic value of PP and PPP in severe
HFrEF pts (baseline /b/ left ventricular ejection fraction /LVEF/<35%; NYHA III-
IV), on optimal therapy (OT).
Patients and methods: 396 consecutive hospitalized HFrEF pts (age: 61.4
±16.8 years; male: 75.7%; ischemic: 48.0%; LVEF: 27.3±7.0%; NYHA: 3.5±0.5;
eGFR: 66.1±23.8 ml/min/1.73m2; systolic blood pressure /SBP/: 123.3±22.7
mmHg) followed at our heart failure outpatient clinic (HFOC) were included in
the study. Every pt received optimal medical and device therapy. Pts were divided
into 3 groups according to bSBP (Group 1: SBP <110 mmHg: 162pts; Group 2:
SBP 110-130 mmHg: 117pts; Group 3: SBP >130 mmHg: 117pts). The mean
follow-up was 55.0±33.0 months. SBP, PP, PPP as well as NYHA and LVEF were
assessed before and after treatment optimization (TO). The prognostic effect of
PP, PPP and their change during TO on survival of pts were analysed with uni-
variate and multivariate Cox-regression in the 3 predefined subgroups.
Results: After TO in the total cohort (TC) SBP decreased by 4.0±23.5mmHg
(p<0.05), NYHA decreased to 1.7±0.7 (p<0.05), while LVEF improved to
36.4±10.3% (p<0.05). In Group 1 SBP, PP, PPP increased significantly
(+9.0±19.0mmHg; +9.6±15.5mmHg and +0.08±0.07, all p<0.05), in Group 2
a small but significant early decrease of SBP (-2.7±14.8mmHg, p<0.05) with an
early increase of PP and PPP (+4.9±15.4mmHg and +0.08±0.06) was observed,
while in Group 3 beside a slight, non-significant increase of PPP (+0.02±0.08),
SBP and PP decreased significantly (-25.1±22.4mmHg and -8.1±16.6mmHg,
p<0.05). In Group 2 and 3 univariate Cox analysis demonstrated prognostic value
of age, ischemic etiology, eGFR, LVEF, NYHA on survival (p<0.05). In these sub-
groups multivariate Cox regression showed that age, LVEF and NYHA remained
independent prognostic factors of survival. In Group 1 univariate and multivari-
ate Cox analysis demonstrated, that beside age, ischaemic etiology and eGFR,
changes in PP and PPP during TO were also predictors of survival (p<0.05).
Conclusion: In severe HFrEF pts on OT with low bSBP the increase of PP and
PPP is associated with beneficial prognosis. In our study changes in these param-
eters do not have significant prognostic value in pts with higher baseline systolic
blood pressure.

P4685 | BEDSIDE
The relationship between left atrial enlargement and incidence of heart
failure in patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation: From the Fushimi
AF registry

Y. Hamatani1, K. Takabayashi1, N. Masunaga1, H. Ogawa1, M. Esato2,
Y. Chun2, H. Wada1, K. Hasegawa1, M. Abe1, M. Akao1 on behalf of the
Fushimi AF Registry investigators. 1Kyoto Medical Center, National Hospital
Organization, Kyoto, Japan; 2Ljinkai Takeda General Hospital, Kyoto, Japan

Purpose: Atrial fibrillation (AF) patients are increasing significantly (reportedly
0.6% of total population in Japan), and have an increased risk of heart failure. Al-
though age, history of heart failure, hypertension, diabetes mellitus (DM), anemia,
and chronic kidney disease (CKD) were reported to be the predictor of hospital-
ization for heart failure, the impact of left atrial enlargement on the incidence of
heart failure in AF patients has not been well evaluated.
Methods: The Fushimi AF Registry, a community-based prospective survey, was
designed to enroll all of the AF patients in Fushimi-ku, Kyoto, Japan. At present,
we have enrolled 3,821 patients (1.4% of total population) from March 2011 to
December 2013. One-year follow-up was completed in 2,966 patients as of De-
cember 2013. Left atrial enlargement (LAE) was diagnosed if the left atrial diam-
eter measured by transthoracic echocardiography was >45 mm. We compared
the baseline clinical backgrounds and incidences of clinical events during one-
year follow-up period between those with LAE and those without it (non-LAE).
We excluded the patients with mitral stenosis and severe mitral regurgitation in
this analysis.
Results: Patients with LAE accounted for 39.7% of all the patients. LAE group
was older (LAE 75.0±.10.1 vs. non-LAE 73.3±10.9 years; p<0.01). Distribution of
AF types (paroxysmal, persistent, and permanent) was 26.1%, 7.4%, and 66.5%
in LAE group, 64.1%, 7.6%, and 28.3% in non-LAE group respectively. History of
heart failure, hypertension and CKD were more in LAE group (36.7% vs. 22.7%;
p<0.01, 64.8% vs. 59.5%; p=0.01, 42.4% vs. 34.2%; p<0.01, respectively). DM
and anemia were comparable between the two groups. LAE group showed higher
incidence of hospitalization for heart failure during one-year follow-up, compared
with non-LAE group (6.7% vs. 3.1%; p<0.01). This was also the case in patients
with paroxysmal AF (5.8% vs. 2.6%; p=0.02), as well as those with permanent
AF (7.2% vs. 3.8%; p=0.03). After adjusting the confounders such as age, his-
tory of heart failure, hypertension, DM, anemia, and CKD, LAE had statistically
significant association with the incidence of hospitalization for heart failure during
one-year follow-up (adjusted odds ratio: 1.66; p=0.02).
Conclusion: The Fushimi AF registry represents the clinical profile of real-world
AF patients. AF patients with LAE showed higher incidence of hospitalization for
heart failure during one-year follow-up. LAE may help us identify AF patients who
are at high risk for developing heart failure.

P4686 | BEDSIDE
Clinical characteristics of patients hospitalized for heart failure in
China: observations from the first 3740 cases in china national heart
failure registry (CN-HF)

J.M. Zhou1, X.J. Jin1, J. Zhou1, X.T. Cui1, M. Fu2, J.B. Ge1. 1Shanghai Institute
of Cardiovascular Diseases, Zhongshan Hospital-Fudan Univerisity, Shanghai,
China, People’s Republic of; 2Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Department of
Cardiology, Gothenburg, Sweden

Purpose: China is facing the great challenge of the epidemic of heart failure
because of the aging of the population and the rapid increase in the prevalence
of the major risk factors for cardiovascular diseases. In 2013, we launched the
Nationwide Inpatient Heart Failure Registry (CN-HF).The goal is to study clinical
characteristics, management and outcomes of patients with heart failure, thereby
promoting better quality of heart failure care in China.
Methods: The sample of hospitals in the CN-HF was stratified on geographic re-
gion (Middle, North and South) and hospital Grade (University hospital and Com-
munity hospital) to better represent heart failure population. Enrolled patients will
be followed annually. Participating hospitals is responsible to validate HF diag-
nosis during discharge. Data about medical history, management, and outcomes
are collected through review of medical records and entered into a database via
secure web browser technology.
Results: In calendar year 2013, data on 3740 patients have been received from
34 participating hospitals. Of enrollees with available analyzable data, the me-
dian age was 73.0 (interquartile range (IQR): 63-80), and 59% were men. 70%
were newly diagnosed. The most common comorbid conditions were hyperten-
sion (61.4%), coronary artery disease (44.0%), diabetes (24.3%) and valvular
heart disease (17.9%). Among above patients, 48% had more than one comorbid
conditions. The median left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) was 56% (IQR:
41-64), while median of NT-proBNP was 1415.5 ng/L (IQR: 393.0-3728). The me-
dian hospital length of stay was 10 days (IQR: 7-14). In-hospital mortality rate was
1.06%. Prescriptions of guideline-recommended medications at discharge were
as follows: angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor (ACEI) or angiotensin recep-
tor II blocker (ARB), 78.3%; beta-blocker (BB), 64.1%; and aldosterone antagonist
(AA),69.0%.
Conclusions: Through nationwide registry of “real-world” clinical characteristics,
management and outcomes from patients hospitalized due to heart failure in
China, CN-HF registry demonstrated a substantial gap in heart failure care in
China between daily clinical practice and available guideline recommendation.
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Independent influence of triiodothyronine and testosterone on the
severity of heart failure in men

D. Glavas, V. Culic, Z. Busic, M. Juric Paic, I. Velat, A. Livaja. Split University
Hospital, Split, Croatia

Purpose: Heart failure (HF) is a multifaceted disorder affecting hormonal body
system, particularly low triiodothyronine (T3) and total testosterone (TT). In ad-
dition, creatine clearance (CC) and haemoglobin (HGB) levels are well known
contributors to HF severity. The objective of this study was to assess the inde-
pendent influence of T3 and TT serum levels and left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF) on the severity of HF in men.
Methods: This prospective study included consecutive male patients with HF,
hospitalized at the Division of Cardiology, Department of Internal Medicine of our
hospital. Statistical analysis was performed by means of T–test and linear regres-
sion in univariate analysis and multiple logistic regression in multivariate analysis.
The P value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results: The study enrolled 121 male patients mean age 73.9±8.5. There were
36.7% diabetics, 57.9% with arterial hypertension, 68.6% non-smokers, 13.2%
former smokers and 18.2% current smokers and 58.3% of those with atrial fib-
rillation. Patients had median (interquartile range) values of T3 1.3 nmol/L (0.9–
1.6), NT-proBNP 555.9 pmol/L (211.9–1410.5), TT 9.9 nmol/L (5.8-12.8), LVEF
50% (37.5-57), CC 52.5 mg/dL (41.3-63.6) and HGB 133 g/L (121-147). In a uni-
variate analysis TT (r=-0.371; p<0.001), T3 (r=-0.421; p<0.001), LVEF (r=-0.247;
p=0.006), CC (r=-0.532; p<0.001) and HGB (r=-0.290; p=0.001) significantly cor-
related with serum values of NT-proBNP while all other clinical variables showed
no association. In a multivariate analysis, after adjustment for age, lower values
of TT (β=-0.185; p=0.016), T3 (β=-0.226; p=0.004), CC (β=-0.399; p<0.001) and
LVEF (β=-0.167; p=0.025) were independent predictors of higher values of NT-
proBNP. In contrast HGB and diabetes mellitus showed no association with NT-
proBNP.
Conclusion: The results revealed that the complex interdependence of the hor-
monal body system is a significant aspect of the HF condition and suggest further
investigation regarding hormonal disbalance in this disorder.
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In sepsis supplemental tetrahydrobiopterin decreases ROS release,
but failed to prevent septic cardiomyopathy

M. Forkmann, H. Ruppel, N. Steinbronn, A. Ebner, E. Ebner, R.H. Strasser,
C. Wunderlich. Dresden University of Technology, Heart Center, Department of
Cardiology and Intensive Care, Dresden, Germany

Sepsis is a serious and common problem in intensive care units, and its inci-
dence and sepsis-related deaths are increasing steadily, especially when patients
develop a septic cardiomyopathy. Although nitric oxide has been implicated in
the pathogenesis of septic shock, understanding of the underlying mechanism of
septic cardiomyopathy remains incomplete. It is well known that an uncoupled en-
dothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS), caused by low tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4)
bioavailability, results in increased production of superoxide and consecutive de-
terioration of myocardial function. Here, we investigate in a mouse model whether
BH4 may prevent myocardial dysfunction in an endotoxin-induced sepsis.
We induced sepsis by intraperitoneal injection of endotoxin (lipopolysaccha-
ride) after BH4 pretreatment for 8 weeks in both wild-type (WT) and eNOS-
knockout (eNOS−/−) mice, while comparing with control groups (n=7 each) with
normal feed. Hemodynamic parameters were obtained via Millar tip catheter.
As expected, in serum we found significantly increased nitrate levels in septic
WT compared to non-septic WT (3.65±0.25 vs. 1.35±0.029nmol/l, p<0.001) as
well as in septic eNOS−/− mice (2.19±0.17nmol/l, p<0.05). In aorta of sep-
tic eNOS−/− the radical oxygen species (ROS) release was unchanged af-
ter treatment with BH4 (19.98x105±6.2x105 vs. 20.55x105±3.88x105RLU/mg,
p=0.1) but decreased compared to untreated WT (19.98x105±6.2x105
vs. 25.10x105±6.67x105RLU/mg, p=0.08), yet not significantly. When com-
bined with BH4 treatment, the ROS release in sepsis was significantly
decreased in WT compared to untreated WT (4.31x105±1.89x105 vs.
25.10x105±6.67x105RLU/mg, p<0.05). Despite this positive effect of BH4,
hemodynamic parameters, in particular left ventricular develop pressure (LVDP),
left ventricular enddiastolic pressure (LVEDP) and cardiac output (CO), did not
improve under BH4 in septic WT (LVDP 70.3±1.8 vs. 84.44±5.9mmHg; LVEDP
7.2±0.2 vs. 8.27±0.65mmHg; CO 10.1±1.1 vs. 12.44±1.0ml/min).
This data shows that supplemental BH4 in sepsis decreases ROS release but
suggests that ROS from uncoupled eNOS are probably not responsible for the
development of septic cardiomyopathy. In conclusion, BH4 does not seem to pro-
vide protection against myocardial dysfunction after endotoxin-induced sepsis in
mice.

P4690 | BEDSIDE
Galectin-3 is an independent predictor of abnormal functional capacity
and ventilatory response to exercise in patients with nonischaemic
dilated cardiomyopathy

A. Del Franco1, G. Vergaro1, A. Giannoni1, C. Prontera2, A. Barison1,
G. Mirizzi1, L.E. Pastormerlo1, C. Passino1, M. Emdin1. 1Gabriele Monasterio
Foundation, Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Pisa, Italy; 2Gabriele
Monasterio Foundation, Pisa, Italy

Purpose: Cardiopulmonary exercise test (CPET) has a prominent value in as-
sessing clinical severity in chronic heart failure (HF) patients. Galectin-3, a lectin
protein, has also a prognostic role in HF. We aimed to evaluate the relationships
between galectin-3 plasma level and reduced exercise capacity in a cohort of
patients with nonischaemic dilated cardiomyopathy (NIDCM).
Methods: Sixty-five consecutive patients diagnosed with NIDCM by World Health
Organization criteria (71% males, 57±13 years, NYHA class I-II: 86%, NT-
proBNP plasma level: 413 ng/L (IQR: 149-1276), left ventricular ejection frac-
tion, LVEF: 34±10%, E/E’medium: 12±5), on guideline recommended medical
treatment, undergoing a comprehensive clinical assessment, including CPET and
galectin-3 assay, were evaluated (exclusion criteria: neoplasms, systemic inflam-
matory diseases, autoimmune disorders and severe renal failure, clinical condi-
tions affecting galectin-3 plasma level).
Results: Median galectin-3 value was 14.4 ng/mL (IQR 11.9-19.0). On Weber
classification, at CPET, 36 patients (55%) presented with mild reduction in exer-
cise capacity (maximal oxygen consumption -peak VO2-≥16 mL/kg/min, stage A-
B), and 29 (45%) with moderate-severe inability (peak VO2 <16 mL/kg/min, stage
C-D); moreover, 18 patients (28%) showed a value of minute ventilation/carbon
dioxide production (VE/VCO2 slope) ≥34. Patients in stage C-D showed higher
galectin-3 (13.3±4.1 vs 19.4±6.4 ng/mL, p<0.001) and NT-proBNP circulating
levels (1105 [354-2218] vs 232 [80-520] ng/L, p=0.001). At regression analy-
sis galectin-3 (p<0.001) and NT-proBNP (p=0.001), but not parameters of LV
dysfunction at echocardiography, were correlated to peak VO2. The subset
with VE/VCO2 slope ≥34 was characterized by a more severe LV dysfunction
(LVEF 29±8 vs 36±9%, p=0.005; E/E’ medium 15±6 vs 11±4, p=0.007), and
higher galectin-3 (20.7±7.2 vs 14.3±4.4 ng/mL, p=0.002) and NT-proBNP levels

Abstract P4692 – Table 1

Groups LVDD LVSD LVFS CO LVESP LVESPVR LVEDP LVEDPVR
(mm) (mm) (%) (ml/min) (mm Hg) (mmHg/RVU) (mm Hg) (mmHg/RVU)

GK I/R (n=8) 7.2±0.1 5.0±0.2 31±2 116±3 94±7 12.5±1.0 2.06±0.31 2.15±0.21
GK I/R + early Gevo (n=10) 6.6±0.2* 4.2±0.1* 37±2* 125±4 99±5 16.4±1* 1.27±0.15* 1.44±0.17*
LVDD, LV diastolic diameter; LVSD, LV systolic diameter; LVFS, LV fractional shortening; CO, cardiac output; LVESP and LVEDP, LV end-systolic and end-diastolic pressures; LVESPVR and LVEDPVR,
LV end-systolic and end-diastolic pressure volume relations. *p<0.05 vs GK I/R.

(1462 [495-2066] vs 285 [94-618] ng/L, p=0.001). Among univariate predictors of
VE/VCO2 slope (NYHA class -p=0.002, LVEF -p=0.002, E/E’medium -p=0.030,
NT-proBNP - p<0.001, galectin-3 -p<0.001), only galectin-3 emerged as inde-
pendent predictor at multivariate analysis (p=0.012).
Conclusions: Galectin-3 plasma level predicts lower peak VO2 and higher
VE/VCO2 slope at CPET, irrespectively of LV dysfunction in NIDCM patients, sup-
porting its clinical value in assessing the severity of the disease, and contributing
to individual risk stratification.

P4691 | BEDSIDE
The effect of enhanced external counter pulsation therapy on
myeloperoxidase in lowering cardiovascular events for patients with
chronic heart failure

S. Rampengan1, I. Sirowanto2, S. Immanuel3. 1Faculty of Medicine, Sam
Ratulangi University, Internal Medicine, Cardiology Department, Manado,
2Faculty of Medicine, Sam Ratulangi University, Obsgyn Department, Jakarta,
3University of Indonesia, Dept. of Clinical Pathology, Jakarta, Indonesia

Purpose: Inflammation has a pivotal role in the progression and symptomatology
of Chronic Heart Failure (CHF). Many studies have shown that myeloperoxidase
(MPO) as a marker of inflammation increased in patients with CHF. Furthermore,
the high level of MPO was predictive of cardiovascular events and it was related
with progression and severity of disease in CHF patients. The management of
heart failure is not only consisting of pharmacological treatment but also non-
invasive treatment. Enhanced external counterpulsation (EECP) is a non-invasive
therapy for patients who are resistant to pharmacological treatment or failed with
invasive procedures.
Methods: The design of the study was a prospective randomized interventional
study. Consecutive sampling was performed and the study was done among pa-
tients with CHF who visited Outpatient Cardiology Unit at Multicenter who fulfilled
inclusion criteria. The study was conducted between Januari 2012 and Decem-
ber 2013. There were 133 subjects who had EECP treatment and 133 subjects
without EECP treatment (non-EECP). Both groups were observed periodically for
6 months to evaluate major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE).
Results: There were 266 patients included in the study. One hundred thirty three
patients in each group, consist of 69.7% male with median age 59.2 + 8.3 years
in EECP group and 72.6% male with median age 60.3 + 9.0 years in non-EECP
group. Myeloperoxidase levels in the initial study and after 6 months of follow
up decreased significantly in EECP group (p<0.001) compared with non-EECP
group (p=0.110). After 6 months of follow up, the observation of MACE showed
significant difference between two groups. Major cardiovascular events were re-
ported in 29 patients (21.8%) of EECP group and 65 patients (48.8%) of non-
EECP group.
Conclusion: The present study showed that in patients with CHF, EECP therapy
there were reduced MPO level, and decreased cardiovascular events.

P4692 | BENCH
Early IL-1 beta antibody gevokizumab treatment reduces myocardial
ischemia/reperfusion injury in Goto Kakizaki rats

N. Harouki1, L. Nicol1, J.P. Henry1, V. Richard1, V. Bolduc2, J. Roussel2,
C. Thuillez1, P. Mulder1. 1Rouen University Medical School, INSERM U1096,
Rouen, France; 2Institut de Recherche International Servier, Suresnes, France

Aims: Enhanced cardiac interleukin-1 beta (IL1-β) contributes to myocardial is-
chemia/reperfusion (I/R) injury leading to the development of chronic left ventric-
ular (LV) dysfunction. We have shown that the IL-1β modulating antibody gevok-
izumab (Gevo) limits chronic left ventricular (LV) remodeling induced by LV is-
chemia/reperfusion in Goto-Kakizaki diabetic rats, but whether limitation of infarct
size could contribute to these long-term beneficial effects of Gevo is unknown.
Methods: Gevokizumab (Gevo; 10 mg/kg IP) was administered 1 hour following
reperfusion, after 20 min of transient ischemia induced by LV artery occlusion. LV
remodeling and function were assessed by echocardiography and LV catheteri-
zation (Millar) 2 days post I/R. Necrotic tissue (TTC) and scar formation (collagen
by Sirius Red staining) were determined 2 and 7 days post I/R, respectively.
Results: Gevo reduced infarct size (16.6±1.8 and 7.6±1.9% of LV in I/R and
I/R +Gevo, respectively; p<0.05) 2 days post I/R associated with a reduction of
scar surface (300±18 and 238±20 μm2 of LV in I/R and I/R +Gevo, respectively;
p<0.05) 7 days after I/R. Gevo limited the LV expansion and increased LV FS
already 2 days after I/R, which associated with improved systolic and diastolic
function (Table).
Conclusions: In a clinically relevant model of myocardial I/R, the IL-1β antibody
gevokizumab started 1 hour after myocardial reperfusion exerts immediate car-
diac protection which probably contributes to the long term beneficial effects of
Gevo.
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Echo and natriuretic peptide guided therapy prevents renal
dysfunction in patients with chronic heart failure due to systolic
dysfunction

F.L. Dini1, A. Simioniuc1, E. Carluccio2, A.B. Scardovi3, M. Di Vavo3, A. Rossi4,
S. Ghio5, P.L. Temporelli6 on behalf of Network Labs Ultrasound (NEBULA) in
Heart Failure Study Group. 1Azienda Ospedaliero - Universitaria Pisana, Pisa,
Italy; 2Hospital Santa Maria Della Misericordia, Perugia, Italy; 3Ospedale Santo
Spirito, Cardiologia, Roma, Italy; 4University Hospital, Cardiology, Verona, Italy;
5Division of Cardiology, Fondazione IRCCS Policlinico S. Matteo, Pavia, Italy;
6Fondazione Maugeri, Cardiologia, Veruno, Italy

Background: The concept of echo and natriuretic peptide (NP) guided therapy
is appealing since currently there is no objective guide to optimal dosing of loop
diuretic therapy in patients with chronic heart failure (CHF).
Aim: To assess whether echo and NP guided therapy may be useful to prop-
erly use loop diuretic drugs in patients with CHF due to left ventricular systolic
dysfunction (LSD).
Materials and methods: In group of 377 patients with CHF (EF% 0.32), loop
diuretic dosing was titrated according to the presence of echo Doppler signs of
elevated left ventricular filling pressure, evidence of increased extravascular lung
water and NP serum levels, while in another group, 241 patients with EF% 0.34,
the dose of diuretics was based on clinical judgment. Serial NP and echo Doppler
assessments were performed at the time of the scheduled follow-up visits. The
simplified Modification of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) equation was used to
estimate the glomerular filtration rate (eGFR).
Results: The median follow-up duration was 1,054 days and was comparable
in the two groups. During the observation period, the dose of loop diuretics in-
creased by 25% in the group in which the drug regimen was guided according to
echo and NP criteria, while it increased by 67% in the clinically assessed patients
(p<0.0001). No significant differences in survival were apparent between the two
groups at 36 months (89% vs 86%). An increase of ≥0.3 mg/dL in serum crea-
tinine was reported in 12% of the echo and NP guided group and in 22% of the
clinical assessed group (p=0.0026). Newly diagnosed renal dysfunction (eGFR
<60 ml/1.73 m2) occurred in 9% of patients followed-up by echo and NP criteria
and in 15% of those followed-up clinically (p=0.017).
Conclusion: This study shows that echo and NP guide therapy is useful to pre-
vent renal dysfunction in patients with CHF due to LSD.

P4694 | BEDSIDE
Cardiac troponin concentrations in aged nursing home residents:
independent contribution of heart failure and renal dysfunction

E.P.M. Cardinaels1, M.A.M. Van Der Velden-Daamen2, A.M.A. Mingels3,
O. Bekers3, J.M.G. Schols2, H.P. Brunner-La Rocca4, M.P. Van Dieijen-Visser3.
1Cardiovascular Research Institute Maastricht (CARIM), Deptartment of Clinical
Chemistry, Maastricht, Netherlands; 2Maastricht University, Department of
General Practice and Primary Care, Maastricht, Netherlands; 3Maastricht
University Medical Centre, Department of Clinical Chemistry, Maastricht,
Netherlands; 4Cardiovascular Research Institute Maastricht (CARIM),
Department of Cardiology, Maastricht, Netherlands

Purpose: Highly sensitive cardiac troponins (hs-cTn) are the preferred biomark-
ers to detect cardiac injury. However, hs-cTn concentrations are also known to
be elevated in patients with renal dysfunction, complicating their interpretation.
Therefore, we investigated hs-cTn concentrations on their relative association
with cardiac and renal function in nursing home residents with advanced age.
Methods: A cohort of 495 nursing home residents, aged ≥65 years, were mea-
sured using the hs-cTnT and a new hs-cTnI assay. Renal function was assessed
by the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), established from serum cre-
atinine and cystatin C. Also, the presence of heart failure in the residents was
evaluated using echocardiography.
Results: In these older adults aged 82±7 years, hs-cTnT concentrations (21 (15-
31) ng/L; median (interquartile range, IQR)) were markedly higher than hs-cTnI
concentrations (7 (4-12) ng/L). Consequently, 77% of the residents had hs-cTnT
concentrations above the 99th percentile cut-off (14 ng/L), while only 8% were
above the cut-off for hs-cTnI (26.2 ng/L). In the residents diagnosed with heart
failure (34%), significantly higher median (IQR) hs-cTnT (27 (19-44) ng/L) and hs-
cTnI (11 (7-20) ng/L) concentrations were measured in comparison to those with-
out heart failure (hs-cTnT: 19 (13-25) ng/L; hs-cTnI: 5 (4-9) ng/L; both p<0.001).
Moreover, we found a strong association of eGFR with hs-cTnT (st.β =-0.410) and
hs-cTnI concentrations (st.β=-0.259) (both p<0.001). Interestingly, the associa-
tion between eGFR and both hs-cTn concentrations remained highly significant
(hs-cTnT: st.β =-0.340; hs-cTnI: st.β =-0.175; both p<0.001), irrespective of the
presence of heart failure.
Conclusions: Elevated hs-cTnT concentrations were observed in the majority
of aged nursing home residents. Moreover, we identified heart failure and renal
dysfunction as two most important and independent reasons for hs-cTnT and hs-
cTnI elevations.

P4695 | BEDSIDE
Lower activity value of antithorombin reflects worsening of heart
failure in infants with ventricular septal defect

Y. Hamamichi, N. Kanagawa, T. Toyokawa, R. Higeno, T. Tanaka, Y. Kawazu,
N. Inamura, F. Kayatani, H. Kawata, H. Kishimoto. Osaka Medical Center and
Research Institute for Maternal and Child Health, Osaka, Japan

Background: Antithorombin (AT), which is produced in liver, is activated on vas-
cular endothelial cells. Heart failure prompts endothelial damage. However, there
are no reports about relation between activity value of AT (AT-activity) and heart
failure. Infants with ventricular septal defect (VSD) develop heart failure, if they
need surgical intervention. We predicted lower AT-activity was provoked in VSD
infants with serious heart failure. We attempted identify cardiac function and clin-
ical presentation in VSD infants with lower AT-acivity.
Methods: Between 2004 and 2013, 106 symptomatic infants with VSD were
studied. Cardiac catheterization was performed with surgical intervention in view.
Venous blood samples for analysis of AT-activity were obtained before surgery.
We defined lower AT-activity as AT-activity levels in the lower quartile of 106 in-
fants (�86%). First, cardiac performances influencing lower AT-activity were de-
termined. Second, we compared clinical feathers between VSD infants with lower
AT-activity and those without lower AT-activity.
Results: After multiple logistic regression analysis lower AT-activity was inde-
pendently associated with odds ratio of 9.3 (p=0.002) for high ratio of pulmonic
flow to systemic flow (�4.4), 5.8 (p=0.002) for low stroke volume (�60ml/m2),
5.7 (p=0.004) for high end-diastolic pressure of right ventricle (�8mmHg), and
3.6 for high right-left ventricular pressure ratio on end-systole (�0.86). Explana-
tory coefficient was 0.45. In VSD infants with lower AT-activity, the levels of to-
tal protein, albumin, and fibrinogen were significantly decreased. The levels of
gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase and creatinine were significantly increased. Clin-
ically, VSD infants with lower AT-activity had more histories of hospital care (40%
vs. 15%, p=0.0073) and smaller standard deviation of body weight (-2.6SD vs. -
1.9SD, p=0.0044). The percentage of patients operated early (within 5 week after
catheterization) was significantly higher in infants with lower AT-activity (73% vs.
43%, p=0.013).
Conclusion: Our study showed lower AT-activity in VSD infants was indepen-
dently associated with increased right ventricular pressure on end-diastole or
end-diastole, increased pulmonary flow and decreased stroke volume. All these
factors indicate heart failure is getting worse in VSD infants. Laboratory data sug-
gested VSD infants with lower AT-activity potentially had trouble with liver and
kidney. Furthermore, patients with lower AT-activity had more serious heart fail-
ure clinically. We could use lower AT-activity as the method of picking out the
exacerbation of heart failure in VSD infants.

P4696 | BEDSIDE
Red cell distribution width predicts length of stay in patients with
acutely decompensated heart failure

M.B. Yilmaz, O. Beton, H. Yucel, H. Gunes, A.U. Uslu, A. Zorlu. Cumhuriyet
University, Sivas, Turkey

Purpose: Red cell distribution width (RDW) is known as the measure of variability
in size of erhythrocytes, and the higher values were previously shown to designate
poor prognosis in heart failure (HF). On the other hand, length of hospital stay is
a crucial and costly part of management of patients with acutely decompensated
HF (ADHF). We aimed to search for the potential association of RDW with length
of stay (LOS).
Methods: 230 consecutive ADHF patients, admitted and hospitalized in single
tertiary care HF center, were considered for the analysis. Length of hospital stay
(LOS) and other data at admission were evaluated.
Results: There were 230 consecutive patients (149 males, 81 females), admitted
with ADHF to a single tertiary care HF center. Mean age was 70.7±11.2 years.
There were 182 patients with ischemic HF, and 48 patients with nonischemic HF.
Mean LVEF was 31±11%, and there were 189 patients with HFREF and 41 pa-
tients with HFPEF. Mean hemoglobin was 12.9±2 gr/dl. Mean LOS was 7.6±4.9
days ranging from 2-27 days. LOS was correlated with BUN (r=0.142, p=0.030),
RDW (r=0.232, p=0.001), and was not correlated with LVEF, and other labora-
tory parameters. LOS was slightly longer in females compared to males (8.3±5.6
vs 7.2±4.3 days, p=0.096). Patients with permanent AF had slightly longer LOS
than those without (8.3±5.2 vs. 7.3±4.7 days, p=0.139). Since median LOS was
6 days, patients were classified into two as those with LOS≤6 days and those
with LOS≥7 days. RDW at admission was higher in those with LOS≥7 days
(16.72±2.85 vs. 15.58±2.15, p=0.001). Triglyceride level was lower in those with
LOS≥7 days (86±39 vs 104±68 mg/dl, p=0.024). Presence of hypertension, di-
abetes mellitus, ischemic HF were not associated with longer LOS (≥7 days).
Those with previous AMI had slightly longer LOS than those without (54.6% vs
44.1%, p=0.113, out of 226 patients).
Stepwise regression analysis was built up including BUN, RDW, gender, presence
of permanent AF and previous history of AMI, and it was shown that RDW was
the only parameter that independently predicted LOS in hospitalized patients with
ADHF (ExpB=1.212, p=0.001, 95% CI: 1.078-1.362).
Conclusion: It seems in a cohort of hospitalized ADHF patients, RDW at admis-
sion predicts LOS independently.
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NT-proBNP as a predictor of outcome in patients with septic shock:
a suitable cut-off

A.I. Guaricci1, F. Santoro1, L. Di Biase2, A. Paoletti Perini3, G. Pontone4, M. Di
Biase1. 1University of Foggia, Cardiology Department, Foggia, Italy; 2Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, Department of Cardiology, New York, United States
of America; 3University Hospital Careggi, Firenze, Italy; 4Cardiology Center
Monzino IRCCS, Milan, Italy

Aim: To determine the role of NT-proBNP in regard to outcome of septic patients
and to evaluate how levels of Nt-ProBNP can reflect the hemodynamic evolution
of sepsis.
Methods: Forty patients (55% males, median age 64 years, 25-75 percentiles
49-72) with severe sepsis were retrospectively evaluated. Patients were treated
with gold standard therapy for sepsis (either std therapy or std therapy plus
polymyxin B (PMX) fiber hemoperfusion). NT-BNP levels, E.A. (endotoxin activity)
concentration, SOFA score and SAPS II score, C.I. (cardiac index), MAP (mean
arterial pressure) and PAP (pulmonary arterial pressure) were evaluated at ad-

mission and after 72 hours. Overall survival was evaluated after 28 days from
admission.
Results: At 4-week follow-up, 22 patients died (55%). Survival was not associ-
ated with age, gender, baseline E.A. and treatment, while it was associated with
NT-proBNP at baseline and at time 72. NT-proBNP >1000 pg/ml at 72 hours was
the strongest independent determinant of survival. The area under curve (AUC)
of NT-proBNP at admission was 0.73 (CI 0.56-0.901), whereas after 72 h it was
0.99 (CI 0.91-1).
At time 72 h, AUC of SOFA score was 0.94 (CI 0.88-1.01; p<0.01); AUC of SAPS
II score was 1 (CI 1-1 p<0.01); AUC curve of E.A. was 0.73 (CI 0.57-0.89 p<0.01).
Levels of NT-proBNP >1000 pg/ml at 72 h are highly predictive of adverse out-
come, irrespectively of different therapeutic strategies (sensitivity = 95.5% speci-
ficity =94.4%). NT-proBNP at 72 h correlated with CI, MAP and PAP (p values
<0.01, <0.01, 0.03, respectively).
Conclusions: Elevated NT-proBNP levels (>1000 pg/ml), combined with clinical
score, could be a powerful midterm predictor of mortality in patients with septic
shock. NTproBNP assessed at 72 hours from admission reflects the hemody-
namic evolution of sepsis.
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